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She's also a BWOC at Amherst and West Point
(Nebraska). These are just three of thousands of
cities and towns in Big Aggie Land, one of the
largest land area radio coverages in the U.S. WNAX570 covers 175 counties in six states — delivers a

66.4% share of the 609,590 radio homes in Big Aggie
Land. Profitable promotion in this prosperous market — 2*4 million people with $3 billion to spend —
begins with WNAX-570. See your Katz man.
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CLOSED

Networks' ball • It's all up to major
networks on outcome of massive public
relations "image" project for television.
Meeting will be held in New York July
15 to get project under way or to put
it on ice. Indications are that it will
roll. To meet in New York will be
pro tern group of nine, which could
become permanent control committee
for PR image project (Broadcasting,
June 22). (See story, page 9.)
As network picture stands, NBC is
all for McCollough committee project;
CBS reportedly is reluctant to move
ahead before it knows of detailed plan,
identity of director and makeup of
control committee, but it, nevertheless,
is expected to contribute its $75,000
along with NBC. ABC is question mark.
Proposal has been made, based on differential in network gross, that ABC
contribution should be $40,000, but
NBC insisted all should contribute
equally and if not, then other two networks should raise their ante.
Delicate question • Advertising Council is considering anti-inflation campaign, ala its anti-recession drive last
year. But it faces doubly ticklish decision— not only whether advertising
can really contribute to curbing of inflation but also, whether job can be
done in non-political fashion — which
by council standards it must be. If decision is affirmative, council will look
to radio-tv to shoulder sizeable part of
load, as in past campaigns.
On the spots • Competition in one
three-station Midwest market has become so heated one telecaster felt compelled to lodge complaints with certain
agencies over alleged triple (and even
quadruple) spotting practices of competitor. Some agencies reportedly have
requested logs of station.
Those drop-ins • FCC last Tuesday
took another fling at vhf drop-ins in
markets having fewer than three vhfs
but made little progress. Staff report
evaluating various factors affecting
short-supply markets, was labelled "disappointing" because so little apparently
could be gained by adhering to existing
separations. Subject is slated to come up
again this week (possibly tomorrow,
July 7). Maximum list of drop-in markets totals 21 (Broadcasting, June 8).
Old refrain • In order to set "line"
for July 9 hearing before Senate Foreign Relations Committee on NARBA
and Mexican international radio agreeBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

CIRCUIT®

ments, FCC today (July 7) will take up
14-year-old clear channel case and
companion
daytimeaction
skywave
case.
It's
doubted whether
will be
taken,
but at least dusty data will be aired
once again.

many stations lack news directors and
even one trained newsman. Mr. Moss
said he would feel better about revising
Sec. 315 "if all good stations had
trainedstaffs.
professional news directors" on
their

Ratings
• It's
going to network
be nipand-tuck race
this fall
on television
ratings. With upsurge of ABC-TV,
one opposition network head said he

Rochester switch • Reports circulated
last week that NBC Radio plans to cancel affiliation with WHAM Rochester,
NY. (50 kw, 1180 kc). Though no official word was forthcoming, word expected soon on replacement in NBC
lineup. Move reportedly due to netdesire for higher
anceswork's
in Rochester
area. program clear-

expected margins to be "very narrow."
ABC-TV may benefit most rating-wise
because of public acceptance of western and adventure programming. Moreover, it will benefit because of policy
of few unusual length "specials" as
against CBS and NBC policy of heavy
special schedules.
Top ABC spokesman said Monday
evening schedule, which has been its
weakest, will be bolstered this fall with
new line-up, comprising Bourbon Street,
Paradise, and holdover Cheyenne. NBC
and CBS, on other hand, say that their
effort is toward more "distinguished"
programming and that instead of thinking about 1959-60, they're looking year
ahead on properties.
Radio expansion • Contrary to reports that its five owned and operated
radio stations are for sale, ABC is actively looking for two additional stations to bring it up to full quota of
seven under multiple ownership. This
was answer given Broadcasting by
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
AB-PT, to report that radio network
would be sold along with owned and
operated stations.
It was ascertained that pitches had
been made for individual radio stations
in ABC o&o group. Moreover, from
time to time, there had been conversations regarding possible merger of ABC
Radio with Mutual, and in last week's
negotiations geared toward another
sale of Mutual (story page 29) it was
reported that Albert G. McCarthy, one
of Mutual's buyers, had made new approach, but that ABC evinced no interest.
Specialists needed • Rep. John Moss
(D-Calif.) put finger last week on weakness in broadcasting's claim to be major
journalistic force, worthy of Constitutional freedoms. When Ralph
Renick (WTVJ [TV] Miami), president
of Radio and Television News Directors Assn., was testifying on alleged
discrimination against radio-tv news as
compared with newspaper freedom.
Rep. Moss brought out admission that

Voice tests • Voiced news service to
radio stations are now being field-tested
by both major wire services, UPI working with group of client stations in San
Francisco bay area and AP with group
of member stations in Connecticut. Apparently results to date look promising,
though neither organization is yet willing to commit itself to regular voice
service. UPI officials say if bay area
tests continue to prove satisfactory it'll
continue there on regular basis, presumably also expanding into other
areas. AP sources stress no decision
yet on regular service, say statement
may be issued in couple of weeks, or
whole
experiment may go back into
laboratory.
Lasting effects? • Supreme Court majority, in its decision last week in
WDAY political broadcasting case
(story page 54), included language that
may become as controversial as famous
"composition of traffic" phrase used by
Associate Justice Frankfurter in 1941
network chain monopoly case. It was
Frankfurter language that repeatedly
has been cited in effort to show that
Congress intended FCC to regulate programs and not be mere "traffic cop."
In WD A Y majority opinion written
by Associate Justice Black, court held
that thrust of Sec. 315 is to facilitate
political debate over radio and television. It emphasized FCC considers
"the carrying of political broadcasts a
public service criterion to be considered
both in license renewal proceedings and
in comparative contests for a radio or
television construction permit." This
language, lawyers point out, may be
used in arguments on congressional intent on program regulations. Comr.
T.A.M. Craven has steadfastly argued
that consideration of programs is forbidden, and constitutes censorship by
FCC.

Just a minute! THAT'S ALL IT TAKES TO CAPTURE
NORTHERN OHIO'S BIG MOVIE-MINDED AUDIENCE
HERE'S WHY:
WARNER
BROTHERS ... PARAMOUNT
20Ii± CENTURY. .. UNITED ARTISTS
Scheduled 4 times daily on Channel 8 . . . 9:00 AM
"Watch & Win"— 1:OOPM "Star Matinee"— 5:30 PM
"Big Show"— 11:20 PM "Nite Movie"
Storer

Television.

"Famous on the local scene

WJWTV
CHANNEL 8
CBS • CLEVELAND,

OHIO

r>» tfj
WZ> c?S WJW-TV
ClevelundWAOA-TV
AtlantaW8PD-TV
Toledo WJBK-TV
Detroit WITI-TV
Milwaokc*
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WEEK

IN

HOOPER

BRIEF

and

PULSE

AGREE:
How to sell radio to retailers • Many stations use the
wrong approach in presentations to department stores
and major retailers, according to Edward Prager, head
of his own agency in Baltimore and active many years
in the retailing field. He figures it's a mistake to try to
convince retailers radio will do the same job better and
Mr. Prager

cheaper. There's another approach that is more
effective, he says in Monday Memo. Page 19.

More problems for Mutual • Voluntary petition for reorganization
under bankruptcy laws is filed. Hurleigh takes ownership but McCarthyFerguson group advances $100,000 and is expected to assume control if
and when deal is made with creditors. Network's debts: more than $3
million. Page 29.
Can and
spot itsradio
carry
the while
load? planning
• That's a the
question forAmerican
Petrofina
agency
asked
campaign
Fina gasoline.
The 20-25% increase in sales gave the best answer. Page 36.
Most wanted in the home • Television leads household items in survey
of public preferences, NBC-TV finds in survey. Video sets rank ahead of
refrigerators, stoves, laundry machines and beds. Page 42.
Libel decision at last • U.S. Supreme Court rules that Sec. 315's nocensorship provisions means stations are not liable for defamation; vote in
WDAY-TV case is 5-4 with Justice Black writing majority opinion.
Justice Frankfurter, minority. Page 54.
It's up to Congress • Broadcasters and legislators repeat pros and cons
of Sec. 315 at House hearing. Chairman Oren Harris indicates some
relief may develop but not what broadcasters want. Page 56.

WPON
A

PONTIAC

DOMINATES

THIS

IMPORTANT

PART

METROPOLITAN
AREA
H.U.R.

WPON
37

25.3

23.3
Booster-catv legislation coming • First round of hearings on booster
and community tv problems engage Senate communications subcommittee. Booster operators and western broadcasters urge legislation to bring
both systems under FCC regulation; broadcasters seek tight control over
catv systems. Hearings resume this week. Page 64.
Disney vs. ABC • Motion picture mogul sues network in New York
court for release of Zorro and Mickey Mouse Club, both of which go off
ABC-TV in fall but which Disney wants to offer to other networks or to
stations via syndication. Page 76.
Symphony in plastics • CBS-TV production workshop creates deceptively realistic imitations that come out on the screen like the real thing.
Name it— piece of sculpture or fire hydrant — and workshop will reproduce itin easily handled form at modest cost. Page 78.
Radio-tv network showsheets • The quarterly rundown of the three
tv networks and four radio networks and details of all programs and sponsors. New program cycles and sponsors starting during the next quarter
are shown, too. The showsheets are divided into one-hour segments,
morning, afternoon and evening, for easy reference. Page 91.
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LANSING
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Mich. . . . it's
910
7 1.

. . . It's a fact. The Lansing metro area is now
ranked 69th nationally.
(SRDS — MAY, 19591"
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Take FOOD
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MEAN

IN MONEY?

for example.

Last year $90,681 ,000 was spent in the market
on this item alone!
Yes, the Lansing market is BIG . . . and to serve it best, buy .
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AT

LATE NEWSBREAKS
Daytime
again

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

broadcasters

lose

FCC

plea

Bid by daytime broadcasters for extended hours of operation — from 6 a.m.
to 6 p.m., or sunrise to sunset, whichever combination is longer — has failed
again. FCC announced Friday it has
instructed staff to prepare document
turning down petition by Daytime
Broadcasters Assn.
No vote was announced, but it was
understood Comr. Robert T. Bartley
voted to permit two-month experimentation. This was alternative request
by DBA.
Action marks second time DBA has
been turned down in quest for longer
operating hours for daytimers. Daytime stations are limited by regulation
to local sunrise-sunset. Last January
Commission denied first petition asking
for change in daytime hours to 5 a.m. or
sunrise to 7 p.m. or sunset, whichever
is longer (Broadcasting, Jan. 12). Following this, DBA filed present petition.
FCC announcement stressed that instructions constituted preliminary step
and that result might by different when
formal decision is adopted and issued.
Pro tern 'image' group
is named by NAB head

j

,
!
|
j

Temporary committee to start off tvwide campaign to improve public's
image of visual medium named Thursday (July 2) by NAB President Harold
E. Fellows. Group will serve until permanent committee is picked from sponsors of tv information program (see
Closed Circuit, page 5). First meeting
will be held July 15 at Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York.
Members of temporary committee
are Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
Stations, who
directed preliminary
study of project prior to NAB Tv
Board's June meeting (Broadcasting,
June 22); C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.; Willard E.
Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston; Roger
W. Clipp, Triangle Stations; John S.
Hayes, WTOP-TV Washington; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington, W. Va.; Kenneth Bilby, NBCTV; Michael Foster, ABC-TV, and
CBS-TV member to be designated.
Permanent nine-man committee will
include representative of each sponsoring network; three NAB Tv Board
members and three to be selected from
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

'
'Nyet
Answ
When er
CBS still
President
Frank
Stanton apeared in receiving line
at Blair House, Washington, for
introduction to Soviet First Deputy Premier Frol R. Kozlov, Vice
President Nixon asked Mr. Kozlov to readmit CBS newsmen to
Russia ("he should be allowed to
operate
againKozlov
in Moscow").
laugh, Mr.
replied to With
Mr.
Nixon, "When you and I reach
agreement,
can drama
stay." Plot
Sovietsto
barred
CBS heafter
Kill Stalin appeared on CBS-TV.
Later during reception Dr. Stanton asked Mr. Kozlov to appear
on CBS-TV's Face the Nation
but decision was deferred until
deputy premier concludes his U.S.
tour.
among other tv broadcasters. Program
will be open to both NAB members
and non-members.
Four to drop MBS
Mutual spokesmen confirmed Friday
that four of five RKO Teleradio stations
indicated they would not renew MBS
affiliation contracts and said they expected fifth RKO Teleradio affiliate,
WHBQ Memphis, to follow same
course. Affiliations of all five expire
Aug. 9. MBS reiterated that it had already lined up replacements for all five
but was committed to delay announcement for time being (Closed Circuit,
June 22; also see page 29). Spokesman
said RKO Teleradio's WNAC Boston,
KHJ Los Angeles and KFRC San Francisco sent word they would not renew
and that WOR New York had given
similar indication. RKO Teleradio
owned Mutual prior to its sale of network in 1957.
FCC

hearing

called

on Springfield ch. 2
Following mandate of U. S. Court
of Appeals, FCC Thursday (July 2) announced "collateral evidentiary hearing" on Springfield, 111. -St. Louis ch. 2
deintermixture case. Hearing will be
held on undetermined date before specially appointed hearing examiner.
Commission action in shifting ch. 2
from Springfield to St. Louis and assigning itto KTVI (TV) was returned

DEADLINE

OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 29

by courts following disclosures by
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee of off-record contacts (Broadcasting, May 11). Conditional grant of
ch. 2 in Springfield to WMAY there was
made in March 1957, but grantee was
forbidden from building until completion of then pending rulemaking. Later
same month, ch. 2 was shifted to St.
Louis with WMAY assigned uhf
channel.
Sangamon Valley Tv Corp., losing
applicant for ch. 2 in Illinois City, appealed decision to appeals court and
later to Supreme Court when lower
body first upheld FCC. Supreme Court
then remanded case to appeals court
which, in turn, directed FCC to take
more evidence on ex parte allegations.
In action last week, Commission ordered hearing to determine nature and
course of any ex parte presentations,
whether any commissioner should be
disqualified from voting or whether any
party to proceeding should be disqualified. KTVI was given authority to continue operating on ch. 2 in St. Louis
pending further action by Commission.
In second case returned to FCC because of disclosures by Oversight Subcommittee, Special Hearing Examiner
Horace Stern Thursday scheduled Sept.
9 prehearing conference in ch. 7 Miami
case. Ch. 7 was granted to Biscayne
Tv Corp. (WCKT [TV]) over three
competing applicants.
Mack
may

juror
cause

illness
mistrial

Possibility of mistrial in MackWhiteside conspiracy trial loomed at
week's end with illness of juror. Late
Thursday juror was in Washington
hospital, with illness uncertain but
centering in lower abdomen. Federal
district court jury, which began deliberating Wednesday, retired for night
in special private rooms in U.S. Courthouse. Ailing juror, Joseph R. Carroll,
65, retired telephone company worker,
was stricken Thursday morning. Judge
Burnita S. Matthews asked counsel if
they had any objection to 1 1-man jury
continuing deliberations, but Nicholas
J. Chase, attorney for former Comr.
Richard A. Mack, said he could not
consent immediately. Judge Matthews
instructed remaining 1 1 jurors to cease
deliberations. Two alternates who had
sat throughout three-month trial were
dismissed when jury took case. Under
CONTINUES on page 10

AT

DEADLINE

CONTINUED

from page 9

federal procedures, they may not be
called back.
Case, underway since April 7, is
based on grand jury indictment of Mr.
Mack and friend, Miami attorney Thurman A. Whiteside, on charges they
conspired to throw Miami ch. 10 grant
to National Airlines.
NBC advisory group
Plan to form new program managers
committee and claim that NBC Radio
has "gained . . . undisputed leadership
in radio networking by . . . capturing
52.1% of total sponsored hours on the
three major radio networks" reported
Thursday (July 2) by George W. Harvey, WFLA Tampa, after presiding
over NBC Radio Affiliates Executive
Committee meeting in New York. New
program group, according to Chairman
Harvey, will act as liaison between network and stations with aim of gearing
network programming as close as possible to affiliates' needs. Committee will
be made up of program managers from
representative affiliated stations and of
network program executives.
KSDO,

KOBY

sold

Station sales announced Friday, subject to usual FCC approval: KSDO
San Diego, Calif. Sold by C. A. Smith
and associates to Sherwood Gordon for
total price of $700,000. Mr. Gordon
owns KBUZ Phoenix, Ariz., and only
recently sold WSAI-AM-FM Cincin-

WEEK'S

nati. KSDO is on 1130 kc with 5 kw
day, 1 kw night. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
Kenyon Brown, president of KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, has bought KOBY
San Francisco from Mid-America
Broadcasters for approximately $1.5
million. Broker was Howard E. Stark.
KOBY is on 1550 kc with 10 kw, directional antenna. Mr. Brown also owns
KSON San Diego, KFOX Long Beach,
and is awaiting FCC approval for purchase of KITO San Bernardino, all
California.
Two

win

renewals

Licenses of WJDX-AM-FM and
WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss., operated
by Lamar Life Insurance Co., were renewed Thursday (July 2) by FCC after
considering complaints by National
Assn. for Advancement of Colored People that stations were unfair in presenting controversial issues. Complaints related to NBC Home program broadcast
on WLBT in 1955 and Little Rock
crisis program Sept. 26, 1957.
Commission found no indication of
prejudice in former program, but reminded that licensee must not use facilities to mis-inform public. In second
case, involving panel, FCC said fact
that panelists are elected officials does
not alter nature of program or remove
fair-presentation requirement. No further action is warranted in either case,
FCC held.

on whether "they are left free from interference from vhf tv. . . ."
Letter was signed by Sens. John
Kennedy (D) and Leverett Saltonstall
(R) and Reps. Silvio O. Conte (R) and
Edward P. Boland (D), who urged extension of vhf service "thereby elimchusetts. inating uhf tv" in Western Massa• Business briefly
• Mutual reported Thursday (July 2)
signing of three advertisers for campaigns covering newscasts and adjacencies: General Motors Corp. (Chevrolet), Detroit, through Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit, for eight weeks starting today
(July 6); American Red Ball Transit
Co., Indianapolis, for 13 weeks, starting
in mid-August, in company's first use of
MBS; Christmas Club a Corp., N.Y.,
through Brooke, Smith, French &
Dorrance, N.Y., for six weeks, starting
in early November.

HEADLINERS

Nathan Straus, president-owner ofWMCA
New York since 1943,
moves to chairman of
the board and is succeeded as president by
son, R. Peter Straus,
who has been execu- Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
tive vp of station since N. Straus R. P. Straus Labunski
1958. Nathan Straus has had a long career in business and
public affairs (publisher of Puck, New York state senator,
New York state administrator of National Recovery Administration, administrator, U.S. Housing Authority) before
buying WMCA. R. Peter Straus was director of the International Labor Office's U.S. branch in Washington, from
1955-58 and from 1948-50 was WMCA's director of news
and special features. As part of realignment, Stephen B.
Labunski, general manager of WMCA since June 1958 and
earlier vp in charge of programming for ABC Radio, ap-

10

Hartford protest
Four Massachusetts members of
Congress have protested to FCC any
assignment of third vhf to Hartford,
Conn., which they maintained would
force four uhf stations serving western
Massachusetts off the air. In a letter
to FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer,
two senators and two congressmen
maintained public interest "would be
injured tinued
severely"
suchstations
move and
consuccess ofbyuhf
depends

pointed vp-general manager of station. Elizabeth M. Rosan,
secretary to elder Mr. Straus since 1943, named secretarytreasurer.
Dwight S. Reed and Frank E. Pellegrin, vps and both
founding partners of H-R Television Inc. and H-R Representatives Inc., elected executive vps, Frank M. Headley,
president and also founding partner, announced Thursday
(July 2). Avery Gibson, research director of companies for
past five years, elected vp. Mr. Reed is in Chicago and is in
charge of western division of companies; Mr. Pellegrin,
located in New York, is in charge of tv, and Miss Gibson is
in general charge of sales development, heading staff of 14
people. Don Softness and Martin Goldberg, with H-R
for past four years, named respectively director of promotion-publicity and director of research. John Alcetta becomes assistant promotion director and Mary Ann S\nchirico promoted to assistant research director. Robert
Bexrdsley named research associate in Chicago.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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to

reduce

selling-costs

In their continual drive to reduce
costs of distribution, the midwest's
great food companies rely heavily
on the power of Spot Television.
Their advertising decisions
demand up-to-the-minute data on
markets and stations — data
instantly available through BlairTV's Chicago office.
Blair-TV operates on this basic
principle: that alert, informed representation isa service vital not
HARRY SMART, vice president, has charge of
Blair-TV's a Chicago
office, service
one of ten
offices
providing
fast efficient
to Advertising throughout the United States

A NATIONWIDE

only to stations but also to all Advertising and to the businesses dependent onit for volume and profit.

From the first, our list has been
made up of stations and markets
we felt in position to serve most
effectively. Today these stations
are located in 26 of America's
greatest markets. Together they
cover 56 percent of its population,
virtually 60 percent of its effective
buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a powerhouse of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use
of that force, is the constant objective ofour entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

ORGANIZATION

BLAIR-TV
WABC-TV-New York
W-TENAlbany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV— Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV
—
KTVI-St. Louis
Tampa-St.— Petersburg
WFLA-TV
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Incredible. ..but true. WBBM-TV
keeps topping its own record ratings. Chicago's
top station in the past 48 consecutive Nielsen reports, both Nielsen and ARB
show

WBBM-TV

For example,

first again . - . and by one of the widest
according

to ARB,WBBM-TV's

margins

over-all audience

in its history.

share is at a nine-

teen-month high of 34.8%. That's a mighty 22% higher than a year ago, 27% higher
than the second station, 78% higher than the third station and 91% higher than

the fourth station! Furthermore,

as the only Chicago

station to increase

its share

of audience and its ratings during the year, WBBM-TV
ranks first both daytime
and nighttime... with an average 37% lead over the nearest competition during
the day, and an average 16% lead at night. (American Research Bureau, May '59)
To blast all competition, advertise your product on WBBM-TV. It's dynamite!
Channel 2 in Chicago - CBS Owned - Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales ©

JEFFS

RENEWALS
IN

FOR

POURING

O
Zndayeari

Already renewed for next
season in market after market,
JEFF'S COLLIE proves itself
the "sponsor's best friend!"
Washington
Baltimore
Minneapolis
Cincinnati
Honolulu
Lincoln
South Bend
. . . and many

more!

Inquire about availabilities
in your market!

488 Madison Ave. • N.Y. 29 • Plm 5-2100
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
("Indicates first or revised listing)
July 5-11 — Advertising Federation of America
management seminar in advertising and marketing, Harvard Business School, Cambridge, Mass.
Emerson Foote, McCann-Erickson senior vice president, is in charge.
July 5-17 — NAB Management Development Seminar, Harvard Graduate School of Business Adm.,
Cambridge, Mass. Designed to give station management principles and analytic techniques involved in the executive job. Dr. J. Sterling Livingston, professor of business administration, Harvard,
president
of Harbridge
is academicanddirector.
William
P. Gormbly House,
Jr., assistant
dean and director of Harvard advanced management program, is administrative director. Sixty
broadcasters were accepted for enrollment.
July 7 — Resumption of FCC inquiry into tv network program practices, with advertising agency
executives to be chief witnesses before FCC
Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham.
10 a.m., U.S. Courthouse, Foley Sq., New York.
Docket 12,782.
July 7-9 — Canadian Board of Broadcast Governors, public hearing on applications for am, fm,
tv stations, Union Station, Ottawa, Ont.
"July 9— U. of Michigan Summer Speech Conference, Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate
Studies, Ann Arbor, Mich. Radio and tv section
will hear William Harley, manager of WHA-TV
Madison, Wis., and president of National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters. His topic, "Progress in
Educational Broadcasting."
July 9 — Hearing on NARBA and Mexican broadcast treaty before special Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee (D-Ore.). Rm. 4221, New
Senate Office Bldg., 10 a.m.
July 12-18 — Public Relations Institute, U. of
Wisconsin campus, Madison, sponsored by Public
Relations Society of America.
"July 14-15 — Idaho Broadcasters Assn., Shore
Lodge, McCall. Speakers July 15, main meeting day, include Kenyon Brown, KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles; Fred Ruegg, KNX Los Angeles, and
Louis Shadduck, secretary of Idaho Commerce &
Development Commission.
July 16-17 — Air Traffic Control Symposium cosponsorednauticsbyand Radio
Technicalsection
Commission
for Aero-of
Los Angeles
of Institute
Radio Engineers. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee and
James T. Pyle, deputy administrator of Federal
Aviation Agency, will speak.
July 16-19 — American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists, convention, Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
"July 19 — Military District of Washington will
conduct special program honoring NAB, Fort
Myer, Va.
AUGUST
Aug. 3— Comments due on FCC proposal to revise
television network rules including cutting down
on option time, counting straddle programs as

option time entirely, etc. Commission requests that
comments also refer to same revisions in radio
network rules. Docket 12,859. Postponed from
June 22.
*Aug. 16-17 — Montana Broadcasters Assn., Rainbow Hotel, Great Falls.
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon to be held at Fairmont Hotel.
Aug. 21-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Hot
Springs.
*Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval
Annex for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to Boston.
Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick W. Ford will speak.
Aug. 29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Judge
John Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal
Court of Appeals whose court rendered decision in
favor of court broadcasting, will address luncheon.
Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct
sales clinic.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation
seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network,
second in series of three-day workshop-business
sessions under new format calling for three
(instead of four) annual meetings, Bismarck
Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
"Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed
Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New Ytrk.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network international convention, Somerset
Hotel, Boston.
OCTOBER
"Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959 ,«

BUT THEY'LL MISS THE ENTIRE COMMERCIAL. The "audience break" can break you... for
tiresome commercials encourage your hard-won audience to duck the 3 vital minutes that
justify the whole 30. . . . Ayer advertising recognizes that people like to be sold engagingly. . . .
It checks the "audience break" by giving useful product information ... in a manner so interesting and compelling that the ledger shows not only sales but profit. N. W. AYER & SON, INC.

The commercial
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Actually, WBT doesn't get many singles. Most of our hits
are home runs.
Like during the March 1959 area Pulse. We scored 214 firsts
to our opponents' 2. There were 60 opponents, too!
Obviously, this is a pretty fast league. Our line-up of sluggers
(Pat Lee, Grady Cole, Clyde McLean, Alan Newcomb and
22 others) always comes through to keep us on top.
Pitch in with the WBT team. Let our "murderer's row" of
personalities, programming and power put your product in
contention for the pennant in the nation's 24th largest radio
market. Call CBS Radio Spot Sales for our box score.

WBT
CHaPlPTTe
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
JEFFERSON
STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY
16 (DATEBOOK)

for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field,
including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 12-14 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,
Chicago,
of 10,000
attendance and
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transistors, and communication and navigation, among
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
*0ct. 15-16) — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, Artierican Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 26-30 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters
Detroit. convention at Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel,
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
*Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting, Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
*'Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing
rulesforas fmpartsubsidiary
of FCC's commuinquiry
into possible
wider use
nications authorizations.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30 — Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— -Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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Not all the rockets in Florida are launched at Cape Canaveral. Many a product
— new or otherwise — blasted off on WFLA-TV has rocketed into a high sales orbit
in no time flat!
And it's not surprising when you consider that Florida's population is growing
by 3,000 new residents each week from the other 49 states.
Add to that, Florida's 8 million annual visitors and you quickly see the profit
opportunity — and the sales test opportunity — in this great cross-section of America.
Want more details on the Land of Profitunity? Write us, or call your BLAIRTV man today.
Figures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying Power.
HI
1

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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TAMPA

- ST. PETERSBURG

WLOS-TV

FIRST

in the Carolina

All measurement
FIRST

-

Triad!

surveys show that WLOS-TV

is

in the Carolina Triad in delivering the

audience for your product or service at a low, low
CPM.

Get all the facts from your PGW

Colonel

UOP.1H
CASCUMA
ASHEVILLE, N.C.

GREENVILLE,
S.C.

SPARTANBURG,
S.C.
SOUTH
CASOUNA

€1

WLOS-TV
towering new force in Southeastern TV
Unduplicated ABC in
Greenville • Asheville • Spartanburg
WLOS

AM-FM

Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
Southeastern Representative: James S. Ayers, Co.
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Largest TOTAL circulation.
Largest night-time weekly circulation
343,200 Homes!
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MONDAY

MEMO

from EDWARD

PRAGER, president of Edward

Selling

radio

There isn't any magic phrase, or
golden key, that will immediately unlock the big fat department store advertising budget, so that radio stations can
walk in and help themselves to basketsful of this rich treasure.
The basic strength and usefulness of
radio lies in the fact that it is different
from any other medium. Radio is not
television without video — and it certainly isnot, and never will be, "your
newspaper of the air." Radio is radio.
I have heard many reports of radio
people trying to sell radio to retailers
on the basis that "radio will do what
your newspaper advertising does, only
better and cheaper." This is the trap
that radio salesmen— high and low,
nationally and locally — fall into in the
heat and frenzy of selling, when confronting the adamant retailer who
spends 97% of his budget in print
media. Radio simply cannot show to
Mrs. Cadwalader the new low-cut evening dress with a fur border strategically placed just at the danger-line.
Radio Is Different • So let us affirm
and adhere to this first fundamental:
Radio is different. Therein lies radio's
chief value to major retailers.
Fundamental No. 2 is this: do not
try to sell radio to retail department
stores and specialty stores by trotting
out success stories of radio advertising
by banks, beers, Midas Mufflers, Tetley Tea, detergents, doughnuts, dairies
or drive-in movies.
Such a pitch is not only an affront
to department stores and an insult to
their, intelligence — it is also an instant
indication that you are not aware of
the vast difference between department
stores and service businesses, packaged
products, bottled beverages, and Brigitte Bardot's latest picture — and that
you don't really understand the retailers' problems.
Word of Caution • To attempt to
sell radio to retailers by selling against
newspapers per se is to attack an old,
well-tested friend and lifelong benefactor. It is also an attack on the
judgment, past and present, of the
store management. Hence, fundamental
No. 3: don't sell against print media
(or any other medium) — sell for radio.
How do you sell for radio? With a
coverage map? Rating reports? Mailpull? Rate card? Program idea or saturation schedule?
No.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Prager Advertising Agency, Baltimore

advertising

to

retailers

You think about what department Your own Radio Advertising Bureau
stores need today.
research has gone into virtually all
You list the special attributes and ad- these new conditions that now confront
vantages of radio.
major retailers, and has prepared
You see if they fit together. rather elaborate presentations — at the
You'll find that they do.
cost of quite a few dollars. But to the
Department stores and other major best of my knowledge, one of the most
old-line retailers are themselves scarcely important conclusions has been largely
or dimly aware of what they need — or completely overlooked — or perhaps,
and they try to give it a lot of thought, avoided.
The Big Change • A tremendous and That conclusion — vital and inevitable
radical change has taken place since —is simply this: The presentation of the
World War II, not only in retailing merchandise item is no longer sufficient
generally but also in population move- for effective total sales promotion of
ments to suburbs, in the growth of major retailers.
shopping centers, in transportation pat- A chief function of retail advertisterns, in new retail competition such ing today is to "buy people" — to win
as discount houses, and the mushroom their preference for the store as a
growth of new chain operations, new whole (just as radio station promotion
trends in consumer spending, new in recent years has been increasingly
public loyalties and the decline of tra- devoted to winning preference for
dition, new consumer habits in reading, total station programming),
listening, and viewing.
Of course, merchandise item presentation will continue to carry the larger
burden of store promotion — but this
must be integrated with and supplemented by other appeals to the public.
Each retailer (large, medium, or
small) needs to define, develop, and
present to the public the store personality ... by every suitable means and
medium.
Old-line stores are often at a disadvantage when trying to compete solely
on the basis of item-and-price. Actually, they have many other competitive
advantages . . . such as prestige . . .
charge and budget accounts . . . trained
salespeople . . . wide selections . . .
style leadership . . . delivery service
. . . free gift wrapping . . . phone shopping service . . . repair departments
. . . prime store locations . . . one-stop
shopping . . . and customer satisfaction.
Telling the Whole Story • This is
Edward Prager, b. Baltimore, attended the total department store story that
Johns Hopkins U. Worked at Hecht Co. must be told — if major retailers are to
one year then joined Joseph Katz Co. hold and increase their share of conwhere he eventually became manager
sumer spending.
of retail division and account execu- It is a total story that should be told
tive on a number of national accounts with vivid personality, with life and
(H. Daroff, Botany suits, Marlboro charm, with widespread coverage and
shirts, etc.) Founded own agency 17 great frequency. It is a story that can
years ago. About half of accounts are be told by itself, or in conjunction with
retail, including Hecht-May depart- items or store events or seasonal shopment store, Associated Barr's store ping occasions. This is the story that
(jewelry chain), and Robinson's, Glen will "buy people" — win preference for
Burnie, Md. National accounts include a particular retailer — build and retain
American National Building & Loan the shopping habit.
Assn. and Diamond Council of Amer- What advertising medium could be
ica. Places retail business in 20 states, better suited to this task than radio?
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buy four
markets

with

one purchase,
save enough
to buy a fifth
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TELEVISION NETWORK
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New England comeback
editor:
. . . very much impressed with your
New England report appearing in the
June 22 issue. We would appreciate
permission to use some of the facts
and figures mentioned, attributing
same to Broadcasting . . . We might
add that of the many trade publications this agency receives, we consider Broadcasting to be the best example of how a trade publication
should completely cover its field, yet
be written in an interesting manner.
Peter Bochan
Peter Bochan Adv. Agency
Waterbury, Conn.
[EDITOR'S
with credit isNOTE:
granted.]Permission to quote
editor:
... It made interesting reading.
Sherman Adams
Pollard Road
Lincoln, N.H.
editor :
... a very penetrating and accurate
summary of the economy of our
state . . .
Don Parry
State of Connecticut
Development Commission
Hartford
editor:
Congratulations on a splendid assay
at exploding that sorry spoor of
spooks which invoked a chimera implying an effete New England. Certainly, those elements of New England's "change-over pains" should
never have prompted the all too many
quasi-visionaries who assigned this rich
area to limbo via obituary.
In my opinion, with reference to
New England, you ain't seen nothin'
yet . . .Dr. Norman Young
Director of Research
Mogul Lewin Williams
& Saylor
New York
editor:
It is very heartwarming to see a
piece which conveys so well the vitality
and resources of the area.
Daniel W. Kops
President, WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., and WTRY Troy, N.Y.
editor:
. . . You completely by-passed the
North Country and the city of Berlin
which is an industrial and shopping
area for some 40,000 to 50,000 people and the city in which New HampBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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One Minutes Available
GOLDEN GATE PLAYHOUSE
Mon.-Fri. 3-5:15 PM
Easy to Buy
All Plans Apply

is

TV

in

SF

•SAN FRANCISCO CHRONICLE • NBC AFFILIATE . CHANNEL 4. • PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD
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39 THRILLING
HALF-HOURS

FIRST-RUN

FILMED

BASED

ON SAN DIEGO

POLICE DEPARTMENT

FILES!... FOR

LOCAL AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP!
REALLY

DIFFERENT!

It's the unusual story of a tough, resolute
police officer ... the eager, ambitious rookies
he trains . . . and his friend, a resourceful,
conscientious police-reporter.
. . . And the story of a melting-pot citySan Diego ... and its people-the fishermen,
the sailors, the barkeeps, the bankersfully-drawn characters in intriguing situations.

CO-STARRING

PATRICK

NEW!

ALREADY

McVEY

SOLD

TO

ALKA SELTZER
(Los Angeles, San Francisco)
COORS BEER
(Rocky Mountain Regional)
GENESEE BREWING
(Nine Markets Including
Buffalo, Rochester and Syracuse)
PLUS
45 LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

FOR DETAILS CONTACT

GEMS.inc
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • HOUSTON ■ HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA ■ TORONTO

NOW —

NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES
KCRG-TV

CHANNEL

SALES
FOR
9

shire's largest industry is located
(Brown Co.) ... The North Country
boasts of several of the important
manufacturing concerns along with a
speculation industrial plant in Whitefield . . . Your article, by eliminating
this area, will do tremendous harm in
our quest for more industry.
You might also be slightly chastised for not mentioning this area as
it is the heart and soul of the spectacular scenery that you referred to in
your article . . . The intention of this
letter is to let you know that like
New Bedford, Fall River, Lowell and
Lawrence, Berlin and the entire North
Country are sore. To quote from your
magazine with a slight change, "A lesson was taught, a simple lesson: don't
go around ignoring our part of New

ABC
TV

in Iowa's

number

one

market

THE

BRANHAM

COMPANY
HARRY

S. HYETT

Richard P. McKee
President, McKee
England." Broadcasting Co.
Director of Berlin Chamber
CommerceWhitefield
Pastof Director,
Chamber of Commerce
editor :
WWRJ, the newest voice on the
New Hampshire- Vermont scene thinks
your excellent New England article
. . . should be distributed as widely
as possible in this area. With this in
mind
bill us. please send us 100 copies and
Philip C. Smith
Station Manager
WWRJ White River
Junction, Vt.

CO., MINNEAPOLIS
editor:

KCRG-TV, Channel 9 is a necessary part of
effective selling in the Cedar RapidsWaterloo-Dubuque market. And now your
Branham Company and Hyett Company
representatives will tell you why.

MOST UNDUPLICATED NETWORK COVERAGE
IN EASTERN IOWA

Channel 9
KCRG-TV
Joseph F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McClure, Commercial Manager
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(OPEN MIKE)

. . . congratulations to you on an
especially fine article ... I would like
to obtain about 25 reprints so that
each of our executives can use them
as a very effective selling tool.
Jacquelyn Low, Mgr.
Sales Service Dept.
Cabot, Cabot & Forbes Co.
Boston
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of "What's
Really Happening
New England" are
available
at 20 cents ineach.]
Radio dials confusing
editor:
With the great amount of money
and effort that is being spent on radio
station
let'sitself.
take aIt critical
look atpromotions,
the radio set
seems
that the radio-set manufacturers in
their happy pursuit of styling have completely neglected to mark the radio
dial in a clear and legible manner. This
could nullify a large portion of good
station promotion.
In one major market two radio stations have been vying for top position
with all the fanfare and advertising help
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

ALREADY

55

RENEWALS
FOR 39 THRILLING NEW HALF-HOURS
OF TV'S BIGGEST SYNDICATION

OF ONE

SUCCESSES!

Jim Davis as Wes Cameron
and Lang Jeffries as
Johnson starseries.
in
thisSkipsuspenseful

RESCUE

SENSATIONAL

RATINGS

IN CITY AFTER

FOR THIS ACTION-PACKED,
RENEWALS INCLUDE:
ALKA SELTZER (Multi-Market Regional)
UTICA CLUB BEER (Multi-Market Regional)
WTOP-TV, WASHINGTON
KRCA, LOS ANGELES
WGN-TV, CHICAGO
KRON-TV, SAN FRANCISCO
WTVJ, MIAMI
KING-TV, SEATTLE
KLZ-TV, DENVER
WGR-TV, BUFFALO
WRVA, RICHMOND
WSYR-TV, SYRACUSE
KFSD-TV, SAN DIEGO
WRGB, SCHENECTADY
KFJZ-TV, FT. WORTH
WBTV, CHARLOTTE
KOAT-TV, ALBUQUERQUE
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DRAMATIC,

CITY, WEEK

AFTER

HUMAN-INTEREST

WEEK
SERIES!

For details about
these exciting 78 half-hours,
contact
SCREEN
ww GEMS,
inc.
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OP COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP
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Rochester,
A

RICH

N.

Y.

Marketing

Area

Here in the beautiful Finger Lakes
District of Western New York, a
stable, prosperous and diversified
group of nearly one million viewers
is served by CHANNEL 10. These
are folks with money in their pockets, and money in the bank, people
accustomed to high standards of
living, people who want to own,
and are able to buy, the things that
make for good, comfortable, modern living.

Where

Most

Viewers

prefer

CHANNEL

(52.3%)

10

According to the latest ARB Survey
of the Metropolitan Rochester Area
—four weeks, Jan. 19 to Feb. 15,
1959— most Rochester viewers prefer CHANNEL 10. 52.3%, sign-on to
sign off! 54.7%, 6:00 P.M. to Midnight!
Moreover, CHANNEL 10 carries 12
of the top 15 shows that are favorites among Rochesterians!— This,
incidentally, is a situation long accustomed to by Channel 10!

Whether
children,
best

your

product

teen-agers,
way

to their

hearts,

or

adults,

eyes,

appetites

pocketbooks

is for
the

ears

and

is via

. . .

that they could muster. Unfortunately,
these two radio stations are only 50 kc
apart. The average radio dial is not
calibrated accurately enough to let the
listener readily distinguish between the
two stations. As a result promotion
money is wasted.
The listener who is anxious and
primed to want the kind of radio sound
that he has heard about, can't find the
station on the dial; or even worse, the
dial is turned to the wrong station . . .
. . . We need a campaign to get the
manufacturers in tune with station
owners' problems.
Paul C. Holter
Avery -Knodel Inc.
San Francisco
Plea for all-uhf
editor:
As a senior at Princeton U. I devoted a large part of the past school
year to the preparation of a thesis
concerning uhf television . . . with a
relatively static number of tv stations
and a dynamic increase in tv advertisers, it is only natural that this increased advertising must find its deliverance intriple-spotting, shaving network time and the like.
. . . The FCC's hands are tied, in
my opinion, in regard to an all-uhf
system or an increase in vhf outlets
through spectrum swaps or closer station spacing. And it is unlikely that
triple-spotting can be cured by agency
pronouncements or NAB sanctions.
It is apparent, it seems to me, that
the technical inadequacies of uhf were
caused, in part, by a television manufacturing industry which did not have
the guts or fore-sightedness to invest
heavily in uhf research and development, even at the desperate behest of
the FCC in 1956. A uhf system working at full potential is the only solution
to the whole allocations muddle, of
which over-commercialization is only
a symptom. If there is any way to
force a dullard industry to undertake
favorable policies toward uhf which,
in the long run, will be their only salmediately.vation, then it should be applied imR.S. Palmer, 62-1879 Hall
Princeton, NJ.

CHANNEL
WHEC-TV

and

ROCHESTER,

lO

WVET-TV
NEW

YORK

Basic CBS
National Representatives
WVET-TV — BOLLING CO., INC.
WHEC-TV — EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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SILK SEPARATES BY B. H. WRAGGE

Poised, confident, aware of the very best in contemporary living; an individual of heightened
sensitivity and great effectiveness, so re-assuring to be with ... a "metropolitan" personality.

METROPOLITAN

Washington, B.C.

BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
205 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Cleveland

About
SESAC
RECORDINGS?

America's most unique music service . . .
bright, new material and top flight
arrangements
New

by the finest talent avail-

able from every major record label. SESAC's
Sounds are now being released on twelve-

inch, long-playing microgroove
especially produced

records . . .

and handsomely

packaged

.

Sure

. . .

"designed for repeated listening."
and

it's great!

"I like the new recording set-up and the albums are terrific."
WAMW, Washington, Ind.

"Very pleasant, and we will be using this one frequently."
WATT, Cadillac, Mich.

"Have always been favorites in this area and this release will be
appreciated."
WFLW, Monticello, Ky.

"Good! Particularly on your new records."
CKEK, Cranbrook, B. C.

"Very Very Good . . . Send more like it . . ."
WHJC, Matewan, W. Va.

"Wonderful dance tempo, in short, musical entertainment jor
young and old. Let's have more of thisCFPA,
type." Port Arthur, Ont.

'Outstanding! Send us more!"

WRGS, Rogersville, Tenn.

"Excellent change from the extended play numbers — good."
KTOY, Tacoma, Wash.

"Excellent program recording! This size record should prove
to be much more popular."
WLCK, Scottsville, Ky.

"Words cannot express our satisfaction with the new SESAC
album style long playing microgroove recordings."
WMCH, Hamilton, Ohio

" 'It's a Rose Colored World' that gives you 'Pretty Thoughts'
with a 'Delightful Interlude' played by the Lloyd London Trio.
'It's Too Good To Be True.' "
KORA, Bryan, Tex.

"Interesting and very well recorded. The new SESAC LP is a
step in the right direction."
KOKH-FM, Okla. City, Okla.

'Exceptional."

For

full information

write, Jim

10 Columbus
SESAC
28

INC.

WISV, Viroqua, Wis.

Myers

Circle

at—

New

York

19, N. Y.
* Trade Mark
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Hurleigh
as

assumes

network

who'll

temporary

go for salvage

THE

A

files bankruptcy,

The Mutual radio network slipped
deeper into trouble last week, in circumstances suggesting — again — that it
may have to fold.
A voluntary petition for reorganization under the bankruptcy laws was
filed, and with $100,000 or more in new,
borrowed money, veteran MBS executive Bob Hurleigh, who became interim
owner as well as president earlier in
the week, hoped to keep the network
on the air and work out a deal with its
creditors.
The $100,000 came from Real Properties Inc., Tampa, headed by Albert
Gregory McCarthy and Chester H. Ferguson, reportedly with an understanding
that additional funds would be made
available if necessary until a formula
for paying off creditors is devised.
A meeting of the 10 biggest creditors

LISTING

'ownership'
finds

if creditors

two

A further and seemingly serious complication facing Mutual was the prospect
that the five RKO Teleradio stations, including WOR New York, would disaffiliate. But MBS contends it has replacements lined up in all five markets
(Closed Circuit, June 22). WTTM
Trenton, announcing last week it had
signed with Mutual, implied it would
replace WOR in the network lineup. But
MBS officials, while gladly confirming
WTTM's signing, denied it would be
the WOR replacement. It has been suggested that WINS New York would be
the most likely replacement.
Cliff Hanger • To many observers,
who already had seen Mutual change

MUTUAL

BRIDGE

of Mutual

new

angels

will compromise

was set for July 13 before the bankruptcy referee. If a satisfactory deal is
made, Real Properties would then take
ownership.

THREE-MAN

The latest chapter in Mutual's
sink-or-swim saga stars three main
characters — Robert F. Hurleigh, veteran MBS executive - broadcaster;
Chester H. Ferguson, prominent
Tampa attorney - businessman, and
Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr., Tampa real estate operator.
Mr. Hurleigh, a 30-year veteran
broadcaster-newspaperman, appeared
to enjoy the give - and - take of a
searching news conference Wednesday (July 1) but MBS' new board
chairman Ferguson and "financial
angel" McCarthy were conspicuously absent. Mutual executives said that
the new backers are "businessmen
who don't like publicity."
Robert Hurleigh began a newspaper career in the late 1920's with
the Washington Times Herald. He
entered broadcasting with WOL
Washington in 1933 and later worked for WFBR Baltimore and WGN
Chicago before joining Mutual in
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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hands three times in two years, the overall outlook last week appeared far from
rosy. But they also noted that Mutual
has tottered on the brink before without falling over.
The consensus was that even if MBS
should go under, the outlook for radio
networking as a whole would not be
seriously affected.
To a man, leaders of the three other
national radio networks expressed dismay that one of the historic foursome
might be nearing the end of the line.
But they pointed out that Mutual has
faced uncertainty repeatedly in the last
two years, and for the most part took
the position that "it might be better to
have them out of the picture" than to
have the uncertainties continue indefinitely. Mutual's problems in recent
times, they explained, have tended to

SALVAGE
TEAM
hotels in Seattle, Anchorage and
1944. He was a commentator-news
Shannon, Eire. Friends say he is an
announcer for the network in Chiamiable person who occasionally cuts
cago and Washington
exigencies
forced him until
into Mutual's
the role loose: In 1952, he picked up the tab
of sales negotiator earlier this year.
for a costly wingding at WashingHe was elected vice president in
ton's Mayflower Hotel two days becharge of Washington operations in
forerationPresident
in honor Eisenhower's
of talent that inauguwas to
1957 and named vice chairman of
the MBS board last March. He
participate in the inaugural festivities. He is said to be in his middle
makes his home in Bethesda, Md.,
but Mutual's plight will keep him in 50's and has a son, Albert Gregory
New York for at least five days a McCarthy III, a New York lawyer,
week for the immediate future.
who becomes secretary-treasurer of
Albert McCarthy is described by MBS.
Chester Ferguson is partner in a
friends as "a shy, retiring person who
does not like to have his picture
top-drawer law firm in Tampa — MacFarlane, Ferguson, Allison & Kelly.
taken." But shyness has not interHe is married to the former Louise
fered with Mr. McCarthy's far flung
real estate operations. He is said to Lykes of the world-wide Lykes Bros.
have substantial realty holdings in Steamship Co., and is on the board
of directors of Lykes and Pasco
Tampa; is the landlord of fashionPacking Co. He has two children,
able Schotts Court in Washington
Stella, 19, and Howell, 15. Mr. Fer(tucked behind the Capitol and tenguson has been a practicing attorney
anted by several senators and conin Tampa since 1930.
gres men); isbuilding large - scale

IN TWO

Mr. O'Neil

Mr. Hammer

YEARS

SIX

Mr. Guterma

MBS led an orderly corporate life for some 23 years
from its formation in 1934 as a four-station hookup of
wide-coverage independent outlets that exchanged programs (WOR New York, WLW Cincinnati, WGN Chicago, WXYZ Detroit).
By 1941 the network had nine stockholding stations
and networks. CKLW Detroit-Windsor had replaced
WXYZ. WLW had dropped out. Added to the list were
WFBR Baltimore, WIP Philadelphia, WCAE Pittsburgh;
Don Lee, Yankee and Colonial networks.
General Tire & Rubber Co., headed by the O'Neil
interests, entered the scene in 1943 when it bought Yankee and Colonial networks, acquiring a minority interest
in MBS. In 1950 General Tire bought Don Lee and
became 38% owner of MBS. It soon bought WOR and
at that point (1951) had 58% MBS control. Thomas F.
O'Neil became president. The corporate name was
changed to General Teleradio, which acquired all MBS
stock, and later to RKO Teleradio when RKO Radio
Pictures was bought.
RKO Radio Pictures pulled out Aug. 7, 1957, keeping
its owned radio-tv stations and selling the network itself
make advertisers wary of all network
radio.
Here are other highlights of the
week's developments:
• The filing of a voluntary petition
of bankruptcy by the network, which
received permission to remain in business while a settlement is worked out
with creditors, who are owed more than
$3 million.
• The purchase of the stock of
Mutual for a "modest sum" by Mr.
Hurleigh, who becomes Mutual's new
president in reorganization of the company's management.
• The revelation that the network's
principal creditor is H.B. Tuskin, described as an associate of Messrs. McCarthy and Ferguson.
Until last Tuesday (June 30) at 5
p.m., the Sen. Homer Capehart-Theodore Granik combination held an option to purchase the network (Broadcasting, June 29). When the deadline passed, Mr. Hurleigh swung into
action on an alternative proposal which
apparently had been presented to him
several weeks ago by Messrs. McCarthy
and Ferguson. It is believed that the
voluntary petition of bankruptcy and
the subsequent "composition of creditors" (that is, what percentage of the
30 (MUTUAL BANKRUPTCY)

BOSSES

FOR

Mr. Roach

MBS

Mr. Smith

Mr. Hurleigh

to a group headed by Armand Hammer, oilman and art
dealer.
F.L. lacobs Co., auto parts manufacturer, bought the
network in September 1958, starting a brief regime punctuated by legal maneuverings and criminal allegations.
Alexander L. Guterma, Jacobs board chairman, succeeded Mr. Hammer as MBS president. When he resigned during a flurry of warrants and rumors, Hal Roach Jr., head
of Hal Roach Studios (Jacobs subsidiary), served for a
time as president.
In this mixed-up setting Malcolm Smith, head of Harrison Home Products Co., came to the rescue. He assumed
the presidency March 31, offering to take on the MBS
debts which were passing the $2 million mark.
Last Wednesday (July 1) Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS
vice chairman under Mr. Smith, became network president as reorganization proceedings got under way.
Through the recent trying years Mr. Hurleigh has been
the chief finder of new capital. When fiscal troubles
loomed, he turned up at the last minute with a moneyed
savior willing to put capital into the network or to assume
liability for its debts.

debt owed would be paid to each creditor) were conditions laid down by the
McCarthy-Ferguson combination as
prerequisites to a formal purchase
agreement.
Sketchy Fill-in • At a hastily-called
news conference on Wednesday afternoon (July 1), Mr. Hurleigh sketched in
the latest developments at the network
but was vague about legal implications
and ramifications of the various maneuvers. He contended that for the
present he was "the owner" of Mutual
but would not repudiate newsmen's
opinions that the McCarthy-Ferguson
duo would assume ownership of the
network, if the formula for paying off
creditors is determined.
Mr. Hurleigh said that Real Properties Inc., has indicated that funds
beyond the $100,000 would be lent to
Mutual to maintain operations. He
added that Messrs. McCarthy and
Ferguson
had notto specified
cut-off"
in the amount
be lent "any
to Mutual.
The voluntary petition for bankruptcy was filed in U.S. District Court in
New York under Section 11 of the
Bankruptcy Act Wednesday morning.
Mutual was granted permission to continue operations during this proceeding
and U.S. Bankruptcy Referee Asa Her-

zog scheduled a meeting for July 13
with
tors. the network's 10 principal credi-

The accompanying affidavit by Mr. 1
Hurleigh placed Mutual's assets at
$579,607 against liabilities of $3,195,607. The largest creditors listed
were H. B. Tuskin ($1,389,403), AT&T
($508,000), 12 major league baseball
teams ($256,000), RKO Teleradio Pictures Inc. ($128,000), various Mutual
affiliates ($141,000), American Society i
of Composers, Authors and Publishers
($24,000), the American Federation of
Television & Radio Artists ($17,500)
and Broadcast Music Inc. ($13,000).
Mr. Tuskin, the principal creditor, is
reportedly a Seattle businessman who
has been associated with Messrs. McCarthy and Ferguson in various real
estate operations. Recently he paid off
notes for Mutual in the amount shown
on the bankruptcy petition.
The $128,000 owed RKO Teleradio
by Mutual is the balance due on the
1957 sale to Armand Hammer.
Benjamin Weintraub, attorney for
Mutual in the bankruptcy proceeding,
estimated there are about 750 creditors
in all, "some of whom have very small
claims." He explained during the news
conference that the effect of the volBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

The

Human

Ann

Factor

Mar

"The

Woman's

Angle"

1-1:30 p.m. Monday

We

deal so much
we sometimes

with huge numbers

Thru

Friday

in the advertising industry that

fail to evaluate advertising in terms of the Human

Factor.

'The Woman's Angle" has been SRO for over six months — an indication
that many advertisers recognize this element.

Ann

Mar, your "salesman" on Woman's Angle" calls on 36,900 homes
per broadcast — 130,600 different homes per month. (Cumulative Nielsen
April-May). These are homemakers, interested in food and fashion.
But more important is the fact that Ann is welcome in these homes.
She enters a friendly, warm
sales force could make

and receptive background.
so many

Even

calls in the Baltimore

if your

area, and receive

such a welcome — you couldn't afford it.
But you can take advantage

of the Human

Factor, for as little as $54.00

per telecast. Ask your Katz or local representative.

SUNPAPERS
TELEVISION
WMAR-TV,
1049 FEET ABOVE
SEA
BALTIMORE-3,
ML).

5-5670
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untary petition for bankruptcy is to
freeze the claims against the network,
so that legal action against MBS may
not be instituted at this time.
Not Enough Business • In the affidavit, Mr. Hurleigh stated that the
volume of business was "too low" for
its present cost of operations.
He said that the company was negotiating anumber of "substantial contracts" which will "add greatly to income." The affidavit placed net sales
from advertising at slightly more than
$3 million and asserted that a more
vigorous sales program could produce
a higher income at the same fixed
overhead, enabling Mutual to work out
a payment plan with its creditors.
Mr. Hurleigh revealed that Mutual
is now losing about $55,000 per month,
which he described as "a bright picture"
as compared with the loss of $110,000
per month in the first three months of
this year. He declined to disclose any
information on Mutual's billing, "for
competitive reasons." He said there
are "firm contracts in the shop" that
will bring MBS about $1.5 million
through the end of 1959, but he acknowledged that this billing would not
place the network in the black for
the last six months of the year.
It is estimated that at the July 13

meeting with major creditors, MBS
will offer a payment plan. Though
neither Mr. Hurleigh nor Mr. Weintraub would discuss this angle, it
seemed obvious that the lowest possible
percentage figure will be offered. A
payment plan, however, must be approved by 51% of the creditors, measured both in number and in amount
owed to them. Before approval is
granted, the referee must determine
that the petitioner can meet current
operating expenses and obligations under the payment plan to creditors.
Two Trying Years • Mutual has had
a tumultuous background in the two
years since RKO Teleradio Pictures,
Inc. sold the network to a syndicate
headed by Dr. Armand Hammer. In
turn, the Hammer interest sold MBS
to the Scranton Corp., headed by Alexander L. Guterma, now awaiting trial
on charges of stock fraud. Last March
a group headed by Malcolm Smith and
Richard H. Davimos bought Mutual
from the Scranton Corp. (Broadcasting, March 30).
Mr. Smith issued a statement last
week in which he pointed to Mutual's
growing station list and increased interest by advertisers. Then he added:
"However, in spite of all these positive improvements, the past debts of

the network, incurred during the past
three years, are such that it has become apparent to me and my associates
that we can no longer continue to pay
off these debts. Accordingly, I sold
all my stock in Mutual to Mr. HurMBS called a special board meeting
following the sale of Mutual stock to
Mr. Hurleigh. At that meeting Mr.
Hurleigh was elected president; Mr.
leigh."
Ferguson,
Board chairman; Albert
Gregory McCarthy III, a son of the
elder Mr. McCarthy, was elected secretary-treasurer; Joseph V. Keating and
James Z. Gladstone, both veteran Mutual executives, were chosen assistant
secretary and assistant treasurer-comptroller respectively. Sidney P. Allen
and Charles Godwin were elected vice
presidents of sales and station relations respectively.
In the various sales affecting Mutual,
the financial details were enshrouded
in ambiguities. Reports have persisted
that no cash actually figured in the
transactions. Mr. Hurleigh unreeled
one wry comment during the news conference:
"At least we know that $100,000 was
laid on the line in this deal. It's deposited in the Chase Manhattan Bank
downstairs."

BROADCAST
SUMMER
Gillette

RADIO

is reaching

in big push;

SPOT

Knickerbocker beer, thanks to Radio
Advertising Bureau persuasion, is diverting $100,000 from its tv schedule
and plumping it into spots on New
York radio stations to suggest listeners
beat the heat with an obviously welcome cold bottle of old 'Knick'.
Meanwhile, American Petrofina,
Dallas, relates how effectively spot radio this spring pushed its new gasoline
into a high preference position in some
85 markets in the Southwest and Midwest (story page 36).
32

HOTTER

for teenage

Knickerbocker

Spot radio's economy, impact and
flexibility were credited by two major
advertisers last week as among the
chief reasons the medium has been
chosen to receive extra big hunks of
the respective firms' advertising budgets
during the summer months.
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, is
making a big push for the teen-age
male audience via radio disc jockeys.
Gillette considers this new market
"'ripe" for its message and long overlooked.

ADVERTISING

beer

males
spends

In its first substantial spot radio effort, Gillette hopes to have more than
1 1 0 stations throughout the country on
its list by late August to bring its messages to a new audience: the teenagers
who will be shaving in a few years and
those who started to shave recently.
Estimated expenditure: at least $1 million for the first year.
Ed Wilhelm, director of radio-television for Maxon Inc. in New York, reported last week that research conducted for Gillette over the past four
years indicated that the 14 to 20-yearold market was ripe for exploitation.
Last April Gillette began its expansion
move into spot radio, he said, and as of
now, the teenage campaign is running
in about 60 markets on disc jockey
programs, with plans for more stations
to be added this summer. Contracts are
on a 52-week basis or longer.
Maxon engages a research team in
each locality to select the programs to
carry the one-minute announcements.

The station and show chosen largely
reflect the personal popularity of the
deejay among teenage followers but
his salesmanship also is a factor. The
announcer-disc jockey is instructed to
hold the Gillette razor blades in his
hand as he delivers the commercial,
operating
on the premise that he thereability.
by can generate sincerity and believeIn the past, Gillette has concentrated
on the coverage of sports events —
World Series, Rose Bowl, the Triple
Crown (in racing) — on both network
radio and television. Executives of Gillette and Maxon, resassured by their
research, came to the conclusion that
the network exposure reached the advertiser's immediate prospect, the adult
male. But they reasoned that the growing teenage audience that matures into
manhood each year is a vast one and
the teen years are important to build
up brand-consciousness.
Why spot radio for the youth campaign? Executives of Gillette and
Maxon frankly acknowledge that spot
radio, first and foremost, "is the most
economical buy" for their investment,
and secondly, it provides the marketing
flexibility that such a selective advertising effort requires.
In a realignment of media emphasis,
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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A

BILLION-DOLLAR

WSPD Radio's across-the-board leadership in
the billion-dollar Toledo market continues to
give advertisers more sales ammunition for their
dollar. All-time high ratings are the result of
WSPD's forward march in its 38-year domination
of Toledo, attained by consistently aggressive programming and promotion.

"Famous

TARGET!

on the local

scene"

To bulls-eye Toledo's billion dollars, depend
on the one station to score — and keep scoring!
Ask your KATZ man for details.

Storei*
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WSPD
Toledo

WJW
Cleveland

WJBK
Detroit

WGBS
Miami

WAGA
Atlanta

WWVA WIBG
Wheeling Philadelphia

Knickerbocker beer is waging a $100,000 summer radio spot campaign in
New York, using 85 announcements a
week on a total of six radio stations.
Details are being announced today
(July 6) by Radio Advertising Bureau,
which was credited with a big hand
in swinging money from Knickerbocker's television budget into the new
summer campaign, expected to run at
least through September.
RAB said Jacob Ruppert Brewery,
marketer of Knickerbocker beer, cut
the brand's New York tv expenditures
by some 60% in adding radio to the
summer schedule. The bureau said the
decision came after several meetings
held by RAB Group Sales Manager
Irv Trachtenberg with executives of
the Ruppert firm and Compton Adv.,
Knickerbocker agency. RAB quoted
a letter from Maurice Atkinson, Ruppert advertising manager. In part it
read:
". . . Of course, we're continuing
extensive tv activity, but we feel that
summer radio gives us an added dimension. And from a creative standpoint
we can do more with a one-minute
radio announcement than we can with
a 10-second tv spot, which we are using
exclusively. Also, we feel that we're
reaching people with radio that we
couldn't hit with tv — people in autos
and the portable radio listeners, for
example. And this radio penetration
reaches its peak during the summer
months — our most important selling
period."
Adam

RAB sees profits in
Two new fields of out-of-home radio
listening — on the job in factories and
stores as well as among truck drivers —
have been found lucrative by Radio
Advertising Bureau in research studies.
RAB said a survey employing a
sample drawn by the research department of Dun & Bradstreet showed that
almost eight out of ten retail and manufacturing establishments had one or
more radio sets on the premises. In addition, RAB said, 63% of the companies surveyed reported that employes
brought portables to work with them.
The exact amount of time spent listening to radio in these plants and
stores — that is, the number which not
only had sets on the premises but also
had them turned on — was not disclosed
by RAB, but spokesmen said the study
showed that the average employe did
"a substantial amount" of on-the-job
listening.
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney
said the on-the-job survey would be
followed by similar studies, including
an investigation of the exposure of
shoppers in radio-equipped stores and
service businesses, and the effect of
rising sales of transistor sets which
employes can carry in their pockets.
Truck Driver Market • The importance of truck drivers as a part of the
overall out-of-home radio audience
was examined in another study.
The two-color RAB brochure "Lis-

Young

prepares

study on spot radio
Adam Young Inc., New York, is
sending to more than 2,000 advertising agency and station personnel in
the U.S. and abroad a special report
on "Spot Radio '59 — a 60-Market
Appraisal" prepared by the rep firm.
The study is designed to serve as a
guide to selection of markets when
placing spot radio schedules.
According to Frank Boehm, director of research at Adam Young, the
booklet's purpose is partly "to dispel
the idea that spot radio and network
radio are similar, and also to provide
radio advertisers with a working tool
for appraising both media."
Network radio's major selling points
are low prices and ease of buying, Mr.
Boehm said, while spot radio allows
advertisers to select markets, stations,
time periods, campaign length, type
and number of announcements. Advertisers on network radio can no longer
secure coverage and sales impact since
the defection of network affiliates to
independent rank, Mr. Boehm stated.
The new Young study, which
analyzes the top 60 U.S. markets based
34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

on total retail sales in the metropolitan
county area, concludes that the spot
medium continues to offer market saturation and maximum effect per ad
dollar expended.
Major Analysis • Using data from
Sales Management's 1959 Survey of
Buying Power the top 60 markets
analyzed in the booklet include 48.6%
of the population, 50.39% of the
households, 54.01% of retail sales and
56.85% of effctive buying income
(total spendable income).
Reporting on daytime radio only, the
Young study's section on stations
analyzes the audience profiles of ABC,
CBS, NBC and MBS to show the
average one-quarter hour rating of
each in the 60 markets between
6 a.m. and 6 p.m., Monday through
Friday. Audience profiles are then
shown in graphs for the leading independents in each of these markets.
The third and concluding section of
the booklet, "The Role of Modern
Radio," illustrates the relative strength
(audience impact) to be expected in
each market when using a given network, the leading independent or the
second
best
independent. Locally

on-job,

truck

areas

teners by the Truckload" points out
that nearly 30% of surveyed trucks
are equipped with a working-order
radio set, more than six out of 10
drivers listen to truck radio more than
two hours daily, and one-third of radio
trucks carry two or three men, "which
means double and triple exposure each
minute a set is tuned in." Truck
drivers particularly comprise an important audience for advertisers of
trucks, gasoline, oil and allied equipment, the study states.
Frozen Foods • In a third research
project reported last week, RAB took
a look at the radio exposure pattern
among buyers of frozen foods. Among
the findings, the report said, were
these: (1) more than six out of ten actual purchasers of frozen foods are
reached by radio on the day they buy,
and (2) most of these buyers hear
radio during time periods outside
radio's so-called prime times.
President Sweeney said this study
was the first in a series of "On-Target
Advertising" research projects which
will deal with a number of product
categories in markets throughout the
U.S. In addition, RAB has offered
"On-Target Advertising" research cooperation to advertisers — several of
whom already have accepted, the bureau said — in connection with radio test
campaigns. The data is gathered by Fact
Finders Assoc., New York, in personal
interviews in supermarkets.
programmed stations are replacing
"old line" network stations as the most
popular in these markets, the report
states.
49er

radio

lineup

Falstaff Brewing, Safeco Insurance
and American Tobacco will sponsor the
full football schedule of the San Francisco 49ers this fall, including six exhibition games as well as the regular 12
season contests, over a special 10-station
radio hookup in northern California
and western Nevada. The network was
organized by Golden West Broadcasters,
whose KSFO San Francisco will be key
station.
to carry
49er's KFBK
games
are:
KMJOthers
Fresno,
KUKI theUkiah,
Sacramento, KBEE Modesto, KVCV
Redding, KHSL Chico, KSBW Salinas
and KINS Eureka, all California, and
KOH Reno, Nev.
Falstaff, through Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N.Y., will sponsor half of the
gridiron schedule; Safeco, through Cole
& Webber, Seattle, has a quarter sponsorship, and the final quarter will be
sponsored by American Tobacco for
Tareyton cigarettes, through Lawrence
C. Gumbinner, N.Y.
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Which

of

describes

:Lively?

the
each

following
of

words

these

radio

stations:

Dull?

Q

This special qualitative survey, prepared by PULSE,
A:

found

WWDC
to be the most "radio active" station in the Washington, D. C. area. The results have us doing handsprings —
strictly in character! It goes to prove that when

you're "the

station that keeps people in mind," they keep you in mind too.
And they're not apt to forget your advertisers.
Sta B

WWDC
Lively

74.2

Dull

Don't

Know

21.8

iSta. A
69.3

Sta.C

Sta.D

Sta.E
Sta.F

Sta.G
„ .„..
52.7

18.4

34.8

12.0

24.4

44.4

6.5

5.6

5.4

6.6

5.3

9.8

24.2

76.0

59.8

81.4

70.3

45.8

4.0
43.3

All figures indicate percentages

Radio Washington
WWDC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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SPOT
Off-beat

RADIO

humor

on

radio

Fina brand gasoline is doing just fine
in new markets from Texas to Nebraska thanks to spot radio, chosen as
the major "fuel" for Fina's introduction
campaign.
American Petrofina, Dallas, marketer
of Fina gasoline, and its agency, Taylor-Norsworthy Inc., also of Dallas,
state that radio "has had a strong
effect" on the success of the still continuing campaign.
Beginning in late March of this year
and ending this week, the campaign
covers approximately 85 markets in
Texas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri
and parts of New Mexico, Louisiana,
Arkansas, Nebraska and Iowa. Although final results will not be available for several months, a spot check
a few weeks ago showed Fina business
up 20 to 25% in many markets.
In addition, Southwest Research Inc.,
Dallas, has completed a survey which
shows that due to radio, "consciousness" of the brand name, Fina, is up
20-30% over last year.
Scope of the Challenge • When discussion of the campaign began earlier
this year, advertiser and agency were
faced with several problems:
• To introduce a new brand name,
Fina, in a large portion of their marketing territory.
• To cover an expanded market area
with little expansion of budget.
• To get a "major effort" result with
this limited budget.
• To impress jobbers and dealers
with the effectiveness and scope of the
campaign.
After study it was decided that spot
radio should be the "major medium"
with support from newspapers, outdoor
posters and Life magazine. Radio was
allotted 50% of the campaign budget
with 20% each to papers and posters
and 10% to Life.
Unattracted by dull, technical advertising, Petrofina and Taylor-Norsworthy
elected to use a "light touch" in its
spots and throughout all media. However, investigation revealed that firms
and personalities producing "off-beat"
commercials of quality were expensive
and that the few firms in the field were
so heavily loaded with orders that delivery by deadline was not assured.
Do-It- Yourself • Taylor-Norsworthy
resolved, says Tom Norsworthy, agency
vice president and Fina account executive, to produce the spots themselves.
To give the announcements a major
league sheen, the agency produced
them in Hollywood using as many
"names"
as the production budget
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

IGNITES
helps

new

Fina

A
whip

would permit. Mel Blanc, Hal Peary
(the "Great Gildersleeve") and Sterling
Holloway, among others, were used.
Weekend saturation was the selected
strategy for use of the commercials. It
was felt that the slightly lower tune-in
on weekends was more than compensated for by the rate advantage that
most stations offer on weekend packages. It was also reasoned that the
spring-summer placement of the schedule would reach more weekend motorists.
Radio stations carrying the spots
were asked to help merchandise the
campaign to dealers and jobbers in
their areas. Stations responded by calls
to service station operators, mail to
dealers, displays on station-optioned bus
cards, billboards and permanent displays and contests of several varieties
(including all-expense trips to Las
Vegas).
American Petrofina held several re-

'Thatsa Fina'
Agree Messrs. January, Blanc
gional meetings with their jobbers and
operators before the campaign's start.
At these meetings the radio schedule
was outlined, the spots auditioned and
other media presented.
Each jobber and dealer was mailed
a special announcement brochure the
week the campaign started. This brochure was so designed that part of it
could be removed to become a window
banner asking people to listen to "Fina's
Fuel-ish Frolics" on their local station.
Selling the D.J. too • The pressings
containing the eight Fina spots were
prepared with special labels done in
humorous cartoon style to attract the

GASOLINE
marketing

problems

attention of "jaded" disc jockeys. A
note was included with the record giving all personalities full permission to
"kid it up."
Ben January, radio-tv director of
Taylor-Norsworthy and producer of the
spots, explains: "There is a thin line
between good off-beat humor and corn.
With these spots we wanted to amuse
the listener and interest him in the
content in order to bring our short
simple commercal message into sharp
focus in his conscious mind . . . We
think we now have just the right
amount of all elements to accomplish
Here is a sample script:
aims."
ourANNOUNCER:
(straight voice) Here is a gentleman who has something unique to tell us about
. . . meet Mister Joe Pedley, unicyclist.
JOE: (Marlon Brando type) Thank you. Yes I
rideANNOUNCER:
this unicycle,Difficult
it's a one-wheeled
bicycle.
to do I suppose?
JOE: Yes I would say so, it took me four years
and eight days to completely master it.
ANNOUNCER: And you have a unique feat to
tell us about?
JOE: Yes, I play the Fina jingle on my unicycle. Iattach these Fina credit cards to the
spokes of my vehicle here, and they create a
flapping noise as I pedal it. (flapping noise) Like
that.
ANNOUNCER: Very interesting!
JOE: And by pedalling it at various speeds and
lengths of strokes, I create this music. Give me
a little accompanimnet there, and I will show
you.(Flapping
... noise in time with jingle)
It's Fina, It's Fina
If modernF-I-N-A.
driving is for you,
spelled
then modern gasoline is too . . . (music pad
continues)
JOE: (over music pad) Another good use for
the Fina credit card is to buy gasoline with . . .
(vocal back in) Whatever you say, say Fina.
(Jingle ends . . . Flapping continues and fades
out.)
The "read-back" from stations has
been "terrific". Among the following
reactions were these: Charles N. Putt,
assistant general manager of KVOE
Emporia, Kan. — "The announcements
are indeed exceptional and entertaining
and should become conversation
pieces." Frank Wimberley, general
manager of KWHW Altus, Okla.—
"The Fina announcements are excellent
with a big plus." Bob McCune, station
manager of KSAL Salina, Kan. — "Have
just heard Fina ET. Great. Have question: are you paying us or are we payA bigger question was asked by Petrofina and Taylor-Norsworthy: can
spot ing
radio
you?" carry the major load in an
advertising campaign? The resounding
answer, punctuated by the sound of
cash registers in service stations across
the Middle West and Southwest: "and
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Now

No.

1

for

in

FARGO

the

retail

is

U.S.A.,

sales

per

family!

We've been telling you for years that our
hayseeds in the fabulous Red River Valley are
big earners, big spenders.
Now

every issue of SRDS

points out that Fargo has the

TOP

position among all American cities, for retail sales

per household. The national average is $3,944 per household . . . as compared to Far go's whopping $5,970!
Obviously, some of this buying is done by the
thousands of people who drive in to Fargo
from "all over." But ALL these people hear
WDAY regularly. Ask P.G.W. for the facts
and figures on WDAY's really amazing place
in the entire Red River Valley!
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WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives

INC.,

Commercial

awards

at western ad rally
Awards to radio and tv advertisers
highlighted the 56th annual convention of the Advertising Assn., of the
West at Lake Tahoe, Calif., last week.
The tv competition, sponsored by
Television Bureau of Advertising and
AAW, presented awards for 60 and 20second spots, IDs, and program commercials.
• Tv, 60-Second Spots: First prize went to
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. of San Francisco for its
"Telephone Scrap" commercial, originated by
Lon Vance, Geoffrey Lewis and John Nordall, and produced by the Hollywood Film Co.
Runners-up: (second prize) General Insurance
Co. of America, Seattle; (third prize) Calo Pet
Food Co., Oakland; (honorable mentions) Langendorf United Bakeries, San Francisco; ButterNut Foods Co., Omaha, Neb., and Cling Peach
Advisory Board, San Francisco.
• Tv, 20-Second
Spots: Dealers
The "Shaggy
Dog"
commercial
of the Ford
of Southern
California received the first place award.
(BROADCASTING, March 30).
Also in this category: (second prize) M.J.B. Co.,
San Francisco; (third prize) Langendorf United
Bakeries, San Francisco; (honorable mentions)
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co. (two mentions), and Union
Oil Co. of California.
• Tv, IDs: Western Airlines' "Violinist" entry

TV

won the ID sweepstakes. It was originated by
Alan McGinnis and produced by Quartet Films,
Hollywood.
Other ID winners: (second prize) Burgermeister
Brewing Corp.; (third prize) Diamond Walnut
Growers Inc., Stockton, Calif.; (honorable mentions) Bank of America; M.J.B. Co., San Francisco, and Valley National Bank, Phoenix, Ariz.
• Tv, Program Commercials: First prize went
to
Standard
Oil Co.by ofJack
California
for its
"Jets"
entry.
Originated
Pfeil, Jim
Allen,
W.
Simpson and D. Schwab, it was produced by
American Tv Enterprises, Hollywood.
Runners-up: (second prize) Kaiser Industries
Corp.; (third prize) Pacific Gas & Electric Co.;
(honorable mentions) Corn Products Co., and
Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp. (two mentions).
• Tv, Color: The sole color award went to
the Arizona Savings & Loan Assn., Phoenix. Its
effort,Dyke
"Amazing
Arizona" was
created byFilms
Grettaof
Van
and produced
by Canyon
Arizona.
The radio advertising competition
was cosponsored by the Southern California Broadcasters Assn., San Francisco Bay Area Radio Stations, San
Jose-Monterey and other western stations and the Vancouver Advertising
and Sales Bureau.
• Radio: First prize was awarded to the
Burgermeister
its "Portraits"
series. It was Brewing
written Corp.
by Jimfor Burch
and produced by Bernard-Degen, Hollywood.
Runners-up: (second prize) Poultry Producers
of Central California; (third prize) Ralston-

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW

Purina Co.; (honorable mentions) Contadina Foods,
San Jose, Calif. (BROADCASTING, June 22);
Foremost Dairies, San Francisco; Hires Bottling
Co., Los Angeles, and LFD Chevrolet Assoc. of
Southern California.
KTTV (TV) set to air
commercial showcase
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles will inaugurate its Cavalcade of Spots, weekly
half-hour program comprised entirely
of commercials next Saturday (July 11),
6:30-7 p.m. Proposed by KTTV President Richard A. Moore at the annual
western meeting of ANA (Broadcasting,tional
Apr. attention
20), the
attracted were
naand idea
commercials
submitted from all parts of the nation.
KTTV is running the program as a
public service and is not charging the
advertisers whose commercials are included for these telecasts.
"We believe the public likes good
advertising and to prove the point we
are going to present the weekly halfhour series which will consist of nothing
but advertising," Mr. Moore said. "The
response of advertisers has been most
enthusiastic and, as we screen the material which has already been submitted,
we become more convinced than ever
that some of the most creative material
on television today is contained within
the commercials."
In addition to the tv spots of American advertisers, KTTV will also show
commercials which have been broadcast in England, France and Italy.
Media

mail

hits agency

barrage
waste

can

A study by Motivation Research
Assoc. /Reports, New York, has revealed that much of the research data
arriving at agencies in the New York
area by direct mail is either filed and
forgotten or lost.
The New York study was part one of
a continuing examination of direct mail
effectiveness and was prepared for Marketing Reference Bureau Inc., San
Francisco. It was presented last Wednesday (July 1) at a news conference given
Demby.
by MRA/R President Emanuel H.
Mr. Demby used a sample of 44
Late date bait • As this new commercial now on NBC-TV's Cimarron
City, explains, a girl can sooth her beau's impatience promptly with a surprise pack of Muriel Coronella small cigars. It's a new version of the oneminute visual squeeze technique of Transfilm Inc., New York. In this instance
still photographs of the models posed before art backgrounds (previously
props were used for background) are flashed on the screen in a staccato-like
sequence timed to music composed by Ed Flynn, vice president of Lennen
Newell, Muriel agency. Copy theme by Thomas Hagen of L&N: Coronellas
are
anyplace,
anywhere." Producers were John Capsis for
L&N good
and "anytime,
Andrew Gold
for Transfilm.
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agency
executives research
to learn and
the "fate"
media-sponsored
informa-of
tion bulletins when delivered to agencies
via direct mail. MRA/R found that
35% of the research is filed unread;
30% filed after reading; 22% filed after
partial reading and partial discard of
unread material, and 13% receives less
reading from individual agency executives than would have happened if media had provided sufficient copies for
interested executives.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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. . . for our newsmen! They've been highly
trained as reporters not booth boys, and news is their
FULL

TIME

job at KSLA-TV.

There are six of them, and their sources are
Associated Press, CBS Newsfilm, daily "beats" about
town, three insatiable cameras that use
1,800 feet of film a week, and' noses that can
really smell out the news.
And, their sources of satisfaction are the ability
to get film on the air that is only minutes old . . ,
a 2 to 1 rating advantage ..: long-term,
prestige sponsors ... in short, all the "breaks"
a station' gets for a job well done!

cnannei
less
iecume, lor

shreveport,

Represented nationally by: HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

la.

and PARSONS,

INC.
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manufacturers spent in newspapers.
Last year's
total
in tv for these advertisers: $243.5
million.
General Foods in the first quarter of
this year was the leading food advertiser in tv, spending $9.8 million gross,
an increase of 23% over the first
quarter a year ago.

Commerce

Switch to Swiss • Ruben Advertising Agency, Indianapolis, has moved its
offices from Meridian St. downtown to the suburbs in the Swiss Chalet-type
house, above. The agency, now located at 3209 N. Meridian St., landscaped the premises, painted the building's outside and blended traditional
and modern styles for the interior. The first floor houses executive clerical
offices. In the rear annex, media, research and store facilities are located. On
the second floor is the four-man art department, a staff of five writers,
plus the production department. The third floor houses a conference room
for staff and sales meetings and a lounge area. Gary A. Ruben, agency
president, adds that another building at the property's rear will be used for
future expansion.

FOOD
First

MAKERS

quarter

rises

TV

40%

Food manufacturers used more network and spot tv in the first quarter of
this year than the same period in 1958.
The comparable increase over last year's
first quarter is 40% in national spot and
15% in network.
Television Bureau of Advertising, in

MONEY

spot,

15%

UP

network

analyzing gross billing figures supplied
in spot by N.C. Rorabaugh in association with the bureau, and in network by
Leading National Advertisers-Broadcast Advertiser Reports, found food and
grocery investments in 1958 to have
been $117 million more than the same

TOP TEN FOOD ADVERTISERS ON TV— 1959
INVESTMENTS (THOUSANDS)
(First Quarter '59 vs. First Quarter '58)
Total
Network1959
1959
1958
1958 Spot 1959
1958

General
Foods
'$5166.0
4683.3 $6170.9
$2847.7
American
6553.8
1392.7
297.8
2036.7
3290.7
General
Home*' Mills
Standard
1188.8
Brands
1911.7
955.5
Kellogg
1713.7
2966.2
263.0
Continental
189.9
Baking
2141.6
182.7
Corn
639.6 , 989.5
617.6
Products
National
1238.9
1665.5
Biscuit
635.8
National
1280.7
Dairy
1964.7
Quaker
1320.6
942.9
396.5
Oats
* Source: Spot TV: TvB-N.C. Rorabaagh
Network TV: LNA-BAR
*" Combination of grocery and drug products.
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$3646.6
2119.9
836.8
1413.0
1364.9
2844.8
1523.7
498.6
434.7
661.2

$8013.7
6076.0
2334.5
2144.3
3229.2
2324.3
1257.2
1874.7
1964.7
1717.1

$9817.5
8673.7
4127.5
3324.7
3.078.6
3034.7
2513.2
2164.1
1715.4
1604.1

Chang

—+
+
+
+

23%
5%
43%
77%
55%

—+ 31%
13%
+ 100%
— 7%
+ 15%

ad

group

meets in Washington
Advertising, by engendering volume
and thus reducing the unit cost of a
product, has helped in creating in the
U.S. the "highest standard of living and
the greatest freedom of choice ever
available to any people anywhere,"
Frederick H. Mueller, U.S. Undersecretary of Commerce, told the first meeting of the Commerce Dept. Advertising Committee last Monday (lune 29)
in Washington.
The 15-man committee, which will
meet monthly, represents the several
segments of the advertising industry
and operates under the Commerce
Dept.'s National Distribution Council,
an advisory group of businessmen
which confers periodically with the
Secretary of Commerce. The newlyformed committee, headed by Frederic R. Gamble, president of the American Assn. of Advertising Agencies,
was set up to study important developments and problems in advertising.
The group is authorized to make
recommendations to the Secretary of
Commerce. The first session reviewed
recent federal and state legislative and
regulatory developments affecting advertising and activities within advertising groups.
Mr. Mueller asked committee members to help educate the public against
"unsound public spending that cheapens the dollar and unsound private
spending induced by lures covering
cheap quality,"
which,
he said, on"canwhich
undermine the public
confidence
ourAmong
whole members
way of life
depends."
of the
new group
(Broadcasting, June 22) are Peter W.
Alport, Assn. of National Advertisers;
C. James Proud, Advertising Federation of America, and Harold E. Fellows, NAB.
1,200 radio brands
More than 1,200 brands were advertised on networks and in spot radio
during the first quarter of 1959, Radio
Advertising Bureau reports. A total of
902 companies advertised 1,122 brands
in spot radio; 155 companies advertised 205 brands on network radio,
according to RAB. In network radio,
drug, cosmetics and toiletry companies
comprised the largest category of
clients while in spot the largest single
category was food, RAB stated.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Indiana's
second
richest
television
market

. . .

Fort

Wayne

Fort Wayne has more retail sales, more food sales, more drug sales and more effective buying income than any other Indiana
television market except Indianapolis. And Wane -TV
growing market. Represented by Petry.

® WANE

is first in Fort Wayne, center of this vast and
sources, sales management, n.elsen metropolitan report feb. 59

-TV

FORT

WAYNE

A
CORINTHIAN
STATION
Responsibility in Broadcasting
KOTV Tulsa • KHOU-TV Houston • KXTV Sacramento • WANE & WANE -TV Fort Wayne » WISH & WISH -TV Indianapolis
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TV

MOST

Values

WANTED

placed

on

household

People value tv higher than such
household items as refrigerators, stoves
or even beds. And tv programs "satisfy"
more than do a host of other subjects
or activities.
These findings, from a special survey
by Bruskin Assoc., were given last week
by Robert E. Kintner, NBC-TV president in a letter to top advertising and
agency executives.
The letter was designed to treat

TOP TEN NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for June 1-7
%
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Wagon Train
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. Summer On Ice
5. Loretta Young
6. Perry Mason
7. Rifleman
8. Danny Thomas
9. Perry Como
10. Maverick
Rank
1. Gunsmoke
2. Wagon Train
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
4. Summer On Ice
5. Loretta Young
6. Perry Mason
7. Rifleman
8. Danny Thomas
9. Perry Como
10. Maverick

homes
36.2
35.1
33.5
32.3
32.1
31.3
30.7
30.3
29.2
28.7

No. (000)
homes*
14,700
14,200
13,400
12,800
12,900
12,100
11,800
12,400
11,900
11,100

* (Listed in sequence of rating level from
first table.)
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical order, appear in
thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTING tv ratings roundup.
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
Perry Como (NBC-172): various sponsors,
Sun. 8-9 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-146): Liggett-Meyers (D-F-S),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-170): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10
p.m. (ABC-133): Kaiser (Y&R), Drackett
Maverick
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Perry Mason (CBS-148): various sponsors,
Sat. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Rifleman (ABC-152): Miles Labs (Wade),
Ralston-Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
Summer On Ice (NBC-176): U.S. Brewers
Foundation (JWT), June 1, 10-11 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-194): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-180): National Biscuit
Company (M-E), R.J. Reynolds (Esty),
Ford Motor Company (JWT), Wed. 8:309 p.m.
Loretta Young (NBC-145): Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
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IN

THE
items

HOME
surveyed

the
question
of the
attitude
toward
television.
And public's
Mr. Kintner
reminded: "Each [survey] has been carried on independently . . . without sponsorship, support or suggestions of any
kind from any broadcaster."
What's Important? ♦ The AIM (association identification measure) Study,
of Bruskin asked: "Not including your
family, what do you consider the three
most important things that you now
have in your home?" Tv led this list. It
was named in 38.8% of replies; the
refrigerator, 36.9%; the stove, 36.3%;
the washer (or dryer), 28.1%, and the
bed, 12.8%.
As for "satisfaction" with tv: 55.2%
of respondents were either "completely"
or "mostly satisfied." This compares
with the score for women's fashions,
put at 49.9%; 1959 automobiles at
49.2%; popular music at 40.6% and
movies at 39.1%. Other categories were
not so popular. Housing conditions, for
example, could only score 38%; politics, 18%; international affairs, 12.9%
and cost of living, 10.3%.
Also cited by Mr. Kintner was a
Psychological Corp. "Barometer Study"
asking how the three tv networks rank
in the public's mind. In this research,
Mr. Kintner emphasized, NBC was in
the front in familiarity, general preference and in performance "in every
area of network service examined."
Media

research

lags

Though a sizeable amount of research information has been built up
for each advertising medium, in many
instances the yardsticks provided are
old hat.
This was the theme carried to Cleveland at the national conference of the
American Marketing Assn. by Dr.
Leon Arons, Television Bureau of
Advertising's research vice president.
The available information does not
provide
what we
and use
a world

the
field
"with
need advertising
for intelligent
planning
of today's complex media, in
which has changed so radically," Dr. Arons observed.
His message: each medium has a
character of its own for the consumer,
each medium its own contribution to
make in communicating. And it is
selective in terms of how the consumer
will approach it and its advertising.
Media research ought to keep pace.
Hertz,

C-E

part

Hertz Corp., Chicago, last week formally severed account relations with
Campbell-Ewald Co. after a 32-year

agency relationship. Walter L. Jacobs,
Hertz president, announced that his
company "has decided to select a new
agency" to handle its $4.5 million renta-car advertising account by July 13.
Among Chicago agencies in the running, itwas reported, are North Adv.,
Clinton E. Frank Inc. and Cunningham
& Walsh, plus others based in New
York, including Benton & Bowles and
Norman, Craig & Kummel. Hertz currently isactive in spot tv (Broadcasting, June 29).
Chicago market role
on Trade Fair agenda
Chicago's future in advertising, merchandising and distribution will be explored at a three-day world marketing
conference, to be held in conjunction
with the city's International Trade Fair
show at Navy Pier July 3-18.
Plans for the conference, first of an
annual series to promote midwest business and industrial capital, were announced last week by Thomas H. Coulter, chief executive officer of the Chicago Assn. of Commerce & Industry.
It will be held at the Sherman Hotel
July
13-15. sessions and workshops will
General
be held each day, with major speakers
still to be announced. How Chicago can
best serve as an operating headquarters
for national distribution, along with
market research, pricing and transportation, will be discussed. Mr. Coulter said
businessmen from the U.S. and abroad
have been invited to attend the conference. About 150,000 American buyers
and 3,000 exhibitors are expected to attend the fair. Volunteer agency for advertising isFoote, Cone & Belding.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

• Seven Up Co., St. Louis, is expected
to announce shortly purchase of participations on three ABC-TV programs
for 1959-60: the Adventures in Paradise, The Alaskans and Dick Clark's
American Bandstand. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago.
• Carnation Co., L.A., through Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan., LA., has
purchased partial sponsorship of three
hour-long ABC-TV programs for 52
weeks, starting in the fall. Programs are
Sugarfoot, every other Tues., 7:30-8:30
p.m.; The Alaskans, Sun., 9:30-10:30
p.m., and The Untouchables, Thurs.,
9:30-10:30 p.m. Move marks Carnation's first return to nighttime tv since
the windup of the Burns and Allen
Show a year ago.
• Dow Chemical Co., Midland, Mich.,
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

How

a

deep- sea

sportsman

gets

action

fast

z-i-N -G ! The blue marlin are suddenly striking! And an ardent angler needs his big reel
overhauled fast. He rushes it by AIR EXPRESS to True Temper Corporation for a quick check-up
. . . and AIR EXPRESS gets it back again for deep-sea action with a minimum loss of time. Cost
of this amazing shipping service . . . reel maker back to Gu/fstream sportsman? Only $6.59 for
75 lbs., Philadelphia to Miami (1020 air-miles)! Other rates similarly low. You too can land
business anywhere in the U. S. when you . . . think FAST . . . think AIR EXPRESS first.

AIR

EXPRESS

CALL AIR EXPRESS, DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY • GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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to
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ground

in Africa? Europe? What about
happening
that movie star's romance in Spain? WGN-Radio listeners now know more because of WGN's extensive
news coverage!
Yes, WGN-Radio's comprehensive, around-the-clock,
news coverage is one more important reason why more
people listen to WGN — because WGN's news gathering
facilities are unmatched by any other Chicago station.
Exclusive only to WGN-Radio in Chicago are the Chicago Tribune World-Wide Press Service, WGN PoliceTrafficopter reports twelve times daily, and Radio Press
world-wide, on-the-spot news coverage. In addition,
WGN's large staff of writers and editors use the news
gathering services of Associated Press, United Press
International and Chicago City News Bureau to provide
Midwestern listeners with the finest programs of up-tothe-minute news.
No wonder more people listen to WGN-Radio
more news of happenings around the world !

for

WGN-RADIO
THE GREATEST SOUND IN RADIO
UU1 North Michigan Avenue • Chicago 11, Illinois

ARB
Date
Thur., June 25
Fri., June 26
Sat., June 27
Sun., June 28
Mon., June 29
Tue., June 30

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forinstant
each
day of the week June 25-30 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Rating
Program and Time
Playhouse 90 (9:30 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

has launched an intensive spot camWrap on the 33 radiopaign for Saran
tv outlets
of the Yankee Div. of RKO
Teleradio Pictures. Agency: MacManus, John & Adams Inc.
• Mass Caterers (meals for industry),
Medford, Mass., plans to start a radio
campaign in mid-August.
• J.R. Clark Co. (Rid-Jid ironing
table), Spring Park, Minn., has bought
extensive fall-spring participations in
NBC-TV's Today morning show.
• An off-beat advertiser on NBC Radio
(but not new to the medium) is Hess &
Clark Inc. (animal health products and
feed medicaments), Ashland, Ohio,
which is reported to have signed for a
31-week campaign on the network's Red
Foley Show (Sat., 12:30-12:45 p.m.),
starting in August. Agency: Klau-Van
Pietersom-Dunlap, New York.
• Sterling Drug Inc., N.Y., signs for an
alternate-week of M Squad (Fri., 9:3010 p.m.) and The Arthur Murray Party
(Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.), and renews for
Saber of London (Sun., 6:30-7 p.m.) on
NBC-TV for the fall season. DancerFitzgerald-Sample, NY., is the agency.
• Continental Wax Corp. (Six Month
floor wax), Mt. Vernon, NY., is adding
95 CBS Radio stations to 167 radio stations in its spots lineup to launch an
intensive summer radio campaign. The
CBS Radio schedule — which includes
buys into seven daytime serials — starts
July 13. Continental also uses tv. Product Services Inc., NY., is its agency.
• General Mills (for Wheaties cereal),
Minneapolis, starts a new five-minute
transcribed series with track star Bob
Richards on an undetermined number of
stations in New York and Los Angeles
for 13 weeks effective sometime in July.
General Mills reportedly is spending approximately $90,000 in each market
for the sport story series in the spot radio campaign, to include 50-100 programs per week. Agency: Knox Reeves,
Minneapolis.
• Grosset & Dunlap Inc., NY., this
46 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Network
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
CBS-TV
ABC-TV

24.8
20.0
22.5
18.1
15.5
15.2

fall will inaugurate children's book sales
campaign on ABC Radio's Don McNeill's Breakfast Club (Mon.-Fri., 910 a.m. EST). The buy marks the first
use of network radio on a continuous
basis for G&D. Advertising will be directed to woman buyers in family
groups. In September booksellers will
hear a promotion kick-off on a nationwide 15-minute closed circuit radio
broadcast on their local ABC stations.
Agency: Friend-Reiss Adv., NY.
• American Dairy Assn., Chicago, has
bought participations (22 per week) on
NBC Radio for two weeks starting July
26 to promote butter and sweet corn.
The Association also will participate in
promotion with Reynolds Wrap, including commercials on Walt Disney
Presents on ABC-TV July 31 and Aug.
7. American Dairy is still considering
network tv properties. Agency: Campbell-Mithun, Chicago.
• United States Time Corp. (Timex
watches), NY., has signed for the sponsorship of four one-hour musical specials starring Frank Sinatra on ABC-TV
during the 1959-60 season. Date of first
show is Oct. 19, with others tentatively
slated for November, December and
February. Agency: Doner & Peck, N.Y.
• Bayuk Cigars Inc. (Phillies cigars),
has purchased for 1959-60 season on
NBC-TV one of the most comprehensive sports packages in network tv history, according to Walter D. Scott,
executive vice president NBC-TV. The
order includes sponsorship of football,
baseball, basketball, racing and bowling,
representing year-round weekend coverage of sports events and full sponsorship of two football bowl games.
Agency: Werman & Schorr, Phila.
• Mullane Taffy Co., 111-year old
Cincinnati firm, plans use of radio-tv
spots. The candy company is newly acquired by George and Marilu Case,
early morning husband-wife team formerly on WSAI there.
• House of Huston Inc. (pet care
products), Sterling Drug Inc., subsidi-

ary, has expanded its network tv schedules from 89 stations to 144 stations on
NBC-TV's True Story and Detective
Diary series. Agency is Thompson-Koch
Co., N.Y.
Agency appointments
• Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore,
assigns three new products (names not
now disclosed) in test markets to agencies; two to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell
& Bayles, and the other to Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, both of
which handle other Noxzema business.
• Midas Div. of International Parts
Corp. (car mufflers, exhaust systems),
Chicago, appoints Edward H. Weiss &
Co., same city, to handle its approximate $1.5 million account. Firm has
used radio (NBC) and tv.
• Austin Div. of British Motor Corp.
appoints J.M. Mathes, N.Y., as its advertising agency effective Aug. 1. The
account will bill in excess of $750,000.
• The East Asiatic Co. (importers of
Carlsberg beer from Denmark), names
Cole Fischer & Rogow, Beverly Hills,
Calif. Senior account executive Perry
Pasmezoglu is supervising the account.
Radio will get a share of East Asiatic's
six-figure advertising budget.
• Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., N.Y.,
appoints Grey Adv., NY., effective
Sept. 1, replacing Norman, Craig &
Kummel, N.Y. Hudson allocates $1.5-2
million for its consumer lines, including
facial and toilet tissues, paper towels
and napkins. Hudson is an active spot
radio-tv advertiser.
• Miles Products (division of Miles
Labs Inc., Elkhart, Ind.), names Henderson Adv. Inc., Greenville, S.C., to
handle new products (Wade Adv., Hollywood, Calif., handles other Miles
products).
• Green Giant of Canada Ltd. appoints Leo Burnett Co. of Canada Ltd.,
for its products in Canada. Green Giant
in the U.S., with headquarters in LeSueur, Minn., is a Burnett client.
• C&C Wilshire Club & Quality beers,
L.A., appoints Recht & Co., Hollywood.
• Bunny Bear Inc. (crib mattresses and
juvenile accessories), Everett, Mass.,
appoints Hoag & Provandie, Boston.
• Underwood Corp., NY., names J.M.
Mathes Inc., NY., agency for all company products, effective immediately.
• Scholz Homes Inc., Toledo, Ohio, appoints MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield
mediately. Hills, Mich., effective imBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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The final Nielsen for June (reflecting the 24 major
competitive markets) is in. And of all the many happy
returns ABC-TV has enjoyed this year, this one is the
happiest. And by far the most sweeping.
ABC, for the first time, enjoyed the largest average share
of the evening audience.
ABC, not for the first time, was tops in four out of seven
nights a week— more than the other two networks combined.
And out of the 42 evening half hours, from 7:30 to 10:30
NYT, ABC was No. 1 in twenty. The other two
networks were first in only eleven apiece.
To tell you the truth, we're a little surprised ourselves.
This is an ad we didn't figure to run until October.
But it makes for a grand summer. t
Go

right to the TOP

— go . . .

ABC
TELEVISION
Source: Nielsen 24-Market TV Report, week ending June 21, 1959, Average Share of
Audience, Sun. -Sat., 7:30-8:30 PM, all commercial programs.
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Radio's helping hand
lauded by Ad Council
Radio broadcasters cooperated with
the Advertising Council in 17 major
public-interest information campaigns
and 52 other causes in 1958, according
to a statement by T. S. Repplier, council president.
Commercially-sponsored messages on
radio networks received a total circulation of more than a billion radiohome impressions, Mr. Repplier said,
on the basis of A. C. Nielsen figures,
in a brochure titled, "Radio, a Big Medium With a Big Heart."
Circulation donated by local radio
stations, by networks on non-commercial programs and by regional advertisers "undoubtedly would double, or
even treble, this figure." the council
said, adding that over 3,000 cooperating local stations averaged 61 campaign messages for each station kit,
with each major campaign averaging
over 180,000 local messages in the
year.
The council said the stations also
use council fact sheets to tell audiences
about the 50 to 60 other causes the
council endorses each year. "Many of
the stations prepare their own ingenious materials, create whole shows, special events and full campaigns to help
public interest information campaigns,"
it added. This is in addition to support
given local activities and to emergency
projects necessitated by floods, epidemics, fires and other catastrophies.
Networks were credited with creation
of "great quantities" of special publicservice material. The
council cited
CBS documentaries, the ABC Don McNeil Breakfast Club, MBS' "exciting
interviews with government heads," and
NBC's Monitor.
Noting that more than 98% of
Americans have radio (many in almost
every room), that over 75% of American autos have radios and that portables have swept the country, Mr. Repplier said the medium "is inextricably
woven into the pattern of day-to-day
living."
In reaching many different audiences,
he said, "radio seems to start fast and
stay long on a public-service campaign,
and, of course, the big broad medium
participates in so many different good
causes at local, state, regional and national levels that it becomes almost impossible to single out any one public
service contribution as outstanding.
The whole performance is that."
Mr. Repplier lauded "the dynamic
48

Tv networks gross
Network tv gross billing this year
continues to gain at an approximate 9% rate. For May, the increase was 8.7% for all three networks, and 9% for the first five
months.
Total gross time charges in May
once again were at the $52 million
level, each of the networks scoring
individual gains. ABC-TV was up
17.8% for May and 18.7% for the

$52 million in May
and 7.4% for the same period.
The compilation by Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast
Advertiser Reports was released last
week by Television Bureau of Advertising.
The pattern has been established,
particularly in April and May, of
network time charges each month
running a little more than $4 million above the same month of a

January-May period;
reMay CBS-TV's
spective increases were
7.1% and
yearTheago.
full report:
6.2%, and NBC-TV's were 6.5%
Network TV Gross Time Billings
1959
January-May
Change
1959
%
Change
%
1958
1958
ABC
$ 20,970,022
8,477,755 $ 22,464,493
52,492,402
CBS
9,946,570
$ 104,314,359
44,230,215 $ 110,759,141
NBC
18,470,368
19,674,494
97,509,662
90,757,770
+ 17.3
TOTAL
+ 18.7
$239,302,344
$260,761,205
$47,918,145
$52,085,557
+ 6.5
7.1
+
NBC
Month by Month— 1959
ABC
7.4
TOTAL
6-2
CBS
++ 9.0
+ 8.7
January $10,647,078
$19,299,853
$52,076,179
$22,129,248
48,884,500
February 10,024,460
18,053,828
20,806,220
23,265,395
* March
11,565,031
20,728,315
55,558,741
52,156,220
22,093,785
19,753,172
'April 10,309,263
* Figures Revised as of June 26, 1959.
Gross Time Costs Only

response of radio to two short-term,
special council projects last year — the
anti-recession 'Confidence in a Growing America,' campaign and the unprecedented 'Register, Contribute and
Vote' campaign." He called them "outof radio's
traditional
ability tostanding
act examples
promptly
in emergency
efforts and to move with ease into new
areas of public information."
Many "magnificent performances" in
the public interest by radio broadcasters
"have earned the respect of people in
every level of government, of volunteer
organizations
and of many Americans,"
he
said.
ASCAP
for fees

files order
distribution

A proposed consent order for distribution oflicensing performance fees
was filed by the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers in
the Federal District Court in New York
City last Monday (June 29). The order
sets up formulas for distribution among
ASCAP members of more than $28
million annually in fees received from
radio and tv broadcasters and other
licensees.
The proposed order, which directs
ASCAP to carry out a scientific sur-

vey of performances
its members'of
compositions
on whichofdistribution
fees to members will be based, also
directs ASCAP to conduct its elections based on performance credits arrived at in the survey. The order permits the court to examine the survey
after 18 months of operation. It also
requires ASCAP to keep certain records
and to make these and other information available to any member.
The proposed order was agreed to
by ASCAP and the Justice Dept. after
pre-filing negotiations. It is designed to
carry out specifically and in detail the
terms of an antitrust judgment entered
against ASCAP in 1950. The court has
ordered a hearing for the proposed
order next Oct. 15. ASCAP has been
directed to mail copies of the proposed
order to all members so they may be
heard if they wish.
ASCAP has as members about 1,200
publishing concerns and 4,000 authors
and composers.
KBLA
on

sues

tower

Glendale

site rebuff

KBLA Burbank, Calif., rebuffed by
the zoning board and city council of
Glendale in its attempt to secure a permit to erect its towers on a hilltop in
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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VIDEOTAPE Television Recorders will
someday be standard equipment for all
TV stations. But now only WPST has it in
South Florida. To accommodate the growing
number of local and national advertisers
and their agencies who are turning to tape

-TV
WPST NEL
N
HA
MCIAM 1

because of its "live" quality and low cost,
WPST also produces tape commercials.
Already a leader in local live programming, WPST, with its Videotape recorder,
can now show special programs at the desired time to larger audiences. And WPST's
complete Videotape mobile unit guarantees
even better program content.
WPST Videotape Recorder
is a product of

'TMAMPEX CORP.
WPST

CHANNEL

lO Public Service Television Miami

Q ABC NETWORK
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• Nationally Represented By Edward Petry Co., Inc.
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Glendale, is going to court to get the
site it wants for its authorized power
boost from 250 w to 10 kw.
KBLA already has a suit for $1.75
million filed in California Superior
Court against Cal Cannon, mayor of
Glendale and general manager of KIEV
Glendale, charging conspiracy to influence the zoning board to overrule the
recommendation of the Glendale zoning administrator that KBLA be permitted to erect its towers.
Mayor Cannon, who denies the
charges, withdrew from the council
meeting while the matter of the KBLA
towers was under discussion, a period
of some 12 hours, starting the afternoon
of June 24, continuing the following
afternoon and on through the evening,
and took no part in debate. KIEV, currently operating with 250 w daytime,
has an application for 10 kw pending.
Two

am's,

one

tv

win Truth' promotion
The Crusade for Freedom, fundraising arm of Radio Free Europe,
New York, has annouced the winning
stations in a contest for the best onair promotions of its 1 959 Truth Broadcast campaign.
WEJL Scranton, Pa., was the winner in the category of stations under
10 kw. KSOO Sioux Falls, S.D., was
the winner in the category of stations
with 10 kw or more. KMOX-TV St.
Louis was the tv winner in a city of
500,000 or more population.
One representative from each of the
three stations will visit Munich, West
Germany, where RFE studios are located, and the transmitting site near
Lisbon, Portugal, as guests of RFE.
The awards were announced by RFE
Chairman Gwilym A. Price.
Legislature on tv
Opening of Maine legislative sessions
to television film coverage has brought
approving comments from Gov. Clinton
A. Clauson and leaders of the Maine
House and Senate.
As a result of test broadcasts and
final approval of legislation, Gov. Clauson wrote WCSH-TV Portland, Me.,
the films have been valuable "in conveying to the public information about
the legislative process and about the
various issues."
Gov. Clauson said legislators told
him the filming was done "without disrupting in any way the Senate or House
sessions," lauding photographers for
their "discretion and good sense."
An editorial in the Portland Evening
Express asked, "Need there be further
proof that cameras in courts and legislatures are a contribution to a better
informed public."
50 (THE MEDIA)

'Success tax' asked
Financial support for struggling
tv stations should come from some
form of excess-profits tax levied
on successful tv outlets, according to an article by U. of Illinois
Professor C.H. Sandage in the
July Journal of Marketing.
Dr. Sandage bases his proposal
on the fact that all stations are
making use of the publicly owned
airwaves. There has been no cost
to the operator for his license,
states Dr. Sandage, yet due to
population and geographical factors, as well as the uhf situation,
some stations are more successful
than others. Subsidies for the
"poorer stations" would more efencourage service
"the development of fectively
television
to the
public," Dr. Sandage writes.
VIDEO

TAPE

FEES

Ampex

finds

trends

in 46-station study
Charges made by tv stations for tv
tape recordings are tending to stabilize
on a time rather than a per-spot basis,
according to a survey made by Ampex
Corp., manufacturer of the video tape
equipment in use at most tv stations offering such service. Even stronger is the
trend toward stabilizing additional time
charges as "a dollar a minute" rate, regardless of the airtime rates of the stations. These two trends point toward
conformity in a sea of individualism,
however.
In making the survey of video tape recording charges by tv stations across the
country, Bob Day, video promotion
manager of Ampex's Professional Products Div., states: "It was our original
hope that this survey might result in
meaningful averages and general information which might be condensed into
an easily usable form. However, there
is such a disparity in rates assessed and,
apparently, in the methods used in determining rates, that averages would
actually be misleading."
Instead, Ampex tabulated the information received from 46 U.S. stations
(about 40% of those with Ampex machines) serving markets that vary from
just over 100,000 tv homes to one of
just under five million tv homes and
with base rates ranging from $340 an
hour to $8,250. Tables cover the charge
for a one-minute spot, the time allowed
and additional time charges, plus
charges for such miscellaneous video
tape activities as on-the-air playback,
screening, air-check taping, storage or

rental and splicing and editing.
In commenting on the replies the
report notes that competition in markets with two or more stations equipped
for video tape operations apparently
has
on rates,
"are
often little
lowereffect
in stations
whichwhich
are alone
in their market as far as vtr is concerned." Of the 46 stations who answered the questionnaire, nine specified
all charges as commissionable, eight
specified them all as net and two specified them all as commissionable except tape costs, which are net. Four
stations require all tapes to be preceded
by one minute of test pattern. One station requires a deposit of $150 for a
tape of 30 minutes or less and will
buy back usable tape at a discount. One
station guarantees tape for a minimum
of 20 plays. One station reserves the
right to refuse tapes using talent of any
other station in its coverage area.
Grimes brokerage
Walter Grimes, formerly with the
brokerage firm of Allen Kander & Co.,
last week announced the opening of his
own firm for the purchase and sale of
broadcasting and
other business properties in the Middle
Atlantic States.
This move follows
by a few days the
split of the old Allen
Kander broadcastGrimes
ing-newspapers organization, with broadcasting operations
to be handled by the newly formed
Edwin Tornberg & Co. (Broadcasting,
June 29). Mr. Grimes, who had been
with Kander since 1954, is locating his
firm at 1519 Connecticut Ave., N.W.,
Washington, D.C. Before joining Kander, Mr. Grimes was advertising manager for two graphic arts trade journals.
58

broadcasters

start

two weeks at Harvard
Daily schedules for 58 broadcasters
attending the Management Development Seminar under NAB sponsorship
on the Harvard campus were announced
at the weekend. The July 5-17 seminar
is being directed by the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration.
Subjects deal with actual case histories developed by Harvard and the
NAB Broadcast Personnel-Economics
Dept. headed by Charles H. Tower (see
Our Respects, page 107). Ninetyminute discussion periods precede daily
classes and meetings, with periods devoted to study and reading plus 2V2hour discussions in the evening.
Topics this week include analysis of
the executive function, formulation and
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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Every executive concerned with advertising budgets has been painfully aware
of rising costs. In each year since World
War II, a healthy increase in the budget has usually been necessary just to
maintain existing schedules.
The 1957-58 recession put a spotlight
on the squeeze that rising costs were
placing on profits. Vigorous steps
taken by executives to get full value
from all expenditures were a major
factor in the current recovery. This
year every expenditure must justify itself in maximum contribution to sales.
Most closely scrutinized is the advertising budget.

the question
"Haveon you,
or do ings.
youAsked
intend
to take action
the
product advertised?" 61 .7% of the respondents replied that they have taken
or will take action on the product.

What's the Cost per Prospect?
It is in this climate that more and
more major companies are concentrating more of their advertising budgets
in book match advertising programs.
A close look at the figures reveals why.
Book matches deliver your advertising at extremely low cost-per-prospect.
A pinpoint mailing to 1,000 selected
prospects of a package of 6 match
books can be made for $240. A HooperHolmes survey indicates book match
mailings receive 70% readership. Thus
the book match mailing described
above delivers its sales message to
700 prospects at a cost of 34$ per
reader. Compare this figure with the
cost-per-prospect delivered by any
other medium !
Prospects welcome and respond to
book match advertising. In another
survey made recently of a manufacturer's book match program, 95.5% of
the respondents asked to be kept on the
list to receive future book match mail-

A Daily Necessity for 3 out of 4
Cost per reader figures are just the
beginning of the story. Book matches
are a daily necessity for 3 out of 4 people— 96% of men smokers carry book
matches. One direct mail package of 6
match books exposes the advertising
message to a single prospect 120 times.

If your company is concerned about the
high
cost of advertising
— and you
are interested
in the tremendous
economy and effectiveness of book
match advertising — send for a new
folder describing Diamensionized Book
Match Advertising.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

95.5%
asked to receive future
book match mailings
61.7%
had or planned to take action
on the product advertised

Many Plus Values
Book matches are valued and appreciated. They present a sales message
under the most favorable circumstances. No other advertising competes
when they deliver their message. Book
match advertising appears with dramatic effect in full-color and threedimensional reality.
A Highly Flexible Advertising Medium
As more and more leading advertisers
are turning to low-cost, hard-hitting,
efficient selling with book matches,
new, amazingly successful techniques
of use are being developed.

lb

Advertising

Case after case has proved the effectiveness of book match advertising for
new product promotions, building company prestige, brand name and package
recognition, salesmen's aids, reaching
hard-to-see prospects. Outstanding successes are being recorded with book
matches personalized with the names
or initials of prospects. Ingenious use
is being made of intriguing "Product
Replica" book match packages to
stamp an indelible visual product image on prospects' minds.
Pioneering Book Match Advertising
Companies profiting from book match
programs work hand-in-hand at every
stage with Diamond, the pioneer in the
field of book match advertising.

Diamond's Book Match Counselors
are trained to work with companies
and agencies to analyze specific sales
problems
and provide
"on-target" book
match
advertising
solutions.
Diamond's service is complete. Its
Art Department, the nation's foremost
book match design organization, cooperates with advertisers at all stages
from rough sketches to final art. Diamond handles all details of distribution including mailing on dates specified by clients to lists of any size.

Book Match Advertising Dept.
DIAMOND MATCH Division of Diamond Gardner Corp.
125-S Paridon St., Springfield, Mass.
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execution of competitive strategy. Subtopics are competitive strategy in consumer goods industries, the image concept and marketing strategy, marketing strategy and media selection and
competitive strategy in the broadcast
industry. The week will end with a discussion of organization and delegation
of work.
The second week includes planning,
budgeting and controlling costs, and
management of human resources. Subtopics are selection, compensation, development, motivation and appraisal of
subordinates and supervision of subordinates. Final topic will be a review
and appraisal of management performance.
Guest speakers will be Dr. Frank
Stanton, CBS, July 16; Harold E. Fellows, NAB president, July 17; Dr. Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard economics
professor, July 9, and Dr. Andrew
Gyorgy, Boston U. professor of government, July 15. Dr. J. Sterling Livingston, Harvard professor of business and
president of Harbridge House, management development consultants, is
academic director of the seminar. William P. Gormbley Jr., assistant dean
and director of Harvard's Advanced
Management Program, is administrator

director. Other faculty members are
Alva F. Kindall and C. Roland Christensen, Harvard professors of business
administration.
Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
stations interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WAMV East St. Louis, 111.: Sold to
Louis Strick and Joseph Calderon by
advertising executive Robert W. Day
for $300,000. The sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. WAMV is on 1490
kc with 250 w, affiliated with ABC.
• KWDM Des Moines, Iowa: Sold to
General Broadcasting Services of Iowa
Inc. (James Binger and Armin P. Buetow) by Des Moines Broadcasting Corp.
(George W. Webber, president) for
$200,000. The sale was handled by Edwin Tornberg & Co. KWDM is on 1150
kc with 1 kw, directional, and is affiliated with MBS.
• WCMW Canton, Ohio: Sold (50%)
to present 50% owner Mrs. Geneva H.
Gee (with son Richard Schultz) by S.L.
Hoffman for $150,000. The sale also
includes control of WARU Peru, Ind.

East

B3509000

Coastal major market fulltime facility. Now operating profitably and
snowing consistent improvement.
$100,000 cash required.
California

S2409OQO

Top-rated and top volume fulltime
outlet in one of most desirable large
California markets. 29% down and
balance on good terms.
South Central

sim.ooo

Top-rated station in the market.
Combination operation with excellent
real estate. Can be financed on favorable terms.
Mountain

State

Fulltime facility in good single station market. Made good profit in '58
and '59 looks even better. Owns land
and transmitter building. 29% down.
Five year payout.
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS

S7.59000

APPRAISALS

BLACKBURN
& COMPANY
NEWSPAPER BROKERS
RADIO — TV
MIDWEST OFFICE
SOUTHERN OFFICE WEST COAST OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE
H. W. Cassill
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley Whitaker California
9441
Wilshire BJvd.
333 N. Michigan Avenue Atlanta,
Healey Building
Joseph M. Sitrick
Georgia
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
Washington Building
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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WCMW is on 1060 kc with 1 kw, day.
WARU is on 1600 kc with 1 kw, day.
• WDNG Anniston, Ala.: Sold to
Thomas Potts by Ralph M. Allgood and
Grover C. Wise for $85,000. The sale
was handled by Blackburn & Co.
WDNG is on 1490 kc with 250 w.
• KAVI Rocky Ford, Colo.: Sold to
Edward J. Patrick and Charles R. Rutledge by Ray J. Williams (KAPI Pueblo) for $40,000. Mr. Patrick is former
commercial manager of KWBY Colorado Springs. The sale was handled by
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. KAVI is on
1320 kc with 1 kw, day.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 96).
• KMYC-AM-FM Marysville, Calif.:
Sold by Horace E. Thomas and others
to Carlton Broadcasting Corp. (John
W. Sexton, president, is also president
of Barbton Inc., which has 50% interest in transferee) for in excess of $200,000. KMYC is on 1410 kc with 5 kw,
day, 1 kw, night, directional, and is affiliated with MBS. KMYC-FM is on
99.9 mc with 4.9 kw.
• KBLR-AM-TV Goodland, Kan. : Sold
(the am) by James F. Blair to TriState Radio Inc. (Leslie E. Whittemore,
president) for $145,000 plus $5,000 for
transfer of the tv from Mr. Blair to Mr.
Whittemore and eight others. KBLR is
on 730 kc with 1 kw, day. KBLR-TV is
on ch. 10.
• WLEU Erie, Pa.: Sold to Thomas R.
Bromeley and others, doing business as
Radio Station WESB (WESB Bradford) by L.E.U. Broadcasting Co. for
$142,500. WLEU is on 1450 kc with
250 w.
• WEIM Fitchburg, Mass. : Sold to Radio Fitchburg Inc. (Norman Knight,
who also owns WHEB Portsmouth,
WTSV-AM-FM Claremont and WTSL
Hanover, all New Hampshire) by Newcomb Broadcasting Corp. for $92,500.
The transaction includes an additional
sum of $39,000 to assignor President
Arthur A. Newcomb at $150 weekly
over five years as a consultant and not
to compete. Comr. Robert Bartley abstained from voting. WEIM is on 1280
kc with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, directional.

• WJOB-FM Hammond, Ind.: Sold to
Percy B. Crawford (WMUZ-FM Detroit and WLPH [FM] Lancaster, Pa.)
by South Shore Broadcasting Corp. for
$119,000. WJOB-FM is on 92.3 mc
with 3.1 kw.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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SEC.

315

LIBEL

DANGERS

From now on broadcasters can't be sued for
The U.S. Supreme Court last week Inc., licensee of WDAY-TV. A state
lower court held that Sec. 315 conbrought an end to a historic double
trouble for broadcasters.
ferred immunity on the station and the
state supreme court upheld this conBy a narrow margin (5-4) the high tention.
court held that broadcasters are immunized from libel actions arising from
The case was argued before the Suappearances of political candidates. The
preme Court last March (Broadcastimmunization is implied by the political
ing, March 30). Counsel for WDAY
broadcasting law's prohibition against and for NAB urged the Supreme Court
the censorship of candidates, the court to uphold the North Dakota decision.
ruled.
NAB's Douglas Anello told the court
The ruling eliminated one of the that if it could not find that Sec. 315
issues now under dispute before the conferred immunity it should then deSenate and House in discussions over
termine that the equal time section of
amendment of Sec. 315, the political the Communications Act was unconstitutional.
broadcasting law (see story page 56).
One of the several bills now under
The Farmers Union attorney urged
consideration would have amended Sec. that the court find that Sec. 315 does
315 to provide libel immunity in addi- not confer immunity, that it does not
tion to providing other relief from the apply to third parties (the Farmers Unpresent rigidities of the section.
ion was not a political candidate) and
that
common law rights should prevail.
The Supreme Court's majority de- He also
said that stations do have the
cision, written by Associate Justice
power to delete libel, just as they have
Hugo L. Black, held that Congress must
the power to expunge obscenity.
have meant to protect broadcasters from
libel damages when it required them to
One of his main arguments was that
afford political candidates equal time
Congress has been asked 16 times to
and forbade any censorship of their write into the section the immunity
speeches.
claimed by the broadcasters and it has
The dissent was written by Associate
never done so. This meant, he conJustice Felix Frankfurter and was entended, that Congress intended state
libel laws to apply.
dorsed by Justices John M. Harlan,
Charles Evans Whittaker and Potter
The Supreme Court decision was
Stewart.
hailed by NAB's Harold E. Fellows as
In effect, the Supreme Court upheld
"gratifying to all Americans because it
a 1958 decision of the North Dakota
reflects the sense of fair play which is
Supreme Court that Sec. 315 of the traditional in this country. It is particuCommunications Act conferred imlarly gratifying to broadcasters who
otherwise would have been caught in
munity on broadcasters from damages
for libelous remarks.
the legal vise of a federal statute on one
A Classic Case • The case involved
hand and state libel laws on the other."
Tom Barnes, general manager of
the 1956 senatorial campaign in North
Dakota. A.C. Townley, an indepenWDAY-AM-TV, said he was "pleased"
the Supreme Court upheld the two
dent candidate, charged over WDAYNorth Dakota courts in agreeing that
TV Fargo, N.D., that the Farmers Union was tainted with communism. The
"our interpretation" of Sec. 315 was
Farmers Union filed a $150,000 libel correct. Through the years WDAYsuit against Mr. Townley and WDAY
AM-TV have provided time for candiHOW
-The

Black
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what

Frankfurter

say

dates on an "absolutely equitable basis,
even though sometimes this policy creates regrettable situations, as in the
case of the Farmers Union," he said.
The Majority View • Highlights of
the Supreme Court's majority decision:
• By "no censorship," Congress
meant just that; there is no evidence
that Congress intended "a narrower
meaning." And above all, since 1948
FCC has held continuously that licensees cannot remove allegedly libelous matter. Legislative history of both
Sec. 315 and its predecessor provision
in the 1927 Radio Act "shows a deep
hostility to censorship either by the
Commission
or bya a licensee
licensee."to censor
• Permitting
"would undermine the basic purpose
for which Sec. 315 was passed — full
and unrestricted discussion of political
issues by legally qualified candidates
. . . Congress sought to foster its [radio's] broadest possible utilization by
encouraging broadcasting stations to
make their facilities available to candidates for office without discrimination
and by insuring that these candidates
when broadcasting were not to be hampered by censorship of the issues they
• There
are difficulties in telling what
could
discuss."
is libelous and what is not. "Whether a
statement is defamatory is rarely clear.
Whether such a statement is actionably
libelous is an even more complex ques• If a station could delete what it
tion. .. ." defamatory material, it
considered
might, in an excess of caution, exclude
all remarks even faintly objectionable.
And, because of the importance of the
time limit in political campaigns, there
would not be time to correct such erroneous decisions. This almost inevitably might force a candidate to avoid
controversial issues during political debates over radio and tv "and hence restrict the coverage of consideration rel-

SEC.

,

candidates

315

The

dissenters

Harlan

Whittaker Stewart
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Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

What's

on tap, Chief?"

"WJRT,

Ponsonby

. . . the

efficient way to deluge
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw
and Bay City with a

sales story."

Direct pipeline to all four of the big midMichigan metropolitan areas: that's WJRT,
the efficient, single-station way to sell Flint,
Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City. And you do
it with a grade "A" or better signal. No need
to skirt the issue when there's WJRT

to put

you in the winner's circle— to give you penetration of mid-Michigan's

TV households from within. If your bailiwick's
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City, WJRT's
your efficient blanket buy. There's room
the bandwagon. Come aboard!

WJR
CHANNEL

ABC

nearly half-million

on

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
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evant to intelligent political decision."
• The section must confer immunity
from libel actions, otherwise it "would
sanction the unconscionable result of
permitting civil and perhaps criminal
liability to be imposed for the very conduct the statute demands of the licensee."
• Although Congress has not written
immunity into the law, it has never upset the FCC's contention that Sec. 315
does confer immunity. ". . . with full
knowledge of the Commission's interpretation Congress has since made significant additions to that section without
amending it to depart from the Commission's view."
• Denying all political candidates access to the facilities of a broadcast station might protect broadcasters from
liability, but "it would also effectively
withdraw political discussion from the
air. Instead the thrust of Sec. 315 is to
facilitate political debate over radio
and television."
The Dissent • Justice Frankfurter's
dissent was based on his fear that the

SEC.

31

5

PROSPECT:

House

subcommittee

Harris

expects

made,

though

majority was invading the sovereignty
of states.
He also questioned whether the FCC
has strongly maintained the principle
that Sec. 315 confers immunity. It has
never, he said, issued a regulation or
held an adjudicatory proceeding to determine this.
The 1948 Port Huron decision, he
said, was only dicta, and was affirmatively embraced by only two of the five
commissioners who voted.
The Port Huron case involved the
license renewal of WHLS Port Huron,
Mich. The station had cancelled several
broadcasts by political candidates. The
FCC renewed the license, holding that
the station's action had not been deliberate, but stressed that the no censorship provision of Sec. 315 was absolute, and that since this was so it would
protect a station from liability for defamation where the libel was uttered under compulsion of Sec. 315.
Justice Frankfurter stated that since
that decision the Commission has referred to this principle "in increasingly
tentative fashion."
Justice Frankfurter also maintained

ends

some
not what

The fate of Sec. 315 of the Communications Act now rests in the hands
of Congress.
Broadcasters and other spokesmen,
amidst a partisan clash among congressmen, last week completed testimony on proposed revisions of the
equal time law before the Communications Subcommittee of the House Commerce Committee.
After three days of hearings Wednesday evening, (July 1), Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said: "I think
we will be able to work out something on relieving broadcasters from
the FCC's interpretation of Sec. 315
but it is not going to be what broadcasters want." This is identical to the position taken by Sen. John Pastore (DR.I.), chairman of a Senate subcommittee which closed five days of hearings just before the House started taking testimony (Broadcasting, June
29).
Much of last week's testimony was
a repetition of statements given before
the senate subcommittee, with most additions to the record coming from witnesses who did not testify before the
Senate and through questions by the
congressmen.
Outside
the hearing
56 (GOVERNMENT)

equal

revisions

"... A conclusion that in failing to
change Sec. 315 after the Port Huron
decision Congress by its inaction efject.
fected the pre-emption which the Commission had found is an assumption
wholly
stated. unsupported in fact. . . ." he
"States should not be held to have
been ousted from power traditionally
held in the absence of either a clear
declaration by Congress that it intends
to forbid the continued functioning of
state law or an obvious and unavoidable conflict between the federal and
state directives," Justice Frankfurter
said.
The dissenting justice also claimed
that it very well could be that North
Dakota might find that the station was
liable for defamation but excuse it on
the ground that it was forced to participate inthe libel through Sec. 315 —
or that the station could claim privilege.

PARTIAL

time

hearing;

in rule

broadcasters

that Congress' lack of action in writing
immunity into Sec. 315 could very well
be considered a refusal to go along
with the FCC in its thoughts on the sub-

will be

wanted

room, these developments took place:
The Supreme Court ruled that a
broadcaster is not liable for statements made by a political candidate
(see preceding story).
CBS cisionInc.
FCC's dethat Larappealed
Daly wasthequalified
for
equal time on newscasts to the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Washington D.C.
Before the House • The subcommittee was considering eight bills
amending Sec. 315, roughly divided
into three categories, plus a proposal
submitted by Comr. Frederick W. Ford
with the backing of a majority of the
FCC. Three of the bills, HR 5389 by
Glenn Cunningham (R-Neb.), HR 5675
by Rep. J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.)
and HR 6326 by Rep. Paul G. Rogers
(D-Fla.), would exempt newscasts from
equal time. A fourth bill HR 8032, introduced by Rep. Ken Hechler (D- W.
Va.),
30). was submitted last Tuesday (June
Four other bills are identical to Sen.
Vance Hartke's (D-Ind.) "Fair Political Broadcasting Act of 1959,"
which would exempt newscasts, commentaries, panel and similar programs,
defines "qualified" candidates and exempts broadcasters from libel. They

RELIEF

were introduced by Reps. Joseph Barr
(D-Ind.) HR 7122; Wayne Aspinall
(D-Colo.), HR 7180; Byron Rogers
(D-Colo.) HR 7206, and J. Edgar
Chenoweth, (R-Colo.) HR-7602.
Also pending is HR 7985, introduced
by Rep. Harris, which exempts newscasts, panel shows and political conventions but retains the equal time provisions on broadcast debates.
A partisan outburst occurred while
Justice Dept. spokesman Robert Bicks
was testifying Tuesday, but CBS
Inc. President Frank Stanton became the innocent victim. Democratic members of the subcommittee had questioned Mr. Bicks on
the basis in law for the Justice recom endation tothe FCC that the Lar
Daly decision be reversed. Rep. John
Bennett (R-Mich.), ranking minority
member of the subcommittee and also
on the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, attempted to enter in the record
an inquiry of the Oversight body of
Justice ment's
on reply.the matter and the departHot Opposition • He was shouted
down by Democratic members and Rep.
Harris ruled that Rep. Bennett's statements were not pertinent to the matter
before the Communications body and
properly belong before the Oversight
Subcommittee. The Republican repeated his earlier claim that the subcommittee had improperly attempted to
influence the FCC and accused the
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

but one member of the nine-man body
attended much of the three-day hearings, cited what they claimed were
abuses of the equal time provisions.
Rep. Moss said there are substantial
"rumors that many small stations will
give a candidate favorable mention on
alleged news shows in exchange for a
"healthy purchase" of time. "Primarily
their interest is in revenue," he said.
"They have not a regular news department. This is where I am concerned

Democrats of interjecting Justice action
into the hearing. Democrats denied the
charges, claiming Rep. Bennett brought
the subject up.
"I want the record to be straight as to
who is intervening and trying to tell the
court or the Commission what the law
is," Rep. Bennett said. "It is the subcom it e of this committee which improperly attempted to tell the FCC how
to decide the Lar Daly case. . . ."
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.) retorted
that there is "nothing improper about
it at all. ... I would say the gentlemen's
conduct is improper at this point."
When Rep. Bennett was unable to
get his statement in the record, he accused the committee chairman of "permitting one side of a position to be
stated without giving an opportunity
for all thelater
factstold
to be
presented." Rep.
Bennett
Broadcasting
that
the Democratic majority's position had
been "completely discredited. It was a
cheap political trick."
Overnight Delay • Dr. Stanton suffered from the flareup because he followed Mr. Bicks to the witness stand a
few minutes before noon Tuesday. Immediately after 12 noon, Rep. Bennett
interrupted the witness to state: "I make
a point of order, Mr. Chairman, that
the House is now in session." This made
it mandatory under House rules for
Rep. Harris to adjourn the hearing.
The CBS president resumed on the
stand when the hearing convened
Wednesday morning. In a prepared
statement, he repeated many of the
arguments given before the Senate for
revisions in Sec. 315 (Broadcasting,
June 29). In answer to questions, he
said few complaints have been filed
against CBS for violations of Sec. 315,
but in impact they are "very tremendous."
"You are shortchanging yourselves,
not going that extra mile to take in debates and panels ... in any equal time
exemptions," Dr. Stanton said when
asked if he would accept exemption of
newscasts. He saw nothing "improper"
in the Justice intervention in the Lar
Daly case.
Dr. Stanton said CBS particularly
urged passage of the "-Fair Political
Broadcasting" bills (HR 7122, 7180,
7206 and 7602). As a strong second
choice, with an amendment to include
exemption for debates, Dr. Stanton supported the Harris bill. He said these bills
will enable CBS to do "a far more
meaningful and useful job of covering
the post-convention campaign" of 1960
since the network will be able to concentrate on major candidates for President.
"Perhaps someday the Congress will
come to the conclusion, as we have,
that the journalistic function of radio
and tv can no more be reduced to legisBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

about abuse if we have no guidelines."
Rep. William Avery (R-Kan.) took
an attitude more favorable to broadcasters. "I do not share the apprehension that some members of the committee show of what might happen to
the industry if Sec. 315 were modified

Chairman Harris
Some measure of relief is promised
lative prescription than can the journalistic function of newspapers and magazines," Dr. Stanton said. "Fairness and
even-handed treatment of politics and
political candidates is not ... a fit or
even a possible subject for effective and
sensible legislative or administrative
prescription." However, he said, he was
not suggesting that consideration be
given to ultimate repeal of Sec. 315.
The CBS appeal to the courts was
based on the public interest Dr. Stanton
said. In it, the network asked the court
for a pre-hearing conference as soon
as possible and for full arguments early
in the fall so that a decision could be
made before the 1960 campaigns. The
network maintained the Commission
interpretation of Sec. 315 in the Lar
Daly instance is "erroneous and invalid" on two counts.
The "face or voice" of a candidate on
a news show is not a "use" of radio-tv
under Sec. 315, the network told the
court, and that if the act is construed
to cover news, then Sec. 315 is a violation of the first and fifth amendments
to the Constitution.
Wary Lawmakers • Questions put to
Mr. Stanton and other witnesses clearly indicated that the congressmen were
principally concerned that changes in
Sec. 315 would lead to abuses. Three
members of the subcommittee, and all

or
possibly
repealed,"
he said.
think
there
is public
censorship
that "I
prevails
here despite any legal provision or anything that might be done in legislation."
On the whole, committeemen publicly agreed that some change in Sec. 315
would be recommended by the committee. The big question remaining is
whether it will go beyond exempting
straight newscasts.
Justice vs. FCC • Mr. Bicks, acting
assistant attorney general, said that the
FCC's Lar Daly decision complied with
"neither the language of the statute nor
its legislative history . . . This department believes the Commission's view
lacks support in law." He said it might
well be overruled in the courts as a result of the CBS appeal, but said this
would come too late to help broadcasters in giving adequate coverage to the
1960 elections.
"With such factors uppermost, this
department suggests that Congresses act
now to overturn Lar Daly," Mr. Bicks
emphasized.
Rep. John Flynt (D-Ga.) said there
were indications that "expediency rather
than principle may be determining the
Justice Dept.'s policy on this particular
question right now." He pointed out
that, in 1955, the House Commerce
Committee then was considering revision of Sec. 315 and that Justice refused to comment on what he said was
then termed "delicate legislative policy.
. . . This entire controversy which we
have before us today might have been
avoided
by legislation
that the
time."
Mr. Bicks
countered atthat
Justice
position was determined on nothing
but "good-faith judgment." He said the
Lar Daly decision had "sharply
changed" the context on which the 1955
statement was predicated. Justice, he
repeatedly stated in answering the questions of Democrats, intervened only because itfelt the FCC decision was lacking of support in law.
Rep. Walter Rogers (D-Tex.) asked
Mr. Bicks if the President and/or the
Attorney General had referred to the
57
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FCC decision as "ridiculous." "I never
know who says what. I never know
who is in charge [at the White House],"
Rep. Rogers said.
'Common Carrier' Law • FCC Chairman John Doerfer again advocated repeal of Sec. 315 with the proposal by
Comr. Ford as his second choice. He
maintained that the concept of fairness
for political candidates cannot be adequately defined or administered effectively by the FCC. Sec. 315 is the only
common carrier provision in the broadcasting laws, he claimed. "It is contrary to the orginial philosphy of Con-
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John Blair & Co., Representatives

Our sixth annual free Zinnia Seed offer brought
23,727 requests from 232 towns in 58 out of 88
Ohio counties. This even out-pulses our Pulse.
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in Synonyms.
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YEARBOOK

!

it's Roget's Thesaurus
Finding the right word is the first principle
of being articulate. Respected (esteemed,
time-honored, venerable) and authoritative
(reliable, accurate, informative) fittingly
describe Roget's Thesaurus, famous
reference book of synonyms and antonyms. In the business world of television
and radio, they apply just as fittingly to
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK, the most
complete and dependable reference volume for busy people in broadcast advertising. To them, finding the right facts is
the first principle of being profitably

informed. The 1959 BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK - covering both TV and radio
-will be on their desks in August (and a
full 12 months thereafter). They'll find it
more valuable than ever. ..a veritable
thesaurus* of information on every aspect
of broadcast advertising. If you have a
message for people who make TV-radio
decisions, here's THE forum wherein to
speak up! Circulation: 16,000. Final deadline: July 15 (or -for proofs -July 1).
Reserve the position you want NOW before
it's gone!

*The
had words
f^or almost theeverything.
"Thesaurus"
meantGreeks
a treasury
or storehouse;
1959 BROADCASTING
YEARBOOK is a treasure-trove of facts, Get it?
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1T35 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
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The chairman maintained that Sec.
315 was passed without any evil having
been demonstrated. Most laws in civilized nations are passed after a definite
need for them has been shown, he said.
"What
gress."you don't do in 1959, you will
have to do in 1969 or 1979," Comr.
Doerfer told the Congressmen in urging
outright repeal.
Rep. Rogers asked if it would not be
"dangerous" to place equal time responsibility with stations. "I can conceive of
no better judge on the spot than the
broadcaster," Comr. Doerfer replied.
"He is experienced and has got to be
Comr. Ford told the subcommittee
that he spent "a large amount of time
studying both the Lar Daly case and
the consequences of it and the possible
ways in which it might be ameliorated
or fair."
changed. . ." The Ford proposal was
the result of this study, he said. It would
exempt newscasts and special events
"such as political conventions," and
would require "objective presentation
thereof in the public interest."
Just as in the Senate hearings, there
was considerable discussion and debate
as to just what would constitute "special
events" and "objective presentation."
Comr. John Cross urged that if Congress makes any changes in Sec. 315,
such changes be "very specific so that
there will be no question as to intent."
Use the most direct and foolproof language possible, he said, and specifically
name and define types of programs
which would be exempted.
Letter of the Law • NBC Board
Chairman Robert Sarnoff , when
asked if a "literal interpretation"
of Sec. 315 would solve the equal
time problem, stated that it was
just such a "literal interpretation"
which has created the problem. Mr.
Sarnoff proposed several amendments
to pending bills which he said would
make them acceptable to NBC.
When Rep. Rogers complained that
NBC's proposals covered "about everything but westerns," Mr. Sarnoff replied
that he tried to make it as broad as possible to permit broadcasters to do the
best possible job within the limits of
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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This new Disc Recorder, a completely self-contained unit, meets
the broadcaster's requirements for fast recording and playback
of commercials and announcements. Extremely simple in operation,
it minimizes the skill required to produce a professional
recording. Grooves for recording are molded into the blank disc.
No cutting mechanisms, optical devices and heated styli are
needed; the same equipment serves for recording and playback.
All of the advantages of magnetic tape recording are retained
in the magnetic discs, yet winding, splicing, cuing and other tape
handling problems are eliminated.
A recording time of 70 seconds is obtained from each side of the
magnetic disc, which includes 10 seconds for "cue-in" and "tripout" cue tones. The magnetic discs are recorded at 33 3^ rpm.
The magnetic head used in the system consists of two C-shaped
laminations made of a material that is extremely hard physically,
but with very high permeability. A newly designed tone arm which
accommodates standard MI-11874-4 (1 mil) and 11874-5 (2.5 mil)
pickups also can be handled by means of a plug-in socket
arrangement. It can be used for reproducing standard
transcriptions and phonograph records up to 12 inches in diameter
at 33^ or 45 rpm.
Magnetic Recording Head.
The magnetic pole pieces which
do the recording protrude through
the narrow slot (see arrow).

The Magnetic Disc Recorder can be the first of the building blocks in preparing for automatic
programming. For complete information on the Disc Recorder and companion units, call your
RCA Broadcast Representative or write RCA, Dept. WB-22, Bldg. 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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California

getting some kind of action.
Francis Littlejohn, director of ABC
News and Special Events, submitted a
statement by ABC Vice President John
Daly
whichbefore
was identical
to Mr.
statement
the Senate.
Rep. Daly's
Flynt

Top of the ladder way to
reach this nation's No. 2 retail sales market among

received a negative reply when he asked
if Mr. Littlejohn was an officer of ABC
and Rep. Moss said that he had several
questions he would like to ask the author of the statement but would withhold them since Mr. Daly was not present.

FRESNO,

150.000 population cities
(Source: Sales
Management)

KJEO-TV . . .
Home of the
best spot buys
with daily quarter hour leadership noon to
sign off (Source:
Current Nielsen)
KJEO-TV . . .
Home of the
lowest base
rates in Central
Ca lifornia
(Source: your
SRDS!)

Censorship Threat • Rep. Paul Rogers of Florida, author of HR 6326 and
a member of the parent Commerce
Committee, said that if Sec. 315 is extended to newscasts "it is entirely possible that such an interpretation, if
carried to its logical conclusion, might
result in unwarranted federal control
over the material content of news programs. In effect, this is a situation in
which the federal government has substituted its judgment of what is properly the subject of a newscast for the
considered, good-faith judgment of radio and tv news staffs."
This interpretation does violence to
a basic right long enjoyed by the industry and also serves to stifle the efforts
put forth by stations to keep the public
informed, Rep. Rogers said. "I am very
strongly in favor of this legislation and
hope we will be able to take action this
Rep. Barr, author of HR 7122 giving
session."
broadcasters
broad Sec. 315 exemptions, said that clarifying legislation is
long overdue. "The airwaves of the
U.S. still belongs to all the people. They
are today providing an important source
of news which the voters need to make
an intelligent appraisal of the conduct
of this government," Rep. Barr said.
"The men who wrote the Constitution
. . . clearly recognized that democracy
cannot work without free and effective

J
channel

J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager
W.O. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'R^^C
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sources of communications."
Rep. Cunningham, author of the first
bill (HR 5389) introduced following
the FCC's February Lar Daly ruling,
said that rarely had there been such
public support for any legislative proposal as there has been for a change
in Sec. 315. He said it is encouraging
that a majority of the Commission supports an equal time revision because
"that is the agency that has to live with
and interpret Sec. 315."
The Nebraska Republican, first witness when the hearings began Monday
(June 29), said that broadcasters have
achieved an excellent record of fairness in reporting
"But
now the
stations andpolitical
networksnews.
are faced
with an impossible situation," he said.
Sen. Hartke, author of S 1858, submit ed astatement for the record of the
House hearings in which he said the
just-completed Senate hearings "reaf-

firmed my belief that Sec. 315 must be
amended, and it must be done so now."
He said present regulations are based on
"ambiguous and obsolete statutory language. The lack of full definition and
the sometimes seemingly inconsistent
position of the Commission can to a
great extent be explained by the lack
of any definite statement of congressional policy in Sec. 315."
Makes Concession • During the Senate hearings, Sen. Hartke pushed each
witness for approval of his bill which
proposes much broader exemptions
than most of the other measures. Before
the House, however, he said if his broad
language would handicap the passage of
any bill, then Congress should adopt
one of lesser proportions to make sure
that the Lar Daly decision is corrected.
Democratic National Chairman Paul
Butler, testifying Wednesday, said that
"it is absolutely essential in the public
interest that the Congress pass legislation in this session to remove the shackles which this unwise [Lar Daly] decision has placed on the broadcasting
This is an apparent complete reversal
industry."
of a stand take by Mr. Butler in a letter
to the Senate committee commenting on
the Hartke bill [Broadcasting, June
22]. In that letter, Mr. Butler endorsed
all provisions of S 1858 except Sec. (e),
which would exempt newscasts, documentaries and similar programs. At that
time, Mr. Butler said he was concerned
that such an exemption would lead to
"very serious abuses.")
Last week, Mr. Butler repeated his
fear that some abuses would result with
the exemption of news shows and declared that broadcasters should be held
responsible in such instances. He said
safeguards can be assured by defining
qualified candidates at all levels of political life.
The Democratic chairman said that
the Harris bill does not provide broad
enough exemptions for news-type shows.
He urged Congress to exempt political
debates also and to act without waiting
for the outcome of the CBS court appeal. As to how far Congress should
go, Mr. Butler said: "Certainly I do not
agree with the proposal to repeal Sec.
Following Mr. Butler's testimony, a
letter from Sen. Thruston Morton (RKy.), chairman of the Republican National Committee, was entered in the
record. "I want to be on record as fa315."voring revision to relieve the broadcasting industry of the unfair burden which
this section places upon it," Sen. Morton stated. However, he said, the intent
of Sec. 315 should be preserved with
a relaxation of the letter of the law.
Broad New Section Urged • Ralph
Renick, vice president of WTVJ (TV)
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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SPOT SALES, Exclusive National Representatives

An example of Sec. 315 in practice • In the performance of its duty (as interpreted by Sec. 315 of the Communications Act) WPRW Manassas, Va., presented a
political program June 27 which resulted in the gentlemen above receiving "equal time" to discuss their candidacies for various county and state offices. WPRW
wanted to present candidates' qualifications in the most
impartial way and began planning a Meet Your Candidate program from the local high school auditorium.
Miami and president of the Radio-Tv
News Directors Assn., recommended
congressional approval of the amendment proposed in a June 29 editorial in
Broadcasting. This proposal would
repeal Sec. 315 and substitute a new
section providing that stations must
grant equal time for all time paid for
by political candidates.
He said it would be "folly" to attempt to describe a news program and
leave it up to FCC to decide if a station
provides "objective" coverage under
such a definition. Mr. Renick maintained that Sec. 315 is a form of censorship and as such is a violation of
both the Communications Act and the
Constitution. "No amount of amendsaid. ments will make right a wrong," he
John F. Lewis, chairman of the
RTNDA freedom of information committee and news director of WBALAM-TV Baltimore, repeated his association's conviction that Sec. 315 should
be repealed outright. In urging adoption
of pending legislation, he said such action should not be regarded as acceptance that some form of regulation is
needed.
"The cynicism of American people
with regard to politics will not be lessened if news directors are forced to
grant equal time to all candidates . . .
or forced to ignore the thorough coverage of politics in an election year,"
Mr. Lewis said. "The public is also apt
to lose its faith in the integrity of news
reporting if that reporting can no
longer be objective and analytical in
front of microphones and cameras."
NAB President Harold Fellows and
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Presi62 (GOVERNMENT)

Research showed that 21 candidates for various public
offices were opposed on the July 14 ballot in Prince
William County (locale of WPRW). Three weeks before
the scheduled program invitations were mailed to all 21.
Nineteen accepted the invitation, according to General
Manager William T. Merchant.
Each candidate for countywide or state office had
five minutes to present his case while magisterial district
candidates were given four minutes.

dent Donald McGannon repeated essentially their testimony before the Senate [Broadcasting, June 29]. Both
urged repeal of Sec. 315 as their first
choice, but, if this is impossible, recommended passage of various revisions
pending. Neither was questioned by the
congressmen.
Daly Cites Broadcast Impact • Lar
Daly, who as a candidate for mayor of
Chicago filed an appeal for equal time
with the FCC which resulted in the
many bills introduced amending Sec.
315, was on the witness stand for less
than 30 minutes. He, too, submitted a
statement identical to one given before the Senate [Broadcasting, June
22] and was not questioned by the committee.
Mr. Daly presented two articles from
the June 29 issue of Broadcasting,
"Why News Is Tv's Hidden Asset" and
"Stores Hardly Miss Newspapers," as
"extremely
his contention that radioimportant"
and tv newsto shows
should
not be exempt from Sec. 315. He said
the tv news article explains in 300 words
why Congress cannot alter Sec. 315.
Following Mr. Daly Wednesday,
three other opponents of any change in
Sec. 315 testified very briefly and in
each instance none were questioned.
They were Joseph A. Shafer, defeated
Republican candidate for mayor of
Philadelphia in the May primary, Aaron
Orange of the Socialist Labor Party, and
William Price for the United Independent-Socialist Committee.
The concluding four witnesses were
unhappy because, they claimed, the
House subcommittee had refused them
"equal time" to answer the broadcasting

industry. "This is the usual deal that
minority candidates get," Mr. Orange
charged. "We get the same treatment
from the FCC."
Other Opinions • Submitting statements for the record were Robert
Swezey, executive vice president of
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans, Lawrence H. Rogers, president of WSAZAM-TV Huntington, W.Va., Amvets,
American Civil Liberties Union and
Veterans of Foreign Wars.
ACLU urged that "a more thorough
study should be made," perhaps by "a
Presidential commission," before Congress acts either to amend or reaffirm
Sec. 315. "Changes in the law," the
statement said, "would not only affect
the radio-tv industry but would also
have a sharp impact on our political
party structure and our system of political campaigning. The issue should not
be treated lightly, but should receive
the most careful consideration through
deep
fact-finding
..."its opposition to
ACLU
renewed
FCC's Lar Daly decision extending Sec.
315 to newscasts, but it did not think
news programs should be totally exempt.
Some stations might be too lenient in
defining one candidate's political activity as "news" and thus give him a
disproportionate
amount asserted.
of "news"It
coverage, the statement
suggested that "bona fide newscasts"
having overall balance be exempt but
that Sec. 315 should be invoked in the
case of any newscast or other program
which "leans so heavily to one candidate as to constitute in fact a 'use' of the
John W. Mahan, VFW commander,
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
station."

stated: "It is my considered judgment
there should be substantial revision of
Sec. 315 of the Communications Act
which would correct the abuses of
equal time in the use of radio and television in political campaigns. The radio
and tv industry should not be 'handcuffed' in presenting the political picture on national, state and local levels to
the American people. Any equal time
provision should apply only to bona fide
candidates . . ."
FCC won't stay
WABC
renewal order
The FCC last week refused to stay
or extend a September 1958 decision
ordering ABC-owned WABC New York
to file for license renewal in the 18-yearold squabble between WABC and KOB
Albuquerque, N.M., over 770 kc. But
the FCC, which had ordered WABC to
file for renewal by last Wednesday (July
1), extended the required filing until 30
days after it has disposed of a pending
WABC petition for rehearing of the
September 1958 decision.
(The FCC on June 24 issued instructions to its staff looking toward denying

WABC's request for rehearing, filed
last October.)
WABC had asked the stay earlier last
week and asked, as an alternative, that
it be given time to comply with the
September 1958 order. It also asked
that if neither of the two alternatives
were granted that it be given 30 days
after disposal of its petition for rehearing to file for renewal. FCC granted
this request last week, but on its own
motion.
The September 1958 FCC action ordered both WABC and KOB to operate
on 770 kc, both with directional antennas, and ordered WABC to file for license renewal 1 1 months before its normal expiration date (June 1, 1960) to
implement the order. The decision
(Broadcasting, Sept. 8, et seq.) maintained 770 kc as a Class I frequency
and approved a power of 50 kw, night
directional, for KOB.
KOB was assigned 1030 kc with 10
kw in March 1941, but later that year
was placed on 770 kc with 50 kw day
and 25 kw night by FCC special service
authorization. WABC has opposed this
sharing of the 770 kc frequency ever
since and two appeals courts decisions
have forced the FCC to (1) give

KSOO

Sioux

Falls,

S.

WABC a hearing and (2) furnish
WABC protection at night (by directionalizing KOB).
WNHC-TV
reversal
The FCC last week reversed an initial decision of last summer and directed preparation of a document which
would revoke a 1957 grant to ch. 8
WNHC-TV New Haven, Conn., to
change its transmitter location and increase antenna height. The WNHC-TV
modification has been fought by ch.
22 WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
last year (Broadcasting, July 7, 1958)
recommended reinstating a postponed
October 1957 FCC grant of the
WNHC-TV modification. This included moving the WNHC-TV transmitter from Gaylord Mountain, 8.8
miles northwest of New Haven, to
Mount Higby, 13.9 miles northeast of
the present site and 19.8 miles northnortheast of New Haven. The grant
also covered an increase in antenna
height from 720 ft. to 770 ft. and
change in antenna and other equipment.
WNHC-TV is part of the Triangle
Stations group. WWLP is one of the
William L. Putnam Stations.

Dak.

sincerely thanks
The Crusade For Freedom
The Advertising Council
The National Association of Broadcasters
for the distinguished
First
Freedom/

Place

Award*

s 1959

Truth

in

the

Crusade

Broadcaster

For

Program

KSOO, now in its 33rd year of public service to South Dakota, northwest
Iowa and western Minnesota, feels an added satisfaction in having also
won the 1959 National Safety Council Award.
Additionally, KSOO for the ninth consecutive year, in the interest of agriculture and farm safety will co-sponsor with S. Dakota State College the
statewide popular Corn Picking Contest. In 1957 KSOO sponsored the
National Mechanical Corn Picking Contest. KSOO is proud of its many
contributions to agriculture and farm safety and civic affairs.
Avery-Knodel, our national representative, will be glad to tell you why
KSOO is an outstanding advertising value in the north central states.
* First place award for stations of 10,000 watts or more
10,000 w day
5,000 w nite
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KSOO
Sioux Falls Broadcast Association, Inc.
Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

1140 kc
Morton H. Henkin
President
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FCC

REGULATION

Broadcasters

protest

A move got underway last week to
force community television systems under the regulation of the FCC.
Not only that, but there was heavy
pressure applied to hobble the cable
companies by writing into law that the
Commission prohibit wired tv if it
should adversely affect local tv stations.
This was the significant result of two
days of hearings before a Senate Commerce communications subcommittee
which saw a parade of witnesses urge —
• Regulation of catv operations.
• Legitimization of vhf booster services.
The attack on catv's freedom from
regulation was mounted by western
broadcasters.
Not only did they cite alleged instances of unfair competition from unregulated cable companies, but they also
urged prompt consideration of booster
licensing.
The only discord came when Sen.
John O. Pastore, committee chairman,
questioned whether Congress should
compel cable companies to carry the
local tv station and whether the FCC
should be required to find that a booster
or a catv system would have no effect
on local telecasting stations.
The peppery Rhode Island Democrat
said he felt that the first smacked too
much of compulsion and the second of
protecting the economic interests of
broadcasters.

Least Desirable • Catv serves only
heavily populated areas, discriminates
against those living outside town and
those unable to pay, says Rex Howell,
K REX-TV Grand Junction, Colo.
64 (GOVERNMENT)

unfair

OF
competition

CATV
before

At the end of the week, broadcasters
were huddling to find a compromise
solution to this viewpoint.
These provisions are contained in
S-1886, filed by Sen. Frank E. Moss
(D-Utah). Sen. Moss' bill not only included the FCC recommendations to
bring boosters under FCC jurisdiction,
but also catv systems.
The FCC had not asked for regulatory authority over cable companies
(Broadcasting, April 20).
Monroney Bill • A simpler bill
(S 2303) bringing community television systems under FCC jurisdiction
was introduced last week by Sen. A.S.
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.). The bill
makes no mention of these contentious
provisions. It is sponsored by cable operators.
The hearings on boosters and catv
operations resume tomorrow (July 7)
and again on Thursday (July 9). To be
heard are more witnesses for broadcasters and booster operators.
Community tv operators will have
their day July 14.
During the course of the hearings,
Sen. Pastore prophesied that "you will
have
your legislation",
but warned
if it contained
controversial
sections that
he
doubted there would be any legislation
at all.
Lined up in favor of Sen. Moss' bill
particularly as it favored the establishment of boosters were Sens. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont), John A. Carroll (DColo.), Frank Church (D-Idaho), and

Watchdog for Small Tv • Member of
FCC ought to safeguard interests of
small city tv. This is recommendation
of Frank Reardon, principal owner of
now-dark KGEZ-TV Kalispell, Mont.

URGED
Senate

group

through his office, Joseph C. O'Mahoney (D-Wyo.).
Sen. Gale W. McGee (D-Wyo.), a
member of the subcommittee, also spoke
up in favor of this move. He seemingly
sided with broadcaster witnesses in
their attacks on cable antenna systems.
Several of the senators claimed that
the FCC already has the power to regulate boosters and community tv systems.
These broadcasters appeared: Rex
Howell, KREX-TV Grand Junction,
Colo.; George Hatch, KUTV (TV) Salt
Lake City, Utah; Ed Craney, KXLFTV Butte, Mont.; Frank Rearson,
KGEZ-TV Kalispell (now KLUR [TV]
but off the air), Bill Grove, KFBC-TV
Cheyenne, Wyo.; Marshall H. Pengra,
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., and Walter
Marshall, KXLJ Helena, Mont.
Broadcasters' Position • The broadcasters urged that catv operators be
licensed by the FCC; that they be required to secure the permission of the
originating station to distribute its signals; that they be required to carry the
local station if so requested; that the
present ease of catv securing outside tv
signals through microwave relays be
made more difficult and, above all, that
the FCC be required to take into account the impact of cable antenna operations and of boosters on the local
tv station.
Mr. Howell called the catv systems
the "least desirable" of the repeater
services. This is so, he said, because

Free Tv in Danger • So says Ed Craney, KXLF Butte, Mont., who charges
if FCC had taken action sooner American public would have been saved $10
million in catv charges.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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TAFT

STATIONS

consider

skilled, creative, experienced people its
most important assets. This investment
in people, from

top management

through every level, pays off handsomely in high quality programming.
This policy results in larger, more loyal
audiences and . . . increased volume of
sales for Advertisers using the facilities
of the Taft Stations.
If you are interested in having your
advertising dollars earn more . . . now
is the time to invest them in growing
Taft Stations.

the
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c
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Lexington, Ky.
WKYT-TV* i

0m* Agency, Inc., *The Young Television Corp. Sales Office: Radio Cincinnati
Sales Representatives: The Katz
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KSO ON THE GO!
Livewire KSO RADIO is setting a
new Pulse pace in Des Moines and
Centraliowa! Now topping three network stations — and most quarter-hour
gains of all stations:
KSO is up 42 from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
This whopping climb is against a gain
of
for network station
stationT 'R'(Mon.
and
zeroonly
for 5independent
thru Fri. — Pulse May, 1958 — March
1959) Hooper up, too, 68%.
And you still get that low, low cost
per mmmmmmmmm!

they only serve urban areas. They also
discriminate .against the public, he said,
because only those who can afford to
pay get the service. He related plans to
bring Denver tv into Grand Junction
and warned that if necessary he might
have to become a cable operator himself.
Mr. Craney attacked the FCC for
not coping with this problem years ago.
He warned that "free television in the
smaller cities in the west is in danger."
Mr. Hatch related plans to bring
Salt Lake City stations into Twin Falls,
Idaho. If this happens, he said, sponsors
will no longer be interested in buying
KLIX-TV Twin Falls. This will result
in a deteriorated service or none at all.
He also objected to the competition of
unregulated catv service which pays no
fees for music or talent and which uses
these programs without consent, clearances or payment.

Tit for Tat • Mr. Grove emphasized
that broadcast stations cannot rebroadcast the signals of another station without that station's permission. Why
should not catv systems be forced to
abide by the same regulation, he asked.
Mr. Reardon updated the plight of
KGEZ-TV (now KULR [TV]) Kalispell, which is 30% owned by the local
catv system. He turned the management
of the station over to the catv president
in October 1958, he related, and it went
back on the air and remained operating
until May 27, 1959, when it went dark
again. Losses were more than $10,000,
he explained. He urged prohibition
against microwave facilities for cable
companies.
Mr. Pengra asked that community
tv systems be barred from duplicating
any program carried by the local station; be prohibited from degrading the
signal of the local station which must

Booster Guardian • Edwin C. Johnson,
former U.S. Senator and Governor of
Colorado, speaks up for non-profit vhf
booster. Sees only opposition from catv
operators.

Make Them Pay Too • George Hatch,
KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City, relates
charges he has to pay on music royalties, talent fees and others. But, catv
operators do not pay these charges.

Protect Property Rights • Bill Grove,
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., warns that
catv and boosters must be considered
supplementary to local tv stations.

Rope and Tie 'em • Marshall Pengra,
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex., wants catv
forbidden to duplicate local programs
from sources other than local station.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959
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A

moderate

low-fat
well-balanced

breakfast

a

man

of 2/

for

years

When a moderate reduction of dietary fat is indicated, it
is worthwhile to consider a basic cereal and milk breakfast which, as shown in the table below, contributes wellbalanced nourishment. This breakfast is moderately low
in fat because its fat content of 10.9 gm. provides 20 per
cent of the total calories. It provides "Men, 25 Years"
with approximately one-fourth of the recommended

recommended

dietary allowances1 of protein, important B vitamins,
essential minerals ; and provides quick and lasting energy.
The Iowa Breakfast Studies demonstrated for young
men that a basic cereal and milk breakfast maintained
mental and physical efficiency during the late morning
hours and that it was superior in doing so when compared either to a larger or smaller morning meal.

dietary allowances* and the nutritional contribution of a moderate low- fat breakfast
Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — 1 oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — 1 teaspoon;
Toast {white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. {about 1 teaspoon) ;
Nonfat Milk — 8 oz.

Nutrients
Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast**
Recommended Dietary1
Allowances — Men, 25 Years
(70 kg.— 154 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

Calories

Protein

Calcium

503

20.9 gm.

0.532 gm.

3200
15.7%

70
gm.
29.8
%

'Revised
Food andD.C.Nutrition Board, National Research
Council, 1958.
Washington,
"Cereal
Institute,
Inc.: Breakfast Source Book. Chicago: Cereal
Institute, Inc., 1959.
Watt, B. K., and Merrill, A. L.: Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed, Prepared. U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

0.8
66.5gm.
%

Iron
2.7 mg.
10
mg.
27.0
%

Vitamin
A
588 I.U.
11.8%
5000 I.U.

Niacin
0.46 mg.

Riboflavin
0.80 mg.

128
.6 .7
mg.%

44.4
1.8
mg.%

Thiamine

7.36
mg.
equiv.
35.0%
21 mg.

Ascorbic
Acid
65.5 mg.
.3%
7587mg.

lThe allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size, age,
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3

A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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be carried on the cable if requested and
be required to secure permission of
originating stations before those signals
can be distributed to customers. He also
related his difficulties with the Tyler
cable company.
Mr. Marshall charged that one reason
for the demise of KXLJ-TV Helena,
Mont., was that the cable company

WCKY

IS ON THE

IN CINCINNATI
We've taken to our wheels this summer! We've gone right out to visit our
listeners
and they love it!
The bright red WCKY Mobile Studio
broadcasts a full week at high traffic
count locations from 6:30 to 10 AM
and 4 to 6 PM, with Leo Underhill
handling the morning broadcasts and
Paul Miller (shown here) broadcasting
afternoons. Decked out in red blazers
and straw hats for high visibility, Leo
and Paul greet motorists, tell them
about traffic delays in the Cincinnati
area, and play that good music for
which WCKY is famous. From the
waving hands, blinking lights and honking horns, we're sure nearly everyone
in Cincinnati is attracted to our remotes, and listening to WCKY. And
the lucky advertisers who sponsor the
remotes are happiest of all!
If you have a product which needs to
get going in Cincinnati, then you need
WCKY— the station on the GO. Call
Tom Welstead at WCKY's New York
office or AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and on the West Coast.

WCKY
OF

50,000 WATTS
SELLING POWER

Cincinnati,
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Ohio

kept
switching
station's
the dial
almost hisevery
day. position
He said onit
would appear on ch. 3 one day, ch. 4
the next and so on up to ch. 13. He
also recounted the problems of local
merchants faced with competition from
distant cities whose advertising was
coming into Helena via cable service.
Dirty Work • A similar charge of
alleged catv skullduggery was made by
Darwin Hillberry, representing a Riverton, Wyo., booster club. He claimed
that a jammer was found operating
near the booster installation which
caused serious picture distortion. He
said he couldn't prove that the local
community tv system installed the jammer, but he asked "Who would benefit?"
Mr. Hillberry was one of nine booster
operators who appeared before the
committee to urge legislation giving the
FCC power to license their operations.
All stressed the non-profit nature of
the boosters, and their reliance on local
tv signals.
They were headed by former Sen.
and Gov. Edwin C. Johnson — a onetime chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee. Sen. Johnson attacked the
catv operators as "vicious", "unrelenting" and exhibiting a "dog in the manger" attitude toward boosters.
He claimed that cable operators
would take every step possible to delay
booster authorization. He also said they
would urge such "burdensome" regulations itwould make booster equipment
costs prohibitive.
He also charged that the National
Community Tv Assn. had engaged in
a letter writing campaign to influence
the Congress.
Sen. Johnson read a statement by
Colorado Gov. Steve McNichols which
estimated that more than 675,000 people in 1 1 states see tv via boosters.
Sen. Monroney's bill provides that
the FCC in the public interest shall
grant licenses to catv operators. It provides that no licenses should be required for extensions of lines within the
operating territory of an existing catv.
It also contains a grandfather clause
licensing all catv operations existing at
the effective date of the bill.
In comments on the Moss Bill supplied to the committee, the Commission balked at the provision that it
would have to find that a booster or a
catv system did not adversely affect a
•local tv station operation. Besides the
difficulties of making such a finding, the

Next

to testify

The Senate Commerce Committee communications subcommittee issued the following schedule for tomorrow (July 7): Sen.
Gordon Allott (D-Colo.), Barclay
Craighead, KXLJ - TV Helena,
Mont.; Fred Weber, WSTV-TV
Steubenville, Ohio; David Gentling, KROC-TV Rochester, Minn.;
Lawrence Berger, KTWO - TV
Casper, Wyo.
July 9: Rep. E.Y. Berry (RS.D.), Tex Olsen, Richfield, Utah;
Ben Adler, Adler Electronics; Rep.
Keith Thomson (R-Wyo.).
July 14: Community television
representatives.
The FCC is scheduled to appear following this.

Commission said, there is the question
whether it would be wise to deprive the
public of a choice of multiple signals
and force them to be content with a
single local service. It stressed, however, that it believed local tv was a desirable and significant factor in the public interest.
Sens. Pastore and McGee took turns
in presiding at the hearings. Other committee members were present from time
to time; they included: Sens. Monroney,
Strom Thurmond (S.C.), Vance Hartke
(Ind.), all Democrats, and Sens. Francis
Case (S.D.), Norris Cotton (N.H.) and
Hugh Scott (Pa.), all Republicans.
Tax

decisions

eyed

by Senate committee
Members of the Senate Small Business Committee last week voiced their
concern over the implications of two
U.S. Supreme Court decisions last February upholding the right of an individual state to tax that part of the income
of companies, operating in interstate
commerce, which is derived within its
borders (Broadcasting, March 2). The
House Antitrust Subcommittee has appointed a subcommittee to study the
problem (Broadcasting, June 29).
Broadcasters are concerned over the
possibility of such taxation because of
the radio and tv media's interstate nature in solicitation of sales.
The Senate group issued a report
(«/hich was referred to the Senate Finance Committee) on hearings it held
on the matter April 8 in Washington
and May 1 in Boston. The 16-member
group, headed by Sen. John Sparkman
(D-Ala.), also co-sponsored a joint
resolution (SJ Res 113) which would
set up a Presidential commission to
study the problem brought about by the
court decision, particularly as regards
(GOVERNMENT) 69

corporated inSJ Res 113 and S 2281,
were the passage of a standard for testing the authority of the states to tax
outside businesses and the establishment of the commission to study the
overall problem.
Other members of the committee are
Democrats Russell B. Long (La.), Hubert H. Humphrey (Minn.), George
A. Smathers (Fla.), Wayne Morse
(Ore.), Alan Bible (Nev.), Jennings
Randolph (W.Va.), Clair Engle
(Calif.), E.L. Bartlett (Alaska), Harrison A. Williams Jr. (N.J.), Frank E.
Moss (Utah), and Republicans Andrew
F. Schoeppel (Kan.), Jacob K. Javits
(N.Y.) and John S. Cooper (Ky.).
Senate

Sec. 315 request denied • As the talk in Washington over Sec. 315 switched
arenas from the Senate to the House, a new "equal time" request, from an
unprecedented quarter, was the result of a telecast in Pennsylvania. WTPA
(TV) Harrisburg, Pa., took its cameras for the first time last Monday
(June 29) to the state capitol in that city for an address on state taxes by
Democratic Gov. David L. Lawrence before the state's General Assembly.
The proceedings were also broadcast live (via microwave relay) by KDKATV and WTAE (TV), both Pittsburgh, and WNEP-TV Scranton. Later in
the week, Donald D. Wear, WTPA manager, received a request from M.
Harvey Taylor, president pro-tem of the General Assembly: "It is the
desire of the Republican members of the General Assembly that we be
given equal time ... to answer the issues raised by the governor in his
television broadcast." Since there is no political campaign in progress, or
election in the offing, Mr. Wear replied, "in my judgment we are not then
subject to the FCC's requirement on equal time."
small businesses which make sales across
state lines.
Three Republican members — Leverett Saltonstall (Mass.), Hugh Scott
(Pa.) and Winston L. Prouty (Vt.) —
co-sponsored a bill (S 2281) designed
to prohibit state income taxes on certain business transacted across state
lines. Similar to legislation already introduced in the Senate and House, the
bill would prohibit state taxes on a
firm's income in that state unless the
firm maintains an office, warehouse or
other places of business in the jurisdiction.
Key Problems • The committee's report, unanimously approved by its members, found two major problems: (1)
the lack of a legal definition of the
70 (GOVERNMENT)

type and amount of business which may
be taxed under the Supreme Court decisions, and (2) the difficulty encountered by businesses in complying with the
differing laws and tax formulas among
the states and the indication that some
firms have been taxed more than once
on the same income.
Holding that Congress has the power
to regulate this state taxation through its
constitutional power to regulate interstate commerce, but nevertheless that
states should not be deprived of obtaining their fair share of revenues for
business carried on within their borders, the committee considered several
solutions, but discarded most of them
as impractical.
Its positive recommendations, in-

witness

loses

plea against cameras
A precedent may have been set in
Chicago district court last Tuesday
(June 30) involving the right of witnesses to refuse to testify before tv and
newsreel cameras. That was the belief
of Judge Julius H. Miner, in the sentencing of Edward A. Hintz on a contempt
of Congress charge. Mr. Hintz had
protested the presence of tv cameras at
a Senate hearing.
Judge Miner sentenced Mr. Hintz,
former bank vice president and prominent figure in Illinois' Orville Hodge
scandal, to a year in jail, then suspended the sentence in favor of probation and a $100 fine. Mr. Hintz already has served 2Vi years for his part
in the case involving Mr. Hodge, former Illinois state auditor.
The contempt charge stemmed from
Mr. Hintz' refusal to testify before the
Senate Banking and Currency Committee on Oct. 7, 1956. His counsel
contended that cameras invaded Mr.
Hintz' rights and privileges and Mr.
Hintz pleaded not guilty to the charge.
Commenting on last week's ruling,
Judge Miner felt it may have set a
precedent on future testimony by witnesses. He said: "The court has no right
to tell Congress how to conduct its
hearings. If cameras are permitted by
a committee, no witness has the right to
refuse to testify because of that reason. The hearings are called to benefit
the public. The committee has a right
to subpoena a witness, knowing that
he will appear before cameras."
Mr. Hintz' attorney, John M. Leonard, tried last week to change the
plea to nolo contendere (no contest)
in a bid to have the government drop
the contempt charges. Judge Miner entered aguilty plea, however. Last May
a U.S. attorney asked WBKB (TV)
Chicago for a kinescope of the tv coverage in a move to show that cameras
did not disturb the hearing (Closed
Circuit, May 25).
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Hi-level bridge construction over Buffalo River
Progress - - growth - - expansion - - these are the words we
live by these days in Buffalo and Western New York.
King of the Seaway . . . Queen City of the Great Lakes . . .
and many other titles and phrases can be aptly applied to
this area and its thriving, pulsating activity.
V
CBS
IN -T
BUFFALO
EN
To reach out to the people who are doing the job and beneWB
fiting by the results there is one strong, clear and convincing
voice - - certainly the most powerful medium in sight and sound. It is WBEN-TV
- - the pioneer station in Western New York - - the one station that consistently
delivers your sales message to most of the people, most of the time.
M .
Reach for your phone - - call Harrington, Righter &,. Parsons, our national representatives. They'll show you how your dollars count for more on Ch. 4.
THE

BUFFALO
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AMPEX
VR-1000B
tion operation. For all of its new features, however,
This new model of the widely accepted Ampex
the "B" retains full compatibility with the over 360
Videotape* Television Recorder is now being delivered to networks and stations everywhere. With
Ampex VR-1000's already in operation, and so bemany new features and a number of refinements, it
comes a new and important part of the world-wide
system of Ampex Videotape Television Recorders.
brings even greater efficiency and convenience to staAND

A

MESSAGE

OF

IMPORTANCE

TO

THE

TV

INDUSTRY

achieved when all recorder units are set up to the same
standard. Since some of the factors in the 'standard' are
chosen arbitrarily, the practical day-to-day reference is a
standard alignment tape. With adherence to this standard, full
interchangeability is assured between Ampex recorders.
"This
is evidenced
dailyareinsyndicating
commercial over
operation.
now,
10 different
companies
20 taped Right
programs

MR. CHARLES GINSBURG

MR. NEAL K. MCNAUGHTEN

We at Ampex are asked many questions by station management about both tape recording and our equipment
— questions directly related to the success of a television
recorder installation. Of these, eight have stood out as
particularly important, and they are answered here for
you by Neal McNaughten, Manager of the Professional
Products Division, and Charles Ginsburg, inventor of
the Videotape Television Recorder . . .
HOW WIDESPREAD ARE AMPEX VR-1000 INSTALLATIONS?
"The
first ABC,
prototypes
of theNBCVR-1000
delivered
the three
networks,
CBS and
in the were
spring
of 1956. toSince
that
time more than 360 production models have gone into service
throughout the world - with over 250 of these in the U. S."
WHY ARE YOU INTRODUCING A NEW "B" MODEL?
"During the year-and-a-half that we have been producing the
VR-1000 on a production line basis, a number of developments
have occurred and new features have been introduced. Most of
these have been offered in the form of kits from time to time
to VR-1000 owners. Finally there were enough of these innovations to justify the introduction of the 'B' model."
WHAT ARE THE FEATURES OF THE NEW VR-1000B?
"Very briefly -guaranteed signal-to-noise ratio of 36dbfor
even finer picture quality. RF/RF inter-connection for finest
quality tape duplicates. Faster tape start (2 sec.) for quick
cueing. Automatic brake release for easier tape handling. Adjustable tape playback speed control for lip synchronizing two
or more recorders. Simplified set-up procedures. Improved accessibility. Complete, accurate monitoring. And operation aids
that include full width erase, cue channel with tone generator
and tape timer. Even stereo sound tracks may be added."
DO I HAVE TO WORRY ABOUT OBSOLESCENCE?
"No - not
if you
buy an Ampex!
have been
ments inthe
equipment
there hasWhile
been there
no change
in the refinebasic
operation of the Ampex Recorder itself — nor is any anticipated in the future. The present Ampex recording system has
been accepted as the standard throughout the industry — by
independent stations, networks, and production companies
alike. We expect to see all VR-1000's and VR-lOOOB's in operation for many years to come."
IS THE VR-1000B COMPATIBLE
AND INTERCHANGEABLE WITH THE VR-1000?
"Yes -the 'B' is fully compatible with the VR-1000's now in
operation. Tapes will be completely interchangeable.

"Interchangeability of television tapes, as with audio tapes, is

on a national basis — and we have a report that one, 'Divorce
Court,' is now in 23 markets 'on tape'."
CAN THE VR-1000B BE EQUIPPED TO RECORD COLOR?
"Yes. Both the VR-1000B and the VR-1000 television recorders
are engineered to record color by the addition of a single rack
of electronics to the basic unit. The VR-1000B can be ordered
from the factory ready to record color — or the color addition
can be made at any time after installation. Right now (June
1959) NBC is operating 16 VR-1000's with full Ampex color 12 factory equipped and 4 with Ampex color added after installation. And CBS is operating 4 VR-1000's to which Ampex color
has
been
SHOULD added."
I WAIT FOR FURTHER IMPROVEMENTS?
"No — no more than one should wait for possible refinements
in next year's camera chain or transmitter. Certainly future
refinements will come — but the important thing is that Ampex
television recording is now a completely proved and accepted
television technique.
"Evidence of this is the number of Ampex recorders in regular
use throughout the country. 90 within the networks; NBC, CBS
and ABC — each with approximately 30 recorders. Over 100 in
independent stations. And over 20 in production companies.
These users, representing every phase of the industry, DICTATE
that there will be no change to basic Ampex techniques.
"And, most
important
— these
recorders factor
are making
which
after all
is the real
determining
of when money
to buy.—
In present installations many Recorders have already paid for
themselves — and almost all stations are experiencing greater
income and higher profits.
"To wait — is to pass up the money-making opportunities that
exist today."
IF YOU HAVE ANY OTHER QUESTIONS —
... we would like the opportunity to answer them — and
to describe more fully the significance and features of
the VR-1000B. Our representative will be glad to do this
with you personally — may he call you for an appointment? Or if you prefer, write to Dept. 304 for our two
new publications — one describing the 'B' and all its features, the other a report on how stations are making and
saving money with their Ampex VR-1000's.

Ampex
VIDEOTAPE

CORPORATION
professional
products division

934 CHARTER STREET / REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
Offices and representatives in principal cities throughout the world

KPOI
Ask
WDBJ

tr*n wU)

+he
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is
one
of the

buys

television
• • . anywhere!
WDBJ -TV covers 53 counties . . . where there are over
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.
For example, WEATHER
SPECIAL
and LATE
EDITION at 11:00 PM

PGW

COLONEL

nightly delivers viewers for
$1.14 per M on a 5 Plan; 90
cents on a 10 Plan.* This
receptive audience is almost
totally adult. Powerful salesproducing merchandising
support provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at WEATHER
SPECIAL
and LATE
EDITION and other "best
buys" offered by WDBJ-TV.
'all cpms based on March, 1959 NSI
FOR
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CHANNEL
Maximum Power

United
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Maximum Height
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

International
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and
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KPOA-KULA
charges
KPOI Honolulu fired back last week
against charges by KPOA and KULA,
both Honolulu, which had petitioned
the FCC to revoke the KPOI license
(Broadcasting, June 22). In an opposition document filed with the Commission, KPOI termed the KPOAKULA petition "scandalous, sham and

has had," declared the station. The
KPOI reply further maintained that
no facts bearing on the station were
ever withheld from the Commission;
"all facts have been openly and fully

in

YOUR

blasts

Veteran broadcaster John D. Keatfrivolous."
ing, pictured as the man behind the
scene in alleged KPOI violations of
FCC
rules and
"has no
whatsoever
in .policy,
. . KPOI
andinterest
never

best

ASK

reply

J

7

Initially, the KPOI opposition noted,
disclosed."
KPOA-KULA
have no standing and on
a purely legal basis should be denied
"out-of-hand." It stated that Mr. Keating, who is 25% owner of WINS New
York (although he is planning to relinquish that interest), has "no control
over" Jock Fearnhead who is "in no
way indebted to Mr. Keating." Mr.
Fearnhead, who has been manager of
WINS, purchased KPOI this spring for
$125,000 (Broadcasting, April 13).
Mr. Keating is currently 25% owner
of KONA (TV) Honolulu, which is
50% owned by the Honolulu Advertiser, (owner of KGU Honolulu), but
intends to acquire an additional 25%.
KPOI stated that there is no arrangement that provides KPOI with "a solid
backing of a powerful television" station. It said the "arrangements entered
into between KPOI and KONA are
available to any other radio station in
Honolulu . . ."
• Government

notes

• The two-month old FCC grant of sale
of KLX Oakland, Calif., from the
Knowland family's Oakland Tribune to
the Crowell-Collier Pub. Co. for $750,000 (Broadcasting, May 11), was reaffirmed bythe Commission last week
after an attack on the grant by Sheldon
F. Sackett. The Commission dismissed
Mr. Sackett's petition protesting the
grant on the grounds that the publisherbroadcaster had no standing as "a party
in interest" in the case. Mr. Sackett is a
majority owner of KOOS-AM-TV Coos
Bay.
Wash. Ore., and KVAN-TV Vancouver,
• Twenty-three radio-tv specialists from
15 countries have arrived in the U.S. for
a four-month program designed to better acquaint them with American broadcasting, according to the State Dept.
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transmitter..."

Transmitter

Relax . . . lean back in your chair and imagine having a power
plant of such unequalled reliability in your station . . . breaks
all known records for performance . . . really a confidence
builder just thinking about that day-in, day-out, day-in, day-out
steady and unvarying dependability.
And . . . dependability comes only through the big design.
A glance at the inner cabinet tells you the story.
Big transformers that invite 24-hour schedules . . . big, husky
GATES-built edgewise tank and Tee network coils . . .
a scientific design for cooling.
You could say, "everything I want or need is wrapped up
in this one GATES transmitter . . ."
Why don't you write to our transmitter
products manager, to give you all the details?
The GATES BC-1T is so easy to own.
HARRIS
I NTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-lntertype Corportttton
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
NEW YORK, HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

!n Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

PROGRAMMING
ABC-TV,

'Zorro,'

DISNEY

'Mouse'

GO

fates

TO

COURT

in question,

'Disney Presents'
Walt Disney and ABC, whose close
tv relationship dates back to 1954, last
week were on court-speaking terms.
Walt Disney Productions Inc. filed
suit Wednesday (July 1) in New York's
federal district court charging ABC
with "illegally" attempting to prevent
the Disney-produced Zorro and Mickey
Mouse Club from being telecast in the
fall. The court was asked to invalidate
agreements between Walt Disney Productions and ABC under provisions of
the federal antitrust act.

goes on as usual
not offer these programs to any other
television outlet.

Not affected is a third Disney production on ABC-TV, Walt Disney Presents, which is slated for Friday, 7:308:30 p.m., in the fall schedule. That
show is covered by separate agreement.
Roy Disney, president of Walt Disney
Productions, and ABC both issued statements concerning the litigation, and
Mr. Disney set a news conference for
Thursday morning (July 2) in New
York.

ABC countered by charging in its
stations."
statement that Walt Disney Productions "has been making concerted efforts over the past six months to change
the conditions of the [ABC-Disney]
agreement and modify the exclusivity
provisions" and ' "now seeks to avoid
its obligations."
ABC's Explanation • As explained
by ABC, the network and Walt Disney
Productions entered an agreement in
1954 stipulating that for seven years
Disney had granted an exclusive on
his tv programs to ABC. This was "in
exchange" for ABC's financing of
Disneyland Park (in California) and
"agreeing to buy the Disneyland tv
program (now Walt Disney Presents)
for seven years with very substantial
minimum guarantees."
The network said it had "lived up
to its agreement in all respects," and
that under the agreement Disney has
"certain financial obligations to ABC."
ABC's statement also said that during "recent negotiations," the network
indicated that if the obligations were
met ABC "even though it is not contractually obligated to do so" would
be willing to permit Disney to release
all of its programs for sale or syndication elsewhere next season except for
Disneyland already scheduled.
Mickey Mouse and Zorro have been
on ABC-TV since October 1955.

Disney's Complaint • The network
was shown in Mr. Disney's formal
statement as having advised the Disney
people and announcing publicly that it
would not televise either Zorro or
Mickey Mouse Club next season, and,
"at the same time they told us we could
Beaaaa
OLORC AS T
IN
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
July 6, 8-10, 13-17 (4-4:30 p.m.)
Truth
sors. or Consequences, participating sponJuly 6, 13 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen
& Newell.
July 7, 14 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
July 8, 15 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through J. Waiter Thompson.
July 8, 15 (9-9:30 p.m.) Kraft Music
Hall Presents Dave King, Kraft through
J. Walter Thompson.
July 9 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
July 10 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sust.
July 11 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody,
Continental Baking through Ted Bates.
July 11 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
July 11 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
RCA, Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and American Dairy through Campbell-M ithun.
July 12 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern
Hayride, local, co-operative sponsorship.
July 12 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
76

"Subsequently they have interfered
and prevented our attempts to offer
these programs to any other network or
independent television station."
Mr. Disney said his firm did not
dispute ABC's right to discontinue
these programs on the network but
"we will certainly fight ABC's maneuvers to suppress these programs from
public exhibition over other television

NBC

expands

specials

NBC-TV now plans to slot Moon
and Sixpence featuring Sir Lawrence
Olivier (taped and being peddled for
sponsorship) at an early date (October
or November) on a Tuesday night. Bob
Hope, meantime, reportedly has agreed
to a 90-minute or two-hour special
"book-show" aside from six specials he
will do for Buick next season.

Disneyland Engineer
Wants to take 'Mouse' bye-bye
Top markets to have
Videotape by Xmas
The top 100 tv markets in the U.S.
will be equipped with Ampex Videotape recorders before the end of the
Tom Davis, marketing manager of
Ampex
Corp.'s
professional
products
division in
Redwood
City, Calif.,
made
year.
this predictionliston which
the basisnow
of Ampex's
installation
includes
more than 100 stations, 60 of which
are in the 100 top tv markets.
"Coverage of the 100 major markets
with Ampex tape machines opens the
way for national advertisers to set in
motion their extensive plans for tape
in
production
commerical spots,"
Mr.theDavis
pointedof out.
He predicted that the "tape floodgates will unfold concurrently with the
Christmas selling season." Advertisers
have been waiting, Mr. Davis said, until enough stations were equipped with
recorders before going to tape in major proportions. That time, he stated,
"certainly will arrive this fall."
The Ampex executive revealed that
the networks have nearly 90 Ampex
machines in operation and have ordered another nine while independent
producers have more than 20 recorders
with orders for 13 more.
Also. Mr. Davis said, more than
100 Ampex machines are in use in
eight foreign countries. He added that
with the current rate of production
(two recorders a day), Ampex has a
two-month delivery backlog.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Educators
radio,

honor

tv series

ABC, CBS and NBC were honored
with Silver Bell awards presented by
the National Education Assn. for distinguished interpretative reporting on
education. The awards were made last
night at the opening session of the NEA
convention in St. Louis. A special award
was made to WHEN-TV Syracuse, N.Y.
In television, CBS won three awards
— - for documentary interpretation
("Lost Class of '59" produced by Edward R. Murrow and Fred W. Friendly), for discussion ("Is America AntiIntellectual?") in the Great Challenge
series, for dramatic interpretation ("The
Case
Room 310")
the Armstrong
CircleofTheatre
series.inNBC
won two
awards in television — for documentary
interpretation ("Our Children and Their
Schools") in the Outlook series, and for
dramatic interpretation ("The TwentyCent
series. Tip") in the Loretta Young Show
WHEN-TV won a special award for
a special program on "Your Money or
Your Schools," one-hour documentary
on the Syracuse school budget.
In radio, ABC won an award for continuing news coverage ("Edward P.
Morgan and the News"), CBS for
documentary interpretation ("The Educated Women") produced by Robert
Allison and narrated by Edward R.
Murrow, and NBC for a discussion program ("A Hard Look at U.S. Schools"),
four-part series produced by Doris Corwith.
Similar awards were made to newspapers, magazines, press associations,
books and companies for public service advertising in behalf of education.
20th

Century

Fox

goes

international

Tv

The formation of 20th CenturyFox Tv International Corp., New
York, to distribute tv films abroad
was announced last
week by Spyros P.
Skouras, president of
20th Century Fox
Corp. and Murray
Silverstone, president
of 20th Century-Fox
International and
Inter-America organMr. Silverbach jzati0ns, which distribute Fox theatrical product throughout the world and Latin America
respectively.
Alan Silverbach, foreign sales supervisor of Fox International since
1957, has been appointed managing
director of the new international subBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

sidiary of Fox. Mr. Silverbach said
that Fox Tv International will serve as
agents to independent producers for
sales abroad. The company also will
be engaged in foreign co-production
and tv investments.
Mr. Silverbach will headquarter in
New York. David Raphel, assistant
continental manager for Fox, has been
named managing director of the tv
subsidiary in Europe and England.
Ernest Turnbull, chairman of the
board of 20th Century Fox — Australia,
will
head the
company's
Australia
and tvNew
Zealand. activities in
'Ding Dong' comeback
pre-sold nationally
A comeback package, Ding Dong
School, is ringing the bell in station
sales. To begin with, the program strip
was half-sold in 50 markets to national
advertisers and placement is spreading throughout the country.
By this September, Dr. Frances
Horwich will be calling on Mommy to
join her pre-schooler at the tv set for
a last word from Miss Frances in as
many as 100 markets in the U.S.
Prime motivator of Ding Dong
which has been off the national tv
scene for 2V2 years except for showing on WGN-TV Chicago, is Henry
G. Saperstein, packager-merchandiser
long associated with the program. At
one time, Miss Frances presided over
a nationwide audience of moppets and
mothers. She catered to the very young
for AV2 years on her NBC-TV show,
then went off the air in 1957, with a
flurry of letters (some 100,000) comof Miss
enforced
retirement plaining
from
the Frances'
national scene.
Advertisers First • Mr. Saperstein's
first step in reviving Ding Dong was to
approach advertisers. With six firms
he arranged for an unique sale of 10
out of 20 spots available weekly in a
Monday-Friday strip in 50 of the top
75 markets, if the 50 markets could
be delivered.
Independent Television Corp. agreed
to produce the package and then decided to turn over its distribution to
ITC's Arrow Productions, which also
was
assigned the required 50-market
delivery.
The scene shifts to Arrow where AI
Unger, administrative manager reflects,
'It was quite a gamble. If we didn't
deliver the 50 markets within a given
time, we were still on the hook for production costs, approximately $17,500
for each week's group of five shows."
But by last week Arrow had delivered. ITC was happily revealing
totals of markets sold (near the 70
mark) and Miss Francss is well on her

KWBB
Wichita V -WICHITA}
W^Smk

Metropolitan Wichita offers:
* 5% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE in
Consumer Spendable Income per
Household !
* 18.6% ABOVE NATIONAL AVERAGE
in Retail Sales per Household!
kwbb offers you the #1 hooperated
and
pulsrated
advertising "plum"
in this
rich market
NOW operating daytimes on
5QOO

with

WATTS

(Nights — 1000 watts)
the south west's

The tops in D. J.'s • Jim
• Billy Dee © Lee Nichols
Jones ©John Campbell
Curran. The tops in News
Setters • John Wagner o

Stowe
• Dick
©Jim
• Jim
George

Langshaw • Tom Atkins
For your
share of the Wichita Market
BETTER BUY THE BEST BUY!
IN WICHITA
• DIAL 1410
First in Hi-Fi Music • News and Sports
...
George P. Hollingbery Co.
„ ,,
, „
3 „Co.
represeranted by Southern-Clark-Brown

way to national revival.
Goal Is Upped • Mr. Unger notes
that not only were the 50 promised markets placed but Arrow lined up another
16 which are "straight sales with no
guaranteed sponsorship involved. On
the basis of early sales, we have upped
our goal from 75 to 100 markets by
September."
The selling point for Arrow, Mr.
Unger stresses, was the "pre-sold" aspect of half the shows. And, he feels,
this is also the sales attraction for
stations — "They are able to use an
'only a few spots remaining* approach"

PLASTIC
Network's

to local advertisers.
The six national advertisers which
bought on the 10 spots per week,
50-market basis: Cocoa Marsh, Crayola, American Character Doll, Amsco,
Playskool and Rainbowcraft. Major
markets include New York, Chicago,
Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit,
Washington, Baltimore, Atlanta, St.
Louis, New Orleans and Dallas.
Four buy RPI news
Radio Press International, New York,
has entered into a contract with the
Herald Tribune Radio Network, four

CUTS

production

The television receiver flashes a picture of a completely-equipped kitchen
with the latest gadgets ... a richlyfurnished living room . . . doors with
intricate architectural designs ... an
ornate piece of sculpture ... a hydrant.
They look like the "real McCoy," but
quite likely they are plastic representations. Name most any article or setting
and through the skill of technicians,
they can be fashioned in plastic — quickly and economically.
Away from tv's heartbeat on Madison Ave., on W. 57th St. is a six-story
building that once housed a Sheffield
Farms' plant. Today, CBS-TV uses the
structure for its CBS-TV Production
Workshop. Here carpenters, set designers, painters, make-up specialists and
other highly trained craftsmen labor
each day to improve the quality of live
tv production (both programming and
commercials) and, at the same time,
help reduce costs.
Plastics are liberally used at the
workshop. At considerable cost, CBS-

CBS-TV

workshop

supplies

SET
outside

TV has invested in a vacuum forming
machine which produces plastic obtures. jects of varying sizes, shapes and texEconomy • E. Carlton Winckler, director of production operations for
CBS-TV, stresses that the principal reason for using plastic representations
instead of "the real thing" is to upgrade production values. He explains
that the detail in a door, ornamental
object or other piece of scenery is often
difficult to duplicate for television, but
concedes there is a savings in cost, which
he prefers not to pinpoint.
Above and beyond this, he adds,
plastics can be transported easily because of their light weight; there is
less likelihood of damage during transportation and, if there is scuffling or
breakage, a duplicate can be produced
quickly and economically.
Though designed primarily to service CBS-TV's own programs, the network's plastic unit has outside clients —
tv stations, department stores, interior

The Process
A plastic door on the rack
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suburban New York independent stations, granting the network exclusive
area rights to its voiced news service,
it was announced last week.
Radio Press International is the combined operations of Radio Press Inc. and
International Transmissions Inc., both
New York, which merged a week ago
(Broadcasting, lune 29). The Herald
Tribune Network consists of stations
owned and operated by VIP Radio Inc.,
Mt. Kisco, N.Y. (WVIP Mt. Kisco,
WVOX New Rochelle, WFYI Garden
City-Mineola, L.I., and WGHQ Kingston-Saugerties, N.Y.). Network feeds
originate at WVIP.

COSTS
customers

too

decorators, large and small companies.
Commercial orders, Mr. Winckler said,
are mainly from companies which will
use plastic objects for display purposes.
profitable operation," he
said"This
with isa asmile.
Durability • The machine measures
23 feet long, 20 feet deep and 8 feet
high. The plastic object is produced by
clamping the plastic material above the
pattern to be formed and applying
intense heat in a vacuum.
The plastic props are stored after
initial use for subsequent re-use. Mr.
Winckler noted that the type of scenery
fashioned out of plastics usually is of
the multiple-use variety, such as doors,
textured
walls, ornamental objects, cabinets.
"We have everything we make here,
plastics or otherwise, properly catalogued," Mr. Winckler explained.
"Once a producer calls for a particular prop, the chances are we have it.
If we don't, we have the skill and the
facilities to produce it in a hurry."

The Product
A plastic canal on camera
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FINANCIERS
Ziv, Sinn

retain

in reported

$14

BUY
firm

• Program notes
• Petition of Robert L. Sande and
Larry Greene for a preliminary injunction to prevent Radio Recorders from
distributing its audio air check records
was denied Monday (June 29) by William M. Byrne, judge of the U.S. District Court in Los Angeles. Unless the
plaintiffs appeal the denial of their plea
for an injunction, the next step will be
the trial of their suit for $100,000
damages against Radio Recorders,
charging infringement of copyright and
unfair competition (Broadcasting,
June 15).
• CBS-TV reports that Ben Brady,
producer of Perry Mason for CBS-TV
during its first two seasons, has formed
an independent production company,
Davana Inc., Hollywood, and has entered into an exclusive contract with
the network for the joint production
of a new series. Under terms of the
pact, Mr. Brady's services also may
be made available by Davana for other
CBS-TV producer assignments.
• WSB-TV Atlanta's first editorial stand
in its 11 -year history resulted in favorable viewer reaction of 9 to 1, reports
General Manager Marcus Bartlett.
WSB-TV editorialized about Georgia's
public schools arguing that they must
be kept open and that present Georgia
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

OF

management,

million

Ziv Television Programs Inc., one of
tv's leading syndication companies, figured last week in a financial transaction:
two New York investment houses purchased stock in a deal reported to involve $14 million and to represent approximately 80% of total shares. The
Wall Street investment firms are F.
Eberstadt & Co. and Lazar Freres & Co.
Frederic W. Ziv, board chairman, and
John L. Sinn, president, retain their
posts and remain "substantial" stockholders. To what extent they retain an
interest in the company they manage
was not revealed, though reports persisted that their holdings will represent
about 20% of company shares.
No Changes Seen • A brief announcement, which gave little detail on
the transaction, emphasized that no
changes in management or in operation
of the company are contemplated. Ziv
television is a privately-held company.
The transaction, observers held, could
presage the placement of Ziv shares on
the market for a public offering.

80%

Wall

ZIV

stock

St. purchase

KBOX
the

Mr. Ziv
Ziv is a veteran program producer of
the broadcast field. In network tv alone,
Ziv is producing the following series for
fall: Tombstone Territory (ABC-TV),
Space (CBS-TV), Challenge (NBC-TV)
and Bat Master son (NBC-TV) and has
a number of syndicated properties including among others, Bold Venture,
Dial 999, Harbor Command, Highway
Patrol, Mackenzie's Raiders, The New
Adventures of Martin Kane, Sea Hunt,
Target and Cisco Kid.
In addition it has a long fist of rerun
series in syndication both in the U.S.
and for distribution in foreign markets.
laws must be changed to fulfill the
state constitution's promise of education for the state's children. Since it
was the station's first editorial stand and
since the school issue is "unquestionably the most controversial on the
Southern scene today," Mr. Bartlett
said response was "agreeably surpris• Warner Bros. Records, Burbank,
Calif., on July 17 will conduct a naing." tional sales convention at its Burbank
headquarters for distributors, sales personnel, district sales managers and executives of the record company. A
similar meeting is scheduled for July
20 in New York.
• Eighty stations in 27 states so far
have requested the Bartell Radio
group's documentary series, The Critical Years, offered as a public service
without cost. The series, dealing with
juvenile delinquency, follows a San
Diego boy from his dismissal from
high school through robbery, dope addiction and gang fighting until his decision to "go straight."
• Charles Michelson Inc., N.Y., tv-radio
transcriptions, has made available two
new half-hour mystery series. They are
The Hidden Truth and Medical File,
both offered in 52 episodes. A third series, 52 Famous Jury Trials is in preparation.

thing in the DALLAS
MARKETto 2nd

from 9th Place
Place

in ONLY

9 months

1st station in Dallas
2nd KBOX May-June 1959*
3rd KBOX May
4th KBOX April

5th KBOX February
6th KBOX January
7th KBOX December
8th KBOX October
9th KBOX August 1958
♦May-June Hooper, 1959

BUY Radio
when you
buy Dallas
THE

when you buy media BUY Balaban
buy radio BUY KBOX when you
and you BUY the people who BUY
BALABAN STATIONS
in tempo with the times
WIL
KBOX WRIT
St. Louis Dallas Milwaukee
JOHNEDWARD
F. BOX, T.Jr.,HUNT,
Managing Director
Sold NationallyGeneral
by Mgr.
Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.
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Advertisers

to devote full time to regional duties.

• W. Alton Jones, board chairman and
chief executive officer. Cities Service
Co., N.Y., elected chairman of executive committee. He is succeeded by
Burl S. Watson, formerly president.
J. Ed. Warren succeeds Mr. Watson as
president.

• G. Matthews Baxter, Paul Lehner,
Thomas J. O'Connell, account representatives, and John L. Van Zant, director of public relations, in Chicago
office of J. Walter Thompson, elected

• Mrs. Ida Rosenthal, president and
founder of Maiden Form Brassiere Co.,
N.Y., elected board chairman, remaining treasurer. Dr. Joseph A. Coleman,
executive vp, succeeds her as company's
president.
• Lewis Raskin, formerly general sales
manager, Gantner of California, to
Colorforms (toy manufacturer), Norwood. N.J., as national salesmanager.
Agencies
• Robert T. Nathe,
vp in charge of radiotv commercial production of Doherty,
Clifford, Steers &
Shen field, N.Y.,
named director, radiotv programming and
Mr. Nathe
production.
• Dr. Seymour Banks, manager of
media & program and copy & creative
research departments; Herman A. Bizzel, account supervisor; Peter Frantz,
marketing supervisor, and Philip M.
Schacherer, associate copy director,
elected vps of Leo Burnett, Chi. Otis
L. Wiese, formerly editor-publisher of
McCaU's
joins committee.
Burnett as
member ofmagazine,
creative review
• Deane Uptegrove, senior vp and
chairman of creative review board,
Reach, McClinton & Co., N.Y., and
Richard S. Humphrey, president of
agencv's Boston division, elected to
board of directors.
• James Kelly, formerly vp and creative
supervisor, Ellington
& Co., NY., to Compton Adv., that city, as
vp and creative group
head.
* David J. Hopkins,
vp of McCann-ErickMr. Kelly SQn> NY., and account supervisor in home office, appointed manager of Los Angeles office.
Frederick H. McCrea, account supervisor on California Packing Corp. and
Diamond Walnut Growers in San Francisco office, adds duties of manager of
that office. Phipps Rasmussen, vp and
Pacific Coast regional manager, has relinquished San Francisco managership
80

vps.
• Roscoe W. Struges Jr., account executive, Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
named vp and account supervisor,
• Frank Da vies, director of marketing
and merchandising, Cunningham &
Walsh, N.Y., elected vp.
• Paul Keller, research director of
Reach, McClinton & Co., elected vp of
agency's New York and New Jersey
corporation.
• Alfred Thomas Prange, formerly
radio and television director of Hazel
Bishop, NY., named broadcast business
manager of D'Arcy Adv., that city.
John Murphy joins D'Arcy from
Adams & Keyes as account executive.
• James P. Wilkerson, account supervisor and vp of Young and Rubicam,
N.Y., and Edward L. Bond Jr., director, contact department, named senior
vps. Mr. Wilkerson will be director of
international division. Agency was mistakenly identified as BBDO in Broadcasting, June 29.
• William J. DiBello, formerly senior
copy writer at Young & Rubicam, N.Y.,
to Benton & Bowles, that city, as copy
group head. Other B&B appointments:
Paul L. Field as tv producer, and
Kenneth D. Harris as art director.

sumer products division of Corning
Glass Works Corning, NY. Other Ayer
appointments: Edward Cortese and
Burton Stone to New York office
public relations staff and radio-tv film
technical operations supervisor, respectively; Charles H. Brennan Jr., to
San Francisco office as account representative on Hills Bros. Coffee, S.F.
• John S. Pihas joins Botsford Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore. as assistant account executive on Pendleton
Woolen Mills.
• R. J. Durrell, formerly associate advertising manager, Time-Life Inc.,
N.Y., and Robert Willheim, formerly advertising and merchandising director, Dot Records, N.Y., to Grey Adv.,
that city, as account executives.
• Olive Lillehei, formerly group head
at Benton & Bowles, N.Y., to Compton
Adv., that city, in similar capacity.
• John McCauley, formerly with
Crombie Adv., Montreal, to Ruben
Adv. Indianapolis, as copywriter, James
Whittington Jr., media department,
and Charles Ross, formerly of Hathaway Adv., Evansville, Ind., named Ruben account executives.
Networks
• Alfred J. McCosker, 72, former head
of Mutual and WOR
New York and once

Mr. McCosker

president of NAB.
died July 1 at Miami
Beach. Mr. McCosker, in retirement
since he resigned as

• Nellene Zeis, named to newlycreated post of media and research
manager of Krupnick & Assoc., St.
Louis. Other Krupnick appointments:
Jacqueline Wille, media department,
to tv time buyer; Pat Grieshaber to
tv coordinator, and Marianne McNeive to media assistant.

chairman of WORMutual in mid- 1947, was associated
with WOR for 23 years. He became director and general manager in 1926.
was president from 1933 to 1944 and
board chairman from 1944 until his
retirement. He was chairman of
Mutual from 1934 until 1947 and
from 1932 to 1934 he was president
of NAB.
• Stefan A. Meyer, formerly presentations manager, advertising and promotion department. Life magazine, named
to newly-created post of director of
program services, NBC participating

• Donald L. Huber, formerly general
and commercial manager, KALE Richland, Wash., and H. William Ostberg,
formerly with sales staff of WAAB
Worcester, Mass., to Radio Advertising Bureau, N.Y., as regional managers,
member service department.

•programs.
John F. Lynch, assistant director of
public affairs, CBS News, NY., named
director of public affairs, succeeding
Irving Gitlin, named program executive for creative projects, CBS News.
29).
(At Deadline, Broadcasting. June

• John M. Richey, formerly merchandising manager, Life magazine, to
New York office of N. W. Ayer & Son,
NY., as account representative, con-

o David Aubrey, member sales staff,
Time magazine to NBC-TV as network
salesman. Detroit area, effective

• Richard S. Hammett, formerly in
research department of Leo Burnett,
Chicago, appointed manager of research
department of Young & Rubicam office
in that city.

Aug. 1.
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• Raymond F. Guy, senior staff engineer, NBC, N.Y., named Fellow of
American Institute of Electrical Engineers, world-wide representative society
of electrical engineering profession.
• Whitman Bassow, formerly UPI reporter and currently Carnegie Press Fellow, to CBS News, N.Y., as correspondent.
• Morton Fleischner, 17, named
winner of first annual NBC fellowship
award for journalistic achievement for
writing "the best news stories on the
NBC Broadcast News Conference, published in a high school publication or
hometown newspaper." Mr. Fleischner
will work in NBC news department this
summer as full-time salaried member,
was awarded portable typewriter and
scroll.
Stations
• Jack W. Stahle,
sales representative of
KGO <- AM - FM San
Francisco, named
sales manager succeeding Allan Gilman, resigned. Mr.
Stahle previously was
in sales departments
Mr. Stahle
of KABC-AM-FM
Los Angeles, KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco, and KOFY San Mateo, Calif.
• William G. Hunefield Jr., manager of
Los Angeles office of
TvAR, (sales representative of all Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. tv stations),
appointed sales manager of KPIX (TV)
Mr. Hunefield San Francisco. He
succeeds Larry Fraiberg, resigned.
• Cal Perley, executive assistant to
Kenyon Brown, president of KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, has been elected vp
in charge of all radio stations owned by
Mr. Brown and associates. Mr. Perley
will direct operations of KSON-AM-FM
San Diego, KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach
and, KITO San Bernardino, all California.
• Anthony Bello,
national sales manager of KMOX St.
Louis, named sales
manager. Mr. Bello
joined station in 1953
as merchandising
manager, was named
account executive in
1954
and national
sales manager in 1958.
• Nick Pagliara, formerly administrative assistant to general manager and
film director of KPLR-TV St. Louis,
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

named vp in charge of sales of KADY
St. Charles, Mo.
• B. Calvin Jones, m^raii
formerly program jjsBP^Hfc

manager of KDKATV
Pittsburgh, ap*
pointed and
director op-of-Jjjlf" f&
programming
erations of KHOUV'fll
TV
Houston.
Mr.
lllPjffl
Jones will direct local
mmu
Jones
Mr.
emlive programming
phasizing
public affairs and community
service.
• Dick Westman, manager of Los
Angeles office of Arkwright Adv.,
named vp in charge of station operations of KLAC Los Angeles, effective
Aug. 1.
• Ralph Dawson, director of television sales, promoted to national sales
manager of WXYZ-TV Detroit. Kent
Fredericks promoted from sales service to local sales manager, that station.
• Rod Gibson, national sales manager
N.Y., of Friendly Group stations, transfers to home office, Steubenville, Ohio.
Lee Gaynor succeeds him in N.Y.
Friendly Group stations are WSTVAM-FM-TV Steubenville, WHTO-TV
Atlantic City, N.J., WPIT Pittsburgh,
KODE-AM-FM-TV Joplin, Mo.,
WBOY-AM-FM Clarksburg, WAAM-

FM Parkersburg, both West Virginia,
and KMLB-AM-FM, Monroe, La.
• Sidney Magelof, formerly account
executive with WUST-AM-FM Washington, named station manager of
WEZL Richmond, Va.
• Richard L. Garesche, formerly
statistics instructor at St. Louis U., appointed sales promotion manager of
KXOK, that city.
• Bob Marshall, formerly production
manager of WAGA-TV Atlanta, apCleveland.pointed program director of WJW-TV
• C. J. Woodhouse, advertising manager of KOTA Rapid City, S.D., named
treasurer of Duhamel Enterprises
(KOTA-AM-TV, KDUH Hay Springs,
Neb.). Other KOTA appointments:
J. A. Naber, newscaster, to television
program director, succeeding Norman
Heffron, vp, named radio program
director; Clifford Pike to farm director (radio), and Norman Schmeling, formerly of KRSD-AM-TV, that
city, to news staff.
• Wilfred A. Beauchamp, merchandising director of WBKB (TV) Chicago, appointed sales account executive. He succeeds Ben Robert Drake,
who resigns after 10 years to open own
agency, Drake Adv., Miami, Fla.
Joseph F. Corey, producer, named to

Southwest 250 Watts — Single station market in
thriving oil and ranching area. Present owners have
double gross during the past year. Station capable
of grossing $6,000.00— presently doing $4,500.00
monthly.
terms on Price
balance.$55,000 with $25,000 down— liberal
Midwestern Fulltime — profitable facility in county
with forty millions retail sales. Cash flow this year
around $50,000.00. Real estate worth approximately
$45,000.00.
Totalfinanced.
price— $220,000.00 with $85,000.00
down — balance
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succeed Mr. Beauchamp as merchandising director.
• Tom Underwood, named general
manager of WSOL Tampa, Fla.
• Jack H. Lantry, named promotion
and pr director of KXLY-AM-TV
Spokane, Wash .
• H. Harold Powell, local sales representative ofWIS-TV Columbia, S.C.,
named national sales coordinator.
• Arthur Thomas, formerly of KRISTV Corpus Christi, Tex. named station
manager of KCCT, that city.
• Terry Nolan, formerly announcerdirector with KVIQ Eureka, Calif.,
named program director of KMED
Medford, Ore. Other KMED appointments; Harry Barker to commercial
manager; Dick Moody, announcernewscaster with KWRO Coquille, Ore.,
to news editor; Ted Thompson, in sales
and programming with KWRO, to sales
staff.
• Rick Hutto, news director and announcer with WDVH Gainesville, joins
WRKT Cocoa Beach, both Florida.
• Tom Shaw named sales manager of
KLXZ Amarillo, Tex. Vinnie Vincent,
formerly with KNOE Monroe, La., to
KLXZ as program director.
• Harvey Sheldon appointed local
sales manager of WTYM Springfield,
Mass.
• Virgil B. Wolff, sales representative
of KYW-TV Cleveland, promoted to
assistant sales manager. Harry D.
Scott, formerly with Cleveland office
of The American Weekly, joins KYWTV as sales representative.

Plough promotions • Harold R. Krelstein, president of Plough stations
has announced the following management team for entire Plough group:
(upper row, 1 to r) E. M. (Gene) Plumstead, program coordinator, to vp in
charge of programming; C.G. Simmons, studio supervisor of WMPS
Memphis, named director of recording; W.E. (Ed) Crump, WMPS program
director, to director of production and special features; Rodger May, sales
manager of WMPS, vp in charge of sales; Joseph G. Deaderick, engineering
coordinator, to vp in charge of engineering, and Volney E. Edwards, assistant secretary-treasurer. Pictured in bottom row (1 to r) are Mr. Krelstein;
Abe Plough, president of Plough Inc., the group's parent company, and
Harry B. Solmson, executive vp of Plough Inc.
Plough stations have acquired WAGA-AM-FM Atlanta, changing call
letters to WPLO, since Storer Broadcasting still operates WAGA-TV.
Other Plough promotions announced: Allan Avery, account executive of
WMPS, to sales manager of that station, and Don Stevens, WMPS air personality, to program director.
sonality.
111.,
as program director and air per-

• John Stegall, production manager of
KPAC-TV Beaumont-Port Arthur, Tex.,
to operations manager.

• Andrew M. Jackson, assistant chief
engineer of WAVY-TV Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va., promoted to chief engineer
of WAVY-AM-TV. Paul W. Hecht
succeeds him, and Gilbert R. Hoffman named assistant chief engineer of
WAVY Radio.

• Bob Lyte, formerly of WAGA-TV
Atlanta, to WWL-TV New Orleans as
promotion manager.

• Bob Edwards, formerly program director of WCSI-AM-FM Columbus,
Ind., to WTAX-AM-FM Springfield,

• Stuart Cameron, formerly with
WMAL-TV Washington, joins WTTG
(TV), that city, as staff director.

R. C. CRISLER
& CO., inc.
Business Brokers Specializing in Television
and Radio Stations
CINCINNATI, 0.
Paul E. Wagner
Fifth Third Bank Bldg.
DUnbar 1-7775
WEST COAST
Now. . . 4 offices to
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
WOodland 9-0770
better serve you. . .
OMAHA,
Paul R.NEB.
Fry
P.O. Box 1733 (Benson)
TErrace 9455
NEW 41 YORK
E. 42nd St.
MUr. Hill 7-8437
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• Jerry L. Clark, formerly promotion
manager of Gary (Ind.) Post-Tribune,
appointed sales manager of WCGO
Chicago Heights, 111.

• John Flower, producer with WSMTV Nashville, to KETV (TV) Omaha
as producer-director of forthcoming
major nighttime productions.
• George Reading, news editor of
WROW Albany, N.Y., appointed news
director of affiliated station, WTEN
(TV), that city.
• Lawrence A. Rollins, WSIR Winter Haven, elected president of Florida
Assn. of Broadcasters. Robert F.
Feagin, WPDQ Jacksonville, elected
first vp, Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, second vp and Fred P. Shawn,
WSUN-AM-TV St. Petersburg, secretary-treasurer. Mr. Rollins succeeded
Charles J. Fernandez, WKYX Sarasota. Directors elected were Don
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Colee, WLOF Orlando; Norman
Protsman, WGRO Lake City; Frank
Hazelton, WTNT Tallahassee; Joseph
S. Field, WIRK West Palm Beach; Joe
Bauer, WINK-AM-TV Fort Myers,
and Tom Cassell, WGGG Gainesville.
J. Kenneth Ballinger, Tallahassee,
elected executive secretary-counsel.
Jack Weldon, WSUN St. Petersburg, elected president, and Gene
Strul, WCKT Miami, vp, of Florida
AP Broadcasters.
• Gordon Shaw, formerly production
manager of KENL Areata, Calif., to
KLIX Twin Falls, Idaho, as air personality.
• Mrs. Eloise Cockrum, formerly traffic manager of WFTL Ft. Lauderdale,
Fla., named traffic manager and account executive of WWIL-AM-FM,
that city.
• Lorrie Barofsky, assistant to manager of advertising, publicity and promotion of WAMP Pittsburgh, to WRCV
Philadelphia in similar capacity.
• Hugh Brundage, news director of
KMPC Los Angeles, elected president
of Radio and Television News Club of
Southern California. John Thompson,
NBC-TV, chosen vp, and Jacqueline
Brown, Burns W. Lee Assoc., secretarytreasurer.
• Evan Hughes, news director of
KVOL Lafayette, La., elected chairman
of Louisiana-Mississippi Associated
Press Broadcasters Assn. Bob Neblett,
news director of WJTV (TV) Jackson,
Miss., was chosen vice chairman.
• Dave Dary, news director of KWFT
Wichita Falls, elected president of
United Press International Broadcasters
Assn. of Texas. Other officers: Al
Crouch, news director of KNUZ Houston, first vp; Neil Baird, KTXL San
Angelo, second vp; Tom Ellis, KONOAM-FM San Antonio, third vp. Jud
Dixon, UPI, Dallas, re-elected secretary.
• Milton E. Miller of WADK Newport was re-elected to third term as
president of Rhode Island Assn. of
Broadcasters. Other officers similarly
honored were Edward Baghosian,
WJAR-TV Providence, vp, and Zel
Levin, WWON Woonsocket, secretarytreasurer.
• Bob Warren, news director of WICS
(TV) Springfield, elected president of
United Press International Broadcasters of Illinois. Chosen regional vps
were Madelyn Merwin, WJOL Joliet,
Jerry Webb, WCIL Carbondale, Bill
Ellison, WHBF-AM-FM Rock Island
and Bruce Davis, WDZ Decatur.
• Dan Curtis, air personality with WIPAM-FM Philadelphia, adds duties of
music director.
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• Ron Thompson, air personality, from
WVKO-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio to
KOMA Oklahoma City.
• Clint Youle, weathercaster for NBC
Chicago and WNBQ (TV) that city past
ten years, resigns Aug. 7 to become associate in Chicago office of Lehman
Bros., investment securities firm.
• Jim Frazier, salesman with KVET
Austin, to KASE-AM-FM Austin in
similar capacity. John Barger, announcer, joins KASE from WTAW College Station, all Texas.
• Phil Douglass joins announcing staff
of WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
Bill O'Leary and Paul Brisette to
station's sales staff. Bob Crosky joins
sales department of WRLP (TV)
Greenfield, Mass.
» John Stewart, formerly station manager of WYZE Atlanta, and Ken Kaplan join WAKE, that city, as account
executives.
• Denny Bracken joins announcing
staff of KFMB San Diego. Jim Fox,
KFMB account executive, named assistant sales manager.
• Bruce Bradley, air personality with
WROW Albany, N.Y., to WAME
Miami, Fla., in similar capacity.

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
HITS THE 50,000 TV HOMES
covered by
KMSO-channel 13
THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
IN WESTERN MONTANA
BECAUSE . . .
KMSO programs the best of all 3 networks . . . plus VIP treatment for ALL
commercials.
and that goes for
KGVO RADIO TOO
CBS — ABC — NBC
osk FORJOE or
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOULA, MONT.

• Vic Rugh, formerly with KYA-AMFM San Francisco, joins KIDD Monterey, Calif., as news and special events
director.
• Bob Feller and Jimmy Dudley,
sportscasters, named hosts of new show,
Here's the Pitch, on KYW-TV Cleveland each weekday at 6:55 p.m.
• Hal Morgan, formerly air personality
with WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland, to
WABR Orlando, Fla., as air personality
and account executive.
• Jack Hunter joins news staff of
WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Conn.
• Jay Maher, air personality, from
WWON-AM-FM Woonsocket, R.I., to
WENE Binghamton, N.Y.
• William Watson, graduate of Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore., to KDAC
Fort Bragg, Calif., as announcer. Other
Northwest graduates' appointments :
Richard Barrow to KELP-TV El Paso,
Tex., as announcer; George Pense to
KUJ Walla Walla, Wash., as announcer.
• Jim Stewart, air personality
WBKB (TV) Chicago, to WAIT,
city, for new country and western
sic program, Country Boy Show,
5-6 p.m.

with
that
muSat.,

• Robert Nelson, WBZ news editor,
to
host station's Program PM, 8-10 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.

WISN-TV
the basic buy
in Milwaukee
BASIC BECAUSE . . .
WISN-TV's share of audience has increased sharply. In important afternoon and evening time periods it is
now the leading station in town.
WISN-TV's coverage has increased
sharply. Because of network shifts in
other markets WISN-TV now brings
the only sharp ABC signal to most
viewers in a 16 county area —
559,470 TV homes.
END RESULT . . .
WISN-TV is the only Milwaukee
station to increase its coverage and
audience without increasing its rates.

WISN-TV
Channel 12
William C. Goodnow, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

• Roddy Peeples, formerly farm direcB3

tor of WTAW College Station, to
KWFT Wichita Falls, both Texas, as
associate farm director.
• James Barker, formerly assistant
buyer with Hecht Co., Washington, to
sales staff of WGMS-AM-FM, that city.
• Ed Roth, London-based newsman,
named foreign correspondent of
WPEN-AM-FM Philadelphia.
• John K. Williams, formerly news
director of KETV (TV) Omaha,
named director of radio-tv operations
of Arlington Park-Washington Park
racetracks, Arlington Heights, 111.
• John Secondari, Washington news
director of ABC, re-elected president of
Washington chapter of Academy of
Television Arts & Sciences. David
Brinkley, NBC News, and Robert
M. Adams, promotion director of
WTOP-TV, re-elected first vp and treasurer, respectively. Rhoda Raider, tv
director of Raider Adv., elected second
vp.
• Howard Barlow, conductor of
Voice of Firestone, and Arthur Fiedler, Boston Symphony Orchestra,
signed by WGN-TV Chicago as guest
conductors for Great Music From Chicago series, starting Oct. 18.
• Foster Brooks, air personality with
WHAM-AM, WHFM (FM), Rochester, N.Y., to WHEC-AM-TV, that city,
in similar capacity.
• Jonathan B. Frost, air personality,
from WHYN-AM-FM Springfield,
Mass., to KRGV Westlaco, Tex.
• Mike Secrest, air personality, from
WHBQ Memphis, Tenn., to KFRCAM-FM San Francisco.
• Del Clark, formerly air personality
of WJJD Chicago, to WIND, that city,
in similar capacity.
Representatives
• Charles E. Morin, formerly vp in
charge of sales of XEAK Tijuana-San

THIS

IS

Diego, named manager of new San
Francisco office of Tracey Moore &
Assoc., L.A. Address: Room 521, 465
California St., San Francisco 4.
• Stephen R. Rintoul Sr., 55, vp,

merchandising and licensing department, National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y.,
named manager of that department.

treasurer and found-

Telefilm Assoc.,
N.Y., since February
and, earlier, vp of
Gross - KrasneSillerman, N.Y., ap-

ing partner of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, radio-tv station representative,
died following heart
attack July 1 in Los
Mr. Rintoul
Angeles. In broadcasting since 1930, Mr. Rintoul started
in radio with World Broadcasting Co.,
as director and manager of station relations. He moved to The Katz Agency
in 1938 as account executive and radio
specialist. He was also owner of WSRR
(now WSTC) Stamford, Conn., which
he sold in 1945, resigning following
year from Katz to start WXKW Albany.
In 1953 he sold WXKW and became
manager of WPTR Albany. In 1954 he
joined with Lloyd George Venard and
James V. McConnell to found rep firm.
• Robert J. Somerville, formerly account executive with KNTV (TV) San
Jose, Calif., to Peters, Griffin, Woodward, S.F., as tv account executive.
• Sal J. Agovino, formerly broadcast
supervisor, McCann-Erickson, N.Y., to
H-R Representatives, that city, radio
sales staff.
• Keith Byerly, 43, manager of Atlanta office, The Katz Agency, station
representative, died June 29. Mr. Byerly joined Katz in 1953 from post of
general sales manager, WBT Charlotte,
N.C.
Programming
• Ben Brady, producer of Perry Mason
for CBS-TV for first two seasons, has
formed own producing company,
Davana Inc., and signed exclusive contract with that network for joint production of new series, effective Aug. 1.
• Harvey Chertok, assistant manager
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• Leonard S. Gruenberg,with
accountNational
executive

pointed general manMr.
agerInc.,
of NTA
Pictures
N.Y., U.S.
Gruenberg
theatrical releasing subsidiary, succeeding Herbert Greenblatt, who has
resigned.
Equipment & Engineering
• John M. Leslie Jr., general manager
of Orr Industries Inc., Opelika, Ala.,
magnetic
tape manufacturer, named
executive vp.
• George L. Carrington Sr., 57,
chairman of board of
Altec Companies,
Inc. and vice chairman of board of Ling
Electronics,
Anaheim, Calif., died
June 19 in Newport
Mr.
Beach, Calif. In early
Carrington
20s, Mr. Carrington supervised installation of WSMB and WDSU, both New
Orleans, and was station manager of
latter. In 1926, he designed, built and
operated KVOO Tulsa. He became
president and chairman of Altec Lansing Corp. upon founding in 1941 and
vice chairman of Ling Electronics when
it merged with Altec last January.
• Russell E. Conley, manager, advertising and sales promotion, RCA Victor Radio and Victrola Div., N.Y.,
appointed manager, publications advertising and promotion for parent company, RCA.
• Christian J. Goodman, transistor
product sales manager, General Electric semiconductor products department, Syracuse, N.Y., named eastern
regional sales manager, Syracuse headquarters. Other GE appointments:
George R. Curtiss, intra -company
sales manager at Syracuse department,
named central regional sales manager,
Chicago headquarters, and H. Ward
Gebhardt, department's district sales
manager in three western states, named
western regional sales manager, remaining in Los Angeles office.
• R.S. (Rik) Anderson, chief systems engineer, to operations manager
of special products division of Leach
Corp., Compton, Calif.
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Allied Fields
Movieland

museum

Jack Wrather, president of
of Jack Wrather Organization
and board chairman of Independent Television Corp., and Harry
Ackerman, vice president in
charge of production of Screen
Gems and president of the Academy of Television Arts & Sciences,
have been appointed to the new
Los Angeles County Hollywood
Motion Picture & Television
Museum Commission by the L.A.
County Board of Supervisors.
Function of the commission,
as announced by the board at its
meeting last Tuesday (June 30),
is to foster and perpetuate interest in the history of motion
pictures and tv in L.A. county by
constructing and maintaining a
museum in the Hollywood area.
Plans call for the center to include a theatre for showing alltime film classics, a sound stage
available for use by production
companies, a stage for live tv and
theatrical productions with ample
studio audience space and a
museum to house appropriate
material.

• Don G. Mitchell, president, General Telephone & Electronics Corp.,
and board chairman of Sylvania Electric Products named "Boss of the
Year,"
Club of by
NewYoung
York. Executives in Sales
• Bob Paulson, national sales manager,
professional products division of Ampex
Corp., Redwood City, Calif., appointed
head of newly-created marketing administration and sales development program. Thomas J. Merson, district sales
manager, N.Y., succeeds him as national
sales manager. Gerald Miller, manager of dealer relations, named manager
of audio merchandising. Rosel Hyde,
northwest district manager instrumentation division, appointed manager
of government sales in West for professional products division. William F.
Wallace, Emmy winner for technical
direction of "Evening with Fred Astaire"
has left NBC-TV to join Hollywood
office of Ampex Corp. as specialist in
tv program taping.
• Leang P. Yeh, formerly telecommunications engineer with General Electric, joins Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington, as consultant
to vp and director of engineering. Mr.
Yeh will also serve as technical adviser
on Page's international projects.
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• Dr. William Fondiller, retired assistant vp of Western Electric Co. and
Bell Telephone Labs, elected to board
of Mycalex Corp. of America, N.Y.,
manufacturer of glass-bonded mica and
ceramoplastic products.
• Howard L. Bredlow, formerly
Southern California regional sales representative ofMagnavox, Fort Wayne,
Ind., to national sales manager of Capitol FDS Console Phonographs, L.A.
• Robert Warren, news and public
affairs director of WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., joins public relations department of Montgomery Ward Corp., Chicago, to edit company publication,
For-Ward.
• Helen Thomas, UPI reporter and
feature writer, elected president of
Women's National Press Club, Washington.
• Rudy Bretz, programming and production consultant and faculty member
of UCLA, appointed head of educational television of U. of California, L.A.
• Melvin A. Goldberg, director of
research, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., elected president of Radio-Tv Research Council, independent research
organization. Other officers: Julius
Barnathan, vp of ABC research, vp;
Mary McKenna, director of research
and sales development, Metropolitan
Broadcasting Co., secretary-treasurer.
Government
• Nathan P. Colwell, 54, director of
radio and television of Office of Civil
and Defense Mobilization, died June
29, of heart attack, in Battle Creek,
Mich. Mr. Colwell was connected with
broadcasting 35 years, was writer and
announcer with WBBM Chicago in
1925, and, later, co-owner and radio
director of Canadian Facts, Toronto,
market research agency. In 1947, he
was appointed chief of radio and tv
America's

of savings bond division of U.S. Treasury Dept., going to position with
OCDM in 1955.
• William R. Tincher, formerly news
and special events director of KSOK
Arkansas City, Kan., and presently
FTC prosecutor, promoted to assistant
director of bureau for litigation for antimonopoly, that agency.
International
• Wilf Woodill, manager of CKSOAM-TV Sudbury, Ont., and CKSOTV Elliott Lake, Ont., to president
and general manager of CKSO Radio
Ltd., Sudbury, owner of stations.
James T. Miller, manager of properties division of CKSO Radio Ltd., to
secretary-treasurer.
• Al Hammond, manager of CFCFAM-FM Montreal, Que., to manager
of CKRC Winnipeg, Man.
• Stuart B. Smith, formerly of MCA
of Canada, Toronto, and Young &
Rubicam, Ltd., Toronto, to vp of
Brooks Adv. Co. Ltd., that city.
• Sid Boyling, general manager of
CHAB Moose Jaw, Sask., to station
manager of CHAB-TV Moose Jaw,
which began operations in mid-June.
Joe Lawlor, local sales manager of
CHAB, named sales manager of CHABTV.
• Stuart D. Brownlee, president of
Canadian Admiral Corp. Ltd., Toronto,
elected president of Electronic Industries Assn. of Canada.
• Edward Karthaus, vp and office
manager, Toronto office of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, named general manager there.
• Norman Aldred, CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alta., to radio-tv director of Edmonton office of McConnell, Eastman
& Co., London, Ont.
• Edward J. Marsett, formerly account executive with KFMB-TV San
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Diego, to XEAK Tijuana, Mex., in similar capacity.
• Peter Dimmock, BBC's head of
outside broadcasts (tv) appointed by
European Broadcasting Union to newlycreated post of sports advisor, coordinating plans for televising sports on
Eurovision.
• James Crawford, formerly with
commercial department of Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, to sales
representative for television division
of Joseph A. Hardy & Co., Toronto, station representative firm.

• Andre Ouimet, director of Frenchlanguage planning of CBC, Montreal,
Que., to general controller of Compagnie France Film, Montreal, Frenchlanguage film producing and distribution organization.
• Blair Nelson, CFQC-TV Saskatoon, Sask., elected president of Western Assn. of Broadcasters succeeding
Jack Blick, CJOB Winnipeg, Man.
Directors elected were Jim Love,
CFCN Calgary, Alta.; Jack Blick,
CJOB Winnipeg; and Don Dawson,
CKCK Regina, Sask.

Radio's problems today are similar to
Dorothy's trip to see the Wizard, Grady
Edney, national program director for
radio, Storer Broadcasting Co., told
the Florida Assn. of Broadcasters in
Miami June 19. There is no magic answer at the end of the yellow brick
road, he said, observing:
The Scarecrow . . . was the fellow
who had no brains . . . hanging on a
post and watching the world pass him
by. I can think of radio stations which
are doing the same thing, who apparently believe the FCC has licensed them
to bore the public with a program fare
which nobody wants, who are content
with 1932 facilities and an even older
concept of radio programming and service.
. . . There are quite a few tin men
in radio today. While I applaud all the
wonderful technical advances available

in today's program man, I sometimes
listen to stations and feel like saying,
"Don't get carried away, man!" There
are some things that can be done on
radio without a wild, outer-space
sound . . .
Dorothy . . . meets the third character in our set, the cowardly lion. Now
don't think for a moment I'm about to
start calling radio owners and managers
cowards. I just think some could have
more courage than they seem to have.
As used here, "courage" means the
willingness to gamble yours or your
company's money on your faith in an
idea, your faith in the listening public .. .
Sales calls costs slashed
Sam Schneider, CBS Radio Spot Sales
account executive, in a speech prepared

EQUIPMENT
Ampex set to absorb
Orr Industries Inc.
The merger of Orr Industries, Opelika, Ala., magnetic tape producer, into
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
major magnetic tape recorder and
equipment manufacturer, was announced last Wednesday (July 1).
Orr Industries Inc. will continue under its own name as a division of
Ampex, which has held 25% of Orr
stock for two years.
George I. Long Jr., Ampex president, and John Herbert Orr, founder
and head of Orr Industries, announced
that the agreement will be submitted
to stockholders of both firms for ratification. Orr Industries' shareholders
will receive one share Ampex for each
2.2 shares now held in Orr. About
209,000 shares of Ampex are being
reserved for this purpose, with the
stock issued in Ampex to total 2.4 million-plus shares after the new distri86

• Carl Cogan to CKWS
Ont., as program director.

Kingston,

• Allan Brooks, announcer of CKWSAM-TV Kingston, Ont., to Radio
Jamaica, Kingston, Jamaica.

QUOTES WORTH REPEATING

PLAYBACK
Wizard of Oz

• Donald F. O'Brien, formerly account executive in tv department of The
Katz Agency, New York station representative, to Dolan, Ducker, Whitcomb & Stewart, London, England
agency, as account executive of TWA
International.

&

for the Omaha Sales Executives Club,
discussed the facts on the sales calls
costs situation and the cuts that have
been and are being made. Citing the
economical impact of advertising, and
in particular radio, he stressed these
cost factors.
Thus, during these past ten years,
advertising — the use of mass communications media to pre-sell — has
emerged as the greatest single means
for cutting sales calls costs.
No salesman, for instance, can imagine the sales staff, nor the cost per
call necessary, to reach forty-nine and
one-half million homes each week with
a total of 665 million family hours of
listening. Yet, for 25 to 50 cents per
thousand, that is what on-the-air salesmen reach by way of radio each week
in these United States. Newspapers,
magazine, tv and other media make
their share of sales calls, also.

ENGINEERING

bution. In early 1957 Ampex sold
$5.5 million worth of 5% debentures
to about a dozen eastern industrial investors in order to purchase its initial 25% share of Orr and for other
expansion
(Broadcasting, May 27,
1957).
In 1958, Orr opened its new halfmillion dollar plant in Opelika for the
production of Irish brand sound tape,
video tape, instrumentation, computer
and geophysical tapes.
Mr. Orr, according to the announcement, "will continue to serve the industry as an important member of the
Ampex management staff." There will
be no change in the Orr Industries' Alabama plant or management, the statement said. After success in pooling
technical research and know-how, the
boards of the respective companies felt
pooling of financial interests as well
"will result in higher overall earnings
and a greater contribution to the magnetic recording industry."

Western manufacturer:
Western Electronic Manufacturers
Assn. is the new name of the West
Coast Electronic Manufacturers Assn.
Address: 1435 S. La Cienega, Los
5-8462.
Angeles
35. Telephone: Oleander
WEMA officers elected for 1959:
John A. Chartz, vice president-general manager, Dalmo Victor Co., San
Carlos, Calif. — President; Richard B.
Leng, vice president, Technical Products Div., Packard-Bell Electronics
Corp., Los Angeles — Vice President;
William Ivans Jr., engineering, vice
president, Kin Tel., Div., Cohu Electronics, San Diego, Calif. — Vice President; L. R. Rockwood, engineering, vice
president ESI Inc., Portland, Ore. —
Vice President; J. D. McLean, president,
Hoffman Labs Div., Hoffman Electronics Corp., L.A. — Secretary; Phillip L.
Gundy, vice president, Ampex Corp.,
Redwood City, Calif. — Treasurer.
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International
have

links

satellite

future

RCA Communications President
Thompson H. Mitchell believes that
"earth-orbiting radio repeaters hold the
most promise for future effective international communications."
He reported to the Armed Forces
Communications and Electronic Assn.,
holding its meeting in Rome, N.Y.,
that preliminary tests were conducted
earlier in the year using an Atlas satellite to reflect long distance radio transmissions back to earth.
Mr. Mitchell said required techniques
are at hand to enable commercial companies to begin intensive testing of
satellite communications systems within the next few years. But, he warned,
"long and continued employment" of
high frequency radio and coaxial cable
can be expected for uses to which they
are now put.
• Technical

topics

• Magnecord Div. of Midwestern Instruments, Tulsa, Okla., announces new
model 728 "professional" tape recorder.
Among claimed features: two-channel
capacity, modular construction, wide
flexibility of operation, low flutter and
extended frequency response. Recorder
contains full back, half track or split
stereo heads as option with provision
for mounting fourth head in bracket.
• Telectrosonic Corp., Long Island City,
N.Y., announces a record play preamplifier tocomplement its series 900 tape
decks. The preamplifier, Model TRP11, has an engineered unit to match
Series 900 and is designed for either
recording or playback. Overall size is
H"x4"x7" and power requirements are
117 v at 60 cycles, 25 w. For further
information write Telectrosonic Corp.,
35-18 37th St., Long Island City, N.Y.
• Hughey & Phillips Inc. (manufacturer of obstruction lighting equipment,
controls and kits), Burbank, Calif., has
introduced new tower lighting isolation
transformers TI2070, 17-35. Available
in 750 w, 1.75 kw and 3.5 kw, the
transformers are designed to provide
power across the base insulator of a
radiator. The units are said to be
effective wherever 60-cycle power
must be transferred across two points
with very low capacitance or at very
high voltages. The new transformers
feature higher efficiency, improved regulation, additional taps and epoxy encasement.
• Perfectone Co., Switzerland, has introduced aprofessional tape recorder
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weighing only 16 lbs. Ryder Sound
Services Inc., Hollywood, Calif. (U.S.Canada agent for the unit) says that it
operates entirely on transistors powered
by flashlight batteries. The self-contained synchronous Perfectone recorder
is in a case slightly larger than a portable typewriter. Total weight of equipment for on-location work (microphones, cables, control box and synchronous motor to camera) is less than
100 lbs. Price: about $1,300.
• Camera Equipment Co., N.Y., announces the introduction of a new tripod head called the Ceco Pro. Jr.
Fluid Head. The fluid is a highly
molecular silicone polymer which is unaffected by temperature ranges from
20° below zero to more than 120° F.
Overall size: 45/s inches x IV2 inches;
weight: 8V2 lbs.; price: $350.
• Newcomb Audio Products Co., Hollywood, Calif., has made available a
new model SM-310 stereo tape recorder selling at a professional net price
of $499.50. Features of the SM-310
include: records or plays back magnetic tape either stereophonically or
monophonically; operates vertically or
horizontally; takes from 3-inch to IOV2inch reels and has two tape speeds, and
has a single lever "joy stick" control for
effortless tape handling.
• Lansdale Tube Co. (division of Philco
Corp., Phila.), is constructing a $3.5
million building for manufacturing electrochemically produced silicon high
speed switching transistors. The 65,000
sq.ft. facility will make possible a threefold increase in Philco's silicon transsistor production. Construction, begun
in April, is slated for completion in
September. It's located behind Lansdale
buildings on Church Rd., Lansdale, Pa.
• Vista-Matic Corp., N.Y., has introduced a slide projector adapter that
achieves effects such as color changes,
pin-pointing, fade-outs and highlighting.
Information and demonstrations may be
obtained from the corporation at 49 W.
32nd St., New York 1.
• Electro-Voice Inc., Buchanan, Mich.,
has introduced microphone models 652
and 644. The company says that the
former is "an almost invisible dynamic
microphone," suitable for tv. Weight
11 ounces; price $120. Model 644
Sound Spot microphone uses a combination cardioid and distributed front
opening, designed to enable it to maintain proper response far away from the
sound source. Front effective acceptance angle: 45° on each side of center.
E-V rates the unit's frequency response
from 40 cps to 12,000 cps. Weight
2 lb.-9 ozs.; price $110.

WDSU

PLANS

CCA

No. 3

In a letter to Jerry Hauser, Southwestern
Sales Manager of Community Club Services, Inc., Mr.
John F. Screen, Manager
of Radio
Station
WDSU, leans,
NewLouisiana,
Or"We
statedhave
that: run
— what
we consider to be
two very successful
promotions. We are
very well satisfied
with the two camrun so paignsfarthat we
andhave
we
plan to run a third
campaign beginning
September through
13th and
extending
Mr. Screen
December 12, 1959.
"A CCA Campaign requires a lot of hard
work and attention to detail. We have
found that the two keys to the success of
a campaign are a competent CCA director
and a well organized presentation. I believe
that an increase in the second campaign
over the first campaign is an indication of
the good job that our sales force has done."
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INTERNATIONAL
RFE
as

volume
10th

year

Holland

high
begins

programming originates from Europe
where about 1,750 employes are centered.
Radio Free Europe is supported by
American contributions to the Crusade
for Freedom.
RFE broadcasts to an ever increasing audience. Latest estimates indicate
approximately 9,490,000 registered radio sets in the five target countries, as
compared with 8,593,000 receivers a
year ago. Interviews with refugees from
these countries show that more than
three-quarters listen at least twice a
week and that more than a third of
them listen daily, RFE reports.

1735
NEW

RFE 'management' • Thomas H.
Brown Jr. (1), director, and Claude
M. Harris (r), engineering director, both have been with the organization since 1951.
Film

budget

quiz

Filming of the Canadian historical
adventure film series Pierre Radisson,
cost the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
over $1 million, CBC officials told a
Canadian Parliamentary Committee on
Broadcasting at Ottawa last month. The
film was done near Montreal in both
English and French. Sale of U.S. film
rights to date has returned to the CBC
$146,000 of its investment, and sale
of British film rights are now under
negotiation for $4,000. CBC officials
reported that no U.S. actors were used
in this series on the adventures of a
French-Canadian fur trader and explorer who lived some 300 years ago
in what was then New France. The inquiry also revealed that no CBC performer received more pay than Canada's
prime minister, whose annual salary is
$37,000.
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in sponsored

tv fight

group are radio stations connected
with the government-sponsored Dutch
Television Foundation. The rival Independent Exploitation Co. has been
campaigning for sponsored programming for some time.

BROADCASTING
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DeSales St., N. W. Washington
6, D. C.

city
Send to home address — —

a round

The Dutch government has agreed
"in principle" to allow commercial
television in Holland. The decision is
considered a victory for proponents
who claim that commercial operation
is the answer to foreign competition.
Another faction considers commercial ture.
tv a Most
threat
to the of
country's
culoutspoken
the latter

Last Saturday (July 4) Radio Free
Europe began its 10th year of broadcasting behind the Iron Curtain.
From a single IVz kw transmitter
housed in trailers and trucks near
Lampertheim, West Germany, RFE
took to the air on July 4, 1950, with
one main objective: to bring accurate
world news to the peoples behind the
Iron Curtain.
Today RFE operates with 28 powerful transmitters (short and medium
wave). It is on the air more than 2,700
hours each week to its five "target"
countries: Czechoslovakia, Hungary,
Poland, Bulgaria and Rumania.
Longer and Louder • In 1950, RFE
broadcast about one hour a day to its
"target" areas. Today the organization
is on the air 18 hours a day for programming to Czechoslovakia, Hungary
and Poland and 5Vz hours a day for
Bulgaria and Rumania.
From an initial staff of about 100
in 1950, RFE has grown to about 1,900
employes.
is its
in
New
York, RFE's
but moreheadquarters
than 85% of

wins

zone

state

• Abroad

in brief

• An amendment to Canada's Criminal
Code proposed in the Canadian House
of Commons at Ottawa last month
makes it a punishable offense for a
broadcast station or newspaper to publish "a report that any admission or
confession was tendered in evidence at
a preliminary inquiry or a report of
the nature of such admission or confession so tendered in evidence unless (a)
the accused has been discharged or (b)
if the accused has been committed for
trial, the trial has ended."
• Yugoslavia has about 10,000 tv sets
in use. Average price of a receiver
ranges between $500 and $600. American, British and West German companies have set up three tv transmitters
in the country and more are planned.

Bugs

banned

Cartoon character Bugs Bunny's
bit, "Aaah, what's up, Doc?," apparently isconsidered a corruptive
influence down New Zealand way.
According to a UPI dispatch
cabled from Auckland, the New
Zealand Broadcasting Service is
banning a number of American
children's records from the air
Bugs Bunny's. Characincluding
ters speaking with distorted vowels
and using poor grammar are no
longer acceptable to NZBS. Also
banned are stories which introduce
idioms and pronunciations which
are below the accepted standards
of good speech in New Zealand,
UPI reports.
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FANFARE
Candy

sells

dandy

at $600 per inquiry
A tiny neighborhood candy store in
New York City is sold on network tv.
It might cost $600 per-inquiry at card
rates, but some things can't be bought
with money and this particular candy
store paid nothing.
After careful deliberation, Big
Nunzio DiMaggio, a candy store owner
in the Big City, consented to a live
remote from in front of his shop by
NBC-TV's daytime program, County
Fair. For three days before the origination, Bert Parks, the show's m.c, plugged Mr. DiMaggio's store ($15,000
worth of time). On the fourth day,
when the entire half-hour originated
from the shop, Mr. Parks spieled an additional $15,000 worth of time.
Special commercials heralding the
DiMaggio store (its candy, its cigars,
its greeting cards) were composed and
telecast on County Fair. A parade was
held in the neighborhood on the day
of the remote and neighbors participated in stunts on the program.
What was the net (and gross) result?
Well, Mr. DiMaggio reported that his
trade jumped up "tremendously."
Pressed for more specific comment, the
candy entrepeneur said:
"National tv is great. It pulls! I got
50 letters from outside New York —
Nebraska, Alabama, Virginia, Ohio and
so on. They want me to send them
merchandise by mail! One lady from
Baltimore made a special trip to buy
some candy here." Mr. DiMaggio
paused for breath and added: "My local
business is better than it ever was."
For those skeptics who may be wondering how a candy store owner could
afford $30,000 worth of tv time, it
should be explained that Mr. DiMaggio
was selected to be a participant on the
County Fair "give-away" show. When
the producers decided to do a remote,
they picked his store as the locale. All
Unheeded

tout

Staffers of WRCA-AM-TV
shouldn't
havelatelooked
a gift horse
in the mouth
last month
when
the stations held their annual
party via boat to Monmouth
(N.J.) Race Track.
The order of the day, of course,
was doping the daily double.
There were many red faces and
mournful looks when the combination turned out to be WRCA's
location on the dial — 66 — and
paid $538.
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commercial time was given without
charge to Mr. DiMaggio, who promised
the producers: "If I ever get a big
business, County Fair is where I advertise."you, Alphonse . . .
After
Listeners in the Hollywood area may
think they're hearing things these days
when they tune in KDUO-FM Riverside or KNOB (FM) Long Beach. Both
California stations are telling their
audiences to listen to the other.
KNOB, an exclusive jazz station,
suggests to listeners, who want a change
of pace, to listen to KDUO-FM, a
semi-classical music station. On the
other hand, KDUO-FM tells people
to switch to KNOB when they want
to dig a little jazz.
Reason for the cross-plugging: both
KNOB and KDUO-FM received many
letters asking for the type of music
which they did not carry. Determined
to retain their own brand of programming, the stations agreed to plug the
other's jazz or semi-classical format.
Neither independent fm station has
any affiliation with the other.
The promoter's touch
Broadcaster's Promotion Assn. is
using some of its contest know-how to
boost membership in the organization.
A letter has gone out to all present
members enrolling them to honorary
service
mittee. on the BPA membership comFor the best recruiting job by convention time in the fall, the organization of station promotion managers will
award $99.99. State regional membership chairmen also are competing for
separate cash prizes.
Riding fastest and safest
A modern Paul Revere drove through
4 1 3 towns in New Jersey without breaking a single traffic or speed rule as part
of an auto safety campaign conducted
by WOND Pleasantville, N.J., reports
Howard L. Green, station vice president.
Vince Lindner, WOND announcer,
with his wife, two sons and dog, made
the trip in minimum time without
breaking any rules or even "shaving"
accepted safe-driving precepts. He
turned in official reports on getting good
mileage with safe speeds to New Jersey
state authorities and safety organizations.
War on plastic bags
WJBW New Orleans and WTIX
there waged campaigns against the
danger of plastic bags suffocating chil-
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WANTED: SALES MANAGER
Minimum Salary $12,000.00 Per Year
plus liberal incentive
Greater
Pittsburgh's
station, WMCK (Mightyfastest
1360), growing
needs a radio
sales
manager who can sell, organize and direct
a staff to sell today's radio.
The minimum salary is $12,000.00 per year
with a real opportunity for someone with
know-how and aggressiveness to earn much
more. Also, the opportunity exists for the
right party
to grow into the General Managerial capacity.
Direct dent,applications
to Rcbsrt
M. Cox,Pa.,
Presi-or
300 Fifth Avenue,
McKeesport,
phone North 4-4421.

MEN WHO READ
BUSINESSPAPERS
MEAN BUSINESS
0
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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THE TOWN HALL

• WWVA Wheeling, W. Va., passed
out 10,000 copies of its printed schedule
at the local home show. Numbers
printed on each copy to tie in a broadcast promotion Later WWVA drew a
lucky number, announced on the air,
to entitle the holder to a console radiophonograph.
• KDEO San Diego, Calif., capitalized
on a transit strike to get its call letters
in evidence on commuter traffic arteries. Those without transportation
were instructed to letter "KDEO" on
foot-long paper signs. Any motorist
who picked up a sign-carrier was entitled to present the sign later at the
studios, endorsed by the rider, and receive in exchange a free pop record.
• Bryce Bond, WNOR Norfolk, Va.,
disc jockey, put in 111 hours and 17
minutes without sleep for an appliance
firm. He did the stint in a glass broadcast booth and took no barbiturates.
• WKBZ

Spring planting • National Assn. of Tv & Radio Farm Directors invited
representatives of New York agencies to the city's Town Hall for its first
Madison Avenue sales presentation. The session was the major attraction
in the group's annual spring-summer convention (Broadcasting, June 22).
Phillip Alampi, secretary of agriculture for the state of New Jersey and
former president of NATRFD, is shown pointing to a list of sponsors of
the sales presentation. Pictured with Mr. Alampi are (1 to r) : Louis
Kennedy, Kenyon & Eckhardt; Raymond Jones, Young & Rubicam; Richard
Vorce, J. Walter Thompson, and Charley Slate, farm service director for
East Texas Network. On far right is Mai Hansen, former farm service
director for WOW-AM-TV Omaha, who addressed the audience of agency
personnel.
dren. The stations announced that
they would give a phonograph record
for each plastic bag handed in to the
studios. WJBW had the cooperation
of record companies in its campaign.
WTIX had disc donations from other
Storz stations and local record distributors. Both stations gave away
many thousand records in return for
plastic bags.
• Drumbeats
• An estimated 20,000 postcards from
listeners were received in the first three
days of a $100,000 sweepstakes by
WABC New York. Planned initially to
run for a 13-week period, the giveaway
is called the "7-7-0 Sweepstakes." A
total of 770 (the station's number of
kilocycles) prizes are being given
away in drawings every hour of the
broadcast day. Announcements urge
listeners to write their names and addresses on postcards, along with any
number from 1 to 770. Those whose
names are drawn are asked to phone
a special exchange to identify the voice
of a famous personality. Correct
guesses valued from $25 to $4,000.
90 (FANFARE)

• WKMH Detroit-Dearborn (key station of the Knorr Broadcasting Co.)
announced its affiliation with CBS with
one of the "largest" outdoor display
campaigns ever conducted by the Transportation Advertising Co. Besides car
cards inside hundreds of buses and the
usual outdoor displays, the fronts of
buses were used for the first time in
Detroit's history, reports WKMH.
• WANE-TV Fort Wayne, Ind., placed
large tv Game of the Week schedules
in 200 local barbershops. To get the
strategic exposure, WANE-TV first
presented barbers with gift packs of
Falstaff beer (sponsor of the Saturday
and Sunday games), and products of
other WANE-TV advertisers. Ticketsize game schedules were left for customers.
• Six months from Christmas day
KADY St. Charles, Mo., programmed
90 minutes of Yule music on its Songs
'til Sundown. The announcer wished all
a Merry Christmas and promised a box
of Christmas candy to the first three
listeners to telephone a return greeting. KADY got 26 replies in 15
minutes.

Muskegon, Mich., has reformat ed its8-p.m.-midnight period for
an adult audience with Studio 85 (850
kc). Music is interrupted only for news
on the hour and for commercials before and after each 25-minute segment.
These are limited to 45 seconds.
• To exploit a personal appearance by
Raymond Burr, star of Perry Mason
(CBS-TV, Sat., 7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT),
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., found
two Perry Masons among the local
audience. They were a father and son
from Martinsville, Va.
• The Police Academy Award feature
of KOMA Oklahoma City has attracted
a private investigation firm as sponsor.
The Commercial Bureau of Investigation, which operates in Oklahoma City
and Tulsa, has bought a saturation
schedule on the series of salutes to area
policemen.
• KSAY San Francisco has added instore merchandising announcements for
food advertisers. The service, by Sound
Advertising Co., San Francisco, is in
supermarkets. It offers background
music and a 35-word announcement
hourly for each advertiser.
• When WBZ Boston entertained visiting executives of Am Radio Sales
Representatives, guests were packed
into a paddy wagon for a policeescorted ride from studios to their
hotel. The station also showed the
delegation around town and gave a
party in their honor.
• The first annual Bald Head Beauty
Contest has been concluded by WRALTV Raleigh, N.C. Barbers submitted
pictures for the competition, with the
winner receiving a room air conditioner
and his barber a portable television set.
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TV

NETWORK

THE PROGRAMS,
SUNDAY

SHOWSHEET

THE SCHEDULES,

MORNING

10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Lamp Unto My Feet, sust.;
10:30-11 Look Up and Live, sust.
NBC-TV 10-11 No network service.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Eye on New York, sust., L;
11:30-12 Camera Three, sust., L.
NBC-TV 11-12 No network service.
SUNDAY

AFTERNOON

Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV Hopkins
12-12:30 Bishop
Pike, L.sust., L; 12:30-1
Johns
File, sust.,
CBS-TV 12-1 No network service.
NBC-TV 12-1 No network service.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1:30 College News Conference,
sust., L;1-21:30-2
No network
CBS-TV
No network
service.service.
NBC-TV 1-1:30 No network service; 1:30-1:45
Leo
Durocher's
League
Baseball).Warmup (preceding Major
2- 3 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-3 No network service.
CBS-TV 2-conclusion, Baseball Game of the
Week, part., L.
NBC-TV 2-conclusion, Pro Basketball, Bayuk,
Gen. Mills, L; 2-5 Major League Baseball
starts 4/12, Phillies Cigars (Yz network).
Anheuser-Busch (V2 regional), L.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC-TV
3-3:30 service.
Open Hearing, sust., L; 3:30-4
No network
CBS-TV 3-4 Baseball, cont.
NBC-TV 3-4 Baseball, cont.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TV 4-5 No network service.
CBS-TV 4-5 No network service.
NBC-TV 4-5 Baseball, cont.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5:30 Paul Winchell Show, Hartz
Mountain Products, General Mills, L; 5:30-6
Lone Ranger, Gen. Mills, Cracker Jack.
CBS-TV 5-5:30 The Last Word, sust., L; 5:30-6
Face the Nation, sust., L.
NBC-TV 5-6 No network service.
SUNDAY

EVENING

6- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-7 No network service: 7-7:30 You
Asked for It, Skippy Peanut Butter, F.
CBS-TV 6-6:30 Conquest, sust., L; 6:30-7
Twentieth Century, Prudential Life, F; 77 :30 Lassie, Campbell Soup, F.
NBC-TV 6-6:30 Meet the Press, sust., L; 6:30-7
Chet Huntley Reporting, sust., L; 7-7:30
Midwestern Hayride, co-op, T; starts 9/13,
7- 7:30 Riverboat, F.
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Maverick, Kaiser, Drackett, F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Thats My Boy, sust., F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8Corn
Suspicion,
sust.,F. F; (starts 9/13)
Riverboat,
Products,
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Mauerick, cont.; 8:30-9 Lawman, Reynolds Tobacco, Gen. Mills, F.
CBS-TV
8-9 Ed Kodak,
Sullivan L.Show, Mercury Cars
and Eastman
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Suspicion, cont.; 8:30-9 Pete
Kelley's
& Myers,
alt. weeks,
F;
(startsBlues,
9/13) Liggett
8-9 Sunday
Showcase,
part,
9-10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Colt .45, Procter & Gamble,
Ritchie,
sust., F. F; 9:30-10 Deadline for Action,
CBS-TV 9-9:30 GE Theatre, Gen. Electric, F;
9:80-10 Alfred Hitchcock, Bristol-Myers, F.
NBC-TV
rolet. 9-10 Summer Chevy Show, ChevBROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

THE SPONSORS

Published first issue in each quarter

10-11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30 Deadline for Action, cont.;
10:30-11 Meet McGraw, Alberto -Culver, F.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Richard Diamond, P. Lorillard,
F; 10:30-11
What's My Line, Kellogg,
Sunbeam,
L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Loretta Young Show, P&G,
F.; 10:30-11 No network service.
11-11:15 p.m.
ABC-TV 11-11:15 No network service.
CBS-TVhall alt.11-11:15
Sunday L.News Special, Whitewith Carter,
NBC-TV 11-11:15 No network service.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7-8 a.m.
ABC-TV 7-8 No network service.
CBS-TV 7-8 No network service.
NBC-TV 7-8 Today, Niagra Mfg. Co., Drug
Research Corp., Washington State Potatoes,
du Pont, Grove Labs. Savings & Loan Assn.,
Stokely Van Camp, Syntex Chemical Corp.,
Block Drug, MarPro Inc., Howard Johnson
Inc., L.
8-9 a.m.
ABC-TV 8-9 No network service.
CBS-TV 8-8:45 Captain Kangaroo, part., L;
8:45-9 CBS Morning News, sust., L.
NBC-TV 8-9 Today, cont.
9-10 a.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 No network service.
CBS-TV 9-10 No network service.
NBC-TV 9-10 Today, cont.
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 On the Go, sust., L; 10:30-11
Sam Levenson Show, Standard Brands, U.S.
Steel, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Dough Re Mi, Armour, Nabisco, starts 9/3, Congoleum Nairn, Brown
& Williamson, L; 10:30-11 Treasure Hunt,
Alberto-Culver, Armour, Heinz, Corn Products, P&G, Frigidaire, Sterling Drug, Gen.
Mills, Whitehall, Lever, L.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 I Love Lucy, Lever, Gen.
Foods, Gerber, Block Drugs, Scott, Dow
Chemical,Colgate,
Kodak,L. Toni, F; 11:30-12 Top
Dollar,
NBC-TV 11-11:30 The Price Is Right, AlbertoCulver, Ponds, Corn Products, Frigidaire,
Gen. Mills, Lever, Miles Labs, Standard
Brands, Sunshine, Sterling Drug, Whitehall,
Heinz, L; 11:30-12 Concentration, Armour,
Alberto-Culver,
Pond's,Whitehall,
Frigidaire,Bauer
Heinz,&
Lever, Miles, Nabisco,
Black, Nestle, Brown & Williamson, L.
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON,
EARLY EVENING AND LATE NIGHT
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TV 12-12:30 Across the Board, participating, L; 12:30-1 Pantomime Quiz, participatCBS-TVing, L. 12-12:30 Love of Life, American
Home Products, Block Drugs, Atlantis, Dow
Chemical, Lever, Gen. Mills, Toni, sust.;
12:30-12:45 Search for Tomorrow, P&G, L;
12:45-1 Guiding Light, P&G, L.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 Tic Tac Dough, Alberto-Culver, Pond's, Gen. Mills, Heinz, P&G, StandNetworks are listed alphabetically
with the following information: time,
program title in italics, followed by
sponsors or type of sponsorship. Abbreviations: sust., sustaining; part.,
participating; alt., alternate sponsor;
co-op, cooperative local sponsorships.
F, film; L, live. All times are NYT.

ard Brands, Brown & Williamson, Sunshine,
L.
L;
12:30-1 Brillo,
It Could
You, Alberto-Culver,
Armour,
CornBe Products,
Miles, P&G,
Standard Brands, Whitehall, Nestle, Nabisco,
1-2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-1:30 Music Bingo, part., L; 1:30-2
No network service.
CBS-TV 1-1:25 No network service; 1:25-1:30
Network Carnation,
News, sust.,P&G,
L; 1:30-2
As the World
Turns,
Pillsbury,
Swift,
Sterling
Drug,
Miles,
L.
NBC-TV 1-2 No network service.
2-3 p.m.
ABC-TV
2-2:30Show,
Day inpart.,
Court,
Gale Storm
F. part., L; 2:30-3
CBS-TV 2-2:30 For Better or Worse, Miles,
Gerber, Lever, Armstrong, and sust. seg2:30-3 Art
Linkletter's
Kellogg,ments, L;Lever,
Pillsbury,
Swift,Houseparty,
Standard
Brands,
Staley,L. Chicken O' the Sea,
Atlantis, Toni,
Carnation,
NBC-TV 2-2:30 Queen for a Day, starts 7/8,
Armour, Alberto-Culver, starts 9/3, CongoMiles, Nabisco,
Human leum,
Relations,
T. L; 2:30-3 Court of
3-4 p.m.
ABC-TV 3-3:30 Beat the Clock, participating,
L; 3:30-4 Who Do You Trust?, part., L.
CBS-TV 3-3:30 The Big Payoff, Colgate-Palmolive and sust., L; 3:30-4 The Verdict Is
Yours, American Home Products, Gen.
Mills, Toni, Swift, Atlantis, Standard Brands,
SC. Johnson, Carnation, Lever, Sterling
Drug,
NBC-TV Scott,
3-3:30 Hoover,
Young L.Dr. Malone, sust., L;
3:30-4 Split Personality, sust., L.
4- 5 p.m.
ABC-TVing, L. 4-5 American Bandstand, participatCBS-TV 4-4:15 The Brighter Day, P&G, L;
4:15-4:30 Secret Storm, American Home
Products, Gen. Mills, Scott, L; 4:30-5 Edge
of Night,Products,
P&G, Atlantis,
Milk, American
Home
Miles, Pet
Pillsbury,
Sterling
Drug and sust., L.
NBC-TV 4-4:30 Truth or Consequences, Alberto-Culver, Corn Products, Sterling Drug,
P&G, Standard Brands, Whitehall, starts
9/18, Pond's,
L; 4:30-5
County
Fair, Sterling
Frigidaire, Gen. Mills,
Heinz,
Lever,
Drug, Lipton, L.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC-TV 5-5 :30 American Bandstand, co-op,
L; 5:30-6 (Mon. Wed., Fri.) Mickey Mouse
Club,
participating,
F. (Tues. &F. Thurs.)
Adventure
Time, participating,
CBS-TV 5-6 No network service.
NBC-TV 5-6 No network service.
6-7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 6-7:15 No network service; 7:15-7:30
News, sust., L.
CBS-TV 6-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7
News, (Mon. & Thurs.), American Home
Products, (Tues.) Equitable alt. with du
Pont, (Wed.) Carter, (Fri.) Parliament alt.
with Florida Citrus, L; 7-7:15 No network
service; 7:15-7:30 News, (Mon. & Thurs.),
American Home Products, (Tues.) Equitable
alt. with du Pont, (Wed.) Carter, (Fri.)
Parliament alt. with Florida Citrus, L.
NBC-TV 6-7:30 No network service.
11:15 p.m.-l a.m.
ABC-TV 11:15-1 No network service.
CBS-TV 11:15-1 No network service.
NBC-TV 11:15-1 Jack Paar Show, AlbertoCulver, American
Marietta,Gen.O'Cedar,
tol-Myers, Hagen Chem.,
Foods, BrisPolk
Miller,
Adolph's
Meat
Tenderizer,
Lipton,
Philip Morris, Polaroid, Sandura, StockleyVan Camp, Studebaker-Packard, W. F.
Schrafft & Sons, Dow
Realemon-Puritan,
L. Chem., Kayser-Roth,
MONDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Poika Go-Round, sustaining, L.
CBS-TV Products,
7:30-8 Name
Home
L. That Tune, American
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Buckskin, F.

8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Polka-Go-Round, cont., L;
8:30-9 Bold Journey, Ralston Purina, F.
Brown & WilliamThe Texan,
CBS-TV 8-8:30
Lever, F; 8:30-9 Father Knows
alt. with Scott
Best, son,Lever,
Paper, F.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Restless Gun, P&G, Sterling
Marriage,
Love and
starts 9/21,Tales
Drug F; F;
of Wells Fargo
8:30-9
Noxema,
9/7 alt.
starts
Buick,
Tobacco,
American
P&G
with American Tobacco, F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Pantomime Quiz, sustaining,
L; 9:30-10F. Top Pro Golf, General Tire &
Rubber,
9-9:30 Frontier Justice, Gen. Foods,
CBS-TV
F9-30-10 Joseph Gotten Show, Gen. Foods,
F.
ers, F;
Gunn, Bristol-My
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Peterdyear
Theatre, Alcoa alt.
Alcoa/GooF.
9:30-10
with Goodyear,
10- 11 p.m.
Top Pro Golf, cont.; 10:30-11
10-10:30
ABC-TV
service.
network
No
10-11 Desilu Playhouse, Westinghouse,
CBS-TV
F.
Party, LorilNBC-TV 10-10:30 Arthur Murray
wo
tape; 10:30-11
uticals, 9/6,
lard, Pharmace
Steve Al10-11,
starts
service,
network
len, part, L.
TUESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7-30-8 Cheyenne, alt. with Sugarfoot,
J&J, Harold F. Ritchie, American Chicle,
F. in Action, sust., F.
R.J.
CBS-TV' Reynolds,
7:30-8 Stars
F; starts 9/15 LaraDragnet,
NBC-TVmie,7:30-8
sust., F.
8-9 p.m.
Sugarfoot, cont.;
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Cheyenne orMills,
P&G, F.
8:30-9 Wyatt Earp, Gen.
of Mystery, sust., F;
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Playhouse
Marlboro,
Carter,
Truth,
the
Tell
To
8- 30-9
L.
NBC-TV 8-8:30 Steve Canyon, sust., F; starts
9/15 Laramie, cont.; 8:30-9 Jimmy Rodgers
& Myers, L; starts 9/15 FibShow, Liggett
ber
Brands,& F.Molly, Singer alt. with Standard McGee
9- 10 p.m.
Labs, Ralston
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Rifleman, Miles
9:30-10 Naked City, Brown
P&G, , F;Whitehall
Purina,
& Williamson
Labs. F.
iPharmaceut
Peck's Bad Girl.Playhouse
CBS-TV 9-9:30
, S.C.
cals L; 9:30-10
Johnson,
Pet Milk,Spotlight
F.
F; starts
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Calif ornians, Colgate,
Party, P. Lorillard alt.
9/29 Arthur Murray 9:30-10
Bob Cummings
Sterling, L:
with
Show, Reynolds, Edison, F.
10- 11 p.m.
10-10:30 Alcoa Presents, Aluminum
ABC-TV
Co., F.
CBS-TV 10-11 Andy Williams Show, Revlon,
Kellogg, Pittsburgh Plate Glass, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 David Niven Show, Singer
alt.
ice. with Flit, F; 10:30-11 No network servWEDNESDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV 7:30-8 Music For a Summer Night,
sustaining, L.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Twilight Theatre, sust., L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Wagon Train, Ford National
Biscuit, Reynolds Tobacco, F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Music For a Summer Night,
cont.; 8:30-9 Ozzie & Harriet, Eastman
Kodak, Quaker Oats, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Keep Talking, Drug Research
Corp..
L; 8:30-9
Trackdoion,
Socony alt. with
American
Tobacco,
F.
NBC-TV Is8-8:30
Price
Right,Wagon
Lever,Train,
L. cont.; 8:30-9 The
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Donna Reed Show, Campbell
Soup, F; 9:30-10 Accused, sust., L.
CBS-TV 9-9:30 The Millionaire, Colgate, F;
9:30-10 I've Got a Secret, R.J. Reynolds, L.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Kraft Music Hall, Kraft, F;
starts 9/30, 9-10 Perry Como Show, Kraft,
L; 9:30-10 Bat Masterson, Kraft, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:45 Wednesday Night Fights,
92 (TV NETWORK SHOWSHEET)

SPECIALS ON NETWORK

TV

CBS-TV
Nothing scheduled thus far for the
quarter.
NBC-TV
August
16: 10-11of p.m.
The Ransom
Red Chief, Rexall.
Sept. 18: 8:30-9 p.m.
Coca-Cola, Coca-Cola
Sept.
8-9 p.m.
John20:Frankenheimer
Drama, RCA.
Sept.
27:
8-9
What Makesp.m.Sammy Run, Part 1,
sponsor to be announced.
Sept.
10-10:30Preview,
p.m. Prestone.
World29: Series
Miles Labs, Brown & Williamson, L; 10:45-11
No network service.
CBS-TV 10-11 U.S. Steel Hour, U.S. Steel, alt.
with Armstrong Circle Theatre, Armstrong
Cork, L.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 This Is Your Life, P&G, F,
10:30-11 No network service.
THURSDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV American Odyssey, F.
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Invisible Man, sust. F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Texas Rodeo, sust., L.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-8:30 Zorro, Seven-Up, A.C. Sparkplug, F; 8:30-9 The Real McCoys, P&G, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 December Bride, Gen. Foods,
F; 8:30-9 Yancy Derringer, S.C. Johnson,
alt. with P. Lorillard.
NBC-TV
8:30-9
Lawless 8-8:30
Years, Who
sust., Pays?,
F; startssust.,
9/10,L;Johnny
Staccato, Reynolds alt. with Bristol Myers,
F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Leaue it to Beaver, Miles,
Ralston,
lard, F. F. 9:30-10 Rough Riders, P. LorilCBS-TV 9-9:30 Zane Grey Theatre, S.C. Johnson, Gen. Foods, F; 9:30-10 Playhouse 90,
American Gas Assn., Kimberly-Clark, R.J.
Reynolds,
ault, F. All State Insurance, Ansco, RenNBC-TV 9-9:30 Bachelor Father, American
Tobacco,
alt. with
10 21 Beacon
Street,American
Ford, F. Home, F; 9:3010- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service
CBS-TV 10-11 Playhouse 90, cont.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 You Bet Your Life, Lever
alt. Lorillard,
with Toni, Sargent,
F; 10:30-11
P.
L. Masquerade Party,
FRIDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
F.ABC- TV 7:30-8 Rin Tin Tin, National Biscuit,
CBS-TV 7 :30-8 Rawhide, Parliament, Lever,
Pharmaceuticals, L.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 Northwest Passage, sust., F;
starts 9/11, People Are Funny, Greyhound,
F.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC-TV 8-9 Walt Disney Presents, Reynolds
Metals, Hudson Pulp & Paper, Hills Bros.,
Quaker Oats, F.
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Rawhide, cont; 8:30-9 I Love
Lucy, sust., Purex (7/24), F.
NBC-TV 8-9 Ellery Queen, sust., F; starts
9/11 8-8:30 Troubleshooter, Philip Morris, F;
starts
9/11 8:30-9
Specials, sponsors to be
announced,
L.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-9:30 Tombstone Territory, Philip
F.
Morris, Lipton,
9:30-10 77Carter,
SunsetRitchie,
Strip,
American
Chicle, F;Whitehall,
CBS-TV 9-9:30 Phil Silvers, Reynolds, Schick,
F; Lux Playhouse, Lever, F, alt. with Stripe
Playhouse, Lever, F.
NBC-TV 9-9:30 M-Squad, American Tobacco,
Bulova, F; starts 9/11, Specials, cont.; 9:3010 Colgate Western Theatre, Colgate-Palm-

startsElectric,
9/11 M-Squad,
Tobacco,olive, F;Gen.
Sterling, F. American
10-11 p.m. .
ABC-TV
10-10:30 service.
77 Sunset Strip, cont.; 10:3011 No network
CBS-TV 10-10:30 The Lineup, P&G, F; 10:30-11
Original Amateur Hour, Parmaceuticals, L.
NBC-TV 10-11 Caluacade Of Sports, Gillette,
Bayuk, L.
SATURDAY MORNING
10-11 a.m.
ABC-TV 10-11 No network service.
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Captain Kangaroo, sust., L;
10:30-11 Mighty Mouse, Gen. Foods alt. with
Colgate-Palmolive Inc., F.
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Howdy Doody, Continental
Baking,
»/2 weekly,
10:30-11
& Reddy,F.
Gen. Foods,
alt. withL; Mars
Inc.Ruff
& Borden,
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC-TV 11-12 No network service.
CBS-TV 11-11:30 Heckle and Jeckle, Gen.
Mills, sust., F; 11:30-12 Adventures of Robin
Hood, Colgate-Palmolive and sust., F.
NBC-TV 11-11:30 Fury, Gen. Foods alt. with
Borden,
alt. sust., F;F. 11:30-12 Circus Boy, Mars Inc.,
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC-TVcuit, L. 12-1 Uncle Al Shoiu, National BisCBS-TV 12-1 No network service.
NBC-TV 12-12:30 True Story, Sterling Drug.
Vz F; F.12:30-1 Detective's Diary, Sterling
Drug,
1- 2 p.m.
ABC-TV 1-2 No network service.
CBS-TV 1-2 No network service.
NBC-TVpreceding
1-2 (Leo Major
Durocher's
— 10
min.
LeagueWarmup
Baseball)
Major League Baseball (time varies). Phillies Cigars (Ys network), National Brewing
(/2 regional),
Anheuser-Busch
( V2 regional),
Genessee
Brewing
regional),
L.
2- 7:30 p.m.
ABC-TV 2-7:30 No network service.
CBS-TV 2 to conclusion. Baseball Game of the
Week, part., L; 5:30-6 Lone Ranger, Gen.
Mills, alt. sust., F; 6-7:30 No network service.
NBC-TV 2-7:30 No network service.
SATURDAY EVENING
7:30-8 p.m.
ABC-TV
7:30-8 L.Dick Clark Show, Beech-Nut,
Life Savers,
CBS-TV 7:30-8 Perry Mason, Colgate, Gulf.
Hamm, Philip Morris, Sterling Drug, F.
NBC-TV 7:30-8 People Are Funny, R.J. Reynolds alt. with Toni, F; starts 9/12. Bonanza, RCA, F.
8- 9 p.m.
L.
ABC-TV 8-9 Jubilee. U.S.A., Massey-Ferguson,
Williamson-Dickie, Hill Bros., Greyhound,
CBS-TV 8-8:30 Perry Mason, cont., F; 8:30-9
Wanted Dead or Alive, Brown & Williamson,
alt. with Bristol Myers, F.
NBC-TV 8-9 Perry Presents, RCA, Chemstrand, American Dairy Assoc., Kleenex,
Noxema, Sunbeam, L; starts 9/12, 8-8:30
Bonanza, cont.;
9/12, Reynolds,
8:30-9 Challenge,
Chemstrand
alt. starts
with R.J.
F.
9- 10 p.m.
ABC-TV 9-10 Dodge Dancing Party, Dodge, L.
CBS-TV
9-9:30
Lever,Whitehall,
F; 9:30-10F.
Have Gun,
Will Brenner,
Travel, Lever,
NBC-TV 9-9:30 Black Saddle, Colgate alt. with
Liggett & Myers, F; starts 9/12 The Deputy,
KelloggConsolidated
alt. with sust.,
F; 9:30-10
Cimarron
City,
Cigars,
Mennen,
Gulf
Oil, Flit, Bell & Howell, F.
10- 11 p.m.
ABC-TV 10-10:30
network
service. Big Picture, F; 10:30-11 No
CBS-TV 10-10:30 Gunsmoke. Liggett & Myers.
Remington
Schlitz,
F. Rand, F; 10:30-11 Markham,
NBC-TV 10-10:30 Cimarron City, cont.; 10:3011 D.A.'s
Man, BeLiggett
& Myers, F: startsL.
9/12,
It Could
You, Pharmaceuticals,
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RADIO

NETWORK

SUNDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC No network service.
CBS No network service.
MBS
7:05-7:30
America's
Top 7-7:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
7:30-7:35
News,
sust.;
7:35-8
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC No network service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible
Class; 8:30-9 Wings of Healing, Dr. Thomas
Wyatt.
CBS 8-8:15 World News Roundup, co-op;
8:15-9 No network service.
MBS
8:05-8:30
Top 8-8:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
8:30-8:35
News,America's
Arm &
Hammer,
part.;
8:35-9
America's
Top Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 8-8:05 News, sust.; 8:05-8:15 Great Choirs
of America, sust.; 8:15-8:30 Faith in Action,
sust.;
8:30-9 Bible Study Hour, Evangelical
Foundation.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:30 Oral Roberts, Oral Roberts Evangelistic Assn.; 9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy,
Voice of Prophecy Inc.
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:15 No
network service; 9:15-9:30 Entertainment
USA, sust.; 9:30-10 No network service.
MBS 9-9:30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing; formed
9:30-10Church.
Back To God, Christian ReNBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-9:15 World News
Roundup, co-op; 9:15-9:30 Art of Living,
sust.; 9:30-10 Voice of Prophecy, Voice of
Prophecy Inc., split network with Bible
Study Hour,
Evangelical Foundation, on remainder of network.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC 10-10:05 Weekend News, Hudson Vitamin; 10:05-10:30 Message of Israel, sust.;
10:30-10:55 Negro College Choirs, sust.;
10:55-11 Weekend News, Hudson Vitamin.
CBS network
10-10:05 service.
CBS News, Chevrolet; 10:05-11
No
MBS 10-10:30 Radio Bible Class, Radio Bible
Class; 10:30-11
Prophecy
Inc. Voice of Prophecy, Voice of
NBC 10-10:05 News, sust.; 10:05-10:30 National Radio Pulpit, sust.; 10:30-11 Monitor,
part. (10:30-11
split network
with and
Voice
Prophecy
on portion
of network
Bibleof
Study Hour on remainder).
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC 11-11:30 No network service; 11:30-11:55
Christian
In Action,
sust.; 11:55-12 Weekend
News, Hudson
Vitamin.
CBS 11-11:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 11:0511:30 No network service; 11:30-12 Salt Lake
City Tabernacle Choir, sust.
MBS 11-11:15 Frank and Ernest, Dawn Bible
Students Association; 11:15-11:30 How Christian Science Heals, First Church of Christ,
Scientist; 11:30-11:35 News, Gen. Motors for
Chevroletco-op.
and part.; 11:35-12 America's Top
Tunes,
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part. (11:30-12 split network with Voice of Prophecy on portion of
network and Bible Study on remainder).
SUNDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:30 No network service; 12:30-12:45
Paul Harvey News, Bankers Life; 12:45-12:55
Sunday
IVcios sustMelodies, sust.; 12:55-1 Weekend
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, co-op; 12:05-12:15
Report From Europe, sust.; 12:15-12:30
Howard K. Smith, sust.; 12:30-1 No network
service.
MBS 12-12:05 News, co-op; 12:05-12:30 AmerTunes, Quaker
co-op; State
12:30-12:35
Sports,
Frankieica's TopFrisch,
Oil Refining,
Arm
&
Hammer;
12:35-12:45
America's
Top
Tunes, co-op; 12:45-1 How Christian Science
Heals, First Church of Christ, Scientist.
NBC 12-12:30 Monitor, part.; 12:30-1 The
Eternal Light, sust. (split network with
Voice of Prophecy on certain stations).
AMPEX All professional recorders
readily available in stock-including
300's & 350's. SHIP ANYV/HERE IN U.S.A.
DIRECT TO YOU AT FACTORY PRICES

SHOWSHEET
1- 2 p.m.
ABC 1-1:15 Voice of NAM; 1:15-1:30 As We
See
sust.; 1:30-1:55
Pilgrimage, sust.;
1:55-2 It,Weekend
News.
CBS 1-1:05
CBS
News,
co-op;
1:05-2 No network service.
MBS 1-1:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelical Assoc.; 1:30-2 Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran
League.1:30-2 The LutherNBC 1-1:30 Laymen's
Monitor, part.;
an
Hour,
Lutheran
Laymen's League (split
network
tions). with Eternal Light on certain sta-

2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-2:25 Moods in Melody; 2:25-2:30 Weekend News;
2:30-3 Herald of Truth, Highland
Church
of Christ.
CBS 2-2:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 2:05-2:30
Treasury
service. of Stars, sust.; 2:30-3 No network
MBS 2-2:30 Warm-up and Game of the Day;
2:30-3 News, Arm & Hammer and part.
NBC lic2-2:30
Monitor, part.; 2:30-3 The CathoHour, sust.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-3:05 Weekend News; 3:05-3:10 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 3:10-3:30 Sammy Kaye
Serenade, sust.; 3:30-4 Hour of Decision,
Billy Graham Evangelistic Assn.
CBS 3-3:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 3:05-3:10
News
service. Analysis, Delco; 3:10-4 No network
MBS
News, part.
co-op; 3:30-4 News, sust.
NBC 3-3:30
3-4 Monitor,
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:30 Old Fashioned Revival Hour,
Gospel
Broadcasting
Co.; 4:30-5 Radio Bible
Class, Radio
Bible Class.
CBS 4-4:05
CBS
News,
co-op; 4:05-5 No network service.
MBS 4-4:30 News, co-op; 4:30-4:35 News, General Motors for Chevrolet and part.; 4:35-5
America's
Top Tunes,
NBC 4-5 Monitor,
part. co-op.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30 Dr. Bob Pierce, World Vision Inc.;
5:30-6 No network service.
CBS 5-5:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 5:05-5:30
Yours Truly, Johnny Dollar, part.; 5:30-5:55
Suspense, part.; 5:55-6 News Analysis, Delco.
MBS
5-5:05 co-op;
News, co-op;
5:05-5:30
Roundup,
5:30-5:35
Sports,Reporters'
Frankie
Frisch, Quaker State Oil Refining; 5:35-6
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 5-6 Monitor, part.

BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless

TOWERS

Tom Barnes, General Manager
WDAY,
FARGO. NORTH

Inc
DAKOTA

SUNDAY EVENING
6- 7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:15 Monday Morning Headlines;
6:15-6:30 Erwin Canham News; 6:30-6:45
Virgil Pinkley News; 6:45-7 George Sokolsky, sust.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 6:05-6:30
Have
sTtxorZQ Gun,
psrt Will Travel, part.; 6:30-7 GunMBS 6-6:15 Walter Winchell, sust.; 6:15-6:30
America's Motors
Top Tunes,
co-op; 6:35-7
6:30-6:35
News,of
General
and part.;
Herald
Truth, Highland Church of Christ.
NBC 6-6:15
Monitor,
part.; Mutual
6:15-6:30of Omaha;
On The
Line
With Bob
Considine,
6:30-6:32
Monitor,
part.;
6:32-7
Meet
the
Press, sust.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 7:057:15 White House Report, sust.; 7:15-7:30
Overseas Assignment, sust.; 7:30-7:35 Weekend News, sust.; 7:35-7:55 No network service; 7:55-8 Weekend News.
CBS 7-7:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 7:05-7:10
News Analysis, Delco; 7:10-7:55 Mitch Miller
Show, part.; 7:55-8 News Analysis, Delco.
MBS 7-7 :30 Wings of Healing, Wings of Healing; 7:30-7:35 News, Arm & Hammer and
part.;
Reporters'
NBC 7-87:35-8
Monitor,
part. Roundup, co-op.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:30 Eleventh Hour Call, Davidian
Church of Seventh Day Adventist; 8:30-8:35
Speaking of Sports, sust.; 8:35-8:55 Freedom
Sings, sust.; 8:55-9 Weekend News.
CBS 8-8:15service.
World Tonight, co-op; 8:15-9 No
network
MBS 8-8:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelical Assoc.; 8:30-9 Lutheran Hour,
Lutheran
Laymen'spart.
League.
NBC 8-9 Monitor,
9- 10 p.m.
ABC 9-9:05 Speaking of Sports, sust.; 9:059:30 Startime U.S.A., sust.; 9:30-9:55 College
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Julius Hetland, Chief Engineer
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,
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News
News. Conference, sust.; 9:55-10 Weekend
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 No
network service; 9:30-10 Face the Nation,
sust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 Science is
My Beat,
sust.;State
9:30-9:35
Sports,andFrankie
Frisch,
Quaker
Oil Refining,
part.;
9:35-10 UN News Around the World.
NBC 9-10 Monitor, part.
10-11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:30 No network service; 10:30-11
Revival Time, Assemblies of God.
CBS 10-10:05
CBS News, co-op; 10:05-11 No
network
service.
MBS 10-10:30 Marian Theatre, sust.; 10:3010:35
John John
T. Flynn,
America's
Future
10:35-10:45
T. Flynn,
co-op; 10:45-11
Music Beyond The Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:30 Hour of Decision, Billy Graham
Evangelistic Assn. (split network with Monitor, part.,toon God
remainder
of network);
10:3011 Back
Hour, Christian
Reformed
Church.
11 p.m. -Midnight
ABC 11-11:05 Weekend News, sust.; 11:0511:55 No
News,
sust. network service; 11:55-12 Late
CBS 11-12 No network service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, sust.; 11:05-11:30 Music
Beyond The Stars, co-op; 11:30-11:35 News,
Quaker State Oil Refining and part.; 11:3512 Music
Beyond
NBC
Monitor,
part. the Stars, co-op.
MONDAY-FRIDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC 7-8 No network service.
CBS 7-7:05 Rusty Draper Show, R. J. Reynolds; 7:85-7:45 No network service; 7:45-7:50
Ned Calmer News; 7:50-7:55 No network
service; 7:55-8 CBS News, R. J. Reynolds.
MBS
7-7:05
7:05-7:30
America's
Top Stern,
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
7:30-7:35
Sportsreel
With
Bill
American
Machinery
& Foundry
and part.; 7:35-7:45 No network service;
7:45-8
Top service.
Tunes, co-op.
NBC 7-8America's
No network
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:15 News Around the World, ColgatePalmolive; 8:15-8:55 No network service;
8:55-9
— News, Bankers Life &
CasualtyPaulCo. Harvey
of Chicago.
CBS 8-8:15 CBS Radio World News Roundup,
co-op; 8:15-9 No network service.
MBS
8-8:05
8:05-8:30
America's
Top Stern,
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
8:30-8:35
Sportsreel
With
Bill
American
Machinery
& Foundry
and part.; 8:35-8:45 No network service;
8:45-9
Top service.
Tunes, co-op.
NBC 8-9America's
No network
9- 10 a.m.
ABC Breakfast Club, Kretschmer, Clairol,
KVP, Renuzit, Magla Products, Musselman,
Staley, Parker
Hudson Pen,
Vitamin,
Ex-Lax,
Ages,
Perkins
Div. Rock
of Gen.of
Foods, Landers & Clark, American Home
Products,
Syn-Tex., Scholl, Grosset & Dunlap.
CBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-10 Arthur
Godfrey Time with Robert Q Lewis, part.
MBS 9-9:15 Robert F. Hurleigh, co-op; 9:159:30 America's
Top Tunes,
co-op; part.
9:30-9:35
News,
Carter, with
Gen. Foods,
alt.
weeks;
9:35-10
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 9-9:05 News, part.; 9:05-9:30 No network
service; 9:30-9:45 World News Roundup,
co-op; 9:45-10 No network service.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC 10-10:10 The Peter & Mary Show, Staley;
10:10-10:25 No network service; 10:25-10:30
Commentary; 10:30-10:55 No network service; 10:55-11 Late News.
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News, part- 10:05-10:30
Houseparty,
Show, part. part.; 10:30-11 Galen Drake
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Coffee
Break, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News (Mon.)
Handy Andy, (Wed.) Jingle Bell, (Fri.)
Finer Dinner Parakeet, (Wed., Thurs.)
alt. weeks, Gen. Foods; 10:35-10:40 Sportsreel with Bill Stern, sust.; 10:40-10:45
America's
Tunes,
10:45-10:50
Assignment Top
People,
co-op;co-op;
10:50-10:55
Fred
Robbins — Assignment Hollywood, co-op;
10:55-11 Boris Karloff Presents, co-op.
NBC 10-10:05
Story,
part. News, part.; 10:05-11 My True
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC 11-11:25 No network service; 11:25-11:30
Commentary; 11:30-11:55 No network service; 11:55-12 Late News, sust.
CBS 11-11:05
CBS News, part.; 11:05-12 No
network
service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 AmerTop Tunes,
11:30-11:35
(Wad.,ica'sThurs.,
Fri.co-op;
alt. weeks)
Gen. News,
Foods
and Ex-Lax, part.; 11:35-12 Coffee Break,
co-op.
94 (RADIO NETWORK SHOWSHEET)

NBC dio11-11:05
News, part.; 11:05-12 NBC RaTheatre, part.
MONDAY-FRIDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:15 Paul Harvey, co-op; 12:15-12:20
No network service; 12:20-12:55 No network
service; 12:55-1 Late News, sust.
CBS 12-12:05 CBS News, co-op; 12:05-12:10
Rusty Draper Show; 12:10-12:30 No network
service;
1 Couple 12:30-12:45
Next Door,Helen
part. Trent, part.; 12:45MBS 12-12:15 News & Farm Report— Claude
Mahoney, co-op; 12:15-12:30 The Answer
Man, co-op; 12:30-12:35 News, (Wed., Thurs.,
Fri.) alt.
with Gen. Foods; 12:35-1 No network service.
NBC
12-12:05
News, part.; 12:05-1 No network
service.
1- 2 p.m.
ABC
ffetos.1-1:55 No network service; 1:55-2 Late
CBS 1-1:05 CBS News, co-op; 1:05-1:15
Whispering Streets, part.; 1:15-1:30 Ma
Perkins, part.; 1:30-1:45 Young Dr. Malone,
part.; 1:45-2 Second Mrs. Burton, part.
MBS 1-1:15 Cedric Foster, co-op; 1:15-1:30
Top Tunes,
co-op;
—America's
Gabriel Heatter
(Tues.
and 1:30-1:35
Thurs.), News
Hudson Vitamins and part.; (Mon., Wed., Fri.),
Carter;
1:35-2
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 1-1:05 News, part.; 1:05-2 No network
service.
2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-2:30 No network service; 2:30-2:55
Eydie Gorme, Dr. Pepper; 2:55-3 Late News,
sust.
CBS 2-2:05 CBS News, part.; 2:05-2:15 Right
to Happiness, part; 2:15-2:30 Pat Buttram,
Wrigley; 2:30-3 No network service.
MBS 2-2:05
2:05-2:30
America's
Top
Tunes,News,
co-op;co-op;
2:30-2:35
News,
(Wed.,
Thurs., Fri., alt. weeks), Gen. Foods; 2:352:50 America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op;
2
to
clusion, Warm-up, Game of The Day. conNBC
2-2:05
Time, part. News, sust.; 2:05-3 It's Network
3- 4 p.m.
ABC 3-3:25 No network service; 3:25-3:30
ABC Commentary; 3:30-3:55 No network
service; 3:55-4 Late News, sust.
CBS 3-3:05
CBS News, part.; 3:05-4 No network service.
MBS 3-3:30 News, co-op; 3:30-4 News, sust.
NBC
Time,3-3:05
part. News, sust.; 3:05-4 It's Network
4- 5 p.m.
ABC 4-4:25 No network service; 4:25-4:30
Commentary, 4:30-5 No network service.
CBS 4-4:05 CBS News, co-op; 4:05-4:30 No
network service; 4:30-5 (Mon.) Invitation
To Learning, sust.; (Wed.) Church of the
Air, sust.; (Thurs.) Capitol Cloakroom, sust.;
(Fri.) The Leading Question, sust.
MBS 4-4:30 News, co-op; 4:30-4:35 News,
(Tues. -Fri.), Rid-X; 4:35-5 No network
service.
NBC 4-4:05 News, part.; 4:05-5 No network
service.
5- 6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:25 No network service; 5:25-5:30
Commentary, 5:30-5:55 No network service;
5:55-6 Late News, sust.
CBS 5-5:05
CBS News, co-op; 5:05-6 No network service.
MBS
5-5:05
co-op;
5:05-5:30News
America's
Top Tunes,News,
co-op;
5:30-5:35
Gen.
Motors and part.; 5:35-5:45 No network
service; 5:45-6 America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 5-5:05 News, part.; 5:05-5:30 No network
service; 5:30-5:35 Daily Business Trends,
local
service. station part.; 5:35-6 No network
MONDAY-FRIDAY EVENING
6-7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:15 No network service; 6:15-6:30
Quincy Howe, co-op; 6:30-6:40 John Daly,
Cadillac; 6:40-6:45 Paul Harvey, Midas, R. J.
Reynolds; 6:45-6:50 Late Sports, sust.; 6:506:55
Fri.)NoEydie
Gorme—
Dr.
Pepper(Mon.,
(Tue. Wed.,
& Thur.)
network
service.
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, co-op; 6:05-6:10 News
Analysis; 6:10-6:45 No network service;
6:45-6:55 Lowell Thomas, Delco; 6:55-7 Sports
Time, R. J. Reynolds, Stewart-Warner.
MBS 6-6:05 News, Gabriel Heatter, co-op;
6:05-6:30
(Mon.
-Thur.)
Top
Tunes, co-op;
(Fri.)
The BigAmerica's
Decision, sust.;
6:30-6:35 News, Carter Products and part.;
6:35-6:45 No network service; 6:45-7 America's Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 6-6:056:45-7
News, Tfiree
part.; Star
6:05-6:45
No Sun
network
service;
Extra,
Oil,
co-op & sust.

7-8 p.m.
ABC 7-7:15 Edward P. Morgan, AFL-CIO;
7:15-7:55 No network service; 7:55-8 Late
News.
CBS 7-7:05 Business News, Oldsmobile; 7:057:30 Amos
Andy Music
part.; Andy
7:307:35
News 'n'Analysis,
part.;Hall,
7:35-7:40
Griffith
Show,
part.;
7:40-7:45
Burns
and
Allen Show, part.; 7:45-8 Bob & Ray, part.
MBS 7-7:30 Fulton Lewis, Jr., co-op; 7:307:35 News — Gabriel Heatter, Sinclair, (Mon.,
Wed., Fri.). Ex-Lax, (Tue., Thur.), AT&T.;
7:35-8 (Mon.) Northwestern Reviewing
Stand, sust.; (Tue.) The Army Hour, sust.;
(Wed.) Family Theatre, sust.; (Thurs.) By
the People, sust.; (Fri.) Lombardoland,
sust.
NBC 7-7:05 News, part.; 7:05-7:15 No network
service;
7:15-7:30
on part.
the Go, co-op;
7:30-8 News
of theMan
World,
8-9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:25 No network service 8:25-8:30
Commentary,
8:30-8:55
8:55-9
Late News,
sust. No network service;
CBS 8-8:15 World Tonight, co-op; 8:15-8:30
Dance Orchestra,
sust.; 8:30-9 Dance Orchestra sust.
MBS
8-8:05
News,
co-op;
8:05-8:30
The World
Today, Hudson Vitamins,
(Mon.,
Wed.,
Thur.), Quaker State Oil Refining; (Mon.,
Wed.,
Fri.,)
Sea
Breeze
and
part.;
8:30-8:35
Bill Stern (Fri.) Gen. Motors and part.;
8:35-9 Capital Assignment, co-op.
NBC 8-8:05 News, part.; 8:05-8:30 (Mon.)
You Bet Your Life, part.; (Tue.) Monitor
Summertime, part.; (Wed.) People Are
Funny, part.; (Thur.) Monitor Summertime,
part.; (Fri.) Monitor Summertime, part.;
8:30-9 (Mon. -Fri.) Monitor Summertime,
9-10 p.m.
part.
ABC 9-9:25 (Tue. & Thur.) Project Tomorrow, sust.; 9:25-9:55 No network service;
(Mon.,ice; 9:55-10
Wed.,People
Fri.) 9-9:55
network
in the NoNews,
sust. servCBS 9-9:05 CBS News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 Dance
Orchestra,
sust.; 9:30-10 Dance Orchestra,
sust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:15 UN Radio
Review, sust.; 9:15-9:30 Music Beyond the
Stars, co-op; 9:30-9:35 News, (Fri.) Gen.
Motors
and part.; 9:35-10 Music Beyond the
Stars, co-op.
NBC 9-9:05 News, part.; 9:05-10 Monitor
Summertime, part.; (Fri.) 9-9:05 News, part.;
9:05-9:55
Summertime, part.; 9:5510 News, Monitor
part.
10-11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:05 John W. Vandercook, AFL-CIO;
10:05-10:30 No network service; 10:30-10:55
sust.
No network service; 10:55-11 Late News,
CBS 10-10:05 CBS News, co-op; 10:05-10:30
Amos
'n' Andy
OTCh&StTCL
SUSt (Pacific only); 10:30-11 Dance
MBS
10-lo':05
News, co-op;
co-op; 10:05-10:30
Beyond
the Stars,
10:30-10:35 Music
News
(Fri.) Arm & Hammer, Gen. Motors; 10:3511 Music Beyond the Stars, co-op.
NBC 10-10:05 (Mon. -Thur.) News, part.;
10:05-10:30
(Mon.)
International
Bandstand,
sust.;
(Tue.)
Treasury
of Music,
sust.;
(Wed.) Public Affairs Series, sust.; (Thur.)
Treasury
of
Music,
sust.;
10:30-11:00
(Mon.Thur.) News of the World (repeat), part.;
10-10:30 (Fri.) Boxing, Gillette; 10:30-11
(Fri.) Sports Highlights, part.
11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC
No network service; 11:55-12
Late 11-11:55
News, sust.
CBS
11-11:05
CBS
network service. News, co-op; 11:05-12 No
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 Music
Beyond the Stars, co-op; 11:30- 11:35 News,
(Fri.) Quaker State Oil; 11:35-12 No network
service.
NBC 11-11:05
work service. News, part., 11:05-12 No netSATURDAY MORNING
7- 8 a.m.
ABC No network service.
CBS No network service.
MBS
7:05-7:30
Top 7-7:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
7:30-7:35
News, America's
Winston,
Arm
Hammer; 7:35-8 America's Top
Tunes, &co-op.
NBC 7-8 No network service.
8- 9 a.m.
ABC 8-8:15 News Around the World, sust.;
8:15-8:30 No network service; 8:30-8:55 No
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network service 8:55-9 Weekend News.
CBS 8-8:15
World service.
News Roundup, co-op;
8:15-9
No network
MBS
8:05-8:30
Top 8-8:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
8:30-8:35
News, America's
Winston,
Arm
&
Hammer;
8:35-9
America's Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 8-9 No network service.
9- 10 a.m.
ABC 9-9:55
end News. No network service 9:55-10 WeekCBS 9-9:05 CBS News, Co-op; 9:05-9:15 No
network service; 9:15-9:30 Man Around the
House, sust.; 9:30-9:45 UN on The Record,
sust.; 9:45-10 No network service.
MBS
9:05-9:30
Top 9-9:05
Tunes, News,
co-op; co-op;
9:30-9:35
News, America's
Winston,
Arm
&
Hammer,
Ex-Lax;
9:35-10
America's
Top Tunes, co-op.
NBC 9-9:05 News, sust.; 9:05-9:10 Monitor,
part.
10- 11 a.m.
ABC 10-10:30 Story Princess; 10:30-10:55 No
network service; 10:55-11 Weekend News.
CBS network
10-10:05 service.
CBS News, Chevrolet; 10:05-11
No
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 America's Top Tunes, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News,
Arm
Hammer; 10:35-11 America's Top
Tunes, & co-op.
NBC 10-11 Monitor, part.
11 a.m.-Noon
ABC
11-11:55
network service; 11:55-12
Weekend
News,No Ex-Lax.
CBS 11-11:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 11:0511:30 No network service; 11:30-12 Steve
Lawrence Show, sust.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:30 AmerTop Tunes, and
co-op;
News,
Arm &ica'sHammer
part.;11:30-11:35
11:35-12 America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Noon-1 p.m.
ABC 12-12:25 No network service; 12:25-12:30
News, sust.; 12:30-12:55 American Farmer,
sust.; 12:55-1
Weekend News, R. J. Reynolds
Hudson
Vitamin.
CBS
12-12:05
CBS News, co-op; 12:05-1 No
service.
network
MBS 12-12:05 News; 12:05-12:30 Wfieel of
Chance, co-op; 12:30-12:35 Sports, Frankie
Frisch, Quaker State Oil, Winston; 12:35-1
Wheel of Chance, co-op.
NBC 12-12:25 National Farm and Home Hour,
Allis-Chalmers (limited network
only with
remainder of stations available sustaining;
split
with Monitor, part.)- 12 2512:30 network
Alex Dreier,
Morton Salt; 12:30-12
Red Foley, Hess & Clark (limited network45
only,
split
with
Monitor,
part.); 12 45-1
Monitor, part.
1- 2 p.m.
AB™
Hi05 Reynolds
Speaking Ranch
of Sports, sust.; 1:051:30 Andy
Boys, sust.- 1301:55 end
Shake
News. the Maracas, sust.; 1:55-2 WeekCBS 1-1:05 CBS
co-op; 1:05-1:30 No
network service; News,
1:30-2
S. Marine Band, '
sustU..
MBS 1-1:05 News, co-op; 1:05-1:15 America's
Top Tunes, co-op; 1:30-1:35 News, Winston,
Arm & Hammer,
Gen. Motors; 1:35-1-50
America's
Top Game
Tunes,of co-op; 1 ^-conclusion,
Warm-Up,
O/2) Quaker State Oil. The Day, Wrap-Up
NBC 1-1:45 Monitor, part, (also repeats Farm
& Home, 1-1:25; Dreier, 1:25-1:30, and Red
Foley, 1:30-1:45) 1:45-2
Monitor, part
2- 3 p.m.
ABC 2-2:25 Matinee, sust.; 2:55-3 Weekend
"f""''^
lds- American
CBS 2-2:05KJ>,Sl7n°
CBS News,
Chevrolet; Home.
2:05-3 No
network
service.
MBS 2-2:30andNews,
part.co-op; 2:30-3 News, Arm &
Hammer
NBC 2-3 Monitor, part.
3- 4 p.m.
ABC
News.3-3:55 Matinee, sust.; 3:55-4 Weekend
CBS
3-3:05service.
CBS News, Chevrolet; 3:05-4 No
network
Mfr
NBC 3T~3*:3™Ne]"s>
3-4 Monitor, c°-°p:
part. 3:30-4 News, sust.
4- 5 p.m.
ATeLs4~4:55 Matinee, sust.; 4:55-5 Weekend
CBS 4-4work:05service.
CBS News, co-op; 4:05-5 No netMBS 4-4:30 News, co-op; 4:30-4:35 Neios,
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co-op. Motors; 4:35-5 America's Top Tunes,
Gen.
NBC 4-5 Monitor, part.
5-6 p.m.
ABC 5-5:30 No network service; 5:30-5:35
Speaking
of Sports,
5:35-5:55
work service;
5:55-6 sust.;
Weekend
News.No netCBS 5-5:05
CBS
News,
co-ops;
5:05-6
No network service.
MBS
News,
co-op; 5:05-5:30
America's
Top 5-5:05
Tunes,
co-op;
Sports
Frankie
Frisch,
Quaker
State5:30-5:35
Oil, Arm
& —Hammer;
5:35-6
America's
Top
Tunes,
co-op.
NBC 5-6 Monitor, part.

MBS 8-8:05 News, co-op; 8:05-8:30 BandU.S.A., Quaker
co-op; 8:30-8:35
Frankie stand,
Frisch,
State Oil, Sports—
Arm &
Hammer, Gen. Motors. 8:35-9 Bandstand,
U.SJi..,
NBC
8-9 co-op.
Monitor, part.

SATURDAY EVENING
6- 7 p.m.
ABC 6-6:30 Navy Hour, sust.; 6:30-6:35 Speaking of Sports,
sust.; 6:35-6:55
service;
6:55-7 Weekend
News. No network
CBS 6-6:05 CBS News, co-op; 6:05-6:30 Lenny
Herman Orch., sust.; 6:30-6:55 Saturday at
the Chase, sust.; 6:55-7 Sports Time, R.J.
Reynolds, Stewart-Warner.
MBS
6:05-6:15TheAmerica's
Top 6-6:05
Tunes, News,
co-op;co-op;
6:15-6:30
Search,
sust.; 6:30-6:35 News, Arm & Hammer and
part.;
6:35-7
Bill
Stern's
Sports
Beat.
NBC 6-7 Monitor, part.
7- 8 p.m.
ABC 7-7 :30 Frankie Avalon Show, Pfizer
Labs; 7:30-7:35 Speaking of Sports, sust.;
7:35-7:35
end News.No network service; 7:55-8 WeekCBS 7-7:05 CBS News, Chevrolet; 7:05-7:10
News
service. Analysis, Delco; 7:10-8 No network
MBS 7-7:05 News, co-op; 7:05-7:30 Hawaii
Calls, sust.; 7:30-8 Word of Life Hour, Word
of Life.
NBC 7-8 Monitor, part.
8- 9 p.m.
ABC 8-8:30 Vincent Lopez Show, sust.; 8:308:55
News. No network service; 8:55-9 Weekend
CBS 8-8:15 World Tonight, co-op; 8:15-8:30
No network service; 8:30-9 World Music
Festivals, sust.

10- 11 p.m.
ABC 10-10:30 No network service; 10:30-10:35
Speaking service;
of Sports,
sust.;Weekend
10:35-10:55News.
No
network
10:55-11
CBS
10-10:05
CBS
News,
co-op;
10:05-11
No
network service.
MBS 10-10:05 News, co-op; 10:05-10:30 Music
Beyond the Stars, co-op; 10:30-10:35 News,
Gen.
ArmStars,
& co-op.
Hammer; 10:35-11
Music Motors,
Beyond the
NBC 10-10:30 Monitor, part; 10:30-11 Grand
Ole Opry, R.J. Reynolds; (limited network
only, remainder
sustaining
basis). of stations available on

9- 10 p.m.
ABC
Lawrence
Army sust.
Show,
sust.;9-9:25
9:25-9:30
SpeakingWelk's
of Sports,
CBS 9-10 World Music Festivals, sust.
MBS 9-9:05 News, co-op; 9:05-9:30 Bandstand,
U.S.A., co-op;
9:30-9:35
News,co-op.
Gen. Motors;
9:35-10
U.S.A.,
NBC
9-10Bandstand,
Monitor, part.

11 p.m.-Midnight
ABC
11-11:55
network service; 11:55-12
Weekend
News,No sust.
CBS 11-12 No network service.
MBS 11-11:05 News, co-op; 11:05-11:35 Music
Beyondwork the
service.Stars, co-op; 11:35-12 No netNBC 11-12 Monitor, part.
MIDNIGHT- 1 A.M.
Midnight- 1
ABC 12-1 No
CBS 12-1 No
MBS 12-1 No
NBC 12-12:05
service.

a.m.
network service.
network service.
network service.
Neios, sust.; 12:05-1 No network

It works like a charm to say presto— the first name in instantaneous recording
discs. Only presto makes the famous presto master, the ultimate in flawless,
fleck-less disc-recording surfaces. Only presto, alone among all manufacturers,
handles every intricate step in the manufacture of its discs. Why use a disc that
isn't PRESTO-perfect?
bogen-presto CO., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Since 1934 the ivorld's most carefully made recording discs and equipment.
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RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

June 18 through June 24. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w — aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, kw quency,
— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day.
N
—
night.
LS
—
local
sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special tional.
temporary
authorization. * — educaAnn. — Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
*Carbondale, 111. — Board of Trustees of
Southern Illinois U. vhf. ch. 8 (180-186 mc);
ERP 316 kw vis., 158 kw aur.; ant. height
above average terrain 865 ft., above ground
900 ft. Estimated construction cost $703,800,
first year operating cost $225,000. P.O. address Carbondale, 111. Studio location Carbondale. Trans, location Tamaroa, 111. GeographicLong.
coordinatesTrans-ant.
38° 06' 15" N. Lat.,Legal
89°
14' 37" Krieger
W.
counsel
and Jorgensen. RCA.
Consulting
engineer George P. Adair. Ann. June 25.
Louisville, Ky. — Kentuckiana Television
Inc. uhf ch. 51 (692-698 mc); ERP 14.4 kw
vis., 7.6 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain location
251.2 ft., 903
above
ground Rd.,
336 Louisville.
ft. Studiotrans,
E. River
Geographic
15' 41.8"
Lat.,
85°
44' 15.3"coordinates
W. Long.38°Trans.
-ant.N. RCA.
Legal counsel Welch, Mott & Morgan. ConJohn E.H. Egger,
Mullaney.
Princi-R.
palssulting
includeengineer
George
Holman
Wilson, William S. Cutchins and Ferris E.
Traylor
others. Mr.
Traylor
has (16.5%
interesteach)
in and
Evansville
Television
Inc., bankrupt former licensee of WTVW
(TV) Evansville, Ind. Ann. June 30.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTION BY FCC
KTVU
(TV)
Calif.—KTVU
Grantedto
waiver of Sec. 3.652Oakland,
(a) to permit
identify itself as San Francisco as well as
Oakland. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented.
Ann. June 25.
Translators
Palo Verde Valley Tv Club, Blythe, Calif.
— Granted
new tv
translator stationapplication
on ch. 83 tofor
translate
programs
of KIVA (ch. 11), Yuma, Ariz. Ann. June 25.
Watonwan TV Improvement Assn., St.
James,
Granted stations
applications
three newMinn.
tv —translator
on ch. for
78,
81 and 75 to translate programs of Minneapolis stations KMSP-TV (ch. 9), WTCNTV (ch.tively.11)Ann. and
(ch. 4), respecJune WCCO-TV
25.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Sarasota,
Gulfw DCoast
Bcstg.
Inc.
Granted 1280 Fla.
kc, — 500
DA. P.O.
address
3439 S. Mcintosh Rd., Sarasota, Fla. Estimated construction cost $17,050, first year
operating
cost $42,000,(50%),
revenue
$48,000. L.Kel-C.
sey
L. Hutchinson
salesman,
McCall (40%), 50% WWPF Palatka, Fla.,
10% WJEM Valdosta, Ga., and Ethel V.
Hutchinson (10%), mother of Kelsey, will
be owners. Ann. June 25.
Rio Piedras,
Granted
630 kc, P.R.
1 kw— Julio
D. P.O.Morales
address Ortiz.
Box
335, Hato Rey, P.R. Estimated construction
cost $12,500, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue owner
$42,000.of Sr.
Ortiz,Rio sole
owner,which
is 2
shares
WRIO
Piedras,
he will sell prior to beginning program
tests. Ann. June 25.
APPLICATIONS
Victorville,
Carr. 1590
kc,
500 w D. P.O. Calif.—
addressJerry
1409 Geary
St., San
Francisco. Estimated construction cost $11,900, first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$40,000. Mr. Carr is majority owner Joveco
96

29.
Yogurt Dairy in San Francisco. Ann. June
Victorville, Calif. — George Shane 1450 kc,
250 w. dino,
P.O.Calif.address
443 E.construction
St., San BernarEstimated
cost
$18,023, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue
$48,680.
Mr.
Shane
is
San
Bernardino merchant. Ann. June 29.
Co.Blue1440Ridge,
kc, 500Ga. w— Fannin
D. P.O. County
address Bcstg.
Blue
Ridge, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$20,099, first year operating cost $12,000,
revenue $25,000. Sole-owner, E. E. Harper,
is in auto parts business. Ann. June 30.
Cumming, Ga — Sawnee Bcstg. Co. 1410 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address General Delivery,
Cumming, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$19,836, first year operating cost $20,000,
revenue $36,000. Sole-owner, John T. Pittard, is nesses.
in Ann.insurance
June 26. and real estate busiNewnan, Ga. — Radio Newnan. 1300 kc,
500 w D.
address
Ga. EstimatedP.O.
construction
costNewnan,
$4,606, first
year
operating
cost
$18,000,
revenue
$24,000.
Soleowner Eathel Holley has interests in WOKS
Columbus and WLAW Lawrenceville, both
Georgia. Ann. June 29.
Nicholasville
Co.Nicholasville,
1250 kc. 500 wKy.D.— P.O.
address BoxBcstg.
450,
Paducah, Ky. Estimated construction cost
$15,350, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue $35,000. Principals are Pierce E.
and F. E. Lackey (50% each), both of whom
have interest in WRAJ-AM-FM Anna, 111.
Pierce
also F.
ownsE. WPAD-AM-FM
Paducah,Lackey,
Ky. and
Lackey owns
WHOP-AM-FM Hopkinsville, Ky. Ann. June
18.
Bartlesville, Okla. — B-D Broadcasters. 630
kc,
500 Tex.
w D. P.O.
address construction
Box 1051, Texarkana,
Estimated
cost
$13,000,enuefirst
year
operating
$36,000. Equal owners cost
are $24,000,
Floyd revBell
(who has interests in KOSI Aurora, Colo,
and KOBY San Francisco) and J. P. Dunklin (Texas
rancher
investment
and security broker).
Ann andJune
29.
Englewood,
Tenn.
—
Englewood
Bcstg.
Co.
1360 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 151,
Lenoir City, Tenn. Estimated construction
Cost $7,000, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue
Arthur
son,
owns$30,000.
WLILSole-owner,
Lenoir City
and WilkerWLIK
Newport, both Tennessee. Ann. June 23.
Greenville, Tenn. — Greene County Bcstg.
Inc. 1450 kc. 250 w. P.O. address Box 829,
Elizabethon, Tenn. Estimated construction
cost $11,869, first year operating cost $31,000,
revenue
are R.
C. Turrentine
Jr., $35,000.
James L.Principals
Turrentine
(32V2%
each),
William E. Hale (25%) and Ann T. Hazen
(10%). Messrs. Turrentine and Mrs. Hazen
are each one-third owners of WBEJ Elizabethon, Tenn. Mr. Hale is general manager
of WBEJ. Ann. June 29.
Isabela, P.R. — Sergio Martinez Caraballo
1420 kc, 250 w. P.O. address Box 533, Isabela, P.R. Estimated construction cost $17,335, first year operating cost $13,150, revenue
ant. Ann.$25,000.
JuneSr. 29.Martinez is public accountYauco,
P.R.
Ponce Bcstg.
Corp.
1550 P.R.
kc,
250 w D. P.O. —address
Box 1526,
Ponce,
Estimated construction cost $17,990, first
year operating cost $30,000, revenue $42,000.
Applicant
June 29. owns WLEO Ponce, P.R. Ann.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KVEN
Ventura,
California
to increase
daytime power from
250 w —to Cp1 kw,
change
ant. -trans, and studio location, delete remote control, install DA-D and new trans.
(1450 kc). Ann. June 30.
KASO Minden, La. — Mod. of license to
change
June 30. from sh to unl. (1240 kc). Ann.
WWSC Glens Falls, N.Y.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw; & install
new trans. (1450 kc). Ann June 29.
WPPAtime power
Pottsville,
Pa. —w Cpto to1 increase
from 250
kw to 5 daykw,
change ant.-trans. location, make changes
in
DA
system,
change
from
DA-N
to
DA-2
and install new trans. (1360 kc). Ann.
June 25.
WBCU Union, S.C.— Mod. of license to

operate Unl. from Sept. thru Dec. and sh
Jan. thru Aug. (1450 kc). Ann June 27.
KRSD power
Rapid from
City, 250
S.D.—
Cp 1 tokw;increase
daytime
w to
install
new trans.;
change
studio
location
and remote control point. (1340 kc). Ann. June
26.
KLOG
Kelso,
Cp 1 tokw;increase
time power
from Wash.
250 w— to
install daynew
trans. (1490 kc). Ann. June 29.
WSWW Platteville, Wis. — Cp to change
hours of operation from D to Unl., using
power of 500 w, 1 kw-LS and install DA-N,
(1590 kc). Ann. June 30.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBET Reno, Nev.— Sierra Bcstg. Co.
Changed from KATO.
WBIC Islip, N.Y.— South Shore Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from WSNB.
WJVW North Augusta, S.C.— North
Augusta Bcstg. Co.
KKSN Grand Prairie, Tex.— Three Cities
Radio Inc. Changed from KBCS.
KVIL Highland
Park, Tex. — University
Advertising
Co.
KUKO Post, Tex. — Maples-McAHster
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KPOS.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Atlanta, Ga. — Great Commission Gospel
Assn. dress
Inc.Box 77Granted
mc, 7.1 kw.
P.O. adAtlanta.94.9Estimated
construction
cost $1,050, first year operating cost $6,000,
revenue $6,000. Applicant owns WAVO
Avondale Estates, Ga. Ann. June 25.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— WCAE Inc. Granted 96.1
mc, 31 kw. construction
P.O. address 530
Estimated
costCarlton
$21,250,House.
first
year
operating
cost
$32,600.
WCAE
Inc.
which is owned by Hearst Corp.,
operates
WCAE and owns 50% of WTAE (TV) both
Pittsburgh. Ann. June 25.
Charlottesville, Va. — Eastern Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 97.5 mc, 3.4 kw. P.O. address Rose
Hill Drive. Estimated construction cost
$8,040, first year operating cost $6,500, revenue $7,000.lottesville.
Applicant
owns WCHV CharAnn. June 25.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Hearst Corp. Granted
97.3
mc,
25.5
kw.
P.O.
address 959 Eighth
25.
Ave., Rm. 202, New York 19. Estimated construction cost $29,975. Applicant owns WISNAM-TVmore andMilwaukee,
WBAL-AM-TV
WCAE Pittsburgh,
Pa. Ann. BaltiJune
APPLICATIONS
Phoenix,
Ariz.
KOOL
Inc. 94.1 mc, 57.5— kw.
P.O. Radio-Television
address 511 W.
Adams St., Phoenix. Estimated construction
cost $26,213, first year operating cost $3,300,
revenue none. Applicant is licensee of
KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix. Ann. June 29.
*Park Forest, 111. — Rich Township High
School 88.1 mc, 10 w. P.O. address Sauk &
Westwood,struction Park
cost $2,400,Forest.
first yearEstimated
operating concost
$100.
Ann.
June
29.
St. Paul, Minn. — Selby Gospel Mission
102.5 mc, 250 w. P.O. address 1347 Selby
Ave., St. Paul 4. Estimated construction cost
$18,969,
first Ann.
year operating
nue $6,500.
June 29. cost $5,000, reveExisting Fm Stations
APPLICATION
WKOP-FM Binghamton, N.Y.— Cp to
change frequency from 95.3 mcs to 100.5
mcs; change ERP to 39.9 kw; increase ant.
height
June 26.to 451 ft., install new trans. Ann.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WCMC-FM Wildwood, N.J. — Francis J.
Matrangola.
KNDE-FM Aztec, N.M.— I.E. Shahan.
KOCW (FM) Tulsa, Okla.— Grayhill Inc.
WQMMof America
(FM) Memphis,
Tenn. — Quality
Music
Inc.
WSIX-FM Nashville, Tenn — WSIX Inc.
KARO
Houston,
Tex.—Tex.—
E. F.Taft
Weerts.
KGUL-FM
Houston,
Bcstg. Co.
Changed from KHGM (FM).
KZUN-FM
Opportunity,
Wash.
— KZUN
Inc.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KAWT
Douglas,
Ariz — Granted
ment of license to Hillcrest
Bcstg. Co.assign(H.G.
Newcomb,
president);
consideration
$55,000.
Ann. June 25.
KSON
San Diego,
Calif. O.— Granted
fer of control
from Jack
Gross to transKenyon Brown;
consideration $550,000. Mr.
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Advertisement
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 30
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
For new stations
Lie.
Cps
Not 123
onCP air
694
AM
3,328
49
84
FM
577
44
118
151
102
TV
4661
54
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through June 30
79
VHF
TOTAL
10
Commercial
441
UHF
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through May 31, AM1959
FM
Licensed (all on air)
TV 5203
CPs on air (new stations)
118
3,324
147
102
571
CPs not on the air (new stations)
42
75941
668
Total authorized stations
46
53
526
155
3,484
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
21
68
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
681
74
11418
Total applications for new stations
627
33
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
0
81
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
678
33
50 45
Total applications for major changes
510
0
0
Licenses deleted
2
1
CPs deleted
320
1 There are, in addition, eight tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 37 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Brown has interests in KGLC Miami, Okla.;
KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.; KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles, and KIMO Independence,
Mo. Comr. Robert Bartley voted for 309(b)
letter. Ann. June 25.
WIOKment of license
Mount toDora,
Granted (licensee
assignFrankFla.A.— Taylor
of WRWB Kissimmee) ; consideration $35,000.
Ann. June 25.
WJOEment of license
Ward Ridge,
Fla. J.— Granted
assignto Martin
Begley, Jr.,
and
Robert D. Sidwell, d/b as National Radio of
Port St. Joe; consideration $31,000. Ann.
June 25.
WQUB Galesburg, 111. — Granted assignment of license to Webster Bcstg. Co. (Frederick C. Webster, Jr., Harold B. Inman, and
Fred
W.
Ann. JuneAspey,
25. Jr.); consideration $80,000.
WAMM Flint, Mich. — Granted transfer of
control from Cora J. Carter, executrix of
estate of Richard S. Carter, and Albert and
Harry Binder, to latter two and Saul Syde,
Philip Munson, Louis Cohn and Clarence
Rhodes;ment byconsideration
payfour newcomersinvolves
to Cora$20,000
J. Carter
for 20% of her stock, stock reorganization,
and estate to sell its shares to licensee for
$80,000. Ann. June 25.
WLAU from
Laurel,Chalmers
Miss. — Granted
transferandof
control
T. McCallum
Norma H. Leggett to Eugene T. Tibbett,
Stewart J. Gilchrist and Norma H. Leggett;
involves Mr. McCallum selling 50% interest
for $5,000 and other stock transactions to
give new
June
25. parties each a third interest. Ann.
WTKO from
Ithaca,
N.Y. — Granted
control
Thompson
K. Cassel transfer
to Ellis of
E.
Erdman, Pauline B. and Allan H. Treman
and James J. Clynes, Jr.; consideration $77,500
June for
25. Mr. Cassel's 52% interest. Ann.
WPOWment of license
New York,
N.Y.— Granted
assignto WPOW,
Inc. (John
M.
Camp, president); consideration $250,000 and
agreement that assignor will not compete in
radio business in New York for 10 years.
Comr.
Robert
Ann. June
25. Bartley not participating.
WOPI-AM-FM Bristol, Tenn.— Granted
transfer of control from W.A. Wilson Sr.,
et al., to Pioneer Bcstg. Corp. (Donald W.
Owen, president, Bill B. Stone and Wm. B.
Rowland);
consideration $155,000. Ann. June
25.
KXA Seattle, Wash.— Granted transfer of
control from Samuel L. Savidge Jr., et al., to
Wesley I. Dumm presented 24.9% owner);
consideration
interest. Ann. $172,730
June 25. for remaining 75.1%
APPLICATIONS
KRUX Glendale, Ariz.— Seeks assignment
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of license from Don G. and Otilie Owsley
(joint venture) to Leland Bisbee Bcstg. Co.
for
$362,000
(including
rent).
Purchasers
are $15,000
GeorgeforE.pre-paid
Bisbee
(14.3%) and Leland S. Bisbee Jr. and MarBisbee in
(42.85%
Leland
Bisbee garet
has C.interest
Triad each).
Tv Corp.,
licensee
of WALM Albion, Mich. George and Leland
are in beauty supply business, and Leland
and
25. Margaret are travel agents. Ann. June
KBLF Red Bluff, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Tehama Bcstg. Co. to VicIndustries Corp.
$60,000. tor
Purchasers
are of
ClayCalifornia
McGowanfor (25%)
and Victor Muscat (75%). Mr. Muscat owns
Victor Metal Products Corp. (manufacturer
of tooth
paste oftubes).
McGowan
eral manager
Victor.Mr.Ann.
June 25.is genWDRC-AM-FM Hartford, Conn. — Seeks
assignment of license and cp from Connecticut Bcstg. Co. to Buckley-Jaeger Bcstg.
Corp. ofchasersConnecticut,
$815,000,
are Richard D. for
Buckley
(80%) Purand
John B. Jaeger (20%). Messrs. Buckley and
Jaeger are licensees of WHIM Providence,
R.I. Mr. Buckley formerly had interest in
Metropolitan
Bcstg.WTTG
Corp. [TV]
(WNEW-AM-FMTV
New York,
Washington
and WHK-AM-FM Cleveland.) Mr. Jaeger
currently has interest in Metropolitan, and
is now
process
est. Ann.in June
25. of liquidating that interWRGR
Starke,
Fla. — Seeks
assignment
license from Tidewater
Bcstrs.
(Rudolphof
M. and Dorothy L. Chamberlin) to Radio
Starke Inc. for $36,500. Purchasers are Murray C. and Olympia M. Tillman (50% each).
Mr. Tillman has 50% interest in WARN Ft.
Pierce, Fla. Ann. June 29.
WTNT Tallahassee, Fla.— Seeks transfer
of control of 40% of Tallahassee Applicane
Corp. from F. W. Hazelton (present 100%
owner) to Donald C. Price and Hurley W.
Rudd (20% each) for $30,000 ($15,000 for
each 20% interest). Ann. June 30.
WCLB from
Camilla,
Ga. —Bcstg.
Seeks Co.
assignment
license
Capel
to Capelof
Bcstg. Inc. sideration
No change
in
ownership
involved. Ann. June 29. or conWROK-AM-FM
— Seeks
transfer of control Rockford,
of Rockford111.Bcstrs.
Inc.
from Ken Mar Co. to Rockford Newspapers
Inc. No consideration involved. Ann. June
25.WISK St. Paul, Minn. — Seeks assignment
of license from B.V.M. Bcstg. Inc. to WISH
Bcstg.tion ofCorp.
for $625,000
(including
assump-is
liabilities
of $125,000).
Purchaser
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. (KFWB Los
Angeles, KEWB Oakland, both California).
Ann. June 25.
N.Y. — SeeksBcstg.
assignment
ofWRVM
licenseRochester,
from Rochester
Inc. to

Gets Smaller Job
43*

Demoted to rateholding for a
couple of summer months, Mr.
WSLSTV has this to say:

"#%&()*."
WSLS-TV • Channel 10 • NBC
622
Television • Mail Address: Roanoke, Va. National Representatives: Blair Television Associates
*"What kind of a way is that to
sell a 58-county market of 448,001 tv homes?"

HOWARD

E. STARK,

Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television

Stations

Radio Stations
50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405

IF YOU'RE
CHARGED
WITH
LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Be ready with our unique
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New
York, Chicago,
107 William
175 W. San100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.

Equipping
Radio

a

Station

?

Type BQ-51A/BA-51A

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. W-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO
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CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) ®

(FOR THE RECORD)

State Bcstg. Inc. No ownership change or
consideration involved. Ann. June 25.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Seeks assignment of
license from Jack L. Breece to KDOT Inc.
for
Purchaser ofis broadcast
Paul C. Schafer,
who $40,000.
is manufacturer
remote
controlment.and
automatic
programming
equipAnn. June 29.
WNXT
Portsmouth,
Ohio—
Seeks
assignment of license from Portsmouth Bcstg. Co.
to WNXT Inc. for $234,500. Purchasers are
Leonard Feldman (90%) and Abraham R.
Ellmanness and(10%).
Mr. Feldman
is in auto
busiMr. Ellman
has interests
in KIST
Santa Barbara, KGMS Sacramento, both
California
June 25. and KRAM Las Vegas, Nev. Ann.
KRCO ofPrineville,
Ore. — Oregon
Seeks transfer
control
Radio Central
Inc. fromof
N.A. Miksche to C.R. Matheny, each of
whom presently owns 50%. Purchase price:
$42,500. Ann. June 30.
Tenn.—Broadcast
Seeks transfer
ofWHLP
controlCenterville,
of Trans-Air
Corp.
from William R. McDaniel and Eugene Hester (each present 50% owners) to Samuel J.
Simon (51%) for $2,130. Mr. Hester remains
as 49% owner. Mr. Simon has interest in
WRBS Tuscaloosa, Ala. Ann. June 30.
KOLEment of license
Port Arthur,
— SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom PortTex.Arthur
Co.
to Radio chasersSouthwest
Inc.
for
$175,000.
Purare John H. Hicks Jr. and Edward
L. Francis (50% each). Mr. Hicks is employe
Paul
Raymer
Ann. H.June
30. Co. Mr. Francis is attorney.
WMOD
Moundsville,
fer of control of MiracleW.Va—
ValleySeeks
Bcstg.transInc.
from John T. Taylor (present 51% owner) to
Guy
McDowell,
O.H.
Gall,
Frank
P.
Lautar,
Charles L. Miller, and Joe J. Ovies for
$5,474. After transfer, Mr. Taylor will own
34% ent
of Miracle Valley. Transferees are presJune 25.minority stockholders in WMOD. Ann.
Hearing Cases
By order, Commission denied appeal by E.
Anthony
Sons Inc.,
from examiner's
postponing& further
proceedings
in New order
Bedford, Mass., ch. 6 tv comparative proceedings, pending Commission action on appeal
by Wilson Bcstg. Corp. for clarification of
procedures
Ann. June 29.to be followed under issue 1.
Mount Lassen Radio and Tele. Bcstg. Co.,
Red Bluff, Calif. — Designated for hearing
application for new am station to operate on
1360 kc, 500 w, D; made KFIV Modesto,
party
to proceeding.
JuneCalif.,
25. KOBY
Robert
L. Lippert, Ann.
Fresno,
San Francisco,
Calif—
Designated
for consolidated hearing applications of Lippert
for
new am station to operate on 1550 kc, 500 w,
D and KOBY to change operation on 1550
kc from 10 kw, DA-2, U, to 10 kw-N, 50 kwLS, DA-2, U; made KFBK Sacramento,
party to proceeding. Ann. June 25.
The Dodge City Bcstg. Die, Liberal, Kan.
— Designated for hearing application for
new am station to operate on 600 kc, 500 w,
DA-2, TJ. Ann. June 25.
WSGW Saginaw, Mich— Designated for
hearing application to increase daytime
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing unlimitedComr.
time operation
on 790 kc with 1 kw-N,
DA-2.
Ann. June
25. T.A.M. Craven voted for grant.
Gulf Coast Bcstrs., Moss Point, Miss.; TnCounty natedBcstrs.
Die, Lucedale,
— Desigfor consolidated
hearing Miss.
applications
for new am stations to operate on 1440 kc,
1 kw, D. Ann. June 25.
WMBO Auburn, N.Y. — Consolidated application of WMBO to change operation on
1340 kc from 250 w, unl., to 250 w-N, 1 kwLS, unl., intainmenthearing
on application
Enterand Amusements
of Ohio ofInc.,
for
new am station on 1320 kc, 500 w, DA-D in
Solvay; made WOSC Fulton, and WUSJ
25.
Lockport, parties to proceeding. Ann. June
Routine Roundup
WIP Philadelphia, Pa.— By letter, denied
request for temporary waiver of Sec. 3.30(a)
of rules to permit WIP to originate programs from Atlantic City, N.J., from July
18 to July scheduled
31 coincidental
with Atlantic
City
vacation
for about
half of WIP
staff. Ann. June 25.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of June 26
extenwere granted KTXTFollowing stations date
sions of completion to Jan.as 21,shown:
1960; WCBSTex.,
Lubbock,
TV
TV New York, N.Y. (main trans. & ant.), to
July 28.
Actions of June 25
Ohio — Granted asColumbus,
WTVN-TVsignment of license
to Taft Bcstg. Co.

WBRC-AM-FM-TV
Birmingham, Ala.—
Granted Co. assignment of licenses to Taft
Bcstg.
WKRC-TVsignment of license
Cincinnati,
OhioBcstg.
— Granted
to Taft
Co. asWKYT (TV)
Lexington,
Ky.
—
Granted
assignment of cp to Taft Bcstg. Co.
WICU-TV Erie, Pa. — Granted assignment
of license to Air-Way Branches Inc.
WKYT tension(TV)
Lexington,
Granted
of completion
dateKy.—
to Dec.
22. exActions of June 23
KVNI Coeur
d'Alene,
Idaho — Granted
assignment of license
to Rexard
Co.
KIOAment of Des
Moines,
Iowa
—
Granted
assignlicense to Radio Station KIOA Die.
Okla.Station
— Granted
of KAKC
license Tulsa,
to Radio
KAKCassignment
Inc.
WTVYsition of (TV)
Dothan,
Ala.—
acquipositive control by Granted
Charles Woods
through
Mullan. purchase of stock from J. H. McWTNT Tallahassee, Fla.— Granted acquisition of positive control by F. W. Hazelton
through
Joanos. purchase of stock from Emanuel
KLOO
Corvallis,control
Ore. — by
Granted
acquisi-K.
tion of negative
each Dale
Allison and Robert G. Beattie through sale
of stock by Donald C. Wilkinson to licensee
and retirement to treasury thereof.
Okla.—
transfer
of KWSH
control Wewoka,
from estate
of Granted
Stella Katherine
MorriserinetoHoover
Anderson
Brown
Morris,
Kathand Virginia High.
WHP-TV
Harrisburg,
Pa.—
Granted
license
ant.).tv station; ant. 910 ft. (main trans. &
for
KRON-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
license for fm station and specify studio
location; ERP 13.5 kw; without prejudice to
whatever further action Commission may
deem necessary as result of decision ultimately reached in Standard Radio and Tv
Co. vs. Chronicle Publishing Co., et al., Superior Court, California.
WFBM-TV Indianapolis, Did. — Granted license
changeandin ant.
auxiliary
cation,covering
main trans,
site. trans, loWRC-TV Washington, D.C.— Granted cp to
install auxiliary driver for main trans, (vis.
& aur.) (main trans. & ant. & aux. ant.).
WCAS Gadsden, Ala. — Granted mod. of cp
trans.change ant.-trans. location and type
to
KFAB-FM Omaha, Neb.— Granted mod. of
cp to increase ERP to 58 kw; decrease ant.
height to 500 ft.; move ant.-trans. location
(same site); change type ant. and type
trans.; remote control permitted; conditions.
*WNPSto remain
New Orleans,
Granted
auththority
silent forLa.—
period
beginning
July 1 and ending Aug. 3.
KPOW Powell, Wyo.— Granted authority
to operate from 6 a.m., sign-on, to 9 p.m.,
sign-off, for period ending Aug. 31.
WCKR-FM
Miami,
Fla.— silent
Granted
extension of authority
to remain
to July
22.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dales as shown: WIOI
New Boston, Ohio, to Dec. 15; KLAY-FM
Tacoma,
Wash., Calif.,
to July
30, and
San Francisco,
to Aug.
1. KYA-FM
Actions of June 22
*KTJHT (TV) Houston, Tex.— Granted assignment of license to U. of Houston.
WBRC-FM Birmingham, Ala. — Granted cp
to replace expired permit for fm station.
WTOL Toledo, Ohio — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant.-trans. location and make
changes in ground system; condition.
KYVA Gallup, N.M.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant.-trans. location and type
WEZY Cocoa, Fla. — Granted mod. of cp
to change ant.-trans. location and make
changesmote in
system; conditions; recontrolground
permitted.
Mrs. Donna Joyce Shenkman, Westmount,
Quebec
Province,programs
Canada —to Granted
authority to transmit
CJSS Cornwall,
Ont., Canada, by Bell telephone lines from
State of New York, area of City of Wassena
and St. Lawrence Seaway, during visit of
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth The Second,
for period June 22 to July 5.
Auburn,
Granted
extension
of WAUB
completion
date N.Y.
to —Oct.
10.
Action of June 26
WNIB
Chicago,
HI. — Granted change of
remote control authority.
Actions of June 25
WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio — Granted asTv Corp. signment of license to Lake Erie Radio &
WDDTment of license
Greenville,
Miss. — Granted
to Clearwater
Bcstg.assignCorp.
WKRC-AM-FM Cincinnati, Ohio — Granted
assignment of licenses to Taft Bcstg. Co.
WTVN-AM-FM Columbus, Ohio — Granted
assignment of license and cp to Taft Bcstg.
KADA Ada, Okla. — Granted transfer of
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PROFESSIONAL

CARD

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Officei and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO ft TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio ft Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1 230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Wash., Rd.,
D. C. N. W.,
Phone EMorson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snewville Road
Brecksvitle, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

s er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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irector

y

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV — Radio — Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection— No Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.
LO 5-5990

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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Co., both for new tv stations to operate on
make changes in ant. system (increase
control
from estateBrown
of Stella
Katherine
Morheight).
ch. 23 in Yakima, Wash. Action June 19.
ris to Anderson
Morris,
Katherine
Hoover and Virginia High.
KFGQ-AM-FM
Boone,
Iowa—
Granted
auBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
ority to remain silent July 4 and Sept. 7
WICU Erie, Pa. — Granted assignment of from 2 thp.m.
Granted motion by Armin R. Wittenberg
on.
license to Air-Way Branches Inc.
as fromhe June
requests
conWPRY Perry, Fla. — Granted authorfty to insofar tinued
KXGOcense to Fargo,
26 to continuance
July 7 date and
for filing
change N.D.—
studioGranted
location.mod. of li- operateriod from
6:30 a.m.
ending Sept.
15. to 6:30 p.m. for pe- proposed findings of facts and conclusions
WICC Bridgeport, Conn. — Granted mod. of
of law and reply findings, if filed, will be
license to change studio location.
filed on or before close of business on FriAction of June 23
KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa — Granted cp to
change ant. - trans, location and make
day, July 17,andin proceeding
on Wittenberg's
WJPD Ishpeming, Mich. — Granted cp to application
changes
in
ant.
and
ground
systems;
conditerian Church forthatnewof fmPasadena
stations Presbyin Los
install new trans, and change studio location
tions.
(same
as
trans,
location),
and
delete
remote
Angeles
and
Pasadena,
Calif.
Action June 25.
WOI Ames, Iowa — Granted cp to change
control.
ant.-trans. location; install new ant. and
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
ground system and new trans.; condition.
Action of June 19
WTNJ Trenton, N.J.— Granted cp to install
Upon petition by Broadcast Bureau and
WONG Oneida, N.Y.— Granted authority
new type trans.
with consent of all other parties in proceedsign-off
at
7
p.m.,
EDT,
for
period
ing on am applications of Cannon System
WFVA Fredericksburg, Va. — Granted cp to
through Sept. 30.
to change type trans.
Ltd. (KIEV),
Glendale,
Calif.,
al.,filing
extended from June
22 to July
7 dateet for
KDRO Sedalia, Mo. — Granted cp to change
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
type trans.
response to memorandum of law for hearing
examiner by KIEV and to July 22 for filing
KMOX St. Louis, Mo. — Granted cp to install new type auxiliary trans, and increase
replies thereto. Action June 23.
By Commissioner Rosel H. Hyde
power from 1 kw to 10 kw.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
KCID Caldwell, Idaho — Granted cp to
Granted petition by WJMJ Bcstg. Corp.
change type trans.
and Young spPeople's
Churchof time
of Airto Inc.,
re-29
Issued
following
prehearing
confer-of
WJMA Orange, Va. — Granted cp to change
e
c
t
i
v
e
l
y
,
f
o
r
extension
July
ence in order
proceeding
on am
applications
ant.-trans.
and
studio
locations
and
install
to
file
exceptions
and
to
Aug.
31
to
file
Tobacco
Valley
Bcstg.
Co.,
Windsor,
Conn.,
new trans.
replies in proceeding on their applications
Corp. (WTXL), West Springfor new fm stations in Philadelphia, Pa. and Telecolor
KYFM (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla. —
field,
Mass.;
rescheduled
hearing
for
Sept.
Action June 26.
Granted cp to change type trans.
22. Action June 26.
WAEL
Mayaguez,
P.R.
—
Granted
cp
to
Continued
hearing
from
July
6
to
July
29
install old main trans, as auxiliary trans,
By Chief Hearing Examiner
in proceeding
on application
of Virgin
Is-to
(main trans, location redescribed) using
lands
Bcstg.
System,
for
additional
time
James
D.
Cunningham
nondirectional
ant.; remote control perconstruct station WDTV (AM), Christianmitted.
Granted request by Dept. of Defense for sted, V.I. Action June 26.
WHYS
Ocala,
Fla.— Granted cp to install acceptance
of
appearance
filed
late
in
pronew trans.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
ceeding on applications of Chronicle Pub.
WGrV Charlotte, N.C. — Granted cp to Co. (KRON-TV),
Granted oral request of Rollins Bcstg. Inc.,
and American Broadcastchange type trans.
ing-Paramount
Theatres
Inc.
(KGO-TV),
St.
Louis, Mo., for continuance of hearing
WCMN Arecibo, P.R. — Granted cp to San Francisco, Calif., to increase ant. height;
from June 30 to July 8 in proceeding on its
change type trans.
granted
petition
by
Westinghouse
Bcstg.
Inc.
application for additional time to construct
KEWB
— Granted
cp toonly;
in(KPIX), San Francisco, for intervention in changed
nighttime
facilities for KATZ St.
stall new Oakland,
trans, for Calif.
auxiliary
purposes
same proceeding and allowed participation
Louis. Action
June 24.
remote control permitted employing DA-N.
Scheduled
prehearing
conference for July
with
respect
to
all
of
governing
issues.
AcWLOL-FM Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted
tion June 26.
22 in proceeding on am application of
cp to decrease ERP to 9.4 kw; increase ant.
Directed
following
to
appear
on
July
7,
WMAX
Inc.
(WMAX),
Grand
Rapids, Mich.
height to 400 ft.; make changes in trans,
at 10 a.m., at United States Courthouse,
Action June 24.
equipment and install new ant.; condition.
Foley
Square,
New
York,
N.Y.,
and
give
Issued
statement
and
order
following
KWED
evidence and supply information and data
hearing conference in proceeding on pream
stall new Seguin,
trans. Tex. — Granted cp to in- in
investigatory
proceeding
in
study
of
radio
applications
of William Parmer Fuller III,
WJZZ
(FM)
Bridgeport,
Conn.—
Granted
and
tv
network
broadcasting,
including
tymod. of cp to change studio location; waived
City, Utah, et al.; continued hearof programs: McCann-Erickson Inc. Salt ingLake
Sec. 3.205 of rules to permit studio to be ing-in
June 19.from July 6 to July 9 at 9 a.m. Action
Clyne); BBDO (Robert L. Forelocated outside city of Bridgeport and not at (C. Terence
JamesSeymour
Schule);and J.John
Walter
Thompsite where trans, is located.
sonmanCo.and(Dan
F. Devine);
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
WLES Lawrenceville, Va. — Granted mod.
Young & Rubicam (Peter G. Levathes and
of cp to make changes in ant. and ground
Cancelled
June 16 order respecting motion
David
Miller);
Ted
Bates
Co.
(Richard
A.
R.
systems (decrease height).
Pinkham and Harold J. Saz); Sullivan,
David V. Harman for leave to amend his
WLSN Wilson, N.C— Granted mod. of cp Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles (Philip H. by
application
for
new am station in Tempe,
to change trans, location; type trans, and
Cohen); Benton & Bowles Inc. (Thomas J. Ariz.; denied Harman's motion for leave to
make changes in ground system and ant. McDermott);
Compton
Advertising
Inc.
amend
to
specify
certain changes in main
(increase height); condition.
(Lewis H. Titterton); Cunningham & Walsh
studio, trans. : ant. sites and to provide adWCCN Neillsville, Wis.— Granted mod. of Inc.
(John
B.
Cunningham);
Lennen
&
ditional
financial
information
regarding concp to change type trans.
Inc. (Nicholas E. Keesely). Action
struction costs; reopened record to incorWHIE Griffin, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp to Newell
June 25.
porate
by
reference
(a)
agreement
between
change type trans.
Granted point motion by all parties in Tempe Bcstg. Co. and Richard B. Gilbert,
WMLT
Dublin,
Ga.—
Granted
mod.
of
cp
applicants
in
consolidation
for
am
stations
proceeding
on
application
of
Spartan
Radioto change type trans.
casting Co. (WSPA-TV), Spartanburg, S.C., in Tempe, and (b) affidavit by W. H. Hansen
WTUP
Tupelo,
Miss.—
Granted
mod.
of
cp
changed
date
specified
for
resumption
of
setting
forth
certain
out-of-pocket
expenses
to install new type trans.; conditions.
hearing and for compliance with subpoena
incurred by Tempe in connection with its
KPNG Port Neches, Tex.— Granted mod.
duces
tecum irom June 29 to Sept. 14. Action
application, and record then closed. Action
June
25.
of
cp
to
change
studio
location
and
type
June 26.
trans.
Received in evidence affidavit of Thomas
Designated
for
hearing
on
Sept.
17
followFollowing stations were granted extenP.
Johnson, president of Telecasting Inc.,
ing applications: KSOO-TV Inc. (KSOOsions of completion dates as shown: WINQ
Weston,
W.Va., marked as Telecasting Inc.
TV),
Sioux
Falls,
S.D.,
for
mod.
and
extenTampa, Fla., to Sept. 30; WCBQ St. Helen,
exhibit
no. 1 and record closed in Weston,
sion
of
cp;
and
am
application
of
WMAX
Mich., to Sept. 15; WBFC Whitehall, Mich.,
Inc.
(WMAX),
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Actions
W.Va.,
tv
ch. 5 proceeding. Action June 22.
to Nov. 10; WPAC Patchogue, N.Y., to July June 22.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Yakima Television
Corp. for dismissal without prejudice of its
Actions of June 24
On own motion, continued hearing from
application and retained in hearing status July
July 17E.inKay
proceeding
on applica-in
application
of Yakima Valley Television
WCFV Clifton Forge, Va. — Granted cp to
tion2 oftoNorman
for am facilities
Del Mar, Calif. Action June 23.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Granted petition by Seaside Bcstg. Co. for
leave to amend its application for new am
station (KSRG) in Seaside, Ore., to reflect
withdrawal of John P. Gillis and replacement by Seldon Mason; dismissed petition
NEW YORK
by Seattle, Portland and Spokane Radio
60 East 42nd Street
(KXL), tePortland,
protestant,
for exnsion of time to Ore.,
respond.
Action June
25.
MUrray Hill 7-4242
By
Hearing
Examiner
Herbert
Sharfman
EDWIN
TORNBERG
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
WEST COAST
14 in proceeding on applications of KSOO& COMPANY,
INC.
TV
Falls,June
S.D.,23.for
915 North Commerce St.
mod. Inc.
and (KSOO-TV),
extension of Sioux
cp. Action
Scheduled further prehearing conference
Stockton, California
for July 13 in proceeding on am applications
of B. J. Parrish, Pine Bluff, Ark., and James
HOward 5-7367
NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
22.
A. Noe (KNOE), Monroe, La. Action June
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
WASHINGTON
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
EVALUATIONS
Granted petitions by San Val Bcstrs. for
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
leave to amend its application to request
District 7-8531
waiver of Sec. 3.37 of rules, and James E.
Walley to request waiver of Sec. 3.28 (c)
and Sec. 3.37 of rules, in event Commission
should determine that grant of their applications would violate these rules — both applications fo26.
r am facilities in Oroville, Calif.
Action June
100
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• AH other classifications 30$ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Large Florida market fm — only now in
planning stages. Key to our success will be
the right manager to direct the operation
and handle sales. Our organization has long,
successful broadcast experience and we
reward those who produce. Full particulars
please. Box 503M, BROADCASTING.
Small market station in southwest. Must be
able to sell
keep absentee
owner and
informed. and
Send summary
background
references. Box 562M, BROADCASTING.
Manager-salesman wanted immediately for
small, progressive mountain town in Carolina. Salary-commission, arrangement with
plenty of opportunity. Must be sober, civic
minded and proven salesman. Write full
details. Box 600M, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager.
Experienced.
opportunity. WHTG,
Asbury Park,Excellent
N.J.
Sales manager for new chain station in large
upstate New York market. Incentive plan
offers excellent
and future
enthusiastic man earnings
with proven
record.forSend
salary requirements, resume and picture to
Jim Gleason, WMNS, Olean, N.Y.
Sales
Salesman — fine future, top money with
growing chain. Metropolitan Ohio market.
Box 399M, BROADCASTING.
Need salesman-announcer, with abilities
ranked in that order. Experience desirable,
but not essential. Guarantee-commission.
Established
station and
in upper
market. Send photo
resumemidwest
first letter.
Box 549M, BROADCASTING.
Top radio salesman for Fort Smith. ArNo. 1 rated
radio tostation.
enlargingkansas'our
sales staff
take We
care areof
increasingditions.business.
Excellent
working
conSalary, commission and bonus. Send
complete information with picture to Box
554M, BROADCASTING.
Want salesman
experienced
markets, for station
group inin smaller
metropolitan
midwest markets. Must want $10,000, by
second year. Advancement opportunities.
Box 570M, BROADCASTING.
Substantial minority ownership free in 20year old regional full-time mid-south stacan be yours
if you're
a genuine
sellingtion salesman
and prove
it. Station
is alert,
progressive, has audience, but not enough
revenue;throat its
parttime
are temcutand have
made competitors
life miserable
porarily, but they're being beaten now
without
our having
an isup-and-at-'em
department.
Our offer
available to sales
only
two estprofessionals
who'll
each
modguaranteed salary plus 50%receive
commission
on first $200.00 weekly billing they each
add to station; commissions thereafter on
a mutually satisfactory arrangement to be
negotiated.operating
You'd work
hand-in-hand
resident
licensees
who are with
respected veterans in broadcasting. A full
account ments
of andyour
life's
history,
your
achieveyour ambitions are required
as the first step in qualifying for this rare
opportunity. We'll check you from birth
to
now, butwithout
we'll notyour
contact
your present
employer
permission
first.
Address
your
pitch
quickly
to
Box 586M,
BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Sales sive
opportunity
for experienced,
salesman. Established
NBC aggresstation.
Send references, resume, salary, photo.
KENT, Shreveport, Louisiana.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

. . . thement reason
this atad our
isn't 4under
manageis because
metropolitan
southern independent stations, we adhere
to
a policy
of promoting
from within.
going
to need
3 more managers
in the We're
next
3 years.
We've
built No.
4 tremendously
successful stations
— either
1 or No. 2 audience
rated.
think inyou'd
prove We
himself
salesexpect
first someone
before youto
promoted them — just as we do. Once you
become a manager — possibly in 2 years —
it's a lifetime job. Perhaps we're looking
for
each aother.
Why don't you
resume,
late photograph
and send
your your
philosophy
of
radio
tonight
to
Box
571M,
BROADCASTING.
America's most beautiful large market,
ColoradotionalSprings
addi-a
professional (142,000).
salesmen Need
who two
can sell
quality popular music format ... no rock
and roll. New ownership now has two stations;limited.
going for
five $6,000
. . . your
future plus
un$5,000 to
guarantee
commissions. Air mail complete background
and photo to Ralph Petti, KSSS.
Announcers
Combo man wanted. Announcer who is
good air man with first phone. Music, news
station going remote control. Good salary
for
good announcer. Midwest. Box 306M,
BROADCASTING.
Florida metropolitan market needs top 40,
bright, fast paced dj. $120 a week. Send
tape, references and experience. Box 370M,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer for staff work with sports backplay-by-play
ability.Hagerstown,
Immediate
opening. ground,
Contact
WARK,
Maryland.
Send
tape,
picture
and
resume
or call for interview.
Somewhere there must be a man who is
interested in doing a good announcing job
. . . takes pride in his work . . . becomes
a member of the operation . . . wants good
pay . . . security ... a promising future
.to . obtain
. and same.
is willing
to put forth
the effort
No alcoholics
. . . drifters
...
or nerve-patients should apply. Two years
experience required. Tape auditions wanted
immediately
interview
to follow. Contact with
Clay personal
Cline, WBBM,
Statesville,
North Carolina.

Topnotch radio announcer wanted for Michigan modern music station. Modified formula, network operation, some rock and roll,
but not a lot. Good working conditions,
plenty of employee benefits, hospitalization,
etc. Personal interview a must. Immediate
opening. Write full details including salary
expected. Box 395M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man who can assist
with copy. Must be sharp, bright, happy
and willing to work. Northeast. Top pay for
top ability. Box 536M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with well-rounded experience
for middle music station. Box 575M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
announcer
for
south Texas well-educated
network station.
Box 576M.
BROADCASTING.
Opening for experienced staff announcer.
Central California station. Near national
parks. Please include tape if possible. Box
594M, BROADCASTING.
Neededning now,
personality
man withtop-notch
heavy adult
appealmorfor
number one station in U.S.A. Best living
city. Possibility of pd for right man. This
is a permanent
- experi-to
ence, photo and job.
tape Send
with salary,
first letter
Manager, P.O. Box 1400, Fort Lauderdale,
Florida.
Adult-programmed station. Immediate
opening for
experienced,
ambitioussalary,
announcer dj. Send
tape, resume,
photo KENT, Shreveport, Louisiana
Immediate opening experienced, bright
morningduceddj-copywriter.
tightlyselling
promorning show andHandle
write good
copy. Resume, dj tape and samples of copy
to Program Director, KGFW Radio,
Kearney, Nebraska.
Increasing announcing staff. Only experienced, congenial men wanted. Rush details!
Si Willing, Mgr., KMAR, Winnsboro, La.
Experienced announcer. Call or write Manager, KRIC, Beaumont, Texas.

Swingin' Sales,
intelligent
dj for No.
1 formated
station.
copywriting
helpful.
Start
$350 plus commissions. WHYS, Ocala,
Florida.
Wanted: Versatile announcer experienced
in handling remote pickups and studio
work. Send full information background,
tape, photo, references, minimum salary
requirements. Address Personnel Director,
WLAC Radio, 161 4th Ave., N., Nashville.
Tenn.
Opening in August for announcer-engineer.
Day timer, 500 watts. City of 15,000. Good
living and working conditions. Send full
details, background and employment record.
Write Kentucky.
Maurice K. Henry, WMIK, Middlesboro,
New station in growing New York state
chains has opened positions within organization.nouncer
Needandprogram
director,
annews director.
Goodchief
salaries.
Please indicate position for which you are
applying. Send resume, tape, picture, minimum salary,
son,
WMNS, with
Olean,first
N.Y.letter to: Jim GleaAnnouncer, needed immediately, sales experience desired, but not necessary. Send
resume and tape to WNNJ, Newion, IM.J.
Experienced announcer-salesman for top
rated
local Florida
network market.
station inGuarantee
fast-growing
southeast
$90
weekly salary and commission to start.
Unlimited opportunity for increased pay
and responsibility in ideal environment.
Mature? Ambitious? Permanent? Send tape
photo, all details, WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
Technical
Chief engineer — southern daytime operation. Can go to college in spare time. Last
two chiefs now college graduates and hold
important industrial electronic positions.
Better yourself while you work. Write Box
476M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted,
engineer
experience
on Dumont studio
and with
transmitter
equipment.
Opportunity for training on video tape.
Salary
IBEW scale. Reply Box 547M,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer who can sell or announce wanted
immediately for good small town operation
in mountains of North Carolina. Good salary andBoxworking
conditions. Write full
details.
601M. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Promotion-continuity writer for network
station in Texas resort city. Box 577M,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Expanding
enced in allstaff.
phasesLooking
radio. for
Mustmanbe experiable to
take complete charge of commercial department. Salary plus commission. Good opporsecurity for
rightCherokee.
man. No Iowa.
floaters. tunity
WriteandManager.
KCHE,
News reporter-writer who can do air work.
Send background
information, tape, photoYork. graph, etc. to: WJTN, Jamestown, New
News director. Must be experienced in
gathering, writing and airing. Heavy on
local. Send tape and full information
WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-engineer, will sell, prefer single
station
market. Let's talk. Box 150M,
BROADCASTING.
848,000. Increased profits 1958. Can do same
for you. For capable, efficient, profitable
general manager, make offer. Box 516M,
BROADCASTING.
In the red? Go black with a proven efficient
manager. Box 518M, BROADCASTING.
Wish relocation by September 1st. Looking
for greater opportunity and challenge.
Presently manager of western station.
Thirty-two,
family man.southwest,
Prefer to ormanage
in west, northwest,
west
coast. Will consider other areas. Strong
sales, promotion, programming. At helm
four years in present market. Sincere radio
man. Want
permanency,
long range
tunity. By Sept.
1st, or earlier.
Box oppor519M,
BROADCASTING.
Station
manager
hour sound
block sound.
Have— Operating
had the answer
for threeor
other problem stations. Top references.
Challenge
important
is money — have
four
children.
Have but
closeso connection
with
broker
if
you're
considering
sellingvalue.
— but
first need billing to establish station
Box 546M, BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Nine
years radio
as announcer,
mercialexperience
manager, program
director comand
manager. 3 years college, age 31. Work by
results
CASTING.not by hours. Box 566M, BROADNational rep salesman would like to hear
from medium market station with management, sales management, or solid sales opportunity. Frank Frost, 2833 Belle Plaine,
Chicago.
Sales
Experienced program director-salesman desires full-time sales opportunity. Box 532M,
BROADCASTING.
Somewhere in the broadcasting industry
there is a radio station that needs my
services. Over 14 years experience in selling
and management in major market. If you
need
help, let's get together. Box 534M,
BROADCASTING.
IN
HOLLYWOOD
CALIF.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Impecable references, background, earnings
demonstrate
aggressiveness,
ligence,
character. Mature
(35), choosy;intelyet
adaptable. Brief sales (IV2 years), 17 years
metropolitan broadcasting provide merchandising, national rep, retailing, promotion, programming-sales comprehension.
Large market only or small market with
management-ownership proviso. Box 537M,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman/announcer, long on hustle and
savy, short on experience. Any opportunity
the right one. Box 545M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv salesmanager — 34 — looking
for small to medium sized market — with
the
opportunity
of information
growing withfurnished
group.
References
and any
by writing Edward J. Ruppe, 465D, RD 4,
Troy. N.Y.
Announcers
Sports-minded stations only. Terrific sportscaster-salesman-announcer. 6 years experience, 1st phone. Making big money. How
about you? Box 254M, BROADCASTING.
ifl Hooper-rated dj, Kansas City seeking
larger market. More money. What's your
deal? No top 40's please. Box 371M, BROADCASTING.

Have 18 months of experience, but will
work hard to prove my ability. Versatile,
deep voice. Fast, tight boardman. Good on
special events. Hours secondary. Good
references. Call Bill Baker. New York,
Audobon
6-0700,BROADCASTING.
Ext. 523. Between 9, 12 a.m.,
or
Box 555M,
Announcer, steady, versatile. Wants progressive station. Excellent references. Box
557M, BROADCASTING.
Attention Florida, young, married, college
grad,
dj at seeking
number permanent
one stationposition.
in top
thirty top
market
Box 563M, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced announcer looking for
step-up.dj. Strong
play-by-play
news,
Air check
available. all
Box sports,
568M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Five years experience,
employed,
excellent references. Boxupper
569M, midwest,
BROADCASTING.
C&W specialist or variety dj. Ad-lib or
straight, 3 years radio, tv, 12 years entertainer.Box
Clean, reliable,
permanent. Available now.
573M, BROADCASTING.

Announcer available, negro, excellent gospel, network
summer replacement.quality.
Box 480M, Ideal
BROADCASTING.
All around announcer, experienced, mature,
operate board, know good music. Box
481M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Experienced early bird looking
for greener nest in Pennsylvania. New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland. Vet, married. Box
499M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — I have what it takes. If talent
really tells, let this beginners tape talk.
Box 538M, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj; strong commercials, gimmicks, operative.
operateBox board.
Steady, creative, co539M, BROADCASTING.
Young man determined to succeed. Well
trained. Any reasonable offer? Box 540M,
BROADCASTING.

Young man,
graduate
broadcasting school,
strongprofessional
on commercials,
news, sports. Would also like dj show
available
to teenagers.
Havewilling
board toexperience. Reliable
and always
do a
good job. Box 591M, BROADCASTING.
Six years experience. Deejay, news sports,
weather, radio or tv. Available July 19.
$115.00 minimum. Phone NYC DE 2-6178
or write Box 593M, BROADCASTING.
Major markets — Top-flight production dj,
indicate
formula-non formula. Box 595M,
BROADCASTING.

Announcer,
young,
to learn.
Cooperative. Prefers
Penn.eager
Operate
board.
Box
541M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature. Sales minded. Copywriter. Good background. Operate board.
Box 542M, BROADCASTING.

Announcer now with network station-no
opportunity to do news, top tunes, wants
independent with news, formula operation.
Young, single, dependable, move anvwhere.
Jack DuLong, WJMA, Orange, Virginia.

Negro
announcer-djSocko
intelligent.
Versatile.
Sales experience.
show. Box
543M.
BROADCASTING.
This gal knows clerical work, can write
copy and do first rate program. Box 544M,
BROADCASTING.

IN
SEATTLE
WASH.

IN
KANSAS CITY
MO.

IN
WASHINGTON
D. C.

GRANTHAM
SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS
offers regular RESIDENT CLASSES and HOME STUDY TRAINING in communications
electronics— training which prepares you to pass F.C.C. operator license examinations
In resident classes or by home study, Grantham training is the easy way to learn more quickly
—theto quick,
prepareeasymorewaythoroughly
examinations.
F.C.C.Be license
to prove —toforyourF.C.C.
employer
that you And
are your
worth first
moreclassmoney.
good tois
yourself.
Prepare
now
for
your
F.C.C.
license
and
greater
future
security
in
the
radio-television
broadcasting industry.
Grantham
Hollywood,
Kansasor City,
Washington,
or inofYour
Own Homecan do the training—
job. Get incomplete
detailsSeattde,
by writing
phoning
any Division
Grantham
School.
Ask for Booklet 99 K. See addresses and phone numbers listed below.
New resident classes at all Divisions begin July 20 and August 17.
GRANTHAM
SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. WESTERN AVE. 408 MARION STREET 3123 GILLHAM ROAD
821-19TH STREET, NW
HOLLYWOOD 27. CALIF. SEATTLE 4, WASH.
KANSAS CITY 9, MO.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
IH0 7-7727)
IMA 2-7227)
(JE 1-6320)
1ST 3-3614)
102

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Young man, 28, mature, vitally interested in
all phases of radio and/or tv. Anxious to
learn; able to produce. Lite announcing
experience.
Prefer northeast. Box 552M,
BROADCASTING.

East coast, broadcasting school graduate,
announce,
operate
board, single, dependable. Box 574M,
BROADCASTING.

Experienced staff announcer. Single. Robert
Cohen, 234 Crescent Street, New Haven,
Conn. UN 5-3528.

DJ, 5 years, single. Prefer nights, large
market. Bof Heffner, Route 1, Rockford,
Ohio.
Announcer — DJ, news and sports. Experienced in all fields. Just vacated strong
eastern Iowa market. Personal interview
requested. Patrick Holohan, Golf, Illinois.
Telephone number Park 4-0278.
First phone
announcer.
and experience. Brad Melton,
5319 College
Rocky Ridge
Road,
Dallas, Texas. FR 4-7568.
Authoritative, mature staff announcer, with
sales ability, dependable, capable, seeks
permanent position with growing progressive station, prefer midwest, but consider
all others. Age 33 — family man. James Allen
Ruck,
nois. 2226 Marshall Blvd., Chicago 23, IlliFirst ticket, mildy amusing dj, fifteen
months experience. Good rating last job.
References nite or morning man. 150 miles
L.A. radius desired. Eddie Scherr, 173 N.
Almont
Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif., Crestview 5-8386.
Attention southern Illinois. Announcer
trained in all phases of radio. Write: John
T. Stone, 5338 N. Magnet, Chicago, 111.
Announcer-Sports, staff. Salary secondary
to opportunity. Prefer midwest, but will
travel. Tony Trunkel, Willard, Wisconsin.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Do youcializeneed
a personality
spein winning
friends for who
your will
station?
afternoon
—
50.0
excess
morning
Hooper50.0! Radio-newspaper family backexcess
ground plus over seven years professional
exexperience. Maintenance
perience-directionals).
Willtoowait(chief's
for right
position. Prefer personal interview. Twentysix. Veteran. Route #3, Box 631, Gainesville, Florida. FRanklin 6-4358.
Three
years Recent
at WWDC—
D.C.'sa
#1 station.
moveWashington,
to southwest
mistake. Rating-getting dj, authoritative
news, livan,
convincing
commercials.
TerryTexas.
SulP.O. Box 1242,
San Antonio,
CApitol 3-6216.
Technical
Experienced
phone. Any Nolocation
acceptable.first
Limited announcing.
tapes. Box
280M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer with management experience. Directional and construction experience. In radio 6 years as chief. All phases,
engineering
programming,
employed.toCompetent
announcer.presently
Box 484M,
BROADCASTING.
North Florida or south Georgia broadcast
station: If you need a first class ticket or
chief engineer, contact me and save plenty.
Box 522M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Consulting background, directional
DesireReferences.
position substantial
stationexperience.
or group.
Box
531M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 12 years experience. Ham 29 years.
No announcing. West preferred. Box 548M.
BROADCASTING.
First class operator presently employed
5000 watt directional. Married man seeks
permanent opportunity northeast United
States.
No announcing. Box 558M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 49, versatile, qualified, references,
no
ING. announcing. Box 578M, BROADCASTFlorida opportunity wanted. First phone.
Experienced radio, tv, and communications.
Box 579M, BROADCASTING.
First phone, will relocate with radio or tv.
Two years experience in both. Box 590M,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Program director: Currently employed one
of nation's both
top markets.
successful
top 40
andHighly
good experienced,
music operations. Box 445M,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Sales
Sales manager major eastern vhf desirous
of locating with progressive station or
chain in midwest or west. 16 years experience all phases of radio and tv sales.
Offer stability,
ground togetherloyalty
with and
finestexcellent
personalbackand
business
references.
Box
561M,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, young account executive seeks
solid opportunity.
excellent
ground, and best Married,
references.
Box back582M,
BROADCASTING.

WLOF-TV, Channel 9 Orlando needs aggressive salesman. Will overlook lack of
experience if man is a real hustler. Good
opportunity to move to Florida.

Announcers
Experienced announcer, currently employed
major market, seeking advancement. Prefer
midwest
station. Box 535M, BROADCASTING.

Announcers
Southeastern vhf interested in announcer
with tv experience. Personality, voice
quality, must be excellent. Man we are
lookingsires for
is employed
happily,
deto move
and improve.
Boxbut597M,
BROADCASTING.

Technical
Broadcasting technician: Recent graduate
of Central Technical Institute. Seeking permanent position or summer replacement.
1st ticket. Box 556M, BROADCASTING.
12 years radio and tv. Desire technical position with good future. Can accept responsibility. Box 565M, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, five years experience
large ket market,
desiresmanager.
relocate Salary
small open,
maras production
family,
college
graduate,
highest
references. Box 477M, BROADCASTING.
TV program director wants to get hands
dirty again. Anxious to return to production
department. Experienced as p.d., announcer,
director, newsman, weatherman, writer, designer, etc. Desire position as operationsproduction
CASTING. manager. Box 533M, BROADVersatile,duction
experienced,
well-schooled
promanager (8 years
tv production)
capable of managing and executing all assignments relative to tv-radio-theatre production. Looking for permanent tv "Home"
run
by
cooperative
tv "professionals".
Write for complete resume
and references
to Box 584M, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE

Technical
Wanted — Chief engineer. Maximum powered vhf station in key southeastern market
seekstor toexperienced
engineer department.
and administrahead its technical
Well
equipped
and
still
growing,
this station
offers excellent career opportunity
for a
professional engineer. Stable ownership
and management, good working conditions,
pension
plan, group insurance. Box 567M,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Copywriter, fast, clever with words to assume complete charge of continuity. California network affiliate. Box 446M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. Announcer-director. South-east
Florida station. Salary open. Plus talent
and residuals. Must have Sof audition and
complete resume plus salary requirements
in first letter. Also have opening for copy
writer. Salary open. Write details. Reply
Box 553M, BROADCASTING.
Producer-director position open in southeastern vhf. Give full details as to experience ambitions, and salary requirements.
Good team man with vitality, originality
and
plenty of ideas wanted. Box 598M,
BROADCASTING.
Working news director wanted for vhf in
southeast. Must be able to write, edit,
shoot
16 mm,
possibly do an on-the-air
job. Box
599M,andBROADCASTING.

Looking
for ten
years' broadcasting?
experience in major
phases reliable,
of
radio-tv
Want
steady,
ambitious
help? No floater.
Employed. Box 508M, BROADCASTING.
Summertime is flagpole time. Experienced
flagpole sitter available after July 10 for
stunts throughout nation. Box 580M,
BROADCASTING.

MAJOR

Newsman — Presently employed — news director. Gather, write and air news. Married, children. Looking for stable position
with station that knows value of news. ExCASTING.cellent references. Box 581M, BROADTELEVISION

TELEVISION

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
New local tv programming creates growth
opportunity
for stable
executive
typeexperisalesman. A andlittle
or tv
ence
muchradio
ability
ontime
yoursales
part along
with my help and leads to get you started
should result in $8,000 to $10,000 commission
per
soon and
in future.
Salaryto
first year
6 months.
Send more
resume
and photo
Keith
Oliver.
Sales
Manager,
WJIM-TV,
Lansing, Michigan.

HAS
FOR

Equipment
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter. Channels
2 thru 6. Low price. Send for details. Box
494M, BROADCASTING.
For Sale: 1 Presto-85E recording amplifier
with 2 recording mechanisms model 6N. Box
550M, BROADCASTING.
1 tape-Athon model 375-10 authomatic continuous magnetic tape player includes two
pre-recorded
10-inchBROADCASTING.
reels. Very good condition. Box 559M,

INDEPENDENT

IMMEDIATE

TOP

FLIGHT

OPENING

DISC

JOCKEY

Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
The man we want now is working on the
east coast in television or radio sales. We
are prepared to lend you all the assistance
you need to develop into our top salesman.
Located in one of the 30 top television markets. Reply Box 527M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Send

tape, air check, photograph

Program

Director,

WFBR,

and resume

Baltimore,

to

Md.

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
1 Travis tapak portable tape recorder,
Triplex newscaster model. Used very little.
Excellent condition. Box 560M. BROADCASTING.
550 foot Blaw Knox self-supporting H-21
tower. Designed for fm and tv antennas.
Dismantled, ready to ship. Box 583M,
BROADCASTING.
Best offer buys: One G.E. type BT-4-A
10 kwput tubes.
fm This
amplifier
with several
outunit requires
a 3 kwuseddriver.
It is in good operating condition. Call
Washington,
D.C. at ADams 4-0700, Ext.
101A.
RCA, BQ-101 automatic turntable. Used
very little. Make an offer. KFMA, Davenport, Iowa.
5 kw. High channel television transmitter.
General Electric 4TT6-D, FCC approved,
with tubes and crystals for channel 13.
Television frequency monitor. General
radiocrystals
1183-T-A.
approved
and
for FCC
channel
13. Bothwithusedtubes
by
WKTV prior to change to channel 2. Priced
to sell. Contact DeForest T. Layton, Jr.,
Channel
New
York.2— WKTV, P.O. Box 386, Utica,
Western
Electric
310-B, Electric
mint condition,
sets tubes.
Western
high level10
modulated transmitter ok for standby,
Conelrad, both equipped remote control.
Want
or Jr.,
equivalent.
Make meLangevin
an offer. "Progar"
Fred Haney,
WRALRadio, Raleigh, N.C., phone Temple 4-6401.
Flashcasting Trans-Lux news sign . . .
61' x 4'5".
equipment. GoodComplete
working remote
condition.control
Reasonable.
WRVM, 130 Clinton Avenue South,
Rochester 4, N.Y.
240 feetWSIX-TV,
Andrew Nashville,
6Vs" coaxial
line with
fittings.
Tennessee.
RCA BTA-250M broadcast transmitter available immediately. Used three years. Radio
Station WTRB, Ripley, Tenn. Box 302.
Western Electric 1 kw xmitter now in full
service going to 5kw will sacrifice for
$1375 fob, Ocala, Florida. Phone Ken Brown,
Marion 2-8174.
Stephens Wirless microphone complete,
used, in excellent condition — $250.00. Camera
Equipment Co. Inc., 315 W. 43rd St., New
York, JUdson 6-1420.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604
crystals.
Also amtestimonials
monitor service.
Nationwide
unsolicited
praise
our products
and
fast
service.
Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Dage video monitor model 602A, 1 — 1" F/1.5
lens. 1—2" F/1.5 lens. 1—3" F/2.5 tele photo
lens. Dage 250A lens and distribution amwithtelev.
3" rearmonitor.
monitor.plifier.
ConracDage 101
27" Camera
industrial
Reply to: Paul Major, Eagle Publishing
Company, 33 Eagle Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Sincere casters
groupinterested
of young,
experienced
broad-of
in station
in market
30,000 or better. Prefer midwest. Will becomedence.partBoxof405M,
community.
Strictest confiBROADCASTING.
Wanted: Opportunity to lease small am,
prefer tion
middle-west,
write freely,Boxinformaabsolutely confidential.
596M,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Wanted
RCA
BTL-IB
STL or receiver only.
Box 411M, BROADCASTING.
Man with 20 years radio experience and
capital seeks station in eastern market,
preferably New York area. Principals only.
No brokers. Write in confidence. Box 551M,
BROADCASTING.
FM transmitter, 1 to 5 kw, and monitors.
CMS, 60 Landing Park, Rochester 10, N.Y.
104

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road.
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
F.C.C. license in six weeks. Inexpensive,
practical.
class August
finder, 510Resident
16th St., Oakland,
Calif. 3. PathBUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
For inggeneral
buying
and sellof mediafinancial
stocks help,
over the
counter
and
floating issues for purchase or expansion
contact: Media Investments Co., 6381 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, California. We
can offer these services only in those
statesers in insecurities.
which we are registered as dealMISCELLANEOUS
Custom radio spots our specialty. No
jingles. Write: M-J Productions, 2899
Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.
Qualified consulting engineer. Specializing
in daytime applications, frequency surveys,
and powersissippi.
increases.
Area west1006of East
the MisDouglas F. Mariska,
16th
Avenue, San Mateo, California.
Custom
radio spots12 and
by radio's
No.
1 pitchman.
hourjingles
service.
Write:
Turner,
Inc.,
1002
Consumers
Building,
Chicago.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
WANTED: SALES MANAGER
Minimum Salary $12,000.00 Per Year
plus liberal incentive
Greater
Pittsburgh's
station, WMCK {Mightyfastest
1360), growing
needs a radio
sales
manager who can sell, organize and direct
a staff to sell today's radio.
The minimum salary is $12,000.00 per year
with a real opportunity for someone with
know-how and aggressiveness to earn much
more. Also, the opportunity exists for the
right party
to grow into the General Managerial capacity.
Direct applications to Robert M. Cox, President, 300 Fifth Avenue, McKeesport, Pa.,
or phone North 4-4421 .

RADIO SINGING
COMMERCIALS' SALESMAN
Jingle firm currently dealing with
over 700 radio stations needs
services of top-notch salesman.
Car necessary. Extensive travel.
$15-20,000 per year calibre.
Radio experience essential.
The Jingle Mill, Inc.
201 West 49th Street
New York 19, N.Y.

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
,{._„„_„„_„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„„_„, — „.$.
1
SOMEWHERE
|
I Among the readers of this advertisement I
T is a man able to do the job of Chief ]
I Announcer on a 5,000 watt radio station I
Atlantic announcing,
area. Must I]
I located
be able in the
to middle
do straight
sports and local news and have a prac- |
I tical knowledge of music. Future advance- I
T ment governed by cooperation with Sales 7
I Department and public service with com- I
| munity.photoSendto Boxexperience,
qualifications J7
588M, BROADCAST?I and
ING.
f
4

MM „„ „« ...» ,M, .... .... M» ,.M
Technical
RECORDING

ENGINEER

Must be thoroughly versed all
phases recording, maintenance, setup, acoustics, etc. Great opportunity
for right man. Salary, bonuses and
high profit-sharing arrangement.
New studio being built. Already has
initial account which will bill
$15,000 to $20,000 yearly.
Box

589M, Broadcasting

SALES ENGINEER AUDIO PRODUCTS
Immediate opening for broadcast engineer experienced in all phases of
audio equipment and audio systems.
Responsible position in sales office of
leading broadcast equipment manufacturer. Limited travel. Complete company benefits. Send complete resume
and photo.
Box 602M, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management

TV-Radio Manager-Sales Manager
15 years' diversified background radio-tv
management,
merchandising
and
promotion, sales,
including
network
and
national
representative
experience,
programming,
talent, legal and accounting. Unusual reputation as self- starter working
of "hard-sell" school.of
Extensive
Southeast first-hand
as well as nationalknowledge
field. Know
agency-advertiser
inside
and good
out.
Presently employed thinking
film sales.
Money
but tired of traveling. Interested in job
as a working tv sales manager or general
manager of radio station. 38 years old,
married, children. References.
Box 587M, BROADCASTING
MISCELLANEOUS
SELL MORE WITH HUMOR
Create humorous, hard-sell radio and
tv commercials with the comprehensive
"TOUCH ME LIGHTLY"
. Successful samples included.
guide
Write: Radio Aids — 715 Castillo St.,
Santa Barbara, California.
$5.00
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical

Communications

RCA
BROADCAST
FIELD

STATIONS
FULLTIME
COLORADO
Captive market station $8,000 down.
Approximately $290.00 per month
on balance. Box 495M, BROADCASTING.

DAYTIMER
Metropolitan Rocky Mountain
Area. By owner. $20,000 down.
Seven Year payout. Box 500M,
BROADCASTING.

ENGINEERS
Qualified applicants should possess first
class radio-telephone license, good technical schooling and two or three years'
maintenance experience on TV studio
or TV transmitter equipment.
These positions will pay top salaries.
Liberal RCA benefits included.
For personal interview, please send a
complete resume of your education and
experience to:
Mr. Edward J. McGarrigan
Employment Manager, Dept. YP-IG
RCA Service Company
Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

WHAT ARE YOU GONNA DO

KAPR
Douglas, Arizona
1000 watt daytime. $70,000, with
29%
lettuce.down. Market— copper, cattle,
Box 511M, BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE
Class B fm station in
Southern California.
Write
Box 530M, BROADCASTING

| Less than year ago we took over a =
z "dog" and have made it top audience =
| station in 30-50 thousand market. =
: Unusual conditions ran us short of E
= dough, but not desperately so. Future =
i is great; need help now to tune of S
I not less than 5 G's. How do you want =
; to invest with us, — except on trans- =
i fer of control? Reveal yourself fully =
= when writing to
=
|
Box 585M, BROADCASTING |
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^

If you've got DUE BILLS for transportation, services or merchandise; that
you've had to take in payment for your
services, DON'T WASTE THEM. DON'T
GIVE THEM AWAY. WE WILL BUY DUE
BILLS FOR IMMEDIATE CASH OR WE
WILL TRADE YOUR DUE BILLS FOR
SPECIFIC NEEDS OF YOUR CHOICE.

BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Vt.
Ala.
Cal.
Fla.
Wash.
M iss.
W.Va.
N.C.
Pa.

Sing le

250W
250w
lkw-D

SALE
70M
50M
115M

terms
terms
cash
terms
te rms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

Small
Small
Small
$38M
Small
Small
95M
5kw-D
lkw-D
Small
78M
98M
250w
lkw-D
Small
35M
100M
250W-F
175M
Cal. Small
175M
Medium
lkw-D
N.Y. Medium 500w
Ky.
250M
Mich.
Fla. Large
Medium
Ind.
250M terms
lkw-F
Metro-Suburb
158M
225M
250w
S.E.
250M terms
5kw-D
lkw-F
Major
275M terms
terms
terms
S.W.
AM -TV
S.E. Small
450M
Small
VHF-TV
5kw-D
And Others
PAUL. H
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
Atlanta
Please address:
182
W. Peachtree
Atlanta
9. Ga.
New York
San Francisco
GUNZENDORI ER
For Western radio properties — Arizona 5000 watt daytimer in big market—Control for $140,000. California
fulltimer 250 watts $40,000. Arizona
1000 watts $75,000. Colorado daytimer $100,000. TERMS.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.
Licensed Brokers and Consultants
DUX
one
3ilC
Texas one
250w D. #150,000 29% — S.W
fulltime #55,000 — Texas fulltime Regional
$170,000
— S.W.F.T.Fulltime
000
Vs down — 27%
Southern
Regional' #90,$175,000 29% — Southern D. Regional $97,500
29% — Texas fulltime Regional $180,000
29% — Many more up to $900,000. To
BUY or SELL contact PATT McDONALD,
BOX 9266, AUSTIN, TEXAS. XIX
GL. 3-8080.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
~~~~~ STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th»
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

WITH ALL THAT LOOT?

GREAT WESTERN MERCHANDISE
6013 SUNSET BLVD.
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

FOR

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

far
you cant beat a
classified ad in getting
top-flight personnel
t05

Mrs. Peff, President, Superior Air Products Co., Newark, N. J., shown in her office with Supairco's recently developed liquid-oxygen "vacuum bottle."

meet
talented

executive

Many a tough problem has been solved by
Mrs. Peff and her company since 1952,
when she assumed the presidency after
her husband's death.
Specialists for thirty years in building
low-temperature apparatus and complete
plants to produce oxygen and other gases,
"Supairco" was called on recently to
develop a small, compact, lightweight container tosupply oxygen for aircraft crews
at high altitudes. Supairco did just that
—with its ingenious design for a "vacuum
bottle" which holds liquid oxygen at 297
degrees beloiv zero, Fahrenheit! One of the
key questions — what metals would do the
job best?

Mrs.
and

Peter

a good

customer

After careful research and testing,
Supairco chose Anaconda's special copper-silicon alloy, Everdur®, for the inner
sphere which contains the liquid oxygen.
Everdur was selected because of its ready
workability, corrosion resistance and high
strength — a combination of properties
which withstands the vibration and fatigue
stresses aloft, plus the shocks associated
with catapult launchings and carrierbased landings.
For the outer sphere, a shell of highly
polished, heat-reflecting Anaconda Copper
was used to maintain the vacuum which
keeps the liquid-state oxygen at the extremely low temperature necessary.

06

Peff
of

Anaconda

The "vacuum bottle" shown above,
when fully valved and charged, weighs only
lA as much as the heavy, cumbersome
cylinder it replaces, and requires only a
fraction of the space. Yet Supairco's new
product provides a high-flying, eight-man
crew with all the oxygen it needs.
Anaconda, through its subsidiary The
American Brass Company, produces more
than 100 standard alloys of copper, each
providing its own combination of properties. Special alloys are regularly developed to meet specific applications. This is
in keeping with the continuing aim of
Anaconda research in the whole nonferrous-metal field: Better ways to do
things, in home and industry.
59173 a

Anaconda
PRODUCERS OF: COPPER • ZINC • LEAD • ALUMINUM • SILVER
GOLD • PLATINUM • PALLADIUM • CADMIUM • SELENIUM • TELLURIUM
URANIUM OXIDE • MANGANESE • ARSENIC • BISMUTH • INDIUM
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OUR

RESPECTS

Charles

TO

. . .

Henry

A management dream for the broadcasting industry comes true today (July
6) on the campus of the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration
in Boston. Sixty station owners and executives are going back to school. Their
lessons will deal with broad management problems.
Charles Tower, age 39, as NAB's
broadcast personnel and economics director has long nursed this idea. He
feels the typical station manager has
come up from specialization — selling,
programming, technical and the other
typical forms of broadcast operation.
In these pursuits many owners and managers simply
haven't
been ableinto basic
find
time to
receive
instruction
management problems of the type for
which Harvard is renowned.
The idea of university training for
management is not new to industry in
general, but it's an innovation for broadcasters. Advertising Federation of
America, for example, has a one-week
course at Harvard, also with a July 6
starting date. This compares with the
fortnight-long instruction for broadcasters. Every two years Mr. Tower has
been taking some form of advanced
management training of this type and
he's a recognized specialist in the subject.
University training of this type has
some definite "nots." It's not a cookbook solution to broadcasting problems.
This type of problem is taken up at the
NAB's fall conferences where station
operators can match experiences on
specific issues.
Not a Cure-All • Nor is the Harvard
course designed to tell an operator how
to build up a 24.3 rating at 3 p.m.
Tuesday.
Rather it will go into the tools that
are needed to run a business — ways to
face up to problems.
Mr. Tower spends at least half the
day on the telephone, consulting with
broadcasters on their management and
staff developments. He has been in
charge of the NAB department since
1955. Station operators and his fellow
executives at NAB say he has the most
receptive ears and counseling voice in
the industry. A bit on the campus side
in his manner and habits, he sports a
crewish sort of hairdo in contrast to
his long-hairish reading tastes. He loves
to play squash at the University Club
in Washington and wields a competent
racquet.
"Chuck" Tower — and that's the way
the broadcasting industry refers to him
— had his first management experience
BROADCASTING, July 6, 1959

Tower

nearly two decades ago at Williams
College in Massachusetts where he managed the football team. Tall and stringy,
he assumed this role because his lack
of heft didn't fit him for front line or
end-run duty.
Native to Campus • Campus life was
natural for Chuck. His father taught at
Philips Academy-Andover and later became dean. Naturally his secondary
educational training was at this wellknown prep school where sons of
faculty members could attend tuitionfree.
After getting his liberal arts degree
at Williams, with a political science
major and economics minor, he entered
Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration in 1942. At the time the
Navy was operating courses at the
school to develop an officer reserve for
the supply corps. He attended continuously— was commissioned an ensign
and received his degree in industrial
administration. Prior to graduation he
received a medical discharge from the
Navy.
Armed with his graduate degree,
Chuck Tower quickly lined up a job
that took advantage of his advanced
training and introduced him to the
manufacturing end of the broadcasting
industry. He went to work right off the
campus at RCA in Camden, N.J., as
junior methods engineer. This job included manufacturing cost control and

personnel relations among other duties.
Two years later he joined the National Labor Relations Board as field
examiner, working out of the Pittsburgh
and Boston offices. In Pittsburgh he
met Barbara Schupp, whose father was
with NLRB. They were married in
June 1946.
Law Degree Too • That year Mr.
Tower decided he wanted another degree— law. He had an offer to teach at
the Boston U. School of Business Administration. This set up the chance to
combine law study with a salary. For
24 months he taught and studied, graduating with his law degree and later
passing the Massachusetts state bar.
At the time Richard P. Doherty,
NAB employe-employer relations director, was looking for an assistant.
Mr. Doherty, too, had taught at Boston
U, and was familiar with the Tower
background. On Feb. 2, 1949, Chuck
Tower went to work at NAB's Washington headquarters and soon was neckdeep in the labor and economic
complications that confront broadcast
management.
His first speaking contact came at an
NAB district meeting held in the Poconos when Mr. Doherty went to Europe
on an international mission. This was
the first contact many broadcasters had
with NAB's assistant labor director.
They were pleasantly surprised when
this boyish, somewhat retiring speaker
opened up with a relaxed, professional
platform manner and went right to the
heart of their labor problems. His industry appearances are now familiar.
He keeps an audience at ease by talking
without text, a technique he embraced
after once feeling that a prepared speech
had struck with the impact of an overage pumpkin.
The
Towers have three children —
David 12, Chris 7, Sandra Lee 2'/2.-He
is a member of the Unitarian church.
He teaches business management at
American U. in Washington. Besides
the University Club he belongs to the
Harvard Club of Washington.
As usual this autumn he will conduct
clinics gional
for conferences.
management
These atareNAB's
what rehe
calls nuts-and-bolts sessions. At NAB's
annual conventions his labor and management sessions have capacity audiences. Around the industry more
people are familiar with his station
economic reports and reviews of labor
developments
than any of the NAB
services.
His role at the Harvard course, he

NAB's Chuck Tower
Specialist: personnel and economics

says, will be "chief kibitzer." He
thought up the idea and basic planning of the seminar. If the project lives
'..107
up to his hopes, he believes it will be
the first step in a greatly broadened
casting. of executive training in broadprogram

EDITORIALS
More

help

needed

FROM its beginnings, color television has needed more
help than it ever got. In the past month, however, two
developments have given fresh encouragement to those
patient advocates who see in color tv the ultimate refinement of what is already the No. 1 medium for information, entertainment and sales.
First, Admiral Corp. climbed on the color manufacturing bandwagon — a bandwagon which up till then had
been, for all practical purposes, both drawn and driven
by a single corporate team, RCA and its subsidiary, NBC.
The second encouragement for the color crusaders came
10 days ago, when Roger Clipp of the Triangle stations,
who also is chairman of TvB, called together a score of
the nation's top television broadcasters for pep talks — and
facts — on color tv and what it can mean right now.
It would be wishful thinking to suggest that these developments alone will bring color television bursting immediately into full bloom — or even into bud. But they
could lead the way.
Before color can come into its own, the old chickenor-the-egg question will have to be compromised: Color
programming must be promoted at all levels in order to
boost color set circulation, while circulation must be promoted so that more advertisers will want to do more color
programming. And at some point in that widening circle,
as set sales require increased production, rising output must
bring reduced set costs so that true mass circulation will
be possible.
It is not a job that can be done by one, or even a few.
The more broadcasters, manufacturers, advertisers and
agencies who get behind the drive, the more quickly color
will arrive. No doubt momentum will gather slowly. But
along with continually improving programs, color offers the
best means of getting more people to watch more — and to
buy more, which is just another way of saying money in
the bank for both the operators and the users of television.
Victory

now,

trouble

later

THE U.S. Supreme Court eliminated one problem for
broadcasters last week but inadvertently created another.
The problem it created will be much harder to correct than
the problem that was corrected — and it took 25 years to get
the illusory relief which the Supreme Court granted.
We say this with much regret for at the outset of the
case which the Supreme Court decided last week there
was reason to hope for a decision of long-range value.
Certainly WDAY-AM-TV Fargo, N.D., has earned the
gratitude of all broadcasters for fighting through the costly
channels that led to Supreme Court consideration a matter
which was of utmost importance to broadcasting.
As reported elsewhere in this issue, the Supreme Court
ruled that Sec. 315 immunizes broadcasters from libel actions arising from candidates' appearances on radio and
television. The immunity is implied, the court majority said,
because the law forbids broadcasters to censor candidates'
speeches.
On the surface the ruling is vastly appealing. It removes
the historic broadcasters' dilemma of risking libel suits
while being powerless to prevent them. But turn the ruling
another way, and it is an endorsement of a principle which
must be loathed by every broadcaster who counts himself
anything more than a Western Union messenger. The ruling legitimizes the evil theory that broadcasters are incompetent toexercise the kinds of editorial judgment which
are accorded to the press by the First Amendment.
In practical application, the Supreme Court's decision will
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add to the difficulties which broadcasting must overcome
if it is to obtain the freedoms which it must have if it is
to become a true organ of journalism. If the United States
government, through an act of Congress, endorsed by the
Supreme Court, is to deny broadcasters the right of editorial judgment in the presentation of political oratory, the
inevitable flow of regulation from that denial will be curtailments of other rights.
The right to exercise editorial judgment over candidates'
speeches is too important a right to cede in exchange for
protection against libel damages. Broadcasters must intensify their efforts to persuade the Congress to lift the
restrictions of Sec. 315 and with them the immunity from
libel which the Supreme Court now says the Congress
originally granted.
Broadcasters cannot have rights without risks or freedoms without responsibilities. Both rights and risks and
freedoms and responsibilities are the necessary ingredients
of free journalism.
No

time

to dawdle

ON

Thursday (July 9), a special Senate Foreign Relations
Subcommittee will give the nine-year-old NARBA
treaty, as well as the 1956 Mexican agreement on am broadcast allocations, another hearing. Two years ago, a Senate
subcommittee dropped consideration on ratification because
of objections from the Daytime Broadcasters Assn.
This could be the last chance. The daytimers, who cannot be blamed for wanting longer operating hours (they're
now seeking 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., instead of sunrise to sunset)
haven't been sitting on their hands. They've told Senators
that they should be permitted to operate longer hours on
Mexican clears and on our own clears. The FCC, presumably before the hearings end, will decide the pending
daytimers' case.
What the daytimers haven't told the Senate is that not
only Mexican and U.S. clears but practically all of the
regional stations would suffer degradation if the longer operating hours were authorized without proper protection.
If there is no ratification, Cuban, Mexican and even Canadian stations could jump our channels. No one, not even
the daytimers, would benefit from that jungle warfare.
The regionals, as well as the clears, had better tell their
story to the Senate subcommittee so it won't be stampeded
by a minority view — as it was two years ago. On their side
will be Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who as chairman of the
NARBA delegations which evolved the treaties, has worked
hard to prevent another inter-American allocations war.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Si. I Mix
"Our next contestant: Gypsy Rose Lee. She hasn't named her
dance but says she won't need a partner."
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It is a vast urban area created by bustling cities,
booming industry and big agricultural purchasing
power where millions of your customers WORK,
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CHEMICALS

With the deep salt wells supplying the essential brine,
and the broad Ohio River furnishing economical transportation facilities, a rich, thriving chemical industry
has arisen in the bountiful WTRF-TV

area. Typical is

this Columbia -Southern Chemical Corporation plant located
at Natrium, W. Va., just south of Wheeling. Here more than
1,000 employees are engaged in the production of chlorine,
caustic soda, chlorinated hydrocarbons, ammonia and
titanium tetrachloride.

0

More than $5 million annual payroll dollars of the ColumbiaSouthern Chemical Corporation help make the WTRF-TV area a
super market for alert advertisers ... a 39-county area where 2
million people have a spendable income of $2H billion annually.
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To get the most from your radio dollar you must reach the adult
spending audience. That means WCBM in Baltimore . . . where
month after month surveys* show the greatest percentage of
adult radio listeners PREFER WCBM programming! Get all the
facts and you will see why agencies, too . . . PREFER WCBM !
*Nielsen Adult Listenership Surveys
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the best way to cover the Dallas-Fort Worth Market is with KRLD-TV
in Dallas. The powerful Channel 4 signal reaches 656,600 TV Homes
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the greatest TV Circulation in the South! Ask any Branham

man.
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CLOSED
ABC in Washington • AB-PT President Leonard Goldenson at farewell
luncheon Friday for retired Washington
vice president, Robert H. Hinckley,
formally disclosed appointment of two
assistants to president to assume Washington duties. Edgar G. Shelton Jr., Mr.
Hinckley's assistant for past two and
a half years, is assigned government
liaison, and Joseph Jacobs, staff attorney, is assigned all legal activities. All
seven members of FCC, plus top echelon of ABC officials, attended luncheon
and Chairman Doerfer and Vice Chairman Hyde paid high tribute to Mr.
Hinckley. Mr. Hinckley will continue
on AB-PT board and executive committee and will be available for counsel.
He will reside at his ranch in Ogden but
plans to be in East at least one week
each month.
Ollie Treyz, ABC-TV president, at
Hinckley luncheon, told FCC why ABC
needs more outlets in some key markets.
Asserting ABC-TV had achieved top
status nighttime in top 24 markets by
shade over CBS-TV in latest Nielsen, he
said it suffered because of inability to
get clearances in two-station markets,
with CBS leading it nationally by about
25%. He mentioned critical markets as
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Louisville,
Birmingham, Syracuse and Rochester,
and also alluded to inability to clear
consistently in Greensboro, Charlotte,
Winston-Salem and Jacksonville.
Clean-up
campaign
• NAB Tv
Board's crackdown on code-subscribing stations carrying Preparation H
hemorrhoid account hasn't yet had noticeable impact on list of stations carrying Ted Bates business. It's understood
only one station has dropped account
since board's June 17 meeting (Broadcasting, June 22), but 13 stations told
to drop it or lose code seal still have
until July 18 deadline. Ted Bates list
includes 145 tv stations, and agency is
spending more on account than six
months ago. Agency maintains that
99% of stations it approaches have accepted business.
Latest headache of NAB code administrators, sexy commercials, is being
pondered by NAB Tv Code subcommittee scheduled to meet in New York late
this month. One underarm product is
said to involve combination of visual
and aural lures of questionable taste.
Test site • After some 14 months of

CIRCUIT®

exhaustive checking, Radio Advertising
Bureau is on verge of naming department store with which it'll work in its
"$64,000 Challenge" radio test, RAB's
offer was to spend up to $64,000 for radio campaign for qualified store willing
to accept bureau's ideas on how to sell
items by radio. Despite stringent requirements, offer drew 41 qualified applicants who have now been narrowed
down to four: Hecht Co. in Washington, Filene's in Boston, Davis & Paxon
in Atlanta, Higbee's in Cleveland.
RAB's idea is that, having already
proved radio's value in store-wide promotion, it'll now show that radio can
move specific items— on which most
stores spend bulk of their advertising
budgets — every bit as well as newspapers can.
Radio syndication • ABC Radio is getting set to branch out in another direction— this time into radio program syndication. Preliminary plans for syndication arm, currently being formed, are
to offer to stations, on tape or discs,
programs and network personalities not
otherwise available to them. Detailed
plans of operation now being worked
out.
Cable victim • In midst of Senate
Communications Subcommittee consideration of community antenna legislative controls, another vhf is about to
fold because of catv competition. Donald L. Hathaway, who has owned KSPR
Casper, Wyo. for 30 years and placed
ch. 6 KSPR-TV on air in 1957, is giving up ghost. He has sold am station
(1470 kc; 5 kw-D, 1 kw-N, CBS) to his
tv competitor, ch. 2 KTWO-TV for
$150,000 (Changing Hands, page 66)
and will shut down tv with sale of
equipment to Community Tv Systems
(William Daniels of Denver) for in
neighborhood of $300,000. Casper catv
operating for past two and one-half
years, carries three Denver station channels plus local KTWO-TV.
Announcement of Hathaway Tv
transaction is expected this week, with
one source reporting KSPR-TV will go
dark July 22. Situation has parallel in
case of ch. 9 KGEZ-TV Kalispell,
Mont., whose operator, Frank Reardon,
15 months ago announced that he was
going dark because of refusal of FCC
to regulate catv. He charged FCC had
affirmatively aided catv by granting
microwave frequencies for importing of
distant stations and that he could not
compete.

Educational excursion • House Commerce Communications Subcommittee
is busy lining up itinerary for planned
fall field inspection of educational tv
stations. Committee, in tabling S 12 and
similar federal etv subsidies (Broadcasting, June 8), stated it wanted to
make field trip to study firsthand needs
for proposed $1 million for each state.
Rep. Kenneth Roberts (D-Ala.), chief
House advocate of proposal, will lead
entourage with stops already scheduled
in Denver, Little Rock, New Orleans
and Alabama (three station network).
Observer • Keeping close eye on last
week's hearings on tv network program
practices at New York court house
(story page 31) is Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) whose pet grievance is
reliance upon ratings and too many
Westerns and adventures. But he's doing
it by remote control. Whether Sen.
Monroney will seek to hold his oftpostponed hearings into ratings will
depend upon outcome of testimony of
New York advertising agency executives before FCC Chief Examiner
James D. Cunningham.
Hiring a hall • Quip around FCCis
that several radio hearings may have to
be held in Washington's Constitution
Hall (capacity, 3,800). Reason is way
am processing line looks following May
1 5 deadline for filings under new procedure. There's one group of 60 applications involved in 1230-1240 kc, 45 applications in1400-1490 kc area, group
of 28 in 1550 kc and another of 10 in
1550 kc. All have received McFarland
letters and after replies designations for
hearings may be made. Then Broadcast
Bureau will list next top 50 applications
and new cut off date. Almost 240 applications were filed five days before
May 15 — of which 138 were amendments, 61 for major changes and 39 for
new facilities.
Breakdown • Looks like an all or
nothing
gambit case.
on FCC's
14-year-old
clear channel
Commission
discussed matters last week in executive
session with consensus seemingly that
new proposed rulemaking to break
down all 24 clear channels is required
since there didn't seem to be any
answers to objections on part of 12
Class 1-A stations proposed to be duplicated on why they were chosen and
other 12 clear channel outlets left untouched. FCC decided to meet again on
subject July 20.
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Dr. Young

IN

BRIEF

Pants seats won't replace research • Believe it or not,
according to Dr. Norman Young, director of research,
Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor, New York, it has happened: agencyman tries to fly blind in media campaign
without basic radio-tv research, gets grounded by client.
For a while, Dr. Young says in this week's Monday
Memo, it looked like you can be successful sliding along
on the seat of your pants without factual research. He
was afraid research directors had become outmoded,
until . . . Page 19.

Agencies and network programs • Networks do, and should, control
scheduling of programs, agency witnesses tell FCC. But some alarm is
voiced over increasing number of network-controlled hour-long shows.
Agencies' role in program development and production spelled out. Page
31.
More for
companies
regular tv
far behind

television • Katz Agency promotion film recommends U.S.
allot at least 10% of sales budgets to spot tv in addition to
advertising expenditures. Distribution efficiency found lagging
production efficiency. Page 46.

QUEEN

BEE

IN MICHIGAN'S
HONEY OF A MARKET

MBS settlement proposed • Creditors offered 10 cents-on-the-dollar
payment. Network officials meet with Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee group as well as creditors. Bankruptcy hearing scheduled today
(July 13). Page 52.

LANSING

In and out of NBC Radio • Todd Storz informs network KOMA Oklahoma City is cutting down use of network programs; network caught
by surprise. And NBC Radio drops WHAM Rochester, N.Y. for WVET.
Page 54.
Daytimers treaty problems • Status of daytime stations in ratification
of Mexican treaty is major item of contention as Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee holds one-day hearing on international broadcast
agreements. Page 72.
Troubles for tall towers • Actions of new agency at federal level and
of increasing number of restrictive laws at state level pose new problems
for broadcasters who plan new antenna towers. Page 80.
Sec. 315 plan diluted • House subcommittee reports to parent body
watered-down version of equal-time amendment, exempting newscasts
and on-the-spot coverage. Further consideration planned on legislation
to define qualified candidates. Page 81.
Catv advocates at bat • Cable antenna proponents scheduled to have
their day in court this week, following additional testimony by broadcasters and booster adherents before Senate Commerce subcommittee.
FCC Chairman Doerfer to testify after appearance of catv witnesses.
Page 82.

CBC-TV heavy user of red ink • Report to Parliamentary Broadcasting
Committee in Ottawa discloses that 17 of 40 sponsored television programs lost money. Page 103.
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BATTLE
CREEK

JACKSON

Things
are buzzing
Michigan's
rich Golden
Trianglein area!
And
only WILX-TV delivers the important metro areas of LANSING,
JACKSON and BATTLE CREEK
in one sweep . . . city-grade signal
. . . studios at each point . . . dominant NBC service.
Mark these WILX-TV market facts:
• 11th largest population area
(SRDS Consumer Market Data)
• 1 2th largest in total retail sales
(Sales Management)
• 28th largest in TV homes
(Television Age 1 00 Top Markets)
Sell the big and busy Lansing market (now 69th nationally with
313,100 population) . . . plus Battle
Creek, Jackson and the populous
Central Michigan area . . . with
WILX-TV's powerful coverage.
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
WILX-TV
Channel
1©

PRODUCTS

OF

SYRACUSE
. . . important

in the home

This most-wanted Pass & Seymour Rocker-Glo switch is a little thing that makes
a big difference . . . providing the discriminating homeowner with the switch of
the future for his home today . . .
Just as WHEN-TV's extra merchandising, promotion and publicity services
make the difference between ordinary and extraordinary sales.
To add a little extra to the sale of your product in Syracuse and all of Central
New York, place on WHEN-TV view. A call to the Katz Agency or WHEN-TV
commercial manager, Fred Menzies, will put it in the spotlight.

e
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS

PILOTS:
FCC

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

PERISHABLE

learns

facts

from

Compton Adv.'s Lewis H. Titterton
testified Friday (July 10) that ABC-TV
would not permit Compton or its client
to view pilot films of two series this
past spring unless advertiser would consider specific time period network already had selected. Mr. Titterton,
Compton vice president and director of
radio-tv programming, reported this
episode as agency phase of FCC network study progressed through fourth
straight day in New York (see story,
page 31).
Mr. Titterton was reluctant to name
officials of ABC-TV who had made this
policy decision, packaging company involved and Compton's client. But at direction of Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham, he replied that
Compton was informed by William
Mullen, ABC-TV vice president in
charge of sales, that this policy was
laid down by Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president. He identified packager of
programs at Frank Cooper and client
as Procter & Gamble.
Mr. Titterton testified that P & G at
that time was interested in sponsoring
one of two series packaged by Mr.
Cooper — Cry Fraud and Willie. He said
Mr. Cooper, while attempting to arrange for showing of pilots, was advised that only if advertisers were interested in Friday 7-7:30 p.m. period
would ABC-TV permit P & G and
Compton to view film. Mr. Titterton
added that Mr. Mullen confirmed that
time period condition had been laid
down by Mr. Treyz.
P & G, Mr. Titterton related, decided
not to view pilot on that basis. Asked
if he knew why ABC-TV had imposed
such condition, he replied: "I think
the feeling is that if a pilot is seen by
too many people, it loses its value.
It's like a new shirt up for sale— if too
many people handle it, it becomes a
soiled shirt and cannot be sold as a
new shirt."
This line of questioning was introduced by FCC counsel Ashbrook
Bryant to ascertain if agencies had
encountered any difficulties in acquiring network time for clients. Mr. Titterton said that network time had been
set earlier this year than in previous
years, but said he disagreed with some
of other witnesses in that he knew of
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

N.Y.

PRODUCT
agency

men

at least three programs that were not
"locked in" by mid-April. "It is my belief," Mr. Titterton remarked, "that the
smaller independent packager has virtually no place to go today because of
more special programs and fewer halfhour shows."
Program Responsibility • In other
testimony, Thomas J. McDermott, senior vice president in charge of radiotv for Benton & Bowles, pinpointed
instances of agency influence in tv
program production for its clients, and
spoke of millions of dollars risked and
lost in pilot films well in advance of
tv season. He agreed with other agency
witnesses that main responsibility for
programming should rest with networks
but asserted that lesser responsibility —
but responsibility nevertheless — devolves on agency and packager.
In this latter connection, Mr. McDermott said that in consultation with
networks, B & B has made programming
suggestions which proved beneficial
upon acceptance. He added some of
agency's ideas have been vetoed; sometimes these recommendations proved
agency "right" and sometimes "wrong."
Mr. McDermott said capital in tv
pilot films was risked by production
companies and networks, estimating
that typical large broadcast agency
would have to spend "upwards of $2
million" each year if agency itself financed pilots for clients. His "best estimate" on total investment for pilots
made in advance of season was $25
million, of which, he thought, about
10% (or $2.5 million) actually is placed
in network schedules. He said only
fraction of investments are recouped
via small proportion of pilots moved
into summer play, into syndication or
ary.
into schedules as replacements in JanuDetailed for FCC was Benton &
Bowles' role in changing entire concept and titling of Loretta Young Show
in its early appearance on NBC-TV
when Mr. McDermott testified, program
was network licensed to Procter &
Gamble, show's original sponsor. He
also spoke of agency-induced refilming
of pilot sequences and change in concept of new program series to start in
fall. Later he identified program as
Goldie which is Desilu production

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 29

starring Betty Hutton and slated for
General Foods sponsorship on CBSTV, Thurs., 8-8:30, starting Oct 1. In
both cases, he said, networks were not
involved.
Mr. McDermott said his agency's
"basic consideration" for any tv program is "judgment" — is program good
entertainment? — and ventured opinion
that any well-done tv program "will become an effective sales vehicle" because tv itself "is a very effective sales
medium." B&B, he said, bills about $55
million in network tv, $15 million in
spot, with gross billing at $100 million
in U.S. with $7 million additional overseas.
Two witnesses remained to be heard
from late Friday — John P. Cunningham,
chairman of Cunningham & Walsh, and
Nicholas E. Keesley, senior vice president and radio and television director,
Lennen & Newell.
Mack
retrial

jury

split;

to be

asked

Three-month criminal conspiracy
trial of former FCC Comr. Richard A.
Mack and friend Thurman Whiteside
over Miami ch. 10 case ended Friday
with hung jury, 11 voting for conviction, according to unidentified jurors.
Whether new trial will be held and
where will not be decided for few days
while Judge Burnita S. Matthews considers defense motions for acquittal. If
she denies motions, Justice Dept. has
already decided to hold new trial, according to Justice Prosecutor J. Frank
Cunningham.
Decision of government to retry case
puts into limbo — for while longer — two
pending ex parte cases, and throws
shadow of delay on two others.
Because FCC did not want to interfere with Mack-Whiteside trial, it
postponed its oral argument on Miami
ch. 10 case pending outcome of criminal trial. Oral argument had been
scheduled for April 23. In Boston ch.
5 case, Special Examiner Horace Stern
ordered cessation of all further activity also pending completion of MackWhiteside prosecution. Boston ch. 5
hearing ended March 23 and briefs had
been scheduled to be filed early in
FCC has ordered hearings involving
April.
allegations of back-door approaches in
CONTINUES on page 10

AT

CONTINUED

from page 9

Miami ch. 7 and Orlando ch. 9 cases,
but presumably will hold these in abeyance since former Comr. Mack is involved in both.
Only other ex parte case ordered to
hearing is St. Louis ch. 2. This may go
forward since it involved rulemaking
proceeding and does not hinge directly
on Mr. Mack's vote.
Though case will be retried if defense
motions are denied, trial presumably
won't take place until fall since court
now is operating on reduced summer
schedule.
Mr. Mack commented, "I am proud
of my lawyer (Nicholas P. Chase)" and
said he will return to Florida to "try
to recover my health." Mr. Chase had
been reprimanded by Judge Matthews
immediately after she dismissed jury for
his conduct during trial. Mr. Whiteside
made no immediate comment. He and
Mr. Mack shook hands when judge discharged jury.
Jury had deliberated more than 30
hours over calendar period of eight
by one juror's incapacitatdays,ingbroken
illness and Fourth of July holiday
weekend when jury was allowed to go
home.
KOSI, KXOL
sales
Station sales filed at FCC Friday:
KOSI Aurora-Denver, Colo. • Sold
by David M. Segal, Floyd Bell and
Edward M. Guss to W. L. Armstrong
(until May 1959 assistant to vice president of WIL St. Louis) (40%) and
parents William L. and Dorothy Armstrong (each 30%) for $371,800.
Armstrongs own Armstrong Chemical
Co., Denver. Sellers also own KOBYAM-FM San Francisco and WGVM
Greenville, Miss. KOSI is on 1430 kc
with 5 kw day, 500 w night directional.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex. • 50% sold
by C.C., C.C. Jr., Ben and John R.
Woodson to Wendell Mayes for $268,091. Mr. Mayes controls KNOW
Austin, Tex. KXOL is on 1360 kc with
5 kw day and 1 kw night directional.
Mr. Mayes and his son Wendell Jr. (and
KNOW) will hold 75% of KXOL, with
William W. Jarman Jr. holding 25%.
CBS Radio signs two
Signing of WRIG Wausau, Wis., and
KAAB Hot Springs, Ark., as CBS Radio
affiliates announced by Arthur Hull
Hayes, CBS Radio president. WRIG,
owned and operated by WRIG Inc.,
operates on 1400 kc with 250 w. Mar-
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• Fates

DEADLINE
FCC 'on the air'
Daytime radio listening perked
up ears of New York agency and
network executives as non-commercial WNYC New York
broadcast live coverage of FCC's
inquiry into tv network programming during past week (see page
31). "Regular WNYC listeners as
well as the special interest listening group expressed appreciation
through many letters and telephone calls," Seymour Siegel,
WNYC general manager, said
Friday (July 10).
He said while this was "first
time," live mikes had been used
for any FCC hearings, permission
to broadcast had first been refused
three weeks ago by hearing examiner, but that last Monday
FCC granted broadcast request.
"Since New York is capital of advertising and network programming," Mr. Siegel commented,
"we felt it was in the public
interest to provide coverage."
WNYC's daily coverage will serve
also as official tape recording for
FCC, he said. Station's regular
programming was carried by
WNYC-FM. "Our only comMr. Siegelwhosaid,
"have
been from plaints,"
persons
normally
listened to closing stock market
reports and didn't know they
could hear them on fm."
vin Nelles is manager. KAAB operates
on 1350 kc with 1 kw day and 500 w
night. KAAB is owned by the Phoenix
Co. and Harman I. Moseley II is president.
• Business briefly
• Three advertisers have picked up
regional sponsorship of new Saturday
Night Pro Football series of seven contests starting Aug. 22 on ABC-TV (10
p.m. -conclusion, EDT). Purchasers are:
(in West) Theo. Hamm Brewing Co.,
St. Paul, represented by Campbell-Mithun Inc., Minneapolis; (in East) National Brewing Co., Baltimore, through
W.B. Doner & Co., same city, and in all
other markets by General Mills, Minneapolis, via Knox Reeves Adv., same
city. Five exhibition and two National
Football League games will be telecast
either live or on tape. Points of origin
will be Austin, Tex., Detroit, Jacksonville, Winston-Salem, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Baltimore.

&

Fortunes

• Edward M. Marshall, who has been
writer, producer and director on many
of BBDO's radio and television programs in past 17 years, named business
managerment. Mr.ofMarshall
agency's will
radio-tv
be in departcharge
of all business affairs of department,
including program and talent agreements, and will be agency liaison with
all talent and technical unions.
• Raymond E. Nelson, broadcasting
and advertising veteran, named vp and
manager of new office being opened in
New York by Gregory & House & Jansen, 21 -year-old Cleveland advertising
agency. New York office will be at 10
East 44th St., New York 17; telephone
Murray Hill 2-6281. Mr. Nelson is
former vice president and general manager of NTA Film Network and also
former general manager of WNTA
Newark. Before that he was director of
national spot sales for TvB, president
of Keystone Adv., radio-tv vp of
Charles M. Storm Co., director of daytime programs and program manager
of Mutual, president of Nelson Productions and eastern production manager
for NBC.
• James G. Beardsley promoted from
copy group supervisor to creative
director of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago, it is being announced
today (July 13) by Roswell W. Metzger, executive committee chairman and
general manager of agency's central division. He succeeds George F. Drake,
who was granted indefinite leave of
absence. Mr. Metzger is also announcing appointments of Lewis Hellwig as
head art director and William T.
Rooks as copy chief. Mr. Beardsley has
been in advertising field over 20 years
as account executive and copy chief.
• Ray C. Montgomery, member of research department of Leo Burnett Co.
in Chicago past year, joins Clinton E.
Frank Adv., same city, as research
supervisor, bringing agency's number
of employes up to 100. Louis E.
Schueler, Frank research director, said
appointment is part of realignment in
which Henry Merrill, Jean Anderson and Mr. Montgomery are each responsible for specific group of agency's
clients. Mr. Montgomery formerly was
associate professor of psychology and
personnel management at Detroit Institute of Technology. He taught advertising, marketing and research there.
Other Fates & Fortunes, Page 86
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news department has received the
n News Award from the National
iphers Association. KLZ-TV was
all the tv stations in America for
recognition.
inscribed, "To the personnel of
Colorado in recognition of
service in, cohering the news of
television; For leadership in
gathering, photographing and
television; And for consistent

S2

of communication."
KLZ-TV
e Radio at

tent record of achievement is confirmaie\vs policy that keeps KLZ-TV
morning, afternoon, and night!

news

CBS

TELEVISION
REPRESENTED

BY KATZ
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channel
AGENCY

James Be/melt
News Director
11

PICTURE

The picture's the thing . . . You want\your commercials to have the snap, sparkle
and punch characteristic of superb pictures. By 'raping it RCA"

you get live picture

quality. All the freshness, all the life-like detail comes back to you on RCA
— thanks to advanced, built-in, qualitwcontrol Veatures of the RCA

TV

tape
Tape

Recorder. Unlike older designs, this newest, of TV Tape Recorders makes it easy to
get and keep highest quality pictures. Your programaand

commercials stand closest

scrutiny because they are transcribed "live" from theWery first breath. Compatible
in every respect, the RCA

TV Tape Recorder also has built-in features for superior

color rendition that become an added bonus for monoc hrome. Ask your engineer to
explain the picture-plus advantages of RCA's electroni ; quadrature adjustment, sync
regeneration, four-channel playback equalization, and built-in-test equipment, or see
your RCA

Representative. For complete particulars! write to RCA,

Building 15-1, Camden, N.J. In Canada: RCA

VICT/QR

Company

Dept. TR-2,

Ltd., Montreal.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROUGH ELECTRONICS

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

of

AMERICA

AND/TELEVISl£>N EQUIPMENT
C/MDEN, N./j.

A

*

1

15,000
WKMH

ROOTERS

RAISE

THE

ROOF

in Detroit's giant
Coliseum

WKMH's
Youth
Rally
annual
WKMH's
popular
"Bobbin' with Robin"
Seymour
— drewDay
15,000—an
people
to theaffair
huge M.C.'ed
Michigan byState
Fair Coliseum,
and hundreds were turned away. Launched a year ago with a proclamation by Detroit's Mayor
Diesome atmosphere,
Miriani, its purpose is to bring the youngsters together in a wholesome
atmosphere, give
give them
them
the entertainment they like . . . FREE. This year Robin, Mitch
Miller, the Fontaine Sisters, and other famous radio and recording stars provided 2 hours of entertainment to a wildly enthusiastic audience. It proved once again that WKMH— with top WKMH
local personalities as well as its CBS network programs— has
THE STATION THAT NOW HAS EVERYTHING
all the radio excitement in town in one place.
CBS RADIO

Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
II

J;

IN DETROIT

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
July 12-18 — Public Relations Institute, U. of
Wisconsin campus, Madison, sponsored by Public
Relations Society of America.
-July 13-17 — Final week of NAB Management Development Seminar, Harvard Graduate School of
Business Adm., Cambridge, Mass. Designed to give
station management principles and analytic techniques involved in the executive job. Dr. J. Sterling Livingston, professor of business administration, Harvard, and president of Harbridge House,
is academic
WilliamofP.Harvard
Gormbly advanced
Jr., assistant deandirector.
and director
management program, is administrative director.
Fifty-eight broadcasters are attending.
July 14-15 — Idaho Broadcasters Assn., Shore
Lodge, McCall. Speakers July 15, main meeting day, include Kenyon Brown, KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles; Fred Ruegg, KNX Los Angeles, and
Louis Shadduck, secretary of Idaho Commerce &
Development Commission.
* July Waldorf
15 — NABAstoria,
Tv Information
tern),
New York. Committee (pro
*July 16 — Southern California Broadcasters
Assn., luncheon, Hotel Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee will speak; 25 representatives of foreign broadcasting operations will
be guests.
July 16-17— Air Traffic Control Symposium cosponsored by Radio Technical Commission for Aeronautics and Los Angeles section of Institute of
Radio Engineers. FCC Comr. Robert E. Lee and
James T. Pyle, deputy administrator of Federal
Aviation Agency, will speak.
July 16-19 — American Federation of Television &
Radio Artists, convention, Chase Hotel, St. Louis.
July 19 — Military District of Washington will
conduct special program honoring NAB, Fort
Myer, Va.
"July tests24by—group
Oral ofargument
FCC onagainst
protelevision before
broadcasters
specialized common carrier microwave relay systems which carry tv signals from large cities to
catv systems in small cities and towns served
by these broadcasters. Involved are broadcasters
and catv operators in Helena, Mont.; Laredo,
Tex.; Tallahassee, Fla.; Riverton-Lander-Thermopolis, Wyo., and Tyler, Tex.
'July 30 — Radio & Television Executives Society's first annual
(N.Y.) Country
Club, Fun
for Day
RTES Outing,
membersPelham
and
guests.
AUGUST
Aug. 3 — Comments due on FCC proposal to revise
television network rules including cutting down
on option time, counting straddle programs as
option time entirely, etc. Commission requests that
comments also refer to same revisions in radio
network rules. Docket 12,859. Postponed from
June 22.
Aug. bow16-17
Montana
Hotel, —Great
Falls. Broadcasters Assn., RainBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters,
summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon to be held at Fairmont Hotel.
''Aug. 21-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will conduct editorializing clinic.
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval
Annexturn toforBoston.
transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; reAug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
s'Aug. tional
25-28
— Closed-circuit
tv seminar,U. Na-of
Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters,
Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick W. Ford will speak.
Aug. 29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Judge
John Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal
Court of Appeals whose court rendered decision in
favor of court broadcasting, will address luncheon.
Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct
sales clinic.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation
seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays
from ARF. starting this date. Further information
!'Sept. 11-12
— CountryMo.Music Assn. Board of
Directors,
Springfield,
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
fall convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network,
second in series of three-day workshop-business
sessions under new format calling for three
(instead of four) annual meetings, Bismarck
Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed
Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
*Sept. 22-24— Electronic Industries Assn. fall
conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
*Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium, Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard
Hotel, Washington.
"Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio &

RUNAWAY

SALES

SUCCESS
ALL

ACROSS

U.S.A.!

N

ORTH
Detroit, St. Louis,
Cleveland, Ft. Wayne!

E

AST
Boston, New Haven,
Albany, Portland!

W

S

EST
Los Angeles, Denver,
Seattle, Salt Lake City!
OUTH
Atlanta, New Orleans,
Miami, Richmond!

Have your local ITC representative give you the news of how
BRAVE STALLION can increase audiences in your market.

N.Y. 22-PLaza 5-2100

Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock
Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies Network international convention, Somerset
Hotel, Boston.
OCTOBER

My

Mommy BListens
to KFW

...and listens, and listens
and listens! Pulse and
Hooper have proven it for
many months past... and
now Nielsen makes it
unanimous: rates KFWB
# 1 in total audience in the
L.A. Area in their book,
too! So . . . whether you
use Pulse, Hooper or Nielsen as a guide ... one
thing you should do for
sure: Buy KFWB . . . first
in Los Angeles. It's the
thing to do!

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

16 (DATEBOOK)

Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field,
including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
"Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
*0ct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
"Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transistors, and communication and navigation, among
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 26-30 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters convention at Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel,
Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.

BOOK
• Reporting, by Mitchell V. Charnley,
Henry Holt & Co., 383 Madison Ave.,
New York; 370 pp.; $4.75.
Although a professor of journalism
at the U. of Minnesota for 25 years,
Prof. Charnley is not a man who has
lived in an ivy-covered newsroom. His
professional background includes more
than 10 years as a reporter and editor
with
zine. several newspapers and a magaConsequently, his text book is not a
collection of chalk-colored platitudes.
It is a book filled with articles and
columns from the nation's top papers

Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting, Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
''Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
DECEMBER
'-Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter
conference, Statler-H iIton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
1960
"Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
York.
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
''March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn.,
spring conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
"April Hotel,
3-7 — NAB
Hilton
Chicago.Annual Convention, Conrad
"May 18-20 — Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20— Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
REVIEW
and sensible perceptive commentary
upon them. It is also a philosophical
book discussing the role of print and
electronic journalism and its responsibilities ina world as small as the nearest radio or newsstand.
Through a combination of perspective and practicality, Reporting offers a
unique treatment of news coverage,
which in the words of Prof. Charnley,
"is art and it is craft." A student at
a university or a rewrite man on a
metropolitan daily could each learn
much from this admirable book.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Snip. Just like that. We've cut through
the maze of rate structures and policies
in VTR-land. Crown Stations, first in
the nation with videotape, have
adopted this videotape policy:
• No charge for VTR playback
• No VTR facilities charge for recording provided tape is used on
a Crown Station. (Live studio and
rehearsal charges apply )
• Tape furnished free and held for
14 days if used exclusively on
Crown Stations. Otherwise standard
tape charges apply.
Period. Want more specifics?
Ask the man from Blair-TV.

The

Crown
Stations
OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
KING-TV • KGW-TV • KREM-TV
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MONDAY

MEMO

from DR. NORMAN

YOUNG, director of research, Mogul Lewin Williams & Say lor, New

Pants

seats

Some time ago, I received a letter
from a friend of mine in a Los Angeles
agency, who, in commenting on a successful media approach, wrote, "See,
we didn't need any tv or radio research
. . . just flew by the seat of the pants
and did tremendously!"
This sort of egregious success without basic research intrigued me. So I
decided to survey this field of pants
seat automation. Soon I began to worry, for, in this era of labor-saving devices, will I be replaced by a pants seat?
In only a little while I learned there
were at least three types of pants seats
by which people fly.
The Rank-Order Pants Seat • This is

won't

replace

really a threat, for what research could
match these pragmatic results?
Well, I had to face it. The pants seat
competition was really extensive. Not
only had they done so well in such interrelated and allied fields as mentioned
above, they also outnumbered us. Why,
everywhere I'd turn I'd see a pants seat.
One of my colleagues was already writing a book on the latent talent of the
pants seat set. It was called The Hidden
Pants Seats.
An all-pervasive sense of disquiet en-

George's pants seat in the phrase, "Let's
ask George" where George happens to
be one step higher in the hierarchy,
therefore needing to know as little
about tv as he knows about Tibetan car
cards. This pants seat panjandrum has
been known not only to declare that
black is white, but also to get his assistants to prove it.
Experiential Level Pants Seat • This
is the pants seat with a head that keeps
saying:
during my
yearswentat
Sy Coe "Why,
International
where30 we
from sales of $5,000 to $100,000— an
increase of 1,900%, we never touched
tv. Little League uniforms did the job."
There is nothing wrong with this pants
seat that 30 more years at Sy Coe International, agood drink and a place to
sleep it off, wouldn't help. Besides, this
pants seat can almost double as a mirror, it's been used so much.
Intuitive Skill Pants Seat • Probably
the most disturbing (and definitive)
pants seat is the "pure" one — where out
of nowhere someone "originates" a media plan that "because of my own radiotv empathic understandings and redintegrative insights, we know that this is the
media road along which we should take
our advertising sojourn."
My survey also indicated that pants
seats invented the hot dog, the electric
chair, abstract art and the panic switch.
Such distinguished achievements are

. . . or,

Dr. Norman Young, before joining
Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor early
this year, was director of advertising,
media and statistics at Anahist Co. and
a research and sales development executive at ABC. A native New Yorker, he
earned his Ph.D. and M.A. degrees
from Columbia U., an M.A. in education from the U. of Illinois and a B.S.
from CCNY. He has served on the
faculty of Rutgers, Columbia, New
York U., Brooklyn College and Illinois,
teaching courses ranging from advanced
psychology to mathematics to radio and
tv advertising. Dr. Young is a registered
practicing psychologist in New York
State. At MLW&S, he's in charge of all
research activities including air and
print media.

there's
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no

York

research

gulfed me. Where might it end, I fantasized? Would the pants seats of the
world one day unite and with authoritarian eclat brandish their infamous
line? My every dream was a concatenation of pants seat caravans, made up of
camel-shaped Standard Rate and Data
books, reaching Nirvana on a sea of
cpm's.
to drink.Soon I couldn't sleep, so I started
Bar to bar. Scotch to gin. The apparition became a kaleidoscope of raw repetitive crushing pants seats rending the
machinery of research.
Squish goes the Friden. Squanch goes
the Marchant. Immolated is the Monroe
— and scientific method; an obituary
for my window on the avenue. Goodbye, ol' sun on my resplendent graph
paper. Ave Arbitron. (O Nielsen, quo
me vertam nescio!)
Pants Seats Explode • But suddenly
the ebon clouds of discontent dispersed.
It was only yesterday that I received a
second missive from my Californian
confrere.
It seems this pants seat pilot had been
grounded by the client — in a depressive
sweat, sentenced to find facts to some
vital questions:
we have
any us?
radio? What would"Should
saturation
do for
Is our programming qualitatively right?
What is the relation of media pressure
to advertising share? What per cent of
the metro potential are we reaching?
What's the most efficient way to reach
the adolescent audience? Etc."
Yes, his pants seat had failed, burned
up. In despairing melancholy he had to
turn to research.
A transcendent elation transported
my soul; our livelihood was not yet in
jeopardy, for we were still useful. At
least until they make asbestos pants
seats, and as long as there are panic buttons, we, the sampans of advertising,
stand ready to embark on a steady, unspectacular course of progress . . .
knowing, of course, that we shall be
ever jousting in the lists, with mace and
sliderule, against the purveyors of pants
seat puerility ad Armageddon.

substitute

for

facts
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OPEN
Official business
editor:

Picture
*What's

Q

your WOODquotient?

WOOD-AM has the greatest share of audience during the morning rush hour. How
much greater than the 2nd station?
*(/uo?;u;s pug *m uoij) 7>iom %gui
:uoi)v)S put.
uvif) ajom %os aOOA\
0} p3UV] 9UT) SJ3UJO ]jV pUTi SOipiU JVJ)

Sun-burned vacationers listen to WOOD,
too. How many lakes — with or without
beaches — in greater WOODIand?
luvdiyoiffl aywj 6uo]o aioys fipuvs 'ifos Jo
S3]lUl 09 l»oqD UOlJUdltl o) jou 'Sdyvj SSI)

MIKE

In answering requests submitted to us
by Members of Congress, we frequently
find highly pertinent information or
statements in . . . Broadcasting. Members often request copies of this material to keep in their files or to use in
their correspondence. In such cases it is,
of course, necessary for us to obtain
permission to reproduce any copyrighted material — whether by photostat,
verifax, multilith, or other processes.
It would be greatly appreciated if you
would be willing to authorize us, on request of a Member of Congress and for
his official use either in legislative matters or in connection with his correspondence, to reproduce from copyrighted volumes issued by your organization.
. . . Our present request is . . . based
on the potential contribution to the advancement ofthe public business and is
buttressed by the time factor, which
plays so important a part in the deliberation and correspondence of ConHugh L. Elsbree
Director, Legislative Reference
gress.
Service
Library of Congress
Washington 25, D. C.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: We are glad to grant you
permission to quote from the weekly issues
and the Yearbook as requested.]
Keep fm growing
EDITOR :

Who is the only radio weather forecaster
in WOODIand who has had actual meteorological training and experience?
am uo m&it Rnvnsn puv ■'AX-ViV-dOOM
uo )v6id Rpaisnpxd 'jaryDiufiD/g nuo/j)
How to
0 right —
1-2 right
3 right —
4 right —
*WOOD-AM

In addition to the best coverage of local
news, WOODIanders get direct non-network
reports from Washington, D.C. How come?
(sjaudtsvMjoOM °) 1S3JZ)ui jvpioif
■dvd Jo S90U31dn300 }0}ldV3 UO SJJOddJ ]U9
-puodsduoo uo]6uivsva[ 9til}l'Un f s .GOOAi )

rate your WOODquotient:
No doubt you have a persecution complex, too
— Courage! You'll make it someday
The Katz man will give you_aM the answers
How long were you a resident of Grand Rapids?

is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids — 5 county area
Am
WOOD
TV
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.

The specific comments of WWDCFM Washington's Ben Strouse [asking
present 88-108 mc fm band remain intact (Broadcasting, June 29)] to the
FCC in regard to the depth study of
non-government services in the 25-890
mc band this past week stand for an entire phase of our industry.
Broadcast-minded people across the
nation are helping fm get back on its
feet ... If the momentum gained by fm
broadcasters in the past year can be
coupled with the new vigorous attitude
expressed recently by local and national
progress, this medium will settle into the
basic service originally intended for the
interest of the public.
David Green
Telesound Corp.
Box 1144
Kansas City 41, Mo.
McCctnn is Coke agency
EDITOR :
In your excellent story in the June 1
issue (page 85), Broadcasting has
given
deserve.us some credit which we don't
The story, which mentions the
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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"Local Live" means a lot on WRAL-TV, the regional station with the regional personality. Viewers have a feeling of warm friendship with such
well known performers as the "Tempus Fugit"*
funsters and straight talking Bill Armstrong* with
the news.
"Tempus
Fugit 7-7:50
p.m. thru
Mon.Fri.thru Fri.;
News
6:10-6:25
p.m. Mon.

o

• . .

These and many others provide the individuality
that makes Raleigh-Durham Channel 5 your personality station. All this, plus NBC from TODAY
to JACK PAAR and choices from ABC — no wonder WRAL-TV has been "tops" in every ARB
and Nielsen survey, sign-on to sign-off, since it
began operations! Check availabilities today.
4 CAMERA MOBILE UNIT

•

VIDEOTAPE RECORDER

LARGE NEW STUDIOS
FULL POWER CHANNEL 5 ♦ NBC AND LOCAL COLOR

WRAL-TV
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KNUZ Hi-Fi Club in Houston, lists
Coca-Cola as the sponsor, which is correct, but lists the Max H. Jacobs
Agency as placing the account, which
is not correct. We are public relations
counselors for KNUZ. . . . The Houston
office of McCann-Erickson represents
Coca-Cola and has been handling the
advertising and promotion aspects of
the Hi-Fi Club sponsorship by CocaCola. . . .
Incidentally, the membership of the
KNUZ Hi-Fi Club ... is now 46,000,
which we understand is the largest HiFi Club membership in the country.
(Chicago is running second with about
40,000 members, so we hear.)
Vance Newell
Max H. Jacobs Agency
Houston, Tex.
editor :
... In this article you refer to
KMOX in Monroe, La. That should
have been KNOE Monroe, La.
Edd Routt
KNOE Monroe, La.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
sorryis for
the Louis
mixup.
Everybody
knowsWe're
KMOX
in St.
and KNOE is in Monroe.]
New England story
EDITOR :
I had the opportunity this last week
to read your article on New England in
the June 22 issue. I do want to commend you . . .
It was a very complete survey and
one that does much to point up the
assets of the area. At the same time it
does not ignore our liabilities — we have
country.and so does every area of the
them
Gardner A. Caverly
Executive Vice President
The New England Council
Boston
editor :

ADVERTISED IN EASTERN IOWA ON KCRG-TV, CHANNEL 9
Miles Products, Division Miles Laboratories, Inc. is
one of many successful national advertisers using
KCRG-TV. Channel 9 is a necessary part of effective selling in the Cedar Rapids-Waterloo- Dubuque
market. Your Branham Company representative
will tell you why. Minneapolis: Harry S. Hyett Co.
ABC
IN IOWA'S NUMBER 1 TV MARKET
KCRG-TV
Channel 9
Joseph F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McClure, Commercial Manager
24

. . . We would like very much to
take hold of this story and push it for
all it is worth . . . how much would
it cost us to get 1,000 reprints?
Walter E. Knight
Greater Boston Chamber of
Commerce
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of "What's
Really Happening
in New England" are
available
at 20<s each.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35# per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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SEVEN

...

IN

ONE

SWELL

SWOOP

Anybody who has septuplets is
entitled to crow. So stand back . . .

WJR.

WJR has just given birth to seven
lively hours of new daily program-

long-successful policy — live WJRoriginated shows, tailored to suit
the many different tastes and
needs of the 17 million people
in our signal area.

ming, and we're mighty proud.
Brand-new WJR-originated shows
fill the time made available when
we discontinued our network
affiliation.
Now, more than ever before, we
can provide our audience with
complete-range programming . . .
programming with something for
everyone.
This is nothing revolutionary for
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

It's an extension and improvement of a long-standing,

A station which gives the most in
programming, gets the most in
audience respect and response.
And the advertiser who specifies
WJR places his message where it
will do him the most good. See
your Henry I. Christal representative.

I MICH.

f ONT /i
w
Z, Si

IND. 1
WJR's primary
OH.O A™"coverage
areapeople.
— over
17,000,000

DETROIT
WJR
760 KC^^ 50,000 WATTS
RADIO
WITH
ADULT APPEAL.
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BALANCE!

The CBS Owned

stations devote the same care and production values to pro-

grams inthe public interest as they do to their entertainment

schedules.

As proof: since the beginning of the year, news, information and education programs
the five stations have won

a total of 36 awards, plaques and honorable

on

mentions.

To cite but a few ... of three Sigma Delta Chi television journalism awards, two went to
CBS Owned stations. Five local "Emmys" (including a Special Station Achievement award)
went to CBS Owned stations for public affairs programming. Four awards and honorable

mentions

given by the Ohio State University Institute for Education

. . . a Sylvania award ... a National Headliner Silver Medallion

by Radio -Television

. . . and so on.

Unquestionably, it is the continuing commercial success of CBS Owned stations' entertainment schedules which makes possible the major-budget community service programs that
attract large audiences. And thus insures the program balance— entertainment
tion in generous measure— indigenous to wcbs-tv,
CHICAGO; WCATJ-TV, PHILADELPHIA;

KMOX-TV,

new

and informa-

york; knxt, los angeles;

ST. LOUIS. CBS

TELEVISION

wbbm-tv,

STATIONS
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The Million Dollar
Stations featuring
Million Dollar Music
on CKLW Radio
Million Dollar Movies
on CKLW-TV

Market!

GUARDIAN BLDG. DETROIT
CKLW
- CKLW-TV
YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO., INC
J. E. CAMPEAU
President
Natl TV Rep.
Nail Radio Rep.
in TV and Radio . . .

BROADCASTING
IT'S

it's Marquess
of Queensberry

YEARBOOK!

I n the squared circles of prizefighting, the
8th Marquess of Queensberry gets credit
for establishing authoritative standards
upon which today's rules of boxing are
based. More competitive than anything
this 19th Century Englishman ever knew,
however, is our business of broadcast
advertising. To enter the ring of television
or radio, you have to know what you're
doing — or else. That's why so many busy
people look to BROADCASTING YEARBOOK as the authoritative standard for
latest facts about these twin media (and

keep looking, all year 'round, whenever
they need information). The 1959
BROADCASTING YEARBOOK soon goes to
press, packing a power-punch of data
between its covers that will serve the
needs of over 16,000 subscribers in broadcast advertising. If you have some facts
of your own for them, your message will
enjoy a guaranteed gate of profitable
attention month after month. There's still
time before the first round bell: deadline
for proofs, July 1; final deadline, July 15.
Call or wire collect to reserve space.

BROADC
ASTI
NG
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
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Says Chief Engineer H. E. Brooks of WBAL- TV about RCA-6166's
"In my opinion the 20,020 hours of service we've obtained from
one RCA-6166 is an economic milestone. This tube is one of twelve
we have in service that have been closely watched from the
day we put them in. We make regular voltage checks, inspect the
forced-air system, and keep all tubes clean. The tube, by the
way, never did fail; it is still usable."
This is another example of what many television stations like
WBAL-TV are discovering : With proper- care, their RCA power
tubes ivill frequently provide unusually long service. Performance
like this pays big dividends in lower "per hour" tube cost of
operation, sharply reduced transmitter maintenance and downtime.
See your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor for RCA's
complete line of tubes for broadcast and television operations.
Call him for prompt, efficient service.
RADIO

CORPORATION

Electron Tube Division

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N.J.

Close your eyes and listen

yes,

it's the one and only! You'd know
that sound anywhere - that
"quality touch" which separates
the champion from the field.
There's an important difference like
that, too, among radio and television stations of today.

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS ■ EDWARD
10

radio

& television
d a I Ia s

PETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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HOW

BIG

• Top

agency

° But

they

• Their

say

A

STICK

executives

explain

tv networks

testimony

is a cram

Agencies take a parental role in
the development and production of
their clients' television programs, but
the networks have the final say.
And that's the way it ought to be.
This is the view of seven of television's
leading agency practitioners, as presented in three days of testimony before
an FCC hearing examiner in New York
last week. There was nothing to indicate that the four remaining witnesses
scheduled to appear Friday (July 12)
would take violent exception to this
concept (see At Deadline, page 9).
The agency hearing, part of the
FCC's massive overall inquiry into network television programming (Broadcasting, May 11), explored the
agency's role from campaign conception to program presentation. The testimony produced few instances of seriously conflicting views among the witnesses (who for the most part said they
didn't like controversy to get into their
clients' programs either).
Hour Shows • Much of the questioning centered around this year's
trend toward hour-long programs, often
sold on a participating basis, and the
increased number of "specials." Did
not the hour series, mostly controlled
by the networks (and naturally so, according to at least some agency executives) limit an advertiser's chances of
placing an independently produced program in prime time?
Yes, there would be fewer half-hours
available. But witness after witness
maintained that the hour-long programs
add flexibility, and many felt this enables smaller advertisers to buy primetime exposure and gives big advertisers
a chance to spread their investments
over several shows rather than a few.
Some felt the overall tightness this year
hurt small advertisers' chances, but
they also said their own agencies had
not been adversely affected.
One agency expert, however, thought
the hour-show trend had gone about
far enough. He was Peter G. Levathes,
vice president in charge of Young &
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

AGENCIES

do

how

and

course

they

should

protect
control

in big-time

Rubicam's program department, who
said he counted 33 hour-long programs
— a record
— on for
the fall.
network's
time schedules
While nightY&R
hasn't been hurt as a result, he said,
continuation of this trend to its ultimate
conclusion could mean that historic
buying formats might go out the window and "run-of-schedule" advertising,
a la buying into magazines, come into
being. This, he said, could deprive sponsors of important advantages, such as
identification with a specific show and
the merchandising possibilities that go
with sponsorship.
Differences in Degree • Fluctuations
in the degree of network control over
programming also were emphasized in

SWING

clients'
own

network

money

schedules
television

the questions and answers. In 1956-57,
it was generally agreed, there was a
seller's market, with nighttime openings
hard to find. It was generally agreed,
too, that a year ago the situation was
much different. The emergence of ABCTV as a competitive third network, plus
the softness in the national economy,
made more network time available and
easier to buy and fill. This year, with
sales closed earlier and more hour-long
productions in the lineup, the buying
situation is tighter.
In their questioning, FCC counsel
repeatedly stressed that the networks
this year not only are putting on more
hour-long programs and specials, but
also in many cases slotted them at de-

United front • Key men called by the government from rival agencies were
generally in harmony with minor variations on a single theme: tv programming
is the result of teamwork between agency and network, each playing its proper
role. Seen here during a break in the hearings: (1 to r) George A. Elber, tv
counsel for Benton & Bowles and member of Davis & Gilbert law firm; Thomas
J. McDermott, formerly senior vp in charge of radio and tv with Benton & Bowles,
who is joining Four Star Films, Hollywood; Peter G. Levathes, Young & Rubicam
vp in charge of radio and tv; Dan Seymour, radio-tv vp with J. Walter Thompson,
and John DeVine, vp in charge of radio and tv administration, JWT.
I 31

Bureau Chief Harold G. Cowgill and
Acting Chief James Sheridan of the
bureau's economics division sitting in,
are presented in the following running
account:
First on Stand • As lead-off witness
Tuesday morning (July 7), Mr. Clyne
appeared to lay the groundwork in that
day.
he was asked to provide substantial details, a process which took the entire

Awaiting their turn • The first day's witnesses all told substantially the same
story of an agency's role in tv: show development but no schedule control. Ready
here to testify in detail are (1 to r) : Richard A.R. Pinkham, senior vp in charge
of radio-tv, Ted Bates Inc.; Robert L. Foreman, BBDO executive vp for creative
services; Larrabee M. Johnson, assistant business manager, Bates tv department,
and Harold J. Saz, vp and radio-tv business manager, Bates.
finite periods in their schedules before
they had been sold to advertisers.
Although the agency phase of the
hearing was slated to wind up Friday,
the question of ""network control" of
scheduling is due to rise again July 21.
Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham, presiding over the inquiry,
last week ordered a session for that date
to hear testimony of Charles B. Ryan,
director of merchandising and advertising for Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,
and other Firestone officials.
This session, to be held in Washington, undoubtedly will deal with the
Voice of Firestone, long time radiotv program once bumped off NBC and
more recently dropped by Firestone
from ABC-TV after that network
insisted on moving it to a new time
period. Howard Barlow, orchestra conductor on the program, also was listed
as a witness.
Agencies' Role • The agency executives' testimony regarding their own
part in the creation, development and
production of programming was broadly uniform. The agencies review pilots,
scripts and program ideas in the search
for suitable material for their clients,
and they also come up with program
ideas of their own. They do little actual
production on their own, but they keep
experts on the scene as liaison and to
see that standards of good taste and
the client's objectives are adhered to.
C. Terence Clyne, senior vice presi32 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

dent of McCann-Erickson estimated —
and none of his colleagues questioned
the figure — that McCann reviewed 225
to 250 pilots in the last three months,
90% of them new investments. At
$50,000 apiece these would represent
outlays exceeding $10 million.
Although their contracts generally
do not give them wide-scale rights over
production, the witnesses indicated, in
actual practice their influence is broad.
Robert L. Foreman, executive vice
president for creative services of
BBDO, for instance, said that no network show in which a BBDO client is
the single or an alternate-week sponsor
goes on the air without BBDO apThe executives also were generally
proval.
agreed on an agency's responsibility to
its clients: to present the best possible
show, attract the audience the client
wants to reach, keep in mind the policies and objectives of the advertiser,
and in general win the good will of the
public. Nor was there much variation
on the agency's responsibility to the
public: to see that nothing offensive
appears, that quality be kept high,
standards of good taste maintained and
the levels of programming elevated insofar as possible.
Other highlights of the hearing, held
before Chief Examiner Cunningham
with FCC attorneys Ashbrook P.
Bryant and James F. Tierney handling
the questioning and with Boardcast

McCann's network tv billing was
estimated at $65-70 million out of a
total tv billing of some $85 million.
The agency, Mr. Clyne said, bills $200
million domestically, another $60 million overseas and "a little over $100
million" in all broadcast media.
Mr. Clyne, who has been a top executive at McCann for the past five
years and before that was associated for
years with the Biow Co. (and the Bulova
watch account), then was asked to outline the steps at the agency through
which a marketing plan must go.
This was described by Mr. Clyne as
the "basic plan" or "selling proposition"
which originates with the product
group. Creative problems are handled
by McCann's creative plans board while
the choice of medium is up to the marketing plans board. The selling proposition then proceeds to the plans review
board (which Mr. Clyne headed at McCann for four years) and, if approved,
is submitted to the client. If turned
down, the plan returns to the product
group and is channeled through the
same route again.
When Tv • What decides whether
tv is the right vehicle for a given cam-

On the bench • James D. Cunningham,
chief hearing examiner of the FCC,
went to New York last week with Commission lawyers to hear advertising
agency executives on their home
ground. The hearings on the agency's
role in tv were part of the FCC's massive inquiry into network television programming.
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best salesmen make more repeat sales because

they know the value of "plus" service and followthrough! They're not interested in the "quickie sale" or
the "fast buck."
WHO Radio has this same "sales savvy"! For example,
trained WHO merchandising teams work directly with
food and drug retailers in 76 of Iowa's 99 counties to
provide hard hitting point-of -purchase services for many
leading advertisers. These special "plus" services make
it easier for Iowans to buy more of the products they've
heard most about on WHO Radio!
And

far more Iowa people listen to WHO

than

listen to any other station. The Feb. -March, 1959
Pulse gives WHO from 18% to 35% of the listening
audience in 93 counties — the balance being divided
among 88 other stations!
WHO

WHO
for Iowa PLUS !
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Affiliate

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines, WOC-TV, Davenport

Radio is an experienced, dependable salesman

who follow s-through. Ask PGW

for all the details on

WHO Radio's ability to sell in "Iowa Plus."
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
National Representatives
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^you'll find a

paign and whether spot or network is
to Abe main
used? Mr.
dyne's
views: to use
factor
in whether
television is the budget. It should total
$1 million for tv to be considered at
all, he said, and if network is a consideration, aminimum of about $2.7
million for time and talent would be
required to sponsor a regular nighttime
half-hour program on an alternate-week
basis. But an advertiser is advised to
budget at least $1 million above that
figure.
A product with national distribution
and with available dollars has met the
criteria for network, while a product
with regional distribution and which is
seasonal can be considered generally for

0'

from
TOWIR'
TARIOW
New England to
New Orleans
sten
tiorf
on
.ma
It v
- is +rv
equently
consfor
thai
IN NEW ORLEANS
vita
it's
the
fa.
&
? ai
MARVIN BURAK SHOW
ion
it
tb.Ml *''aire
d six nights a week on
tti
WJBW and assuredly a departure from both the normal in totsulb;
current radio and from any type re.
an
of show previously available on
a New Orleans station.
spot.
No Budget Limit • Mr. Clyne noted
FES:
Burak runs a one-man show,
that
Bulova's total advertising budget a
mostly of talk, and his programs
a
few years ago was at the $6 million
of have done much to argue that Isiott
one
level, all of it in tv, bringing up a quesia freedom of speech is not dead. star,
tion by Mr. Bryant of budgetary limits
Contrarilv, he has tackled subM
jects of a controversial nature on
in
network
tv. Mr. Clyne said there
many occasions with provocative jlier were none.
of in- results.
stars
Sometimes he interviews a tragf
S'
It was Mr. Clyne's opinion that
s well-known local figure, then lets
this most products lend themselves to some
I
his listeners telephone in com25) degree to network tv advertising but
go,
ments or questions on the subject
Op
he acknowledged that certain products
«b
that has passed before them on ca'*
found tv more useful than others.
xtk,
'ht
the air, or to suggest new direcSaid Mr. Clyne: Well over 90% of
tions for a line of questioning he
SO' is pursuing with his interviewee.
products could use tv profitably.
< Once in awhile, it has occurred
Continuing his primer on tv adverti w that Burak has chosen subject iar<
tising, Mr. Clyne listed the considerais matter well intended to put the
ff listener into a surprised state of
tions
of influence which motivate enB
try in network tv. Detergents and soaps
to. shock; he assuredly pulls no
Mr; punches, but from the times I /ic- aim for the consumer primarily, while
have tuned in on the show, it
auto companies all seek to influence
Yor seemed
on
that he was merely prothe dealer as well as the consumer.
fuel
voking thought rather than her?
iOrc
oibur grinding any personal axes.
Still others: the go-out-and-buy-it-to. . . the fact that he is there on
morrow approach for impulse items; the
o;
the air at a time when one might c jing
It
when-ready-to-buy approach, making
oi
reasonably expect to find rock 'n' ired *ac< the viewer aware of a specific brand,
roll
being
blasted
forth
from
the
M<
on radio, is one of the pleasant surso he will turn to it when he does buy.
prises of which radio is not by Tom got As for "ideal" factors in the selecPai
ty's
tion of network tv, Mr. Clyne said he
sigi any means full of any more."
tave
would list the chief ones in this order:
ove *from NIGHT MURMURS by
Sim Myers . . . Times-Picayune,
maximum circulation (more homes),
New Orleans, La,
ine
M
dimension (corporate image creation),
o contf! ferced by qood housekeejHv h<= influence (get more people to buy the
product); excitement, newsworthiness
>|C a TARLOW TOWER stands for
AUDIENCE
and program ability to make the dealer
PROGRAMMING
"happy"
to be associated with the product or show.
TALENT
RESULTS
Mr. Clyne was explicit in pointing
TOP
out
that in program production no
** Associated with WLOB and
financial commitment is made by McThe Maine Lobster Network,
Cann, that its normal function is to
Portland, Me.; WHIL, Boston"contribute creatively" but not financialMedford, Mass.; WARE, Ware,
ly in encouraging the development of
Mass.; WWOK, Charlotte, N.C.;
new programming. In specifics, Mr.
WJBW, New Orleans, La.
Clyne noted that the Gale Storm Show
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
had been created originally for Nestle
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
on the merit of script alone and placed
in a Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m. spot in its
WHIL— National Rep.: Grant Webb Co.
first season on the air in order to reach
WWOK, WJBW, WHYE— National Rep.:
young people. Said he: It was tailored
Richard O'Connell Co.
and produced for Nestle. He also cited
WARE— National Rep.: Breen and Ward Co.
this program as an example of a show
created for its appeal to the client and
34

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

the advertising objectives of the sponsor.
Pilot Parade • Mr. Clyne snapped
the audience to attention with his estimate that McCann in the pre-season
period views 225-250 pilot films proposed for production as series. And, he
reckoned, about 90% of this number
"were new investments" at a production cost of $50,000-$70,000 per pilot.
About 25 of these pilots, Mr. Clyne
estimated, were episodes of programs
already shown on networks but re-offered as ideas for new series. He gave as
an example The Rifleman on ABC-TV,
which was an outgrowth of an episode
in Zane Grey Theatre.
He said the agency usually wants to
see scripts or storylines of other episodes
beyond the single pilot in a proposed
series. Of live shows, Mr. Clyne noted
that the situation was different except
that often a kinescope is available.
The Buying Method • As to buying
procedure, Mr. Clyne said that by the
June and July period preceding a new
network season the agency has already
seen in pilot, script or idea form threefourths of all film product available and
that by March or April it has had 50%
of all pilots presented to it.
In discussing program approval, Mr.
Clyne noted that about 95% of network
programming (nighttime) has dual sponsorship, which, he said means each prois subject
to three
—
by the gramtwo
advertisers
who "approvals"
seek to share
in the show, and by the network which
must consider how the program fits in
with its lineup for that night.
He acknowledged Mr. Bryant's assertion that the agency must be able to
determine the position of a show on
a network before recommending it to
a client. He thought, too, that the high
incidence of dual sponsorship increased
the possibility of disagreement on the
time period but felt the networks were
understanding
and had
an "open
Other estimates
by Mr.
Clyne:mind."
At McCann, the casualty rate of network shows is considered to be at 70% ;
agency-producer joint program creativity has been representative of 25-30%
of the McCann network lineup in the
past three years, and the contract length
for new shows on the network has
changed from a "condition of sale" of
39 new shows and 13 repeats to a less
stringent requirement.
Mr. Clyne said there are situations
now where the agency contracts for 13
new shows only with renewal options,
which he considered an ideal procedure
although producers resist it because of
the economics and the belief that 13
shows do not allow enough exposure
for realistic appraisal.
How much authority do agencies exercise over program content in independently-produced shows?
Mr. Clyne said technically his agency
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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Latest A. C. Nielsen Station Index (Dec-Jan. 1959)
Latest C. E. Hooper (Biloxi-Gulfport, Miss.)
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Latest A. C. Nielsen Station Index (Dec-Jan. 1959)
I
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James A. Noe, Jr., Vice President & General Manager
Cleve J. Brien, General Sales Manager
Bud W. Conned, Program Director
Represented nationally by Avery-Knodel, Inc,

can exercise a "veto" in two areas — in
matters of taste (as it affects the public) and in corporate policy (how subject matter may affect the interests of
the client).
But, he explained, the agency's function in the programming field in practice is broader than that spelled out in
the formal contract with the producer.
Mr. Clyne and his agency colleagues repeatedly emphasized that the professional producers have by experience
learned what is acceptable to advertisers, and when differences arise, the parties involved reach an understanding on
their solution. He gave as examples of
agency imposed limitations on subject
matter:
A story which would tend to depress
viewers, treat extremes such as misery
or desolation which are not the norm,
or instances which are isolated from actuality. The taboos regarding client policy remain the same in multiple-sponsored shows, he explained, though influence here is not as "extreme" as in
cases of full sponsorship.
Mr. Clyne was led into a discussion
of the compatibility of product and
program. He said Buick Div. of General
Motors Corp., a McCann client, found
Wells Fargo (NBC-TV) provided not
so good an atmosphere for a commercial about a modern automobile as the
climate generated by Bob Hope in his
shows.
Result: Buick has dropped Wells
Fargo and contracted for Hope programs again next season.
On Specials • They cost in total
about 50% more than the regular
series' episode in that time spot. On the
average they don't reach as many homes,
they cost 25% more for time (no discount) and 2Vz times more for production but are justified for certain
advertisers because of the image presented for the client.
Mr. Clyne feels the networks have
authority over programming. In 195758 and before, he said it was a case of
networks enforcing a take it or leave it
programming policy on advertisers. But
in 1958-59, ABC-TV emerged as a "national network," with improved facilities and strides in programming,
giving the advertisers an opportunity to
reach almost as many people as on
CBS or NBC.
On top of this, said Mr. Clyne, the
loosening economy combined to make
the networks far more amenable on
program matters. McCann-Erickson,
he testified, could better implement both
the selection and placement of programs. He continued: The average of
time unsold then was 20%.
For the upcoming season, however,
networks have reasserted a strong authority in programming, the schedules are sold out 90-95%.
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Mr. Clyne agreed that there is a
trend to hour-long programming which
is for the most part network financed
or network licensed (from independent
producers) and that 60-65% of all
nighttime programming is produced
by the networks or consists of shows acquired by them from independent producers. He denied that networks exercise excessive control of programming,
however.
Mr. Clyne, and others after him,
said news was not a salable item in general because it would not attract so
high a circulation as entertainment programs. But, he pointed out, public
affairs programming has "somewhat"
more advertising support than news
shows.
He said next season would see real
promise in tv network programs and
that the ultimate responsibility in programming both in the selection and
scheduling must remain with the networks.
Next Day, New Witness • Robert L.
Foreman, BBDO executive vice president for creative agencies, on Wednesday ran through BBDO's procedures in
mapping a tv campaign, which he described as being in general an approximation of those outlined by Mr. Clyne
for McCann. He placed BBDO's U.S.
billings at about $200 million.
Mr. Foreman thought it possible to
conduct a national network tv campaign
with less than Mr. Clyne's estimate of
$1 million, by using daytime and other

First on the stand • C. Terence Clyne,
McCann-Erickson senior vp, sums up
the agency's role in programming: development of material, little production
but a lot of liaison in the client's interest. M-E looked at 225-250 show
pilots in the last three months, fulfilling
the development function, he said.

less expensive periods. And $300,000,
he said, can do a "very efficient" job in
prime time on a "scatter" or seasonal
basis. But for a network nighttime alternate-week half-hour, year-round, he put
the price at $2.5 million — and pointed
out that most campaigns use other
media as well as television.
Mr. Foreman also observed that program pickers are not infallible.
"When Louis Cowan [then a packager, now president of CBS-TV network] came to me with the idea for
$64,000 Question on two sheets of
paper," he volunteered, "I said it
wouldn't work." He concluded that
often "the idea is not so important as the
execution
of it." research showed some
He said BBDO
types of show worked better than others
for a specific product. For example,
Lassie, a family show, does a sounder
job for Campbell soup than, say a western would.
Armstrong Circle Theatre, conceived
by BBDO, was cited as a program which
doesn't have the highest ratings but
nevertheless reaches millions and has a
format that "we think is ideal for Armstrong Cork." This show, he said, is
designed to reflect the sponsor's image.
What They Won't Buy • Discussing
agency limitations on subject matter,
and asked specifically about controversial material, Mr. Foreman pointed out
that most advertisers do not want to
spend their dollars to stir up controversy which may hurt their business.
"It's just bad business to do this."
When problems arise involving sponsor's policies in programming, Mr.
Foreman said, they are worked out in
conferences with representatives of network and producers. There are relatively few disagreements of this sort, "cerasserted. tainly on a successful show," he
In the case of a sponsored newscast,
he said in answer to another question,
the agency would have "no control
whatsoever" over the program.
Lessening Production Role • The
BBDO executive acknowledged that
agencies produce fewer programs in tv
then they did in radio. But he thought
it was basically because tv programming
requires so many more people that production iseconomically less feasible for
agencies.
On the question of network willingness to accept "outside" packages, he
agreed with Mr. Clyne that the national
economic situation is a strong determinant. A year ago, with the recessive
economy and also with ABC-TV coming up as a competitive force, there
were more open spots in network schedules and it was easier to get shows accepted.
But all this, Mr. Foreman maintained,
is less important now because the comBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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plexion of programming has changed.
With some sponsors going into specials
and the number of hour-long shows increasing, he explained, network selling
has taken on new flexibility.
He revealed that B.F. Goodrich, a
BBDO client, is negotiating for cosponsorship with Bell & Howell, a McCann-Erickson account, of a public
affairs series of specials, Face of Our
Times, on CBS-TV next season. (Mr.
Clyne mentioned this series to illustrate
advertiser support of public affairs program ing inprime time.)
For the upcoming season, Mr. Foreman said, network
three of BBDO's
are from
sources regular
and six series
from
independents; three of its specials come
from networks and 23 from independents.
He stated firmly that selection and
scheduling of network programs must
rest with the networks and that for local stations to exercise program authorin today's world
not realistic.
The ityeconomics
of the was
business,
he said,
were against this.
Bates Witness • Richard A.R. Pinkham, former NBC-TV program vice
president and now Ted Bates Inc. senior
vice president in charge of radio and
television, estimated Bates' total billing
at "slightly over $100 million," with
broadcast billing about $80 million, $72
million of which was in tv and broken
down 50-50 between network and spot.
Marketing decisions at Bates, he said,
did not follow the routine of plans
boards but took the route of account supervisors and staff meetings with agency management.
Mr. Pinkham testified that he usually
entrusts programming to, or chooses
series from, producers who have shown
themselves to be professionals. Some
producers, he said, may spend $65,000
for a pilot and take three months to
produce it carefully, but then, once the
series has been sold, turn out episodes
at $40,000 apiece and take three days
to produce them. Only the professionals
can be permitted to go ahead on that
basis, he felt.
Asked by Mr. Bryant if this would
be a factor making it more difficult for
the independent producer who is not so
well known, Mr. Pinkham replied:
"Thank goodness, that's not my problem."
Filter Showdown • As for advertiser
policy taboos, he cited a filter cigarette
advertiser who he said demanded that
villains smoke only non-filters — and a
reverse policy by a non-filter cigarette
advertiser.
Yet, Mr. Pinkham continued, there
are not as many restrictions by advertisers as people think. He denied the idea
that advertising people are in a "straitjacket."
As to agency suggestions for script
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

From the network camp • Legal men are interested observers and note-takers.
They are (1 to r) Thomas K. Fisher, vp and general attorney, CBS-TV network;
Thomas
attorney. E. Ervin, NBC vp and general attorney, and Joseph J. Jacobs, ABC
improvements, Mr. Pinkham said some
producers welcome the advice and
others spurn it, but in any event that the
agency tries to keep second-guessing to
a minimum. Though a producer is not
contractually obligated to accept agency
suggestions, he said, usually a conference will bring an understanding.
Mr. Pinkham said he wanted to avoid
giving any impression that advertisers
are blocking or asserting pressure
against "good writing." He conceded,
however, that advertisers are businessmen and are not in business to antagonize potential customers. Actually, he
said, a "minuscule" percentage of script
is turned down by Bates.
Of 15 shows sponsored by Bates'
clients, 13 were bought from the networks, a situation which has persisted
for the past two years. It is "stiffer" this
year to place shows in network schedules, Mr. Pinkham said, and noted too
that hour shows were placed in schedules in advance of actual sale.
Network control, Mr. Pinkham said,
is a long-term benefit for tv and contributes to progress. Lack of that control, he cautioned, could lead to stagnation.
JWT's Seymour and Economics • The
economics of tv were evaluated by Dan
Seymour, radio-tv vice president at J.
Walter Thompson Co., top tv billing
agency in the U.S.
Mr. Seymour discussed at length each
of the tv seasons beginning with 195657. He stressed that the degree of flexibility or tightness in schedules and time
periods depended almost entirely on
the "climate of times." By this, Mr. Sey-

mour said, he referred to the ABC-TV
emergence
starting
the '57-58status
seasonof
at a time when
the ineconomic
the country loosened tv sales.
This trend continued through the
'58-59 season, he said, when it was
easier to do business with the networks
and more time was available.
Mr. Seymour said it was more difficult for the small-budget advertiser to
into a network
schedule
in '56-57,
abuysituation
which has
returned
in the
coming season. But, he asserted, JWT
did not meet this with "resistance."
While Mr. Seymour conceded a seller's market in networking meant the
networks could place programs in certain time periods well in advance and
sell most of them quickly, he defended
their right to control much of the scheduling. He said networks can show valid
cause because of competition.
52-Week Push Is Past • Mr. Seymour volunteered that in '56-57, the
networks busily attempted to sell programs on a 52-week contract basis but
said now, a few seasons later, "short
and flexible" contracts are accepted.
Mr. Seymour testified also:
Billings at the agency are in excess
of $300 million world-wide, $200 million in the U.S., of which about 50%
is in tv with network accounting about
70-80% of this total.
The networks in the past four years
have become more willing to give the
agency more voice in program selection, placement and influence over subject matter and the program itself.
He cited Markham which will be
sponsored by Schlitz Brewing, JWT
client, on CBS-TV next fall (Saturday
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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at 10:30 p.m.) as an example of a
show turned over to the network for
sale of the alternate week. Schlitz
agreed to sponsor the whole program
at a favorable or reduced rate for the
second alternate week providing CBSTV could not sell the other half and
with a proviso that the show can be
dropped after 26 weeks if still not sold
outright.
JWT has not been turned down by
any network for any of its shows nor
had trouble in moving programs.
They Hang Onto News • Mr. Seymour disclosed he had asked all three
tv networks to consider pre-empting
programs for special news events that
would be sponsored. The networks, he
said, decline because they felt such
programming is in the network domain
and did not desire sponsorship.
He stressed that the ultimate responsibility for programming must remain with the networks. They have assumed public responsibility and are
"doing it well," he said.
John F. DeVine, vice president and
administrator of the radio-tv department of J. Walter Thompson, took the
stand briefly to start the Thursday afternoon session. He said he agreed with,
and had nothing to add to the concepts Mr. Seymour had expressed. He,
too, thought ultimate responsibility for
scheduling network programs should belong to networks.
Y & R Executive • Peter G. Levathes, vice president in charge of
Young and Rubicam's program department, estimated Y&R's gross billings at
more than $230 million, with about
$100 million of this in broadcasting. He
put
aboutthe$70agency's
million.network tv billings at
Mr. Levathes said he would be reluctant to recommend for client sponsorship a program that raised political
or similar controversial issues. He
acknowledged that pleasing as many
people as possible probably was the
objective of client and agency, and in
answer to another question, indicated that the possibility of a program
alienating "even a small portion of the
public"
would be something to take into
consideration.
He said flatly it was difficult to place
programs in prime network time in
1956-57. He could not recall specific
instances of inability to buy desired
periods, but he was sure there were
some.
Mr. Bryant raised the question of
Kaiser Aluminum Hour on NBC-TV
a few years ago. Had Kaiser been satisfied with it? Mr. Levathes thought so.
Was Y&R satisfied? The program was
opposite $64,000 Question, Mr. Levathes replied, and at the outset there
had been some problems, but there came
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending June 7
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
Wo. homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
16,465
2. Summer On Ice
15,975
3. Wagon Train
15,353
4. Have Gun, Will Travel 13,706
5. Danny Thomas Show
13,662
6. 77 Sunset Strip
13,039
7. Holiday U.S.A.
13,039
8. Rifleman
12,638
9. Playhouse 90
12,193
10. Peter Gunn
12,015
Rank
1. Gunsmoke % homes'5
37.7
2. Summer On Ice
37.2
3. Wagon Train
35.1
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
31.4
5. Danny Thomas Show
31.3
6. 77 Sunset Strip
31.3
7. Holiday U.S.A.
29.9
8. Rifleman
29.5
9. Playhouse 90
28.1
10. Cheyenne
27.6

AVERAGE AUDIENCEt
No. homes
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
15,397
2. Summer On Ice
13,573
3. Have Gun, Will Travel 12,638
4. Danny Thomas Show
12,638
5. Wagon Train
11,926
6. Rifleman
11,793
7. Peter Gunn
10,992
8. Wyatt Earp
10,947
9. Father Knows Best
10,680
10. 77 Sunset Strip
10,502
Rank
% homes*
1. Gunsmoke
35.3
2. Summer on Ice
31.6
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
29.0
4. Danny Thomas Show
29.0
5. Rifleman
27.5
6. Wagon Train
27.3
7. Wyatt Earp
25.4
8. Peter Gunn
25.2
9. 77 Sunset Strip
25.2
10. Father Knows Best
24.7
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
programs, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program,
t Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appear roundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
Cheyenne (ABC-135): Johnson & Johnson
(Y&R), Armour (FC&B), Harold Ritchie
(K&E), on alternate Tues. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Perry Como (NBC-172): various sponsors,
Sat. 8-9 p.m.
Father Knows Best (CBS-154): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Scott (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
Peter Gunn (NBC-190): Bristol-Myers (DCS
&S), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-146): Liggett-Myers (D-F-S),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-170): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10
p.m.
ARB
Date
Wed., July 1
Thur., July 2
Fri., July 3
Sat., July 4
Sun., July 5
Mon., July 6
Tue., July 7
Wed., July 8

Playhouse 90 (CBS-158): various sponsors,
Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Rifleman (ABC-152): Miles Labs (Wade),
Ralston Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Tues., 9-9:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-132): American Chicle
(Bates), Whitehall (Bates), Carter Products
(Bates),
10:30 p.m.Harold Ritchie (K&E), Fri. 9:30Summer On Ice (NBC-176): U.S. Brewers
Foundation (JWT), June 1, 10-11 p.m.
Danny Thomas (CBS-194): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon Train (NBC-180): National Biscuit
Company (M-E), R.J. Reynolds (Esty),
Ford Motor Company (JWT), Wed. 8:30Wyatt
9 p.m.Earp (ABC-142): General Mills (D-F-S),
Procter & Gamble (Compton), Tues. 8:309 p.m.
ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week July 1-8 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
I've Got A Secret (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 19.4
Masquerade Party (10:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 20.8
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 14.0
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 19.3
Richard Diamond (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 20.1
Joseph Cotten (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 15.3
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV 16.4
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 16.3
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

a time when the agency was satisfied.
Under further questioning, Mr.
Levathes testified that in the fall of
1957 Kaiser and Y&R wanted to continue the program in the Monday 9:3010:30 spot, but for competitive reasons, NBC wanted to move it to Mondays at 10-11. Y&R thought the 9:30
period was "more productive" and
placed an order for that spot but NBC
did not accept it, Mr. Levathes asserted. Eventually, he recalled, Suspicion, an NBC show, went into the
9:30 period.
He maintained, however, that this was
the only such instance he could recall,

and he declined to describe it as "illustrative" of the networks' attitude
during those years. He considered it
a case of "honest disagreement," though
he acknowledged feeling that NBC was
"arbitrary" about it.
Mr. Bryant wanted to know the effect of many hour and half hour programs controlled by the networks, upon
agencies' ability to place programs this
season. Mr. Levathes replied that Y&R
had been able to find the times and the
shows it wanted. But he thought the
hour trend could go too far.
Mr. Bryant also asked, as with other
witnesses, where ultimate responsiBROADCAST ADVERTISING) 41
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Blue Fairy as the best children's program of the year.

Award

Presented to WGN Radio "Signal 10" for public service in promoting traffic
safety. "Signal 10" documents the work of the state police of Indiana with
on-the-spot recordings of actual traffic violations and instructive comments on
their dangers. This popular, 25-minute feature has been made available to 17
other midwestern radio stations.
Ohio

State 1958

TV

Award

Presented by Ohio State University to WGN-TV for its documentary program
"The Cardinal's Two Hats," based on the life of the late Samuel Cardinal Stritch.
3 Emmy

Awards

and

10 Plaques

WGN-TV's Fran Allison was awarded two Emmys.
the year and best saleswoman of the year.

She was chosen best actress of

WGN-TV's cameraman, Wilmer Butler was awarded the behind-the-camera Emmy
for "best creator with material elements."
The ten plaques awarded to WGN-TV were shared by these seven WGN-TV
staffers: Fran Allison, Frazier Thomas, Jack Brickhouse, Sheldon Cooper, Frances
Horwich, Bob Trendler, and Bob Stebbins.
Quality programming, presented with integrity, produces award winners. It also
produces rewards for advertisers who can depend on WGN and WGN-TV to deliver
loyal audiences day after day, year-in, year-out.
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bility for scheduling network programs
should be placed. "I would say the networks," Mr. Levathes replied.
Cohen on Stand • Philip H. Cohen,
tv vice president of Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, estimated SSC&B's
gross billings at $45 million, with about
60% ($27 million) of this in broadcasting. Of the broadcast billings, he
said, about 80% ($21.6 million) is in
network television.
Like other agencies, Mr. Cohen said,
SSC&B keeps tabs on clients' programs
throughout development and production, and also keeps abreast of new programming via pilots, review of scripts
and ideas, etc.
The advent of one-hour shows, he
said,
has slots
not prevented
SSC&B's
network
for its clients.
He finding
agreed
with Mr. Levathes that the hour programs open the way for smaller advertisers, but did not agree that the trend
toward the longer shows should go no
further.
Mr. Cohen said that in 1956-57, even
though a seller's market existed, SSC&B
got all the programs it wanted, with
one exception. The agency wanted
Screen Gems' The Man Who Came to
Dinner but CBS-TV thought this could
not be sustained as a series and put in
Joe and Mabel instead, he said, noting
that SSC&B then gave up the time
But he didn't consider CBS "arbiperiod.
trary" in this action. Rather, he thought
CBS was sincere in its reasoning and
"very well may have been right."
Like other witnesses, Mr. Cohen said
he would avoid program material that
would be offensive or controversial to
a substantial segment of the public.
Where did he think final responsibility for selecting and exhibiting programs should rest? In its area, he said,
the local station has the responsibility
it should have, but for the network type
of shows, the responsibility must rest
with the networks.

Now it's all
in a book
What are the basics of tv advertising
from the agency point of view?
The answers were coming thick and
fast last week in an FCC hearing record in New York showing testimony
of a representative number of radiotv advertising agency executives.
Almost simultaneously Harper &
Bros., New York, was to publish a
new book, Tv Advertising — A Handbook of Modern Practice, written by
BBDO's Arthur Bellaire, vice president
in charge of tv and radio copy.
Even a quick thumb-through of its
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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® DATA PROCESSING

near 300 pages of text, appendices and
glossary could provide FCC investigators with additional and valuable knowledge of tv advertising "basics."
The "Inside" Look • Throughout the
book, the impact of tv is underscored.
As expressed in the book's foreward
by Henry M. Schachte, executive vice
president of Lever Bros., and chairman
of the Assn. of National Advertisers:
"There is a great deal of tv advertising (so much that we hear frequently
about the over-commercialization of
television) because television sells goods
efficiently.
"For this reason, more and more
companies are buying more and more
of it to help sell more products. Thus,
television is becoming increasingly important to our companies' and our
economic health."
country's
The book extensively treats the
creative aspects of the tv business, talent and corporate advertising.
But Mr. Bellaire provides a comprehensive and concise summary as
well of networks, programs, ratings,
spot television and local stations (see
story, page 48). Also listed are pertinent details on rates, continuity, discounts, audience composition, time
periods, time buying and cost-per-thousand. With a look at programs come
these aspects: Formulation, trends,
types, method of sponsorship, daytime
programming and program publicity.
Commercial
cited

TV

MONEY

Katz

out

IN

SALES

to broaden

The Katz Agency, New York, is
recommending that American companies allot 10% or more of their sales
budgets to spot tv, in addition to regular tv advertising budgets. The suggestion is embodied in a presentation
released last week by the station representative.
A 30-minute slide production "The
Sales Managers
duced at a news Medium,'
conferencewasin introNew
York by Halsey V. Barrett, manager,
tv sales development, for Katz. Starting on Wednesday (July 15) in Chicago, Mr. Barrett will make the pitch
to leading corporation sales managers
and their advertising agencies in cities
throughout the country.
The presentation urges companies to
use national spot tv as "the right arm
of their sales department" because of
the status of marketing and diminished
at-the-counter selling today. In this con-

allocations

vantages of national spot tv as the
"modern day salesman": dealers favor
television advertising because it creates
consumer demand and forces distribution; retailers regard the spot tv commercial as today's person-to-person
demonstration salesman because it presells the consumer, who then selects the
product in impersonal supermarkets,
discount houses, vending machines,
order-taking showrooms and retail establishments.
"The well-known flexibility of spot
tv allows the sales manager to capitalize on stronger markets and to bolster
weaker ones, providing sales impact
where needed," the presentation states.
"Since few products have truly national distribution, the market-bymarket approach eliminates wasted
In support of this contention, the
salespower." cites the success of such
presentation
heavy spot tv advertisers who operate
with minimal sales forces: BristolMyers, Adell Chemical Co. (Lestoil),
Super-Anahist
and various automobile
dealers.

Shop

centers

to lure

reps

The Atlanta Radio & Television Representatives Assn. has made its first annual awards for sales effectiveness of
commercials placed through an Atlanta
representative. Winners and categories:
Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta (for
a Sealtest ice cream commercial), first
prize — radio; Liller, Neal, Battle &
Lindsey Inc., Atlanta (H.W. Lay & Co.
potato chips), first prize — television.
LNB&L also won an award of excellence for a Lay radio commercial.
Other radio excellence awards: Noble-Dury & Assoc., Nashville (for Chattanooga Medicine Co.'s Soltice); Marschalk & Pratt, Miami (National Airlines); Cargill, Wilson & Acree, Richmond, Va. (Holiday tobacco); Harry
Gianaris Adv., Charleston (Mayola).
Television excellence awards: Henderson Adv. Inc., Greenville, S.C.
(Texize Chemicals Inc.); LNB&L (Colonial Stores and Armour Fertilizer
Works); Noble-Dury (Frosty Morn
meats, National Life & Accident Insurance and The Sessions Co.); Simon
& Gwynn, Memphis (American Snuff
Co.) and Tucker Wayne & Co., Atlanta
(Creomulsion Co.).
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sponsor

Mr. Barrett said during the news
conference that, to his knowledge, this
is the first time that this approach has
been planned to sell the tv medium.

efficacy

by Atlanta

BUDGETS

The Modern-Day Salesman
A slide from the Katz presentation
nection, it offers these statistics and
trends :
• U.S. production efficiency has improved almost three times as much as
distribution efficiency since 1946.
• In product sales (manufacturer to
middleman), there has been a 61%
increase in cost per salesman's contact.
• In retail sales, supermarkets, discount houses and vending machines
account for "the rapid disappearance
of over-the-counter salesmanship."
These factors, the presentation asserts, amount to "a revolution in American sales and distribution, placing
greater pressures than ever on the sales
manager." National spot television is
proposed as "the best answer to the
sales manager's two-fold selling need":
sales efficiency to distributors of products and services, and support at the
retail level where he has no direct control.
The presentation details these ad-

in radio

customers

Suburban shopping centers use radio
as a magnet to draw customers from
downtown competitors, according to a
new radio-activity report released by
Radio Advertising Bureau, New York.
RAB's study of 14 shopping centers
represents a cross-section of U.S. markets.
Two major observations emerged
from the survey: (1) most merchant
associations in the centers employ a
two-stage radio strategy in which heavy
seasonal and special radio promotions
supplement regular week-in-week-out
schedules; (2) frequently, sales volume
increases were traceable directly to radio campaigns.
Radio's advertising magnetism was
exemplified in the case of Southern
Shopping Center, Norfolk, Va. According to RAB, Southern bought a daily
disc jockey show to wedge its way into
a market which offered strongly entrenched competition from downtown
stores. Using five 15-minute d.j. shows
and 70 additional spots weekly, this
center registered a 33% increase in dollar volume during its second year of
operation.
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THE

NUMBER

ONE

AUDIENCE?

YOU ARE BUYING BLUE SKY if you are buying

YOU ARE BUYING THE NUMBER

WJAC-TV. Latest and most complete area survey ever

if you are buying WFBG-TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.

made explodes WJAC-TV's blue sky claim of more
than 1 million TV homes; proves WJAC-TV delivers

WFBG-TV delivers 71 % greater audience than WJACTV and at lower cost per 1000. Latest ARB proves

less than 300,000 TV homes, compared with WFBG-

that WFBG-TV

TV's 290,600*.

ONE AUDIENCE

delivers the area's NUMBER

ONE

AUDIENCE**.
Talk to the research department of your
advertising agency. They have sifted out
the facts from the blue sky claims.

SOURCES:

''ARB, 10-County Telephone Coincidental
Survey, April 27-May 3, 1959.
Television Magazine Data Book, 1959.
Television Magazine, May 1959.
A. C. Nielsen, Spring 1959.
"ARB, Altoona, April 11-May 8, 1959.

WFBG-TV
ALTOONA-JOHNSTOWN,
PA.
Channel 10
ABC-TV* CBS-TV
Represented by BLAIR -TV
Operated by: Radio and Television Div. / Triangle Publications, Inc. / 46th & Market Sts., Philadelphia 39, Pa.
WFIL-AM • FM • TV, Philadelphia, Pa. / WNBF-AM • FM • TV, Binghamton, N. Y. / WLYH-TV, Lebanon-Lancaster, Pa.
WFBG-AM • TV, Altoona-Johnstown, Pa. / WNHC-AM • FM • TV, Hartford-New Haven, Conn. / KFRE-AM • TV • KRFM, Fresno, Cal.
T r iangle
National
Sales
Office,
485
Lexington
Avenue,
New York
17, New York
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PRODUCTION
Ads

must

Gribbin

RACE

keep

says

pace,

in West

Advertising must run faster to keep
up with its products, the keynote speaker told some 400 delegates at the 56th
annual meeting of the Advertising Assn.
of the West in Tahoe City, Calif.
George Gribbin, president of Young
& Rubicam, New York, delivered the
keynote speech on the convention
theme, "How Advertising Is Building
the West." Awards to radio and tv advertisers highlighted earlier sessions
(Broadcasting, July 6).
"Advertising," argued Mr. Gribbin.
"isn't keeping pace with the rapid improvements" inproductivity. He warned
his audience that agencies must prepare advertising "that runs fast and
runs in the right direction . . . advertising that keeps up with the products
of the industry."
The Y&R president also discussed
the need for research which may or
may not give useful facts every time
but which is too important to be neglected. He asked agencies to share in
their research, adding, "Advertising research has been held back because discoveries have been hoarded."
On the Agenda • Among the other
speakers were Robert Murray, executive vice president, Pacific-Alaska Div.,
Pan American World Airways; James S.
Fish, vice president of advertising, General Mills, Minneapolis; Forrest Arthur,
president, Buttrey's department store.
Great Falls, Mont.; Paul Willis, vice
president of advertising, Carnation Co..
Los Angeles; Franklin H. Graf, executive vice president, A.C. Nielsen Co.,
Chicago, and Don Thomas, managing
director, All- Year Club of Southern
California.
Officers for the coming year had been
elected earlier (see Fates & Fortunes,
p. 86).
Subjects of these speakers ranged
far and wide but each recognized that
advertising has brought about profits
and prosperity.
Mr. Murray, speaking on the subject,
"How Transportation Advertising Is
Helping Build the West," said that the
jet age is opening up new challenges
to advertising. Whereas 100 years ago,
the West was nearly inaccessible, it is
now but 4'/2 hours from New York by
jet, he pointed out.
"Badvertising" • Mr. Arthur, in his
talk entitled, "Your Acre of Diamonds
— as Viewed by a Merchant," told the
convention that merchants should consider advertising an investment — not an
expense. But, he warned, "An ad may
be pretty, it may be arty, it may even
be beautiful to the eye, but if it doesn't
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sell it's waste — it's Badvertising."
Speaking on the subject, "How Advertising IsHelping to Sell the Western
Food Industry to the West and to the
World." Mr. Willis said there were 212
western food advertisers last year (excluding beer and wine) with an average
annual ad budget of $585,000. The
1960 convention will be in Mexico City.
WORLD
Bates

MARKET
expands

in London merger
Founded almost 20 years ago, Ted
Bates & Co., New York, last week
debuted in international advertising.
An agreement signed Tuesday (July
7) in London between the Bates agency
and John Hobson & Partners Ltd., a
leading London agency, brings their
combined billings to more than $130
million. The cross-Atlantic merger was
announced by Rosser Reeves., board
chairman of Bates. He signed the pact
with John W. Hobson, who was elected
a board member of Bates.
Bates will be operating in London
under the name of Hobson, Bates &
Partners Sq.Ltd., with offices at 36-38
Fitzroy
With Mr. Reeves at the signing was
James C. Douglass, executive vice
president of Bates & Co. Both were
elected board members of the new
Hobson, Bates firm.
Reasons for Expansion • The entry
of Bates into the English market was

Mr. Reeves

Mr. Hobson

accounted for by Mr. Reeves this way:
Since the war England has become
revitalized, it's a bridgehead to the European common market and Bates'
clients have international expansion
plans. "Like us," Mr. Reeves said,
"The London agency is primarily a
package goods agency. In our view, it
is the best outside the U.S. This was
another factor that made the idea atThe Hobson agency was formed
tractive."
Oct.
1, 1955, and in four years has
grown from an initial team of 15
people to a staff of 160, handling current billings of more than 3.5 million
pounds or $9.8 million.
Ted Bates & Co., which reportedly
ranks third in all U.S. broadcast bill-

ings and first in spot tv, opened in
December 1940 with two clients and
total billings of $2.9 million.
SPOT
Tv

PRACTICE

station

surveyed

policies
in new

book

The buying habits of the typical
local spot advertiser and the typical national spot advertiser are explored in
a 1958 study made public for the first
time today (Monday) by BBDO, New
York.
The results of the study among tv
station managers is incorporated in a
new book, Tv Advertising, A Handbook of Modern Practice, by Arthur
Bellaire, vice president in charge of tvradio copy for BBDO. The study has
been shown to some national advertisers but was not made available for
general release until today.
The survey was conducted in the
summer of 1958 via questionnaire to
484 tv station managers, of whom 331
(68% ) responded. It sought information on classification data, facilities and
services, commercial practices, types of
advertisers and their schedules and programming trends.
Asked how many announcements per
week are purchased by the typical local
spot advertiser, 42% of the station
managers reported one to five spots per
week; 47% said six to ten; 14% answered more than ten and 5% gave
"no answer." The breakdown on the
typical national spot advertiser emerged
in this way: 54% of station managers
classified him in the one to five spots
per week; 38%, six to ten, 7% more
than ten and 5% "no answer." (The
percentage of station managers adds to
more than 100% because of multiple
mentions by some officials.)
Most Have Local Rate • The study
reveals that 63% of the stations have
a local rate as distinct from national;
36% said they did not and 1% did not
answer. Those with a local rate reported
that this charge was lower, ranging
from 61% to 89% of the national rate.
Other data emerging from the survey: 58% of the stations own or have
access to remote equipment, including
mobile units; more than two-thirds of
the outlets produce commercials for
local advertisers; 86% of the stations
regularly prepare advertising copy for
advertisers; 63% of the stations replied
that "the high cost of time and production" is the reason given by non-advertisers for not using tv; most stations
derive less than half their total revenue
from local business but reported that
the percentage of local business is increasing steadily.
Mr. Bellaire's book is being published
by Harper & Bros., New York.
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place
ery. a 3% gross receipts tax on ad- j
vertising. The Legislature's special ses- j
sion is to end this week in MontgomA Ways & Means Committee hear- !
ing brought out that estimates of rev- I
enue from the ad tax ranged all the
way from $8 million to $18 million.
John C. Cooper Jr., of WJRD Tuscaloosa, president of Alabama Assn. of
Broadcasters, testified the proposed
levy would place an unreasonable burden on radio-tv stations.
The proposed new tax is designed to
raise $42 million for a state educational program. Newspaper, outdoor advertising and other media witnesses
joined in describing the ad tax as unfair and discriminatory. The bill was
introduced by Rep. Emory Solomon.
• Business
Time sales

Operation World Series • The Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, which
revealed plans last week to capture the teen-age male audience via spot
radio and disc jockeys, (Broadcasting, July 6) held annual World Series
sales meetings in Denver and Washington, D.C. Seen above are (1 to r) Mel
sportscasters, featured in the meetings' program;
Frisch,
and Frank
Allen
William G. Salatich, general sales manager, A. Craig
officials
and Gillette
Smith, vice president in charge of advertising, and Vincent C. Ziegler,
president. This year will mark the 21st consecutive World Series coverage
Gillette has sponsored.

Even

swap,

no

barter

offered by new agency
The establishment of Media Services
Advertising Agency, New York, to
specialize in providing feature films and
half-hour tv film programs to stations
on a reciprocal trade basis was announced last week. Offices are at 655
Madison Ave., New York 21. Telephone isTempleton 2-9225.
The agency will accept time in lieu
of cash for films it will supply but
states it will not barter or resell this
time on a discount basis. Instead the
agency will receive cash credits from
the stations, and these will be used by
the agency's clients at published rates.
Stanley Grayson and Allen C. KayeMartin, previously with Regal Adv.
Assoc., New York, which specialized
in bartering time for product, are executive vice president and vice president in charge of sales respectively for
Media Services Advertising Agency.
BBDO

media

shuffle

BBDO has reorganized its media
partment.
The move has been expected
several weeks (Broadcasting, June
Its effect: group buying by account
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defor
8).
sys-

tems with associate media directors and
media supervisors.
This places BBDO alongside other
large radio-tv billing agencies which
employ a similar practice.
New associate media directors:
Michael J. Donovan who came to
BBDO from Benton & Bowles, where he
was vice president and assistant media
director. The others are William E.
Beste, Joseph Harris, Herbert D. Maneloveg, Theodore R. Meredith and Richard C. Wright. Each will report to Mr.
Barrett.
The new plans board will include
Mr. Barrett, Kent D'Alessandro (plans
and media analysis), Edward C. Fieri
Jr. (spot broadcast), Charles R. McKeever (network), among others, all
with the designation of media supervisor.
Gert Scanlon has been transferred
from client contact to media liaison.
Her duties will consist of counseling,
buying and publicizing availabilities in
broadcasting, as previously reported.
Alabama Legislature
considers tax on ads
Alabama broadcasters and other
media executives were awaiting legislative action at the weekend on a bill to

briefly

• Hoffman Electronics Corp.'s consumer products division, L.A., will
launch the "most comprehensive advertising program" in its history in
August, William Baldwin, advertising
manager of the division, said last week.
Television (one-minute filmed commercials "in at least 10 major markets"),
newspapers, outdoor, consumer and
trade magazines will be used to introduce Hoffman's new tv, stereophonic
hi fi and radio lines. Agency for Hoffman is Honig-Cooper, Harrington &
Miner, L.A.
• Massey-Ferguson (farm equipment),
Racine, Wis., renews Jubilee, USA on
ABC-TV for 52 weeks effective Nov. 1.
The series is to move to 10 p.m. EST
Saturdays, with M-F sponsoring the first
half hour. Agency: Needham, Louis &
Brorby, Chicago.
• Magnus Organ Corp., Livingston,
N.J., plans a $2.6 million advertising
campaign lasting until Jan. 31, 1960,
to promote its portable electric chord
organs, it was announced by E.A.
Tracey, executive vice president. He
noted there are about 14,000 Magnus
dealers throughout country. The company previously had participations on
the NBC-TV Jack Paar Show. Agency
for
Magnus: Rothberdt & Haas Adv.,
Chicago.
• Luden's Inc., Reading, Pa., (Luden's
menthol cough drops & Luden's 5th
Avenue bars) has completed sponsorship agreements for five ABC-TV programs in the 1959-60 season, according to William P. Mullen, ABC vice
president in charge of tv network sales.
Purchases include co-sponsorships of
four new one-hour action and adventure
series and Dick Clark's daytime American Bandstand. Hour-long series are:
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

The Alaskans (Sun. 9:30-10:30 p.m.);
Adventures In Paradise (Mon. 9:3010:30 p.m.); The Untouchables (Thurs.
9:30-10:30 p.m.) and Bronco (alternate Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 p.m.). Bandstand is seen Monday through Friday,
4-5:30 p.m. NYT.

I
|

j
|

• RCA Victor, in its initial fm spot
campaign, has purchased three-week
schedule of 26 minute-spots per week
on WNCN (FM) New York and
WBCN (FM) Boston, both operated
by Concert Network Inc. Musical spots
promote RCA Victor's Van Cliburn album of Rachmaninoff's Concerto No. 3.
Agency: Grey Adv., New York. Campaign ends July 26.
• Procter & Gamble Co. of Canada Ltd.
has purchased from ABC Films Inc.,
N.Y., 52 weeks of Congressional Investigator. Though products to be advertised and agencies involved were unannounced, P&G will spot the series
throughout Canada starting this fall, it
was reported. With 39 films now in
production, CI half-hour adventure
series deals with investigations by men
who provide Senate rackets committees
with evidence needed for crime hearings.
• Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
has signed for summer sponsorship of
three western-drama series on ABC-TV,
it was announced by William P. Mullen,
vice president in charge of network
sales. Programs are: Colt .45, effective
July 19, for P&G's packaged and liquid
detergents, bar soaps and shampoos;
and Cheyenne and Sugarfoot, both effective July 14, in behalf of Liquid
Press and Crest toothpaste. Agency:
Benton & Bowles, N.Y.

• Greyhound Corp., Chicago and Bulova Watch Co., Flushing, N.Y., have
signed as co-sponsors next season of
People Are Funny on NBC-TV, according to Walter D. Scott, executive vice
president, NBC-TV. Audience participation series starring Art Linkletter
will enter its sixth tv year in the fall
j (Fri. 7:30-8 p.m. NYT). John Guedel
I is producer. Agencies: Grey Adv., N.Y.,
for
Greyhound; McCann-Erickson,
N.Y., for Bulova.
• Consolidated Cigar Sales Co. (Dutch
Masters cigars), N.Y., will sponsor
I Take A Good Look, a panel show starring Ernie Kovacs, on ABC-TV (Thurs.,
10:30-11 p.m.), starting Oct. 15. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan.
• Championship Bridge, to debut Oct.
18 on ABC-TV (Sun. 3:30-4 p.m.), is
said to mark the first time for a regularly scheduled network tv bridge show
and the entry into network tv for sponsor North American Van Lines Inc.,
Fort Wayne, Ind. The order was placed
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through Biddle Adv., Bloomington, 111.
Regulars on the show will be bridge expert Charles Goren, for analysis of
play, and Alex Dreier, m.c. Weekly
sessions will feature two pairs of champion U.S. bridge players. The program
is a production of Walter Schwimmer
Inc., Chicago.
• In another ABC-TV buy, Carnation
Co., Los Angeles, out of network tv
since 1957, has signed for alternate
half-hours of Sugarfoot (alternate Tuesdays, 7:30-8:30 p.m.). Order, estimated
as $3 million buy, was via Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan. Carnation's last network sponsorship was Burns & Allen
Show on CBS-TV in 1957.
Agency appointments
• Hertz Corp., Chicago, has named
Norman, Craig & Kummel, N.Y., to
TV

handle its $4.5 million rent-a-car advertising. Hertz allocates between $2
and 2.5 million of its total budget to
spot radio and tv.
• Chrysler Corp. of Canada Ltd., appoints Grant Adv. of Canada Ltd. to
handle advertising for DeSoto automobiles and Dodge cars and trucks there.
Ross Roy continues to handle Chrysler
and Plymouth cars and Fargo trucks.
Grant also announced it will assume
responsibility for all television programming for its Chrysler of Canada accounts, estimated to bill over $2 million
for tv in 1959.
« American Home Foods Div. of
American Home Products Corp., N.Y.,
blue-chip national broadcast advertiser,
appoints Young & Rubicam, N.Y., as
agency for new product, Chiquitas
100% pure canned mashed bananas.

COMMERCIAL

PREVIEW

Smoked glasses & bacon * In
the vicinity of Nowhere there's
a sleepy community called Ferrisville, inhabited by hill - country
characters who are becoming quite
familiar to tv audiences in the New
York area. The latest resident to
receive tv recognition is the town's
"beatnik", who combines his appreciation for Ferris bacon with his
artistic talent.
Stahl-Meyer Inc., New York
meat packing firm, which featured
the Ferrisville folk in previous spot
tv campaigns, on July 5 started a 30spot per week schedule using this
beatnik commercial for its Ferris
bacon product.
Complete with beret, dark glasses
and cool, cool beard, the beatnik is
brought before the local judge, chief
character in the Ferrisville series
(top photo) for "attempting to forge
a masterpiece." Examining the evidence, Judge Affable T. Ferris sees
the Mona Lisa clutching a package
of his favorite brand of bacon
(middle). He explains (bottom) to
the beatnik that the product is far
leaner than it is depicted and the
20 - second spot continues with
scenes of Mona Lisa enjoying the
smell of the hickory-smoked bacon,
the judge displaying his ever-present
package of Ferris brand, a plate of
fried bacon and a closing with a
view of the package and the slogan,
"Costs a little more . . . worth much
According to Hicks & Greist Inc.,
New
York, agency for Stahl-Meyer,
more."
the
commercial is not only catchy
and entertaining, but also directed

to the sophisticated level of Ferris
bacon purchasers. Lex Hoedt, ad
manager of Stahl-Meyer, supervised
the commercial which was filmed
by Pintoff Productions, New York.
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That's Hurleigh's overture to creditors;
Affiliate group endorses reorganization
Mutual officials met last week with
two groups vitally concerned with the
network's uncertain future — representatives of its creditors and members of
the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee (Broadcasting, July 6).
MBS last Wednesday (July 8) offered
creditors, owed $3,195,607, a settlement of 10 cents on the dollar. A network spokesman later said that a consensus of creditors indicated the proposal would be accepted.
Network officials met earlier that day
with 10 members of MAAC, who had
journeyed to New York at their own
expense, and briefed them on MBS'
petition for voluntary bankruptcy under
Chapter 1 1 of the Bankruptcy Act and
on the network's plans for the future.
In turn, MAAC adopted a resolution,
endorsing the network's reorganization
plans and the new management and expressing "gratification" that MBS new
president is a "veteran broadcaster".
Robert F. Hurleigh was election MBS
president 1 1 days ago.
A meeting with the network's 10
principal creditors and U.S. bankruptcy
referee Asa Herzog will be held in New
York today (July 13).
Mr. Hurleigh made the offer of 10
cents a dollar at a meeting in New
York on Wednesday, during which
a creditors' committee was formed. Fulton Lewis Jr., Mutual news commentator, was elected chairman of the 15man committee, which includes several
MBS-affiliated station executives, various suppliers of office equipment and,
curiously a CBS official. The latter was
identified as George B. Stadmuller, general credit manager of CBS, and it was
said that money owed to CBS resulted
from sharing line facilities on certain
occasions. An AT&T representative attended the session.
Mutual's 10-cent-on-the-dollar proposal is contingent on its acceptance
within a month. It was believed that the
offer will be repeated today during the
meeting with the referee, along with
Mutual's other plans for reorganization.
During the MAAC meeting, Albert
G. McCarthy Jr., a Tampa realtor-industrialist and a new MBS board member, was introduced. Mr. McCarthy and
Chester Ferguson, also of Tampa, were
revealed 1 1 days ago as the latest financial angels of MBS and are paying for
day-to-day operations of the network
52

during the period of petition for bankMr. Hurleigh
is the "owner"
of
Mutual ruptcy.
during
this interim
period, but
Messrs. McCarthy and Ferguson are
scheduled to assume formal ownership,
once the creditors are satisfied.
Mr. McCarthy is reported to have
told MAAC members in the closeddoor session that he is prepared to support the network and has confidence in
the future of MBS.
Radios
boost

made
U.S.

in Japan

sales

sum

Estimates of radio set sales in the
U.S. last year were 17.4% too low because they didn't take into account the
influx of Japanese models, Radio Advertising Bureau asserted last week.
The 1958 sales figures should be
raised from the generally reported 12,577,000 sets to a new total of 14,777,000 to reflect U.S. purchases of 2.2
million Japanese sets, most of them
small transistor models, RAB maintained. It said its figures were documented from U.S. industry sources and
official Japanese trade statistics.
RAB also estimated that a total of
12 million portables are currently in
use in this country. These millions, it
added, "are growing by the month as
heavy shipments of Japanese sets arrive
in the U.S. to amplify the record domestic radio set production of recent
Transistor Sets • The figures on Japanese set sales in the U.S. are contained
inyears."
an RAB brochure, Made in Japan —
Played in U.S.A. It estimates that 1.7
million of the Japanese imports were
transistor portables. It also maintains
that the updated 1958 sales total is
"fully three times greater than the sale
of tv sets in the same period."
Describing the growth prospects for
Japanese transistor sets as "tremendous," the brochure says sales of the
imported models during the first quarter
of 1959 were "quadruple those for the
same period last year." RAB continued:
"Two new Japanese products are already on the market, with more coming. These include a portable transistor
phono-radio and a battery-operated amfm transistor portable. Also due soon is
a wrist-watch radio, developed by an
American manufacturer and already in
use by the armed forces."

Salvage chief Hurleigh
Offers ten cents on the dollar
Voice

of Democracy:

No. 13 ready to roll
State broadcaster associations in !
cooperation with Electronic Industries I
Assn. and Veterans of Foreign Wars
will direct local and state competition
in the 13th annual Voice of Democracy broadcast scriptwriting contest
for high school students. The competition will be held during the fall
school term, with 10th, 11th and 12th
grade students eligible. The subject is
"I Speak for Democracy."
A $1,500 scholarship will be i
awarded the top national winner. Four
finalists will receive gold recordings of
their scripts and the top winner in
each state will receive an all-expense
trip to Washington in February 1960.
Kits of materials to aid local committees will be sent out Aug. 1 to all
radio and tv stations and VFW posts.
The VFW and stations direct local
contests. U.S. Office of Education and
National Assn. of Secondary School
Principals endorse the contests and
activities.
State contest directors follow:
Alabama, William A. Mapes, W0WL Florence;
Alaska, Alvin 0. Bramstedt, KENI-AM-TV Anchorage; Arizona,
HomerKVOM
L. Lane,
KOOL-AM-TV;
Arkansas,
J.C. Willis,
Morrilton;
California,
Arthur M. Mortenson, KERO-TV Bakersfield;
Colorado, Harry W. Hoth, KRD0-AM-TV Colorado
Springs; Connecticut, Walter C. Johnson WTICAM-TV Hartford; Delaware, Miles L. Frederick,
VFW, and Harvey C. Smith, WDEL Wilmington.
D.C., Norman Reed, WWDC Washington;
Florida, Charles J. Fernandez, WKXY Sarasota;
Georgia, Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; Hawaii,
Bud Zimmerman, KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu; Idaho,
Ken Kilmer, KFXD Nampa; Illinois, Roland 0.
Looper, WH0W Clinton; Indiana, E. Berry Smith,
WFIE-TV Evansville; Iowa, James Duncan, Iowa
Broadcasters Assn.; Kansas, Arden Booth, KLWN
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Loaves

10,000

in

12

hours

with

20

spots

on

Atlanta's

WSB

Radio

VammimWK. Junes

WINN DIXIE STORES, operating four
super markets in the Atlanta area, planned a
special sale of their own Dixie Darling Bread.
Came last minute change of plans. All advertising had been cancelled . . . but the bread was in
the oven . . . 10,000 extra loaves!
It had to be sold. So, acting quickly, Damon
Swann, of House of Ideas, Atlanta agency for
Winn Dixie, called in WSB radio. Within two
hours the first of twenty one-minute spots was
on the air. Others followed Wednesday afternoon
and all day Thursday. By Thursday night two
stores were sold out . . . stock in the other two
below normal. With no other advertising, and
with just 20 announcements on WSB Radio.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

10,000 loaves of bread were sold in twelve hours
by Winn Dixie's four Atlanta stores.
It is results such as these that day in, day out reveal the loyalty and responsiveness of WSB Radio
listeners. Evidence that WSB Radio out-produces
and out-sells competitive media in Georgia.

WSB

radio

The Voice of the South - ATLANTA
Represented by Petry • NBC
Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution
Associated with WSOC-WSOC I TV \ Charlotte
WHIO-WHIOITV, Dayton

Lawrence; Kentucky, Donald J. Horton, WVLKAM-TV Lexington; Louisiana, Clarence E. Faulk
Jr., KRUS Ruston.
Maine, Hal Dutch, WLAM Lewiston; Maryland, Arnold Wilkes, WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore;
Massachusetts, Earle G. Clement, WBET Brockton; Michigan, Robert J. Coleman, Michigan
Assn. of Broadcasters; Minnesota, Wayne Williams, WLOW Minneapolis; Mississippi, Joseph
W. Carson, WOKK Meridian, Miss.; Missouri,
Bruce Barrington, WEW St. Louis; Montana,
Robert H. Warner, KMON Great Falls; Nebraska,
Richard W. Chapin, KFOR Lincoln; Nevada, Glen
Thorne, Las Vegas; New Hampshire, Merrill
Smith, WOTW Nashua; New Jersey, Jack Gartland, WTTM, Trenton; New Mexico, Richard H.
Harris, KQUE Albuquerque.
New York, Max E. Buck, WRCA-TV New York;
North Carolina, G.C. Starnes, WFNS Burlington;
North Dakota, Charles L. Scofield, KEYZ Williston; Ohio, Curtis M. Jewell, VFW, Thomas A.
Rogers, WCLT Newark; Oklahoma, Hugh M. Mix,
WNAD Norman; Oregon, Roy Johnson, KMED
Medford; Pennsylvania, Roy E. Morgan, WILK
Wilkes-Barre; Rhode Island, Zel Levin, WWON
Woonsocket; South Carolina, J. Davenport, WESC
Greenville; South Dakota, William E. Johnson,
KYNT Yankton.
Tennessee, Kenneth D. Wright, WUOT-FM
Knoxville; Texas, Charles Jordan, Fort Worth;
Utah, Reed Bullen, KVNU Logan; Vermont, Lawrence Shane, WSKI Barre; Virginia, Thomas P.
Chisman, WVEC-AM-TV Hampton; Washington,
Ronald A. Murphy, Washington State Assn. of
Broadcasters; West Virginia, George R. Andrick,
WSAZ Huntington; Wisconsin, Carl V. Kolata,
WTTN Watertown; Wyoming, William F. Shutts,
KVOC Casper.
U.S.

broadcasters

plan tv in Caribbean
Two leading U.S. radio and television
ownership groups have organized a new
company, Hemisphere Television Corp.,
with plans to operate a series of tv
outlets in the Caribbean area. Announced Thursday (July 8) was an onair target date of Nov. 1 for a vhf station in Haiti.
Hemisphere's organizers are Mike
Rosenberg, Haiti industrialist; Gerald
A. Bartell, president of Bartell Family
Radio, and J. Elroy McCaw, president
of Gotham Broadcasting Co.
The Haiti tv franchise, Tele-Haiti as
the station will be known, will be installed by Bartell engineers and operated under a programming arrangement
to include network shows, feature films,
local news and educational programs.
The island's
four
million. population is estimated at
Stations in the Bartell group are:
KYA San Francisco, KCBQ San Diego.
WOKY Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta,
WYDE Birmingham and WOV New
York. (Purchase of the last awaits FCC
approval.) Gotham's outlets: WINS New
York, KTVR (TV) Denver, KTVW
(TV) Seattle, KDAY Los Angeles and
KONA (TV) Honolulu.
Bay fms organize
First steps to form the San Francisco Fm Broadcasters Assn. were taken
at a June 22 meeting of stations in
the Bay Area. It is designed to promote the medium throughout Northern California, calling attention to recent fm progress and emphasizing its
54 (THE MEDIA)

listener advantages. Officers will be
elected at a second meeting to be held
early this month.
NBC
KOMA

AFFILIATIONS
cuts

network;

WVET
replaces WHAM
NBC Radio got the air from one
affiliate last week and gave it to another.
KOMA Oklahoma City, a Todd
Storz station whose affiliation with the
network last winter made a big splash
because of Mr. Storz' standing as a
leading independent operator (Broadcasting, Dec. 1, 1958), gave notice
it was cutting network programming
down, if not out.
In a separate development NBC
Radio cancelled its affiliation with
WHAM Rochester, according to network officials, and announced that
WVET would become its outlet in that
market effective Aug. 1 (see picture).
The move was attributed to a network
desire for more program clearances in
Rochester. WVET officials were quoted
by NBC spokesmen as saying they
intended to clear all NBC programs.
WVET is on 1280 kc with 5 kw;
WHAM is on 1 180 kc with 50 kw.
The Storz move in Oklahoma City
caught NBC by surprise. Matthew J.
Culligan, executive vice president in
charge of the radio network, said he
received a letter from Mr. Storz last
Tuesday (July 7), a day after KOMA's
cutback in NBC
programming oc-

curred. He quoted Mr. Storz' letter as
saying the KOMA operation as a network affiliate had been "unsuccessful
by any measure," though not necessarily through NBC's fault.
The letter didn't cancel the NBC affiliation, Mr. Culligan said. Rather, he
explained, it served notice of the decision to cut back NBC programming
and suggested that "you [NBC] may
wish to terminate the affiliation agreement." This seemed a likely result, although as of last Thursday Mr. Culligan was still waiting to speak to Mr.
Storz. No decision had been reached on
a possible replacement in the NBC
lineup, but observers thought there
might be some significance in the fact
that NBC Radio's coverage of the AllStar baseball game last Tuesday was
carried in Oklahoma City by KTOK
(1000 kc, 5 kw).
Tv

court

Tv coverage of a northern Florida
courtroom by WFGA-TV Jacksonville
brought comments of approval last
week from Criminal Court Judge Lloyd
A. Layton.
"I can't say it hampered or delayed
or took any dignity away from the
court at all," Judge Layton said. "It
was not distracting and I don't think the
majority of persons in the courtroom
everOnenoticed
it." used on the air showed
sequence
the breakdown of a 16-year-old boy
sentenced to 20 years for a fatal stabbing. "I thought it might serve as a
deterrent
to crime," Judge Layton observed.
No lights were used in the filming.
The sound camera microphone was
placed before Judge Layton but out of
view of others in the courtroom.
WFGA-TV reported one Circuit Court
Judge accused Judge Layton of trying
to run a circus sideshow.
Tv

NBC Radio switch in Rochester
• Matthew J. Culligan (c), executive vice president in charge of
NBC Radio, discusses the affiliation of WVET Rochester with
the network, effective Aug. 1,
with Paul C. Louther (1), station
manager, and Ervin F. Lyde,
president and general manager.
WVET, which operates on 1280
kc with 5 kw, replaces WHAM
Rochester as the NBC affiliate
there (Closed Circuit, July 6).

in Florida

in Alabama

capitol

Tv news cameras have been granted
access to the House of Representatives
in Alabama. A resolution (HR 46) authorizes, ifthere is no member objection, "proceedings of the House to be
fully televised, or photographed for
television" and also permits "sound recordings for use on telecasts."
Burt Lydic, WSFA-TV Montgomery,
said cooperation with House Speaker
Charles Adams allows cameramen to
film proceedings unobtrusively by picking up the sound directly from the
chamber public address system. A similar arrangement with the Senate permits sound-on-film cameras on the
floor "provided authorization of the
members present has been received."
THE media continues on page 65
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NEW HOME

Dynamic

OF THE STAR STATIONS' EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Radio

8401

Dynamic

BUILDING

—

OMAHA

Markets

serve listeners the kind of entertainment they seek

The Star Stations reach markets that are dynamic
and alive — the kind of markets that make for

and to offer advertisers better advertising buys.

dynamic sales campaigns.

Star Broadcasting — 1959 — is fulfilling its mission.

OMAHA

Star Broadcasting Co. was formed 5 years ago to

KOi

It -OMAHA

KOIL's 46.3% share of audience in greater Omaha
(June, 1959 Hooper) is 326% greater than the next
best station.
- DENVER

is its area's prime distribution and trading center.
DENVER

(formerly KMYR)

KICN's dominant position in the greater Denver
market is now unchallenged. KICN's booming
5000 watts at 710 make KICN the Number 1

America's third fastest growing metropolitan area,
Denver's 1958 population was 858,000, up almost

Pastime in the Rocky Mountain West.

50% from 1950. The mile high city's business
activity is booming with bank clearings up 5 billion
dollars over 1950.

HUH

PORTLAND,

- PORTLAND,

ORE.

KISN, the newest of the Star Stations, has brought
modern radio to the greater Portland-Vancouver
market. Already in first place in the afternoon
(HOOPER,
is assured.
56

World's largest livestock market and meat-packing
center, greater Omaha's 1958 population was
436,000. At the crossroads of the nation, Omaha

April-June, 1959), KISN's leadership
...and

there'll

be

more!

ORE.

845,000 population — up 18.5%

over 1950.

Portland, one of the world's largest fresh water
ports, represents a truly dynamic market. Business
activity and new construction are at an all-time
high with bank clearings up over two and a quarter
billions over 1950.
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Dynamic

Radio

in

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa

Dynamic

Norman

Markets

& Norman, Inc., is proud to have

had a small part in the creation of the "Star
Stations." We have helped many other broadcasters in the sale and purchase of radio
properties, and are very proud to have assisted
many of our customers for the second and
third time.

Recent Sales Brokered by Norman

& Norman, Inc.:

KABL, California . . . WCVS, Illinois . . . WRIT, Wisconsin
. . . KAAA, Minnesota . . . WIL, Missouri . . . WKAl, Illinois . . .
KIBS, California . . . KRBI, Minnesota . . . WIRL, Illinois . . .
KVWO, Wyoming . . . WKEI, Illinois . . . KWEB, Minnesota
. . . KCLN, Iowa . . . KISN , Oregon . . . WWIL, Florida . . .
KRSL, Kansas . . . KBUN, Minnesota . . . KFMA, Iowa . . .
KFXD, Idaho . . . WPEO, Illinois . . . REAR, California . . .
KLIN, Nebraska
. . . KCLO, Kansas . . . WAKY, Kentucky

DYNAMIC
radio in
dynamic
MARKETS

;
rTTZTBJffiffl
■■ggggij
rj^H
I

the

EHl

$ik
stations
DON W. BURDEN — President
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Dynamic

Radio

in

Markets

KISN, Portland, Ore., represents modern radio

shopping center between San Francisco and

at its most efficient, and Adam Young represents

Seattle. Primary coverage embraces 1,253,700 peo-

KISN. Here is dramatic testimony to the power

ple— (America's 14th largest market) . . . and

of a well-managed, controlled sound to attract
audience, hold audience, sell audience.

retail sales equivalent to those of America's 16th
largest market.

And

look wbat KISN

opens up for you:

Get the right-now details from the man who

Primary coverage includes 16 counties in the

represents all that's modern and efficient in radio
todav . . . the man from . . .

greater Portland-Vancouver area — the only major

ADAM
New York
3 East 54th St.
N. Y. 22, N. Y.
Plaza 1-4848
58

Dynamic

Chicago St. Louis
Prudential Plaza 317 No.
Chicago 1. 111. Eleventh St.
Michigan 2-6190 St. Louis. Mo.
Main 1-5020

YOUNG
Los Angeles
6331 Hollywood
Blvd.
Los Angeles
28. Calif.
Hollywood 2-2289

INC.

Son Francisco
Russ Bids.
(Rm. 1207)
San Francisco 4.
Calif.
Yukon 6-6769

Detroit
2910 Book Bldg.
Detroit 26. Mich.
Woodward 3-6919

Atlanta
1182 W.Peachtree
Atlanta. Ga.
Trinity 3-2564
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Dynamic

Radio

in

Dynamic

Markets

KICN, Denver is the new name of KMYR—

revealing the listening preferences of 1,189,000

the station that brought modern radio to Amer-

people, with an effective buying income of 2.1
billions of dollars annually.

ica's 24th market. And Adam \oung Inc. is the
old name of the company that helps advertisers
buy best in Denver. Modern station programming

Get the documentation of the change . . . get

has revised the whole pattern of radio listening

documentation of KICN's ability to win listeners
. . . and to sell them . . . with cost efficiency

in this Gateway to the West. Here's another instance of a dramatic change in fortunes — from
last place in mid- 1957 to the rarefied air of the
upper atmosphere. Hooper shows it. So does a
metro Pulse. So does a 17-county Area Pulse —

ADAM
New York
3 East 54th St.
N. Y. 22, N. Y.
I laza 1-4848

Chicago
Prudential Plaza
Chicago 1. 111.
Michigan 2-6190

\ ^ fljBBP
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St. Louis
317 No.
Eleventh St.
St. Louis, Mo.
Main 1-5020

equalled by no other leading Denver station.
Who's got the word? Naturally, the man who
represents all that's modern and efficient in radio
today . . . the man from . . .

YOUNG
Los Anqeles
6331 Hollywood
Blvd.
Los Angeles
28. Calif.
Hollywood 2-2289

INC.

San Francisco
Russ Bldg.
(Rm. 1207 )
San Francisco 4.
Calif.
Yukon 6-6769

Detroit
2940 Book Bids.
Detroit 26, Mich.
Woodward 3-6919

Atlanta
1182 W.Peachtree
Atlanta. Ga.
Trinity 3-2564

Dynamic

Radio

in

Dynamic

Markets

AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
SAN FRANCISCO

ATLANTA
LOS ANGELES

DALLAS DETROIT
CHICAGO SEATTLE

In the mushrooming Omaha

market — the nation's 49th ranking Metropolitan area . . .

with an added $100 million in retail sales during the past five years — only dynamic radio
can do the selling job you want done.
KOIL has been represented nationally by Avery-Knodel,
Inc., for more than jour years. When you want fast,
accurate availabilities . . . when you need detailed pro-

rad
io in [TF7THSBH1
DYNAMIC

dynamic mmwjemm
MARKETS
jf
; ..

gramming, coverage and market information . . . you'll find
your Avery-Knodel representative prompt and thorough in
helping you tailor a successful KOIL spot radio campaign.
Star
stations
DON W. BURDEN — President
60
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in such
Radio

Dynamic

Markets

is Dynamic

BIG
(Radio's

SOUND
New

Stars

Revolutionary
furnishes

OR

WRITE:

Hollywood
DYNAMIC
and
RADIO IN
DYNAMIC
MARKETS
Ratings to...\

Richard
H. Ullman,
295 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo 2, New

Inc.

York

A Stars International Production of Hollywood
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Concept)

from

Star

WIRE

because

DON W. BURDEN — President
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Dynamic

Radio

in

Dynamic

Markets

Bill Meeks

wic^;
tJ^Street
3123-25 Knox
DALLAS 5, TEXAS

PA

MS

salutes

the

The leading jingle maker for the leading stations, PAMS

is proud of the part

it has played in pushing the Star Stations to the top.

Star

Inc.

Stations

RAD
IO IN rTJTTHfflHI
DYNAMIC

DYNAMIC
MAR
KETS

ijMQljMMH
Irp
MjP

the

Un

Star
stations
DON W BURDEN — President
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Dynamic

Men

Man

Dynamic

Radio

BILL

STEWART

Vice

President
and

Assistant

•

3

years

•

3V2

•

NOW

\k

with

years

%i$x

President

McLendon

with

and

to the

Storz

the

Future
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DYNA
rad
C rioMI
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MARKETS
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I

stations

stations
Star
DON W BURDEN — President
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Dynamic

Men

Man

Dynamic

Radio

Sfeve Shepard
KOIL— Omaha

Charles Vais
KISN- Portland

'Ch/c" Crabtree
We

at Star Broadcasting are grateful to our

KICN- Denver

listeners, our advertisers, and our associates — all
of whom

contributed to the success of Dynamic
DYNAMIC
RADIO IN
DYNAMIC
MARKETS

Radio in Dynamic Markets.

Don W. Burden

tin- OB

Mr
stations
DON W. BURDEN — President
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RATE

S Y

RADIO
RAB

HAND

stations

to help

IN

MARKET

get sales

soften

even

A campaign by Radio Advertising
Bureau member stations designed to
win for radio an even bigger share of
the $375 million advertising outlay of
the nation's supermarkets is being announced today (July 13) by RAB.
The bureau said its 1,000 member
stations would go armed with a special
package containing such sales tools as
a full-scale radio presentation, case histories of supermarket success with
radio, background on supermarket
operations, and contest and other promotional ideas which the stores can
use in radio campaigns. To carry out
the supermarket theme, RAB attached
a miniature shopping bag to the material— and suggested the stations enclose a proposal or contract for the
stores they visit (see cut).
"Supermarkets spend an estimated
$375 million annually for advertising
and are already one of the biggest
sources of local revenue for most stations," RAB President Kevin B.
Sweeney told member stations. "The
sales tools in this kit contain everything you need to win either new
supermarket business or additional
radio expenditures from existing
clients."
The success stories tell how Kroger's
nine stores in Roanoke, Va., used radio
personality programs in becoming, according to the ad manager, the No. 1

RAB shows how to bring home the
bacon
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WREX-TV

presentation

more

supermarkets

food chain in the market; how M.C.
Headrick, owner of two supermarkets
in Cleveland, Tenn., parlayed a $2,500
into a $1.8 million business via radio;
why McDaniel's, a southern California
chain, credits radio with stimulating
sales gains at the rate of half a million
dollars a month, and similar radio success stories from Syracuse, N.Y., and
Titusville, Pa.
The supermarket sales package is
one of a series produced by RAB to
help members sell local radio to specific categories or retailers.
RAB

has

AMONG

THE TOP
ONE HUNDRED TV RE
MARKETS
X,
* SOURCE: TELEVISION MAGAZINE TH*
the friendly
Lion says,.

reached

1 ,000-station goal
The Radio Advertising Bureau now
is 1,000 radio station members strong.
RAB President Kevin B. Sweeney
no sooner announced this milestone
than he followed up last week by setting a new goal: 1,150 station members and a budget exceeding $1.1 million by the end of the year. The 1960
year-end goal is 1,400 members and
over $1.2 million budget.
The bureau reached a million-dollar
budget several months ago. That income figure and the 1,000 station membership mark were two aims of the
original incorporators of RAB when
they organized it eight years ago.
The 1,000th station to join was KCSJ
Pueblo, Colo., in June, the third highest
month on record, with 42 stations
signing up. The score now shows station members in 49 out of 50 states,
in more than 620 communities and
doing over 60% of all radio advertising
volume in the U.S. There are three
radio networks and 19 station representative and associate members not
included in the 1,000 figure. California
ranks highest with 68 station members,
Texas has 55, New York, 54 and Ohio,
49.
New

Contract in the Bag

TILL

Cleveland

fm

A full-time independent fm station
goes on the air in Cleveland tomorrow
(July 14) when WNOB-FM begins
operations. With 135 kw, at 107.9 mc,
the station will be on the air daily from
6:30 a.m. to 12 midnight. It is licensed
to the Northern Ohio Broadcasting Co.,
Fred Austin, president and general
manager. Station headquarters are at
1510 Williamson Bldg., Cleveland.

"YOU GET THE LION'S
SHARE OF RICH
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MID'AMERICA"

Shoot Dead
for SALES

Center
POWER!

YES, STRAIGHT SHOOTIN'
RIGHT INTO 365,000
HOMES IN THE HEART
OF MID* AMERICA'S
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MARKETS

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION INC.
J. M. BAISCH GEN. MGR.

CHANNEL

^^^F ROCKFORO

(THE MEDIA) 65

Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WKNB New Britain, Conn.: Sold by
recent purchaser Connecticut Television
Inc. (Herbert Scheftel, president)
(Broadcasting, June 29) to Beacon
Broadcasting Co. (Sheldon Smerling,
president) for $255,000. Mr. Smerling
and family own WICO Salisbury, Md.
The sale was handled by Daniel Jaret &
Co., Brooklyn, N.Y. WKNB is on 840
kc with 1 kw, day.
• KSPR Casper, Wyo.: Sold by Donald
L. Hathaway (original owner) to Burt L.
Harris and Assoc. for $150,000. Mr.
Harris is president of Rocky Mountain
Tele Station, which operates KTWOTV Casper and KTWX-TV Sheridan,
Wyo. and is a substantial stockholder in
the enterprise. Mr. Hathaway is sole
owner and manager of KSPR-TV Casper (ch. 6). KSPR is the pioneer radio
station in Wyoming, going on the air in
1930. It is affiliated with CBS Radio and
operates on 1470 kc wih 5 kw, day
and 1 kw, night. The sale was negotiated
by Hamilton, Landis & Assoc.
• KMBY Monterey, Calif.: Sold to
John L. Burroughs, Chicago manufac-

turer, by B.P. Timothy for $130,000.
The sale was handled by Edwin Tornberg & Co. KMBY is on 1240 kc with
250 w.
• WSTL Eminence, Ky.: Sold to Victor M. Bellamy, general manager and
30% owner of WHBN Harrodsburg,
Ky., by J.W. Dunavent for $70,000.
The sale was handled by Paul H. Chapman Co. WSTL is on 1600 kc with
500 w.
• WGGO Salamanca, N.Y.: Sold by
Alfred B. Smith, majority owner of
WCBC Anderson, Ind. to Jamestown
Broadcasting Co. (Si Goldman) for $40,750. Jamestown Broadcasting Co. owns
WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown and WDOE
Dunkirk, both New York. Sale was
handled by Edwin Tornberg & Co.
WGGO is on 1590 kc with 1 kw, day.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 106).
• KROY-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif.:
Sold to John T. Carey Inc. by Robert
W. Dunn and others for $390,000, subject to adjustments and a one-year option to purchase land and transmitter
for $4,000. KROY is on 1240 kc with

250 w and is affiliated with CBS.
KROY-FM is on 102.5 mc with 18 kw.
• WEEP Pittsburgh, Pa.: Sold to Golden Triangle Broadcasting Inc. by Pittsburgh Broadcasting Co. for $319,000.
Myron Jones, president and majority
stockholder in assignee, has interest in
WIET Erie and WTIV Titusville, both
Pennsylvania, and owns WHOT
Youngstown, Ohio. R. C. Crisler Co.
handled the sale. WEEP is on 1080
kc with 1 kw, day.
• WDMJ-TV Marquette, Mich.: Merger stock transaction of Lake Superior
Broadcasting Co., 48%, and M&M
Broadcasting ,52%, into North Central
Broadcasting Co., to be headed by
Frank J. Russell, president of Marquette Mining Daily Journal, (99%
owner) which presently owns Lake
Superior Broadcasting. M&M Broadcasting (WMAM and WMBV-TV
Marinette, Wis.) is owned 55% by Superior (Wis.) Evening Telegram (Morgan Murphy). Transaction involves
overall consideration of more than
$250,000: the assumption by North
Central of obligations totaling $102,000; the securing by M&M of a $160,000 Mining Journal note. Mr. Russell
retains ownership of WDMJ Marquette,
among other interests. Comr. Robert
Bartley dissented. WDMJ is on ch. 6
and is' affiliated with CBS-TV.
Taft

Broadcasting

stock

There's a high quality of precision in
a timepiece. The workings of a
clock are geared to do the job correctly
and efficiently. And the organization
of Blackburn and Company is also geared
to do the most efficient job correctly,
in negotiations, financing and appraisals.

BLACKBURN

& COMPANY

offer

all sold

In the first public offering of stock
in Taft Broadcasting Co. on Tuesday
(July 7), all 483,322 shares, priced at
$15 each, were sold on subscription, according toHarriman Ripley & Co., New
York underwriter.
The stock offered to the public represents one-third of the total number of
shares outstanding. It was sold by holders of the shares, with none of the proceeds going to the company.
Taft Broadcasting owns WKRC-AMFM-TV Cincinnati, WTVN-AM-TV
Columbus, WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham, and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky., and has a 30% interest in
WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn.
Directors of the company have declared adividend of 10 cents a share
on the common stock, payable Sept. 1,
1959, to holders of record on Aug. 15
and also have declared a 2Vi % stock
dividend to holders on Feb. 15, 1960.

RADIO — TV — NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST OFFICE
SOUTHERN OFFICE
WASHINGTON, D. C. OFFICE
OFFICE
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall WESTColinCOAST
James W. Blackburn
M. Selph
William
B.
Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
California
Bank
Bldg.
Healey Building
333 N. Michigan Avenue Atlanta,
Joseph M. Sitrick
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Georgia
Chicago, Illinois
Washington Building
Beverly
Hills,
Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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$6

million

for etv

Television as a teacher's tool will receive additional study as the result of a
second round of grants to universities
and colleges by the Ford Foundation,
New York. Contributions totaling $6,BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

YOU

MAY
BUT...

PLEASE NOTE! As shown below, WKZO-TV delivers 94.9% more homes than Station "B,"
Sunday through Saturday, 9 p.m. to midnight!
NSI SURVEY— KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA
(Jan. 25-Feb. 21, 1959)
STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK
HOMES DELIVERED

PERCENT OF TOTAL

B
WKZO-TV STATION B WKZO-TV STATION
49.6%
50
.4
%
36.8%
Mon. thru Fri.
63.2%
33.7%
6 a.m.-9 a.m.
17,600 17,300
44.5%
66.3%
55,500 32,300
9 a.m.-Noon
55
.5
%
69,400 35,200
Noon-3 p.m.
34%
39.2%
68,000 54,500
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
66.8
60
%%
Sun. thru Sat.
148,700 95,500
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m. -Midnight 134,300 68,900

The WKZO-TV

Coverage

Map

Will Give You "The Picture"
Around

Kalamazoo -Grand

Rapids!

NSI, ARB, NCS No. 3— all three give WKZO-TV
edge as Western Michigan's best television buy!

a big

And here's proof of WKZO-TV superiority:
• Latest NSI survey gives WKZO-TV more homes
in six times as many quarter hours as Station B !
• WKZO-TV is out front in 60.6% of all quarter
hours in the Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids ARB 9-county
survey (Jan. 12-Feb. 8, 1959).
• NCS No. 3 gives WKZO-TV far more homesmonthly, weekly, daily — than any other Michigan
station outside of Detroit!

Add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV schedule for
all the rest of outstate Michigan worth having,
EWorld's oldest map (c. 2,200 B.C.) is a cadastral clay tablet used for land taxation, now in Istanbul Museum, Turkey.

3~Ae —3<e<(ff
!j%cdi(mA
WKZO-TV
GRAND €A.
RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATUE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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WKZO

TV

100,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL 3 * 1000' TOWER
Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Everything
INCLUDING

THE

for

the

studio..

SYNC!

General Electric television studio equipment

is designed for ease of

operation, economy, adaptability and simple maintenance.
A good example is G.E.'s new synchronizing generator.
Much smaller than previous units, it takes only 14 inches of rack
space —

requires far less power. Computer-type circuits using industrial-grade transistors assure maximum

reliability at minimum

cost. Only

two operating controls are necessary because of the extremely stable
design. The built-in power supply operates from a 90 to 135 volt input
and convenient test jacks simplify servicing.
Cost-conscious TV stations across the country are turning to G-E video
equipment for easier, more economical operation. For the full story, call
your Broadcast Equipment representative or write Broadcast Sales Manager, Technical Products Dept., Electronics Park, Syracuse, N. Y. In
Canada:

Canadian

General Electric Company,

Sales, 830 Lansdowne

Broadcast Equipment

Ave., Toronto, Ontario. Elsewhere: International

General Electric, 150 E. 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
WSYR's efficient new radio and television center in Syracuse, N. Y. employs G-E "CustomerOriented" audio and video amplifiers, cameras, controls, monitors, power supplies, pick-up devices,
synchronizing equipment, speakers, accessories, power supplies, and other rack-mounted equipment.

G.E.'s new transistorized sync generator
the Type PG-4-B, features low power consumption, high stability and low heat output.
Takes only 14 inches of rack space; built-in
power supply operates from a 90 to 135 volt
input.

The G-E "flying spot" scanner channel Type PE-12-C handles film and
slides in monochrome and color with equal operating ease. No registration
or variable density problems — low operating and maintenance costs. New
AGC system makes it unnecessary for the operator to ride gain under most
conditions. Automatic shrinkage compensator, automatic focusing produce
an undistorted, clear picture at all times.
.

The versatile G-E video AGC amplifier Type TV-95-A improves any vidicon's picture quality by supplying a constant signal level without continuous manual gain riding.
General Electric's compact transistorized color television
camera Type PC-10-A is shorter, smaller, lighter, more maneuverable, more reliable than any of its predecessors in the industry.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

"

M

e

an

J.K.

is just like this!" WJAR-TV not only has a corner on quality feature films in the Providence
market, but also exposes them with rare showmanship. Morning and afternoon films, for example,
are emceed daily by personable Jay Kroll who asks viewers to write and tell him what they would
like to see, then waits for the mailman to clue him
10th Anniversary of CHANNEL 10
on local tastes. Between "acts", Jay interviews
visiting celebrities, and leaders of local and national

70

civic groups. "The Jay Kroll Show" — another
good reason why WJAR-TV has won the TV heart
of the Providence Market.

-TV MARKET
AR
WJ
Cock-of-the-walk
in the
PROVIDENCE

NBC

Edward

• ABC

Represented

by

Petry

&

Co.,

Inc.
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317,000 will be shared by 10 schools
which offer programs to advance teacher education. Last April 1 the foundation distributed $9.1 million in similar
grants.
Schools which include tv teaching
j methods in their training plans and the
overall grant for each are: Cornell
U. ($808,550),
teaching internship
program includes experiments in closedcircuit tv; Michigan State U. ($585,000), particular emphasis on educational tv through cooperation with
community colleges in Michigan; U.
of North Carolina, ($326,500), North
I Carolinian In-School Television ProI gram; Vanderbilt U. ($615,300), training in the use of tv for teaching classes
! of varying sizes.
Other groups and associations receiving funds to pursue etv include:
Chicago Education Television Assn.
($1,000), to evaluate Continental Classroom's (NBC-TV) physics course; U.
of Florida ($52,000) for released time
of faculty for etv programming, and
Office of the Sacramento (Calif.)
| Superintendent of Schools ($156,000),
for expanded in-school telecast service
in the surrounding 15-county area.
• Rep appointments
• WBAY-AM-TV Green Bay, Wis.,
appoints the Katz Agency, N.Y.
j

• WTAX-AM-FM Springfield, 111., appoints Gill-Perna Inc., N.Y.
• WALT Tampa, Fla., appoints GillPerna Inc.
• WTUG Tuscaloosa, Ala., 100%
Negro - programmed station, appoints
National Time Sales.
0 Media reports
• Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Washington, D.C., announces
the addition of two new members,
WIS-TV Columbia, S.C., and WSOCTV Charlotte, N.C.
• KXTV (TV) Sacramento has presented an $8,000 check to KVIE (TV)
there as part of the commercial station's support of educational ch. 6.
Richard P. Hogue, vice president and
general manager of KXTV, who made
the presentation to John Crabbe, KVIE
general manager, said his station feels
"an educational station has an equally
vital part in the community and we
wishantenna
to support
also shares
its
site it."
and KXTV
tower with
KVIE
and has provided a tv camera at tube
cost.
• WPLM Plymouth, Mass., has opened
new studios. They overlook Plymouth
Harbor on a 3 3 -acre tract on the Route
3 by-pass. WPLM also boosted power
from 1 kw to 5 kw. The station is on
1390 kc.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

cankbeatittM"
Miss Carolyn Melton of Cheraw, S. C, exemplifies southern chorm by winning runnerup honors in the 1959 Miss Universe contest
held at nearby Myrtle Beach.
South Carolina's more that 2 1/3 million
citizens cannot 'possibly be covered by the
first TV market stations alone. WBTW offers
you easy million
access largely
to SouthfreeCarolina's
second
sociable
from effective
competition. Check NCS #3 totals for South
Carolina TV stations. One good look and
you'll agree "Second Con Be Beautiful."

Serving

South

Carolina's

SECOND

Biggest

TV Market

UUBTUU
FLORENCE. S.C

0C 179,600
193,480

updatedor. Spring
Count
based
#3Set coverage,
T°«> >"' ACSI" ><<"!"«
-

THE JEFFERSON STANDARD BROADCASTING COMPANY represented nationally by CBS TV Spot Sales
'
~X
1© This

KWTV

is

the

Community!

^■• ^ •
Viewers, from well
over 200 Oklahoma
towns shown on the
map, traveled
Oklahoma City totoappear
on KWTV's Farm Programs during 1958.
Proof of KWTV's

Community
nakes

• - •! OKLAHOMA CI
. • ..•• •• ,*•• .• •••» -» •\

Coverage

KWTV
OKLAHOMA
CITY

Oklahoma's
No.
Television
Station

1

(THE MEDIA)

GOVERNMENT

SENATE
Treaty

with

GROUP
Mexico

Two international broadcasting
agreements were the subject of a oneday Senate hearing last Thursday (July
9) with the plea of daytime stations
for more time on the air remaining the
chief stumbling block to Senate ratification.
The special 5-man ad hoc subcommittee of the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee is headed by Sen. Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.). Topics of the hearings
were the North American Regional
Broadcasting Agreement, signed by five
countries Nov. 15, 1950, and the Mexican-U.S. treaty, finalized Jan. 29, 1957.
Parties to the NARBA agreement,
in addition to the U.S., are Canada,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Bahama
Islands and Jamaica. The treaties set up
guarantees that one country will not
interfere with the internal broadcasts
of another country. They reserve 25
clear channels for U.S. use, seven in
Mexico and six in Canada. Canada
and Cuba have ratified the NARBA
agreement, while all countries have
been operating through a "gentlemen's
agreement" embracing its terms in the
nine years since the agreement was
reached.
Champions
for Treaties • FCC
Comr. Rosel Hyde and W.T.M. Beale
Jr., deputy assistant Secretary of State
for economic affairs, led eight witnesses
testifing in favor of immediate Senate
ratification of the treaties. Two witnesses, including a congressman and
Daytime Broadcasters Assn.'s J.R.
Livesay, opposed ratification of the
Mexican treaty only.
Comr. Hyde, chairman of the U.S.
delegation in the negotiation of both
treaties, was questioned closely on provisions of the treaties relating to daytime stations. He said that Mexico
already has given the U.S. an "emphatic no" on requests to boost power
and hours of U.S. daytimers operating
on the seven reserved Mexican clear
channels.
Sen. Morse read a letter from C.E.
Franklin, president of WCEF Parkersburg, W.Va., which accused Comr.
Hyde of protecting only the interests
of the large stations in the Mexican
negotiations.
"I have never taken a position as
being for the high-powered stations and
against
Hyde
stated. low
He power
furtherat all,"
said Comr.
the record
would show this to be true.
72

also

CONSIDERS
argued

before

Morse

He said all interests were frequently
consulted during the negotiations and
that the daytimer spokesman gave his
somewhat reluctant approval to the
Mexican treaty. Comr. Hyde pointed
out that the overall interest of broadcasting had to be protected over the
interest of a particular group.
The commissioner pointed out, as
did following witnesses, that utter
chaos would result if the treaties are
not ratified. Comr. Hyde pointed to
fm as one course open to daytime sta-

FCC's Hyde
More delay can be chaotic
tions for extended hours. Fm offers a
"real opportunity," he said, because if
present service should be extended for
daytimers 25 people would lose service for every two persons who gained.
Hyde Under Questioning • Comr.
Hyde answering a question by Sen.
Frank Carlson (R-Kan.), said many
daytimers can extend their service into
the night by using directional antennas.
He said the evidence is "overwhelmingly
against" letting daytimers operate beyond local sunrise and sunset.
Sen. Frank Lausche (D-Ohio),
queried Comr. Hyde about the differences in clear channel reservations
between NARBA, as related to Can-

NARBA

subcommittee

ada, and the Mexican treaty. The commissioner explained that U.S. stations
are permitted to operate nighttime on
Canadian clears when they are located
more than 650 miles from the border.
The same stipulation applies to
Canadian operation of the 25 U.S.
clear channels, while under the Mexican agreement no such nighttime
operation on the two countries clear
channel reservations would be permitted.
Comr. Hyde maintained the two
different situations could not be compared and that both are extremely fair
to the U.S.
Mr. Beale said that the effect of
continued delay in Senate approval of
the two international broadcast treaties
"will be the same as outright refusal to
permit ratification. . . . Those concerned are convinced that they have
negotiated the best possible agreements
under the circumstances."
He said that major issues which held
up prior approval of the treaties now
have been resolved and that a favorable decision can now be made. All
parties to NARBA have endeavored to
follow its terms during the nine years
it has been pending, he said, but in
certain instances borderline deviations
have been permitted for which there
is no legal remedy in the absence of a
treaty. "The longer these deviations
remain uncorrected, the more others
are encouraged to attempt further
deviations," Mr. Beale said.
Effect on Daytimers • Mr. Livesay,
president of WLBH Mattoon, 111., and
board chairman of DBA, was the principal spokesman against ratification of
the Mexican treaty. DBA's objection,
he said, centers around that portion of
the treaty which prevents the U.S. from
authorizing nighttime operation on the
seven Mexican clears.
"The effect of ratification of this
agreement, with this provision in it,
will be to declare as the supreme law
of the land that the existing 250 U. S.
daytime broadcasting stations now operating on these channels [Mexican
clears] . . . must operate with severely
restricted hours without regard to urgent public need for longer hours of
operation in the communities in which
these stations operate," Mr. Livesay
said.
"It is our belief that the situation
which is created by these restrictions
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Nothing
else
like it in Greater
New
York
NOTHING APPROACHES THE SOUND:
wealthiest counties of America (Essex — with its million
WVNJ originated the programming concept of Great
plus population) — WVNJ dominates in audience — in
quality of audience — and in prestige.
Albums of Music. It is the only radio station in the metropolitan area that plays just Great Albums of Music from
NOTHING APPROACHES ITS VALUE:
sign on to sign off every single day of the year.
WVNJ delivers its adult, able-to-buy greater New York
NOTHING APPROACHES THE AUDIENCE:
audience for less cost per thousand homes than any other
The very nature of the music makes the audience prebest buy.in the market. By every reasoning it's your very
station
ponderantly adult. It's a rich audience, too. In one of the
RADIO STATION OF

^H? KetOark JtfetUS

national rep: Broadcast Time Sales • New York, N. Y. • MU 4-6740
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prk, N. J.— covering New
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York and New

Jersey

is unjust, inequitable, discriminatory
and contrary to the best interests of this
country. It is further our position that
these restrictions are completely unnecessary for the protection of any
legitimate interest of Mexico. . : . The
only conceivable purpose of these restrictions isto enable Mexico to provide broadcast service on these channels over extensive areas of the U. S.
far beyond the confines of its own
border."
In a 31 -page statement, Mr. Livesay
pointed out that there are over 30
fulltime U. S. stations operating on
Canadian clear channels, yet no such
operation is permitted on Mexican
clears. He said that 60% of the spectrum is used in the U.S. by only 5%
of the stations, while the remaining outlets are crowded into the rest of the
am spectrum and "restricted to far
more limited operations." These figures
indicate that something is "radically
wrong" with the U.S. broadcast structure, the DBA spokesman said.
He charged that in negotiating the
Mexican treaty, the U.S. spokesmen at
no time formally asked that this coundaytimers beschedule
permitted
a more
liberal try's
broadcast
on Mexican
clears. Mr. Livesay said stations in
Canada, Cuba, Dominican Republic,
Jamaica and the Bahamas, signers of
NARBA, are permitted to operate fulltime on Mexican I-A frequencies.
"In the final analysis, therefore, ratification of this agreement can only
mean that the U.S. would yield to Mexico a very substantial portion of its
own sovereign rights by agreeing that
Mexican stations on these frequencies
are entitled to render broadcast service
to extensive areas of the U.S., and by
the same token would forfeit the right
of its own citizens to receive service on
those frequencies from its own broadcast stations," Mr. Livesay stated.
He also maintained that approval of
the Mexican treaty at this time would
"prejudice" two bills currently pending
before the House (see below) which
would make uniform the hours of daytime stations.
He emphasized that DBA has no
objection to the ratification of the
"NARBA treaty.
Shipley Attacks • Rep. George
Shipley (D-Ill.), in urging Senate rejection of the Mexican treaty, said that
daytime stations are not getting fair
treatment. Rep. Shipley is the author
of a bill (HR 6676) which would
authorize the daytimers to operate
from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. or local sunrise
to sunset.
He said that ratification of the
Mexican treaty would prevent the 260
U.S. stations operating on Mexican
clears from improving their service
74 (GOVERNMENT)

with extended hours during the winter
months. Rep. Morgan Moulder (DMo.) is the author of a bill identical
to Rep. Shipley's. "I believe that this
piece of legislation has been long overlooked," the congressman said, "and
in all fairness to the daytime stations
. . . hearings should be held by the
House Commerce Committee."
Comr. John S. Cross said that the
benefits of the two treaties "greatly
exceed the restrictions which they, at
the same time, necessarily impose." At
the time the two treaties were negotiated, Comr. Cross was assistant chief
of the telecommunications division of
the State Dept. and represented that
body in the talks.
He pointed out that each new treaty
in the communications field is exceedingly harder to negotiate because of
the increasing number of radio stations. 'Accordingly, the U. S. -Mexican
agreement, and more particularly
NARBA . . . are more favorable from
the U. S. standpoint than it would be
possible
to negotiate
today,"is he
said.
Until the
NARBA treaty
ratified,
Comr. Cross maintained, "the United
States receives most of the limitations
imposed by the treaty but enjoys few,
if any, of the considerable benefits
which would redound to it under the
treaty. . . . Substantial harm has occurred and will continue to occur in
increasing degree to the overall broadcast service in the U. S. unless these
agreements
ratified." executive vice
Elliott M.are Sanger,

Daytimer's Livesay
Ratification would be harmful

president of WQXR New York, told of
his station's difficulties with Cuban intenference while the "gentlemen's
agreement"
ratification
of
NARBA was pending
not in effect.
With the
NARBA agreement in 1950, the
objectionable interference from Cuba
on WQXR's 1560 kc (Class I-B) was
removed, he said.
"We are, therefore, in a position to
testify as to the chaos which existed
during the period when there was no i
agreement and the improvement which '
took place immediately after agree- i
ment was reached," Mr. Sanger said.
If the treaties are not ratified, there
will be no guarantee against the recurrence of such destructive interference, he stated.
Clears' Stand • John H. DeWitt Jr.,
speaking for the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, urged joint approval of
the two treaties although "NARBA
contains unwarranted concessions,"
particularly to Cuba. Mr. DeWitt,
president of WSM Nashville (650 kc
clear channel), said CCBS would object
to ratification of NARBA without
treaty.
Senate approval also of the Mexican
He urged that all possible steps be
taken to improve nighttime service to
the "white areas" of the U. S., compromising he said 57% of this country's land area and 25% of the population. "We think the daytimers are taking
a verythenarrow
attitude
in
opposing
Mexican
treaty,..."
he said,
which is fair to both countries.
Hollis M. Seavey, president of
WCUM Cumberland, Md., and formerly executive director of CCBS, urged
immediate ratification of the two agreements. He charged that any segment
of the broadcast industry opposed to
Senate approval either is not informed
or
moved by
Mr.is Seavey
said"strictly
that heselfish
was motives."
speaking
as the owner of a local radio station
and not for CCBS.

I

i
|

|

Attorney's Support • Andrew G.
Haley, Washington attorney, "strongly"
urged ratification of both agreements.
He complimented the U.S. delegation J
for the result of the conferences, noted
that "for the first time the United
States would have complete control
over U.S. clear channels," if the
treaties were ratified. He said that the
treaties would benefit all of U.S. radio,
including "many daytimers who would
have a chance to increase their power
to 5 kw." This is a provision in the
U.S.-Mexican agreement. He also
maintained that the "least opposition"
should come from daytimers; that overall the two treaties are the "best and
most orderly arrangements."
Glen H. Wilkinson, Washington attorney for KSL Salt Lake City, also
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

The constantly accelerating move of industry to Florida has kicked
the old "seasonal market" theory into the wastebasket.
In 1958 alone, 226 new industrial plants providing year round employment for an estimated 10,600 people began operations in the 26-county area
dominated by WFLA-TV.
Added to this are the already established payrolls in Tampa, long-time
industrial hub of Florida, plus industrial Pinellas County and 26 counties in
rich agricultural- industrial West Coast and Central Florida.
Cash in on this profit opportunity. Spot your product year 'round on
WFLA-TV — your best buy in the Land of Profitunity!
Write, or see your BLAIR -TV man for all the facts!

NIBIC

TAMPA

- ST. PETERSBURG
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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two-year experimental operation on
longer hours. At the present daytime
stations are limited by regulation to
local sunrise-sunset.
In its decision last week the Commission concluded: ". . . the losses of
standard broadcast radio service, both
groundwave and skywave in the
various areas affected, which would
result from an extension of the hours
of operation of stations licensed for
daytime operation must be determinative herein." The Commission early
this month instructed its staff to prepare the document turning down the
second6). DBA petition (At Deadline,
July

supported the agreements. If the Senate fails to ratify the treaties, Mr.
Wilkinson said, chaos might result to
radio service in the United States —
with the most immediate sufferers the
rural listeners. Mr. Wilkinson also
stated that the daytimers' opposition
"confused" domestic policy with international agreements.
Sen. Morse read a statement by Sen.
John Carroll (D-Colo.) urging ratification of the treaties. Sen. Carroll said
that clear channels must be maintained
to protect nighttime service to the public. Some 30 communications from stations favoring ratification were entered
into the record, along with approximately 10 statements from broadcasters who opposed ratification.
The chairman ordered the record
kept open until Thursday (July 16) for
the submission of additional statements requested of several witnesses.
Sen. Morse said the subcommittee

Senate

probably would act "within two
weeks" after the record is closed.
Swedish

suggestion

would change am band
A suggestion that the radio standard
broadcast band be cut back to 1495 kc
— and extended at the other end to
415 kc — has been made by Sweden.
In proposals submitted to the nations
of the International Telecommunications Union, preparing for the Aug. 17
Geneva conference. Sweden recommended that a study be made as to the
feasibility of assigning 1495-1605 kc to
the marine band, in exchange for 415525 kc to the standard broadcast band.
The standard broadcast band runs
535-1605 kc, although in Europe the
broadcast band begins at 525 kc.
The Swedish proposal is not a new
suggestion, it was learned, but actually
has been discussed — even by the FCC —
as far back as the 1938 ship power
hearing.
In other proposals by foreign governments on broadcast bands, Japan has
asked that 216-222 mc be added to
Region III (Far East) for use in television broadcasting. At the present
time, 216 mc is the limit for television
in Region III as it is in the United
States.
Various proposals by other countries
are being studied by U.S. government
officials as they prepare for the conference. Directing this work is FCC
Comr. T.A.M. Craven, who is expected
to be chairman of the U.S. delegation.
California 'likes' tv
Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown of
California, has "clarified" his position
and that of California in regard to
76 (GOVERNMENT)

CCBS' DeWitt
Approve both treaties
testimony by a state representative in
the FCC's 25-890 mc hearing which
suggested that the vhf tv band be reserved for public safety services (Broadcasting, June 29). The representative
was State Communications Advisory
Board Chairman William Whiting.
In a letter to the FCC, which was
also sent to every California tv outlet,
Gov. Brown declared: "I had not, and
do not support elimination of commercial television, in whole or in part,
from the vhf band in California. Official state policy does not support such
action either." In his note to the tv
stations, Gov. Brown said he believes
that the tv industry deserves "commendation rather than harassment." He
pledged his continued interest in tv's
problems and activities.
Daytimers' extension
refused second time
Extended hours for daytime broadcasters— from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m., or
sunrise to sunset, whichever combination is longer — received a second refusal from the FCC last week.
Last fall (At Deadline, Sept. 22,
1 958) the Commission denied a Daytime Broadcasters Assn. petition requesting achange in daytime hours to
5 a.m. or sunrise to 7 p.m. or sunset,
whichever is longer. The present DBA
petition was filed following this refusal.
This second petition had also involved
an alternative request by DBA for a

bill favored

for FCC continuity
The Senate Interstate & Foreign
Commerce Committee last week reported favorably a bill (S 1965) which
would require a member of the FCC
or the Federal Power Commission to
continue to serve, upon expiration of
his term of office, until his successor
has been appointed and confirmed (by
the Senate).
The report of the committee, which
is headed by Sen. Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash), said the legislation is designed to prevent vacancies on the FCC
or FPC while newly-appointed succeeding members qualify. By having
the commissioner remain in office, the
Senate would not be forced to rush to
name his successor, the report said.
The committee struck from the
original bill (introduced last May 15)
a provision which would give the
President power to remove members of
the FCC or FPC from office for ineffciency,
neglect of duty or malfeasance in office.
The bill as drafted would make the
Communications Act and the Federal
Power Act uniform with acts creating
the Federal Trade Commission, Interstate Commerce Commission and Civil
Aeronautics Board. Laws creating
these last three agencies give the President power to dismiss members. But
the committee said last week this
provision of the original S 1965 "should
be recent
the subject
of further
view
of
decisions
of the study"
federal incourts.
Crowell-Collier

stock

Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. has
filed a statement with the Securities &
Exchange Commission seeking to register 200,000 outstanding shares of
common stock for sale to the public
through an underwriting group headed
by Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co. The
offering price will be related to the
current market price of the stock on
the American Stock Exchange prior to
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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Progressive broadcasters across the nation look
to the Gates Nite Watch as the better way . . .
"We like all phases of the Nite Watch. It has given our
staff a morale boost, caused them to become more program
conscious, given better control over our selection of music,
and more efficient use of time."
Radio Station KRNO

San Bernardino, California

"Nite Watch is a big help to my station. It relieves the
Disc Jockey from board time which can be taken over by
the Chief Engineer or other personnel, allowing the DJ to
spend more time in contacting the public and makes for
closer relations between the man who acts as master of
ceremonies
the show and the sponsor."
Radio Station ofKVLV

The Gates Nite Watch automatic programming system
provides up to 7Vi hours of continuous programming.
Three basic requirements are supplied as a complete
package with Nite Watch: (1) production console,
(2) tape control unit— a top grade tape recorder/playback mechanism of advanced design, and (3) the 100
record— up to 200 plays, both sides— 45 RPM automatic
cueing transcription changer.
Write today for the 8-page brochure describing each
outstanding feature of this new automatic programming system— yours for the asking.

Fallon, Nevada

"I like the Nite Watch because it kills any human errors.
I am very happy with it and I am thinking of adding to it
another record cabinet. In fact, if the time comes I may
add another complete machine to my operation."
Radio Station KIUN
Pecos, Texas
"Our listeners are unable to distinguish any difference in
live operation and 'Auto-mat' operation. It has completely
fulfilled
our WJRD
expectations."
Radio Station

Tuscaloosa, Alabama

"There is no question but that Nite Watch has been a
great benefit to our operation and we feel that it is one
of the best investments we have ever made in equipment."
Radio Station KFEQ
St. Joseph, Missouri

RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Sntertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
In Canada:
Offices in:
International division:
NEW YORK. HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

offering
evening). (it closed at 20 Thursday

"JAXIE"

Salutes

ROBERT
HALL,
LVC.

The company bought what is now
KFWB Los Angeles in 1956 and last
month consummated its purchase of
KEWB San Francisco. Late last month
it contracted to buy WISK St. Paul for
$625,000 (Broadcasting, May 25).
There are outstanding 2,425,299
common shares at $1 par value. Sellers
include the following: Publication
Corp., proposing to sell 96,834 out of
196,834 held; Knapp Securities Corp.,
44,342 out of 66,018; Claire K. Dixon,
all of her holdings totaling 38,824; Mrs.
Giles Whiting, 10,000 out of 43,378,
and Louis E. McFadden, 10,000 out of
40,218.
Montana
stays

Robert Hall, Inc. has joined the
Honor Roll of Advertisers who chose
WFGA-TV to carry its sales messages to more than a quarter-million
Florida-Georgia TV homes. Robert
Hall, Inc. is using a saturation spot
schedule, and these spots — combined with WFGA-TV programming— will provide top selling power
for Robert Hall.
"Jaxie" is proud to have Robert
Hall and the Arkwright Advertising
Co., Inc. of New York on its growing list of advertisers.
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel

12

Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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FCC

Microwave
stop

order

A federal court has issued a preliminary injunction against the FCC, resulting in the continuance of a microwave relay system feeding Spokane,
Wash., tv programs to a Helena, Mont.,
community antenna system.
The injunction was issued by a threejudge panel of the Ninth Circuit appeals court last Wednesday (July 8)
upon request of Montana Microwave. It
stayed an FCC order which would have
caused the microwave system to shut
down its service pending Commission
determination of a protest against the
microwave system. The latest court ruling set Aug. 4 as the date for argument on Montana Microwave's request
for a temporary injunction.
The protest was filed by KXLJ-TV
Helena. It originally was denied by
the Commission on the ground it did
not meet the requirements of Sec.
309(c), the protest provision of the
Communications Act. KXLJ-TV appealed and last May the U.S. Court of
Appeals in Washington ruled that the
FCC erred. Last month, the Commission set this case, along with several
similar ones, for oral argument on July
24 (Broadcasting, July 6).
More

election

funds

proposed in new bill
An elections reform bill which would
raise the present $3 million ceiling on
contributions and expenditures for political committees operating in two or
more states was approved unanimously
by the Senate Rules & Administration
Committee last week. A bill carrying
out the committee's proposals will be
introduced this week. It would establish instead a total ceiling based on multiplying the total number of votes cast
in any one of the last three presidential
elections by 20 cents.
The bill raises (up to $50,000) the

amount a candidate for the Senate or
for representative-at-large may spend
in an election campaign. The present
$12,500 election expenditures limit for
a candidate for representative from a
congressional district would be retained,
but he would have the option of spending more under a sliding scale formula
based on the number of votes in past
elections or registrations for the current
election.
The present limit of $5,000 on one
person's donation to a candidate or
committee would be retained, but there
would be no limit on the number of
candidates or committees to which he
might contribute.
Chairman of the rules group is Sen.
Thomas C. Hennings Jr. (D-Mo.).
Other members include Sen. Thruston
B. Morton (R-Ky.), Republican National Committee chairman, and Sen.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), the Senate's No. 2 Democratic leader.
WINR-TV
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WINR-TV, uhf station in Binghamton, N.Y., has asked the FCC to
drop in ch. 4 or 9, or both, at that city,
citing the strong odds it has struggled
against competing with the vhf station in that city (Triangle Publications'
WNBF-TV, ch. 12) since going on the
air in late 1957. WINR-TV said it has
spent heavily on promotion, good
equipment and on experiments with
boosters and translators, but has concluded its ch. 40 can't compete effectively against ch. 12. "Sheer effort
must give way to economic reality,"
WINR-TV said, and the only alternative will be to cease operation. The station said the nearest co-channels to
Binghamton are (ch. 4) WRCA-TV
New York and WBEN-TV
Buffalo,
both about 136 miles awav, and (ch.
9) WOR-TV New York, all below Zone
I's minimum mileage separations of
170 miles. An engineering statement
said precise offset carrier operation
would prevent any interference up to
135 miles without reducing the service
areas of the Buffalo or New York City
stations.
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Results of the election in which technicians of KTHS Hot Springs, Ark.,
voted 5-2 against the International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers have
been certified by the National Labor
Relations Board, which dismissed objections filed by IBEW. NLRB also certified National Assn. of Broadcast Employes & Technicians (NABET) as bargaining unit for employes of KETV
(TV) Omaha, Neb. (excluding maintenance, clerical employes, guards and supervisors). NABET received all nine of
the valid votes cast.
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Long famed as the nation's leading agricultural market, the Inland Valley of California has recently grown as an industrial
center. Thousands of new families, earning
new millions of dollars have added to the
economic strength of this already -rich
market. For example, effective buying income is more than Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire*. And, all through this
area, hundreds of thousands of people are
buying the products they hear about on
Beeline radio. Shouldn't your message be
there?
As a group, the Beeline stations give
you more radio homes than any combination of competitors . . .
at by far the lowest
cost per thousand. \ M
\
(Nielsen & SR&D)
KOH O RENO
♦Sales Management's 1959
Survey of Buying Power

KFBK
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\
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Static firing test of a rocket engine at Aerojet-General plant in Sacramento
jUteCAodbdUq
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
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NEW

Broadcasters
from

federal

who

aviation

Two new developments are threatening to make it a lot tougher in the
future for broadcasters to build tall
radio and tv towers.
The first is the apparent intention
of the newly-created Federal Aviation
Agency to do away with the Washington Airspace Division, a government
inter-departmental group on which sit
representatives of civil and military
aviation and the FCC, and to transfer
its duties to the FAA.
Not only broadcasting, but also aviation interests — both in and out of
government — feel the latest moves by
FAA Administrator E.R. Quesada are
high-handed, and not only may wreck
the cordial relations worked out between broadcasting and aviation in the
airspace group's 2V2 years of operation,
but also endanger the hard-won criteria and an agreement recognizing
mutual problems and areas of compromise for tall towers worked out for the
unit's ment
usecommittee.
by a joint industry-governThe second, which has resulted
from concern over hazards to aircraft
from tall towers since the advent of
television, is the increasing number of
states which have enacted or are considering legislation which regulates the
height, location and lighting and marking of radio and tv towers. Practically
all states have laws which require special lighting and marking of towers
and which require a permit from local
zoning authorities for building a
tower, but many states in the past few
years have passed laws specifying maximum tower heights and minimum distances from airports.
States as Obstacles • These state
laws or legislation usually have been
recommended by aviation interests
working through the various state aviation commissions, which in turn have
co-ordinated their efforts through the
National Assn. of State Aviation
Officials in Washington. That these
state laws can become restrictive, timeconsuming and expensive is reflected in
the words of one Washington consulting engineer, who said he had to
carry one tower application through
state hearings seven times and through
court once before getting approval.
Broadcasters feel that since they
have to meet criteria on the federal
80 (GOVERNMENT)
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level, they are unduly harassed by
state laws which sometimes conflict.
Some state aviation commissions take
such restrictive and narrow-minded
attitudes, one broadcast representative
feels, that potential air hazards are
distorted all out of proportion to the
real facts. He feels the broadcasters'
only answer is vigorous opposition to
such laws and legislation on the state
and local level.
Broadcasters first began to become
alarmed at the new FAA on April 24,
when Administrator Quesada, a retired
Air Force lieutenant general and former White House aide, told NAB President Harold Fellows that the FAA Act
authorizes the abolition of the Washington Airspace Division, an arm of
the independent Air Co-ordinating
Committee, of which Gen. Quesada
also is chairman.
He said
the beAirspace
function
would
replacedDivision's
by the
FAA's own Airspace Utilization Division, both in Washington and in the
FAA regional offices where FAA men
have staffed six regional panels of the
Airspace Division.
At the same time, however, the FAA
said it would continue to use the criteria worked out by the Joint Industry-Government Tall Structures Committee, whose co-chairmen are FCC
Comr. Robert E. Lee and FAA Deputy
Administrator James T. Pyle. JIGTSC
also said the criteria would be continued
until they were modified by JIGTSC itself or other competent authority.
On May 18, the FAA backed down
from its earlier position on abolishing
the Washington Airspace Division. The
FAA said the Airspace Division would
continue to handle tall tower cases
until "permanent" arrangements were
made to handle them. The FAA statement did not elaborate on this. At the
same time it was promised that a meeting of the Air Co-ordinating Committee would be called to hear the views
of the FAA and Civil Aeronautics
Board, the FCC and the armed forces
on the continuance of the Washington
Airspace Division.
Coup in the Making • But Gen.
Quesada
apparently
on theseto
concessions
on June"reneged"
13, according
spokesmen in both the broadcast and
aviation camps, when he issued verbal
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

orders to transfer three of four Airspace Division staff people to FAA's
Airspace Utilization Division. The remaining staffer since has voluntarily
transferred to the FAA unit, it was
learned. Gen. Quesada then left to attend a month-long International Civil
Aviation Organizations assembly in
California and has been there ever
since.
Meanwhile, it is reported, top FAA
executives are saying that the question
of jurisdiction between the FAA and
the FCC on utilization of airspace other
than by aircraft (i.e., tall towers and
other structures) will be settled within
30 days. FCC people who should
know of such an impending action say
this is "news" to them.
There have been no court tests of
the jurisdiction given under the new
(1958) FAA Act. Legal experts agree
the FAA is given authority explicitly
over airspace utilization by aircraft,
but its authority over utilization by
radio and tv towers, for instance, is
not defined. Legal experts, on the
the other hand, feel sure the Communications Act gives the FCC jurisdiction over towers.
The FCC has seldom reversed the
recommendations of the Washington
Airspace Division (an advisory group
only). But if the FAA assumes this
power to recommend, both broadcast
and aviation interests feel they may
lose their voice in administering the
JIGTSC criteria. The NAB and various
aviation associations now attend Airspace Division meetings as non-voting
members. The FCC is a voting member, but habitually abstains because of
the "pre-judgment" issue.
Temporary Authority • Meanwhile,
Jim McCrary, secretary of the
Air Co-ordinating Committee, said
last week that the Airspace Division will continue to process tall
tower cases "the best we can"
until someone issues orders to the contrary.
The increasing number of state laws
enacted affecting radio and tv towers
in the past two or three years, or legislation being considered, have been
cause for concern among broadcasters.
So much so, that NAB on May 29
completed a survey of 48 states to determine their extent by contacting the
various state aviation commissions.
Although nine states do not have
aviation commissions and were not contacted and 10 states did not reply, NAB
found that of the 29 which replied all
have an airport zoning act which controls airspace around airports, limits
height of structures near airports, requires special lighting and marking for
structures considered as undue hazards
or built-in violation of local airport
zoning criteria and which requires conBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

struction permits when within such
zoning authority.
The State Laws • The NAB survey
and other sources show that other
states have laws as follows:
Indiana — General control of airspace and tall structures act which prohibits a radio-tv tower of more than
1,000 feet and requires a permit for
any structure of more than 500 feet.
Minnesota — General control of airspace and tall structures act which requires a permit for any structure of
more than 200 feet above average terrain.
Montana — Requires a permit to
erect a structure of more than 150 feet
within state or federal airways.
Wisconsin — General control of airspace and tall structures act which requires apermit for any structure higher
than 500 feet above ground.
Idaho — Requires lighting and marking of any structure more than 150
feet high when determined to be an air
hazard.
Minnesota — Requires notification to
state department of aeronautics when
any structure is planned of 200 feet or
higher.
States which have pending legislation affecting radio and tv towers:
California — Control of airspace and
tall structures which would require a
permit for any structure of more than
500 feet above ground.
Massachusetts — Same as California
TRIMMING
House

group

Congressmen

(foregoing).
Nebraska — Control of airspace and
tall structures which would require a
permit for all structures more than 400
feet above ground.
North Dakota — Control of airspace
and tall structures which would require
a permit for all structures more than
200 feet above ground.
South Dakota — Control of airspace
and tall structures which would require
a permit for all structures of more than
150 feet above ground.
Michigan — Legislation being considered would prohibit radio and tv
towers above 1 ,000 feet and would prohibit maintenance of existing thousandfoot towers, according to E. Harold
Munn Jr., consulting engineer of Coldwater, Mich., who testified against the
bill.
(Mr. Munn said the Iowa Aeronautics Commission has issued a map
"warning of forests of towers springing
up all over the state." "This map," he
said, "seriously distorts the scale of
such towers and shows them covering
a broad
area across
eachfeels
airlane.")
Mr. Munn
said he
radio and
tv towers, which are subjected to
federal criteria, should be exempt from
state laws. He said broadcasters should
be alerted to the threats in such state
legislation so they may appear at state
hearings and testify against proposed
legislation and ask for repeal of present
restrictive laws.

WINGS
okays

OF

amended

fail to agree

An arm of Congress Thursday (July
9) took a positive step toward amendAct. ing Sec. 315 of the Communications
And, as predicted (Broadcasting,
July 6), the proposed relief from equal
time provisions as reported by the Communications Subcommittee to the House
Commerce Committee does not approach what broadcasters had asked for.
The subcommittee, following five
hours of deliberation, approved an
amended version of HR 7985, introduced by Chairman Oren Harris
(D-Ark.). The favored language would
exempt "appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any newscast (including new interviews) or any on-the-spot
coverage
newsworthy
Deleted offrom
the bill events."
was language
which would also have exempted ". . .
panel discussions, or similar type programs where the format and production
of the program and the participants
therein are determined by the broadcasting station, or by the network . . ."

SEC.
Harris

315
bill,

completely

Six of the eight subcommittee men
participated in the action, with some of
the six giving only a qualified approval.
They felt that the terms "news interview" and "on-the-spot coverage" are
too broad.
Rep. Harris made it clear, however,
that last week's action does not preclude the possibility that broader relief from Sec. 315 will eventually be
approved by the committee. He said the
pending measures are being taken up
in two sections, with consideration
of efforts to define legally qualified
candidates yet to come. Such proposals are contained in three "Fair
Political
Broadcasting Bills of 1959"
now pending.
No sooner had the subcommittee
action of Thursday been announced
than speculation began on just what
type of programs would be exempted
under the bill's approved language. It
also was obvious there was little agreement within the subcommittee itself.
If a program such as Face the Nation

is considered a news interview, Rep.
Harris said, he supposed it would be
exempt from Sec. 315 although specific
was
"panel Heshows"
covering
language from
removed
HR 7985.
also cited
committee indecision as to what "onthe-spot" coverage meant. One phase
of political campaigning that would
be exempt is nominating conventions,
all agreed.
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.) said
that it would be impossible to write
language that would not lead to controversy in its interpretation. Rep.
Bennett said HR 7985 "is too broad to
suit me" in its amended version but
that he may go along with it because
he has nothing better to propose.
In addition to Reps. Harris and
Bennett, Reps. John E. Moss (D-Calif.),
Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), J. Arthur
Younger (R-Calif.) and William H.
Avery (R-Kan.) participated in Thursday's deliberations.
Rep. Harris' committee received two
additional equal time amendments last
week, raising the total to 11 such
bills introduced this session. Sponsored by Reps. Kenneth Hechler (DW.Va.), HR 8032, and Hamer H.
Budge (R-Idaho), HR 8092, both are
identical to HR 7985 in its original
version.
Sen. John Pastore's (D-R.I.) Senate
Communications Subcommittee has not
taken any action on the four Sec. 315
amendments before that body since
hearings closed three weeks ago
(Broadcasting, June 29). Sen. Pastore
announced plans to work out with the
FCC and other interested parties a
compromise proposal which would
stand a good chance of favorable
Senate action.
There was one development in the
upper house last week, however, when
Sen. Clifford Case (R-N.J.) announced his support for the exemption of newscasts under the control of
broadcasters. A member of Sen.

CATV
Ex-Sen.
before

TEAM
McFarland

Senate

Community antenna advocates come
up to bat tomorrow (July 14) when the
Senate Commerce communications subcommittee resumes its hearings on
cable antenna systems and vhf
boosters.
Antenna advocates will be led by
former Sen. Ernest W. McFarland (DAriz. ), past chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee, who will
presumably counter the leadership of
pro-booster and anti-catv forces by
former Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (DColo.), also a past chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee. Both
are also former governors of their
respective states.
Catv proponents are expected to
plump for S-2303, introduced several
weeks ago by Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney (D-Okla.). This would put community tv systems under the jurisdiction of the FCC — but without three
controversial provisions.
These are: (1) that antenna companies be required to get permission of

bid denied

FCC got around to acting on a fiveyear-old petition when it denied requests
from Clear Channel Broadcasting Service, KXLA Pasadena, Calif., and NBC
for reconsideration of a March 11,
1954, FCC decision. This deleted am
engineering provisions that intensity of
skywave broadcast signals could be
computed on the basis of prescribed individual measurements.
82 (GOVERNMENT)

leads

Commerce

Pastore's subcommittee, Sen. Case
said: "I feel that the need for keeping our citizenry informed outweighs
the dangers of going back to the old
interpretation of the statute. Our form
of government rests on an informed
citizenry."
Skywave

ENTERS

Former Sen. McFarland
Takes cable case before old
colleagues

FRAY

antenna
group

forces

tomorrow

the originating station before using its
signal on the cable; (2) that antenna
systems be required to carry the local
station if so requested, and (3) that
before granting a catv permit the FCC
must find that it would not adversely
affect an existing or potential local tv
broadcast station.
Previous Urgings • These requirements were urged by western broadcasters two weeks ago when the Senate
committee hearings on this subject began (Broadcasting, July 6). They are
contained in S-1886, sponsored by Sen.
Frank E. Moss (D-Utah) and James
E. Murray (D-Mont.).
Four broadcasters appeared before
the Senate committee last week. They
were Lawrence Berger, KTWO-TV
Casper, Wyo.; Barclay Craighead,
KXLJ Helena, Mont.; Fred Weber,
WSTV-TV Steubenville, Ohio, and
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.Va., and
David
Minn. Gentling, KROC-TV Rochester,
The committee, with Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R.I.) presiding, also heard
Sens. Carl T. Curtis (R-Neb.) and
Gordon Allott (R-Colo.), and Reps.
Keith Thomson (R-Wyo.) and E.Y.
Berry (R-S.D.).
Rep. Thomson told the committee
that he had heard that the Casper,
Wyo., cable company was buying one
of the local tv stations and would shut
it down (See Closed Circuit, page 5).
The committee also heard Tex Olsen,
Richfield, Utah.
On the Stand • The hearings this
week will run for three days. The first
two witnesses on July 14 will be Sen.
George D. Aiken (R-Vt.) and Harold E.
Fellows, NAB.
The catv witnesses in addition to Mr.
McFarland are:
A.J. Malin, Laconia, N.H., president
of the National Community Television
Assn.; E. Stratford Smith, Washington,
NCTA general counsel; Archer S. Taylor, Missoula, Mont.; A. Earl Cullum
Jr., Dallas, Tex.; George M. Frese,
Wenatchee, Wash.; Henry Griffing,
Oklahoma City, Okla.; Ben Adler, New
Rochelle, N.Y. (Adler Electronics
Inc.); Charles Clements, Waterville,
Wash.; Clifton W. Collins, Ephrata,
Wash.; Robert Murphy, Casper, Wyo.;
Robert J. Tarlton, Lansford, Pa.; Sanford Randolph, Clarksburg, W.Va.;
Paul W. Clark, Lebanon, N.H.; Glenn
Flinn, Tyler, Tex., and Milton Shapp,
Jerrold Electronics Corp.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer will
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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Among the costs you pay for travel and transportation on the Nation's railroads is a hidden charge of
$500,000,000 for which you get nothing.

in charging the public $500,000,000 for work not performed or not needed leave the railroads no alternative but to seek a solution by some other means.

This is the cost of work paid for but not performed or not
needed. This is what is known as Featherbedding.

Accordingly, the management of America's railroad
industry pledge that they will continue to strive, by
whatever means are proper and hopeful of success, to
obtain some correction in these inflation-producing, jobdestroying, outmoded work rules, so that the country
may have the modern and efficient railroad service to
which the public is entitled.

Featherbedding arises from old and useless work rules
which restrict the advancement of employees, increase
the cost of service to the public and impair the efficiency of railroads. It is confined to a minority of
employees, many of whom were not born when these
rules were made.
"Make

Work" does not make
— it destroys them

jobs

Everyone loses by Featherbedding, most of all railroad
employees. These "make work" rules do not make jobs.
Approximately 1000 railroad jobs a week have disap eared inthe past decade, and an even greater loss
is inevitable if the rules are not modernized to provide
the public with better service.
For a generation, railroad management has sought the
cooperation of the rail operating unions to end these
wasteful and costly practices — but without meaningful results. Four months ago, management suggested
that the matter be submitted to an impartial commission for an objective study in the public interest.
The operating unions not only refused to join in this step
but warned that they would oppose any move by management to establish such a commission.
Refusal to cooperate—
does not solve the problem

$200,000,000 to stoke non-existent Fires
Unlike steam locomotives, Diesels require no
fires of any kind. Yet the public still must
pay more than $200,000,000 a year for the
obsolete job of fireman.
— this is Featherbedding I
9 days' pay for a 16-hour run
Fast New York-Chicago trains make the run
in 16 hours, yet the railroads pay 9 basic days'
pay for each engine crew position on the trip.
— this is Featherbedding !
A day's pay for one switch operation
A "road" engineer pulled a freight train into
a yard but had to back it up the length of 40
cars. For this he was able to claim an extra
day's pay as a "yard" engineer.
— this is Featherbedding I

The callous disregard of the public's interest and this
continued refusal to admit that there is anything wrong
S3

AMERICAN
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RAILROADS

appear before the committee on July
16.
For the second time (the first was
two weeks ago), Sen. Pastore seemingly inveighed against the idea of penalizing catv operators for the ostensible
benefit of broadcasters.
Question Raised • In discussing one
provision of the Moss-Murray bill —
requiring catv systems to secure the
permission of the originating station
to use its signal — the Rhode Island
Democrat observed:
"The thing that's bothering me is
this: you've got to go back to NBC in
New York and get their consent. And
NBC in New York might say, 'Well,
yes, we will give you our consent but
we want $1,000 a day,' or 'We want
$10 a day.' Where does that put the
man who has already invested in equipment to tie into catv? We have to think
of him too.
"What I am trying to
preserve the opportunity
of the greatest number
enjoy
At tv."
another point,
asked:

do here is to
and the right
of people to
Sen. Pastore

"Why must catv go back and get
permission of a broadcasting station
before they can take that signal? Why
are you trying to make it harder for
him?"
Witnesses stressed that they were
interested in seeing that catv systems
operate under the same rules that apply
to broadcasters. Broadcasters must
secure permission before they can rebroadcast another station's signals, it
was pointed out. They must also
provide public service programs for
their community; cable operators do
not have this responsibility.
Highlights of last week's testimony
follows:
• Mr. Craighead attacked the FCC
for its opposition to some of the provisions of the Moss-Murray bill — particularly its objections to the requirement
that it find affirmatively that a catv
system would not adversely affect a
local tv station.
Commission on Target • He also
assailed the Commission for its opposition to boosters and for its long
delay in authorizing local tv stations
to build and operate their own microwave relay systems.
KXLJ-TV in Helena was forced to
suspend operation when the local cable
system brought in outside tv signals,
Mr. Craighead stated.
• Mr. Berger, who filed his statement with the committee, estimated
that there are 35,000 tv receivers in his
coverage area which receive his signal
via vhf booster. He said there are
about 50 boosters in his market. He
also declared that uhf translators cannot be made to work properly in
84 (GOVERNMENT)

Wyoming's that
mountainous
He
estimated
it would terrain.
cost about
$35 to convert each television receiver
for uhf, which would cost the public
about $1.2 million.
• Mr. Weber told of the problems of
WBOY-TV Clarksburg, W.Va., in
competition with a catv system that
brings in tv signals from Pittsburgh,
Wheeling and Steubenville, duplicating
everything that WBOY-TV carries.
Since WBOY-TV is owned by the same
interests that own the Steubenville station, this is almost a case of the
mother eating its young, he observed.
• Mr. Gentling told how the local
cable company planned to bring into
Rochester a St. Paul, Minn., station.
Since the St. Paul station is the NBC
affiliate there and since KROC-TV is
the NBC affiliate in Rochester, this
would make it virtually impossible to
exist, Mr. Gentling said. So far this
action has not taken place, he said, because of his protests to the cable company, NBC and the St. Paul station.
• Mr. Olsen, representing the Utah
Tv Repeater Assn., told the committee
that there had been no cases of interference to broadcasting or other services by boosters. He also reported that
19 out of Utah's 29 counties have tv
repeaters operating.
• The senators and congressmen
urged that boosters be legitimized.
Sen. Allott also declared that uhf translators could not work properly in the
rugged terrain of Colorado, and expressed his opposition to catv systems.
Yakima

tv decision

Realtor Ralph Tronsrud's Yakima
Valley Television Co. won an initial
decision from FCC Hearing Examiner
H. Gifford Irion for ch. 23 Yakima,
Wash., last week. Yakima Television
Corp., owned by the same interests
that own KXLY-AM-TV Spokane and
KELP-AM-TV El Paso, last month
was granted its petition to have its
application for ch. 23 Yakima dismissed
following agreement with Yakima
Valley for reimbursement of $7,511
out-of-pocket expenses. The hearing
began with four applicants but two
dropped out earlier.
• Government

notes

• Television Shares Management Corp.,
Chicago, last week filed with the Securities & Exchange Commission a
registration to sell 206,500 shares now
privately held through White, Weld &
Co. Offering price and underwriting
terms will be supplied later, with the
price estimated at $28. Company is sales
agent for Television-Electronics Fund

How

about

ALASKA?
How will your message come
through in those faraway spots
beyond the suburbs? An ivory
tower is a sure road to nowhere!
Pre-testing becomes more and
more vital as costs grow.
And film makes pre-testing
easy . . . lets you use impartial
audiences where and when you
want . . . lets you test to your
heart's content . . . economically!
Actually, film does three things
for you ... 3 big important things:
1. Gives you the high-polish
commercials you've come to
expect . . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coverage with
full pre-test opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information
Motion Picture Film
EASTMAN KODAK
Rochester 4,
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif.
or
W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and
distribution of Eastman
Professional Motion Picture
Films. Fort Lee, N.J.;
Chicago, HI.;
Hollywood, Calif.

write:
Department
COMPANY
N.Y.

Always

shoot it on EASTMAN

FILM . . . You'll be glad you did!

Inc., open end investment company,
with 1,060,000 common shares outstanding. The management firm officials
own 415,000 shares (39.15%), and
members of their families own an additional 5,000 shares. Prospectus filed
with SEC lists 21 selling stockholders
who own an aggregate 760,000 shares
— among them Townsend Investment
Co. (50,000 shares), Irving Florsheim
(25,000 shares), Elizabeth W. Hinman,
Mervyn LeRoy and Robert D. Nichels
(20,000 shares each).
• FCC last week directed preparation
of a document which would deny a ch.

20 WICS (TV) Springfield, 111., petition
for rule making to substitute ch. 7 for
ch. 5 at Mitchell, S.D., and assign ch. 5
to Sioux Falls, S.D. Comr. Robert Bartley abstained from voting.
• WLBT (TV) Jackson, Miss., was
granted its application by the FCC last
week, to move its ch. 3 transmitter from
about 3.4 miles southeast of Jackson
to 4 miles southeast of Raymond and 12
miles southwest of Jackson. At the same
time the Commission granted the WLBT
(TV) request for an antenna height
increase from 680 to 1580 ft., a change
in antenna system and other equipment
FATES

Advertisers
• William Lyons,
brand manager of
Toni Co., Chicago
and formerly account
executive with Benton
& Bowles, N.Y., appointed advertising
manager of the U.S.
division of Max FacMr. Lyons
tor & Co., L.A. succeeding Robert Schafhause.
John P. C. McMurran,

&

FORTUNES

advertising manager of Tri-Valley
Packing Assn., S.F., joins Leslie SaltSpice Island Sales Co., that city, in
similar capacity.
• K. E. Staley, executive assistant general sales manager
of Chevrolet Motor
Div., General Motors, Detroit, named
general sales manager, succeeding W.
E. Fish, who retires Aug. 1.

Mr. Staley

formerly

changes. The Commission denied that
portion of a joint petition by Coastal
Television Co., and Supreme Broadcasting Co. (applicants for ch. 12 New
Orleans) which, on grounds of possible
injury to the location of a ch. 12 transmitter in New Orleans, had asked the
FCC to defer action on the WLBT (TV)
transmitter application. Comr. Frederick Ford dissented in the Commission
decision and Comr. T.A.M. Craven was
absent.
• An Ohio law providing that broadcasters need not disclose news sources
becomes effective Aug. 26 following
signature by Gov. Mike Di Salle.

• Andrew L. Bavas, formerly advertising manager of Emporium World
Millinery, Chicago, to Cribben & Sexton, that city, manufacturer of Universal
gas and electric ranges, in similar
capacity.

• Herbert Fisher, formerly director
of consumer research department, Chrysler Corp., Detroit, to Ford Motor Co.,
Mercury-Edsel-Lincoln Div., Dearborn,
Mich., as manager of marketing research department.

• Samuel Gabow, formerly brand advertising manager of International Latex Corp., N.Y., named sales promotion
manager of A-S-R Products Corp. (Gem
razors), that city.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA FULLTIMER — Independent CP for increase power — gross in excess of
$500,000. Price $750,000— two-thirds down.

• George A. Magnuson, formerly research director of Wherry, Baker &
Tilden Adv., Chicago, appointed manager of market research with Libby,
McNeill & Libby, that city.
• Charles S. Strickler, vp, charge of
new product planning and acquisitions,
Bordens Foods Co., N.Y., retired last
week after 40 years service. He will
continue to serve Bordens in advisory
capacity.

NEW YORK STATE FULLTIMER — $500,000 plus
volume. $300,000 down payment. Total consideration
$925,000.

Agencies
HAMILTDN-LANDIS
S, ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CHICAGO

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWirt 'Judge' Landis John F. Hardesty
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
111 Sutter Street
EXecutive 3-3456
DElaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
NATIONWIDE
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• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Charles E. Claggett, president of
Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, also elected
chairman of board,
succeeding Elmer G.
Marshutz, named
honorary chairman.
Mr. Claggett John
vice-chairman.
Rehm re-elected
Other

Gardner appointments: Leroy Porter
Jr. named account executive on Pet
Evaporated Milk and Earl B. Hotze
to similar position on Pet Instant NonBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

fat Dry Milk. William B. Fisher
named St. Louis radio and tv program
director.
• Charles A. Pooler, senior vp in
charge of administration of Benton &
Bowles Inc., N.Y., assigned additonal responsibility of agency's international
operations. Mr. PoolMr. Pooler
er will be liaison officer between B&B's New York office
and Lambe & Robinson-Benton &
Bowles, London, and with all other
offices outside U. S.
• Clifford Spiller, senior vp in charge
of Pall Mall cigarettes account and
member of plans board of Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles N.Y.,
elected vice chairman, board of directors.
• L. F. Ohliger, vp and account executive on Wesson Oil account with
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans
rejoins Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, as
vp and marketing supervisor. He previously was account executive and brand
supervisor for Burnett from 1954 to
1956.
• Reggie Schuebel,
director of network
relations of Guild,
Bascom & Bonfigli,
S.F., elected vp, with
headquarters at GB&
B's New York office.
Miss Schuebel has
been with GB&B for
Miss Schuebel
three years and earlier
was vp of Norman, Craig & Kummel,
N.Y., head of her own tv consultancy
firm for agencies and director of radiotv for the now-defunct Duane Jones
Co., New York.
• Harry B. Bressler, formerly vp and
copy director, Doherty, Clifford, Steers
& Shenfield, N.Y., to Ted Bates., that
City, as vp and creative supervisor,
copy department.
• David D. Wines, account executive
on General Motors maintenance service program, and Ralph L. Wolfe,
management service head, named vps
of D. P. Brother & Co., Detroit.
• Channing M. Hadlock, director of
radio and tv with Rose-Martin, N.Y.,
to James Thomas Chirurg Co., Boston,
in similar capacity.
• William B. Bunn, formerly vp of
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., to St.
Regis Paper Co., that city, as advertisBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

rasreST

<aui?
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im

south

Fastest . . and speaks with most authority in these parts,
podner.
Small wonder we're sittin' tall in the saddle. WBT's varied,
creative, responsible programming guns down the opposition
by 92%

mornings, 69%

afternoons and 123%

at night.*

Nielsen says our spread is the nation's 24th largest.** Let us
put our brand on your radio schedule. Call CBS Radio Spot
Sales for the low-down.
Pulse 25 county area 1959 (March)
* A. C. Nielsen Co.

CHaPIPTTe
WBT
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
JEFFERSON
STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY
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ing and sales promotion director. He
succeeds Frederick C. Sakel, who resigned.
• Annette Malpede, formerly print
manager of Tatham-Laird, Chicago,
named broadcast manager. John Gillin Jr. rejoins agency following Army
tour of duty as broadcast manager on
special assignment. Val Ritter, formerly buyer with Cunningham & Walsh,
N.Y., appointed associate media supervisor on Whitehall Labs in T-L's New
York office. Josh Wills, former broadcast manager with Bryan Houston,
N.Y., will assist him.
• E.J. Lewinski, formerly account executive with The Caples Co., Chicago,
appointed merchandising director of
M.M. Fisher & Assoc., that city.
• Richard N. Risteen, formerly associate director of marketing with BBDO,
N.Y., to Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles, that city, as merchandising account executive.
WCKY

IS ON THE

IN CINCINNATI
We've taken to our wheels this summer! We've gone right out to visit our
listeners
and they love it!
The bright red WCKY Mobile Studio
broadcasts a full week at high traffic
count locations from 6:30 to 10 AM
and 4 to 6 PM, with Leo Underhill
handling the morning broadcasts and
Paul Miller (shown here) broadcasting
afternoons. Decked out in red blazers
and straw hats for high visibility, Leo
and Paul greet motorists, tell them
about traffic delays in" the Cincinnati
area, and play that good music for
which WCKY is famous. From the
waving hands, blinking lights and honking horns, we're sure nearly everyone
in Cincinnati is attracted to our remotes, and listening to WCKY. And
the lucky advertisers who sponsor the
remotes are happiest of all!
If you have a product which needs to
get going in Cincinnati, then you need
WCKY— the station on the GO. Call
Tom Welstead at WCKY's New York
office or AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and on the West Coast.

WCKY
50,000 WATTS
OF SELLING POWER
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Cincinnati,
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Ohio

• W.H. Lusher appointed account supervisor on Pittsburgh Plate Glass in
Pittsburgh office of BBDO. J.E. Bernardy named account group head on
central operations and bridge divisions
of U.S. Steel, that office.
• Sam Gaylord, formerly senior writer,
Chevrolet, and assistant copy supervisor, Corvette with Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, that
city, as copy supervisor.
• Barry Loughrane, formerly advertising and sales promotion director of
Hathaway Shirts (C.F. Hathaway Co.),
Waterville, Me., to Doyle Dane Bernbach, N.Y., as account executive.
• Laurence F. Donino, formerly on
Beneficial Management Corp. account
with Al Paul Lefton Co., N.Y., to Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove Inc., that city,
as account executive on Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.
• Allen D. Morgan, formerly with Almayer, Fox & Rheskin, Kansas City,
named head of advertising division of
Toppino-Golden, Albuquerque, N.M.

Three newly elected vps of Broadcast
Pioneers are: Roger W. Clipp, vp in
charge of radio and television of
Triangle Publications; J. Leonard
Reinsch, executive director of James
M. Cox stations, and Howard Lane, vp
Gamble-Lane stations.
• W. Thomas Dawson, director of
sales promotion,
CBS-TV Spot Sales,
adds torduties
of direcof research.
He
succeeds Robert F.
Davis, who moves
to new search
postdirector
of reof
CBS-TV Stations
Div. Mr. Davis will
work with
networkowned
tv stations,

Mr. Dawson

CBS Films and CBSTV Spot Sales.
• Blanche Stein,
station relations director of Keystone
Broadcasting System
since 1952, resigns effective July 20.
Mr. Davis

• Robert Alan

Aurthur, writer,

script editor, and Playhouse,
producer, NBC-TV's
Philco-Goodyear
signed as
executive producer of new NBC Sunday Showcase, dramatic specials.
• Paul Gale, 62, manager of traffic
operations for NBC, died at his Hollywood, Calif., home July 6.
Stations
• Leon Goldstein, vp
in charge
of publicNew
affairs of WMCA
York and station executive since 1937,
has
resigned,(July
effective
Wednesday
15).
MR. Goldstein

He will be president
sOQncompany
for radJo stadon
of
filing

license in New York suburban area. He
will also open offices as radio consultant, with WMCA one of his first clients.
• George R. Oliviere, formerly
ecutive directorexof

• Harry T. Hough, 51, veteran copy
chief in food field died June 18. Long
associated with Arndt, Preston, Chapin,
Lamb & Keen, Phila., Mr. Hough's
copy campaigns promoted Musselman's
apple sauce and pie fillings, San Giorgio macaroni products and Renuzit
home products among many others.

Mr. Oliviere

Networks

mond, Va.

• Merle S. Jones, president of CBSTV Stations Div., elected president
of The Broadcast Pioneers for 1959-60.
Sol Taishoff, editor and publisher of
Broadcasting, was chosen first vp.

• Ed Winton, general manager of
KITE San Antonio, Tex., adds duties
of assistant to president-board chairman of Connie B. Gay Enterprises,
Washington. Kelly Wofford, comBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

WGST
is*

Atlanta, appointed commercial
manager
of WOLAM-FM Washington.
Mr. Oliviere was previously sales manager
of WXEX-TV Rich-

J

mercial manager of KITE, assumes duties of station manager.
• James H. Moore,
executive vp of WSLSAM-FM-TV Roanoke,
Va., promoted to
president. Appointment was announced
by Paul C. Buford,
recently elected president of Shenandoah
Mr. Moore
Life Insurance Co.,
stations' owner, upon resignation of
Blake T. Newton Jr., who formerly
headed both company and stations.
Other new appointments: Joe Moffatt named news director, succeeding
Tom Wright, who has joined WTVT
(TV) Tampa. Ed Thomas, sports director and news editor, to assistant news
director. Sid Shaw, formerly news director of WCTV (TV) Savannah, Ga.,
to tv news staff. Horace S. Fitzpatrick
continues as station manager of WSLSAM-FM-TV.

WCSH-TV
6
NBC Affiliate
Portland, Maine

• Edwin V. Shulz, executive vp, general manager and part-owner of KJAY
Topeka, Kans., appointed general manager of KXLA Pasadena, Calif.

Mr. Furr

• Ray A. Furr, formerly vp, programming, named vp, administration ofWAPIAM-TV Birmingham,
Ala. Johnny Johnson, WAPI-TV production director, promoted to program director. Nod Nelson,
production staff member, succeeds him.

• James Arthur
Yergin, formerly research, promotion and
advertising director,
WOR - AM - FM -TV
New York, to Westinghouse BroadcastMr. Johnson
ing Co. as assistant director of research. He succeeds David
Smith, who joins AM Radio Sales as
director of research.
• Bennett O. Scott, local sales manager of WIND Chicago, named station's general sales manager.
• Joe Constantino Jr., formerly publicity, promotion and merchandising director of KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
Calif., named sales promotion and merchandising director of KTVU (TV)
San Francisco-Oakland. He succeeds A.
Richard Robertson who joins KRONTV, San Francisco in similar capacity.
George Lum, producer-director with
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

NEWS

PROVES

MORE

HOMES

WATCH

SIX

The April '59 Area ARB again proves you get a bigger,
more receptive audience on 6.
Our News Journal (6:30-7:00 p.m., Mon.-Fri.) is the
highest rated news show on any area station. It reaches
an average of 47,380 homes daily, while Station "B's"
news averages 14,000.
Ask your Weed TV man about SIX's share of quarterhour firsts, too.
And remember a matching spot schedule on Channel 2 in
Bangor saves an extra 5%.
A
BROADCASTING

MAINE
SYSTEM

STATION

WLBZ-TV - (2), Bangor
WCSH-TV - (6), Portland
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
WRDO-Radio, Augusta

KPIX (TV), that city, joins KTVU
director.

90"

POLICE

Is A

Typical
Example

of

• L. Walton Smith, promotion manager of WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y.,
as well as Transcontinent Television
Corporation's WGR-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, N.Y., WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg, Va. and WNEP-TV ScrantonWilkes Barre, Pa., adds duties of director of public relations for first-named
station.
• Mrs. Theola Sanders, formerly assistant
to Robert M. Purcell,
president of the broadcast division of Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.,rectorappointed
diof operations
of KFWB Los An-

SERVICE
To
The
'S
WHEC
Rochester
Community!
Many times daily, seven days a week over WHEC, direct from
the Rochester Police Department and Department of Public
Safety, come the latest police reports on traffic and road conditions and all emergency information relative to Rochester and
the surrounding areas.
Thirty-four years of leadership in Rochester has
taught WHEC the value of consistent public service as an adjunct to the best in programs and radio
personalities. Another reason why your sales message is sure to be heard by thousands when it's
placed via . . .

c

BASIC

CBS

AM
-TV
ROCHESTER

REPRESENTATIVES: EVERETT McKINNEY, INC.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO
• LOS ANGELES
. SAN FRANCISCO
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as

Mrs. Sanders

• Albert Cormier, 74, director of
sales
geles. with WOR New York from 19281938 and later in sales executive capacities with WINS New York and
WIP Philadelphia, died at his home in
Pleasantville, N.J. on June 21. Mr.
Cormier began his career in the newspaper field and returned to work in
that
medium
in theago.1940's until his
retirement 10 years
• John S. deRussy, 53, sales manager
of WCAU Philadelphia, died June 27
after long illness. Mr. deRussy, with
WCAU since 1950, entered radio in
1939 as salesman for KYW Philadelphia, was associated with NBC Spot
Sales, N.Y., and KDKA Pittsburgh
where he was sales manager.
• Earl F. Reilly Jr., account executive with KING-TV Seattle, has been
appointed station manager of KING
Radio. He succeeds Gibbs Lincoln,
who has resigned.
• Charles R. Griggs, assistant manager, promoted to general manager of
WVLN-AM-FM Olney, 111. He succeeds Eugene C. Dorsey, appointed
general manager of the East St. Louis,
111. Evening and Sunday Journal, owned
by Lindsay-Schaub Newspapers Inc.,
which also owns station.
• Leslie H. Peard Jr., formerly vp
and manager of WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, named director of regional sales
development of Triangle stations, with
headquarters in Baltimore.
• William H. Dustin, formerly tv
account executive, promoted to regional sales manager of WAVY-AMTV Portsmouth-Norfolk, Va. In newly
created position, he will represent
these stations in Atlanta, Baltimore,
Richmond, Washington and other
cities.
• Robert F. Nims, sales manager of
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

WNEB Worcester, Mass., appointed
station manager.
• Lee Fondren, station manager and
sales director of KLZ Denver, named
coordinator of Advertising Federation
of America and Advertising Assn. of
the West with the Advertising Club of
Denver. Mr. Fondren is vp of the firstnamed organization and radio representative on board of second.
• Dick Ryan, general manager of
KLOK San Jose, Calif., elected president of Advertising Assn. of the West.
Other officers: Don Ostensoe, advertising manager of First National Bank
of Portland, Ore., senior vp; Helen
Murray Hall, NBC, Hollywood, vp
at large; Gordon Rountree, James
Lovick & Co., Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.,
secretary; Harry Bright, advertising
manager, Pacific Tel & Tel, S.F., treasurer. Mr. Ryan succeeds Nels Carter,
Foote, Cone & Belding, LA., who
moves to New York office.
• Skip Gassensmith promoted from
tv director to promotion manager of
WSBT-TV South Bend, Ind. He succeeds Jim Halpin, who resigns, going
to promotion manager of Evening News,
Perth Amboy, N.J.
• Tom Emerson, formerly vp in charge
of sales of Eversharp, named vp in
charge of managing KMAE McKinney,
Tex., and to the board of parent company, McKinney Air Enterprises Inc.
• Fred Hobbs, program director of
KTHE Thermopolis, Wyo., promoted
to general manager. Paul Stadius, announcer, succeeds him. Sue Gebhart,
sales staff, named sales manager, Charles Pheasant joins station's announcing staff.
• Roy Marsh, manager of KASL Newcastle, to similar position with KRAL
Rawlins, both Wyoming.
• A.M. (Mitch) Gordon, formerly
station manager of WSJM St. Joseph,
to WCBY Sheboygan, both Michigan,
in similar capacity.
• Robert K. Sherry, owner of KIDD
Monterey. Calif., assumes duties of
general manager, replacing Al J. Madden, who resigns.

• Frank J. Badami, unit supervisor with
WRCA-TV New York, promoted to
production supervisor.
• Ralph D. Herbert, formerly pr director of KBET-TV Sacfamento, Calif.,
named director of development and pr
of KVIE (TV), educational station in
that city.
• Ken H. James, formerly program
manager of KENS-TV San Antonio,
Tex., to KETV (TV) Omaha, in similar capacity.
• Larry Osterman, formerly announcer with KCOW Alliance, Neb., to
WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich., as
sports editor and sportscaster.
• Ed Black, program director of
KGVO Missoula, to same position at
KOOK Billings, both Montana.
• Bob Gregory, news director of
KTUL Tulsa, to program manager.
Lester Parsons, former program manager, succeeds him.
• Gordon Anderson promoted from
newscaster to director of news, sports
and special events of WKZO-AM-TV
Kalamazoo, Mich. He succeeds Len
Colby, who resigns to devote full time
to duties as editor and publisher of
Portage Herald newspaper. Mr. Anderson also assumes duties of production
assistant for radio.
• Dene Voigt, formerly timebuyer
with Grant Adv., Chicago, appointed
general office manager of WEAW-AMFM Evanston, 111.

TV Seattle, both Washington, as account executive.
• Robert Clauson, formerly with
sales department of KYW-AM-FM
Cleveland, to sales office of Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. in that city as WLW
Cincinnati sales executive.
• Fred Hohl, air personality with
WAME Miami, Fla., named program
director.
• Mike Caselle, program manager of
WGVA Geneva, to news staff of sister
station WBBF Rochester, both New
York.
• Robert L. McCay, production manager of KNAC-TV Fort Smith, Ark.,
died instantly in auto collision near New
Edinburg, Ark., June 21.
• Bert Allen, formerly with WGTC
Greenville, to WITN (TV) Washington, both North Carolina, as announcer
and newscaster. Allen Godbee, announcer with WBMA Beaufort, N.C.,
to WITN as weatherman.
• Danny Dark, air personality of
KAKC Tulsa, joins WERE-AM-FM
Cleveland in similar capacity. Resigning from WERE following programming change: Louise Winslow, women's director, Bud Wattles, music director, Ernie Simon and Tommy Edwards, air personalities, and Don
Bean, newscaster.
• Dale Eyman joins KRIZ Phoenix,
Ariz., as account executive.

• Robert E. Murphy, formerly salesman with General Outdoor Adv., to
WBBM-AM-FM Chicago as account
executive.

• Dick Barrett, formerly pr director
of Nebraska Clothing Co., Omaha,
joins KMTV (TV), that city, as account executive.

• Dave Murray, program director of
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, named news
director. He will be featured with Ray
Scott on Telecom News.

• Jim Adams rejoins WSTV-AM-FM
Steubenville, Ohio, as air personality,
of
duty. completed two-year Army tour
having

• Jack Gregson joins WPST-TV
ami, Fla. as news editor.

Mi-

• Ed Herp, formerly program manager
of WJW-TV, to WQED (TV) Pittsburgh in similar capacity, succeeding
Malcolm MacGregor, who resigns.

• Harry W. McMahan, consultant to
agencies and advertisers on commercials, to assist KTTV (TV) Los Angeles on Cavalcade of Spots series.
• Bill Longman, formerly with KCLN
Clinton, to KMAQ Maquoketa, both
Iowa, as air personality.

• Jack Kavanagh, formerly promotion
manager of WLWC (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, to WPRO-TV Providence, R.I.,
in similar capacity.

• Bud Wendell, host of Program PM
on KYW-AM-FM Cleveland, appointed
program manager. He succeeds Mark
Old.?, who joins WNEW-AM-FM New
York in similar capacity.

• Roger M. Baker, formerly sportscaster with WGR Buffalo, named commercial manager of WINE Kenmore,
both New York.

• Sam Albright, sales manager of
KSEY Seymour, to KWFT Wichita
Falls, both Texas, as associate news director.

Norfolk, Va., after nine months' study
at Columbia U., N.Y., under CBS
Foundation fellowship.

• Julius Talton, account executive
with WAPI Birmingham, Ala., promoted to local sales manager.

• Paul Schuett, music director of
KPUG Bellingham, Wash., to KENY,
that city, as program director.

• Lewis C. Jamieson appointed local
sales manager of WQAM Miami, Fla.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

• Bob French, formerly sales manager of KONP Port Angeles, to KOMO-

• L.W. (Larry) Jones Jr., station
manager of WDEW Westfield, Mass.,
to WKBR-AM-FM Manchester, N.H.,
as air personality.

• Frank Brookhouser resigns as
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia commentator to devote full time to writing.
• Clayton Edwards returns to WTAR

• Marvin Levey, WFDF, elected presi91

dent of Flint (Mich.) Radio Broadcasters Assn. Eldon Garner, WKMF,
elected secretary and David Croninger, WTAC, named treasurer.
• Ray Koeppen, formerly with WRAM
Monmouth, 111., to production staff of
WFDF Flint, Mich. Peter Borgelt
joins news department of WFDF.
• Tom Lambert, air personality with
WISN Milwaukee, adds duties of program director. Bill Taylor joins announcing staff, will be host of Big
Sound.
• (Sheriff) Sid Perry, air personality
and director with WCIA (TV) Champaign, 111., to KBAK-TV Bakersfield,
Calif.
• Bill Peck, formerly commercial artist with United Film Co., Kansas City,
named art director of KCMO-AM-FMTV that city.
• Robert Herrmann, air personality of
WAYE Baltimore, to WWJB Brooksville, Fla., in similar capacity.
• Robert E. Bubp, formerly owner of
advertising agency in Piqua, joins sales
staff of WLWD Dayton, both Ohio.
• Jim Brand, formerly with KOKE
Austin, Tex., and Arch Andrews, formerly with KOWH Omaha, air person-

MILWAUKEE'S
BEST

BUY

High income radio homes
as little as

per thousand
<
51
as little as

on
2c
4weekends
Cost per thousand
based on Pulse ratings

WISN
RADIO
5,000 WATTS
None Bigger
James T. Butler, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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alities, to KICN Denver, (formerly
KMYR) in similar capacity.
• Edgar Jones, recent graduate of
Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore.,
joins KICA Clovis, N.M., as salesman.
Representatives
• John Stella, Detroit manager of
Adam Young companies, named manager of Chicago office of Young Television Corp. Richard J. Kelliher continues as general manager of Chicago
office, in charge of radio activities
there. Clinton O'Dell, account executive with Young's San Francisco office,
appointed manager of St. Louis office.
• Frank M. Reed, formerly media director of Hill Blackett Co., Chicago, to
Weed Radio Corp., that city, as account executive.
• Kenneth F. Campbell, formerly
with sales department of WINS New
York, to The Branham Co., that city,
as radio staff account executive.
• Cornelius Pugh Jr. to tv sales staff
of George P. Hollingbery, N.Y.
Programming
• Barrett Mayer, formerly account
and station relations executive with
Regal Adv. Assoc., N.Y., and Richard
Morros, formerly vp of Television Industries, L.A., tv distributor of RKO
feature films, join Telescreen Adv.,
N.Y., Screen Gems timebuying subsidiary, as account executives.
• Kenneth S. Cofod elected president and board chairman of Kenco
Films Inc., N.Y. Other officers elected:
Benjamin (Denny) DeSio, vp, operations and director; Arthur Cofod, vp,
sales and director; Leonard Kaplan,
treasurer and director; Mrs. Viola E.
Cofod, secretary and director; Leslie
F. Wilmarx, formerly assistant to president of Alloy Steel Products Co.,
Linden, N.J., management advisor and
director.
• James Arness has signed new longterm contract with CBS-TV which permits his own producing company to
produce Gunsmoke in association with
network, while he continues in role of
Marshal Matt Dillon. Arness' company will also develop and produce
new programs for network.
• Len Kornblum, Independent Television Corp. controller, named 195960 chairman of Tel-Film Credit Group,
(exchanges credit information on film
buyers, and represents film firms active
in tv syndication field), which is sponsored by New York Credit & Financial
Management Assn.
• Elmer C. Rhoden Jr., 37, died following a heart attack in Kansas City

on July 5. With his brother, Clark
Rhoden, he held controlling interest in
Premier Productions, tv film producers.
• Jon Epstein, formerly assistant to
production head of Ziv Television Productions Inc., L.A., named executive
associate to producer Ivan Tors, who
is currently producing Sea Hunt and
Challenge series.
• Robert G. Dalchau, formerly account executive and assistant to division manager of Texas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas and New Mexico sales for
CBS Films Inc., to United Artists Television Inc., as southwest division sales
manager, Dallas headquarters.
• Frederick de Cordova named producer-director ofGeorge Gobel show
which moves to CBS-TV Oct. 11.
• Howard Koch is on loan from United
Artists' Koch-Schenck Co. to direct first
six segments of Four Star-Zane Grey's
Johnny Ringo series, which begins production July 15 at Republic.
• Greg Garrison signed as director,
Sidney Miller as co-writer, and Jeff
Alexander as musical director for first
of three Pontiac Star Parade specials of
Kerry Productions, L.A., for NBC-TV.
• Hugh Wedlock and Howard
Snyder, veteran (30 years) writing
team, signed
writers
for NBC-TV's
Fibber
McGeeas and
Molly
series for
1959-60 season. They will work with
Bill Davenport.
Equipment & Engineering
• J. Frank Price, plant manager of
Pleasantville Instrument Corp., Pleasantville, N.Y., subsidiary of General
Precision Labs, elected vp of operations and to board. John Squires
named western regional manager of
industrial products division of GPL.
• Charles A. Runyon named head of
microwave and communications activities
of Lohnes & Culver,
Washington consulting engineer previously
firm. Mr.
Runyon
Mr. Runyon

servedtivein
administraand engineering

capacity with RCA's broadcast division, specializing in television broadcast station antenna systems, planning
systems, and supervising installations
and field engineering in tv microwave
systems as well as selection and sales
of equipment.
• Alfred J. Waxman, formerly senior
field engineer with Philco Corp., Phila.,
named manager of new west coast office arid display room of Radio EngiBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

neering Labs., Long Island City, N.Y.
Address: 2786 B St., San Diego. Telephone: Belmont 2-0610.
• Dr. Raymond M. Wilmotte, research consultant and authority in antenna theory, radar and communications fields, to staff of advanced military systems, RCA Defense Electronic
Products, Princeton, N.J. He was member of ad hoc committee on television
allocation and Radio Propagation Advisory Committee of FCC.
• Rod Kershenstein, formerly marketing executive with Compton Adv.,
N.Y., appointed director of marketing,
professional products, Telectro Industries Corp., Long Island City, N.Y.
• Irl T. Newton Jr., 35, head of antenna design department of Smith Electronics Inc., Cleveland, died July 4 in
that city. Mr. Newton was previously
consulting engineer and manager of
broadcast and tv antennas and towers
section of RCA broadcasting division.

l/e&aft/e

CECO'
Vidicon
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
gives top performance — Indoors or Outdoors
Expressly designed for the ever
increasing TV field, this equipment
consists of a pan and tilt Tripod
Head with internal Balancing spring.
Vidicon Cameras with electronic
viewfinder can be easily mounted and
operated. The head mounts on the
CECO Professional Tripod (or any
other standard mounting flange)
and the CECO Pro Senior Collapsible
Three Wheel Dolly makes this a
complete versatile package.

• Lieut. Gen. James D. O'Connell,
retired Chief Signal Officer, U.S. Army,
named consultant to General Telephone
& Electronics Corp., N.Y., to study research, development personnel and
facilities of entire organization.
• E. Nevin Kather promoted from
assistant manager to manager of microwave and power tube division of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.
• George E. Hagerty, engineering
manager, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., N.Y., elected chairman of Institute of Radio Engineers' professional
group on broadcasting.
• Robert Beagles, formerly manager,
systems engineering, RCA, to Packard
Bell Electronics, L.A., as chief engineer of advanced development, technical products division. Fred J. Kopesky,
formerly in charge of market planning,
RCA Victor radio-victrola division,
Cherry Hill, N.J., to Packard Bell as
director of planning, home products
division.

Professional Jr.
Spring Head
(deal for Viewfinder Vidicon Cameras weighing up to 35 lbs. Internal balancing spring.
Built-in spirit level,
fits standard Pro Jr.
Tripod, Baby and HiHat (low mount)-.

CECO
FRANK

trad emark of
Camera Equipment CO mpany
C. ZUCKER

(£nni€Rfl €(^uipm€nT (oM inc.
Dept. B

315 West 43rd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y. JUdson 6-1420

• Robert L. Lippert Sr., motion picture director and theater executive,
named to board of ElectroVision Corp.,
Hollywood.
Allied Fields
• Henry E. Rhea, director of engineering of radio and television division of
Triangle Publications Inc., Phila., appointed chairman of technical committee of Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters, Washington, succeeding Joseph
B. Epperson, vp for engineering of
Scripps-Howard Radio Inc., Cleveland,
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959
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who remains a committee member and
on the association's board of directors.
• William N. Kirshner, formerly
sales promotion director of Pilot Productions, Evanston, 111., establishes own
firm, W.N. Kirshner & Assoc., sales
promotion, pr and sales training. He
maintains headquarters in Chicago's
Board of Trade Bldg.
• John Groller, secretary for religious
broadcasting for Board of National
Missions, named associate director of
radio and tv department of The United
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.
• Richard M. Bradshaw, commercial
music supervisor of Benton & Bowles,
N.Y., joins Forrell, Thomas & Polack
Assoc., that city, creator of lyrics and
music for radio and tv advertising, as
director of sales and production.
• C.F. (Chuck) Pendleton, formerly
program, production and assistant manager of KJBS San Francisco, joins
Frank DiMarco & Assoc., pr firm, that
city, as account supervisor and commercial manager.

• Eugene F. McGarvey, Harold S.
LeDuc and Edwin A. Peeples named
assistant heads of public relations department of Gray & Rogers, Philadelphia advertising and pr agency.
• Larry Greene of Sande & Greene
jingle-writing team, Hollywood, to establish firm's new New York branch
office.
Government
• Col. Bertram Kalisch retires from
Army, retaining position of director in
charge of radio, tv and pictorial information, U.S. Defense Dept. Col. Kalisch
was recently elected to board of governors, Washington chapter of Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences.
• James T. Barker, with National
Labor Relations Board since 1955,
named legal assistant to Comr. Rosel
Hyde. Mr. Barker succeeds Dee Pincock, who was appointed an assistant general counsel of Commission
in March (Broadcasting, March 30).

EQUIPMENT
Set

production,

sales

up for Jan. -May '59
Factory production of radio sets is
up 31% for the first five months of
1959 and tv output is up 22%, according to Electronic Industries Assn.
January-May radios totaled 5,677,421 (2,262,390 auto sets) for five
months compared to 3,876,737 (1,229,086 auto sets) in the same 1958
period. May output of radios totaled
1,039,562 sets (476,222 auto sets)
compared to 620,899 (185,616 auto
sets) in the same 1958 month. May
1959 fm output was 48,841 sets; no
data available for 1958.
Tv output totaled 2,211,712 sets in
January-May period compared to
1,790,840 in same 1958 months. May

1735
NEW

&

quarters.
• J.A.C. Lewis, CKEN Kentville, and
CFAB Windsor, both Nova Scotia,
elected president of Atlantic Assn. of
Broadcasters. He succeeds Don Jamieson, CJON-AM-TV St. John's, Nfld.
R.F. Large, CFCY-AM-TV Charlottetown, P.E.I., elected first vp; T.H.
Tonner, CKCW-AM-TV Moncton,
N.B., named second vp, and Marvin
Nathanson, CJCB-AM-TV Sydney,
N.S., elected secretary-treasurer.
• Frank Eckersley, features editor of
CKXL Calgary, Alta., and John Lawson, chief announcer of CFOR Orillia,
Ont., to news department of CHEXAM-TV Peterborough, Ont.
• Beryl Dewar to announcing staff
of CKGB Timmins, Ont.

tv production totaled 431,911 sets
(28,247 uhf models) compared to
266,982 sets (29,406 uhf models) in
May 1958.
EIA reported radio retail sales
(auto sets not included) totaled 2,480,686 in first five months of 1959 compared to 2,084,937 in same 1958
period; 400,882 last May compared
to 385,383 in May 1958. Tv sales
totaled 1,919,162 sets for first five
months of 1959 compared to 1,927,290 year ago; 279,536 sets in May
1959 compared to 237,189 in same
1958 month.

Germany and used in tv around the
world, has been introduced into the
American market by the Gaston Johnston Corp., Long Island City, N.Y.
The line includes 2-, 4- and 6-plate
film editing machines for 16 mm, 35
mm and Cinemascope film, motorized
rewinding tables for 16 mm, 35 mm
and combination 16/35 mm film. Steenbeck also makes a special tv studio
machine called Kobiton, on which the
film editor can view 16 mm or 35 mm
picture track with or without sound,
discard unwanted film, inspect film
rapidly for damage, etc., and splice in
new film.

German

Gaston Johnston is at 24-64 46th St.,
Long Island City 3, N.Y.

film gear

The Steenbeck line of editing, viewing and rewinding machines, made in
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• Alastair Murray Mackenzie, formerly general sales manager, RCA Victor Argentina, Buenos Aires, to NBC
International Ltd., as director of Latin
American operations, Mexico City head-

ENGINEERING

BROADCASTING
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DeSales St., N. W. Washington 6, D. C.

city
Send to home address — —

International

zone

state

• Technical

topics

• General Electric Co., Syracuse, N.Y.,
announces a further reduction in the
price of its lines of silicon controlled
rectifiers. The average price of 16-ampere line is reported down 25% to $60
each and the 10-ampere line down 14%
to $40 each.
• Filmline Corp., Milford, Conn., announces the production of a new daylight-operation, reversal and negative/
positive 16 mm film processor for tv
stations and motion picture film labs.
Filmline model RT-S is semi-portable,
has a dry to dry time of less than three
minutes on reversal emulsions operating at 85 fpm at 90 degree temperature,
and allows an increase of the ASA
index by 1,000% on Eastman or du
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

cisco's Cow Palace. Of the 30 items, 10
will receive WESCON awards of excellence, 20 will be given awards of
merit. Robert M. Emerson, of Emerson,
Johnson, MacKay, Los Angeles, secretary of the LA. chapter of Industrial
Designers Institute, is chairman of the
judging committee, which met in Los
Angeles over the weekend (July 11-12)
to select the winners.
• The Society of Motion Picture & Television
East Coast ofSubcommittee forEngineers'
the Education
Sound
Little but long-lived • The first
production unit of a magnetic
disc recording system developed
by Radio Corp. of America has
been installed at WDAS-AM-FM
Philadelphia (Broadcasting,
June 15). The discs, same size as
45 rpm records ,have been erased
and re-recorded 10,000 times,
RCA reports, without detectable
wear or loss of quality. Standing
around the new RCA recorder
above are (1 to r) Jerry Grove,
WD AS program director; George
Weilenmann, RCA; Paul Wildow,
RCA engineer, and Frank Unterberger, WDAS chief engineer.
James Reese of WDAS is seated
at the recorder. Mr. Grove holds
one of the larger records formerly
used by the station for its commercials and other program material.
Pont reversal films. Other features include: tachometer, 1,200-foot film
magazine, spray-wash after each chemical solution, temperature control system and type 316 stainless steel tanks.
Price: $6,450.
• Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St.
Paul, announces a quantity price reduction of $33.95 per standard hour-long
reel of Scotch brand video tape. The
reduction is the second within a year
and trims the net price of the tape reel
from $282.90 to $248.95 when bought
in lots of 48 or more.
• American Microphone Mfg. Co.,
Rockford, 111., announces the availability of a new portable crystal microphone, model X-206. The microphone
is designed for use with tape recorders
and features a clip-on stand and cord.
List price: $7.95. For further information write American Microphone Mfg.
Co., 412 S. Wyman St., Rockford, 111.
• An industrial design competition has
been inaugurated by Western Electronic
Show & Convention as an annual event,
with 30 top items, chosen by a jury of
industrial designers from a field of 140
entries, to be exhibited at this year's
WESCON, Aug. 18-21 at San FranBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Technicians, N.Y., has announced plans
for a fall series of high level lectures on
magnetic recording, designed primarily
for persons in the recording industry.
Subscription to the series of six lectures
is expected to be approximately $30,
according to SMPTE.
• RCA Electron Tube Div., Harrison,
N.J., is offering the RCA developmental
Nuvistor small-signal triode tubes
(Broadcasting, March 16) to electronic equipment manufacturers on a
limited sampling basis. Nuvistors are
pointed toward eventual use in various
products, including am and fm radios,
tv receivers, closed-circuit tv equipment
and high-fidelity radio equipment, and
promise improvements in quality, performance, reliability and flexibility of
installation.
• Magnecord Div., Midwestern Instruments Inc., Tulsa, Okla., has introduced a new professional tape recorder, model 728. The recorder has
full-track, half-track or split stereo
heads at the customer's option and
may be operated at IV2 inches or 15
inches per second. For further information write Magnecord Div., Midwestern Instruments, P.O. Box 7186,
Tulsa, Okla.
• Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., will
build a transistor plant in Lewiston,
Me., President Charles F. Adams has
announced. The plant eventually will
employ more than 2,000 persons and
will bring to the area an annual payroll of $7 to $8 million. The 140,000
sq. ft. production plant will be operated byvision.
the firm's
diConstructionsemiconductor
will be started

Looking for terrific time sales in your
town? Bill Whitworth, Commercial
Manager of KTBB, Tyler, Texas,
writes about how the RCA Thesaurus
Commercial Library Service helps
him sell local merchants:

this fall and will be completed by mid1960.

"Three Thesaurus' Sell-Tunes' grossed
over $2,300 from three accounts ivho,
combined, spent less than $200 in

• Dynair Electronics Inc., El Cajon,
Calif., has announced a new closedcircuit tv transmitter, model TX-1A.
The transmitter features vestigial-singlesideband transmission, separate visual
and aural output controls and crystalcontrolled carriers. The TX-1A is
available on any channel between 2
and 13. For further information write
Dynair Electronics, P.O. Box 1103, El
Cajon, Calif.

radio previously."
Beat competition ! Get Thesaurus exclusively inyour city. Write for complete details today.
® THESAURUS
155 East 24th St. • New York 10, N. Y.
CHICAGO, NASHVILLE, ATLANTA, DALLAS, HOLLYWOOD
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DISC
New

JOCKEYS

organizing

GET

session

About 75-100 disc jockeys are expected to attend the "organizing convention" of the proposed International
Assn. of Disc Jockeys and Music Programmers this weekend (July 18-19)
at the Milwaukee Inn in Milwaukee.
The meeting stems from the renewed
efforts to organize such a group during
the Second Annual Radio Programming
Seminar and Pop Music Disc Jockey
Convention sponsored by the Storz Stations in Miami Beach. The consensus
there was that such an organization
move is premature (Broadcasting,
June 8, 1).
A total of 30 advance registrations
were in hand as of last Wednesday
(July 8) for the Milwaukee gathering.
Again in the center of the organizing
effort is Bill Gavin, San Francisco-based
program consultant whose clients include McCann-Erickson and Lucky
Lager beer. Mr. Gavin, chairman of
the organizing committee, reported his
group is composed of 52 disc jockeys
and programmers, including those who
signed during the Miami Beach convention and those who have volunteered
since that time.
A California organization meeting
was to be held in Hollywood Saturday
(July 11) to which disc jockeys, station
management and record company representatives were invited. However,
there will be no record company participation during the Milwaukee meeting
and major record firms in New York
last week confirmed they had received
no invitations and did not plan to attend, even to proffer post-business session hospitality.
Response 'Warm but Limited' • Mr.
Gavin said the advance response has
been "very warm, but limited in num-

America's

set

SERIOUS
for Milwaukee

ber." He said "we've received more requests for information than membership applications, but this is what we
expected." Mr. Gavin reported "there
is a strong feeling that the association
should remain independent of record
company
financing."
Contributions
offered by chain station operators also have been turned
down so far, Mr. Gavin said. If record
firms later are allowed to participate, he
thought, it might be similar to the
honorary membership status which they
enjoy in the country music disc jockey
association.
Mr. Gavin said it is the hope of the
proposed association to place the disc
jockey in the position of being able to
deal with the record companies "as an
industry," rather than on an individual
basis. But he does not expect the association to go so far as to adopt a "code
of ethics" or to engage in the "policing
of the practices" of record firms' plugging or disc jockeys' response to this
promotion pressure.
The association, however, "can work
out a lot of problems," he felt. Such
tough issues as the competitive record
promotion problem, and the exposure
of new record product can be discussed,
he said.
Radio's Obligation to Record Firms
• Also, "what responsibility the radio
industry owes to the record industry"
for providing "free of charge" the
major portion of today's radio programming material can be explored, he said.
This is a two-way street, he noted. The
association also would help give the
smaller market disc jockey "a worthwhile professional stature," he said.
In other quarters there also was hope
that the association could provide the

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
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disc jockey with the public relations
help needed to enhance his local stature
and
the "badBeach
consumer
press"
whichto avoid
the Miami
convention
suffered. Caution was emphasized, however, that the group must keep clear of
all taint of "unionism" because "we are
not out to fight management." Opinion
appeared mixed whether the Milwaukee
meeting will actually result in formal
organization, but those going were said
to be doing so with an "open mind."
SAG

isn't rushing

merger with AFTRA
The position of the Screen Actors
Guild board on the proposed merger
with American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists is spelled out in the
union's new monthly magazine, Screen
Actor, dated August 1959.
Noting that the merger question is
causing much discussion among actors,
the SAG board reports that two
assumptions not based on fact frequently
crop up: thatmerger
SAG ."has
endorsed
the proposed
. . and
that merger is inevitable and will be
accomplished within a few months."
Stating that "the board believes that
consideration of merger without a
specific merger plan is meaningless,"
the editorial goes on to remind member readers that the boards of SAG and
AFTRA have jointly retained David L.
Cole to conduct a study on the feasibility of a merger and to develop possible merger plans.
"SAG and AFTRA are like two
large, friendly families living in separate houses with members of both
families constantly exchanging visits,"
the board states. "AFTRA and some
SAG members have suggested both
families could save money, be more
comfortable and operate more efficiently if we both moved into a larger
house — which has not yet been built.
As the responsible heads of one of the
two families, we are not willing to
commit ourselves or even to express
enthusiasm for the new house until
we have seen the architect's plans,
read the contractor's bids, carefully
examined the comforts and conveniences and most soberly considered
the costs.
"To adopt any other course would
appear to us to be imprudent and would
bring seriously into question our judgment in the exercise of our responsibilities," the board concludes.
The new magazine, a slick paper 24page job, also contains a list of questions which indicate the magnitude of
the merger problem.
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COLORCAS
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
July 13-17, 20-22 (4-4:30 p.m.)
Truth
sors. or Consequences, participating sponJuly 13, 20 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray
Party,andP. Pharmaceuticals
Lorillard throughthrough
Lennen & Newell
Parkson Adv.
July 14, 21 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Passage, sustaining.
July 14, 21 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
July 15, 22 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
July 15, 22 (9-9:30 p.m.) Kraft Music
Hall Presents Dave King, Kraft through
J. Walter Thompson.
July 16 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
July 17 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
July 18 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody,
Continental Baking through Ted Bates.
July 18 (10:30-11 a. m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Borden through Benton &
Bowles and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
July 18 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
RCA Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and American Dairy through Campbell-Mithun.
July 19 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local co-operative sponsorship.
July 19 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
CBS-TV
No color programming scheduled in this
period.
Court

receiver

gets

Telephone Time' films
Negatives and prints of 79 episodes
of the half hour tv series, Telephone
Time, have been ordered turned over to
R.E. Allen as receiver by Los Angeles
Superior Court Judge Ellsworth Meyer.
Mr. Allen has also been authorized to
take over distribution of the tv series
and to collect the payments for reruns
made by stations. Guild Films, which
has been in charge of distribution, has
been ordered to deliver to Mr. Allen
all money received for the series since
March 20, when Judge Meyer issued a
temporary restraining order enjoining
Hal Roach Studios, Passing Parade
Films, Scranton Corp. and Guild Films
from disbursing any collections from
the series (Broadcasting, March 30).
The restraining order and the appointment ofa receiver are in connection with a $635,000 damage suit of
Jerry Stagg, who produced the Telephone Time series at Hal Roach Studios, against a list of defendants that
included the above listed companies and
other associated organizations, as well
as Hal Roach Jr. and Alexander Guterma, who served as former president
and board chairman of the studios, respectively.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Tv pupils out-score
classroom compatriots
Televised classes in seventh grade
mathematics scored 9.6% higher in a
test in New York City public schools
than classes taught in the traditional
manner, it was announced recently by
loseph O. Loretan, associate superintendent in charge of the city's junior
high schools, after a semester-long experiment.
Ten classes in ten schools viewed
Math 7 lectures regularly over WPIX
(TV) New York between 10:20 and
10:50 a.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays.
The telecasts were part of the State
Board of Regents' etv series.
Along with 20 classes forming a control group, the tv students were measured for mastery of concepts and skills
in a test consisting of 50 questions. The
experimental group scored 37.6 and
the control group 32.8 out of 50. It
was noted that these figures were equivalent to 75.2 and 65.6 out of 100, a
difference of 9.6% in favor of tv
classes.
A control group edged out tv classes
in another recent test in the New York
area. Examinations in another WPIX
course called Living Together at Long
Island Agricultural and Technical Institute, Farmingdale, L.I., showed the
average grade of the tv students was
75.85 and of the control group 76.3,
a slight advantage for orthodox methods.
A total of 546 students in their second
year at the two-year institute participated in the 15-week experiment, also
under the guidance of the Board of
Regents.
MGA

wins

point

Musicians Guild of America won another decision in its continuing legal
battle with American Federation of
Musicians when Herman Marx, National Labor Relations Board trial examiner, ruled that the phrase "30 days
after initial employment" in a labor
contract means 30 calendar days and
that any musician employed by any of
the major motion picture studios with
whom MGA has contracts must join
MGA within 30 days to be eligible to
subsequent employment at that studio.
AFM had contended that what was
meant was 30 days of consecutive employment, aposition vigorously disputed by MGA on the ground that in
fields of casual employment such as
scoring a motion picture there is virtually no such thing as 30 consecutive days
of employment and that such a definition would be tantamount to denying a
union the right to obtain memberships
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and dues from workers getting employment under the union's contracts. The
ruling now goes to the NLRB in Washington for final action.
NTA,

SCREEN

Integrate

GEMS

operations

with parent companies
Two major television film firms last
week announced plans to integrate their
operations with parent companies. For
one, National Telefilm Assoc., it also
includes a move of the NTA home
office to Beverly Hills, Calif., where its
functions will be worked into the activity of National Theatres Inc.
The second tv company, Screen
Gems, New York, will move its entire
operations on the West Coast into the
overall activities of Columbia Pictures
Inc.
The NTA move to Beverly Hills, will
take place on Oct. 1, Ely A. Landau,
board chairman of NTA, announced
last Wednesday (July 8).
NTA's home office will be consolidated with National Theatres, which recently aquired NTA. The headquarters
will be a new office building in Beverly
Hills, representing a chance for National Theatres, which has had its main ofRadio Press and
International Transmissions
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with
WORLD

WIDE

Coverage in depth of
NEWS
Brilliantly edited
quality controlled transmissions
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now -
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Down, not out
Shots of the KOCO-TV Oklahoma City tower collapsing, taken
in 1956 when the tower's location
was being changed, were resurrected to give a dramatic twist
to live coverage of military
maneuvers.
In the maneuvers the Eighth
Rifle Co. placed explosives at the
base of KOCO-TV's present tower. As the camera panned to the
top of the tower, film of the
tower's 1956 collapse was introduced. After the tower toppled
KOCO-TV went dark for 15 seconds, giving the impression that
the station had been knocked off
the air.

fices in downtown Los Angeles for
many years.
Top NTA executive personnel and
key departments, with certain exceptions, will move to the new headquarters. In addition to Mr. Landau, the
principal officers relocating in California will include Oliver A. Unger,
president; Harold Goldman, president
of NTA International, and David J.
Melamed, vice president, administration. NTA divisions moving to Beverly
Hills include NTA International, which
distributes feature films, and NTA Pictures Inc., which releases features for
theatrical exhibition.
All NTA departments will make the
move but at least one representative
from most of the units will be retained
in New York.
Company divisions that will maintain
headquarters in New York are NTA
Program Sales, which sells syndicated
programs; NTA Telestudios, which produces taped shows and commercials,
and the NTA owned and operated stations division, which operated WNTAAM-FM-TV Newark and KMSP-AMTV Minneapolis-St. Paul.
Screen Gems Action • The entire
West Coast operation of Screen Gems
Inc., New York, will be integrated into
the overall activities of Columbia Pictures, Samuel J. Briskin, vice president
in charge of studio operations for Columbia Pictures, said in making the announcement last week. SG is the wholly-owned tv subsidiary of the motion
picture company.
The changeover will be gradual and
eventually will bring the SG operation
on the West Coast under the same roof
with the parent company. Four major
departments of Screen Gems — production, story, casting and publicity — will
be the first to be integrated within the
framework of the existing Columbia
studio organization. Columbia depart-

ment heads will supervise activities in
their areas for Screen Gems.
Move

by Moran

to stop

CBS-TV

fails
show

A request for an injunction to restrain CBS-TV from repeating an
earlier Playhouse 90 program about
Chicago's St. Valentine's Day massacre
was denied in that city's superior court
Thursday (July 9). But the plaintiffs
promised to seek legal relief looking
toward a permanent injunction.
John G. Moran, son of George C.
(Bugs) Moran, onetime Chicago hoodlum, filed the suit on grounds that such
a presentation would cause "mental
anguish, distress and humiliation." It
involved a July 9 re-showing of
Playhouse 90's Feb. 14 program,
"Seven Against the Wall." The action
was filed Wednesday by the law firm of
Henehan, Donovan & Isaacson.
Judge Norman Barry rejected the
request but gave no opinion on the issues involved. CBS's law firm — Arvey,
Hodes & Mantynband, claimed an injunction would cause severe damages
and pressed for dismissal of the request. Mr. Moran's attorneys promptly
reported they would seek a permanent
injunction, through appellate and state
supreme courts, if necessary.
Attorneys for Mr. Moran claimed that
the Playhouse 90 presentation, while fictional innature, tended to give a factual
account of a personality as a central
character and thus offended the "sensibilities" ofthe plaintiff. The issue, they
held, was one of more "right of privacy" than of slander and violated a
"privileged
area." the rejection, Judge
In announcing
Barry did not rule on basic rights involved but merely on the specific request for a temporary injunction. He
held that the right of privacy pertained
only to the elder Moran. An attorney
for the plaintiff said that while there
is small precedent in such a case, "there
have been indications in previous cases
in our favor.
On

the

Latin

beat

Two tv news directors of the WKY
Television System are invading the often turbulent capitals of South America to record the area's unrest on film.
Crawford Rice of WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla., and Bill Henry of WSFATV Montgomery, Ala., have obtained
visas from the State Dept. to visit eight
Latin American capitals. Their trip is
the result of recent troubles reported
below the border and the intent of
WTVT and WSFA-TV to give their
audiences of the inside story.
Bob Edrington, WTVT promotion
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scheduled to go on the air in January
1960.
Movies

find

happy

hunting

A survey by NTA International
on the pattern of usage of feature
films by tv station shows that most
stations telecast from six to 10 features aweek, covering 10 to 20 hours
of air time a week.
Harold Goldman, president of
NTA International, which distributes
feature films to which National Telefilm Assoc., New York, holds rights,
reported that a total of 300 stations
responded to NTA International's
questionnaire. He said these represented 54.2% of all stations on the
air in the U.S. and covered every
market situation — from one-station
to seven-station markets.
manager, reports that the station will
receive daily shipments of the South
American film and will show them on
the early and late editions of Pulse
(6-7 p.m. and 11-11:30 p.m., Mon.Fri.).
Republic
bought

Pictures

by L.A. group

The control of Republic Pictures
Corp., New York, passed from longtime President Herbert J. Yates to a
group of Los Angeles industrialists
headed by Victor M. Carter on luly 1.
The selling price: a reported $5 million for some 400,000 shares of Republic held by Mr. Yates and members
of his family.
Republic's assets cover the firm's
Hollywood lot, which is leased to outside production companies; Consolidated Film Labs and tv and feature
product (all re-run). Republic ceased
production and relinquished its own
distribution organization several years
ago. Republic has sold its post-48 features over the past few years without
negotiations or payments to the talent
guilds and thereby is necessarily barred
from production in the U.S.
Mr. Carter was elected president of
Republic Pictures at a board meeting in
New York. Mr. Yates was named board
chairman and will serve in "an advisory
capacity."
ABC-TV

Stage

E set

Modernization of ABC-TV's Stage
E in its Hollywood television center
will be completed before its July 15
target date, allowing ample time for
the July 18 telecast of Lawrence W elk's
Dodge Dancing Party from that location, it was announced last week by
Frank Marx, vice president in charge
of engineering. All ABC-TV specials
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ground

on

tv

The study reveals that independent stations use more feature films
than affiliated stations — 21 a week
for a total of 36 hours for the former and nine features a week for
a total of 15 hours for the latter.
As the number of stations in a
market increases, the use of feature
films also rises, the study states. For
instance, in New York and Los
Angeles, both seven-station markets,
tv outlets there devote 26.8% and
30.2% of total time respectively to
features, while Fresno, Albuquerque
and Tucson, three-station markets,
devote 23%, 19.6% and 18.3% of
their total air time to features.
originating on the West Coast next
season will come from Stage E. The
project isdollar
part development
of the network's
multimillion
program.
• Program notes
• Trans-Lux Television Corp., N.Y., reports the sale of its Felix the Cat animated cartoon package to KCOP (TV)
Los Angeles, raising markets sold to 35.
The series, still in production, will consist of 260 five-minute episodes and is

• Pathe News Inc., N.Y., is exploring
the possibility of reentering the tv film
and theatrical motion picture field. Barnett Glassman, president of Pathe, left
for Europe last week and before his
departure, he announced he would attempt to negotiate co-production deals
with European film producers, under
which Pathe would finance motion picPathe. ture and tv series for distribution by
• KGGM-TV Albuquerque, N.M.,
WOW-TV Omaha, Neb., and WKOWTV Madison, Wis., are recent subscribers to CBS Newsfilm, according to John
M.
Cooper, manager of the daily news
service.
• Signed last week to stage and direct
13 programs of the 90-minute variety
specials to be presented next season on
CBS-TV by Revlon Inc. was Abe Burrows, playwright, director and former
star of his own programs on CBS Radio
and Television. Mr. Burrows joins a
staff headed by Goodman Ace whose
organization will produce and write 15
of the 20 Revlon specials scheduled to
alternate with Playhouse 90.
• Morgan-Swain Inc., Sarasota, Fla.,
has been established to produce in-
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Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A
James
A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
H-R Television, Inc.
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Monroe, Louisiana
Photo:
"Greenville
Mill,
Division
of
Mohasco
Industries,
Inc.",
Greenville, Mississippi, Manufacturers of the finest carpets and rugs.

Prop
Each Saturday morning 35 members of Local 52, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes
listen attentively for 3V2 hours as
an interior designer lectures the
class on European and American
period furniture, table settings and
flower arrangements, textiles and
wall papers, period room arrangement and window treatment.
The students are property and
sound men employed at New York
film studios on tv film commercials,
industrial and feature films. For
some time, the union and its members felt that a knowledge of interior design would be helpful to
them during production sessions on
tv film commercials and on some
feature films. Sam Roberts, chairman of the Local 52 Prop School
Committee and staff property master
at MPO Television Films Inc.,
where the classes are held, explains
it this way:
"The prop man is the one who
dresses the set. We realized that
with the growth of tv film comercial business in New York, we
needed to know more about interior
design because many commercials
are highly styled and highly polished.
Prior to tv, the prop man did not
have to do much with the selection

dustrial and documentary films and tv
film commencials. It is a consolidation
of Carey-Swain Inc., and Dramatic
Presentations, a sales organization.
• CBS Radio has scheduled a special
series of four programs analyzing
world news for the 12:15 to 12:30 p.m.
EDT time slot on successive Sundays,
July 12, 19, 26, and Aug. 2. Anchor
man for the series produced by CBS
news will be correspondent Blair Clark,
who will be in direct radio contact with
CBS correspondents throughout the
world for a review and analysis of an
important story of the week.
• An hour-long drama series, which will
drew upon material in The Blue and the
Gray, a two-volume source book of narratives of the Civil War, will be produced under the same title by NBC-TV
during the 1960-61 season. Henry
Steele Commager, who compiled the
source book, will be consultant for the
series, which will be produced on film.
• WNEW New York announces that
its weekly News Closeup Program, a
review of the week's news featuring
the voices of newsmakers, is being
made
available for re-broadcast
100 (PROGRAMMING)

man

polishes

his craft

IATSE's Design For Working
Prop class hears guest lecturer Stanley Saltzman
Marre of the New York School of
of styles and design as the work
here was largely on industrial films
Interior Design conducts classes, asand newsreels. Now, once the set
sisted by guest lecturers.
designer sketches the set, it is up
MPO is providing its facilities.
Marvin Rothenberg, MPO vice
to the property man to follow
president, commented: "We feel this
The course started May 1 for ten course is serving the common interthrough."
est of the film producer and the
Saturdays. Each member pays $45
(covers instruction and textbook)
union in keeping New York producand attends on his day off. John La
tion standards high."
throughout the world by the Voice of
America.
• New heavyweight champion Ingemar Johansson has been offered a
guest star role in Tales of the Vikings,
tv series being filmed by Kirk Douglas'
production company, Brynaprod, for
release by United Artists Television
Inc. According to Mr. Douglas, the
Swedish boxer is considering the
offer.
• The first report issued by trustees of
the American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists' pension and welfare
fund shows that in the three-year period ended Dec. 31, 1958, disbursements totaled $1,374,709, including
$596,676 for hospitalization. Trustees
reported life and accident insurance
policies for each member have been
boosted to $4,500. The fund is administered by trustees from union and
management. It went into effect Jan.
1, 1956, as the first pension and welfare plan in the entertainment union
field.
• Warner Bros., Burbank, Calif., has
begun construction of a new $500,000
film editing and casting building for
its tv division. The two-story struc-

ture is L-shaped and measures 138
by 81 ft. It will contain 49 film editing and cutting rooms and six casting
suites.
• WOR New York on July 1 aired a
special tribute to its former president
and board chairman, Alfred J. McCosker, who passed away earlier that
day in Miami Beach (Broadcasting,
July 6). Written by George Brown,
WOR news director, and narrated by
newscasters Les Smith and Lyle Van,
A Tribute to Alfred McCosker outlined his pioneering role in the broadcasting industry.
• Video tape enabled KSL-TV Salt
Lake City to condense a two-hour dance
festival into a 30-minute highlight version aired within an hour of the
festival's end. The festival, involving
over 5,000 costumed dancers from 11
western states, is an annual feature of
the Latter Day Saints (Mormon)
Church youth program. To telescope
the long event into a 30-minute tv
show, KSL-TV "edited" the live program in progress, precluding cutting
and splicing. To the direct video tape
pickup studio technicians added transiBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

tional music, slide inserts and narration
for a "perfect" blend, the station reports.
• Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., reports
sales on its various feature film packages to KRCA-TV Los Angeles, WWLTV New Orleans, WXIX-TV Milwaukee, KTVR (TV) Denver, KTVK
(TV) Phoenix, KRON-TV San Francisco, WCKT (TV) Miami and YVRGBTV Schenectady, N.Y.
• Movies and tv mean work for animals as well as humans, according to
the Hollywood office of the American
Humane Assn. The May report shows
49 days of work on 1 1 motion pictures
and 21 days on 11 tv productions involving 1,628 animals.

KFDX-TV Wichita Falls, Kan.;
WNEM-TV Saginaw, Mich.; KCCCTV Sacramento, Calif.; KSD-TV St.
Louis, Mo.; WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio,
and WPSD-TV Paducah, Ky.
• Telenews, newsfilm service produced
by Hearst Metrotone News Inc., N.Y.,
last week announced these sales: The
Weekly News Review to KOTA-TV
Rapid City, S.D., and Tv Continental,
Rio de Janeiro; This Week in Sports, to
KGO-TV San Francisco and WMTWTV Poland Springs, Me.; The Daily
Telenews to KYTV (TV) Springfield,
Mo.; rights to tape for re-telecast Telenews footage carried by ABC-TV to
KONO-TV San Antonio and KTRKTV Houston.

• Both east and west branches of
Writers Guild of America have approved a new contract with the Artists
Managers Guild and the Society of Authors Representatives covering the relationship of writers and their agents.
The new pact for the first time includes writers for radio and tv. Former
contracts covered only screen writers.

• Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., reports that sales and renewals on its
syndicated tv programs for the first
six months of 1959 rose 34% above
those for the comparable period of
1958. Pace-setting series were said
to include Lock-Up, Bold Venture,
Sea Hunt, Highway Patrol, and MacKenzie's Raiders.

• Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co., St.
Paul, will present a "substantial
amount" of video-tape to the National
Educational Television & Radio Center, N.Y., and will give tape sufficient
for 30 hours of programming to each
recorder-equipped educational station
in which Minnesota Mining has "community interest." Announcement of the
gift was made June 25 at meeting of
program managers of 43 educational tv
stations in St. Louis.

• Permafilm Inc., N.Y., and Permafilm of California Inc. announce franchise contracts with Movielab Film
Labs Inc. and Movielab Color Corp.,
both New York, and Arizona Color
Film Labs, Phoenix. Franchisers for
the film protection service now total
27 in the U.S. and 15 in foreign countries, itwas reported.

• Cal Tinney, humorist, columnist and
radio-tv commentator, has made a distribution agreement with Harry S.
Goodman Productions, N.Y., for a radio syndicated program, Cal Tinney
Time. Mr. Tinney is producing five
5-minute shows and twenty 1 -minute
shows per week for a year under the
agreement. He has written a column for
the New York Post and appeared over
MBS, ABC Radio and NBC-TV.
• Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
surpassed $600,000 in foreign sales during the first six months of operations
of its foreign sales department, it was
reported last week by Abe Mandell,
director of ITC's international sales.
Sales were made in Central and South
America, Japan and the Phillipines, Mr.
Mandell said.
• California National Productions Inc.,
N.Y., reports recent sales of Cameo
Theatre, series selected from the NBCTV Matinee Theatre repertoire, to:
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.; WGEM-TV
Quincy, 111.; KARK-TV Little Rock,
Ark.; KSHO-TV
Las Vegas, Nev.;
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• Archer-Barnwell International Productions has been formed by Hollywood
producer-director John Barnwell and
Nicholas Archer with headquarters in
Manila. A-B is prepared to furnish
tv producers with "complete below the
line services guaranteeing completion
within budget." Its area of operations
includes Japan, Formosa, Thailand,
Indonesia, Hong Kong and the Caroline Islands. The firm is represented
in Hollywood by Dick Irving Hyland
of the Frank Cooper Agency.
• KING-TV Seattle, Wash., presented
a 90-minute special report in prime
evening time on the crisis faced by
Pudget Sound port cities. Entitled Lost
Cargo, the program was sponsored by
the National Bank of Commerce,
Seattle, in the community's interest.
The special was the first of a public
service series to be presented by KINGTV and was supervised by Bob Schulman, director of special features.
• A special report by Richard Cardinal
Cushing, Archbishop of Boston, over
WBZ-TV Boston elicited a sharp attack by Radio Moscow and a sharper
retort from the Roman Catholic prelate. Radio Moscow accused Cardinal

Hot Julys in Iowa yes
Crops smile in the friable soil

WMT
Eastern Iowa's Sizzling Platter
National Reps: The Katz Agency

WISN-TV
the basic buy
in Milwaukee
BASIC BECAUSE . . .
WISN-TV's share of audience has increased sharply. In important afternoon and evening time periods it is
now the leading station in town.
WISN-TV's coverage has increased
sharply. Because of network shifts in
other markets WISN-TV now brings
the only sharp ABC signal to most
viewers in a 16 county area —
559,470 TV homes.
END RESULT . . .
WISN-TV is the only Milwaukee
station to increase its coverage and
audience without increasing its rates.

WISN-TV
Channel 12
William C. Goodnow, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

Cushing of starting a "crusade against
Communism" in his telecast which was
repeated in response to viewer demand. The church leader retorted in
a sermon: "I will [continue to] speak
about Communism as it really is in an
attempt to unite the Christian world
against the atheism of Russia."
• A four-color directory of program
services in the Chicago area is being
distributed by Fred A. Niles Productions to the communications industry.
The listings include tv program packagers, film distributors, labs, motion
picture studios, radio and tv stations
and networks, trade publications, model
agencies, unions and airlines. The directory can be obtained free upon request to sales promotion manager, Fred
A. Niles Productions, 1058 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago 7, 111.
• Broadcast Music Inc. and the American Assn. for State & Local History
are co-sponsoring a competition under
which an award of $500 will be presented to the radio or tv station which
produces the best program dealing with
state or local history during 1959. An
additional grant of $500 will be made

to the state or local history agency
which cooperates in the production of
the winning broadcast. Entries may be
sent to the association at 816 State St.,
Madison 6, Wis. Deadline: Jan. 15,
1960.
• Olmsted Sound Studios, N.Y., has
purchased the recording studios of
Coastal Recording Co., N.Y., and
Audio- Video Recording Co., N.Y., including the Fulton Studio at 80 W.
40th St.
• The establishment of Radio-Tv Guild
Awards, N.Y., a broadcast promotion
organization, has been announced by
Hugh D. Ricker, who recently was head
of special services and promotion for
C.E. Hooper Inc. Mr. Ricker said a
feature will be saving stamp promotions. Temporary office of the new company is 410 E. 65th St., New York,
N.Y. Telephone is Yukon 8-6814.
• Singer Bobby Darin has formed Addison Records, N.Y., with talent agents
Joe Csida, Ed Burton and Mr. Darin's
business manager, Frank Barone. Mr.
Csida is president of the new company,
Mr. Darin artists and repertoire vice

Weatherscript
The first standardized weather
symbols approved by the United
States Weather Bureau for use on
television went on the air June 29,
in at least the 36 markets in the East
in which the Atlantic Refining Co.,
Philadelphia, sponsors weathercasts.
The symbols were developed by
Atlantic and its agency, N.W. Ayer
& Son, Philadelphia, in cooperation
with the Weather Bureau. In the
past the Weather Bureau has sanctioned modified weather symbols
for newspaper reporting, but until
1 8 months ago, scant work had been
done on standardization of weather
presentations on tv.
The standardized weather symbols were demonstrated during a
two-day conference in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., June 25-26. Richard
Borden, advertising manager for
Atlantic Refining, showed tv
weathermen the 16 basic symbols
selected from more than 100 official
weather designations. They were
described as "photogenic" and "readily identifiable" on tv.
Norman Hagen, public information coordinator of the U.S. Weather
Bureau, said the bureau was cooperating with Atlantic and N.W.
Ayer in order to help clarify the
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reporting of weather to the public
through television. He added:
"It is our hope that other broadcasters will adopt the standard
symbols and that the public will
benefit from clearer, more accurate
interpretations of official U.S.
weather reports."

Symbols on Atlantic board * Top
row: clear, partly cloudy, cloudy,
high pressure, showers, low pressure.
Middle row: fog, thunderstorm,
snow, rain, hurricane (tropical
storm), direction of movement.
Bottom row: stationary front,
occluded front, warm front, cold
front, squall line.

president, Mr. Burton secretary-genurer. eral manager and Mr. Barone is treas• With 23 buys in the past few weeks,
WPIX (TV) New York reports it has
sold its station-produced documentary,
"Cold War — Berlin Crisis," to a total
of 50 stations.
• California National Productions,
N.Y., reports the following sales of
Union Pacific, tv film series, bringing
total sales to 147 stations: KREX-TV
Grand Junction, Colo.; WTOC-TV
Savannah, Ga.; WEAU-TV Eau Claire,
Wis.; KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.; KSWSTV Roswell, N.M.; WKJG-TV Fort
Wayne, Ind.; WPST-TV Miami, Fla.;
KSLA-TV Shreveport, La.; WSJS-TV
Winston-Salem, N.C.; WDMJ Marquette, Mich.; WCTV (TV) Tallahassee, Fla.; WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.;
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., and WCPOTV Cincinnati.
• Plans to produce hour-long dramatic
films for television have been announced by Florida realtor-industrialist Lee Ratner. The format of the films
is described as "horror tales, some with a
pseudo-science fiction theme." Mr.
Ratner reported that production will
begin this month on the first film,
"Blood Clot," at Charter Oaks Studios
in New York. Subsequently, a second
film, tentatively titled "The Razor," will
go into production at the same studio,
he said.
• KTNT-TV Seattle-Tacoma has initiated a weather-and-water report for
fishermen and water sportsmen. The
five-minute forecasts, received from
the U.S. Coast Guard Marine service,
are telecast late Friday and Saturday
nights
ings. plus Saturday and Sunday morn• With its eye on post-Labor Day sales,
CBS Radio has unveiled its plans
for a new "back-to-school tie-in" promotion. Offered for sponsorship are
2V2 -minute program units which will
be adjacent to special 30-second
non-commercial announcements on the
"return to the classroom" theme. The
network reports it will broadcast a saturation schedule of 20 general announcements each each week from
Aug. 17 through Sept. 13 to remind
parents of the items needed by their
children for the new school year.
• Filmways Inc., N.Y., reports the start
of production in Hollywood of its first
tv film series, 21 Beacon Street, scheduled to run for 13 weeks on NBC-TV
as a summer replacement for the Ernie
Ford Show. The company has previously concentrated on film and video tape
tv commercials, according to Al Simon,
president.
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INTERNATIONAL
CANADIAN

TV

TAB

Sponsored

programs

supported by taxpayer
Some Canadian tv advertisers have
been eating their cake and having it
too, according to a report before the
Parliamentary Broadcasting Committee
in Ottawa.
The report showed that the Canadian taxpayer, through payments to
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. by
the Canadian treasury, subsidized live
tv programs.
Seventeen of 40 commercially-sponsored tv programs on the English and
French networks lost money according
to the report, which covered two weeks
of programming in March of this year.
CBC reported on costs of 102 tv programs during the fortnight, showing
that 62 programs were unsponsored at
a cost of $289,924.
Delayed Report • CBC had resisted
for several weeks demands of the Parliamentary Broadcasting Committee
that it report on the cost of live sponsored programs and the payments made
by advertisers. CBC claimed that such
information would reveal confidential
information to competitors of its sponsors. The Committee finally prevailed
and CBC executives came up with reports on live shows in the first and
third weeks of March.
On the English-language network
four sports telecasts were profitable.
Biggest money-maker was the Imperial
Oil telecast of the Saturday night
hockey game from Montreal and Toronto, carried on the two language networks. On a semi-final hockey game
sponsored by Imperial Oil and Molson's
Brewery CBC made $11,506, the program having cost but $2,358.
Also, General Motors of Canada,
Oshawa, Ont., for GM Presents, a
drama show, paid $14,813 of the cost
of $28,221; Canadian General Electric
Co., Toronto, for a musical Showtime
paid $10,217 out of a total cost of
$24,768; General Foods Ltd., Toronto,
and Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto, for the
drama show The Unforeseen, jointly
paid $9,146 out of a cost of $19,749;
Cheseborough Ponds Ltd., and Sunbeam Electric Ltd., both Toronto, for
Music Makers '59 paid $8,629 out of
$13,663 program cost.
Imperial Tobacco Ltd., Montreal,
and Texaco of Canada, Montreal,
sponsored Cross Canada Hit Parade for
$9,678, while the program cost $30,132.
PM Party, a daily late afternoon program, cost $15,013 for three shows,
sponsored by Mount Royal Rice Co.,
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Montreal, which paid $1,990 for its
commercials.
Other programs on the Englishlanguage tv network lost less money.
These included Talent Caravan, sponsored by Rothman's of Canada (cigarettes) Toronto, and Standard Brands
Ltd., Montreal, $7,320 out of $11,124
cost; One of a Kind quiz show, for
Colgate-Palmolive Ltd., Toronto, and
Adams Chiclets, Toronto, $6,700 of
$9,962 cost; Front Page Challenge,
quiz show for Lever Bros. Ltd., Toronto, $6,622 out of a cost of $9,251.
In Sum • The 40 network shows had
a total production cost of $306,981.
The CBC paid $120,863 of this sum,
advertisers the balance.
On the French-language network 1 3
of 24 sponsored shows made money,
with sports the main profitable programs.
Canadian tv sets lag
Television receiver sales in Canada
in May were 22,958 as compared with
20,389 that month last year. Nevertheless, total tv set sales for the first five
months of this year were down slightly
at 139,744 units, compared to 142,260
in the same period last year, according

NEIilS

to figures released by the Electronic
Industries Assn. of Canada.
Radio receiver sales in May also
were up over last year, with 44,464
sets this May as against 43,271 in May
1958. Radio sales in the January-May
1959 period totalled 220,547 units as
compared with 182,522 in the same
period last year. Increases were shown
in all classes of receivers.
Nielsen
merge

and
rating

Attwood
services

An amalgamation of broadcast audience research has been completed in
London by A.C. Nielsen Co. Ltd. and
Attwood Group of Companies Ltd.,
providing a single service for ten foreign countries.
The two British companies have been
offering audience analyses in the United
Kingdom since the advent of commercial tv four years ago. Combining the
services will help reduce operating expenses, according to executives of both
companies.
The new single service will cover
Great Britain, Ireland, Germany,
France, Italy, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland and Austria. The
company will be owned primarily on
a 50-50 basis, with Bedford Attwood

• CLARKE

Type TRC-1
TV Color
Rebroadcast
Receiver

The Type TRC-1 Color Rebroadcast Receiver has been designed specifically to
meet the requirements for a high-quality receiver for use in direct pickup and
rebroadcast of black and white and color signals.
SPECIFICATIONS —
VIDEO CHANNEL
Distortion
Less than 1%
Noise level
50 db below -| 0 dbm
Output terminal 75 ohms, coaxial
SYNC CHANNEL
Level Adjustable up to approximately I volt.
Output connection 75 ohms, coaxial
peak negative
to peak
Polarity.
Sync
Output level
3 volts, peak to peak
Frequency response
To 4.2 mc
Polarity
Negative
MISCELLANEOUS
SOUND CHANNEL
Gain control Manual or keyed automatic
System Separate IF (not intercarrier)
RF input connection 75 ohms, coaxial
Output level Adjustable from 0 to 18 dbm
Crystal controlled R.F andEmployed
maximum
Output impedance balanced
600 ohms ororunbalanced
150 ohms,
unattendedfor operation
Frequency response 30 to 15,000 cycles with
Power
supply
Self-contained
Power requirements 1 17 volts, 60 cycles. 150 watts
standard 75-u sec de-emphasis
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LARKE
COMPANY
OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICASILVER SPRING. MARYLAND
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as chairman and E.P.H. James and
J. P. Napier, both of Nielsen, as directors.
A.C. Nielsen Ltd. will disband its
production facilities after delivery of
the report for the week ended June 28.
A subsidiary will be set up by the new
organization
"to investigate
television audience
researchandinlaunch
West
Germany."
• Abroad in brief
• McDonald Research Ltd., Toronto,
has developed and copyrighted a new

system of audience surveys to give a
quick visual record of listening and
viewing habits of each co-operating
household. Clyde H. McDonald, who
was research director for a number of
years of the industry-owned Bureau of
Broadcast Measurement, has issued
the first of his "Cumograph" reports.
The reports show how each family
tuned in each station during a day or
a week. Three will be issued annually,
in the spring, fall and winter.
• CKY Winnipeg, Man., will use a
Canadian General Electric Co. Ltd., To-

ronto, Ont., BTC-50A transmitter, when
it goes to 50 kw on 580 kc, up from
present 5 kw. Transmitter will be similar to that of CKAC Montreal, Que.,
which went into operation about a year
ago. The Canadian-designed and built
transmitter will use only 16 tubes, with
germanium rectifiers for high voltage
power supply. The new transmitter site
of CKY will be about 20 miles south
of Winnipeg. The antenna array will
consist of four towers, 315 feet high.
A directional pattern will be used day
and night.

FANFARE
Book business on tv
Pennington Press of Chicago is bringing its product to life in the New York
metropolitan area. To present its fiction
in three dimensions, the publisher has
bought a daily quarter-hour on WNTATV Newark, N.J. -New York in cooperation with stores handling the
books.
Taking a character, "Mister McGarrity," from its Maggie Muggins juvenile series, the publisher is presenting him in three dimensions on tv, beginning today (July 13). Val Bettin,
former Chicago tv "Storyteller," plays
the title role on the WNTA-TV Mister
McGarrity show. Aided by electronic
effects, he reads Pennington books to a
live audience of children. Each child in
the studio represents an individual
sponsoring store where his mother
shops. Pennington's agency is William
Henricks Assoc., Chicago.
Breaking tradition in Austin
Even a ground-breaking ceremony
can be different in Texas, reports
KTBC-AM-TV Austin.
The Business Research Corp. of
Texas, representing Theodore W. Berenson & Assoc., Boston, was instructed
to plan a ground-breaking for Berenson's $10 million Capital Plaza shopping center in Austin. The traditional
first turn of the spade by the mayor
was discarded as commonplace and a
Texas-style ceremony outlined.
A breakfast, with city, county and
state officials and business leaders as
guests, was held six miles from the
construction site in the air-conditioned
comfort of a hotel. Plans were made
to detonate an explosive at the construction site by a telephone circuit and
to broadcast its sound to the hotel
breakfast via radio.
Over a three-station, intra-city hookup, listeners heard the KTBC announcer describe the breakfast and then
switch to a remote control unit at the
site for a pre-blast countdown. As
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Austin's mayor said, "I throw this
switch which will detonate an explosion heard around the city," the sound
of the explosion echoed through the
hotel and thousands of Austin homes.
Getting to KXOK

on time

Two housewife listeners of KXOK
St. Louis have demonstrated a neversay-die spirit more often associated with
the Canadian Mounties.
KXOK is currently airing a show
called the $100,000 Sweepstakes Game,
which requires that the listener named
return a certain serial-numbered dollar bill to the station within 24 hours
of the announcement over KXOK.
Mrs. Thomas Cooper was sitting in
her home in Vincennes, Ind., 180 miles
from St. Louis, when KXOK announced that she had won a room air
purifier if she could get to the station
in time. A mother of nine and grandmother of eight children, Mrs. Cooper
hopped into her car and drove the 180
miles to St. Louis to claim her prize.
A more complicated if shorter odyssey awaited Mrs. Josephine Murphy of
St. Louis. KXOK's Jack Elliot announced one morning that if Mrs.
Murphy called within 60 seconds, she
would receive a General Electric clock
radio or 16,500 trading stamps. Mrs.
Murphy called in time but suddenly
realized that she had put the dollar
bill in the Sunday collection plate at
All
Mo. Saints' Church in University City,
Mrs. Murphy called the church, only
to find that the money had been deposited at the bank. The undaunted
Mrs. Murphy rushed to the bank, retrieved the bill from the still intact
deposit
at claim
KXOK's
Park in and
amplearrived
time to
her Radio
prize.
Sorry, folks
When it found itself sold out for
the next month, WNAB Bridgeport,
Conn., took a two-thirds page display

ad in the local paper to apologize to
clients and tell them when there would
be availabilities again.
Citywide birthday party
An elaborate parade Friday night
(July 10) through downtown Providence, R.I., climaxed a week-long
schedule of special events commemorating the 10th anniversary of WJARTV there. WJAR-TV's birthday parade,
led by Bill Wendell, m.c. of Tic Tac
Dough on NBC-TV, was telecast by the
station from 7:30 to 9 p.m.
Previous highlights of the birthday
week celebration: A free circus-fair
complete with animal acts, clown, acrobats and a variety of exhibits; a televised street dance featuring name entertainers, and an hour-long telecast
on July 5 of outstanding local and regional news coverage by WJAR-TV
during the past 10 years. Also in birthday week the station's Jay Kroll Show
originated four days from studios in
the Outlet Co., Providence department
store which owns the station. WJARTV stars also carried the birthday message on July 2 to Raynham Park, Mass.,
dog races where the station presented a
trophy to the owner of the winning
greyhound in the first race.
In its birthday week the station
hopes to point the way to an annual
Providence summer fair, which would
be undertaken on a civic basis. WJARTV's advertising agency, CreamerTrowbridge Co. of Providence, helped
plan the birthday.
Does it show?
The idea of a new panel show on
KOA-TV Denver is to discern whether
a given couple has That Married Look.
Conceived by Walter Krantz, Denver
adman, and broadcast through cooperation of area Rambler dealers, it is a
Friday evening half hour presenting
contestants of both sexes, married and
single. A panel of media people guesses
their marital status.
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• Drumbeats
• Excerpts of major news events covered by NBC Radio's Monitor during
the past three years are included in a
special recording prepared by NBC for
exclusive distribution to Rambler automobile dealers in the U.S. Monitor
newscasts have been sponsored by the
Rambler Div. of American Motors
Corp. since Feb. 23, 1957.
• CKOM Saskatoon, Sask., has distributed 500 fans to Saskatoon hospital
patients. The fans carry the message
"I'm a CKOM fan," on one side,
"CKOM radio, music, news, sports"
on the reverse.
« Listeners to the nighttime Town Crier
(telephone audience participation show)
on KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo.,
voted to hold a picnic. Sponsors seconded the motion, providing grounds
and refreshments. One of them fed
the crowd 1,500 pounds of beef.
• KIXZ Amarillo, Tex., broadcast a
week of salutes to merchants, but businessmen had to be tuned in beforehand to qualify. The station telephoned
to find out if a prospective honoree was
listening and if so, went on to spot
salutes throughout the next hour.
• It was "D-Day in Dixie" July 4 as
WACL Waycross, Ga., programmed
solid Dixieland music and safety messages. The 15-county district suffered no
fatalities.
• Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, Los
Angeles advertising agency, entertained
250 media friends at a "Gay Nineties"
party. Admen dressed up in derbies and
handlebar mustaches. Their secretaries
wore brief versions of turn-of-the-century finery. Guests got draught beer
and "free lunch."
• ID's for KIDO Boise, Idaho, are being
delivered by a parakeet. In the bird's
repertoire (besides the call letters):
"Birds can't talk; it's preposterous."
• Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown sat in
as a disc jockey at the microphone of
KJAX Santa Rosa, Calif., spinning
platters, revealing musical preferences
and plugging the station's teenage safety
program.
• A likely sponsor has been found for
radio broadcasts of finals in the Pennsylvania Lawn Tennis Championships
at Merion Cricket Club, Haverford, Pa.
Seaboard Lawn Products, Philadelphia,
will back the two-hour programs July
25-26 over WFLN Philadelphia.
• Charlie Brown of KTXO Sherman,
Tex., is doing his broadcasts from a
station wagon suspended 40 feet in
the air. Held aloft by a crane, the
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wagon serves as broadcast studio and
home for the disc jockey until KTXO
makes its announced goal of 51% of
the area radio audience. The stunt is
sponsored by a bottling company.
• KREX Grand Junction, Colo., celebrated its 33rd anniversary by inviting
25 long-term advertisers to participate
in KREX Day contests. KREX supplied
air publicity and street parades, resulting in record traffic in sponsor stores.
One retailer had an equivalent of six
months' normal traffic.
• KVFM (FM) San Fernando, Calif.,
is broadcasting You Tape It (Mon.Sat. 10:05-10:30), a program of uninterrupted music for listeners with tape
recorders who wish to record their own
library. The show is sponsored by IFA
Electronics, Encino, Calif.
• KOMO Seattle, Wash., sent 50
business leaders a list of musical numbers and asked them to select their
favorites. Each day on Vanderhoof for
Breakfast the station plays a number
picked and dedicates it to the nominator.
• Frances Farmer Presents on WFBMTV Indianapolis has completed a 13week cycle of high-school drama, the
"Vignette Theatre," with award of a
$500 scholarship for the best student
actor during the series. The winner
appeared with other local amateurs and
Miss Farmer in a special hour-long
show to climax the series, presenting
two original one-act plays by Fritz
Woyna, WFBM continuity director.
• WBRC Birmingham placed a teaser
schedule on four local radio stations to
introduce its new personality, "Stan,
the Giveaway Man."
• Scripts of Let's Talk Business are
sent daily by WRVA Richmond to executives mentioned in the five-minute
newscast by Irby Hollans. A printed
cover-sheet asks, "Did you hear this
about you over WRVA-Radio . . .?
• WILX (TV) Jackson-Lansing-Battle
Creek, Mich., through its New York
station representative, Venard, Rintoul
& McConnell, served up a breakfast
reminder to advertisers and agencies.
To announce that WLIX, on ch.
10 has formally opened a studio in Battle Creek, in addition to studios in
Lansing and Jackson, VR&M distributed
cartons of Kellogg's packages of 10
breakfast cereals with special stickers
attached. Sticker messages included:
WILX (TV), serving Michigan's golden
triangle — Lansing, Battle Creek and
Jackson; snap up some good avails . . .;
crackle some mid-Michigan green stuff,
and pop up strong with sales results.
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 1 through July 8. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
—very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w — aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, kw quency,— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megacycles.
D—
day.
N—
night.
LS—
local
sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
authorization. * — educatemporary
special tional.
Ann. — Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Grand Island, Neb. — Grand Island Telemc); above
ERP
0.264 kw casting
vis.,Co., vhf
0.166 ch.
kw 11
aur.;(198-204
ant. height
average terrain 204 ft., above ground 229 ft.
Estimated construction cost $26,000, first
year operating cost $38,000, revenue $43,000.
P.O. address 5570 Dallas, Tex. Studio-trans,
location Grand Island. Geographic coordi40° 55' 24" N.ant.Lat.,
98° 20' 36"
W. Long.is
Trans. natesElectron,
Prodelin.
Applicant
Electron
Corp.,
Dallas,
applicant
for
tv permits in Reno, Nev. (see below) and Douglas,
Ariz. Ann. July 6.
Reno, Nev.— Circle L. Inc., vhf ch. 4 (66-72
mc); ERP 3.69 kw vis., 1.84 kw aur.; ant.
height
terrainconstruction
—417 ft., above
ground above
234 ft.average
Estimated
cost
5295,624. first year operating cost $364,500.
revenue $420,000. P.O. address 1545 Wells
Ave., sideReno.
Studio-trans,
location
— RiverHotel, Reno.
Geographic
coordinates
39° 31' 28" N. Lat., 119° 48' 42" W. Long.
Trans. -ant. RCA. Legal counsel Segal &
Marmet. Consulting engineer Ron Oakley.
Sole owner is E.L. Cord, who owns KFACAM-FM Los Angeles. Ann. July 2.
Reno, Nev. — Reno Telecasting Co., vhf ch.
4 (66-72 mc); ERP 0.264 kw vis., 0.166 kw
aur.; ant. height above average terrain —243
ft., above
Estimated
construction cost ground
$41,500, 279
firstft. year
operating
cost
$111,000 revenue $125,000. P.O. address Box
5570, Dallas, Tex. Studio-trans, location
Reno. Geographic coordinates 39° 31' 33" N.
Lat., Prodelin.
119° 48' 41"
W. Long.is Electron
Trans. Electron,
ant.
Applicant
Corp of
Dallas, applicant for tv stations in Douglas,
Ariz, and Grand Island. Neb. Ann. July 8.
Reno, Nev. — Silver State Telecasters, vhf
ch.
(66-72 above
mc); ERP
6 kw terrain
vis., 3 kw
ant. 4 height
average
2.904aur.;
ft.,
above ground 35 ft. Estimated construction
cost $55,000, first year operating cost $25,000
revenue $45,000. P.O. address 1510 18th St.,
Sacramento, Calif. Studio location near
Slide Mountain Ski Resort. Reno. Trans,
location near Reno. Geographic coordi39° 16' Sarkes
00" N. Tarzian.
Lat., 119°ant.43'Andrew.
30" W.
Long. nates
Trans.
Sole owner is Charles E. Halstead Jr., electronic engineer. Ann. July 2.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WBMG
Birmingham,
By 3.607
letter, denied(TV)
request
for waiver Ala.
of —Sec.
of rules to permit temporary operation on
ch. 4 in
tion. Birmingham
Ann. July 8. and dismissed applicaWDMJ-TVsignment of licenses
Marquette,
Mich. —Central
GrantedBcstg.
asto North
Co.; stock transaction involves merger of
assignor Lake Superior Bcstg. Co. (owned
by Mining Journal Co., Ltd.) with M & M
Bcstg. Co., 55% of whose stock is owned by
Evening Telegram Co., Superior, Wis. Frank
J. Russell, 99% owner of Mining Journal, is
assignee president. Russell has interest in
WLST Escanaba; WMIQ and WIRN-TV,
Ironwood,
Marquette
all Michigan;andandWDMJ-AM-TV
WROD Daytona
Beach,
Fla. Other officers of assignee have interest
in WMAN and WMBV-TV Marinette;
WEAU-AM-FM-TV Eau Claire; WJMC Rice
Lake. WISC-AM-FM-TV Madison; and
WHSM Hayward, all Wisconsin; and KVOL
Lafayette,
La.July
Comr.
sented. Ann.
8. Robert Bartley disWLBT (TV)
Jackson,
plication to move trans,Miss.—
fromGranted
about ap3.4
miles southeast of Jackson to 4 miles south106

east of Raymond and 12 miles southwest
of Jackson, increase ant. height from 680
to 1580 ft., change ant. system and make
other equipment changes. By letter, denied
that part
petition Bcstg.
by Coastal
Television Co.ofandjointSupreme
Inc., applicants for ch. 12 in New Orleans, La., to defer action on WLBT application. Comr.
T.A.M. Craven absent; Comr. Frederick
Ford dissented. Ann. July 8.
Translators
Frostburg Community Tv Inc., Frostburg,
Md. — lator
Granted
for new programs
tv transstation onapplication
ch. 80 to translate
of
WMAL-TV
(ch.
7),
Washington,
D.C.
Ann. July 2.
Watonwan Tv Improvement Assn., St.
James,latorMinn.
for new programs
tv transstation —on Granted
ch. 72 tocptranslate
of
KSTP-TV
(ch.
5),
St.
Paul,
conditioned
that authorization shall cease to be effective
and operation
shall be terminated
cident with commencement
of operationcoin-of
duly bertauthorized
tv
station
on
ch. 57
in AlLea, or at any other location
involving
separations from translator less than those
required by Sec. 4.702 of rules. Ann. July 2.
Texhoma Tv Translators, Inc. Texhoma,
Tex. — Granted cps for three new tv translator stations to serve Texhoma — one on ch.
72
translate another
programson of
(ch.
4), toAmarillo;
ch. KGNC-TV
76 to translate
programs of KVII (TV) (ch. 7), Amarillo,
and third on ch. 80 to translate KFDA-TV
(ch. 10), Amarillo. Ann. July 8.
Noel Day and Darrell Pipes, Yakima,
Wash. — Granted cp for new tv translator
station to serve Yakima; on ch. 76 to translate
programs
(ch. 8), Portland, Ore.
Ann. ofJulyKGW-TV
8.
New Am Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Clarion,
Pa.
Bcstg. W.C.
Co. Granted
1300 kc 500 w —D.County
P.O. address
Hearst.
Box 171, Clarion. Estimated construction
cost $12,715, first year operating cost $44,750,
revenue $47,350. Owners are Harriet Hearst
(36%), Punxsutawney Bcstg. Co. (33.33%)
and others. Mrs. Hearst is president and
majority stockholder of Clarion Newspapers
Inc. Punxsutawney, which is licensee of
WPME Punxsutawney, Pa., is controlled by
Sheridan W. Pruett (51%), who also owns
51% of WACB-Kittaning. Pa. Ann. July 8.
APPLICATIONS
New
Canaan,
— Newaddress
CanaanBoxBcstg.
Co. 1490 kc, 250 Conn.
w. P.O.
391,
New Canaan. Estimated construction cost
$17,390, first year operating cost $35,000,
revenue $45,000. Principals are Robert R.
Pauley, 51%, and Peter Taylor, 37%. Mr.
Pauley is ABC Radio account executive and
Mr. Taylor is CBS Radio administrative
assistant. Ann. July 8.
Enid, Okla. — New England Research &
Development Corp. 830 kc, 250 w D. P.O.
address Boston, Mass. Estimated construction cost $2,625, first year operating cost
$21,500, revenue $65,000. Principals are (approximately
each):andNorman
Graham, Leslie
W.one-third
Travers
John J.J.
DiTroia.
All
are
employes
of
WBZ-AM-FMTV Boston. Ann. July 2.
Bolivar,
Tenn.250— Savannah
Inc.
1050 kc.
w D. P.O.Bcstg.
addressService
Box
312, Savannah. Tenn. Estimated construction
cost $12,953, first year operating cost $31,250,
revenue $42,000. Principals are Neal B.
Bunn, 48.66% and W.L. Barry, 50.67%. Savannah 6.Bcstg. also owns WORM Savannah.
Ann. July
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WRWB Kissimmee, Fla. — Granted increase
of power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation on 1220 kc, D. Ann. July 8.
KEEL Shreveport, La. — Granted increase
of daytime power from 10 kw to 50 kw, continuing operationconditions.
on 710 kc,Ann.
5 kw-N,
U; engineering
Julv DA-2,
2.
WINE-AM-FM Kenmore, N.Y.— Granted
applications
to
change
station
locations
main studios to Amherst. No change andin
transmitter locations. Ann. July 2.

WIAC
Santurce,
P.R. location
— Granteddesignation
application to change
station
to San Juan, P.R. Ann. July 2.
APPLICATIONS
WWIL Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.— Mod. of cp to
increase nighttime power from 1 kw to 5
kw and make changes in nighttime ant.
11580 kc). Ann. July 8.
WSGC Elberton, Ga.— Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw; install
new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. July 2.
WOCHcrease power
North
infrom Vernon,
500 w to Ind.—
1 kw; Cp
installto new
trans. (1460 kc) Ann. July 2.
WEZJ Williamsburg, Ky. — Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw. (1440 kc). Ann.
July
8. Anaconda, Mont. — Cp to change
KANA
frequency from 1230 kc to 580 kc, change
hours from operation from unl. to daytime;
increaseAnn.power
trans.
July to
2. 1 kw and install new
WBNY, Buffalo, N.Y.— Cp to increase daytime news
powertrans.
from 250
w to waiver
1 kw; and
install
(Request
of Sec.
3.188[d] of rules). (1400 kc). Ann. July 2.
WVOS,
Liberty,
N.Y. w— Cp
daytime power
from 250
to 1tokwincrease
and install
new trans. (1240 kc). Ann. July 2.
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. — Mod. of license
to change specified hours of operation to;
Mon.-Sat.: 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. except
Tuesday — from Dec. 1 through March 15:
6:30
a.m. to March
10 p.m.15:and6:30
Friday
from10 Sept.
1 through
a.m.— to
p.m.
(1260 kc). Ann. July 2.
WGCB Red Lion, Pa. — Cp to change frequency from 1440 kc to 820 kc; change ant.trans.
studio system.
location;and newandground
Ann.install
July DA-D;
2.
WMUU Greenville, S.C. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1260 kc). Ann. July 8.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Kansas City, Mo. — Telesound Bcstg Corp.
Granted 96.5 mc, 58 kw. P.O. address 210
Nichols Rd.,structionKansas
Cityfirst
12. year
Estimated
concost $40,380,
operating
cost $42,000,
revenue
$51,500.
Principals
include John L. Humphreys (32%), J.C.
Nichols Co. (30rv), and others. Mr. Humin KBKC
Mission, phreys
Kan. formerly
Ann. had
July interest
2.
Dallas, Tex. — E.F. Weerts. Granted 102.9
mc, 7.6 kw. P.O. address 318 Orpheum Bldg.,
San Diego, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $18,079, first year operating cost
$33,600, mitteerevenue
$42,000.inMr.Houston
Weerts and
is perof fm stations
San
Diego (KLRO TFM]). Ann. July 2.
Waukesha,
Wis.
—
Waukesha
Bcstg.
Granted 106.1 mc. 3.3 kw. P.O. address Inc.
319
W. Main struction
St..cost $11,500,
Waukesha.
confirst Estimated
year operating
cost $10,000, revenue $10,000. Applicant owns
WAUX Waukesha. Ann. July 8.
APPLICATIONS
*West Lafayette, Ind.— Purdue U. 99.1 mc,
35.7 kw. P.O. address West Lafayette, Ind.
Estimated construction cost $28,283. first
year operating
cost $1,000. Purdue
licensee
of non-commercial
WBAA U.
(AM)is
West Lafayette. Ann. July 2.
Allentown, Pa. — WAEB Bcstrs. Inc. 103.7
mc, 8.9 kw. P.O. address 130 Silver St.,
Manchester. N.H. Estimated construction
cost
$6,000.Ann.
Applicant
Allentown.
July 8. is licensee WAEB
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KMUZ
(FM)
Barbara,frequency
CalifGranted mod. of Santa
cp. to change
from 99.9 mc to 103.3 mc; ERP from 3.1 kw
to 50 kw; ant. height from 110 ft. to 3,210
ft.; trans., site and ant. system; remote
control permitted. Ann. July 8.
WFMS (FM) Indianapolis, Did. — Granted
SCA tiontoon muitiDlex
engage in basis.
functional
music2. operaAnn. July
WOMC (FM) Detroit, Mich. — Granted
SCA tiontoon multiplex
engage in basis.
functional
Ann. music
July 8.operaWMTW - FM Mt. Washington, N.H.—
Granted request for six months temporary
authority to rebroadcast. on multiplex
basis, to other stations within its service
area
of baseball
games and
other play-by-play
sporting
events
originating
WKBR-FM
Manchester.
Ann.
July 8. from
WJMO-FM,
Cleveland
—
Granted
frequency
change Heights,
from 95.3 Ohio
mc to
92.3
mc;
ERP
from
1
kw
to
26
kw;
ant.
height from 250 ft. to 280 ft. Ann. July 8.
WFBC-FM Greenville, S.C— Granted SCA
to engage in functional music operation on
multiplex basis. Ann. July 2.
Quality Music of America, Inc., Memphis,
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Tenn.— Granted SCA to engage in functional music operation on multiplex basis.
Ann. July 2.
KZUN-FM Opportunity, Wash— Granted
SCA tiontoon engage
functional
multiplexin basis.
Ann. music
July 2.operaOwnership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KMYC-AM-FM
Marysville,
—Grant-E.
ed transfer of control
fromCalifHorace
Thomas, et al., to Carlton Bcstg. Corp.
(John W. Sexton, president, is also, presiwhich has 50%$200,000.
interestdentinof Barbton
transferee)Inc.,
; consideration
Ann. July 1.
KROY-AM-FM
Granted transfer of Sacramento,
control fromCalif.—
Robert
W.
Dunn, et al.,
to
John
T.
Carey
Inc.;
consideration $390,000 subject to adjustments
and one-year option to purchase land and
trans, building for $4,000. Ann. July 8.
WSTN St.
Granted
assignment ofAugustine,
license to Fla.—
Harold
William
Critchlow;
consideration $66,000. Ann. July
2.
WJOB-FMsignment of license
Hammond,
Ind. — B.
Granted
asto Percy
Crawford
(WMUZ-FM Detroit, Mich., and WLPH
[FM]Ann.
Lancaster,
000.
July 1. Pa.); consideration $119,KBLR-AM-TV Goodland, Kan.— Granted
(1) assignment of license of KBLR from
James E. Blair to Tri-State Radio Inc.
(Leslie E. Whittemore, president) ; consideration $145,000, and (2) transfer of control
of KBLR-TV and auxiliaries from Blair to
Whittemore and eight others for $5,000. Ann.
July 1.
WEIMment ofFitchburg,
— Granted
licenses toMass.
Radio
FitchburgassignInc.
(Norman Knight, who also owns WHEB
Portsmouth, WTSV-AM-FM Claremont, and
WTSL Hanover, all N.H.); consideration
$92,500 plus $39,000 to Arthur A. Newcomb,
president of assignor at $150 weekly over
5-year pete.
period
as consultant
not to comComr. Robert
Bartley and
abstained
from
voting. Ann. July 1.
KCSR
Chadron,
Neb.
—
Granted
assignment
of license to Community Service Radio Co.
(E.F. Huse Jr., president, has interest in
WJAG Norfolk, Neb.); consideration $60,000
which includes $20,000 for agreement by
William H. Finch, president of assignor, not
to compete in area for 5 years. Ann. July 1.
KGSR Santa Rosa, N.M. — Granted assignment of cp to Jim H. Speck; consideration
$2,194. Ann. July 8.
WSRWment of license
Hillsboro,
— Granted
assign-to
from Ohio
David
C. Winslow
Tom Archibald and Mack Sauer; consideration $40,000. Ann. July 8.
KWPR Claremore, Okla. — Granted renewal and assignment of license from RobI. HartleyRowley
to James
Alvis ertWayne
and Robert
Levi E.Brewer,
Taliaferro,
d/b
as
BRT
Bcstg.
Co.;
consideration
$77,500. Ann. July 1
KQIK
Lakeview,
tion of positive
controlOre.by— Granted
A.E. and acquisiPauline
Freeman through purchase of remaining
60% interest from Lynn C. and Nadine
Thomas for $500. Ann. July 1.
WLEU to Erie,
Pa. —R.Granted
assignment
license
Thomas
Bromeley,
et al., d/bof
as Radio Station WESB (WESB Bradford);
consideration $142,500. Ann. July 1.
Pa. —Triangle
Granted Bcstg.
assignment
of WEEP
licensePittsburg,
to Golden
Inc.;
consideration $319,000. Myron Jones, president and majority stockholder in assignee,
has interest
WJET Erie,
WTIV WHOT
Titusville,
both inPenna.;
andand owns
Youngstown, Ohio. Ann July 8.
KBBB Borger,
Tex. — Granted
renewal
assignment
of license
to Robert
M. and
and
Dixie D. Watson; consideration $70,000. Ann.
July 8.
KTFS Texarkana, Tex. — Granted assignment of license to Aircrest Radio Stations,
Inc. (William R. McDaniel, president, is half
owner of WHLP Centerville, Tenn.); consideration $67,500 and agreement by Robert S.
Bielch, president of assignor, not to compete in Texarkana area for 3 years. Ann.
July 1.
Wis. — H.
Granted
of WGEZ
license Beloit,
from Sidney
Bliss toassignment
Angus D.
Pfaff (WNMP Evanston, 111., and interest
in WTLE [TV] Evanston); consideration
$85,000. Ann. July 1.
WSNO Barre, Vt. — Granted assignment of
cp to James T. Kirwan and Donald Laufer,
consideration $9,000 plus agreement not to
compete in radio business within 30 miles
of Barre for five years. Ann. July 8.
WYSR Franklin, Va. — Granted assignment
of license to Franklin Bcstg. Corp. (Thomas
F. Clark); consideration $80,000. Ann. July 8.
WHBG Harrisonburg, Va.— Granted transfer of negative
Jeffrey
and Leah
G. Abel control
to WilliamfromWallace
GreerA.
Jr.; consideration $5,000 plus $17,500 for
promissory
notes held by licensee. Ann.
July
8.
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APPLICATIONS
WDNG
Anniston,
Ala. — Seeks
assignment
of license from Southland
Bcstg.
Co. of
Montgomery, Alabama to Potts Bcstg. Inc.
for approximately $84,000. Purchaser is
Thomas S. Potts (99%), former salesman at
WNEX Macon, Ga. Ann. July 8.
KBLO
Hot Springs,
Seeks
assignment of license
from Hot Ark—
Springs
Bcstg.
Inc.
to Modern Bcstg. Inc. for $48,000. Principal
purchasers are Lewis Cellio, W.J. Miller,
Harold Morris and Stanley Morris (22.72%
each). Messrs.
Miller
are salesphysicians. Harold Cellio
Morris and
is real
estate
man and Stanley Morris is employee WTVN
(TV) Columbus, Ohio. Ann. July 8.
KTPA Prescott, Ark. — Seeks assignment
of cp from D.R. James Jr. to E.W. Cochran
for $1,250. Mr. Cochran owns KCCB Corning and has 50% interest in KCCL Paris,
both Arkansas. Ann. July 2.
KXO El Centro, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license from Valradio Inc. to Feldman
Enterprises
Inc. for $239,400.
chaser is Leonard
Feldman,Principal
99.33%. purMr.
Feldman
is
Chicago
auto
dealer.
Ann. July
8.
KBIF ofFresno,
Calif.—
control
KBIF Inc.
fromSeeks
Davidtransfer
T. Harrisof
to Ethan Bernstein for $38,000. Each presentlywillownsown
25 1.2%.
stein
51%.After
Ann. transfer,
July 8. Mr. BernKRNO San Bernardino, Calif.— Seeks assignment of license from Western Empire
Bcstrs. Inc. to KRNO Inc. for $240,000. Purchasers include George W. Boiling, 471/2%;
Jack C. Vaughn, 23%% and Cecil L, Trigg,
23%%.
BoilingVaughn
owns radio-tv
rep firm.Mr.Messrs.
and Triggstation
have
interests in KOSA-AM-TV Odessa and
KVII (TV) Amarillo, both Texas. Ann.
July 2.
KSDOment of license
San Diego,
Calif.Diego
— SeeksBcstg.
assignfrom San
Co.
to Gordon Bcstg. of San Diego Inc. for $500,000. Purchaser is Sherwood R. Gordon, who
owns
WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati,
KBUZ-AMFM Mesa,
KCUB Tucson,
both Arizona,
and
WILD Birmingham, Ala. Ann. July 7.
KDB mentSanta
Barbara,
— Seeks
assignof license
fromCalif.
KDB
Bcstg.
Co.
(James W. Harford, Lucie Menard and Rube
Goldwater) to KDB Bcstg. Co. (Lucie
Menard and Rube Goldberg) for $18,000
for one-third interest. Ann. July 6.
KAVI ment Rocky
— Seeks assignof licenseFord,
fromColo.
Centennial
Radio
Corp. to Patrick & Rutledge Bcstg. Co. for
$40,000. Purchasers are Edward J. Patrick

and Charles C. Rutledge (50% each). Mr.
Patrick is sales manager KWBY Colorado
Springs, Ann. July 8.
WKNB,transfer
WNBC-TV
New Britain,
Seeks
of control
of New Conn.—
Britain
Bcstg. Co. from National Bcstg. Co. Inc. to
Connecticut Television Lac. and assignment
of license and cp from New Britain Bcstg.
Co. to Connecticut Television Inc. Consideration: approximately $1,044 million. Connecticut Television is owned by Plains Television
and Springfield
Tele-is
vision Corp.
Bcstg.(66.7%)
Corp. (33.3%).
Plains Tv
licensee of WICS (TV) Springfield, WCHU
(TV) Corp.
Champaign,
both ofIllinois;
E Balaban
owns 50%
Plains HTv & and
has
interests in WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.,
WBMG
(TV)
Birmingham,
Ala.,
WMCN-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., WIL St. Louis, KBOX
Dallas and WRIT Milwaukee. Springfield Tv
Corp. is licensee of WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., WRLPall Greenfield
and WWOR-TV
Worcester,
Massachusetts,
and owns
three
New
England
tv
translator
stations.
Ann. July 8.
WEZY Cocoa, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from Irving Braun to WEZY Inc.
owned by Mr. Braun (94%); Jay Schoof
(5%) and Virginia
Braun (1%).
sideration for 6% interest:
$3,000. Total conWCLA Claxton, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
cp from Evans County Bcstg. Co. to Evans
County Bcstg. Inc. owned by Howard C.
Gilreath. No
in ownership
siderationchange
involved. Ann.
July 7. or conWAMVment of license
East St.from
Louis,
111.—Missouri
Seeks assignRadio
Corp.
to Hess-Hawkins Co. for $300,000. Purchaser
is H.M. Storms Co. (Louis Strick, president,
56.25%;
Rosalind
H. Strick, 25% and others).
Ann. July
8.
WJOB-AM-FM Hammond, Ind. — Seeks
transfer of control of South Shore Bcstg.
Corp. from Edward D. Oskierko (9.48%) to
Robert C. Adair (47.4%) for $16,000. After
transfer, Mr. Adair will own 55.1%. Ann.
July 6.
KASI Ames,
Iowa — Seeks
license
from Story
Countyassignment
Bcstg. Co.of
(William Evans) to Story County Bcstg. Co.
(William B. and Sue F. Ray, 50% each), for
$100,000.
is manager
Div. newsMr.andRayspecial
events. NBC
Ann. Central
July 2.
KWDMment of license
Des Moines,
Iowa
—
Seeks
from Des Moines assignBcstg.
Corp. to General Bcstg. Services of Iowa
Inc. for $200,000. Purchasers are Richard L.
Fjellman, 24%; James W. Ramsburg, 24%;
and James Binger, 52%. Mr. Fjellman is
brand manager of Pillsbury Co. Mr. Rams-

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
ALFORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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burg is production director of WDGY
Minneapolis. Mr. Binger is vp of Minneapolis-Honeywel . An . July 2.
— Seeks toassignment
of WSTL
license Eminence,
from J.W. Ky.
Dunavent
Victor M.
Bellamy
for
$70,000.
Mr.
has July
inter-8.
est in WHBN Harrodsburg,Bellamy
Ky. Ann.
KCLP
Rayville,
La.
—
Seeks
assignment
license from Richland Bcstg. Co. (Charlesof
L. Planchard and H.E. Ratcliff) to KCIL
Inc. for $32,000. Purchaser is Denver T.
Brannen, who owns KCIL Houma, La.,
WCOA Pensacola, WDLP Panama City, both
Florida. Ann. July 8.
WKHM Jackson, Mich. — Seeks transfer of
control of Jackson Bcstg & Television Corp.
from Harvey R. Hansen and William H.
McCoy to Frederick A. Knorr for $150,000.
Each presently owns one-third interests.
Mr. McCoy's
being retired
by treasury. Mr. Knorrstock
has isinterests
in WKMH-AMFM Dearborn, WKMF Flint, WSAM-AM-FM
Saginaw. WELL Battle Creek, all Michigan.
Ann. July 2.
WBLE Batesville, Miss. — Seeks assignment
of license from Panola Bcstg. Co. (Harold
B. McCauley,
H. Collins
riet K. Hartness)Robert
to Panola
Bcstg. and
Co. Har(Mr.
McCauley). Mr. Collins and Mrs. Hartness
presentlyterests
ownrespectively.
one-sixth
and one-third
inConsideration
for 50%
of station: $13,500. Ann. July 2.
KUSN ofSt. KUSN
Joseph, Corp.
Mo.— from
Seeks Charles
transfer H.of
control
Norman, present 60% owner, to Midland
Bcstrs. Inc. for $20,000. Midland is owned
jointlv by Frederick P. and Jeanne P.
Reynoldsmercial
(98.875%).
Mr. Reynolds
is commanager of KUSN.
Ann. July
6.
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Seeks assignment
of license of Billings Bcstg. Co. from Horace
S. Davis, Elizabeth H. Brown (beneficiary
of Rock wood Brown, deceased). Rockwood
Brown tratorJr.
(individually
as adminisof estate
of RockwoodandBrown),
Keith
Brown, Neal H. Brown, Barbara B. Bixby,
Charles mouthB.
Sande, Kenneth
Ben H. Nybo
Forbes,
D. Symmes,
and WeyA.L.
LaBar to Elizabeth H. Brown, 25%; Kenneth
Nybo,
4212%;
Charles
B.
Sande,
5%;
N. Forbes, 5%; Weymouth D. Symmes, Ben
5%;
A. L. LaBar, 5%; and Rockwood Brown Jr.,
Keith Brown, Neal H. Brown and Barbara
B. Bixby, each SVb^o- Assignment consists of
sales of 37 >/2% by Horace S. Davis to Kenneth Nybo, present 5% owner for $45,375.
Mr. Nybo is manager of KBMY. Ann. July 8.
WGNI-AM-TV
N.C.— Bcstg.
Seeks
transfer of control Wilmington,
of New Hanover
Inc. from Fred L. Hart (7.9%) to Julius S.
Brody
for $10,000.
Mr. Hart's
stock
is
being(49.34%)
purchased
by licensee
and retired
to treasury. After transfer, Mr. Brody will
own 53.57% of licensee. Ann. July 8.
KPRB Redmond, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of license from Orlo M. and Thelma Bagley,
d b Rita
as Radio
Station KPRB
Donald
S. and
M. Anderson
(50% toeach)
for
$26,000. Mr. Anderson is employe KQIK
Lakeview, Ore. Ann. July 7.
WHHM
Memphis,
Seeks assign-to
ment of license
fromTerm.
Cy — Blumenthal
Thomas W. Shipp for $200,000. Mr. Shipp is
Memphis beer distributor. Ann. July 8.
WKDAment of license
Nashville,
— Seeks
assignfromTenn.
Capital
Bcstg.
Co.
(John W. Kluge and others) to WKDA
Bcstg. Inc. for $450,000. Purchasers are
Townsend Corp. of America, 85%; Charles
E. (Pat)
Boone, 10%;Corp.
and is Timothy
Barrow, 5% Townsend
investmentA. firm.
Singer Boone is majority owner of Cooga
Mooga Inc., tv production firm. Mr. Barrow
is trust administrator. Bank of Douglas,
Phoenix, Ariz. Ann. July 8.
KNOKment of Fort
Seeks assignlicenseWorth,
from Tex.—
Associated
Bcstrs.
Inc. (John W. Klauge and others) to KNOK
Bcstg. Inc. for $430,000. Purchasers are
Townsend Corp. of America, 85%; Charles
E. (Pat) Boone, 10%; and Cinda Ann Barrow
Weaver,
For Mrs.
Townsend
interests see 5%.
above.
Weaver& isBoone
housewife.
Ann. July 7.
WHAP Hopewell, Va. — Seeks transfer of
control
from Hopewell
Bcstg.
Inc. toBcstg.
parent corporation
Southern
Virginia
Corp. tionNoinvolved.
changeSouthern
in ownership
or
consideraVirginia Bcstg. also
owns WSVS-AM-FM Crewe, Va. Ann.
July 2.
WAPL ofAppleton,
— Seeks
control
WAPL Wis.
Radio
Inc. transfer
from L.H.of
Chudacoff, Karl P. Baldwin and R.P. Beelen, who presently own 60% of station to
Connie Forster, present 40% owner, for
$34,500. Ann. July 2.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By report, Commission held that, on
basis of data now available, there is no
warrant for inaugurating rulemaking looking toward extended hours for daytimeonly am stations on general or universal
basis and, accordingly, concluded its inquiry into advisability of authorizing such
stations to operate from 6 a.m. or local
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sunrise (whichever is earlier) to 6 p.m. or
local sunset (whichever is later) instead of
present sunrise-to-sunset requirement. Inquiry was instituted on Jan. 12.
Theful review
Commission
concludes:
of comments
which Upon
have carebeen
filed, and review of our decision in Docket
No. 12274, we conclude that losses of standradioin service,
both affected,
groundwave ardandbroadcast
skywave
various areas
which would result from extension of
hours of operation of stations licensed for
daytime Weoperation
must tobefind
determinative
herein.
are unable
expression
of any local need which is impossible of
substantial fulfillment under existing rules
for station licensing and which is so great
or so pressing as to warrant widespread
disruption of existing radio service now
enjoyed thereunder and relied upon daily
by millions of citizens. Particularly, would
it be undesirable and unwarranted to permit such disruption in those instances
where result as shown by data would
simply
be taking
from
rural farm
areas ofandregular
from service
small urban
communities, which need radio vitally, and
givingandmore
stationsurban
— serving
area —areto
city
principal
areaslesswhich
already relatively well supplied not only
with standard broadcast radio programs but
with other facilities for relaxation, intelstimulus,this
information
recreation.lectual
Moreover,
conclusion and
is strongly
reinforced by a comparison of 1,761,622
persons in 357 communities, now receiving
only
skywave a service,
who would gain
lieu thereof
local groundwave
service,in
with the 25,630,000 persons in 1,727,000
squareice,miles,
now receiving
skywave
servwould
lose entirely
standard
broadcastwho radio
service
now available
to
them.
Proceeding also involved an alternative
requesttion forbysuch
Daytime
Broadcasters
Associatwo-year
interim and
experimental operation.
This tions
action
is pursuant
announced
July 2. to staff instrucPrevious
petition
Daytime
ers Association to by
allow
daytimeBroadcaststations
to broadcast from 5 a.m. to 7 p.m. was
denied on Sept. 15, 1958. Ann. July 8.
By decision,
Commission
deniedforapplication to Greenwich
Bcstg. Corp.
new
am station to operate on 1490 gc, 250 w,
U. in Greenwich, Conn. Comr. Lee dissented, with statement; Comrs. Ford and
Crosstial not
1957, Ann.
inidecisionparticipating.
looked towardDec.
this 19,
action.
July 1.
By decision, Commission affirmed its
June 4, 1958, grant of cp to South Bay
Bcstg. Co. for new class A fm station
(KAPP) at Redondo Beach, Calif.; withdrew stay of July 30, 1958, and denied protests by Coast Radio Bcstg Corp. (KPOLFM) and CBS Radio (KNX-FM), Los
Angeles.
pursuant
staff 8.instructions This
announcedis June
3. Ann.to July
By memorandum opinion and order.
Commission denied petition by Jackson
Bcstg. and Television Corp. for rehearing
and reconsideration of Sept. 3, 1958 decision
applications
vision which
Corp. granted
of Michigan
Inc., andof TeleState
Board
of
Agriculture
for
new
tv stations
WILX-TV commercial and WMSB
(TV)—
educational, respectively — to operate on ch.
10 on a share-time basis in Onondago,
Mich., and
denied competing
applications of which
Triad Television
Corp., Booth
Bsctg. Co.,
and
Jackson
Bsctg.
and
vision Corp. seeking same channelTele-in
Parma, Mich. Comr. John Cross not participating. Ann. July 8.
By memorandum
opinion immediately
and order,
Commission
made effective
initial decision of January 26 granting
application of County Bcstg. Co. for new
daytime
am station
Clarion,
Pa., ofto 500
oper-w
ate on 1300
kc, butat with
power
instead ofification
1 waskwpetitioned
originallyforrequested.
Modby applicant.
Ann. July 8.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued initial decision looking toward grantTeleof Yakima
ingvision
application
Co., for new
tv stationValley
to operate
on ch. 23 in Yakima, Wash. Ann. July 8.
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting
application
am station of
to Malrite
operate Bcstg.
on 1600Co.kc,for500neww,
DA, D, in Tiffin, Ohio: Ann. July 2.
Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle issued
initial decision looking toward granting
application
Paradise
Bcstrs
for w,newD,
am station toofoperate
on 930
kc, 500
in Paradise, Calif.; conditions. Ann. July 2.
Hearing Examiner Millard F. French issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Riverside Church in
City tion
of to New
B fmYork,
staoperateYorkon for
106.7newmc class
in New
N.Y., and denying competing application
of Huntington-Montauk Bcstg. Inc., for

same facility in Huntington, Long Island,
N.Y. Ann. July 2.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission on July 1 directed preparation ofproceeding
document to looking
remanding
Hearingtoward
Examiner
for
further
hearing
on
application
of
Northside Bcstg. Co. for new am station to operate
on 1450itialkc,
250 w, July
in Jeffersonville,
Ind. In23, 1958,
looking
towarddecision
grantingof Northside
application
and
denying then competing application of
Southeastern Indiana Bcstrs., Inc., since dismissed.
Commission
on July
1 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
protest by Springfield Television Bcstg.,
Corp. (WWLP, ch. 22), Springfield, Mass.,
and revoking Oct. 30, 1957 grant to Triangle
Publications Inc., for mod. of cp of station WNHC-TV (ch. 8), New Haven, Conn.,
to
trans.,
location
ant. change
height from
720 ft.
to 770 ft.andJulyincrease
2, 1958
initial decision looked toward denying protest.
Commission on July 1 directed preparation of document looking toward terminating inquiry
in rulemaking
Docketto 12729
augurating
extendwithout
hours in-of
operation
for
daytime-only
am
broadcast
stations, and denying alternative request of
Daytime
Broadcasters
for two-year
experimental
operationAssn.,
of such
stations
from 6 a.m. or local sunrise (whichever is
earlier)
to
6
p.m.
or
local
sunset
(whichever is later).
Commission
preparationpetition
of document looking directed
toward denying
by
Plains Television Corp. (WlCS ch. 20,
Springfield,
rulemaking
stitute tv ch.111.)
5 atforMitchell,
S.D., to
and subassign tvBartley
ch. 5 toabstained
Sioux Falls,
Comr. Robert
fromS.D.voting.
Ann.
July 8.
OTHER ACTIONS
By separate
memorandum
opinions
and
orders,
Commission
took following
actions
on interlocutory pleadings in proceeding on
applications of Publix Television Corp.,
South Fla.,
Florida
Amusement
Inc.,Corp.,
both South
Perrine,
and Coral
Television
Miami,
ch. 6. for new tv stations to operate on
(1) Denied motion by South Florida to
dismiss Coral application; ordered Charles
L.
July in16 Sunbeam
to divest himself
his Clements
interest by
either
Televisionof
Corp. (an applicant in Miami ch. 7 tv
comparative proceeding) or his interest in
Coral.
(2) Denied petition for review by Coral
and affirmed
Chief
Hearing
Examiner'sof
March
19 ruling
denying
acceptance
Coral's motion to strike an appendix to a
pleading
and
supplementary
Comr. Robert E. Lee concurred pleading.
in part
with
sented.statement; Comr. T.A.M. Craven dis(3) Granted petitions by Publix and
South Florida to extent of enlarging issues
with respect to financial and technical
qualifications
of Coral;
and noted
Gerico
Investment
Co. (WITV),
Miami,thatis
no longer applicant because of failure to
meet provisions of original hearing order.
Comr. John S. Cross dissented in part.
(4) Granted petitions by Coral and South
Florida to extent of adding legal and financial qualification
issuestoand
other determinations with respect
Publix.
(5) Denied alternative motions by Coral
to
dismiss Publix application or enlarge
issues.
(6) Granted
petition
by Coral
to add
nancial issues as
to South
Florida.
Comrs.fiCraven and Cross dissented.
(7) Denied
petition byof Coral
cation or enlargement
issues;foron clarifiComown motion,
engineeringmission'sissue.
Ann. added
July 2. comparative
By memorandum opinion and order, on
remand of U.S. Court of Appeals, Commission ordered collateral evidentiary hearing to be held in connection with Springfield, 111., tv deintermixture rulemaking proce dings to determine (1) nature and source
of any ex parte presentations and other
approaches that may have been made to
any Commissioner in connection with those
proceedings; and (2) whether or not (a)
any Commissioner
who disqualified
participated himself
in proceedings should have
from voting in matter (b) if proceedings
were void or are voidable; (c) if any factors exist, in circumstances of instant proceeding, that would require that any Comdisqualify himself
from in
participatingmissioner
in further
proceedings
this
matter; (d) if any party to proceedings
should be found to have been disqualified
to receive
grant
permit
for any
tv channel allocated
as of
result
of said
proceedings;
and whether,
if
not
so
disqualified,
its conduct has been such as to reflect adversely
upon it from comparative standpoint in
any licensing proceeding which
may be
channels.
.,.»,..
held
upon applications for aforesaid
tv
Evidentiary hearing will be held before
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 8
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Lie.
For new83 stations
Not 120
onCP air
Cps
AM
3,328
53
148
696
FM
578
46
102
TV
4661
54
122
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 879
TflTAI
VHF
UHF
Commercial
441
10
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through May 31, 1959
AM
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on the air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

42
118
3,324
526
155
3,484
681
627
678
510
2

FM
147
41
571
53
759
21
74
33
0
0
331

Equipping
Radio

Station?

TV

5203
668
102
46
68
11418
50 81
0 45
0
32

1 There are, in addition, eight tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
a There are, in addition, 37 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
•There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
specially appointed hearing examiner to
be designated by Commission, at time and
place to be specified in subsequent order.
Examiner will make findings and conclusions and submit his recommended decision to Commission, which will be subject to exceptions filed by parties and oral
argument
if required.
Thereafter
Commissionthereon
will issue
its decision
and
determine what further action is warranted.
It was additionally ordered that, pending
Commission further order, Signal Hill
Telecasting Corp. may continue to operate
KTVI (TV) on ch. 2 at St. Louis.
(Commission report and order, released
March 1, 1957, deleted tv ch. 2 from Springto make
added
ch 2 field,to111., St.
Louis,Springfield
Mo., and all-uhf,
Terre Haute,
Ind., and moved ch. 36 from St. Louis to
Springfield. Sangamon Valley Television
Corp., applicant for ch. 2 in Springfield,
appealed. On May 1, 1958, Court of Appeals
Commission's
ever, affirmed
upon further
appeal, decision.
the case Howwas
remanded to Court of Appeals which, in
turn,
on May 8, 1959, remanded it to Commission.)
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied remainder of petition
by Regional Bcstg. Co., Halfway, Md., to
enlarge volving
issuesapplications
in theby am
proceeding
inRegional
and Four
States Bcstg. Co., Halfway, Md.; Dover
Bcstg. Co. (WDOV), Dover, Del., and
George
Fishman, Brunswick, Md. Ann. July
8.
By order, Commission dismissed various
pleadings
in proceeding
application by Naugatuck
Valleyinvolving
Service Inc.,
for
new am station to operate on 860 kc, 250 w,
DA-D, at Naugatuck, Conn. They were
rendered moot by June 3 dismissal of conflictingtoapplication
by WSBS
ton, Mass.,
increase
power.Great
Ann. BarringJuly 8.
By separate memorandum opinions and
orders, Commission (1) denied petition by
Jose tionR.on 860
Madrazo,
applicant for
stakc at Guaynabo,
P.R.,newto am
dismiss
application of Continental Bcstg. Corp. to
change operation of WHOA at San Juan
from 1400 to 870 kc; and (2) granted further
petition by Madrazo to extent of enlarging
issues to include determination of Continental's financial qualifications. Ann July
8.
By memorandum opinion and order, denied petition by American Bcstg. -Paramount
Theatres Inc. (WABC), New York, to Motions1959,
Commissioner's
released
March 26,
acceptingOrders,
amendment
by
Albuquerque Bcstg. Co. (KOB), Albuquerque, N.M.,
for modification oftocp.latter's
Comr.application
T.A.M. Craven
not
participating. Ann. July 8.
By memorandum opinion and order, ComBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

a

mission denied joint appeal by Community
Telecasting Corp. Tele-Views News Inc.,
Moline vision
Television
Corp. 28,
and1959
Illiway
Inc., from Jan.
rulingTeleby
Hearing Examiner permitting Midland
Bcstg. Co. to introduce certain exhibits in
proceeding
tions for new involving
tv stations competing
to operate applicaon ch. 8
at Moline, 111. Ann. July 8.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted
petition KWBIP),
of Broadcaster's
Inc., KATR
(formerly
Corpus
Christi, Tex., and dismissed show cause
order of March 21, 1956 in KOB Albuquerque,sible
N.M.,change
proceeding
respect to since
posof KWBUwithfrequency,
rendered moot. Comr. T.A.M. Craven not
participating. Ann. July 8.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission retained in hearing status application of Radio Missouri Corp. to increase
daytime power of WAMV East St. Louis,
111., from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1490 kc with 250 w-N, and deleted
last paragraph of Dec. 8 order which designated application for consolidated hearing withnewapplication
Co. for
am stationof toTri-County
operate onBcstg.
1480
kc,
500
w,
DA-D,
in
Jerseyville,
111.
(since
granted) which stated that, in event of
favorable action on WAMV application,
final action thereon would be withheld
pending necessary coordination with other
North American countries. Ann. July 1.
By memorandum
opinionby andEastern
order, Bcstg.
Commission denied petition
Inc. (WDRF), Chester, Pa., and Broadcasters Inc., South Plainfield, N.J., for reviewmentof Examiner's
accepting amendto applicationruling
of Tri-County
Bcstg.
Corp., chase
Plainfield,
to
substitute
lease-puragreements concerning its trans,
site.
These three applications are in consolidated
hearing
in
am
proceeding
involving
1590
kc.
Ann. July 1.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commissionthe
denied Air
petition
Youngor People's
Church of
Inc., by
to deny
dismiss
competing application of WJMJ Bcstg. Corp.
for new class B fm station to operate on
104.5 mc in Philadelphia, Pa. May 27 initial
decision looked toward granting Young
People's
and denying WJMJ.
Ann. Julyapplication
1.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied motion by Camden Bcstg.
Inc., to enlarge issues in consolidated proceeding on its application and those of
Golden Gate Corp. and Radio Rhode Island
Inc., for new am stations in Providence,
R.I., and Bristol County Bcstg. Co., Warren,
R.I., all seeking 990 kc. Ann. July 1.
By separate memorandum opinion and
order in above proceeding, the Commission

434
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RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. WB-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
Tmk(s) ®
of AMERICA
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COLLINS
NEW
REMOTE

MICROPHONE

One hand-size unit combines the functions
of a one-channel remote amplifier and a
high quality microphone.
The new Collins Remote Microphone
gets you in the action faster, easier. Tie
into
any spot,
remotewithout
line and
you're
on theboxes
air,
on the
bulky
battery
or bothersome cables.
The Remote Microphone is entirely self
contained. It has a transistorized amplifier,
mercury battery and an ear-plug head set.
Features a 600 ohm balanced output, and
a microphone response of 60-20,000 cps.
Amplifier features a ± 1.5 db frequency
response from 60-15,000 cps. with less
than 2% distortion at 12 dbm output, and
a noise level of —119 dbm.
Get more out of your one-man, one-mike
situations. Specify a Collins Remote Microphone. Contact Collins for further information. Also ask about other Collins high
fidelity radio and TV microphones.
COLLINS
COLLINS
RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS « DALLAS » BURBANK
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granted petition by Camden for reversal of
Examiner's ruling denying that company
leave to amend its application by submittingcepted
new directional
antenna
amendment. Ann.
July 1.design; acBy order, Commission, on petition by
Ben S. McGlashan (KGHJ), Los Angeles,
Calif., hearing
dismissedand latter's
petition
remove
from
place in
pendingto file
applicaton of Intrastate Broadcasters for new
am station to operate on 1220 kc, 250 w,
DA-D, in Pomona, Calif. Ann. July 1.
By memorandum
opinion
order.W. Commission denied petition
by and
Donald
Huff
for
review
of
Examiner's
ruling
denyingto
Huff leave to amend his application
specify different trans, site and change
financial proposal to reflect increased cost
of new site, which is in consolidated hearing with application of Equitable Publishing
Co., both seekng new am stations to operate
on 1440 kc, 500 w, DA, D in Lansdale, Pa.;
denied petition by Equitable for further
enlargement of issues; and granted petition
by Broadcast Bureau to add issue to determine whether Huff is technically qualified to construct and operate proposed station with particular reference to whether
ant. site specified in his application is adequate. Ann. July 1.
By memorandum opinion and order in
proceeding on applications of Albuquerque
Bcstg. Co.mission(KOB),
Com(1) deniedAlbuquerque.
motion by N.M.
American
Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc. (WABC),
New York City, for stay or extension of
filing date of its renewal application, and
(2) much
on Commission's
motion,
amended18,
so
of orderingownclause
of Sept.
1958 decision directing American to file application for renewal of license of WABC
(expiring June 1, 1960) not later than July
1, 1959. to direct filing of such renewal application not later than 30 days after release
of Commission's
finalby disposition
for
rehearing filed
American ofon petition
Oct. 6,
1958.
Comr.
T.A.M.
Craven
not participating.
Ann. July 1.
Commission denied request by Montana
Microwave for stay of that part of June 24
order which postponed, as of 10 days hence,
effective date of Jan. 30, 1958 grant of cps
for extensionmunication
of system
Montana
Microwave's
comfrom Missoula
to Helena,
Mont., pending oral argument. Commission
noted that 10 day period was governed by
release date of order (June 30). Ann. July 1.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petitions of Clear Channel
Bcstg. Service, Pacific Coast Bcstg. Co.
(KXLA Pasadena, Calif.) and National
Bcstg. Co., Inc., for reconsideration of
March 11, 1954, report and order which deleted am engineering provisions that intensity of skywave broadcast signals could
be computed on the basis of prescribed individual measurements. Ann. July 2
WPGC Morningside, Md.— Designated for
hearing application to change station location to Washington, D.C. (Operates on 1580
kc.
10 kw,
Comrs.Craven
John voted
Doerfer,to
Robert
E. LeeDA-D).
and T.A.M.
grant. Ann. July 8.
KVFC Cortez, Colo.— Designated for hearing application to change operation on 740
kc from 1 kw, D, to 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS, DAN. Comr. John Cross dissented. Ann. July 8.
WJWS South Hill, Va. WHEE Martinsville,
Va.— Designated
hearing
aDDlications,
each forto consolidated
change ooeration
on
1370 kc from 1 kw, D, to 5 kw, D. Ann. July
WDCL Tarpon Springs, Fla.— Designated
for hearing application for mod. of license
to change station designation to Tarpon
Springs-Clearwater. Ann. July 2.
Routine Roundup
By letter, Commission denied petition
by RKO Teleradio
Inc.,of for
reconsideration of JunePictures
3 denial
earlier
petition for waiver of Sec. 3.30 of rules
insofar as it requires majority of programs
of station WGMS to be originated in
Bethesda. Md., which city it is primarily
licensed to serve. Chmn. John Doerfer and
Comrs. Rosel
Hyde 2.and T.A.M. Craven dissented. Ann. July
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission dismissed petition by Sheldon
F. Sackett (newspaper publisher and
major stockholder in KOOS-AM-TV Coos
Bay, Ore., and KVAN-TV Vancouver,
against ofCommission's
May
6Wash.)
grant directed
for assignment
license of KLX
(now KEWB), Oakland, Calif., from the
Tribune Building Co. to KEWB Bcstg.
Corp. Comr. Robert Bartley abstained from
voting. Ann. July 1.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 2
WJOB-AM-FM Hammond, Ind.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by Robert C.
Adair wardthrough
purchase of stock from EdD. Oskierko.

WPGC-FM
Oakland, ofMd.—
Granted
cense covering mounting
fm ant.
on northlitower tem;ofERPWPGC
and
changes
in
ant.
sys15.7 kw.
WBAZ Kingston, N.Y.— Granted mod. of
cp to tions;
change
ant. -trans,
and studio locaremote control
permitted.
KTLE
(TV)
Pocatello,
mod. of cp to make changes Idaho—
in ant. Granted
system
and change ant. height to 990 ft.
*WNED-TV Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 151 kw, aur.
81.3 kw; change trans. and studio
locations,
and make
changesant.in 350ant.ft. system and other
equipment;
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted extenauthority
iodsion ofending
Sept. to
1. remain silent for perWBAZ
Kingston,
— Granted
extension
of completion date N.Y.
to Oct.
5.
Actions of July 1
WAVE Louisville, Ky.— Granted mod. of
license to change main studio and remote
control point for main trans, using DA-1.
KNDI
Honolulu, Hawaii
— Granted
sion of completion
date to
Dec. 1. extenActions of June 30
WROK ofAM-FM
Granted
transfer
controlRockford,
from Ken111.—Mar
Co.
(majoritypapersstockholder
of
Winnebago
NewsInc., now Rockford Newspapers
Inc.) to E. Kenneth Todd, voting trustee.
WBTL Farmville, N.C.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system.
WRXO-AM-FM Roxboro, N.C. — Remote
control permitted.
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C— Granted ausign-off at 7 p.m. during the
month ofthority toJuly.
Actions of June 29
KEVE Minneapolis, Minn. — Granted acquisition of positive control by James A.
McKenna Jr., through purchase of stock
from Robert M. Purcell.
WRVM
Rochester,
N.Y. Bcstg
— Granted
ment of license
to State
Inc. assignWMOD Moundsville,
W.Va.—
linquishment of positive control Granted
by John re-T.
Taylor through
sale
of
stock
to
Guy McDowell, et al.
KRE-FM
Berkeley,
Calif.—
Granted
increase ERP to 19.5 kw, decrease cpant.to
height
to —32 ft., and install new ant.;
conditions.
WPTX Lexington Park, Md. — Remote control permitted.
Actions On Motions
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
Granted petition by Circle Corporation
(WKLZ), Kalamazoo, Mich., for extension
of time to July 6 to file exceptions to
initial decision issued in proceeding on its
am application, et al. Action July 2.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension
of time
to July by7 toWayne
file responsive pleadings
to petition
M.
Nelson for reconsideration or rehearing in
proceeding on his application and that of
Fred H. Whitley for am facilities in Concord July
and Dallas,
both North Carolina. Action
1.
By Chief Hearing
Examiner James D.
Cunningham
Scheduled for hearing following a.m. proceedings on dates shown: Sept. 21: Booth
Bcstg. Co. (WSGW), Saginaw, Mich. Dodge
City Bcstg. Inc., Liberal, Kans. Sept. 23:
Gulf Coast Bcstrs., Moss Point, and TriCounty Bcstrs. Inc., Lucedale, both Mississippi. Robert L. Lippert, Fresno, MidAmerica Bcstrs. Inc. (KOBY), San Francisco,
both California.
Sept. Bcstg.
24: Mount
sen Radio
and Television
Co. LasRed
Bluff, Calif. Action July 1.
Granted petition by Tempe Bcstg. Co.,
for dismissal
of Tempe,
its application for without
new am prejudice
station in
Ariz., and maining
retained
in
hearing
status
reAction June 29. applications in consolidation.
By Hearing Examiner J.B. Bond
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time from June 30 to July 21
to file replies to petition by E. Anthony &
Sons Inc., for leave to amend its application for new tv station to operate on ch. 6
in New Bedford, Mass. Action July 2.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Continued to date to be fixed by subsequent order hearing now scheduled for July
20 in proceeding on am application of
Northeast
Action JuneRadio
29. Inc. (WCAP), Lowell, Mass.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Pursuant to agreements reached at June
24 and July
2 prehearing
tinued evidentiary
hearingconferences,
scheduled confor
July 27 to date to be announced following
further prehearing conference to be held
on Oct. 30 in proceeding on application of
Pine Tree Telecasting Corp. (WPTT),
Augusta, Me. Action July 2.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Upon decision reached at prehearing conBROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSoies St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO ft TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington
4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461*
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snow vi Me Road
Brecksvilte, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

irector

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakelarrd, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado
MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558
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ference June 30, rescheduled hearing now
scheduled for July 28 to commence on
September 28 in proceeding on applications
of Madison County Bcstrs., Tri-Cities Bcstg.,
Co., and East Side Bcstg. Co., for new am
stations in Granite City, 111. Action June 30.
Uponneth G.informal
adviceMisha
of counsel
for KenPrather and
S. Prather
that
their application for new am station in
Boulder, Colo., will be amended so as to
remove case from hearing status, postponed
indefinitely
scheduled for July 1.
Action June hearing
29.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Upon oral request of counsel for South
County Bcstg. Co., and with consent of all
other interested parties, continued date for
exchange of engineering exhibits from June
30 to tionJuly
its applicafor new10 in
am proceeding
station in onWickford,
R.I.
Action June 30.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Issued order following further prehearing conference in proceeding on applicaL. DeHart
new amet stationtions inof Richard
Mountlake
Terrace,forWash.,
al.,
and continued hearing from July 7 to July
27 (action July 2); granted motion by
John W. Davis (KPDQ), Portland, Ore., and
designated July 20 as date for exchange of
non-engineering
exhibits by Davis. Action
July
6.
Issued memorandum of ruling formalizingference
announcement
ruling by
at July
1 condenying oral ofmotions
respondent
Albany Radio Corp. (KWIL), Albany, Ore.,
and Broadcast Bureau, each requesting that
application
W. Davis
land, Ore., ofbe John
removed
from(KPDQ),
hearing Portand
returned to processing line in proceeding on
the
latter's
am
application,
et
al.
Action
July 2.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for July 14 in proceeding on apof Sherrill
CorwinSanta
for modificaof cpplicationfor
KFMC30.C. (FM)
Barbara,
Calif.tionAction
June
Granted motion by Russell G. Salter for
extension of time from June 30 to July 10
for filing proposed findings and from July
10 to July 20 for replies, applicable to all
parties,
in proceeding on Russell's application
tionforJunenew30. am station in Aurora, 111. AcBy Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted request by Cache Valley Bcstg.
Co. (KVNU), Logan, Utah, for continuance
of hearing from July 9 to Sept. 11 and from
July
6 cases
to Sept.in 1amfor proceeding.
exchange ofAction
applicants'
direct
July
1.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
28 in proceeding on am applications of
Radio St. Croix Inc., New Richmond, Wis.,
et al. Action July 2.
Upon informal request by Norman E.
Kay, continued hearing from July 17 to
Sept. 17 in proceeding on his application
for new am station in Del Mar, Calif. Action July 1.
Granted joint petition by Tyrone Bcstg.
Co. (WTRN),
Tyrone, Altoona,
and Triangle
tions Inc. (WFBG),
both PublicaPa., to
advance hearing date from Sept. 9 to July
14 in proceeding on their am applications.
Action July 1.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
indefinite extension of time to file proposed
findings and conclusions of law scheduled
to be filedplicationon
in proceeding
on apof PaulJulyA. 10Brandt
for am facilities
in Gladwin, Mich. Action July 1.

EDWIN
&

Continued further hearing from July 1 to
July 13, and dismissed as moot request by
Frank James for consolidation of hearing sessions in proceeding on applications
of Mr. James and San Mateo Bcstg. Co., for
new fm stations in Redwood City and San
Mateo, both California. Action June 30.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Upon oral request of Jeannette Bcstg.
Co., and with concurrence of other parties
to proceeding on its application for new
am station in Jeannette, and that of
Carnegie Bcstg., Co., for new am station in
Carnegie, both Pennsylvania, changed date
on which proposed findings and conclusions
are dueplies, if any,
from areJulydue 1 onto Aug.
July 117,instead
and re-of
July 20. Action June 30.
Granted petition of American Broadcasting-Paramountfor
Theatresextension
Inc. (KGO-TV),
San Francisco, Calif.,
of time
to reply
to
various
responses
to its pe-of
tition for clarification or modification
issues, which have been or may be filed
to be reckoned from June 22, or such later
date toponseswhich
time for rather
filing than
such from
resmay be extended,
date of filing of any particular response,
in proceeding
applications
of KGO-TV
and
that of onChronicle
Publishing
Co.
(KRON-TV),
San
Francisco,
both
crease ant. height. Action June 30. to inBy Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
15 at 9:30 a.m., in proceeding on applicaof Buckley-Jaeger
Bcstg.
Corp., and
WHDH tionsInc.,
for fm facilities
in Providence,
R.I., and Boston, Mass. Action July 6.
Granted in alternative petition by Los
Banos Bcstg. Co., and time for providing
other parties with affirmative case exhibits
of applicant Los Banos for am facilities in
Los Banos,
Calif.,dateandandfor ordered
hearing applicant
are continued without
within 30
days
of
order
to
report
aminer progress made in development toof Exhis
case and 30 days thereafter whether his
application
is
to
be
further
prosecuted.
Action July 2.
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
7 in proceeding on applicatons of David M.
Segal, Denver Bcstg. Co., and Satellite
Center Radio Co., for new am stations
in Boulder,
rado. ActionDenver,
June 30.and Arvada, all ColoOn own motion, continued without date
prehearing conference scheduled for July
7, in proceeding on applications of Birney
Imes Jr., for new am station in West
Memphis, Ark., et al. pending Commission
action on application of Garrett Bcstg.
Corp., for new am station in West Memphis,
Ark. Action June 30.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
21 in proceeding on am applications of
Robert L. Lippert, Fresno, and Mid-America Broadcasters Inc. (KOBY), San Francisco, both California. Action July 6.
Granted petition by Alvarado Television
Inc., for further extension of time from
July 6 to Sept. 14 to file proposed findings
of fact and conclusions and from July 20
to Sept. 28 plicationforof Video
replies Independent
in proceedingTheatres
on apInc. (KVIT), Santa Fe, N.M. Action June 29.
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
9 at 11 a.m.,plicationsinof Biscayne
reopened proceeding
apTelevision onCorp.
(WCKT), East Coast Television Corp., South
Florida Television Corp., and Sunbeam
Television Corp., for new tv stations to
operate
on ch. 7 in Miami, Fla. Action July
1.

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Binghamton Press Inc., Binghamton, N.Y.
— Requests initiation of rulemaking proceeding looking toward allocation of either vhf
ch. 4 or2. 9, or both, to Binghamton, N.Y. Ann.
July
Ball State Teachers College, Muncie, Ind.
— Requests institution of rulemaking proceeding looking toward reservation of ch.
55 for educational television use in Muncie,
Ind. in lieu of ch. 71. Ann. July 2.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DISMISSED
Austin Radio
Co., Austin,
Requested
allocation
of ch. Tex.
22 to(5-8-59)
Austin,—
Tex., dismissed without prejudice by letter
dated June 10, 1959.
PETITION FOR RULEMAKING DENIED
Indiana Central U., Indianapolis, Ind. (1224-58) — Requested amendment of rules to
reserve ch. 13 for noncommercial-educational use at Indianapolis, Ind., denied by
memorandum opinion and order adopted
June 10, 1959, and released June 12, 1959.
License Renewal
Commission renewed licenses of Lamar
Life
Co., Miss.,
WJDX-AM-FM
and
WLBT Insurance
(TV) Jackson,
and addressed
attached letter to National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People
(NAACP):
Gentlemen :
This is with reference to the complaints
which you filed against Station WLBT (TV)
Jackson, Mississippi, alleging that said station hadpresentation
violated theof Commission's
on fair
controversial policy
issues
of public importance. As you may know,
the Commission deferred action on the last
renewal application filed by said station
pending
an inquiry
intocomplaints
the complaints.
The significant
items said
appear
to be as follows :
a) In 1955, WLBT, an NBC affiliate, was
showing thesaid
network's "Home"
prointerviewgram; that
with Mr.program
Thurgoodincluded
Marshall,an
General Counsel of the NAACP; that,
according to a newspaper account,
the station's general manager, Mr.
Beard, cut off the program and substituted a sign saying "Sorry, Cable
b) On September 26, 1957, at 6:30 p.m.,
WLBT presented a program entitled
Little
Rock Crisis,
Trouble."
a"The
panel
discussion
Senatorfeaturing
James O.in
Eastland, gressman
Governor
Coleman,
ConJohn Bell Williams, other
panelists and newscaster Dick Sanders.
As described by you, the program
"was
presented more
or less to stress
the maintenance
of segregation
and
to express what the Negro wants and
doesn't want. This program included
only persons of the Caucasian race
and expressed only the segregationist
point of view and thereby did not
express the views of Negroes on this
very
issue."
that theof
NAACPvitalasked
for You
time state
on behalf
a group of Mississippi Negroes for the
presentation of the Negro position and
that said request was refused.
In response
to the
inquiry
into
the matter,
the Commission's
station advised
the
Commission that what was said on the
panel program was most helpful in pretrouble by
to remain venting
calm and
lookurging
ahead theto people
their elected
representatives
for a leadership;
that elected
"time
was
not given for
reply to these
officials as we did not consider the matters presented as being controversial but
a report from our duly elected officials to
the
of Mississippi";
have
neverpeople
considered
it necessarythator "We
advisable
to provide time for a reply to speeches
made by the President of the United
States, the Governor of the State of Missis ip i, or other
elected sorepresentatives";
and that
Commission
tion if itstheposition
was wrong.advise the staWith respect
network
"Home"
program,
it may tobe the
stated
generally
that
the selection and presentation of program
material lies solely within the discretion
of anotlicensee
and the
Commission
determine what
particular
programcanhe
may or may not broadcast. At the same
time, however,
the licensee
the rety for seeing
hishasauthorized
facilities aresponsibilinot
used that
to misinform
the
viewing public.
With respect to the panel discussion of
September 26, 1957, the content thereof is
not entirely
clear. If
more to was
involved than urging
the nopeople
remain
calm,istsitas tocanfair
be presentation.
urged that no Onquestion
exthe other
hand, if, as claimed by the NAACP, the
program involved partisan expressions of
Continued on Page 119
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Large Florida market fm — only now in
planning stages. Key to our success will be
the right manager to direct the operation
and handle sales. Our organization has long,
successful broadcast experience and we
reward those who produce. Full particulars
please. Box 503M, BROADCASTING.
Competitive
for am stationsales
with-in
out ratings, manager
with unsatisfactory
competitiveagement andmarket.
Must
have
good
sales plan and unafraid manof a
challenge. P.O. Box 186, Washington, D.C.
Sales manager.
Experienced.
opportunity. WHTG,
Asbury Park,Excellent
N.J.
Sales
Combolandmorning
man
— sales for
New oneEng-or
independent, experience
needed
other, unlimited opportunity for right man.
Box 478M, BROADCASTING.
Need salesman-announcer, with abiUties
ranked in that order. Experience desirable,
but not essential. Guarantee-commission.
Established
station and
in upper
market. Send photo
resumemidwest
first letter.
Box 549M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman-experienced.
with
established northern Great
New potential
York station.
$75.00 weekly plus excellent commission
arrangement. Box 616M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Aggressive radio salesman for
major market. Salary and commission.
Write Box 618M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted by Minnesota radio station. Good guarantee. Excellent opportunity
for
ING. hard worker. Box 639M, BROADCASTCalifornia, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Salesman needed by established station.
Good guarantee. Announcing experience
desirable. KTOE, Mankato, Minn.
Opportunity
unlimited.
KTOP
Topeka,
Kansas.
Number Salesman
One rated— station
in both Pulse and Hooper. Music and news
operation rapidly expanding. Must enlarge
sales staff to keep pace with its growth.
Guaranteed salary plus commission and
chance to become commercial manager. Tell
all in first letter. Bailey Axton, General
Manager. KTOP, Box 538, Topeka, Kansas.
Southern tv station expanding sales staff.
Solid accounts. Guarantee. Write Bill
Bigley,
General Manager, KTVE, Monroe,
La.
Going all the way to the top and we need
two sharp salesmen to make the trip with
us. You'll like living and working in America's 88th
plus and
expenses formarket.
the rightGood
man.guarantee
Rush picture
resume to WHIY, Fort Gatlin Hotel, Orlando, Florida.
Salesman required to head up Chicago office
of rating organization. Research background
and sales ability. Address replies to American Research Bureau, Tribune Building,
Chicago, 111.
Experienced salesman — ambitious and capable of advancing— 5000 watt CBS affiliate
station, tunity,
in salary
Connecticut
— outstanding
and commission,
pleaseopporsend
complete information before interview to:
Roosevelt & Gourd, 37 Wall Street, New
York City.
Announcers
Experienced morning man who can assist
with copy. Must be sharp, bright, happy
and willing to work. Northeast. Top pay for
top ability. Box 536M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCAST! NG, July 13, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Announcer
well-rounded
experience
for
middle with
music
station. Box
575M,
BROADCASTING.

WAVY, Norfolk, Virginia 5000 watts in nation's 27th market
fast paced,
experienced
dj whoneeds
will bright,
do a radio
show
and
will
be
available
for
WAVY-TV
talent
auditions. Send tape, recent photograph
and complete resume to Lee Leonard, Program
MA 7-2345 for personal Manager
intervieworandcallaudition.

Experienced,
announcer
for
south
Texas well-educated
network station.
Box 576M,
BROADCASTING.
Newsmen who can deliver dynamic, exciting five minute newscasts. Resume first
letter. We shall ask for tape. Ohio station.
Box 606M, BROADCASTING.
DJ for top 40 station. Must be versatile and
experienced. Major Ohio market. Tell us
how
you are, tape later. Box 607M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wanted for staff position on
North Carolina daytimer. Prefer man with
experience. Send photo and full information. Box 619M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-writer and wife, travel to cities
in N.Y., Penna., and Ohio to do taped interviews with civic and business leaders, write
historical and commercial copy, and do
office detail. Future and good salaries with
national organization. Write background to
Box 651M, BROADCASTING.
Staff am-tv opening with dynamic New
Englandtunitynetwork
Excellent
opporfor superioraffiliate.
experienced
announcer.
Send
tape and resume. Box 657M, BROADCASTING.
Southern tv station will consider neat appearing radio announcer for booth/live
work. Send photo and tape. Box 673M,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan network affiliate seeking top announcer with experience to build audience
in major
metropolitan to
area.
Topman.
opportunity for advancement
right
Also
want announcer-copywriter. Send complete
info, including samples of work to Box
678M, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey — Newsman-announcer to organize local news operation of growing station. Send resume, tape. Box 692M, BROADCASTING.
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling,conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the to
finest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING
250 watt mid-western independent, single
station market, small community seeks experienced man — music, news and sports.
Salary $100.00 per week. Send tape, resume
and references. Box 699M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer needed by fulltime
station in progressive Georgia small market,
Atlanta.Above
Good average
workingsalary
condi-to
tions near
and benefits.
right man desiring permanent position.
Write Box 700M, BROADCASTING.
Good nality
opportunity
for station
experienced
persoat 50 kw quality
with variety
format.
5
years
experience
required.
Salary and talent fees. Good pay for right
man. Box 706M, BROADCASTING.
Increasing announcing staff. Only experienced, congenial men wanted. Rush details!
Si Willing, Mgr., KMAR, Winnsboro, La.

Kentucky. Outstanding staff announcer
needed September 1st. News delivery important.State
Salary open.
no tape.WBLG,
Give
references.
pastSend
earnings.
tucky.
First Federal Building, Lexington, KenWanted: A good solid announcer for central
Pennsylvania daytimer. We will pay a
worthwhile salary to the right applicant.
Contact
George Mastrian, WCPA, Clearfield, Penna.
Needed: One or two men (or girls) with
1st class ticket. Lite maintenance. Be willing to help in copy, sales, or announcing.
Northern
IndianaCity.
— Two stations. Udell,
WIMS, Michigan
Isn't itwants
great topto morning
live in man
Miami!
Miami,
from WKAT,
major
metropolitan
area.
Must
be
top
rated. No
other need apply.
Opening in 500
August
announcer-engineer.
Daytimer,
watts.for City
of 15,000. Good
living and working conditions. Send full
details, background and employment record.
Write Maurice K. Henry, WMIK, Middlesboro, Kentucky.
Experienced announcer wanted for quality
station
Westport.
For audition-interview,
contact inStation
Manager,
WMMM, Westport,
Connecticut. CApital 7-5133.
Experienced announcer-salesman for top
rated
local Florida
network market.
station inGuarantee
fast-growing
southeast
$90
weekly salary and commission to start.
Unlimited opportunity for increased pay
and responsibility in ideal environment.
Mature? Ambitious? Permanent? Send tape,
photo, all details, WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
Wanted: Experienced announcer-salesman
with proven record for Florida major market quality music station. Send resume,
tape and photo to Art Rivera, 3000 S. Ocean
Blvd.,
Palm Beach, Fla. Opening exists. AMfm operation.
Experienced deejay to handle all-night
show.ket 30Fifty-kilowatt
stationresume
in major
hour week. Send
and martape
to National Program Director, Storz Stations,
820
Kilpatrick
Building,
Omaha,
Nebraska.
Technical
Chief engineer — southern daytime operation. Can go to college in spare time. Last
two chiefs now college graduates and hold
important industrial electronic positions.
Better yourself while you work. Write Box
476M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, engineer with experience on Dumont studio and transmitter equipment.
Opportunity for training on video tape.
Salary
IBEW scale. Reply Box 547M,
BROADCASTING.
Sales engineer audio products. Immediate
opening for broadcast engineer experienced
in all phases of audio equipment and audio
systems. Responsible position in sales office
of leading
broadcast
turer. Limited
travel.equipment
Complete manufaccompany
benefits. Send complete resume and photo,
Box 602M, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
First class ticket needed at once. Will train
to
announce. Write Box 615M, BROADCASTING.
First class transmitter engineers WAMS,
Wilmington, Del., and WRAP, Norfolk, Va.
Chief for KATZ, St. Louis, Mo. Contact
Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting, 414 French
St., Wilmington, Del.
Production-Programming, Others
Eastern 50 kw clear channel network station is expanding operations. We need experienced news director. Man we want is
now news director at large market station,
city editor of daily newspaper or has such
experience in his background. Good pay,
large, modern plant. Include complete information on experience, education, salrequirements
recent photo in first
letter.ary Box
704M, and
BROADCASTING.
Promotion-continuity writer for network
station in Texas resort city. Box 577M,
BROADCASTING
Newsman for both desk and air work, with
emphasis on local news, wanted for New
York City metropolitan area station. Send
resume, tape and photograph. Please write
to Box 669M, BROADCASTING.
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/
tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married; veteran; age 30-35; capable public
speaker and mc. A steady, dependable and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional
gimmicks
and but
feature
program
specialties.
Aggressive,
not high
pressure.
Box 680M, BROADCASTING.
Newswriters for 50 kw eastern network affiliate. Prefer young journalism graduates
who
wantunder
to work
for one of
nation's
top
stations
experienced
news
director.
Pay according to experience and ability.
Send full
salary requirements to information
Box 705M. and
BROADCASTING.
Experienced, imaginative, fast thinking,
metropolitan competitive writer. If you
have the
we have
the finest
personnel andprerequisites,
facilities to assist
in the
production possible. Contact J. M. Hall,
Radio Station KWBB, Wichita, Kansas.
Top-flight broadcaster for on-the-air news
personalityforand
man eastern
in community
activities
clearfront
channel
station.
Must have at least 5 years experience and
good record of past performance. The man
we want is now employed in major market
station as top news personality. No disc
jockeys please. Top pay for right man.
Send full information and salary requireING. ments first letter. Box 707M, BROADCAST-

KQV
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Traffic director for major market station in
multiple station chain. Some secretarial.
Call Jock Bliss at Glendale 6-5461, or write:
WLAV-AM-FM, 6 Fountain Street, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
Two opportunities. Immediate opening for
local newsman. Announcer opening soon.
Community minded, adult programmed
daytimer. Send resume, salary requirements
and tape to WNAE, Warren, Pa.
News director. Must be experienced in
gathering, writing and airing. Heavy on
local. Send tape and full information
WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.
Experienced newsman: Immediate opening
in three man news department at leading
station in eastern Michigan. Must be able to
gather, write and report news. Send resume
and photo to Ron Mires, WTTH, Port Huron,
Michigan.
RADIO

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Sales manager . . . interested in joining inmanaged, and
adequately
radio station telligently
in major
preferablyfinanced
highly
competitive market, which needs sales improvement andwithcan
offer Unless
remuneration
mensurate
results.
yours iscomone
of the less than 20 stations in the country
fortunate enough to have a 100% effective
sales tiondepartment,
reasonable
cooperaI can increaseor with
your
$100,000.00 to $500,000.00
more billing
a year,by depending
on the market. Not a hot-shot, but a sound,
enthusiastic, hard working producer and
pace setting leader utilizing nineteen years
experience, initiative and imagination to
achieve cellent
outstanding
record of results.
Exmanagerial background,
but prefer
to concentrate
on
sales.
With
present
station over ten years. Late thirties. Married,
twodiscuss
children.
family man.BoxI'd679M,
like
to
our Devoted
mutual potentials.
BROADCASTING.
University trained. 10 years experience, 7
as program director. Seeking assistant or
full managership. Prefer remaining in
Florida. Box 689M, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — Management

Manager, sales manager. Extensive radiotelevision
experience.
"desk
jockey",
can
sell, program,
train. NoNo top
forty,
just good
solid, profitable radio. Prefer west, southwest, sober,
fifty thousand
population
or less. Married,
dependable.
Now employed.
Box
712M, BROADCASTING. '
Experienced general manager, previously
managed mercial
small
commanagermarket
in one station,
of top 10nowmarkets.
Want to manage small to medium market
south or southwest. Throughly trained in
everyily,phase.
Sales and
know-how,
soher, civic
church ticket.
leader. FamBox
715M, BROADCASTING.
Manager or combination manager-sales, TD
or CE. Available mid-July. Prefer northwest area. $500
to start.
quirements.base
Sober, family
man.Moderate
Owned ream
operation for number years. Technical and
managerial experience exceeds 20 years. No
drifter, want degree permanence. Answer
all inquiries. KVNA, Flagstaff, Arizona,
Oliver Coburn.

Manager-engineer, will sell, prefer single
station market. Let's talk. Box 150M,
BROADCASTING.
Completely staff your station for $3000.00
monthlymentplus
gross. Every efficient
departmanned20%
withof experienced,
employees, guarantees profits for you. For
details Box 517M, BROADCASTING.
In the red? Go black with a proven efficient
manager. Box 518M, BROADCASTING.
Believe it or not a young aggressive radio
executive exists who does not have all the
answers. If you want a creative mind
capable of adapting a format to meet your
specific needs, please write! My forte is
creative sales and my experience is primarily in sales and sales administration.
Currently employed as assistant general
manager in major market earning over
fifteen thousand a year plus percentage of
gross. Only reason for looking, ambition!
Box 617M, BROADCASTING.
Proven, young, energetic sales manager
earning $10,000 ready for general manager
position.
Top leader.
announcer,
creative both
producerwriter, sales
Experienced
major
and small markets. Fresh, imaginative ideas.
Married.ences.College.
referPrefer west.Civic-minded.
Do you haveBest
challenge
for me? Box 628M, BROADCASTING.
— 20 years proven sales. Manager-sales. Desire manager's job southeast. Box 637M,
BROADCASTING.
Stationming manager,
r/tv. Capable.
Programand sales. Proven
record. Box
646M,
BROADCASTING.

PITTSBURGH

STATION

IN

THE

EAST

Auditioning for all-night man. Fast pace, modern
Send tape, air check, photographs and resume to:
Chuck

Dougherty, Program

Director

KQV
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
114

operation.

Sales
Experienced
director-salesman
desires full-timeprogram
sales opportunity.
Box 532M,
BROADCASTING.
Impeccable references, background, earnings
demonstrate
aggressiveness,
ligence,
character. Mature
(35), choosy;intelyet
adaptable. Brief sales (IV2 years), 17 years
metropolitan broadcasting provide merchandising, national rep, retailing, promotion, programming-sales
Large market
only or smallcomprehension.
market with
management-ownership
proviso. Box 537M,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman/announcer. Sales specialist. Mike
pro. Young, ambitious. Knowledge of all
station operation. Box 613M, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager available. Married. Family.
College. Thirty years old. Six in radio. ExCASTING.cellent background. Box 649M, BROADAnnouncers
Announcer — I have what it takes. If talent
really tells, let this beginners tape talk.
Box 538M, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj; strong commercials, gimmicks, operate board. Steady, creative, cooperative. Box 539M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, steady, versatile. Wants progressive station. Excellent references. Box
557M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-engineer. Five years experience,
employed,
excellent references. Boxupper
569M, midwest,
BROADCASTING.
East and south preferred, announcer, operate board, experienced retail sales. Box
608M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Country/western music my strongest suit.
Capable-staff, controls. Sales. Box 609M,
BROADCASTING.
Female announcer, plus. Good background.
Women's
plus. Reliable. Versatile.
Box
610M,programs,
BROADCASTING.
Gospel
- producer packager.programs.
Capable Announcer
handling commercials
staff duties. Box 611M, BROADCASTING.
Negro deejay, nothing frantic, just good
radio programming. Short on actual air
work, but I know music and have show
biz background. Box 612M, BROADCASTING.
Veteran announcer out of hospital desires
small market. Immediate. Box 614M,
BROADCASTING.
Is your station suffering from tired blood?
Do you dare to be different? Top rated
country music personality. Consistently
outrating top 40 jocks according to nation's
two
radio surveys.
entertain,
build major
and maintain
a mature,I'llbuying
audience. I'll sell
the the
sponsors
products.
I'll
make your
station
talk of
the town.
Congenial and cooperative. Best of references. Will accept only top market. I need
new
audience. Let's talk. Box 620M,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer/deejay. College graduate.
Year experience
swingman.
anywhere. Eager to learn.
Veteran.Locate
Industrious
worker. Box 622M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-assistant program director, 11
years, all phases, permanent position in
medium, competitive market; will travel;
college grad; single; employed. Box 623M,
BROADCASTING.
Ready-willing-able.
to step in newsas a
summer
replacement, Ready
staff announcer,
caster. Willing to travel. Able-two years
specialized
CASTING. training. Box 624M, BROADAnnouncer-mature-sales. Light experience,
sober, reliable, desires permanent work.
Box 626M, BROADCASTING.
Female dj-personality and ability; top experience N.Y.C. or vicinity. Box 630M,
BROADCASTING.
If you can offer a position with a future,
I can offer 3 years radio experience with
3 years college background. Veteran, age
27, married, one child. Prefer nights. Cost
you
$110 per week. Box 633M, BROADCASTING.
Young, bright, hard-sell, adlib, personable
announcer. Nine months Chicago am experience. Now employed. Want lucrative
opportunity
radio-tv or combination. Box
640M,
BROADCASTING.
Female announcer. Not old, not young,
stable, mature for my job. Can sound sad!
happy, crazy. Tape, resume, photo available. Box 635M, BROADCASTING.
TV-AM basic network outlet in medium
market seeks desirable spot for one of its
well-qualified, capable staff men unavoidably made surplus by change in program
policy. Good habits, best references and
good performance. Wire station for details
through Box 643M, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj. Creative, gimmicks, commercials, sales. Steady. Cooperative. Tape
available. Box 644M, BROADCASTING.
Combination staff-sports announcer. Heavy
play-by-play. Radio 8 years. Box 647M,
BROADCASTING.
Female announcer. Five foot two. I sure
can
do. Musical, Tape,
women's,
drama,
excellent
on commercials.
resume,
photo
available. Box 636M, BROADCASTING.
Available for interview: Vacationing sports
director with disc jockey, special events,
commercial, newscasting, staff background.
Six years broadcasting, vet, wife and child,
relocation desired, three state network experience, basketball, football, baseball,
hockey, play-by-play. Replies handled confidentially. Give me an opportunity to prove
my
work can increase your sales. Box 654M,
BROADCASTING
Fast paced dj, hard sell, 5 years experience,
family. Box 658M, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer,
dj — currently
With 20 months'
and 3rd phone
employedexperience
at 5 kw
Pennsylvania
station.
Handles
own equipment and can do any type program
you
may have in mind. Want position at progressive
type
station.
Box
652M,
BROADCASTING.
Young southern man looking for opportunity
as announcer. Can write copy. Have some
sales experience. Prefer southeast, married,
draft exempt. Willing to work hard. Tape,
resume, photo on request. Box 661M,
BROADCASTING.
Younglentcollege
exempt, music,
excelknowledge grad,
pop, draft
jazz, classical
desires interesting position with good music
station. Box 665M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, married, want to
settle down, no prima donna, no floater,
can run own board, available immediately.
Box 682M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
experienced.
KnowNotboard.
Married. Will —travel
anywhere.
a floater,
not a prima donna. Box 684M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer wants a beginning, willing to relocate. College grad, married, vet. Box
685M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 12 years experience disc jockey.
News, remotes, farm program. Can operate
board. Box 687M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, attended college, broadcasting
school, sells broadcasting time. Give opportunity. Tape, resume on request. Box
694M, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately — experienced morning man. Intelligent news and commercial
delivery. Excellent references, handicapped,
draft exempt. Prefer radio-tv station offering chance to broaden vast experience
in live country music. Play guitar and sing.
Write Box 701M, BROADCASTING.
Doer! Experienced!
Authoritative news! SalesNetwork
manager.voice.
Morning
man. Mature. 33. Box 702M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-7 years in broadcasting now in
tv production. Would like to return to good
non
40 radio
as staff
news —
east top
or west
coast,station,
or Chicago
area.or Steady,
good
background.
Box
709M,
BROADCASTING.
Stations within 150 miles Washington. Need
several years experienced first phone staffer
with educated voice for mature programming? No maintenance; Willing to learn.
Employed. Available two weeks. Box 710M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, dj trained well. Good resonant
voice. Will travel. Hardworker, married. 21.
Tape and resume upon request. Box 716M,
BROADCASTING.
Willing
to take
a chanceonly?on Bright,
announcer-dj
with college
experience
single,
and ateambitious.
Can
type,
write
copv, operboard. Box 717M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj-23, married, vet. Light on experience ambitious, will work hard. Strong
on
consider Box
all replies,
but play-by-play.
prefer west Will
or midwest.
718M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcercommercial
with "realradio
quality"
voice. 23.but6
months
experience,
I can sell for you. Preferably east coast. Box
719M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 34, top news and commercial
man; first ticket, dim view top 40s. Box
720M, BROADCASTING.
Attention radio-tv stations: Presently big
fish in small pond. Top-rated morning dj.
MC fun-filled afternoon tv kid show. Record
hops, theater parties, supermarket openings.
Four-armed combo, personality, talent, 5
years experience all phases radio-tv. Famuniversity
I'm doingily, andvet, people
I workgrad.for.Like
Wantwhat
to move
up
to
ING.large market. Box 721M, BROADCASTAll-around announcer-operator, married,
reliable. Delivery that sells, play-by-play,
special
events. tape,
Show resume
biz background,
fer midwest,
available. preBill
West #158-9001 So. Cicero, Oaklawn, Illinois.
Wabash 2-0712.

STATIONS
FOR

SALE

CALIFORNIA
Exclusive. Full time. Gross
around $31,000. Asking $37,500 with 29% down.
NORTHWEST
Full Time. Gross $60,000. $25,000 down.
Daytimer. Near large market.
$29,000 down.
Exclusive.
Daytime. $125,000
with 29% down.
Full time. Exclusive. $75,000
with 29% down.
THIS MUST BE SOLD
Control of Northwest Daytimer.
Gross over $42,000 a year.
erty.
$55,000
with 29% down. Ideal
area and a sound radio propROCKY

MOUNTAIN

Ideal daytimer. One other station in market. $20,000 handles.
UPPER MIDWEST
Growing town. Daytimer. $80,000 with 29% down.
LOWER MIDWEST
Absentee owned. Exclusive.
$12,000 down. Daytimer. Exclusive. $15,000 handles.
SOUTH
Full time. Competitive market.
$157,500 terms. Daytimer. Exclusive. $125,000 with $35,000
down.
REGARDLESS OF THE PRICE RANGE AND
THE AREA WE HAVE STATIONS THAT
FIT YOUR NEEDS.

JACK LSTOLL

urn

ASSOCIAT
D ES
Ai
National
Organization
I
AN

6381 Hollywood Blvd., HO.4-7279
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
I don't station
rock and
Is there
a largea
market
east roll.
or south
that needs
professional personality with 8 years varied
radio-tvability
experience?
Presently
employed.
Offer
and ambition
in return
for
good
salary
and
a
future.
Available
midAugust. P.O. Box 855, Daytona Beach,
Florida.
Disc jockey
ageexperience.
23 — ambitious,
delivery. 3^2 years
Tape good
available.
Contact Edward Bonnekamp, 1608 Walnut
Avenue, Wilmette, Illinois.
Newsman, announcer, dj, network voice,
married,
10 years
experience.
Dependable, 32,
excellent
references.
Minimum
$125
per week. Contact Bruce Davis, 1105 Ravina
Park Road, Decatur, 111. Decatur 9-1535.
Let's
timea inreasonably
blind letter
writing
... Ifnot
you waste
will pay
substantial
salary for outstanding man and wife team
with personality, musical talent and general
intelligence
capture adult
and hold
late morning or early to
afternoon
audience,
phone
Hollidaysburg,
Pa.
Owen
5-3044
or
speak to Peggy or Tom Eldridge. 4882 and
Combo-man: First phone: Trained in all
phases of broadcasting: Married, prefer
western states. Available now. Rick Huntoon, 157 Ximeno, Long Beach 3, Calif.,
phone GEneva 3-4682.
DJ announcer.
One year
experience.
Working eastern market.
Available
immediately.
Guy
Moody,
1425
Broadway,
N.Y.C.
JU 22800.
Professional-can pd or guarantee top rated
dj show. Any audience. Use quips, interesting items, listener participation. 35, family,
good reputation. Employed, Want opportunity quality station. Smith, 38845 E. 9th,
Palmdale, California.
Major markets — Experienced, versatile announcer-dj. Three years at WWDC, Washington, D.C.'s
#1 station.
College a graduate,
25. Recent
move
to southwest
mistake.
Terry Sullivan, P.O. Box 1242, San Antonio,
Texas. CA 3-6216.
Sportscaster: 28, married, veteran. Personality— available.
all sports,
also handle
news, Play-by-play
prefer midwest
area.
George Swalla, 6418 W. 18th Street, Berwyn,
Illinois: Phone: Pioneer 9-3859.
Sports announeer, salesman and general
staffer. 5 years experience. Prefer station
heavy on sports. Write Earl Williams, 625
5th Avenue No., St. Cloud, Minn.
Technical
Florida opportunity wanted. First phone.
Experienced radio, tv, and communications.
Box 579M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer experienced all phases studio
transmitter installation and maintenance.
South only. Box 656M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer, first phone, 17 years
D.A., remote control, constructions, proofs,
and operations, employed but desire change.
Box 662M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer-announcer, 1st phone,
maintenance, directionals, degree. Box
691M, BROADCASTING.
If you need men who are well qualified in
the electronics field and holders of a first
class radiotelephone license, write or call
Cook's School
of Miss.
Electronic's, 203 Duncan
Avenue,
Jackson,
I'm an ex-air-force electronics technician, a
Penn State Business graduate, a first-classphone licensee, midly experienced in broadcasting, highly interested in fm, and looking for a position which can use my schooling and experience. Write Ralph Henninger.
530 Mahoning St., Milton, Pennsylvania or
phone Milton, 283-J.
Production-Programming, Others
Female announcer. Can really convince your
listeners. Good sound voice. Look me up.
Tape, resume, photo available. Box 634M,
BROADCASTING.
Attention Syracuse, New York area, girl
Friday. traffic.
Experienced-bookkeeping,
copywriting,
Presently
employed
all three. Available
October
First. doing
Box
638M, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
All markets!! Business off? Need new life?
Ideas? Programming? Production? Results?
You're648M,
my BROADCASTING.
specialty as program manager.
Box
Newsman-announcer . . . Experienced, all
phases Excellent
top CBS references,
affiliate radio/tv
newssports.
college degree.
Prefer
west
coast.
Box
655M,
BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced news director desires
position in middle Atlantic or lower New
England. Willing to start news department.
Box 660M, BROADCASTING.
Ace sportscaster.
6 years experience.
Football, baseball, basketball.
Solid salesman
also. Basil deSoto, 1801 Coldwater Canyon,
Beverly Hills, California. Crestview 5-8592.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Proven small market experience in sales
management needed by southern full-power
vhf. 5-figure annual salary to man who can
qualify. Box 674M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv salesman. Opportunity to
become sales manager. Medium southeast
market. Box 671M, BROADCASTING.
Full power vhf in medium southern market
is expanding staff. Need two men to fill
out sales department. Good opportunity.
Good pay. Good accounts. Box 675M,
BROADCASTING.
TV salesman. Opening on area sales staff,
WISH-TV,
Indianapolis.salesman.
Excellent
tunity for experienced
Mailopporonly,
complete mercial
details
to
Joseph
E.
Lake,
ComManager.
New local tv programming creates growth
opportunity for stable executive type salesman. A little radio or tv time sales experience and help
much andability
pai-tstarted
along
with my
leads onto your
get you
should result in $8,000 to $10,000 commission
per year soon and more in future. Salary
first 6 months. Send resume and photo to
Keith
Sales Manager, WJIM-TV,
Lansing,Oliver,
Michigan.
Announcers
Southeastern vhf interested in announcer
with tv experience. Personality, voice
quality, must be excellent. Man we are
lookingsires tofor
is employed
happily,
demove
and improve.
Boxbut597M,
BROADCASTING.
Staff tv announcer for San Diego station.
Must have
personality.
Include photogood
with on-camera
resume. Write
Box 664M,
BROADCASTING.
Newscaster — Announcer. Send tape, photo
and background. WAFG-TV, Huntsville,
Ala.
Technical
One studio and one transmitter engineer for
small market vhf. All RCA equipment including vidicon cameras. Multiple ownership with Box
excellent
for advancement.
663M, opportunity
BROADCASTING.
Texas tropical coast living for experienced
tv engineer. Established, progressive vhf
network affiliate. Air mail or wire full reand availability. Box 840, Corpus
Christi, sumeTexas.
TV engineers wanted. Vacancies available
in southern
capitalSendcitycomplete
station for
trans-to
mitter engineers.
resume
Arthur Lancaster, WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N.C.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director position open in southvhf. Give and
full salary
details requirements.
as to experienceeasternambitions,
Good team man with vitality, originality
and plenty of ideas wanted. Box 598M,
BROADCASTING.
Working news director wanted for vhf in
southeast. Must be able to write, edit,
shoot 16 mm, and possibly do an on-the-air
job. Box 599M, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Other*
Midwest tv station needs experienced promotion manager capable of independently
assuming all responsibility of a one-man
promotion department. Job requires knowledge and experience in creating, planning,
budgeting,
all
phases
of tvperforming
promotion. and
Man coordinating
we need must
be a fluid thinker, possess a sense of humor
and be willing to work, work, work! Box
629M, BROADCASTING.
Need experienced male copy-writer with
ability to service accounts and direct copy
department. TV experience necessary. Box
659M, BROADCASTING.
If you have had experience in program/production and are looking for location where
you can have full charge, you may be the
man wedom offered.
want. Give
This isusan details.
opportunity
selSouthern
market. Box 676M, BROADCASTING.
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married;
veteran;
30-35; dependable
capable public
speaker and
mc. A agesteady,
and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional gimmicks and feature program specialities. Aggressive, but not high pressure.
Box 680M, BROADCASTING.
Middle Atlantic vhf in major market requires television director. Must have experience on RCA equipment and know
television lighting. Send complete resume
and photograph to Program Manager, Box
703M, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Promotion manager presently with a three
radio and television station operation in
top 30 markets seeks larger opportunity.
Eight years of proven record, 31, married.
Box 688M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales manager major eastern vhf desirous
of locating with progressive station or
chain in midwest or west. 16 years experience all phases of radio and tv sales.
Offer stability,
ground togetherloyalty
with and
finestexcellent
personalbackand
business references. Box 561M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced announcer, currently employed
major market, seeking advancement. Prefer
midwest
station. Box 535M, BROADCASTING.
All-around television man, announce, write,
direct, light,Why
photography,
Television.
hire many film,
whenetc.oneBA canin
do? Seek future. Box 650M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced on-camera announcer looking
for position
demanding
sible individual
who has creativity.
worked all Responphases:
News, weather, interviews, children, spots,
etc.
Also
capable
director-writer-producer.
Sober, industrious, intelligent. Box 666M,
BROADCASTING.
Proven record on and off camera for eight
years. Currently
employed
in major news,
three
station
market. Sports,
commercials,
you name portunity.
it. BoxLooking
for
that
rare
668M, BROADCASTING.opAnnouncer-director. Now employed. Eight
years radio-tv experience. Thoroughly professional. Want lasting association with
large market broadcast organization east or
south. Offer you ability and ambition in
return able
formid-August.
good salary
AvailP.O. andBoxa future.
855, Daytona
Beach, Florida.
Technical
Broadcasting technician: Recent graduate
of Central Technical Institute. Seeking perposition556M,
or summer
replacement.
1st ticket.manentBox
BROADCASTING.
Transmitter engineer: 8 years experience
radio, tv — RCA, GE equipment. East coast
preferred. Presently employed. Available
2 weeks notice. Box 677M. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Want tions
chance
break into studio
operawith someto maintenance.
One year
vhf
television transmitter experience where
presently employed. First phone. Ham six
years. Permanent position with future in
engineering desired. Box 713M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer: Experienced administrator.
11 years tenance,
in tv,construction,
9 yearsexcellent
supervisory,
mainreferences.
Box 714M, BROADCASTING.
Supervisor:
years Harold
am-tv Kaup,
all phases
including 12construction.
700 43rd
St., N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, five years experience
large ket market,
desiresmanager.
relocateSalary
small open,
maras production
family,
college
graduate,
highest
references. Box 477M, BROADCASTING.
TV newsman,
reporting,
broad-or
casting, major 12
Ohioyears
markets.
Midwest
Florida. Box 625M, BROADCASTING.
1 want to make you more money, and I
can do it. Presently employed medium
station program director with outstanding
operations record hidden under local bushel.
Will step down for chance to advance in
progressive
CASTING. station. Box 632M, BROADTV production man, 26 years old, vet. BA,
MA, UCLA. Desires position with a future.
Box 641M, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative. Versatile.
Box 645M, BROADCASTING.
Production manager ready for program diHave experience,Anxious
4 years,to imagination,rector.
top background.
relocate,
will direct, produce. College degree. Write
Box 653M, BROADCASTING.
Producer, director, to move to production
head. Past five years senior director. Age
30. Married,
mature,
experienced,
able. Presently
employed.
Box person670M,
BROADCASTING.
My ideas come from my head and my heart.
Versatile, young writer wants tv career.
Flexible.dures.
AllGraduate,
operational
technical
procebroadcasting
school
on
journalism
scholarship.
Box
686M,
BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For
1 Presto-85E
recording
with Sale:
2 recording
mechanisms
model amplifier
6N. Box
550M, BROADCASTING.
SO-8 weather radar system manufactured
by Raytheon, in original packing boxes,
complete with cable and all-weather guide,
$3,500.00.
Reply to Box 642M, BROADCASTING.
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter. Channels
2 thru 6. Low price. Send for details. Box
667M, BROADCASTING.
Ferris, G.R. Hewlett Packard, etc. test instruments. We can supply surplus image
orthicons 5655, 5769, 5820, 5826. Just right
for main use or that spare you need. We
also buy your excess equipment and tubes.
Box 683M, BROADCASTING.
Gates model 31B console. Just removed
from service and in good condition. KGYN,
Guymon, Oklahoma.
Used Gates 21 a console, with instruction
hook and schematic $350.00. Western Electric 2A phase monitor with instruction bulletin, used very little, excellent condition
$300.00. Also console desk, RCA Limiter,
Manager KTER, Terrell, Texas.
Western Electric 310-B, mint condition, 10
sets tubes. Western Electric high level
modulated transmitter ok for standby,
Conelrad, both equipped remote control.
Want
or Jr.,
equivalent.
Make meLangevin
an offer. "Progar"
Fred Haney,
WRALRadio, Raleigh, N.C., phone Temple 4-6401.
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Flashcasting Trans-Lux news sign . . .
61' x 4'5".
equipment. GoodComplete
working remote
condition.control
Reasonable.
WRVM, 130 Clinton Avenue South,
Rochester 4, N.Y.
Best offer buys: One G.E. type BT-4-A
10 kw fm amplifier with several used output tubes. This unit requires a 3 kw driver.
It is in good operating condition. Call
Washington,
D.C. at ADams 4-0700, Ext.
101A.
Tape recorder Berlant 33 stero (list $1115
with cases) as new $650. M. Bates, 3200 16th
St., N.W., Washington, D.C.
Dage video monitor model 602A, 1 — 1" F/1.5
lens. 1—2" F/1.5 lens. 1—3" F/2.5 tele photo
lens. Dage 250A lens and distribution amwithtelev.
3" rearmonitor.
monitor.plifier.
ConracDage 101
27" Camera
industrial
Reply to: Paul Major, Eagle Publishing
Company, 33 Eagle Street, Pittsfield, Mass.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles,
cameras
and everything
broadcast .anything
equipment. Call,
write Mr.in Charol,
Technical Systems Corp., 12-01 43rd Ave.,
Long Island City, N.Y.
WANTED

TO BUY

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Partner wanted. Midwest. Age 30 to 38.
Sales experience. Minimum investment
$10,000. Must supply top references. Write
Box 690M, BROADCASTING.
MISCELLANEOUS
Ready for Fall? No discriminating sponsors,
order custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J
Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.
Qualified consulting engineer. Specializing
in daytime applications, frequency surveys,
and power increases. Area west of the Mississippi. Douglas F. Mariska, 1006 East 16th
Avenue, San Mateo, California.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
Aggressive and "major market experiSALES MANAGER
for fast-rising and fast moving station
in Top Ten Market. We've got the product— we have been obtaining tremendous gains in sales — so if you want to
enced"
make BIG MONEY, send us a resume of
your qualifications.
Box 696M, BROADCASTING

Stations

RADIO

Looking
for us?
We'reour looking
for you.
Small market
station
goal. West
preferred. Considerate
and reasonable
with
your offer. Let us hear from you. Box 627M,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Announcers
KWTX RADIO NEEDS
TOP ANNOUNCER NOW!
Rush tape and letter to:
FRANK FALLON, MANAGER
KWTX RADIO
P.O. Box 7128
Waco, Texas

Equipment
1 kw fm and other fm accessories. Write
Box 631M, BROADCASTING.
REL model 707 STL or equivalent. Also
Hammarlund R.F. Remote control unit. Box
729, Glendale, California.
Used studio console in good condition. State
make, model and price. Reply to John L.
Knollman, C.E., WBRV, Boonville, N.Y.
Used 5 kw am transmitter, must be in good
condition. Jim Petty, WGAY, Silver Spring,
Maryland.
Wanted am and fm transmitter 250 to 5
kw, monitors, studio equipment, towers and
antennas. DSS, 2300 G Street, N.W., Washington 7,D.C.
1-10 kw fm transmitters. TV transmitters
any power, am transmitters 5 and 10 kw
urgently needed. Cameras and studio equipment. Technical Systems Corp., 12-01 43rd
Avenue, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road. Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
F.C.C. license in six weeks. Inexpensive,
practical.
class August
finder, 510Resident
16th St., Oakland,
Calif. 3. Path-

BOSTON
WASHINGTON
Immediate openings, top-flight disc
jockeys.
Morning
(single orAttention
team). —Send
tape. man
Top
40 station experience.
P.D.
WMEX
Boston 15, Massachusetts

C

'^y^* T-S/~- '^9"' ■^Cr'
DEEJAY
100 game all sports play-by-play
schedule, personal appearances,
word hard. We need a man to do
all these and more . . . with heavy
promotion
to be the
man
with the...teenagers
in a "big"
halfmillion market. Two station network . . . tops in both areas.
Replacing 3-year evening man.
Many benefits. $500 a month to
START . . . must be worth much
more soon. Top experience essential. Send tape and resume immediately to Gerry Grainger,
WWCA, Gary, Indiana. Must be
available August 1st.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
©■i y^-. -fy. -/y. -^r. -^5^ .S/~- '^5^' '^J
A
Promotion-conscious y
|
PROGRAM DIRECTOR §
? for hot station in Top Ten Market &
y to help us remain the fastest-moving ?
k operation in the country: program- y
It ming, rating and sales-wise. Major &
y market experience required. Send ?
& summary of your background and y
? capabilities to
&
9
Box 695M, BROADCASTING. £
^5^.
yy-- -Cr. s/-. S/^ S/^
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Nationally known Deejay
TOM EDWARDS
is now available
Radio and/or TV
Phone — Wire — Write
8025 Parmenter Dr.
Cleveland 29, Ohio
TUxedo 4-6462
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical

TELEVISION

TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — Management

Situations Wanted — Sales

THE DIFFERENCE IS TREMENDOUS
One key man on your management
team can make a tremendous difference in your growth in the industry
and in your community. A man with
eighteen years experience in the broadcast industry and an outstanding record of community service is available.
Let the vice president of a major food
marketing firm, the vice president of
a major food chain, the mayor of his
city and the vice president of a successful radio-tv property tell you about
him. Write Box 605M, BROADCASTING.
EMPLOYMENT

$ WANT MORE MONEY $
LET "SAM" GET IT FOR YOU
registrationTV— Confidential
•Free
Announcers
8C Radio
• Radio Disk Jockeys
• Tv 8C Radio Engineers
Men with 1-4 years experience
Step up to better PLACEMENT
paying jobs.
PROFESSIONAL
458 PEACHTREE ARCADE
ATLANTA, GA.
PHONE: JA 5-4841

STATIONS
FULLTIME
COLORADO
Captive market station $8,000 down. \
Approximately $290.00 per month
on balance. Box 495M, BROADCASTING.
KAPR

BROADCAST
FIELD
ENGINEERS
Qualified applicants should possess first
class radio-telephone license, good technical schooling and two or three years'
maintenance experience on TV studio
or TV transmitter equipment.
These positions will pay top salaries.
Liberal RCA benefits included.
For personal interview, please send a
complete resume of your education and
experience to:
Mr. Edward J. McGarrigan
Employment Manager, Dept. YP-IG
RCA Service Company
Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.
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Douglas, Arizona
1000 watt daytime. $70,000, with
29%
lettuce.down. Market— copper, cattle,
Box 51 1 M, BROADCASTING.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST
FULLTIME REGIONAL STATION
Only station in prosperous, scenic
county with diversified agriculturalindustrial economy. This is large established one-owner property with excellent plant and real estate. Total price
$80,000 with $20,000 down. Balance 10
years.

Box 708M, BROADCASTING

FOR SALE
Southern New Jersey
Radio Station
Well established 1000 watt fulltime station. Write Box 71 1M,
BROADCASTING.
Radio ?60,000 to $ 1,000,000. TV from
£375,000 to 52,000,000. Southwest 250
w. daytimer; making money; medium market. #150,000 including real estate. 29%
down easy payout. Without real estate
8110,000.
patt Mcdonald, box 9266, aus
tin, texas. gl. 3-8080.

SALESMAN

Top, Creative, Hard-Working
Radio/TV SALESMAN with exceptional record. Strong managerial experience. Employed NYC.
Please state assignment and
terms.
Write Box 693M,
BROADCASTING

SERVICE

Communications

RCA

TV/RADIO

MISCELLANEOUS
Media Investment's Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.
FOR
Cat.
Vt.
Ala.
Fla.
Wash.
Miss.
W.Va.
Pa.
N.C.
Cal.
N.Y.
Mich.
Ky.
Fla.

Single
Single
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Large
Medium

SALE

250w
250W
lkw-D
5kw-D
lkw-D
250w
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-D
500w

70M
115M
50M
$38M
95M
78M
98M
100M
35M
175M
175M
250M

terms
cash
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms
terms

250M
lkw-F
250w
225M
250M
S.E. Major 5kw-D
S.W.
275M
lkw-F
AM
-TV
450M
Small
S.E. Small
VHF-TV
And Others
5kw-D
PAU l_ H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
Atlanta
Please address:
182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISAtS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
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Continued From Page 112
views, it would appear that the station
had permitted the use of its facilities for
the presentation
of onethereby
positionincurred
on a controversial issue and
the
obligation to afford an opportunity for the
presentation of the opposing viewpoint.
The factticularthat
proponents
parposition the
on such
an issue ofareoneelected
officials does not in any way alter the
nature of the
or remove policy.
the applicability of ourprogram
fair presentation
Your attention is invited to paragraph 18
of thecastReport
by BroadLicensees onin Editorializing
which the Commission
stated, in pertinent part:
". . . While this Commission and its
predecessor, the Federal Radio Commission, have, from the beginning of effective radio regulation in 1927, properly considered
a licensee's
overall
program
servicethat
is one
of the primary
indicia
of hisactual
ability
to serve theof public interest,
consideration
such
service has always been limited to a
determination as to whether the licensee's
programming,
as a iswhole,
strates that thetaken
licensee
aware demonof his
listening
public
and
is
willing
and effort
able
to make an honest and reasonable
to live up to such obligations. The actionfusingof the
in carrying
or re-is
to carrystation
any particular
program
of
relevance
only
as
the
station's
actions
with respect to such program fits into
its overall pattern of broadcast service,
and must be considered in the light of
its other program activities. This does not
mean, of course, that stations may, with
impunity, engage in a partisan editorial
campaign on a particular issue or series
of issues provided only that the reprogramnormschedule
conforms to mainder
theof its
statutory
of fairness:
aitslicensee
may
not
utilize
the
portion
broadcast service which conforms of
to
the statutory requirements as a cover or
shield for other programming which fails
to meet erationthe
standardsButof itop-is
in theminimum
public interest.
clear that the standard of public interest
is not so rigid that an honest mistake or
error incenseejudgment
on the bepartcondemned
of a liwill be or should
where his overall record demonstrates a
reasonable effort to provide a balanced
presentation of comment and opinion on
such issues. The question is necessarily
TELEVISION
GENERAL

MANAGER

. . . SEEKING . . . CHALLENGE
NUMBER

FOUR!

This man knows his business . . .
he is just about at the peak of his
productivity ... In his entire career in radio and television he has
been with but three organizations
. . . His record is crystal clear . . .
he was instrumental in starting one
TV station; and took a second one
from an FCC construction permit
to a completed operation. His experience includes every phase of
management with strong emphasis
on sales and promotion.
He is well known within the industry ... at national advertising agencies . . . and by most station reppresentatives. He is now seeking a
challenging responsibility with an
operation that needs what he has to
offer.
Box 621M, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

one of the reasonableness of the station s
actions, not whether any absolute stanhas quoted
been achieved."
In
light dardofof fairness
the
the
Commission
is ofabove
the view
thatexcerpts;
no further
action is warranted on its part with respect
to these matters. We have taken into consideration the fact that no .other questions
have been
raised concerning Station
WLBT's overall programming operations.
BY DIRECTION OF THE COMMISSION
Mary
Jane Morris
Secretary
NARBA

Notifications
CANADA
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix conassignmentstoof recommendations
Canadian broadcastof
stations taining
attached
North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
600 kc
CFCH North Bay, Ont.— 10 kw D/5 kw N,
DA-2, unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
680 kc
CKGB Timmins, Ont. — 10 kw, DA-2, unl.,
II, EIO 6-15-60.
730 kc
New Lethbridge, Alta.— 1 kw D/0.5 kw N,
DA-N, unl., II. Delete assignment.
CKDM Dauphin, Man. — 10 kw D/5 kw N,
DA-N, unl., II, EIO 6-15-60.
1150 kc
CKOC Hamilton, Ont.— 10 kw D/5 kw N,
DA-2, unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
1260 kc
CFRN Edmonton, Alta. — 10 kw, DA-N,
unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
1280 kc
New Hamilton, Ont. — 5 kw D/2.5 kw N,
DA-2, unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
1340 kc
New Cabano, Ont.— 0.25 kw, unl., IV, EIO
6-15-60.
1420 kc
New Peterborough, Ont. — 1 kw D/0.5 kw
N, DA-2, unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
1460 kc
CKRB St. Georges de Beauce, P.Q.— 10 kw
D/5 kw N, DA-N, unl., Ill, EIO 6-15-60.
1570 kc
New St. Hyacinthe, P.Q.— 5 kw, DA-N,
unl., II, delete assignment.
New Dorval-Pointe Claire, P.Q. — 5 kw,
DA-1, unl., II, EIO 6-15-60.
960 kc
CHNS Halifax, N.S.— 10 kw, DA-N, unl.,
III. Now in operation with increased power.
1290 kc
CFAM Altona, Man.— 5 kw, DA-1, unl., III.
Now in operation with increased power.
1460 kc
CJOY Guelph, Ont.— 10 kw D/5 kw N,
DA-2, unl., Ill, EIO 6-10-60.
1570 kc
CHUB
Nanaimo,
kw, DA-21,power.
unl.,
II. Now in operationB.C.—
with10 increased
From

the

SEC

record

The following stock transactions by
officers and directors of companies in
radio-tv and allied fields have been released by the Securities & Exchange
Commission. The sales, reported to SEC
between May 11 and June 10, involved
common
stock unless indicated otherwise.
Ampex Corp. — Charles A. Black purchased 100 shares for 185 total.
Columbia Pictures Corp. — Ralph M.
Cohn acquired 989 shares giving him
43,298 individually and 1,891 held in
trust; Schwartz & Froehlich (Charles
Schwartz) disposed of 9,300 shares in
three separate transactions, leaving firm

with 2,042 shares to its account.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. —
Joseph Schwartz exchanged $70,000 in
convertible debenture bonds for 14,000
shares, giving him 24,000; David R.
Cunnison purchased 1,800 shares, for
2,107 total; Sumner Blossom disposed
of 1,300 shares leaving him with 12; R.
Carl Chandler sold 2,500 shares leaving
him with 18,500; A. E. Winger reduced
his holdings to 3,506 shares by selling
Emerson Radio & Phonograph —
2,000.
Louis Abrams sold 4,400 shares, plus
400 in trust, leaving him with 44,914
individually and 690 in trust; Abrarris
Foundation Inc. disposed of the 2,392
shares it held; Percy West, pursuant to
call order placed last November, purchased 100 shares giving him 206.
General Electric Co. — Robert L.
Gibson acquired 2,400 shares giving
him 6,317; Cramer W. LaPierre purchased 3,390 shares for 4,955 total;
Clarence H. Linder purchased 2,000
shares for 12,150 total; William C.
Wichman sold 745 shares leaving him
with 5,226.
Hoffman Electronics — H. S. Hazeltine sold 100 shares leaving him with
10.
National Telefilm Assoc. — H. I.
Bucher exchanged 750 shares for National Theatres Inc. securities.
Philco Corp. — Henry F. Argento
sold 5,000 shares leaving him with 727;
Henry E. Bowes purchased $5,000
worth of 4V2 % convertible debentures.
RCA — David Sarnoff disposed of
$90,000 in 3Vi% convertible debentures, leaving him with $17,200 in such
bonds.
Skiatron Electronics & Tv Corp. —
Marion Douras sold 1,600 shares leaving him with 20,000.
TelePrompTer Corp. — Milton Hendler purchased 500 shares, his total
ownership in the firm.
Twentieth Century-Fox Film Corp.—
Donald A. Henderson acquired 2,000
shares giving him 2,610; J. B. Codd
purchased 1,250 shares for 1,850 total;
Francis T. Kelly acquired 1,250 shares
giving him 1,251; C. Elwood McCartney acquired 1,250 shares (he held
none previously); Joseph M. Moskowitz
purchased 10,000 shares for 10,600
total.
United Artists — Herbert L. Golden
disposed of $5,000 in 6% convertible
debentures he held and acquired 238
shares, his total ownership in the firm.
Walt Disney Productions — Donn B.
Tatum sold 150 shares leaving him
with 7.
Warner Bros. Pictures — Benjamin
Kalmenson purchased 10,000 shares for
10,000 total ownership; Jack L. Warner
sold 10,000 shares, at $26.12 per share
pursuant to a 1957 option, leaving him
with 227,431.
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ONLY

BY

3M

A lower tab for a fine commercial makes any client beam.
Video Tape cuts production costs 50% or more. In four
hours you can get results requiring two days to a week with
film. And . . .
The commercials you turn out will look "live". They'll be
sharp, clear and "fluff-proof". Because . . .
"Scotch" brand Video Tape allows run-throughs which can
be played back at once. Top talent feels this is worth a dozen
rehearsals. What's more . . .
When your "take" is edited on "Scotch" brand Video Tape
you have a commercial ready for use without processing. It
costs less — and looks better.
]V£lNNESOTS JOINING AND ]^Ja N U FACTOR I NG COMPANY
, WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW «J
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"SCOTCH"
and theCanada:
Plaid London.
Design areOntario.
Registered© Trademarks
Ave.,
New York.
1959 3M Co. of the3M Co.. St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park
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Ever since he constructed his own
crystal set at the age of 12, Carl Lee
has been a builder of equipment and,
his associates will tell you, of confidence in people. These twin attributes
have carried him far over a score of
years in which the Fetzer Broadcasting
Co. organization has grown from one
station property and 12 employes to
three tv and two am stations, an fm outlet and several subsidiary companies
which together have employes numbering more than 300.
Notwithstanding his reputation as
one of the most gifted administrators
in radio-tv, at the age of 40, Mr. Lee
went back to school last Monday — as
one of nearly 60 broadcasters attending the NAB-sponsored management
seminar at the Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration in
Boston.
The promise and potential of the
young man became evident to John E.
Fetzer, president of the Fetzer Stations,
during Mr. Lee's school days in Kalamazoo. Infatuated with radio engineering as a science, the youth hung around
WKZO studios there and managed to
obtain a parttime job on weekends and
filling vacations. He rose through the
ranks of engineering, programming and
production to his present position as
executive vice president and general
manager of the Fetzer Broadcasting Co.
stations.
Born Nov. 7, 1918, in Reading,
Mich., Carl E. (stands for nothing — he
has no middle name) Lee has been a
builder all his life. He first built things
like spool tanks, scooters out of roller
skates, tree houses and caves, as well
as a crystal radio receiver. After graduating from Hanover High School in
1936, he moved to Kalamazoo, attending the Michigan Academy of Radio
Science, and in his last year (1939), he
also served as an instructor in radio
theory.
Growing With WKZO • When
WKZO boosted its power to 1 kw and
needed extra help in building a new
transmitter, it called on the then parttime Mr. Lee to help in the expansion
program. He soon joined the Fetzer
Broadcasting Co. as a fulltime engineer.
In 1940 WKZO became a fulltime
operation and in 1941 boosted its
power to 5 kw day and night. Mr. Lee
was promoted to the post of chief engineer in 1942.
When Fetzer received a grant in
1945 for construction of WJEF Grand
Rapids, Mr. Lee went to work designing
BROADCASTING, July 13, 1959

the studios and facilities in the Pantlind Hotel and supervised overall instal ation. Itwas no small chore, what
with wartime shortages of materials and
government restrictions. With his technical background and knowledge of
radio, he got the job done, however, in
good time. During the war he also
served on the faculty of Western Michigan U. as a lecturer on education
through radio.
Fetzer further expanded in 1948,
constructing new "Radio City" studios
for WKZO in Kalamazoo's Burdick
Hotel. Again, Mr. Lee supervised and
directed the building program.
With the advent of television in western Michigan, Mr. Lee planned and
supervised the installation of WKZOTV in Kalamazoo and the construction
of WJEF-FM in Grand Rapids — a twin
program
that fully commanded his time
and
energy.
Trouble-Shooter Role • Mr. Lee's
horizons were appreciably broadened in
1951 as he took on additional responsibilities. He was appointed assistant to
Mr. Fetzer and assigned to troubleshoot administrative, sales, programming and personnel problems, along
with engineering.
With his pleasant smile and general
affableness, Carl Lee fitted nicely into
those shoes, setting out to cultivate confidence and assurance among his fellow
workers. With this capacity, his colleagues will tell you, he also managed
to preserve the qualities of leadership
and strength needed to consummate
any difficult business deal. Of him one
associate has said: "Carl's a very honest

Fetzer Broadcasting's Carl Lee
'Hard driver in a nice way'

and ethical guy — and he can also be a
hard-driver in a nice way."
Mr. Lee explains simply, "Doggone
it, on any given problem, you've got to
ask yourself: 'Is this the right and honest thing to do?' Once you establish
the goal onis clear."
that,
In recogniti
of these vital company
talents, Mr. Lee was appointed managing director of the Fetzer Broadcasting
Co. in 1953 and elected a vice president
in 1954. Last year he was elevated to
executive vice president and general
manager of the Fetzer Stations, with
supervisory responsibility for the operations of WKZO-AM-TV, WWTV (TV)
Cadillac (both Mich.), KOLN-TV Lincoln, Neb., and WJEF-AM-FM Grand
Rapids, Mich.
Mr. Lee's most recent and elaborate
building program was the construction
of Broadcast House, a tri-level, sandstone and brick structure with modern
equipment and studios of WKZO and
WKZO-TV at 590 W. Maple St. in
Kalamazoo. Authorities consider it one
of the finest broadcast facilities in the
country, a tribute to Mr. Lee as a
builder. WKZO Radio and WKZO-TV
are affiliated with CBS.
Industry Activities Too • Mr. Lee is
conversant with many subjects and will
discuss industry problems freely. He
has been active in industry affairs (he
is past president of the Michigan Assn.
of Radio & Television Broadcasters)
and currently he is treasurer of the
Michigan chapter of the Broadcast Pioneers.
He is past president of the Kalamazoo Lions Club and served three
terms as a board member of the local
Chamber of Commerce. Mr. Lee also
belongs to the Civil Defense control
center in the Kalamazoo area and is a
member of the board of directors of
the First National Bank and Trust Co.
of Kalamazoo.
When principals of Fetzer Broadcasting Co. bought into the ownership of
the American League baseball Tigers,
Mr. Lee was elected a member of the
board of directors of the Detroit Baseball Co.
Mr. Lee is just as active hobbywise.
A "do it yourselfer" by nature, he still
finds time to pursue his original love,
amateur radio, and recently redesigned
and built his own ham transmitter
operating on all bands (his ticket is
W8TZJ, a license he has held since
1937).
located at one end of his
recreationIt'sroom.
He also likes fishing and golf and
has become an expert at color slide
photography.
Mr. Lee married the former Winifred
Fulton and they have a daughter, Cheryl
Ann, 4V2. He describes "Cheri" as his
most frequent and willing subject for
photography.
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EDITORIALS
Agency story board
THE FCC, after 25 years, has finally got around to trying
to find out what an advertising agency has to do with
programming. We reserve judgment on the legality and even
the propriety of what it does with the information; but unless this new-found insight impels it into the forbidden field
of program regulation, there should be beneficial results all
around.
The Commission stands to learn a lot from the agency
testimony, started before Chief Examiner James D. Cunningham in New York last week as part of its overall inquiry into tv network program practices. For the first time in
our memory, the Commission is getting a buyer's-eye view
of the complexities involved in ( 1 ) fitting the right program
to the sponsoring product, (2) fitting the program into the
right time period and (3) making sure that the program
stays attuned to the sponsor's policies and objectives while
also meeting the policies and standards set by the network.
This first-hand introduction to the business complexities
of programming ought to generate more sympathetic understanding of the problem of keeping programs flowing virtually around the clock. It demonstrates that, contrary to
what a lot of people seem to think, programming involves
more than art and esthetics. The job of administering a $2.5
million network television budget — estimated annual cost
of an alternate-week nighttime half-hour — carries much
responsibility, to sponsor as well as public.
The witnesses, some of the leading practitioners in the
business, didn't pretend that programming is as good as it
might be. But their exposition of the basic facts of business
life should make it harder for anyone who becomes aware
of them, the Commission included, to pass out criticism as
glibly as has frequently been the case.
A noncommercial radio station, municipally owned
WNYC New York, broadcast last week's proceedings. It's
a pity that television's home-made critics all over the country could not tune in. If they listened with an open mind,
they could hardly come away without a better appreciation
of the programming they do get and more respect for the
people — sponsors, agencies, broadcasters — who see that they
get it.
Mutual's

dilemma

SINCE Tom O'Neil bailed out of Mutual two years ago,
the network has been victimized by a series of ownerships which have done nothing to elevate the stature of it
or of radio networking in general.
Mutual cannot survive another ownership of that kind.
If the network is to remain in existence, it must have capital
and expert management. Assuming the presence of both,
the network will have a difficult enough time in a contemporary climate that is not especially favorable to radio networking.
Among all the networks Mutual is unique. It is connected
neither to television operations nor to owned and operated
stations. It consists solely of a relatively small staff and some
inexpensive office and studio equipment.
In some respects Mutual has advantages that the other
radio networks lack. Because of its vastly simpler structure
it can be operated at less expense. It does not suffer the
ignominy of being the poor relation of an otherwise thriving
corporate household. It can make a move without worrying whether the move will adversely affect other operations
in the same company, because in Mutual no operations other
than radio networking exist.
But Mutual, in its singleness of interest, also has conspicuous disadvantages. It is common knowledge that the
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radio networks of ABC, CBS and NBC have been conducted
at substantial losses in recent years. The parent companies
have been able to absorb those losses because of the profits
from television and from owned and operated stations.
Mutual has no tv or station income to dip into when its
radio network bills come due. It must live or die solely on
its ability to sell radio network advertising.
The new owners of Mutual have been persuaded that it
has the potential of selling enough advertising to make the
grade. We hope that they are right and will supply enough
capital to put their belief to a conclusive test. If they do
less, they will only prolong a condition of uncertainty
which, the longer it exists, will depress more and more the
general market in radio advertising.

"Hollywood" McCosker's legacy
IN this year of 1959 as broadcasters seek to mount a public
information program to improve their "image", old-timers
mourn the passing of a broadcaster whose prowess in what
is now called public relations contributed outstandingly to
radio's early development. Alfred J. McCosker, 72, died
July 1 in Miami, where he had lived since his retirement in
1947 as chairman of WOR and of the Mutual Broadcasting
System, of which he was co-founder.
A newspaperman
turnedin press
agent, "Hollywood"
Cosker was instrumental
the establishment
of WOR Mc-in
1922. Four years later he became director and general manager of the nation's then leading independent. A dapper
New Yorker, he had served in the motion picture field
before joining WOR. He brought before the WOR microphones the outstanding stars of that era, and was responsible for such innovations as early morning setting-up exercises, dinner concerts and, perhaps most important, he recognized the significance of news broadcasting.
Although he began as a press agent and showman, Al
McCosker soon became one of radio's outstanding statesmen. In 1932, when the NAB was going through its first
agonizing reappraisal, he was drafted for its presidency. He
served two terms, and he continued active in trade affairs
until his retirement a dozen years ago.
It was because there were men of the McCosker caliber
willing to shoulder responsibility that broadcasting today is
a reasonably free, highly competitive and remarkably successful profession.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING b.v Sid nix
"Look, a woman. Let's offer her the spots for $1,999.98 instead
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of $2,000."

LET YOURSELF GO KPRC-TV, HOUSTON and enter an entirely new world of advertising where every commercial is
transportation to sales results you had not dreamed of. This proud insignia, the KPRC-TV channel number, is
borne by every KPRC-TV advertiser. It proclaims a degree of quality, engineering and good taste unmatched on the
TV sets of the world. Kings, diplomats, princes and connoisseurs have been enchanted by the graceful "2". You
will be too!
KPRC-TV availabilities include programs, minutes, chainbreaks, and ID'S. Prices range from about $90 to $1100. Ask your Edward Petry man for a demonstration.
KPRC-TV, HOUSTON, TEXAS (An Affiliate of the National Broadcasting Company)
"Courtesy of Mercedes-Benz Sales, Inc."

WSTV-TV

SHOPPER-TOPPER
merchandising

. . .

moves

products
off
store
shelves

LEVER BROTHERS

PRODUCTS

INCREASE 18.5% in 32 M &K Supermarkets located in Eastern Ohio. Aver-

age increases in 11 M & K Stores spot checked by WSTV-TV's merchandiser were even greater. Here is the
product breakdown: Breeze, up 50.2%; Rinso Blue, up 22.4%; Blue Silver Dust, up 19.8?. According to Mr.
Ralph Reed, Assistant to the President of the M & K chain of supermarkets, the increase was due 100% to
WSTV-TV's Shopper Topper merchandising. Shopper Topper can do the same for you.
A Member of the Friendly Group H'¥

Represented by Avery-Knodel

KMLB, Monroe, La.
WSTV-TV, WSTV, Steubenville
WSTV-TV
WBOY-TV, WBOY, Clarksburg, W. Va.
KODE-TV, KODE, Joplin, Mo.
CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE-WHEELING • CBS-ABC
WPIT, Pittsburgh
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.
America's 2Sf/i TV Market"
60 E. 42nd Street, New York • 21 1 Smithfield Street. Pittsburgh • Exchange Realty Building, Steubenville. Ohio • "Television magazine
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"NEVER PUT OFF 'TIL TOMORROW..." WHAT YOU CAN BUY TODAY! And we mean
A COMPLETELY NEW and unusual series of half-hour TV programs
'The Flying Giants"
'Behind the Pushbuttons"
is now available for the first time on video tape. Fresh from its suc'Prop Jets Made Simple"
cessful run in Los Angeles— ready to prove a seller in your market.
'Countdown at Santa Susana'
'The Flying Wing"
THE DOCUMENTARY OF OUR TIMES and of times to come, ADVEN'A Plane is Born"
TURE TOMORROW searches the fascinating world of science.
'Glorious Gasbags"
Under the direction of a nationally known physicist, inventor and
'Space Probe"
author, Martin L. Klein, Ph.D., it explores the wondrous world of
"Flight of the Titan"
missiles, jets and atomic projects.
A FAVORITE WITH EVERYONE
IN A LUCID, EASILY UNDERSTOOD manner, Dr. Klein discusses
will
surely pull top ratings in
the latest scientific developments. Each half hour digs deep into a
put
off
'til tomorrow what you
different realm of science with such titles as:
TURE TOMORROW -today.
Write or call .

"ADVENTURE TOMORROW!"
"Satellite High"
"North Pole by Nautilus"
"Supersonic
and Robbers''
"Mighty Like Cops
a Missile"
"Jet Propelled Seagull"
"Return from Outer Space"
"Flying Stovepipe"
"U.S.
Planetoid #1"
"The Vertijet"
from 9 to 90, this exciting new series
your markets. Let us repeat — Don't
can buy today. Investigate ADVEN-

CROSBY/
BROWN
PRODUCTIONS
245 West 55th St., New York 19, N.Y., JUdson 6-1336 • 400 East 33rd St., Chicago, III, CAIumet 5-5520 • 1000 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif, Hollywood 2-7311

EMPLOYMENT

continues

high in the WGAL-TV coverage area. Stable payrolls
assure steady spending.
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CLOSED
Vhf drop-ins • Despite complexities,
FCC majority hopes to clear way for
I vhf drop-ins in some two-station markets prior to its August recess but total
won't exceed half-dozen — several with
reduced separations under "temporary"
authorization. While nothing is nailed
down, among cities scrutinized for
drop-ins (as of FCC's meeting last
Monday) are Louisville, Providence,
Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Syracuse
and Rochester. These are in addition to
indicated or authorized drop-ins for
Fresno and Bakersfield, Calif, (two
channels) Columbus, Ga., Birmingham,
and Baton Rouge (page 70).
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While 21 markets were on original
drop-in list, FCC has been discouraged
to note that violent shifts would be
entailed in all but four or five cities.
Minimum separation now is 170 miles
and staff proposal is for temporary cuts
down to 130 miles, but majority is
disposed to go no lower than 150 miles
(any cut will elicit vehement opposition
of Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters). To provide drop-ins adhering
to separation standards, FCC staff
found, would entail two to 12 moves for
other stations in 21 cities. Example:
drop-in of third station in Charlotte
would mean nine separate shifts. Less
than normal spacing drop-ins would
be temporary , subject to change if and
when tv band is expanded through
exchange with government or by other
means.
Salt Lake deal • Columbia Pictures
Inc. (which owns Screen Gems) is negotiating for purchase of KDYL and
KTVT (TV) for $3.1 million from Intermountain Broadcasting & Television
Corp. (owned 80% by TLF Inc., Time
Inc. subsidiary, and 20% by G. Bennett Larson, general manager of stations). This is in keeping with announcement byRalph Cohn, president
of Screen Gems (Broadcasting, April
13) that Columbia Pictures would seek
full quota of tv stations. Time Inc.
purchased property in June 1953 for
$2.1 million and is expected to acquire
replacement in larger market.

Harrisonburg deal • Purchase by
The Evening Star Broadcasting Co.
(WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington) of
I 50% interest of Transcontinent Television Corp. in WSVA-AM-FM-TV
Harrisonburg, Va., based on 100%
evaluation of $1.5 million, was in negotiation last week. Hamilton Shea,
president and general manager, would
retain his 50% interest and resident
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

CIRCUIT*

managership. WSVA-TV, founded in
1953, operates on ch. 3 with 8.32 kw
visual and 4.17 kw aural and is affiliated with all three tv networks. WSVA
operates on 550 kc with 5 kw-D, 1 kwN and is NBC. WSVA-FM is on 100.7
mc with 7.2 kw.
Negotiations are being handled by
David C. Moore, president of Transcontinent, and John W . Thompson Jr.,
president of Evening Star Broadcasting Co. Transcontinent purchased
Harrisonburg stations in 1956 for
$560,00. Other Transcontinent stations are WGR-AM-TV Buffalo,
WROC-TV Rochester, 60% of WNEPTV Scranton, KFMB-AM-TV San
Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield. It's
presumed Transcontinent will seek fifth
outlet in larger market.
Future book • NBC-TV program planning already extends into 1960-61 season, although there are still few holes
in upcoming schedule (2Vi hours yet
unsold, including two half-hours not
yet programmed). One of major 196061 projects being drafted is called Five
Against Crime, weekly hour which
will have five stars appearing in individual episodes. It's being worked out
by programming chief David Levy with
Dick Berg, new to network, assigned
writing job.
Quiet meeting • Board of Directors of
CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. has scheduled what is billed as quiet two-day
meeting in New York this week. Sessions will be held today (July 20) for
board members only, and Tuesday for
board with network top brass. Meeting
is said to be preliminary to annual affiliates convention to be held in New
York Sept. 23-24, and insiders say they
expect no fireworks to be ignited.
Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.,
heads affiliates board.
Suspended
• Although
FCC intends judgments
to resume consideration
of "oversight" cases, suspended during
trial of former Comr. Richard A.
Mack, Dept. of Justice last week was
considering asking FCC to hold up all
such cases until after re-trial which it
has announced it intends to seek in
light of hung jury. As of Friday, Attorney General William P. Rogers had
proposal under consideration, but there
was inference that Department would
prefer not to unduly delay FCC handling of regular business.
Politicos on Madison Ave. • Paul Butler, chairman of National Democratic

Committee, and J. Leonard Reinsch,
radio-tv advisor to committee and
executive director of Cox stations,
talked in New York last week to eight
advertising agencies about handling national Democratic account for 1960
campaign. Budget will be higher than
$2.25 million in 1956 when Norman,
Craig & Kummel, New York — in running for 1960 business — handled account. In addition to his radio-tv advisory work for Democratic committee,
Mr. Reinsch is executive director of
1960 Democratic convention in Los
Angeles.
On the scene • Egmont Sonderling,
owner of highly successful WDIA
Memphis, personally will take over
management of KWBR Oakland, Calif.,
which he acquired last week for $550,000 with FCC approval. He will seek
change in call to KDIA. Mr. Sonderling also owns WOPA-AM-FM Oak
Park, 111.
Tape Transition • Swift switch from
optical film to video-taped television
productions is seen in expected merger
of two Hollywood majors — Mark
Armistead Inc., renter of camera equipment, and Glen Glenn Sound Co.,
audio recorder for producers. Top
executives of two production specialists
indicated last week they're sold on
merits of tape after inspecting live color
productions at WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C., where two RCA tv tape racks are
in regular operation.
Special enthusiasm was voiced by
Armistead and Glenn executives over
quality of black-and-white image from
color-taped programs. They indicated
merger plans call for operation of mobile production vans that would be fully
equipped for both studio and outdoor
production, adding flexibility to outdoor shots and bringing tv programming nearer to theatrical film versatility.
Finally they point to inherent benefits
of tv film over optical film and kinescopes.
WDRC to continue CBS • Richard D.
Buckley and John B. Jaeger, widely
recognized independent radio operators
(WHIM Providence, R. I., and formerly WNEW New York), don't plan to
keep that status with newly acquired
WDRC Hartford. They've indicated
station will continue as affiliate of CBS
Radio, meaning they consider network's
controversial Program Consolidation
Plan acceptable. WHIM will continue
as independent.
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from 54% to 30% * share of the total audience. No
single outside station can claim more than 15% share.
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Humor and the square sex • The cash register shows
who's hip when it comes to viewing and acting on the
content of the funny tv commercial. If you've been
one of the many who think the gassers are strictly for
the
boys, you'll
be pleasantly
that
the comics
communicate
to the surprised
ladies too,toinlearn
the most

LANSING
IS
MARKET

effective way: sales. Maxwell Arnold Jr., vice president
and copy director, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San
Francisco,
Page
23. tells the story in this week's Monday Memo.

MOVING

Tv "image" drive set • Full speed ahead is ordered for industry-wide
public relations campaign as committees meet to nominate a director
and recommend program and business policies. Fall starting date seen.
Page 35.
NBC auto study: It's tv on top • Showroom shoppers and car dealers
choose tv for fourth straight year as the dominant stimulus for new car
sales, ranking medium over newspapers and magazines for national advertising. Page 42.

UP . . .

now ranked r\Q
(SRDS — May, 1 959) ^

1

. . . and the very best
buy to serve and sell
its 313,100 residents is

The battle of San Francisco • Some of the leading exponents of
modern and traditional radio programming are now locked in head-tohead competition. The outcome could have widespread effect. Page 50.
Lessons in management • Three-score broadcast executives complete
intensive two week course in business operations at Harvard Graduate
School of Business Administration. Course, conducted under NAB
auspices, described by student-executives and Harvard officials as highly
successful. Page 62.
Sec. 315, Senate style • Senate Commerce Committee approves its own
version of Sec. 315 exemptions, including news, documentaries, commentary and interview; House Commerce Committee meets today
(Monday) to consider similar legislation. Page 68.
The push to vhf • FCC moves toward adding vhf to intermixed cities;
Fresno, Bakersfield, Calif., and Columbus, Ga., get additional v's; proposed rule-making issued on more v's for Montgomery or Birmingham,
Ala., and Sacramento or San Francisco, Calif. Page 70.
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Heat — and light — on the Hill • FCC Chairman Doerfer in acrimonious
exchange with Sens. Pastore and McGee as Senate committee ends catvbooster hearings with promise of legislation. Page 72.
Boston ch. 5 case resumes • FCC General Counsel's Office, getting off
first shot in new round, asks examiner to revoke ch. 5 grant to WHDH
Boston and disqualify WHDH and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters from
contest. Page 75.
Oversight in a nutshell • Rep. Harris tells House where Legislative
Oversight has been, what it currently is doing and what it plans for
future and discloses plans for Advisory Council on Administrative problems. Page 76.
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♦Michigan's capital city
market now boasts
• 91 ,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• $588,989,000 spendable income
Represented by VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, lire
WHS is
associated with
NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studios -inBattle
LansingJackson
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AT
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Humphrey
NBC

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

interview:

airs, CBS

denies

NBC and CBS were at odds in interpreting equal-time political law Friday (July 17), with Sen. Hubert
Humphrey (D-Minn.) appearing on
NBC-TV's Today program after being
dropped by CBS-TV from scheduled
appearance on Face the Nation (early
story page 69).
In Today appearance, Sen. Humphrey
said Congress will amend Sec. 315 and
asserted that FCC's extension of equaltime requirement to news coverage
"would make a shambles out of the entire public service aspects of radio and
television." He also suggested that
"maybe I was getting a little high-pressure lobbying"
withdraw
his Face inthe CBS'
Nationdecision
invitation.to
CBS contended that formation of
"Humphrey for President Committee"
by senator's friends made him candidate under Sec. 315 and that if he appeared on Nation it would be necessary
to grant equal time to any other candidate who applied.
NBC disagreed with CBS reasoning.
While its invitation to appear on Today
was issued before it knew of CBS
action, NBC said: "In the opinion of
NBC's legal counsel, Sen. Humphrey
was not then a candidate for nomination for the presidency within the
meaning of Sec. 315. . . .In any event,
committees of the Senate and House
have within the past few days recommended amendment of this section to
permit the appearance of candidates in
newscasts without involving the equal
time provisions of the statute. We expect and hope that such an amendment
will be swiftly voted by the Congress.
Sen. Humphrey said he was not
"complaining" about CBS' action, but
that if it is "followed up in meticulous
detail, it will mean literally throwing
off the air and television every person
that is mentioned for public office."
Asked whether he wanted to be President, he told Today audience he thought
this question "will one of these days be
answered in the affirmative." He said
formation of Humphrey for President
Committee was announced because he
thought it better "to say there is such
an office and . . . say very frankly that
this office is actively promoting at least
the effort to make Hubert Humphrey a
candidate for President."
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Cue: station 'break'
There's mild feuding at 1440
Broadway in New York, home of
WOR New York and Mutual.
WOR has started to broadcast
station cues which say: "This is
WOR-AM-FM, owned by RKO
General," whereas in past, cues
invariably mentioned that WOR
was affiliated with Mutual Broadcastingnew
System.cueIt'sareunderstood
reasons for
(1) WOR
wanted to disassociate itself from
Mutual as some listeners think
WOR is in voluntary bankruptcy
as is network and (2) WOR
wanted to prepare listeners and
trade for disaffiliation with Mutual, which has not been officially
announced. In turn, Mutual revealed last week that it's adopting
new station cue: "This is Mutual,
the Network of Independent
Stations."
Broadcaster-publisher
Eugene

Meyer

dies

Eugene Meyer, 83, chairman of board
of Washington (D.C. ) Post & Times
Herald (WTOP-AM-FM-TV Washington and WJXT [TV] Jacksonville, Fla.),
died Friday afternoon (July 17) in
Georgetown Hospital, Washington. Mr.
Meyer had been under treatment for
heart ailment and cancer.
Born in Los Angeles, Mr. Meyer
amassed fortune as head of his own
New York investment firm. In 1933,
he purchased Washington Post and in
1944 bought WINX Washington for
$500,000. Mr. Meyer, through Post,
then bought 55% of WTOP Washington from CBS in 1948 for $855,470 and
sold WINX. CBS and Post purchased
ch. 9 WOIC (TV) (changing call to
WTOP-TV) from Bamberger Broadcasting Co. for $1.4 million in July
1950 and in October 1954 CBS sold
its 45% interest in WTOP Inc. to Post
for $3.5 million.
Mr. Meyer's newspaper also owns
WJXT, which it purchased in January
1953 (then WMBR-TV) along with
WMBR-AM-FM for $2.47 million. Amfm stations were sold last year to
WWDC Washington (Ben Strouse).
Washington Times Herald was purchased in 1954 and merged with Post.

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 35

Test for WFBG-TV
among actions by FCC
FCC actions:
• Granted ch. 10 WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa., authority to operate experimental ch. 10 outlet in Johnstown, Pa.,
to test coverage but not for commercial
use or to rebroadcast regular WFBGTV programs. Experimental station required to operate only while ch. 11
WIIC (TV) Pittsburgh is not on air.
WIIC, WJAC-TV and WARD-TV,
both Johnstown, had opposed WFBGTV proposal.
• Denied petitions of KPOA and
KULA, both Honolulu, asking revocation of license of KPOI Honolulu
(Broadcasting, June 22). KPOA and
KULA had claimed veteran broadcaster John D. Keating is actual owner
of KPOI through his relationship with
Jock Fearnhead, former WINS New
York manager who purchased KPOI
this spring. Mr. Keating was co-owner
of WINS and KDAY Santa Monica,
Calif., with J. Elroy McCaw until FCC
approval last week of stock transfer
giving Mr. McCaw WINS and Mr.
Keating WDAY. Two jointly own
KALA (TV) Wailuku and KONA (TV)
Honolulu with Mr. Keating retained as
WINS consultant for 80 months at
$1,000 per month.
• Directed preparation of document
granting Palm Springs Translator Inc.
translators on ch. 70 and 73 (K70AL
and K73AD) in Palm Springs, Calif.
5 N. Y. fm's
in $420,000

bought
package

Station sales announced Friday, subject to FCC approval:
Five station group of upstate New
York fm stations sold July 17 by Cooperative Grange League Federation
Exchange (GLF) to Ivy Broadcasting
Co. of Ithaca, N.Y., for $420,000.
Stations, operated as Northeast Radio
Network, are WRRL Wethersfield,
WRRE Bristol Center, WRRA Ithaca,
Valley. De Ruyter and WRRC Cherry
WRRD
Ivy Broadcasting is owned by group
including E.E. Erdman, A.H. Treman,
J.J. Clynes Jr. and George Abbott.
They also own WTKO Ithaca and
WOLF
Syracuse. Mr. Erdman is
CONTINUES on page 10
■■■■■^^^■■■■■■■■■RHifli':
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broadcaster; others are Ithaca businessmen.
GLF took over as sole owner of
stations in 1952. Group was formed
in 1947 as Rural Radio Network. Stations have been part of QXR Network,
which carries programs originated by
WQXR (FM) New York, and had also
relayed feeds to eight other upstate New
York stations. That arrangement will
be terminated. QXR network said Friday it is taking steps to insure continuation of service to area.
WILO Frankfort, Ind., sold by T.
M. Nelson and David Gifford to Vernon J. Kasper, midwest broadcasting
official, for $80,000. Broker was
Hamilton-Landis & Assoc. WILO is
250 w daytimer on 1570 kc.
Friendly expands
Fred W. Friendly named Friday
(July 17) to be executive producer of
CBS Reports, hour-long informational
series to be presented in CBS-TV prime
time once monthly starting this fall,
twice monthly following year and weekly thereafter. Mr. Friendly will continue
as co-producer (with Edward R. Murrow) of CBS-TV's Small World. Plans
for CBS Reports were first disclosed by
CBS President Frank Stanton last spring
(Broadcasting, June 11).
AFA group named
Advertising Federation of America,
New York, Friday (July 17) named
nine officers and directors to AFA executive committee, scheduled for initial meeting next Friday (July 24).
They are:
James S. Fish, vice president and director of
advertising, General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, and

AFA board chairman; John P. Cunningham, chairman of Cunningham & Walsh, Mew York, and vice
chairman of AFA board; Mary E. Busch, executive
vice president, Emery Adv., Baltimore; E.W. Ebe,
vice president, General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N.Y.; Robert M. Feemster, chairman, executive
committee,
"Wall ofStreet
Journal";
Melvin OilS.
Hattwick, director
advertising,
Continental
Co., Houston;
W. Head, manager
advertising andGeorge
sales promotion,
Nationalof Cash
Register Co., Dayton; C. James Proud, president
and general manager, AFA, and Perry L. Shupert,
vice president, sales and advertising, Miles Labs,
Elkhart.
Ask

allocation

quiz "rigging," stating disclosure would
be in public interest and would lead to
corrective legislation. Judge has impounded presentment on ground it
makes accusations without offering
forum for denials. Decision is due in
next month.
CBS spokesman Friday repeated network's position that it cannot comment
on matter still before court.

shifts

Tv allocation changes requested of
FCC, reported Friday:
• WHP Inc. (WHP-TV), Harrisburg,
Pa., asked that ch. 12 be moved from
Wilmington, Del., to Harrisburg.
Change would involve reallocations in
Dover, Del., and Atlantic City, N.J.
• United Electronics Labs., Louisville, Ky., asked assignment of ch. 32
from Richmond, Ind., and Oak Ridge,
Tenn., to Louisville. Would involve
changes in Madison, Muncie and Richmond, Ind.
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
Lansing, Mich., requested allocation of
ch. 9 from Alpena, Mich., to Cadillac,
Mich., and reservation for educational
use. Recommended substitution of ch.
6 for ch. 9 at Alpena.
NBC ok's quiz release
Continuing to-do about New York
grand jury presentment on alleged quiz
show misbehaving prompted NBC to
issue statement Friday (July 17) saying
it would welcome publication of probe
findings if court thought it legal to do
so. Network said it had and would cooperate with grand jury and district attorney, and had never sought to block
release of presentment.
New York District Attorney Frank
Hogan earlier in week urged judge in
case, Mitchell D. Schweitzer of Special

HEADLINERS
Julius Barnathan, vp and director of
research, ABC-TV, named to newly created post of vp for affiliated stations.
Alfred R. Beckman continues as vp in
charge of station relations, and Donald S.
Shaw Jr. continues as director of station
clearance, with both reporting to Mr.
Barnathan. Frederick Pierce, manager
of audience measurements with ABCMr. Barnathan
TV's research department, appointed manager of research also reporting to Mr. Barnathan whose
duties include supervision of station relations, station clearance and research departments. Prior to joining ABC five
years ago Mr. Barnathan was director of media research
and statistical analysis with Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.

Sessions Court, to release report on

• Business

briefly

• American Tobacco Co., NY., for its
dual filter Tareyton cigarettes, lining up
some 20 markets for 52-week spot tv
campaign starting Sept. 1. Prime time
station breaks have been purchased in
Portland, Ore, and Houston, Tex.
Agency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner, N.Y.
• P. Lorillard Co., NY., announced
Friday (July 17) new Spring cigarette
brand headed for rapid national distribution, starting with radio-tv spot
drive and print campaign this week
in Philadelphia and Providence. With
ad strategy in formulative stage, copy
theme of king-sized filter Spring, with
"wisp of menthol," will be ". . . the
cigarette which 'air-conditions' the
smoke," with emphasis on "amazing
electroic process created by Lorillard
research." Agency: Lennen & Newell,
N.Y.
• Marlboro Cigarettes (through Leo
Burnett, Chicago) Shell Oil (J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y.) and Ballantine Beer
(William Esty, N.Y.) set to sponsor
New York Giants pro football games
this fall on CBS-TV regional network
in New York and New England, Regional network is part of CBS-TV national coverage of pro football, which
in some cases will present six games
regionally in one afternoon.

WEEK'S

Julian Goodman, manager of news for
NBC in Washington, named to new post
of director of news and public affairs with
assignment in New York. He will report to
William R. McAndrew, vp, NBC News.
Elmer W. Lower, director of operations
and general manager of election and convention coverage for CBS News, will succeed him in Washington. J. O. Meyers
Mr. Goodman
continues as director of NBC News, and
Edward Stanley remains director of public affairs, both
reporting to Mr. Goodman. Mr. Goodman joined NBC as
news writer 14 years ago, has played key role in organizing radio and tv coverage of three presidential elections
as well as first filming of presidential press conference.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon to be held at Fairmont Hotel.
*Aug. 20-22 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 21-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will conduct editorializing clinic.
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for
transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to
Boston.

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
( ' Indicates firsf or revised listing)
JULY
15 July 21by
— Hearings
begin on
administrativeon
agencies
Senate Judiciary
Subcommittee
Practices & Procedures, 10 a.m., Rm. 2228, New
Senate Office Bldg.
* July 21FCC
— Firestone
Tire & Rubber
testimonyD.
before
Chief Hearing
ExaminerCo. James
Cunningham
on demise10 ofa.m.
company's
music show,
Voice
of Firestone.
FCC headquarters,
Washington, D.C.
July 24 — FCC Comr. T.A.M. Craven will address
Federal Communications Bar Assn. luncheon on
International Telecommunications Conference
scheduled to begin in Geneva, Switzerland, next
month. Willard Hotel, Washington.
July 24 — Oral argument before FCC on protests by group of television broadcasters against
specialized common carrier microwave relay systems which carry tv signals from large cities to
catv systems in small cities and towns served
by these broadcasters. Involved are broadcasters
and catv operators in Helena, Mont.; Laredo,
Tex.; Tallahassee, Fla.; Riverton-Lander-Thermopolis, Wyo., and Tyler, Tex.
July 30annual
— RadioFun& Television
Executives
first
Day Outing,
PelhamSociety's
(N.Y.)
Country Club, for RTES members and guests.
AUGUST
Aug. 3 — Comments due on FCC proposal to revise
television network rules including cutting down
on option time, counting straddle programs as
option time entirely, etc. Commission requests that
comments also refer to same revisions in radio
network rules. Docket 12,859. Postponed from
June 22.
*Aug. 4 — Argument in Ninth Circuit Court, San
Francisco, on request for temporary injunction
against FCC by Montana Microwave (common
carrier relay feeoing Spokane tv signals to Helena,
Mont., community tv system). Litigation is against
FCC oroer staying grant to Montana Microwave
pending outcome of protest proceeding filed by
KXLJ-TV Helena.

Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick W. Ford will speak.
Aug. 29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Judge John
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.

figures

UP

THEIR

TOES

ON

in San Francisco)

Sept. 3 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
Sept. 11-12
CountryMo. Music Assn. Board of Directors,—Springfield,
*Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of tnree-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
sSept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Loage, Tofte.

Aug. 16-17 — Montana Broadcasters Assn., Rainbow Hotel, Great Falls.
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, summer meeting, Jekyll Island.

Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.

Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, seminar for raaio station managers, U. of
Wiscons.n, Madison.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

sales

SEPTEMBER

Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broaocasting."
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.

*Aug.
Island. 16-18 — Georgia AP Broadcasters, Jekyll

gets your

Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth

KOBY delivers the audience in San
Francisco ! So when you tell your
story on KOBY, you give your products and services maximum sales
push. KOBY listeners are a loyal
audience — and they're in a buying
mood. That's why sales soar when
you buy KOBY!
LET PETRY put you on the KOBY
bandwagon — the most effective vehicle for reaching more of the San
Francisco market.
(Incidentally, when you're in Denver, stay
at the Imperial Motei, 1728 Sherman,
downtown, convenient.)
in
10,000 Watts
KOBY

San Francisco

For Greenville, Mississippi — WGVM
MID-AMERICA

BROADCASTING COMPANY
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annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.

Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3— Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
OCTOBER
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field, including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science. & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transisand communication and navigation, among
other tors,
topics.
If you want

land, lots of land: Flint, Lansing, Saginaw

and Bay City, to be exact— WJRT's your baby. With each
of these big metropolitan areas getting WJRT's powerful
Grade "A" signal or better, it's the most efficient way to buy
Michigan's other big market. In all, you get nearly a half
million TV households with this single-station buy. That's
all of rich mid-Michigan, ready to hark to your message.
Whenever you're ready to send it, just say the word.

WJR
CHANNEL '
ABC

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
16 (DATEBOOK)

Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 15 — Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing on page 18.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
Oct. 26-30 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters convention at Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel,
Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
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Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
and

short

of it

in the

Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.

Johnstown*
Altoona Area

WJAC-TV holds a long, long lead over WFBG-TV, in station share of audience, sign on to sign off, all week long.

WJAC-TV- -71 .9
WFBG-T V--28, 1
■TOP

Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.

pr00f from ARB, November, 1958, that WJAC-TV
's ^ar anead of the competition in its area.

30 SHOWS
ON
WJAC-TV»
Johnstown- Altoona Trendex, Feb., 1 959
With a lead of nearly 3 to 1

Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
JANUARY 1960

over its nearest competitor, it's
clear that WJAC-TV is the station viewers prefer. Buy the
station more people watch . . .
WJAC-TV
SERVING MILLIONS FROM
i i,-; ..ATOP THE ALLEGHENY

*Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
FEBRUARY 1960
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
''Feb. 24-25 — Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
of state
broadcasters
association wil Presidents
attend; Voice
of Democracy
luncheon
will be a feature.
MARCH 1960
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.

Get full
details from

APRIL 1960
April 3-7 — NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC

MAY 1960
here

is...

modern

radio

r

May 18-20 — Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES

You're

missing

a bet if you don't

hear

Lang-

Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20— Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.

Worth's

new

"SHOWCASE"

STERS and AIRLIFTS.

Write

of RADIO

HUCK-

for it today!

Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30 — Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.

LANG -WORTH
18 (DATEBOOK)

FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC.
1 7 5 5 BROADWAY N. Y. 1 9, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-5700

Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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NEWSMAKER

STATION

KLAC

STANDS
The
YES,

AND

appoints

FOR

LOS

Nation's
IT ALSO

2nd

of

WEEK

EASTMAN

ANGELES,

CALIFORNIA

Market... Vh

STANDS

the

Million

FOR:

1. Quality Programming
2. Top Facility, 5,000 watts on 570
3. Talent: THE BIG SIX

kc

4. Unsurpassed News Staff
5. Sam the Traffic Man
6. Exciting Sports with Sam
7. Powerful
It all adds

Merchandising

up to SHOWMANSHIP

and

Baiter
Support

SALES

RESULTS!

See your East/man for sales
in southern California.

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York22,N.Y.
PLaza 9-7760

robert
e. eastman
&
national representatives of radio stations
ST. LOUIS:
CHICAGO:
SAN FRANCISCO:
DALLAS:
Russ
Bldg.
211
North
Ervay
Bldg.
Syndicate Trust Bldg.
333 N. Michigan Ave.
915 Olive St.
Dallas, Texas
San Francisco, Cal.
Chicago, Illinois
St. Louis, Missouri
Financial 6-7640
Riverside 7-2417
YUkon 2-9760
CEntral 1-6055
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co.,

inc.

LOS ANGELES:
Taft Building
1680 N. Vine St.
Hollywood, Cal.
Hollywood 4-7276

An entirely
NEW

KIND

LAW

ENFORCEMENT

AGENCY
pledged

OF

. . .
to destroy

those who

prey upon

the weak,

helpless,

ignorant and poor!

As served by Foster Dauzat at Arnaud's
Here's how to
make it:
WWL-TV.
NEW

. . new

ORLEANS
FAVORITE

— 41.2%
Warm brulot bowl or chafing
dish thoroughly with hot
water; pour out water. Place
in bowl '2 lemon peel, '2
orange peel, 2 crumbled cinnamon sticks, 8-10 whole
cloves, 2-4 lumps sugar. Add
4 oz. brandy. Dip out spoonful of mixture 'including 1
lump sugar); warm spoon with
match. Ignite spoon's contents. Lower into bowl; contents will flame. Very slowly
add 4 demitasses of strong
black coffee. Let contents
flame short time; stir to extinguish. Serve.

of the audience,

sign-on to sign-off Sunday through Saturday*
— 8 of the top 15 programs
— 6 of the top 10 syndicated

shows

Get the complete story on the fast-changing New
television picture from your Katz representative.

Orleans

*May, 1959, ARB

NEW
L-TV
WWORLEANS
22
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MONDAY
from MAXWELL

MEMO
ARNOLD

JR., vice president and copy director, Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, San Francisco

Humor
Any advertiser who uses humor as
a selling technique ought to question
whether the money and the wit are being wasted on his most important customers— the women. A lot of people
think women have no sense of humor.
This may not be true of Mae West,
Jane Austen, Katherine Mansfield,
Dorothy Parker, Jean Kerr, Betty Comden, Dorothy Fields and all, but women
in general.
Nor should we be deceived by all the
beautiful women who have been won
by the wit of ugly men. Nor by the
weakness women have for clowns.
After all, it's a solemn picture when
you consider that women seem to be
the ones mostly taken in by conformity,
togetherness and purple shutters. No
one protected by a sense of humor
could succumb to all that.
So if women are square, there are
some very comical (and costly) commercials and ads missing the market.
It would mean that Bob and Ray, Stan
Freberg and the rest of us humorous
fellows are gassing only ourselves.
So Look Who's Square • No; we
can convulse the men well enough, and
perhaps it's true that men can compile
a higher lifetime fielding average on
jokes in general, but when it comes to
the use of humor in advertising it's
the men who are the square sex.
A humorous commercial will bring
more hostility, more resentment, more
consternation from the average man
than the average women. Not over the
humor itself, but over the fact that
humor is being used in advertising.
Men can get very square about this.
They think humor isn't businesslike.
Humor in advertising has a different
effect on women. They appreciate it.
They appreciate the effort. They appreciate the advertiser for doing it.
They feel that an advertiser who uses
humor respects their intelligence, their
awareness, their sensitivity and, most
of all, respects the truth that they aren't
square.
And the truth is this. Women grasp
a lot more than their husbands. They're
better informed. They read more, they
look and listen more, they long for
more. They don't scorn the arts. When
they don't know much about literature,
music, painting, they wish they did and

cash
The
BROADCASTING,
July 20, 1959

and

the

square

feel they could have if they'd had the
chance. Every woman who isn't an
artist is a frustrated artist and doesn't
mind who knows it, including herself.
Cash Register Rating • Women may
not laugh all the way to the store, but
they'll appreciate you when they see
your product and often they'll buy
your
fallen product
for you. simply because they've
Men are the square sex. But women,
in more ways than one, have always
been curved.
Unfortunately, no substantiation of
my theories can be found in the works
of such authorities as Susan B. Anthony
and Dolores Haze, nor can we discover the same attitudes on male and
female humor in Frazer, Firbank or
Kinsey. However, there is much evi-

Maxwell (Bud) Arnold Jr. was born in
San Francisco 40 years ago and was
graduated from Stanford U. in 1948
with a B.A. degree. Before joining
Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli in 1953, he
was in advertising-promotion for various hotels for five years. He started at
GB&B as a copywriter, later was named
copy director and last year was elected
vice president and copy director. He
served in the U.S. Naval Reserve from
1942-46 as a yeoman first class. He
has had short stories published in
Harper's Magazine and the Literary
Journal and poetry in the New York
Times Sunday Magazine.

register

shows

sex

dence to support the foregoing thesis
when we turn to certain strange advertising practices found among various
tribes of food, cosmetic and sanitary
paper manufacturers.
If food isn't advertised to women,
nothing is. Women buy the food, prepare the food, serve the food and often
eat it themselves. They are the brandconscious ones who react to the advertising when they are in the store — and humor has worked successfully on
all kinds of food products. It is no
accident that my own agency has long
specialized in two fields: food and
humor. We have done humorous commercials for Ralston cereals, Skippy
Peanut Butter, crackers, cookies, jams
& jellies, bacon, ham, sausage, milk,
ice cream, and so on.
Kellogg is using humor now, too.
Jello has used it successfully. Freberg
has shown us all a thing or two with
such food products as Butternut Coffee
and Contadina Tomato Sauce.
Cosmetic advertising is more devoid
of humor than anything else but patent
medicines, but there have been outstandingly successful exceptions. Toni
did it with the Marx Brothers. And
at GB&B, a series of wild and whacky
tv commercials for a Max Factor hair
spray was shown by outside research
to have established a remarkably high
record of believability among women.
The slogan: "Unless you have two
heads, you need only one hair spray."
And the name of the lady in the commercials was not Barbara, Helene or
Helena. Her name was Medusa and her
hair was lovely.
Mathematical Principle • As final
proof that women can be even more
receptive than men to humorous advertising we can study a lesson in irony.
A few years back GB&B pioneered in
using humor for a beer account. The
commercials done for this beer were
probably the funniest ever created by
the agency, the purpose being to produce beer belly laughs among the boys.
Result: women made the beer such a
favorite of their own that motivational
research ultimately concluded that the
beer had won the dubious distinction
of now possessing a feminine image.
Even in geometry, you'll never find23
a square among curves.

who's

hip

When

you

discuss

the

ste

03

AVERAGE
Hourly
Average:
Wag-e
i MDUSTRY

How

well are the steelworkers

paid ?

The average hourly wage for the steelworker in
January 1959 was $3.03-840 higher than the $2.19
average for all manufacturing employees; 680 more
than the average employee in durable goods industries; and 38?; more than the autoworker. And these

figures do not include the cost of vacations, holidays, pensions, insurance and other benefits which,
in the case of the steel industry, amounts to 570 an
hour— among the highest benefit payments in the
country.

How

do

steel wage
compare

with

shipments
From
wage
288%
30%

increases
increases

per man-hour

in
?

1940 to 1958, steel companies' hourly
and other employment costs increased
which has been nearly ten times the
increase in shipments per man-hour.

Source for all figures: American Iron and Steel Institute

ave

these

facts?

Are steel prices high
Since 1940, the price of finished steel mill products
has risen at an average of about 5%% a year but
the total cost per man-hour and employment costs
per man-hour have risen more— about 7y2% a year.
In spite of this, steel is one of our lowest priced
materials. Carbon and alloy steels sell at an average of about 80 a pound.

«S J ~ET \zl L~
i fcn
OF
RETURN/
ON/

SALES

Are steel profits too big ?
In 1940, the steel industry earned 8.10 per dollar of
sales and in only one year since— 1950— has this
rate been equaled. In 1958, the rate was 6.3%.
The average of 1940 through 1958 has been 5.8%.
While the steel profit rate has diminished, employment costs per hour have climbed rapidly— a 288%
increase since 1940. Increases in steel prices between 1940 and 1958 were required to pay for
higher wages, taxes, material and other costs, and
did not increase the rate of profit.
A\/Ef?A<3r£
AWWt/AL1*40

\<?5$

United

ratts:

v

States

Steel

Hannibal

made

things

happen

in the

Alps

. . . and

WPEN

WPEN
the

News

was

Associated

awarded
Press

citations by

Broadcasters'

Association for "outstanding work in the
fields of editorial-commentary, freedom
of information, and outstanding news
reporting." More evidence that in News
. . . and in Sales . . . WPEN Makes Things
Happen

In Philadelphia.

WPEN
Represented nationally by
GILL — PERN A

OPEN

Impact impressive
EDITOR :
... I have received mail from all
over the country, from people I haven't
seen or heard from in many, many
years as a result of the "Respects" article (page 101, June 29). The coverage
of Broadcasting is both large and diverse if my little mail survey can be
any judge of the matter.
John A. Schneider
General Manager
WCAU-TV Philadelphia
Tv service to St. Louis
editor:
We were appalled at your omission
of KPLR-TV in the summary of media
activities during the recent newspaper
strike in St. Louis, (page 72, June 29).
Throughout the strike, KPLR-TV
offered the only fulltime television news
service to the St. Louis area. The
station programmed a full schedule of
news, weather, sports and special interest features denied St. Louisans by
the strike at 15 minute intervals
throughout the day — supplemented by
syndicated and feature film programs.
Such regular features as an Entertainment Guide, Society Page, Sports Page,
Names in the News, and others were
offered on a strip program basis each
day. Our facilities were offered to and
used by practically every public service
organization with charitable activities
scheduled during the strike period.
We must also point out that previous
to the strike KPLR-TV started the telecast day at 4 p.m. When the strike was
announced at midnight on June 9 program plans were immediately put into
effect and the station was on-the-air
at 7:30 a.m. the next morning — 8V2
hours before its normal sign-on time
with just IV2 hours advance notice . . .
The public acceptance, by the way,
of this special programming has led to
a decision by station management to
continue regular operations from 12
noon daily — almost four months in advance of the previous target date . . .
James M. Henneberry
Director of Promotion and
Public Relations
KPLR-TV St. Louis
What's in a name?
editor:

All of us here at David Jaret Corp.
appreciate the "Changing Hands" article in the July 13 issue regarding the
sale of WKNB New Britain, Conn. —
all except changing our 36-year-old
brokerage firm's name from David
Jaret to Daniel Jaret. However, for
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

MIKE
a quarter of a million dollar sale on
WKNB, Daniel is as good as David.
David Jaret
David Jaret Corp.
Brooklyn, N.Y.
Agency's No. 1 choice
EDITOR :
Of all the journals we read, Broadcasting isNo. 1 in our book . . .
David L. Carlson
J. M. Camp & Co.
New York
New England story
editor:
... I want to congratulate you on
the fine article regarding New England (June 22 issue) . . . Your itinerary
shows you have thoroughly covered the
field.
Eugene R. Bertermann
Executive Director
Lutheran Church — Missouri
Synod Foundation
St. Louis
editor:
. . . Realizing, as the article indicates,
the New England states, particularly
New Hampshire, are not doing an adequate selling job of their recreational
and industrial potential, I have recommended a reorganization plan to the
New Hampshire legislature establishing
a Department of Commerce. This bill
merges the Planning and Development
Commission and the Forestry and Recreation Dept.

JAIL

BREAK!

Not a shot was fired as three
men stage a fantastic escape
from a maximum security
prison! — The Houston Press
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!

DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
A Subsidiary of
the Buckeye Corporation

Watching

habit

in Fresno
(California)

Through savings achieved in this reorganization, an additional $220,000
will be made available to better promote
the recreational and industrial advantages of the State of New Hampshire.
Wesley Powell
Governor, State of
New Hampshire
editor:
. . . I've never come across a better
roundup of a complex area than that
which you have turned out in a minimum of time.
Nathaniel H. Sperber
Raytheon Co.
Waltham 54, Mass.
editor:
. . . brilliantly done . . . shows a
tremendous facility for absorbing a
great mass of involved information,
organizing it and explaining it in clear
language with discerning emphasis on

first station in Fresno
KMJ-TV
Fresno, California
The Katz Agency
National Representative
27

the most significant aspects.
Prof. Kenneth J. Barnard
English Dept.
U. of Rhode Island
Kingston, R. I.
editor :
Your special report . . . was excellent. May I have permission to take
quotations from this report for sales
pitches and promotion letters?
William F. Malo Jr.
WFEA Manchester, N.H.

JEFFS

[EDITOR'S toNOTE:
grant
permission
quote We
from are
our glad
New toEngland
story, providing, of course, full credit is
given
and the material is not quoted out
of context.]
EDITOR :
Please forward 50 copies . . .
Peggy Stone
Radio-Tv Representatives Inc.
New York
editor:
. . . Please send another 50 copies
air express collect.
John Cullinane
WEEI Boston
editor :
... 100 reprints . . .
Marion D. Whooley
State of Maine, Dept. of
Library
Economic Development,
ALWAYS...
a

jump

ahead

The vibrant enthusiasm of
staying a jump ahead of our
contemporaries is a vital part
of all personnel at KONO
in San Antonio.
It's an enthusiasm that keeps
listeners'
ears. . keenly
tuned
to the times
. for first
in news . . . finest in music.
It's an enthusiasm that keeps
San Antonio's largest radio
audience buying at fever pitch . .
day after day.
For remarkable facts about the

Augusta, Me.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Reprints of "What's
Really
in New England" are
availableHappening
at 20<f each.]
Going on your own
editor:

Am just completing final research
for project which is centered on radio
station management and programming.
If at all possible, I would like to
have a copy of the article, "Madison
Ave. to Main St." which appeared in
Broadcasting on May 14, 1956.
James E. Hankins
Southern Illinois U.
Carbondale, 111.
ences of a former Article
Madisondescribes
Ave. executive
£n?JcT°?'S
experiwho
acquired?OTE:
his own local
radio stations
and includes income
and
expense
breakdowns. Reprints still available, 5<t each
]

"jump-ahead" KONO . . . see your
KATZ
AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVE
5000 Watts • 860 KC
K

O

NT
JACK ROTH, Mgr.
^CUCCo
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
28 (OPEN MIKE)

■R^H
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes,
old and new addresses. please include both

RENEWALS
IN

FOR

POURING

O
ZNDAYEAR!

Already renewed for next
season in market after market,
JEFF'S

COLLIE

proves itself

the "sponsor's best friend!"
Washington
Baltimore
Minneapolis
Cincinnati
Honolulu
Lincoln
South Bend
. . . and many

more !

Inquire about availabilities
in your market!

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
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WHY
AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

TAPE
MEN

THE
7 WAYS

ENGINEERS
CHOOSE

AMPEX

CONSOLE

BETTER...

Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-day production
work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than two, and they know it. And they know that Ampex
console design gives them those extra hands with a speed and efficiency in production unmatched
by rack or any other design . . .
• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing in
one position.
• All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.
• Monitoring is at eye level.
• Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.
• Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.
• Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels — no extra table required.
• And it's safe — you can't bump into turning reels.
There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape * Television Recorders in operation throughout
the world — in all major networks, in stations and production companies.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.
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BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
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H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
■SMB
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

"Sunny"
Knows

"Sunny" knows WSUN
delivers more radio homes,
at the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart
of Florida.*

WSUN is programmed
for service . . . and for
sales, and has been making
friends in Florida for 31
years.

620 KC
Tampa
St. Petersburg
National Rep:
VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
Southeastern Rep:
• NCS 2
30

JAMES S. AYRES

Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
Special Projects Editor . .David Glickman
Associate Editor
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B»n
iOver a

new 40-story
Advertising
Chicago's
Headquarters

HOTEL IN HEART OF CHICAGO ADVERTISING
• close to agencies, radio-TV stations,
newspapers, magazines, art, film and
recording studios, representatives.
UNIQUE FEATURES OF EXECUTIVE HOUSE
• Drive-in Garage
• Direct Dialing from Room Phone
• Private Sun Terrace
• Free Stock Market Quotations
Send for colorful brochure
Department B, 71 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago 1
Financial 6-7100 • A. M. Quarles, General Manager
JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPSthe accusation of
LIBEL-SLANDER
PIRACY-PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New
York Chicago
107 William
175 W. San 100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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ALL

SIDE

WEST
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The Big Bay audience is swinging to "Big Bay
Radio"!
the downbeat
on
all sides Right
of thefrom
Golden
Gate are .in. . listeners
tempo with
KEWB — Channel 91 — "BIG BAY RADIO:'
Contemporary,
exciting
Bay Radio"
harmonizes
withconcise,
Bay Area
living"Big
. . . paced
by an
up-beat staff inspired by America's most notable
independent: "kissin' cousin" KFWB in Los
Angeles.
Letters and telegrams set the theme: six thousand
responses in the first week of broadcast . . . joining

Why sit there waiting for
"rating
on the
horn nowbooks"?
for full Get
details
on avails direct from KEWB
or your nearest Katz office.

A Service of Crowell-Collier

BAY
_THE
the chorus affirming that KEWB — Channel 91
— hits them where they live in the six-county Big
Bay Area.
The
Bigmail
Bay response
audience islikes
RADIO"
. . . but
only"BIG
part BAY
of the
story.
Local clients and national clients (such as Ford
Motor Co., Union Oil, Hamm's, Kinney Shoes,
Stokely-Van Camp) sing the praises of Channel
91 . . . report the happy music of cash changing
hands at the retail counter.

BUILD
BUY

KEWB • Bermuda Building • 2150 Franklin ■ Oakland 12, California
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SIDE

BIG

BIG

SALES

BAY

RADIO

• EXbrook 7-2891 ■ TEmplebar 6-0910

KEWB 91
Channel
San Francisco
Oakland

KFWB
Channel 98
Los Angeles

ROBERT M. PURCELL, president
MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
National Sales Representatives
ROBERT M.
and PURCELL
President
General Ma nager

MGM-TV

PRESENTS

PETER
LAWFORD
PHYLLIS
KIRK
AND
ASTA

TELEVISION'S
FAVORITE
AND
IN

MYSTERY

MIRTH

TRIO

AVAILABLE

TO

REGIONAL

AND

LOCAL

ADVERTISERS

DIRECT
FROM
OF

TWO

TOP

YEARS

RATINGS
ON

NBC-TV

BIG STARS. ..not Just one,
but two top stars assure
greater audience appeal.
PROVED RATING WINNER
. . . consistently maintained
ratings in the twenties.
REACHES THE RIGHT
AUDIENCE... for most
products the best market
is in younger homes
and larger families . . . and
that's where THIN MAN
scores highest!

"J

"».» i;

ACT
BEFORE
MARKETS

NOW...
CHOICE
ARE

GONE

WRITE. . . WIRE. . . PHONE
A Service of
Loew's Inc.
1540 Broadway
New York. N. Y.-JU 2-2000

news

. . .

with
interest

"For over a decade we have sponsored
the World News Roundup on WRC Radio.
The results have been most gratifying
and are convincing evidence
that 'The Sound of Quality' on WRC
creates the believability and prestige
which is so important in selling
our savings and loan services to prospective customers."
(signed) Edward Baltz, President,
Perpetual Building Association, Washington, D. C.
Further proof that the image of quality
for your products and services
is enhanced when you use
the "Sound of Quality" on
WRC

NBC

980 in Washington, D. C. Sold by NBC

Owned
Spot Sales
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TV'S

PR

With

PROJECT

networks

committed,

The go-ahead for television's massive industry-wide public relations
project was given officially last week,
supported by initial commitments totaling $270,000 toward a target of $600,000 to $700,000 a year.
Clair R. McCollough of the Steinman Stations, chairman of the committee assigned to make final plans, and
other committee members voiced the
expectation that the industry-wide
program, directed by Television Information Office in New York, would
be in operation by mid-September, or
by Oct. 1 at the latest. It is seen as a

TV'S

next

OFF
step

THE
is to find

continuing
project, to operate indefinitely.
The search for a director of TIO already is on. Mr. McCollough, named
chairman of the subcommittee on personnel, said some 25 names already had
been suggested and that he hoped to
have a meeting in a week or 10 days
to begin the screening process. At least
one other subcommittee meeting may
then be necessary before a recommendation is ready for submission to the
full committee and then to the NAB
Television Board for formal approval.
Two other subcommittees also were

GROUND
a hot

director

set up — a structural subcommittee to
deal with budget, solicitation of funds
and similar business matters, and a
program subcommittee. They are
headed, respectively, by Roger W. Clipp
of the Triangle Stations and C. Wrede
Petersmeyer of the Corinthian group,
who headed the special committee
which developed original plans under
a mandate issued
last spring's NAB
convention.
These atsubcommittees
also
are slated to meet in a week or 10 days
(for members see box below).
There was a time during last week's
meeting of the McCollough commit-

IMAGE

COMMITTEE

Clair McCollough
Steinman Stations

Roger W. Clipp
Triangle Stations

C. Wrede Petersmeyer
Corinthian Stations

John S. Hayes
Wash. Post Stations

Willard E. Walbridge Lawrence H. Rogers ii
Michael Foster
Charles Steinberg Kenneth Bilby
KTRK-TV Houston
WSAZ-TV Huntington ABC-TV
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
It's considered a sure bet that the temporary committee appointed to get television's public relations program
off the ground will become the permanent board to
govern policy of the Television Information Office. The
nine members are shown above.
Mr. McCollough is chairman and is expected to keep
that job. Three subcommittees were appointed last week.
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They and their members are: personnel — Messrs. McCollough (chairman), Walbridge, Rogers, Petersmeyer,
Foster, Steinberg and Bilby; program — Messrs. Petersmeyer (chairman), Hayes, Walbridge, Clipp, Foster,
Steinberg and Bilby; structural — Messrs. Clipp (chairman), Rogers, Hayes, McCollough, Foster, Steinberg
and Bilby. Network members are on all subcommittees.
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tee, held Wednesday in New York,
when some authorities expressed concern for the future of the information
program. The principal snag, according
to participants, was the formula for
raising the $195,000 goal set for contribution bythe three tv networks.
The original proposal was to divide
this approximately equally among the
three, but ABC held out for allocations
based more nearly on billings. After
an early-afternoon conference between
committeemen and top ABC-TV
authorities, and with approval by CBS
and NBC, it was agreed that ABC
should contribute $45,000 while NBC
and CBS contribute $75,000 each,
bringing the network contributions to
the same total set originally. NAB also
is committed to put up $75,000.
In addition to these firm commitments, members of the committee and
other NAB board members had indicated support which would swell the

total to an estimated $400,000, and
industry-wide solicitation is slated to
start soon. Two types of participation
have been set up : ( 1 ) sponsors, consisting of stations and national networks, and (2) associate sponsors,
meaning other television interests —
station reps, for example — which would
like to contribute.
The rate for station sponsors, including network o&o's, has been set at
the highest quarter-hour rate, four times
a year. Rates for associate sponsors remain to be worked out.
Mr. McCollough and other committeemen said they were proceeding in
general along the lines laid out in the
report by the original Petersmeyer
committee (Broadcasting, May 4)
and that TIO's program would be a
positive one, "not negative in any way,"
not competitive against rival media and
not a "whitewash" of television but designed rather to show a true picture of

BROADCAST

CHEVROLET

Leads

tv network

Gross time billings on the three tv
networks rose in May to $52,085,557
from $47,918,145 for May 1958, with
January-May billings jumping to $260,761,205 from $239,302,344 in the comparable period of 1958, the Television
Bureau of Advertising reported last
week.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

May 1959
Top 15 network brands
Chevrolet cars (General Motors) $796,534
Kents (P. Lorillard) 762,687
Anacin tablets (Whitehall) 752,526
Colgate reg., aerosol dent. cr. (C-P) 681,848
Tide (Procter & Gamble) 625,530
Camels (R.J. Reynolds) 581,432
Gleem reg., aerosol toothp. (P&G) 562,820
Ford cars (Ford Motor)
546,164
Bulova watches (Bulova Watch Co.) 532,489
Phillies (Bayuk Cigars) 523,894
L&Ms (Liggett & Myers) 448,809
Dodge cars (Chrysler Corp.) 442,608
Dristan (American Home Products) 440,608
Winstons (R.J. Reynolds) 434,895
Handy Andy (Lever)
429,290

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
10.9.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Top 15 network companies
Procter & Gamble
$4,561,339
Lever Bros.
2,687,803
Colgate-Palmolive
2,073,064
American Home Products
2,053,041
General Motors
1,795,471
General Foods
1,550,306
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco
1,345,421
P. Lorillard
1,166,647
General Mills
1,159,254
Gillette
1,089,766
Sterling Drug
1,081,615
Liggett & Myers Tobacco
1,043,190
Chrysler
911,640
Bristol Myers
906,453
American Tobacco
885,243

projects, etc.

ADVERTISING

PULLS

brands

the medium and accomplishments.
Participants said the nine-man committee was unanimous in its Wednesday
actions. .
They declined to disclose any names
up for consideration for the post of
TIO director. Some of the names had
been received in applications, others
were suggested by or to committee
members as possibilities to be considered. Itwas indicated that the salary
would depend on the man finally
chosen and on his background, with a
possibility that it might run as high
as $40,000 or more for a man with
"exceptional" qualifications. Whether
it would be a contract job apparently
has not been decided, but the assumption was that this would depend to a
great extent on who does the job.
Other major items in the budget,
aside from rent and normal overhead,
would include research, library, special

in May;

OUT

3-network

Daytime gross billings in May increased by 18.6% over May 1958 to
$16,626,099 and the January-May daytime charges rose 24.3% over the corresponding period last year to $87,293,261. Gross time charges are provided to
TvB by Leading National AdvertisersBroadcast Advertisers Reports.

IN

gross:

FRONT

$52

million

The TvB report shows that Chevrolet
passenger cars were the leading brand
advertised on network television during
May with gross time billing of $796,534, followed by Kent cigarettes,
$762,687; Anacin tablets, $752,526;
May regular and aerosol dental
Colgate
creams, $681,848, and Tide, $625,530.

Jan. -May
Estimated expenditures by product classification
Jan. -May
1959
1958
1959
Agriculture & Farming
629,084
$ 2,273,084
879,970
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
$ 1,883,021
51,347
$ 209,790
25,628,343
Automotive, Automotive Accessories & Equipment
19,666,652
3,987,353
Beer, Wine & Liquor
2,179,525
670,455
2,686,020
783,778
296,794
Building Materials, Equipment & Fixtures
1,366,803
5,443,755
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
1,062,410
3,907,295
Consumer Services
148,466
1,574,829
1,516,475
Drugs & Remedies
23,948,631
30,065,187
212,616
226,920
5,322,416
Entertainment & Amusement
Food & Food Products
44,780,373
49,289,666
9,101,191
235,587
Freight, Industrial & Agricultural Development
347,679
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
1,635,889
80,484
1,191,304
Horticulture
240,016
594,156
96,173
2,768,360
Household Equipment & Supplies
12,028,875
9,531,985
Household Furnishings
1,339,007
1,663,040
359,576
Industrial Materials
8,386,390
1,678,103
8,959,917
Insurance
4,508,297
819,731
3,052,084
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
5,670,777
2,144,163
4,631,025
1,756,890
Office Equipment, Stationery & Writing Supplies
217,620
2,896,820
Political
Publishing & Media
660,940
66,174
Radios, Television Sets, Phonographs, Musical
561,459
Instruments & Accessories
2,727,521
Smoking Materials
3,311,232
32,098,488
24,332,266
6,138,492
27,546,680
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
28,474,727
715,049
5,458,557
Sporting Goods & Toys
1,042,187
209,876
41,140,653
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
42,848,214
9,002,637
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
149,782
1,091,031
624,906
699,092
Miscellaneous
3,359,295
3,263,651
Total
$260,761,205
$239,302,344
$52,085,557
LNA-BAR: Gross time costs only
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Always

First

in Memphis

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys, showing leads in
competitively-rated quarter hours, sign-on to sign-off,
Sunday thru Saturday:
Pulse
A.R.B.
Nielsen
Mar.-Apr.
1959
Apr.(Metro
17-MayArea)
14, '59 (Metro
Feb. '59
(Station Area)
Area)
WRECtTV
250
251
263
109
72
80
Sta. B
19
53
Sta. C
68

by

All

Surveys

WREC-TV's fine local
programming combines
with a basic CBS Television affiliation to assure that, in Memphis:
"There's more to see on
Channel 3." For your
share of the Mid-South's
greatest TV audience,
see your Katz man.

WREC-TV
^^^L
Channel

3

Memphis

Kit VISION

!

{cist

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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RETAIL
Fort

Wayne

is TvB

KxA

GO-

largest metropolitan I
market in New England
(SRDS)

largest metropolitan
market in Massachusetts
(SRDS)

KC

usetts
R
Springfield, Massach
p
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

lets tv

distribution

Grocery stores in new markets entered by Lestoil liquid detergent usually go from "two to three months after
the tv advertising campaign starts without a bottle of the product on their
shelves," said I.L. (Ike) Eskenasy, executive vice president of Lestoil Inc.,
in an address Thursday (July 16) before the Merchandising Executives
Club of New York. This marketing-inreverse strategy was explained by Mr.
of Lestoil's
a summary
Eskenasy
sales
successin through
tv advertising.

GET ALL THE FACTS
Call Hollingbery or
Ketell-Carter for
rates and availabilities

38

TvB is now studying the store's merchandising records and previous advertising material; the campaign will be
store's adverand the Tatam;
TvB Norman
plannedtisingbymanager,
the tv
effort begins in the fall, and within a
year, an evaluation and report will be
announced.
Patterson Fletcher will open its books
for the project, making test results
available for the benefit of other retailers. WANE-TV will produce the commercials and cooperate with the store
on the most appropriate scheduling.
The store's advertising campaign will
last a year and seasonal data will be
tabulated and analyzed. The project
had its genesis in a pre-Christmas advertising effort that TvB suggested last
year. The store was pleased with the
results, and Patterson Fletcher and
WANE-TV approached TvB with the
plan for a year-long project.
TvB has made numerous recommendations to department stores and
various types of specialty stores, but
this project marks the first time TvB
will be cooperating with a retail establishment on a year-long effort.

force

Springfield area according to both latest Pulse
and Hooper

JL 1270

store

test tube

Lestoil

radio station with
studios in metropolitan

Watts

TEST

Patterson Fletcher, a specialty store
in Fort Wayne, Ind., is embarking on a
year-long project, highlighted by a tv
campaign, to focus the attention of the
retail field on tv. The project is being
undertaken with the cooperation of the
Television Bureau of Advertising and
WANE-TV Fort Wayne, a Corinthian
station.
The undertaking involves four phases:

SPRINGFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS

1000

TV

Rather than make the effort to try
to convince distributors and retailers
in a new market that this is the product
customers have been waiting for, Mr.
Eskenasy stated, Lestoil's salesmen
simply tell them about the coming advertising campaign, and then leave

their cards. This strategy allows time
for consumer demands on the retailers
who meanwhile have not had to wonder if the product would move off
their shelves. After two months they
are ready to order Lestoil regularly,
Mr. Eskenasy remarked. No giveaways,
coupon plans or price-cutting have
been used, he said, since Lestoil entered television in its home city, Holyoke, Mass., in 1954. Whenever the
number of tv spots has been doubled
in a market, he said, sales have also.
Foods

lead

radio

spot

A report by the Radio Advertising
Bureau names food companies as the
leading users of spot radio during the
first quarter of 1959, with the Campbell
Soup Co. in first place.
A total of 238 food companies invested in spot radio during the first
90 days of 1959, according to RABr
and they advertised more than 325
brands. These advertisers accounted for
approximately 20% of all spot radio
time bought in the period, the bureau
reported.
The top 20 food advertisers in spot
radio for the first quarter of 1959 (in
order of their billing) were listed by
RAB as follows: Campbell Soup, the
Borden Co., Tetley Tea Co., Standard
Brands, W.F. McLaughlin & Co., General Foods, Ralston-Purina, Ward Baking Co., V. LaRosa & Sons, Best Foods,
Continental Baking Co., Quaker Oatsr
General Mills, United Biscuit Co., C.F.
Mueller Co., American Home Foods,
John H. Dulany & Son, John A. Folger
& Co., National Dairy Product Corp.,
and Stokely-Van Camp.
Pond's,

M-E

split

Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., New York,
is ending its 47-year relationship with
McCann-Erickson, New York, on Oct.
15. Products handled by the agency
are Vaseline hair tonic, cream hair
tonic, Lip-Ice pomade and the Pertussin products. The billing is reported to
be about $3 million.
A spokesman for the advertiser said
these products would be assigned within the next few weeks to an agency or
agencies now handling other C-P products. No other agencies will be considered, he added.
The company's other agencies and
products assigned to them are: J. Walter
Thompson Co., Pond's creams and
Angel Face powders and Prince Matchabelli perfumes and fragrances; Compton Adv., Pond's Angel Skin, Seaforth
men's toiletries and Valcream; William
Esty Co., Vaseline petroleum jelly, and
Norman,
Kummel, Pond's lipstick and Craig
Angel &Touch.
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KFMBfliTV

SAN

DIEGO
REPRESENTED

BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

THE

PGW

COLONEL

"Some

of our

most

profitable

presentations

are made

the stations

we

SAYS:

to

represent,"

We chart the progress of the stations we work for
. . . their sales potential and sales, their audience,
their CPM
want

and their competition . . . because we

to know

how

we are doing, and how

we

can do better.
They welcome

this information and often ask for

our counsel on their product, their prices and their
promotion.
Is this PGW

service profitable? We

think that

these stations are in the best position to tell you
of our work in that area. Don't you?

P

JETJERS

BIFFIN.

W

OGBWARB,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
ATLANTA
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
SAN FRANCISCO

TELEVISION

Tv's

influence

shown

For the fourth straight year, showroom shoppers and automobile dealers
chose television as the dominant national advertising medium for stimulating new car sales.
This conclusion highlighted "Auto
Motives," NBC's fourth annual study
of automobile buyers, shoppers and
dealers, which was released last week
by Hugh M. Beville Jr., vice president,
NBC planning and research. He noted
these other key findings:
• Almost three out of four dealers
select tv as the principal advertising
medium for America's forthcoming
compact cars.
• More automobile shoppers report
that tv advertising stands out strongly
in their minds than name newspaper
or magazine advertising combined. Tv
leads newspapers by 2Vi to 1 and magazines by nearly 4 to 1 in drawing
people to look at a certain make.
• 67% of the dealers believe tv is
the most effective medium for attracting customers to showrooms and 64%
say tv pre-sells the product best.
• The preference for tv over other
media far exceeds the actual proportion
of major media expenditures allocated
to tv. While tv's share of media preference mentions is 60%, only 35% of
the advertising dollar spent by the
automotive industry in the three major
Dealers

think

tv

MOVES

in NBC

AUTOMOBILES

survey

of customers, dealers
study concerned itself with national
media — tv, newspapers and magazines
— is allocated to tv.
advertising only, not with advertising
• Auto advertisers learned that placed on a local level.
shopping-by-make was 28% higher
As examples of tv's pre-eminence
among viewers than non-viewers of the among
shoppers and dealers, the suraverage NBC automobile-sponsored
vey offered the following results:
show and share of sales was 35%
Asked what kind of (name of make
higher in the former group.
sold) advertising stands out most strongThe survey was conducted for NBC
ly in their minds, 60% of the shoppers
by R. H. Bruskin Assoc., New Brunsinterviewed named tv; 21%, magazines,
wick, N.J., during February and March
13%, newspapers. As to the kind of
1959. It is based on a total of 11,170
advertising that did the most to ininterviews — 1,235 with automobile
terest shoppers in looking at a particudealers, 4,361 with shoppers in these
lar make, 46% chose tv; 17% magazines and 12% newspapers.
dealers' showrooms, 2,525 in-home interviews with the general public and
Dealers, asked what kind of national
3,058 re-interviews of the original
advertising seems to do the best job
shoppers conducted in April. Interof pre-selling the prospect, replied 64% ,
views were conducted throughout 159
tv; 27%, newspapers, and 17%, magacounties in 41 states, in large and
zines. On selling the idea of the new
small cities, rural and urban communismall car, 71% of the dealers chose
ties. Itcovered 1 6 domestic automotive
tv: 45%, newspapers and 25%,
makes as well as imports. Detailed
magazines.
findings on individual makes are now
In comparing media effectiveness
being presented by NBC to automotive
with automotive expenditures in nacompanies and their advertising agentional media, the study shows that in
cies. The entire survey was under the
1959, tv had a 60% share of media
supervision of Dr. Thomas E. Coffin,
NBC director of research.
preference and only 35% of the expenditures; magazines had an 18%
Dr. Coffin said the study was reshare of media preference and 25%
stricted to tv, newspapers and magazines, explaining that about 80% of of the expenditures and newspapers had
national automotive advertising is al- a 22% share of media preference and
located to these three media. The
40% of the expenditures.

drew

buyers

Dealers

.

.

Facts

MORE

prove

VIEWERS

SPONSOR'S
Average

of NBC

they're
BUY

right

THE

MAKE
programs

Share of sales among...
Viewers

23%
NON-VIEWERS

17%

Advantage
1957
195?
MAGAZINE

1957
1959
NEWSPAPER

Figures do not total 100% because of multiple answers
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1957 1959
TELEVISION

Viewers'
35%
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What's

the

good
Tom?

Things are really 'looking up' in WDAY-TV-land !
First, our new 1206' tower — combined with our new
100,000-watt transmitter — has met and exceeded our
expectations — has expanded our area coverage 96%
. . . increased our audience 60% . . . and swelled our
retail sales volume 100%!
£f Second, every edition of SRDS points out that the
Fargo Area is the Number 1 Retail-Sales-per-Household Area in the entire USA. The national average
is $3,944 ... as compared to Fargo's whopping $5,970!
Third, our second-to-none Promotion Department
has proved, again, that it still has the touch . . .
winning two of the top awards in the Lone Ranger
25th Anniversary Contest and the NBC Daytime
Contest last year. Our Promotion Manager Roy C.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

word,

Pedersen keeps up-to-date in the promotion field by
being on the Broadcasters' Promotion Association's
Board of Directors. And that's
the good word up
Yours,
to this moment! 99

"^^^j^
Tom Barnes

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D.
•
CHANNEL
Af filmed with NBC • ABC

-

43
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PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives

GIVE

YOUR

A

RCA

TARES

TO

H

OF

G

The same genius and craftsmanship tlaat pioneared in the development of television
. . . from cameras to transmitters . . \ has now\conceived

an advanced TV Tape

Recorder. This is equipment that's qpmpatible in every respect — you would
hardly expect anything less from the leader in television. With the most precise
adjustments possible on any tape recorder, recording and playback of tapes is
inherently superior. Even tapes recorded 014 improperly aligned machines can be
"optimized" in a few seconds while the tape is\pn the air. Newest arrival on the TV
Tape scene, the RCA recorder offers many improvements over older designs . . .
ingenious features which make it easy to get and weep ] »ictures of superb quality . . .
features such as electronic quadrature adjustment\sy xc regeneration, four-channel
playback equalization, built-in test equipment. Don' t\ settle for less than the best!
See your RCA
15-1, Camden,

Representative. Or
N. J. In Canada:

RCA

write to RJpA, Dept. TR-3,
VICTOR

AJompany

Building

Limited, Montreal.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES INDUSTRY THROI/GH ELECTRONICS

RADIO
Tmk(s) ®

CORPORATION
BROADCAST

of

AMERICA

AND/TELEVISIpN EQUIPMENT
C/MDEN, n./j.

S10X1S

"What

makes

the difference between

man and man is real

performance, and not genius or conception."
Thomas Gainsborough (1727-1788). English painter remembered
through the years for his "The Blue Boy."

At WWJ,

it's performance

that gives lasting
value to your radio
schedule— performance
born of hard work and
follow-through from traffic
board to transmitter.
Ask your PGW

Colonel

for the complete WWJ
performance

story: facilities,

coverage, merchandising,
and personality roster.
It makes
—and

good listening

good buying

for lasting impressions.

Ai
lA
W iiW
Detroit's

J

Basic
NBC

n

AM and FM
RADIO

Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. . OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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THE

COMPETITION

National
drops

advertising

in newspapers

National advertising in daily newspapers declined in 1958 approximately
5.6%, to $719,049,000 from $757,401,000 in 1957, according to estimates
released last week by the Bureau of Advertising, American Newspaper Publishers Assn. in its Expenditures of National Advertisers in Newspapers —
J 95 8. These expenditures do not include production costs.
The bureau points out that despite
the drop in national totals last year, 10
of 23 classifications in the report showed
gains, with six establishing new highs.
These were hotels and resorts, public
utilities, radio and tv (broadcasting and
receivers), tobacco, transportation and
confections.
The three largest auto manufacturers
continued to top the leading 100 newspaper advertisers list, but their expenditures were off from 1957. One auto
company — American Motors — boosted
its investment over 1957 by 53% to
$4,295,899.
The ten leading advertisers were:
General Motors Corp., $34,606,336,
down 34% ; Ford Motor Co., $20,000,024, down 36.6% ; Chrysler Corp., $16,049,691, down 38.6%; General Foods
Corp., $14,193,039, up 79.3%; Distillers Corp. — Seagram's Ltd., $12,099,291, up 2.7%; Lever Bros, Co.,
$9,220,071, down 35.5%; Schenley Industries Inc., $8,896,019, up 7.2%;
American Tobacco Co., $8,757,784,
up 66.3%, Colgate-Palmolive Co., $8,276,957, down 4.5% and General
Electric Co., $7,004,632, up 3.0%.
Other large gains were recorded by
P. Lorillard Co., with $5,924,520, up
40.9%; General Mills Inc., with $5,794,150, up 99.1%; Hunt Foods & Industries Inc., with $5,425,390, up
138.9%; American Home Products
Corp., with $4,638,493. up 141.7%;
Corn Products Co., with $3,004,049,
up 121.7% and Rexall Drug Co., with
$2,881,419, up 206.2%.
Estimates are based on actual measurements of daily newspaper linage
covering advertising regularly measured by Media Records and linage reports to the bureau by other newspapers in cities and towns of 10,000
population and over.
RAB on paper strikes
Recent newspaper strikes in San Jose,
Calif., Kansas City and St. Louis have
inspired Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, to issue to member stations a
four-page
newsletter
titled "Three
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

New one for Schick • Robinson, Jensen, Fenwick & Haynes Inc., Los
Angeles advertising agency, has been appointed to introduce a new product by
Schick Safety Razor Co. (Div. of Eversharp Inc.), New York. Principals in
the product-launching are (1 to r) : Mel Jacobs and Patrick J. Frawley, Eversharp vice president and president, respectively; Elwood J. Robinson, president, and Edward Ettinger, Eversharp vice president-director. The appointment doesn't affect handling of the Schick Injector account by Compton Adv.,
New York. Details on the new Schick product have not been disclosed.

Strikes on a Newspaper Myth." RAB
is answering in its publication what it
terms newspapers' claims of "indispensability to advertisers."
RAB's newsletter refers to a recent
report in a newspaper trade journal
which stated that in San Jose ". . . people were found to be lacking much of
their usual information on . . . advertising" as a result of the strike. RAB
cites Federal Reserve figures, reports
from retailers and preliminary findings
in
special study
the strike's
effect
on a business
in Sanof Jose.
The study,
authored by B.J. Scott Norwood, associate professor of business, San Jose
State College, reports: "Despite pronounced differences of opinion, many
merchants seem to feel they have overrated newspaper advertising in terms of
its being a 'life-or-death' economic necessity."
Vodka
now

on

commercials
two

stations

NAB's dike against hard-liquor advertising on radio-tv sprang another
leak last week. But liquor advertising
on-the-air is still a mere trickle, as
WFGM Fitchburg, Mass., becomes the
second station currently broadcasting
commercials for Nuyens vodka.
The station has signed a 26-week
contract for a five-minute newscast,
six nights each week at 11 p.m. Also

airing commercials for Nuyens is
WBOS Boston.
Lawrence Singal, Nuyens general
manager, expressed pleasure at seeing
another station "willing to pioneer
against the hypocritical NAB Code
which bans liquor ads from the air."
Mr. Singal added that around 40 stations have either expressed interest in
Nuyens' ads or stated they would accept them. He concluded, "Unfortunately, they do not fit our marketing
First station to accept Nuyens' ads
was WCRB Boston. Midway in a 26week contract, the station cancelled the
needs." "out of consideration for NAB
account
views," according to Theodore Jones
of WCRB (Broadcasting, Jan. 12).
Sol Sackel, president of The Sackel
Co., Boston, Nuyens' advertising agency, said, "We will continue our campaign to breakaccepting
this unfair
'ban'."busiHe
said stations
Nuyens
ness have been given complete control
over copy, which he termed "mediumsoft sell" and in "excellent taste." Mr.
Sackel said the ads are timed to reach
an adult audience and "there has been
no adverse public reaction whatever."
NAB spokesmen said, "NAB's classic stand on 'hard' liquor advertising
will stand." They added there were
no changes contemplated in the present
codes for both radio and tv which were
recently reaffirmed overwhelmingly by
the association's directors. They said
that neither station carrying Nuyens
business is an NAB member.
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Insurance

men

on

tv:

big network spenders
With Prudential Insurance Co. of
America and Mutual of Omaha leading the field, total gross time expenditures by insurance companies on network television programs in the first
five months of 1959 amounted to
$4,508,297, an increase of 48% over
the like period a year ago, according
to Television Bureau of Advertising,
New York.
Insurance companies are increasing
their television budgets at a rate far
greater than the average for other classifications, Norman E. Cash, TvB president, said last week. Mr. Cash reported
that spot tv gross time expenditures for
the first quarter of 1959 were $768,000,
an increase of 22% over the amount
spent in the lanuary-March period last
year.
In network tv Prudential's billings
for the first five months this year were
$1,607,586. Mutual of Omaha accounted for $1,076,220 of the network
billings total. Other companies on the
network tv list in 1959 were Equitable
Life Insurance Society of the U.S., Lincoln National Life Insurance Co. and
Travelers Insurance Cos., all for the first
time. TvB said users also include Allstate Insurance Co., James S. Kemper
Co., State Farm Mutual and Mutual
Benefit Health & Accident Assn.
Leading spot advertisers in 1959,
Mr. Cash noted, have been Associated
Hospital Service and United Medical
Service, National Assn. of Insurance
Agents, Equitable Life, Mutual of
Omaha, State Farm Mutual Automobile
Insurance Co. and National Life &
Accident Insurance Co.
Chesley

sounds

to fight ad

call

control

A climate of opinion that advertising "represents economic waste" has
led to dangerous legislative action to
regulate advertising, Harry W. Chesley, president of D'Arcy Advertising
Co., St. Louis, told media representatives in that city.
Speaking at one of the agency's
series of "Media Days," designed to
bring together agency and media personnel, Mr. Chesley said, "It is up to
us to make sure [legislators] recognize
that advertising — mass selling effect —
has a vitally important function; that
it is an absolute necessity in a competitive economy like ours. . . ." He
urged combatting special taxation and
discriminatory postal rates as well as
efforts to regulate outdoor, institutional
and alcoholic beverage advertising.
Visiting mediamen were treated to
panel discussions, demonstrations,
brief talks and a closed-circuit telecast.
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Date
Thur., July 9
Fri., July 10
Sat., July 11
Sun., July 12
Mon., July 13
Tue., July 14
Wed., July 15

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week July 9-15 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
Masquerade Parly (10:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV 15.7
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 16.1
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 21.8
What's
My
Line
(10:30
p.m.)
CBS-TV
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 19.4
21.8
David Niven (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 13.2
U.S. Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 18.5
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

RAB gets co-op data
Radio Advertising Bureau announced
last week a nation-wide project to update and expand its files on advertisers' radio co-op plans. It said it was
getting cooperation from both regional
and national advertisers in all major
fields of business.
The information will be published
late this fall in a new "Co-op Databook" (available only to RAB members), the bureau said. For each advertiser covered, the data includes a list
of products for which radio co-op
money is provided; details of the co-op
allowance plan including percentages
contributed by manufacturer, distributor
and retailer; types of radio advertising
preferred, list of materials available
from the manufacturer (commercials
copy, etc.) and a description of billing
methods used.
RAB said its current co-op files, covering more than 500 advertisers in 10
major categories, already constitute
"the most complete source available
for this type of data."
• Business

briefly

• Greyhound Bus Corp., Chicago, and
Benrus Watch Co., N.Y., have purchased three hour-long comedy specials
starring Jack Benny next season on
CBS-TV. Danny Thomas will guest
on the first special scheduled Saturday,
Nov. 7 (7:30-8:30 p.m., EST). Additional dates are to be announced. Mr.
Benny's own series starts Oct. 4 (alternate Sundays, 10-10:30 p.m. EDT).
Agency for both Greyhound and Benrus is Grey Adv., N.Y.
• Chrysler Corp., Detroit, for the second
year will sponsor a Fred Astaire colorcast, scheduled for Nov. 4 on NBC-TV
(9-10 p.m. EST). An Evening With
Fred Astaire of last season received 14
Emmy
Next season's
will be awards.
titled Another
Eveningvehicle
With
Fred Astaire. Agency: Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago.
• Watchmakers of Switzerland, through
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., will sponsor an hour-long special honoring "The
10 best recording performances of
1959," set for Sunday, Nov. 29, on

NBC-TV (8-9 p.m. EST). Winners will
be chosen in secret ballot by members
of the National Academy of Recording
Arts & Sciences. The program originating in Hollywood, will feature performances by winning artists in the popular,
classical and jazz fields.
• The Paper Mate Co. (writing equipment), Chicago, doubles its national
advertising program starting Aug. 1.
Featuring the Holiday pen, the company's new schedule includes 36 network tv shows, the Aug. 3 All-Star baseball game, the World Series and daytime programs yet to be set. Foote,
Cone & Belding is Paper Mate's agency.
• CBS Radio last week reported new
business and renewals in excess of
$400,000. Purchases include Mentholatum Co., Buffalo, N.Y., through J.
Walter Thompson, N.Y., for four daytime serial units, three units of House
Party and one Impact segment per
week for 26 weeks starting Oct. 4; QTips Inc., Long Island City, N.Y., via
Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv., N.Y.,
with five units per week of House Party
for 13 weeks beginning Sept. 7; Milton
Bradley Co. (school supplies), Springfield, Mass., with a four-week schedule
in the network's "Back-to-School-TieIn" plan and a two-week Christmas
schedule, placed through Noyes & Co.,
Providence, R.I.
• Hess & Clark Inc. (livestock and
poultry medications and insecticides),
Ashland, Ohio, will sponsor The Red
Foley Show starting Aug. 8 on NBC
Radio (Sat. 12:30-12:45 p.m. EDT).
Originating live from Springfield, Mo.,
the country music program is produced
and packaged by RadiOzark Enterprises, Springfield. Agency: Klau-Van
Pietersom Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee.
Agency Appointments
• Roberts Dairy Co., Omaha, Neb.,
names Buchanan-Thomas, that city.
• Ovaltine Food Products Co. (formerly A. Wander Co. Ltd.), manufacturer in Canada of Ovaltine, Toddy and
other products, appoints Leo Burnett
of
Canada Ltd., Toronto, for Canadian
advertising.
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SHORT

shakedown

The kind of radio programming the
American public is going to get during
the next few years may well be determined in San Francisco in the next
few months.
Bay Area broadcasters, more than 20
am and about half that many fm stations, are joined in a battle royal. Since
these stations offer every variety of radio program format from classical
music to "good" music to middle-of-theroad music to rhythm-and-blues to the
Top 40 tunes of the week and from allmusical formats to sports-music-news to
network-based programming that includes drama, discussion and other
"talk" programs as well as musical fare
— their intramarket contest is attracting national as well as local interest.
The battle of old sound versus new, of
"adult programming for the thinking
listener" versus "contemporary radio for
the modern listener," is nationwide.
But in San Francisco it has lately been
intensified by significant shifts in station
ownership. What happens there may
well affect the national pattern.
"Something's Got to Give" • The
free-for-all now raging in the San Francisco area was touched off this spring
by a series of ownership changes which
brings such top exponents of formula
radio as Bartell, Segal, McLendon and
Crowell-Collier together in the same
market, a situation where, as one veteran San Francisco agency timebuyer
succinctly put it, "something's got to
give." That the Segal station has been
sold to Kenyon Brown (subject to the
usual FCC approval) and the new McLendon station is concentrating on good
music instead of rock and roll may be
indications that something has given
way already.
To put the present situation in its
proper perspective it's necessary to review Bay Area radio history since the
fall of 1956, when Dave Segal's MidAmerican Broadcasters purchased
KEAR, classical music station, and
turned it into KOBY, strictly Top 40.
The immediate reaction of local listeners was that this event was nearly
as cataclysmic as the famed fire of a
half-century before. "You can't do this
to us," they shouted. "San Francisco
is different. We are cultured. We support a civic opera company, a sym50

period

IN

BAY

by program
may

set

is bringing

phony orchestra. Introducing rock and
roll radio here is suicidal for you as
well as insulting to us."
But Mr. Segal paid no attention to
these comments, nor to similar ones
from the media buyers of San Francisco agencies. He went ahead and within a year KOBY had risen close to the
top. The listeners had proved him right
and willy-nilly the advertisers followed
them. Then, in May 1958, KYA became a member of the Bartell Family
Radio Group and brought Bartell programming and promotion into the
market. The Pulse report for MarchApril 1959 shows KYA only a step
behind KOBY, ratingwise.
Giants Make the Difference • Meanwhile, KSFO, which Autry-Reynolds'
Golden West Broadcasters had purchased in 1956, got the exclusive radio
rights last year to the full schedule of
the Giants, San Francisco's first major
league baseball team, which gave it top
ratings during the 1958 season and presumably will do the same again this
year. Adroit programming, including
the top personalities at morning and
evening traffic time, kept KSFO neck
and neck with KOBY during the winter,
Pulse figures show.
In March of this year, Tom O'Neil's
KFRC broke out into "radiant radio,"
another variant of the Top 40 pattern.
This, if anything, shocked San Francisco even more than the advent of
KOBY had 2.VS years earlier. KFRC
is a great name in the annals of radio.
There the Blue Monday Jamboree
series originated; there Al Pearce got
his start in radio, as did Sylvester L.
(Pat) Weaver. Key station of Don Lee
and MBS, KFRC had multiple network newscasts which were must listening. (The Pulse Report for Jan.Feb. 1958 credited KFRC with nine of
the market's 10 top five-a-week daytime
programs and with five of the top 10
evening strips.) For KFRC to go rockand-roll was, to San Francisco, like
Whistler's Mother doing an Elvis
Presley imitation.
Then two Oakland stations changed
hands, KLX going to Crowell-Collier
(which changed the call to KEWB.
matching C-C's KFWB Los Angeles)
and KROW to McLendon Corp. (which

AREA
formula

pattern

for

surprises

gave it the new name of KABL, pronounced as a word as in cable car, a
unique feature of San Francisco which
KABL has adopted as its trade mark).
In May, KROW expired after devoting
its last 52 hours of air time to the repeated playing of a single record,
"Gila Monster." (It is doubtless more
than mere coincidence that Gordon
McLendon, recently become a motion
picture producer as well as broadcaster,
v/as bringing out a movie titled "Giant
Gila Monster" at the same time.) Deserting the Top 40 realm in which he
has been outstandingly successful, Mr.
McLendon has launched KABL as a
"good music" station.
In June, KEWB "Big Bay Radio"
took to the air after a 24-hour encouchment period during which its airtime
was devoted to reading names from the
Bay Area's seven telephone directories,
spicing this recital with interjected
shouts of "we have a winner, we have
a winner" and similar gimmicky breaks
designed to arouse public curiosity. Like
its sister station, KFWB Los Angeles,
KEWB's programming is the "color
radio" variety of the Top 40 formula.
What It May Mean • So much for
the past. What of the present and what
is the probable future of San Francisco
radio? To get the facts of the present
and expert opinions of what's apt to
happen in the months ahead, Broadcasting researched the market, interviewing the managers of major stations
most likely to be most affected by the
new competitive situation (those with a
large enough share of audience to be
listed in the Pulse reports on the market) and the radio timebuyers of the
city's
major advertising
the rundown,
station byagencies.
station: Here's
KABL • 960 kc, 1 kw, fulltime. Began operations as a McLendon station
with new call May 11, 1959. Manager
is Homer H. Odom,
34, who for previous
seven months had
been manager of
WEZE Boston (an

Mr. Odom
Program

NBC affiliate) and before that had been
sales manager of
Louisville.
McLendon's
WAKY

format: "Good music,"
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

ranging from pop concert and show
tunes through operettas and light
classics to all-classical Symphony Hall
each evening at 8-10 p.m. The pattern
is 15 minutes of music, three announcements, 15 minutes of music, three announcements, etc., with a maximum of
12 announcements to the hour.
KABL started with the good wishes
of many good music lovers who feel
a need for this kind of radio service,
disappointed others who found its early
programs to be more "sweet music"
than "good music," annoyed some with
the harp glissandos setting off the quarter-hour breaks which they considered
pretentious, the insistence that "KABL
is bringing good music to San Francisco," which they found condescending, and the use of promotion techniques more commonly associated with
Top 40 programming, which they
thought in questionable taste when
linked with good music.
Slow Starter Coming Up • Mr.
Odom, himself a student of serious
music (violin) for more than six years,
agrees
KABL's
earlyhave
programming
was notthat
what
it should
been but
says it is rapidly attaining the desired
quality since the purchase of the Columbia Masterworks and RCA Red Seal
libraries, plus all of the Boston Pop recordings and other comparable discs.
"We have about 1,500 albums now,
which is just a good start toward the
10,000 albums we feel will give us a
basic library of good music. With a
schedule of 9,000 tracks (900 albums)
a month, we're still walking a tightrope, but we're getting nearer to solid
ground every day."
He does not go along with the criticism of the station's promotion, however. "We've got to make ourselves
known and listened to, the same as any
other station," he states, "and we've
found a surprising number of promotion devices used at other McLendon
stations that can easily be adapted to
our needs." Listeners seem to be
pleased rather than irritated by KABL's
promotions, he said. A "Mystery Voice"
contest ($5,000 for a right answer the
first day, $4,000 the second and so on
down to a continuing offer of $500
until the name is guessed, with clues
becoming more revealing day by day)
conducted early in July pulled a greater
response for KABL in its first two
days than it had drawn when used by
a Top 40 station, he reported.
KABL also annoyed some timebuyers by setting initial rates for its untested format more than 50% higher
than those of KROW (KABL's onetime one-minute spot is priced at $28,
and upped to $32 during traffic time,
compared to KROW's $17), by offering no packages and by ending its volume discount at 312 spots, versus
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
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San Francisco-Oakland or San
Francisco and Oakland?
Oakland, at the eastern end of the
Bay Bridge, sometimes referred to
as "the bedroom of San Francisco,"
has traditionally been considered as
a self-contained market, served by
its own newspapers and radio stations. (KROW and KLX derived
most of their revenue from East Bay
advertisers before their sales to McLendon and Crowell-Collier.)
"Psychologically, the communications bridge seemed to work in only
one direction," a veteran San Francisco agency executive explains.
"San Francisco stations sent their
programs across the bay to Oakland
and inland from there, but it didn't
work in reverse. Of course, the Oakland and Berkeley stations could be
heard in San Francisco, but with
few exceptions we didn't listen to
their programs and we didn't buy
Today,
time."a new concept of a Bay
their
Area market, served by the radio
and tv stations of Oakland as well
as of San Francisco, is becoming
established. Oakland stations are
identifying

themselves

as "serving

OF

BATTLE

the San Francisco Bay Area better"
(KEWB, the former KLX), "isle 96
on your San Francisco dial" (KABL,
the former KROW), partly to establish themselves with listeners
throughout the entire metropolitan
area, partly to identify themselves
with San Francisco for buyers on
Madison Avenue, Michigan Boulevard and elsewhere who know San
Francisco but who might respond to
Oakland
with a "where's that?" reaction.
KABL announces its Oakland connection in its station identification
breaks, as required by FCC regulation, but otherwise eschews any connection with this community. The
large electric sign which blazoned
KROW from the Oakland studio
building has been removed but not
replaced with the name KABL, nor
is that name to be found in the
lobby. Instead, a discreet sign directs
visitors to "studios and offices" without adding any information as to
what they are studios and offices of.
The station's print advertising, its
letterheads and salesmen's cards give
the address merely as P.O. Box 2461
San Francisco.

Battle

of San

Francisco

3,120 for KROW. Presumably they will
be even more annoyed Aug. 1, when a
new rate card with a 25% boost in
rates is issued.
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Annoyed or not, they're buying, Mr.
Odom states. More than 40 new accounts were signed in the six weeks
following May 1 1 and current business indicates that KABL will be operating in the black for July, well ahead
of anticipations. These sales may reflect the initial audience response to
KABL's programming. A Hooper survey for June 10-16, just a month after
KABL began broadcasting, gave it an
average share-of-audience of 10.5 (up
from KROW's 2.0 last October), with
fourth place in the market, following
KSFO's 20.3, KOBY's 11.5 and KCBS's
11.2.
"Moreover, KABL is the highestrated good music station in the nation,
according to Hooper," Mr. Odom
proudly declares. Interviews with U.
of California students, conducted by
Far West Surveys on the campus June
4, showed KABL to be the favorite
station of 34.7% of the 248 respondents, more than voted for all the Top
40 stations combined and twice the
score (15.4%) of the second place station. This could indicate the beginning of a swing away from rock and
roll by the college-age listeners, which
Mr. Odom believes is imminent.
Asked why he deserted the Top 40
music formula which has worked so
well for him in other markets in favor
of good music in San Francisco, Gordon McLendon replies succinctly, "because we want had
to make
money." off,
Talks
with KROW
been broken
he
says, because the McLendons felt there
was not room for another pop music
station in the market. But when
Crowell-Collier bought KLX (which
had been programming good music)
"this gave us an opportunity and we
reopened our talks with KROW and
"We aren't
being noble with KABL
bought
it."
and its good music, just realistic," Mr.
McLendon states. "KABL will definitely be the number one station in San
Francisco — not too long from now."
KCBS • 740 kc, 50 kw, fulltime.
Owned by CBS. Manager is Maurie
Webster, 43, vice president of CBS
Radio and associated
with CBS - owned
K.NX Los Angeles
since 1937, as sales
manager for the 18
months before his
move to San Francisco as KCBS general manager in September 1958.
Mr. Webster

CONTINUED
Program format: More than any
other San Francisco station, KCBS follows the traditional radio pattern of
individual programs broadcast at the
same time each day. Network programs take up many of the daytime
and early evening hours: serials at 10
a.m.-noon, Drake-Godfrey-//oM«? Party
at 12:30-2:30 p.m., Thomas - SevareidAmos V Andy plus the CBS Radio
Pacific Network (CRPN's) HarmonGoss-M asters of Melody at 5:30-7:30
p.m. ("I buy KCBS the way I buy tv,"
a top timebuyer says, "demanding on
program ratings and adjacencies.")
News is KCBS' strongest feature with
both listeners and advertisers, occupying more than four hours of the day,
with half of the early morning and
three-fourths of the early evening time
given over to newscasts. News accounts for most of the KCBS entries
in
the
Top
10 most popular program
columns.

Liked and respected by buyers ("You
know where you are with KCBS and
don't have to worry about cut rates or
special deals being given to someone
else and if your product is one with
an adult appeal KCBS is the place
to advertise it," one timebuyer sums it
up), KCBS reports business volume
running well ahead of 1958, both locally and nationally. (National business leads in volume.)
Overall, the rating reports show
KCBS ranking third-to-fifth in share of
audience. ("Our ratings are respectable
but not competitive," one KCBS executive puts it. "They
have the
numbers but they do don't
have prestige,
image.
states.
major station
agency
) They'r
e a for
very a strong
,"
the radio
buyer

KEWB • 910 kc, 5 kw, fulltime.
Owned by Crowell-Collier. Began operating as KEWB June
8, 1959.Klein,
Manage34,
r
is Milton
whose entire business
career has been in
broadcasting; the last
18 months before becoming KEWB's
general manager
he spent
as sales manager of
KFWB, C-C station
Mr. Klein
in Los Angeles.
Program format: Top 40 (a radical
switch from the show tunes, ballads
and mood music of the frequency's
previous occupant KLX, described succinctly ifinelegantly by a KEWB personality as "music to shave your legs
by").
Asked
KEWB'
"color
s of
format differshowfrom
that
the radio"
other
Top 40 stations, Program Director Bill
Enis (who came to KEWB from McLendon's KLIF Dallas) answers that
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

New industrial plants are building up all over the Land of Profitunity!
Last year alone 226 new plants provided new jobs for almost 11,000 people and
created new year 'round buying power that rocketed retail sales to more than
$6.25 billion in 1958— Up 131% since 1950!
Cash in on this great new profit opportunity. Spot your product or service
on WFLA-TV — sales powerhouse in the Land of Profitunity!
For more facts, write us or call your nearest Blair-TV man.
Figures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying Power.
NIBIC

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR -TV
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since they all play the same records
over and over, the only difference possible is the personality each station injects into its presentation.
"We do it by preparation," he
states. "Our gags and gimmicks and
intros are not ad libbed but carefully
planned, prepared and rehearsed. Before switching from WLX to KEWB we
held a week-long talent school, woodshedding our dee jays in our personality
pattern. Those bits of chatter so informally presented as lead-ins for commercials or record intros are written for
the disc jockeys by freelance writers.
"We believe that most people these
days don't listen to radio constantly
but for 15 minutes or so, now and then,
in the car, in the kitchen, wherever.
They tune us in primarily to get the
top tunes but they also want to be
entertained, so we make our presentation of music, commercials and everything else as entertaining as we know
how. News is not read as it comes
off the ticker, but rewritten with colorful phrases to make it entertaining as
well as informative. We try to avoid
echoes and noisy sound effects, to make
our impression pleasantly."
One KEWB premise is to play more
records than the rest. "Our minimum
is 14 an hour and we're now running
17-18 because we don't have enough
commercials yet," Mr. Enis says. Business is on the upswing, however, he reports, with some advertisers like Ford
and Winston retaining their KLX
schedule, others like Hamms increasing their time, and new accounts like
Chevrolet coming in.
To get its call established and to keep
listeners tuned in, KEWB is running a
continuous stream of contests which
began at noon Sunday, June 8 (at the
end of the 24-hour phone book mara"Big to
Baycall
Pay friends
Day." Listenersthon)
werewithtold
whose
names began with a particular letter
("This is 'S' hour"), changed hourly
or whenever there was a winner, and to
ask: "Have you heard the new KEWB,
channel 91?" One name would be the
lucky one, paying off $91.
Numbered fan club cards, distributed
through music shops and by mail, are
the basis for hourly giveaways of $5
and $10 cash prizes, another incentive
to keep tuned to KEWB. Apparently
these contests, plus newspaper ads, bus
posters, direct mail, sidewalk foot prints
in gay colors, sound trucks (playing
KEWB promo jingles) and other offthe-air promotion, are working, for
KEWB began getting a heavy mail
response from the start. A weekend
"Count the Music" contest, asking for
the number of selections played during
54 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued
60 consecutive hours (June 19-21) had
a response of 1,395 cards and letters
(one to an individual) by Tuesday
noon (June 23) The first morning mail
that same Tuesday also contained 1,245
entries in the "Secret Sound" contest
launched the day before, and 1,120
more guesses came in by telegram before noon.
Agency media buyers, in general cool
to the entry of another Top 40 station
into the Bay Area, nonetheless expressed the feeling that KEWB's
"money plus smart management"
would inevitably make it a factor in the
market.
KFRC • 610 kc, 5 kw, 6 a.m. to midnight. Owned by Don Lee Div. of RKO
Teleradio Pictures. Manager is Jack
Thayer, general manager of WDGY Minneapolis (aStorz station) before being

appointed
president andvice
general
manager of KFRC in
June.
Program format: A
Mr. Thayer
"wonderful list" of
the top tunes, a startling change from
the show tunes and light classics which
comprised the station's musical programs prior to March. Another major
change occurred the end of April, when
a batch of Don Lee news programs,
which had a loyal following, shifted to
ABC and KGO.
The philosophy of the new KFRC is
that mobility is the key to modern life
and to modern radio as a part of modern life. "Radio today is found everyplace but the living room where it used
to reign," Mr. Thayer states. "We're no
longer selling adjacencies to Amos 'n
Andy.
We'reaudience
selling and
spotsdowhich
their own
their build
own
selling instead of riding a program's
coattails. Good spots, like those for
Dodge, Beechnut, Pepsodent, stand on
their own. They, and the way the personality at the station handles them,
are what produce sales today."
Only a little over a year ago, KFRC,
KCBS and KOBY were fighting it out
for first place in San Francisco audience favor, according to Pulse statistics.
Business was good; May and June 1958
were the best month's in KFRC's 34
years, Mr. Thayer reports, "but then
came major league baseball on KSFO."
The Pulse reports for January-February
and March-April 1959 give KFRC a
standing of fifth to sixth in share-ofaudience.
The immediate reaction of agency
buyers, as reported the end of June, is
that in dropping its news and "listen-

able music" programming, KFRC had
lost its distinctiveness and was now just
another formula music station. "They're
trying to go rock and roll and don't
quite know how," one buyer declares. A
watchful waiting attitude is general.
"We didn't cancel, but we did cut
back," the
vertiser says.buyer for a major radio adTo build audience, Mr. Thayer has
brought in Scott Burton from WISK
Minneapolis, where he was "The Flying
Scotsman" on the air and program director off-mike, as production coordinator of KFRC. To boost sales, he is encouraging his sales force to sell ideas,
rather than time. An example: Four
Wheel Brakes queried KFRC about
$500 worth of availabilities for a July
campaign. Instead, "we offered them a
Fourth of July safety slogan contest.
This gave them a public service plus to
their advertising and they spent $2,000
with us," Mr. Thayer reports.
KGO • 810 kc, 50 kw, 5:45 a.m. to
midnight. Owned by American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc. Manager is Jack Stahle,

, .--I:
B
'*>9rm :;
^™
Mr. Stahle

KABC LoswithAngeles,
previously
ABC's
who moved to KGO
the end of June in
the dual capacity of
station manager and
local sales manager.
Program format:
"Happy" popular mu-

sic and lots of news, including ABC's
John Daly, Paul Harvey and John Vandercook newscasts plus those of Frank
Hemingway, Cliff Engle, John Holbrook and Virgil Pinkley which moved
from KFRC-Don Lee on April 28.
Nightly stereophonic broadcasts with
KGO-FM total 14 hours a week: Monday-Saturday, 7:30-9 p.m.; MondayFriday, 10:45 p.m. -midnight, and Sunday, 7:30-8:15 p.m.
KGO's new musical format was
adopted last September, following a
period of rock and roll programming
at which the station was not overly
successful. "San Francisco's a peculiar
market," Mr. Stahle says. "It's more
conservative than other parts of the
country and what works there won't
Agency
work
here."buyers comment that KGO
has changed program format so frequently in the past few years (reflecting
changes in the program philosophy of
the ABC radio network) that it now has
a job cut out for it to establish a personality with listeners. Perhaps its
strong news programming will help,
they
they're(Forwaiting
to see
whatKGO
the
ratingssay;show.
the past
year,
has stood at about seventh place in
share of audience.)
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A "hold" can become a "pull", you know.
Toward the marketplace, if desired. But
first, it must really exist. (And it can exist
only on a foundation of time-tested mutual
station-viewer loyalty. )
How have we earned this special kind of
loyalty? Through our programming, designed for friendly, adult minds. Through
our greater than average interest in public
service, news and sports. Through the community participation of our veteran staff
members. Through our abhorrence of the

frenetic announcer, the noisy gimmick, the
triple spot.
How is it expressed? Ah! on 92% of the
TV sets in fruitful farmland, country estate, suburb and city of our area, dials stay
tuned longest to Channel 7. Says Pulse, with
consistently superior ratings. And that's
92% of an annual 3% billion dollar purchasing appetite.
Ah ! again ! Picture your product thus jetassisted in a quiet way. Consult George P.
Hollingbery today.

WHIO-TV
ONE
channel
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KJBS • 1100 kc, 1 kw, daytime.
Owned by William B. Dolph-Herb
Pettey interests. Manager is Robert N.
Kindred, 41, who
came to KJBS last
December after four
years in Omaha with
KOWH and KOIL.
Program format:
What Mr. Kindred
calls "music balance,"
the Top 20 (not 40)
Mr. Kindred pius albums and recall numbers (a great many of these).
"We do play and feature the top tunes,
so long as they are not too far off
base," he says, "but we try to avoid
the raunchier rock and roll."
This new program format was instituted March 7 and the March-April
rating figures indicate that it is attracting more listeners to KJBS. The Nielsen cumulative audience report shows
an average increase of 85% in families
covered. Equally impressive evidence of
increased tune-in comes from the response to Melody Mileage (game for
motorists; if the speedometer shows the
same figure as the one broadcast, a
driver wins 10 gallons of gasoline).
Average number of winners per week
has risen from 10-15 in December to
40 in May. "This makes us think that
people are liking what they're hearing
at 1100 and coming back for more,"
Mr. Kindred says.
Along with its "balanced" music,
KJBS has prospected the past to get
program ideas for the present. The
KJBS-Home Mutual Forum is the old
man-in-the-street, inquiring reporter
bit dressed up for modern radio; an old
time network studio audience show supplied the basis for a program "which is
proving to be very worthwhile for us
as well as for the sponsoring San Francisco Pepsi Cola Co.," Mr. Kindred
reports. "There's a future gold mine in
radio's past," he declares.
KNBC • 680 kc, 50 kw, 5:45 a.m.-2
a.m. Owned by NBC. Manager is
George Fuerst, 47, who started with
NBC in San Francisco as a page
boy in 1930 and rose
through the ranks,
serving as division
manager of NBC-TV
Spot Sales in San
Francisco for three
years preceding his
Mr. Fuerst appointment as general manager of KNBC in August of
1956.
Program format: As an NBC o & o
station, KNBC carries the full schedule
of network programming (not necessarily a bad thing; when One Man's
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CONTINUED
Family was dropped the Oakland
Tribune had to put an extra man on the
radio desk just to handle phone calls
asking why). Strongest local programs
are Doug Pledger's morning program
(6:30-10 a.m.), George Lemont's afternoon traffic time show (4-6:30 p.m.) and
Listen Ladies (11:05 a.m. -noon).
Mr. Pledger, who combines a flow
of outrageous puns with records of
show tunes, operettas, pop classics'
chorale groups, anything and everything but the Top 40, is the type of personality "you either love or can't
stand," as one timebuyer puts it. Never
achieving the top morning audience of
KSFO's Don Sherwood, Doug Pledger
does have a dedicated following who
buy as well as listen, and his list of
sales successes ranges from pears and
fruit cakes to Buicks (his Buick sponsor awarded him a car when renewing
his contract).
For well over a year, Listen Ladies
has been filling KNBC's main audience
studio (built in radio's hey-day) with
lady listeners (something they said
couldn't be done today). Mr. Fuerst's
comment on this program — "It's not
much in ratings but how it moves merchandise"— might as aptly be said of
KNBC itself. The rating reports put it
in about fifth place in share of audience
among all stations serving the Bay
Area, but it is sold out solid for three
months.
KOBY • 1550 kc, 10 kw, fulltime.
Owner is David M. Segal's Mid-American Broadcasters Inc., also licensee
of KOSI Denver,
WGVM Greenville,
Miss. (Sales of KOBY
and KOSI are awaiting FCC approval).
Manager is Joe Miller,
who entered radio in
1947 in Phoenix and
had worked in San
Bernardino and San Mr. Miller
Diego, where he was general sales manager of KFMB up to last December,
when he took over the managership of
KOBY.
Program format: Top 40, which
KOBY introduced to San Francisco
and which is going better than ever for
KOBY, Manager Miller states. The station is second only to KSFO in ratings
and "we've never had it so good busi-

With the added competition in the
nesswise."
Top 40 field, Mr. Miller admits that
he's never worked so hard as he is today, "trying to keep things going perfectly, trying to maintain the little difference that makes all the difference."
News, at KOBY, is delivered at a faster
tempo than it would be on a network

station and in a slightly higher pitched
voice, "to give it an urgency that makes
people pay attention and really listen,
not just sit back and let it go on only
half-heard." A month of San Francisco
listening would reveal the difference of
KOBY sound from that of the other
formula programmed stations, Mr. Miller says, but "I'm not going to let you
print it for the competition to read. Let
them find out the way the public has,
way tothatus."KOBY attracts attenby One
listening
tion is with special promotions, such
as the March of Cancer in June. Ten
days of on-air promotion, tied in
with Carl Smith's Columbia recording
of "10,000 Drums," culminated June
27 in a Cancer March from the KOBY
studios to City Hall. Better than 1,000
marchers, mostly teen-agers, wearing
"March" buttons which they had obtained from the station by making a
donation to the City of Hope Cancer
Research Fund, joined in the March,
along with station personalities and recording artists led by Carl Smith on
a Palomino horse. (KOBY also had a
prize for the listener guessing in advance the number of times "10,000
Drums" would be played during the
March to City Hall, where the proceeds of the campaign were turned over
to Judge Alvin Weinberger, chairman
of the fund raising drive.)
None of the agency buyers professed
any personal fondness for Top 40 programming, but they agreed that by
good management and a sure knowledge
of how to present this type of radio
fare KOBY had taken San Francisco
by storm. As to the future, Mr. Miller
is confident that the increased competition ismaking every station work
a little bit harder to do a little bit better
job and that the result is bound to
make San Francisco radio better listening for the public and therefore a
better medium for the advertiser. The
agencytion, buyers
One stathey note, aren't
can winso asure.
big following
with one type of programming, as
KOBY has with its Top 40 format.
Five stations, all concentrating on a
single program format, may succeed
only in dividing that audience five ways,
winding up with none of them a very
good advertising buy.
No immediate changes in personnel
or programming are being planned for
KOBY by Kenyon Brown, whose acquisition of the station is now awaiting FCC approval.
KSFO • 560 kc, 5 kw days, 1 kw
nights, 5:45 a.m.-midnight. Owned by
Golden West Broadcasters (Gene
Autry-Bob Reynolds), who acquired it in
August 1956. Manager is Bill Shaw, 44,
who started in radio in 1929 as a guide
with CBS in San Francisco and had
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BEING
SQUEEZED?
Today's pressures
on Sales Managers
are crushing:
trying to combat
competitive new
products, keeping
sales turnover
high, bucking your
competitors'
selling tactics.

THE

SALES

MANAGERS
MEDIUM
America's sales and
distribution revolution
SPOT TV
SELLS
Self-service
retailing is here.
Today's inperson salesman
is your Spot TV
Salesman-the
effective modernday sight-sounddemonstration
and persuasion
salesman.

is here. A new Katz
Agency presentation,
"The Sales Managers
Medium/'tells how
it affects
today's
Sales
Manager.
For a showing of
the full story-in your
office-call our TV
Sales Development
Department.
THE

KATZ

AGENCY.INC.
SALES

666 Fifth Ave.,N.Y.C.19,Ju 2-9200
Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Atlanta,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Dallas

MANAGERS'
STAR
SALESMAN
As the right arm
of your sales
department, Spot
TV deserves to
share your salesas well as your
advertising-budget.
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spent four years as general manager of
KNX Los Angeles and CBS Radio Pacific Network and a year in New York
as sales manager of the CBS Radio Network before leaving that post to return
to San Francisco as vice president of
Golden West and general manager of
KSFO.
Program format: Sports-music-news.
Music is what is frequently described as
"middle-of-the-road," with plenty of
pop tunes (but no rock-and-roll) and
jazz, but of the big band swing type
rather than the "cool*' variety. "We
have a music system but we prefer not
to talk about it," says Mr. Shaw. "We
let the others talk about their 'fabulous
40's, and 'wonderful lists' while we just
aim at producing listenable sound. Our
musical schedule is carefully worked
out, but we like to give the effect
that it's casually done."
KSFO's programming won it an increasingly large share of the Bay Area
audience, but it was getting exclusive
radio rights to the full season of the San
Francisco Giants last year, (it was the
Giants first year as a
San Francisco club,
the city's first with a
major league team,
and the Giants did not
psrmit the games to
be telecast) that shot
KSFO into first place
audiencewise. BroadMr. Shaw
casts of the 49ers pro
football games and the U. of San Francisco basketball season, plus Don Sherwood's top-rated morning (6-9 a.m.)
show and Bob Colvig's afternoon Commute Club (4-7 p.m.), plus that "listenable" music kept KSFO in or close to
that enviable spot through the winter
months. The Giants, the 49ers and U.
of California football and basketball,
plus Sherwood and Colvig and the
KSFO kind of music are going to keep
the station at the top of the rating poll
in the months ahead, Manager Shaw
firmly believes.
Business has kept pace with audience
and is "in excellent shape," Mr. Shaw
reports. "When the ratings are good and
the agencies and advertisers like and
respect you, you're in good shape and
that's how it is with us." Comments of
timebuyers about KSFO indicate that
they are pretty much in accord with this
statement.
KYA • 1260 kc, 5 kw days, 1 kw
nights, fulltime. On May 1, 1958, KYA
joined the Bartell Family Radio Group
(also including KCBQ San Diego,
WOKY Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta,
WYDE Birmingham and, WOV New
York). Manager is Mort Wagner, 33,
executive vice president of the Bartell
58 (SPECIAL REPORT)

continued
stations, who had charge of eastern division until moving to San Francisco
as KYA general manager.
Program format:
Basically,
Parade of KYA's
the Top Hit
40
tunes, but the music
also includes Hit
Parade Premiers (new
songs), Album Spotlight (favorite albums) and Forever
Mr. Wagner
Fabulous (music for
reminiscing) in line with the Bartell
formula of providing something for
every member of the family to listen to.
Along with the commercials between
records, KYA broadcasts "Thoughts for
Today," "Bright Sayings of Children,"
"Confucious Say" and other such features, all contributed by listeners, as
well as public service spots and daily
editorials (each broadcast 12 times a
day following news on the half-hour)
and an endless assortment of contests
("games" in the Bartell lexicon). A recent game was from
"Luckywords
Sentences,"
be assembled
broadcastto
during the day by KYA Hit Paraders.
(The first sentence was "KYA makes
the hits that all other stations play
later.") Another was "You can count
on fun on KYA," with a prize for the
right answer to the number of times the
word "fun" was broadcast between 6
a.m. and 9 p.m. A third "Scrambletune," asked listeners to identify three
songs played at the same time.
When a traffic fatality occurs in San
Francisco, each of the city's police cars
flies a black flag. KYA broadcasts a
statement recorded for the station by
Police Chief Tom Cahill on each newscast for 24 hours following a traffic
death, with the news that "the black
flag is up." Another "KY-AID" is an
hourly smog report ("There is poison in
theWhen
air").KYA personality Lucky Logan
staged a 108-hour marathon for the
Saints and Sinners milk fund, KYA
sent milk bottles to time buyers asking
them to help the fund and so to help
Lucky Logan make his quota and get
off the air. Stage shows at the West's
biggest theatre on Memorial Day and
July 4, conceived and produced by
KYA, helped keep thousands of people
safely entertained and off the highways.
Promotion gimmicks, of which KYA
has an endless variety, range from the
towering giant "victory" neon candle
atop the KYA transmitter at Candlestick Point, illuminated whenever the
Giants have won a game, to tiny slips
inserted in one-fourth of all fortune
cookies distributed
city's Chinese
restaurants
which, tointheaddition
to the

fortunes, contain a plug for KYA and
one of its clients. Other parts of the
"Wagnerian treatment" have included
such grand items as a $50,000 treasure hunt (the money was found on
the 10th day) as well as less costly
ones like taking over a cable car for
a week and manning it with KYA personalities tosupply fun as well as free
transportation to all riders.
All of this activity, on the air and
off, has won KYA the attention, be it
amused or astonished, of Bay Area
residents, has given it rapid increases
in audience until it is breathing down
KOBY's neck in the rating race and
has paid handsome dividends in business revenue. May's billings were the
highest
of anyunless
month
KYA's
32year history,
theyin were
topped
by June (whose final figures were not
available as this was written). Buyers
call it a little too noisy and too gimmicky ("frantic" was one's word for
KYA) but admit that they can't overlook it when buying for mass-market
accounts.
Other stations • In addition to those
Pulse-rated stations, a number of
agency buyers singled out KSAY (1010
kc, 10 kw daytimer) for special mention. KSAY's "pleasant" music — show
tunes, light classics, old favorites — is
winning it a following, they say, that
entitles it to consideration when they're
makingcampaigns.
up station KSAN
lists forSantheir
clients'
radio
Francisco
and KWBR Oakland are described as
programmed primarily for the Negro
audience. The other stations listed in
the San Francisco newspaper radio logs
are located in outlying communities,
programmed chiefly for local listening
and supported by local advertising.
Looking at the overall picture, San
Francisco timebuyers are wondering
whether five formula stations can successfully co-exist in the same market,
with some further questioning as to
how effectively their clients' commercials can compete with the blatant selfpromotion spots of the stations themselves for audience attention. Top 40
can't be ignored, they agree, but by
and
aboutlarge
fall they're
buying putting
as long off
as decisions
possible,
hoping for guidance from upcoming
rating reports.
The situation might be summed up
soap opera fashion:
Can network radio programming
survive today?
Is there a place for good music on
the radio dial?
Will the Top 40 operators take over
completely, or will they knock each
other out?
Tune in tomorrow, or perhaps next
fall.
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At parties, picnics and ball games, at homes, offices and plants —
at all the places and times that called for some first-class thirst
quenching and refreshment in 1958, dry-throated Americans
opened over 405,000,000 cans of soft drinks and got the tasty
results they wanted.
No wonder there is such a growing popularity for soft drinks in
cans. The "tin" can — actually about 99% steel — chills fast,
opens easily, won't break if you drop it. It's a compact, lightweight container that feels good in your hand and serves up
your favorite beverage at its mouth-watering best.

Through our Weirton Steel division, National Steel is a leading
manufacturer of tin plate for cans. In fact, through Weirton's
production of hot-dipped and electrolytic tin plate, National is
the nation's largest independent source of this metal.
Modern tin plate is just one of many quality steels and products
of steel with which National serves American industry through
its six major divisions: Great Lakes Steel Corporation, StranSteel Corporation, Enamelstrip Corporation, The Hanna
Furnace Corporation, National Steel Products Company and,
of course, Weirton Steel Company.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.
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BANKRUPTCY
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MBS

referee
creditor

PLAN

calls
meet

Mutual's reorganization plan, covering its offer to creditors, was presented
in New York last week to U.S. Referee
Asa Herzog, who thereupon scheduled
a meeting for the full list of creditors
for July 28.
As presented by Benjamin Weintraub,
Mutual's attorney in its petition for
voluntary bankruptcy under Chapter 11
of the Bankruptcy Act, the plan is in
three phases: Most creditors are offered
10 cents on the dollar; Mutual news
stringers and guest panelists will receive
50 cents on the dollar up to $600 owed
and 10 cents on the dollar for subsequent money owed; the note of H.B.
Tuskin for $1.3 million is to be paid in
full at 4% interest over a 10-year period.
A representative of the 10 leading
creditors appeared at the hearing Monday (July 13) and informed Mr. Herzog
that they were willing to accept the
10 cents-on-the-dollar offer and recommended that action be expedited.
The Why's • Mr. Weintraub was
asked later way the leading creditors
were willing to accept 10 cents on the
dollar while H.B. Tuskin will be paid
in full. He replied: "The creditors are
desirous of getting their money as soon
as possible while H.B. Tuskin is willing
to wait over a 10-year period."
It was learned that H.B. Tuskin is
a businesswoman and associate of Albert Gregory McCarthy and Chester
Ferguson of Tampa, Fla. The two men
control Real Properties Inc., Tampa,
which, as of last week, has lent mutual
$200,000 to maintain operations during
the period of bankruptcy proceeding.
Mr. Ferguson is the newly-elected board
chairman of MBS (Broadcasting, July
13).
Robert F. Hurleigh assumed the
presidency and normal ownership of
Mutual on the day the bankruptcy petition was filed, but it is assumed that
Messrs. McCarthy and Ferguson will
become formal owners if and when the
reorganization plan is accepted. Mutual
owes creditors a total of $3,195,607.
Under referee Herzog's questioning,
James Gladstone, MBS comptroller,
said the network has been losing about
$55,000 a month. In July, for instance,
MBS has revenues of about $345,000 and expenses of about $400,000.
Mr. Hurleigh stated that the summer
months are traditionally "the slow ones"
in the advertising field and revenue
should increase with the fall. Above
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and beyond that, Mr. Hurleigh added,
network officials believe that they can
place MBS in a more profitable position, once their financial position is
stabilized.
Five-Year Burden • Mutual officials
later explained that the Tuskin note
stems from a loan made over several
years (1954-57) by RKO Teleradio to
Mutual to make up deficits at the time
RKO Teleradio owned the network.
Thereafter, when each subsequent
owner took over the network, it was included as
. part of the sale, and was
carried on the books as a loan.
Spokesmen added that when Messrs.
McCarthy and Ferguson assume ownership, the loan may be bought back,
perhaps at less than 10 cents on the
dollar. As owners and stockholders of
Mutual, they would be paid only if
the network makes a profit.
Network officials explained that
this loan had to be "sequestered" from
the money owed to other creditors
since the $1.3 million makes up a sizeable proportion of the $3,195,607
owed. The formula for paying off
creditors — called "composition of
creditors" — must be approved by at
least 51% of creditors, who are owed
at least 51% of the total amount. Mutual officials said that if the $1.3 million note had been included in the
formula some of the creditors might
have felt that "the whole thing was
stacked ahead of time."

Steelworker

breakage

put at $5,000 by NBC
An estimated $5,000 in motion picture camera equipment and lights were
smashed by striking steelworkers as
Tom Pettit, WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia newsman, was interviewing David
J. McDonald, president of the United
Steelworkers, last Tuesday (July 14) in
Trenton, N.J.
Overlooked in the fisticuffs was a
portable tape recorder which contained
a transcript of the encounter.
Mr. Pettit, after a few routine questions asked, "Mr. McDonald, do you
feel your career hangs in the balance
in this strike?" The union leader objected to the question and repeatedly demanded that it be taken off the film.
A group of steelworkers, estimated 20
to 25, was milling around.
When Mr. Pettit protested, "You
can't take the camera," a voice in the
background
"The men
hell seized
we can't."
Immediately said,
several
the
camera from the hands of cameraman
Roy Bell and smashed it to the sidewalk.
A tape recording of the incident was
played the next day on the NBC-TV
Today show and on NBC Radio.
Mr. McDonald in a statement issued
Wednesday through Arthur J. Goldberg, Steelworkers' general counsel,
said he deeply regretted the incident.
Late Thursday, NBC lawyers were
considering the possibility of legal action, but had reached no decision.

Surveying the damage
Ernie Less (I), WRCV-TV news director, and cameramen examine equipment
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Carolina viewers already know it. Local sponsors feel it.
National advertisers everywhere are learning fast.
The tops of NBC and ABC-plus the best of Warner Brothers
are changing audience patterns of Charlotte television.
Get the facts. Here in America's 22nd largest tv-homes market
you'll do better with Charlotte's dynamic WSOC-TV. . .
C-TV
St
one of the great area stations of the nation.WCHARLOTTE—
9 NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta and WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

Managers go to school • Operating heads of broadcast
stations led an academic life at July 5-18 management

14
First

DAYS

HARD

broadcast

management

seminar held on campus of Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration. In this classroom, and in cloistered

LABOR
seminar

Broadcast management has negotiated a profitable investment— two weeks on an Ivy League campus.
Three-score industry executives are back at their office
desks after completing a radio-tv seminar last Saturday
(July 18) at the Harvard Graduate School of Business
Administration. The intensive management course was conducted under the auspices of NAB.
For one of the busiest fortnights within recollection of
these broadcasting students the basic problems of general
business operation were fused with the crises and headaches of station management.
Did these practical businessmen, representing one of the
newest industries, consider their two weeks on the nation's
oldest campus (1636) worthwhile? The enthusiastic answer:
"Yes."
The students were happy; NAB was delighted; Harvard
deemed it one of the more successful seminars in recent
years.
This decision was reached by the association: The seminar should be repeated in the summer of 1960. Tentative
plans were drawn up for a roughly similar course.
A feature of the two weeks was the Thursday appearance of Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president. (Ph.D.,
Ohio State U., 1935). Dr. Stanton endorsed the concept
of an intensive course in management training as he brought
the earthy experience of a network president to the Harvard
program in a discussion of industry problems.
NAB President Harold E. Fellows summed up the seminar this way at the graduation dinner: "The experiment
has been eminently successful from everything I hear. It
was long overdue. It has given you an opportunity not
only to acquire knowledge and restimulate your thinking
processes but provides a chance for you to set up a chain
reaction
among your colleagues in the broadcasting in62 (THE MEDIA)

wins

AT

HARVARD

unqualified

endorsement

dustry. The course has helped fill a need for a broadened
executive training base in broadcasting.*'
Executive-student members of the class rose daily to
the 6:45 a.m. roar of a dormitory horn, scrambled shirtsleeved to a cafeteria breakfast, and sat down to an 8
a.m. group study session. Their only relief from the grind
came at the mid-Sunday when they had morning and
afternoon free.
The seminar students listened, talked, argued and pored
over study material each day until 10 p.m. when they
wearily started toward their tiny bedrooms to sleep or
perhaps study some more or maybe just sit around like
any other college students and shoot the breeze.
This rigorous routine provided the first opportunity in
broadcast history for station executives to live under one
roof in a quiet, isolated atmosphere that stimulated thinking and the exchange of ideas.
"It should have started years ago," said John Laux,
operator of the Friendly Group.
"The finest thing NAB has ever done," added A. Louis
Read, vice president-commercial manager, WDSU-AM-TV
New Orleans.
"An important step forward in industry management,"
said Charles H. Crutchfield, executive vice president of
the Jefferson Standard Broadcasting Co.
Their comments typified the reaction of students as
the course came to a close.
Dr. J. Sterling Livingston, of the Harvard school, served
as academic director of the course. He is president of
Harbridge House, management development and consulting firm. The project was developed under direction of
Charles H. Tower, NAB economics-broadcast personnel
manager. William P. Gormbley Jr., assistant dean and director of Harvard's advanced management program, was
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

dormitory suites, three-score broadcasters studied, discussed,
argued and listened. Top-ranking business educators taught

them how to think through the situations that face those
who run a business. The average school day ran 16 hours.

Boning up in dorm • Two broadcaster students work on
case. L to r: Robert W. Ferguson, WTRF-TV Wheeling;
Charles C. Woodward Jr., Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Their school masters • Prof. J. Sterling Livingston (left)
and William Gormbley Jr., assistant dean, directed Harvard's
program of management study under auspices of NAB.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Out of the ivy • Pair leaving Hamilton Hall dorm enjoying a joke. L to r: Douglas A. Manship, WBRZ-TV Baton
Rouge, La., and Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.

administrative director. Besides Dr.
Livingston, the teaching staff included
Prof. C. Roland Christensen, Prof.
Alva F. Kindall, Associate Prof. Martin
V. Marshall and Assistant Prof. Joseph
W. Newman. Mr. Tower and his assistant, James Hulbert, are alumni of
the school.
"The broadcasters were very hardworking students," Dr. Livingston said,
"They were as diligent and conscientious as any group I have ever seen on
the campus — very practical, very sensible and highly responsive."
Significant Observations • He added
this: "The level of discussion at the
broadcasting seminar was as sophisticated as any industry group I have ever
dealt with. Broadcasters have contributed much to our thinking as well as
to our understanding of their special
management problems."
Dr. Livingston explained the seminar
was designed to show executives how
to think constructively of their operating practices. "We didn't tell them
how to operate," he said, "but helped
them appraise their own problems
against the background of what other
industries are doing. While appraising
other people they were reappraising
themselves.
"A third dimension developed as
each manager watched the thinking of
other broadcasters."
All phases of management were
touched during the two weeks. For
example, one 80-minute discussion of
a non-broadcast classroom case brought
out such broadcasting industry topics
as ways to read balance sheets, earnings formulas, depreciation, taxes, interest, operating profits, accounts receivable, automation, capital investment, net sales vs. operating expenses,
employe relations and motivation of
personnel. Around 430 broadcasters
participated in this single discussion
with a professor as moderator and
prodder.
Blue Story • One seminar case
dealt with personnel at a radio station
whose new owner had hired three disc
jockeys, giving them wide latitude in
their air performances and selection of
music. Later he hired a manager who
had scant authority over the trio. The
problems centered around the eccentric behavior of a young jockey, a
mythical Larry Blue, who built up a
high rating and made a handsome living out of high pay and perhaps higher
payola.
All this was getting close to home.
Hands were up constantly as station
managers offered solutions and pointed
to flaws in the way the fictional broadcast station was run. The manager
without authority found little sympathy
among the student executives after
Larry Blue started wrecking staff mo64 (THE MEDIA)

Break for coffee • Daily 10:50-11:20 a.m. relaxing period at Harvard seminar
came after students had been on the jump four hours. L to r: William J. Moyer,
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.; James A. Noe Jr., WNOE New Orleans; Robert H.
Smith, WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; Fred Fletcher (in Harvard Business School beanie),
WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.; George R. Torge, WBEN-TV Buffalo; H. Peter Lasker,
WLW Cincinnati.
boss.

rale and undercutting his immediate

"Let him hang himself," suggested
one broadcaster.
"I'd call him in and tell him, 'You
told me a stinking lie'," added another.
"The manager should have developed
a case and confronted the owner," according to a third student.
And a fourth observed, "Is there any
one man bigger than a radio station?"
That's the way the classroom exchanges ran for two weeks as top faculty members from the famed graduate school led the discussions, prompting and offering their own views.
Guest speakers touched on broad
economic and political science topics.
The list included Dr. Andrew Gyorgy,
Boston U. professor of government,
Dr. Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard professor of economics, and Messrs. Fellows and Stanton.
"This course should be permanent,"
said David C. Moore, president of
Transcontinent Television Corp. "I
hope
we reactions:
can take part next year."
Other
Douglas L. Manship, president of
WBRZ-TV Baton Rouge, La.— "I
haven't worked so hard or so consistently in my Taft
life." Jr., president of the
Hulbert
Taft station group — "This seminar
really makes you think."
Willard Schroeder, president-general
manager, WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich. — "Very valuable to me and
to the company [Time Inc.]. I'll work

harder and, I hope, do a better job
in the competitive years ahead."
Louis Wolfson, executive vice president, WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.—
"Great, tremendous. I can understand
better what we have and what we're
doing and will be able to create a better
local and industry image."
Frank Fogarty, vice president-general manager, WOW-AM-TV Omaha
(Meredith) — "The first time I ever had
a chance to consider the fundamentals
of management. It's an atmosphere of
inquiry rather than an atmosphere of
The students went through a carefully prepared study pattern — in pairs
answers."
as roommates; in "can groups" made
up of students in a cluster of rooms
around one bathroom; in small groups
of assigned members, and then in full
classroom sessions. These were supplemented by dining hall and coffee-break
exchanges.
"We lived, breathed and talked
management and broadcasting for 14
days," said Carl E. Lee, executive vice
president-general manager, F e t z e r
Broadcasting Co. "And dreamed about
them, too," added Ben Sanders, president-general manager of KICD Spencer, Iowa.
A bonus benefit was the new appreciation broadcasters had of each other
as they watched thinking patterns and
response to discussion points.
The roll call:
Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.;
John S. Booth, WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.; L.H.
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Collins Radio Station Trailer puts you on
the air with a fully equipped radio station in
minimum time, saves you delay, earns
revenue sooner. Start broadcasting and
billing instead of waiting for construction.
Save on initial installation, and have a
mobile studio if you move your facilities to
permanent buildings.
This compact 8 x 40 foot radio station is
factory wired and tested — reduces your
installation time and cost. It sets up
immediately on your site, has a studio,
control room, transmitter room, office, rest
room facilities, and is equipped with
microphones, control desk and studio console,
monitors, two 16 inch turntables, 250, 500
watt or 1 kw transmitter, heating
and air conditioning.
"DTT
Eliminate delays, get on the air faster
and more economically with a
Collins Radio Station Trailer.
Contact Collins for further information.

COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY
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• BURBANK,

CALIFORNIA
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Christian, WRFC Athens, Ga.; Joseph K. Close,
WKNE Keene, N.H.; Charles H. Crutchfield, Jefferson Standard Broadcastinq Co.; Raoul J.
DeLier, KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City; E. B. Dodson,
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.; Robert W. Ferauson,
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W.Va.; Keith S. Field, WARA
Attleboro, Mass.; Fred Fletcher, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.; Joe Floyd, KELO Sioux Falls, S.D.;
Frank P. Fogarty, WOW-TV Omaha; T.B. Friedman, KNEZ Lompoc, Calif.
Creighton E. Gatchell, WGAN Portland, Me.;
W.E. Goetze, KFSD San Diego, Calif.; J.M. Gordon, KPAC Port Arthur, Tex.; Thomas Y. Gorman,
CBS Radio; J. P. Hart, WB1R Knoxville, Tenn.;
Myron Jones, WJET Erie, Pa.; R.E. Kelly, KCRA
Sacramento, Calif.; H. Peter Lasker, WLW Cincinnati; John J. Laux, WSTV Steubenville, Ohio;
Carl E. Lee, WKZO-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; Merrill
Lindsay, WSOY Decatur, III.; W.L. Lipman, WLIP
Kenosha, Wis.; R.J. Mcintosh, WWJ Detroit;
Douglas L. Manship, WBRZ-TV Baton Rouge, La.;
Chester S. Miller, WVPO Stroudsburg, Pa.; David
C. Moore, Transcontinent Television Corp.; Stanley
G. Mouse, WHIO-TV Dayton, Ohio; W.J. Moyer,
KARD-TV Wichita, Kan.; Thomas S. Murphy,
WTEN (TV) Albany, N.Y.; James A. l\loe Jr.,
WNOE New Orleans; Burns Nugent, KWMT Cedar
Rapids, la.; Thomas R. Nunan Jr., WGAL Lancaster, Pa.
Ralph
WISC Madison,
Wis.;L. Perris,
Carter
M. Parham,O'Connor,
WDEF Chattanooga;
Donald
WEWS Cleveland; Gene Posner, WMIL Milwaukee;
A. Louis Read, WDSU New Orleans; James D.
Russell, KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs; H.L. Samuels, KODY North Platte, Neb.; Ben B. SanHers,
KICD Spencer, la.; Willard Schroeder, WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Myron F. Shaoiro, WFAA-TV
Dallas; Joseph S. Sinclair, WJAR Providence, R.I.;
Robert H. Smith, WCYB-TV Bristol, Va.; William
B. Smullin, KIEM Eureka, Calif.; Harvey Struthers, vice president-station services director, CBS
Television; Donald D. Sullivan, KVTV (TV) Sioux
City. Ia.
Hulbert Taft Jr., WKRC Cincinnati; R.H. Temple, KREM Spokane, Wash.; G.R. Torge, WBENTV Buffalo; G. Pearson Ward, KTTS-TV Springfield, Mo.; Wilson C. Wearn, WFBC Greenville,
S.C.; Louis Wolfson II, WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.;
C. C. Woodard Jr., Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.

Changing
ANNOUNCED • The
station interests was
week, subject to FCC

hands
following sale of
announced last
approval:

• WSFA-TV Montgomery. Ala.: Sold
by WKY Tv System Inc. (subsidiary of
Oklahoma Publishing Co.) to Broadcasting Co. of the South (WIS-AM-TV
Columbia, S.C., WIST Charlotte, N.C.)
for S2. 250,000. Station was acquired
by Gaylord interests in February, 1955,
for $568,598. including WSFA-AM,
subsequently sold. Transaction completed last week in Washington by Edward L. Gaylord for Oklahoma Publishing Co. and G. Richard Shafto executive vice president of WIS and
chairman of Tv Code Board. Carter
Hardwick, general manager, will continue under new ownership. The transaction was handled by Philip Kelser &
Assoc. WSFA-TV is on ch. 12, operates with maximum power of 316 kw,
and is affiliated with NBC-TV, primary,
ABC-TV, secondary.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved hy
the FCC last week {for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 88).
• WOV New York, N.Y.: Sold to Bartell Broadcasters of New York (wholly

Texas

S'JOO.OOO

Fulltime station in major market. On
low frequency with top power in market. A good buy at this price. 29%
down — balance can be negotiated.
Far West

&200M00

Old-line fulltime major network affiliate in one of fastest growing and
desirable markets. Making a profit,
but can do much more. Has excellent
reputation, and public acceptance.
29% and 5 year payout.
Florida
Small market daytimer, showing
profit, ideal for owner-operator.
$12,000 cash will handle, with easy
payout terms.
Pennsylvania
Independent, in single-station industrial market of good size. Excellent opportunity for owner-operator.
29% down and balance over 7 years.
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING

SII.OOO

$100*000

APPRAISALS

ffilackbwwn
&
Company
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
SOUTHERN
Colin M. Selph
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall California
William B. Ryan
Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Healey Whitaker
Building
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Avenue Stanley
Atlanta, Georgia
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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owned by Bartell Broadcasters Inc., licensee of WOKY Milwaukee, Wis.,
WYDE Birmingham, Ala., owner of
KCBQ San Diego and KYA-AM-FM
San Francisco, both California, and
WAKE Atlanta, Ga.) by Morris S.
Novik, Georgia L. Weil and Edna M.
Hartley for $1,434 million. Comr.
Robert Bartley dissented. WOV is on
1280 kc with 5 kw, directional.
o WDRC Hartford, Conn.: Sold to
Buckley-Iaeger Broadcasting Corp. of
Conn. (WHIM Providence, R.I.) by The
Connecticut Broadcasting Co. for
$815,000. WDRC is on 1360 kc with
5 kw, directional, and is a CBS affiliate.
• WISK St. Paul, Minn.: Sold to WISK
Broadcasting Corp. (owned by The
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., parent
company of KFWB Los Angeles and
KEWB Oakland, both California) by
B.V.M. Broadcasting Co. for $625,000.
This grant is subject to the condition
that assignment not be consummated
until Robert M. Purcell, assignee president, disposes of his interest in KEVE
Minneapolis. WISK is on 1590 kc with
5 kw, day and is affiliated with MBS.
• KWBR Oakland, Calif.: Sold to
KWBR Inc. (WOPA-AM-FM Oak
Park, 111., and WDIA Memphis, Tenn.)
by E.N. Warner and the First Western
Bank and Trust Co., trustee, for $550,000. KWBR is on 1310 kc with 1 kw.
• KRUX Glendale, Ariz.: Sold to Leland Bisbee Broadcasting Co. (Leland
S. Bisbee Jr., president) by Don and
Otilie Owsley for $347,000, KRUX is
on 1360 kc with 5 kw, day.
• WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio: Sold to
WNXT Inc. (Abraham R. Ellman, vice
president, has interest in KIST Santa
Barbara. KGMS Sacramento, both
California, and KRAM Las Vegas,
Nev.) by Portsmouth Broadcasting Co.
for $234,500. WNXT is on 1260 kc.
with 5 kw, day, 1 kw, night, and is
affiliated with ABC.
• KITO San Bernardino. Calif.: Sold
to Kenyon Brown by Myer Feldman,
Raymond Ruff and Arnold Lerner for
$120,000. Mr. Brown has interests in
KCOP-TV Los Angeles, KFOX-AMFM Long Beach, KSON San Diego, all
California, and KGLC Miami, Okla.
and KIMO Independence, Mo. Comr.
Robert Bartley dissented in this decision. KITO and
is' onis 1290
kc with
kw,
directional,
affiliated
with 5MBS.
• Rep appointments
• KHFI Austin, Tex., names Good
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y.
• WNTA-TV Newark, N.J., appoints
Adam Young Inc., N.Y., effective July
15. NTA Spot Sales continues to represent in New York area.
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'This

Dresser-ldeco

sprouted

395'

...without

tower

in two

growing

years

pains."

"Now our Dresser-ldeco tall tower stretches up
to 1107 feet," points out Ralph O'Connor, General
Manager of WISC-TV, Madison, Wisconsin. "This
final height was reached in 3 successive stages over
a 2 Vi -year period. Today we have one of the finest
tower structures you'll find.
"The original 712' tower was carefully designed
and built by Dresser-ldeco to anticipate the need for
future height increases. The tower went into service on
June 25, 1956, just 60 days after construction started.
In May, 1958, the first extension raised overall tower
height to 921', stepped up the size of WISC-TV's
coverage. The final 174' extension completed in December, 1958, again expanded coverage and improved
and intensified our signal within the established coverage pattern. Each of the two extensions was completed
on schedule, handled according to the original plans
of Dresser-ldeco tower experts.
"From initial design to final inspection," Ralph
O'Connor reports, "Dresser-ldeco gave careful and
craftsmanlike attention to every phase of our 3-stage
construction project. As a result everything went
along smoothly."
You are assured of this same expert performance on new tower construction — or modification of
existing Dresser-ldeco structures — when you specify
the world's most experienced tower designer-builder.
This tower modification service, available to all
Dresser-ldeco tower owners, is another good reason to
work with Dresser-ldeco. See your broadcast equipment representative, or contact us direct. And ask for
Tower Catalog T-57.

"There's something else new up there," says Ralph O'Connor.
"We'reing forpioneering
the use of
Don Hoskins'
strobe daytime
overcast weather
conditions,
in cooperation
withlightthe
Wisconsin State Aeronautics Commission and the Dresser-ldeco
tower engineering department."
Designers and builders of
over half the 1000' -plus television towers in service today.
Dresser-ldeco
Division of Dresser Industries, Inc.
TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-94
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO

Company

Dresser-ldeco microwave
tower at Rockford, Illinois, one of 22 along the
Illinois Toll Road . . . representative ofspecial developments for civilian
and government tower
needs. Here is evidence
of Dresser-ldeco's
tinuing commitmentcon-to
serve the broadcasting
and communications industries now, and in the
years ahead.

GOVERNMENT

HEAT'S
ON
FOR
SEC.
315
RELIEF
Senate Commerce
Committee reports bill to exempt all news and
panel

shows

from

equal

The Senate Commerce Committee,
true to the word of the chairman of its
Communications Subcommittee, last
Wednesday (July 16) reported out a
committee bill exempting news programs and panel discussions from Sec.
315 of the Communications Act.
Adding fuel to broadcasters' hopes
that Congress will amend the equal time
laws before the 1960 Presidential election, the House Commerce Committee
has scheduled an executive session on
the subject for today (Monday). A
Communications Subcommittee already has agreed upon a bill (HR
7985), the one approved last week by
the senators (Broadcasting, July 13).
The Senate bill is a committee compromise of four measures on which five
days of hearings were completed four
weeks ago. It reverses the FCC's
February Lar Daly decision that candidates are entitled to equal time when
their opponents appear on a regularlyscheduled newscast by adding the following paragraph to Sec. 315:
"Appearance by a legally qualified
candidate on a newscast, news interview, news documentary, on-the-spot
AN

time

law;

House

committee

coverage of news event or panel discussion, shall not be deemed to be use of
a broadcasting station within the meaning of this subsection."
The committee-approved legislation
will be introduced on the floor sometime this week along with a covering
committee report. It received unanimous approval of the Commerce Committee, headed by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.). During the hearings
last month, Sen. John Pastore (D-R.I.),
chairman of the subcommittee, had
promised broadcasters that the parent
body would act speedily on a Sec. 315
amendment but that it probably would
not be as broad an exemption as the
industry wanted.
Broadcasters testifying during the
hearings had asked generally for much
broader exemptions — ranging from outright repeal to exclusion from libel and
a congressional definition of a qualified
candidate. Most agreed, however, that
it was imperative for Congress to reverse the Lar Daly decision prior to the
1960 campaigns.
Magnuson's Amendment • At last
Wednesday's meeting, Sen. Magnuson

set

to act too

successfully amended the committee
bill by adding two paragraphs stating
the intention of Congress to re-examine,
for a period of three years, the equal
time exemptions contained in the bill.
The studythewould
be made
"to ascertain
whether
remedy
provided
by such
amendment has proved to be effective
and practicable." The FCC would be
charged with reporting annually, for
the three years, to Congress "setting
forth ( 1 ) the information and data
used by it in determining questions
arising from or connected with such
amendment and (2) such recommendations as it deems necessary to protect
the public interest and to assure equal
treatment of all legally qualified candidates for public
. . ." praised
Several
senatorsoffice.
immediately
the Commerce Committee's action and
urged speedy approval of the measure
when it reaches the Senate floor. Sen.
Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), a member of
the committee, termed the action a step
forward for electronic journalism and
said he was "very happy" that immediate action was taken. However, he
said that he had hoped the committee

EDITORIAL

What

you

can

do

about

Sec.

315

reached in the broadcasters'
has been
crucial point
A campaign
for relief
from some of the most undesirable
features of the political broadcasting law.
An acceptable amendment has cleared the Senate Commerce Committee. Some kind of amendment, hopefully one
as strong as that passed by the Senate group, will probably
be reported out of the House Commerce Committee this
week. From now on the fight will be on the floors of both
houses.
If the fight is not won in the next few weeks, it is as good
as lost.
Congress is expected to adjourn in September. If it does
not act on Sec. 315 before this session ends, all the momentum of the campaign for relief will be lost during the long
recess.
It will not be easy to force these measures to a vote in
the little time that remains, but it can be done. Broadcasters in all parts of the country must at once begin a
thorough educational campaign among their own senators
and congressmen. This is not a campaign that can be successfully conducted by the broadcasting representatives who
are resident in Washington. The members of Senate and
House will be moved to action only if they hear directly
from the broadcasters in their constituencies.
What broadcasters must explain to their senators and
68

congressmen is that the public interest demands revisions
in the law. If the public is to receive adequate and intelligent news of political campaigns, the minimum repair that
must be made in the existing law is the exemption from
equal time requirements of newcasts, news interviews, news
documentaries, coverage of news events and panel discussions— the exemptions that would be made by the bill the
Senate Commerce Committee approved last week.
In the long run, broadcasters must seek repeal of the
whole of Sec. 315, but repeal is unattainable from this
Congress. The best that can be won now is the Senate
Commerce Committee's bill. It is worth the winning.
BEFORE

they begin to educate their congressional delegations to the need for repair of Sec. 315, broadcasters
may wish to do a little homework on the subject. In the
past two months Broadcasting has carried many thousands
of words of reporting and editorial comment about the discussions over the political broadcasting law. For the convenience ofreaders, selected references are presented below.
them.
(Copies) will be forwarded speedily to anyone who asks for
"Repeal Sec. 315 or Repent Later," an editorial, p 58 et seq, May 25;
"Odds Improve on Sec. 315 Cure," a story, p 50 et seq, June 22; "Sec.
315 Gets Lumps in Hearing," a story, p 46 et seq, June 29; "A Workable
Cure for Sec. 315," an editorial, pp 48-49, June 29; "Sec. 315 Libel
Dangers Ended," a story, pp 54-56, July 6; "Sec. 315 Prospect: Partial
Relief," a story, p 56 et seq, July 6; "Victory Mow, Trouble Later," an
editorial, p 108, July 6; "Trimming Wings of Sec. 315," a story, pp 81-82,
July 13.
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Political

broadcasting

Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.)
last week became the first 1960 presidential candidate to be victimized
by the political broadcasting law. His
invitation to appear on CBS-TV's
Face the Nation was withdrawn because of the network's fears that
minor candidates would demand
(and under the present law get) equal
time.
The network didn't say so, but its
fears were intensified by the announcement last week of a veteran
splinter candidate that he would
again seek the U.S. Presidency.
Henry Krajewski, a tavern keeper of
Secaucus, N.J., said he would run
in 1960.
Mr. Krajewski, as the candidate
of the Poor Man's Party, ran for
President in 1952, polling 4,203
votes in all, and in 1956, when he
ran up a total vote of 1,829.
The candidacies of two other
obscure but tireless runners were announced some time ago. Homer A.
Tomlinson, who calls himself "King
of the World," intends to run again
in 1960. He distributed campaign
literature during the Senate Communications Subcommittee hearings
on Sec. 315 last month. Mr. Tomlinson is on record with the unqualified prediction that he will
sweep the election.
Lar Daly, who has run for the
presidency ever since he first heard
of the office, asserted his candidacy
in 1960 during testimony before the
Senate Communications Subcommittee.
First Man Out • CBS-TV's inviwould give more consideration to his
bill, S 1858 "The Fair Political Broadcasting Act much
of 1959,"
whichfreedom
gives
broadcasters
broader
from Sec. 315.
The Indiana Senator emphasized that
at present he is more interested in immediate action and expressed confidence the bill would be passed by the
Senate. "What the present bill does is
extend political campaign coverage
possibilities for the television industry
and the public," he pointed out.
Senator's consideration • Sen.
Hartke said that he would continue
in the future to press the committee
for further amendments to Sec. 315.
Notwithstanding the recent Supreme
Court decision (Broadcasting, July
13), political libel still is a threat to
broadcasters, he said, and Congress
still needs to go further in equal time.
Sen.
Gordon
Allott (R-Colo.),
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

law

in action

tation to Mr. Humphrey to be featured on the July 19 Face the Nation was withdrawn on advice of
counsel. Sig Mickelson, CBS vice
president and general manager of
CBS News, said the lawyers had concluded that Sen. Humphrey was a
candidate within the meaning of
Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act. Mr. Humphrey's candidacy was
announced last week by Sen Eugene
McCarthy (D-Minn.) and Gov. Orville Freeman, of Minnesota.
"This decision," said Mr. Mickelson, "is impelled by the danger that
we would be required, if Sen.
Humphrey appeared, to devote Face
the Nation to insignificant or obscure or now unknown aspirants for
the Democratic presidential nomination. Such a requirement would
destroy Face the Nation as an iminformation
program."
Wide portant
Effects
• Sec.
315 makes
troubles in races for lesser offices
than the presidency. Out in Hawaii,
KGMB-TV Honolulu is faced with a
request for six hours of free time
by John Anthony Burns, territorial
delegate to the Congress, who is the
Democratic candidate for governor
of the new state.
KGMB-TV has been carrying as
a public service a series of halfhour, weekly news conferences with
Territorial Gov. William F. Quinn.
Gov. Quinn is a Republican. On
Feb. 5, a reporter asked Gov. Quinn
whether he was going to be a
candidate for governor of the state
of Hawaii. Gov. Quinn said yes. On
May 27, following Hawaii's approval
author of S 1604 which is very similar
to the committee bill, praised the approved measure as "a realistic answer
satisfying the needs of the broadcasters
and the rights of candidates. . . ." and
promised his full support on the Senate
floor.
Sen. John Marshall Butler (R-Md.),
also a Commerce Committee member,
said that Congress should meet its
responsibility to the voter by approving the bill. "Without this amendment,
equal time to all candidates could mean
no time at all and leave the voter without the necessary knowledge to cast the
right
said. bill sponsored by
The ballot,"
favored heHouse
Chairman Oren Harris of the Commerce Committee, would exempt "appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any newscast (including news
interview) or any on-the-spot coverage
of newsworthy events." Deleted from

Sen. Humphrey
He's stuck

by splinters

of statehood, Gov. Quinn formally
announced his candidacy. Meanwhile he'd met 12 times with newsmen on the tv series. So candidate
Burns asked the station for equal
time — running back to Feb. 5.
KGMB Vice President Frank
Warren rejected Mr. Burns' request.
He said pre-May 27 telecasts were
not political broadcasts. He contures. tended they were public service feaDemocratic National Headquarters in Washington said last week it
was looking into the situation.
Programs like Face the Nation
and Gov. Quinn's news interviews
would be exempt from the equal
time provisions of Sec. 315 if the
amendment reported by the Senate
Commerce Committee last week
were adopted.
the Harris bill by the House Communications Subcommittee were the terms
"news documentary" and "panel disAlso killed from HR 7985 and left
out
of the Senate Committee's bill was
cussion."
language exempting similar news programs whose contents are under the
complete control of the stations and/or
networks. This language was killed at
the suggestion of the FCC which said
it could possibly lead to protracted litiLar Daly, whose appeal for time on
gation.
Chicago stations during the mayor's
race last winter triggered the current
re-evaluation of Sec. 315, "laughed" at
the Senate Commerce Committee action. He declared that such an amendment to the act would have to be considered as unconstitutional because it
would deny "equal justice under
6?

PENDULUM
FCC

adds

in four

SWINGS

vhf in one

more;

action

The FCC last week moved further
down the road to vhf.
It issued one final order, adding a
second vhf to Columbus, Ga.
It issued three notices of proposed
rule-making which would add vhf
channels to —
Fresno and Bakersfield, California;
Sacramento, San Francisco or Reno;
Montgomery or Birmingham, Ala.
The actions — which do not require
any lowering of present mileage separations— were the second in that many
months.
Last June, the Commission added
an additional vhf to Baton Rouge, La.
(Broadcasting, June 8).
Still under consideration are possible
vhf drop-ins for 17 top markets which
now have less than three vhf facilities.
It is these cities where the Commission
intends to implement its interim plan.
This envisages some relaxation of the
minimum mileage separations between
co-channel and adjacent channel stations.
These cities are:
Jacksonville, Fla.; Louisville, Ky.;
Shreveport, La.; Flint-Bay City-Saginaw, Grand Rapids-Kalamazoo, Jackson-Lansing-Battle Creek-Parma-Onondaga, Michigan; Binghamton, Rochester, Syracuse, New York; Charlotte,
Raleigh-Durham, North Carolina; Dayton, Toledo, Ohio; Johnstown-Altoona,
Pa; Providence, R. I.; Wheeling (W.
Va.)-Steubenville (Ohio), and Knoxville,
Tenn.
Action on these situations is expected this week or, at the latest, next
week.
The Commission holds no meetings
during August, when the commissioners
and staff are on vacation.
In its actions last week the Commission did this:
• Made Columbus, Ga., a two-vhf
market. It added ch. 9 to Columbus,
from
ch. 4 Dothan,
to ch. Ala.;
3, andchanged
moved Columbus'
ch. 4 to
Dothan.
Presently operating Columbus stations were modified to make WRBLTV change from ch. 4 to ch. 3;
WTVM(TV) from ch. 28 to ch. 9; and
in Dothan, WTVY(TV) from ch. 9
to ch. 4.
In making these moves, the Commission denied various other proposals.
Comr, Robert T. Bartley dissented;
Comr. T.A.M. Craven did not participate and Comr. Robert E. Lee was
absent.
• Proposed to make Fresno and
70

market,
soon

on

TO

VHF

proposes

vhf

1 7 drop-ins

Bakersfield each a vhf market. Under
the FCC's proposals, Fresno would receive three multiple-vhf commercial
outlets plus one educational vhf, with
chs. 5 and 9 from Goldfield and
Tonopah, Nev., respectively, and ch.
2 dropped in.
Present Fresno stations would change
as follows:
KJEO(TV) from ch. 47 to ch. 2;
KMJ-TV from ch. 24 to ch. 5 and
KFRE-TV from ch. 12 to ch. 9.
• Proposed to make Bakersfield a
three vhf market, subject to Mexican
concurrence. This would add chs. 8
and 12 to Bakersfield, in addition to
ch. 10 and three uhf assignments already there.
In both the Fresno and Bakersfield
proposals, Comr. Bartley dissented;
Comr. Craven did not participate, and
Comr. Lee was absent.
In the other two proposals, additional vhf channels are proposed to be
added to either Sacramento, San Francisco or Reno, and to either Montgom-

FCC's allocation
Commission actions:

ery, Birmingham
Columbus, Miss.

or Tuscaloosa or

The west coast Sacramento-San j
Francisco proposals involve vhf chan- I
nels
voting.from Chico and San Jose. In this
case, Comr. Bartley abstained from
The southern changes proposed moving ch. 8Comr.
out ofBartley
Selma concurred.
Ala. In this '
instance
For details see chart at the bottom
of this page.
Lee

paddles

upstream

with plan for all-uhf
Comr. Robert E. Lee, No. 1 champion for an all-uhf tv system, went before
Congress last week with a 42-page statement backing his contention that uhf
is the only salvation for a truly-competitive, nationwide tv system.
Comr. Lee filed a statement with the j
Senate and House Commerce Committees as an answer to a majority FCC
document looking toward a 50-channel
vhf system, to be accomplished through
a swap of space with the military
(Broadcasting, April 27).
He submitted, as part of his statement, graphs, charts and memorandums
designed to show that a 70 channel uhf j
system is "far superior" to the proposed— and unattainable — 50 channel j

actions

in brief:

• Columbus, Ga.— from chs. 4, 28 and *34 to chs. 3, 9, "28, 34.
• Dothan, Ala. — from chs. 9 and 19 to chs. 4 and 19.
Commission proposed further rulemaking:
• Fresno, Calif. — from chs. 12, *18, 24, 47, 53, to chs. 2, 5, *7, 9, 53.
• Bakersfield, Calif.— from chs. 10, 17, 29, 39 to chs. 8, 10, 72, 17, 29,
39 (additions with Mexican concurrence).
• Goldfield, Nev. — delete ch. 5.
• Tonopah, Nev. — delete ch. 9.
Commission invited comments for Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno:
• Sacramento — from chs. 3, *6, 10, 40, 46 to chs. 3, *6, 10, 12 (from
Chico for substitution of ch. 11), 40.
• San Francisco — from chs. 2, 4, 5. 7, *9, 20, 26, 32, 38, 44 to chs. 2,
4, 5, 7, *9, 11 (from San Jose through substitution of ch. 12), 20 26
32, 38, 44.
• Reno, Nev. — from chs. 4, 8, *21, 27 to chs. 2, 4, 8, * 1 1 , 2 1 , 27.
Commission also invited comments to following:
• Montgomery, Ala.— from chs. 12, 20, *26, 32, to chs. 8 (from Selma,
which would retain ch. 58), 12, 20, *26, 32.
• Birmingham, Ala. — from chs. 6, *10, 13, 42, 48, to chs. 4 (from Columbus, Miss.) 6 or 8 (from Selma) *10, 13, 42, 48.
• Tuscaloosa, Ala. — from chs. 45, 51 to chs. 9, 45, 51 or ch. 4 to Tuscalo sa-Birmingham (nochannels as yet assigned to this hyphenated area).
• Columbus, Miss. — from chs. 4, 28 to chs. 9, 28 or 2, 28.
• Tupelo, Miss. — from chs. 9, 38 to ch. 38.
• State College, Miss. — from ch. *2 to ch. *8 (from Selma, Ala.)
BROADCASTING, July 20, T959
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vhf plan. "The majority's long-range
plan is 'long' in trouble and expense and
short in its ultimate results," Comr. Lee
stated.
"Fallacies" in the FCC course pointed
out by Comr. Lee: (1) It is unrealistic
to hope 50 vhf channels can be obtained;with"Wea are
find aourselves
12 more
channellikely
or atto best
25
channel system"; (2) FCC has ruled that
deintermixture is "ineffectual" without
giving it a fair trial; (3) FCC plan would
deprive vast rural areas of tv service and
disregard the needs of smaller communities.
Hit or Miss Plan • The Commission's

CATV
Doerfer,
as
and

announced plan, he charged, would
plunge tv "into a hit or miss allocation
plan which has neither engineering
standards nor guide lines." In support
of his uhf proposal, Comr. Lee pointed
out that two or more uhf stations operating on separate channels are capable of delivering better and more uniform coverage than a single vhf stations operating with a power equal to
the combined powers of the uhf stations.
Flexibility possible with 70 uhf channels could furnish enough space,
through multicasting and circular polarization, to take care of broadcasting's
every need for generations to come, he

PROBE
senators

Pastore

tangle

promises

boosters,

but

ENDS
at end

legislation

House

told the Congress. "I submit that no
other of the alternatives even approaches the all uhf plan in this reThe one-man FCC minority also took
a swipe at the findings of the Tv Allocations Study Organization which, he
charged, "didn't give us what we asked
... I don't need TASO to see that uhf,
forspect."
ecenomic reasons, are employing
modest facilities in small markets, and
are plagued with poorly designed receivers and poorly installed receiving
antennas," Comr. Lee said in replying
to TASO findings that vhf signals are
superior.

WITH

FIREWORKS
calmed down when Mr. Doerfer explained that he was authorized only to
speak for the whole Commission on a

of hearings
on

is silent

cables
on

prepared FCC
statement
basis andquestions.
couldn't
commit
in answering

subject

questions
didn't field
wasAmong
whetherthe FCC
would heauthorize
all

The first comment drew an angry
retort from Sen. McGee that the FCC

A Senate committee completed three
weeks of hearings on community television systems and vhf boosters last
week with a heated exchange between
two senators and FCC Chairman John
C. Doerfer.
Mr. Doerfer, in the witness chair
to give the Commission's views on
proposed legislation — and to answer
charges that the FCC was lax and antilocal tv — tangled with communications
subcommittee chairman Sen. John O.
Pastore (D.-R.I.) and committee member Sen. Gale McGee (D.-Wyo.).
The FCC chairman got into rough
weather when he made two assertions:

was making "paper decisions on paper
evidence." This was brought on when
Mr. Doerfer acknowledged that the
FCC had solicited comments on catv,
but had not held public hearings.
Sen. McGee also charged that the
FCC was "shirking" its responsibilities.
This was in response to Mr. Doerfer's
remark that the FCC felt it had no jurisdiction over catv systems and that he
himself didn't want any.
Pastore Bridles • The chairman's
statement that he could not speak for
the whole Commission caused Sen.

• That broadcasting is private enterprise and no faction should be protected in any/ shape from economic
competition.
• That in replying to questions he
could not speak for the Commission
as a whole, only for himself.

Pastore to snort: "Well we'd better get
the whole Commission up here then,
or someone who can talk."
At another point, Sen. Pastore observed: "Maybe we'd better review the
whole [Communications] Act."
The
Thursday
morning session

Mr. Adler
72 (government)

Mr. Shapp

Mr. Griffing

present boosters.
Another was whether the Commission would consider a catv system such
a hazard to local tv that it would refuse to certificate it.
As the hearings ended, Sen. Pastore
promised there would be legislation.
But, at week's end there were no
plans by
the House
Commerce
Committee to take
this subject
up.
Catv Rebuttal • Last week's hearings saw catv operators rally to rebut
charges made by a group of western
broadcasters that cable companies were
unfair competition (Broadcasting,
July 13, 6).
Catv spokesmen made two points:
• They asked to be placed under
FCC jurisdiction for licensing purposes.
• They objected vigorously to what

Mr. Malin

Mr. Smith
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they termed discriminatory proposals
that they must secure permission from
originating stations to use tv signals
and that they must carry the local tv
station on their cables upon request.
The catv witnesses included A.J.
jj Malin, president of the National ComI munity Television Assn. (a catv operator in Laconia, N.H., and a broadcaster in Rochester, N.H. [WWNH];
E. Stratford Smith, Washington attorney and general counsel for NCTA;
Henry Grifhng, president, Video Independent Theatres (southwest theatre
| chain of 150 theatres) and operator of
13 catv systems in Oklahoma, Texas
and New Mexico; Milton J. Shapp,
president of Jerrold Electronics Inc.,
manufacturer of catv gear, and others.
Their forces were led by former Sen.
Ernest W. McFarland.
The committee also heard Ben Adler,
Adler Electronics Inc., translator manufacturer.
Appearing in favor of catv was Sen.
George D. Aiken (R- Vermont). Sen.
Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D.) urged legalization of vhf boosters.
The committee has been considering
legislation to legalize vhf boosters and
to bring catv under FCC control. Two
key bills are S-1886, sponsored by Sens.
Frank E. Moss (D-Utah) and James E.
Murray (D-Mont.), and S-2303, sponsored by Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.).
Adverse Revision • A controversial
provision in the Moss-Murray bill — it
would require the FCC to find that a
catv system would not adversely affect alocal tv station — was revised last
week.
The revised section calls on the FCC
to find that a catv system would be
in the public interest. But it contains
this phrase: "such finding to be made
with the regard for the desirability of
encouraging and maintaining local tv
stations which will provide locally originated programs in the areas served."
The sessions also heard NAB President Harold E. Fellows urge that catv
operators be required to get permission
from the broadcasters for the signal
they use and be required to carry the
local tv station when requested.
McFarland Position • Sen. McFarland, who is also chief owner of
KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz., said that
there are about 550,000 tv receivers
(out of 48 million) served by about 750
catv systems in 44 states. He said over
$100 million has been invested in catv
by owners and the public. Catv serves
about 2.5 million people, he stated.
He spoke against the adverse impact provision, urging instead that the
Commission should make its finding on
a public interest viewpoint and allow
broadcasters to present their views.
Sen. McFarland said that the Com-
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WETBACK!
Reporter posing as Mexican
wetback faces death!
— The San Diego Union
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
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WJQS MAKES FRIENDS
In a letter to Martin White. Southeastern
Sales Manager of Community Club Services, Inc., Mr. Lewis Heilbroner, General
Manager of WJQS,
Jackson, Mississippi,
stated that "CCA
was tre mendously
successful from every
standpoint, and I
feel sure that the reports eminated from
WJQS may have encouraged some of
the other Mississippi
stations to become
CCA franchised stations. If so I am
very much pleased.
CCA was not only
Mr. Heilbroner
a financial success
for us, but endeared us to thousands of
club women in the Jackson area, whose
clubs participated, in audience as well as
prestige. I think that this is borne out by
the fact that at our first coffee klatch, the
First Lady of Mississippi, Mrs. J. P. Coleman, was in the receiving line.
As you know, we grossed in excess of $20,000. We hope to exceed that this coming
September."
COMMUNITY
CLUB
AWARDS
20 East 46 Street
New York 17, N.Y.
MUrray Hill
7-4466
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mission should assert jurisdiction over
boosters, but only under standards
which would protect stations, catv and
translators from interference.

• The difference in cost is relatively
minor; using the same technical standards, a vhf repeater costs only 18%
less than a uhf translator.

Mr. Malin endorsed Sen. Monroney's
bill as the best means of putting catv
under FCC regulation. He stressed that
NCTA does not endorse the establishment of a vhf repeater service, but believes that uhf translators are the best
means of accomplishing this end. He
also stated that NCTA is opposed to
the two restraints (permission and
carrying the local tv station).
He said he understood that a Springfield, Mass., tv station
had "suggested"
to a Claremont,
N.H., cable
system that

• If a vhf repeater service is established, standards to protect against interference must be at least as protective
as in the uhf translator service.
• Protection must be given not only
to all regular broadcast and other radio
services, but also to other off-the-air receiving systems including uhf translators, catv and other vhf repeaters.
The engineering report was submitted
by Archer S. Taylor, Missoula, Mont.;
A. Earl Cullum Jr., Dallas, Tex., and
George M. Frese, Wenatchee, Wash.
They represented a 14-man committee.
In a discussion of how a vhf booster
service could be established, the committee suggested a number of methods
(mileage separations, allocations, etc.),
tentatively urged that boosters be permitted to operate if they can prove no
interference.
It was emphasized that present booster transmitters are technically inferior
to criteria proposed by the FCC and
which must be met by uhf systems.
One suggestion was made that present
uhf regulations were too stringent and
should be relaxed.
Not only are vhf and uhf repeater
equipment costs relatively equal, it was
stressed, but the typical antenna installation for uhf is cheaper than for a vhf

$20,000 a year would be a fair fee
to pay for the use of its signals. The
allusion, it is understood, was to
WWLP (TV) Springfield, Mass.
Fears Monopoly • Mr. Griffing expressed alarm at the permission provision and said this might mean higher
oly. to the public and possible monopcosts
Mr. Smith made the major presentation for catv. His association:
• Does not endorse vhf repeater
service, doesn't object to putting boosters under FCC licensing authority if
technical standards are established to
limit interference to other services.
• Calls for definition of catv as master antenna receiving installations.
• Feels a requirement that catv get
permission to use broadcast signals is
"inconsistent, discriminatory and at
odds with federal broadcasting and
antitrust
policy."that it is his belief that
He stressed
broadcasters have no property right nor
copyright rights in their signals.
He also urged that the FCC be given
the power to judge on a case-by-case
basis whether a catv system should
carry the local tv station, and also
whether a catv system would not be in
the public interest if it has an adverse
impact on the local tv station.
Mr. Shapp said he opposes the establishment of vhf boosters because they
will lead to a "chaotic" interference
problem; would "degrade" the tv allocations program; would "destroy" uhf
broadcasting and "preclude" the possibility of additional vhf service in
secondary markets.
Of the 96 tv stations which have
gone off the air since 1952 (89 uhf
and 7 vhf), Mr. Shapp said, only three
mentioned the impact of catv as a reason for demise.
Booster Study • One of the major
catv presentations on the booster question was an engineering report submitted by a study committee. The committee's conclusions were:
• Uhf translators are better than
vhf repeaters in providing an auxiliary
television service.

booster. ceiving
A installation
vhf booster
"typical"
recost (minus
the cost
of the tv receiver) was found to be $374
(ranging from a low of $205 to a high
of $1,600) compared to a uhf middle
cost of $367 (with a range of $245 to
$575).
Whereas uhf picture quality is fairly
decent to very good, the report indicated that most vhf repeaters in Montana observed in November 1957 had
marginal picture quality at best.
Translators Can Do Job • Ben Adler,
president of Adler Electronics Inc., New
Rochelle, N.Y., manufacturer of uhf
translators, rebutted testimony that uhf
cannot work well in the Rocky Mountain areas. He said that FCC records
show 53 uhf translators, serving 282,000 people in Colorado, Wyoming,
Utah and New Mexico. Colorado alone,
he said, has 12 uhf translators serving
14 communities and 93,500 people.
At the present time, Mr. Adler stated,
there are more than 200 uhf translators
in operation in the United States. They
are serving, he said, more than 1 million
people who do not receive direct tv.
If vhf repeater transmitters had to
meet the same standards required for
uhf translator transmitters, the vhf
equipment for 1 w would cost $2,420,
Mr. Adler stated.
A good uhf converter for the tv reBROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

ceiver costs $39.95, Mr. Adler said.
Also, he stressed, a common, 10 to 15ft. high antenna is required to receive a
uhf translator compared to $100-$200
for a suitable receiving antenna to capture vhf booster signals.
FCC Lineup • Accompanying Mr.
Doerfer were Comr. T.A.M. Craven
and John L. FitzGerald, FCC general
counsel; Edward W. Allen, FCC chief
engineer; attorneys Louis Stevens and
Arthur Gladstone and engineer Mac
Parker. The gist of Mr. Doerfer's testimony:
• Legislation is required to remove
statutory obstacles to taking jurisdiction
over boosters. These are the operator
requirement and the ban on issuing licenses to applicants who have constructed in advance of the permit.
• Opposed requirement that the FCC
must find that a catv system would not
adversely affect a local tv station.
• Asked that Commission be given
discretion on operator usage on an
overall basis, rather than to limit exemption to boosters.
• Stressed that the term "public interest," when used in connection with
common carrier microwave relay systems, was misunderstood by broadcasters objecting to microwave relays
bringing distant tv signals to catv systems.
In the course of Mr. Doerfer's testimony, he emphasized that the question
of tv station success contained many
variables, other than the presence or
absence of a catv system.
Mr. Craven discussed his suggestion
that boosters be considered receiving
devices and the fact that other commissioners did not agree with him.
On the question of boosters, Mr.
Doerfer said he thought rules and regulations could be issued in 60-90 days
after final Congressional authority.
Mr. Doerfer repeated the FCC s position that catv operations should be
required to accede to the rebroadcast
rules applied to all broadcast stations.
Both Mr. Doerfer and Mr. Craven
said that if the FCC must take care of
boosters and catv systems, it will need
more money and more personnel.
Appearing in opposition to the FCC's
request on a revision of the operator
rule was Albert O. Hardy, director, radio-tv-recording division of the IBEW
(AFL-CIO).
Orlando

ch. 9 case

The Orlando ch. 9 case moved a step
closer to being reopened last week.
The FCC directed preparation of a
document which would arrange, at a
date to be determined later, an evidentiary hearing on ch. 9, pursuant to a
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
remand. Late last May (Broadcasting,
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

May 25), the court told the FCC to
look into allegations that off-record
conversations were held with FCC
Commissioners during the 1957 hearings on the Orlando channel. In June.
1957, the FCC granted ch. 9 to WLOF
Orlando and dismissed the competing
application of WKIS that city.
In May of last year, the appeals
court upheld the grant to WLOF. Upon
the request of WKIS, however, the
Supreme Court remanded the case to
the appeals court to look into allegations of ex parte representation while
the case was in adjudication before the
FCC. These charges were brought to
light last year in hearings before the
House Legislative Oversight Committee.
THE

BOSTON

Eliminate
FCC

CASE

WHDH,

counsel

Bay,

advises

The FCC general counsel's office
asked Tuesday (July 14) that the FCC
set aside its April 1957 grant of ch. 5
in Boston to WHDH there and that
WHDH and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. be disqualified from competing with two other applicants for
ch. 5.
The brief and proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law said the
court-remanded rehearing of the ch. 5
case last winter (Broadcasting, Feb.
23, et seq.) shows that off-the-record
contacts were made by both WHDH
and MBT with former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey prior to the
1957 grant.
The two documents, signed by Edgar
W. Holtz, FCC associate general counsel, and counsel James T. Brennan, Joel
Rosenbloom and Upton K. Guthery,
asked Special Hearing Examiner
Horace Stern that if he is unable to
make a finding that WHDH and MBT
should be disqualified he should find,
at any rate, that their ex parte contacts
with Mr. McConnaughey should be
considered as factors against them in
the ch. 5 contest.
Chairman's Vote • The brief held
that Mr. McConnaughey, who left the
FCC in June 1957, should have disqualified himself from voting in the
ch. 5 case because he allowed the two
applicants to discuss the merits of the
applicants off the record of the FCC
proceeding. The general counsel's office suggested that whether it was
improper for the Justice Dept. to influence the grant and whether information provided by Justice was considered
by FCC members before their April
1957 decision are debatable matters
withinto the
"competence" of Judge
Stern
decide.
The General Counsel's Office also
recommended that Allen B. DuMont
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Labs, a third applicant for ch. 5, be
allowed to comment on testimony given
during the rehearing by two representatives of the Boston Globe. Globe
executives John I. and William Davis
Taylor testified they contacted every
member of the FCC and several Washington officials and political figures and
urged that the FCC not make a grant
to WHDH because it would give the
parent Boston Herald Traveler a
monopolistic advantage over the Globe.
They suggested instead that the grant
go to MBT of Greater Boston Tv
Corp., the fourth applicant, and testified in the rehearing that they hadn't
recommended DuMont because they
felt DuMont didn't have a chance in
view of the non-residence factor.
Last week's brief was filed promptly
upon an announcement by Judge Stern
calling for comments from the various
parties (WHDH, MBT, GBT and DuMont, all applicants; the Justice Dept.
and the Boston Globe, interveners, and
the FCC) by this Friday (July 24).
Judge Stern had held up the ch. 5 proceedings at the request of the Justice
Dept. during the Mack- Whiteside
criminal conspiracy trial (Broadcasting, July 13) to keep from prejudicing
the trial by publicity. The FCC, also at
Justice's request, has withheld action on
the Miami ch. 10 (involving former
FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack) and ch.
7 and the Orlando ch. 9 cases, which
also involve allegations of ex parte activity, for similar reasons.
It was assumed Judge Stern's green
light in the ch. 5 case is a signal for
the FCC to resume activities on chs.
10, 7 and 9.
'Firestone'

gets

prime time on Hill
The Firestone Hour will get prime
time this week when Firestone Tire &
Rubber Co. officials appear before an
FCC hearing examiner to tell their
version of how the 30-year-old good
music show has been moved from time
spot to time spot on network television
before finally giving up earlier this year.
Scheduled to appear tomorrow (July
21) for the Akron, Ohio, tire company
are Charles B. Ryan, director of merchandising and advertising; Alfred J.
McGuinness, manager of national advertising; Joseph H. Thomas, vice president and general counsel, and Howard
Barlow, musical director Firestone
Hour.
The hearing tomorrow is the third in
a series in the FCC's investigation of
network tv programming practices.
Two weeks ago the Commission investigators heard a battery of advertising
agency executives in New York (Broadcasting, July 13).

OVERSIGHT
Rep.
on

Harris

progress,

UNIT
reports
plans

In a 40-minute speech from the
floor last Thursday (July 16), Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.) told the House
of Representatives what the Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee of his Commerce Committee has done in the past,
is doing now and plans to do in the
future.
". . . In important selected areas the
subcommittee is accomplishing a great
deal in the strengthening of the commissions and in gaining the confidence
of the public in their operations," Rep.
Harris said. "It is already evident that
the very existence of the subcommittee
and its carefully planned surveillance
of the commissions are helping all concerned to a keener appreciation of their
duties to serve no master but one — the
public
interest."
Stating
that the subcommittee's most
"extensive hearings" during its existence concerned the FCC, Rep. Harris
listed 14 tv cases "illustrating the apparent inconsistency of the applications
of standards"; 45 tv cases in which
competing applications were dismissed
or merged raising "serious questions as
to the good faith and methods of certain applicants." As a note of warning,
he said that "the extent to which procedures designed to promote equitable
results are being abused and turned
to selfish ends will receive further
Other tv matters currently under
study. . . ."
study by the subcommittee, the chairman said, include the necessity for the
"tonnage" of FCC paperwork required, station sales soon after a grant
to parties which have not undergone
a comparative hearing and additional
cases in which ex parte contacts and

Gettysburg office
To relieve overcrowded conditions at its Washington headquarters, the FCC has opened
a branch office in Gettysburg, Pa.
The new office is located in the
Alumni Hall of Gettysburg College. Ithandles applications of the
Citizens Radio Service, which
deals with short range communications for construction
crews, small boat operators,
model planes and boats, and even
automatic devices for opening
garage doors. Ezra Chambers is
manager of the new office and
its staff of five employes.
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attempts to influence have been alleged.
Advisory Council Planned • He disclosed plans to establish an Advisory
Council on Administrative Problems to
get action on constructive proposals
aimed at eliminating unreasonable delay, cumbersome procedures and unnecessary expense. The Advisory Council would be headed by Robert Irishman, subcommittee chief counsel, and
would be composed of the general
counsels of the six major regulatory
agencies and designated staff members.
Messrs. Harris and Lishman held a
lengthy luncheon meeting last Wednesday (July 15) with the six agency
chairmen and they all gave "enthusiastic approval" to the planned council,
Rep. Harris said. Each of the six agencies would report to the Advisory
Council, in outline form, on the following subjects:
"(1) Case delays — nature, extent,
causes and possible remedies; (2) excessive length of records; (3) excessive
cost of proceedings; (4) availability of
public information. . . .; (5) division of
responsibilities between commissioners
and staff, and (6) hearing examiners —
their recruitment, functions and responsibilities."
Administrative
this week

probe

in Senate

Initial hearings by the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative
Practice & Procedure, headed by Sen.
John Carroll (D-Colo.), will be held tomorrow (July 21) through Thursday,
the chairman has announced.
The sessions this week will deal with
S 2374, introduced last week by Sen.
Carroll at the request of the American
Bar Assn., and S 600, introduced Jan.
20 by Sen. Thomas C. Hennings
(D-Mo.). The ABA bill establishes
standards of conduct for federal agency
hearings and provides a $10,000 fine
and/ or imprisonment for one year for
"willful" attempts to improperly influence commissioners or hearing examiners.
Only Title I of S 600 will be discussed during the hearings. It would establish an Office of Federal Administrative Practice as an independent
agency.
Neither the FCC, broadcasters or attorneys practicing before the Commission will testify during this week's hearings, with all testimony to be of a general nature. The subcommittee was
established last February as a permanent arm of the Judiciary Committee to make an investigation of administrative practice and procedure within
the departments and agencies of the
federal government.
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This four-leaf clover
is worth looking over!

SPORTS

RELIEF

Kefauver

schedules

antitrust hearings
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.) announced last week that his Antitrust
Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary
Committee will begin hearings July
28 on two bills dealing with antitrust
exemptions for professional team

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
151,400 TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.
KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI
CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
rue
*TV Mag., June '59

CHECK
DOUBLE

Cand
CHECK

£

V
WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand
of all Indiana TV
stations!
One hundred and eleven
national and regional
spot advertisers know that
the Terre Haute market is
not covered effectively
by outside TV.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL IO • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
78 (GOVERNMENT)

sports.
The hearings will run four days,
through July 3 1 , with all scheduled
witnesses to be representatives of the
sports involved — professional baseball,
football, basketball and hockey. The
subcommittee has asked for written
statements from the FCC and Justice
Dept. and their spokesmen are not
scheduled to appear in person.
Hearings on similar measures were
held by the committee last summer
(Broadcasting, July 21) with broadcasters and Justice playing a major
role in killing pending measures because of a potential blackout of radiotv coverage of athletic events. A bill
giving professional sports radio-tv
blackout authorization passed the
House last summer, but no action has
been taken in that body on similar
measures during the 86th Congress.
Opposing
hearings will be Plans
held on• Next
S 886,week's
introduced
by Sen. Kefauver, which places the
sports under the antitrust laws and
then spells out certain exemptions to
which they would be entitled, and
S 616, which gives the sports antitrust
exemption, including the right to
restrict baseball telecasts within 75
miles of the home town of a minor
league team.
The Kefauver bill, which is strongly
opposed by sponsors of S 616, would
leave it up to the FCC to rule on
radio-tv blackout of professional sports
as "reasonably necessary." S 616 was
authored by Sens. Everett Dirksen (R111.), Thomas Hennings (D-Mo.) and
Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.).

Eight Atlanta am's
finally get renewals
Eight Atlanta, Ga., area radio stations, which have been sitting on an
FCC hot seat for more than a year,
were finally removed from their uncomfortable positions last Wednesday
(July 15). The Commission, by a 4-2
vote, quietly renewed the licenses of
WGKA-AM-FM, WERD,, WGST,
WAKE, WQXI and WAOK, all Atlanta; WTJH East Point and WEAS
Decatur.
The actions came with not even a
dissenting statement from Comrs.
Frederick Ford or Robert Bartley, who,

(with Comr. Robert E. Lee, who was
absent from Wednesday's meeting)
have long opposed renewal of the Atlanta licenses without a hearing.
The Commission first considered the
stations' applications for renewal March
27, 1958. (Broadcasting, April 14,
1958). Action was withheld, pending
what the FCC termed "further study
of the station's past and proposed opIt was alleged that the stations composite week logs showed little or no soerations."
called public service programming in
their "music and news" formats.
Pointed out as definitely lacking in station schedules were agricultural, educational and discussion programs.

WVEC-TV

on

competitors

ch.

13,

merged

WVEC-TV will operate on ch. 13 in
lieu of ch. 15 in Hampton, Va., with
two former competing applicants merging with the station, according to an
FCC decision last week.
The dismissed (now merged) applicants in this case are Tim Brite Inc.,
which sought to operate WTOV-TV on
ch. 13 instead of ch. 27 in Norfolk
and Virginian Television Corp., which
desired a new outlet on ch. 13 in Norfolk. An initial decision of last spring
(Broadcasting, April 20) recommended the action taken last week. Comr.
Frederick Ford dissented in the final
decision. Ch. 10 WAVY-AM-TV Norfolk, an intervenor in the case, had
withdrawn its objections to the grant.
Under the approved merger agreements, WVEC-TV (Thomas P. Chisman and associates) will be owned 10%
each by Virginian Television and Louis
H. Peterson (WNOR Norfolk) who
owned 50% of WTOV-TV prior to the
merger. WVEC-TV is to pay out a
total of $255,497 as part of the agreements. Virginian Television gets $45,430 in reimbursement for out-of-pocket
expenses. WTOV-TV is to receive $26,067 for out-of-pocket expenses, and
$150,000 goes to 50% owner Temus R.
Bright as a five-year consultancy fee.
Mr. Peterson is to receive $34,000.
Craven to Geneva
Comr. T.A.M. Craven was designated
by the State Dept. last week as head
of the U.S. delegation to a meeting of
the International Telecommunications
Union, to begin Aug. 17 in Geneva
(Closed Circuit, April 6). The
Union's administrative radio conference is meeting to revise radio regulations, including the table of frequency
allocations. Dr. Arthur L. Lebel assistant chief of State's telecommunications
division, was named vice chairman of
the U.S. delegation.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
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Advertisers
• Bill Dyer, formerly promotion director and account executive with Barton A. Stebbins Adv., L.A., named
advertising and sales promotion director of International Sleep Teaching
Institute, that city.
• Stuart Sherman resigns as corporate vp, marketing, of Colgate-Palmolive Co., N.Y., due to eye illness,
continuing as board member. He is
succeeded by John L. Bricker, vp,
marketing planning.
• Robert M. Prentice, manager,
marketing information, Lever Bros.,
N.Y., named marketing services
director.
• Larry L. Malin, regional sales manager, Cleveland, appointed to new post
of field merchandising supervisor of
Admiral Corp., tv and appliances manufacturer, Chicago.
• John Guenther, formerly with A.
A. Schechter Assoc., pr firm, N.Y., to
General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N.Y., as corporate services specialist.
Elena Smith, formerly vp in charge
of film writing and directing, Walter
Harrison Smith Productions, N.Y.,
joins General Foods as photo and film
services specialist.
Agencies

Mr. Alcock

• Ben Alcock, vp
in charge of copy department at Grey
Adv., N.Y., elected
to board of directors.
Mr. Alcock was previously with Liggett &
Myers Div. of Cunningham & Walsh,
N.Y., as creative
head.

• Howard Foley, vp and copy director
at Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N.Y.,
appointed copy department manager.
Other CS&S appointments: Gail
Raphael, and William Wall, both
vps and copy supervisors, named group
copy directors.
• Paul E. Newman, formerly senior
vp, MacManus, John & Adams Inc.,
Bloomfield Hills, Mich., to DancerFitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., as vp and account executive on L&M cigarettes, effective Sept. 1.
• Dr. Richard H. Baxter, director of
research department of Cunningham &
Walsh, N.Y., elected vp.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

FORTUNES
• Royall Smith, copy
specialist on food,
drug, cigarettes and
soap projects, appointed vp and creative
group head of Lennen
& Newell, N.Y., in
first of projected series
of vice presidential apMr. Smith
pointments in agency's creative department. Mr. Smith
has been with L&N for four years, previously was with Y&R.
• William P. Overend, formerly assistant advertising manager, Celanese
Corp. of America, N.Y., joins Grey
Adv. that city, as vp and account supervisor.

mm
WITH

\ PURCHAft

• Hugh Wells, group creative director with Tatham-Laird, Chicago, rejoins Earle Ludgin & Co., that city, as
creative vp and member of executive
committee. Prior to joining T-L, Mr.
Wells had been on Ludgin's creative
staff for five years.
• Donald Carter and Donald S.
Devor, account executive and music
director, respectively, with William Esty
Co., N.Y., named vps.
• Burton R. Durkee, formerly executive vp and member of executive committee, Botsford, Constantine & Gardner, Portland, Ore., joins J. Walter
Thompson, Detroit, as coordinator of
creative activities and member of operations committee.
• James K. Maloney, senior art director of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, N.Y., elected vp.
• James P. Walsh, formerly account
executive, Mutual Transportation Advertising Inc., N.Y., (national sales organization for transit advertising),
joins Radio Advertising Bureau in that
city as national
motive group. account executive, auto• Thomas A. Wright Jr., vp and manager of media department, Leo Burnett
& Co., elected president of Broadcast
Advertising Club of Chicago. He succeeds James A. Beach of ABC. Other
officers elected: Arthur Bagge, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, executive vp; Holly
Shively, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, secretary; E. Jonny Graff, National Telefilm Assoc., treasurer. New
members of board of directors: George
Diefenderfer, NBC Radio; Mr. Graff,
Dwight Reed, H-R Representatives;
Mr. Wright, and William Wyatt, A.C.
Nielsen Co.
• Jack Thomas, formerly advertising

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK
KDUB-TV
IUBBOCK. TEXAS
KP AR-TV
ABILENE
SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
KIC A-TY
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENTEE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. D "Dob" Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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director, Tussy Div. of Lehn & Fink
Corp., N.Y., to Grey Adv. that city as
account executive.
• Myron Sanft, creative director,
James C. Wickersham and Anthony
C. Kupris, marketing executives named
vps of Sales Communications Inc.,
N.Y. (affiliate of McCann-Erickson) .
• Alan Koehler, formerly vp, Bernice
Fitz-Gibbon Inc., N.Y., to Norman,
Craig & Kummel, that city, as vp and
senior writer.
• Edward J. Garvey, formerly vp at
Lennen & Newell, N.Y., to J.M. Mathes
Inc., that city, as vp in charge of soft
goods and home furnishings division.
• Raymond F. Marcus, formerly director of marketing, Revlon Inc., N.Y.,
to Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, that city,
as account supervisor on Helena
Rubenstein products.
• Bernard H. Bigler, formerly account executive with Jay H. Maish Co.,
advertising agency, Marion, Ohio, and
Charles F. Might, farm director of
WMRN-AM-FM Marion, join copy
and creative staff of Western Adv.,
Chicago.
• Francis O'Neil, formerly account
executive and office manager, DArcy

WISN-TV
the basic buy
in Milwaukee
BASIC BECAUSE . . .
WISN-TV's share of audience has increased sharply. In important afternoon and evening time periods it is
now the leading station in town.
WISN-TV's coverage has increased
sharply. Because of network shifts in
other markets WISN-TV now brings
the only sharp ABC signal to most
viewers in a 16 county area —
559,470 TV homes.
END RESULT . . .
WISN-TV is the only Milwaukee
station to increase its coverage and
audience without increasing its rates.

WISN-TV
Channel 12
William C. Goodnow, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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Agency, South Bend, Ind., to Kenyon &
Eckhardt, Detroit, as account executive. Carl L. Yager, copy supervisor
with K&E, named assistant account
executive.

Networks
• Edgar G. Shelton
Jr. and Joseph
J. Jacobs appointed
assistants to president
for national affairs,
and for legal and
Broadcasting Div. affairs, respectively,
with American BroadcastingParamount
Theatres Inc., with
offices in Washington.
Mr. Shelton, who
joined ABC in 1957
as assistant to vp in
charge of Washington
office, will be responsible for liaison and

• Sally Ullman appointed media director of Wentzel & Fluge, Chicago.
William G. Fisher, formerly production manager with C. Wendel Muench
& Co., joins W&F in similar capacity.
• Eldon E. Fox, formerly advertising
and sales promotion manager, Edsel
Div., Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Mich., to Minneapolis office of BBDO
as assistant manager, effective Aug. 3.
• Everett B. Allen, formerly marketing manager, consumer products division, Hudson Pulp & Paper Co., N.Y.,
to Grey Adv., that city, as account
executive.
• Philip B. Hoppin, formerly advertising and sales promotion manager of
General Electric Co.'s "Live Better
Electrically" program, to Fuller & Smith
& Ross, NY., as account executive on
Edison Electric Institute.
• A.R. Menzies, formerly with S.C.
Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis., to Tatham-Laird, Chicago, as account
executive. Joan Wilke, copywriter
with
Leo staff.
Burnett, that city, joins T-L's
creative
• Joel Freedman, account executive
with WLW-TV Cincinnati, forms own
agency, Joel Stuart Freedman Adv.
Address: Vernon Manor, Suite B, Cincinnati, 19, Ohio. Telephone: University 1-4000.
• William B. Harmon, formerly
speech, journalism, radio and tv instructor of U. of Kansas, Lawrence,
appointed assistant director of radio
and tv with Kansas City office of
Rogers & Smith Advertising Agents.
• Mary Marco appointed media director of Petrik & Stephenson, Philadelphia. Fields
Allied
• Forrest Williams elected vp and
board member of Walter E. Kline &
Assoc., Hollywood public relations firm.
Mr. Williams will be in charge of pr
and publicity in northern California
with headquarters at 681 Market St.,
San Francisco. Telephone Douglas 24307. He was formerly associate of
Boone-Kline and in charge of public
relations of former Philip F. Boone &
Assoc.
• Albert Feldman, formerly writerproducer with NBC, named assistant
director of radio-tv department, Ruder
& Finn Inc., pr firm, N.Y.

Mr. Jacobs

pr with Federal Government private organizations inWashington. Mr. Jacobs,
with ABC's legal department since
1954, has specialized in governmental,
affiliated station and television allocation matters.
• John Walsh, manager of special
projectstionwith
CBS-TV's
press informadepartment,
appointed
special
programs coordinator.
• Walter Cronkite, CBS news commentator, elected president of National
Academy of Television Arts and
Sciences. Other officers: Frederick DeCordova, executive vp; David Susskind, vp (New York); Arnold
Wilkes, vp (Baltimore); Irv Kupcinet, vp (Chicago), and John Secondare vp (Washington). Rod Serling,
playwright, and Henry White, Screen
Gems director of talent, named secretary and treasurer respectively.
• John C. Greene, NBC-TV program
department, named executive producer
of network's, From These Roots. Paul
Lammers, co-director of series, adds
duties of associate producer.
Stations
• Fred Von Hofen, formerly manager
of KGW Portland, Ore., named station
manager of KVI Seattle, Wash. Gibbs
Lincoln, general manager of KINGAM-FM Seattle, appointed sales manager of KVI.
• Robert Sevey, formerly with Hoist
& Male Inc., Honolulu advertising
agency, to Hawaiian Broadcasting System Ltd., that city, as tv sales manager.
HBS tv stations are KGMB-TV Honolulu, KHBC-TV Hilo and KMAU
(TV) Wailuku.
• Robert Howard, formerly manager
of WAQE Towson, Md., named general
manager
of WPGC-AM-FM Washington.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

• George A. Crump,
g en e r a 1 manager,
WARL Arlington, Va.
(Washington, D.C.)
and WHIM Memphis,
to executive vp, Continental Broadcasters,
succeeding Ray Armand, resigned. In adMr. Crump
dition to Arlington
and Memphis stations, Continental (Cy
Blumenthal) also owns KCKN Kansas
City, Kan.; WCMS Norfolk, Va., and
WABB Mobile, Ala.
• Eugene P. Weil, formerly vp and
general manager of WLOK Memphis
and national sales manager of O. K.
Group (Paglin-Ray stations), named
vp and general manager of WABQ
Cleveland.
• Edward Paul, national sales manager of WERE-AM-FM Cleveland,
adds duties of station liaison manager
to coordinate sales and promotion activities of WERE and WERC-AM-FM
Erie, Pa. Jerry Bowman, news director, named operations chief of WERE.
Arthur A. Schreiber, of news staff,
succeeds him.
• J. H. (Jack) Lantry, sales staff,
KXLY-TV Spokane, Wash., named
director of promotion and public relations, KXLY-AM-TV.
• Michael Cary, formerly associate
national advertising director, Diner's
Club Magazine, to WNTA-AM-FMTV Newark, N.J., as assistant publicity
director.
• John Grubbs, formerly assistant program manager of WBZ-AM-FM Boston, named news and special events director of WIBG-AM-FM Philadelphia.
Bob Mitchell joins WIBG as air personality, newscaster and sportscaster.
• Ward A. Neff, 68, president of Corn
Belt Publishers Inc., died July 11, following heart attack, in Boulder
Junction, Wis. In addition to publishing interests, Corn Belt Publishers
operates WAAF Chicago.
• Donald A. Pels, formerly business
manager of WABC-TV New York, to
Capital Cities Television Corp., that
city, as controller. Lt. Comdr. Byrnes
MacDonald, U.S.N, (ret.), elected to
corporation's board of directors.
• James A. Doyle named sales manager of WLLY Richmond, Va.
• Thomas B. Jones, formerly program
director of WTOP-TV Washington, to
WJIM-TV Lansing, Mich., in similar
capacity.
• Pat Webster named program director of WCGO Chicago Heights, 111.
Other WCGO
appointments: Bill
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
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A comparison of coverage of TV stations in or overlapping the Davenport — Rock Island market area as
reported in the Nielson Coverage Service No. 3 —
Monthly
Spring, 1958.
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WOC-TV is No. 1 in the
nation's
47th homes
TV market
— leading in TV
(438,480),
monthly coverage and weekly
circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson
Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,
1958. For further facts and latest availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is port of Central
Broadcasting Co., which also owns and operates
WHO-TV and WHO Radio, Des Moines, Iowa
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Spelbring, formerly with Chicago
Tribune, news director; Bill Beindorff, formerly with KETV (TV)
Omaha, account executive; Joe Franchina, formerly with KWWL Waterloo,
Iowa, air personality.
• Harry Sullivan, formerly sales manager of WOPI-AM-FM Bristol, to
WENO Madison, both Tennessee, in
similar capacity.
• Jerry Wichser, news director of
WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., named promotion manager, succeeding Ed Yalowitz, who joins WBBM-TV Chicago.
• Donald J. Stanley promoted from
salesman to local sales manager of
WDBJ-AM-FM Roanoke, Va.
• Jim Kent, announcer, named director of programming of WMAK, Nashville, Tenn. Charles Edwards joins
WMAK as air personality.
• Chett Carmichael, air personality
with WD AS- AM -FM Philadelphia,
named promotion manager.
• Bob Mackey, formerly production
manager of WIRK West Palm Beach,
to WALT Tampa, both Florida, in
similar capacity. Robert Hanger, formerly news editor of WTVT (TV)
Tampa, joins WALT as managing director of news.

• James M. Henneberry, formerly
with KMOX-TV, named director of
promotion of KPLR-TV, both St.
Louis.
• Hugh Heller, formerly producer of
George Gobel Show, radio and tv, with
NBC, named program director of
KSFO San Francisco, succeeding
Robert A. Hansen, appointed director
of operations.

bus, named director of women's activities of WRFD Worthington, Ohio.
• Donn Harling, formerly air personality with KMLA (FM) and
KRHM (FM), both Los Angeles, to
KBIG Santa Catalina, Calif., as newscaster.
• Pierre (Pete) Myers, formerly air
personality with WHK Cleveland, joins
WNEW New York. Both stations are
properties of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.

• William J. Wheatley, formerly
program manager of WKY Oklahoma
City, joins KXLA Pasadena, Calif., as
program director.
• Ken Ritchey, floor director with
KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash., promoted to
producer-director succeeding Bill
Fanning, who resigned.

• J. Grant (Sandy) Sandison joins
local sales staff of WITI-TV Milwaukee as account executive.

• Chet A. Wallack appointed engineering director of KKTV (TV) Colorado Springs-Pueblo, Colo., effective
Aug. 1.

• Henry Biedinger signed as host of
First Show on WFBM-TV Indianapolis.

• Don Hartline, air personality of
WETZ New Martinsville, W. Va., adds
duties of program director.
• John A. Walkinshaw, news editor
with WBSM-AM-FM New Bedford,
Mass., adds duties of news director.
• Jeanne Shea, columnist with Columbus (Ohio) Dispatch and previously
women's director of WBNS-TV Colum-

• Jim Light, air personality of WAKY
Louisville, Ky., adds duties of program
director.

• George R. Thady, 36, account executive with sales department of KNXAM-FM Los Angeles, died July 12 in
San Fernando, Calif., of injuries incurred in automobile accident.
• Bill Eberly, formerly sales representative with WHIZ-TV Zanesville, to
WTOL-TV Toledo, both Ohio, in similar capacity. Robert N. Bretherton
joins sales staff of WTOL-TV. He was
formerly with sales staff of OwensCorning Fiberglas Corp., that city.
• Mrs. B.T. Ahl, sales representative
of KGVO Missoula, to sales staff of
KOOK Billings, both Montana.
• Dan Allan joins announcing staff
of WLOL-AM-FM Minneapolis-St.
Paul.

Full time, local, single station market, West Texas.
$85,000.00, 29% down. Fine agricultural area in South
Plains.

West Texas, daytimer, single station market,
$90,000.00
with 29% down. Ranching, farming and
oil economy.
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• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Gene Kirkpatrick and Carl W.
Halladay to KLOR-TV Provo, Utah,
as sales representatives.
• Robert E. Howard, sales manager of
KDUO (FM) Riverside, joins sales staff
of KCBH (FM) Beverly Hills, both
California.
Representatives
• Larry Gentile, previously on sales
staffs of Storer Broadcasting Co. and
ABC Radio in Detroit area, appointed
manager
of Forjoe1761
& Co.'s
office
there. Address:
Firstnew
National
2-3524. Bldg. Telephone: Woodward
Bank
• Mark P. Hanlon, formerly account
executive with WSAZ-TV HuntingtonCharleston, W.Va., joins Ohio Stations
Representatives, Cleveland, as assistant general manager.
• John B. Francis, formerly account
executive with Peters. Griffin, Woodward Inc., N.Y., to sales department of
CBS Radio Spot Sales.
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Programming
• Karl Fischl, formerly with Transfilm Inc., N.Y. and Compton Adv. appointed marketing director for eastern
sales division of Wilding Inc., film production firm.
• Herbert W. Hobler, formerly vp in
charge of sales, TelePrompTer Corp.,
N.Y., to Videotape Productions of New
York as director of sales development.
• J. Remi Crasto, for 25 years managing director, Far East and Near East
(except Japan and Australia) with
RKO Radio Pictures, joins NTA International as general manager in that territory in charge of sales of motion pictures for theatrical and tv use and of
taped programs.
• Matthew Rapf, producer of The
Web and Jefferson Drum, signed to
long-term contract by Screen Gems
Inc., N.Y. Other Screen Gems appointments: Ernie Otto, formerly publicity
director of Steve Allen Show, named
publicity manager, special projects;
Dick Brooks and Bill Kaufman to
publicity department.
• William Colleran signed by ABCTV to produce and direct Bing Crosby
spectacular to be broadcast Sept. 29
and Frank Sinatra spectacular scheduled for Oct. 19.
• Meredith Kelley, writer of tv
series, Jamie, and various special events
telecasts, signed by Max Factor, L.A.,
as writing and production coordinator
of the Miss Universe telecasts on
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles.
• William Redlin, formerly production coordinator and field production
manager of Walt Disney Productions,
L.A., named production manager of
Las Vegas, Lanark Films tv series.
Filming begins in October, with Donald MacLean and Jack Gariss as
co-producers.
• Anderson Craig, formerly head of
own New York studio which produced
animated and live commercials for tv,
joins Terrytoons, N.Y., (division of
CBS Films Inc.), as director of commercials.
Equipment & Engineering
• Frank A. Gunther, vp of Radio
Engineering Labs.,
N.Y. (communications subsidiary of
Dynamics Corp. of
America), named ex' ^/^p^^B
ecutivemanager.
vp and gen-* ^™ eral
Mr.
Mr. Gunther Qunther is senior
member of Institute of Radio Engineers, fellow and past president of
Radio Club of America.

• Isidore B. Seidler, vp and director
of Kensington Capital Corp., and
formerly vp and general manager of
Radio Receptor Co., elected director of
Granco Products, manufacturer of am
and fm receivers and other electronic
products, Long Island City, N.Y.
• Charles A. Parry, technical adviser
on international projects of Page Communications Engineers, Washington,
named vp and U.S. representative of
Edison-Page, European-American communications development firm. Kurt
G. Happe, Edison-Page engineering
and technical director, to head new
Rome office. Address: 45 Via Cam-

BREAKING

ALL

RECORDS

. . .

pania.
• Joseph E. Kelley, merchandising
manager, RCA Industrial Tubes and
Semiconductors, distributor products
organization, Boston, named to similar
position with RCA Electron Tube Div.,
Harrison, N.J.
• Charles G. Smith, senior sales engineer with International Resistance
Co., Philadelphia, appointed Los Angeles district sales manager.
• G. Wallace Crawford, plant manager, RCA electron tube division, Harrison, N.J., named manager of operations planning. Arnold E. Linton,
plant manager, RCA's tube plant at
Woodbridge, N.J., named manager of
manufacturing planning, reporting to
Mr. Crawford at Harrison.
• Sid Weiss, formerly west coast sales
manager with audio division of American Electronics, named district manager of new southern California sales
office of Orr Industries, manufacturer
of Irish recording tapes. Address: 1715
E. Walnut St., Pasadena.
• George A. Strichman, formerly
manufacturing manager of General
Electric's small aircraft engine department, named to new post of director
of manufacturing services of Raytheon
Co., Waltham, Mass. Robert A. Irvin,
formerly with Texas Instruments Co.,
Dallas, to manager, headquarters sales
operation, Raytheon's semiconductor
division. District sales managers named
with headquarters: Stanley C. Olsen,
Minneapolis; James M. Igoe, Indianapolis; Allen W. Merriam Jr., S. F.;
Charles B. Douglas, Dallas, and
Robert W. Spencer, Houston.

. . . IN BUSINESS
ACTIVITY,
THAT
The

BUSY

GEORGIA

IS
MACON,
market is the

ONLY
Major Georgia
Market where retail sales for
the first quarter of 1959 are
higher than those of 1958.
Macon sales are
UP

3.82%

PUT YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLARS IN THE RICH MIDDLE
GEORGIA MARKET — THE
MARKET WHERE WE'RE BREAKING ALL RECORDS.
today!
See your Avery-Knodel man

Government
© George V. Stelzenmuller, FCC
engineer for 15 years and most recently
chief of treaty branch, Frequency Allocation & Treaty Div., to deputy director of engineering, Office of Telecommunications, Office of Civilian &
Defense Mobilization.

CBS - ABC - NBC

CBS
WMAZ
RADIO
50,000. WATTS
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EQUIPMENT
We bcor- Emerson

&

ENGINEERING

deal

off as Haffa re-buys
Titus Haffa, board chairman and
president of Webcor Inc., Chicago, has
re-purchased from Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp. the 20% block of
Webcor stock which he sold to Emerson
last month. The sale had resulted in
controversy and a legal suit.
Re-purchase price of $2.7 million,
plus $100,000 for legal fees and other
expenses, was reported to be about $22
per share. Mr. Haffa had sold the stock
to Emerson at an undisclosed price
above the stock's $19 market price
May 8. The stock was quoted last week
on the market at $14.
A company spokesman said "the unprecedented move results in a great personal financial loss to Haffa," but was
made on the basis of "the countless
phone calls, letters and telegrams from
shareholders, distributors and employes
urging him to re-purchase his holdings
and remain as operating head of the
company."
Controversy arose soon after Mr.
Haffa sold his stock to Emerson. It was
learned the sale contract conflicted with
Illinois corporate law and Emerson filed
suit seeking access to Webcor's financial records and questioning the "validity and propriety" of transactions involving Mr. Haffa, his relatives and
corporations owned or controlled by
them [Broadcasting, June 29, 22].
Ampex

to distribute

Marconi tv equipment
Ampex Corp. has been appointed
sole authorized U.S. distributor of Marconi tv cameras and associated tv and
broadcasting equipment, Neil K. McNaughten, manager of Ampex's professional products division, announced.
Agreement between Ampex and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd., also

RCA's royal visitor • During her July 6 visit to Chicago, Queen Elizabeth
II saw herself on color television at RCA's exhibit in the Museum of Science
and Industry. Shown above, the Queen sees her image on the left while
the public watches on the set at the right. The camera is located between
the two receivers. With her majesty: (1 to r) Lenox Riley Lohr, president
of NBC in the thirties and now museum president; Gov. William G. Stratton
of Illinois; Canadian Prime Minister John G. and Mrs. Diefenbaker.
makes Ampex the U.S. distributor of tv
camera tubes manufactured by Electric
Valve Co. Ltd., English manufacturer
of the 4V^-inch image orthicon tube
used in the Marconi Mark IV camera.
"Ampex will offer the U.S. television
industry a package including both the
world's standard tv tape recorder and
the highest quality television camera,"
Mr. McNaughten stated, calling the
combination one that "provides program producers with the facilities to
furnish the finest pictures ever presented to the tv audience."
Mr. McNaughten pointed out that the
Marconi Mark IV camera features a
convertible picture standard. "Coupled
with the Ampex Inter-Switch device, it
_

CBC

SHAKEUP

Parliament

raps

CBC

policies

fiscal

The Parliamentary Broadcasting
Committee prescribed strong medicine
for the ailing Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. July 16: a shakeup in administration.
In laying the blame for CBC confusion on organizational structure
weaknesses, the Committee also said a
81

INTERNATIONAL

provides firms and tv stations in this
country with complete facilities in one
package for making syndicated tv tapes
to be marketed in Europe and other
lands," he said. A device on the camera
provides for immediate switching
among three picture standards.
Similarly, it was said that the Ampex
Videotape recorder will be available
with the Inter-Switch for taping in these
various picture standards.
Shipments from the Marconi plant in
England will begin next month. September deliveries are now being quoted.
According to an Ampex spokesman,
the camera "will be priced competitively" with U.S. makes, though the exact price has not yet been set.

_

Committee session at Ottawa July 8.
He said that CBC's radio stations were
increasing their efforts to obtain more
advertising revenue.
CBC's commercial division, headquartered at Toronto, has been enlarged in recent months in both radio
and television sections, and CBC salesmen are knocking at advertising agency
The
government
owned
network
is
grams.
doors
in a more consistent manner.
stepping up its efforts to obtain more
revenue from advertising, Charles Jen- Not long ago CBC commercial department waited for advertising agencies
nings, CBC controller of broadcasting
stated at a Parliamentary Broadcasting
to approach them for time. Increasing
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

limit should be placed on the public
funds given CBC each year to defray
losses. (In the fiscal year ended March
31 these losses amounted to over $54
million.) The Committee instructed
the CBC board of directors to find a
budget they could live with, planning
maximum return from sponsored pro-

operating costs and growing annual
deficits, which are made up from the
Canadian government treasury, have
forced CBC management to go after
more advertising revenue.
The Parliamentary Broadcasting
Committee was also told that because
CBC has a statutory duty to provide national programs for all sectors of the
population, it must present programs
which are not always of mass popularity and may be of high cost. Committee members had complained that
sponsors paid only a portion of some
programs, with taxpayers, through the
national treasury, paying the balance
(Broadcasting, July 13). CBC officials
pointed out that the program would
have been televised at any rate, even
without a sponsor, because of CBC's
duty to present a variety of national
programs.
CBC officials told the committee that
chances of color tv in Canada would
not be good for many years because
of the high cost of color tv receivers
and high cost of color tv productions.
They cited figures showing that color
tv had not made big headway in the
United States. CBC had planned to
have color tv in use by now, J.P. Gilmore, CBC controller of operations,
stated.
He also told the committee that CBC
plans to start daytime tv programming
at noon in 1962 or 1963. At present
tv programming on a network basis
starts in mid-afternoon. Some Canadian privately-owned tv stations start
programming earlier in the day.
Radio programming for northern
Canada, which receives much of its
radio fare now from Moscow, was
also under discussion. Technical difficulties of extending radio networks in
the far north were explained. Meanwhile new low power local radio stations are now being operated and
planned by CBC in the far north, and
shortwave broadcasting to that area
has been investigated.

strenuous winter and spring during
which he carried the burden of the
CBC's operations and handling of a
long French-language tv producers
strike. J.A. Ouimet, CBC president, had
a heart attack during the strike negotiations in mid-winter, and Mr. Bushnell
has
had
to carry the job of acting president.

Bushnell

• Registered television sets numbered
2,670,955 in West Germany on June
1. Counting unlicensed sets, there are
about 3 million receivers in use in the
country. Licensed tv sets are expected
to reach 3 million by October.

of CBC

on two- mo nth leave
Ernest L. Bushnell, vice president of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has been
given two months leave of absence by
the CBC board of directors. This follows his appearance before the Parliamentary Broadcasting Committee on
charges by CBC talks and public affairs producers of alleged political interference with CBC programming.
George Nowlan, Canadian Minister
of National Revenue, under whose jurisdiction the CBC operates, stated in
Parliament that Mr. Bushnell's leave of
absence did not mean retirement. It was
mainly to give him a rest after a
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Mr. Bushnell, 59, receives $18,000
annually. Starting in broadcasting in its
earliest days in Canada, he was first a
singer, than station manager of the
former CKNC Toronto and since 1933
with the Canadian Radio Broadcasting
Commission and its successor the CBC.
• Abroad

in brief

• Britain's ATV, ABC and Granada Tv
Network are among companies that
have applied for appointment as tv
contractors for Rhodesia, Africa. The
first two are associated with the proposed Central Africa Tv Ltd. Other
applicants are Rhodesia Tv Ltd., in
which Philips Radio Ltd. would take a
financial interest, and P. Holender, who
has a local wireless and electrical business.
• Perth, Australia, gets its first commercial tv station in October when
TVW ch. 7 commences operation. Intercontinental Services Ltd., New York,
has been appointed general U.S. agent
for TVW Ltd., the station's licensee.
The contract was negotiated by ISL
President Harry M. Engel Jr., while
visiting Australia.
• Sovereign Broadcasting Co., has been
formed at Toronto, with offices in the
Bank of Canada Bldg., by Paul L.
Nathanson, a large shareholder in the
Loew's and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer organizations. Sovereign Broadcasting will
buy film for privately-owned tv stations.
Nathanson also owns Sovereign Film
Co., Toronto, tv film distributor. Mr.
Nathanson is president of the new company and T.A. Metcalfe is vice president and general manager.

• Registered television sets in Switzerland numbered about 65,000 in May.
This is an increase of- 2,286 over the
previous month.
• Alldelphi, the German branch of
Philips, the Dutch electronic manufacturer, has had a 29% gross increase
in business its annual report shows.
The average gross increase for the
whole West German electronic industry was 11% in the same period.

EN CINCINNATI
We've taken to our wheels this summer! We've gone right out to visit our
listeners
and they love it!
The bright red WCKY Mobile Studio
broadcasts a full week at high traffic
count locations from 6:30 to 10 AM
and 4 to 6 PM, with Leo Underhill
handling the morning broadcasts and
Paul Miller (shown here) broadcasting
afternoons. Decked out in red blazers
and straw hats for high visibility, Leo
and Paul greet motorists, tell them
about traffic delays in the Cincinnati
area, and play that good music for
which WCKY is famous. From the
waving hands, blinking lights and honking horns, we're sure nearly everyone
in Cincinnati is attracted to our remotes, and listening to WCKY. And
the lucky advertisers who sponsor the
remotes are happiest of all!
If you have a product which needs to
get going in Cincinnati, then you need
WCKY— the station on the GO. Call
Tom Welstead at WCKY's New York
office or AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and on the West Coast.

WCKY
OF

50,000 WATTS
SELLING POWER

Cincinnati,

Ohio
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FANFARE
Soup-to-nuts service
Wide-ranging account service and
good sales results make up a radio station's long suit in an intensively competitive market. This is the philosophy
of WBBC Flint, Mich., as evolved
through experience and stated by
Joseph R. Fife, general manager.
WBBC has been broadening services until it functions often as advertising agency, sales promotion firm and
even display artist. As an example of
this initiative, Mr. Fife offers the station's "Hawaiian June Jubilee," conceived and executed for the Plazas,
Flint's two big shopping centers
(Broadcasting, June 8).
The station presented the plan to the
merchants, got a $5,000 budget from
the Plazas and took the entire show
from there. The month-long promotion encompassed a trip-to-Hawaii contest, continuous entertainment at the
centers (dancers, singers, auto shows,
boat shows, street dances, carnivals,
celebrity appearances, remote broadcasts, etc.), special store windows, and
free leis and orchids for shoppers. All
details were up to WBBC.
What the effort amounted to: more
than 100,000 contest entry blanks were
picked up from stores and Plaza officials estimate a million people visited
the centers last month. Store sales figures made the promoton "an outstanding success." Mr. Fife admits that
there's a lot of work in such a project
for a comparatively small profit, but he
adds: "We gain stature with every advertiser in the community
the
best insurance
I know of and
for it's
future
radio budgets."
Selling starts at home
The Greater Philadelphia broadcasting industry begins today (July 20) a

WIS

IS

W£

12-month "Sell Philadelphia to Philadelphians" city-booster campaign.
The area's radio stations are broadcasting 10, 20 and 60-second spots
designed to inspire Philadelphians to
promote their home town. Gray &
Rogers, that city, has voluntary written some of the copy used in the
series. The agency's public relations department formulated the campaign.
WCBM dedicating talks
At WCBM Baltimore, where they
stop the music at 11 p.m. to talk until
1 a.m., listeners are asking to have
spoken items dedicated to them. The
trend also has spread to air personality
Danny Sheelds' Saturday afternoon talk
program. Now that the novelty has
worn off, the station only dedicates for
the sender of material used. WCBM
says that the practice results in a lively
continuity supply.
KPTV (TV) calls in the media
Resorting to practically all media,
KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore., on June 30
concluded an intensive three-monthlong promotion to herald its affiliation
with ABC-TV.
Three weeks prior to the April 26
tie-in to the network, a daily teaser
campaign was started on television
(200 spots), four Oregon radio stations
(850 teasers) and with 26,000 lines in
20 Oregon and nearby Washington
newspapers. Billboards on April 15
started heralding "The Big Switch" of
different ABC-TV shows to ch. 12
KPTV.
Top ABC entertainers came to Portland April 26 for special activities that
included an hour-long tv special "12
for Tomorrow." Climax of the program
was Oregon Gov. Mark Hatfield's pushing the button that fed the first ABC-
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A
PER JINGLE ON CONTRACT
Price applies to the
United Stales Only

^

COMPLETELY CUSTOM
OVER 700 STATIONS SOLD

MADE

98% OF STATIONS HAVE REORDERED
OVER 12,000 JINGLES ORDERED AND WRITTEN
PUT

WIS

RECORD

TO WORK

FOR

YOU

Completely custom made jingles for
JINGLE MILL
commercial accounts and station breaks —
no open ends and no inserts.
201 wesi 49th st.. New York city
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The sandwich-board set •
WEWS (TV) Cleveland has
brought in a baby carriage for
street-patrol promoting. The
"baby" is a revamped show, displayed on the transistor portable
set in the carriage. Model Pat
Mays plays nurse, wheeling her
charge downtown at showtime
and stopping to visit advertising
offices on the way.
TV show to KPTV viewers. A reception
and dinner followed, attended by tv
stars, local and state officials and over
300 prominent Oregon and Washington
businessmen.
As a followup, KPTV kept punching
home "Big Switch" messages by bus
cards, trade paper advertising and outdoor billboard advertising in the area
(through June 30).
'Feel-right-at-home' approach
WRCA-TV New York has hung out
the "Welcome Neighbor" banners to
salute summer tourists from NBC's
affiliate cities. The NBC station welcomes out-of-town visitors by telecasting in open time the call letters of their
hometown NBC stations, along with a
greeting, such as: "Are you visiting
from Wichita, Kan.? Welcome to New
York. WRCA-TV extends the hand of
friendship to you on behalf of KARDTV your NBC station in Wichita.
KARD-TV and WRCA-TV hope you
enjoycities
your arestayincluded
in New in York."
Fiftyfive
the summertime salute.
The local NBC-TV stations in those
cities are supporting the campaign with
"bon voyage" announcements reminding local viewers to tune in WRCA-TV
when they visit New York and "feel
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
right at home."

PROGRAMMING
Name
NTA

change

for NTI,

exchange

reopened
National Theatres Inc., Los Angeles,
last week announced a proposed change
of name to National Theatres & Television Inc. to reflect the company's expanding activities in television. This
change will be voted upon at a special
stockholders' meeting Aug. 25.
National Theatres bought WDAFAM-TV Kansas City and recently acquired National Telefilm Assoc., New
York, a tv film distribution organization and owner of WNTA-AM-FM-TV
Newark and KMSP-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul.
National Theatres also announced
last week that it planned to reopen an
exchange offer to shareholders and
warrant holders of NTA, under which
NTA became a subsidiary of National
Theatres.
Under terms of the offer, which expired April 6, the accepting NTA stockholders received for each share of NTA
common stock $11 principal-amount
5Vz % sinking fund debentures due
March 1, 1974, and a stock purchase
warrant entitling them to purchase onequarter share of National Theatres common stock. The exchange of NTA warrants was on an equivalent basis. National Theatres reported last week that
the offer was accepted at that time by

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
July 20-24, 27-29 (4-4:30 p.m.) Truth
or Consequences, participating sponsors.
July 20, 27 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen
& Newell and Pharmaceuticals Inc. through
Parkson Adv.
July 21, 28 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Passage, sustaining.
July 21, 28 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
July 22, 29 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
July 22, 29 (9-9:30 p.m.) Kraft Music
Hall Presents Dave King, Kraft through
J. Walter Thompson.
July 23 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
ing.July 24 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustainJuly 25 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody,
Continental Baking through Ted Bates.
July 25 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff & Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
July 25 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents, RCA
Whirlpool through Kenyon & Eckhardt and
American Dairy through Campbell-Mithun.
July 26 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local co-operative sponsorship.
July 26 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

holders of 88.65% of the NTA common stock and 78.57% of NTA Warrants.
As of this fall, the main office of
NTA will have been consolidated with
that of National Theatres in new headquarters at Beverly Hills, Calif.
(Broadcasting, July 13).

GIANT

MARKET

Tanny, Guild Films
in huddles on merger
Guild Films Co. and the Vic Tanny
chain of gymnasiums agreed to merge
last week under the name of Vic Tanny
Enterprises, New York. The consolidation is subject to agreement by counsels
of the two companies and stockholders
of Guild Films.
The details of the merger, involving
exchange of stock, were not revealed
since Mr. Tanny is the sole shareholder
in his company. Mr. Tanny would become the largest single stockholder in
the new company and would serve as
president and chief executive, executive office, while John Cole, Guild
president, would continue to head the
tv film division of Tanny Enterprises.
Though the respective parties would
not comment on the pending transaction, the merger would provide Guild,
which is beset with creditors and lawsuits, with sorely needed cash. Its assets,
however, are said to include several
million dollars of air time acquired via
barter; a tax loss carry-forward of $6
million and a listing on the American
Stock Exchange. Guild disclosed to
Securities & Exchange Commission last
May that in the fiscal year ended
Nov. 30, 1958, the company had lost
$4 million and, for the three months
ended last Feb. 28, losses totaled $350,000 [At Deadline May 1 1]
Tanny operates about 70 gymnasiums
and is in an expansion program. It
is already a heavy spot television buyer
and therefore can use the air time
earned by Guild through barter.
MGM
in syndication
MGM-TV, which has had its Thin
Man series on NBC-TV for the past
two years, last week announced the
series will be offered for syndication,
marking the initial entry into that sales
field for MGM-TV. A total of 72 halfhour film programs are available for
station sales, according to George T.
Shupert, vice president in charge of tv
for MGM, who announced syndication
plans in connection with a two-day
sales meeting held in New York by
MGM-TV. Richard A. Harper, director of sales for the company's feature
films and short subjects packages for
the past three years, also has been appointed director of syndicated sales.

GIVES

YOU

ALL THREE

. . .

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE
. . . with total coverage area
greater than that of Miami,
Jacksonville, Birmingham or
New Orleans
82-County Data (within the 100
UV/M contour) S. M. Survey May
10, 1959
POPULATION
2,946,600
INCOMES
$3,584,180,000
RETAIL SALES . . . $2,387,606,000
HOUSEHOLDS ...... 751,900
Represented Nationally by
WEED TELEVISION CORP.
CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.
NBC

NETWORK

RADIO - AFFILIATE,
GROUP"
WFBC
GREENVILLE "THE
WORDPIEDMONT
- SPARTANBURG
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 9 through July 15. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w— aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, lewquency,— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day.
N
—
night.
LS—
local
sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
authorization. * — educatemporary
special tional.
Ann. — Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Alpena, Mich. — Lake Huron Bcstg. Corp.
vhf aur.;
ch. 9 ant.
(186-192
; ERP average
58 kw terrain
vis., 29
kw
heightmc)above
339 ft., above
ft. Estimated
construction costground
$219,589,340first
year operating
cost $87,719, revenue $78,728. P.O. address 221
S. Washington Ave., Saginaw, Mich. Studio
trans, location near Ossineke, Mich. Geographic
44° 53'-ant.
48" N. Lat.,Legal
83°
29' 18" McKenna
W. coordinates
Long. & Trans.
counsel
Wilkinson. GE.
Principals
are William J. Edwards, Alvin M. Bentley
and Howard H. Wolfe, each one-third, who
have similar interests in WKNX-AM-TV
Saginaw, Mich.
Mr. BentleyAnn.is U.S.
sentative from Michigan.
July Repre9.
Missoula, Mont. — Missoula Telecasting Co.
vhf ch. 8 (180-186 mc); ERP 0.332 kw vis.,
0.264 kw
aur.; 630
ant.ft.,
height
average185 terrain minus
aboveaboveground
ft.
Estimated construction cost $36,500, first
year operating cost $98,000, revenue $114,000. P.O. address Box 5570, Dallas, Tex. Studio-trans, location Missoula. Geographic
coordinates 46° 52' 15" N. Lat., 113° 59' 33"
W. Long. Trans. Electron, ant. Prodelin. Apis owned by Ann.
Electron
mentplicant manufacturer.
July Corp.,
14. equipSan Angelo, Tex. — E.C. Gunter vhf ch. 3
(60-66 mc); ERP 30.2 kw vis., 15.1 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 737 ft.,
above ground 470 ft. Estimated construction
cost revenue
$213,095, first
year P.O.
operating
000,
$200,000.
addresscost
Box$180,508,
San Angelo. Studio location 24 W. Concho,
San Angelo. Trans, location 13 miles North,
northwest of San Angelo. Geographic coordinates 31° 39' 35" N. Lat., 100° 30' 33" W.
Long.
Trans. -ant. &RCA.
LegalConsulting
counsel
Haley, Wollenberg
Kenehan.
engineer
Ed
Talbott.
Mr.
Gunter
is
appliance dealer. Ann. July 9.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Alexander City, Ala. — Radio Alexander
City, 910 kc. 500 w D. P.O. address Alexan-

der City. Estimated construction cost $7,832,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$48,000. Principals are Huddie M. Brown,
75%,
and Eathel
Holley, Columbus,
25%. Mr. Brown
announcer
at WDAK
Ga. Mr.is
Holley has interest in WOKS Columbus and
WLAW
July 15. Lawrenceville, both Georgia. Ann.
— J.C. Box
Henderson,
910 kc.
500Dadeville,
w D. P.O.Ala.address
392, Alexander
City,
Ala.
Estimated
construction
cost
$16,703, first year operating cost $20,000, revenue
$27,000. Mr. Henderson has interest in
WRLD-AM-FM Lanett, Ala. and is editorpublisher of Alexander City (Ala.) Outlook
and
Ann. Coodwater
July 14. (Ala.) Enterprise-Chronicle.
Safford,
Willard
kc.
250 w. P.O.Ariz.—
address
326 S.Shoecraft,
High St.,1230
Globe,
Ariz. Estimated construction cost $9,500, first
year Shoecraft
operating cost
Mr.
owns$13,000,
KIKO revenue
Miami, $17,000.
Ariz.
Ann. July 14.
Palm 1340
Springs,
Calif.w.— Cummings
Assoc.,
kc, 250
P.O. addressBcstg.
230
California St., San Francisco 11. Estimated
construction cost $28,850, first year operating cost $66,000, revenue $84,000. Principals
are Herbert K. and Alan H. Cummings, 50%
each. Messrs. Cummings are in food and
magazine
publishing businesses. Ann. July
9.
Twenty-Nine Palms, Calif. — Hi-Desert
Bcstg. dress
Corp.,
1250 kc,Palms
1 kw Drive,
D. P.O.Palm
ad2183 Desert
Springs, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$27,798, first year operating cost $55,000,
revenue $65,000. Principals are Arthur E.
Sipherd Jr., 45%; Frank Farinella, 271/2%,
and Charles Farinella, 271,2%. Mr. Sipherd
is
employeis ofin KDES
Palm Springs.
Farinella
construction
businessFrank
and
Charles Farinella is medical doctor. Ann.
July 15.
Columbus, Neb. — City and Farm Bcstg.
Inc., 1590 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 918
11th Ave., struction
Holdredge,
concost $9,851, Neb.
first Estimated
year operating
cost, $32,200, revenue $54,000. Principals are
Alvin D. Wood and Marvin Hall (one-sixth
each), Donald L. Robson and William C.
Whitlock (one-third each). Mr. Whitlock
has
KUVR Mr.
Holdredge.
Mr. Lane
Robson interest
is in realin estate.
Hall is with
Wells Field Service, Dallas. Mr. Wood is
commercial manager KATZ St. Louis. Ann.
July 15.
Celina, Ohio — Marshall Rosene, 1350 kc.
500 w D. P.O. address 1123 21st St., Portsmouth, Ohio. Estimated construction cost
$39,500, first year operating cost $66,000,
revenue $78,000. Mr. Rosene has interest in
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio. Ann. July 14.
Watertown, S.D. — Paul D. Bernards, 1480
kc, 1 kw. D. P.O. address 408 First Ave.,
N.E., Watertown, S.D. Estimated construction cost $19,502, first year operating cost
$34,380, revenue $42,000. Mr. Bernards is

R. C. CRISLER
& CO., inc.
Business Brokers Specialising in Television
and Radio Stations
CINCINNATI, 0.
Paul E. Wagner
Fifth Third Bank Blde.
DUnbar 1-7775
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Now.. .4 offices to
Lincoln Dellar & Co.
Santa Barbara, Calif.
WOodland 9-0770
better serve you. . .
OMAHA,
Paul R.NEB.
Fry
P.O. Box 1733 (Benson)
TErrace 9455
NEW YORK
41 E. 42nd St.
MUr. Hill 7-8437
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announcer at KDLO-TV Garden City, S.D.
Ann. July 14.
Staunton, Va. — Stuart W. Epperson, 1050
kc. 1 kwmatedD.construction
P.O. address
Ararat, first
Va. Esticost $20,284,
year
operating cost $40,000, revenue $51,000. Mr.
Epperson is announcer at WPAQ Mt. Airy,
N.C. Ann. July 14.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WINF Manchester, Conn. — Cp to increase
daytime
w Ann.
to 1 July
kw and
install newpower
trans.from
(1230250kc).
14.
WICH Norwich, Conn. — CP to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw, install
new
and change
(1310 trans,
kc). Ann.
July 14.from DA-1 to DA-2.
WBOW Terre Haute, Ind. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 July
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1230 250
kc).w Ann.
15. inKBUN Bemidji, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 July
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1450 250
kc).w Ann.
10. inWDOE Dunkirk, N.Y. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw. (1410
kc). Ann. July 14.
WBRG Lynchburg, Va. — Cp to change
frequency from 1050 kc to 930 kc, increase
power
from July
1 kw 14.
to 5 kw and install new
trans. Ann.
WDTV St. Croix Island, V.I.— Mod. of cp
to change
ant. -trans.,Amalie,
studio St.
and Thomas
station location to Charlotte
Island, V.I. (1190 kc). Ann. July 15.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — Frank S. Bare Jr., 93.3 mc,
4.56 kw. P.O. address 4631 E. Hubbell St.,
Phoenix. Estimated construction cost $18,399,
first year operating cost $11,500, revenue
$16,000. Mr. Bare formerly had controlling
interest in KUEQ Phoenix. Ann. July 14.
Denver, Colo.— E.F. Weerts, 101.3 mc,
17.8 kw. P.O. address 318 Orpheum Bldg.,
San Diego, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $21,210, first year operating cost $37,000,
revenue $48,000. Mr. Weertz has fm cps in
San
15. Diego, Houston and Dallas. Ann. July
*Interlochen, Mich. — National Music
Camp. 103.1
1 kw. P.O.
address Interlochen,
Mich.mc,Estimated
construction
cost
$32,780, first year operating cost $12,000. National
Camp isAnn.
non-profit
cationMusiccorporation.
July 15.music eduOxford,
Ohio
—
William
D. .250
Shearer
and
Harold F. Parshall, 97.7 mc,
kw. P.O.
address Route
One.
Oxford.
Estimated
construction cost $1,050, first year operating
cost $15,000, revenue $19,000. Mr. Shearer
(50%) is Bendix Aviation technician and
Mr. Parshall
nician. Ann. (50%)
July 15.is radio-tv service techDallas, Tex. — University Advertising Co.,
103.7 mc,
kw. 4.P.O.Estimated
address 3000
N. Harwood
St., 26.5
Dallas
construction
cost
$18,393,
first
year
operating
cost
$5,400.
Principals are Charles R. Meeks, 20.8%;
Thomas W. Merriman, 15.6%; Melvin W.
Jackson, 15.6%; John J. Coyle, 19.8%; E.
Constantin Jr., 19.5% and others. University
Adv.
is permittee
KVTL Highland
Park, Co.Tex.
Messrs. of
Merriman,
Coyle,
Constantin and Farrar are associated in
Commercial Recording Corp., which makes
9.recordings for broadcast stations. Ann. July
Existing Fm Stations
APPLICATION
WPGC-FM Oakland, Md.— Mod. of license
to change studio from 6369 Walker Mill Rd.,
Oakland, Md. to Raleigh Hotel, Washington,
D.C. and
station location
land, Md. change
to Washington,
D.C. Ann.fromJulyOak14.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KRUX
Glendale,
Ariz. — Bisbee
GrantedBcstg.
assignment of license to Leland
Co.
(Leland
S.
Bisbee,
Jr.,
president;
consideration $347,000). Ann. July 15.
KIKK
Bakersfield,
Calif.— Granted
transfer of control
from Dawkins
Espy to Joseph
M. Arnoff (interest in KSFV [FM1 San Fer$48,000 for 90% interest. Ann.nando);
Julyconsideration
15.
KWBR Oakland, Calif .—Granted assignlicenses
Inc. Memphis,
(WOPAAM-FM ment ofOak
Park, to111.,KWBR,
and WDIA
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Tenn.); consideration $550,000. Ann. July 15.
KBLFment of Red
Calif.— Industries
Granted assignlicenseBluff,
to Victor
Corp.
of California (Victor Muscat, president);
| consideration $60,000. Ann. July 15.
1 transfer
KITO of
San control
Bernardino,
Calif. —Feldman,
Granted
from Myer
I Raymond Ruff and Arnold Lerner to Kenyon Brown (has interest in KCOP-TV Los
I, Angeles, KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, all
Calif.; KGLC Miami, Okla.; KIMO Independence, Mo., and owns KSON San Diego,
Calif.); consideration $120,000. Comr. Robert
Bartley dissented. Ann. July 15.
KDAY of
Santa
Monica,
— Granted
transfer
control
fromCalif.
Gotham
Bcstg.
Corp., tiontoto give
John Keating
D. Keating;
stock
transac-of
sole ownership
KDAY and J. Elroy McCaw sole ownership
of WINS New York City, and joint ownership of KONA-TVfor and
KALA-TV
Hawaii,
plus agreement
Gotham
to employ
Mr.
Keating as consultant for 80 months at
$1,000 per month. By letter, denied joint
petition by KPOA and KULA, Hawaii, for
order to show cause why license of KPOI
(formerly KHON) Hawaii (in which Mr.
Keating was formerly interested) should
not be revoked. Ann. July 15.
WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, Conn.— Granted
assignment
to Buckley-Jaeger
Bcstg.
Corp. ofof licenses
Conn. (WHIM
Providence,
E.I.); consideration $815,000. Ann. July 15.
WMFT
Terre from
Haute,Pauline
Ind. — Granted
transfer of control
A. and Archie
S. Mobley to Thomas S. Land (interest in
WJBD Salem and WFIW Fairfield, both
Illinois), Bryan Davidson (interest in WJBD
Salem) and Richard O. Bieser; consideration $49,500. Ann. July 15.
WEND
Baton from
Rouge,Charles
La. — Granted
fer of control
E. Ray, transet alto Capital Bcstrs. Inc. (Robert S. Boeker,
vice president,
has
interest
in
WFPR
mond, La.) ; consideration $60,000. HamAnn.
July 15.
KLUV newalHaynesville,
(1) re-of
of license andLa.—
(2)Granted
assignment
license to Paul A. Newell, N. A. Parker,
A. T. Moore and K. Eugene Chance, d/b as
Haynesville
Bcstg.
000. Ann. July
15. Co.; consideration $11,WCAT

Orange, Mass. — Granted transfer

of control from James W. Miller, et al., to
William R. Sweeney (WBNC Conway, N.H.);
consideration $65,000 plus agreement to rent
certain real estate owned by transferors
with option to buy and agreement that Mr.
Miller will not compete in radio business
within 25 miles of WCAT for 5 years. Ann.
July 15.
WCBQ
Mich.—whoGranted
assignment of cpSt.to Helen,
Frank Tefft
will purchase
equipment for $2,250. Ann. July 15.
WISKment ofSt.license
Paul, toMinn.—
WISKGranted
Bcstg. assignCorp.
(owned
by
Crowell-Collier
Pub.
Co., KEWB
parent
company of KFWB Los Angeles and
Oakland,
California;
to condition that both
assignment
not subject
be consummated
until Robert M. Purcell, assignee president,
disposesapolis,
of consideration
his interest
in KEVE,
Minne-15.
$625,000.
Ann July
WKESment of cp
Newport,
N.H. — Granted
assign-B.
to W. Richard
and Norah
Carlson, d/b
as
Carlson
Enterprises;
sideration $3,500 for expenses. Ann. Julycon15.
WOV New York, N.Y.— Granted transfer
of control from Morris S. Novik, Georgia L.
Weil and Edna M. Hartley to Bartell Bcstrs.
of New York Inc. (wholly owned by Bartell Bcstrs. Inc., licensee of WOKY Milwaukee, Wis.; WYDE Birmingham, Ala.,
and
San Calif.
Diego, Bartell
and KYA-AMFM owns
San KCBQ
Francisco,
family
owns WAKE Atlanta, Ga.); consideration
$1,434,908. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented.
Ann. July 15.
WNXT Portsmouth, Ohio — Granted assignment of license
Inc.in (Abraham R. Ellman,
v. p.,tohasWNXT
interest
KIST
Santa Barbara, KGMS Sacramento, both
California, and KRAM Las Vegas, Nev.);
consideration $234,500. Ann. July 15.
KINT El Paso, Tex. — Granted assignment
of cp to Radio El Paso Inc. (Ray Winkler,
v. p., has interest in KZIP Amarillo, Tex.);
consideration $29,000. Ann. July 15.
APPLICATIONS
WXAL Demopolis, Ala. — Seeks transfer
of control of 50% of Demopolis Bcstg. Inc.
from T. H. Gaillard Jr. to W. M. Jordan,
who with hissideration:
wife exchange
presently
owns of
50%.WTHG
Conof stock

Jackson, Ala. giving Mr. Gaillard full
ownership of WTHG. Ann. July 10.
KFAY Fayetteville, Ark. — Seeks assignment of license from Stamps Radio Bcstg.
Co. to H. Weldon Stamps for $4,000, plus
assumption of liabilities. Mr. Stamps currently owns 50% of KFAY. Ann. July 15.
KPOPment of Los
Angeles,
license
from Calif.—
Storer Seeks
Bcstg. assignCo. to
Standard Bcstg. Co., wholly owned Storer
subsidiary, Ann. July 13.
KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Seeks
transfer of control of Continental Telecasting Corp. from Albert Zugsmith (present
56.4% owner) Frank Oxarart and John Feldman Bcstg.
(presentCorp.
21.8%(Mr.each)
to Trans20%;American
Zugsmith,
Mr.
Oxarart,
141/2%;
Mr.
Feldman,
141/2%, Corp.,
Robert A. Yeakel, 19%; Spanka Music
7%; Robert sideraL.
Fox,Zugsmith,
10%, and$705,487;
others). toContion: to Mr.
Mr.
Oxarart, $272,256; to Mr. Feldman, $272,256.
Messrs. Zugsmith, Oxarart and Feldman
have interests in KOFY San Mateo, Calif.
Mr. Zugsmith has interest in KBMI Henderson, Nev. Mr. Fox is sales manager KRKD.
Mr. Yeakel is auto dealer. Spanka Music
(music publishing firm of singer Paul
Anka) is owned by Irvin Feld, Andrew
Anka and William Lazarow. Ann. July 9.
KMBY
Monterey,
ment of license
from Calif.—
KMBY Seeks
Bcstg.assignCorp.
to John Burroughs Inc. for $112,000. Purchasers are John L. and Muriel L. Burroughs (50% each). Mr. and Mrs. Burroughs
are in promotional advertising business in
Chicago. Ann. July 15.
WKNB New Britain, Conn. — Seeks assignment of license from Connecticut Television
Inc. to Beacon Bcstg. Co. for $255,000. Purchasers are Sheldon I. Smerling, 75%;
Robert F. Smerling, 12V2%, and Charles
Greenfield, 12V2%. Sheldon Smerling has
interest in WICO Salisbury, Md. Robert
Smerling is executive of ABC Vending
Corp. Mr. Greenfield is executive of Confection Cabinet Corp. Assignment is contingent upon NBC
FCC to
approval
of transfer
WKNB from
Connecticut
Tv. Inc.of
and assignment of license from New Britain
Bcstg. Co. to Connecticut Tv. Ann. July 9.
WFBF Fernandina Beach, Fla. — Seeks assignment of license from Murray Bcstg.

WN0B brings to Cleveland and the
lake area the newest innovations in
FM broadcasting with 130,000 watts
of new GEL equipment. Years in test
stages, proven by years of successful
FM multiplex construction and operation, WN0B can be proud of it's
GEL equipment. The finest in cabinetry, circuitry, and economy are built
into every unit of GEL broadcast
equipment. Our congratulations to
Fred Austin, president of the Northern Ohio Broadcasting Company, and
to the staff of WN0B in the Williamson Building. The 107.9 FM listener
in the Cleveland area will know that
"only the finest sounds come from
GENERAL ELECTRONIC LABORA195 Massachusetts Ave.
TORIES." Cambridge, Mass.
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Inc. to Robert W. Chasse, court appointed
receiver in bankruptcy proceedings. Ann.
July 13.
WIOD from
Sanford,
— Seeks
license
Ira L.Fla.and
Viola assignment
E. Eshelmanof
to Joseph R. Horenstein for $56,000. Mr.
Horenstein
general
FM Babylon,is N.Y.
Ann.manager
July 13.WBAB-AMWROM Rome, Ga. — Seeks transfer of control of Coosa Valley Radio Co. through sale
of one-third interest held by Mrs. Edward
N. McKay to Dean Covington and Charles
E. Doss, After
each present
for
$25,000.
transfer,one-third
Messrs. owners,
Covington
and Doss will each own 50%. Ann. July 10.
— Seeks assignment
of WAYX
license Waycross,
from EthelGa.Woodward
Williams,
Jack Williams Jr., Heyward Burnet and
J. Mack Barnes as executors of estate of
Jack Williams, deceased to Radio Station
WAYX Inc., with same owners. No change
of ownership or consideration involved.
Ann. July 15.
WARU Peru, Ind. — Seeks transfer of control of Wabash-Peru
Lembert
Huffman to Bcstg.
Geneva Die.
P. from
Schultz.S.
Being transferred is 50% of Stark Bcstg.
Corp., which
owns 91% of $150,000.
Wabash-Peru
Bcstg.
Inc. Consideration:
Mrs.
Schultz has interest in WCMW Canton,
Ohio. Ann. July 9.
WELY from
Ely, Charles
Minn. — B.
Seeks
assignment
license
Persons
to WELYof
Corp. for $175,000. Purchasers are Vincent
T. Hallett,
Arthur G.
H. Marsh,
Owen, Eldon
W. Eberhard
and Archie
25% each.
Mr.
Hallett is sales manager KTRI Sioux City,
Iowa. Mr. Owen is businessman. Mr. Eberhard is insurance agent. Mr. Marsh is
restaurateur. Ann. July 9.
KZUM
Farmington,
N.M. — Radio
Seeks (Bill
assign-D.
ment of license
from KZUM
Barbour,dolph)John
Burroughs
and
Leola
Ranto KZUM Radio (Leola Randolph
and John Burroughs) for $10,000. Ann.
July 9.
WGGO
Salamanca,
— Seeks
assign-to
ment of license
from N.Y.
Alfred
B. Smith

NewWetion
MADISON AT 50TH
English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

James Bcstg. Inc. for $40,750. Applicant is
licensee
Jamestown, N.Y.
Ann.
JulyWJTN-AM-FM
13.
WCMW Canton, Ohio — Seeks transfer of
controlbertofHuffman
Stark toBcstg
Corp. P.from
S. LamGeneva
Schultz
for
$150,000. Mrs. Schultz presently owns 50%,
and will be sole-owner after transfer. Stark
Bcstg. July
Co. 9.owns 91% of WARU Peru, Ind.
Ann.
WPVLment of license
Painesville,
— Seeks
assignfrom Ohio
Somerset
Bcstg.
Co.
to WPVL Inc. No change in ownership or
consideration involved. Ann. July 15.
— SeeksBcstg.
transfer
of KTMC
control McAlester,
of 7% of Okla.
McAlester
Co.
from Elmer Hale Jr. to William C. Pool for
$1,333. After transfer, Mr. Pool will own
30% of KTMC. Ann. July 15.
KDOV Medford, Ore.— Seeks transfer of
negative control of Medford Bcstrs. Inc.
from K. C. Laurance (present 50% owner)
to Ralph J. Silkwood (present 25% owner).
To be transferred is 25% interest giving
Mr. Silkwood 50%. Consideration: $6,250,
Ann. July 9.
WQAL (FM)
Seeks& Co.
assignment of cp Philadelphia,
from George Pa.—
Voron
(partnership)
to
George
Voron
Co.
(corporation). No consideration involved. Ann.
July 9.
KIHO Sioux Falls, S.D.— Seeks transfer
of control of Sioux Empire Bcstg. Inc. from
James A. Saunders, et al to KIHO Bcstg.
Co. forJr.,$70,000.
N. Car-D.
dozo
RichardPurchasers
K. Power are
and H.Milton
Price Jr. (one-third each). Mr. Cordozo
owns KATE Albert Lea, Minn. Mr. Power
has interests in WAVN Stillwater and
WCMP Pine City, both Minnesota. Mr.
Price
has interest
in WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa.
Ann. July
9.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex. — Seeks transfer
of control of KXOL Inc. through purchase
of stock of C. C. Woodson (20%), C. C.
Woodson Jr. (10%), and Ben Woodson
(10%), and retirement of said stock to
treasury of KXOL Inc. Also seeks transfer
of control of 10% of KXOL from John R.
Woodson to Pioneer Bcstg. Co., licensee of
KNOW Austin, Tex. Considerations: C. C.
Woodson, $107,237; C. C. Woodson Jr., Ben
Woodson and John R. Woodson: each
$53,618. Ann. July 13.
KKSN
Grand of
Prairie,
Seeks transfer of control
50.25%Tex.of— Three
Cities
Radio Inc. from C. R. Sargent Sr. to Jolua
L. Buchanan for approximately $80,000. Mr.
Buchanan owns KWBY Colorado Springs,
Colo. Ann. July 9.
Renton,
— Seeks
assignmentto
ofKQDE
license
from Wash.
Seattle
Musicasters
Cutieest Radio
Inc.
for
$30,000
and
interin Cutie Radio Inc. Owners50%will
be
Walter N. Nelskog (present 50% owner of
KQDE) and Music Concessions Inc. (50%
each). Mr. Nelskog owns KQTY Everett,
Wash. Music Concessions is in phonograph
record manufacturing business (Dolton Records). Ann. July 15.
KBTN Neosho, Wis. — Seeks assignment of
license from W. Montgomery Harlow to
Southern Missouri Investment Corp. for
$45,000, and one-third interest in assignee.
Other one-third owners are Harry D. and
John B. Denton. Harry Denton is potato
chip manufacturer and John Denton is
dairy employe. Mr. Harlow is member
Missouri Legislature. Ann. July 15.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order, Commission made effective
June 1 initial decision and granted applicaAmerica's

tion of Rounsaville of Cincinnati Inc., to j
change operation of WCIN Cincinnati, Ohio, I
on 1480 kc, from 1 kw, D, DA, to 500 w-N. I
5 kw-D, DA-2; conditioned to acceptance of
any interference which may result in event
of grant of application of James E. and
George
Vaughn, ond/b1500as kc,
WXEN
station toW. operate
250 w,for D,newin
Xenia, Ohio. Ann. July 15.
By order, Commission made effective
immediately
initialapplication
decision issued April 15examiner's
and granted
of
Peninsula Bcstg. Corp. for mod. of cp of
WVEC-TV to operate on ch. 13 in lieu of
ch. 15 in Hampton, Va. and dismissed application of Tim Brite Inc., to operate WTOVTv on ch. 13 instead of ch. 27 in Norfolk
and Virginian
new tvComr.
station to operate Tele.
on ch.Corp.
13 inforNorfolk.
Frederick Ford dissented; Comr. Robert
Bartleycantsconcurred
the result.
have merged.in Ann.
July 15.Three appliBy supplemental
decision,
reaf irmed its decision of Aug.Commission
1, 195T which
granted application of West Georgia Bcstg.
Co. for new am station (WWCS — now
WWCC) at Bremen, Ga., to operate on 1440
kc,
daytime
Comrs. Frederick
Ford 500andw, John
Cross only.
not participating.
(On
protest
Co. (WLBB
) , Car-to
rollton, byGa.,Carroll
case Bcstg.
had been
remanded
Commission by Court of Appeals for findings on "economic injury" issue.) Ann.
July 15.
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Permian Basin Radio Corp. to
change operation of KHOB from 1280 kc,
1 kw, D, to 1390 kc, 5 kw, D, in Hobbs,
N.M., subject to condition that KHOB shall
not be authorized program tests until Station KGFL Roswell, N.M., has been authorized program tests on frequency other than
1400 kc; and that KHOB shall not be granted
license until KGFL is granted license on
frequency other than 1400 kc. Ann. July 15.
Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper issued
initial decision looking toward granting application of Harriscope
London and Saul
R. Levine, Inc.,
d/b Abbott
as Intrastate
Broadcasters for new am station to operate
on
kc, 10.250 w, DA, D, in Pomona, Calif.
Ann.1220July
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission on July 15 directed preparation of document looking toward affirming, ;
with mod., supplemental initial decision released May 1 which would grant applica- [
tion of Hall Bcstg. Inc., for new class B
fm station to operate on 102.7 mc in Los I
Angeles, Calif.
Commission on July 15 directed prepara- I
tion of document looking toward affirming,
with mods, and conditions, initial decision of
Jan. 6, 1959 granting cps to Palm Springs
Translator Station Inc., for two new tv I
translator stations (K70AL and K73AD) to !
operate on ch. 70 and 73 in Palm Springs, i
Calif.
Commission on July 15 directed prepara- |
tion of document looking toward denying
motion
trustee, 1
permitteeby ofDouglas
WTVW H.
(TV)McDonald,
ch. 7, Evansville,
Ind., to terminate proceeding in Docket
11757 involving shifting ch. 7 to Louisville,
Ky., and requiring WTVW to operate on ch. !
31 in lieu of ch. 7.
Commission
on July
15 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparaholding
evidentiary
hearing,
pursuant
to court
mand, at date to be determined
later, re-in
Orlando. Fla., ch. 9 tv proceeding. On June
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6 1957, Commission granted application by
Mid-Florida Television Corp. for new tv
station on ch. 9, Orlando, and dismissed
competing application of WORZ Inc. On
May 21, 1959 Court of Appeals remanded
case tocauseCommission
further
hearing be-to
of alleged ex for
parte
presentations
Commissioners while case was pending.
OTHER ACTIONS
Comopinionby and
By memorandu
mission grantedmprotest
Johnorder,
W. Davis,
licensee of KPDQ Portland, Ore., to extent
of postponing May 20 grant of assignment
of licenses fromof KPAM ands, KPFM (FM) Portland, Broadcaster Oregon Ltd., to
Gospeling;Bcstg.
Co. pending
further ordered
KPAMevidentiary
and KPFMhear-to
be returned to assignor within 30 days.
Comr. Robert Bartley concurred and issued
statement. Ann. July 15.
By memorandum
opinion by
and KFOX
order, Commission denied motion
Inc.
(KFOX), Long Beach, Calif., to enlarge
applications
involving
proceeding
in
issues
Bert Wilby Goletaliamson Bcstg.
and LesterAssociates
W. Spillaneandfor new am
stations to operate on 1290 kc, 500 w, D, at
Goleta and Santa Barbara, both California
respectively. Ann. July 15.
mogranted
Commission
By tionorder,
g Co. joint
by United
Broadcastin
(KEEN),
San Jose, Calif., and protestant Standard
Radio and Television Co. and postponed informer's
argument
cation for definitely
new oral fm
station. onComr.
Rosel appliHyde
absent. Ann. July 15.
Comorder,Hearing
opinionof andChief
m order
By memorandu
mission affirmed
Examiner released May 7, 1959 which denied petition by Sayger Bcstg. Co., Tiffin,
Ohio, to intervene in proceeding involving
application by Malrite Bcstg. Co. for new
am station to operate on 1600 kc, 500 w, D,
Chairman John Doerfer dissented.
in Tiffin.July
Action
15.
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 10
WKOV
Wellston,
Ohio — Granted
tion of positive control
of Court acquisiHouse
Bcstg. chaseCo.of stock
by W.N.
through purfrom Nungesser
L. Morris Weimer,
Sam
Marting and Ray Brandenburg.
KDB Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted assignment of license to Lucie Menard and
Rube Goldwater.
WYZZ
(FM)
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. — Granted
license for fm station.
WILS Lansing, Mich. — Granted license
covering changes in DA-D pattern.
KBIQ (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 106 kw; change type
trans, and make changes in ant. system; remote control permitted.
KBST
Big Spring,
Grantednewcpant.to
change trans,
location Tex.
and — install
and ground system.
WFDS-FM Baltimore, Md. — Granted cp to
increase
to 20 kw and change ant. system; ant.ERP
210 ft.
WLVL
(FM)
Louisville,
mod. of cp to increase
ERPKy.—
to Granted
35 kw;
change both studio location and remote
control point location and install new
trans.; condition.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WHYZTV Duluth, Minn, to Jan. 14, 1960; KLYDFM
Bakersfield,
to Sept.
1; WKDNFM Camden, N.J. Calif,
to Sept.
23; KFMX
(FM)
San Diego, Calif, to Dec. 30; KFRC-FM
San Francisco, Calif, to Jan. 14, 1960; KXLA
Pasadena,
Calif,to toSept.
Sept.1; 1;
WPFB-FM
Middletown, Ohio
KOQT
Bellingham,
Wash, to Oct. 19; WINZ-FM Miami, Fla. to
Oct. 1; KYAR Ruidoso, N.M. to Oct. 5;
KNDE Aztec, N.M. to Sept. 15; KOBY-FM
San Francisco, Calif, to Jan. 1, 1960; WJIMFM Lansing, Mich, to Oct. 2; KFMB-FM San
Diego, Calif,
to Dec.
Oct. 22.25, and KTOP-FM
Topeka,
Kan. to
Actions of July 9
KROY-AM-FM Sacramento, Calif— Granted assignment of license and cp to John T.
Carey Inc.
WFAB Miami- South Miami, Fla. — Granted
mod. of cp to make changes in ant. system
(increase
height); conditions;
sion of completion
date to Sept.and15. exten*KWSC Pullman, Wash.— Granted mod. of
license to change name of licensee from
State College of Washington to Washington
State University.
Actions of July 8
Granted licenses for following tv transBROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

lator stations: K71AS Radio Center, Newport & Otterton-Edison
Rock,
Ore.; K79AG
School District
#100,BurlingSkagit
County, Wash.; K75AA Manson Community
TV Inc., Manson & Chelan, Wash.
WAPI-TV Birmingham, Ala. — Granted cp
to change trans, site (190 ft., no change in
description), change in coordinates only,
install new ant. system, make changes in
equipment and ant. height, and change type
trans. -ant. 1130 ft.
KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system and
change ant. height; ant. 1310 ft.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KGNSTV Laredo, Tex. to Sept. 17; KTAG-TV
Lake
Charles,
to Jan.
Caguas, P.R. toLa.Sept.
30. 9, 1960; WKBM-TV
Actions of July 7
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — Granted license
to use present nighttime main trans, as
auxiliary
daytime use at present
location oftrans,
main fortrans.
KITE Terrell Hills, Texas— Granted license covering change of facilities; installation new trans, and DA-N; make changes
in
ground
system and change studio and
station location.
WAPI Birmingham, Ala. — Granted license
covering increase in daytime power, installation new trans, for daytime use (2 main
trans.) and change from DA-N to DA-2.
KROD El Paso, Texas — Granted cp to
change ant. -trans, location, make changes
in ant. system (increase height) and ground
system and install new trans.; condition.
WJMK North Syracuse, N.Y.— Granted
mod. of cp to change trans, location; specify
studio location and remote control point
same as studio location and install new
trans.; condition.
WNOB (FM) Cleveland, Ohio— Granted
mod. of cp to increase ERP to 135 kw; decrease ant. height to 350 ft.; change type
trans, and studio location and ant. system;
condition.
WCCC-FM Hartford, Conn.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 6.8 kw; ant. height
to 750 ft.; and change trans, location, remote control permitted.
Actions of July 6
WTWV s(TV)
ignment of cp Tupelo,
to WTWVMiss.—
Inc. Granted asW MAR-TV Baltimore, Md — Granted exof completion date to Oct. 5 (main
trans. & tensionant.).
Action of July 2
WROY Carmi, III.— Granted authority to
sign-off
Aug. 31. at 6 p.m., CST, for period ending
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
Granted petition by David M. Segal for
extension of time to July 23 to file oppositions to petition by Satellite Center Radio Co. for revision and enlargement of issues in proceeding on their applications and
that of Denver Bcstg. Co. for new am stations in Boulder, Denver, and Arvada, Colo.
Action July 13.
Granted petition by Tampa Telecasters
Inc., for extension of time to July 13 to reply to oppositions to its petition for review
of
opinion
orderExaminer's
of May 21memorandum
in Largo, Fla.,
tv ch.and10
proceeding. Action July 9.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to July 10 to file responsive pleadings to petition by Spartan Radiocasting Co. for rehearing in proceeding on
applications of Wayne M. Nelson and Fred
H. Whitley for am facilities in Concord
and Dallas, both North Carolina. Action
July 7.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Granted request by Elmwood Park Bcstg.
Corp., Elmwood Park, 111., to extent that it
involves dismissal of its application in consolidated proceeding with Radio St. Croix
Inc., New Richmond, Wis., et al.; dismissed
application with prejudice and dismissed
Elmwood's
to accept
ance in am petition
proceeding.
Action late
July appear14.
Ordered that session in investigatory proce ding in study of radio and television network broadcasting, including tying-in of
programs will be convened in Washington,
D.C., at 10 a.m., July 21, and that following
persons shall attend and give evidence and
supply information pertinent to inquiry:
Charles
B. Ryan, Firestone
director ofTire
merchandising
and
advertising,
& Rubber
Co., Akron, Ohio; Alfred J. McGinness,
manager of national advertising, Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., Akron; Joseph H.
Thomas, vice-president and general counsel, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co., Akron;

c
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Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. WC-22,
Suilding 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless

TOWERS

Tom Barnes, General Manager
WDAY,
FARGO, NORTH

Inc
DAKOTA

Julius Hetland, Chief Engineer

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 15
ON AIR
Not 118
on air TOTALFor APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps
new stations
148
AM
3,328
55
689
CP
121
FM
579
45
TV
4661
54
102
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
74
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 1579
VHF
TOTAL
Commercial
441
UHF
10
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1959
AM
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
578
147
123
63
49
44
CPs on air (new stations)
769
101
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
3,328
163
516
49
114
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
679
3,500
22
667
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
71
Total applications for new stations
5203
649
41
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
57
2
19
51
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
706
43
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
0
1
0
381
CPs deleted
0
3
57
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their 4661
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
3
uhf).There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Howard Barlow, Lower Shad Road, Pound
Ridge, N.Y.
Designated
for hearing
proceedings on dates
shown:following
Sept. 30:am KVFC
Inc. (KVFC). Cortez, Colo. WPGC Inc.
Morningside, Md. Action July 13; Sept. 28:
Clearwater Bcstg. Corp. (WDCL), Tarpon
Springs, Fla. Action July 6.
Scheduledplications ofhearing
Sept.Corp.
28 on(WJWS),
am apOld Belt forBcstg.
South Hill, and Patrick Henry Bcstg. Corp.
(WHEE),
tion July 6.Martinsville, both Virgina. AcBy Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond on July 7
Granted motion by Naugatuck Valley
Service Inc. to reopen record in proceeding
on its application for new am station in
Naugatuck, Conn., to correct its exhibit 1;
closed record. Action July 7.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
20 at 2 p.m., in proceeding on application of
Dodge City Bcstg. Inc., for am facilities in
Liberal, Kan. Action July 13.
Granted motion by Armin H. Wittenberg
Jr., for further extension of date for filing
proposed findings and conclusions of law
from July 7 to July 14 and such reply findings as may be filed by July 28 in proceeding on Wittenberg's
application
that of Pasadena
Presbyterian
Church and
for

fm facilities in Los Angeles and Pasadena,
both Califorina. Action July 2.
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
15 in proceeding on am applications of John
Laurino, Ashland, Va. and Capital Bcstg. Co.
(WNAV), Annapolis, Md. Action July 8.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Upon
oral and
request
counsel offorallBroadcast Bureau
withof consent
other
interested pparties
in
proceeding
am aplications of Cannon System Ltd.on (KIEV),
Glendale, Calif., et al., extended from July
7 to July 15 date for filing answer to Cannon's
of law22 for
aminermemorandum
and from July
to Hearing
July 29 Exfor
filing replies. Action July 7.
Granted petition by Inter-Cities Bcstg.
Co., for change of certain dates in proceeding on its application for am facilities in
Livonia,
Mich. —written
July 13presentation
to July 27, to
InterCities direct
be
furnished other parties and examiner; July
20 to Aug. 3 informal engineering conference; andWGAR
Aug.proposes
10 to Aug.to 14,make
in event
Station
rebuttal
showing, that showing will be reduced to
writing
copies furnished
ties andand
to examiner.
Action toJulyother
7. parBy Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Scheduled further prehearing conference
Continued on Page 99

And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

EDWIN

TORNBERG

& COMPANY.

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367

less, trie*
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
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(FOR THE RECORD)
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalei St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

— Established 1926 —
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLD6. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8S2Q

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jonei
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
5622 DYER STREET
EMERSON 3-3266
DALLAS 6, TEXAS

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

ervice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

KEAR & KENNEDY

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
PETE JOHNSON
ry
TELEVISION and RADIO
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Applications — Field Engineering
420 Taylor St.
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281
PR. 5-3100

irect

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado
MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers,
chief engineers
techni-tv
c
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and ifacsimile
facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30? per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
New daytime station going on air before
first oftionyear
seeks
aggressive
stamanager.
Niceversatile,
city, middle
Atlantic
location. Write giving full experience and
salary
requirements to Box 731M, BROADCASTING.
Absentee ownership Minnesota station
wants manager-sales manager. Immediate
opening.
Salary plus percentage. Box 781M,
BROADCASTING.
Combination manager and salesman. Will
pay top salary and incentive for proven
ability.west Must
Daytimer, midlocation. beBoxaggressive.
782M, BROADCASTING.
Southeast perienced
singlemanagermarket
who canstation
handleneeds
most ex-of
selling. Good permanent opportunity for
producer.
Salary-percentage. Write Box
796M, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager.
Experienced.
opportunity. WHTG,
Asbury Park,Excellent
N.J.
Sales
Salesman-experienced.
potentialstation.
with
established northern Great
New York
$75.00 weekly plus excellent commission
arrangement. Box 616M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Aggressive radio salesman for
major market. Salary and commission.
Write Box 618M, BROADCASTING.
Salesman wanted by Minnesota radio station. Good guarantee. Excellent opportunity
for
ING. hard worker. Box 639M, BROADCASTExperienced man to manage national sales
for two radio stations and supervise local
sales headed by sales manager. Box 752M,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive,
sales manager
topflight NW energetic
Pennsylvania
fulltimer.for Good
opportunity. Box 763M. BROADCASTING.
Salesman for and
midwest
Will pay with
top
commission
draw station.
to salesman
proven
ability.
Box
783M,
BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Southern tv station expanding sales staff.
Solid accounts. Guarantee. Write Bill
Bigley,
General Manager, KTVE, Monroe,
La.
Have immediate opening for salesman and
announcer, top salary paid. Located in the
state capitol of the world, Huntsville, Alabama. If applying
for announcer's
position,
send tape
with resume.
If applying
for
salesman's
division,
send tofullM. details
regard-%
ing experience.
Reply
D. Smith,
WAAY Radio, Box 986, Huntsville, Alabama.
Experienced salesman for small, single market station. Future management opportunity Boxfor right
man. Write
dress,
1114, Sylva,
North Jimmy
Carolina. ChilExperienced salesman — ambitious and capable of advancing— 5000 watt CBS affiliate
station, tunity,
in salary
Connecticut
— outstanding
and commission,
pleaseopporsend
complete information before interview to:
Roosevelt & Gourd, 37 Wall Street, New
York City.
Need sales and programs staff for new station opening August 15 in Aztec, N. Mexico.
Not top forty. Send resume and tape
to
I.
E. Shaan.
ton, New
Mexico.1404 Mesa Verde, Farming94

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Morning man with first class ticket for
northeast independent, emphasis on anunlimited
if you're
ING.
willing
to nouncing.
work. Opportunity
Box 479M,
BROADCASTAnnouncer wanted for staff position on
North Carolina daytimer. Prefer man with
experience.
Send BROADCASTING.
photo and full information. Box 619M,
Southern pearing
tv station
will consider
neat apradio announcer
for booth/live
work. Send photo and tape. Box 673M,
BROADCASTING.
Michigan network affiliate seeking top announcer with experience to build audience
in major metropolitan area. Top opportunity for advancement to right man. Also
want announcer-copywriter. Send complete
info, including samples of work to Box
678M, BROADCASTING.
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the tofinest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer needed by fulltime
station in progressive Georgia small market,
Atlanta.Above
Good average
workingsalary
condi-to
tions near
and benefits.
right man desiring permanent position.
Write Box 700M, BROADCASTING.
Ohio — competent staff announcer wanted,
run board, take shift, $75.00 to start, experience desirable. City of 35,000, opportunities in 3 station chain. Send tape, resume,
full
details. Box 727M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Eastern chain.
Send tape, photo, resume and salary reBROADCASTING.
quirements. None returned Box '728M,
Wanted: Top flight staff announcer. Good
position Box
open 736M,
with BROADCASTING.
outstanding mid-west
station.
Midwest program-conscious good music station adding dj. Want experienced man, not
format frantic. Send tape, picture, resume
to Box 740M, BROADCASTING.
Woman announcer-copywriter wanted by
successful quality medium market operation. Send details including photo, audition
tape, references and salary expected. Box
744M, BROADCASTING.
Chicago fm
first phone - announcer. Boxstation
764M. needs
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer — emphasis on announcing. 5000 watt daytime, middle Georgia,
two station market. Send tape and resume
to Box 772M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, versatile announcer good music station vicinity Cleveland. $125.00 plus
opportunity to sell. Send tape and resume.
Personal interview necessary later. Box
789M, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for Grade A personality
morning man who can run an adult appeal
early morning show in the best living city
in the U.S.A. Possibility of P.D. job for
right man. This is a permanent job. Send
salary, experience, photo and tape in first
letter to Manager, P.O. Box 1400, Fort
Lauderdale, Florida.
Radio Brazosport needs an experienced
morning man. Good salary for right man.
Send full information to Jim Hairgrove,
KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Good pay for the right man. Pleasant working conditions in the Magic Valley of Texas.
Must have good voice and good reputation. Send background information and
tape
Texas. in first letter. KSOX, Raymondville,
Position open for an experienced announcer, at 5kw Connecticut station. Send
resume and tape to Program Director,
WATR, Waterbury, Conn.
Kentucky. Outstanding staff announcer
needed September 1st. News delivery important.State
Salary open.
no tape.WBLG,
Give
references.
pastSend
earnings.
tucky.
First Federal Building, Lexington, KenAnnouncer, experienced, for indie with local format. Insurance and profit sharing
plans. No collect calls. WCOJ, Coatesville,
Penna.
Wanted: A good solid announcer for central
Pennsylvania daytimer. We will pay a
worthwhile salary to the right applicant.
Contact George Mastrian, WCPA, Clearfield, Penna.
5000 watts outlet needs versatile announcer,
play-by-play
helpful,
but not
Send background,
reference
and required.
tape to
A. E. Spokes, WEAV, Plattsburg, N.Y.
Needed: One or two men (or girls) with
1st class ticket. Lite maintenance. Be willing to help in copy, sales, or announcing.
Northern
IndianaCity.
— Two stations. Udell,
WIMS, Michigan
Negro disc jockey needed at once. Send
audition
photo,
tion firsttape,
letter.
Sendand allcomplete
to FredinformaWebb,
WMFS, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
Deejay for all night swing, major market.
Must have first phone ticket. Send tape to
National Program Director, Storz Stations,
Omaha, Nebraska.
Technical
Wanted: experienced engineer. Take completecellent
chargeposition
engineering
Exfor right department.
man. Box 735M,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for two station combine. Allaround ability required with directional
array and perienctransmitter
and exe a must. Goodknowledge
opportunity
for
advancement for qualified man with a
growing and established organization.
Write, wire or phone: WPIK, Alexandria,
Virginia. Personal interview required.
First class transmitter engineers WAMS,
Wilmington, Del., and WRAP, Norfolk, Va.
Chief for KATZ, St. Louis, Mo. Contact
Tim Crow, Rollins Broadcasting, 414 French
St., Wilmington, Del.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman for both desk and air work, with
emphasis on local news, wanted for New
York City metropolitan area station. Send
resume, tape and photograph. Please write
to Box 669M, BROADCASTING.
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/
tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married; veteran; age 30-35; capable public
speaker and mc. A steady, dependable and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional
gimmicks
and but
feature
program
specialties.
Aggressive,
not high
pressure.
Box 680M. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman to write and air local news,
handle mobile unit, remotes on successful
station. Must know how to produce human
interest features as well as spot coverage.
Send details, audition tape, photo, salary
expected. Box 745M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
radio Good
newsman
desiring
television experience.
salary.
Box 750M,
BROADCASTING.
News diodirector
for completely
equipped
raand television
dept. Upper
midwest.
Network affiliate. Send details Box 751M,
BROADCASTING.
Continuity writer, able and experienced, to
take charge of continuity department.
Pleasant work, good pay. Send resume and
samples
Scot McCullough, KAKE Radio,
Wichita, toKansas.
g production man ,to
Wanted, outstandin
create and tape production commercials
features, handle
tape and edit special event music
Exshow.photo
daily popular
three hour
cellent salary. Resume, sample tapes, Maine.
to Manager. WCSH-Radio, Portland,
station in
Traffic director for major market secretarial
chain. Some or write:.
multiple station
Call Jock Bliss at Glendale 6-5461,
WLAV-AM-FM, 6 Fountain Street, Grand
Rapids, Michigan.
experienced in
News director. Must beairing.
on
Heavy on
and full informati
, writing
gatheringSend
and
tape
local
WNXT, Portsmouth, Ohio.
partone man news-de
wanted—
n Town
Newsmament.
a mature
of 36,000. We need love
with
d individual in Use beeper
minded, educate
news not afraid of extra hours. and news
radio
College,
e.
minitap
phone,
nce desirable. ,FullP.O.details
coverage experieRichard
Box
Scholem
tape to n,Mr.Ohio.
and Massillo
573,
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager-engineer, will sell, prefer single
market.. Let's talk. Box 150M,
station ASTING
BROADC

a young aggressive allradio
Believe it or not who
the
does not have mind
executive exists want
a creative
answers. If you
your
a format to meet
capable of adapting
is
specific needs, please write! Myce forte
priisation
experien
andandmy sales
creative marilysales
administr
in sales
as assistant general
Currently employed market
earning over
manage/ in major
plus percentage of
fifteen thousand a year
ambition!
looking,
for
reason
gross Only
Box 617M, BROADCASTING.
c sales manager
Proven, young, energeti
manager
earning $10,000 ready for general producer
creative
r,
announce
Top
position.sales leader. Experienced both majorwriter,
ive ideas.
and small markets. Fresh, imaginatBest
refer-e
nded.
Civic-mi
Married.ences.College.
challeng
have
Prefer west. Do you
for me? Box 628M, BROADCASTING.
r/tv. Capable ProgramStationming manager,
sales. Proven record. Box 646M,
andSTING.
BROADCA
7
University trained. 10 years experience,
assistant or
Seekingremaining
director.Prefer
as program
m
ip.
full managersh
Florida. Box 689M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced general manager, previously
comsmall
managed mercial
markets.
of top 10now
in one station,
managermarket
to manage small to medium market
Want
south or southwest. Throughly trained in
know-how,
Sales and
every phase.
Box
leader. Famchurch ticket.
sober, civic
ING.
715M,ily BROADCAST
General manager-sales manager. Fifteen
packspots, co-op
sellingsegments
yearsage experience
deals, saturations,
to regional,
knowlThorough
distributors.
local, retail,
edge station operation. Highest industry
references. Box 730M, BROADCASTING.
Manager-commercial manager, chief engineer and announcer. Top references, experienced. Box 739M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Manager and/or sales manager. Top caliber
personality and background. Experienced
in format, standard and network stations.
Strong on creative and promotional selling.
Keen market analyist. Strong leader and
developer
of talent.
Superb
salesman.to
Career
minded
broadcaster
dedicated
qualitative
commercial
concept.
soon. Box 741M, BROADCASTING. Available
Need a manager? Presently assistant manager Massachusetts chain. Ten years proven
sales record. Only quality station apply.
Box 767M, BROADCASTING.
Radio executive ambitious to manage, sell
and promote small-medium market 250 —
5whose
kw independent
station
honest ownersnon-union
value theadult
community
interests of their listeners and the sales
needs of their clients. Anxious to build
profitable-proud
good-music
"Home Town"
station.
Experienced
all phases
dependable,
young, married,
family, radio-tv,
college,
ambitious,
no-clockwatcher.
Mustbudget.
have freehand within
limits of realistic
Will
consider all markets. Box 775M, BROADCASTING.
Manager
wishescentral
to locate
midwest or south
singlein ormedium
dual station
market. If your station is capable of doing
more business and you will permit honest,
conscientious,
competent
operation,
discuss my fifteen
years of radio.
Then let's
you
be the judge. Box 787M, BROADCASTING.
Station manager. Available on or before
August 15. Present property sold at six
figure Box
capital790M,
gainBROADCASTING.
after I tripled billings.
Write
Sales
Impeccable references, background, earnings
demonstrate
aggressiveness,
ligence,
character. Mature
(35), choosy;intelyet
adaptable. Brief sales (iy2 years), 17 years
metropolitan broadcasting provide merchandising, national rep, retailing, promotion, programming-sales comprehension.
Large market only or small market with
management-ownership
proviso. Box 537M,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman/announcer. Sales specialist. Mike
pro. Young, ambitious. Knowledge of all
station
ING. operation. Box 613M, BROADCASTExperienced,
aggressive,
selling and
announcing. Young,
married, children,
veteran,
college. Box 774M, BROADCASTING.
Attention Owners of radio station. Is your
station losing money? Have you a lazy sales
manager? I can make you profits. Box
784M, BROADCASTING.
Can sell radio time; prefer some announcing. Proven sales record. Ray Malone, Rt.
5, Box 102, Chillicothe, Ohio.

AIR

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Announcer — I have what it takes. If talent
really tells, let this beginners tape talk.
Box 538M, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj; strong commercials, gimmicks, operative.
operateBox board.
Steady, creative, co539M, BROADCASTING.
Young man determined to succeed. Well
trained.
Any reasonable offer? Box 540M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
young,
to learn.
Cooperative. Prefers
Penn.eager
Operate
board.
Box
541M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, mature. Sales minded. Copywriter. Good background. Operate board.
Box 542M, BROADCASTING.
Negro
announcer-djSocko
intelligent.
Versatile.
Sales experience.
show. Box
543M,
BROADCASTING.
Female announcer, plus. Good background.
Women's
plus. Reliable. Versatile.
Box 610M,programs,
BROADCASTING.
Gospel
programs. Announcer
- producer packager.
handling
commercials
staff
duties.Capable
Box 611M,
BROADCASTING.
TV-AM basic network outlet in medium
market seeks desirable spot for one of its
well-qualified,
capable
ably made surplus
by staff
changemenin unavoidprogram
policy. Good habits, best references and
good performance. Wire station for details
through Box 643M, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj.
gimmicks, commercials, sales. Creative,
Steady. Cooperative.
Tape
available. Box 644M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 34, top news and commercial
man; first ticket, dim view top 40s. Box
720M, BROADCASTING.
Southeast especially Florida, broadcasting school graduate, announce, operate
board. Box 732M, BROADCASTING.
Morning man — 5 years experience, married,
Minnesota — Wisconsin stations preferred.
Box 734M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer — 1st phone, play-by-play. Presently top market. 10 years experience. Box
738M, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, network quality experience, versatile, spirituals, desires position
future. Box 746M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer — first phone. No
maintenance. Married, stable, dependable.
Prefer ation.
top Minimum
forty $85.
or strong
pop Miss..
music Texas,
operOklahoma.
La.,
Mo.,
or
Kansas.
Box
947M,
BROADCASTING.
North westerner — Open for genuine offers.
Some experience. License. No maintenance.
Box 748M, BROADCASTING.

PERSONALITIES

• Must have proven rating in large metro market
• Distinctive personality
Send aircheck and resume
Lester M. Smith — General Manager
Seattle, Portland & Spokane

Radio

P.O. Box 5886, Portland 22, Oregon
KJR Seattle —

KXL

Portland —

KNEW

Spokane
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Solid major market experience, college
graduate,
25. Rating-nabbing
dj, convincing
commercials,
knowledgeable
newscasts.
Know
modern
radio.
Box
754M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-deejay finishing service. Five
years
radio-tv WBAL,
experience
including College
WRC.
Washington;
Baltimore.
graduate.
Available
September
7.
Box
757M,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile first phone-announcer. No maintenance. Six years radio. Capable airman,
handle copy, programming; experienced
news reporter. No sales. Minimum $100.
South only, want Atlanta, Chattanooga, or
Florida. Box 758M, BROADCASTING.
Top quality
staff voiceanything.
— air salesman.
Married, vet, handle
Box 759M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj — 14 months experience, would
like to locate in midwsst, available immediately. Married, $70 weekly, tapes. Box
762M, BROADCASTING.
DJ-announcer wishes to relocate in southeast. Production minded, voung, ambitious.
Box 770M, BROADCASTING.
Two upstate New York announcers desire
move to even
DJ, news, commercials. Boxlarger
786M, market.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-disc jockey: Want a man with
excellent sonality
airwork?exnerience
in staff
or perFifteen years
of successful
radio broadcasting, ideas, college degree
and dependability and more is yours if you
D?rmit me to prove it. Must be permanent.
Let meview show
the proof.
Personal interonly. Boxyou788M,
BROADCASTING.
Veteran mentssportscaster
now accepting
assignfor coming football
and basketball
seasons. Prefer permanent tie-up, but will
consider
free-lance. Top markets only. Box
793M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio announcer, mature, pop
show, good news. Excellent voice. Box
797M, BROADCASTING.
Your nite-owl man with a flair for the unusual. Yakateer — pitchman — music-man,
Cholly
Brown One
at your
service. "Knickerbrown"
AM. 2-3972. The Bread?
loaf
per
week. 3847 Olentangy Blvd., Columbus
14, Ohio.
Exciting football, basketball, baseball
sportscaster-salesman. 6 years experience.
1st phone. Basil deSoto, 1801 Coldwater
Canyon, Beverly Hills, Calif. Crestview
5-8592.
Combo-man: First phone: Trained
phases of broadcasting: Married,
western states. Available now. Rick
toon, 157 Ximeno, Long Beach 3,
phone GEneva 3-4682.

IN

KQV
HOTTEST

in all
prefer
HunCalif.,

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Young negro disc jockey. "The fabulous
junior
king college,
of rock nvet.
roll."Travel.
Experienced,
references,
Write:
Freddie
Illinois. McMorris, 826 S. Wabash, Chicago,
Announcer, 1st phone. $85, no car. Berkshire
7-6721
after 5:00
p.m. Walter Piasecki, 2219
N. Parkside,
Chicago.
Announcer/engineer, with ability to write
copy, and
sales.north
1st class
ticket.
Will experience
work hard. inPrefer
east
location. Will do maintenance if necessary,
will travel if necessary. Write to Garfield
Ricketts, 406 East 140th St., New York 54,
N.Y.
Announcer. Three years college, speech,
English major. Married, mature, reliable.
Tape, photo,
Strong news,
commercials,resume.
Everett Roberson,
Midwestern
Broadcasting School, 228 S. Wabash, Chicago. Wabash 2-0712.
Young, ambitious man desires position as
announcer-dj in New England-upstate New
York
area.52 Tape-resume
upon request.
Starratt,
Akron St.. Meriden,
Conn. Mai
Negro dj. Six years experience, contact
Clarence Williams, 113 Reid Avenue, Brooklyn, N.Y.
Top-notch country dj and salesman. Can
sell own shows
and others.
years experience. References.
CurleyTenWilson,
713
Irwin Ave., Chillicothe, Ohio, or phone
Prospect 3-0167.
Technical
Florida opportunity wanted. First phone.
Experienced radio, tv, and communications.
Box 579M, BROADCASTING.

Qualified young man with proven rating
record as program director and disc jockey
available. Prefers west coast. Must have
$150.00 weekly. Box 768M, BROADCASTING.
Resourceful newsman seeks position with
station intent upon doing sincere job of
informing listeners. Can write, gather, deliver! Aggressive! Married, B.S. Box 773M,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION

Chief engineer.
years and
am-fm.
Experienced to 5 kw.TenStudio
transmitter
maintenance. Remote control. Wants permanent job with good future. Possibly
working into television or management.
What do vou have to offer? Box 756M,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Management
Proven small market experience in sales
management needed by southern full-power
vhf. 5-figure annual salary to man who can
qualify. Box 674M, BROADCASTING.

Chief,tion.construction,
operaHave tools, testmodernization,
gear, transportation.
Fair announcer. Some experience in accounting, sales, management.
Mature, only.
family m=?n. College
graduate. Southeast
Box 785M. BROADCASTING.
Engineer: First phone. Eighteen years chief.
Three years television. Can double in sales.
Box 795M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer/staff announcer. Available
now. North Carolina only. 3 years same
station. Box 802M, BROADCASTING.
2nd phone (Also ham license) wants work
Chicago or vicinity. LA 5-5060.

Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv salesman. Opportunity to
become sales manager. Medium southeast
market. Box 671M, BROADCASTING.
Full power vhf in medium southern market
is expanding staff. Need two men to fill
out sales department. Good opportunity.
Good pay. Good accounts. Box 675M,
BROADCASTING.
TV sales manager to manage national sales
2 tv stations and supervise local tv sales
managers. Box 753M, BROADCASTING.
TV salesman. Opening on area sales staff,
WISH-TV,
Indianapolis.salesman.
Excellent
tunity for experienced
Mailopporonly,
complete mercial
details
to
Joseph
E.
Lake,
ComManager.
New local tv programming creates growth
opportunity for stable executive type salesman. A andlittle
or tvontime
ence
muchradio
ability
yoursales
partexperialong
with my help and leads to get you started
should result in $8,000 to $10,000 commission
per year soon and more in future. Salary
first 6 months. Send resume and photo to
Keith
Sales Manager, WJIM-TV,
Lansing, Oliver,
Michigan.

PITTSBURGH

STATION

IN

THE

EAST

Auditioning for all-night man. Fast pace, modern
Send tape, air check, photographs and resume to:
Chuck

Dougherty, Program

Director

KQV
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
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Situations Wanted — (Contd)
Production-Programming, Other*
Highly experienced radio tv copywriter,
(Mature,
friendly,
personable),
California or Texas.
Creative
account for
executive
or
women's
show
narrator
—
specialize
food,
retail, real estate. National ad agency,
department store experience. Box 249M,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman-announcer . . . Experienced, all
phases Excellent
top CBS references,
affiliate radio
newssports.
collegetv degree.
Prefer west coast. Box 655M, BROADCASTING.
Storz-type production manager and idea
man. Have top 40-itls. Would like to swing
with good music station. $150 minimum,
midwest only. Box 733M, BROADCASTING.
News director desires more challenging positiontative
with lively
operation. Authoridelivery.news
Resourceful,
creative
writer. Over decade in radio. Box 737M,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman. Experienced professional. Will be
happy
as director,
newscaster
anywhere
news is reporter
important.or Box
765M,
BROADCASTING.
Need amentquality
director.ideas,
Manageknowledge,program
programming
top
deejay. Presently operations manager New
England
chain. Box 766M, BROADCASTING.

operation.

Announcers
Southeastern vhf interested in announcer
with tv experience. Personality, voice
quality, must be excellent. Man we are
lookingsires for
is employed
happily,
deto move
and improve.
Boxbut597M,
BROADCASTING.
Staff tv announcer for San Diego station.
Must
have
personality.
InBROADCASTING.
clude photogood
with on-camera
resume. Write
Box 664M,
Wanted. On camera announcer with good
delivery and
selling
commercials.ability
Station nowto deliver
expanding
facilities
to cover all north Texas and southern
Oklahoma. Apply by letter onlv to C. I.
Hinkle. KXII-TV. Ardmore. Oklahoma.
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Newscaster — Announcer. Send tape, photo
and background. WAFG-TV, Huntsville,
Ala.
Technical
TV engineer who would enjoy installation,
maintenance, and operation of studio, transmitter and microwave equipment in Montana's newest, most modern tv studio. Box
729M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer for tv station now expanding facilities. If you are qualified to step
up to full responsibility of chief engineer
and technically qualified and capable of
employing and supervising personnel, write
to C. I. Hinkle, KXII-TV
your application
Ardmore,
Oklahoma. Facility is being expanded to cover north Texas and southern
Oklahoma and opening is immediate.
TV engineers wanted. Vacancies available
in southern capita] city station for transmitter engineers. Send complete resume to
Arthur Lancaster, WRAL-TV, Raleigh, N.C.
Production-Programming, Others
Producer-director position open in southvhf. Give and
full salary
details requirements.
as to experienceeasternambitions,
Good team man with vitality, originality
and plenty of ideas wanted. Box 598M,
BROADCASTING.
Working news director wanted for vhf in
southeast. Must be able to write, edit,
shoot 16 mm, and possibly do an on-the-air
job. Box 599M, BROADCASTING.
If you have
program/production andhad
are experience
looking for inlocation
where
you can have full charge, you may be the
man we want. This is an opportunity seldom offered. Give us details. Southern
market. Box 676M, BROADCASTING.
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married; veteran; age 30-35; capable public
speaker and mc. A steady, dependable and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional gimmicks and feature program specialities. Aggressive, but not high pressure.
Box 680M, BROADCASTING.
Production manager and director-switcher.
Medium-sized station stresses quality commercial production. Must be reliable,
conscientious and able to direct others.
Degree or comparable experience required
Box 761M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted for Atlantic states vhf station in
major market, a traffic manager and a film
director. Please send complete resume,
references and picture to Box 778M,
BROADCASTING.
Production supervisor. Position opening in
long established, south central vhf, CBS
basic station. Excellent facilities and staff.
Send full details as to experience, salary requirements, references. Must possess leadership, creativeness, production know-how,
desire
to
work.
Box 794M, BROADCASTING.

TV

TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Experienced syndicated tv program sales.
Covering New England. Good contacts, good
closer. Open to anything promising. Box
801M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Proven record on and off camera for eight
years. Currently employed in major three
station market. Sports, commercials, news,
you name portunity.
it. BoxLooking
for that rare op668M, BROADCASTING.
Mature quality voice — Air salesman. Married, vet wants top radio market. Will conING. sider start in tv. Box 760M, BROADCASTExperienced radio announcer seeking tv
opportunity.
Good BROADCASTING.
voice, excellent appearance. Box 798M,
Newscaster — with novel gimmick (trained
dog actssatile inasstaff
copyboy).
Dignified
veroperation.
$100 voice,
per week.
Johnny Edmund, 502 Annadale Drive, Columbus 14, Ohio. Telephone AM 8-7936.
Technical
Engineer-studio,
6 monthsworkshop
experience.
Willing to learn. Television
graduate.
Box 755M, BROADCASTING.
Young married man with 1st phone desires
television position. Some operational experience, and college training. Presently emWrite, Nick
Brower,
Jr., 101 Kenwood ployed.
Way, San
Francisco
27, California.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, five years experience
largeket market,
desiresmanager.
relocate Salary
small open,
maras production
family,
highest references. Boxcollege
477M, graduate,
BROADCASTING.
TV production man, 26 years old, vet. BA,
MA, UCLA. Desires position with a future.
Box 641M, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative. Versatile.
Box 645M, BROADCASTING.
TV production
man experience:
with know-how
and
ideas.
Professional
directing,
camera, video, audio, projection, studio
lighting, film edit, 3 years. Radio announcer,
2 years.versity,Taught
3 years. BAradio-tv
and MAmidwest
degreesuni-in
radio-tv programming. Will receive PhD
degree samesertation.area
upon considered.
completion Family.
of disAll offers
Available immediately. Box 749M, BROADCASTING.
Program director, 7 years tv, 2 years as
program director major market experience.
Available personal interview. B.A., family,
mature, honest, able. Box 779M, BROADCASTING.
Producer, director, switcher seeks challenging job west of Chicago. Have directed
all types programs from Bach to Baseball.
Over 10.000 hours directing live programs.
Top references. Box 780M, BROADCASTING.
TV-radio news director — Past six years
highest rated news show in five station
market. Shoot, write, present, produce
news. Desire move to sea coast station.
Present salary in five figures. Will negotiate
for
right location. Box 799M, BROADCASTING.

OPPORTUNITIES

Expansion Program
SALES

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Film cameraman experienced in motion
pictures (Sound and silent), processing and
editing. Excellent still photographer.
Schooling at Kent State U., Ohio and U. of
Miami, Coral Gables, Fla. Currently working fulltime
WMSB-TVAge and
parttravel.
time
WILX-TV
in Michigan.
26, will
Write Charles Warner. Jr., 1621 W. Shiawassee, Lansing 15, Michigan.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For Sale: 1 Presto-85E
recording amplifier
with 2 recording mechanisms model 6N. Box
550M, BROADCASTING.
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter. Channels
2 thru 6. Low price. Send for details. Box
667M, BROADCASTING.
RCA BTF-3B fm transmitter. 3 kw output.
Details. Box 725M, BROADCASTING.
Ampex stereo 350-B2P $1400; 351-2P $1500;
2allTelefunken
$275;BROADCASTING.
2 KM-56 m $340,
like new. U/47
Box (S>
771M,
Best offer buys: One G.E. type BT-4-A
10 kwput tubes.
fm This
amplifier
several
outunit with
requires
a 3 kwuseddriver.
It is in good operating condition. Call
Washington,
D.C. at ADams 4-0700, Ext.
101A.
Collins 300 G 100/250 watt transmitter complete with antenna tuning unit — Spare
tubes — less crystal. Presently being used on
1400 kc. $1250.00 f.o.b. Galesburg, Illinois.
Available about October 1st. WGIL, Ray
Bevenour.
Will have available soon for sale one Lehigh
212-foot self supporting tower complete.
Also
1000 Make
feet ofan rigid
co-ax approximately
transmission line.
offer %"to
Marvin Seimes, Chief Engineer, WGNY,
161 Broadway, Newburgh, N. Y.
Western Electric 310-B, mint condition, 10
sets tubes. Western Electric high level
modulated transmitter ok for standby,
Conelrad, both equipped remote control.
Want
or Jr.,
equivalent.
Make meLangevin
an offer. "Progar"
Fred Haney,
WRALRadio, Raleigh, N.C, phone Temple 4-6401.
Flashcasting Trans-Lux news sign . . .
61' x 4'5". Complete remote control equipment. Good working condition. Reasonable.
WRVM, 130 Clinton Avenue South,
Rochester 4, N.Y.
Caterpillar diesel and generator model
D8800.
Outputoffer
50 kw.
In A-l Write
condition.
No
reasonable
refused.
WTAL,
Drawer A, Tallahassee, Florida.
Stephens Wirless microphone complete,
used,erainEquipment
excellentCo. condition
Inc., 315— $250.00.
W. 43rdCamSt.,
New York, JUdson 6-1420.
Complete
RCA
modelradio
5 DXbroadcasting
transmitter, equipment
5 kw, now—
operating in good condition on 1150 kc.
Includes three Blaw Knox self-supporting
antenna, 223, 223, and 465 feet high, tower
beacon equipment, transmission lines and
couplers, monitoring and metering devices,
and text equipment. Sealed bids will be
opened at 2:00 P.M., CST, August 25, 1959.
Address inquiries and requests for bid
forms to Director of Business Affairs, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, P.O. Box
2950. Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles,
cameras,
broadcast Systems
equipment. Calleverything
Mr. Charol,in Technical
Corp.,
12-01
43rd
Ave.,
Long
Island
City,
N.Y.

-SOUTHERN

Makes Available These Positions
PRODUCTION
ANNOUNCING

Local and regional
Experienced director and
$5000 guarantee
Film Editor $100 +
Radio experience okay
Box 800M, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

VHF

Booth and live
Send tape and photo
Radio experience okay
97

FOR SALE

RADIO

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Immediately available. 30 only, high voltage
RF-85KC power supplies. Input: 115 volts,
AC 60 cycle. Output: 40,000 volts, 500 microamps, 6-10,000 volts, variable tap. Both outputs fully regulated with complete 14 tube
regulator. Available fob Toledo. Inquiries
invited for all or part. Giantview Television
Network, 901 Livernois Avenue, Ferndale
20, Michigan.

Help Wanted — Sales

Technical

Aggressive and 'major market experi-

SALES ENGINEER AUDIO PRODUCTS
Immediate opening for broadcast engineer experienced in all phases of
audio equipment and audio systems.
Responsible position in sales office of
leading broadcast equipment manufacturer. Limited travel. Complete company benefits. Send complete resume
and photo.
Box 602M, BROADCASTING

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Looking
for us?
We'reour looking
for you.
Small market
station
goal. West
preferred. Considerate
and reasonable
with
your
offer.
Let
us
hear
from
you.
Box
627M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Two experienced broadcasters
desire to lease or buy small am station in
15-25,000
area. All replies confidential. Box
743M, BROADCASTING.

SALES MANAGER
forenced"
fast-rising and fast moving station
in Top Ten Market. We've got the product— we have been obtaining tremendous gains in sales — so if you want to
make BIG MONEY, send us a resume of
your qualifications.
Box 696M, BROADCASTING
••••••••••••••••••••a**

Production-Programming, Others

SALES

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept.
Oct. information,
28, 1959, January
6, Marchand2,
1960. 2,For
references
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
F.C.C. license in six weeks. Inexpensive,
practical.
class August
finder, 510 Resident
16th St., Oakland,
Calif. 3. PathMISCELLANEOUS
Ready for Fall? For discriminating sponsors,
order custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J
Productions,
bus, Ohio. 2899 Templeton Road, ColumQualified consulting engineer. Specializing
in daytime applications, frequency surveys,
and powersissippi.
increases.
Area west1006of East
the MisDouglas F. Mariska,
16th
Avenue, San Mateo, California.
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OPPORTUNITY

Large eastern group is ex-

Equipment
1 kw fm and other fm accessories. Write
Box 631M, BROADCASTING.
Tape recorder, professional type, rack
mounted
CASTING. or portable. Box 726M. BROADREL model 707 STL or equivalent. Also
Hammarlund R.F. Remote control unit. Box
729, Glendale, California.
Used 5 kw am transmitter, must be in good
condition. Jim Petty, WGAY, Silver Spring,
Maryland.
1-10 kw fm transmitters. TV transmitters
any power, am transmitters 5 and 10 kw
urgently needed. Cameras and studio equipment. Technical Systems Corp., 12-01 43rd
Avenue, Long Island City 1, N.Y.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)

panding radio and television sales staffs at its
stations. These are career
positions, paying

salary

and commission, with unparalleled opportunity to
move

into management

if

you are qualified.
Box 792M,
BROADCASTING

Announcers
IMAGINATIVE
D.J. PERSONALITY
For one of nation's pioneer radio stations in Southeastern metropolitan market. Send tape, photo and resume.
Box 776M, BROADCASTING
DEEJAY
100 game all sports play-by-play
schedule, personal appearances,
word hard. We need a man to do
all these and more . . . with heavy
promotion
to be the
man with the...teenagers
in a "big"
halfmillion market. Two station network . . . tops in both areas.
Replacing 3-year evening man.
Many benefits. $500 a month to
START . . . must be worth much
more soon. Top experience essential. Send tape and resume immediately to Gerry Grainger,
WWCA, Gary, Indiana. Must be
. available August 1st.
\ -Cr. -^5^- t<5^. <^&-- '^Cs '-5^ --i?"-
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Promotion-conscious
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
for hot station in Top Ten Market
to help us remain the fastest-moving
operation in the country: programming, rating and sales-wise. Major
market experience required. Send
summary
your o
background and
capab
ilitiesoft
Box 695M, BROADCASTING
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| EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY |
= For a program manager in one of the =
= ten top markets at a long established =
= station. Must be fully experienced in =
EE modern radio, creative, bright and a =
= good administrator. Man must be ag- =
= gressive, know popular music and be =
= able to build a personality for the sta- =
= tion to make it stand out as an inde- =
= pendent station among its competitors. =
|
Box 777M, BROADCASTING I
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Nationally known Deejay
TOM EDWARDS
is now available
Radio and/or TV
Phone — Wire — Write
8025 Parmenter Dr.
Cleveland 29, Ohio
TUxedo 4-6462
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
Production-Programming, Others
WOMAN FOR MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT!
Woman with extensive knowledge of
merchandising needed at once. Must
have knowledge of food and drug
business and be willing to relocate.
Woman needed to be part of 8-person
merchandising department. Send resume
to Tom McCollum,
WLEE-WXEX-TV
Richmond, Virginia
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical
Communications

RCA
BROADCAST
FIELD
ENGINEERS
Qualified applicants should possess first
class radio-telephone license, good technical schooling and two or three years'
maintenance experience on TV studio
or TV transmitter equipment.
These positions will pay top salaries.
Liberal RCA benefits included.
For personal interview, please send a
complete resume of your education and
experience to:
Mr. Edward J. McGarrigan
Employment Manager, Dept. YP-IG
RCA Service Company
Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
W////////////////////////////////////////////////7Z
WANTED
Radio station in large area. Must have
good potential. Will consider any price.
Write: P.O. Box 815,
Bridgeport, Connecticut.
:2ZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ&
PERSONNEL SERVICE
FINGER ON THE PULSE
Experienced
personnel
for radio
television stations
for U.S.A.
and and
overseas.
Write, phone or wire
PAUL BARON, Manager Broadcast Dept.
MAUDE LENNOX PERSONNEL SERVICE INC.
{Agency)
Rockefeller Center — 630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, New York
Circle 6-0276
cturn postage required with audition tapes.
Li
MISCELLANEOUS
Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.
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f Top Bcstrs.
for am
ties in Sanplication oAntonio,
Tex.Inc.,
Action
July facili9.
Granted petition by South Coast Bcstg.
Co., for dismissal without prejudice of its
application for am facilities in Laguna
Beach, Calif., and retained in hearing status
remaining
in consolidation.
Action July applications
8.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Granted petition by KRHM Bcstg. Co.,
respondent, for extension of time from July
9 to Sept. 9 for filing proposed findings of
fact and conclusions and from July 30 to
Sept. 30 for filing replies in proceeding on
application
of Harold
for fm facilities in Garden
Grove, Lampel
Calif., provided
that
if prior thereto Commission shall have issued final decision in Redondo Beach protest hearing, proposed findings in instant
proceeding shall be filed two weeks from
date of release of final decision and reply
findings three weeks from date of filing
proposed findings. Action July 9.
Granted petition by Bert Williamson and
Lester W.hearing
Spillane
of pre-28
conference for
fromcontinuance
July 8 to July
in proceeding on their application and that
of Goleta
Bcstg. and
Assoc.
for Barbara,
new am both
stations in Goleta
Santa
California. Action July 8.
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
17 in proceeding on applications of James
E. Walley for new am station in Oroville,
Calif., et al. Action July 7.
By Hearing Examiner Horace Stern
Ordered that briefs of all parties in Boston, Mass., tv ch. 5 remand proceeding be
filed on or before July 24. (Previous order
of April
14 postponed
April
20
filing date.)
Action then-scheduled
July 14.

Continued from Page 92
for 2 p.m., July 22, in proceeding on am
application of Radio Missouri Corp.
(WAMV), East St. Louis, 111. Action July 7.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Permian Basin Radio
Corp. (KHOB), Hobbs, N.M., for leave to
amend its am application to incorporate
facts relating to transfer of control approved by Commission on April 22; record
reopened
solely for and
purpose
of receiving
tendered amendment
thereafter
closed.
Action July 10.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Scheduled prehearing conference for July
16 and on own motion continued without
date hearing
for July
23 inBcstg.
proceeding on amscheduled
application
of Laird
Inc. (KHAK), Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Action
July 10.
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for
July6 proceeding.
23 in Perrine-South
tv ch.
Action JulyMiami,
9. Fla.
Issued order formalizing certain agreements
at July on
7 prehearing
ferencereached
in proceeding
applicationscon-of
David M. Segal, Denver Bcstg. Co., and
Satellite Center Radio Co., for am facilities
in Boulder,
Denver,
and Arvada,
all 28
Colo-to
rado; continued
hearing
from July
Nov. 16. Action July 7.
By ActingHerbert
Chief Sharfman
Hearing Examiner
Granted petition by Natalia Bcstg. Co.,
for dismissal
its application for without
new am prejudice
station inof Natalia,
Tex., and retained in hearing status ap-

STATIONS

KAPR
|
I
Douglas, Arizona
| 1000 watt daytime. $70,000, with
29% down. Market— copper, cattle,
: lettuce.
Box 51 1M, BROADCASTING.
I
Pacific Northwest Daytimer
Top rated station in good market.
1958 gross, $90,000 with substantial cash flow. 1959 doing even
better. $120,000 with 29% down.
Excellent terms on balance.
Box 79 1M, BROADCASTING.
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
GUNZENDORFER
California 250 watt station $11,600
down. Balance 10 years, starting
January 1, 1960. Total price $40,000. Colorado 1000 watt daytimer
$20,000 down. 10 year payout at
$6500 a year. Arizona 5000 watt
daytimer $140,000. For control 29%
down.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Consultants
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.
Have immediate buyers for Texas '
and/or New Mexico 250 watters
and 1 KW's. List with PATT McDONALD, Box 9266, AUSTIN,
TEXAS. GL 3-8080.
DiK.

FOR

-

SALE

terms
Single 250w
Single
cash
250w
terms
Small
70M
50M
115M terms
Small
lkw-D
Fla.
Wash Small
$38M terms
Miss. Small
5kw-D
95M terms
W.Va
78M
98M terms
lkw-D
100M
Pa.
terms
N.C. Small
lkw-D
Small
250w-F
250w
terms
175M
terms
Medium lkw-D
35M terms
Ky.
Cal.
Medium 500w
Large
250M terms
IM.Y.
Mich. Medium
Fla.
terms
250M
lkw-F
225M terms
S.E.
250w
Major 5kw-D
275M terms
lkw-F
S.W. Small
terms
AM
-TV
And
S.E.
450M
Small
VHF-TV
Dthers
5kw-D
PAU l_ H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
Atlanta
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

Vt.
Cal.
Ala.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

~-~~>~ STATIONS FOR SALE ~~~<~~
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th»
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
(FOR THE RECORD) 99

The

the

Stage

First

Before

Stage!

America's major missile launching pads are
served directly on land by trucks — and only
by trucks. The missile that rides skyward to
outer space rides first on a motor truck . . .
sometimes all the way across the country. A
transcontinental ride for such a "mystery"
cargo is just what you'd expect in a land where
everything you can think of travels by truck
. . . where the business man, the farmer, the
storekeeper, the housewife — everyone depends
on truck transport.

AMERICAN
TRUCKING
INDUSTRY
American Trucking Associations, Inc., Washington 6, D. C.
THE WHEELS THAT GO EVERYWHERE
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Lloyd

Lloyd Griffin's achievements as an
ace salesman and respected executive in
radio and television must cause scarcely
a ripple of surprise among his old
friends in Centralia, 111.
For seven years at Centralia's Township High School and at Northwestern
U., young Lloyd was a crack debater,
participating in state and nationwide
competitions. And invariably, Griff (as
his friends still call him) was the president of his school class.
There can be no doubt that this ability for skilled persuasion and for
leading people stood him in good stead
in a variety of jobs he has held in
broadcasting over the past 29 years —
station announcer-salesman, broadcast
media buyer, government information
administrator, spot advertising sales[ man, and, finally, in 1949, a partner
in Free & Peters, station representative.
The firm name was changed in 1956 to
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc. to
reflect more accurately the contributions of Mr. Griffin, vice president in
charge of television, and Russel Woodward, executive vice president.
Looks the Part • Mr. Griffin projects
a formidable image. He is a strikingly
tall man (about six feet, three inches),
robust of frame, with graying, wavy
hair enhancing a general portrait of
distinction and solidity. His voice retains the resonance of the trained
speaker; his manner is poised, warm
and friendly in the tradition of the relaxed and confident salesman.
His friends say Mr. Griffin is still an
ardent enthusiast of the Midwest in
which he was reared although he is
not strictly a native son. Lloyd Griffin
was born in Tucson on June 23, 1909,
when Arizona was still a territory. But
his father brought the family eastward
to Centralia when Lloyd was an infant.
His father operated a small chain of
motion picture theatres and served for
a term as mayor of Centralia.
A boyhood experience that Mr.
Griffin recalls fondly occurred in 1926
when he was 17. He was chosen,
along with 3 1 other boys from throughout the United States, to attend a
Young Men's Christian Assn. conference devoted to world peace in
Helsinki, Finland.
"And this really is a small world,"
Mr. Griffin comments smilingly, "because one of the other boys, representing Ohio, was Frank Stanton. We've
been friends ever since."
Busy Man on Campus • During his
high school and college days, Mr. GrifBROADCASTING, July 20, 1959

Griffin
fin held an assortment of outside jobs
in addition to having an active campus
life. In the spring of 1930, when he
was a college sophomore, he was engaged to arrange a television exhibit
at the university for an experimental
tv station. As part of his duties, he
served as master of ceremonies on the
tv program. An executive of WIBO
Chicago (now WIND) was impressed
by young Griffin and asked him to
join the staff of the radio station.
That initial job while still at Northwestern— a jack-of-all-trades position
covering announcing, selling, production and "even sweeping the floors" —
provided the impetus for a life-long
career in broadcasting. He received a
B.S. degree in speech at Northwestern
U. in 1932, and he remained in station
work until 1936— with WIBO, WBBM
Chicago, WXYZ Detroit, and WLW
Cincinnati.
From 1936 until 1943, Mr. Griffin
worked the agency side of the street
at Knox-Reeves Adv.. Minneapolis. He
was media buyer for the General Mills
account for two years and in 1938 was
promoted to radio director. Mr. Griffin
left the agency in 1943 to join the Office of War Information and was assigned to India as deputy director in
charge. It was during his OWI tour
that he met H. Preston Peters, then
president of Free & Peters. Mr. Peters
must have been impressed with the
personable Mr. Griffin for he invited
him to join the company.
Keeps Moving Eastward • He was
assigned
the company's
Chicago
office fromtoNovember
1945 until
March

PGW's Lloyd Griffin
Centralians knew it all along

1951 when he was transferred to New
York headquarters. Mr. Griffin was
appointed a vice president of the company in October 1946 and a director in
October 1947. He was elected a partner in 1949.
Mr. Griffin envisages the role of a
representative to a station as that of
a "builder" in all areas of operation:
sales, programming, promotion, research, all carried on by different departments, including a station news
center for public relations. He is proud
particularly
of PGW's emphasis
on new
business
development:
During the
past
several months, the company has been
implementing
its which
"Mr. Think
Bigly"
sales presentation,
is designed
to
acquaint local brokers, distributors,
wholesalers, as well as advertisers and
agencies, in local areas, with the value
of spot advertising. In 1957-58, PGW
conducted a similar nationwide tour
of its "A Local Affair" presentation.
"This is the strongest year for spot
broadcasting," Mr. Griffin contends.
"We feel that in 1958-59 spot tv has
established itself as a principal advertising medium. There is a keener understanding of spot by advertisers — its
prestige has grown over the past two
Mr. Griffin believes spot advertising
as a whole is in a period of "unparalleled growth," and PGW's future is
tied in with this general expansion.
He notes that PGW's billing in the
firstyears."
months of 1959 was "the highest
in history." The company maintains
eight
fully-staffed offices throughout
the country.
A Salesman's Sidelines • Mr. Griffin
is president of the Northwestern U.
Alumni Club in New York and last
month received the silver service award,
in recognition of alumni activities, at
the university's commencement exercises. He is a member of the University
Club of Chicago; former board member
of the Town Club of Scarsdale, N.Y.;
the Union League Club of New York,
and the Broadcast Pioneers.
Mr. Griffin is married to the former
Dorothy Verges of Norfolk, Neb., who
was a fellow student at Northwestern.
They have two children — Tom, 21, and
Valerie, 19 — who are students at their
parents' alma mater. The family home
is in Scarsdale. Last year Mr. Griffin
was again a college student, attending
a six-week course for top executives
given by Columbia U.
For relaxation, Mr. Griffin enjoys
golfing (at the Scarsdale Golf Club)
and fishing. His Park Avenue office
is decorated with color photographs of
breath-taking scenery taken by Mr.
Griffin, but he says modestly:
"I'm not really a photographer. I
just do my best and it usually comes

out well."
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EDITORIALS
Quiz

answer:

Let

it out

THE quiz show issue has been resurrected even though
quiz shows have declined from their former prominence.
General Sessions Justice Mitchell D. Schweitzer last
month ordered the 12,000-word grand jury presentment on
the quiz show investigation impounded. Later, because the
court's authority had been challenged, he invited parties to
file opinions.
(A presentment, the lawyers tell us, is more of a moral
than a legal opinion. It is something in between acquittal
and indictment. It may allege wrongdoing, but unlike an
indictment, does not charge specific persons with crimes.)
The comments of the interested parties were filed last
week. As was to be expected, District Attorney Frank S.
Hogan insisted the presentment be made public, on the
ground that the public has a right to know "the extent to
which it has been duped and cheated" and that broadcasters
should know the facts. Conversely, two lawyers' associations in New York City supported the permanent impounding and sealing of the document. They argued injustices
might be done innocent individuals who, while not named,
nevertheless would be easily identifiable because only a
few individuals were involved in the allegations of "rigging".
We go along with District Attorney Hogan, albeit not
for his reasons. To permanently seal the presentment would
be to suppress news. Aside from the improper and probably
unconstitutional aspects of suppression, the grand jury's
findings inevitably would leak, piecemeal, and would be
distorted and emblazoned in headlines, as was the case
during last year's "secret" grand jury proceedings.
If there were improprieties, such as the selection of more
attractive or telegenic personalities as contestants, it is apparent that there was no gross fraud. If there had been,
indictments would have issued from the grand jury instead
of the twilight presentment device.
Broadcasters long since have demonstrated their awareness of the problem. The big quiz is virtually non-existent.
Moreover, the degree to which networks have recaptured
control over programming was attested within the last fortnight by the top tv-radio executives of major advertising
agencies in the FCC's programming control proceedings
(Broadcasting, July 13).
Publication of the presentment will provoke headlines.
But it would be about last year's purported "scandal." It
would blow over. And broadcasters could get back to the
business at hand.
Idlewild

past midnight, in a skillful and successful landing after
almost four hours of suspense.
There is no way to prove it, but we venture that radio
was responsible for a large part of that crowd — especially
car radio, an important segment too often discounted by
advertisers. Perhaps it is also worth mention that at least one
passenger aboard the stricken plane kept abreast of ground
preparations by tuning a portable in his lap. Radio does
indeed go with the news.
But if the tense night at Idlewild demonstrated the broadcast media's ability to inform and move peple, it also
pointed up again the immense responsibilities that broadcasters carry. For the crowds got out of hand, endangering
both themselves and the landing of the plane.
There has been no suggestion that the crowd's behavior
was the fault of anyone but its members and those whose
job is to maintain order. Nor do we know of any sensationalism in station reporting calculated to send people
tearing off to Idlewild to see the "show." The mere fact
that radio and television have this power, however, must
make broadcasters doubly conscientious in using it. They
have a responsibility not only to report, but also to do so
with careful thought for the consequences.
In an editorial last week the New York Times had this
to say: "The broadcasting companies cannot be asked to
suppress or play down news of such universal interest. But
all broadcasts should certainly warn listeners in the strongest possible terms to keep away from the scene. If this
could be a quotable Police Dept. order, so much the better."
Except for occasional lapses, the Times has consistently
shown a more sensible understanding of radio and television than most of its newspaper contemporaries. In the
present instance, we couldn't agree with it more completely.
As

long

as the

need

exists

NO of better
example can
of radio's
usefulness
as anFreeinstrument
enlightenment
be found
than Radio
Europe,
which began its 10th year of broadcasting July 4.
RFE broadcasts "propaganda" in the best sense of the
word. Its programs to Iron Curtain countries are intended to
give objective presentations of facts as an antidote to the
party-line which those people are fed from their own airwaves. However tight the political chains with which they
are held, the people of RFE's target countries are the freer
in spirit for the information which RFE conveys.
Though we would wish for an end to the need for Radio
Free Europe, we are grateful for its presence as long as
the need exists.

lesson

IT would be hard to conceive a test that would prove the
mass reach of radio and television more conclusively than
what happened at New York International Airport a weekend ago. It was night, and a crippled jetliner, part of its
landing gear gone, was circling patiently while ground crews
prepared for an emergency landing. As the nervous drama
progressed, crowds later estimated officially at 50,000 converged out of the darkness to wait and watch.
There were exactly two ways these people could have
known what was going on: radio and television. As the
plane with its 113 persons aboard passed back and forth
overhead, stations interrupted their regular programs to report first the plight of the craft and, later, to describe the
progress of preparations on the ground. There was no other
way for people to know and the hour was late; yet 50,000
people were there milling about the airport, spilling out
around the runway, when the big jet finally came down.
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"All summer I've been gelling shows I've seen before."
BROADCASTING, July 20, 1959
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IN

KANSAS

Acts
Immediately
and
KMBC
News
Service
Service Included 192 Weekly
KMBC Newscasts . . . 21,600
Twice-Daily Print-Bulletins in
America's 17th Market During
Ten Newspaperless Days
•
It was 8 p.m. Thursday, June 18, when
strike-vote decided Kansas City would
not have any daily newspaper on Friday.
KMBC immediately beefed up its expert
news staff. Its AM and TV newscasting
was expanded, starting Friday morning, to 192 full-scale newscasts per week.
Friday afternoon, 300 Yellow Cab signs
designed, printed and installed in six
hours!— told all Kansas City that KMBC
was the place to get news. Emergency
production of condensed news-bulletins
began flowing off KMBC mimeographs.
Taxis and messengers stood by to rush
each edition to hotels, restaurants, Athletics' stadium, Starlight municipal theatre, civic club meetings — all free, all
eagerly grabbed by a grateful public —
thirteen editions in eight days — 21,600
daily print bulletins — proving again what
Kansas City knows: In news, in emergencies, itis KMBC that SERVES.
Pre-planned and immediately effective
action by KMBC AM-TV in filling the
news void brought instant, enthusiastic
public response. It made possible complete
awareness of local, regional, national and
international events by everyone in the
huge coverage area of KMBC-TV, KMBC
and bonus-station KFRM which serves
all of Kansas. This was done without
disruption of regularly scheduled programs— KMBC AM and TV audiences
enjoyed all of their favorite TV shows,
all of the refreshing hours of the "Top
10,000 day!
Tunes," just as they always do,
every
Popular feature of KMBC
news coverage during
press strike was special
teletype and facsimile
pictures set up in display
windows of large downtown Kansas City department store.

"Cab
casting",
played
vital -part.
With only
six
hours notice, taxi cards
were designed, printed
and intalled on 300
Yellow Cabs to tell all
K. C. that KMBC was
news nerve center during
press strike.

/n Kansas

CITY

NEWS
PRESS

STRIKE

Vigorously ... Dynamic
Difference
of
Wins
Tremendous
Public
Acclaim!

Claude Dorsey (left), KMBC AM-TV news chief, and staff in KMBC newsroom iust before
start of K.C. press strike. At strike's onset, KMBC immediately added personnel for emernews checking
staffers shown:
Pat Petree
at news booth mike; Charles Gray
at phone,gency'sandduration.MaxOther
Bicknell
news service
teletype.
News Chief Dorsey
In 20th Year at KMBC
KMBC AM-TV's crack news staff,
headed by veteran news chief Claude
Dorsey, this month marking his 20th year with
KMBC, has become noted for award-winning
radio-TV journalism. "It's lively coverage —
getting there first with responsible, accurate
reporting," says Dorsey, "that leads to scoops.
This is why our scoops just seem to happen —
without any need for hurried incompleteness,
inaccuracy
sensationalism."
To locallyororiginated
news programing has
recently been added a series of hour-long TV
documentaries examining in depth such historic events as the Berlin crisis and the Russian Revolution.
Local news is supplemented by news of national and worldwide significance streaming
into KMBC AM-TV newsrooms at the rate of
250,000 words daily from United Press International and Associated Press — plus films and
wirephotos — and by 16 daily network reports
and commentaries by such nationally famous
news figures as John Daly, Edward P. Morgan, John W. Vandercook and Paul Harvey.
News is where you find it, and KMBC finds
it at home and throughout the world, reports
it promptly, accurately and frequently to an
avidly news-conscious audience of nearly four
million persons! Excellent news programing
and unmatched audience coverage in America's 17th largest market account for KMBC
AM-TV TOPularity . . . and for the terrific
sales results experienced by advertisers using
time within the KMBC news structure.
KMBC

News Staff
Makes Scoops a Habit
During the November strike of Trans-World
Airlines machinists, the KMBC news staff's
diligence and reputation for responsible re-

KMBC
Hadhtm TV™*** 9

GAP

porting enabled KMBC-KFRM to broadcast
exclusive coverage of a secret meeting of
union and TWA officials, to report it before
the meeting even became known to other
media, and subsequently to "scoop" all other
media
on Cuban
the strike's
conclusion.
Recent
revolution
was literally and
forcefully
"brought exclusive
home" to pictures
KMBC AM-TV
audiences through
of and
interviews with the head of Kansas City's
own "26th of July" movement set up here by
Fidel Castro to assume responsibility for the
Kansas City Cuban consulate.
In January, KMBC AM-TV news staff gave
the only complete coverage of the tense moments before, during and after the emergency belly-landing of TWA Constellation at
nearby Olathe Naval Base. The coverage occupied more than two hours of radio and TV
time and included personal interviews reported over the only available open line and
supplemented
by on-scene photographs for
telecasts.
Local Features Build Audiences
"Driver-Scope", a KMBC exclusive, reminds
rush-hour motorists of careless driving hazards, awards cash to observed careful drivers,
renders a welcome service to KMBC listeners
on the move.
KMBC "Weather-Scope" , by constant contact with the U. S. Weather Bureau, broadcasts up-to-the-minute news coverage twice
each hour — keeps its vast audience forewarned
of dangerous weather conditions, tornado
threats.
KMBC "Baseball Scoreboard", hourly on
the half-hour, 1:30-11:30 p.m., gives major
league baseball scores quickly, completely,
keeps fans tuned to KMBC-AM.
Check your Peters - Griffin - Woodward
"Colonel" now for full facts and sales-boosting availabilities
on KMBC-KFRM and
KMBC-TV
news programs.

the sWin9 *
«, KMB

C-TV
Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV StationQ
and in Radio the Swing Is to

KMBC

V Kansas City — KFRM fa* the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitters

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHIUING, Executive Vice Pres
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sales
ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television Manager
DICK SMITH, Radio Monager
Peters. Griffin
—
c2P
r*<
Woodward,
INC. ■!
Exclusive National Rtfiresentati

THIRTY-FIVE CENTS

BROADCASTING

THE

Lack
New

of 60-second
menthol

Introducing
FCC

tries

Stand

BUSINESSWEEKLY

tv availabilities

filter-tips

draw

Al McCarthy,
a new

behind

Tom Tinsley, President
R. C. Embry, Vice President
National Representatives: SELECT STATION REPRESENTATIVES in New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington •
CLARKE BROWN CO. in Dallas, Houston,
Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans • DAREN
E. McGAVREN CO, in Chicago, Detroit,
Seattle, Los Angeles, San Francisco • OHIO
STATIONS REPRESENTATIVES in Cleveland.
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Spotlight

Drug

Plan

Get it now for your drug-store product— W -I - T-H's exclusive SpotLight Drug Display. . .your
product featured in 450 top-volume drug stores in the Baltimore Metropolitan Area by shelf talkers,
window streamers, price tags and cash register strips! PLUS ... 450 druggists pushing your product!
W-M-H
drug-store products so well because only W-l-T-H SpotLights your product
on Only
the air
and in sells
the store!
PHONE, WIRE OR WRITE TODAY FOR FULL DETAILS OF THIS
SPECTACULAR MERCHANDISING PLAN !
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This "measured preference" is best shown in a bright,
new information folder that illustrates concisely
and clearly that if you want to cover the vast DallasFort Worth market area, buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4.
Ask your Branham man for the "measured preference" information folders.

Represented Nationally
by The Branham Company
THE

TIMES

HERALD
John W. Runyon
Chairman ol the Board

MAXIMUM
4

POWER

STATIONS
Clyde W. Rembert
President

TV-Twin to KRID radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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CLOSED
Network questioners • Meeting being
talked up by some key NBC Radio affiliates in Midwest, with indications it
may be held this week or early August.
There's speculation about proposal that
NBC Radio change to straight or modified form of program service, a la plan
proposed by Radio World Wide, but
insiders say this is "not necessarily" so.
They're said to be concerned over what
they consider "incompatibilities" in network and local operations, with some
thinking that NBC Radio programming
aims too much at smaller-station level
and not enough at major-market operations. Network sales formats also apparently causing dissatisfaction. St.
Louis likely site of meeting, with Harold
Grams of KSD as host, when and if it's
held. RWW leaders say none of their
members is involved.
Catv fan • House Speaker Sam Rayburn is all for community antenna tv
systems — at least one which brings Dallas signals into his hometown of Bonham, Tex. Mr. Sam's personal view, expressed privately last week, is that it is
well worth installation charge and
monthly fee to bring signals 90 miles
into his home. Especially telecasts of
sports programs. Speaker emphasized.
No action • Rep. Oren Harris (DArk.). chairman of the House Commerce Committee, will not hold hearings this session of Congress on
many pending community antenna and
booster bills. His decision is independent
of any action Senate may take, with its
Commerce Committee having completed several days of testimony spread
over three weeks. Latest catv bill was
introduced last week by Rep. John
Moss (D-Calif.), member of Rep. Harris' committee.
Added starter • Appointment of FCC
Vice Chairman Rosel H. Hyde as vice
chairman of American delegation to
Plenipotentiary Conference of International Telecommunications Union in
Geneva, is imminent. Comr. T.A.M.
Craven leaves this week for Geneva as
chairman of Radio Conference (technical) as distinguished from Plenipotentiary Conference (diplomatic). Chairman of latter is Francis Colt de Wolf,
chief of Telecommunications Div. of
State Dept.
By virtue of absences of Comrs.
Craven and Hyde, FCC, after it reconvenes about Sept. 2, will function
with only five of its seven commissioners, perhaps until end of year. Comr.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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Craven will be absent until conclusion
of conference, scheduled to end about
Christmas. Comr. Hyde will leave in
early Fall to participate in Plenipotentiary Conference which is scheduled to
begin in mid-October.
Military front • Lack of news on status
of FCC's conferences with military on
release of some vhf frequencies to be
added to tv allocation has been interpreted widely as indicating lack of
success. FCC Comr. Frederick W.
Ford, who heads FCC-OCDM liaison,
has felt impelled to release public statement to indicate status. This may happen this week. Import of statement:
Progress.
Corollary to above is question: Suppose military says okay you can have
two or three vhf channels. Would Commission accept? FCC wants 25-35
contiguous channels to add to present
12 vhf, but there is inkling, that FCC
may agree to accept minimum number
whatever it can get.
Fm news relay • Radio Press International, New York, whose expansion of
station subscribers to its voiced news
service is slowed by line charges, may
find from tests this week more effective and cheaper way to reach distant
points. On Wednesday and Thursday
(July 29-30) RPI will experiment with
early morning (6:05 a.m.) transmission
over specially organized fm network in
southeastern section of country. Nine
fm stations from Roanoke, Va., to
northern Georgia and west to Tennessee will carry transmission as programming, as required by FCC regulations.
Some 100 am stations are expected to
pick up and tape fm broadcasts for use
in their own news programs later in
day. If test proves successful regular
service via fm relay has target date of
Aug. 17. Fm hookup arrangement
could foreseeably extend to West Coast.
By not using telephone lines, savings
to stations will approximate $25 per
week.
Iffy order • FCC's order last week to
consider
"feasibility"
of more
breaking
all 24 clear
channels is
bark down
than
bite. First, it provides for rule making
proceedings, which are tedious in extreme, and four commissioners who
voted for proposal reserved right to
reach different result after staff prepares document, which won't be in its
hands until after Labor Day. Commissioners initially voting for new move
were Bartley, Craven, Lee and Cross

but two of them reached conclusion on
what is described as "iffy" basis.
Three who opposed action (Chairman Doerfer, Hyde, Ford) did so mainly because they felt nothing should be
done until Senate acts on NARBA
treaty and parallel Mexican agreement
on use of am broadcast band. They contended that only demands for new am
stations are from populous areas and
that "white" areas wouldn't benefit.
Moreover, some feel clear channels,
should be "stockpiled" for use in national emergencies. Because Comr.
Craven will be in Geneva until Christmas (see above) Chairman Doerfer
changed his vote to favor rule making
to carry out will of majority, but with
statement for record that he had not
changed his views.
Reward for trying • Major significance
seen in Commission's announcement
last week it had instructed staff to draw
up papers granting Beaumont, Tex.,
ch. 1 2 to Television Broadcasters Inc.
(operators of now dark ch. 31 KBMT
[TV]). Commission apparently was
swayed by fact owners N.D. Williams
and R.C. Reed tried to make go of
uhf; KBMT began operating in 1954,
went off air in 1956. Examiner's initial
decision last year recommended Brown
Telecasters Inc. (principal owner being
oil-gas-lumber-real estate-banking tycoon E.W. Brown Jr.). Also applying
was KJET Beaumont. FCC thus indicated itwill give sympathetic "priority"
to
those who tried uhf but couldn't cut
mustard.
Spectrum bosses • Whether it ever sees
light of day, bill proposing three-man
Federal Spectrum Authority to coordinate and manage allocations of radio
spectrum for both government and
private use has been drafted by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) of House
Commerce Committee. Measure is premised on result of two-day panel last
month participated in by FCC, military,
common carrier and broadcasting representatives, which tacitly agreed on
need for revision of existing authorities
whereby president allocates for government services, sight unseen, while FCC
distributes what's left to private users.
Presumably Chairman Harris is assaying reaction to bill before determining course. Delegation of four broadcasting representatives (Harold Fellows,
NAB; Lester W. Lindow. Assn. of
Maximum Service Broadcasters; Joseph
H. Ream, CBS, and F. M. Russell,
NBC) among those thus far consulted.
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with

wjbk-tv's

MORNING
SHOW
MOVIE!

Children off to school . . . husband off to work ... a

Famous

on the local

scene

cup of coffee and now a Good Movie! The "Morning
Show" is the first feature film of the day in Detroit,
Monday through Friday at 9:00 AM. Every show
is a top-flight feature from UNITED ARTISTS,
SCREEN GEMS, NTA, RKO, and coming soon,
PARAMOUNT.
WJBK-TV puts you right in the picture in
1,900,000 television homes in Detroit and southeastern Michigan. Help yourself to a 9-billion-dollar sales
potential in the nation's fifth market.
100,000 Watts

CBS AFFILIATE

j&) Stoker

1057 -foot tower

WJBK-TV
CHANNEL
H^^^jj DETROIT

-TV

Represented by the Katz Agency
N Y. Sales Office: 623 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 • PLaza 1-3940
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The merchandising special comes of age • There is
more to successful advertising in today's competitive
marketplace than merely telling the viewer what you
have to sell. To get action at the retail level, the advertiser must use his tv vehicle as the merchandising spearhead in a completely integrated all-media campaign and
follow through effectively right to the point-of-sale. The
principles and a case history are provided by Robert R.
Newell, president of Cunningham & Walsh, New York,
in this week's Monday Memo. Page 29.

Spot buying faces changes • Shortage of 60-second tv availabilities may
force agencies to turn heavily to 20-second lengths, think more in terms
of long-term commitments once again. That's conclusion drawn from
findings of new monitoring study by Broadcast Advertisers Reports. Page
35.
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BATTLE
CREEK

Smokin' up the air with menthol • Preparatory campaigns on radio, tv
and other media for new Spring and Alpine cigarettes presage an outburst of activity for mentholated, filter-tip lines. Page 38.
Does advertising pay and how? • Charles G. Mortimer, president of
General Foods Corp., chimes in with a "yes" and tells company stockholders that advertising helps develop a large and dependable volume of
sales to keep plants running efficiently. Page 38.
Who is Al McCarthy? • The first account ever printed of the new angel
of Mutual network. An operator with worldwide real estate interests, he's
a quiet man whose story has never before been told; also, the only published portrait of this little-known but powerful head of many corporations. Page 48.
Another clear-channel proposal • FCC instructs staff to try another
tack on clear channel case — duplicate all 24 Class 1-As with Class II
stations. New notice of proposed rule-making won't be out till September.
Page 60.
Saga of Voice • No prime time for 25-year-old favorite; Firestone executive recounts doleful tale to FCC examiner looking into television
network program practices. Page 68.
Sen. Dirksen throws roadblock • Path of bill banning ex parte contacts
during first round of hearings by Administrative Practice & Procedures
Subcommittee becomes rocky. ABA and Justice Dept. witnesses urge
passage of measure. Page 70.
Boston Ch. 5 Briefs • Greater Boston, DuMont, WHDH and Globe file
briefs and proposed findings in remanded ch. 5 proceedings. Massachusetts Bay and Justice Dept. file late on Friday deadline. Page 74.
Competitive tv in Canada • Dominion abandons policy of just one
television station per city, signaling scramble for facilities in top markets.
Also, parliamentary committee maps reforms to tighten operations of
Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Page 90.
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Dip in with WILX-TV! Get a
generous se&ep m tgree major
metro areas — Lansing, Battle
Creek and Jackson. At each
point of Michigan's Golden
Triangle, WILX-TV operates
"live" studios, delivers citygrade signal and leads with
dominant NBC programming.

Mark
Thes^x FACTS:
WILX-TV
MARKET
POPULATION*
11th largest
in the U.S.
(according
SRDS Consumer MarkettoData)
RETAIL SALES: 12th largest
in the U.S.
(accordingagement
toSurveySales
Manof Buying
Power)
TV HOMES: 28th largest in
the U.S.
(according to Television
Age 100 Top Markets data)
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNEU, INC.

WILX-TV
Channel
1©

90
35

JACKSON

•

Associated with
WILS— Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
7

THIS 2-18. KANSAS CITY STEAK
is prime strip sirloin taken from purebred American Hereford. Kansas City
exports tons of it every day.
Photo; CPi

YOUR

STAKE

IN

And a whopping big stake it is in the steak capital. Survey after survey, KCMO-TV has more
quarter-hour firsts (according to ARB and Nielsen) than any other station.
And KCMO-TV reaches its dominant-size audience in the million-population Kansas City mar-

KANSAS

CITY

ket by broadcasting at maximum power from the
world's tallest self-supported tower. Your message is delivered with full electronic impact.
Stake your claim here. Do it with Mid-America's
No. 1 station in size of audience, picture clarity
and sales success.
Kansas City, Missouri
Joe Hartenbower, V.P. & General Mgr.
Sid Tremble, Commercial Mgr.
/

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

KCMO KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WHEN WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
KPHO KPHO-TV
The Katz Agency
WOW WOW-TV John Blair & Co.— Blair-TV
KRMG
John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz agency.
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated with
BETTER HOMES
andMagazines.
GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL FARMING

AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

Columbia's Salt Lake
station buys imminent
Purchase of KDYL-AM-FM and
KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City by Columbia Pictures Corp. from Time Inc.
T-L-F broadcasters, in negotiation for
past weeks (Closed Circuit, July 20),
was awaiting signature of principals late
Friday (July 24) in New York. Price
was $3.1 million plus, final price dependent on net quick assets at time of
actual transfer. Transaction is subject
to FCC approval.
Weston C. Pullen Jr., executive vice
president for T-L-F, was handling that
company's side of deal; Norman Louvau, general manager of Columbia's
station operations, handled buying side.
Salt Lake stations are licensed to
Intermountain Broadcasting & Television Corp. which purchased them in
1953 for $2.1 million. Then and until
last week, Intermountain was owned
80% by T-L-F, 20% by G. Bennett
Larson, stations' general manager. Mr.
Larson's 20% interest was purchased
by T-L-F last week. That sale is not
subject to FCC approval and price was
not disclosed. Mr. Larson has not announced his future plans.
Purchase is first for Columbia in radio-tv field, presumably not last. Company last year brought in Mr. Louvau,
ex-sales manager of KRON-TV San
Francisco, as general manager of station operations for its Screen Gems subsidiary, with assignment to find and
purchase stations up to FCC limit. Midway in negotiations for Salt Lake stations Mr. Louvau, his title and duties
were transferred to parent Columbia
Pictures Corp., which will establish
new stations division to operate Salt
Lake properties and others which may
be acquired.
In process of negotiation was reported purchase of ch. 9 KMSP-TV
Minneapolis from National Theatres by
20th Century-Fox for reported $3.5
million. Like other picture company
transactions, this is understood to also
include film rights to feature film packages as part of payment. 20th Century,
it is reported, is seeking maximum
quota in tv station ownership.
Spyros Skouras, 20th Century-Fox
president, is now in Europe. On his return, it is expected, he will make announcement ofMinneapolis purchase.
Sales filed at FCC Friday:
KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa, to NichoBROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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attempting to influence the Commission
in a matter other than the recognized

'battle'
Moscow
NBC-TV
late Friday (July 24)
scheduled color videotape coverage of Moscow exchange between
Vice President Nixon and Premier Kruschchev for 2 p.m. Saturday with repeat at 7 p.m. Sunday. Recording made Friday noon
at RCA-Ampex exhibit at American National Exhibition in Moscow. It was being flown to U.S.
by Ampex Vice President Philip
L. Gundy. CBS-TV planned to
run it Saturday. Recording was
estimated to run 16 to 20 minutes,
with interpretation. ABC-TV decision to telecast tape was pending
late Friday.

las and Victor J. Tedesco (50% each)
by Don Searle, William A. Martin, H.A.
Searle Jr., K.C. Titus, W.A. Mosier, J.
Herbert Hollister and Helen Searle
Blanchard for $125,000. Messrs. Don
and H.A. Searle Jr. and Mr. Hollister
and Mrs. Blanchard also own KMMJ
Grand Island, Neb., and KXXX Colby,
Kan., and Mr. Hollister owns KCOL Ft.
Collins, Colo. Tedesco brothers each
own 50% of WISK St. Paul, Minn,
(sale pending FCC approval), 20% of
KCUE Red Wing, Minn., and 37% of
WCOW Sparta, Wis. KFNF is on 920
kc with 1 kw day and 500 w night.
KRKC King City, Calif., by James
H. Rose and associates, to Robert C.
McVay for $28,000 announced Friday.
Broker was Paul H. Chapman Co.
KRKC is on 1570 kc with 250 w daytime.
Justice

Dept.

filed in Boston

findings
ch. 5

Justice Dept. Friday (July 24) recommended that both WHDH Inc. (winning applicant) and Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters be disqualified in Boston
ch. 5 case (earlier story, page 74).
Justice views, along with those of
MBT, maintaining WHDH grant should
be set aside and applicant disqualified,
were filed Friday at FCC as proposed
findings following rehearing of Boston
decision.
"Both WHDH and MBT should be
disqualified." Justice stated. "These two
applicants ceased to depend upon the
merits of their cases and sought discriminatory and favored treatment by

and public processes
of adjudication."
Accordingly,
Justice brief
maintained,
the grant to WHDH "must be set aside
as void ab initio and this comparative
proceeding
should
be re-opened."
MBT held
former
FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey should have
been disqualified from voting because
of off-record contacts made with him
by WHDH and for other reasons and
concluded he may have been improperly influenced and may have improperly influenced other FCC members.
MBT said information furnished FCC
by Justice Dept. on status of antitrust
charges against WHDH is grounds for
setting aside grant because other parties
weren't notified. WHDH "persistently"
tried to obtain favorable decision by
"extrajudicial means," MBT said.
MBT held contacts by its officials
with Washington officials and with Mr.
McConnaughey should not reflect adversely on it from comparative standCatv,
point.
argue

broadcasters
before

FCC

Conflict between FCC's commoncarrier and broadcasting duties was
pointed up Friday in oral arguments
before Commission.
At issue were protests filed by broadcasters against privately owned common-carrier microwave systems that
pick up distant, big-city tv signals and
deliver them to community tv systems
in small cities — thus doubling or
tripling
local broadcasters' competition
for audience.
Involved are FCC grants to Mesa
Microwave Inc. to feed Jacksonville,
Fla., signals to Tallahassee, and San
Antonio signals to Laredo, Tex.; East
Texas Transmission Co. to feed DallasFort Worth signals to Tyler, Tex.; Carter Mountain Transmission Corp., to
extend its present system to feed Casper, Wyo., tv signals to Thermopolis,
Wyo., and to increase number of channels in feeding Riverton and Lander,
Wyo.. and Montana Microwave seeking to serve Helena, Mont.
Protesting these grants (Commission
approved these applications last April,
denied several protests, but U.S. Court
of Appeals remanded last May) were
WCTV-TV Thomasville, Ga., KLTVTV Tyler, KWRB Riverton, KGNSCONTINUES on page 10

AT
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CONTINUED

from page 9

TV Laredo, and KXLJ-TV Helena.
Among major questions brought up
by lawyers and questioning Commissioners (all present except Comr.
T.A.M. Craven), were:
• Should FCC extend economic protection to local broadcaster? Should
FCC also extend economic protection
to microwave relay company?
• Common carrier rules provide
FCC must certificate common carrier
if it extends offer to serve all who ask
for service. Commission has policy
also of inquiring as to need for service.
• Do these microwave carriers
meet test of common carriers since
they serve only single catv customer,
which often is same interests as microwave carrier company?
• Does Commission have right to inquire into content of traffic carried by
microwave system?
• Should not this problem be met at
local, catv level — rather than at microwave level?
• If Commission revokes catv permit (FCC does not have jurisdiction
over catv systems, but there is legislation pending which would give it this

WEEK'S

authority), does that not lead to
premise that FCC could order local
broadcasters to carry certain shows for
which public has shown preference
(through payments to catv)?
Arguments for broadcasters were
made by Vernon L. Wilkinson, Edward
F. Kenehan and Fanney N. Litvin.
E. Stratford Smith represented microwave systems and Arthur A. Gladstone, FCC's Common Carrier Bureau.
Informed

electorate

CBS was slated to carry its fight
against
andyesterday
FCC's interpretation of Sec.
it to 315
public
(July 26,
6-6:30 p.m. EDT) in special CBS-TV
program highlighted by editorial delivered byPresident Frank Stanton. History, meaning and FCC applications of
Sec. 315 were to be sketched by newsman Howard K. Smith in report leading
up to Dr. Stanton's editorial. Dr. Stanton was expected to stress vital importance of informed electorate — and
impossibility of radio-tv's using its
abilities and contributing its share until
broadcast blackout imposed by equaltime law is removed.

• Business

briefly

• Seven-Up Co. (beverage), St. Louis,,
reported signed by ABC-TV for alternate-week half-hour of Walt Disney
Presents (Fri., 7:30-8:30 p.m. EDT),
effective in fall. Agency: J.M. Mathes
Inc., N.Y.
• Midas Automobile Mufflers, Chicago,
and Hamm's Beer, St. Paul, sign for segments of CBS-TV coverage of Professional Golfers Assn. championship
matches (Aug 1, 5:30-6:30 p.m. EDT):
Aug. 2, 5-6:30). Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago, is agency for Midas; CampbellMithun, Minneapolis, for Hamm.
• General Electric Co. Major Appliance Div., Louisville, through Young^
& Rubicam, N.Y., will sponsor The
Fabulous Fifties on CBS-TV Jan. 17,
1960 (8-9 p.m. EST). Produced by Leland Hayward, 90-minute special will
depict past decade in music, comedy,
drama and dance. Mild controversy between CBS-TV and NBC-TV started
when latter network announced title of
Ford Motor special next season also
would be The Fabulous Fifties. Producer of Ford specials, Hubbell Robinson Jr., last week said title will be
changed.

HEADLINERS

Wendell B. Campbell, formerly vp,
RKO TeleRadio Pictures Inc., in charge of
Pacific coast sales for RKO radio and tv
properties, appointed managing director
of new Storer station, KPOP Los Angeles,
effective Aug. 1. Mr. Campbell began
broadcasting career in 1938 as account
executive with CBS Radio Sales. He has
been general and sales manager of KMOX
Mr. Campbell
St. Louis, manager of WCCO Minneapolis,
and later vp, CBS Radio in charge of radio spot sales. He
joined RKO TeleRadio Pictures in 1956 as vp and general
sales manager of Mutual Broadcasting System (then RKOcontrolled), was named vp of Don Lee Div. and general
manager of KFRC-AM-FM San Francisco.
Leslie T. Harris, vp, production of CBS
Films Inc., N.Y., has resigned to join new
International Television Production Div.
of Independent Television Corp., with
headquarters in London, effective Aug. 1.
Mr. Harris will work closely with Associated Television Ltd., which has interest
in ITC, in development of co-production
and co-financing transactions with U.S.
Mr. Harris
networks and sponsors for tv programs to
be filmed in England and other overseas countries and distributed internationally through ITC. Mr. Harris joined CBS
Films in 1953 as vp and general manager, previously had

been director of radio-tv for Colgate-Palmolive Co., national program director with NBC Radio and director of
radio with Benton & Bowles.
Gustave Nathan, formerly director of sales development
for WNBC (TV) and WKNB, both New Britain, Conn., as
of today (July 27) becomes manager of Herald Tribune
Radio Network, it was announced by Martin Stone, president of VIP Radio Inc., Mt. Kisco, N.Y., which operates
network. Mr. Nathan, who will be headquartered with Mr.
Stone at 595 Madison Ave., New York, will have general
administrative responsibility over four stations as well as
network sales and management. Stations are: WFYI Mineola, WVOX New Rochelle, WVIP Mt. Kisco and WGHQ
Saugerties, all New York. From 1948 to 1952 Mr. Nathan
was station manager and sales manager of WWCO Waterbury, Conn. He then joined WKNB as commercial manager
and in 1955 became director of sales development when
uhf station WKNB-TV, later WNBC, was started. Mr.
Stone also announced Richard K. Doan, director of Herald
Tribune Network, will continue in that position in charge
of network programming. Herald Tribune Network stations
are owned jointly by Mr. Stone and Plymouth Rock Publications Inc. (John Hay Whitney), which also owns New
York Herald Tribune, Parade Magazine. Mr. Whitney is
partner in J.H. Whitney & Co., majority owner of Corinthian Stations (KOTV [TV] Tulsa, WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis, WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne, KHOU-TV Houston
and KXTV [TV] Sacramento).
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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IT

COMMUNICATES!

It takes only one wave of a checkered flag to signal the winner as thousands of horsepower race down the
straightaway. That's communication. And it takes only one word from WOOD-TV to send hundreds of thousands of
WOODIanders racing straightaway to their stores. That's real communication. There's plenty of buying power, too
in Western Michigan — where everybody is a WOODwatcher. Make your client a winner. Check Katz for details.
WOOD-TV

is first - morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday February '59 ARB Grand Rapids, Michigan

WOOD-AM

is first - morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids - 5 county area

AM
WOOD

TV

WOODIand Center,
Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV— NBC for Western and
Central Michigan: Grand Rapids,
Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon
and Lansing. WOOD-Radio — NBC.
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The

BIG

news

m

.Detroit
. .is look
who's grabbing
headlines!
the radio programming
of Station WKMH—the
new CBS
affiliate. It's MAKING HEADLINES
and making history . . . with an unbeatable combination of the best in sports, music, news, public service
. . . plus CBS network programs. Star attractions like Tiger baseball,
U. of M. and Detroit Lions football, and top personalities like Robin
Seymour prove once again that WKMH has all the radio excitement
in town in one place.
WKMH
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
THE STATION THAT NOW HAS EVERYTHING
CBS RADIO

IN DETROIT

Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick W. Ford and "Howard H. Bell, NAB
assistant to president, will speak.

f~~
"
"~
IN PROVIDENCE

\

' Aug. 29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., sales
management conference, Heidelburg Hotel, Jackson.
Aug. 29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Judge John
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 3 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates first or revised listing)
JULY
'July 28-31 — Senate Judiciary Antitrust hearings
on legislation to exempt professional sports from
antitrust laws, Room 318 (Caucus Room), Senate
Office Bldg., Washington.

Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.

Sept. 11-12 — Country Music Assn. Board of Directors, Springfield, Mo.
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.

AUGUST

Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.

Aug. 4— Argument in Ninth Circuit Court, San
Francisco, on request for temporary injunction
against FCC by Montana Microwave (common
carrier relay feeding Spokane tv signals to Helena,
Mont., community tv system). Litigation is against
FCC order staying grant to Montana Microwave
pending outcome of protest proceeding filed by
KXLJ-TV Helena.
Aug. 16-17 — Montana Broadcasters Assn., Rainbow Hotel, Great Falls.
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
Aug.
Island. 16-18 — Georgia AP Broadcasters, Jekyll
Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers, U. of
Wisconsin, Madison.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon to be held at Fairmont Hotel. Corporate meeting at Fairmont, Aug. 19.
Aug. 20-22 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 21-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will conduct editorializing clinic.
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to
Boston.
Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
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us — and in the products we
advertise.

Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays stalling this date. Further information
from ARF.

July 30annual
— RadioFun& Television
Executives
first
Day Outing,
PelhamSociety's
(N.Y.)
Country Club, for RTES members and guests.
Aug. 3 — Comments due on FCC proposal to revise
television network rules including .cutting down
on option time, counting straddle programs as
option time entirely, etc. Commission requests that
comments also refer to same revisions in radio
network rules. Docket 12,859. Postponed from
June 22.

we've
becaus
your product
ed, served
evaluat
and esold
this
multi-million market since 1922.
Our audience has confidence in

to eardrums receptive to sensible music and news. No "guitarstring fatigue" in our audience.
They expect betfer things and
they get it.

Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.

through air salesmen, not beatniks; through sound programming, not panic buttons; through
sales-producing promotions.
Any better reason for selecting
any station?

Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24— CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.

and

BENEFIT!

Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.

Sister station of WJAR - TV
Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co.
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famous

on

the

local

scene

yet

known

the

throughout

nation

The John Trumbull
committee

painting of the

appointed to draw up

the Declaration of Independence stands
as a symbol of the strength and
integrity of our forefathers. These
characteristics are the wonderful
heritage of Storcr Broadcasting, too.
Strong and respected in the
communities each Storer station serves,
a Storer station is synonymous

with

broadcasting at its finest.
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Ask
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best
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The

is one
buys

television

vnWo

gefs

OCTOBER
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers,
convention, StatlerHilton Hotel,86thNewsemi-annual
York.

9t0

Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field, including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
-Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other tors,
topics.

of the

in
. . .

anywhere!
WDBJ -TV covers 53 counties . . . where there are over
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.
For example, Anne
PANORAMA,
most Howard's
popular
women's show in the area, has
an average daily rating of 14.7,
and delivers viewers for only
82 cents per M on a 10 Plan;
$1.05 on a 5 Plan.* Powerful
sales-producing merchandising
support provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at * PANORAMA
and other "best buys" offered
by WDBJ-TV.
all cams based on March, 1959 NSI
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Maximum Power
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ROANOKE, VIRGINIA
modern
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7
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Want

to peak your Station profits? You can as hundreds of modern

Worth's SALES

Radio Stations are doing with LangSUCCESS

plus new "SHOWCASE"

LANG -WORTH

PLAN.

Write for full details

disc today!
FEATURE PROGRAMS, INC.
1755 BROADWAY N. Y. 19, N. Y.
TELEPHONE: JUdson 6-5700

Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 15 — Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing on page 18.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
*0ct. 22-23— Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
Oct. 26-30 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters convention at Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel,
Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
NOVEMBER
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss,
WPEN willPhiladelphia,
programexchange
chairman, said agenda
provide maximum
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
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Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
"Nov. 17 — California Broadcasters Assn., Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 18 — East Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, PennSheraton, Pittsburgh. Afternoon and evening
sessions open to invited guests.
Nov. 18-20 — Television Bureau of Advertising,
annual meeting, Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Nov. 19-20 — Tennessee Broadcasters Assn.,
Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville.
DECEMBER
Dec. 2-4 — Electronic Industries Assn. winter conference, Statler-Hilton, Los Angeles.
Dec. 11 — Comments due to the FCC on stereophonic multiplexing rules as part of FCC's inquiry
into possible
use for fm subsidiary communicationswider
authorizations.
JANUARY 1960
Jan. 24-29— NAB Board of Directors, El Mirado
Hotel, Palm Springs, Calif.
FEBRUARY 1960

Beautifully
5-10 K W

simple, exceptionally

transmitter

"Feb. 14-20 — Advertising Federation of America's
National Advertising Week (co-sponsored by Advertising Assn. of the West).
Feb. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers, co-op
advertising
workshop, Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York.
Feb. 24-25 — Fifth annual State Presidents Conference under NAB auspices, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington. Presidents of state broadcasters association wil attend; Voice of Democracy luncheon
will be a feature.

reliable

by CONTINENTAL

The type 315B/316B AM transmitter offers a "plug-in"
power package — conversion from 5 to 10 KW without
major circuit changes. Less than 1% carrier shift — output
independent of power line regulation. Special long-life
selenium rectifiers throughout for minimum warmup time.
All aluminum, frameless cabinets give maximum harmonic
reduction take small space. Specifically designed for
practical unattended operation. Easily installed anywhere
— virtually maintenance free!

MARCH 1960
March 16-18 — Electronic Industries Assn., spring
conference, Statler Hilton, Washington.
APRIL 1960
April 3-7 — NAB Annual Convention, Conrad Hilton
Hotel, Chicago.
MAY 1960

get full details — send for new literature

(Ltm-tLn-e.
4212 S. Buckner Blvd.

IVlay 18-20 — Electronic Industries Assn. annual
convention, Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago.

vdLaJL (Lle-cA jtjctthjLjcjiMANUFACTURING
COMPANY
•

EVergreen 1-1135

America's

Leading

•

Business

Dallas 27, Texas
Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.

1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
20 (DATEBOOK)
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NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23— Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18 — Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6 — St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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in

the

public

interest...

Community service is a most important facet of a radio station. That's why, in addition to strong public
service programming and vigorous support of civic activities, KNX stages a continuing series of events in
its Columbia Square home. The most striking of these displays is the KNX

Armed Forces Week each May.

This year 75,000 Southern Californians saw the latest in space age weapons and probes. No less significant
was our Youth Science Fair featuring the exhibits of outstanding high school students selected from over
200 Los Angeles County high schools. Last year during the Christmas season, choral groups from all over
the Southland came to sing for highly appreciative KNX

listeners. A man is known by the company he keeps.

So is an advertiser. That's why it pays to keep company with KNX
station for community service.
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Radio ... Southern California's #1 radio
^ —
—

PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
Pitfalls of stereotype programming
Sameness in radio programming can
be suicidal, warns Fred Ruegg. Speaking July 13 at a meeting of the Idaho
State Broadcasters, the general manager
of KNX Los Angeles offered these constructive criticisms:
So, what can we do? Well, there are
several things I think we can and must
do. The most important of which is we
must quit copying each other. It seems
to me that if the Top 40 operation
has become the No. 1 station in a community, the competitive answer is not
to copy what he is doing but to
find something that is better . . .
I know that new ideas are the scarcest
commodity in the business. But there
are new
and they're worth pursuing . . ideas,
.
. . . But above all things, dare to be
different! Dare to take chances! Find a
new and unusual disc jockey personality. Or try a talk program. Who says
that music is the only successful program ingredient? Of course not all new
ideas will work, but some of them will.
I have great faith in radio. I am convinced that if we can give the people
what
listen sets
— andto they'll
even they
leave want,
their they'll
television
do it.
Art needn't be long hair
Addressing the International Design
Conference at Aspen, Colo., last month,
Jerry Schnitzer, executive vice president of Robert Lawrence Productions,
New York, said that tv commercials
have antagonized the American public
by failing as art. Mr. Schnitzer went on
to give this challenge to film men:
". . . The theatrical film industry has
failed to accept the challenge of the
television commercial as an art form. It
has failed to conceive that anything of
any artistic merit could fit into the
limited confines of 90 feet of celluloid.
And, it has failed, for all it's worth, to
see that advertising and film are com-

United

Press

International

news

produces!

I submit that the filmed commercial
patible.
can be and, in notable instances has
been, art. And if it is ever going to mature as a vital means of communication,
it will do so as an art form under the
aegis of film men.
Admittedly, it sounds like a preposterous notion : arty commercials. Yet
few people here will dispute the pretensions of other advertising forms to
artistic consideration. If we are willing
to acknowledge that the design of magazine and newspaper advertising can
reach the heights, why not admit a
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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Hood

starring Richard

Greene... a proven

for 4 years on network... now
exciting episodes

success

available in

for strip programming!

A powerful film library of dramatic adventures . . . each one a different
exploit of America's favorite hero! This great slum has won critical acclaim
from educators and teachers everywhere . . . hearty approval from parents
children. Sponsors report tremendous rewards in sales and brand identification.
ROBIN HOOD PROMOTIONS ARE READY AND WAITING!
Over 33 approved and popular tie-in promotional items built around Robin Hood
make th is one of the most importantly promotable shows ever presented!

Response

to Robin

Hood*

in four success-

been proved

ful years of network.
top, ARB
Hood

has

Now,

ratings give Robin

a terrific send-off for

syndication. . .with
still going
is quick:

up!
A

ratings

■ Reaction

Philadelphia

station held a contest based
on a sponsor's product...
received over 28,000 replies

™
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FILMSJNU.
HIIII
25 West 45th Street
New York 36, N. Y.
PLaza 7-0100

one mon^%'

Produced by Sapphire Films, Ltd.

similar potential for the filmed commercial? .. .
What are the requisites? The motion
picture, unlike advertising in other
media, must tell a story. Unlike still
photography, it must tell its story with
dynamic movement. Unlike radio, it
must tell its story visually. As long as a
film is true to these basics, it can be
communicative art, and the filmed commercial can do all of these things.
OPEN

MIKE

Battle of San Francisco
EDITOR :
splendid treatment of bay area
radio. a difficult job handled fairly
and with proper balance,
mort wagner
kya san francisco
editor:
san francisco report good but
incomplete. should have profiled
fm stations also. 47% bay area
homes fm equipped. real longhair
and adult programming available
primarily on fm. you can no longer
cover broadcasting field without
including fm radio. to maintain
leadership you must report all the
FACTS.
CHUCK KLINE
FM UNLIMITED
CHICAGO
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
on prothe
invasion of staid
San Special
Franciscoreport
radio by
gram formula broadcasters in the July 20
issue was specifically confined to interviews
with
of the
majornew stations
most
likely "the
to bemanagers
affected by
competitive
situation (those with a large enough share
of audience to be listed in the Pulse reports
on the market) and the radio timebuyers of
the city's major agencies."]
KONO Hi-Fi Club: 53,000
EDITOR:
Somehow we got left out. Houston
is second in Coca-Cola Hi-Fi Club
membership.
KNUZ
(Houston) has
46,000
members.
Chicago has
40,000 members. Here at KONO in
San Antonio we have 53,000 members
and that figure is growing every day.
Jack Roth, Manager
KONO San Antonio, Tex.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: Newell,
In an "Open
letter
July
13, Vance
Max Mike"
H. Jacobs
Agency, Houston, said KNUZ's 46,000 was
understood to be first in the country for
Coke's Hi-Fi Club membership.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00
issues 35tf peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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Here's a wise buyer. He's checked
every survey and found in the
WILKES-BARRE MARKET more people I
listen to WILK in the morning
than any other station.

He asked why, and found this—
if: Outstanding station personalities.
if: Top ABC network programming. s*»j
if: Local programming that meets the
community need.

"WILKES-BARRE, PA. Call Avery-Knodel for details.
The only A.B.N. Affiliate in Northeastern Pennsylvania
27

BATIWAY
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PITTSBURGH BrCENItNKftl 1S58-53
CROWING WITH
PITTSBURGH'S

PRESENTED

BY THE KATZ AGENCY

IN PITTSBURGH

MONDAY

MEMO

from ROBERT R. NEWELL, president, Cunningham

The

merchandising

In the fast moving world of television, it's become increasingly important to satisfy the clients' need to sell
viewers. Too many times, a show has
attracted a large, but a "do nothing"
audience. In these days of ever intensified competition for the television
viewer's eyes and ears, it's not enough
to merely tell the viewer. You have to
sell him aggressively and dramatically
that your clients goods and services are
the very best for his need.
At Cunningham & Walsh, we have
originated and developed a new tool
for today's advertiser. This is the completely integrated selling campaign, using a television special to spearhead a
merchandising promotion that features
a traffic building device. It means coordinating all media to implement the
commercial impact of the television
special . . . using the same theme in
television and radio spots, billboards,
magazines, newspapers and, most importantly, at the point of sale. Too
often, the media are coordinated but
the last-minute reminder in the form
of point-of-sale merchandising material isforgotten.
Action at the Retail Level • One of
the strong attributes of the promotion
should be a traffic building device or
a premium. Used successfully, the integrated merchandising promotion can
really pay off for the client at the retail
level in terms of consumer sales action.
It's one of the very few ways where

Dick Clark special • Cunningham &
Walsh used a merchandising special
June 28 (Sunday 9:30-10:30 p.m.,
ABC-TV) for Bowling Products Group
of American Machine & Foundry. The
Record Years featured Dick Clark (1),
McGuire Sisters, others. "Forcing device": free bowling book.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

& Walsh, New

York

special

you can dramatically demonstrate to
your client that the advertising really
works . . . that people do watch, listen
and read the ads and then do something
about it.
In order to successfully accomplish
this goal of action at the point of sale,
we must stress the merchandising use
of television. This means purchasing a
show, not for the show's sake alone,
but as part of a well designed and concentrated merchandising push.
Let's set up some ground rules:
1. The special must be planned at
least nine months in advance in order
to properly merchandise the campaign
centered around the show to the client's
sales force, distributors and dealers.
2. The merchandising premium or
forcing device should have a direct relationship tothe show in order to provide complete integration. For example,
a record premium announced on a musical show featuring the music of the
principal performer starred on the show
represents
an almost ideal forcing device.
3. The merchandising premium
should be featured in all media. The
coordination of a flight of spot radio
and spot television announcements immediately following the television special gives added emphasis. Likewise,
the use of the featured performer in
magazine, newspaper, outdoor and
broadcast advertising further complements the over-all plan.
Selling the Salesman • And, let's not
forget the all important sales and dealer
organizations of the client. They should
be alerted to the promotion and given
various tie-in devices for their own participation. This is the last link in the
successful knitting together of the merchandising promotion that's kicked off
with a major television special. By educating and exciting the men in the field
about the attributes of the promotion,
you can get more mileage from your
advertising dollars than ever before.
Cunningham & Walsh has created
and successfully used this integrated
form of special show custom tailored
to the needs of its clients. We have
several of these merchandising specials
in the works for the fall. This is a new
and flexible advertising tool to increase
sales. The public taste is changing. The
television show that hypnotizes the
viewer but doesn't get him to act may
not justify the high cost and certainly
does not utilize the high sales effectiveness of today's television.

comes

of

age

Robert R. Newell b. July 4, 1906, West
Newton, Mass., educated Fessenden
School and Phillips Exeter Academy.
Mr. Newell joined Newell-Emett Co. in
1932 as copy and idea man. In 1940
he became copy chief and chairman
of copy board. With formation of Cunningham & Walsh, he became senior
vice president, director and member of
executive committee in charge of creative production and chairman of operations committee. In 1954 he became
senior executive vice president and in
1958 he became president of Cunningham & Walsh.

The big pay-off • C&W found the
book offer a big success, distribution
topping 2 million. Here a teenage
bowler gets her copy, talks it over with
bowling proprietor Louis Feibel, Teaneck, N.J. He was one of over 3,000
dealers who received AMF display kits,
used 12,000 in mail campaign alone.
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facts of Spot
are often

SAYS:

Broadcasting

its best salesmen

-

but a lot of the best people
don't
Within the last year, PGW

know

the facts."

has carried the story

of spot broadcasting to 55 advertising centers from
coast-to-coast. We
medium

presented the facts of our

to advertisers, to agencies and to people

on the local scene concerned

with the sale of

nationally advertised products.
We

believe in presenting the facts everywhere to

get business. Don't you?
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Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
ATLANTA
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
SAN FRANCISCO

JEFFS

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller.. Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
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J/~\ WEEKLY
BROADCASTING
THE
OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
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Throughout WOC Radioland these afternoons, the
most-wanted sound for hire
is WOC's matinee dandy,
Smilin' Jack Woods.
He's an irrepressible scalawag from out of Chicago.
We taught him that good
listening comes first at
WOC, and he's been stealing
listeners (and selling products) ever since.
Check your PGW Colonel or
our Pax Shaffer for the price
on Jack's head. Let us put
your notch on his gun.
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Col. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C. Sanders Manager
Pax Shaffer
Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
Inc., Exclusive National
Representatives
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ALABAMA'S

KEY

AUDIENCE—

25,000 OF 'EM-CAME
TO TRY THEIR KEY!
Man, it takes drawing power to get 25,000 Alabamians to stand in line . . . uphill ... on a hot
Sunday! It takes WAPI. That's the response WAPI
got to its recent contest offering a new Chevy to
the one lucky listener whose key (mailed out by request) fitted the padlocked prize. Likewise, there's
only one key to Alabama's top-buying audience . . .
and that's WAPI.
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PROOF: In North Carolina's biggest metropolitan market, WSJS
Television has maximum power of 316,000 watts and
transmits from the area's highest tower, 2000 feet above
average terrain. WSJS Television's extra strong signal
provides Grade A Coverage for 1,410,700 people in the rich
industrial Piedmont — the best coverage for more people
than by any other North Carolina station.
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SPOT

Minutes
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in those

lengths

20-second

SQUEEZE

1 0-seconds
are

format,

Signs of a major — and enforced —
turnabout in agencies' approach to national spot television buying appeared
to be taking form last week.
Instead of one-minute announcements, currently by all odds the most
heavily used spot unit, the less frequently favored 20-second length may of
necessity become the primary target of
television buyers this fall. The reason:
minute availabilities are getting scarce.
This means that, first, the agencies
must reorient not only their own thinking but also that of their clients. In effect, they would have to un-do much of
the job they did earlier in selling clients
on the advantages of the one-minute announcement over the shorter spot in
terms of both length and comparative
cost. Or at least they would have to
apprise clients of the new situation.
Franchise Buying • Observers also
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results
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that
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buying,

think it may mean a departure from
the current in-and-out system of spot
buying and a return — in some form —
to long-term "franchise" buying.
A third result could be eventual increases in spot rates by the stations.
Buttressing this sort of thinking was
a report issued last week by Broadcast
Advertisers Reports which showed a
whopping 55.7% increase in the use
of 60-second spots since 1957 — but a
lag in the sale of 20-second announcements.

availabilities
be

swing

higher

to

tv rates

The inferences drawn from these figures, supported by buying experience,
were that in major markets 60-second
availabilities are already scarce and
will be even scarcer by fall.
By this reasoning, advertisers already
having or able to find the longer lengths
will feel compelled to hold onto them
through long-term contracts, rather

than give them up and risk being unable to get them back when wanted
for another flight.
For advertisers not able to buy the
60-second announcements they want,
such a situation would require concentration on 20-second announcements —
and, according to some observers, an
inclination to buy these too on more of
a long-term than in-and-out basis.
Agency Action • At least one major
agency already has undertaken a quiet
reorganization of its spot-buying approach to take the changing situation
into account. Aware that the market
in minutes is growing tighter, it is looking to 20-second announcements as its
best bet in further buying — and indoctrinating its clients in this new thinking.
This agency, and others, also are
talking once more about the importance
of franchises and how to acquire them.

10-second

in demand

These tables show how the volume of 60-second and
10-second spot commercials (local and national nonnetwork) has increased in the past three years in major
markets. For each market these are reports of off-theair monitoring during one week in February-March of
each year, as compiled by Broadcast Advertisers Reports.
Market
60 Second
20 Second
10 Second
Announcement Announcement Announcement
Totals
NEW YORK
(WATV-WNTA-TV not tabulated)
776
1957
2,039
1958
997
3,812
1,021
775
927
2,625
1959
4,573
2,767
1,187
4,729
24%
19%
'57 -'59 Gain
36%
CHICAGO
546
524
979
1957
2,049
754
1958
1,244
676
1959
2,674
568
553
1,642
6%
2,763
'57 -'59 Gain
4%
35%
68%
LOS ANGELES
1957
2,251
922
1,034
1958
4,207
4,950
2,549
1,264
1,137
1959
1,495
3,696
1,322
6,513
62%
28%
64%
'57 -'59 Gain
55%

spots:

1957
1958
'57 1959
-'59

1957
1958
'57 1959
-'59

most

20 Second
10 Second
60 Second Announcement
Announcement
-8% Announcement
PHILADELPHIA
(WVUE not tabulated) 543
387
464
797
516
378
926

Gain

Gain
1957
1958
'57 1959
-'59
Gain

1,245
56%

427

848
1,140
1,490
76%

DETROIT
405
372
371

913
142%

9%
SAN FRANCISCO
680
(KTVU
-18%the air in 1957)
889 not on
310
435
421
346
502
1,045
1,312
33%
29%
TOTALS: above six cities
7,803

1957
1958
'57 1959
-'59

33%
377
681

12,152
9,529
55.7%

3,613
4,118
3,843
6.3%

3,517
4,816
5,099
45%

Market
Totals

1,648
1,847
33%
2,188

1,597
2,192
2,808
76%

1,620
23%
2,227
2,093
14,933
18,463
21,094
41.2%

Gain
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Some are considering "spot pools," in
which long-term orders would be placed
and the time then divided among
clients. The purchase of quarter-hour
and half-hour programs for use as spot
carriers for different advertisers is another possibility being considered.
The possibility that the growing demand may prompt stations to raise announcement rates also is not being
ignored. Many stations have boosted
one-minute rates, but there have been
few hikes in 20-second prices.
The BAR study, based on off-the-air
monitoring of tv stations in six major
markets, showed that while usage of
both 60 - second and 10 - second announcements had jumped substantially
since 1957, 20-second usage had risen
only 6.3%. In two cities it had dropped
and in a third it had held even.
Survey Base • Authorities said this
six-city sample — the cities are New
York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Philadelphia, Detroit and San Francisco — was
easily adequate to justify projection of
its findings to apply to the country's
major markets as a whole. BAR officials, asked to give comparable data on
markets beyond these top six, reported
that the average result seemed to be
"quite the same" in the 69 other markets that BAR monitors, but that on a
market-by-market basis important differences were evident.
The monitoring from which the report was compiled covered a full week
of broadcasting in each city during
February or March of 1957, 1958 and
1959. In all, 28 stations were monitored, the only exceptions being two
outlets which, although in operation at
the time, had not been monitored in
1957. In computing increase or decrease in number of spots used, BAR
compared 1959 with 1957 rather than
1958, on the grounds that 1958's recessive economy gave that year abnormal
characteristics which were not present
in 1957 or 1959. Even in 1958, however, minutes were in greater demand
than in 1957.
The study showed that where 7,803
one-minute announcements were used
by national or local advertisers in the
six cities in the 1957 measured week,
the total had grown to 12,152 in 1959.
By city, the increase ranged from 33%
in San Francisco to 76% in Detroit.
Fall Demand • Unless the stations
change their programming dramatically— generally considered unlikely — ■
the speculation was that this first quarter volume of usage would become far
greater by fall, when business traditionally is heavier than in the first months
of the year.
By comparison, usage of 20-second
announcements was found to have increased byonly 6.3% since 1957: from
3,613 in the measured week of 1957
36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

ID income
The nation's spot tv advertisers spent 11.1% of their money
on ID's in 1958— $56,825,000
out of $511,770,000. Leading the
lot was Lever Bros., with $4,246,770 spent for the 10-second
entries.
This breakdown came from
Television Bureau of Advertising
last week along with a list of the
189 companies (and their brands)
which spent over $50,000 each on
ID's. The top five after Lever
were General Foods, $2,992,560;
P. Lorillard, $2,015,700; Philip
Morris, $1,533,040; J. A. Folger
& Co., $1,286,140, and BristolMyers, $1,093,510.
TvB's 1958 tabulation found
the number of ID buyers in the
over-$50,000 class up from 159
in 1957, with dollars up from
$48,856,000. In 1956 there were
155 who spent $46,806,000.
to 3,843 in 1959. This finding was
coupled with the figures on 10-second
announcement (ID) usage — which like
60-minute spots have risen sharply in
popularity — in support of the thesis
that 20-second announcements will represent by far the biggest available market for advertisers this fall.
Ten-second spots increased by 45%
in the six cities between 1957 and 1959.
On a market-by-market basis, however,
these gains were spotty, ranging from
6% in Chicago to 142% in Detroit.
BAR pointed out that national advertiser neglect of 20-second announcements had in fact been even greater
than the relatively minor 6.3% increase would indicate. Actually, BAR
officials explained, the monitoring records show that local advertisers have
been buying more 20-second announcements than in the past because of a
shortage
of 60's.increase
Thus acomes
good from
part
of the overall
local rather than national buyers.
Overall Gains • There was no claim
that the BAR statistics revealed a new
development in buying patterns. From
their own day-to-day experience, agencies have come up against the tightening of the 60-second market, and in at
least some cases have documented it
with studies of their own. The BAR
report thus was seen more as proof
than discovery.
The study also pointed up the overall
increase in announcement business,
1959 vs. 1957. In the six cities the
overall gain in the three types of announcement— 60, 20 and 10-second —
amounted to 41.2%. By city, the in-

crease stretched from 23 % in San Francisco to 76% in Detroit. These figures
include all non-network commercial announcements, national and local, but
do not count spot or local sponsorship
of programs.
BAR's figures cover all periods of the
broadcast day. In prime time alone,
the study found advertisers using 10%
fewer 20-second breaks than they did
in 1957. There was no breakdown on
usage of other lengths in prime time,
but BAR officials said prime-time ID's
were up somewhat. Full-minute availab prime time are virtually nonexistent. ilities in
Dog

foods

barking

up the right tree
Advertisers of dog food and other
pet products will feed more than $15
million into tv during 1959. Estimated
expenditures, which represent an increase of some 30% over 1958, were
announced last week by Television Bureau of Advertising, New York.
Nine national advertisers in the first
five months of 1959 spent $2,858,593
on network tv for pet products. And in
spot tv during the year's first quarter
a total of $2,441,000 was spent.
Leading the pack on network tv, with
$640,328 in gross time billings in five
months, was General Foods' Gaines
dog meal. Running behind were Ralston
Purina's Dog Chow ($590,080) and
Quaker Oats' Ken-L dog foods ($414,302). Barking loudest on spot tv again
was Gaines with gross time billings in
the first quarter totaling $677,310.
Some 27 other regional and national
advertisers in the classification also entered spot tv, TvB's survey shows.

Rambler

radio

spot

push is increased
Rambler Div. of American Motors
Corp., following up its June sales record
which vaulted it into third place in all
automobile sales, last week broadened
its advertising in radio and print to capitalize on the sales gain. From April 24
through June Rambler conducted a saturation spot tv drive on Friday nights as
an incentive to Saturday buying
(Broadcasting, May 4).
Today (July 27) Rambler goes into
high gear on radio with an eight-week
national spot campaign based on a
"Share Our Success" theme. One-minute commercials are scheduled on a
high-frequency basis in prime morning
and evening traffic time in more than 80
markets. NBC's Monitor will carry 20
announcements each weekend in its
continuing 52-week Rambler schedule.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-TV
now sho WHO-TV
WHO-TV

TOPS

WHO-TV
IN

"BOX

OFFICE"!

WHO-TV's spectacular library of film packages* —
loaded with award-winning movies — means
"box office" for YOU, in Central Iowa!
Three times each weekday, thousands of viewers —
men, women and children — watch film features on
WHO-TV. WHO-TV programs these films
in choice, low-cost time periods, and their ratings
(Monday- Friday) are tremendously higher
than those of competition, according to ARB
for March 16-April 12, 1959:
FAMILY THEATRE (Noon-2 p.m.)
EARLY SHOW— Cartoons (4:30 p.m.-5:05 p.m.)
EARLY SHOW— Feature (5:05 p.m.-6 p.m.)
LATE SHOW (10:30 p.m.-Sign-Off)

44.3%
36.1%
29.9%
25.8%

WH(I
WH
NH

HA1

PGW can give you all the details on WHO-TV
and what "box office" in Central Iowa means
to you. Ask your Colonel!
*WARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and "Vanguard,"
"Rocket 86,"
"Champagne,"
NT A SCREEN
1 and"Big3, 50,"
MGM Groups
"Dream."
"Lion,"
GEMS
"Sweet 65" HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE
ALEXANDER "Imperial Prestige"
M and
"Constellation,"
ABC'S "Galaxy 20"
and Aothers.
ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA
(March 16-April 12, 1959)
FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WHO-TV
Station K
Station W
Ties

Number Reported
4-Week
1-Week
233
227
186
197
27
42
20
0

Percentage of Total
4-Week
1 -Week
48.7%
50.0%
42.3%
40.0%
9.0%
6.0%
4.0%
0

WHO-TV is part of
Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport
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WHO-TW
Channel 13 * Des Moines
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
UP
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
Affiliate
National Representatives

TOBACCO
Leading

WAR

cigarettes

start

CRY:
media

MENTHOL

tom-toms

Smoke signals last week indicated
that the highly competitive cigarette
field will be pushing new mentholated,
filter-tip products on radio and television and in other media in upcoming
months.

shows, with others to be added as they
start in the fall.
Tv Schedule for Alpine • Neither
Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, nor
Philip Morris would give an estimate at
this time of the amount of money to be

The first companies into the marketplace with new products are Philip
Morris Inc. with Alpine and the P.
Lorillard Co. with Spring which were
introduced last week with preliminary
campaigns on television, radio and in
the printed media. Other major companies seem headed for the mentholfilter tip free-for-all in coming months.
All have similar products in various
stages of development and market-testing.
The most ambitious effort is Philip
Morris, which last week announced
details of a "multi-million dollar campaign" on behalf of Alpine, including
"the heaviest tv schedule ever run for a
new cigarette brand." Included will be
spot commercials and participation in
the company's
present network tv

spent in tv but said it would be "considerable." Commercials on behalf of
Alpine will appear on such regularlysponsored Philip Morris programs as
CBS-TV's To Tell The Truth, Reckoning, Rawhide, Douglas Edwards and
the News, Perry Mason, ABC-TV's
Tombstone
and programs
NBC-TV'sin
Loretta
YoungTerritory
Show. New
the fall that will spotlight Alpine are
CBS-TV's The Many Loves of Dobie
Gillis and NBC-TV's The Trouble
Shooters.
The advertising theme for Alpine in
all media will be: "Alpine combines in
one cigarette two of the features smokers are now demanding — high filtration and a light touch of menthol."
Lorillard's Spring went on sale last
week in Philadelphia and Providence

for major

TIPS
offensive

with national distribution to be effected
as soon as possible. Advertising for
Spring began last week in the two markets and will spread to other localities
as distribution expands! Through Lennen & Newell, Spring will be promoted
via radio and television spot announcements and newspaper ads. The major
copy approach is: "Spring, the cigarette
which 'air-conditions' the smoke," and
emphasis is placed on the "amazing
electronic process created by Lorillard
Other Entries • Philip Morris and
Lorillard are the initial two companies
research."
to market and promote the new mentholated, filter-tip cigarettes, but other
companies have similar products in
various stages of development: Brown
& Williamson is market-testing its new
Life cigarette in the Rochester area
and the Belair cigarette in Texas; American Tobacco Co. is reported to be
completing plans for launching a product called Richmond.
Philip Morris has still another menthol cigarette called Mayfield, which
has been on the market in Washington
and Oregon for a year and promoted
there via radio, tv and newspapers.
There are no immediate plans to place
Mayfield into national distribution.
$96

MILLION

General

Foods

explains

ad

KITTY
chief

strategy

Advertising was praised generously
by Charles G. Mortimer, president of
General Foods Corp., White Plains,
N.Y., at the company's annual stockmeeting 22).
in New York last
Wednesdayholders'
(July
He devoted a considerable portion
of his address to an examination of
"the reasons for and the results of"
the $96 million that GF spent on consumer advertising and promotion in the
fiscal year ended last March, described
as "the best year we have ever had."
Mr. Mortimer raised and answered

One for two • Howard Weissman (right), vice president and director of marketing for Philip Morris Inc., holds two cigarettes to symbolize the copy theme of
the company's new Alpine cigarette — -"You get two kinds of cigarettes in Alpines."
Holding the new filtration, lightly mentholated cigarette are (1 to r): Allan Bick,
brand manager for Alpines, Ned Doyle, vice president, Doyle Dane Bernbach, and
Roger Greene, vice president — advertising Philip Morris.
38 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

the following questions: "Does advertising pay, and how?" He reported that
in the past fiscal year, the $96 million
expenditure was about $9 million more
than the year before, an increase of
10%. But net earnings rose 11.9%.
Diversified Advertising • The advertising includes not only television and
magazine presentations but all the dollars we spend to stimulate and promote the sales of all the individual
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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Don't

Sit

Say

When

Just

There

Something!

an advertisement just sits and

says nothing, people are likely to just
sit, too — square on the hands that
should be reaching for their wallets.
This doesn't happen when the right
idea gets together with words that
get under the skin, and pictures that
get back to the retina.
An ad that says something makes
people say:
Papa: "Honey, we could use that!"
Mama:

"Dear, I wish we had that!"

Junior: "/ want it, I want it, I want
If it!"
you want

your advertising to

make people talk like this, you'd better make sure your advertising talks
to people.

We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies « American Mineral Spirits Co. * Atchison
Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. * Brown Shoe Company * Campbell Soup Company « Chrysler Corporation
Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company * The Cracker Jack Co. * The Electric Association
(Chicago) * Green Giant Company * Harris Trust and Savings Bank » The Hoover Company * Kellogg Company
The Kendall Company * The Maytag Company * Motorola Inc. * Philip Morris, Inc. * Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.
The Pillsbury Company * The Procter & Gamble Company » The Pure Oil Company » The Pure Fuel Oil Company
Star-Kist Foods, Inc. * Sugar Information, Inc. * Swift & Company * Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO
BURNETT
CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK
. DETROIT

ft

CO.,
INC
• HOLLYWOOD
. TORONTO
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GF brand name products, all we invest in radio and poster advertising,
the cost of display materials for use in
retail stores, package premiums, prize
contests, coupons and various consumer promotions."
(GF spent almost $32 million in tv
in 1958, according to the Television
Bureau of Advertising. A comparable
figure for radio is not available but
GF is an active network radio advertiser.)
Mr. Mortimer offered the following
observation on the amount of advertising required to accomplish stated objectives:
"One thing our long experience has
taught is that the surest way to overspend on advertising is not to spend
enough to do a job properly. It's like
buying a ticket three-quarters of the
way to Europe; you have spent some
money, but you do not arrive."
He asserted that advertising "pays"
by developing "so large and so dependable a volume of sales" so that GF
can keep its plants running "at the
highest efficiency in terms of processes
and machine operations."
Mr. Mortimer reviewed the highlights of the past fiscal year, during
which, he said, earnings rose 44 cents
per share from $3.98 to $4.42. In
the current fiscal year's first quarter,
ended last June 30, earnings amounted
to $1.20 per share, compared with
$1.05 last year, he noted.
Equitable

Life

buys

six NBC-TV
specials
Equitable Life Assurance Society of
the U.S., N.Y., will sponsor six Sunday
specials on NBC-TV during the coming season, Equitable President James
F. Oates Jr. will tell 14,000 of the company's agents, meeting this (Monday,
July 27) morning in Madison Square
Garden, New York, in celebration of
the company's centennial. In its tv debut, Equitable Life will be opposing two
of tv's most popular series, Maverick
on ABC-TV and The Ed Sullivan Show
on CBS-TV, with its NBC-TV specials
to be broadcast at 8-9 p.m. The first
one is scheduled for Oct. 18. The series
will be titled Our American Heritage
and will be produced in conjunction
with the magazine of that name. Each
program will deal with significant
events in the life of a great American.
The series will be produced by Milberg Enterprises, with Mildred Freed
Alberg, former executive producer of
the Hallmark Hall of Fame programs,
as production head.
Foote, Cone & Belding, New York,
is agency for both Equitable Life and
Hallmark.
40
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ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week July 16-22 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network Rating
Playhouse 90 (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 14.0
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV 12.5
Have Gun, Will Travel (9:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV 18.1
Loretta Young (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV 18.0
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV 19.8
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV 13.3
I've GotCopyright
a Secret1959
(9:30American
p.m.)
CBS-TV 17.4
Research Bureau

July 18
July 19
, July 20
July 21
, July 22

• Business

briefly

Time sales
• Westclox Div., General Time Corp.,
La Salle, 111., will sponsor pre-Christmas
tv special, Miracle on 34th Street,
scheduled for Nov. 27 (8:30-9:30 p.m.)
on NBC-TV. Telecast version of Oscarwinning 20th Century Fox movie will
be produced by David Susskind of
Talent Assoc., N.Y. Agency: BBDO.
• Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston,
has ordered sponsorship of NBC's radiotv coverage of baseball's second AllStar Game to be played Aug. 3 in Los
Angeles (6:45 p.m. to conclusion,
EDT). Dual coverage will be feature of
Gillette's Calvacade of Sports series.
Agency: Maxon Inc., N.Y.
• Standard Oil Co. of Indiana, Chicago, and Western Air Lines Inc., Los
Angeles, will sponsor 1959 College AllStar Football Game on ABC Radio
Aug. 14 (9:30 p.m. to conclusion).
Agencies: BBDO for Standard Oil and
DArcy Adv. for Western.
• B.F. Goodrich Co., Akron, and Bell
& Howell Co., Chicago, have signed
to co-sponsor six of CBS-TV's series
of 12 programs entitled CBS Reports,
hour-long information programs produced by CBS News. Series starts in

Radio

best

sellers

In an effort to enlarge its library of 3,500 taped radio commercials Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, is conducting
a national drive to collect outstanding examples being used by
retail advertisers. RAB is offering cash payments for tapes or
discs of the radio messages. The
best of the new commercial collection will be made into master
reels which will be available as
"idea stimulators" to RAB stations for use in sales presentations
and to stimulate more creative use
of radio.

October in prime nighttime hours. '
Orders placed through BBDO
for |
Goodrich and McCann-Erickson for
Bell & Howell.
• National Carbon Co., N.Y., in behalf of its Prestone anti-freeze and Everready products, for third year has
signed for NBC-TV's World Series Special scheduled for Sept. 29 (9:30-10:30
p.m. EDT), eve of start of annual baseball classic. Previous years' telecasts
were half-hour shows. Agency: Wm.
Esty Co., N.Y.
• Futorian-Stratford Furniture Co.
(Stratolounger reclining chair), Chicago,
is placing 70 one-minute tv spots on
Dallas, Tex., stations KRLD-TV and
WFAA-TV the first half of October.
Spots in the experimental campaign will
name stores where the Stratolounger
may be purchased at a reduced price.
Additional markets for the campaign are
being considered. Agency: GarfieldLinn & Co., Chicago.
• Remington-Rand, N.Y. (typewriters),

j
'

I

|
|

signed sponsorship of NBC-TV's crosscountry survey of problems facing nation's schools scheduled as Back to
School special on Tuesday, Aug. 25
(8-9 p.m. EDT). Agency: Compton
Adv., N.Y.
• Carling Brewing Co., Cleveland, will
sponsor four hour-long comedy specials
starring Phil Silvers on CBS-TV next
season. First special set for Oct. 17
(9-10 p.m. EDT). Agencies: Benton &
Bowles, N.Y., and Lang, Fisher &
Stashower, Cleveland.
• Also

i

in advertising

• Jobs Unlimited, New York, advertising personnel service directed by Jerry
Fileds, has purchased the Walter Lowen
Placement Agency, reportedly the oldest
such firm in the world. Effective today
(July 13) the Lowen offices in the j
Graybar Building will be closed and i
business
to JU's headquarters at 16transferred
E. 59th St.
• Glenn Adv., San Antonio, has moved
its offices to 1101 Majestic Bldg. Glenn
also operates offices in Houston, Dallas,
Fort Worth, El Paso and Los Angeles.
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A WHBF

PLUS SIGN

•

No. 5

This is Forest Cooke, WHBF-TV program director
in conference with members of production staff.

His

Decisions

are

Based

on

30

Years

Experience

in

Building
Audiences
for WHBF--and
its Advertisers
From the era of wonderment at the
WHBF leadership with excellent stature and acmagic of radio some 30 years ago,
ceptance continues to be built on sound programming
with
wholesome family appeal.
Forest Cooke has lived intimately
*
*
*
with broadcast programming. During this span, "Cookie" has developed a sound sense of balance as related to a
broadcaster's responsibilities to its home town
community.
To anticipate and satisfy the entertainment desires and needs of a continuously growing audience
requires perception and taste. Valuable indeed
are the Cooke guide posts that avoid the pitfalls
of faddism yet provide WHBF with progressive,
modern programming that wins broad community
acceptance.
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Advertisers who prefer to be ushered into QuadCity homes, under this type of association, should
ask us for suitable availabilities.
STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

WHBF

Covering Western Illinois - Eastern Iowa • RADIO & TELEVISION
Represented by Avery-Knodel
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THE

42-HOUR

Nielsen

study

distributed

VIEWING

shows

high

throughout

WEEK

average

each

day

tuning

of seven

A new study by A.C. Nielsen Co.,
Chicago, indicates that in the average
U.S. home almost 42 hours are spent
with the tv set during a typical winter
week.
Based on findings for the week of
March 1-7, 1959, the study shows that
more than 95% of all U.S. tv homes
(42,064,000 households) use their tv
sets at least once during a typical winter
week.
The weekly viewing is distributed
throughout the day, Nielsen reports,
with mornings accounting for 12% of
all tv viewing hours; afternoons, 27%;
evenings, 57% and post-midnight, 4%.
Nearly half of all U.S. tv homes use

their sets after midnight, with 21,120,000 viewers watching an average of
three hours and 14 minutes a week
between that hour and 6 a.m.
The Nielsen summary:
March 1-7, 1959
Weekly total
cumulative

LISTENING

Other data revealed by the survey:
the level of out-of-home listening during the winter, (4.5%), is only slightly
below the summer 1958 level of 4.9%;
the highest level of out-of-home listening was in Boston, New York, and Los
Angeles, where 5% of the families reported away-from-home listening; Boston was the leader in terms of the
percentage added by out-of-home listening with 29.9%. The 28 markets surveyed by The Pulse last winter contained 19,208,500 radio homes, comprising 39% of the U. S. total, Dr.
Roslow said.

Audience
growing,

HABITS

out

of home

study

shows

Out-of-home radio listening during
the past winter reached an all-time high
for that period of the year and registered again of 7% over the 1958 level,
Dr. Sydney Roslow, director of The
Pulse Inc., has announced in releasing
the results of a survey conducted by the
research organization in 28 major markets.
During the past winter, he reported,
out-of-home listening added 26% to the
in-home audience. Dr. Roslow said the
study was conducted largely in January
and February 1959, but also reflects figures obtained in some periods of December 1958.
The survey shows that between 6
a. m. and midnight, an average of
4.5% of all radio families reported
listening in automobiles, at work or in
other places away from home, as compared with 4.2% in the winter of 1958.
If these figures are projected nationally,
Dr. Roslow pointed out, the winter
out-of-home audience added an average of 2,216,284 families to the radio
audience during any given quarter-hour
of the day.
"The increased significance of this
segment of the listening audience is
emphasized by a comparison with the
winter of 1951," Dr. Roslow commented. "At that time, out-of-home
listening in the seven markets checked
by The Pulse added only 13.7% to the
'in-home' audience as compared with
26.3% currently in 28 markets."
42

% of
total
Dayparts
9
Mon.-Fri. morn.
Mon.-Fri. aft.
1
Sunday morn.
194
Sunday aft.
2
Saturday morn.
4
Saturday aft.
All evenings
4
12 Midn.-6 a.m.
57
24-HR. 7-DAY
100
TOTAL

Tv homes Avg hrs.
reached
%
home
62.3
(000) per
9.38
27,412
5.74
2.49
83.1 36,564
62.5
10,648
24.2 27,500
1.29
42.6
2.06
2.45
18,744
25,168 24.00
57.2
95.5 42,020
48.0
21,120
3.23
95.6
42,064 41.82

Tv, newspaper

roles

unique, study relates
How well did television cover the
1956 national political conventions?
And what were the essential differences
in coverage between tv and the press?
Some other related questions and
answers are contained in an article in
the U. of Chicago's 1959 version of
Studies in Public Communication released last month. Included among the
subjects is a comparison of press and
tv coverage during the 1956 conventions by Philip Shabecoff, a graduate
of the university's
Committee
on Communication and now
with the
New
York Times. His article is an abstract
of an unpublished master's thesis written in 1957, when the university released its first communications study.
Amongto his
findings: in
(1) its"The
press
tended
be selective
coverage
and television panoramic. (2) The newspapers tended to stress politically significant events; television tended to

stress dramatic events. (3) The newspapers were to a greater extent concerned with personalities and with issues.
"(4) Television coverage tended to
devote greater attention to the nonpolitical activities centering in and
around the convention hall. (5) There
was little real duplication of coverage
by the two media . . . The coverage
by newspapers and television was
unique for each in its own way and
necessary for an understanding of the
Concludes
news
event." Mr. Shabecoff: It's not as
much a question of "which is the better medium" as it is of "in what areas
does each medium excel?"
Political pool plan
given for next year
ABC will handle the video pool for
tv network coverage
of next
year's
Democratic
presidential
nominating
convention, NBC the video pool for the
Republican convention and CBS the
audio pool for both.
The pool assignments were determined, as in the past, by lot and will
apply to all convention-floor coverage.
In addition, each network will have its
own off-the-floor studios. The Democratic convention will be held in Los
Angeles starting July 11 and the Republican convention in Chicago beginning July 25. This will give the networks approximately a week to shift
their gear although the cost of transporting the tons of equipment will be
no less than in 1956, when the shift
from Chicago to San Francisco had to
be made virtually overnight.
Broadcast news facilities at Los
Angeles' Sports
Arena,willwhere
the
Democratic
convention
be held,
and accommodations at the Biltmore
Hotel, which will serve as headquarters, were reviewed by representatives
of the three tv networks with Leonard
Reinsch, executive director of the Cox
radio-tv interests and also executive
director for the 1960 Democratic convention and special assistant to Democratic National Chairman Paul Butler,
at a meeting in New York July 15. Network representatives appeared pleased
with the arrangements.
Network studios in the Biltmore
headquarters will be located on the
fourth floor. Space for station coverage
also is being provided, as in the past.
Network representatives at the meeting with Mr. Reinsch included Don
Coe, director of special events and operations for ABC; Sig Mickelson, vice
president and general manager of CBS
News, and Bill McAndrew, vice president in charge of NBC News.
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repeated
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SESAC RECORDINGS are now being produced on 12" long playing
microgroove discs — attractively packaged and priced.
A complete program service ... the best
in music and production aids.
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MEANS
BUSINESS...

FOR

SESAC RECORDINGS . . .
The complete transcribed
service with recorded music
for every need. Highly
adaptable program and
production aids.

YOU

AND

YOUR

SPONSORS,

"REPERTORY RECORDINGS"...
SESAC's free EP service to
the entire industry acclaimed by over 29,000
comments received from
key men in broadcasting.

IN THESE

THREE

WAYS.

SPECIAL SERIES PROGRAMS...
Salable packages of discs
and scripts based on major
holidays, religious events,
sports and other sponsorright ideas.
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331/3 MICROGROOVE

THE COLISEUM TOWER
10 COLUMBUS CIRCLE • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
SESAC INC.
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19, N. Y.
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) SESAC RECORDINGS
) "repertory recordings"
) Special Series Programs
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PGW
32
New

SEMINAR

stations
York

attend

talkfest

A two-day seminar on station management was held in New York last
Wednesday and Thursday (July 22-23)
under the auspicies of Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Inc. for the 32 radio stations the company represents.
The seminar, which centered around
the theme of "Spot Radio's Time Is
Now," attracted 75 executives from
PGW and its stations, advertisers and
agencies, many of whom offered suggestions on effective approaches utilized by them in the different phases
of broadcast operations.
H. Preston Peters, president of PGW,
welcomed the various station officials
at the opening session. The seminar
was under the leadership of Robert H.
Teter, PGW vice president and director of radio.
Balanced Music • During a panel
discussion on station programming,
Ray Stanfield, managing director of
WIST Charlotte, stressed that WIST
attempts to achieve "balance" in music
programming by broadcasting popular
music, new songs, classical numbers
and rock 'n' roll. He conceded that the
station has not attracted a following
in the over-50 group because of broadcasting of rock 'n' roll in moderation,
but contended that its musical approach
appeals to the 18-45 age group, which
is
ing.responsive to the station's advertisRobert J. Mcintosh, station manager
of WWJ Detroit, outlined the news
operation at his station, and stressed
the point that "integrity" and "integration" are the two key elements in
WWJ's news approach. He explained
that "integrity" aspect by saying the
station has earned a reputation for
"believeability" because of its insistence on fair play and the apportionThe

club

The Radio & Television Executives Society will launch a campaign next month to raise funds
to build a social center for broadcasting executives in New York
City.
Frank J. Pelegrin, RTES president and executive vice president
of H - R Representatives, said,
"Our aim is an attractive Broadcast Executives Club with all the
facilities to provide services of
the highest standards — dining
rooms, bars, conference rooms,
viewing rooms, etc."
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Panelists McIntosh, Sundberg, Stanfield, session leader Teter
They discussed techniques to improve station programming
ing of "full value" to news stories that it
broadcasts.
The community service philosophy
of WMBD Peoria was outlined by
Harold C. Sundberg, station manager,
who emphasized that such programming is integrated at WMBD into the
over-all programming structure.
Production Techniques • Alan J.
Bell, assistant to the director of PGW
radio research, presided over a demonstration of production techniques developed by various stations throughout
the country.
A lively session on ratings featured
Frank Minehan, vice president and director of media for Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, New York, and Benjamin G. Leighton, timebuyer for
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis. Mr.
Minehan came to the defense of ratings
but stressed
theyevaluation
must provide
biased, honest
of "an
whatun-a
medium offers as a channel through
which we can efficently sell our clients'
products." Mr. Leighton conceded that
"ratings help" an agency select a particular station but beyond this, recommended that media personnel be supplied with qualitative audience analysis
of a station.
Ralph Head, executive of Sales Communications Inc., a subsidiary of McCann-Erickson. urged stations and
their representatives to provide "specific
merchandising assistance" rather than
"some merchandising assistance."
Other speakers included George G. Higgins, vice
president in charge of sales for KMBC-KFRM
Kansas City, Mo.; John A. Thompson, vice presisales manager
PGW; Lee
VandenHandel,dent,radio
accountofexecutive,
PGW;
Don
Frost, PGW account executive; E. L. Deckinger,
vice president and media director, Grey Adv.;
Richard P. Jones, vice president and media
director, J. Walter Thompson Co.; Frank J. Tessin, PGW radio's office manager, San Francisco;

Vincent Piano, PGW director of radio research
and promotion.
William Dekker, vice president and media
director, McCann-Erickson;
Wendell
Moore,Corp.;
advertising manager, Dodge Div.,
Chrysler
Charles Roeder, vice president, operations, WCBM
Baltimore; Art Bagge, PGW radio sales manager; Russel Woodward, PGW executive vice
president; Marsh Blackburn, station broker and
Edward P. Harvell, manager of broadcast media,
Shell Oil Corp.
Nielsen

stock

goes

up

An upbeat stock analysis of A.C.
Nielsen Co. was issued last week by
McDonnell & Co., New York brokerage house. The firm, whose first public
offering was announced last November, was rated to produce a 15%
earnings growth annually, with sales
to double in the next five years. The
stock has ranged upward from $30 to
$52 this year.
The analysis estimated 1959 earnings
at $2.10 per share. Referring specifically
to the broadcast division, which operated at a loss until 1957, McDonnell
& Co. said that although its growth
rate may contract, its profits should
increase.
First

tv for Bahakel

WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss., first
tv station in the Cy N. Bahakel group,
plans to start regular programming
Sept. 15, according to manager Don
Neil. The CBS-TV affiliated station will
operate on ch. 6 with radiated power of
30 kw, from a 387-foot tower. Other
stations in Bahakel group are: WXEL
Waterloo, Iowa; WLBJ Bowling Green,
Ky.; WWOD-AM-FM Lynchburg and
WRIS Roanoke, both Virginia; WKIN
Kingsport, Tenn., and WKOZ Kosciussisippi.
ko and WABG Greenwood, both Mis(THE MEDIA) 45

Nixon's

USSR

trip

has many radio-tv men
Broadcasters were among more than
100 newsmen
who joined the trek to
on's trip.
the USSR to cover Vice President NixRepresenting the networks were
Charles Beckman, CBS; John Charles
Daly, ABC; Bruce Hoertel, CBS; G.
Bradford Kress, NBC; John Langenegger, NBC; Edward P. Morgan, ABC;
Paul Niven, CBS, and Ray Scherer,
NBC.

Aiming for the limit • Management of the Star Station Group (KOIL
Omaha, KICN Denver, KISN Portland, Ore.) met last week in Denver to
discuss sales and expansion. Seated (1 to r) : Charles Vais, manager of KISN;
Don W. Burden, president, Star Stations; Charles Crabtree, KICN manager;
standing (1 to r) : Bill Stewart, vice president of the Star Stations; Bob
Cooper, assistant to Mr. Crabtree, and Steve Shepard, manager KOIL.
The meeting was devoted to sharpening sales-programming techniques
and to considering what properties the group will acquire in its aim of buying the maximum stations allowed by the FCC.

TV

STATIONS

YIELD

The profit margin for television stations declined slightly last year but
radio's profit fell off noticeably.
An analysis of typical tv and radio
station income and expenses for 1958
and the previous year shows tv profits
down from 15.1% to 14.5%; radio
down from 9.1% to 6.5% (Broadcasting, Aug. 8, 1958).
Tv revenue, on the other hand, increased slightly at the typical station
whereas radio was down a little.
Figures compiled by the NAB
broadcast personnel-economics department, headed by Charles H. Tower,
reveal a marked increase in the cost
of operating a typical tv station and
a very slight drop in radio costs.
Highest profit margins at tv stations were found in markets of more
than 1,000,000 population and at stations with an income over $2 million.
Lowest profit margins at tv stations
were found in markets of under 25,000
population and at losing stations with
incomes under $300,000.
In the case of the typical radio station, NAB found highest profit margin
in cities over 2,500,000 population
having over $1 million income. Lowest margins were at stations in markets
of 50,000-100,000 population and those
with incomes under $50,000.
NAB's study of typical or median
(middle) stations is based on returns
from 231 tv stations and 947 radio stations.
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14%;

AM

6%

Typical radio station
1958 1957
Revenue (a) $96,200 $99,700
Times Sales 95,800 100,500
Expenses
89,900 90,600
Profit (b)
6,300 ( 6.5%)
9,100 ( 9.1%)
Time sales came from
Networks (c) 0 ( 0.0%) 0 ( 0.0%)
National &
regional 14,100 (14.7%) 15,100 (15.1%)
Local 81,700 (85.3%)
85,400 (85 %)
Expenses went into
Technical 10,700 (11.9%) 10,900 (12.0%)
Program 30,000 (33.4%) 29,700 (32.8%)
Selling (d) 15,800 (17.6%) 15,800 (17.4%)
General & Administrative 33,400 (37.1%) 34,200 (37.8%)
(Salaries and wages, including supervision and
talent,
1957.) totaled $49,900 in 1958, $52,700 in
Typical tv station
1958
1957
Revenue
Time (a) $934,300 $925,500
Sales 1,054,000 982,700
Expenses 798,800 785,700
Profit (b) 135,500 (14.5%) 139,800 (15.1%)
Times sales came from
Networks $290,000 (27.5%) $274,200 (27.9%)
National &
regional 472,400 (44.8%) 457,900 (46.6%)
Local 292,100 (27.7%) 250,600 (25.5%)
Expenses went into
Technical 139,000 (17.4%) 143,800 (18.3%)
Proaram 301,900 (37.8%) 295,400 (37.6%)
Selling (d) 98,300 (12.3%) 96,600 (12.3%)
General Administration 259,600 (32.5%) 249,900 (31.8%)
(Salaries and wages, including supervision and
talent, totaled $365,200 in 1958. $331,500 in
1957.)
(a) Time sales plus incidental broadcast
revenue minus agency and representative
commissions and payments to networks for
sale of time.
(b) Before federal income tax.
(c) For only those stations which were
affiliates with nationwide radio networks,
the typical network revenue was $2,400
in 1958, $4,000 in 1957.
(d) Includes all promotion; excludes
agency and representative commissions.

Station men planning to cover Mr.
Nixon's activities in Moscow were Richard G. Chilcott, WMMN Fairmont, W.
Va.; Herbert E. Evans, WRFD Worthington, Ohio; Harold Jackson, KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa; Dean Jeffers,
WNAX Yankton, S.D., and Rudy Koenig, WTTM Trenton, N.J. All stations
belong to People's Broadcasting Corp.,
also represented by Charles R. Day of
WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland, who plans
to travel the entire trip with the vice
president.
Gunnar Back will represent the radiotv division of Triangle Publications.
Newsreel reporters with Hearst-Metrotone and Fox Movietone News are
Lewis Cass, Robert Hewitt and Edmund
Reek Jr. Christopher Serpell is covering
the trip for the BBC and Peter Von
Zahn for the North German Broadcasting Co. Everet F. Baumgardner, Paul
Garvey, Hugo Johnson, William F. McGrory and Joseph O'Donnell are the
contingent from the U.S. Information
Agency.
Thompson H. Mitchell, president of
RCA Communications Inc., is serving
as special communications advisor with
the vice presidential party during the
tour. He joined RCA President John L.
Burns at the public opening of the Moscow Fair Saturday (July 25).

Storer

profits

up

Storer Broadcasting Co. reported a
net profit, after taxes, of $2,714,549 (or
$1.09 per share) for the first six months
of 1959. Included was a capital gain of
$582,417 (after taxes) on the $830,000
sale of WAGA-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga.
Excluding the capital gain, earnings for
the first half of 1959 were $2,132,132
(86 cents a share) compared to $1,729,620 (70 cents a share) in the first
six months of 1958.
Storer stations are WGBS-AM-FM
Miami; WJBK-AM-FM-TV Detroit;
WSPD - AM - FM - TV Toledo, Ohio;
WJW-AM-FM-TV Cleveland; WITITV Milwaukee; WAGA-TV Atlanta;
WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, WVa.;
WIBG - AM - FM Philadelphia and
KPOP Los Angeles.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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Publication "D"
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and 59-to-l over
Publication "E"
whereas (alas)
Publication "f" wasn't
mentioned even once!

HOW DO WE KNOW? These are the findings of a brand-new readership study b;
American Research Bureau, Inc., conducted among the most important executives respon
sible for broadcast advertising decisions at the 50 biggest TV-radio agencies in Americc
If you want to know the full facts about their TV-radio business publication preferences
send for a copy of "What Do the Million Dollar Buyers Think?"— just off the presf
*A "Million Dollar Bayer" is
an agency executive responsible, directly or indirectly,
for allocation of ove r
$1,000,000 yearly in broadcast advertising . Of 460
respondents in the ARB
r, 81% were.
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MUTUAL'S
Here's

an

interests

ANGEL

exclusive
who

has

Meet Al McCarthy.
Few broadcasters have had the
chance but they will pretty soon.
He's the financer behind the newest
reorganization of Mutual network— a
man of many attainments, vast holdings and unsuspected influence.
The business know-how and resources
of Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr. offer
the main hope that the quarter-centuryold network can be converted from a
money loser to a going concern.
Many people around the world have
met Al McCarthy, but few have learned
to know him well. Somehow he has
managed to avoid the spotlight.
Mystery man? Not at all. But he's
an interesting paradox — little known
despite his global activities, a huge
hulk of masculinity who can't help dominating any group he is in, yet who
seldom is mentioned in print.
Anti-Publicity • There's only one

run-down

picked

MBS

IS
on
as

A

HEAVYWEIGHT

a big man
his newest

known record of an interview with
Al McCarthy — the telephone conversation on which part of this story is
based.
Most of the information presented
here came from helpful comments by
some of his admiring acquaintances.
Mr. Mac, as his friends like to say,
doesn'tthem
hate toreporters.
He him.
just doesn't
want
write about
The reason: His private business is
his own affair. What's he worth? "That's
my business." What about the elements
of the corporate structure he controls?
Same answer.
If he wants to buy a big piece of
real estate in Tampa or Seattle and
put up a hundred or a thousand houses
or apartments, he can't for the life
of him figure why this should be anybody's business but his own.
The best word for Al McCarthy's
business empire is "vast." It's more

Alley of swank • Abutting the back side of the new Senate
Office Bldg. on Capitol Hill is a tony cluster of two-story
apartments housing some of Washington's better - known
legislators. Once a slave-trading and bawdy-house district,
it has been remodeled into a quaint garden-type group of a
dozen dwellings. Its operator — Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr.
Probably the only money-losing unit in the McCarthy
portfolio of corporations, the development is known to the
post office as Schotts Court but the McCarthy-designed
grillwork over the entrance includes a huge legend — Schotts
Alley.
Tucked in the notch of the L-shaped development is
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with

big business

building

project

than vast; it's far-flung, widely dispersed and obviously profitable.
This successful businessman believes
a business should be run for profit.
That goes for Mutual Broadcasting
System, which he hopes to have in
the black before winter under the operation of Robert F. Hurleigh, president.
His Personal Assets • Much of his
success in developing a chain of properties is attributed to a nimble mind,
a fantastic memory for figures and details, ability to find out what motivates
those he contacts and a knack of sorting out galaxies of facts and placing
them in perspective. The traits are
common, but not usually found in this
combination.
His own concept: "I just sit around
and dream. People give me ideas and
I simply
my head." and not at all
This is nod
oversimplified
accurate. He doesn't just sit around.

Blarney House, a two-story reception facility used for Al
McCarthy's parties. Invitations to Blarney House are among
the most coveted in social-minded Washington, and a guest
list may have a heavier protocol platoon than a diplomatic
reception. The parties are on the informal side — cozy,
friendly and even noisy in contrast to the usual stiff decorum
of the average affair in the Potomac social whirl.
The list of tenants in Mr. McCarthy's alley includes Sens.
Norris Cotton (R-N.H.) and Karl E. Mundt (R-S.D.):
Reps. James C. Oliver (D-Me.), William B. Widnall (RN.J.), E. Y. Berry (R-S.D.) and B. Carroll Reece (RTenn.), and ex-Sen. George H. Bender (R-Ohio).
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He moves — as fast as airplanes carry
him, 5,000, maybe 10,000 miles a week.
His headquarters is the nearest telephone, adesk, one of his many apartments around the nation (Tampa is
his legal residence) or an airplane.
It's true that people around him —
Chester Ferguson, Tampa attorney, or
his son Gregory — make suggestions.
But Mr. Mac has plenty of his own
ideas. A nod of his head is not a minor
ritual. It's a careful though often swift
decision that may involve millions.
His Personal Traits • Mr. Mac ("I
was born in New York City, March 9,
1906, a fish day") is mild in manner
and soft-spoken. His hair is thinning
and on the grayish side. He keeps
breaking out into a puckish grin that
may serve as substitute for a short
speech. He listens well and doesn't talk
unless he has something to say or a
question to ask. Sometimes he looses
a torrent of words replete with collections of figures and rapid appraisals
of facts and situations.
His Irish temper shoots sparks when
he's irked. A story is told of the time
he felt he had been roughed up by a
regional revenue agent. He stormed
into Washington, the tale goes, demanded and obtained independent
audits by three nationally known accounting firms for Treasury consideration.
Mr. Mac's friends always speak
highly of his integrity and his insistence
that business enterprises should make
money. They describe him variously
as gentle, kind, tenacious, intense in
likes and dislikes, on-the-ball, a cold
fish if you cross him, brilliant, unassuming and aggressive.
A Start in Law • He practiced corporate and financial law nine years in
New York after graduating from Fordham College and Law School. A single
idea kept recurring as he handled the
intricate and detailed affairs of corporations: Why not make some of this
kind of money myself? He quit the active practice of law to begin buying
and building his own companies.
How'd he get into Mutual network?
"Bob Hurleigh talked me into it. He
convinced me the service to this group
of independent stations was meeting an
important need and required only time,
good management and capital and time
to put it in the black."
Along with Mr. Ferguson, he is
willing to see if the largest of all radio
networks can be restored quickly to
economic, programming and journalistic efficiency. He considers Mr. Hurleigh, director of Mutual's news operations and top network executive, one
of the best broadcast newsmen in the
nation.
Mr. Hurleigh developed the recent
Mutual concept that a news operation
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr.
should center in Washington, the news
capital of the world. The Hurleigh technique is based on fast, frequent contacts with news sources, hourly news
roundups, liberal use of tape and beep
interviews with news figures — all
backed by supplementary interpretive
reports and panel discussions.
Too Many Networks • Those who
have talked with Mr. Mac report he
has faith in radio networks if the structure is put on a sound basis that conforms to the 1959 broadcast economy.
He is described as believing four radio
networks are one too many, and no
one would be surprised if he tried to
buy up ABC, CBS or NBC radio.
He believes that radio must get a
larger share of the broadcast dollar

and he's out to demonstrate that it can.
Mr. Hurleigh has long contended radio
must offer an entirely different type of
service from the drama-music-news programming of the pre-tv era.
Politically Mr. Mac is a Democrat
with a private-enterprise approach. He
takes a dim view of the New Deal
theories of government control.
Around Washington, Capitol Hill
knows him socially as a genial and
generous host. He has the Capitol
flanked on three sides by his Capital
Properties office, another office building tenanted by the U.S. Immigration
& Naturalization Service and fashionable Schotts Alley (see picture).
The modest empire-builder is the
friend of high officialdom and of many
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persons without special rank. He has
more fun than anyone at his parties; he
knows the names, experience and potential influence of every guest along
with beverage preferences and, it's said,
the approximate number of drinks each
guest has consumed.
Mr. Mac prefers to call Tampa, Fla.,
his headquartrs. He maintains a residence there where friends are frequent
guests. The nearest thing to a home is
the nearest bank of telephones. He's
a constant telephoner, contacting staff
people and businessmen wherever he has
properties.
Father and Son • He derives great
satisfaction from a new operating procedure in his business empire — a close
liaison with his son, Albert Gregory McCarthy III, a 1957 graduate of Georgetown Law School (after undergraduate
training at Fordham. The younger McCarthy has been named MBS secretary-treasurer.
The McCarthy business setup includes ownership-management roles in
Tampa Bay Garden Apartments (being sold to government); Burien Garden, Seattle, Immigration Bldg., Schotts
Ally, D.C.; new Shannon Shamrock,
Ireland, hotel; office building project in
Anchorage, Alaska, projected hotels in
Rome and Puerto Rico; apartments in
San Mateo, Calif.
The elder McCarthy is tall — 6 feet
5, give or take an inch — and portly. His
son is shy a bit of his height but still
over 6 feet. "Gregory is fitting into the
organization," the father said. "He

knows what's on my mind and what
I'm likely to do, and I know what he's
thinking and the way he operates."
Mr. Mac came from a long line of
New York McCarthys. His ancestors
were active in New York politics, their
attainments including chief of Tammany Hall and New York police commissioner. As a boy he was somewhat
lost in a large family, developing an intense desire to become a man of influence. He achieved his desire, but
doesn't figure he needs the constant publicity that professional politicians require. On the other hand he cherishes
recognition of his commercial attainments by those he likes and respects.
Gregory has presented him with two
grandchildren and his daughter Denise,
wife of Lt. Carl Hattler, a West Pointer,
has borne two more. This big, often
brusque man softens in a hurry when
the youngsters are around.
Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr. is new
to radio, but radio won't be new to
him for many days. Already he can
speak expertly of such industry topics
as Sec. 315 and he is familiar with the
niceties of network economics.
He's 100% businessman, except for a
musical hobby. An Ascap member, he
wrote the lyrics for such songs as "Fiddlesticks" and "Casually".
"Leave the figures to me," he'll often
say. His statistical mind works like an
electronic computer.
He now has a new challenge — troubleshot Mutual network — and he loves it.
Valued Counsel • Behind the scenes

All for a dollar a year • This modern brick building will be occupied by
educational ch. 48 WCET (TV) Cincinnati after Aug. 1. The studios and
facilities have been turned over to WCET by the Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
(WLWT [TV] Cincinnati) on a dollar-a-year basis. Built in 1947 at a cost
of $500,000 for WLWT, the building contains 10,000 sq. ft of space. Uberto
T. Neely, WCET general manager, told Crosley officials that he could find
"no record of any other commercial telecasting company which has contributed as much or more than your organization to the cause of educational tv."
50
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in the corporate structure of Albert
Gregory McCarthy Jr. is his attorney
and MBS partner, Chester H. Ferguson,
member of the highranking Tampa (Fla.)
law firm of MacFarlane, lisonFerguson,
& Kelly. He Al-is
MBS board chairman
and has a financial
interest.
Mr. Ferguson's
firm
Mr. Ferguson handles
the accounts
of two broadcast stations — WFLA and
WDAE, both Tampa — and the Tampa
Tribune. He attended U. of Alabama,
Mercer U. and U. of Florida, receiving his law degree at the last-named in
1930. He is a member of Omicron
Delta Kappa fraternity; Florida Bar;
Tampa-Hillsborough County and American Bar Assns. His birthplace was
Americus, Ga. (1908).
He married the former Louise Lykes,
whose family is identified with the Lykes
Bros. Steamship Co. on whose board he
serves. He also is a director of Pasco
Packing Co. He has two children and
has been a practicing attorney since
1930. Hobbies include gin rummy at the
Tampa University Club.
WOR

New

its Mutual

York

keeps

affiliation

In a surprise move, WOR New York
signed a new affiliation agreement with
Mutual last week although earlier reports had indicated strongly that the
station would disaffiliate after the termination of the present contract on
Aug. 8.
Under the new agreement, WOR will
carry a total of 60 network newscasts,
plus special events, sports and public
affairs programs fed by Mutual. Though
WOR officials declined to explain reasons for the move, it was reported that
the proposal offered by Mutual under
which the stations will carry only a
stipulated number of news and other
types of programming was a decisive
factor. The station, it was said, will be
paid in cash up to a certain point, rather
than under Mutual's usual arrangement
of providing two five-minute newscasts
per hour, with the station selling one
and Mutual the other.
No announcement has been made as
yet of the plans of the four other RKO
General Teleradio stations which are
affiliated with MBS and whose contracts
expire Aug. 8.
A meeting of Mutual's creditors is
scheduled for tomorrow (July 28) before U.S. Referee Asa Herzog in New
York. The network has filed a petition
for voluntary bankruptcy under Chapter
1 1 of the Bankruptcy Act (Broadcasting, July 6 et seq.). Mutual has liabilities of $3,195,607.
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TAMPA
ST.
. . . market
Each year, 600,000 barrels of golden Budweiser
beer will flow from this magnificent new
$20,000,000 Budweiser plant in Tampa!
Adjoining the Anheuser-Busch brewery is the
fabulous 15-acre Busch Gardens. This civic
attraction includes tropical lagoons, Hospitality
House with its 7-pointed "floating" roof, an
amphitheater overlooking a vast rare-bird area,
and enchanting Dwarf Village.
Anheuser-Busch now joins dozens of other

PE

on the move !
industrial giants who have recently made their
move to the MARKET ON THE MOVE . . .
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG . . . now 26th in
retail sales, 26th in automotive sales, 27th in
drug sales!
Go after this golden market with the STATIONON-THE-MOVE— WTVT— first in total share
of audience* with 38 of the top 50 programs!
WTVT, with highest-rated CBS and local shows,
blankets and penetrates the MARKET-ONTHE-MOVE . . . TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG.
* Latest ARB

station on the move...
TAMPA

- ST. PETERSBURG
Channel 13

WTVT
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV

Oklahoma City
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WKY - radio Oklahoma City

wsfa-tv

Montgomery

Represented by the Katz Agency
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CBS

Radio

affiliates

review PCP's progress
Commendation of CBS Radio's controversial Program Consolidation Plan
was voiced by the board of directors of
the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. last
week after a two-day meeting in which
PCP's first six months were reviewed.
Charles C. Caley of WMBD Peoria,
111., chairman of the affiliates board,
said on behalf of the group that "PCP
has demonstrated its strength in assuring to audiences, affiliates and advertisers the continuation of national network radio service." Authorities said
the statement was based on a review
of CBS Radio audiences in individual
markets and on a national basis, introduction of new entertainment programs, and evaluation of more than 60
special public affairs programs furnished to affiliates during the last six
months.
In its meeting, held Monday and
Tuesday in New York, the board heard
CBS Radio President Arthur Hull Hayes
forecast heavy sponsorship of network
programs this fall. He said there was
particular demand for sponsor participation in Arthur Godfrey's return to his
daytime program after recuperation
from his cancer operation.
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, and Mr. Hayes headed the network group which met with the board.
Others included department heads and
other key officials.

The board also reviewed plans presented by Frank Fogarty of WOW
Omaha, convention chairman, for the
sixth annual meeting of the entire affiliates association, to be held Sept. 2324 at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel in
New York.
Corwin

fm

network

shoots for early '60
A five-station California fm "network," whose service area will cover
70% of the state's population, is expected to be in operation by the first
of next year, Sherrill Corwin has announced. Mr. Corwin is head of the
Metropolitan Theatres Corp., licensee
of KFMU (FM) Los Angeles, and
is sole owner of KFMW (FM) San Bernardino (now program testing) and
holder of permits for the other three
stations; KFMX (FM) San Diego,
KBAY-FM San Francisco and KGUDFM Santa Barbara.
All five stations will be equipped with
the latest RCA equipment and will
operate with 30 kw, except KGUD-FM,
which will have somewhat higher power. All will have multiplex equipment,
with the second channel available for
background music or some similar
service (an arrangement has already
been made for Muzak to use KFMW's
subcarrier in San Bernardino), and
when multiplex stereophonic standards
have been set, they will go into that
operation. Currently, KFMU and
KCBH (FM) Beverly Hills broadcast a

During a break • At a recess during last week's meeting of network executives with the board of directors of the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. (1 to r) :
Harold P. Danforth, WDBO Orlando, Fla.; James M. Seward, CBS Radio
executive vice president; Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president; Larry Haeg,
WCCO Minneapolis; Chairman Charles C. Caley, WMBD Peoria, 111.;
Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president; Joseph M. Higgins, WTHI Terre
Haute, Ind.; Lee B. Wailes, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach; Frank
Fogarty, WOW Omaha; Westerman Whillock, KBOI Boise, Idaho; George
Perkins, WROW Albany, N.Y.; J. C. Kellam. KTBC Austin, Tex.
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double-fm stereo concert each Sunday
afternoon; KFMW has begun fm-am
stereo broadcasting with KPRO Riverside, and KGUD-AM-FM (Mr. Corwin
also owns KGUD-AM) also plan to
offer stereo programming (before 6
p.m. as KGUD is a daytime station).
KFMU will supply the other four
stations with somewhat less than half
of their programming (40-50%, except
in San Francisco where it will be somewhat lower), partly to make use of the
experienced fm announcers employed
at KFMU, partly as an economy.
("Like all fm operators we try to economize wherever we can," Tom Baxter,
general manager, said. "The only place
where we don't is on equipment, where
we insist on the best because all we
have to sell is superior sound.") These
"network" programs will be transmitted
to
by relay
and "bicycled" to
the KFMW
other stations
on tape.
All stations will have the same commercial criteria as KFMU, Lee Ellis,
sales manager, stated. "Raucous jingles,
loud shouting commercials, absurd
claims and, most of all, multiple commercials won't be permitted. We will
broadcast only four commercials per
hour." Mr. Baxter added: We're on
record with this policy and will continue iteven after an fm station is able
to get more than four commercials an
KPFK
(FM) on air
"Commercial-free" radio was slated
to hour."
come to southern California yesterday (July 26) with the air debut of
KPFK (FM) Los Angeles (Broadcasting, June 15). The station is supported
by voluntary (tax deductible) subscriptions. So far, about 2,000 have subscribed the $12 that entitles them to a
year's KPFK Portfolio, a complete listing of its programs.
KPFK is on 90.7 mc with 75 kw. Address: 5636 Melrose Ave., Los Angeles
38. Telephone: Hollywood 7-7183. The
new station is owned and operated by
Pacifica Foundation (KPFA [FM]
Berkeley, Calif.) with Terrell T. Drinkwater as manager.
KING tapping taste
KING Seattle, Wash., has sent more
than 100,000 persons in its coverage
area a questionnaire to find out their
musical tastes.
The survey is being conducted in
cooperation with International Business
Machines Corp. Dr. Stuart Carter Dodd,
director of the U. of Washington's
Public Opinion Lab, is serving as consultant on the project. Those receiving
questionnaires are asked to listen to
excerpts from 10 records broadcast on
KING that are representative of five
categories of popular music.
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Memo

to

Marty

Nierman:

ARB and Nielsen have just completed new audience surveys
of the Omaha market. ARB also has a new survey of Lincoln,
Nebraska's second largest market.
KMTV is the dominant Omaha station in all three books.
OMAHA ARB May-June —In the four-week average, KMTV
leads all other Omaha stations from sign-on to sign-off in
share of sets-in-use.
OMAHA NIELSEN June -KMTV delivers more television
homes in more quarter hours than any other Omaha station.
LINCOLN ARB April —KMTV leads in twice as many quarter
hours as the other Omaha stations combined.
Specifics? Look at Jack Paar. Look at KMTV's 10:00 p.m.
News. In both Omaha and Lincoln ARBs, most people prefer
Paar and news to the best movies competition can buy, (no
matter how much they cost). In Omaha, Paar leads in 27 of
30 quarter hours and his total rating points are more than
the combined points of all other programs in the same period.
In Lincoln, Paar on KMTV leads in 28 of 30 quarter hours.
KMTV's 10:00 p.m. News is Omaha's highest-rated evening
news and delivers an average rating double that of compet-

Take your choice of books. But call Marty Nierman, Executive Vice-President, Edward Petry & Co., or any other Petryman before you buy Omaha.
OMAHA
IS KMTV

One

station

left

testing fm stereo mx
A combination of lack of interest
and a jaundiced eye at the FCC has
reduced from 9 to 1 the number of fm
stations experimenting with multiplexing stereophonic broadcasts.
The remaining outlet is Zenith
Radio Corp.'s WEFM (FM) Chicago,
which feeds a storecasting system only
and doesn't sell its time. Its experiments are carried on from midnight to
noon and 4-5 p.m. daily under special
temporary authorization from FCC.
WFDS-FM Baltimore's STA for
similar multiplex stereo experiments expired July 15. Although WFDS-FM
has requested renewal of its STA, FCC
officials say the station's report on its experiments will have to contain useful
information not already known if it gets
renewal. The other seven fm outlets
have discontinued experimental stereo
multiplexing either because of lack of
interest or because they failed to provide new information, the FCC said.
As for am stereo experimental broadcasts, there are only three stations with
STAs— all in New York City: WCBS,
WRCA and WABC, the last conducting its experiment under a system devised by Philco Corp.
The FCC currently is accepting comments on stereo broadcasting systems,
with a Dec. 1 1 deadline, as a basis for
possible rulemaking to standardize multiplex stereo.
Knorr

gains

control

of Michigan stations
Acquisition of positive control of
Knorr Broadcasting Corp. by its founder and president,
Frederick A. Knorr,
was announced last
week. Mr. Knorr and
associates are buying
the interests of Harvy
R. Hansen and William H. McCoy. The
consideration is in exeach.
of $1 million
cessKnorr
Mr Knorr
stations are
WKMH Dearborn, WKMF Flint,
WSAM Saginaw, WKHM Jackson and
WELL Battle Creek, all Michigan. It
also owns one-third of the Detroit
Tigers baseball team. Messrs. Hansen
and McCoy will continue to serve as
president and director and as secretary
and director respectively of the Tigers.
Among the new stockholders will be
Charles J. Sitta, president of Michigan
Spot Sales Inc. (a Knorr company);
John J. Carroll, general manager of
WKMH and Walter S. Patterson, general manager of WKHM.
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Going up • Nov. 1, 1960, is the target date for occupancy of the new
WOW-AM-TV Omaha building, pictured above by its architect, Leo A.
Daly Co. Ground for the new building will be broken next month according
to Frank P. Fogarty, vice president and general manager of WOW-AM-TV.
Mr. Fogarty announced that the two-story structure will include an fm
studio and that WOW will soon apply for a fm license. The building's exterior will be of Vermont marble and bronze tile. Exact cost of the project
has not yet been established since the deadline on bidding is next month.
Transcontinent split
Directors of Transcontinent Television Corp., New York, are recommending to stockholders a 2-for-l split of
the presently authorized shares and an
increase of 500,000 in the number of
authorized shares, making a total of 1,520,000 authorized shares. Stockholders
will meet in early August when the
recommendations will be presented for
approval.
Transcontinent stations are WGRAM-TV Buffalao and WROC-TV Rochester, both New York; KFMB-AMTV San Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield, both California; 60% of WNEPTV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa., and
50% of WSVA-AM-TV Harrisonburg,
Va.
Changing
hands
ANNOUNCED • The following sale of
station interests was announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KMCM McMinnville, Ore.: Sold
by Yamill Broadcasters Inc. (McMinnville News-Register) to Jerry Carr and
John Courcier for $80,000. Broker
was Edwin Tornberg & Co. KMCM
operates on 1260 kc with 1 kw.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 94).
• WLAC-AM-TV Nashville, Tenn.:
Sold 24% working control of Life &
Casualty Insurance of Tennessee (parent company of WLAC and 50% owner of WLAC-TV), to Murchison Bros.
(Clint W. Murchison Jr. and John W.

Murchison) for $40 million. Murchison
Bros, also controls Lamar Life Insurance Co., licensee of WJDX-AM-FM
Jackson, Miss. WLAC is on 1510 kc
with 50 kw, directional night and is a
CBS affiliate. WLAC-TV is on ch. 5
and is affiliated with CBS-TV.
• KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore.: Sold to
Nafi Corp. (Kenyon Brown, president
of broadcast division) by George Haggarty for $3.75 million. Mr. Brown
has interests, along with Bing Crosby,
chairman of the board of Nafi Corp.
broadcast division, in KCOP-TV Los
Angeles, and KFOX-AM-FM Long
Beach, both California. Mr. Brown also
has interests in KGLC Miami, Okla.;
KANS Independence, Mo.; KSON San
Diego and KITO San Bernardino,
Calif. KPTV is on ch. 12 and is affiliated with NBC-TV. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented.
• KSDO San Diego, Calif.: Sold to
Gordon Broadcasting of San Diego
Inc. by San Diego Broadcasting Co.
(C.A. Smith and associates) for $500,000. Mr. Gordon owns KBUZ-AMFM Mesa, Ariz. KSDO is on 1130 kc
with 5 kw day, 1 kw night, directional
night and day.
• WMIC Monroe, Mich.: Sold to 560
Broadcasting Corp. (Ross Mullholland,
Richard E. Jones and others) by McIntyre Broadcasting Co. for $398,000.
Mr. Jones has interests in KXLY-AMTV Spokane, Wash, and KELP-AMTV El Paso, Tex. WMIC is on 560
kc with 500 w, day, directional.
• WAMV East St. Louis, Mo.: Sold to
Hess-Hawkins Co. (Louis Strick and
Joseph Calderon) by advertising execuBROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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W.

VA.

States

inc.

tive Robert W. Day for $300,000.
WAMV, on 1490 kc with 250 w, is
affiliated with ABC.
• KXO El Centro, Calif.: Sold to Feldman Enterprises Inc. (Leonard Feldman, president) by Valradio Inc. (Riley
R. Gibson, president) for $240,000.
KXO, on 1230 kc with 250 w, is affiliated with MBS.
• KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.: Sold
to KRNO Inc. (George W. Boiling,
lack C. Vaughn and Cecil L. Trigg)
by Western Empire Broadcasters Inc.
for $240,000 and $3,600 annual rental
of real estate for three years. Messrs.
Vaughn and Trigg have interests in
KVII-TV Amarillo and KOSA-TV
Odessa, both Texas. Mr. Trigg also has
an interest in KOSA-AM. KRNO is
on 1240 kc with 250 w.
• KWDM Des Moines, Iowa: Sold to
General Broadcasting Services of Iowa
Inc. (lames Binger and Armin P.
Buetow) by Des Moines Broadcasting
Corp. (George W. Webber, president)
for $200,000. KWDM is on 1150 kc
with 1 kw, directional, and is affiliated
with MBS.
• Media

reports

• Corinthian Broadcasting Corp., N.Y..
appoints Henry J. Kaufman & Assoc.,

Washington, D.C., to handle trade advertising and promotion, effective immediately. Corinthian stations are:
KOTV (TV) Tulsa, KHOU-TV Houston, KXTV (TV) Sacramento, WANEAM-TV Fort Wayne and WISH-AMTV Indianapolis.
• Venard, Rintoul & McConnell Inc.,
radio-tv representative, has moved its
Chicago office to larger quarters on 26th
floor at same address, 35 E. Wacker Dr.
• WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids,
Mich., held a public service programming seminar for representatives of
more than 70 community organizations
two weeks ago. Topics included importance and results of public service
programs and campaigns, technical requirements for radio-tv stations, how to
plan a program and station requirements for program length, announcements and material acceptance.
• Peters, Griffin, Woodward, N.Y., has
expanded quarters at new address for
representative firm's southeast headquarters inAtlanta. New location: 1372
Peachtree St. N.E., suite 106. Phone:
Trinity 5-7763.
• WLOS-TV Asheville-Greenville-Spartanburg. S.C., has opened its Greenville office in the Poinsett Hotel. The
office will serve as headquarters for

regional sales coordinator Tom Burkhart and WLOS-TV's South Carolina
news bureau, headed by bureau chief
Harold Ludwig.
• KSFR (FM) San Francisco is feeding classical music to KJML (FM)
Sacramento. This was the first step in
the formation of a Pacific Concert Network. KSFR's good music format includes a modern jazz show (Fri. and
Sat. midnight-3 a.m.). PCN's top rates:
prime evening time — one 60-second
spot for $13, discounting to 260 60-second spots for $8.31 each. Address: 10
Claude Lane, San Francisco 8.
• An office in Hollywood has been
opened by Ayres, Allen & Smith, San
Francisco station representative. Under
direction of Henry M. Stanley, the new
office is at 1548 N. Highland Ave.,
Hollywood 28. Telephone: Hollywood
2-4939. Assisting Mr. Stanley with station relations is Betty Ward, formerly
of Foote, Cone & Belding.
• H-R Television and H-R Representatives have moved into larger quarters
at 321 Bush St., San Francisco.
• The Military District of Washington
and the Dept. of the Army held a special retreat review ceremony July 19
in honor of NAB. President Harold E.
Fellows was to receive the Army's citation to the association for "valuable
contributions to the Army and the na• Daren F. McGavren Co., station
representative, will open a new office,
its seventh, in St. Louis on Aug. 1.
Jack
tion."Hetherington, formerly with the
Adam Young representation office in
St. Louis, has been named manager.
The address is 317 North 11th St.

The sun never sets
Travel from Coast to Coast and from border to border. Wherever you go
the continental
Unitedwith
States,
you'll find
a station. .owner
has had
ain successful
transaction
Blackburn
& Company
. trulywhonationwide
in scope, with four regional offices convenient to your location for negotiations, financing and appraisals.

(BLaddbuAn
&
Qompmuj.
RADIO — TV — NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
WEST COAST
SOUTHERN
H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
James W. Blackburn
Colin M. Selph
William B. Ryan
California Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
333 N. Michigan Avenue Healey Building
Joseph M. Sitrick
Atlanta, Georgia
Chicago, Illinois
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
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• KFOX Long Beach, Calif, will drop
its current popular music format,
switching to all western and country
music Aug. 3. The change was announced by Cal Perley, vice president
in charge of all Kenyon Brown radio
stations (KFOX is owned by Mr. Brown
in association with Bing Crosby and
Kevin Sweeney), who said it followed
a thorough study of the area.
• On July 19, WTAG-FM Worcester,
Mass., joined the WQXR Network
which carries music programmed by
WQXR New York. Affiliated with the
Worcester Telegram and Gazette,
WTAG-FM is the 14th station to join
the good-music hook-up. The station
will carry 65 hours of network programming each week, according to
Herbert L. Krueger, vice president and
general manager of WTAG-AM-FM.
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Since January of this year, more than 3,000 new homes were built each
month in the Land of Profttunity!
The families moving in — many of whom are new residents — need
everything from tacks to toasters. There is a need for every product and service!
Add to the new residents the 1,594,700 persons already living in the
WFLA-TV sales area and you get some idea of the opportunity for sales — and
profit — in the Land of Profttunity!
For more information, write us, or call your Blair-TV man.

Market figures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying
Power. Home building figures from U.S. Department of Labor.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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The world is his beat . . . wherever
the trails of international crime
lead him! "International Detective"
presents to the television audience
the thrilling authenticity of
actual case histories from the
largest private crime detection
organization in the world. Never
before have these documented stories
been presented to the public.
Never before has such a slice of
life, suspense and danger been
presented so dramatically.
Starring Arthur Fleming
Produced by Eddie Sutherland
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IT'S

OPEN

FCC

proposal

SEASON
to recommend

The FCC has had second thoughts on
the clear channel case.
It announced last week that it had
instructed its staff to draw up a new
proposed rulemaking notice which
would, if enacted, permit the assignment of a '"limited" number of unlimited time Class II stations on all 24
Class 1-A, unduplicated clear channels.
These Class II stations, the FCC said,
would be not less than 10 kw in power.
Their locations, it added, would be determined on the basis of need in areas
without primary service.
Class II stations are unlimited time
stations (or they can be daytime only
stations) on the 45 clear channels. They
must protect the dominant Class 1 station at nighttime, but at the same time
they must accept any interference they

ON
24

Class

might suffer from the dominant station.
The latest move brought a negative
comment from a clear channel spokesman. Reed T. Rollo, counsel for the
Clear Channel Broadcasting Service,
said last week: 'Tm afraid it means
duplication of all clears at distances
that would preclude forever higher
Last year, the FCC proposed to
duplicate, with a second 50 kw,
Class
1 station, five of the 24 Class
power."
1-A clear channel frequencies and to
permit the assignment of Class II stations on these plus seven other Class
1-A frequencies. It said the question of
higher power would be taken up later
(Broadcasting, April 21, 1958).
Bare Majority • The vote to instruct
the staff was close, it was understood.

1 -A

CLEARS

H's in 1-A spots
Four of the seven commissioners voted
in favor of this move.
The official document is not expected
to be issued until September, following
the FCC's August vacation.
No mention will be made, it is understood, of any power boosts for the clear
channel stations. At the time the clear
channel proceedings began in 1945 before the FCC, the clears urged that they
be permitted to increase their power
to 500-750 kw.
Response to the FCC's 1958 proposal, in general, was negative. The
clear channel stations, the networks and
the Clear Channel Broadcasting Service
objected. CCBS pointedly asked why
the Commission had not suggested
higher power for the clear channel stations.
In last year's proposal, the Commission suggested that five of the 1-A frequencies be duplicated at specified

"
"KNOE
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, IS
progressive
North -LAND
Louisiana, South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A
James
A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
Monroe, Louisiana
h r Television, inc.
Photo:
Chemical
Mississippi, Works where nitrogen
productsSpencer
for industry
and Company's
agricultureVicksburg,
are produced.
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660 kc (WRCA New York) in Monplaces:tana; 770 kc (WABC New York) in a
western state to be determined; 880 kc
(WCBS New York) in Wyoming; 1100
kc (KYW Cleveland) in Arizona; 1180
kc (WHAM Rochester, N.Y.) in Idaho.
The Commission said also that at a
later date it would allow Class II
stations on these frequencies at underserved locations. It also listed the following other seven clear channel
frequencies for immediate Class II
assignments:
670 kc (WMAQ Chicago), 720 kc
(WGN Chicago), 780 kc (WBBM Chicago), 890 kc (WLS Chicago), 1020
kc (KDKA Pittsburgh), 1120 kc
(KMOX St. Louis), 1210 kc (WCAU
Philadelphia).
More Stations • It was estimated
then that under these conditions there
could be anywhere from three to six
Class II stations on each of the above
12 frequencies. Using the same basis
for all 24 Class 1 frequencies, as expected to be proposed by the Commission, this could result in from 72 to 144
new Class II stations.
The Commission announcement
made no mention of the companion
daytime skywave case. This involves
technical findings that skywave service
begins about two hours before sunset
and continues for about two hours
after sunrise. The clear channel stations are protected, nighttime, from
sunset to sunrise.
Clear channel stations were assigned
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

We kno\

what our neu

,v,re and Maryland want to see on television and we give
it to them— good ! Seventy -five live local shows conceived and custom-tailored to Marylanders' taste.
■ You name it and WBAL-TV has it-has it-live! News live! Weather live! Sports live! Depth
interviews live! Panel shows live! Children's shows live !■ And to further gild the lily, WBAL-TV
produces frank, honest and. in many oases, startling reports on subjects of local interest such as
the Baltimore Police Department, the School System and alcoholism in Maryland. B This is the
kind of outstanding service WBAL-TV delivers to its viewers in addition to the topflight NIK ;
Network programming you know so well. B That is why we say buy WBAL-TV in Baltimore
where your clients' commercial message is nlways surrounded by the heal Ml Dill „TB
show in town. Always the best show in town-Always the best buy in town, f § DHL
1 W
We tower 1049 feet above sea level to serve you better.
BALTIMORE
Ch.ll* NBC Affiliate 'Represented Nationally by Edward Petrv & Company/ Associated with WBAL-Radio 1090
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in the early days of radio in order to
serve remote areas of the country. This
is done through the skywave phenomenon by which a broadcast signal can
travel out hundreds of miles from the
transmitter. The signal at night bounces
off the ionosphere — a layer of ionized
particles about 30 miles above the earth
— and can be received at great distances.
During the day all broadcast stations are confined to groundwave coverage, about 100 miles, since there is
no ionosphere in existence.
The clear channel case began in 1945
when the FCC opened up the question
whether to duplicate the clears or permit them to
"superpower",
or both.
There
areusenow
45 clear channels.
Class 1-A frequencies contain only one
station on each frequency at night.
There are 24 Class 1-A frequencies.
Class 1-B frequencies contain two clear
channel stations on the same frequency,
separated virtually by a continent.
There are 21 Class 1-B channels, but
since seven of these frequencies are
shared with a foreign country, there
are only 35 U. S. Class 1-B stations.
WJAR
IN CINCINNATI
We've taken to our wheels this summer! We've gone right out to visit our
listeners
and they love it!
The bright red WCKY Mobile Studio
broadcasts a full week at high traffic
count locations from 6:30 to 10 AM
and 4 to 6 PM, with Leo Underhill
handling the morning broadcasts and
Paul Miller (shown here) broadcasting
afternoons. Decked out in red blazers
and straw hats for high visibility, Leo
and Paul greet motorists, tell them
about traffic delays in the Cincinnati
area, and play that good music for
which WCKY is famous. From the
waving hands, blinking lights and honking horns, we'reis sure
nearlytoeveryone
in Cincinnati
attracted
our remotes, and listening to WCKY. And
the lucky advertisers who sponsor the
remotes are happiest of all!
If you have a product which needs to
get going in Cincinnati, then you need
WCKY— the station on the GO. Call
Tom Welstead at WCKY's New York
office or AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and on the West Coast.

WCKY
OF

50,000 WATTS
SELLING POWER

Cincinnati,
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Ohio

sale

injunction

upheld by R.I. court
The Rhode Island Supreme Court
last week upheld a preliminary injunction against the sale of the Outlet Co.
(Providence department store which
owns WJAR-AM-TV there) to New
York realtor William Zeckendorf.
The high court ruled 4-1 that a
lower court injunction, issued last
March, was proper.
Involved is the proposed $12 million sale of the Providence department
store and its broadcast properties to
Mr. Zeckendorf s 91065 Corp.
At the end of last week, attorneys
for Mr. Zeckendorf said they were
still studying the decision but had not
come to any decision whether to continue the fight or withdraw from the
contract.
A lower court granted the injunction because, the judge said, the trustees of the stock probably failed to obtain a better price and one of the
trustees, the Industrial National Bank,
was involved in a conflict of interests.
Conflict of Interest • The state Supreme Court upheld the conflict of
interest contention.
An option to purchase 55,230 shares
of Outlet Co. stock at $120 per share
was obtained last November by Roger
L. Stevens, New York realtor. Mr.
Stevens subsequently turned over this
option to the Zeckendorf interests.
A suit to stay the sale was instituted
by Joseph S. Sinclair, grandson of the
founder of the Outlet Co., and execu-

tive of the broadcast properties. Mr.
Sinclair claimed that he could have
secured a bid of $122.50 per share.
Mr. Sinclair is due to inherit the bulk
of the estate in three years, when he
reaches 40. This came about with the
death of his mother earlier this month.
The legal proceedings thus far have
involved only the preliminary injunction. A new full hearing is required
if Mr. Sinclair wants to make the injunction permanent.
There is also some question, apparently, as to the validity of the sale
contract. A clause permitted either
party to void the contract up to July
21. Although no action was taken, there
is some conflict about the meaning of
this clause after that date.
FCC votes 4-3 on
KHOU-TV
renewal
The FCC moves in mysterious ways
sometimes.
Last week the Commission approved,
by a 4-3 split vote, the license renewal
of KHOU-TV Houston, Tex. This is
one of the Corinthian stations and no
one even knew that the renewal was in
question. Seems the Galveston Chamber of Commerce sometime ago complained tothe FCC that KHOU-TV was
slighting Galveston in its programming.
KHOU-TV once was KGUL-TV, assigned to Galveston. The FCC staff compared programming information in renewal application with Galveston Chamber's complaint, and judged it had no
substance. Under regular procedure,
however, it bucked the renewal up to
Commission level.
Majority of FCC accepted staff's
judgment; three dissenters — Comrs.
Robert T. Bartley, Frederick W. Ford
and John S. Cross — thought Commission ought to write to station giving
gist of complaint and ask for the station's version. The majority felt information was already in the renewal
application and answered the complaint.
KHOU-TV's present license expires
July 31.
U.S.

Chamber

urges

interstate tax limit
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce last
week recommended that Congress approve legislation which would prohibit
states from taxing income of companies
not maintaining a place of business
within the taxing state.
Testimony to this effect was given
by the
Chamber's
Dane Jr. before
the
Senate
FinanceJohnCommittee,
which
conducted hearings last week on three
bills exempting interstate firms from
state taxation when their business
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

"Listen to this, Bill", said the WeeReBeL as he sat on the desk to chat with Bill Hinman,
Lambert & Feasley, Inc., New York.
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"We're a combination hard to beat...''''
Metropolitan Columbus, Georgia is the 25th market in the U. S. for per family income
... over a million people can watch its in our 47 county coverage area . . .
Wvr>
WRBL-TV and WRBL Radio are the stations that consistently pay off for advertisers.
CALL HOLLINGBERY for top ratings, rate details . . . package plans . . . market
data . . . programming information . . . penetration data . . . and prime availabilities.
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WRBl
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000

WATTS

G
C0LIM1BU5,
CH.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co.
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within a state is limited to sales and
other marketing activities. The Supreme
Court has ruled that a state may tax
that portion of the income of companies operating in interstate commerce
which is derived from the taxing state
(Broadcasting, March 2).
Mr. Dane, a Boston tax attorney and
chairman of the Chamber's taxation
committee, said that the urgent need
is to bring a measure of certainty into
the tax liability of interstate corporations. "So long as every corporation
selling outside of its state is in doubt
of its . . . liabilities, a serious restraint
is being imposed on the development
of
the American economy," Mr. Dane
stated.
My Mommy
Listens to KFWB
Use Pulse. Use Hooper. Use
Nielsen. All three rate KFWB
#1 in total audience in the
L.A. area. Buy KFWB . . . first
in do!
Los Angeles. It's the thing
to

6419 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Managei
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN. BLAIR i CO.

HITLER

WAS

RIGHT!
Bradford R. Hitler, consultant to WVET
Radio in Rochester on matters of race
prejudice, has come out against the
100-yard dash, and we think he's
right. This event will not be broadcast
in any track and field meet we may
cover. We will, however, carry not
only MONITOR, but will become the
first station in the nation to offer
MERRIMAC when we join the NBC
Radio Network on August 1. 1959.
NATL REPS: THE BOLLING CO.
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Reasons Why • He made these specific points in urging Senate approval
of the intent of the pending bills:
(1) Such legislation would go a long
way toward eliminating the interstate
tax dilemma of small and medium
companies having a permanent place
of business in only a few states.
(2) The risk of taxation on more
than 100% of a company's income
would be greatly reduced. Such excessive taxation could come about through
lack of uniformity in tax laws of individual states.
(3) Such legislation would not conflict with the Supreme Court decision
as both firms involved (neither related
to broadcasting) in the court's ruling
had an office in the taxing state.
The committee heard testimony on
the bills from senators and several other
witnesses, none connected with broadcasting or related businesses.
A special House Judiciary subcommittee, headed by Rep. Edwin E. Willis (D-La.), plans to hold hearings on
the same state taxation subject in "late
fall," a spokesman said last week. Several bills prohibiting a state from taxing
interstate commerce also are pending
in the House, the latest of which (HR
8336 by Rep. H. Allen Smith [RCalif.]) was introduced last week.

corrective action should be taken by
Congress without further delay." The
Rhode Island senator has been advocating improved storm warning services
since 1954 when several tropical hurricanes devastated sections of New England.
In a letter to FCC Chmn. John E.
Doerfer, Sen. Green inquired about
procedures involved in assigning the
necessary fm frequencies to the Weather Bureau. He also indicated that hearings may be necessary to establish regional needs for the fm weathercasts
and to determine where and when the
proposed stations should be established.
The senator said manufacturers of
portable transistor radios have indicated
that fm receivers, not larger than a pack
of cigarettes, might later be produced
at very low cost if public interest in the
proposed weathercasts becomes great
enough.
WAFB-TV

Microwave
Fm

weather

service

advocated by Green
A new kind of fm service has been
proposed by Sen. Theodore F. Green
(D-R.I.). He suggests that a nationwide network of fm stations, to be operated by the U.S. Weather Bureau, be
established to broadcast weather forecasts and storm warnings on a 24-hour
a day schedule. The fm network would
also be used for civil defense announcements in national emergencies.
In describing his proposal, Sen. Green
said, "The annual national economic
loss to our citizens resulting from inadequate dissemination of storm warnings
and forecasts is staggering, and some

goes

vhf

A second vhf tv operation for Baton
Rouge, La., was authorized last week,
less than two months after the FCC
deleted ch. 9 from Hattiesburg, Miss.,
and assigned it to Baton Rouge.
(Broadcasting, June 8).
WAFB-TV, now on ch. 28 was
granted a special temporary authorization to switch to ch. 9. The temporary
authorization will remain in effect until the Commission takes final action
on applications for regular operation
on the vhf channel. WAFB-TV and
Community Broadcasting Co., licensee
of WIBR Baton Rouge, have applied
for regular operation on ch. 9.
In granting the special temporary
operation, the FCC said WAFB-TV
would receive no effect or preference in
any comparative hearing because of expenditure of funds as a result of its
temporary operation. Comr. John S.
Cross dissented in the action, which
was opposed by WIBR.
rule

The FCC last week made part of its
rules a policy of long standing concerning specialized microwave common carrier companies. It amended Sec. 21.709
to require information concerning the
financial interrelationships between
common carriers which pick up tv signals and deliver them to community tv
systems and the catv systems which are
their customers. This information will
be used, the FCC said, not only in
judging
at renewaloriginal
times. applications, but also
There are about 50 microwave systems furnishing common carrier service
to about 100 cable companies. All their
licenses expire Feb. 1, 1961. Renewals
will be for the regular five year period.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

ALABAMA
ARIZONA
ARKANSAS
CALIFORNIA
COLORADO
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DIST. OF COLUMBIA
FLORIDA

How

much

is

GEORGIA
IDAHO
1 LLINOIS
INDIANA
IOWA
KANSAS

"public
costing

power"

the

of your

people

state

?

Every American is taxed to pay for federal "public
power," and the cost to people in your state has
run into the millions.
Federal government electric power systems have
already cost the nation's taxpayers $53^> billion.
The list on the right shows about how much of this
has been collected in each state.
If the "public power" lobbyists succeed in their
plans for getting the government still deeper into the
electric business, the cost will soar to $153^ billion.
The cost to your state will be almost tripled.
Yet this spending for more and more "public power"
is completely unnecessary. America's hundreds of
independent electric light and power companies are
ready and able to provide all the low-price electricity
the nation needs— without depending on taxes.
These companies have doubled the supply of electricity in the past 10 years, and will double the
present supply in the next 10.
Federal "public power" keeps growing because most
people don't realize they are paying for it. But
informed Americans can stop it.
Will you help spread the word?

AMERICA'S INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC LIGHT AND POWER COMPANIES
Company names on request through this magazine
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

KENTUCKY
LOUISIANA
MAINE
MARYLAND
MASSACHUSETTS
MICHIGAN
MINNESOTA
MISSISSIPPI
MISSOURI
MONTANA
NEBRASKA
NEVADA
NEW HAMPSHIRE
NEW JERSEY
NEW MEXICO
NEW YORK
NORTH CAROLINA
NORTH DAKOTA
OHIO
OKLAHOMA
OREGON
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
SOUTH CAROLINA
SOUTH DAKOTA
TENNESSEE
TEXAS
UTAH
VERMONT
VIRGINIA
WASHINGTON
WEST VIRGINIA
WISCONSIN
WYOMING

$ 51.700.000
28.600.000
24.200.000
564,850.000
52.250.000
123.750,000
32,450,000
36,300,000
125,950.000
68,750,000
14,300,000
400,400,000
132,000,000
63,800,000
51,150,000
57,200,000
67.100.000
23,100,000
103,400,000
194,150,000
273,900,000
90,750,000
23,100,000
127,050,000
16,500,000
35.750,000
11,550,000
17.600.000
232,100,000
19,250,000
752.400.000
72.050.000
10.450.000
338.800.000
50,050.000
50,050,000
396,550,000
30,800,000
33,000,000
12.100,000
63,250,000
235,400,000
19,250.000
9.900.000
91.300,000
85,250,000
41,800.000
114.400.000

9.350,000
Amounts (to nearest $50,000) figured on the percentage
of all federal taxes collected in each state. Current tax
collections used as basis.

SEC.
Equal

315
time

BILLS

NEAR

amendments

TO

exempting

VOTE
news

rouse fears of radio-tv 'discretion'
The House Commerce Committee
where it stood before the FCC's decision that candidates are entitled to
last Wednesday (July 22) joined its
Senate counterpart in approving a bill equal time on newscast.
amending Sec. 315 of the CommunicaAlso last Wednesday, Sen. John Pastions Act — but not before three sepatore (D-R.I.) introduced the bill (S
rate sessions of closed-door debate
2424) approved by the Senate Comwhich caused concern among Washingmerce Committee two weeks ago
ton industry representatives.
(Broadcasting, July 20). This bill exA thrice-changed version of HR
empts "any newscast, news interview,
news documentary, on-the-spot cover7985, originally introduced by Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.), finally was
age of news events or panel discussion"
approved in a form recommended by from Sec. 315. It also provides for a
three-year congressional study of the
Rep. John Moss (D-Calif.). The
exemptions to determine if broadcasters
favored language:
have been abusing the granted exemp"Appearance by a legally qualified
tions. The House bill does not contain
candidate on any bona fide newscast
this
provision.
(including news interviews) or any onCommittee Chairman Warren Magthe-spot coverage of news events (innuson (D-Wash.) said Thursday that
cluding but not limited to political conhe has discussed the equal time bill with
ventions and activities incidental thereSen. Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), mato) where the appearance of a candidate on such newscast, interview, or
jority whip, and that "we expect to
in connection with such coverage is bring the bill to the floor of the Senate
[this week] and pass it. . . . Time is of
incidental to the presentation of news,
shall not be deemed to be use of a
the essence in getting the bill passed."
Temptation • In an accompanying
broadcasting station within the meanreport, the Senate committee stated:
ing of this subsection."
Final vote on reporting this language
"The committee is not unmindful that
was 25-1, with one member voting the class of programs being exempted
from the equal time requirements would
"present" and seven members absent.
However, it was pointed out that this offer a temptation as well as an opportunity for a broadcaster to push his
is not an indication of all-out approval
by those who voted to report the bill, favorite candidate and to exclude others. That is a danger. The committee
with several members reserving the
clearly recognizes this to be a definite
right to object on the floor. As one
obstacle but feels that the alternative
member put it:
to standing pat and maintaining status
"We are afraid of what doors might
be opened in giving broadcasters the quo could lead to a virtual blackout
in the presentation of candidates on
right to decide what candidates make
the news-type programs."
news." While he said he voted to report
HR 7985 to the floor, he still had strong
Because of this "pitfall," the report
reservations as to whether the bill stated,
the provision for a close study
should become law. Several other memwas included to "serve as a warning
to all broadcasters that the discretion
bers were reported to have the same
misgivings and this is borne out by the being granted them and the manner in
lengthy debate of the committee.
which they employ it will be carefully
Rep Moss' amendment replaced language which would exempt "apearance
by a legally qualified candidate on any
newscast (including news interviews)
or any on-the-spot coverage of newsworthy events."
This language,
constituted
an earlier
amendmentitself,
to
the Harris bill deleting "panel discussions or similar type programs" approved by the Communications Subcommittee (Broadcasting, July 13).
Intent Same • Rep. Harris said there
is "virtually little difference as to intent" between the Moss amendment
and the bill as approved by the subcom it e . "I think it is not as limiting now to broadcasters," he said, and
that the bill will place Sec. 315 back to
66 (GOVERNMENT)

screened."
In a separate statement included in
the report, Sen. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.)
said he felt "very strongly that the need
remains" for Congress to define qualified candidates and to exempt broadcasters from political libel. Sen. Hartke's bill, S 1858, contains both of these
provisions in addition to the committeeapproved exemptions.
WNBC
(TV) sale hit
WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass. (ch.
40) last week asked the FCC to designate for hearing the proposed sale by
NBC of WNBC (TV) New Britain,
Conn. (ch. 30), to Connecticut Tv Inc.,

one-third owned by WWLP (TV)
Springfield (ch. 22), WWOR-TV Worcester (ch. 14) and WRLP (TV) Greenfield (ch. 32), all Massachusetts. The
proposed sale of WNBC and WKNB
New Britain for $1.04 million was filed
last month (Broadcasting, June 29).
WHYN-TV said it competes with
WWLP and that joint ownership of
WNBC and WWLP, WWOR-TV and
WRLP will create an overlap which violates FCC rules, adding that there would
be a "presumption" of "package rates"
by the WNBC-WWLP group.
Hawaiian

petitions

against KPOI denied
The FCC has denied a joint petition
by KPOA and KULA, both Honolulu,
which had requested revocation of the
license of another Honolulu outlet,
KPOI (Broadcasting, June 22, et seq.).
Charges leveled against KPOI (formerly
KHON), which were answered in a
subsequent KPOI opposition document,
involved veteran broadcaster John D.
Keating and alleged violations of FCC
rules and policy.
The KPOA-KULA petition pictured
Mr. Keating as the man behind the
KPOI ownership scene through his relationship with WINS New York Manager Jock Fearnhead, who purchased
KPOI this spring for $125,000. Mr.
Keating, at that time owned 25% of
WINS.
Changes in Mr. Keating's broadcast
interests were granted by the Commission last week. In a stock transaction,
Mr. Keating acquired sole ownership
of KDAY Santa Monica, Calif., while
partner J. Elroy McCaw acquired sole
ownership of WINS New York. There
will be joint ownership of KALA (TV)
Wailuku and KONA (TV) Honolulu,
both Hawaii. KONA had been another
factor in the KPOA-KULA attack on
KPOI. Mr. Keating will be employed
as a consultant to WINS for 80 months
at $1,000 per month.
WTOH-TV

wants

ch. 5

WTOH-TV Toledo (ch. 79 permittee)
last week asked the FCC to start rulemaking to drop in ch. 5 there and give
that station special temporary authority
to operate it. The proposal would involve switching ch. 5 at Cleveland with
ch. 12 in Erie and would result in a
minimum co-channel separation of 130
miles for ch. 5, WTOH-TV said.
WTOH-TV said it is afraid to build a
ch. 79 station because of competition
from Toledo vhfs WTOL-TV (ch. 11)
and WSPD-TV (ch. 13). The proposal
includes show-cause orders to WEWS
(TV) Cleveland (ch. 5) and WICU-TV
Erie, Pa. (ch. 12).
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

There's a world of difference
between just taking a picture and that
"quality touch" possessed by
the photographer who paints with the
magic of the lens.
This same quality reflection is
also apparent in the operations of
today's better radio and
television stations.

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS ■ EDWARD PETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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THE

LAST

Sponsor

DAYS
tells FCC

OF

FIRESTONE

of network

troubles,

but says it considers incident closed
The Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. was
Mr. Kintner, according to Mr. Ryan,
once offered first sponsorship of a new
offered Firestone "first crack" at the
then new program. Mr. Ryan said he
ABC property — Disneyland, but turned
it down because the management of was interested, but Firestone's management was adamant that the Voice
the Akron, Ohio, tire company was
wedded to the Voice of Firestone.
of Firestone should be continued— and
This, and other tidbits on the recent
in prime time.
ABC agreed to give Firestone the
rocky road of the 31 -year-old concert
music radio and tv program, was put historic Monday night half-hour, with
into an FCC record last week by only one condition, Mr. Ryan said: a
Charles B. Ryan, Firestone director of non-cancellable, 52-week contract each
merchandising and advertising.
Firestone continued in this time
Mr. Ryan testified last week in Washyear.
ington before FCC Chief Hearing Experiod until the 1957-58 season when
aminer James D. Cunningham in the it signed a 39-week contract.
It lost the Monday night time in the
Commission's investigation of tv network programming practices. Three
1958-59 season when ABC put Bourweeks ago the investigation heard adbon Street Beat into the 8:30-9:30 p.m.
vertising agency executives in New
slot.
The Voice of Firestone began on
York tell their experiences with tv networks (Broadcasting, July 13).
NBC Radio in 1928, Mr. Ryan recounted and remained in the Monday
In addition to Mr. Ryan, whose testimony made up the bulk of the one-day
night 8:30-9 p.m. time period until
hearing, others who appeared were
June 1954. Firestone invested $40 million in the program, Mr. Ryan said.
Alfred J. McGinness, manager of national advertising; Joseph H. Thomas,
In 1943 Firestone sponsored Televice president and general counsel,
news on NBC-TV and in 1948 it sponand Howard Barlow, longtime musical
sored Americana, also on NBC-TV. In
director of the Voice of Firestone.
1951 it put Voice of Firestone on tv,
The Firestone executive noted that
following the signing of an agreement
the company had not initiated the in- between the American Federation of
Musicians and the network on the use
vestigation but was appearing under
FCC order. "We have no ax to grind of live music on tv. The Firestone program went into a Monday night 8:30with
he added.
have any
most network."
cordial relations
with "We
the 9 p.m. period.
networks."
Godfrey 'Clobbering' Voice • It remained in this period until 1954, Mr.
Disneyland Offer by Kintner • The
Disneyland offer was made in 1954 by Ryan said. In that year, Sylvester L.
Robert Kintner, then ABC president,
(Pat) Weaver. NBC president, told
when ABC made a presentation to the company that it would have to vamove the Voice of Firestone to that
cate the period for the upcoming Sid
network. This was after NBC pre- Caesar Show, Mr. Ryan recalled, beempted the Monday 8:30-9 p.m. time
it was being "clobbered" by
slot which had been occupied by the Arthur cause
Godfrey on CBS. No comparable prime time was offered, Mr. Ryan
Firestone program since 1928.

said, because Mr. Weaver felt Voice
was a low-rated show. Various other
time periods were offered, Mr. Ryan
said, including 30-36 weeks free on
Sunday afternoon. NBC also offered
Firestone the co-sponsorship of the Sid
Caesar Show.
Mr. Ryan said he told Mr. Weaver
and Robert Sarnoff, then vice president of the NBC, that he was "astonished, shocked
and disappointed"
at their action
in removing
the Voice
of Firestone from its regular time
He said that he had assumed that
Firestone
had a firm reservation for
period.
the Monday night period on NBC because, he said, Niles Trammell, NBC
president in the early days of television,
had assured the company that by getting into tv early it could ensure use of
the time slot.
Inherent Right • Mr. Ryan said Firestone felt it had an "inherent right" to
the Monday night period "on a historical basis, an investment basis, contribution togood balanced tv programming and also because we ourselves
had developed the 90-station live network rather than NBC and had made
a very considerable investment in that
and also because of the commitments
of Niles Trammell. . . ."
Both Mr. Ryan and Mr. McGinness
took issue with NBC's attitude that the
Voice of Firestone was a low-rated
show. Mr. Ryan said that in 1950 Firestone hired the Psychological Corp. to
check its radio audience. This survey of
10,000 interviews, Mr. Ryan said,
showed that 19.2% said they listened
regularly and 35.6% said they listened
occasionally.
Mr. McGinness told of receiving
100,000 requests for a reprint of a
Voice of Democracy speech presented
by one of the winners in 1959 on the
Voice program. Mr. McGinness stated
that this convinced him that "Nielsen
and other rating services are inadequate. . . ."

Mr. Ryan

Mr. McGinness

Mr. Thomas

Mr. Barlow

Voices of Firestone that bared their story to the FCC
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Daly

buckshotting

equal time requests
Candidate Lar Daly was back before
the networks again last week demanding equal time — and getting turned
down.
He asked NBC for time equal to that
devoted to Sen. Hubert Humphrey CDMinn.) on Today July 17 (Broadcasting, July 20) and to New York Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller July 19 on Meet
the Press, alleging both are Presidential
candidates. NBC officials turned him
down on both counts on the grounds
neither are officially candidates.
He also sent a letter to Mutual President Robert Hurleigh serving notice he
would demand equal time if Sen. Humphrey appeared on Mutual's Reporters
Roundup as scheduled yesterday (July
26). Mutual spokesmen said Thursday
that the letter had not been received,
but that any such demand would be refused on the ground that Sen. Humphrey has not announced his candidacy.
They also noted that Mr. Daly had
been interviewed on Mutual last week
and had warned that Vice President
Richard Nixon is a candidate for President, and that broadcast remarks by
Mr. Nixon concerning his current visit
to Russia could also be the basis of
equal-time demands.
Mr. Daly, interviewed on Mutual's
The World Today Thursday, said he
definitely is a candidate for the Presidency but "I haven't decided yet for
what political party."
McCarthy Irked • Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.), prime pusher of
Sen. Humphrey for President, was
more than a little piqued at CBS last
week for canceling the latter's appearance on Face the Nation (Broadcasting, July 20). Cosponsor of legislation
to amend Sec. 315, Sen. McCarthy said
"if this CBS ruling is an indication of
the manner in which radio and tv stations are interpreting existing laws,
I am of the opinion no attempt in
clarification would be effective."
He called for a "full-scale" Senate
investigation of the CBS decision prior
to any action on amending the equal
time law.
Beaumont grant near
The FCC last week tentatively approved the grant of ch. 12 in Beaumont,
Tex., to Tv Broadcasters Inc., which
once operated ch. 31 Beaumont as
KBMT (TV). The proposed grant, if
made final, would reverse Examiner
Charles J. Frederick's initial decision
last Aug. 1 1 which favored Brown Telecasters Inc. The third applicant was
K.PBX Broadcasting Co., which operates KJET Beaumont. Two on-the-air
vhf outlets in Beaumont are KFDM
(TV) (ch. 6) and KPAC-TV (ch. 4).
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Cadillac

WWTV
MORE

area

people

earn

more

money,

COVERS
CONSUMER

INCOME

YOU'LL

THAN

FIND

IN

DELAWARE!
A
NCS No.lation 3in 86,090
give! WWTV
daytime weekly
circuin 106,130
home*hornet,
in 36 nighttime
Michigan circulation
counties.
It's true! Consumer income in 36
Northern Lower Michigan counties where WWTV has NCS No. 3
daily circulation, both daytime and
nighttime, is higher than for the
entire state of Delaware*.
To top it off, no other station

WKZO-TV
— GRAND
RAPIDS-KALAMAZOOCREEK
WKZO
RADIO
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
WJEF RADIO
—— GRAND
RAPIDS
WJEF FM— — CADILLAC,
GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV
MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV _ Aijocroted
LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
with
WMBD
RADIO
— PEORIA.
ILLINOIS
WMBDTV — PEORIA,
ILLINOIS

even approaches
WWTV's Cadillac
popularity in the important
market. The latest Pulse survey
(Nov. 5-12, 1958) gives WWTV
leadership in 238 of 240 quarter
hours, Monday through Friday
(noon-midnight) !
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV
(Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of outstate
Michigan worth having. If you
want it all, give us a call!
*Consumer
Spendable
Income
Delaware is $857.2
million.
The inWWTV
area has an income of $905.2 million.

WWTV
316,000 WATTS
• CHANNEL
13 • 1282' TOWER
CBS and
ABC in CADILLAC
Serving Northern Lower Michigan
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to ABA

A Senate subcommittee held three
days of hearings last week on two administrative procedure bills, one designed to outlaw backdoor contacts with
the FCC and other agencies, and the
two-man majority was "startled" when
the lone Republican member expressed
his views on unofficial conversations
with the agencies.
Senate minority leader Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) during testimony last
Wednesday (July 22) told his colleagues
to "look at the practical aspects of the
matter." He said that he has in the
past and will continue to contact members of government departments and
agencies whom he knows personally.
"That is the most natural thing in the
world," Sen. Dirksen said.
He also discussed advantages of
Washington's cocktail parties in meeting and cultivating contacts.
Sen. Dirksen made these observations
during hearings of the Judiciary Subcommittee on Administrative Practice & Procedure. The three-man body
is chaired by Sen. John Carroll CDColo.), with freshman Sen. Philip Hart
(D-Mich.) the remaining member.
The subcommittee was taking testi-

Dirksen
reform

says,
bills

mony on S 2374, an American Bar
Assn. proposal which makes it a crime
to make improper ex parte contacts or
representations to commissioners and
hearing examiners, and S 600 which
establishes an office of Federal Administrative Practice.
Democratic Support • Following his
criticism of the day before, Sen. Dirksen
attacked S 2374 Thursday on the Senate floor and received the support of
three Democratic colleagues. "Are we to
be put on the carpet because we represent our constituents, make inquiries
and find out what the status of matters
is?"
the Illinois Republican asked. He
continued:
"I go to parties like anybody else. I
might see the commissioner of this
agency or that agency at some party.
T guess at times I have asked about
certain cases. ... Is there anything so
heinous or horrendous about that? Until there is a mandate in the law . . .
which says it is wrong and that I will
be put in jail for doing it, I am going to
continue to do so." And, he emphasized
if such a law is passed, "I shall have
outlived my usefulness in the public

FCC splits 'ex life."
parte' hair
The FCC is going to draw a fine Commission's rules. Comments on
the proposals are due August 24,
line between two types of rule-makwith replies due 10 days later.
ing proceedings — and bar ex parte
representations in one of them.
The move was made necessary, it
One will be the usual, regular,
was explained, by the opinion of the
overall rule-making and the other
U.S. Court of Appeals in the Sangamon Valley case, issued last May. In
one in which "special consideration"
is required.
this
involving
Commission's
movecase,
of ch.
2 fromtheSpringfield,
111.,
The regular rule-making will conto St. Louis and the concurrent
tinue as it does now. The Commission said that it may consider any
change of the Springfield station to
a uhf channel and of KTVI (TV) St.
information that might be available
to it before final action is taken.
Louis to ch. 2, the court raised its
But, in the second instance — the eyebrow at what it termed "private
"special
one —make
the conversations" between Harry TenCommissionconsideration"
said that it would
nenbaum (KTVI co-owner) and FCC
its decision only on the record. It commissioners. The off-the-record
added, however, that it may consider
approaches were first made public by
relevant information coming to its the House Legislative Oversight
attention before the issuance of the
Committee.
Current practice before the FCC
rule-making notice. Involved here,
it is understood, will be cases where
bars all ex parte conversations with
there are conflicting claims to a commissioners or staff in adjudicavaluable privilege.
tory cases (where two or more applicants are seeking a grant), but
The revision of the long-standing
practice was announced last week
does not forbid this type of offrecord representation in rule-makin a notice of proposed rule-making
to amend Sec. 1.212-1.218 of the
ing cases.
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Sens. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.) and Herman
Talmadge (D-Ga.) agreed in essence
with Sen. Dirksen's statement. Sen.
Mansfield said that he felt "no compunction at all about calling agencies
Earlier at the hearings, several witdowntown."
nesses often referred to FCC actions in
stressing the need for corrective legislation. Also frequently pointed out was
that "no one would dare" to approach a
Sen. Paul Douglas (D-Ill.), the leadjudge.
off witness, said he is not sure S 2374
goes as far as is desired. "I am not
entirely convinced that rulemaking proceedings should not be subject to the
same prohibitions" as adjudicatory proceedings, he said. "There are adversaries in rulemaking proceedings, as
there are in quasi-judicial proceedings,
and the public interest is in dispute as
compared with those private interests
which are being pushed by skilled practitioners. Why then should not the
searchlight of publicity be directed as
much upon the rulemaking as upon the
quasi-judicial
The senator proceeding?"
said that the likelihood
of public scrutiny tends to frighten
away any evil-doer who may desire to
corrupt. "The basic American sense of
fair play demands," he said, "that both
sides be given an equal chance to present theirViews
points • of
view."A. Bicks, head
Justice
Robert
of the Justice Dept. Antitrust Div.,
urged that any attempts to make offthe-record contacts be grounds for total
disqualification of the guilty applicant.
Limiting his testimony to S 2374, Mr.
Bicks quoted liberally from legal briefs
and court decisions.
He said the Justice Dept.'s position
on ex parte pleas was made very clear
in its brief with the FCC in the Miami
ch. 10 case (Justice recommended disqualification ofthree of the four applicants). According to the witness, the
ABA bill is far from clear on what
type of agency proceeding a ban on
ex parte contacts should cover. "We
urge that the need for fairness . . . cannot turn on whether the label ruleor adjudication be applied,"
Mr. Bicksmakingsaid.
Mr. Bicks said the recent court of
appeals decision in the Sangamon Valley case (ch. 2 Springfield, 111. -St. Louis)
stating that private approaches to commissioners "vitiated" the FCC action
should be included in any approved
legislation.
Justice said that any bill should not
rely on criminal sanctions because of
the "insurmountable problems of proof
beyond a reasonable doubt. Any applicant that seeks favored treatment
through ex parte pleas to commissioners
must be unmistakenly told that the
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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Here's the ultimate in convenience
for selection and presentation of
program effects— the all new RCA
Special Effects System. Key circuitry for each effect is contained
in plug-in modules. Any ten effects
may be pre-selected— simply plug ten modules into the control panel. Each module has
illuminated symbol showing the effect it will
produce. Slide an effect out— slide another
in — it's just that easy. You get just the right
effect to add that extra SELL to your programs and commercials.
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MONEY'S
WORTH
In Shreveport, one of America's fastest growing
markets, you get a lot more for your money
when you specify KTBS-TV, Channel 3.
All Nielsen surveys show KTBS-TV the dominant station in a market over four times larger
than Shreveport's metropolitan area in population and income. Here is coverage that really
counts - 1,318,600 people with $1,661,784,000
to spend.
Ask your Petry man for the story on the FULL
Shreveport market. You'll find KTBS-TV not
only
gives you your money's worth, but more,
lots more.
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doors of the agency are closed to him,"
the Justice spokesman said.
John F. Cushman, director of the
Justice Dept.'s office of administrative
procedure, said that his office "can and
does perform useful functions" and that
it would be a step backward to abandon
it. His present office, he said, is charged
with seven of the nine duties outlined
for the proposed new body in S 600.
"As long as the operation is run
on a relatively small scale, there are a
number of advantages in retaining the
present set up," he said. Mr. Cushman's
office, with a five-man staff (including
the director), was established in December 1956 following a recommendation
made
sion by the second Hoover CommisSome Rulemaking Too • Donald C.
Beelar, partner in the Washington law
firm of Kirkland, Ellis, Hodson, Chaffetz & Masters, presented the principal
ABA case for passage of S 2374. He is
chairman of the association's special
committee on the Federal Administrative Practice Act and immediate past
chairman of the section of administrative law.
He said that some agency rulemaking
proceedings should fall under S 2374
and cited the Sangamon Valley tv case.
"This proceeding, although rulemaking
in form, was a controversy between particular individuals with regard to a specific television assignment and it was
certainly
adversary in character," Mr.
Beelar said.
In such cases, he pointed out, the
FCC would be required to announce at
the beginning of the proceeding whether the case falls under the ex parte
rules. "We in the American Bar Assn.
. . . believe that S 2374 represents the
minimum of a legislative program for
dealing effectively with the problem of
influence and pressures," Mr. Beelar
said.
John D. Randall, president-elect of
the ABA, said that "conditions are
ripe" for enactment of legislation outlawing backdoor pressures. "If the agencies are to continue their courtlike functions, we must adopt legislation which
will adequately protect the integrity of
these
said. agency hearing proceedings," he
Three other witnesses, John B. Gage,
Ashley Sellers and C. Frank Reifsnyder,
testified for ABA on behalf of the two
bills under consideration.
Justin N. Feldman of the New York
City Bar Assn., speaking in favor of the
bill to set up an administrative practice
office,
said it be
is "abundantly
there should
a centralizedclear"
officethat
to
coordinate the activities and the dissemination of information under the
Administrative Procedure Act. "There
is no other way ... by which we can

obtain the required degree of uniformity throughout the Executive Branch
with respect to the appointment and
assignment of hearing commissioners
. . . and the admission to and control
of
said.practice before such agencies," he
Representing the Federal Trial Examiners Conference, Joseph Zwerdling
said that body "strongly supports the
creation of an independent Office of
Federal Administrative Practice."
The hearings were recessed following
Thursday's
the chair. session subject to the call of
KPDQ

gets

of KPAM

stay

transfer

The FCC has entered the battle between two religious broadcasters in
Portland, Ore.
The Commission granted a protest by
John W. Davis, licensee of religiousprogramming KPDQ Portland, to the
extent
of KPAM
postponing
May's (FM)
sale
grant of
andlast
KPFM
Portland, pending an evidentiary hearing. The Commission further ordered
the two stations to be returned to their
sellers within 30 days. KPAM-KPFM
were sold by Stanley M. Goard and
others to Gospel Broadcasting Co.
(45% owned by Baptist minister F.
Demcy Mylar, 20% by Emil Boesch,
and others) for $200,000. The FCC
granted the sale wtihout a hearing
(Broadcasting, May 25).
KPDQ is fighting the KPAM-KPFM
transfer on grounds of "economic injury." KPDQ has claimed it would
suffer financial injury in loss of advertising and commercial religious programs and other sources of revenue.
KPDQ has charged, among other
things, that the KPAM service area
overlaps the service area of KRWC
Forest Grove, Ore., owned 50% by
Mr. Mylar.
Sports bill hearing
National Football League Comr.
Bert Bell and other spokesmen for that
sport will be the lead-off witnesses
when Senate hearings begin tomorrow
(Tuesday) on two bills giving professional team sports antitrust exemptions (Broadcasting, July 20).
The hearings, scheduled to run four
days, will be held by the Antitrust Subcom it e ofthe Senate Judiciary Committee. Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
sponsor of one of the bills (S 886),
is chairman. The other measure, S 616,
gives much broader exemptions, including a blackout of radio-tv sports, and
is co-sponsored by three senators. The
Kefauver version would leave a possible
sports blackout up to the FCC.
On Wednesday (July 29) Baseball
Comr. Ford Frick and other baseball
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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& FLUTTER:
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All recordings can be MONITORED
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Pocket Tape Recorder
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A Palm-size Engineering Masterpiece that instantly captures
and records any conversation, music or other sound and
plays it right back in rich, professional Hi-Fidelity quality
for radio broadcasting — TV — and many other business and
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corporation

telephone glenmore 5-9570
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figures will testify. Thursday's witnesses
will include Baltimore Oriole Manager
Paul Richards and Earl Mann, president of the Atlanta Crackers, while
William Shea and Branch Rickey,
proponents of a third major league,
are scheduled to testify Friday.
Mr. Mann has put his Atlanta Crackers up for sale, because of lack of attendance. He charged that major league clubs do not realize what they are
doing to minor league teams with telecasts into the minors' territories.
The hearings will begin at 10 a.m.
each morning in Rm. 318 of the Old
Senate Office Bldg.

CH.

5

BRIEFS

Revocation
in Boston

urged
tv case

Two more briefs by participants in
the court-remanded Boston ch. 5 rehearing were filed by last Thursday
(July 23) and three others were scheduled to be filed the next day (July 24).
The Boston Globe, intervenor, filed
on Tuesday and applicant Greater
Boston Tv Corp. on Thursday. Allen
B. DuMont Labs, Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc. and WHDH Boston,

The
Size
Of

Your

Company
Makes
No
Difference
That's because every client's
a VIP* at General Film; there are
no "small" producers here!
In General's busy processing
laboratories, appropriately
located in the heart of the film
capital, the same meticulous
service is courteously accorded
each of our clients, regardless
of size, location or job.
From the moment your film
arrives until the hour of its
as-scheduled completion, every
foot is guaranteed our
personalized Red Carpet
Treatment. A special salesservice representative is
assigned to cover your job from
start to finish, your assurance
of continuous attention
all the way through.
* VERY IMPORTANT PRODUCER

FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
O0 GENERAL
1546 ARGYLE AVE. • HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA • HO 2-6171
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all applicants, and the Justice Dept., as
amicus curiae, were to file Friday.
GBT asked disqualification of
WHDH and MBT and a demerit against
DuMont and held two former FCC
members (George C. McConnaughey
and Richard A. Mack) should have disqualified themselves from voting in the
April 1957 grant to WHDH. DuMont
urged disqualification of all three other
applicants or that their contacts with
FCC members be considered as comparative factors against them, also
holding Comrs. McConnaughey and
Mack should have been disqualified. The
Globe also said the two former FCC
members should have not voted.
WHDH felt the 1957 grant to it should
not be set aside. FCC's Office of General Counsel filed the previous week
(Broadcasting, July 20).
The briefs were filed on orders of
Special Examiner Horace :<Stern, who
held hearings last February in the
court-remanded proceedings. The rehearing had been delayed pending the
end of the Mack-Whiteside criminal
trial.
Briefs available by last Thursday:
Greater Boston Position • Greater
Boston asked revocation of the ch. 5
grant and "absolute disqualification" of
WHDH and Massachusetts Bay Telecasters Inc. as applicants because they
"improperly attempted to influence the
FCC decision." GBT said that while
DuMont should not be disqualified, the
fact that Dr. Allen B. DuMont and Mr.
McConnaughey lunched together during the adjudication period should reflect adversely against DuMont from a
comparative standpoint.
GBT held Mr. McConnaughey
should have disqualified himself whether or not his vote was decisive because
he was subjected to "improper influences," because his influence on other
FCC members cannot be determined
and because
he "misrepresented"
other
FCC members
the status of toa
Justice Dept. probe of antitrust
charges against the Boston Herald
Traveler (WHDH).
Greater Boston charged WHDH
President Robert Choate with being
"less than candid" and "deliberately
evasive" in testifying before the House
Oversight Subcommittee and the FCC
rehearing about his luncheons with Mr.
McConnaughey. The luncheon meetity.
ings, GBT continued, could be considered as per se evidence of culpabilGBT also held that contacts by MBT
Vice President-Director Forrester A.
Clark with a number of highly-placed
Washington officials and with Mr. McCon aughey— done at the direction of
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
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The turning point in the practical application of infrared to military problems was during World War II when the Allies discovered the German
Army was using infrared for secret signaling between infantry troops, for
the surveillance of Russian tanks supposedly secure in the darkness, and
for the detection of Allied night bombers which confused radars by the use
of chaff. The turning point for the commercial application of infrared
came about the same time when the American synthetic rubber program
required rapid analysis of the C4 fraction in butadiene production. Since
this could best be achieved through infrared spectroscopy, commercial
infrared spectrophotometers for chemical analysis began to appear
in 1943.
Today, despite great advancements in the application of infrared to military and commercial uses, it appears to be only on the threshold of its full
realization. That's what makes infrared such an exciting and challenging
topic to investigate.
SEPTEMBER

PROCEEDINGS
ENTIRE

INFRARED

This special INFRARED ISSUE of the Proceedings of the
IRE is the first unclassified American publication to bring
together in one place the bulk of the basic information on
infrared physics and technology. The material is current,
authentic, and much of it recently declassified. It was prepared under the auspices of the Infrared Information
Symposia (IRIS), an organization sponsored by the office
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A History of Infrared, by Dr. Warren N. Arnquist
and Dr. E. Scott Barr.

Applications, by Dr. Paul J. Ovrebo and
Dr. R. Bowling Barnes.

EXPLORES

This comprehensive review of a rapidly growing scienceinfrared— is only one of the many services offered members of the IRE. Non-members of the Institute of Radio
Engineers, however, are invited to reserve a copy of this
vital issue by returning the coupon below, today.

□ Enclosed is $3.00

The Infrared System, by Dr. Sidney Passman.
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Infrared, a New Frontier of Physics and
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MBT's board — also were improper.
DuMont's Stand • Allen B. DuMont
Labs urged that all three of the other
applicants be disqualified from further
competition for ch. 5 and that the grant
to WHDH be set aside and award of
the Boston tv facility be made to DuMont, the only applicant whose "hands
are clean."
DuMont said if the other three applicants are not disqualified their actions
should be considered against them on
a comparative basis.
DuMont charged Mr. McConnaughey with being "prejudiced." The
best evidence of this, DuMont said,
was his "unaccountable distortion" of
the status of the Justice Dept.'s probe
of antitrust charges against the Boston
Herald Traveler (WHDH) by making
an "erroneous" report to other FCC
members, which, DuMont said, "undoubtedly"which
resulted infavored
an earlier
decision and one
WHDH.
Mr. Mack should have disqualified
himself because of his acknowledged
bias in favor of making tv grants to
newspapers. DuMont said, adding that
it is "impossible" to consider the MackWhiteside criminal trial without concluding that contacts with Mr. Mack
affected his judgment and his participation with fellow FCC members in
the ch. 5 case.
WHDH's Answer • WHDH held the
ch. 5 grant to it should be allowed to
stand. The Boston Herald Traveler subsidiary said WHDH President Robert
Choate and former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey met three
times, once casually at a rival station
affair in Boston and twice in Washington at luncheons. At no time were the
merits of the ch. 5 case discussed,
WHDH said.
WHDH's brief said opponents' suggestions that any meeting at all between applicants and commissioners
during adjudication is improper are
"too fanciful to discuss." The FCC
has always recognized the value of
"broad contacts"
with the "industry,"
WHDH
said.
The WHDH brief said there are
"deep and fundamental" differences between FCC member contacts with those
it regulates and the judge-litigant relationship eschewed by the courts. The
FCC is not a court and its members are
not judges, the brief said. The FCC's
"open door policy" is traditional and
has promoted its historic mandate:
"wider
more effective use of radio,"
WHDH and
maintained.
If it were assumed Mr. McConnaughey should be disqualified, then all
FCC members then should be disqualified for giving audience to Globe representatives, WHDH said.
Any contention WHDH should be
disqualified is untenable in view of
76

Judge Horace Stern's failure to recommend absolute disqualification of Public Service Tv Inc. in the Miami ch.
10 case, WHDH said.
The brief said all applicants (and
the Globe) contacted FCC members
directly or indirectly and that if all
conversations with commissioners during adjudication are to be considered,
these contacts cannot be ignored.
WHDH felt that Globe officials had
acted as "emissaries" for GBT and
that DuMont and MBT had made direct contacts with Mr. McConnaughey.
Globe in Same Tenor • The Boston
Globe held that Messrs. McConnaughey
and Mack should have disqualified
themselves from voting.
The Globe, asking for a new decision "free from suspicion," held that
Mr. McConnaughey allowed winning
applicant WHDH and Massachusetts
Bay Telecasters Inc. to make off-therecord presentations before the award
and became prejudiced in favor of the
former through "several" ex parte contacts. The Globe's brief, second filed
since the reopened ch. 5 case resumed
(Broadcasting, July 20), charged Mr.
Mack with bias against the FCC's
diversification policy and with wrongfully failing to act on a Globe petition
as motions commissioner during the
newspaper's
ch.
5 case. attempt to intervene in the
The newspaper competitor of the
Boston Herald Traveler (WHDH) said
Mr. McConnaughey met with WHDH
President Robert Choate for luncheon
"at least" three times and heard offthe-record presentations in behalf of
WHDH. thus violating law, FCC rules
and the sense of fair play and exhibiting a "reckless
disregard"
responsibilities. He also
violated ofthehis law
and

• Government

notes

• WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla. now may
identify itself as Tampa-St. Petersburg.
Comr. Robert Bartley dissented in the
FCC action, which waived Sec. 3.652(a)
of the rules.
• The FCC last week granted an increase in power to KJBS San Francisco.
The station will be permitted to broadcast with 50 kw during daytime hours
in which it does not interfere with
KYW Cleveland. Operating on 1100
kc, KJBS is presently licensed for fulltime operation with 1 kw. Comrs. R.E.
Lee and Frederick Ford dissented.
• The FCC last week denied a motion
by WTVW (TV) Evansville, Ind. (ch.
7 permittee), to terminate the Commission's deintermixture proceeding which
would shift ch. 7 to Louisville and require WTVW to operate on ch. 31.
Comr. Frederick W. Ford was absent.
• The FCC last week directed its staff
to prepare a document looking toward
granting the application of George A.
Brown Jr. for a new tv station on ch.
13 in Bowling Green, Ky. The proposed action would reverse an initial
decision of Sept. 8, 1958, which looked
toward granting the competing application of Sarkes Tarzian Inc. (WTTS.
WTTV [TV] Bloomington and WPTA
[TV] Roanoke, both Indiana).
• The Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters has entered the Tampa-St. Petersburg ch. 10 case, in which five of
the six applicants for the channel have
again requested the FCC to authorize
short co-channel mileage separations in
order to utilize existing transmitter sites
in the area. AMST referred to TampaSt. Petersburg as an example of an
area which "does not present a . . .
'critical shortage' of facilities." According to AMST, the separation would be
some 35 miles below the required 220
miles from ch. 10 WPST-TV Miami,
Fla. The FCC late last year rejected an
identical proposal for a short separation
by the same applicants, AMST noted.
The applicants are Florida Gulfcoast
Broadcasters, City of St. Petersburg.
WTSP-TV Inc., Tampa Telecasters Inc..
Suncoast Cities Broadcasting Corp.. and
Bay Area Telecasting Corp.

disqualified himself when he had lunch
and heard another ex parte presentation
by Forrester A. Clark, vice president
of MBT, the brief said.
The brief said Mr. McConnaughey
also should have disqualified himself
for considering, off the record, information he received from a telephone conversation with Victor Hansen, head of
the Justice Dept.'s antitrust Division,
on the status of Justice's investigation
of antitrust charges against the Herald
Traveler, made by the Globe. Besides
that, the brief said, Mr. McConnaughey
also misstated to other FCC members
the substance of the telephone call. Mr.
McConnaughey testified during the ch.
5 rehearing that Mr. Hansen told him
the charges against WHDH were
groundless and Justice had dropped the
probe. This conflicted with testimony
by Mr. Hansen in the same hearing
that he told Mr. McConnaughey Justice
at that time found discrepancies in the
charges, but was continuing its investi-

• FCC General Counsel John FitzGerald and Paul McDonaugh, administrative assistant to Chmn. John Doerfer,
were named last week to represent the
Commission on a special Advisory
Council on Administrative Problems
established by the Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee (Broadcasting, July 20).
Robert Lishman. chief counsel of the
subcommittee, is chairman of the coun-

gation.

cil.
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Milwaukee
produces

ASSN.
meet
results

Three dozen disc jockeys, representing radio stations scattered from Seattle
to Miami and Los Angeles to New
York, met in Milwaukee July 18-19
and organized the Disc Jockey Assn.
The new organization's purpose: to improve audience public relations and enhance the stature of the disc jockey as
a "good citizen" and a "professional entertainer."
DJA plans to have a board of directors of 56, representing regions within
six geographic sections of the country.
Of those present in Milwaukee, 17
were named directors and signed articles of incorporation which are to be
filed soon in New York state by Ben
Starr, Broadway attorney for music
publishers and music personalities who
volunteered his services to DJA. Mr.
Starr was named first honorary member
of DJA in appreciation.
DJA headquarters will be in San
Francisco at the office of Executive Secretary Bill Gavin, independent music
program consultant, 114 Sansome St.
(Phone Exbrook 2-7027.) Annual dues
are $10.
Disc Firms Ineligible • Active membership will be limited to the professional disc jockey or "music programmer" (agency, production firm or independent) with at least two years' fulltime experience and applications will
have to be approved by the national
board. Station managers will be eligible
for active membership but record company representatives and those in other
allied fields will not be eligible. DJA,
however, plans to form "advisory committees" of record manufacturers and
station management.
The 1960 convention of DJA is to be
held concurrently with the Storz Stations' disc jockey convention, or independently ifthe third annual Storz Stations' meet is not held. The Milwaukee
fe meeting stemmed from organizational
efforts during the last Storz convention
held at Miami Beach (Broadcasting,
June 8, 1).
Interim officers elected to head the
new DJA included: president, Jim Hawthorne, KDAY Santa Monica, Calif.;
first vice president, Scott Muni, WMCA
New York; second vice president, Bob
(Coffeehead) Larsen, WRIT Milwaukee; third vice president, Fred Hohl,
WAME Miami; fourth vice president,
Charles Austin, KVLC Little Rock,
Ark.; vice president for public relations,
Robin Seymour, WKMH Dearborn,
78

Mich., and secretary-treasurer, Bill Gavin, San Francisco.
A motion was entertained that the
first public service effort of DJA be a
national campaign by disc jockeys in
behalf of mentally retarded children,
but this was tabled on the ground that a
decision to employ station facilities for
any such specific purpose is the function of management and ownership, not
that of station employes — the disc
jockeys.
New

partners

for

'You Asked for It'
Kenyon Brown (president of KCOP
[TV] Los Angeles), Bing Crosby and
associates last week acquired the interest of the Wayne Steffner estate in the
tv package. You Asked for It. They become partners with Cran Chamberlin,
co-creator and partner with Mr. Steffner, who produced the show for more
than six years prior to his death in
1957. The Brown-Crosby-Chamberlin
group plans to distribute You Asked
for It through its Syndication Div.
which is headed by Henry R. Flynn.
The series has run for 8V2 years on
ABC-TV, sponsored by Skippy (peanut
butter), Div. of Best Foods (Corn
Products Co.), New York.
AFM

wants

back

in

The American Federation of Musicians on Thursday (July 23) filed a
petition with the National Labor Relations Board office in Los Angeles for
an election to certify AFM as the collective bargaining representative for
musicians employed at the major motion picture studios. The filing came a
year and a week following the NLRB
election which gave the Musicians
Guild of America the right to bargain
for the musicians at the major studios
(Broadcasting, July 14, 1958). In its
petition, AFM claims that the MGA
contract with the studios cannot bar
an election because it permits an employer to pay dues to MGA for a
musician who has not joined MGA.
a type of payment prohibited by federal law.
AFM's move is an idle gesture and
a futile one, according to MGA President Cecil Read. The MGA contract,
he said, is a bar to any new representation for at least two years and the
specific clause cited as illegal in the
AFM petition was eliminated from
it some months ago. Furthermore, he
added, as recently as June 30, NLRB
ruled that the MGA contract is valid
and legal.

Desilu

stockholders

get good profit news
Net profits of Desilu Productions Inc.
for the first quarter of the fiscal year
starting May 3, 1959, are estimated to
be at least equivalent to the profits of
$249,500 or 22 cents per share for the
entire last fiscal year. The second quarter will be even better, President Desi
Arnaz told the company's first annual
stockholders meeting, held Tuesday
(July 21) at Desilu's Hollywood studios.
Gross income for the current season
will not be less than $23.5 million, Mr.
Arnaz reported, calling this an increase
of $3 million or 15% over the last fiscal
year. He and other officers declined to
estimate the net for the coming year
beyond the first half. The president did
stress that estimated profits for that
period do not include anticipated profits
on the company's backlog of shows,
which "is being increased during the
current season by approximately 69%
to a total of 944 half-hours of filmed
Desilu has not been in a hurry to put
its programs out for re-use, preferring
to wait for the most propitious time,
product."
stockholders
were told. This is particularly true of the foreign market,
which Martin Leeds, executive vice
president, said has doubled in the past
two years.
An exception was the sale of the new
hour series, The Untouchables, being
released in Australia this season in addition to its use here on ABC-TV. The
series brought a top price in Australia,
Mr. Leeds said, and Mr. Arnaz noted
that, as production will not start until
August, "we've sold this program before
we've even started to make it." The
"pilot" of this series, broadcast in two
one-hour episodes on last season's Westinghouse Desilu Playhouse on CBS-TV,
will be shown in theatres abroad under
an agreement now being negotiated, Mr.
Arnaz said, adding that theatre showing
in this country may follow.
Desilu plans to continue its policy of
paying quarterly dividends of 15 cents
per share of common stock, but no
dividends have been declared on the
Class B stock owned by himself and
his wife. President Arnaz reported.
In answer to a question about pay
tv, Mr. Leeds said that the officers of
Desilu are watching developments and
will especially keep an eye on the Canadian test of Paramount's Telemeter system to begin this coming winter
(Broadcasting, June 22). If if looks
like a profitable market for the Desilu
studios, they'll provide product for pay
tv, he said.
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NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

"Do
It is a

not

regret

privilege

Although old age has certain drawbacks,
the unpleasant picture you may have of it
is out of date. Today, many of our senior
citizens — and there are more than 15 million of them aged 65 or older — enjoy travel,
recreation, good health and many other
satisfactions.
To live usefully and happily after retirement, you should start planning — long before your 65 th birthday — for your health,
economic security and the active role you'd
like to take in your community.
For a healthy old age, be sure to have
regular health examinations, eat sensibly,
practice good health habits and develop
interests for your leisure time.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

growing

denied

to

Regular medical check-ups can be your
most important safeguard against the
chronic or degenerative diseases which occur most commonly in the middle and later
years. Your health check-ups may disclose
trouble while it can still be "nipped in the
bud" — or its progress delayed.
Plan your diet around a variety of foods.
Meat, milk, eggs, poultry, fish, vegetables,
fruits, bread and cereals — in suitable
amounts — will help keep your body in good
repair and your weight in check. Always
avoid fad diets.
Habits of exercise, sleep and recreation
can make a big difference in how you feel.
For instance, regular exercise helps keep

old.
many."
your muscles in tone and your circulation
active. Your doctor can help you work out
a plan for living to conserve your physical
and mental resources.
Chances for happiness are slim at any age
unless your leisure is occupied with satisfying activities. So, develop hobbies or take
part in community affairs to stimulate your
mindall ages.
and keep you in touch with people
of
Your chances of living to a ripe old age
are good. That's why you should look
ahead and plan wisely for the years to
come.
slips you
by andwill"thefind
future"
becomesAnd theas time
present,
it is
bright — because you have made it so.

COPYRIOHT 1959 — METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Metropolitan

Life Insurance
{A MUTUAL COMPANY)

Company

1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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Wolper
public

to syndicate
affairs

shows

David L. Wolper, president of Wolper Inc., Hollywood, last week revealed
plans to produce a series of eight hourlong public affairs specials for local and
regional sponsorship. Mr. Wolper's first
documentary, The Race for Space, is
nearing completion and will be ready
for sale to advertisers about Sept. 15,
he said.
There are many large regional advertisers, Mr. Wolper remarked, who
feel that sponsorship of half-hour film
series do not offer the type of "prestige" association they want for their
products. "They obviously cannot benefit by sponsoring network specials and
there is none available to them unless
a station
he
stated.independently
Advertisers produces
such as them,"
banks
and other financial institutions are particularly interested in specials of the
public affairs classification, he said.
Race for Space, Mr. Wolper said,
will be a two-part series of one-hour
length each, consisting of rocket development films from Russia and the
U.S. Dept. of Defense together with
filmed interviews with people in both
countries who have been or are now
associated in the rocket industry. The
problems posed by the conquest of
space and matters requiring international agreement will be examined in
the second part.
Mr. Wolper, who co-founded Flamingo Telefilm Sales Inc. in 1948 and
later sold his interest, estimated the
total production cost of Race for Space
in the $150-200,000 bracket. The Russian films were purchased through
Sovexport films, official distributor of
government films, he said.

'Omnibus' may fall
from network slot
The future of Omnibus, a network
tv presentation for seven years, was
uncertain last week.
NBC-TV officials denied reports that
the Sunday, 4:30-5:30 p.m., time slot,
which Omnibus has filled the past two
seasons, already has been sold. But
spokesmen acknowledged that at least
one-half sponsorship of the program
must be sold to insure return of the
program. To date, Omnibus has not obtained any sponsors but an official of
Robert Saudek Assoc., New York,
which produces the show said "there are
at least three interested advertisers,
but we have to make sure the time slot
is available."
An NBC-TV spokesman conceded
that there are several advertisers willing
to sponsor a golf program in the
80 (PROGRAMMING)

■OLORfeASfl
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
July 27-31, Aug. 3-5 (4-4:30 p.m.)
sorship.or Consequences, participating sponTruth
July 27,
Aug.P. 3 Lorillard
(10-10:30through
p.m.) Lennen
Arthur
Murray
Party,
& Newell and Pharmaceuticals through
Parkson Adv.
Julywest28,
4 (7:30-8 p.m.) NorthPassage,Aug.
sustaining.
July 28, Aug. 4 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie
Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
July 29, Aug. 5 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
July Hall
29, Aug.
5 (9-9:30
p.m.) Kraft
Music
Presents
Dave King,
Kraft
■ through J. Walter Thompson.
July 30, (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
July 31 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
Aug. 1, (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Aug. 1 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Aug. 1 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents, Kleenex through Foote, Cone & Belding. Noxema through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles.
Aug. 2 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, cooperative sponsorship.
Aug. 2 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Omnibus time period but insisted the
time slot is still open. He reported that
both the NBC-TV sales department
and Robert Saudek Assoc. are trying
to sell Omnibus, but indicated that the
golf show would be substituted if at
least one-half sponsorship is not obtained for Omnibus.

'Quietest'

AFTRA meet
A convention described as "one of
the quietest in many years" was held
by the American Federation of Television & Radio Artists July 23-25 in
St. Louis. The main topic discussed at
the meeting was strategy for negotiation of the Phonograph Recording
Code in October — the only one of
many AFTRA contracts that expires
in 1959. Separate committees were
formed to consider the problems created by production abroad of radio-tv
programming and to examine the status
of taped programs syndicated in local
tv markets. (For newly-elected officers,
see page 84).

'Dawson' in good start
Ziv Television Programs Inc., New
York, sold its new series This Man
Dawson in 31 markets during first week
of production, according to Len Firestone, syndication sales manager. Regional buys include: American Tobacco
Co., through BBDO, as alternate week
sponsor in 1 1 markets; H.P. Hood &

Son Inc. (dairy products), via Kenyon
& Eckhardt, in eight New England markets; Weidemann Brewing Co., through
Tatham-Laird, in Cincinnati, Dayton,
Columbus and Indianapolis; Dow Brewing Co., placed through Vickers & Benson Ltd., in Buffalo and Watertown,
N.Y., and Standard Oil Co. of Indiana
and R.G. Dunn Cigar Co. as co-sponsors in Detroit. Station sales reported
are: KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul;
KOB-TV Albuquerque; WTVP (TV)
Decatur, III; KGNC-TV Amarillo,
Tex.; KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex.,
and WDSU-TV New Orleans.
Cuban,
baseball

Major

League

video-taped

A series of 90-minute video-taped
Cuban baseball games is expected to
be distributed to about 25 U.S. markets
this winter. Syndicator Max Cooper &
Assoc., Chicago, so far has sold the
series in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Provo-Salt Lake
City, Pittsburgh, Milwaukee, Richmond
and Houston.
Taped Major League games also will
be telecast nationally. Following the
World Series, Peter DeMet Productions,
Chicago, will present 26 one-hour
games alternating between the American and National leagues.
• Program notes
• Claster Enterprises Inc., Baltimore,
producer of Strikes W Spares, Pin
Busters and Duckpins and Dollars
bowling shows, has set the series up
for nationwide syndication. The expansion will follow the pattern set by
the company's Romper Room (tv kindergarten) which is telecast in 75 U.S.Canadian markets.
• Ziv Television Programs Inc., N.Y.,
in its first six weeks of selling Lock-Up,
new syndicated film series starring MacDonald Carey, reports a total of 157
markets have been sold for the 1959-60
season.
• Radio Recorders, LA. has distributed the first release of its new
audio air check service, (Broadcasting,
May 11) to 25 subscribers. Shipment
enclosed samples of programming of
KNUZ Houston, KOL Seattle, WHDH
Boston and WTIX New Orleans. Trial
of the suit of Robert L. Sande and
Larry Greene against Radio Recordalleging thatmaterial
the firm's
sample
recorders,contained
created
for
KFWB Los Angeles and infringed the
plaintiff's copyright (Broadcasting,
July 6, June 15) is scheduled to be
heard (today) July 27 in U.S. District
Court, LA.
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FATES
TRAILM0B1LE
PICKS
JACKSONVILLE

&

Broadcast Advertising
• Ross Legler and F. Michael Carroll, account executives, and associate
Media Director Maurice Sculfort,
elected vps of Compton Adv., N.Y.
• Charles W. Davies, general sales
manager,
PharmaCraft Co., named
vp
in charge of sales.
Leonard V. Colson,

Trailmobile, Inc. has picked Jacksonville for a new $350,000 manufacturing, sales and service branch.
Jacksonville welcomes this new addition to the rapidly expanding
North Florida economy and looks
with pride to Trailmobile's faith in
Florida's Gateway City.
AND JACKSONVILLE PICKS
WFGA-TV
NBC and ABC Programming.
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
(Seventh of a Series)
WFGA-TV

W
f
^llLJ."
FLORIDA'S

Channel 12
Jacksonville,
Florida
COLORFUL STATION

HOW

TO

BEAT

YOUR

WIFE

At WVET Radio in Rochester. "Where
Human Engineering and Inhuman
Engineering Combine to Insure Better
Chemicals for Better Pizza Through
Brotherhood," a sound solution to
"How to Beat Your Wife?" has been
achieved. Beat her to the radio by
wearing track shoes, running softly
and carrying a Louisville slugger. We
also announce affiliation with NBC
Radio Network on August 1. 1959.
NAT'L REPS: THE BOLLING CO.
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Mr. Davies

formerly vp of Warwick & Legler, advertising agency, N.Y.,
named Pharma-Craft's
vp in charge of advertising. Both men
will have headquarters in New York effective Aug. 1.
• DeWitt Barton,

formerly western district sales manager of
Lever Brothers Co.,
Mr. Colson
named manager of
control brands marketing. White King
Soap Co., L.A.
• Biron Valier, formerly executive
vp and part-owner of Ridgway Adv.,
St. Louis, to Gardner Adv., that city,
as account executive on Monsanto
Chemical.

FORTUNES
C. James Proud, president and general manager of AFA; and Perry L.
Shubert, vp of sales and advertising,
Miles Labs, Elkhart, Ind.
• William W. Hersey, manager, dealer
public affairs information activities,
Ford Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.,
named assistant manager and administrative supervisor of Ford's northeast
pr office, N.Y.
• William O. Maxwell, manager,
consumer relations department, International Harvester Co., Chicago, named
chairman, cooperative advertising committee, Assn. of National Advertisers.
He succeeds Carlton H. Gilbert, director of advertising, U.S. Rubber Co.,
who will continue to serve on committee.
• William C. Pullman, account executive with John W. Shaw Adv., Chicago, named assistant to president on
special projects. Granville Hickman,
art director at Shaw, appointed art department supervisor.
• Thomas C. Dillon, vp and treasurer of BBDO, N.Y., elected to board
of Advertising Research Foundation.

• Ed Walpert, service vp and member of board of Arndt, Preston, Chapin,
Lamb & Keen, Philadelphia agency,
adds duties of director of radio and tv.

• Walter E. Lipinsky, formerly sales
manager of Cantrell & Cochrane Div.
of National Phoenix Industries, Lodi,
N.J., soft drink manufacturer, appointed director of marketing of food
division of Ritter, Sanford, Price &
Chalek, NY.

• Montgomery N. McKinney, in
charge of client service at Los Angeles
ofhce of Doyle Dane Bernbach, elected
vp.

• John F. McNeely, formerly manof Buchanan
& Co.'s planning
San Francisco ageroffice,
joins account
and

• Mort Kramer, formerly with merchandising programs staff, Schick account, at Benton & Bowles, N.Y., to
Schick Inc., Lancaster, Pa., as general
merchandise manager.
• John P. Cunningham, chairman of
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., and vice
chairman of Advertising Federation of
America board, elected to similar position on AFA executive committee. Also
named to committee: James S. Fish,
vp and advertising director of General
Mills, Minneapolis, and board chairman of AFA; Mary E. Busch, executive vp, Emery Adv., Baltimore; E. W.
Ebel, vp General Foods, White Plains,
N.Y.; Robert M. Feemster, chairman of executive committee, Wall Street
Journal, NY.; Melvin S. Hattwick,
advertising director, Continental Oil,
Houston; George W. Head, manager
of advertising and sales promotion,
National Cash Register, Dayton, Ohio;

development
group
Anderson-McConnell Adv.,
L.A.of Mary
Ellen
Wheeling, formerly with M. B. Scott,
that city, named A-M media director.
• Jay W. Cheek, associate copy director with Young and Rubicam, N.Y.,
joins Henderson Adv., Greenville, S.C.,
as copy supervisor on Miles Products
and Texize Chemicals.
• Bob Reichenbach, formerly president of KWG Stockton, named advertising director of Consumer's Buying
Service, department store operator in
Fresno and Concord, all California.
• John Haggerty joins Jackson, Haerr,
Peterson & Hall, Peoria, 111., as account
executive. Kirk Dodge, formerly with
JHP&H's
to Missouri,
Columbia,
KOMU-TV
office
in Jefferson
City, both
as account executive.
• Barbara

Lappin

Pearl, formerly
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One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation . . .
and to the Northwest Schools graduates
who have contributed to their success.

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

KMSO
MISSOULA,

SALUTES

...

13
e^i
MONTANA

KMSO-TV serves a rich merchandisable area with
250,000 forward looking people ready to do business
with you. KMSO is the most powerful station in all
Montana, transmitting 191,000 watts from a 285 ft.
tower atop 6,850 ft. TV Mountain-over 3,000 feet
above the valley terrain! Established July 1, 1954, the
station operated entirely from the mountain top
transmitter, then, in 1956 a beautiful new studio

Mosbv, President, KMSO-Television
Mr. Mosby praises Northwest's capable graduates:
"We have employed several graduates of the Northwest Schools, the latest being our present Studio
Director, Mr. Lynn Paoli, who is doing a fine job for
us in set production and photography."

building was built in the down town section of Missoula. Last fall a 3 Network Microwave System was
installed, providing all Western Montana the finest
selection of programs to be had anywhere.

Mr. Lvnn Paoli, Studio Director of KMSO

Studios of KMSO-TV in Missoula

For further information
on Northicext. training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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with Carson/ Roberts, L.A., has been
named media director of Nidides**
Cin**Advertising**Inc, that city.
• Richard D. White, 41, account
supervisor with Robert Luckie & Co.,
Birmingham, Ala., was killed instantly
in auto accident near that city July 18.
• Keith Monroe, freelance magazine
writer, joins Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L.A., as copywriter.
The Media
• Richard E. Nason,
formerly general manager of WGBI-AMFM Scranton, Pa., appointed general sales
manager of CKLW
Windsor, Ont. -Detroit.
Mr. Nason succeeds
E. W. Wardell who
Mr. Nason
was granted indefinite
leave of absence because of illness.
• Charles C. Crockett, sales manager, Hawaiian Broadcasting System
Ltd., Honolulu, named radio sales manager in charge of operations of KGMB
Honolulu and KHBC Hilo, both Hawaii. Other HBS appointments: Ronald
T. Miyahira as chief engineer, and
Roger Coryell as news director, both
positions for entire group.

• Robert Schneider, assistant director
of research, and Joseph Dowling, assistant director of sales promotion of
CBS-TV Spot Sales, named research
manager and sales promotion manager,
respectively.
• Perry W. Carle, formerly general
sales manager, promoted to executive
vp and general manager of KPOA
Honolulu.
• Ames Brown Jr., formerly with Capital Cities Television Corp.'s WROW
Albany, to WPRO-AM-FM Providence,
also owned by that company, as station
manager.
• J. Porter Smith, former owner of
WGRC (now WAKY) Louisville, Ky.,
announces opening of brokerage firm
specializing in radio stations in the
South and Midwest. Mr. Smith had been
in broadcasting ownership and operation 25 years when he sold his Louisville station to McLendons in 1957.
• C. Oscar Baker, formerly account
executive with WHIO-AM-FM-TV
Dayton, named president and general
manager of WPTW Piqua, both Ohio.
• Murray C. Evans appointed general
manager of WBAB-AM-FM Babylon,
N.Y., succeeding Joseph R. Horenstein who will manage WIOD Sanford, Fla., for same corporation upon

Midwestern
Fulltimerin —community.
single stationPriced
market
of 15,000.
Good industry
at $132,000
with
$50,000
down.
Some
net
quick.
Substantial
real
estate.
Midwestern Daytimer — Good frequency with 1000
watts power. Station needs aggressive management.
Price $110,000 with $55,000 down payment.
Northern California — 250 watt fulltime facility in
single cessstation
market million.
with city
retail equipped
sales in exof twenty-one
Station
for
automation
operation.
Grossing
between
$4,000 monthly and capable of doing more. $3,000Price
$67,250 with $25,000 down — liberal terms on balance.

HAMILTQN-LANDIS
S. ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CHICAGO

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis John F. Hardesty
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street 111 Sutter Street
Executive 3-3456
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
NATIONWIDE
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

FCC approval of sale. Mr. Horenstein
remains director, officer and consultant
of WBAB.
• Robert B. Lees, sales manager of
WIBM Jackson, Mich., named vp of
parent company, Booth Broadcasting
Co., and assumes additional duties of
general manager of WIBM.
• Aaron Bournstein, account executive with KUTV (TV) Salt Lake City,
named regional sales head of Intermountain Network with headquarters
in that city. He succeeds Lansdell
Anderson, who resigned.
• David D. Kyuk, formerly eastern
sales manager of Television Age, to
WKTV (TV) Utica-Rome, N.Y., as
local sales manager.
• Edwin C. Metcalfe, vp in charge
of Weed Television Corp.'s west coast
offices, moves from L.A. to N.Y. to
assume newly-created post of national
sales manager, effective Aug. 3.
• Sam Somora Jr., formerly assistant
general manager in charge of programming and promotion of WBBC Flint,
Mich., appointed promotion manager
of WXYZ-AM-FM Detroit.
• Ted B. Sawyer, general manager of
WKXL Concord, returns to WKNE
Keene, both New Hampshire, as program director. Mr. Sawyer had been
with WKNE from 1950 to 1957 in sales
and programming capacities.
• Ron Scott promoted from chief announcer and sales service manager of
WOI-TV Des Moines, Iowa, to promotion supervisor.
• James T. Fawcett, formerly commercial manager of WMMN Fairmont,
appointed sales manager of WPDX
Clarksburg, both West Virginia.
• Virginia Payne, for over 25 years
heroine of Ma Perkins, elected president of American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. Other AFTRA
officers: Art Gilmore, L.A., first vp;
Eleanor Engle, Chicago, second vp;
Walt Williams, St. Louis, third vp;
Evelyn Freyman, Washington, fourth
vp; Hal Newell, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
fifth vp; Jack Chase, Boston, sixth vp;
Willard Waterman, L.A., seventh vp;
Clancy Leisure, S.F., secretary, and
Travis Jackson, N.Y., treasurer.
• Norman A. Gittleson, general
manager of KLMS Lincoln, Neb., elected treasurer of parent organization,
Lincoln Broadcasting Corp.
• Brice Howard, formerly producer
with NBC-TV, named manager of
WMSB (TV) East Lansing, Michigan
State U.'s educational tv station. He
assumes duties from Dr. Armand L.
Hunter, who remains director of
broadcasting. Lee C. Frischknecht
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"G-E

camera

tubes

success

share

of our

recorded

"WOSU-TV kinescopes its studio programs for
use coast-to-coast in educational work. High standards of picture sharpness apply. We've found that
superior definition in image orthicons is essential
when showing the exhibits that go with a lecture.
Here students must view clearly, in order to follow the subject being taught.
"Live TV is almost 40 percent of our programming; this share is growing. We can't afford 'stickiness' in our camera tubes, with closeups of edu-

Progress Is Our Most

GENERAL

credit

A

for the

TV

nationwide

programs!"

cational displays following one another rapidly.
"You see me here holding a G-E image orthicon
that's given 750 hours of first-rate performance,
and will log plenty more judging from others
owned by WOSU-TV."
*
#

*

The same high tube quality is available to your
station. Phone your nearby G-E tube distributor!
Distributor Sales, Electronic Components Division,
General Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Important

Product

ELECTRIC
2-3 1 2-202

promoted from production supervisor
of WMSB to production and facilities
manager, effective Aug. 1.
• George Hart, formerly program director of WCMC Wildwood, to WTTM
Trenton, both New Jersey, as director of operations succeeding Frank
Brooks, who resigns.

gram coordinator of WLOS-TV
ville, N.C.

Ashe- Committee, Washington, to join staff
of Newsweek Aug. 1.

• Vincent A. Francis, ABC-TV Pacific Coast sales manager, moves headquarters from San Francisco to Los
Angeles.
• James Patrick Boyle, assistant to
vp in charge of sales of WTXL, to
WMAS-AM-FM,
both Springfield,
Mass.

• William H. Swift, hi, president of
Plantations Bank of Rhode Island, and
Alan S. Flink, of Letts & Quinn, law
firm, Providence, elected to board of
Providence Radio Inc. (WICE). Mr.
Flink was chosen secretary of corporation. John F. Crohan re-elected vp
and station manager of WICE.

• Bruce Forrester Johnson, formerly sales and promotion executive with
KOOL Phoenix, to Peters, Griffin,
Woodward, as account executive on
Hollywood radio staff.

• Mike D'Arcy, production manager
of KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz., appointed program director, succeeding Gary Segar
who is currently with U.S. Army.

• Allen Hundley, formerly field representative, National Telefilm Assoc.,
Dallas, to John E. Pearson Co., as manager of Dallas office.

• Steve Brown appointed program director of KISN Portland, Ore. Jim
Tate named operations manager of
KISN.

• Evelyn Shatkin resigns as publicity
director of WJAR-TV Providence.

• Frank Ward, joins WSAI-AM-FM
Cincinnati as program director.
• Bob Irwin appointed production
manager and assistant program director
of WHK-AM-FM Cleveland.
• Richard Buller, chief announcer
and newsman with WKMH-AM-FM
Dearborn, Mich., promoted to program
director.
• David E. Robinson, vp and director
of research with C.J. LaRoche & Co.,
New York agency, to KPHO-AM-TV
Phoenix, Ariz., as consultant in radio
and tv research.
• Marvin W. Baiman, manager, NBC
research studies, N.Y., appointed manager, research projects.
• Norman W. Alley, west coast manager of Hearst Newsreels, elected to
board of Walter E. Kline & Assoc., pr
firm, L.A. Mr. Alley will act as consultant in motion picture and tv departments.
• Paul S. Karr appointed production
director of KLOR-TV Provo, Utah.
• Dick Doty, president and general
manager of WTRL Bradenton, Fla.,
forms own pr agency with Frank
Burkard, Sunshine Unlimited.
• Freeman B. Hover, formerly program and news director of KCSR
Chadron, Neb., to KEYZ Williston,
N.D., as director of station publicity.
• William H. Grumbles, vp of RKO
Teleradio headquarters staff, in charge
of Don Lee Broadcasting Div., moves
headquarters to KHJ Bldg., L.A.
• Sara Martin appointed sales-pro86 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• Jack Otter, associate producer of
NBC-TV's Today show, to network's
special programs sales staff.

Kapel,r
i manage
• Georg
BBSfo genera
^tij^^L
l sales
■Wl
of KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., (formerly KBET-TV), to
WTOL-TV Toledo,
Ohio, in similar capacity, succeeding
Rus Stone, who reMr. Kapel
signs. Mr. Kapel was
previously station manager of KOMUTV Columbia, Mo.
• Paul McCaslin appointed art director of WFBM-TV Indianapolis.
• Donald R. Evers, formerly sales
manager of KFMB San Diego, joins
sales staff of XETV (TV) TijuanaSan Diego.
• Edward F. Loomis, 65, president of
Radio Reports Inc., N.Y., died July 13
in Brattleboro, Vt., following heart attack. Mr. Loomis founded Radio Reports in 1936 to monitor radio programs for industrial client. It has expanded to include national radio and
tv monitoring coverage.
• Norm Prescott, air personality, resigns from WBZ-AM-FM Boston to
join Embassy Pictures as vp in charge
of merchandising.
• George Vickery, formerly director
of publicity and merchandising with
WTVJ (TV) Miami, to J. Robert Rowley & Assoc., pr firm, that city, as
account executive.
• William C. Strand resigns as director of pr with Republican National

• Judy Mischel, formerly with media
department of Ray Bernard Inc., N.Y.,
to Good Music Broadcasters, (classical
music station rep) that city, as sales
service manager.
• Joe Morgenstern, formerly with
news department at WNEW New York,
joins Herald Tribune Radio Network
NY., as radio news editor.
• Alvin W. Dawson Jr., formerly
community relations director and journalism instructor at Flint Jr. College,
Flint,city.
Mich., joins news staff of WFDF
that
• Al Collins, air personality of
WNEW New York, to WINS, that city.
• Myrtle Tower, formerly with sales
traffic staff of WABC New York, to
WMGM that city as assistant sales
service manager.
• Harold C. (Jim) Shaw, formerly
with WFAU Augusta, Me., joins pubcity. licity and pr division of Maine Department of Economic Development, that
• William Pierson, recent graduate
of Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore.,
to KSMO-TV Missoula, Mont., as announcer-salesman. Kriss Crowther,
Northwest graduate with KAAA Kingman, Ariz., joins KINY Juneau, Alaska, as air personality.
• D.J. Kay and Bill Kiss join ankee.
nouncing staff of WXIX-TV Milwau• Ed Roe, account executive with KHQ
Spokane, to KING-AM-FM Seattle,
both Washington, in similar capacity.
• Jay B. Neely, air personality with
WGBB Freeport, NY., to WITH-AMFM Baltimore, in similar capacity.
• Richard C. Kent, director of continuity of WTVN (TV) Columbus,
Ohio, named commercial coordinator,
succeeding James L. Miller, appointed account executive in local sales.
• Bob King previously with CKEY
Toronto,
joins news staff of WJBKAM-FM Detroit.
• Joel T. Daly, formerly with WHBFTV Rock Island, 111., to announcing
staff of WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland
succeeding Bill Beutel who joins
WEWS (TV), that city, in similar capacity.
• Suzanne Mathias, account executive,
television division, Barkas and Shalit
Inc., pr firm, N.Y., appointed director
of special promotions.
• George R. Darcy and Robert H.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

Comdr. Murrow?
CBS newscaster Edward R.
Murrow, who started a year's
leave of absence July 1, applied
last week for a commission as
commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve. He asked for classification
as an information specialist. One
immediate speculation was that he
wanted to satisfy a long-time interest in atomic submarines, perhaps eventually do a television
study of that subject. He was described as an old friend of Admiral Hyman Rickover, generally
acclaimed as the father of the
atomic sub.
Bush, both formerly with Rumrill Co.,
Buffalo, N.Y., have formed own pr and
management consulting firm, Darcy &
Bush Assoc., Address: 339 East Ave.,
Rochester, N.Y.
• Rev. L.K. Zank, news director of
WMIC Monroe, Mich., under name of
Ken Lawrence, to director of pr and
promotion with Dr. Walter A. Maier
Memorial Lutheran High School Assn.,
L.A.
• Bob Edgington, formerly news director of WHLS Port Huron, Mich., joins
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., as newscaster. Marge Ann Deegan to WOWO
as writer-director from Waldschmidt
& Krick, advertising agency, that city.
• Danny Deever joins sales staff of
KMO Tacoma, Wash.
• Marshall Nanis joins WXHR (FM)
Boston as sales representative.
• Pat Fitzgerald, formerly with
WNDU-AM-TV South Bend, Ind.,
Jerry Healey, of WIND Chicago, and
Farrell Smith, of WHOT Campbell,
Ohio, air personalities, to WHK-AMFM Cleveland in similar capacity.
• Clyde Hatton, formerly program
director of KOMY Watsonville, Calif.,
to KOBY San Francisco as announcer.
• Fred D. Niedermeyer joins WISNTV Milwaukee as account executive.
Programming

• Jerry Franken
named director of
public relations of
National Telefilm Assoc. Inc., N.Y. Mr.
Franken was formerly assistant to president of Gross-KrasneSillerman, which was
Mr. Franken
acquired by NTA in
February. Harry Algus remains company's press director.
• John Davidson, spot sales manager,
Ziv Television Programs Inc., N.Y.,
named sales manager, south eastern
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

division, Atlanta headquarters. Other
Ziv appointments: Jerry Kirby, sales
manager, north eastern division; Stuart
Halliday, sales manager, syndication
sales staff, Chicago office; Allen Martini, sales manager, western division,
L.A.; John Louis and Harry Littler
named spot sales managers, north centively.tral and south eastern divisions, respec-

CHECK
DOUBLE

V
WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand
of all Indiana TV
stations!
One hundred and eleven
VV
national and regional
spot advertisers know that
the Terre Haute market is
not covered effectively

• Len Weiner, previously head of own
commercial film company, Dee Jay
Productions, joins MGM-TV, N.Y., as
sales rep for commercial production
department.
• Arthur (Skip) Steloff, division
sales manager, Television Industries
Inc., N.Y., resigns, effective Aug. 1
to form own company, Heritage Productions, which will engage in production and distribution of film programming to tv stations.
• Frank Spiegelman, formerly member of sales staff, Independent Television Corp., N.Y., to Governor Television Attractions, that city, as vp in
charge of national sales.
• Charles S. Temkin named president
of Creative Services Inc., capsule radio
feature producer, formerly Copy Service Bureau of Chicago. New address:
75 E. Wacker Drive, Chicago.
• Peter A. Griffith, formerly head
of film production, Peter Elgar Productions, N.Y., to Transfilm Inc., that city,
as account executive, tv division.

• Bob Cawley, associate director with
KRCA (TV) Los Angeles, to write, direct and produce first telecast of Summer A uditions series.
• Brown Meggs, merchandising program producer of Capitol Records,
LA., appointed to new position of
staff assistant for public relations, re-

CHECK
i

• Harry B. Simmons and Bernice
Schiffer, named city sales manager
and sales administrator, respectively, of
ABC Films Inc., Chicago. Other ABC
Films sales representative appointments:
Howard Routman central division;
Lou Markman eastern division, and
Melvin Corvin, western division.

• Bob Finkel, who joined production
staff of NBC-TV's Dinah Shore Chevy
Show in March, named producer-director for 1959-60 season. Other production assignments for series: Charles
Isaacs to head writer, aided by Carl
Reiner, who will also do minimum of
five performances; Gordon Wiles to
associate producer, and Rick Oxford
to succeed Mr. Wiles as assistant director.
• Ed Simmons named head writer on
George Gobel Show. He has served in
similar capacity on summer time Chevy
Show for past two summers.

Kand

by outside TV.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL IO • CBS — ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.

BUY

NOW

FOR

THE

FUTURE
Monaural today— stereo tomorrowhandle both with finest quality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel Recorders.
May be fully remote controlled. Now
sold by Ampex Professional Dealers
everywhere — Write to Ampex for a
copy of Bulletin B.

Ampex
CORPORATION
products
division
professional
87
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

porting directly to William B. Tallant,
national merchandising administrator.
• Alexander Buttice, producer-director at A- Jay Films, Long Island, N.Y.,
appointed radio-tv director, Crusade
for Freedom's public information department.
• William F. Broidy, 44, head of William F. Broidy Pictures Corp. and producer of films for theatres and tv, including Wild Bill Hickok series, died
July 14 in Hollywood. His brother is
Steve Broidy, president of Allied
Artists.
STATE

• Don Medford, Stuart Rosenberg,
Arnold Laven and Joseph H. Lewis
signed by Four Star Films, L.A. to
direct segments
Robert Taylor's Detectives, new tv of
series.

SCANDAL!

Illinois State Auditor is
proven guilty of fraud and
embezzlement!

• John (Bud) Palmer, sports commentator, named director of sports department of Globe-Video Newsreel,
N.Y.

— The Chicago Daily News
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!

Equipment & Engineering
• William Olander, formerly with
Bell Telephone Labs., Murray Hill,
N.J., to Needham Materials Lab., RCA

DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040

EQUIPMENT
RCA'S
WEEKS
26
PUBLIC

SERVICE

RELIGIOUS
PROGRAMMING

For Radio and TV Stations
Two series of 13-week, 15-minute programs featuring inspirational music and
messages on "The Ten Commandments"
and
"The
Prayer"
... Astations
public
service
for Lord's
Radio and
Television
. . . Non-Denominational . . . Without
emotional appeals and commercialism
for the mature spiritual and cultural
needs of all communities.
[-------■CLIP and MAII_.------i
J The Back to God Hour
, 10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, III.
I Gentlemen:
II
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I
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International
• Hugh Carleton Greene, director
of news and public affairs of British
Broadcasting Corp., named director
general succeeding Sir Ian Jacob who
retires at end of year.
o Michael Hicks, formerly of MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto, Ont., named
managing director of BBDO, Toronto,
succeeding Les F. Chitty, who remains as liaison between New York and
Toronto offices.
• Evan Walter Hayter, 48, president
of McCann-Erickson (Canada) Ltd.,
Toronto, died July 11. Mr. Hayter had
been marketing and advertising manager of Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co.
of Canada. W. R. Wright, formerly director of advertising and pr of Canadian National Railways, succeeds Mr.
Hayter. J. M. Reeve, formerly manager
of agency's Montreal office, named executive vp of M-E Ltd. K. U. Lunny,
formerly Canadian manager of Donahue & Coe, succeeds him.
ENGINEERING

PROFITS

JUMP

44%

$19.4 million reported for '59 first half
1959 1958
RCA boosted its sales to $633.7
Profit before
fedmillion in the first half of 1959, 17%
eral taxes on
income
38,800,000 27,000,000
over the 1958 level, and net profits
after federal income taxes rose 44%
Federal taxes on
income
19,400,000 13,500,000
to $19.4 million, it was announced last
week by David Sarnoff, RCA board
Netthe six
profit
for 19,400,000 13,500,000
months
chairman and John L. Burns, presiPreferred dividend 1,600,000 1,600,000
dent.

OF

FREE

I Address
I
-Zone State-

NET

&

semiconductor and materials division,
Needham Heights, Mass., as leader of
technical staff.

I

After allowances for preferred dividends, earnings per share were reported
50% higher than in the 1958 six-month
period (to $1.29 from 86 cents).
Sales during the second quarter of
1959 were placed at $311.9 million
compared with $264.2 million in the
comparable 1959 period. Net profits
after federal income taxes totalled $6.5
million, as against $4.5 million for the
same period last year. Common share
earnings in the three months ended
last June 30 were reported at 41 cents
a share, compared with 27 cents in
the corresponding 1958 period.
The consolidated statement of income follows:
1959 1958
For the six months ended June 30
Products and
services sold
$633,700,000 $542,600,000
Cost of products
and services
sold and other
operating costs 594,900,000 515,600,000

Balance mon
for stock
com- 17,800,000 11,900,000
Earnings per
1.29
.86
share monofstock comFor the quarter ended June 30
Productsices
and sold
serv- 311,900,000 264,200,000
Cost of products
and services
sold and other
operating costs 298,900,000 255,200,000
Profit before
eral taxesfedon
income
13,000,000
Federal taxes on
income
6,500,000
Net profit for
the quarter 6,500,000
Preferred dividend 800,000
Balance mon
for comstock 5,700,000
Earnings
per
share
of common stock

9,000,000
4,500,000
4,500,000
800,000
3,700,000

Net profits reported above.41 are necessarily
.27
based in part on approximations and are
subject to audit and year-end adjustments.
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Ampex vtr's for 43
educational stations
National Educational Television &
Radio Center, New York, has placed
Ampex Corp.'s Profesan ordersionalwith
Products Div., Redwood City,
Calif., for $2.5 million worth of video
tape recorders.
Funds for the purchases come from
a $2,706,000 grant to the center from
Ford Foundation (Broadcasting, June
29) . Deliveries to the 43 NETRC member stations start next month and will
be completed in October.
In addition to equipping the stations,
Ampex will install tv tape recorders in
the center's facility at Ann Arbor,
Mich., for duplication of etv classes.
George I. Long Jr., company president, says that "at Ampex we long have
believed that the vtr would be as useful
for education as for entertainment. . . .
The Ford Foundation's contribution
and the Center's program has brought
this day nearer."
Transmitter business
KFI Los Angeles, KDKA Pittsburgh
and CJAD Montreal have ordered new
transmitters from Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co., Dallas.
KFI's transmitters include Continental's new Type 317B 50 kw and Type
316B 10 kw. The latter is for standby
and Conelrad. KDKA's order is for a

Type 315B 5 kw unit for standby and
Conelrad. These transmitting plants
will operate unattended. CJAD Montreal isinstalling its second Continental
10 kw auxiliary transmitter. Orders for
12 am transmitters and 16 remote control systems are being processed at Continental.
• Technical

topics

• Camera Equipment Co., N.Y., announces a new tripod unit, the Ceco
Pro Jr. fluid head. The fluid within the
head is a highly molecular silicone
polymer unaffected by temperature
ranges from 20° below zero to more
than 120°F; price: $300.
• Nems-Clarke Co. (division of Vitro
Corp. of America), Silver Spring, Md.,
reports its business for the first six
months of this year was $5,145,000 as
compared with $2,719,000 for the same
period in 1958. Nems-Clarke designs
and produces a line of proprietary communication and telemetry equipment.
• RCA Electron Tube Div., Harrison,
N.J., has introduced a new tv camera
tube for both color tv cameras and
black-and-white cameras. Called the
RCA-7513, the new image orthicon features precision construction to provide
pictures of high photographic quality
and realism in both color and blackand-white tv, according to C.E. Burnett,
manager, industrial tube products department.

RCA Thesaurus Commercial Library
Service can help your station stir up
a lot of new business in your town.
William E. Stamps, Manager of
WCLE, Cleveland, Tennessee, offers
this example of Thesaurus magic:
Giant step toward shrinkage • "Pretty soon they'll be doing it with
nothing but air." This sums up the impression of observers at the unveiling
of General Electric's newest development last week in New York, the
"tunnel diode."
The device amplifies, generates radio-frequency power and can be used
for switching. Dr. Guy Suits, GE director of research, predicted its use
soon in tv receivers, communications equipment, high-speed computers,
nuclear controls, satellites and space vehicles.
Smaller than a transistor, the tunnel diode has been operated as high
as 2,000 mc and is expected to perform as high as 10,000 mc. Electrical
charges move through the device with the speed of light, making it 10 to 100
times faster than the fastest transistor, according to GE, and thus ideal for
computer switching. It also withstands nuclear radiation better than any
other component, GE said. The device uses solid state conductors, like
silicon, germanium, gallium arsenide, allium antimonide and indium antimonide.
In the pictures above, the tunnel diode is shown nestling inside a paper
clip (1) and an entire transmitter using a tunnel diode is compared to a
half-dollar (r).
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"13-week SHOP AT THE STORE
campaign grosses $9,750.00 . . . each,
listener received one ticket per visit
to participating stores and over
900,000 tickets were given out! Our
net on first campaign handily covered
entire THESAURUS contract cost,
plus a nice profit . . . looking forward
to next SHOP campaign."
Turn your town upside down — and
watch your profits turn up! Write for
the complete Thesaurus story today!
@

THESAURUS

155 East 2Uth St. • New York 10.N.Y.
l'IIK'AC.0, NASHVILLE, ATLANTA, DALLAS, HOLLYWOOD

INTERNATIONA!

NEW
Policy

LOOK
of one

tv outlet

Canada's restrictive policy of one tv
station per city goes out the window
Sept. 15.
The announcement to that effect
last Monday (July 20), though not a
total surprise, is expected to touch off
major scrambles for television facilities in most
of the demand
Dominion's
markets.
Heaviest
will major
be in
Toronto and Montreal, at present
served only by Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. tv outlets.
The current policy, that permitted
CBC-TV to maintain exclusive service
to most of the principal cities in
Canada, has long been criticized by
private broadcasters and others.
Revenue Minister George Nowlan
said that applications for competitive
tv will be accepted by the Dept. of
Transport. After technical review, the
bids go to public hearings before the
Board of Broadcast Governors. In
turn, the BBG submits its recommendations to the government.

SIZZLE

THE

SELL!
In a dramatic announcement, WVET
Radio in Rochester, revealed it is now
able to transmit the aroma ol charcoal-broiled steak via its 5000 watts.
'This astounding development was
made possible by WVET's unending
search for "Better Stuff lor Better People Through Chemicals." We proudly
also note with pride WVET Radio's
affiliation with the NBC Radio Network
on August 1, 1959.
NAT'L REPS: THE BOLLING CO.
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FOR
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CANADA'S
city junked;

CBC

It's expected that the first of the
new competitive tv outlets will be able
to go into operation next summer.
Other Changes in Prospect • The
announcement also comes at a time
when the Canadian Parliamentary
Committee at Ottawa is recommending
that the Canada Broadcasting Act be
revised to staff the CBC posts of board
chairman and president with separate
officers. It is also suggested that the
CBC be more aggressive commercially,
charging sponsors closer to the actual
cost of programs than it has heretofore.
The suggestion came July 16 as the
government committee made its recom endation in favor of a wholesale
shakeup
at
CBC
(Broadcasting, July
20).
On commercial programming the
committee stated that "where there is a
program field such as sports, where
the demand is high, the CBC should not
compete in buying the telecasting
rights, but should allow such events to
find their own level in the market,
merely offering time and production
facilities at a reasonable profit to the
This would entail a reversal of present practice whereby CBC bids for
CBC."
exclusive
tv rights to sporting events
and then obtains sponsors. The committee would leave it to commercial
concerns to bid for the broadcast
rights and then have the CBC provide
men and equipment for a fee to broadcast the event.
Anti-Monopoly • The committee was
not convinced that the CBC's basic
function of providing a national program balance required the CBC to establish a tv production monopoly. It
recommended that the CBC give immediate consideration to a policy of
encouraging the production and presentation of network programs by outside
commercial interests. This would reduce CBC costs, increase revenue and
encourage the development in Canada
of new talent and production agencies.
The parliament group suggested that
CBC, instead of spending vast sums
on extension of tv programming hours,
should use its capital expenditures to
extend tv services within the next five
years to communities as small as 5,000
population, which are now unserved or
poorly
vision. served by CBC radio and tele-

RADIO-TV
reforms

mapped

A formula has to be worked out for
providing an upper limit to the amount
of money CBC can obtain from the
national treasury, the committee sugIt recommended the appointment of
agested.
senior officer with clear authority and
responsibility for supervision of all production. This is now divided among
three supervisors.
The committee consisted mainly of
members of the Conservative party,
which has majority in the government.
Members of the opposition parties, Liberal and Cooperative Commonwealth
Federation, did not approve of the reThey political
felt that interference
CBC producers'
chargesport.of
had
been sidetracked and that the committee was interfering in internal affairs of the CBC.
CBC Statement • Meanwhile. CBC in
its annual financial report, announced
record figures for last year. Revenue
from commercial radio and television
programs reached $32 million in the
fiscal year ending March 31, 1959,
CBC has reported to Parliament. This
was an all-time high, as were expenditures of $87,315,000. CBC received
$51.6 million in grants from Parliament
in the fiscal year, had some income
from miscellaneous sources and exceeded its budget by $105,565. The
Canadian treasury made up the deficit.
While the CBC did not give any
breakdown this year for expenditures
on radio and television, it is estimated
that radio accounted for about $16
million of total expenditures, with
tv accounting for $71 million. Expenditures in the current fiscal year,
ending March 31, 1960, are expected
to reach $100 million.
A new feature of the financial report, reflecting changes in CBC financing which came into effect last
Nov. 10, showed a net figure of $31,671,212 which CBC officials described
as Parliament's capital investment in
the CBC. or its actual physical worth.
Under the new financing set-up, the
CBC must turn over to the Canadian
treasury any excess of working capital
above $6 million as repayment for
government loans totalling $26,878,891.
CBC has estimated this excess of
working capital at $4,079,766 and
has already made an interim payment
of $4,075,492. If Finance Minister
Donald Fleming accepts the CBC esBROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

timates, the balance of $4,274 will be
turned over to the government treasury and the rest of the borrowings will
be wiped out.
Minus Signs • Two sources of revenue were lost to the CBC last November. These were broadcasting license
fees paid by the independent stations
and income from the 15% excise tax
on radio and tv sets and parts.
A new expenditure in the last fiscal
year was $149,180 for the far northern
radio service which now includes four
Canadian Arctic and sub-Arctic stations and to which six more are to be
added this year.
Total expenditures in the last fiscal
year were $11,788,000 more than in
the 1957-58 fiscal year. Income from
commercial programs was up 13%
over the previous fiscal year and has
been built up from $22 million in the
past seven years.
The CBC report referred to surveys
showing that the average family or
some members of it watch tv or listen
to radio about six hours daily, 365
days a year. It estimates that this
works out to less than four cents per
day per family for both radio and tv,
based on CBC's total expenditures for
Canada's total population.
In the present fiscal year CBC estimates call for a Parliamentary grant of
$58,404,000 and $9,197,000 for capital requirements, for a total of $67,601,000, up from $60,140,000 in the
1958-59 fiscal year.
The

Argentine

scene

Argentina, with more than 400,000
tv sets but one only station, seems likely
to become South America's largest tv
market in two to three years.
This prediction is from Adolpho
Suarez, president, Sadie, S.A., licensed
manufacturer of Admiral Corp., Chicago, radio-tv and stereophonic phonographs in Argentina. He says that although the tv station in Buenos Aires is
government-owned, it is run commercially. This station will be turned over
to private ownership when the first of
three more stations authorized for the
city commences operations, Mr. Suarez
says. He adds that Brazil, with a total
of seven tv stations, has estimated 850,000 sets in use.
British tv rates up
Television rate cards issued by three
British program contractors show a considerable rate increase. Associated-Rediffusion announces a 20% hike on
Class A time effective Dec. 28. Other
rate increases: ABC up 10% effective
Sept. 26, Scottish-Tv up about 10%
Oct. 1 and Granada about 8% Sept. 28.
TWW's rate card is expected to show
a 10% increase.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

BBG
new

ok's power boosts,
radio-tv stations

A rash of power increases were approved at the fourth public hearing of
the Board of Broadcast Governors at
Ottawa, Ont., July 7-9, along with
recommendations for new radio, television and satellite stations.
The BBG deferred decision on establishment of the first fm network
requested by the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. for CBM-FM Montreal, Que.;
CBO-FM Ottawa, and CBL-FM Toronto. Itgranted CBC the right to program separately for the fm stations but
stated that it wanted further time "to
consider and develop its policy with respect to fm network broadcasting."
New am stations were recommended
by the BBG to the licensing authority,
Dept. of Transport, Ottawa, for William M. Brennan for 1 kw day and
500 w night on 1420 kc at Peterborough, and for J. Irving Zucker for
5 kw day and 2.5 kw night on 1280
kc at Hamilton, both Ontario.
Satellite am stations were recommended for CKCQ Quesnel, at Williams Lake, both British Columbia, with
250 watts on 1240 kc, and for CJFP
Riviere-du-Loup, for 250 w on 1340 kc
at Cabano, both Quebec. Low power
40 w repeater stations were recommend-

ed for the CBC at Digby, N.S.; Kedgwick, N.B., and Wedgeport, N.S., on
990 kc; Meteghan, N.S., on 1490 kc; St.
Quentin, N.B., on 1230 kc; Weymouth,
N.S., on 1550 kc, and at Yarmouth,
N.S., on 1230 kc.
A new fm station was recommended
for W. E. Bellman at Vancouver, with
18.95 kw on 103.5 mc. CJBR-FM
Rimouski, Que., was given a power
boost from 570 w to 20 kw on 101.5
mc.
A new television station was recommended at Lloydminster, Alia., to
CKSA Television Ltd., with 14.63 kw
video and 7.3 audio power on ch. 2
with antenna at 730 ft. above average
terrain. Tv licenses were denied to two
applicants for Prince George, B.C., and
deferred for New Carlisle, Que. The
BBG also deferred satellite tv stations
requested by CKX-TV Brandon, Man.,
at four locations in the northern part
of the province. A tv satellite was approved for CFCY-TV Charlottetown,
P.E.I. , at New Glasgow, N.S., with
175 w video and 87.5 w audio on ch.
7 with antenna 424 ft. above average
terrain.
• Abroad in brief
• CKMP Midland, Ont., is a new
250 w station on 1230 kc, operated by
R. Bruce Armstrong. It began broadcasting July 1.
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FANFARE
are slotted next to commercials on
irregular basis.
Entry blanks are being distributed
station sponsors. An initial printing
20,000
entry blanks was exhausted
three days.

an
by
of
in

To promote additional traffic to the
prize house, monthly drawings are
being held for other prizes.
• Drumbeats

The Meyers menu • An impromptu poolside luncheon organized in St.
Louis by a visiting station representative two years ago has grown into an
annual affair. Here enjoying this year's picnic spread of Howard B.
(Howdee) Meyers, vice president of Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Chicago, are (1 to r) Robert Thies, D'Arcy Adv. assistant account executive
on Anheuser-Busch; J. Dolan Walsh, assistant media director of D'Arcy,
and Robert McGinley, Gardner Adv. field representative for the Busch
Bavarian account. The third annual VRM picnic attracted 29 guests to the
Chase Hotel pool. They included charter picnickers of 1957 who since
have been transferred out of town but arranged to get back for the July
15 event.

Consumer

class at KMOX-TV

KMOX-TV St. Louis, Mo., holds a
weekly Sunrise Tv Auction (Sat.
10-10:30 a.m. CDT) for about 30 children. The show is sponsored by the
American Packing Co. (Sunrise meats)
through Ridgway Adv. Co., both St.
Louis. Each week children come to
KMOX-TV studios to put in play-bids
for toys, games and sports equipment.

from which contestants write statements
of why they would like to live in the
WCOL Dream House. The word clues

• Sponsors of WSAZ Huntington, W.
Va., are giving away more than a
million dollars to customers sent by
the station. The gifts are not in legal
tender but in WSAZ "Happy Money,"
created to exploit the station's claim to
be "the most happy station." Shoppers
get back in WSAZ Happy Money an
amount equal to what they pay for
merchandise. On Aug. 15 they will be
able to use the paper to bid on merchandise atWSAZ's "Happy Days Auction" at a local theatre.
• Taking account of youngsters in the
summer audience, WRCV-TV Philadelphia is aiming two public service campaigns at them: a bicycle safety project
(in cooperation with the AAA) and
pet-care
briefing (in cooperation with
the SPCA).
• WBAL Baltimore has turned the
telephone message-recorder idea into
a contest promotion: "You're on the
Air." Listeners dial a special number,

Preliminary returns
A three-month "Dream Home" contest is boosting sales for WCOL
Columbus, Ohio, at the rate of 15%
weekly, it has been estimated at midpoint in the promotion by Station
Manager Collie Young. The contest,
conducted in conjunction with Columbus builder Huber Homes Inc., offers
a $25,000 house and is being backed
with maximum air promotion. It is a
record effort for Columbus, WCOL
claims. How it works:
For a month prior to contest opening, WCOL broadcast teaser spots,
building up to 96 a day (one every
15 minutes, 24 hours). As things officially got underway, the saturation
schedule was maintained to promote
entries. Additional time was set aside
to give word clues from a list of 1,000
92

Julep time • More than 300 advertisers and their wives came to toast
WHAS Louisville, Ky., on the station's 37th anniversary. At the July 17
party were (1 to r): Henry I. Christal, president of the national sales representative firm bearing his name; George F. Kiewert, advertising-sales
promotion manager for General Electric room air conditioners; B. F.
Doyle, manager of sales planning, GE range department, and Victor A.
Sholis, vice president and director of WHAS-AM-TV. The evening of
cocktails,
dinner
and entertainment
also called
cent addition
of Radio
World Wide news
service. attention to WHAS's reBROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

ive'
r 'dr
Dono
KISN
Portland,
Ore., used its
mobile units to transport blood
donors following an appeal for
blood from local hospitals. A depletion in plasma stock was delaying five surgical operations.
KISN told listeners to call the station for transportation to the
blood center. Three news units
kept blood-takers busy for six
hours.

get taped instructions from a station
personality and then repeat a station
slogan for the recorder, adding name
and address. Tapes are played back
during the day and listeners asked to
call WBAL upon hearing their voices
in order to qualify for a prize. The follow-through percentage is high, WBAL
says.
• A gasoline station next door to
studios of WAMI Opp, Ala., had rough
going when the operator got sick. He
managed with the help of an assistant,
but when the assistant was called away
to National Guard camp, it was hard
to find someone to fill the tanks. One
day when no replacement could be
found, Beri F. Moore, WAMI manager, and his staff stepped in. They
made an all-day radio production of it
and reported one of the biggest days
ever recorded for the filling station.
• KIVA-TV Yuma, Ariz., staged an
international observance of Independence Day on its regular Mexico Musical
weekly program. Mayors of Mexicali
and several Arizona cities exchanged
broadcast greetings and military music
of two nations was featured in addition
to a Mexican-U. S. flag ceremony at
the Yuma Marine base.
• John G. McManus, account executive at Doyle Dane Bernbach Inc.,
N.Y., won ABC Radio's top prize in
a contest to promote the broadcast of
the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight
championship fight last month. Guessing within 30 seconds of the actual
third round knockout time, Mr. McManus won a week's trip for two to
Nassau. ABC reports more than 600
entries from agencies and advertisers.
Twenty-five runners-up got pairs of
boxing gloves. The title-bout broadcast
itself drew an audience of 21 million
listeners, ABC said.
• Winners of the second annual St.
Louis Representatives Invitational Golf
Tournament were Casper Yost, president of Ridgway Advertising, with low
gross honors and Don Amos, D'Arcy
Advertising, with low net honors. More
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

than 80 client and agency executives attended the all-day affair. The tournament is an annual event sponsored by
St. Louis Broadcast Representatives.
• WHIL Boston-Medford, Mass., and
WMCA New York are among those
stations which have reported efforts to
publicize the dangers of plastic bags
(Broadcasting, July 6). For every five
bags mailed or brought, WHIL, a listener could get a free popular record. More
than 12,000 bags have thus far been
collected by that station. During June
WMCA scheduled public service announcements throughout the day to
alert listeners to the hazard. One
WMCA advertiser, a laundry, changed
its commercial copy to announce its
discontinuance of plastic bags. The station received some 2,500 entries in a
contest keyed to the campaign.
• KLIN Lincoln, Neb., broadcast three
tunes simultaneously and offered listeners $1,200 for identifying the tunes.
KLIN says the six-week "Melody Mixup"
tries. contest brought thousands of en-

Eureka !
Eureka what?
Eureka livestock production. Iowa ranked
first in the nation last year in cash receipts
from marketing of cattle, hogs and sheep.

WMT
CBS Radio
Eastern Iowa's Well -Fed Station
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
Reps : The Katz Agency

• KWSC Pullman, Wash., the State
College
Washington's
educational
outlet, hasof sent
a revised edition
of its
78-page Washington State Pronunciation Guide to the state's radio-tv stations. The booklet gives pronunciations
of 39 counties and 2,156 cities and
towns. A supplement to the free guide
with the pronunciation of rivers, dams,
lakes, etc., will be issued later this year.
• Johnny Green, news director, KPHO
Phoenix, Ariz., went to Juneau, Alaska,
July to4 to
pass in
Arizona's
State"
title
Alaska
behalf of"Baby
his station.
KPHO carried a 70-minute broadcast
of the Admission Day ceremonies direct
from Juneau as part of its 12-hour
salute to the new state.
• KOIL Omaha, Neb., ran a "Name in
Lights" contest in which listeners were
asked to send in reasons why they
would like to see their name in lights.
The winner, a 14-year-old boy, had his
name on the marquee of a local theatre
for 24 hours plus a season ticket to
the theatre.
• WGY Schenectady, N.Y., received
more than 10,000 matchbook covers
after four appeals broadcast by d.j.
Tony Carvell. He asked for the covers
in behalf of a listener who collects
them.
• Frank Malone, d.j., WTOB Winston,
Salem, N.C., raised a truckload of discarded items for Goodwill Industries by
climbing a 386-ft. tv tower in a downtown shopping center and threatening
to stay there until a Goodwill truck
below was filled. The d.j. took a mi-

PICK-UP!
Behind the mask of an affable
book salesman was a killer!
— The Cheyenne Eagle
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!

DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
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WISN-TV
the basic buy
in Milwaukee
BASIC BECAUSE . . .
WISN-TV's share of audience has increased sharply. In important afternoon and evening time periods it is
now the leading station in town.
WISN-TV's coverage has increased
sharply. Because of network shifts in
other markets WISN-TV now brings
the only sharp ABC signal to most
viewers in a 16 county area —
559,470 TV homes.
END RESULT . . .
WISN-TV is the only Milwaukee
station to increase its coverage and
audience without increasing its rates.

WISN-TV
Channel 12
William C. Goodnow, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
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crophone with him and stayed up eight
hours.
• WDOK Cleveland, Ohio, is producing Business Builders, daily five-minute
vignettes about how local businesses
have achieved success. A Cleveland
manufacturer of aluminum and steel
structures sponsors the series.
• Milwaukee golfers who hit a hole-inone before Sept. 1 will be given a goldplated golf ball by WITI-TV there.
• Advertisers of WBZ Boston are
getting additional circulation this week
(July 27-31) via loudspeakers at Pleasure Island in Wakefield, Mass. All
broadcasts between 10 a.m. and 8:30
p.m. are originating from special studios
near
the
park's
main entrance.
FOR
Station

THE

Throughout the week WBZ personalities are conducting a series of daily
contests on location.
• Twenty-eight Los
are carrying Heart
ments transcribed by
Los Angeles Dodgers

Angeles stations
Assn. announcemembers of the
baseball team.

• "Wall-to-wall music" will be a distinguishing feature of WRCA New
York starting today (July 27). Realigning its music and news programming
to include some 15 hours per day of
music, WRCA chose the wall-to-wall
slogan for listeners to identify a new
"easy to listen to" concept. The station's personalities will play only records that are fully orchestrated to give
a full-dimensional sound, it was reported.
RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 16 through July 22. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w —aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, kwquency,— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day.
N—
night.
LS—
local
sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA—
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
authorization. * — educatemporary
special tional.
Ann. — Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Flagstaff, Ariz. — Jerrold Electronics Corp.,
vhf ch 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 0.282 kw vis.,
0.153 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain mated
1,736construction
ft., above
ft. Esticost ground
$118,520,70 first
year
operating cost $115,000, revenue $135,000. P.O.
address 15th & Lehigh Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa Studio location Flagstaff. Trans, location
35° 14'
Geographic
Mt Elden.
27"
Lat.,Prodelin.
Ill0 35'Legal
48"coordinates
W.
Long.Smith
Trans.&
RCA,N.ant.
counsel
Pepper.
Consulting
engineer
George
Davis. Principals include Milton J. Shapp,C.
30 09%; Muriel Shapp, 26.39% and others.
catv sysin several
Mr Shapp
tems from has
Newinterests
Hampshire
to Washington
state. Ann. July 17.
Reno, Nev. — Television Reno, vhf. ch. 4
(66-72 mc); ERP 3.728 kw vis., 1.957 kw aur.;
2,918 ft.,
ant height above average terrain
above ground 76 ft. Estimated construction
cost $180,year operating
cost $99,000,
First
P.O. address
$240,000.
revenue first
000
Studio
National Bank Bldg., Tampa, Fla. location
location to be determined. Trans,
39 18'SlideN Mtn.
W. Long. I. Trans.
119° 53' 00"coordinates
Lat., Geographic
47"
Cutler
ant RCA. Principals are Edward Mr.
each. Fla.Was50% Tampa,
Wasdon,
E.
Robert
and
Mr.
WALT
in
interest
has
don
Cutler is attorney. Ann. July 10.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
mod.
Mo. — Granted from
St. Louis,
(TV)
KTVI
with power reduced
of STA to operate
site until
100 kw to 20 kw vis. at its present authorized
Aug 19 pending completion of
facilities in St. Louis "antenna farm
new'
grant
area subject to condition that this
Comto suchto action
is withoutmissionprejudice
take inas future
may be required
8, 1959 of Court
as result of decision of May Columbia
Circuit
District of
of Appeals for Valley
Corp. vs.
Television
in Sangamon

U. S. and F.C.C. By letter, denied opposition
by Sangamon Valley Television Corp.
(WTAX), Springfield, 111. (applicant for
Channelmoved to2St.inLouis
Springfield
was rerebut has which
since been
manded to the Commission.) (Most of
KTVI's
antennaAnn.
was July
destroyed
by
tornado present
in February.)
16.
WFBG-TV
Altoona,
Pa—
Granted
application, with waiver of Sections 4.151 (b) and
4.162 tion
of in rules,
for new
experimental
Johnstown
(28 miles
distant)sta-to
operate on same channel as WFBG-TV for
testing coverage of deficiencies in WFBGTV's grade A service
conditioned
that
experimental
stationorarea;
not
engage
inregular
commercial operation
rebroadcast
programsstricted toof
hoursWFBG-TV;
that WIIC operation
(TV), ch. re11,
Pittsburgh, is not broadcasting between
midnightstrued asand
6 a.m.;
not tv
to be
confinding
thatgrant
regular
stations
which fail to meet minimum mileage sepwill be denied
authorized;
conditions. Byarations
letter,
petitionsother
to dismiss
or deny Triangle application filed by
WJAC Inc. (WJAC-AM-FM-TV) and Rivoli
Realty Co. (WARD-TV), both Johnstown,
and WIIC Inc., (WIIC), Pittsburgh. Ann.
July 16.
APPLICATION
*WNED-TV Buffalo, New York— Request
for STA to broadcast non-commercial educationalfortelevision
ch. 17, Buffalo, N.Y.
90 programs
day periodon commencing
Sept. 8, 1959. Ann. July 21.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WHYZ-TV Duluth, Minn.— WDUL Tv
Corp.
ChangedMarinette,
from WDUL-TV.
WLUK-TV
Wis.— M & M Bcstg.
Co. Changed from WMBV-TV.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Riverhead, N. Y. — Patchogue Bcstg. Co.
Inc. Granted
kc, 1 kw, N.DA-D.
P.O. address Box 651,1570Patchogue,
Y. Estimated
construction cost $14,865, first year operating
cost $45,000, revenue $55,000. Owners are
Lee Morrison (35.97r>>, Olga Moskowitz
(33.4%) and others. The Patchogue Bcstg.
Co. operates WPAC Patchogue. N. Y.
Denied petition
WQXR, claimed
ference found notby objectionable.
Ann. interJuly
16.
Farmville, N.C. — Farmville Bcstg. Co.
Granted 1250 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box
24, Farmville, N.C. Estimated construction
cost $21,000, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $48,400. Owners are R. E. Mayo
(75%) and J. H. Mayo (25%). R. E. Mayo is
farm equipment manufacturer; J. H. Mayo
is chief engineer WHNC Henderson, N.C.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

and owner of tv servicing firm. Ann. July
22.
Tiffin, Ohio— Malrite Bcstg. Co. Granted
1600 kc, 500 w DA-D. P.O. address 2739 N.
12th St., Sheboygan, Wis. Estimated construction cost $19,420, first year operating
cost $44,283, revenue $66,000. Equal partners
are Robert G. Wright and Milton Maltz, coowners of WPLY Plymouth, Wis. Ann. July
22.
Silsbee, Tex. — Harvard C. Bailes and Val
D. Hickman d/b as The Hardin County
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1300 kc, 500 w D. P.O.
address % Mr. Bailes, Box 487, Cleveland,
Tex. Estimated construction cost $19,225, first
year operating cost $36,000, revenue $50,000.
Mr. Bailes, licensee-manager KVLB Cleveland and Mr. Hickman, lumber interests,
will be equal partners. Ann. July 22.
APPLICATIONS
Cartersville, Ga. — Bartow County Bcstg.
Co., 1270 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box 91,
Marietta, Ga. Estimated construction cost
$9,075, first year operating cost $30,000,
revenue $36,000. Principals are James M.
Wilder, 51%; Don H. Kordecki, 24>/2%, and
Ralph D. Ruff, 241/2%. Messrs. Wilder and
Kordecki have interests in WBIE Marietta,
Ga. Mr. Ruff is agent for Georgia Bureau of
Investigation. Ann. July 21.
Kailua, Hawaii — Egal Radio, 1130 kc, 1
kw. P.O. address 155 Montgomery St., San
Francisco, Calif. Estimated construction
cost $39,300, first year operating cost $66,000,
revenue $78,000. Applicants are Roger and
Alice Cooke Kent, 50% each. Mr. Kent is
attorney. Ann. July 21.
Winnsboro, S.C. — Fairfield Bcstg. Inc.,
1250 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Box 298,
Winnsboro. Estimated construction cost
$15,521, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $28,000. Principals are Dr. Albert E.
Cremer, Harold Kline, Sol S. Kline, Morris
A. Kline and Paul H. Meyer (each 18%) and
John A. Martin (10%). Messrs. Kline have
interests in Kline Iron & Steel Co. Mr.
Meyer is employe of Kline Iron & Steel.
Dr. Cremer is surgeon and Mr. Martin is
attorney. Ann. July 22.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WNAX Yankton, S.D.— By letter, denied
petition to reconsider and vacate May 14,
1958 telegram directing WNAX to refrain
from further operation of its authorized
daytime (non-directional) facilities (570 kc,
5 kw, 16.U DA-N) prior to local sunrise. Ann.
July
KCOG Centerville, Iowa — Granted application to change from unlimited time operation (1400 kc. 100 w) to specified hours. Ann.
July 16.
APPLICATIONS
WAMS Wilmington, Del.— Mod. of cp,
which authorized increase daytime power
and install directional antenna day and
night (DA-2) to change to DA-3 (using two
patterns daytime). (1380 kc). Ann. July 17.
WEZJ from
Williamsburg,
Cp to
increase
power
500 w to 1 Ky.
kw — and
install
new
trans. (1440 kc). Ann. July 20.
WHOU
Houlton,
Me.
—
Cp
to
increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. July 20.
WLLH Lowell, Mass. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 500 w. (1400 kc).
Ann. July 21.
WLLH Lowell, Mass., (Lawrence Amplifier)— Cp to increase daytime power from
250 w to 1 kw. (1400 kc). Ann. July 21.
WEVE Eveleth, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. July 17.
WTSV Claremont, N.H.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann July 21.
WGHQ Saugerties, N.Y. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw, change ant. -trans,
and studio location, make changes in DA
system and ground system, install new
trans, and change station location to Kingston, N.Y. (920 kc). Ann. July 22.
KSIW Woodward, Okla. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1450 kc). Ann. July 22.
WTIV Titusville, Pa.— Cp to change frequency from 1290 kc to 1230 kc, change
hours of operation from D to Unl., using
power of 250 w. N and 500 w. daytime and
make changes in transmitting equipment.
(1290 kc). Ann. July 17.
KBYGfromBig100Spring,
Tex.w.— Cp
increase
power
w to 250
(1400tokc).
Ann.
July 17.
WISV
Viroqua,
Wis.
—
Cp
to
increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw and install new
trans. (1360 kc). Ann. July 20.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KWCX Willcox, Ariz.— Paul Merrill.
KAJI from
LittleKGHI.
Rock, Ark.— KGHI Inc.
Changed
KCJH
San
Luis
Obispo, Calif .—Valley
Electric Co.
WDEE
Hamden,
Conn.
— Vincent De Laurentis.
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WLCY from
St. Petersburg,
Fla.— WTSP Inc.
Changed
WTSP.
WELE South Daytona, Fla— Quality
Bcstrs.
WDAT. of Daytona Inc. Changed from
WPLO Atlanta,
Ga.— Plough Radio Inc.
Changed
from WAGA.
KOHO Honolulu, Hawaii. — Windward
Bcstg. Co. Ltd.
KEST Boise, Idaho.— Boise Bcstg. Assoc.
WAIK Galesburg,
111.— Webster Bcstg. Co.
Changed
from WQUB.
WAZY Lafayette, Ind.— J.E. Willis.
WHOU Houlton, Me.— Northern Maine
Bcstg. Corp. changed from WABM.
KEYL
Minn.— KWAD
Bcstg. Co. Long
ChangedPrairie,
from KLOP.
WOTTlands Bcstg.
Watertown,
N.Y
.—Thousand
IsInc.
WCRC Scotland Neck, N.C.— John Laurino.
KBEK Elk Changed
City, Okla.—
Enterprises.
fromHarrison-Huntley
KASA.
WHJA
Shelby
ville,
Tenn. — B e d f o r d
County Bcstg. Co.
KTOD Sinton, Tex— Southern Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from KANN.
WBCI Williamsburg, Va. — Williamsburg
Bcstg. Co.
New Fm Stations
ACTION BY FCC
Sacramento, Calif. — Bernard R. Ericsson,
Keith W. Spaulding, Charles E. Stilgenbauer.
Granted 105.1 mc, 17.5 kw P.O. address 3112
Barnett St., Bakersfield, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $24,800, first year operating
cost $33,600, revenue $36,000. Principals are
equal partners.
Messrs. Spaulding
and owns
Stilgenbauer are physicians.
Mr. Ericsson
medical office building. Ann. July 16.
APPLICATIONS
Manchester, Conn. — Manchester Bcstg. Co.,
107.3 mc, 5.29 kw. P.O. address Box 946,
Manchester. Estimated construction cost
$7,500, first year operating cost $4,500. Applicant is John Deme, who owns WINF
Manchester. Ann. July 17.
*Kansas City, Mo. — Nazarene Theological
Seminary, 88.1 mc, 10 w. P.O. address 1700
E. Meyer Blvd., Box 6076, Kansas City 10.
Estimated construction cost $4,300. first year
operating cost $1,000. Ann. July 21.

STAMP

OUT

OPIUM!
AT WVET Radio in Rochester, "Where
Electronics and Chemistry Work Handin-Hand to Produce Carpet Tacks" and
where "Progress Is Our Most Important Step Ahead," we proudly announce that we refuse to carry advertising for opium or other poppy byproducts including poppy-seed rolls.
We also note with pride WVET Radio's affiliation with the NBC Radio
Network on August 1, 1959.
NAT'L REPS: THE BOLLING CO.

Existing Fm Stations
APPLICATION
WSHO (FM) Silver Spring, Md.— Mod. of
license to change station location from
Silver Spring, Md. to Washington, D.C. Ann.
July 22.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBUZ-FM Mesa, Ariz.— Greater Phoenix
Bcstg. Co. Changed from KTYL-FM.
KMERSr (FM) Fresno, Calif.— Edward W.
Stokes
KWME
Creek, Calif.— Walnut Creek'(FM)
Bcstg.Walnut
Co.
WPLO-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Plough Radio
Inc. Changed from WAGA-FM.
KXTR Corp.
(FM) Kansas City, Mo.— Telesound
Bcstg.
KSWI-FM
Omaha, Neb.— Council Bluffs,
Iowa.
*WOUB-FM Athens, Ohio — Ohio U.
Changed
from Pittsburgh,
*WOUI (FM).
WCAE-FM
Pa.— WCAE Inc.
KHGM (FM) Houston, Tex.— Taft Bcstg.
Co.KBRE
Changed
from
KGUL-FM.
(FM) Houston, Tex.— Texas Fine
Music Bcstrs. Changed from KRBM (FM).
WCCV-FM
Bcstg. Corp. Charlottesville, Va.— Eastern
WFAWBcstg.(FM)Co. Fort Atkinson, Wis.— Blackhawk
WISN-FM Milwaukee, Wis— Hearst Corp.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
WRAG Carrollton, Ala.— Seeks transfer of
control of Pickens County Bcstg. Co. from
R. E. Hook and W. E. Farrar, each present
50% owners to W. S. Bridges. Messrs. Hook
and Farrar are each selling 5% to Mr.
Bridges for total consideration of $9,000.
Mr. Bridges is employe of WRAG. Ann.
July 17.
KTMP Tempe, Ariz. — Seeks assignment of
cp from John L. Breece to Tri-State Inc. to
be
owned (33V3%)
by Mr. and
Breece
(33;'3%),
Jack F.
Grimm,
William
H. Clifford,
(33>/3%).
Consideration:
$5,833.
Mr.
owns KDOT Reno. Mr. Grimm is Breece
in oil
business. Mr. Clifford is musical director at
Bimbo's
365
Restaurant,
San
Francisco.
Ann.
July 17.
KAJS (FM) Newport Beach, Calif.— Seeks
assignment of cp from Arnold J. Stone to
Westrum Enterprises Inc. for $2,500. Principals areKolman
(one-third
each):
Wesson,
C. Rutkin
and Richard
John R. L.Trotter,
ABC Hollywood announcers. Ann. July 22.
KGEN Tulare, Calif.— Seeks assignment of
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license from McMahan Bcstg. Co. to Meldean Upp for $95,000. Mrs. Upp owns KBMX
Coalinga, Calif. Ann. July 17.
KOSI Aurora, Colo. — Seeks transfer of
control of Mid-America Bcstg. Corp. from
David M. Segal, Floyd Bell and Edward M.
Guss to Armstrong Properties Inc., and assignment of license from Mid-America
Bcstg. Corp. to Armstrong Bcstg. Corp. Consideration: $480,000. Purchasers are W. L,
Armstrong, 40%; Dorothy Armstrong, 30%;
and William L. Armstrong, 30%. W. L. Armstrong is former employe of Balaban StaWilliam L. ofArmstrong
Dorothy tions.
are owners
Denver, and
Colo,wifechemical
company. Ann. July 15.
KLMO
Longmont,
— Seeks
assignment of license
from Colo.
Judson
G. Rosebush
to Radio Longmont Inc. (Mr. Rosbush, 76%;
William G. Stewart, 23%). Mr. Stewart, who
is paying $7,000 for his interest, is general
manager of KWRL Riverton, Wyo. Ann.
July 22.
WWNS ofStatesboro,
Ga.—from
Seeks estate
transfer
control
WWNS Inc.
of ofJ.
Horace McDougald (one-third) to Donald
O. and William W. McDougald, each present
one-third owners, through retirement of
stock to treasury. Messrs. McDougald will
each own half interest after transfer. Ann.
July 21.
Iowa.Radio
— Seeks
of KLEE
licenseOttumwa,
from KLEE
Die.assignment
to WPFA
Radio Inc. for $62,383 WFPA Radio Inc.
owns WCVS Springfield, 111. Ann. July 22.
WICO Salisbury, Md. — Seeks assignment
of license from Beacon Bcstg. Corp. to Delmarva Bcstg. Co. for $80,000. Purchasers are
Robert E. Doyle (85%) and Frank M. Russell (15%). Mr. Doyle is manager of TelePrompTer Cerp., Washington office and Mr.
Russell is Washington pr consultant. Ann.
July 17.
WJDY Salisbury, Md. — Seeks assignment
of license from Salisbury Bcstg. Co. (partnership) to Salisbury Bcstg. Co. (corporation). No consideration or change in ownership involved. Ann. July 17.
KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn.— Seeks transfer
of control of Two- States Television Inc.
from Monte Appel to Walter K. Mickelson
through
Mr. KNUJ
Appel'sDae,relinquishment
of 50%of
interest in
which owns 60%
KEYC-TV.
(See
KNUJ
New
Ulm,
Minn.,
below.) Ann. July 17.
KNUJ New Ulm, Minn. — Seeks transfer of
control of KNUJ Inc. from Monte Appel to
Walter K. Mickelson, through repurchase
of
Mr. Appel's
50% interest
KNUJ Inc.
treasury
for $264,000.
After bytransfer,
Mr.
Mickelson will own 67.56% of KNUJ. KNUJ
Inc. has 60% interest in KEYC-TV Mankato.
Ann. July 17.
WMFD
Wilmington,
N.C. — Seeks
assign-to
ment of license
from Richard
A. Dunlea
Dunlea Bcstg. Industries Inc. to be owned
by Mr. Dunlea (50%), Richard A. Dunlea
Jr. (25%), daughters Emma Hurley and
Florence D. Curtis (11.54% each), and
Louise C.eration
Dunlea
No cash considinvolved. (1.92%).
Stock transactions
are
gifts. Mr. Dunlea Jr. is general manager of
WMFD. Ann. July 17.
KZIP Amarillo, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Panhandle Bcstg. Co. (David P.
Pinkston and Ray Winkler) to Panhandle
Bcstg. Co. (Leroy Elmore, Messrs. Pinkston
and Winkler) for $11,000. After transfer,
each will own 33V3%. Messrs. Pinkston and
Elmore are partners in operation of KDAV
Lubbock, KPEP San Angelo, both Texas,
and KPIK Colorado Springs, Colo. Ann.
July 20.
KLUB-AM-FM Salt Lake City, UtahSeeks assignment of license and cp from
KLUB Bcstg. Co. to KLUB Bcstg. Inc. owned

99% by Frank C. Carman. No consideration
or
17. change in ownership involved. Ann. July
Williamsburg,
Va. — SeeksBcstg.
assignmenWBCI
of license
from Williamsburg
Co.
to Williamsburg Bcstg. Inc. owned by Mary
and Richard S. Cobb. No consideration or
change in ownership involved. Ann. July 21.
KTIX Seattle, Wash.— Seeks transfer of
control
of to
KTIXHerbert
Inc. through
sale ofpresent
treasury stock
M. Richards,
60% owner. After transfer, Mr. Richards
will own
approximately
tion: $15,000.
Ann. July 20.70%. ConsideraKSPR
Casper,
Wyo. L.— Seeks
assignment
license from Donald
Hathaway
to Rockyof
Mountain Tele Stations for $149,982. Rocky
Mountain Tele Stations owns KTWX-TV
Sheridan and KTWO Casper, both Wyoming. Ann. July 22.
KUAM-AM-TV
— Seeks
transfer
of controlAgana,
of RadioGuam
Guam
from
Phillip J. Berg and Harry M. Engel, each
45.5% owners, and collectively voting trust
for
9%, P.owned
by William
Duceremaining
and John
Hearne
to Messrs.B.
Duce (4%), Hearne (5%); Berg (45.5%), Engel (22.75%) and Mrs. Harry M. Engel,
(22.75%). Ann. July 17.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By decision, Commission waived Sec. 3.28
( c ) of rules and granted application of
Granite
to change operation of State
stationBcstg.
WKBRCo. Manchester,
N.H.,
from
1240
kc,
250
w,
to
1250
5 kw, DA-2,
Unl. Chrmn. John Doerfer notkc,participating;
Comr. Robert Bartley abstained from voting. Aug. 21, 1958 initial decision looked
toward denying application. Ann. July 22.
By decision Commission adopted, with
certain changes, initial decision of March
25 and denied application of Tucumcari
Television Inc., for new tv translator station in San Jon, N.M. Ann. July 22.
By decision Commission adopted, with
certain changes, initial decision released
Aug. 22, 1958, and granted Hardin County
Bcstg. Co. cp for new am station to operate
on 1300 kc, 500 w, D, in Silsbee, Tex. Ann.
July 22.
By order, mediately
Commission
iminitial decisionmadeof effective
July 2 and
granted Malrite Bcstg. Co. cp for new am
station to operate on 1600 kc, 500 w,
DA-D, in Tiffin, Ohio. Ann. July 22.
By order, Commission, on petition by
Farmville mediately
Bcstg.
Co., madeof effective
iminitial decision
June 24 and
granted
Farmville's
application
for
new
station to operate on 1250 kc, 500 w, D, amin
Farmville, N.C. Ann. July 22.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Sussex County Bcstrs. to
increase power of WNNJ Newton, N.J.,
from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1360 kc, D. Ann. July 21.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission on July 20 directed preparation of document looking toward further
rulemaking
in amfeasibility
"clear channel"
proceeding to consider
of allocating
on
24 clear channels limited number of unlimited-time class II stations of not less than
10 kw power. Location of these stations
would be determined on basis of need in
areas
without
primary which
servicewould
and under
controlled
conditions
afford
protection to class 1-A stations on those
channels. (Further notice of proposed rule-

of Aprilchannels
15, 1958 for
proposed
to reserve
12 of 25 makingclear
additional
class
II stations with power of from 500 to 750 kw
and
to
assign
additional
class
I
stations
on
five of those channels.)
OTHER ACTIONS
By ticememorandum
opinion rulemaking
and order, and
noof further proposed
orders to show cause, Commission vacated
report and order to show cause of March 1,
1957 and proposed further rulemaking
which would (1) make Fresno, Calif., multiple-vhf market by deleting 12, *18, 24 and
47
and assigning
2, 5, *7deleting
9, and
retaining
ch. 53, itandchannels
in so doing
channels 5 and 9 from Goldfield and
Tonopah,lowingNev.,
respectively;
folFresno stations
to showordered
cause why
they should not change channels accordBcstg. Co.,
KJEO (TV) Newsfrom
channel 47 to ingly—O'Neill
channel
2; McClatchy
papers,
KMJ-TV
from
24
to
5,
and
Triangle
Publications Inc., KFRE-TV from 12 to 9;
and (2) subject to obtaining Mexican concurrence, add channels 8 and 12 to Bakersfield present chs. 10, 17, 29 and 39. Pleading
inconsistent
withRobert
above Bartley
proposals dissented;
were denied. Comr.
Comr. T.A.M. Craven not participating.
By notice of proposed rulemaking, Commission invites comments to conflicting proposalsSacramento
to assign additional
channels to
either
or SanvhfFrancisco
as
follows:
By
Capitol
Radio
Enterprises
(KGMS-TV,
ch. 46, Sacramento) to substitute ch. 11 for
ch.
12 in Chico,
assign ch.
latter46 channel
Sacramento
and delete
from thatto
city,
which
would
then
have
channels
3, *6,
10, 12 and 40;
By
S.H.
Patterson
(KSAN-TV,
ch.
32,
Francisco) to substitute ch. 12 for ch. 11Sanin
San Jose and. assign latter channel to San
Franciscomercialinand 1addition
to latter's
comeducational
vhf andfour5 commercial
uhf
assignments
—
2,
4,
5,
7,
*9,
20,
26, 32, 38 and 44); and
By E.L. Cord to add channels 2 and 11
(latter for educational use instead of its
present ch. *21, which would then be commercial) to Reno, Nev. Reno now has channels 4, 8, *21, isandnot27. directing any party
Commission
so affected
to showshould
cause not
why beitsmodified
outstand-if
ing authorization
any amendment is adopted; any additional
procedures which may be necessary can be
instituted at later date. Comr. Robert Bartley abstained from voting.
By separate
memorandum
opinion
and
order,
Commission
denied petition
by S.H.
Patterson to shift educational reservation
in
from ch. *6totoStockton
ch. 19 and
and
shiftSacramento
ch. 6 from Sacramento
ch. 13 from Stockton to San Francisco for
commercial use in these cities.
By report and order Commission made
Columbus, Ga., two-vhf market by (1)
changing
city's 3,channels
from34,4,and28
and
*34 tothat
channels
9, *28 and
(2) deleting ch. 9 from Dothan, Ala., and
substituting ch. 4 there, in addition to
Dothan's licenses
present ch.
19. At same
time,Inc.,it
modified
of Columbus
Bcstg.
to
specify
operation
of
station
WRBL-TV
on ch. 3 in Columbus instead of ch. 4;
Martin Theatres of Georgia Inc., to operate
station WTVM (TV) on ch. 9 in Columbus
instead
of ch.
28: and
to oper-of
ate station
WTVY
(TV)WTVY
on ch.Inc.,
4 instead
ch. 9 tioninare Dothan.
These
orders
of
modificaconditioned to issuance of specific
authorizations after Commission evaluation
and acceptance of technical data to be
supplied by licensees. In thus terminating
proceeding,
by Martin
Theatres
and counter-proposals
the Board of Education
of the
Muscogee County, Ga. School District were
granted, and various requests and countersals of Television
Columbus,
Columbus Bcstg.propoInc..
GeorgiaGeorgia
State Department
of Education,
Middle
Bcstg. Co.,
and Herald Publishing Co. were denied.
By notice
of proposed
rulemaking
Commission (Comr.
Robert Bartley
concurring
with statement) invites comments to following proposals to change tv table of assignments:
By Capitol Bcstg. Co. (WCOV-TV, ch. 20,
Montgomery,
to delete
ch. 8 from Sel-in
ma, Ala., and Ala.)
assign
it to Montgomery
addition
to
latter's
present
channels
20,
*26 and 32, thus leaving Selma with12. uhf
ch. 58:
By Washington
Post Co. in
to provide
third
commercial
vhf channel
Birmingham,
Ala., by shifting
ch.
8
from
Selma
to
Bir*10. 13. 42 mingham,
and giving48;latter citv channels 6, 8,
By Frank K. Spain (WTWV [TV] ch, 9,
Tupelo.
Miss.) toAla.,
shiftorthat
(1) Tuscaloosa,
(2) channel
Columbus,either
Miss.,to
and shift latter's
ch.
to Tuscaloosa-Birnow 4 has
and and
38:
Tuscaloosa mingham.
hasTupelochannels
45chs.
and9 51,
Columbus (Miss.) has channels 4 and 28; no
channels are now assigned to hyphenated
Tuscaloosa-Birmingham area: and
By Birmingham Television Corp. (WBMG
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[TV] ch. 42, Birmingham, Ala.) to assign
third hamcommercial
vhf channelvhftochannel
Birming-to
and second commercial
Montgomery
by
deleting
ch.
4
from
Columbus, Miss., and adding it to Birmingham;
deleting
ch.
*2
from
State
College,
Miss.,
adding it to Columbus, Miss, for commercial
use, and deleting ch. 8 from Selma and
placing it ucin
both Montgomery
and, ascause
edational in State
College. No show
orders were issued; any additional proceduresstituted
whichlater.may be necessary can be inBy memorandum opinion and order, denied petition by Plains Television Corp., licensee of WICS (TV) at Springfield, 111., requesting rulemaking to substitute ch. 7
for ch. 5 at Mitchell, S.D., and to assign
ch. 5 to Sioux Falls, S.D. (Comr. Robert
Bartley abstained).
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission denied Oct. 6, 1958 petition by
Universal Bcstg. Corp. (KOTN), Pine Bluff,
Ark., to intervene in proceeding involving
application by Jefferson County Bcstg. Co.
for new am station to operate on 1270 kc, 5
kw, D, in Pine Bluff; dismissed as moot
certain other motions made in 1958. Comr.
John Cross not participating. Supplemental
initial posed
decision
1958 proto grant released
Jefferson,Sept.
only8, remaining
applicant. Ann. July 22.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission dismissed certain requests to enlarge issues
proceeding
involving
plications byinGranite
City Bcstg.
Co. apfor
new am station on 900 kc, 250 w, D, in
Mount Airy, N.C., and Cumberland Publishing Co. to increase power of WLSI
Pikesville, Ky. (900 kc, D) from 1 to 5 kw,
but added
to program service. Comr. issues
John relating
Cross dissented.
By order, Commission denied motion by
Douglas H. McDonald, trustee, permittee of
WTVW (TV) ch. 7, Evansville, Ind., to
terminate proceeding involving shifting
ch. 7 to Louisville, Ky., and requiring
WTVW to operate on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7.
Comr. Fred Ford absent.
By order, Commission denied petition by
American
Bcstg.-Paramount
Theatres
Inc.,
for extension
of time from Aug.
3 to Sept.
15 to file comments, and from Sept. 15
to Oct. 15 for replies, in proceeding concerning proposed changes in tv broadcast
rules with respect to option time and right
to reject network programs. Ann. July 21.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petition by Capital City Television Inc. (KXLJ-TV ch. 12), Helena.
Mont., to reconsider, cancel oral argument,
and to designate for hearing matter of applications of Montana Microwave for extension of present microwave system from
Missoula to Helena, Mont. Comr. Rosel H.
Hyde dissented. Ann. July 22.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission granted petition by Southbay
Bcstrs, applicant for new am station to
operate on 990 kc, 500 w, DA-D, in Chula
Vista, Calif., and reaffirmed its previous determination that Southbay is legally and
financially qualified to operate proposed
station. Ann. July 22.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission retained in hearing status application of Ethel Woodward Williams, et al.,
executors for Jack Williams deceased, to
increase
cross,
Ga.,daytime
from 250power
w to 1ofkw;WAYX
deletedWaylast
paragraph of order released Jan. 16, 1959;
granted petition of Radio South Inc.
(WXLI), Dublin, Ga., to file comment but
denied its further request; denied petition
by Norman O. Protsman (WMAF), Madison,
Fla. Comr. Fred Ford absent. Ann. July 22.
Triad Television Corp. Lansing, Mich. —
Consolidated application for new am station to operate on 1010 kc, 500 w, DA-D
with already scheduled hearing on applicaInc., andto
Robert tionsT.of Binder-Carter-Durham
Graham for new am stations
operate on 1010 kc, DA-D — Binder with
250 w and Graham with 500 w, in Lansing;
new order supersedes April 8 hearing
order
with respect to issues only. Ann. July
16.
W.H. Hansen, Grabet, Inc., Radio Enterprises, Tucson, Ariz. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications for new am
stations to operate on 940 kc 250 w — Hansen
for daytime and Grabet for unlimited operation. DA-1. Ann. July 16.
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 17
WAYXment of license
Waycross,to Ga.
Radio— Granted
Station assignWAYX
Inc.
WOV New York, N.Y.-Carlstadt, N.J.—
Granted assignment of license to Bartell
Bcstrs. of New York Inc.
KFAY Fayetteville, Ark.— Granted assignment of license to H. Weldon Stamps.
KXOL Fort Worth, Tex.— Granted transBROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

fer all negative control from C.C. Woodson
et al. (as family group) to Wendell Mayes.
KZIX Fort Collins, Colo. — Granted license
covering change type trans.
KSMA-FM
Maria, Calif. — Granted
license for fmSanta
station.
WAFC-FM
Staunton,
Va. — Granted license
for fm station.
WOTRering Corry,
— Granted
license using
covchange in Pa.
hours
of operation,
power of 500 w 1 kw-LS and installation
DA-N, changes in ant. and ground system
and specify type trans.; remote control permitted.
WAGM Presque Isle, Me. — Granted license covering change in facilities, installanew trans, and DA-1 and change ant.trans.tionlocation.
KEVEcenseGolden
Valley, ofMinn.—
Granted
covering change
station
location,lihours tem,of installation
operation,
changes
in
ground
sysof DA for nighttime using
500 w N and 5 kw D and installation new
trans, for nighttime use (2 main trans.).
WHP-FM Harrisburg, Pa.— Granted license covering change in trans, location and
increase in ant. height; ERP 1.54 kw; ant.
784 ft.
WKTY increase
La Crosse,in daytime
Wis. — Granted
license
covering
power, change
in DA from DA-1 to DA-2, changes in DA
systemtrans.
and ground system and installation
new
KAHI Auburn, Calif. — Granted license
covering increase in power and changes in
trans, equipment.
KDMA Montevideo, Minn. — Granted license covering changes in facilities, ant.
and
system and installation DA-1
and ground
new trans.
WABQ Cleveland, Ohio — Granted license
covering
cations. change ant. -trans, and studio loWGTO Cypress Gardens, Fla. — Granted
license covering increase in power, installation new trans, and changes in DA system.
WCIL Carbondale, 111. — Granted license
covering installation new trans.
WIVK Knoxville, Tenn. — Granted mod. of
license to change studio location and remote control point (same as studio).
KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa.— Granted mod. of
license
to operate trans, by remote control;
conditions.
WCIL Carbondale, 111.— Granted mod. of
license to operate main and auxiliary trans,
by remote control.
WMBA Ambridge, Pa. — Granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control,
using DA-D; conditions.
WINE-FM Kenmore, N.Y.— Granted cp to
change ERP to 4.2 kw; decrease ant. height
to 225 ft.; change trans, location (sidemount
fm ant. on proposed am tower); change
studio location; remote control permitted.
(FM)ERPProvidence,
— Granted ant.
cp
to WPFM
increase
to 20 kw;R.I. decrease
height to 165 ft.; install new ant. and trans,
and change tyoe ant.
KFRC-FM San Francisco, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to 69 kw; ant. to
1210 ft.; and change ant. -trans, location;
remote control permitted; condition.
KYA-FM San Francisco, Calif. — Granted
mod. of cp to decrease ant. height to 660 ft.;
increase ERP to 15 kw; and make changes
in ant.; remote control permitted; engineering condition.
KSPL-FM Diboll, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 6.0 kw; increase ant.
height to 455 ft.; and change trans, location;
remote control permitted.
WBCI Williamsburg, Va. — Granted mod.
of cp tolocation
change and
ant. -trans,
location, in
specify
studio
make changes
ant.
system.
WQAL Philadelphia, Pa.— Granted mod.
of cp to decrease ERP to 7.7 kw; increase
ant. height to 720 ft.; change studio location
and make changes in ant. system.
Following stations were granted extension
of completion date as shown: WBBK Blakely, Ga. to Nov. 4; WGRP Greenville, Pa. to
Oct. 3; WICE Providence, R.I. to Oct. 26;
WEUP Huntsville, Ala. to Oct. 5; WLIR
(FM) Hicksville, N.Y. to Nov. 9.
KALV Alva, Okla. — Granted authority to
sign-off
at 7special
p.m. forevents.
period ending Oct. 16,
except for
Actions of July 16
WHAP Hopewell, Va.— Granted transfer
of control from Southern Virginia Bcstg.
Corp. to William L. Willis Jr. and 32 other
stockholders.
WGNI-AM-TV Wilmington, N.C.— Granted
acquisition of positive control by Julius S.
Brody through purchase of stock from Fred
L. Hart by New Hanover Bcstg. Co.
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Granted assignment of license to Elizabeth H. Brown, et al.
WROM Rome, Ga. — Granted assignment of
license to Dean Covington and Charles E.
Doss.
Granted licenses for following fm stationsKBCL-FM Shreveport, La.; WYFI Norfolk
Va.; WEKZ-FM Monroe, Wis.
Granted licenses for following am sta-

r

Equipping
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RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. WD-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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tions: KFHA Lakewood, Wash., and specify
studio location; WLOD Pompano Beach, FlaWTMP Tampa, Fla. — Granted license covering increase in power, installation new
type trans.,
ground
system.DA-D, and make changes in
WDEV Waterbury, Vt. — Granted license to
use old main trans, as auxiliary trans., daytime; and alternate main trans., nighttime
(same location as main trans.).
WRNL-FM Richmond, Va.— Granted license covering installation new ant., increase ant. height to 320 ft., and change
ant. -trans, location.
KAGI Grants
— Granted
license
covering
changePass,
in Ore.
facilities,
installation
DA-N, new type trans., make changes in
ground system and relocate tower on present property.
ROWL Bijou, Calif.— Granted mod. of license to change studio location and remote
control point.
KXLY Spokane, Wash. — Granted cp to
install
location.new type trans, and change studio
KOHU newHermiston,
Ore. — Granted cp to
install
ant.
WKJB
Mayaguez,
P.R.
— Granted cp to install new type trans.
WRUM
Rumford,
Me.
—
Granted cp to install new trans.
KXXL
Bozeman,
Mont.
—
Granted cp to install new type trans.
WYLD New Orleans, La. — Granted cp to
change
- trans,
location
and make
changes inant.ground
system;
conditions.
KCCL
Paris,
Ark.
—
Granted
mod.
of cp
to install new type trans.
WLIS Old Saybrook, Conn. — Remote control permitted.
WPNC Plymouth, N.C. — Granted extension of completion date to July 30.
Actions of July 15
WARU Peru, Ind. — Granted transfer of
negative control of Stark Bcstg. Corp. (majority stockholder of licensee corp.) from
S. Lambert Huffman to Geneva P. Schultz.
WCMW Canton, Ohio— Granted transfer
of negative
control
from S. Lambert Huffman to Geneva
P. Schultz.
KHSJ
Hemet,
Calif.
— Granted license for
am station.
KCBQ San Diego, Calif.— Granted license
covering increase in power, change from
DA-N to DA-2, change ant.-trans. location
and installation new trans, for daytime use
(2 main trans.).
Remote control operation permitted for
following stations: WQMN Superior, Wis.;
KART Jerome, Idaho; WPRO Providence,
R.I., while using non-directional ant.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion
shown:trans.
WJZ-&
TV Baltimore,
Md. todates
Oct. 4as (main
ant.); WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa. to Nov. 10.
Actions of July 114
KBIF
Fresno,
Calif. —bv Granted
of positive control
Ethan acquisition
Bernstein
through
purchase
of
stock
from David T.
Harris.
— Granted
assignment
of WNNJ
license Newton,
and cp N.J.
to Sussex
County
Bcstrs.
Inc.
KZUM Farmington, N.M. — Granted assignment of license to Leola Randolph and
John Burroughs.
WFBF Fernandino Beach, Fla.— Granted
involuntary assignment of license to Robert
W. Chasse, as receiver in bankruptcy.
Granted licenses for following am stations: KRFS Superior, Neb.; KCCB Corning, Ark., and change studio location;
KGVW Belgrade, Mont.; remote control
permitted.
WFKY Frankfort, Ky. — Granted license

EDWIN
&

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 22
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps
Not 120
on air For new stations
148
FM
AM
688
3,335
50
123
584
41
74
4661
54
TV
102
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
through July 2210
VHF
TOTAL
Commercial
441
79
UHF
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1959
49
FM
Licensed (all on air)
578
101
147
123
CPs on air (new stations)
44
63
769
22
3,328
CPs not on air (new stations)
TV
Total authorized stations
667
163
516
49
stations (not in hearing)
51
3,500
19
Applications for new
new
stations
(in
hearing)
43
Applications for
679
71
114 5203
Total applications for new stations
649
changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major
57
2
major changes (in hearing)
Applications
for
706
57
Total applications for major changes
0
1
Licenses deleted
0
41
38
0
3
1
CPs deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their 4661
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
3
uhf).There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
covering change of studio location and installation new trans.; remote control permitted; conditions.
WFTC Kinston, N.C. — Granted license
covering installation of auxiliary trans.
WMBD Peoria, 111. — Granted license covering installation new type trans.; remote
control permitted.
KITTof license
(FM) San
. — of
Granted
mod.
and Diego,
SCA andCalif
mod.
cp to
change name to Freddot Ltd.
WBKW
(FM) toBeckley,
W.Va. —by Granted
mod.
of license
operate trans,
remote
control.
WQXI Atlanta, Ga. — Granted cp to make
changes in DA-N pattern.
WTMJ Milwaukee, Wis. — Granted cp to
make temchanges
in non-directional
sys(increase height,
replace northant.tower)
and make changes in ground system; conditions.
WFMW-FM Madisonville, Ky. — Granted
cp to increase ERP to 28 kw; make changes
in ant. system and trans, equipment; ant.
355 ft.; conditions.
KGRL Bend, Ore. — Granted mod. of cp to
install new type trans.
WYNG Warwick - East Greenwich, R.I. —
Remote control permitted.
KITE Terrell Hills, Tex.— Rescinded July
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
•

6 action which granted license covering
change of facilities; installation new trans,
and DA-N; make change in ground system
tion.
and change main studio and station locaNBC, New York, N.Y.— Granted authority
to transmit or deliver television programs
to CBC or to any licensed television station
in Canada, whether or not such programs
are network programs and whether or not
cilities.pass through NBC's regular chain fathey
Following stations were granted extension
of completion date as shown: WGTE-TV
Toledo. Ohio to Jan. 27, 1960; KHMA (TV)
Houma, La. to Jan. 25, 1960; KTSM-TV El
Paso, Tex. to Feb. 1, 1960; KB AM Longview, Wash, to Oct. 10; KGRL Bend, Ore. to
Oct. 5.
Actions of July 13
WBAZ Kingston, N.Y. — Granted assignment of cp to Big River Bcstg. Corp.
KBAM Longview, Wash.— Granted involuntary assignment of license to Hal K.
Shade, receiver in bankruptcy.
KRSIcense St.
Park, Minn.— Granted lifor amLouis
station.
KNPT Newport, Ore. — Granted license
covering increase
in daytime power and installation new trans.
WKAZ Charleston, W.Va. — Granted license covering
from DA-2 to DAN; remote
controlchange
permitted.
KPER Gilroy, Calif.— Granted license covering
in power to 1 kw and installationincrease
new trans.
WROV Roanoke, Va. — Granted license
covering installation of alternate main
trans.
KHOG Fayetteville, Ark.— Granted license
covering
installation of new trans.; condition.
WOI-AM-FM-TV Ames, Iowa— Granted
mod. of licenses to change name to Iowa
State U. of Science and Technology.
"WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich.—
Granted mod. of licenses to change name to
Board of Trustees of Michigan State V. of
Agriculture and Applied Science.
WRFL (FM) Winchester, Va.— Granted cp
to change tyoe trans.
*WMSB
Onondaga,
Grantedof
mod.
of cps(TV)
to change
nameMich.—
to Board
Trustees of Michigan State U. of Agriculture and Applied Science.
KBEC - FM Waxahachie, Tex. — Granted
mod. of cp to install new type trans.
Fla.— generators.
Granted mod.
of WPKM
SCA to (FM)
changeTampa,
subcarrier
Following stations were granted extension
Continued on page 105
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
Sterling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLiver 2-8820

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. — Riverside
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irect

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
enqineering
residence
courses.
WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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REAR & KENNEDY

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study 99

CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
New daytime station going on air before
first oftionyear
seeks
aggressive
stamanager.
Niceversatile,
city, middle
Atlantic
location. Write giving full experience and
salary
requirements to Box 731M, BROADCASTING.
Combination manager and salesman. Will
pay top salary and incentive for proven
ability.west Must
Daytimer, midlocation. beBoxaggressive.
782M, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager with small investment of $5,000.00 for V* interest in station.
Real opportunity in a real market. Box
847M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Top notch experienced person who
knows selling and management who would
like to invest and help manage a new am
station ready now to be filed for. Must have
proven broadcast background, references
and ready cash. Box 858M, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for NYC office of new specialized-programming
radio network.
National radio sales experience
essential. Top
salary. Box 898M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman for midwest station. Will pay top
commission and draw to salesman with
proven
ability. Box 783M, BROADCASTING.
Have immediate opening for good radio
salesman with creative ideas for Florida
east
ING. coast station. Box 831M, BROADCASTSalesmanager
— experienced.
Great York
potential
with
established
northern New
station. Write full
details
including
salary
quirements. Box 893M, BROADCASTING.reCalifornia, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Californians only. Aggressive salesman
needed by medium market regional. Good
guarantee
and Good
commission
plusassures
expenses
and incentives.
client list
five
figure earnings for right man. Write full
particulars
to Jack Hamilton, KIDD, Monterey, California.
Radio salesman wanted to join number one
station in fast-growing market. Guaranteed
salary, plus commission. Contact Bob
Franklin
Oklahoma.— Manager, KSWO Radio, Lawton,
Expanding 5 kw staff. Need combo: salesman-announcer. Apply: Jack
Station WEEB, Southern
Pines,Younts,
N.C. Radio
Arizena's most
radio station
wants
salesmen.
Sendpowerful
background
and billing
figures
to
George
Wallace,
Box
5585,
Tucson,
Arizona.
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
•overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
the tofinest
ing
$125 ner djweek
startworkand
relaxation on the beach. Location? Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer needed by fulltime
station in progressive Georgia small market,
Atlanta.Above
Good average
workingsalary
condi-to
tions near
and benefits.
right man desiring permanent position.
Write Box 700M, BROADCASTING.
100

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Experienced staff announcer. Eastern chain.
Send tape, photo,
and Box
salary728M,
requirements. Noneresume
returned.
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Top flight staff announcer. Good
position Box
open 736M,
with BROADCASTING.
outstanding mid-west
station.
Woman announcer-copywriter wanted by
successful
medium photo,
market audition
operation. Send quality
details including
tape, references and salary expected. Box
744M, BROADCASTING.
Chicago fm
first phone announcer. Boxstation
764M, needs
BROADCASTING.
Engineer-announcer
— emphasis
on announcing. 5000 watt daytime,
middle
Georgia,
two station market. Send tape and resume
to Box 772M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
versatileCleveland.
announcer$125.00
good music station vicinity
plus
opportunity to sell. Send tape and resume.
Personal interview necessary later. Box
789M, BROADCASTING.
Top flight voice for production commercials
to handle continuity department and small
amount of air work each week. Central
U.S., medium market. Start $85.00. Send
tape of commercial production and all
background
details. Box 825M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers;
engineer; announcer-engineer;
250
under construction,
New England ski
area; first reply, qualifications, tapes, salary,
photo. Box 850M, BROADCASTING.
Attention gals. Fast growing network with
new and exciting promotional ideas desiringgram
women
announcers,
newssales
director,
prodirector,
sports, and
with good
voices, personalities,
and
attractive
pearance. Dramatic experience would apbe
an asset. Want women with first-class engineering license — no maintenance. Wonderful opportunity
for advancement
management. Experience
preferred. Rushto tapes,
resume, and pictures to Box 851M, BROADCASTING.
Fast-growing country-western station in a
large metropolitan market wants you if
you're
bright,Must
briskknow
and the
briefmusic.
and have
first ticket.
Heavya
personality.
Light
engineering.
Applications confidential. Position now open. Send
letter, photo and non-returnable tape. Box
855M, BROADCASTING.
1st phone only. Illinois station needs top
flight voice.
mum. No top Three
40, but years
tight experience
production. miniMust
be air-salesman. No maintenance. Send
commercial tape, background resume and
photograph. Start $475.00. Box 857M,
BROADCASTING.
Eastern fifty kw station looking for top
quality
morning
man.to Nopaytopfive
forty
screamers please.
Willing
figures
for
right man. Box 887M, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity
marriedstation,
staff Texas.
announcer.
Send resume. for
Network
Box
897M, BROADCASTING.
Opening for experienced
adult dj with helpbetter-than-average
voice. Play-by-play
ful but not mandatory. Send complete details, including snapshot and returnable
tape
Mexico.to Manager, KSWS, Roswell, New
Announcer, experienced, for 5000 watt indie
with local format. Insurance and profit
sharing plans. Near Philadelphia. WCOJ,
Coatesville, Penna.

Help Wanted
— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Wanted: A good solid announcer for central
Pennsylvania daytimer. We will pay a
worthwhile salary to the right applicant.
Contact George Mastrian, WCPA, Clearfield, Penna.
Wanted: Personality dj-engineer $110.00 to
$150.00 weekly,
maintenance.
Here'smusic
security with fastno moving
5000 watt
and news operation. Send tape, background.
Jim Duncan, WGGH, Marion, Illinois.
Wanted: Really superior announcer for key
station of R.F. Lewis Chain. If you will
work for
than $125 working
per week,conditions,
we don't
want
you.lessExcellent
modern facilities, many extra benefits, progressive adult station. Must produce your
own top
show Regular,
with minimum
of management advice.
short hours
on the
air. No split shifts. Selling opportunities
open, so that a good man can easily make
$10,000 a year. Must be settled, sober and
'experienced
. . No
donnas.
The
only men we .have
lost prima
in the last
10 years
have become managers of our other station.
The men with whom you will be working
are all from successful station in larger
markets. Quickly send tape and photo to
Phil Whitney, Manager, Station WINC,
Winchester, Virginia.
Do you swing. New expanding organization
needs news.
top-flight
men,andcombination
and
Rush airtape
resume to music
Stan
Major, Program Manager, WIRL, Peoria, 111.
Immediate opening, experienced fast-paced
night dj with tight sense of production.
Send tape, photo, resume and references to
Bob Cain, P.D., WSKY, Asheville, N.C.
Announcers! Two years commercial experience? Capable writing and/or sales? Seekingtails,
management
opportunities?
Send de-to
audition tapes,
return postage
Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 Fifth
Avenue, New York 20, New York.
Technical
Wanted: experienced engineer. Take completecellent
chargeposition
engineering
Exfor right department.
man. Box 735M,
BROADCASTING.
Young man with first phone who wants experience in engineering and announcing —
youngket instaff,
all newSend
equipment,
small photo
marnortheast.
full resume,
and tape to demonstrate voice quality. Box
813M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Chief engineer, combination man
preferred, for progressive 1,000 watt southeastences,
Georgiaphotograph,
station. salary
Send resume,
expectedreferand
sample tape immediately to Box 895M,
BROADCASTING.
Experiencednouncingtransmitter
no anrequired, act asengineer,
chief. Opening
September
1.
Reply
full
details
WASA.
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
First class engineer, chief duties for remote
operation. Maintenance limited, air work as
fill in. Excellent opportunity. Write, wire,
phone
consin. Tom Anderson, WGEZ, Beloit, WisChief engineer
two station
Allaround
abilityforrequired
withcombine.
directional
array and perienctransmitter
knowledge
and
e a must. Good opportunity exfor
advancement for qualified man with a
growing and established organization.
Write, wire or phone: WPIK, Alexandria,
Virginia. Personal interview required.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Experienced am-fm chief engineer, beginning salarynouncing.
$430.00
month. Very
light S.A.
anContact General
Manager,
Hasson, WEOY, Carmi, Illinois with complete resume.
Immediate opening for chief engineer. Good
pay, good working conditions, permanent.
Write, wire or phone collect S. J. Hepburn,
Terminal
references. 1-1278, Fort Worth, Texas with
Production-Programming, Others
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/
tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married; veteran; age 30-35; capable public
speaker and mc. A steady, dependable and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional
gimmicks
and but
feature
program
specialties.
Aggressive,
not high
pressure.
Box 680M, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to write and air local news,
handle mobile unit, remotes on successful
station. Must know how to produce human
interest features as well as spot coverage.
Send details, audition tape, photo, salary
expected. Box 745M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Assistant sports director, major
midwest radio-tv affiliate. Strong on reporting. Some play-by-play. Send tape,
both studio
play-by-play,
picture, resume, to Boxand8S2M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted, outstanding production man to
create and tape production commercials,
tape and edit special event features, handle
three hour
daily
popularsample
music tapes,
show.photo
Excellent salary.
Resume,
to Manager, WCSH-Radio, Portland, Maine.
News editor for metro market. News is our
top commodity
experience
and enthusiasm are essential.so Pay
and incentives
above
average for the area. WRRR, Rockford,
Illinois.
Arizona's
radio tape,
stationetc.,
wantsto
hip
color most
radiopowerful
pd. Send
George Wallace, Box 5585, Tucson, Arizona.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Proven, young, energetic sales manager
earning $10,000 ready for general manager
position.sales
Top leader.
announcer,
creative both
producerwriter,
Experienced
major
and small markets. Fresh, imaginative ideas.
Married.ences.College.
referPrefer west.Civic-minded.
Do you haveBest
challenge
for me? Box 628M, BROADCASTING.
Radio executive ambitious to manage, sell
and promote small-medium market 250 —
5whose
kw independent
station
honest ownersnon-union
value theadult
community
interests of their listeners and the sales
needs of their clients. Anxious to build
profitable-proud
good-music.
"Home radio-tv,
Town"
station. Experienced
all phases
dependable, young, married, family, college,
ambitious, no-clockwatcher. Must have freehand within limits of realistic budget. Will
consider
CASTING. all markets. Box 775M, BROADGeneral manager ten years. Best references.
Prefer south east. For resume, write Box
812M, BROADCASTING.
Stationming manager,
r/tv. Capable.
Programand sales. Proven
record. Box
817M,
BROADCASTING.
Attention absentee and inactive owners: If
you have the facility with a potential, I
have proven ability and money to invest.
Box 826M, BROADCASTING.
Presently managing kilowatt daytimer. 1st
ticket, sales, announcing, programming.
Desire work week no longer than 168 hours.
Young, aggressive, ambitious. My method:
. . . Soft sell. My results: . . . 20% gross increase. $150 minimum required. Box 861M,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Commercial manager in major market
wants to return to management in small
market. Age 34, family, know all phases,
ticket. Box 865M, BROADCASTING.
Account executive-broadcast time sales experience: (All NYC)
local diversified
station-network
representative;
12 years
sales.
Intangibles and tangibles; age 34, single;
self-starter, creative, thorough, fine track
record;estedmanagement
tv also.field
Interrelocating/travel;skills
associated
ok.
Advise details 1st letter for quick action.
Box 883M, BROADCASTING.
Florida station managers: Know the story
of WHOO, Orlando (6th to 1st in seven
days) and WALT, Tampa-St. Pete (The
modern in Florida's second market) ? The
man
programmed
Goldplatedwhoreferences.
Roy both
Nilson,available.
970 Eldorado,
Clearwater (Ph 33 4131).
Sales
Impeccable references, background, earnings
demonstrate
aggressiveness,
ligence,
character. Mature
(35), choosy;intelyet
adaptable. Brief sales (l1,^ years), 17 years
metropolitan broadcasting provide merchandising, national rep, retailing, promotion, programming-sales
Large market
only or smallcomprehension.
market with
management-ownership
proviso. Box 537M,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Young enough to switch to
broadcasting. Good background, references.
Box 819M, BROADCASTING.
Salary
opportunity.amI specialize in secondary
tough salesto problems,
seeking
challenging sales managership. Top biller
five years major eastern market, two years
multi-station. Aggressive, hard working,
team player, late thirties, church member.
Box 830M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, 34, top news and commercial
man; first ticket, dim view top 40s. Box
720M, BROADCASTING.
Negro seeking position as staff announcer.
Well trained. Excellent voice. College backCan operate
board. Complete resume.ground.
Box 814M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young. Intelligence, determinationable.chiefBox 815M,
assets. BROADCASTING.
Operate board. Tape availAnnouncer: Experienced all phases. ProNews background.
College duction
trained.conscious.
DeDendable.
Sober. Prefer
midwest or east. Box 821M, BROADCASTING.
Newscaster, 25, BSJ, vet.; photography, radio and newspaper experience. Wants news
job on radio or tv station strong on local
news.
ING. References. Box 823M, BROADCASTN.Y.C., Philadelphia, Baltimore areas. $120
base. 6 years experience. Personal audition
only. Box 833M, BROADCASTING.
Ability to handle tight commercial schedule
on smooth
years conditions
experience andin
all
phases. show.
Good 3X,2
working
stability necessary, Washington or Oregon
only.
ING. Family man. Box 839M, BROADCAST-

FULL

TIME

MIAMI,

Ace sportscaster, salesman-announcer. 6
years. 1st phone. TV and/or radio sports
and sales. College grad. Top references.
Relocate. Box 840M, BROADCASTING.
Have license,
travel.
announcer wantswill
to sell,
also.Experienced
Minimum $110.
Box 841M, BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer, experienced. Gospel, r&b,
pop, ideal staff. Wants future. Box 842M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Mature college M.A.
and broadcasting school. Experienced freelance adman. Sacrifice salary for opportunity. Box 844M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 2 years experience. Married, 30,
veteran. Reliable, good delivery. Box 845M,
BROADCASTING.
top country
dj. Proven
1 and
2Southwest's
rating against
all comers
for decade
same location.
Reached
top,
want
advancement. Smooth, deep, friendly network
quality. All types announcing 15 years. Box
846M, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
I'll bring life, personality to your c&w
programming.
audience
buy.
Can cut others. Sponsors,
Need chance.
3 yearswillboard.
Box 853M, BROADCASTING.
Companion of early risers. No 40 advocate.
Will double
newsman. — toWant
which
offers asadvancement
newsposition
head.
Chicagoland. Box 868M, BROADCASTING.
Top-notch, experienced sportscaster looking for step-up. Strong play-by-play all
sports. Box 864M, BROADCASTING.
The up-n-at-um show for nearly all weightlifters! Box 869M, BROADCASTING.
Can sell!
Ad-lib,
salesmanship
means
all brisk
newsrealize
reporting.
Married,
will stay at job with future. College grad.
Box 866M, BROADCASTING.
Morning sign-on — midwestern station. No
gimmick man — adult appeal. Imaginative.
Box 870M, BROADCASTING.
Hockey announcer, has worked with Danny
Gallivan, Fred Cusik, New York-Rangers
and John Blair & Co. Excellent on all sports.
Box 877M, BROADCASTING.
Getting
out of bed — That's
weightlif
Right-side-of-the-bedders
prefer
the ting
up- !
n-at-um show. Front man community activities. Pen air news. Box 871M, BROADCASTING.
Country music dee-jay with thorough
knowledge of radio. Strong on news. Am
studying for first phone. Young. Family
man. Write Box 880M, BROADCASTING.
Almost opposite modern fast pace. Five
minute newscasts
— dynamic,
exciting, informative. Box 872M,
BROADCASTING.
Daybreak man. Adult appeal. Genuine personality. Good news — desk, air. Box 873M,
BROADCASTING.

FLORIDA

RADIO

STATION

Looking for DJ who thinks he knows the right answers
Send tape, complete background

and a picture not over 3

months old to:
Box 836M,

BROADCASTING
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Fast-paced personality with experience,
showmanship and ability to produce desires
to do own
show. PreferNew
Washington,spotBaltimore,
Philadelphia,
York
and prefer live audition and interview.
Write Box 885M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer desires permanent western Montana. Extensive radio-television, including
5 kw large market morning man. College
and radio school. Copy and sales experience.
Young, creative, aggressive. Excellent references. Currently pd. Box 886M, BROADCASTING.
Countryences,music
dj, reliable,
available.
Best Know
referexperienced,
creative.
programming, promotion. Box 888M,
BROADCASTING.
Sports play-by-play. Also newsman. None
other. $125 minimum. Box 890M, BROADCASTING.
First phone. No maintenance. Announcing
andAndrews,
single. Availableexperience.
immediately. Young
Box 1992,
Texas.
Phone LA 3-3604.
Six years exDerience, $70. Bill Dillner. 3748
Sheffield, Chicago 13.
College graduate
yearsradio
radioor experience ned, dj. with
Wouldtwo like
tv.
Presently employed. John Froyd, 1523 St.
Germain, St. Cloud, Minn.
Negro announcer-dj
capableto ofgethandling
all
markets,
ambitious, eager
ahead, not
afraid of hard work. Edward Green, 265 E.
Columbia St., Hempstead, L.I., N.Y.
Young man just graduated from professional broadcasting
school
would like opportunity east. Strong
on commercials,
news,
SDorts.
Also
would
like
Board experience, reliable. top-forty
Will work show.
hard.
Call or write Monte Hale, YMCA Hotel,
826 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 5, 111.
Young announcer. Well trained. Bud Hamond, 568 Mathew, Gary, Indiana.
Top-notch country dj and salesman. Can
sell own shows and others. Ten years experience. References. Curley Wilson, 713
Irwin Ave., Chillicothe, Ohio, or phone
Prospect 3-0167.
Technical
Florida opportunity wanted. First phone.
Experienced radio, tv, and communications.
Box 579M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, experienced, desires daytime station in south Florida. Reply Box
806M, BROADCASTING, or phone Cocoa,
Florida, NE 6-1499.
Fully experienced, hard working chief available. Prefer competitive market in TexasLouisiana
area. Box 811M. BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer.
Ten years radio.
and
transmitter
maintenance.
RemoteStudio
control.
Box 832M, BROADCASTING.
1st phone, light announcing, board, maintenance, some tv. Non-driver. Box 837M,
BROADCASTING.
First phone, presently employed as chief
engineer-announcer, desires employment
upper midwest. Box 843M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer:
yearscontrol
in am-fm
experiencedFirst
in phone
studio,— ten
master
and
transmitter as well as remote control of
5 fm station network. Want permanent
position with good future. Box 892M,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer.
Well Woodbine.
qualifiedexperienced.
Good voice. Dale
Phone 291-R, Tifton, Ga.
Production-Programming, Others
Woman newswriter and editor; seven years
general news on dailies and top metropolitan radio news department: A.B. degree;
seeks
midwest newswriting position. Box
805M. BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman-announcer, 36, quality voice,
married, dependable. Sixteen years commercial radio, including ten years newswriting experience. Prefers non top 40 station, news or staff. Tape, resume available.
Box 824M, BROADCASTING.
Want job with future as news director. Also
record player. Box 867M, BROADCASTING.
I've ketreached
the peak
salary
in this
maras continuity
director.
I have
six years
experience in radio-tv continuity, merchandising, and promotion. Creative, sober,
family man, college degree. My employer
is happy with me and would be happy to
talk with you about my abilities. Box 882M,
BROADCASTING.
Attention California: Newswriter-newscaster desires position with progressive organization. 13 years radio background. Experiwriting, announcing.encedBoxin "news
896M, digging",
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
New local tv programming creates growth
opportunity for stable executive type salesman. A little radio or tv time sales experience and much ability on your part along
with my help and leads to get you started
should result in $8,000 to $10,000 commission
per year soon and more in future. Salary
first 6 months. Send resume and photo to
Keith
Sales Manager, WJIM-TV,
Lansing,Oliver,
Michigan.
Announcers
Staff tv announcer for San Diego station.
Must have
personality.
Include photogood
with on-camera
resume. Write
Box 664M,
BROADCASTING.
TV personality. Want accomplished, creative
on-camera
performer
for staff
top market
station. Morning
show, no
work. Eastern market. No beginners. Send tape, picture and resume to Box 859M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted. On camera announcer with good
delivery and ability to deliver selling commercials. Station now expanding facilities
to cover all north Texas and southern
Oklahoma. Apply by letter only to C. I.
Hinkle, KXII-TV, Ardmore, Oklahoma.
Excellent opportunity for proven tv performer or .announcer who has already
reached high professional standard in radio
and who wants to get into television. Leadradio-tv operation
will consider
top
air ing
salesman
for combination
position.
WSAV Radio-Television, Savannah, Ga.
Technical
Wanted:
Assistantmanchief
for Florida vhf. Prefer
withengineer
RCA studio
and
transmitter maintenance experience. All
replies given careful consideration. Send
resume and salary requirements to Box
854M, BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer. Prefer experience, but
radio experience and desire to learn tv
would be adequate. Air mail full details to
Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Chief engineer for tv station now expanding facilities. If you are qualified to step
up to full responsibility of chief engineer
and technically qualified and capable of
employing and supervising personnel, write
your application to C. I. Hinkle, KXII-TV
Ardmore, Oklahoma. Facility is being expanded to cover north Texas and southern
Oklahoma and opening is immediate.
TV engineer operator
— Leadingwith
vhf first
has class
opening
for
transmitter
license.
Actual tv experience not required. Prefer
young man with fundamental knowledge
and aptitude who can learn quicklv under
proper supervision. WSAV-TV, Savannah,
Georgia.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Public relations-promotion manager, radio/tv operation Ohio area. A good air man
with a background of practical experience
in announcing, continuity and production.
Married; veteran; age 30-35; capable public
speaker and mc. A steady, dependable and
personable man, capable of producing sales
brochures, market data, sales service, trade
paper news and advertising copy, promotional gimmicks and feature program specialities. Aggressive, but not high pressure.
Box 680M, BROADCASTING.
Production supervisor. Position opening in
long established, south central vhf, CBS
basic station. Excellent facilities and staff.
Send full details as to experience, salary
requirements, references. Must possess
leadership, creativeness, production knowhow,
desire to work. Box 794M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
director-switcher.
Accurate,
attentive
to details.
Able to direct
others
amicably. Medium size mid-west station.
Box 834M, BROADCASTING.
Expanding midwest tv seeks commercially
experienced
directors,
engineers, film editors,
studio announcers,
cameramen. Need
ING.
complete
resume. Box 863M, BROADCASTTELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Producer-director. Thoroughy experienced
all phases
desires sales position.
Box
875M, production,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, experienced. Versatile. News.
Commercials. Special shows. Steady. Cooperative. Box 818M, BROADCASTING.
Television announcer: 25 years old, married, three children. 2V2 years experience
all phases tv announcing, 9 years radio, plus
college. Box 827M, BROADCASTING.
Complete tv sports staff, for the price of
one. You'llperienceget
tv sportscaster
years exon camera.
Excellent 10background
in production, writing, live commercials,
sports interviews, film coverage, editing.
37, family. Top salary investment will return top dividends. Box 828M, BROADCASTING.
6 years radio, 2 tv announcer. Past tv-pd,
past
pd-viceonpresident.
Want radio
backpd.inNow
tv. radio
Announce
camera,
booth.
Mid-west
please.
Box
856M, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief or studio supervisor. 8 years experience in all phases television operation and
maintenance.scientious
Prefer
eastern
U.S.A. Conworker. Best
references.
Box
807M, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate
of "TVexperience,
Workshop,"young,
first
phone,
closed circuit
willing to travel, seeking position as studio
or transmitter technician. Box 808M,
BROADCASTING.
Studiowestsupervisor
to relocate
area. Strong desires
on quality
control midand
maintenance. Presently employed. Box
838M, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, five years experience
largeket market,
desiresmanager.
relocate Salary
small open,
maras production
family,
college
graduate,
highest
references. Box 477M, BROADCASTING.
I want to make you more money, and I
can do it. Presently employed medium
station program director with outstanding
operations record hidden under local bushel.
Will step down for chance to advance in
progressive
CASTING. station. Box 632M, BROADProgram director, 7 years tv, 2 years as
program director major market experience.
Available personal interview. B.A.. family,
mature, honest, able. Box 779M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Producer, director, switcher seeks challenging job west of Chicago. Have directed
all types programs from Bach to Baseball.
Over 10,000 hours directing live programs.
Top
ING. references. Box 780M, BROADCASTNews director and newscaster-tv. Top rated
in medium large market. Box 809M,
BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative. Versatile.
Box 816M, BROADCASTING.
Available September — Production manager.
Eight years
network experience.
resume and information
write BoxFor849M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced director. Family all phases
production.
PlentyBROADCASTING.
know-how. Creative
ability. Box 874M,
New York tv school grad. Looking for actual experience in tv production. Excellent
music background. Willing to work hard.
Box 881M, BROADCASTING.
Please see continuity-promotion ad under
'Radio:
Wanted, Programming.'
Box
882M,Situations
BROADCASTING.
Television director — Available immediately.
B.S. Radio-Television Indiana University.
Experienced all phases. Complete personal
history and references ready to send. David
E. Rice, 625 West Washington Street, South
Bend, Indiana. CEntral 3-2531.
FOR SALE
Equipment
For Sale: 1 Presto-85E recording amplifier
with 2 recording mechanisms model 6N. Box
550M, BROADCASTING.
RCA
transmitter.
3 kw output.
Details.BTF-3B
Box fm
725M,
BROADCASTING.
Ampex 401A's, push-button controlled, in
good shape— $450. Box 822M, BROADCASTING.
Presto-type 6N recorder with 2-speed
screws. Used only 6 months. Only $500.00.
Mclntosh-30 watt hi-fi amplifier. Model MC30
Type. A-116-B. Only $150.00. Box 889M,
BROADCASTING
Gates 250B fm transmitter, with tubes and
crystal, excellent condition. Box 860M,
BROADCASTING.
2-CB-ll Gates turntables $100.00 each. 2RCA transcription arms $30.00 each. P.O.
Box 433; Terre Haute, Indiana.
Tapak triplex model portable tape machine.
Excellent condition. Contact Don Abitz, Radio Station KDTH, Dubuque, Iowa.
RCA 76B5 audio console with power supply
as is. Monitor amplifier removed from
equipment but is included in price of
$200.00.
up at Indiana.
Fort Wayne. WANERadio, You
Fort pick
Wayne,
Will have available soon for sale one Lehigh
212-foot self supporting tower complete.
Also
1000 Make
feet ofan rigid
co-ax approximately
transmission line.
offer %"to
Marvin Seimes, Chief Engineer, WGNY,
161 Broadway, Newburgh, N.Y.
Flashcasting Trans-Lux news sign . . .
61' x 4'5".
equipment. GoodComplete
working remote
condition.control
Reasonable.
WRVM, 130 Clinton Avenue South,
Rochester 4, N.Y.
RCA 3-bay, Channel 3 (or 2) tv antenna.
150-ft., 40-lb. heavy-duty Ideco tower. 320 ft.
3Vb"
Com.fittings,
products
line, elbows,
hangers,
etc. coaxial
All in excellent
condition, in use atop downtown office building. Sell less than half cost. WSAV-TV
Savannah, Georgia.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel, Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

RADIO

FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Complete
RCA
modelradio
5 DXbroadcasting
transmitter, equipment
5 kw, now—
operating in good condition on 1150 kc.
Includes three Blaw Knox self-supporting
antenna, 223, 223, and 465 feet high, tower
beacon equipment, transmission lines and
couplers, monitoring and metering devices,
and text equipment. Sealed bids will be
opened at 2:00 P.M., CST, August 25, 1959.
Address inquiries and requests for bid
forms to Director of Business Affairs, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, P.O. Box
2950, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Looking
for
us?
We'reour looking
for preyou.
Small market
station
goal. West
ferred. Considerate
and reasonable
with
your offer. Let us hear from you. Box 627M,
BROADCASTING.
Want best western station $15,000 will buy.
Particularly
interested
in far west or northwest. Box 810M,
BROADCASTING.
Equipment
Tape recorder, professional type, rack
mounted
CASTING. or portable. Box 726M, BROADWanted: Used RCA orthicon camera chain
in good condition. Reply to Box 852M,
BROADCASTING.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
F.C.C. license in six weeks. Inexpensive,
practical.
class August
finder, 510 Resident
16th St., Oakland,
Calif. 3. PathMISCELLANEOUS •
Proven plan
economical
radioSylva,
operation. $2.00.efficient,
Elko Radio,
Box 311,
N.C.
Ready for Fall? For discriminating sponsors,
order custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J
Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.
Qualified consulting engineer. Specializing
in daytime applications, frequency surveys,
and powersissippi.
increases.
Area west1006of East
the MisDouglas F. Mariska,
16th
Avenue, San Mateo, California.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
SALESMAN
Required to head up Chicago office
of rating organization. Research
background and sales ability. Age
limit 26-34. Address replies to
American Research Bureau, Tribune
Building, Chicago, Illinois.

Situations Wanted — Sales

SALES

OPPORTUNITY

Large eastern group is expanding radio and television sales staffs at its
stations. These are career
positions, paying

salary

and commission, with unparalleled opportunity to
move

into management

if

you are qualified.
Box 792M,
BROADCASTING

Technical
SALES ENGINEER AUDIO PRODUCTS
Immediate opening for broadcast engineer experienced in all phases of
audio equipment and audio systems.
Responsible position in sales office of
leading broadcast equipment manufacturer. Limited travel. Complete company benefits. Send complete resume
and photo.
Box 602M, BROADCASTING
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
STATION MANAGER
Available on or before August 15th.
Present property sold at 6-figure capital gain after I tripled billings. Write
Box 820M, BROADCASTING.
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
Sales
I'LL SPLIT MY SALARY WITH YOU
FOR THE RIGHT JOB NEAR HARTFORD
TV sales specialist N.Y. earning $25,000
has private
ford.
Seeks interests
permanent 45 4 miles
day from
weeklyHarttv,
radio or agency connection ■— Hartford,
Holyoke, Springfield Area. Subdividing
existing budgets not my specialty — Creative
selling is. Check your challenge against
my
record my
— Available
recognize
references. in detail. You'll
Box 876M, BROADCASTING.
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TV
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AIR PERSONALITY ^
CTop ten markets (no top 40). 16 years ex- J
perience — good voice, "friendly-persuasive- 1
€ style"
or "hard
sell". TVPrefer
the "friendly". Also
on-camera
experience,
inter- J1
iT views
and
audience-participation.
Radio
and/or tv.
1^
■£ Box 829M, BROADCASTING i
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Wanted — Announcers
i 6

i 6

ANNOUNCER

Unique TV operation is expanding and needs top voice for booth
and some live work. $500.00 a
1 month. Profit sharing. Send tape,
P photograph, and resume to R. H.
Anderson,
KVOS-TV, BellingJ, ham, Washington.
f
3 f
3 f
\ %
Technical

Communications

GENERAL

MANAGER
Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.

Heavy background in sales. Can
save you 25% in operating costs.
16 years radio, tv experience.
Box 878M, BROADCASTING.

J

TELEVISION

MISCELLANEOUS

Situations Wanted — Management

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Production-Programming, Others
ATTN: TV
Film Producers and
Distributors
For Sale . . .
THIRTY THREE 3 minute
Disc Jockey films — Complete
vignettes with top actors to be
used with standard or pop records on TV. Scored a big HIT
in 12 markets where shown.
Negatives and unused prints
available for quick sale of entire package — Let us send completeStellar
information.Productions
Box 884M, BROADCASTING.

LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida —
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property with them at this fantastic price:
3200to for
4 feet;
25 for $20.00; 100 for $65.00,
$110.00.

Employment Service
$ WANT MORE MONEY $
LET "SAM" GET IT FOR YOU
registrationTV— Confidential
•Free
Announcers
SC Radio
• Radio Disk Jockeys
• TV & Radio Engineers
Men with 1-4 years experience
Step up to better PLACEMENT
paying jobs.
PROFESSIONAL
458 PEACHTREE ARCADE
ATLANTA, GA.
PHONE: JA 5-4841
STATIONS

ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian
Rhododendron
Maxi-25
mum, and Hemlock,
Mountain Laurel.
2 to 3 ft.
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.

-

Pacific Northwest Daytimer
Top rated station in good market.
1958 gross, $90,000 with substantial cash flow. 1959 doing even
better. $120,000 with 29% down.
Excellent terms on balance.
Box 791 M, BROADCASTING.

RCA
BROADCAST
FIELD
ENGINEERS
Qualified applicants should possess first
class radio-telephone license, good technical schooling and two or three years'
maintenance experience on TV studio
or TV transmitter equipment.
These positions will pay top salaries.
Liberal RCA benefits included.
For personal interview, please send a
complete resume of your education and
experience to:
Mr. Edward J. McGarrigan
Employment Manager, Dept. YP-IG
RCA Service Company
Cherry Hill, Camden 8, N.J.
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§ 50% Interest for $10,000.
§ New station. Purchaser to become
§ General Manager.
§
Box 891 M, BROADCASTING
$

S
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§
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FOR
Fla.
N.Y.
S.C.
Fla.
Wash.
Pa.
N.C.
Ky.
Cal.
Tenn.
N.Y.
Rocky
Mich.
Miss.

Single
Single
Single
Small
Small
Second
Second
Second
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Metro
Large
Metro
Major

I
1000 WATT DAYTIMER
V Georgia town of 5000. Price $50,000.00
X with 320,000.00 down. Valuable Real
<■> Estate included.
%
Box 894M. BROADCASTING.

STATIONS FOR SALE <~~->~~»
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

Terms
500w

New York
San Francisco

90M
48M
115M
100M
$50M
95M
78M

lkw-D
lkw-D
250w
5kw-D
lkw-D
500w
lkw-D
250w-F
lkw-F
lOkw
5kw-D
lkw-F
lkw-D
250w-D
AM -TV
VHF-TV
5kw-D

Fla.
S.E.
S.W.
Small
And
S.E. others.
Small
PAU L- H.
CHAPMAN
Chicago
Atlanta

SALE

175M
175M
250M
85M
250M
98M
235M
250M
225M
275M
450M

Terms
Cash
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms

CO M PAN Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Sa.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
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to show substitution of two named and
identified
individuals
as coexecutors
of estate of Samuel
A. Hamin
who was director
and
stockholder
in
its
corporation
—
New
Bedford, Mass., tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action
July 14.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Granted motion by Upland Bcstg. Co., for
leave to amend its application to correct inadvertent error in plotting maximum exvalue offorBroadcast
proposed Bureau
operation;pected
on oraloperating
request
and with the consent of all other parties,
continued hearing from July 15 to July 16 in
proceeding
application
new
am
station on
in Upland's
Upland, Calif.,
et al.forAction
July 14.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Issued ferencorder
following
e in proceeding
on fmprehearing
applicationcon-of
Sherrill C. Corwin (KFMC), Santa Barbara,
Calif., formalizing certain agreements
reached at prehearing conference held on
July 14; continued hearing from Sept. 3 to
Sept. 16 at 9:30 a.m. Action July 16.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted oral request by Radio Missouri
Corp. (WAMV),
East St. Louis,
111., for from
continuance of prehearing
conference
July 22 to Sept. 22 in proceeding on its am
application. Action July 20.
Granted petition by Inland Empire Bcstg.
Co., Price, Utah, to extent of accepting
amendment to change frequency from 600
kc to 1050 kc and for related changes and
removed application from hearing; on oral
request of William Parmer Fuller III, Salt
Lake City, Utah, advanced hearing date
from Sept. 11 to July 31 in am proceeding.
Actions July 14 and July 15.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time from July 17 to July 22
to reply to petition by Jose R. Madrazo for
leave to amend his am application. Action
July
21.
Designated
5 date for
filing proposed findingsAugust
in proceeding
on application
of Paul A. Brandt for am facilities in Gladwin, Mich. Action July 16.
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for July 23 in proceeding on am applications
of Continental Bcstg. Corp. (WHOA), San
Juan, and Jose R. Madrazo, Guaynabo, both
Puerto Rico. Action July 16.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Granted motion for extension by AmerBcstg. Francisco,
-Paramount Calif.,
Theatres,
(KGOTV), icanSan
whichInc.requests
that
time
to
respond
to
motion
to
order
apFOR SALE
plications amended or petition to enlarge
issues bytended toWestinghouse
Bcstg.
Inc., upon
be ex-at
date as may be
agreed
Equipment
prehearing conference scheduled for July
29, and will be effective until prehearing
conference when
action embodied
will be con-in
relative further
to request
FOR SALE
; pleading. sidered
Action July 20.
Granted request by Westinghouse Bcstg.
Television Mobile Unit . . . com- \ Inc.,
for withdrawal of its request for explete Video and Audio Facilities. *
tension of hearing date and dismissed same
as
moot
in proceeding on applications of
Contact Chief Engineer, KOCO-TV, *
Chronicle
Publishing Co. (KRON-TV) and
Channel 5, Oklahoma City, Okla- t American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres
homa.
*
t Inc. (KGO-TV), San Francisco, Calif. Action
July 17.
Granted motion by Carnegie Bcstg. Co.,
to correct plication
transcript
proceeding Bcstg.
on its apand that ofin Jeannette
Co.
for new am stations in Jeannette and Carnegie, both Pennsylvania, and closed recWEATHER • RADAR
ord; granted petition
Bureau
for extension
of time by
fromBroadcast
July 17 to
July
Raytheon 10 CM 275 KW Output
30
to
file
proposed
findings
of
fact
and
conPPI Presentation 4, 20, 80 mile
clusions.
Action
July
17.
range. In use today by several
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
broadcast stations. Complete with
By order, formalized certain agreements
instruction books and instal. diags.
reached at July 20 hearing in proceeding on
In new factory condition. Picks up
am application
Radio Americas
Corporaclouds at 50 miles. $950.
tion (WORA), ofMayaguez,
P.R.; dismissed
Westinghouse 3 CM 40 KW Output
as moot petition by WT.BS Inc. for additional time to submit rebuttal exhibits and conPPI Presentation. V2, 2, 10, 40 plus
tinued further hearing to Sept. 24. Action
mile range. Complete in new factory
July
20.
condition with instruction books
By
order,
formalized certain agreements
and spares. $2200.
reached at July 16 prehearing conference in
proceeding
on
am application of Laird
General Electric Automatic Tracking
Bcstg. Inc. (KHAK), Cedar Rapids, Iowa;
Radar 10 CM. 275 kw. Will track
scheduled
hearing
for Sept. 8. Action July
16.
clouds, storms, hurricanes, etc.,
automatically or by hand control,
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at prehearing conference of July
up to 200 mile range. Complete in
trailer van 25 ft. long (Its own
15 in proceeding
on applications
of BuckleyJaeger
Bcstg.in Providence,
Corp.
and WHDH
for
building! ). Price and details on refm facilities
R.I., and Inc.,
Boston,
quest. Used by Air Force and
Mass. Action July 15.
weather bureau.
Denied motion by Seattle, Portland and
Spokane Radio to rule applicant in default
RADIO— RESEARCH
and
scheduled hearing to commence on
INSTRUMENT CO.
July side
30 Bcstg.
in proceeding
on application of Sea550 5th AVENUE
Ore. Action Co.
Julvfor15.am facilities in Seaside,
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
Granted
petition byof Southbay
ers for continuance
proceduralBroadcastdates in
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959
Continued from page 98
of completion date as shown: KTVI (TV)
St. Louis, Mo. to Aug. 19; KLUB-FM Salt
Lake City, Utah to Dec. 22; KLSN (FM)
Seattle, Wash, to Nov. 25; KPRI (FM) San
Diego, Calif, to Nov. 19; WCUE-FM Akron,
Ohio
WLAV-FM
Grand Rapids.
Rapids,
Mich, totoDec.
Aug.31;12;
WLAV Grand
Mich, to Aug. 12; WEEL Fairfax, Va. to
Oct. 12; KGIL San Fernando, Calif, to Jan.
25, 1960; WFAR Farrell, Pa. to Nov. 24.
KROG Sonora, Calif. — Granted authority
to
at 6:30 p.m. for period ending
Oct.sign-off
9.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner T.A.M. Craven
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 25 to file exceptions to initial decision in proceeding on
applications of Capitol Bcstg. Co. and W. A.
Pomeroy for new am stations in East Lansing igan.
and Tawas
Tawas, both MichAction JulyCity-East
20.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Granted petition by Tri-County Bcstg.
Inc. (WHDM), McKenzie, Term., for dismissal without prejudice of its am application, and retained in hearing status remaining applications involved in consolidation.
Action July 20.
Granted petition by Uintah Bcstg. and Tv
Inc. (KVEL), Vernal, Utah, for dismissal
without prejudice of its am application and
retained in hearing status application of
Jack W. Hawkins for new am station in
Blanding, Utah. Action July 20.
Granted joint motion by WJPB-TV Inc.,
and Telecasting Inc., for extension of time
from July 15 to July 29 to file proposed
findings and conclusions in proceeding on
their applications
new tv stations
to operate on ch. 5 infor Weston,
W.Va. Action
July 15.
Granted motion by Spartan Radiocasting
Co. compliance
(WSPA-TV),with
Spartanburg,
stay
of
subpoena S.C.,
ducesfortecum
heretofore issued in proceeding on its application for mod. of cp, pending action by
Commission upon its petition for review of
examiner's
orderAction
denying
quash subpoena.
July its
15. motion to
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Granted motion by New England Television Inc., for leave to amend its application

proceeding on its application for am facilities in Chula Vista, Calif., and dates for exchange of applicant's direct case, for exof respondent's
affirmative or
rebuttal changeevidence,
and direct
for notification
of
witnesses for cross-examination are continued to Sept. 15, Sept. 22 and Sept. 25,
respectively; continued hearing from July
27 to Sept. 29. Action July 14.
On own motion, continued indefinitely
time for filing replies to petitions of Publix
Television Corp. and of South Florida
Amusement Inc., for enlargement of issues
to include issue directed to application of
Coral Television Corp. as to sufficiency of
funds to effectuate proposals contained
therein in Perrine-South Miami, Fla., tv
ch. 6 proceeding. Action July 14.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Upon joint oral request of Fisher Bcstg.
Co. and Tribune Publishing Co., and without objection by Broadcast Bureau, extended from Aug. 3 to Sept. 8 time for filing
initial proposed
factOct.
and 8 conclusions and fromfindings
Sept. of8 to
for
filing replies
in
proceeding
on
their
applications for new tv station to operate on
ch.
2 in Portland, Ore. Action July 21.
Continued hearing scheduled for Sept. 23,
pending setting of new date following
further prehearing conference of Sept. 28
in proceeding on am applications of Robert
L. Lippert. Fresno, and Mid-America Bcstrs.
Inc. (KOBY),
San Francisco, Calif. Action
July
21.
G'ranted
petition
by S.D.,
KSOO-TV
(KSOO-TV), Sioux Falls,
for leaveInc.to
amend its application relating to financial
qualifications and agreement with Fargo
group. Action July 15.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
Superintendent of Public Instruction,
State of Michigan, Lansing, Mich. (7-13-59)
—Mich,
Request
allocation ofusech.and9 to
Cadillac,
for educational
substitution
of ch. 6 for
ch.
9
at
Alpena,
Mich,
for
commercial use. Ann. July 17.
United Electronics Lab., Inc., Louisville,
Ky. (7-15-59)— Requests allocation of ch. 32
to Louisville, Ky. by making following proposed changes: Louisville, Ky. : adding ch.
32; Madison, Ind.: deleting ch. 25 — . adding
ch. 77; Muncie, Ind.: deleting ch. 71*, adding
ch. 83*; Richmond, Ind.: substituting ch. 71
for
ch. for
32—:ch Oakridge,
ch. 79
32+. Ann. Tenn.:
July 17.substituting
WHP-TV Harrisburg, Pa. (7-15-59)— Requests assignment of ch. 12 to Harrisburg.
Pa. by deleting ch. 12 in Wilmington, Del.
or in alternative, by making following proposedmington,
changes:
deletingch.ch.12 12in inDover,
WilDel. and(1J adding
Del. or: (2) deleting ch. 12 in Wilmington,
Del. and
Ann.
Julyadding
17. ch. 12 in Atlantic City, N.J.
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N.C. (7-6-59)— Requests amendment of rules to allow pointto-point mobile and fixed station facsimile
broadcast
frequency modulation. Ann.via
Julymultiplex
10.
License Renewals
Following nine aural broadcast stations
in Atlanta, Ga., area were granted renewal
of licenses: WGKA-AM-FM, WERD, WGST,
WAKE, WQXI, WOAK, all Atlanta. WTJH
East Point, Ga., and WEAS Decatur, Ga.
Comrs. Fred Ford and Robert Bartley dissented.
Following Texas stations were granted
renewal of license: KALT Atlanta; KCOH,
KXYZ.KPRC, KILT, KYOK Houston; KLIF,
KSKY, KIXL-FM, WRR-FM Dallas; KCBDAM-TV, KDUB-AM-TV, KDAV Lubbock;
KAML Kenedy-Karnes
Corsicana;
KBUD Athens; City;
KWKCKAND
Abilene;
KOPY Alice; KVLF Alpine; KGNC-TV Amarillo; KTBC-AM-TV,
Austin;
KRIC-AM-FM
Beaumont;*KUT-FM
KIBL Beeville;
KHEM,
KEDY
Big
Spring;
KWHI
Brenham;
KBOR Brownsville; KB WD Brownwood;
KMIL Cameron; KGAS Carthage; KDET
Center; KCLE-AM-FM Cleburne; KVLB
Cleveland; KCTX Childress; KSTA Coleman; KVMC Colorado City; KMCO Conroe; KCFH Cuero; KDSX Denison-Sherman;
KURV
Edinburg;
Campo, KRODTV, KTSM
El Paso;KULP
KFLD ElFloydada;
KNAF
Fredericksburg;
WBAP-FM-TV
Fort Worth;
KGAF Gainsville; KGBC Galveston;
KCTI
Gonzales; KKSN Grand Prairie; KWRD
Henderson: KHBR Hillsboro; KERV Kerrville; KTRE Lufkin; KMHT Marshall:
KMAE land;McKinney;
KJBC,
MidKVKM Monahans;
KIMPKMID-TV
Mt. Pleasant;
KMUL Muleshoe; KGNB New Braunfels;
KNET Palestine:
KPDN Pampa,
KLVL Pasadena; KVOP Plainview;
KBOP Pleasanton;
KPAC Port Arthur; KFRD Rosenburg-Richmond; KTSA, KONO-FM-TV, WOAI San
Antonio; KSEY Seymour; KRRV Sherman:
KANN Sinton: KSNY Snyder: KSTV
Stephenville;
KCEN-TV
Temple;
KTLWKXOX
TexasSweetwater;
City; KDOK,
KTBB
Tyler; KVWC Vernon; KVIC Victoria;
KWTX-AM-TV Waco; KGRV-AM-TV Weslaco; KFDX-TV, KWFT Wichita Falls.
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How

to

put
.

.

in

. before

Quaker Oats has to get its work
in before breakfast or it's too
late. So Ad Director, Robert
Macdonald, developed a philosophy anyone can use— "Do it
now ! Do it yesterday ! But don't
put it off until tomorrow!"

a

full

day's

breakfast

a

The advertising materials — reproduction proofs, newspaper
proofs and mats, posters, copy
for radio and TV spots, etc. —
are free. The current campaigns
are:

a personality.

Mr. Macdonald feels that incorporating public interest
messages in product advertising is an excellent way to prepare today for tomorrow.
"It helps develop a friendly,
likeable corporate personality,"
he says. "And this is just as
important as building a favorable franchise for consumer
product. A favorable corporate
image makes it easier to get
credit in financial circles, to
attract reliable personnel and
makes our own shareholders
and employees feel that their
company is unselfishly interested in the nation's welfare."
"And," adds Mr. Macdonald,
"do it now, or it will be more
difficult later."
What

was

done?

Mr. Macdonald asked his top
management to get behind the
Advertising Council ... to incorporate Council public service projects in all advertising of
Quaker Oats products.
Figures from October '56
through January '59 show how
massive the program has been.
Newspaper circulation carrying
Quaker Oats ads in support of
Council causes was 130,585,940;
magazine circulation, 244,713,016; home impressions on TV
and radio were 259,357,600 on
network programs alone.
106

You can benefit, too.
You can help your company
build a more favorable corporate image. Include Advertising
Council drop-ins in your regular advertising; use a Council
advertisement instead of "Compliments ofa Friend" in your
yearbook advertising; see that
Council campaign posters are
on bulletin boards in all your
offices and plants.

It's a formula that looks to the
future and, for that reason,
leads very naturally into selling
more than just product.
Develop

work

Aid to Higher Education
Better Mental Health
Better Schools
CrusadeFire
for Prevention
Freedom*
Forest
9

Red
Cross*Contribute, Vote*
Register,
Religion
in American Life
Religious Overseas Aid
Stop Accidents
United Fund Campaigns*
United
Nations*Bonds
U. S. Savings
*Not year-round campaigns
For more information send in
the coupon below, or call the
Advertising Council branch
office nearest you. Branches in
Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington, D. C.
THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.,
25 West 45th Street, ^SIMG ^
Now York 36, New York
tell Council.
me how to tie • "
inPlease
with the

COMPANY
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John
"As manager of an independent station, Ilive in a different world than the
man in charge of a network-owned station or even a station affiliated with a
tv network," John T. Reynolds, general
manager of KHJ-TV Los Angeles, comments.
"Sales is a major problem for all of
us, but we independents have an even
larger one — programming. Each week
contains 120 hours to be filled with material that's entertaining and exciting
enough to keep viewers tuned to channel 9 in sufficient numbers to make
advertisers and agencies anxious to buy
our time.
"With no network to draw on, we've
got to depend on our own imagination
and creativity for our program ideas
and when we come up with one that
pleases viewers and attracts advertising it's a very satisfactory experience,
particularly as it doesn't always happen that way."
Sports to Movies • To be successful,
a tv station must create an image for
viewers to identify it by, Mr. Reynolds
believes. KHJ-TV started out as a
sports station, carrying the lion's share
of Los Angeles sports telecasts. As
rights to major sports events became
over-costly for an independent station,
he developed a "neighborhood theatre"
image, with Channel 9 Movie Theatre
broadcasting a single feature picture
at the same time each night for a full
week. Tried and dropped elsewhere, the
format has succeeded so well in Los
Angeles that the program is now about
ready to enter its sixth year with no
end in sight.
Last year, Mr. Reynolds began to
develop an image of KHJ-TV as a
"personality station" and succeeded
very well with his chief personality,
Oscar Levant, until illness forced the
vituperative piano player to leave the
air. This spring, he brought to Los Angeles an innovation in tv station IDs,
using gay musical jingles radio-fashion
behind the visual presentation to accentuate KHJ-TV's image as a station for
young moderns, with programs that are
fun and exciting to watch.
"Nothing
we've
ever asdone
has
created
as much
comment
our new
ID approach," Mr. Reynolds says.
"People tell us they like our jingles;
the kids are singing them. Identity is
the main thing we have to sell to the
public, to the advertiser and agency,
and these IDs seem to be doing it."
To match the improved sound, KHJBROADCASTING, July 27, T959

Taylor

Reynolds

TV is preparing to change the visual
presentation of the IDs from static slides
to films using live actors.
John Taylor Reynolds was born May
26, 1921, in Mattoon, 111. He moved
at an early age to St. Louis, where he
spent his boyhood and his vacations
from the New Mexico Military Institute and Washington & Lee U. World
War II took him to Victorville, Calif.,
as an Air Corps aviation cadet, sent
him to Sacramento for training as an
instructor and then back to Victorville
to teach newer cadets how to fly.
Here We Come • Discharged with
the rank of first lieutenant in the fall of
1945, John headed straight for Los
Angeles, where he got his basic training in advertising with General Advertising Agency. He had advanced to
production manager by the fall of 1947
when he left the agency and Los Angeles to take his wife and their newborn son back to St. Louis. A year
there was enough to make the Reynolds family realize that its real home
was now Southern California, so back
they went.
During the St. Louis sojourn, John
had his initiation into broadcasting as
§

1

1

I ' i*
HI'

J '

KHJ-TV's Reynolds
Identity is the stock in trade

a salesman for KXOK. Here, he decided, was the field for him, so on his
return to Los Angeles he looked around
for another radio salesman's job and
found one at KHJ. Not long after that,
KHJ's owner, the Don Lee Broadcasting System, got permission to turn its
experimental tv station, W6XOA into
a commercial operation with the new
call of KTSL and John became part
of a two-man tv sales staff.
"There were then all of 18,000 tv
sets in the area," he recalls, "and tv
time was tough to sell. The general
attitude was that there were enough
advertising media already and there was
a question as to the need for tv. The encouraging buyer would ask us to come
back when we had some circulation to
of Networking • In the fall of
talkTaste
about."
1950, General Tire & Rubber Co.

bought Don Lee's regional radio network and its two owned stations, KHJ
in Los Angeles and KFRC in San
Francisco. The tv station was purchased
by CBS and its call changed to KNXT
to match that of KNX, CBS-owned
radio station in Los Angeles. Young
Reynolds moved to CBS-TV with the
station, moved back to Don Lee in
1952 when it bought KFI-TV and renamed it KHJ-TV, as sales manager.
Both tv stations occupy the same building, which also houses KHJ, and John
comments that he's the only man in
television who changed jobs from one
station to another and back without
leaving the building.
No one could say that he was in a
L
rut, however. In 1953, John Reynolds
was promoted to general manager of
KHJ-TV and two years later he was
appointed vice president of the Don
Lee Division of RKO Teleradio (now
RKO General), parent company of
KHJ-TV.
John lives in the San Fernando Valley with his wife, the former Jane
Lawry of St. Louis, whom he met in
the eighth grade and married in 1942,
and their two children, John Jr., 14,
and William Campbell, 8. John's
evenings are largely spent poring over
the contents of a bulging briefcase
brought home from his office, but
weekends give him time for his two
favorite forms of outdoor sport, surf
fishing and skeet shooting.
He is a member of Phi Delta Theta,
Sierra Gun Club, Television Pioneers,
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences
and Hollywood Ad Club.
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EDITORIALS
Whose

fight is it, anyway?

SOME readers have lately accused us of harping to the
point of boredom on the subject of Sec. 315.
These are readers with a single-minded interest in the
commercial side of broadcasting. They would find us livelier
if we invented an acceptable way to wedge more advertising
into a disc jockey show or created a sound effect more
arresting than a siren.
This editorial will only bore them again.
It is written for other readers who believe the rate card
is important but not quite equal in stature to the Magna
Charta or the Bill of Rights.
There is a fight being waged for revision of Sec. 315, the
law governing political broadcasting. It is an important
fight, and its outcome will determine whether broadcasting
can mature into a responsible journalistic force.
According to a reliable compilation made by CBS, nearly
400 editorials urging reform in the political broadcasting
law have been published by metropolitan newspapers in
recent months. To our knowledge no more than half a
dozen stations and the CBS network have broadcast editorials on the same subject. Nor have substantial numbers
of broadcasters taken any other action to advise congressmen of the valid need for changes in the law.
So far in the fight for corrections in Sec. 315, the newspapers have shown they deserve the broad freedoms they
already enjoy. It remains, in the closing weeks of this session
of Congress, for all broadcasters to show whether they
deserve even the limited freedom which the amendment of
Sec. 315 would give them.
Takeoff

and

landing

far, television's massive public relations "image"
SO project
is on schedule. The temporary committee
which was given the assignment of implementing the
highly sensitive plan has succeeded in negotiating the
necessary first step — getting an agreement out of the three
tv networks to participate.
Several tasks remain, not the least important of which
is to find the right man to direct the headquarters organization to be established in New York. Three separate subcommittees of the new nine-man "temporary" committee
headed by Chairman Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, have their assigned tasks of (1) picking the director
whose appointment must be confirmed by the NAB Tv
Board; (2) handling budget, solicitation of funds and business matters, and (3) programming.

ities of broadcasters. About $4 million annually is going
into the trade associations' till, much of it admittedly
beneficial, particularly in sales exploitation.
Since broadcasters are curious, an investigation is indicated. The "temporary" committee is well qualified. We
think the inevitable conclusion will be a "federation," with
the core a radically altered hard-hitting NAB functioning
on two fronts — government relations (lobbying) and public
relations. All other groups, including state associations,
would contribute to the new NAB and be represented on
its board.
Firestone's punctured voice
LAST week the Voice of Firestone expired as a cause
celebre. A spokesman for the Akron company told an
FCC hearing that his company had no axe to grind with any
network; that "we have had most cordial relations with the
networks," and that his appearance was at the request of
the FCC and was not initiated by his company.
The story began five years ago when NBC-TV, because of
the requirements of competitive programming, proposed a
change in schedule for the then "long hair" musical program. Firestone demurred, amid great tumult from the
critics, the intelligentsia and the solons on Capitol Hill.
There were even White House repercussions and knitted
brows at the FCC (which has no direct control over programs or networks).
Then, without missing a beat, Firestone shifted to ABCTV, the struggling third network.
All went well until Firestone earlier this year cut back
its ABC-TV schedule from 52 to 39 weeks, breaching its
agreement. ABC-TV then exercised its option to recapture
the 9-9:30 p.m. Monday slot for more competitive programming. Although it offered Firestone other prime time, as did
NBC-TV, Firestone turned the offers down. And down
came the wrath of the critics, the intelligentsia and the solons
upon ABC-TV for "dropping" Firestone.
So Firestone itself punctures the wheel that has given
the critics a free ride into print — space eagerly given by
newspapers and magazines to whom tv is business anathema.
Firestone has a 30-year investment in radio and tv.
Prudent business dictates that Firestone will be back,
either via spot or network. It should not lose the benefits
derived from the continuity of more than a quarter-century
of quality programming, particularly when its competitors
are big users of air time.

The delicacy of the committee's assignment is apparent. There is discord within the ranks of tv broadcasters,
largely over NAB's handling of public relations affairs.
There are those who are loath to pay multiple dues to
trade associations for the kind of lobbying and public relations functions they feel could be handled if the basic
trade association performed in tempo with the times.
As we have said before, no matter what its structural
organization, the McCollough committee's assignment
transcends the handling of the pure "public relations" program. Inevitably, the entire financial, organizational and
functional operations of NAB will fall within its orbit.
Indeed, the mandate given the initial five-man McCollough
committee a few weeks ago by the Tv Board used these
precise terms in defining its investigatory scope.
For several years, because of our vital concern with
the welfare of broadcasters and their customers, we have
urged reappraisal of the disjointed trade association activ108

Drawn for BROADCASTING bv Sid Hts
"We're thinking about a tv show, nothing live, of course."
BROADCASTING, July 27, 1959

BODINE'S
BIG
BAILIWICK

This man of many parts is Walt Bodine. Officially, he is Director of News and Special
Events for WDAF Radio and TV. But that's a little like labeling Albert Schweitzer a first-rate
organist, and letting it go at that. ■ Walt does "direct" our news and special events, which
means organizing, scheduling, editing, instructing, polishing and reviewing the work of one
of the largest broadcast news staffs anywhere. The fact that he does all of these things expertly
is a matter of record and common knowledge in mid-America. ■ But Walt's great talent
probably comes nearest the surface in his writing and delivery of
"Bodine's Bailiwick", a daily feature on WDAF Radio. It's impossible adequately to describe the humor, the poignancy, the depth
of insight and the infallible good taste that Walt puts in the "Bailiwick". You'll have to hear it for yourself. ■ Walt Bodine is
personally responsible for a big segment of the New Sound from
Signal Hill. His work is always representative of the fresh, interesting, responsible broadcasting that more people are listening to
every day throughout our six-state Heartland. Ask our good reps
for more details.
Radio: Henry I. Christal Co., Inc.
TV: Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.
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CLOSED
Won't happen fast • Nothing is going
to happen on new drop-ins in two-station markets anytime soon. FCC met
last Monday to tackle task but wound
up with no formal staff instructions.
When FCC reconvenes after Labor
Day, it will have new studies to consider on basis of 150 mile co-channel
separations (as against 170 mile minimum) and 40 mile adjacent channel
spacing (as against 60 mile standard) in
perhaps four markets (Providence,
Louisville, Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids
and Syracuse).
FCC has pondered interim deviations
from standards in hope of providing
third network opportunities in underserved markets but "high costs" in multiple station shifts and degrading effect
upon existing service has caused it to
take pause. Absence of two commissioners (Craven, who left last Wednesday for Geneva, and Hyde, who departs in fall for same International Radio Conference) may cause further delays since FCC would be loath to move
on sensitive allocation matters without
full strength.
Bartell expansion • With its acquisition of WOV New York and expansion
in tv in Caribbean, Bartell Broadcasters
Inc. shortly will follow lead of several
other multiple owners with public stock
issue but will retain control. Announcement expected to follow mid-August
formal transfer of WOV which was acquired for $1,434,908. Bartell brothers,
plus station managers and other key executives, met in New York last weekend. Only absentee was eldest brother,
David, now volunteer deputy county
attorney of Pima County (Tucson).
Other Bartell stations: WOKY Milwaukee, WYDE Birmingham, KCBQ San
Diego, KYA-AM-FM San Francisco,
WAKE Atlanta.
Gerald Bartell, president, last week
closed transactions for new tv stations
in Curacao and Aruba, Netherland Antilles, with target dates of Dec. 10 and
Jan. 1, 1960, respectively, under 25year exclusive contracts. This is in addition to station being constructed in
Port au Prince, Haiti, with J. Elroy
McCaw, owner of WINS New York,
now under construction with Nov. 16
target date. Contract with Haitian government isfor 10 years.
Service concept • Suggestion that NBC
Radio ought to switch from traditional
network concept to "service" type of
operation, with affiliates (or subscribers) paying straight fees and accepting

CIRCUIT*

or rejecting programming as they wish,
was aired at private meeting of halfdozen NBC key affiliates last week as
advance reports had indicated [Closed
Circuit, July 27]. Discussion was based
on contention that program soundness
depends on financial soundness, that
networks are depressing overall radio
price structure and should get out of
selling end but should be compensated
on some basis — formulas derived from
minute rates have been mentioned frequently in past — that would guarantee
them fair profit. Last week's meeting,
held Wednesday and Thursday in St.
Louis, came up with no definite proposal, but further exchanges could lead
to one.
While often-advanced idea of networks converting to service operations
was most spectacular topic on St. Louis
agenda, participants indicated discussions covered wide range including radio-tv sales, programming and operations problems. Two-day session was
looked on as "a management meeting"
which might become annual event. Present were Harold Grams, KSD-AM-TV
St. Louis, Jack Harris, KPRC-AM-TV
Houston, and Edwin Wheeler, WWJAM-TV Detroit, all on NBC-TV Affiliates Committee and who discussed
with others areas to be considered at
meeting of that committee later this
month, and George Comte, WTMJAM-TV Milwaukee, Jack DeWitt,
WSM-AM-TV Nashville, and Bill
Bates, WDAF-AM-TV Kansas City.
Less 'Stardust' • NBC Radio s "Stardust" programming of five-minute entertainment vignettes every hour — 17
per day Monday through Friday (at 25
minutes past the hour), plus weekend
inserts — is slated for cutback Aug. 14
and with it come changes in selling pattern. On that date L&M Cigarettes'
sponsorship of network portions of
"Stardust" runs out and all segments
that lie in station time will revert to
affiliates. There are 10 of these per day
across board. NBC plans to continue
"Stardust" segments that fall in network time, totaling seven daily plus
weekends, but they'll be entirely for
network sale. In past, network and affiliates have both had availabilities within each five-minute segment, whether in
network or station time.
Coffee break • Strength of Pan-American Coffee Bureau's spot tv campaign
to promote stronger coffee brewing in
U.S. (and to parry tea growers' drive)
will depend upon how well coffee bean
growers kick in. Bureau's goal is $4

million and so far it falls short. Last ad
budget was estimated $1 million. Account is handled by BBDO New York.
General Cigar Co. through Young &
Rubicam has contracted for The
Deputy, starring Henry Fonda on NBCTV Saturday 9-9:30 p.m. beginning this
fall, sharing sponsorship with Kellogg,
through Leo Burnett Co. RemingtonRand (shavers) has signed with CBS-TV
for co-sponsorship of The Circus, onetime spectacular in December through
Y&R.
Pandora's box • FCC is bucking efforts to give it jurisdiction over community antennas as proposed in several
pending bills. At meeting last week with
Nick Zapple, Senate communications
specialist, FCC lawyers argued: (1)
Catv is wired service with common carrier connotations, whereas legislation
would bring it under broadcast provisions, thus comingling common carrier
and broadcasting. (2) If this is done
protest provision would apply and open
way for economic injury complaints by
telecasters against any of some 500
catv's. It would open floodgates on
hearings. These views will be reflected
in comments to be filed with Senate
Commerce Committee this week.
Renewals pend • Odd situation whereby two Chicago network outlets have
been operating since Dec. 1 without license renewals has raised slight hubbub
in city's newspaper radio-tv columns.
Facts are these: FCC hasn't acted on
NBC stations' licenses because it hasn't
resolved complaint by AFTRA that
NBC had cutback on WNBQ (TV) live
originations and also because of radio
applications from west coast involving
WMAQ's 670 kc frequency. FCC hasn't
acted on CBS' renewals (WBBM-AMFM-TV) because of pendency of allegations of impropriety by Tex McCrary
in St. Louis ch. 11 case — brought out
during House Oversight hearings.
News & Sec. 315* Widespread reports
that such programs as NBC's Meet the
Press and CBS' Face the Nation would
go by boards if Senate version of Sec.
315 amendment banning panel shows
becomes law were scotched last week.
These programs, in fact, are "news interviews" rather than "panel discussions." In each program, news men fire
questions on interview basis at some
national or international figure. Thus
they are similar to news conferences
(President Eisenhower's seances, for example) rather than panel discussions.
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The small account gives more than profit • Growing
up with the small account, facing the challenges inherent in the marketing and advertising of the new
product with the limited budget, usually reaps the
agency much greater returns than a mere dollar profit
on billings. At least that's the theory of one former bigagency, big-account executive, based on his experiences
running his own agency. Jack W. Runyon, San Francisco, tells the story in this week's Monday Memo.
Page 21.

Tv quiz 'scandal' exhumed • Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) and Sen.
Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.) plan to conduct investigations of the
allegations of fraud (rigging and coaching of contestants) which produced afield day last fall for headline-hungry newspapers when the New
York grand jury probed television quiz shows. Both seek to unlock the
sealed grand jury presentment. Page 37.

buy four
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with
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medium

market

Beeline to Higbee • Broadcasting industry's "$64,000 Challenge" under
auspices of Radio Advertising Bureau will provide test of radio's ability
to sell department store items. Page 42.
Networks' $300 millions • Tv network time billing in first six months
of this year goes over the $300 million mark, represents 9.3% gain.
Similar percentage hike scored in June. Page 44.
Nikita wields whip • ABC-TV victim of Russian Premier's wrath following telecast of tape-recorded interview with Vice President Nixon. Page 49.
Public service "must" • Harper's editor says over 500 readers endorse
a proposal that radio-tv stations be forced to feed a kitty to finance public
service programs in prime time. Page 58.
Ungagging Sec. 315 • Senate passes bill granting newscast exemption
from equal-time provision in move to relieve broadcasters from historic
yoke; House action due next. FCC issues order putting time limit on
equal-time appeals and placing burden of proof on petitioner. Page 62.
Option time adherents speak • Early comments on FCC rulemaking
proposal from ABC and ABC-TV and CBS-TV affiliates' groups oppose
reduction in tv network option time, generally agree (except ABC) to
other changes. Station Representatives Assn. goes along with FCC proposal on option time, but wants its own version too. Page 66.
King of the kilocycles? • Super frequency board proposed by Rep.
Harris would control entire spectrum, make allocations between government and non-government. He also suggests establishment of government
administrator to oversee government assignments and continuance of
FCC for non-government supervision. Page 68.
FCC asks off hook • FCC tells Senate Antitrust Subcommittee it does
not have competence to serve as watchdog on telecasting of professional
team sports in resumed hearings on antitrust exemptions; threat of radiotv blackout still hangs over broadcasters. Page 74.
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LATE NEWSBREAKS
Six
now

of seven
have

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE
homes

tv sets

Six out of seven U.S. households
(86.3%) had at least one television set
in May 1959, according to report being
issued today (Aug. 3) by Advertising
Research Foundation from data compiled in conjunction with Census Bureau's current population survey.
This total of 44,462,000 tv homes
compares with 41,924,000 reported by
Census Bureau as of January 1958.
Homes with more than one television
set increased from 3,417,000 to 4,400,000 in same period, bringing total tv
sets in U.S. households to 49.3 million.
From standpoint of people, ARF said
almost 154 million were members of tv
homes as of last May.
ARF noted that May total of tv
households was more than 12 million
above figure for June 1955 when ARF
started this series of continuing reports.
Multiple-set households in May almost
equaled total tv homes found by 1950
census.
Latest report was underwritten by
ABC, CBS-TV, NAB, NBC and TvB.
Currently being circulated to ARF subscribers, it includes breakdowns for
areas inside and outside standard metropolitan areas, urban and rural residence, type of household, size of household, census geographic regions and divisions, and Nielsen tv index territories, plus technical appendix. Copies
may be ordered from ARF, 3 East 54th
St., New York 22, at $5 each.
Sports

tv blackout

impractical — Johnson
Senate Antitrust Subcommittee completed four days of sports hearings Friday (July 31) with testimony from former Sen. Edwin C. Johnson (D-Colo.)
that baseball tv blackout should not be
allowed "anywhere, anyplace at anytime." Sen. Johnson, at one time president of the Class A Western League,
said 75-mile radio-tv blackout (as proposed in S 616) is not practical and
would violate public interest.
He proposed amendment specifying
that radio-tv contracts fall under antitrust laws and that two-thirds of revenue from major league broadcasting
would be allocated to minors and other
purposes other than benefit of major
league club owners. "I am convinced
that the only relief professional baseball can give its minor league clubs
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Riviera

debut

Top-secret wraps this week go
off American Tobacco's new
product — Riviera, filter-tip, kingsize mentholated cigarette. Expected debut confirmed Friday
(July 31) by Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles, agency appointed by American Tobacco to
handle advertising. SSC&B acknowledged broadcast media are
in Riviera's plans. Two other
mentholated, filter-tip brands of
other leading cigarette makers
were introduced recently with
preliminary campaigns on tv,
radio and printed media. These
are Philip Morris' Alpine and P.
Lorillard's Spring. BBDO is
American Tobacco's agency for
Lucky Strike and Hit Parade;
Lawrence C. Gumbinner handles
Herbert Tareyton, while SSC&B
is agency for Pall Mall as well as
two cigar and one tobacco brand,
all American Tobacco products.
is compensating cash payments to cover
losses occasioned by the telecasting of
major league games in minor league
territory," Sen. Johnson said.
Branch Rickey, honorary board
chairman of Pittsburgh Pirates, told
committee everything from air conditioning to automobiles, in addition to
tv, have contributed to minor's demise
in recent years.
Sen. William Langer (R-N.D.), outspoken foe of pay tv, Friday offered
amendment to two bills exempting professional sports from antitrust laws
under consideration (see earlier story,
page 74) which would prohibit any professional team sport from entering into
pay tv agreement. He sponsored same
amendment last year and is author of
bill banning pay tv.
ABC-TV
Chicago meet
ABC-TV's midwest affiliates meeting
in Chicago drew 133 station and promotion managers Thursday and Friday
who rallied to call by network executives that 1959-60 will prove "critical
one" for ABC-TV in attempt to overtake CBS-TV and NBC-TV. On basis
of private reactions, affiliates enthusiastically supported fall programming
plans and promised extensive promotional support. Decision to take over
10:30-11 p.m. period, station option

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 37

time, and plans for daytime programming encountered no strong negative
reaction, nor did co-op advertising
among stations emerge as issue. Affiliates generally agreed, unofficially, that
ABC-TV has made considerable progress in programs and ratings since similar meeting last year and they seemed
prepared to afford clearances where
needed.
Tv

gets

last films

of pre- '48 vintage
Sale of 185 20th Century-Fox pre1948 feature films to National Telefilm Assoc., New York, is being announced today (Aug. 3) by Harold
Goldman, president of NTA International, which distributes features for
parent company. Price was estimated
to be approximately $12 million.
Disposition of 1 85 features is said to
deplete Fox's library of salable motion
pictures and is reported to be final
product of pre- 1948 vintage to be
available to tv. NTA and Fox entered
into basic agreement in October 1956
but Fox had option not to accept
NTA's offer for films as Fox released
them to tv. Since that date, NTA has
acquired total of 423 features (including final group) at total price of about
$32 million, plus additional compensation based on sales to tv.
Harris

asks

N.Y. court

for tv quiz report
Affidavit presented Friday (July 31)
to New York General Sessions Court
seeking release of minutes of 1958
grand jury investigation of tv quiz programs to House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee (earlier story, page 37).
Signed by Subcommittee Chairman
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), affidavit said requested information would be "of immense aid" to House body in carrying
out announced investigation of quiz
shows.
Judge Irwin Davidson, former member of Congress, accepted presentation
in absence of Judge Mitchell D.
Schweitzer, who ordered grand jury report sealed. Secret report was not mentioned in House affidavit. Judge
Schweitzer is on vacation until September but there was speculation Friday he
would return to act on Harris motion
in next few days. New York District
Attorney Frank Hogan told court he
CONTINUES on page 10
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had no objection to subcommittee request for grand jury minutes.
Harris' affidavit spelled out legal authority of subcommittee to obtain desired proceedings. He said information
received by Oversight "provides a substantial basis for the suspicion that, in
many cases, selected contestants on
these shows were given answers to questions and 'coached' prior to their appearance before the television cameras."
Rep. Harris told court if this is true,
American public has been "fraudulently
induced to watch these programs to the
enormous profit of tv producers and the
sponsors of tv programs."
Congressman said one objective of
investigation is to discover why no action has been taken by FCC and FTC
"to prevent a recurrence of said practices and to inform the American people of the existence of the alleged
fraud."
Rep. Harris specified that subcommittee plans to hold own hearings at
undecided future date and "it is extraordinarily important to the conduct of
our hearings that we be assured of com-

WEEK'S

Mr.
hollender

plete and true information before a
hearing is held. ... It would provide
us with a means of adequately judging
the veracity and completeness of the
information given to our investigators .. ." and to secure information
and names of persons involved in queswhere. tioned shows not readily obtainable elseRichard Goodwin, subcommittee attorney assigned to case, said Friday he
had not contacted any principals involved. In addition to producers and
contestants of shows involved, it is
known advertising agencies and sponsors also appeared with records before
grand jury.
Defense comes dear
Thurman Whiteside is estimated to
have spent over $100,000 for his defense battle in 14-week WhitesideMack conspiracy trial, according to Associated Press dispatch. Miami lawyer
has paid every cent of expenses of every
witness called in his defense, said Mr.
Whiteside's lawyer, former Circuit
Judge Richard M. Hunt. Mr. Whiteside
and ex-FCC Comr. Richard A. Mack
were charged with conspiracy in Miami
ch. 10 case. Trial ended with hung
jury. Retrial is scheduled Nov. 3.

10

briefly

• Terry Candy Co., Elizabeth, N.J.,
which recently appointed Weiss & Geller, N.Y., for broadcast and print advertising, in September will start saturation spot tv drive for three products.
"Freez-a-Pop" (new liquid pops in sixpacks sold in supermarkets for home
freezing) to increase production for
campaign starting in Florida and
Georgia and moving west to Texas and
California. Saturation minute spot
schedules and children's shows will be
used. Start of cooler weather in New
England and eastern markets will mark
start of campaign directed to housewives for chocolate covered mints.
Lovenest candy bar also will use saturation tv spots in continuing market by
market move with number of spots
varying with size of markets. Radio
spots are proposed in markets where
competitive products have taken tv
time.
• Webcor Inc. (tape recorders, phonographs), Chicago, is considering re-entry
into radio, chiefly in Chicago area, to
push 1959-60 line. Nothwithstanding
limited budget, company may allocate
$10,000-$ 12,000 for local program
sponsorship or announcements.

HEADLINERS
Alfred L. Hollender, vp in charge of
television with Grey Adv., N.Y., promoted
to executive vp with area responsibility for
tv, marketing services, production, finance
and branch office operations. Mr. Hollender is second executive vp at Grey,
joining Herbert D. Straus, who will devote
full time to supervision of client contact
and creative services. Mr. Hollender has
been with Grey for six years.

James G. Cominos appointed vp in charge
of tv-radio programming, and James L.
Isham vp in charge of creative services
with Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago,
as part of realignment dividing functions
at agency. Mr. Cominos will concentrate
primarily on broadcast program creation
i^fflfaj^,
»
Hr^F^"'^ anc* development, and Mr. Isham on copy.
™* /~* '
art and tv-radio creative operations,
Mr. Cominos consondated. John Scott Keck, vp now
and
director of radio-tv programming, will assist Mr. Cominos.

Mr. Swift

• Business

Arthur M. Swift named manager and
director of sales of WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. Acting manager of
WTCN Radio since January, Mr. Swift
had been general sales manager of WOODAM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich., for nine
years. Both stations are owned by Time
Inc.

Walter Patterson, formerly manager of
WKHM Jackson, Mich., appointed executive vp and general manager of Knorr
Bcstg. Corp. and Knorr affiliated stations.
In addition to WKHM these are: WKMHAM-FM Detroit-Dearborn, WKMF Flint,
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw-Bay City and
WELL Battle Creek, all Michigan. Mr.
Patterson first joined Knorr in 1946 as
sales manager of WKMH. In 1954 he acquired interests in WHAR Clarksburg and WKYR Keyser,
both West Virginia, and, later, WTRX Bellaire, Ohio (which
he sold), and returned to WKHM early this year. Edwin R.
Huse, formerly account executive with WXYZ-TV Detroit,
named to succeed him and appointed vp of Jackson Bcstg.
and Tv Corp.
Thomas J. Swafford, general manager of
WCBS-AM-FM New York, appointed vp
and general manager of WCAU-AM-FM
Philadelphia, both CBS-owned, succeeding Joseph T. Connolly, who will be reassigned after recuperating from major
surgery. (Mr. Connolly underwent operation for brain tumor July 22.) Prior to
joining
WCBS as general manager in June
Mr. Swafford
1958, Mr. Swafford was account executive
for four years with CBS Radio Spot Sales, N.Y. Previously
he was eastern sales manager with KNX Los AngelesColumbia Pacific Radio Network.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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BEAUMONT

-PORT

ARTHUR-ORANGE

Only KFDM-TV Gives You
all of Texas' 4th market, with over
750,000 prosperous buyers in the oil,
chemical and industry-rich Gulf Coast Hot Spot . . .
Sign-on to Noon
Noon to 6 P.M.
6 P.M. to Midnight

This map, prepared by Gulf Oil
Corporation and used with
their permission, does not represent
anor endorsement
of any product
service whatsoever.

Hot
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sp°T

KFDM-TV
Beaumont-Port Arthur-Orange

1 Dallas-Fort Worth
2 Houston
3 San Antonio

C. B. Locke, Executive Vice President
& General Manager
Mott Johnson, Sales & Operations Manager

4 BEAUMONTORANGE
PORT ARTHUR5 El Paso

Peters-Griffin-Woodward,

6 Corpus Christi

Inc.
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UNMASK

THE

MEN
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who
IMPACT

run

SERIES!

ORGANIZED

CRIME!

BOUGHT
AMERICAN
TOBACCO
PEORIA AND SEVEN OTHER
HOOD

DAIRY

BY:

in buffalo,
MARKETS

PRODUCTS

CONNECTICUT, MASSACHUSETTS,
RHODE ISLAND AND MAINE

exclusively
NEW

BREWING

IN WATERTOWN

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
• WSM-TV-

in st

NASHVILLE

• KFYR-TV—
• KGNC-TV-

BISMARK
WICHITA

dayton,

BUFFALO

lou.s

• WSJV-TV-

SOUTH

• WDSU-TVFALLS

VERMONT,

in Cincinnati,

AND

st. louis,

throughout

HAMPSHIRE,

WIEDEMANN
BREWING
CO.
COLUMBUS, OHIO AND INDIANAPOLIS
DOW

beaumont,

NEW

• WTVP-TV-

BEND-ELKHART
ORLEANS
DECATUR,

ILL

"Book

Match

WSOC-TV

Advertising

SALES

3

DIFFERENT

writes C. George Henderson, executive vice president
and general sales manager, WSOC Broadcasting Co.,
Charlotte, N. C.
"We're sold on book match advertising as an excellent
medium for building our 'corporate image' as weil as for
specific jobs on special promotions. We use 'Diamensionized' book match advertising three ways: (1) as direct mail
to time buyers and agencies, (2) as reminder advertising
left on all local sales calls, (3) as institutional advertising
placed in our lobby, at the press club and at civic
luncheons.
most recentneworder
was prompted
of "Our
our sparkling
million
dollar homeby the
withcompletion
the most

4
^

14

Sparks

if

WAYS

modern telecasting facilities available anywhere. When we
want everyone to know, we use book match advertising."
A recent survey audited by a C.P.A. firm, Scovell,
Wellington & Company, proved that prospects not only
read but welcomed WSOC-TV's book match advertising.
85% of the respondents receiving the direct mail book matches
requested to continue receiving the mailings!
"Diamensionized" book match advertising gives your
sales message new 3-dimensional power, new magnitude
and new penetration. It delivers your advertising message
at low cost-per-reader. Diamond Counselors are professionally trained to design book match programs tailored
to your needs.

For a folder describing modern "Diamensionized"
book match advertising, write on your busine'ss letterhead to
Book Match Advertising Dept.
DIAMOND MATCH Division of Diamond Gardner Corp.
5 25-T Paridon St., Springfield, Mass.
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates firsf or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 3 — Comments due on FCC proposal to revise
television network rules including cutting down
on option time, counting straddle programs as
option time entirely, etc. Commission requests that
comments also refer to same revisions in radio
network rules. Docket 12,859. Postponed from
June 22.
*Aug. 3-4 — ABC-TV regional promotion meeting
with affiliates, Sheraton-Dallas Hotel, Dallas.
: Aug. 3-4 — NAB Tv Code Review Board, Personal
Products Subcommittee, 122 E. 42nd St. (Westinghouse Broadcasting-System office), New York.
*Aug. 4— Television Information Committee and
three
York. subcommittees, Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New
Aug. 4— Argument in Ninth Circuit Court, San
Francisco, on request for temporary injunction
against FCC by Montana Microwave (common
carrier relay feeding Spokane tv signals to Helena,
Mont., community tv system). Litigation is against
FCC order staying grant to Montana Microwave
pending outcome of protest proceeding filed by
KXLJ-TV Helena.
'with
Aug.affiliates,
6-7 — ABC-TV
regional
promotion
meeting
Ambassador
Hotel,
Los Angeles.
*Aug.
— Florida Assn.
Hotel, 7Reddington
Beach. of Broadcasters, Tides
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
Aug.
Island. 16-18 — Georgia AP Broadcasters, Jekyll
;,Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison. Among 11 scheduled
sessions: role of educational radio as educationalcultural-public service agency; how NAEB can
implement educational radio; future relationships
between NAEB and National Education Tv &
Radio Center; grant-in-aid programs; future of
NAEB radio network service; radio programming
in the face of tv; legal problems, legislation and
FCC relations; international relations involving
NAEB and stations; present and future of fm
development; public relations and promotion.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon to be held at Fairmont Hotel. Corporate meeting at Fairmont, Aug. 19.
Aug. 20-22 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge, Myrtle Beach.
Aug. 21-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will conduct editorializing clinic.
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to
Boston.
*Aug. 24 — Comments due on FCC's proposal to
revise Sees. 1.212-1.218 establishing two classes
of rulemaking proceedings, with one involving
"special consideration"
in whichDocket
all exNo.parte
representations would be barred.
12,947.
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Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
*Aug.
25-29in —Journalism,
Ninth annual
for
Education
U. ofmeeting,
Oregon. Assn.
Speakers
include Dr. F. Stanton, CBS president; Allan
Nevins, author-historian; James A. Barnett,
Purex Corp. vice president; Mitchell V. Charnley,
U. of Minnesota.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick W. Ford and Howard H. Bell, NAB
assistant to president, will speak.
Aug. 29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., sales
management conference, Heidelburg Hotel, Jackson.
Aug. 29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Judge John
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 3— North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
Sept. 11-12 — Country Music Assn. Board of Directors, Springfield, Mo.
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
*Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly Fm Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 29-Oct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
OCTOBER
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television

TOP OF
LADDER

FRESNO
KJE0-TV

THE

station for more spot
and program best buys
via quarter hour leadership noonoftothesign-off
over both
other
Fresno stations.

KJEO-TV

top of the ladder way
to reach Central California's cities from Metropolitan Fresno, alone
with 352,000 population
and a net annual income of $597,000,000.

KJEO-TV

top of the ladder way
to reach a super rich
sales market (69th in
population,
retail
sales!) but 62nd in

For the ABC network in Fresno,
KJEO-TV, the aggressive station in
the west's aggressive market

J
channel
J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — and
Vice General
PresidentManager
W.O. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'R^^C
15

Engineers,
convention, StatlerHilton Hotel,86thNewsemi-annual
York.
Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
*0ct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other tors,
topics.

NOW!

REDUCED

RASTER

FEATURE

on

UTILITY

MONITORS!

Improved versions of the Conrac "CF", "CK" and "CL"
series utility monitors now being delivered include an important
improvement — raster size reduction. This feature, previously
available only on the most expensive monitors, permits operation at reduced picture size — showing all four corners — by
simply changing two connections.
Of particular interest to present users of Conrac Monitors is
the fact that this new feature can be easily incorporated in
any 70° Conrac Monitor manufactured since 1951. This includes all CB, CF, CK and CL models. Modification kit with
complete instructions is available at nominal cost. Write
for complete information.

Conrac
line of
8 to 27
and an

manufactures a complete
monochrome monitors from
inches, the CH21B Color Monitor
Audio-Video Receiver.

CONRAC,
INC
Makers of Fine Fleetwood Home Television Systems
16

Glendora,
Dept.
K
California

Telephone: Covina, California, EDgewood 5-0541

Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
C D-Caf if.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
"Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn.'s annual awards at international convention
(see above).
Entries
in the Sept.
contest1. must be postmarked before
midnight,
Oct. 15 — Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing on page 18.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
Oct. 26-30 — National Assn. of Educational Broadcasters convention at Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel,
Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn,. Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18— Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6 — St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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itf&e

your

needs-

program

this sponsor-right

RjT

combination"

ait

sports, children's,

of SESAC's

Special

religious — with

Series

Programs.

Perfect for pre-game warm-ups, half-time, scoreboard shows
and post game highlights. 1 3-quarter-hour shows packed with

TOUCHDOWN

all the drama of the gridiron. Over 100 band selections included in this exciting program package . . . music you can
use over and over in your daily programming.

$49.50

26 quarter-hour script shows that will take your younger listeners on a musical tour of mythical Melody Land. Informative,
SANDY

educational and entertaining. Over 150 selections of popular

BEAR

classical favorites comprise this series. Dealer aids available
on request.

$49.50

52 five minute religious sermonettes suitable for scheduling
throughout the year. Ideal for sign-on, sign-off or noonday
offering. You'll receive almost 100, three or four minute nondenominational selections that are integrated with a short inter-

RISE UP,
OH MEN

OF GOD

faith devotional — perfect religious programming.

$29.50

i
Plus

By buying the "Three For AM" combination package, you'll
receive SESAC's all-new Jingles and Station Promotions disc
as a special bonus ... all modern "big band" arrangements
including themes, station promotionals, time and weather jingles
and commercial intros . . . ranging from ten seconds to one
minute.

. . .

* Entire package including bonus
Jingles and Promotions discSi 25.00 — Sold on an outright
Series may

basis

be purchased separately

USE THIS HANDY

SESAC
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COUPON— NOW

INC.

SESAC INC.
10 Columbus Circle
New York 19. N. Y.
Please rush the following:
□ "Three
For AH"Ohpackage
and "Rise
Men of15including
God" and"Touchdown,"
Jingles disc. "Sandy
My checkBear"
for
$125.00
will Up,
follow within
days.
□ days.
"Touchdown" package. My check for $49.50 will follow within 15
□ days.
"Sandy Bear" package. My check for $49.50 to follow within 15
□ 15
"Rise
days.Up, Oh Men of God." My check for $29.50 will follow within
Please send audition material on:
□ "Touchdown" □ "Sandy Bear" □ "Rise Up, Oh Men of God"
Name
Title
Station
Address
City
Zone __.
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MORE
THAN
MEETS
THE
EYE! A new depth study of major proportions*
has put New York viewing audiences under the microscope ... to determine how they
"feel" about the television stations they watch, and whether
attitude and response to advertisers' commercials.

these feelings influence their

You've always known channel 2 has New York's biggest audiences. Now, the study
reveals its audiences are also the most responsive. Six hundred New Yorkers were asked
25

searching

questions

in a series of projective tests. In sum, the answers

show

"They have more worthwhile programs which I really look forward
to, and watch with interest."
Six hundred New Yorkers were
asked, if they overheard the statement above, which channel "most
likely" was being: referred to.
WCBS-TV received 38<%> more
"most likely" votes than all slac
other channels combined!
WCBS-TV channel 2 . . .
Non-network
Non-network
Non-network
Non-network

channel
channel
channel
channel

58 o/o
SO°7o

W.
X. Y. . . 1 °/o
Z. . . \°/o

. 1 °/o
This question is only one
tfie 25 contained in the study »

of

that

New

Yorkers

have far more

vertised on channel
of more

respected

trust and confidence

in channel

2! The study notes that viewers
and more

reliable brands

2 -and

in the products

look to WCBS-TV

and product

ad-

in "expectation

information/'

Obviously, there's more to 2 than meets the eye. If you're marketing a product or
service in the nation's number one market, get yourself a copy of the findings of this
eye-opening
station: CBS

new depth study, by writing or calling New York's number one television
Owned channel 2, represented by CBS Television Spot Sales WCBS-TV

♦Conducted by the Institute for Motivational Research, Inc., in association with Market Planning Corporation, an affiliate of McCann-Erickson, Inc.

this

Knoxville, Tenn.

is

Birmingham, Ala.

THE TAFT STATIONS

. . . yesteryear,

one radio station broadcasting in a single market; today nine influential radio
and television stations reaching over
8,000,000 people in key Mid-West and
Southern markets. This is progress —
progress in building and expanding
modern new broadcasting stations and
facilities; progress in a growing volume
of business; and progress in gainful
results achieved for an ever increasing
number of advertisers.
If you are interested in having your
advertising dollars earn more . . . now
is the time to invest them in growing
Taft Stations.
1

Cincinnati, Ohio
St

io

WKRC-TV
Cincinnati. O.

w
c
RADIO >nd FM

WTVN-TV
Cotumhu*, O.

W
T
\V/
N
RADIO and FM

and

television

WBIR-TV
Knoxtiile,
7Vnn

Sales Representatives: The Katz Agency, Inc., *The Young Television Corp.
20

stations

Sales Office: Radio Cincinnati
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MONDAY

MEMO

from JACK W. RUNYON, 'president, Jack W. Runyon & Co., San Francisco

The

small

account

Challenges, whether large or small,
are what keep us interested in our job.
Very recently I had occasion to face
one of these challenges.
Most of my life, during my association with national agencies, the account
had sizable appropriations. This particular challenge, a small wine account,
had anything but that. No fault of anyone's, but like so many accounts continually popping up day in and day
out, this one seemed to have the potential backed by solid management and
a sales force that enjoyed getting behind a product with the enthusiasm so
necessary in the field.
Every business has to start, so the
smaller babies need special care in infancy just as the larger ones originally
had.
The Profit Theory • I've been in
agencies, where in one fell swoop, they
resigned as many as six small accounts
at one time. "Not profitable — can't pay
their way." Granted, the one who gave
this command was extremely successful
in the advertising business and possibly
he was right at the time in what he was
doing. But strangely enough, after his
death, the new owners today would love
to have about four of those rejected accounts from a billing standpoint.
Actually they are just as important,
or should be, as any of the larger accounts. After all, every business had to
start and somebody had to raise the
baby and do all the dirty work.
For this they receive the satisfaction
of growing up with their account —
knowing its problems thoroughly and
sharing in the pleasure of good sales
achievements.
This latter experience happened to
the Runyon Agency and it was most
pleasant. We started with, first, the principle that the product must be right before any advertising. Then sufficient
and correct distribution, good-marketing-merchandising and the right kind
of advertising to fit the total picture.
Our clients, Dino and Pete Barengo,
who jointly produce and sell Barengo
Wines (California wines), saw one of
their new red table wines (Vino Mio)
gradually being accepted in several
cities in the state of Nevada. This was
true in spite of very strong competition
from several well-known national wines
in the same price structure.
Necessary Groundwork • After several agency-client sessions, and a consumer test of Vino Mio by the agency
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

gives

more

in the San Francisco area (a rough
wine market), we were convinced of
consumer acceptance of the product,
but we had several other problems to
overcome before breaking with any sort
of a campaign. These were, namely,
standardization problems in the packaging, need of point-of-sale material
and the need of additional distribution
of Vino Mio to warrant the type of
campaign we really thought would fit
the pattern.
Labels lacked color effectiveness we
hoped for, but since there was more
than a sufficient supply already in stock,
it was necessary and only practical to
live with what we had on hand. However, we brightened the scene with client
approval by redesigning and brightening our very effective new point-of-sale
pieces, being careful to conform and
not hurt our over-all standardization
effect. The new look also went up on
Scotch-Lite highway painted bulletins
throughout Nevada.
Radio spots, the backbone of our
contemplated campaign, had to be good
— not just average. We, the agency,
knew the feeling we wanted but we were
limited cost-wise. We had experimented
with a singing jingle we liked very
much. It told the entire story pleasantly
and was one which upon testing we
found would be retentive after proper
usage. In almost any area there is competition with national jingles produced
by top artists and talent — therefore if
we were to spend our dollars in radio
time competing with same, why waste
good time and money with an amateurish jingle?
Decision for Quality • We didn't,
thanks to the client for seeing it our
way, even though at the time it seemed
way out of line in comparison to a small
budget. In order to have an expensive
but correct jingle much juggling had to
be done in the planned saturation spot
radio campaign. This hurt for the
moment, but we had to start within the
budget.
Unfinished distribution of the product soon filled out with the attractive
new point-of-sale pieces aiding the
client's sales force. The product was
right. Spot purchases in Nevada cities
were carefully planned for one-minute
and 30-second spots, approximately 296
per week with Reno stations carrying
the load. Adjacencies were carefully
watched throughout the spot buying.
With our house in order and living

than

profit

up to our pattern, our one-month campaign on Vino Mio started. On June 30
our campaign finished. Results? Sales
increased 500% in one month over
total sales for the entire sales period
last year, with sales still showing up
even in excess of this figure since the
close of the campaign.
Advertising-wise the account may not
be the most profitable to the agency,
but we have shown our client results,
and this will ultimately result in more
new business for the agency. Already
there are indications of just this.

Jack W . Runyon was formerly with
Lord & Thomas, Buchanan Co., Ted
Bates, Biow, Beirn Toigo as manager
for IOV2 years in Los Angeles and for
the last three years vice president in
charge of the Los Angeles region of
Kenyon & Eckhardt, before finally fulfilling alifetime urge to own his own
shop in San Francisco, his birthplace.
In his 30 years in the agency business,
Mr. Runyon has spent considerable
time in radio and television as writer
and producer and supervisor of many
top national shows. At about the half
way mark in his career, Mr. Runyon
changed over to the more general
phases of advertising and in recent
years, in addition to other duties, supervised all Pepsi-Cola advertising in the
western part of the U.S. The PepsiCola Bottling Co. of San Francisco
followed Runyon's move to his own
agency as did Belfast Beverages and
several other accounts. The Runyons,
including their four children, live 1inI
Hillsborough, Calif.
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Rochester.

NY

PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
Stick to the price you're worth
Nothing
sticks
in a time
craw
more
than to
discover
that buyer's
a competing

J* in REAL

coverage

According to the latest Nielsen Station Index for the Rochester
Area, March 15-April 11, 1959, CHANNEL 10 consistently delivers
a larger total number of TV Homes WHEREVER both stations can
be viewed!

Of quarter-hours

delivering more than 80,000 hours

CHANNEL
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Of shows

"B"
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30
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5

10
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shows

Share

in Rochester

Channel

of audience
10 has

52%

Channelt,B"has46.9%

national account is getting a better
break in rates for the same commercial time, Ed Fitzgerald, chief timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Chicago, told the Iowa Tall Corn Network at its annual meeting. Discussing
the Iowa market, he laid it right on
the line with these comments:
Are you prepared to be 100% fair
to national accounts on rates? The
AAAA resents
contract
says rate
"Thenamed
stationin repthat the time
this
contract is the lowest rate made by the
station for like broadcasts at the time
this contract is entered into." Stations
are
more asked
than to
finesign
print.this, and to me, it's
Nothing sticks a buyer more than
finding a competitor is buying comparable time cheaper.
Who cares where it was bought —
from Clinton (Iowa) or New York.
Buying from Clinton can be just an accounting book transfer. The point is,
account men don't understand why
Chevy could ever out-buy Ford. Their
reaction is: "If radio men themselves
can't decide what their medium is
worth, we'll find a medium that can."
And they do. And radio loses another
customer.
Solve this one! We cannot knowingly
recommend less than the best investment for our clients' dollars.
. . . Who's going to be the first to
fully allocate local selling costs?
Doesn't local selling involve entertainment, travel, some production and
writing, paperwork, constant servicing,
overhead and executive time? Does this
come free? Is local selling cheaper than
national selling? Please let us know. At
least this would be a valid business reason for rate differentials. Also, it's a
legal defense in price discrimination
cases. In the meantime, don't ask us
to shortchange a client. . . .

l{c REAL COVERAGE means the total number of homes delivered anywhere
within the entire Rochester Marketing Area.
OPEN
CHANNEL
WHEC-TV

and

ROCHESTER,
Basic

22

10

WVET-TV

NEW
CBS

YORK

National Representatives
WVET-TV-BOLLING
CO., INC.
WHEC-TV-EVERETT
McKINNEY, INC.

MIKE

Tv weather symbols
editor:
... we were quite interested in your
recent feature on Weatherscript (page
102, July 13). The idea of standardization of weather symbols for television weather presentations is an excellent one and we hope that it will find
ready acceptance in the industry.
We thought Norman Hagen [public
information coordinator, U.S. Weather
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959
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STA

RRING

SCOTT
Pre-Sold in 28 markets, 17 states, to Ballantine Beer
on
TV's "detective
-with rugged
audience
for the big
your sights
Set
horseback."
SHOTGUN
SLADE
headlines
Scott Brady
as a man who tames the West's wildest badmen-and women!
Here's your chance to hit the "top 10" with both barrels . . .
roaring adventure, thrill-a-minute mystery. This series sells on
sight, so shoot us a call today!

BRADY

OA ALL NEW HALF HOURS ON FILM FOR
OV REGIONAL AND LOCAL SPONSORSHIP
produced by | J
mca

I [U] production.
tv

Bureau] would be interested, too, to
learn that for four years our television
weatherman, Bruce Caldwell (who is an
accredited meteorologist) has been
using many of these symbols (high pressure, showers, low pressure, thunderstorms, snow, hurricanes and direction
of movement). Bruce tells me that he
writes in the words fog or rain as he
describes the condition audio-wise; and
used lines for fronts, rather than a particular indication of certain kind of
front, with audio accompanying this
too. . . .
Edna K. Hanna
Sales Promotion Mgr.
KOMO-TV Seattle, Wash.
AFA, NAB and Washington
editor:
In your issue of June 15, you have
an editorial entitled "Wise Move." This
refers to the Advertising Federation of
America's decision to move its headquarters to Washington.
I believe that AFA should have a
Washington office but its main office
should be elsewhere. . . .
Of course, you think that NAB is
right in making its headquarters in
Washington but to my way of thinking
NAB might be stronger and serve its
members better if it had a branch office
in Washington, to take care of Washington matters, and its main office in
some other city. New York, Chicago,
or any other place. Perhaps, then,
broadcasters would have fewer problems on the Washington front.
This does not mean I feel Washington is unimportant . . . NAB and AFA
should have offices in Washington, but
not their main offices.
Edgar Kobak
Business Consultant
New York
Doesn't oppose Sec. 315
editor:
... It pleases me to point out that,
despite the generalizing your publication does, not all broadcasters hold
Sec. 315 of the rules to be objectionable. Let it be understood (simply because I'm belligerently
that network
officers andindependent)
the NAB
leadership (and they are about interchangeable) do not speak at least for
WCSR Hillsdale, the smallest of them
all.
As I have indicated to my Senators
(Hart and McNamara) this station has
no objections at all to balanced, fair
newscasting. During a campaign, we'll
be happy to cover all political ideas
that might help develop our society in
freedom.
One notion of Jefferson's still seems
to me a good one: give the public all
the ideas and they are likely to choose
a good one to live by. For me, there is
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Time- buyers'
known to round
And the most
reaches all four

best friend: WJRT, the easiest wayup Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City.
efficient way, for this single-station buy
mid-Michigan metropolitan areas with a

grade "A" or better signal. No more hit and miss propositions!
WJRT puts you on location with penetration from within.
If your market includes Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay
City, WJRT's single-station approach is your corner. Try it
on for size. See how success becomes you in mid-Michigan.

JR
W
CHANNEL

ABC

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago » Detroit » Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
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Nielsen

Reports:

WLW

RADIO

AUDIENCE

UP-UP-UP

It's the most

!

spectacular

Radio
WLW

news today — the
RADIO AUDIENCE

GAIN

IN ONE

YEAR!

All reports from all
sources show that WLW
audience

is way

Bigger and
than-ever!
This

up!

better-

sensational

audience

gain

has

been

the direct result of two
important

WLW

factors:

1. NEW
GREAT

WLW
MUSIC

PROGRAMMING

-including:

Programs of the finest music of all ages, broadcast
day and night.

-

EXTENSIVE NEWS COVERAGE — from the WLW COMEX (Communications Exchange), broadcasting's most comprehensive news facilities.
RADAR WEATHER REPORTS — WLW
Radar Weather Reporting System.

HELICOPTER

was the first Station to install

Broadcast direct to motorists from a helicopter during rush hours, giving complete traffic and road
conditions.

TRAFFIC REPORTS -

PUBLIC SERVICE — a vast variety of public service programs and activities on the local, state, and national levels.

2. NEW

WLW

HIGHEST

FIDELITY

TRANSMISSION

An exclusive new AM transmission system, devel- So this great new programming and amazing new
oped by Crosley Broadcasting engineers, has Highest Fidelity transmission has greatly increased
made WLW unquestionably the "World's Highest the WLW audience . . . and, thereby, greatly inFidelity Radio Station" — the result of 3 years creased advertisers' returns,
work and
of a million dollars.
So call your WLW

World's

Representative; you'll be glad you did!

HIGHEST

FIDELITY

Radio

Station

. . . with audience among top 70 in America
One of the 6 dynamic WLW stations
Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of Avco

no necessity for the powerful of the
broadcast industry to choose one idea
as theirs and allow one as a somewhat
respectable
opposition,
all we Americans
shall then
have. say
. . .that's
This little peanut-whistle, with more
local interpretative-background-editorial
news than any other station probably
in the U.S., will at all times behave as
if Sec. 315 were in force. We'll constantly feel the urgency to keep balance
in a free society. . . .
Russell W. Holcomb
Managing Editor
WBSE Hillsdale, Mich.

WIS -TV, THE KEY BUY
IN SOUTH CAROLINA
NOW OFFERS YOU THE
*PEE DEE... A PLUS!
THE PEE DEE, A RICH NINE COUNTY
AREA CENTERED BY FLORENCE, S. C,
IS NOW SERVED AND SOLD FROM
WIS-TV's NEW

1526'

TALL TOWER
THE

Lloyd Griffin's 'saga'
editor:
This is to acknowledge your skill in
the editorial treatment of the "Griffin
Saga"! (Our respects to, July 20).
My friends in the Middle West think
that you have achieved the proverbial
success in making a "silk purse out of
a sow's Lloyd
ear." Griffin
Vice President
Peters, Griffin, Woodward
New York
Station expenses, profits
editor:
Referring to James E. Hankins'
letter, page 28, July 20, I enclose 25$
. . . for five copies of your reprint of
the article "Madison Ave. to Main St."
which appeared in Broadcasting, May
14, 1956.
George C. Biggar
WLBK DeKalb, 111.
editor:

WDBJFor 35
Years
No.

1 in the

Roanoke
Market!
WDBJ has been on the air in
Roanoke, Virginia continuously
since 1924. In every audience
survey ever made in those 35
years, WDBJ has always proved
to be first in coverage and
audience.
We look forward to serving
even better in the future our
long list vertisers
of wholoyal
national
addemand
the best
in radio promotion.
V. P. Broadcasting
Times-World Corporation
CBS RADIO
Roanoke, Virginia

WDBJ

AM • 960 Kc. • 5000 watts
FM • 94.9 Mc. • 14,000 watts
y FF.TERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
National Representatives

mum

please forward . . . one copy
Frederick K. McClafjerty
N. W. Ayer & Son
New York

IN

SOUTH

CAROLINA

channel
WIS
COLUMBIA, S. C.

Represented nationally by
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,

30

INC.

editor:
. . . send me a reprint . . .
Charles M. Ferguson
KPLI (FM) Riverside, Calif.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Article describes exa former hisMadison
Ave. radio
executiveperiewhonces ofacquired
own local
stations and includes income and expense
breakdowns.
Reprints still available, 5f!
each.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35<t per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.

MAD

BOMBER!

An open letter leads to the
discovery and capture of the
"Mad Bomber"!
— The New York Journal
American
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040

rl it
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of
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towers

mississippi

INCLUDING THE TALLEST MAN MADE
DESIGNED, FABRICATED AND ERECTED

STRUCTURE

IN THE

WORLD

BY KIMCO

Erection has begun on the new tower for WGAN-TV,
Portland, Maine — the world's tallest man-made structure
— there's nothing taller . . . buildings or towers!
When completed, this tower will give Kline the distinction of
having furnished the 5 tallest towers east of the Mississippi.
KIMCO EMPHASIZES THREE THINGS:
(1) their reputation as a supplier
(2) quality of their product
(3) their ability to give service
These factors have played a tremendous
part in KIMCO's success.

WGAN-TV ME.
PORTLAND,
1619 feet

W-TEN
ALBANY, N. Y.
1353 feet

our greatest assets are
our satisfied customers

—f
WTVD
DURHAM, N. C. 1500 feet
COLUMBIA,WIS-TV
S. C. 1526 feet
WJBF
AUGUSTA, GA. 1292 feet

If you want

to go up, up up — call Kimco

m

KLINE

^HP"

KIMCO TOWERS FOR THE BROADCASTING
KIMCO TOWERS FOR T
Dept. T. P. 0. Box 1013, Phone ALpine 4-0301

IRON

& STEEL

the^ tall tower people

CO.
INDUSTRY
Columbia, S. C
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PGW

"Good

COLONEL

SAYS:

selling
is a fine

art

th us."
Some people believe salesmen are wi
born. We know

differently. It takes hard work, selfless interest and
real devotion to turn out a pro.

The "Colonel of the Year" is our most coveted
award at PGW

because we believe that the sales-

man who contributes the most to the growth and
development

of himself, his company

and the sta-

tions we represent should be recognized and rewarded handsomely. Don't you?

P

JETERS,

G

RIFE1N,

W

OOBWA1B,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

DETROIT
FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
WBMm
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
Special Projects Editor . . David Glickman
Associate Editor
Harold Hopkins
Assistant Editors: Dawson Nail, Jacqueline Eagle; Staff Writers: George Darlington, Malcolm Oettinger, Myron Scholnick, Jim Thomas; Editorial Assistants:
Bob Forbes, Rita Cournoyer, Patricia Funk;
Secretary to the Publisher: Gladys L.
Hall.
BUSINESS
V.P. & General Manager Maury Long
Sales Manager. .Winfield Levi (New York)
Southern Sales Manager Ed Sellers
Production Manager George L. Dant
Traffic Manager
Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Doris Kelly
Advertising Assistants: Merilyn Bean,
John Henner, Ada Michael.
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Assistant Auditor
Eunice Weston
Secretary to Gen. Mgr Eleanor Schadi
CIRCULATION & READERS' SERVICE
Manager
John P. Cosgrove
Subscription Manager. . .Frank N. Gentile
Circulation Assistants: Charles Browne,
Gerry
Cusick,Marilyn
ChristinePeizer.
Harageones,Cleary,
CharlesDavid
Harpold,
BUREAUS

out*

news

is

HonesT

Hottest news in WBT's area is the success of WBT's news
programs.

stations' newsThey outdraw the so-called "music and news" more
afternoons
casts by 98% more listeners mornings, 91 %
and 137% more at night.*
Seven news gatherers cruising in seven two-way radio equipped cars join with CBS' honored news staff to provide
Carolinians with the most complete radio news service in the
nation's 24th largest radio market.**
Let us make sales news for your product. Call CBS Radio
Spot Sales for a WBT news schedule.
"Pulse 25 county area 1959 (March)
:':*A. C. Nielsen Co.

CHaPlPTTe
WBT
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
JEFFERSON
STANDARD
BROADCASTING COMPANY

New York: 444 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355.
Editorial
Senior Editor
Rufus Crater
Bureau News Manager. . . .Donald V. West
Associate Editor
David W. Berlyn
N. Y. Features Editor . . . Rocco Famighetti
Staff Writers: Richard Erickson, Mary
Hurley, Janet Lantz, Benjamin Seff.
Business
Sales Manager
Winfield R. Levi
Sales Service Mgr.. . .Eleanor R. Manning
Eastern Sales Manager. Kenneth Cowan
Advertising Assistant. . . .Donna Trolinger
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
Central 6-4115.
Midwest News Editor
John Osbon
Midwest Sales Mgr.. .Warren W. Middleton
Assistant
Barbara Kolar
Hollywood: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28,
Hollywood 3-3148.
Senior Editor
Bruce Robertson
Western Sales Manager Bill Merritt
Assistant
Virginia Strieker
Toronto: 11 Burton Road, Zone 10, Hudson
9-2694. Correspondent: James Montagnes.
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
BROADCASTING*— The News Magazine of the
Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932,
Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
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Imbued with the spirit of classic simplicity;
exercising consummate artistry in living gracefully; striving for
an exquisite balance of past and present ... a "metropolitan" personality.
METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
206 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

New York City\

. . . our own horn, that is . . . but we feel justified!
Once again
honors"
with KSLA-TV
NINE of has
the captured
TOP TEN"topshows
. . .
NINETEEN of the TOP TWENTY . . . TWENTYEIGHT of the TOP THIRTY with a
weekly audience of 58.4% mornings, 71.9%
afternoons and 64.9% nighttime.*
KSLA-TV has always kept pace with audience
demands by programming imaginatively . . .
creating fresh, new local shows and talent . . . and
operating full power with a clean, clear picture.
It takes all this and more to capture and hold
loyal audiences day after day . . . week after week
. . . and in our case year after year!
If you're not already convinced, call in your
Harrington, Righter and Parsons man for
the complete story on what makes KSLA-TV
the advertising buy in Shreveport!

"ARB- April 17-Mayl4, '59

shreveport^
Represented nationally by: HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER

la.

and PARSONS.

INC.
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CONGRESS
Both

commerce

minutes
Harris:

of N.Y.
Was

QUIZZING
committees
grand

medium

The chairmen of the powerful commerce committees of the House and
Senate last week acted separately to exhume last fall's television quiz show
"scandal" which a New York judge
buried following presentment by a
grand jury.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and of
its Legislative Oversight subcommittee,
said Thursday that subcommittee counsel was to go before a New York court
last Friday (see At Deadline) with a
petition and affidavit to seek unlocking
of the sealed grand jury minutes.
Should this move fail, he indicated,
subcommitte has sufficient information
to push its probe, although it would be
slowed.

Senator Magnuson
Seeks N. Y. grand jury file
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959
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wait
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until September.

advertising

schemes?

"It is a matter of intense and paramount federal interest that nationwide
media of mass communication not be
used for perpetrating fraudulent advertising schemes on the public," Rep Harris said.

vestigated broadcasting profession and
again could involve Madison Avenue
representatives from independent producers and network officials to agency
executives and advertisers. They had
warmed the witness chair only last

Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (DWash.), chairman of the Senate Interstate & Foreign Commerce Committee,
which has primary legislative concern
over communications matters, wrote
New York District Attorney Frank S.
Hogan early last week requesting information on the proper steps to be
taken to secure access to the grand

month during one phase of FCC's overall probe of network television programming (Broadcasting, July 13).

jury findings "and any other material
that has been developed." Later in
the week Mr. Hogan's office said it
would tell Sen. Magnuson that only the
judge who sealed the grand jury presentment could act to disclose that information.
Quick Action, but When? • Neither
Rep. Harris nor Sen. Magnuson would
confirm how soon witnesses might be
called and public hearings commence,
if at all — depending on what the grand
jury findings might disclose, and other
developments. Sen Magnuson's letter to
District Attorney Hogan, however, indicated "quick" action would be needed
to meet Congress' deadline if remedial
legislation were found to be required.
But it appeared that a ruling on unlocking of the grand jury presentment
may not be made at least until September. Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer of
New York General Sessions Court, who
sealed the grand jury file, is reported
away for the month of August and
will not resume court until September.
The grand jury investigation, which
centered on charges that certain tv quiz
shows were rigged and contestants
coached on their answers to the questions, produced several weeks of bigheadline bait for newspaper readers
across the nation (Broadcasting, Sept.
I, 1958, et seq.).
One Out of Many • The moves by
Messrs. Magnuson and Harris heap
still another probe upon the much-in-

Sen. Magnuson said the House subcommittee move "doesn't overlap with
us in any way." He said it would be
"fine" if the House group obtained the
grand jury report since it would then
be available to both Congressional
committees.
Sen. Magnuson's letter to District
Attorney Hogan, dated last Monday
(July 27). recalled that the Senate
Commerce Committee "has been con-

Representative Harris
Will investigate anyway
37

ducting an overall inquiry into the
various phases of the operations of the
television industry." It enclosed a copy
of the June 26, 1957, staff report,
"Television Network Practices," which
had been circulated "to the various
government agencies for their comment and recommendations and which
would guide the Committee in determining what legislative action was
necessary."
The Waiting Game • The Magnuson
letter continued: "Last year when the
allegations concerning the quiz shows
were brought to my attention, a preliminary study revealed that your
[Hogan's] office was conducting an extensive investigations and submitting
data to the grand jury. Before proceeding with any hearings at that time,
I thought it best to await the results
of your inquiry with the hope that
whatever material you developed could
become available to this Committee. . .
"It appears to me that this entire
problem is so closely connected with
the public interest that it may be necessary to take corrective action. The first
session of the 86th Congress is rapidly drawing to a close and whatever
legislative action is to be taken must
be done quickly."
Line Forms to Right • At the time
Sen. Magnuson wrote his letter to District Attorney Hogan, two counsels of
It was

fun

(TV QUIZZES)

chairman said he has received "many
complaints" about the tv quiz show
situation. He said his subcommittee's
hearing does not hinge on actually getting the grand jury material since it has
enough information to proceed on its
own.

(and

One year ago on an otherwise
quiet August weekend a very successful television quiz property called
Dotto was silently blotted out of
CBS-TV and NBC-TV lineups.
Sponsor Colgate-Palmolive Co.,
agency Ted Bates Inc., packager
Frank Cooper Assoc. and the network met all inquiries with a cryptic
"no comment," but the incident refused to evaporate.
All that was to wash down the
drain and disappear was the lush
$100-million bonanza of two dozen
quiz shows then going on the three
networks (a few have survived).
Down the drain, too, were to go
quiz show ratings, through some
pollsters disagreed.
All that was to remain was the
dregs of allegations and counter
charges — to be spooned through
and through for repeated newspaper
exposes and subsequent grand jury
attention.
Colgate eventually broke silence
and said its action stemmed from
an affidavit submitted by a contestant— later identified as Edward
38

the Harris subcommittee already were
in Mr. Hogan's office to learn what
steps to take to obtain the grand jury
file. They
wereRobert
the subcommittee's
chief
counsel,
Lishman, and
Richard Goodwin, former clerk to
Supreme Court Justice Felix Frankfurter, who recently joined the subcommittee. Mr. Goodwin remained in
New York all week.
Mr. Lishman felt, based on facts at
hand, there is "an excellent chance" a
public hearing will be held.
Rep. Harris appeared surprised
Thursday afternoon when he heard of
the parallel move by Sen. Magnuson.
"Suddenly it seems somebody else got
in the act," he quipped.
Hands Off, Eyes On • Rep. Harris
said his first information on the tv quiz
scandal was developed the latter part of
last year but he did not feel he could
pursue it without interfering with the
grand jury. The developments were
watched "very closely," he said, and investigation work was intensified during
the last few weeks.
The House Commerce Committee

so

profitable)

while

Hilgemeier Jr., an actor and parttime butler, who also complained
to FCC and alleged the program
had been rigged to favor another
contestant
(Broadcasting, Sept. 1,
1958).
Whirlpool Widens • Dotto was
not to suffer alone. Quickly swept
up in the maelstrom was NBC-TV's
Twenty-One, packaged by Barry &
Enright Productions. $50,000-winner Herbert Stempel alleged he had
been fed the winning answers. Then
Rev. Charles E. Jackson of Tullahoma, Tenn., claimed he was briefed
on answers for $64,000 Challenge,
on CBS-TV that summer.
In all cases the fix charges were
vigorously denied by packagers,
agencies and networks. They cooperated fully in the investigations,
the District Attorney's office said.
Into September as the allegations
swirled faster and the District Attorney's office moved closer to the
grand jury probe, quiz show sponsors grew nervous, reconsidered and
some
subsequently withdrew or

In a news statement prepared for Friday release (July 31), Rep. Harris said,
"The great attraction of television quiz
shows was the spectacle of the unknown
genius whose wizardry and intellect baffled the nation. The winners on these
shows became national folk heroes, and
their daily activities were followed on
the front pages of the nation's news"These programs attracted immense
viewing audiences, resulting in large
papers.
profits to producers and sponsors. We
now have information leading us to
suspect that contestants on some of the
shows were coached and given answers
in order to enhance their audience apBigger Than Both of Us • He continued: "If this is true, then the American people have been defrauded on a
large scale. It is a matter of intense and
paramount federal interest that nationwide media of mass communication not
be used for perpetrating fraudulent advertising schemes on the public. We
have peal."
followed for the past year with
great interest the investigations of the
New York Grand Jury. However, we
believe that the problem is essentially a
national one and a proper concern of
the federal government."
Rep. Harris promised legislative action to curb frauds if they are disclosed.
it lasted
switched to other program vehicles.
Even to be counted among the
eventual sponsorship casualities:
CBS-TV's $64,000 Question, the
show which started the big quiz
boom in 1955 and boosted Revlon
sales from $33.6 million in 1954
to $51.6 million in 1955 and $85.7
million in 1956.
The grand jury presentment was
made to the court earlier this year
and immediately sealed amid loud
pleas for its disclosure from the jury
foreman, the assistant district attorney who prepared the case and
the daily press (Programming, June
15). The only indictment to ensue involved Albert Freedman, a TwentyOne producer, who was charged with
perjury by another grand jury after
denying he had furnished answers to
quiz contestants.
And despite it all, the quiz show
survives, as the fall network schedules disclose: ABC-TV — Who Do
You Trust, Music Bingo; CBS-TV
— Top Dollar, Big Payoff, Name
That Tune; NBC-TV — Tic Tac
Dough, Dough Re Me and Treasure
Hunt. Most are daytimers.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

In the first six months of 1959, WMAQ Radio's local sales were 33.6% ahead
of the same period last year. And the month of June not only proved to be
57.3% greater than June of last year, but the biggest month in WMAQ's entire
37-year history! Big talk like this is possible because WMAQ Radio gets
action for its advertisers . . . buying action from Chicago's adult audiences. For
your authoritative voice in Chicago, talk big on . . . * * t iy yj yy
NBC Owned 670 in Chicago Sold by NBC Spot Sales VV
lVl<A\va^

BROADCAST

ONE

MINUTE

RAB

finds

68.7%

SPOT

buyers

RAB's national sales staff, which has
been developing actual dollars-and-cents
salesmanship for three years, will now
include an actual radio proposal with
every presentation, instead of trying to
sell general concepts in the use of the
medium.
Carole Agate, former agency timebuyer at Lawrence C. Gumbinner, New
York, has joined RAB's national sales
staff to assist in choosing markets and
times for the tests.
In announcing the new sales approach, Kevin B. Sweeney, RAB president, said: "What we will be selling
eight out of nine times is tests — from
two to six markets. However, occasionally the advertisers will leap right into
a coast-to-coast buy." Cited as examples: "an airline which is considering
both a spot and network radio campaign, and a household product manu40
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(Charts show percentage of all announcements, programs accounted for
by each of the various lengths during first quarter, 1959.)
Source:

facturer that is expected to make a nationwide buy involving personality pro-

prefer

specific ad ideas
Prospective radio advertisers prefer
to hear specific campaign ideas and frequently will accept them with little or
no modification, says Radio Advertising Bureau, New York, which last week
added this dimension to its selling at
the national level.

IS

of a million-spot

Brand advertisers in spot radio use the one-minute
announcement the most frequently.
In radio programming, the five-minute length is the
most favored — it represents more than half of all radio
programs sold.
These are the main findings of a new Radio Advertising Bureau analysis of nearly a million radio announcements and about 43,000 programs. Covered were time
purchases by more than 1,100 brand advertisers which
used the spot radio medium in the first quarter.
Other Forms Too • The one-minute spot by far was
the commercial receiving the most frequent use. RAB
listed 68.7% of the commercials as 60 seconds long.
Other lengths with percentages: 6-second radio spot
(15%), 10-second spot (6.1%), 20-second commercial
(3.5%), 30-second spot (3.5%) and 3-second commercial
(3.2%).
RAB reported that the high percentage of 3- and 6second categories, not common to most radio spot campaigns, primarily reflected heavy timebuying activity of
Chock Full O' Nuts (3-second time signals) and Sinclair
Gasoline (6-second "quickie" safety message).
As to program buys, 54.5% of purchases made in
the first quarter were five-minute shows, 20.7% were for
1 5-minute forms, 16.7% for more than 15 minutes while
8.1% were 10-minute shows.

Radio

ADVERTISING

grams."
Cut for all
Here comes Schick Inc., maker
of electric shavers. Starting in the
fall the advertiser, which has set
a record-breaking $3 million
budget to be spent over a 13-week
period, will be in every medium
including television. The agency:
Benton & Bowles, New York.
Spokesmen for Schick said the
budget was "fluid" but that tv
would get a substantial slice of
the $3 million. Already being
formed: plans to buy segments
of the 90-minue specials Revlon
will slot in the Thursday, 9:301 1 p.m. period on CBS-TV. Other
money will go into spot television. (Revlon represents the
largest single voting block (22%)
among Schick's stock owners and
has representation on the board.
tv.)
(Revlon itself experienced phenomenal growth through use of

Timebuying

copyright 7/59

series

Radio and Television Executives
Society of New York has announced
that its 1959-60 Timebuying & Selling
Seminar luncheons will start Nov. 10
on a full series of 16 weekly sessions.
Seminar chairman R. David Kimble of
Grey Adv. said the sessions will be held
at Hotel Lexington in New York each
Tuesday starting at 12:15 p.m.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

• Corning Glass Works, Corning, N.Y.,
as part of an intensified campaign in
television this fall, has signed for a 64market spot Cheyenne
tv effort andand
for ABC-TV's
Alaskans,
Sugar footBronco shows plus segments of NBCTV's Five Fingers and CBS-TV's Lineup programs, providing the company
with a Saturday through Wednesday exposure. Agency: N.W. Ayer & Son.
N.Y. and Phila.
• National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y., announced purchase of its Grand Jury tv
series by the D-X Sunray Oil Co., Tulsa,
Okla., which will sponsor the series in
44 midwest markets, starting Jan. 1,
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1960. Also reported was the renewal by
Anheuser-Busch Inc. of NTA's U.S.
Marshal in 93 markets. Agencies are
Potts-Woodbury Adv., Kansas City
(D-X Sunray). and D'Arcy Adv., St.
Louis (Anheuser-Busch).

it,
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• Structo Mfg . Co. (children's toys,
models), Freeport, 111., buys participations on CBS-TV's Captain Kangaroo
and syndicated Ding Dong School series
in 100 cities, each for 13 weeks starting Sept. 14. Radio-tv spot announcements will be distributed to local dealers as part of a heavy merchandising
campaign. Agency: Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago.
• A.S.R. Products Corp. (razors and
surgical blades), N.Y., through Kenyon

& Eckhardt there, will be alternate-week
sponsor of World Championship Golf,
(NBC-TV Sun., 4:30-5:30 p.m.) beginning Oct. 1 1. Top pros will compete for
a total of $171,000 in prize money on
various courses on the weekly film show
hosted by Bob Crosby. It will occupy
part of the time slot formerly allotted
to Omnibus.
• W.A. Scheaffer Pen Co., N.Y., signs
for a special, Give My Regards to
Broadway, to star Jimmy Durante, on
NBC-TV, Sunday, 8-9 p.m. on Dec. 6.
Agency: BBDO, N.Y.
• The entire regular season schedule
of the New York Giants football team
schedule will be broadcast by CBS Radio

is
for

(July,

7 a.m.-6 p.m.)

has one rate-

locally and nationally.
•

KQDE

gives you the
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in

greater Seattle.

•

Its 1000 watts, fulltime on 910 kc, covers all of Seattle's
400,000 radio homes.

• KQDE

is affiliated

with KQTV
Wash.,

- Everett,

the #1

sta-

tion in a wea I thy
250,000 market.
COLORFUL CUTIE'

SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
Ask FORJOE & CO. or WALLY
NELSKOG, President, (ALpine
5-8245) for the latest availabilities.
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Keep Your Eye on The Higbee Co. • The Cleveland department store next
month starts one of the most widely-publicized "tests" to measure the effectiveness of radio advertising in selling department store items. Behind it is
the Radio Advertising Bureau, which announced the Higbee selection last
week for the broadcast industry's "$64,000 Challenge." The project got its
name when the bureau's President Kevin B. Sweeney more than a year ago
(May 1958) openly invited a department store to push sales items via radio
with partial RAB financing on ground rules laid down by the bureau.
The Sweeney challenge was made before a National Retail Merchants Assn.
sales promotion convention. Mr. Sweeney offered up to $64,000 to a store
to take part in a year-long experiment.
The RAB conditions were: the store must do at least $30 million in yearly
sales (Higbee is in the $50 million bracket), RAB will be permitted to select
broadcast times, write copy, have voice in selecting items, access to results of
all
to publish
them
afterevery
the $1
year's
For
theseadvertising
conditions,andRABrights
offered
to put up
$2 for
spentcampaign.
by the store.
The project will be directed by Marc Jonas, sales promotion director. The
Higbee Co., and Miles David, a RAB vice president. Wyse Adv., Cleveland, Higbee's agency, will place the campaign.
In above photo: One of the proposed jingles is played by (1. to r.) Mr.
Sweeney; E.K. Hoffman, vice president and general manager of The Higbee
Co.; Mr. Jonas, and Marc Wyse, president of the agency bearing his name.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

A

"BUMPER

WE

CROP"

"We
Would
thatN'T
all ads were this
simple and
beautiful!
ANT
"PL
DID
ran a bumper strip promotion a while back, and the
response was substantial. But little did we realize what
a "depth reaction" we had achieved until this unsolicited
picture arrived in the mail. No pious pronouncements
from us about these youngsters being future WWDC
customers for you. We'll let the photo — and the spirit
that prompted it — speak for itself. We add only this —
as well as being Washington, D. C.'s #1 radio station
(May Pulse), we are now "the mike behind the bike" !

Radio Washington
WWDC
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY
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Date
Thur., July 23
Fri., July 24
Sat, July 25
Sun., July 26
Mon.', July
July 28
27
Tue.,
Wed., July 29

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
clay of the week July 23-29 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Rating
Network
Program and Time
Groucho Marx (10 p.m.)
16.7
17.8
NBC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
16.3
p.m.)
(10
Gunsmoke
16.7
CBS-TV
17.3
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
15.9
Desilu Playhouse
16.3
CBS-TV
Rifleman
(9 p.m.) (10 p.m.)
ABC-TV
U.S. Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

throughout New York state and New
England this fall under the co-sponsorship of P. Ballantine & Sons, Newark, N.J., and General Cigar Co. (White
Owls), N.Y. Agencies: William Esty for
for Ballantine, Young & Rubicam for
General Cigar.
• Miles Labs Inc., Elkhart, Ind., has
ordered nine alternate-week quarterhour segments on eight daytime NBCTV shows, to run through July 1960.
The orders, five of them new, were
placed in behalf of One-A-Day Vitamins, Alka-Seltzer and Bactine. Agency: Wade Adv., Chicago.
• American Red Ball Transit Co., Indianapolis, inits first network radio campaign, will sponsor the Tuesday and
Thursday segments of the 5:30-5:35
p.m. news program featuring Frank
Edwards, starting Aug. 31. The program marks Mr. Edwards' return to
MBS on a full-time basis. Agency: Ruben Adv., Indianapolis.
• Perma-lift (foundation garments),
Chicago, buys a one-hour Parisian fashion show for use on two CBS owned
stations, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles and
WBBM-TV Chicago, for showing some-

time after Sept. 1 . The film also is being
offered by CBS Television Film Sales to
other markets, including New York.
Agency: A. Stein & Co., Chicago.
• U.S. Brewers Foundation, N.Y., in its
second network purchase of the year,
will sponsor a 90-minute special by
NBC-TV Sept. 22 (9-10 p.m. EDT).
Program is titled A Toast To Jerome
Kern. Music Corp of America will produce. Brewers Foundation agency: J.
Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
Agency Appointments
• Procter & Gamble Inc., Cincinnati,
reassigns Fluffo shortening from Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to Benton &
Bowles, N.Y., on Sept. 1. Both agencies are in the P&G family. TathamLaird is P&G's agency for Mr. Clean
and American Family soap and detergents. B&B's lineup for P&G includes
Ivory Snow, Tide, Zest, Crest, Prell and
Charmin paper products.
• Young & Rubicam's Caracas, Venezuela, office has been assigned five Procter & Gamble products for that country.
The new accounts: Unico (Tide);
Camay toilet soap; Lavasol (Duz);
Drene shampoo, and Clorox.
THE

PROSPEROUS
Half-year revenue
a...networks,
i i._
For the tv
the first six
months of the year have been lucrative,
according to gross time billing figures
reported today (Aug. 3) by Television
Bureau of Advertising. The total for the
first half of 1959: $309,380,932, an increase of 9.3% over the same period
last year.
In the month of June, the tv networks compiled a gross billing of more
than $48.4 million, an increase of
about 10.7% over that month a year
ago. Best showing for the month was
turned in by CBS-TV, a more than
$21.6 million in gross time charges.
ABC-TV came up with the most notable
increase in June — nearly $9 million or
44

• Reese Finer Foods Inc., Sue Ann
Food Products Corp., and Lora Inc.
(dog care products), all Chicago, appoint Gordon Best Co. there.
• E.C. DeWitt & Co. (proprietary
drugs), N.Y., appoints Tatham-Laird,
same city. Its account is estimated at
$200,000.
• Schulze & Burch Biscuit Co., Chicago regional advertiser, appoints Compton Adv. Inc., same city, for its FlavorKist products.
• Massey-Ferguson Co. Ltd., Canada,
appoints Needham, Louis & Brorby,
Chicago, to handle its farm equipment
advertising, estimated at about $500,000. Agency already handles U.S. advertising of firm, which is network tv
advertiser.

Whiskey on tv
A whiskey account broke the
television barrier July 21 with two
90-second spots on WATR-TV
Waterbury, Conn., according to
the Peter Bochan agency of
Waterbury. The advertiser was
Michtefs Pot Still Whiskey, of
Lebanon County, Pa.
As m.c. of his own program,
Peter Bochan offered viewers of
the Michter's spots a 48-page
Dutch cookbook for 35 cents.
They were asked to call WATRTV, leaving their name, address
and name of local supplier if they
wanted to try a whiskey "'typically
American as Paul Revere's Ride."
Michter's is advertised in the
Wall Street Journal and the New
Yorker.

MEDIA

DAYS

AT

TV

NETWORKS

report: $309 million, 9% over last year
in
c\nf above
_i
t markt last
i_„* year.
.
-r..r> 1 , T j: Vr-*: l
20.9%
the June
TvB by Leading National Advertisers
The network figures are compiled for and Broadcast Advertiser Reports.
Network tv gross time billings
June
Change
%
1958 January-June1959 Change
ABC
1958
1959
$ 7,387,586
$ 8,930,114
$132,537,670
61,422,516 ++19.0
$124,047,416
51,617,801
6.8
CBS
19,733,057 21,630,941
NBC
115,420,746
+ 7.5
107,406,232
16,648,462 17,911,084
+ 20.9
$309,380,932
+ 9.3
$43,769,105 $48,472,139
Total
$283,071,449
ABC
++ 9.6
NBC
7.6
Month by Month
Total
+ 10.7— 1959
January
510,647,078 $ CBS
$52,076,179
22,129,248
February
$19,299,853
10,024,460
48,884,508
20,806,220
18,053,828
March
20,728,315
23,265,395
11,565,031
55,558,741
10,309,263
22,093,785
19,753,172
52,156,220
22,612,081
52,233,145
April
19,674,494
9,946,570
June
17,911,084
48,472,139
21,630,941
time
costs
only
LNA-BAR:
Gross
8,930,114
''Figures revised as of July 24, 1959
May*
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NBC, ABC, Warner Brothers-plus Paramount! The best of
this major producer now has sweetened the pot for
WSOC-TV advertisers. Puts more starch in the formula
that's changing viewing habits of Charlotte television !
Here in America's 22nd largest tv-homes market you get
more for your dollar on Charlotte's expanding WSOC-TV...
one of the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

TbyV
CHARLOTTE
9-NBC C
and ABC.
Represented
H-R
S^
W

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

AB-PT
$3.8

CHALKS

million

quarter since 1955 — "the results more
than made up what the theatres had
been behind in the first quarter to show
overall six months, improvement over
last year."
Broadcasting Arm • ABC-TV, he observed, has continued to improve corn-

Higher than ever • KTVI (TV)
St. Louis, whose 592-ft. tower
was toppled by a tornado last
winter (Broadcasting, Feb. 16),
now is operating from a new
1,049-ft. Kimco tower. At the
base is KTVI's new 100 kw transmitter. The new gear cost about
a half-million dollars.
(THE MEDIA)

28%

profit recorded

American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres Inc. estimates its net operating
profit for the first half of this year at
28% above the like half of 1958.
AB-PT is parent of the ABC broadcasting and theatre divisions, which supply most of its revenue, as well as of
subsidiary Am-Par Records and holds
interests in amusement centers and electronics industries.
The net operating profit for the six
months was $3,886,000 (90 cents a
share). This compares to the previous
first-half figure of $3,042,000 (70 cents
a share). In the second quarter alone
(April, May and June), AB-PT compiled an estimated net operating profit
of $1,573,000 or 36 cents a share, a
32% increase over the previous like
period ($1,188,000 or 27 cents a
share).
In reporting the progress, Leonard H.
Goldenson, president of AB-PT, said
the theatre division had its best second

46

UP

at midyear

petitively, particularly in markets
where the three networks have equal
competitive facilities. There, he said,
ABC-TV showed "the largest increase
in share of audience for the current
television season."
Mr. Goldenson pointed to the past
three months as an active selling period
for the network's 1959-60 schedule of
programs, and noted that for the first
time, ABC-TV will program in the
10:30-11 p.m. period throughout the
week. He said it was expected that new
daytime programming to start next
October will strengthen the daytime
schedule established this past year.
AB-PT
stock

buying
held

Hot

RISE

back

by Noble

American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc. last Thursday (July 30)
acquired all the preferred stock formerly owned by Edward J. Noble, who
died last December, and now held by
his estate. AB-PT also purchased preferred shares held by the Edward John
Noble Foundation.
At the time of his death, Mr. Noble
was the largest single stockholder of
AB-PT, owning approximately 75% of
the preferred and 8% of the common
stock, much of the holdings in the
name of the foundation.
AB-PT on Thursday purchased on
the New York Stock Exchange 225,028
shares of its '"6% preferred stock held
by the estate and 15,740 shares of its
5% preferred stock held by the foundation, at a price of $19.25 per share.
Maintains a Bid • The corporation
said it would maintain a bid on the exchange until Sept. 30 of this year to
purchase — at the same price — "all or
any" of a remaining 78,537 shares of its
5% preferred held by other stockholders which may be offered.
AB-PT explained that the elimination of the stock was being made to
simplify
the company's
capital structure
and to save
dividend payments
on the
outstanding preferred stock.
Mr. Noble at the time of his death
was chairman of the finance committee
and on the executive committee of ABPT and was board chairman of Beechnut-Life Savers Inc. Since it was set up
in 1940 by Mr. Noble, the foundation
has made many substantial contributions
for educational, religious and charitable
purposes. Mr. Noble took a hand in the
1953 merger of ABC (which he had acquired for $8 million in 1943) with
United Paramount Theatres to form
AB-PT, a deal said to have been in the
$25 millions.

tip

KPOI Honolulu received a telephone tip about a burglary that
had just been committed late last
month but the caller refused the
$1 the station gives listeners who
telephone in news tips. Reason:
He had just done the burglary
and didn't wish to give his address. Instead the thief requested
the buck be given the local Police
Relief Assn.

ABC-TV

unleashing

determined

promotion

ABC-TV is aiming to move into "a
firm number one" position among the
three networks in 1959-60, Oliver
Treyz, ABC-TV president, told a meeting of eastern affiliate executives in
New York last week.
"But 1959-60 will be a critical year
for us." Mr. Treyz cautioned about
150 station managers and station promotion managers attending the two-day
session. He said that 64% of the nighttime schedule is new programming,
which means "we have a big promotion
jobABC-TV,
ahead of Mr.
us." Treyz reported, is
launching "the most extensive promotion-publicty-exploiadvertising
taiondrive
in
history"
in
support
of its fall
schedule.
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of
American Broadcasting-Paramount
Theatres Inc., parent company, called
on affiliates for "the same drive and
enthusiasm" in their promotion of ABCTV's "more than $75 million programming investment" as has been shown by
the network in building the schedule.
A half dozen other network officers
addressed the affiliate session.
A similar meeting for the midwest
and far west station managers and
promotion managers was held in Chicago on Thursday and Friday (July
28-31). Regional sessions will be held
today and tomorrow (Aug. 3-4) in
Dallas and in Los Angeles on Thursday
and Friday (Aug. 6-7).
KSPR-TV

bows

to catv

License for ch. 6 KSPR-TV Casper.
Wyo., has been returned to FCC by
owner Donald L. Hathaway and the station went dark July 21. "Our main
stumbling block has not been the competitive tv station [KTWO-TV] here
but rather the community tv set-up . . ."
which brings in three stations from
Denver and also repeats KTWO-TV,
Mr. Hathaway told FCC.
He said viewers hooked into catv had
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Any advertising campaign aimed
at America's top sales markets must
include Tampa-St. Petersburg Metropolitan Market — America's 26th
Retail Market — and WFLA-TV!
WFLA-TV

reaches more than

320,000 TV

sets in the Land of

Profitunity — a rich, busy 26-county
area where retail sales topped two
and a quarter billion dollars last year
— up 131% since 1950!
Take advantage of this exciting
sales — and profit — opportunity! Spot

Figures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying Power.

TAMPA

your product on WFLA-TV —
dominant in the Land of Profitunity!

- ST. PETERSBURG
NATIONAL
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prenticeships in school systems that
use tv in their instruction. All of the
center's research findings will be made
available in publications and films.
Tv

Ensconced • WAVE-AM-TV Louisville moved into its new headquarters
last month. Costing about $1.5 million plus equipment and furnishings, the
building has two tv studios, a radio studio, three announce booths, three control rooms, film and viewing rooms, offices and workshops. The address:
725 S. Floyd St.
Official dedication of the building will take place Oct. 23, marked by the
broadcast of Beatrice, an opera commissioned by WAVE Inc.
to install a special switch to get KSPRTV aired signals and even then it was
difficult to get a good ch. 6 picture because of cable interference on the adjacent channel. "We had hopes that the
FCC or other legislation would come to
our rescue on this unfair situation, however after holding out this long feel it
is now prudent to discontinue operation
of free tv," Mr. Hathaway said.
The station had lost $95,000 since
going on air in August 1957, he reported. Earlier this month, KSPR radio
was sold to KTWO-TV for $150,000
(Broadcasting, July 13) and Mr.
Hathaway sold tv equipment to Community Tv Systems (William Daniels of
Denver) for approximately $300,000.
WTOC-TV

trial film

Court proceedings, including pronouncement of the death penalty on
two defendants, were filmed by WTOCTV Savannah, Ga., with attorneys for
both demanding new trials on the basis
of the telecasts. No pictures were permitted of defendants in the courtroom
during the trial but other photography
was allowed with available lighting.
Judge J. Henry Johnson, of the Beaufort, S.C., county court, presided.
At one point in the proceedings
Judge Johnson put a still photographer
on the stand with instructions to take a
picture of a protesting lawyer. The lawyer was unable to tell when a picture
was taken. Some of the WTOC-TV
footage was carried on CBS-TV.
48 (THE MEDIA)

RCA,

NYU

to set

up

etv training center
In collaboration with RCA, New
York U. in September will open a
center for instructional television, reported to be the first of its kind in
the U.S. Through RCA's contributions
of $100,000 and television equipment,
the center will "develop and disseminate the most effective techniques for
televised teaching in the nation's
schools," according to Dr. John E. Ives
Jr., NYU executive vice president.
The center's program, administered
by NYU's School of Education and
Communication Arts Group, is designed for teachers, producer-directors,
evaluators, administrators and others,
and will include teacher-training, apprenticeships, institutes, in-service workshops, consulting services and research.
Appointments
of announced
the center'sat director
and
staff will be
a later
date. An advisory group of 19 educators and authorities on educational
television has been organized.
The teacher-training phase of the
center's program will consist of a
workshop in tv teaching for graduate
students, under-graduates who have
had teaching experience, practicing
teachers and school administrators who
have been recommended by their
school systems. On completion of the
workshop, for which credit will be
given in the School of Education,
qualified persons will be offered ap-

PR

committee

set to act this week
The campaign to give the public a
better appreciation of television will
come off the drafting board this week.
Television Information Committee,
top policy unit for the upcoming Television Information Organization, will
go over a program of activities as well
as financial structure and selection of a
TIC operating head at subcommittee
meetings to be held tomorrow (Aug. 4)
at the Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Three subcommittees will hold separate meetings starting at a luncheon
session. Clair R. McCollough, Steinman
Stations, chairman of TIC, said that if
the committees come up with specific
proposals "it may be possible to hold a
committee meeting at the end of the
day and take action on some of the subcommittee recommendations." The subcommittees will make no announcements of their actions. Their membership adds up to full TIC structure.
The subcommittees were named at a
July 15 TIC meeting (Broadcasting,
July 20). Target dates of Sept. 15 for
appointment of a director and Oct. 1 to
start operation were set at the July session.
Members of the TIC committee, besides Chairman McCollough, are C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting Corp.; Willard E. Walbridge,
KTRK-TV Houston; Roger W. Clipp,
Triangle Stations; John S. Hayes, Washington Post Broadcast Div.: Lawrence
H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV Huntington,
W. Va.; Michael J. Foster, ABC-TV;
Charles S. Steinberg, CBS-TV, and
Kenneth W. Bilby, NBC-TV.
MBS
hearing Aug. 28
U.S. Referee Asa Herzog last week
set Aug. 28 as the date for hearing a
motion by Mutual for a decision on the
network's petition for voluntary bankruptcy under chapter 1 1 of the Bankseq.). ruptcy Act (Broadcasting, July 6 et
Referee Herzog told a creditors meeting that another session will be scheduled on Aug. 12, at which time the
creditors' committee will submit a progress report on the total number of
creditors who have approved Mutual's
plan for disposing of its debts. Mutual
has liabilities of $3,195,607 and has
offered the vast majority of creditors
10 cents on the dollar. The plan must
be approved by at least 5 1 % of the
total number of creditors who are owed
at least 51% of the total amount.
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ABC

distortion
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DOGHOUSE

of tv tape

communications

One of broadcasting's brightest scoops
ended on a sour note Thursday (June
30). The scoop: the tv recording of the
Nixon-Khrushchev debate in the American exhibit in Moscow. The sour note:
ABC's getting squeezed in power politics when the Soviet premier accused
that network of distorting its translation
of his remarks.
Vice President Nixon and Premier
Khrushchev were touring the exhibit in
Moscow Friday before last when they
came upon the Ampex-RCA exhibit of
an American tv studio. They were asked
to step before the color camera, make
a few remarks, then see them played
back on tape. But during the demonstration they began their now-well-documented debate. The camera kept turning, but the two politicians ignored it in
the heat of their argument. After Phil
Gundy, Ampex International president,
reminded them that they were being recorded, they finally cut it off.
Mr. Gundy escorted the pair to the
tape machine, where he guided Mr.
Khrushchev's hand in manipulating the
controls to play back the recording. It
was then that Mr. Nixon and the Russian Premier agreed that the recording
be played for the American people, but
with the proviso that it be fully translated and unedited.
The Ampex representative immediately rushed the tape to his hotel and

interview;
for one

day

started making all the arrangements for
a quick flight home. He made it back
by Saturday morning (the debate was
at noon Friday Moscow time.)
actually
"smuggled"
tapeMr.outGundy
of Russia.
He wrapped
it inthea
dirty shirt and covered it with business
papers to avoid a customs delay. The
tape went unnoticed.
On arrival at New York's Idlewild
Airport Mr. Gundy was informed that
the State Dept. wanted him to hold off.
The diplomats had agreed that the tape
would be shown simultaneously in the
U.S. and the USSR. But after many
exchanges of phone calls between the
networks, the State Dept. and Moscow,
the networks agreed to release it despite
official hesitation, and did so at 1 1 p.m.
Saturday (with repeats Sunday).
ABC Denied Radio Circuit • Despite
the rhubarbs over official release all went
well until last Thursday. Then ABC
correspondents accompanying the
Nixon party in Russia were notified they
would be denied use of radio communications for 24 hours as punishment for
the alleged distortion of Mr. Khrushchev's remarks. Both CBS and NBC
were offered radio facilities, but both
declined, saying they would not take unfair advantage of a competitor in such
a punitive affair. (All three networks
had been sending their dispatches by

Ampex' Gundy
Home with hot tape
telephone lines last week, and ABC.
along with the other two, continued to
get its news out that way.)
Each of the three networks had arranged their own translations of the
Nixon-Khrushchev tape the preceding
Saturday. ABC denied that its version
differed from that of the other networks,
although there was some difference in
technique. CBS's commentator read the
translated remarks simultaneously with
the premier's appearance on the tape,
NBC's lagged
behind ahead
the video,
ABC's
sounded
somewhat
of it.
An
ABC spokesman said State Dept. monitors had verified its translation.
ABC's John Daly, who with Edward
Morgan was one of two ABC correspondents denied the wires Thursday,
broadcast his reaction via telephone
back home that night: "If you can hear
this it is a poor substitute for a broadcast circuit from Siberia promised by
the Russians after three days of wrangling with Mr. A.J. Popov, acting head
of the press section of the Foreign
Ministry. That circuit was taken away
from ABC one hour before broadcast
time in Sverdlovsk in Siberia because

The Celebrated Debate as Recorded on Tape
They talk on as tapes and cameras turn
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Mr.
Popovedition
finally ofgotPravda.
a copy He
of today's
Siberian
found
that Nikita Khrushchev criticized ABC
for its handling of the KhrushchevNixon video tape recording at the American exhibition in Moscow last week
in a speech at the Dniepropetrovsk machine building plant two days ago. My
colleagues from CBS and NBC accompanying Vice President Nixon were told
they could still use the broadcast circuits
and — bless them — they told Mr. Popov
in blunt language, "No thank you. We
don't know the facts of the telecast at
home." Neither does Mr. Popov. He just
49

You're

read in the paper that Mr. Khrushchev
is unhappy. In sum, it's a heck of a way
to run a let's-be-friends visit by the
Vice President of the United States . . ."
A U.S. State Dept. official flatly rejected the idea that Khrushchev's remarks had not been translated completely and accurately. Joseph W. Reap, State
press officer, said U.S. government Russian language experts fully substantiated
assurances from the networks that the

missing

almost

of your audience
unless

in the

translations were "complete and accurate." Transcripts of all three programs
were given to two State Dept. officials
flying to Moscow for delivery to Vice
President Nixon in case he wanted to

JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA
market!

rebut Mr. Khrushchev's charges. The
two officials, both Polish experts, are
joining Mr. Nixon for his trip to Poland.

you SO/y

WJACTV

WJAC-TV is the established leader in the Johnstown-Altoona area, with nearly a 3 to 1
margin over Station B, its closest rival.
WJAC-TV--71.9
Figures are from ARB, November, 1958;
Station B--28.1
Proof that WJAC-TV delivers the audience.
■TOP

30 SHOWS
ON
WJAC-TV
Johnstown-Altoona Trendex, Feb., 1959
WARREN
Buy the station that guarantees

WJute/lMa

more viewers, from sign-on to

VENANGO

sign-off, all week long. People
prefer to watch the best. . .
WJAC-TV

SETT/ .^ALLEGANY (
Ask for all the
details from
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

United

Press

Facsimile
United

Press

Movietone

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings
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half-hour

film

gets double premiere
NAB's film showing the place of tv
in a typical American city was given
twin debuts last week. The half-hour
documentary was shown first to a news
conference in Washintgon, held Tuesday (July 28). The next day it was unveiled in Binghamton, N.Y., the city
used as a typical cross-section of the tv
audience.
Titled "In Focus," the film was produced with a $7,500 budget. It blends
excerpts from tv programs to dramatize
the way the lives of people are enriched by entertainment, information
and community service. United PressMovietone handled the filming. NAB
President Harold E. Fellows was narrator. Production was supervised by
Donald N. Martin, former NAB assistant to the president for public relations, and Stan Raiff of the NAB public
relations staff.
"In Focus" is available to NAB
members for use on the air and at community group showings. Purchase price
is $55 plus shipping costs; rental for
10 days, $17.50 plus shipping costs.
ARB

International

Newspictures

NAB

national

plan

A brochure describing its new "nationwide concept" of local television
audience measurements and explaining
both its new and established services
and how they can be used was announced last week by American Research
Bureau. The "nationwide"
includes measurement
of every U.S.plan
tv
market from two to twelve times a year,
publication of an annual coverage study
of the U.S., and a revised and expanded
format for ARB regular monthly reports (Broadcasting, May 25). Designed for agencies, advertisers and stations, the brochure is available on
request to ARB's sales office at 400
Park Ave., New York.
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WHY
AND

TELEVISION

PRODUCTION

TAPE
MEN

THE
7 WAYS

ENGINEERS
CHOOSE

AMPEX

CONSOLE

BETTER...

Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-day production
work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than two, and they know it. And they know that Ampex
console design gives them those extra hands with a speed and efficiency in production unmatched
by rack or any other design . . .
• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing in
one position.
• All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.
• Monitoring is at eye level.
• Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.
• Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.
• Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels — no extra table required.
• And it's safe — you can't bump into turning reels.
There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape* Television Recorders in operation throughout
the world — in all major networks, in stations and production companies.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages
and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.
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Changing

hands

Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KDYL-KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City,
Utah: Sold by Time Inc. to Columbia
Pictures Corp. for $3.1 million (see

WBNS

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

The local advertiser buys and renews ivhere results
are best. 73 of our local contracts have been in effect
from 2 to 27 years. 50 are renewals of from 2 to 10
year's
standing.
successful
years. 23 have been ivith us from 11 to 27

NEW

ENGLAND

$140,000

Fulltime operation in wealthy and important market. Consumer income far above
average. Number One in ratings and having
best year. Showing good cash flow profit.
$40,000 down and balance on excellent ten
year terms.
NORTHWEST
Daytimer in large, prosperous metropolitan
market. This one has real potential, particularly for an aggressive owner-operator.
Owns transmitter site. Attractive terms can
be negotiated.

$130,000

MIDWEST
Consistently improving daytimer in solid
two-station market. Showing good profit.
Can pay for itself out of earnings after
$29,000 down payment.
WEST
Outstanding fulltime facility in one of the
West Coast's major markets. Good real estate included. $135,000 cash required, with
reasonable payout terms.
FINANCING
NEGOTIATIONS

$100,000

$450,000

APPRAISALS

4/8
lac-kbw
&
Com
RADIO
TV -mNEWSPAPER
BROKERS
pany
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin M. Selph
James W. Blockburn
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
California
Bank Bldg.
Stanley Whitaker 9441 Wilshire
Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Avenue Healey Building
Atlanta, Georgia
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
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page 57).
• KZEY Tyler, Tex. : Sold by R. Thomas Gibson and Edward E. McLemore to
Leon S. Walton for $135,000. Mr. Walton owns KOPY Alice, Tex. Sale was
negotiated by Patt McDonald, Austin,
Tex. KZEY operates on 690 kc with
250 w, daytime.
• KGLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif.:
Sold by Echo Park Evangelistic Assn.
to Edward Jacobson, president, Certified Store Broadcasting Co.; for over
$125,000. Wilt Gunzendorfer & Assoc.,
Los Angeles, was the broker. KGLA
will be key station in the west for Certified Store Broadcasting, operator of
Storecasting and Tune Time in Los Angeles and Chicago. Mr. Jacobson recently purchased KDWD (FM) San
Diego, subject to FCC approval, and he
plans to initiate fm storecasting service
there as well (Broadcasting, June 8).
KGLA is on 103.5 mc with 13 kw ERP.
• WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn.: Sold bv
Prentiss E. Furlow, John Beard and
Cecil K. Beaver to C.R. Rader and
George Patten for $65,000. Messrs.
Rader and Patten own WBML Macon.
Ga. Broker was Blackburn & Co.
WAGC is 250 w on 1450 kc.
• WWSR St. Albans, Vt. : Sold by Vermont Radio Corp. (Lloyd Squier, owner of WDEC Waterbury, Vt., principal
stockholder), to Robert I. Kimel and
Bessie Grad of Haverhill, Mass., for
$45,000. Mr. Kimel formerly was manager of WHAV Haverhill, now runs advertising agency there. Mrs. Grad is
housewife. WWSR operates on 1420 kc
with 1 kw day. Broker: Paul H. Chapman Co.
• WOVE Welch, W.Va.: Sold by C Elvin Feltner Jr. and associates to South
C. Bevins for $27,500. Mr. Bevins owns
WMLF Pineville. Ky. Transaction was
handled by Paul H. Chapman Co., Atlanta. WOVE operates on 1340 kc with
250 w.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 87).
• KOSI Aurora-Denver, Colo.: Sold to
Armstrong Properties Inc. (William L.
and Dorothy Armstrong, each 30%,
and son. W.L. Armstrons. former asBROADCASTING, August 3, 1959
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WOW
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F. & M.

Me
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SCHAEFER

BREWING

CO.

through Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn / 9 markets / Northeast
DREWRYS

LIMITED

through MacFarland, Aveyard & Company 1 15 markets I Midwest.
STANDARD

OIL

COMPANY

OF

TEXAS

through White & Shuford / // markets / Texas and New Mexico.
CROSLEY

BROADCASTING

CORP.

WLW-T, Cincinnati; WLW-A, Atlanta; WLW-C,
WLW-I, Indianapolis.
CANADIAN

BROADCASTING

Columbus; WLW-D, Dayton;

CORPORATION

entire network.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVE. • NEW YORK 22 • PLAZA 5-2100

o

PLAY

^

YOUR
RECORDINGS
THE

ON
NEW
CB-500

Transcription
Turntable

The ^■■p
phrawhee
se —l
"a
within a
wheel"
\
describesbest
the
exclusive design of
the new Gates CB-500 v%
turntable.
\The drive is against a solid
inner hub, away from the
usable playing surface of the
platter. Any vibration or rumble is
pushing against the center bearing
instead of pulling away, such as in
outer rim turntables.
As a result, rumble has been reduced so
remarkably that production line turntables now
exceed earlier laboratory standards.
You, as a broadcaster, realize the importance of this
emphasis on true low rumble. Both stereo and improved standard monaural LP recordings are quick to
accent the rumble or noise factor— which has created new
and exacting demands of transcription turntables. The Gates
CB-500 is offered to meet these demands and to greatly
improve the reproduction qualities of every on-air recording.
You will want to know more about this exciting new turntable.
Write today for Bulletin 108-B, which provides test comparisons of
leading friction drive turntables and describes each outstand
ture of the new Gates CB-500
ing feaHARR

IS

I NTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-Intertypc Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
Offices in:
International division:
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY

In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

sistant to vice president of WIL St.
Louis, 40%) by David M. Segal, Floyd
Bell and Edward M. Guss for $371,800.
KOSI is on 1430 kc with 5 kw day, 500
w night directional.
• WHHM Memphis, Tenn.: Sold to
Thomas W. Shipp by Cy Blumenthal for
$200,000. Mr. Blumenthal owns WARLAM-FM Arlington (Washington, D.C.),
WCMS Norfolk, both Virginia; KCKN
Kansas City, Kan.; WABB Mobile, Ala.
and minority interest in WROV Roanoke, Va. WHHM is ABC affiliate on
1340 kc with 250 w.
• WKHM Jackson, Mich.: Two-thirds
interest in Jackson Broadcasting & Television Corp. sold to Frederick A.
Knorr, present one-third owner, by
Harvey R. Hansen and William H. McCoy for $150,000. Mr. Knorr has interests in WKMH-AM-FM Dearborn,
WKMF Flint, WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, and WELL Battle Creek, all Mich-

igan. WKHM is Mutual affiliate on 970
with 1 kw, directional night and day.
• KMBY Monterey, Calif.: Sold to
John L. Burroughs, Chicago manufacturer by B.P. Timothy for $130,000.
KMBY is on 1240 kc with 250 w.
• WGGO Salamanca, N.Y.: Sold to
Jamestown Broadcasting Co. (Si Goldman) by Alfred B. Smith (majority
owner of WCBC Anderson, Ind.) for
$40,750. Jamestown Broadcasting Co.
owns WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown and
WDOE Dunkirk, both New York.
WGGO is on 1590 kc with 1 kw, day.
Traffic
NAB

jam

campaign
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target

NAB is enlisting station cooperation
in a campaign to prevent traffic jams at
the scenes of accidents, disasters, airline crashes and other emergencies.
President Harold E. Fellows wrote
E.R. Quesada, Federal Aviation Agency
administrator, last Wednesday (July 29)
that broadcasters have been asked to request the public to stay away from these
areas and to cooperate with public authorities. Mr. Fellows acted after a
conference with Mr. Quesada at which
the recent landing of a crippled jet airliner at Idlewild Airport, New York,
was discussed.
"Neither of us contemplates any
type of activity which would involve
any form of censorship," Mr. Fellows
said, "but we both recognize the tremendous impact of radio and tv news
because the media often report events
while they actually are occurring. Time
and time again this immediacy has
saved lives in disasters."
Regional

Columbia moving in • Completing the $3.1 million-plus sale of
KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT (TV)
Salt Lake City (At Deadline,
July 27) are Weston C. Pullen Jr.
(1), Time Inc. vice president in
charge of broadcasting operations,
and Abraham Schneider, president of Columbia Pictures Corp.
Mr. Schneider, whose company
also runs Screen Gems Inc., tv
film-making subsidiary, said that
this marked the first step in Columbia's move to acquire the maximum number of tv stations. The
transaction was negotiated by Mr.
Pullen and Norman Louvau, Columbia Pictures station operations
general manager. Time Inc.
bought the Salt Lake City stations, with G. Bennett Larson
owning 20%, in 1953 for $2.1
million.

danger

etv

network

Prospects for a regional educational
television network in the upper Midwest will be studied as the result of a
$30,110 grant by the Louis W. and
Maud Hill Family Foundation of St.
Paul, Minn., to the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, Urbana, 111.
Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota and Wisconsin will
be included in the area to be studied
under the direction of Dr. John
C. Schwarzwalder, general manager,
KTCA-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, and
director of NAEB's Region Four.
With five educational tv stations currently in the six-state area and a total
of 24 unused vhf and ufh channels reserved for etv, the existence of a network will provide a "stimulus for the
establishment of new etv stations," Dr.
Schwarzwalder stated. Headquarters for
the study, scheduled for completion on
March 1, 1960, will be at KTCA-TV
studios.

Fm pays in Okla.
Down in Oklahoma City an independent fm operation barely
more than a year old has worked
its way into the black, thanks to
aggressive programming built
around sports and music.
KYFM (FM), which exclusively carries Mutual's Game of the
Day in the area, also regularly
serves as originating station for
state sport features to other radio
outlets. This includes the basketball schedule of Oklahoma City
U.,The
one music
of theside
nation's
top teams.
of programming
ranges from hi-fidelity offerings to
a policy that excludes vocals from
daytime music programs. Two recent boosts for KYFM's position
came when Gov. J. Howard Edmondson officially proclaimed last
May as "Tribute to KYFM
Month," and when a listener reaction of 1,000 cards and letters
prompted
the station to extend its
daily.
weekday schedule to 17 hours
Station Manager Ed Nail points
out that KYFM is absolutely an
independent enterprise. "We are
not affiliated with any other radio
station, publishing house or other
business. We are strictly in broadcasting, and on our own."
Court

tv techniques

Modern techniques in covering court
trials will be demonstrated Oct. 16 in
New Orleans at a workshop to be conducted during the convention of RadioTelevision News Directors Assn.
A mock trial to be held in Civil
Court of Louisiana will be telecast
under direction of Bill Monroe, WDSUTV New Orleans cameraman, according to Bill Small, WHAS-TV Louisville,
RTNDA tv vice president.
The workshop will include talks by
Reuven Frank, producer of NBC's
Huntley-Brinkley News; Jim Bennett,
KLZ-TV Denver news director, and
Marlowe Froke, journalism faculty
member at Penn State U. Mr. Froke
recently conducted a survey showing
the scope of news directors' activities
and attitudes, with the university and
RTNDA as sponsors.
Also set for Oct. 15 is a radio workshop set up by Nick Basso, WSAZ
Huntington, W. Va. and RTNDA vice
president-radio. Among speakers are
lohn Secondari, ABC Washington news
chief; Dave Muhlstein, KLIF Dallas,
(THE MEDIA) 57

dealing with the RTNDA board's recent
views on use of gimmicks in newscasts,
and Norman Brewer, WMPS Memphis,
discussing use of mobile units in independent radio operations.
MBS signs 4 stations
The signing of KOBY San Francisco
KITO San Bernardino, Calif., and
KICO El Centra, Calif., as Mutual
affiliates was announced last week by
Robert F. Hurleigh, MBS president.
These additions bring to 22 the number
of independent stations that have joined
Mutual in the past five months, Mr.
Hurleigh said.
WOHO Toledo, Ohio, also has affiliated with Mutual, it was announced
earlier.
• Media

reports

• Taft Broadcasting Co. (WKRC-AMFM-TV Cincinnati and WTVN-AMFM-TV Columbus, both Ohio; WBRCAM-FM-TV Birmingham, Ala.; WBIRAM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn. (30%),
and WKYT (TV) Lexington, Ky.), had
a $395,324 net income for its first
fiscal quarter ended June 30. This is
a 32% increase (27 cents a share)
over the similar 1958 period. Net sales
increase is 16% ($2,510,556) over last
year's first quarter.
• KQDE Renton (Seattle), Wash., last
Saturday (Aug. 1) revised its rate card
to show a single rate covering both
national and local business. Announcement was made by Wally Nelskog.
northwest station owner, whose properties include KQDE.
• WMT-AM-TV Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
have named Jack Dallas, agricultural
journalism student, Iowa State U., winner of their 1959 farm scholarship
award worth $1,000. The winner also
works during the summer at WMT.
then serves as WMT's university farm
correspondent the following year.
• Educational WGTS - FM Takoma
Park, Md., and the Washington Academy of Radio & Television Broadcasting on July 27 started sharing programming of the station. Students of the
academy and the Washington Missionaryduce
College
(station's shows
owner) from
will proand broadcast
the
academy's studios at 1322 18th St.
N.W., Washington.
• Hal Phillips & Assoc., public relations
firm, has moved its L.A. office to 8721
Beverly Blvd. The new phone number
is Oleander 5-8551. Doris Jenkins
Vanzler, formerly with Fawcett Publications, N.Y., has joined Phillips'
L.A. staff. June Schick, former publicity director of Chicago's Merchan58 (THE MEDIA)

dise Mart, has joined the Phillips office
in that city.

Ashland, Ky.; KXYZ Houston, and
KRIG Odessa, Tex., name Clarke
Brown Co., Dallas.

• Rep appointments
• KSAN San Francisco appoints Bob
Dore Assoc., N.Y.

• KZIX Fort Collins, Colo., names
B-N-B Time Sales as West Coast representative.

• KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa, appoints
the Branham Co.

• B-N-B Inc. Time Sales has been appointed as the Los Angeles-San Francisco representative of KBVM Lancaster, Calif.
• KSAR and KSBK Naha, Okinawa,
name Intercontinental Services Ltd.,
N.Y., for U.S. and Canada. KSAR
broadcasts in Japanese, KSBK in English. Both stations are commercial.

• WPAR Parkersburg and WBOY
Clarksburg, both West Virginia, name
Walker-Rawalt Co.
• KWBR Oakland, Calif., appoints
Bernard Howard & Co., N.Y., for New
York, Chicago and Atlanta. B-N-B Inc.
Time Sales will represent the station in
Los Angeles.
• KITE San Antonio, Tex.; WTCR

Public

• WFEA Manchester, N.H., appoints
Paul H. Raymer Co., N.Y.

se rvice

Between 500 and 600 readers of
Harper's magazine have endorsed a
proposal that radio-tv stations be required to contribute to a kitty to
finance public service programs that
they would have to carry in prime
time.
That was the report last week
from the office of Editor John
Fischer, who advanced the proposal
in his "Editor's Easy Chair" column in Harper's July issue. Reporting a little more than a month after
the column appeared, aides said the
mail reaction contained only two
negative responses one was from a
woman who said her father was a
station manager.
They said the mail would be
turned over to Sen. A. S. (Mike)
Monroney (D-Okla.). Without idenFischer's
column tifying
hadthe legislator,
said that Mr.
comments
on
the proposal would be given to "a
member of Congress who is interested in the possibility of doing
something about it." (Sen. Monroney. a member of the Senate
Commerce Committee and its Communications Subcommittee, has been
vocal in his criticism of tv programming and rating services and the
lack of public service programming
by the networks.)
Proposal Explained • Mr.
Fischer's proposal was that each
radio and tv station contribute "a
modest
percentage"
— 10The
or 15%
—
of annual
earnings.
money
would go to a National Broadcasting Authority, "a public body chartered by Congress but carefully insulated from politics," which would
oversee production of special service
programming. At the outset, NBA
might undertake six hour-long pro-

pool

grams a week— three for tv and three
for radio.
"Each program would have to be
carried by one of the major networks and all of its affiliated stations, in prime evening time," Mr.
Fischer said in his proposal. "Monday's program, for example, might
be assigned to NBC, Wednesday's
to CBS and Friday's to ABC. . . .
Unaffiliated stations might be required to devote an equal amount
of time to showing the Authority's
kinescopes. Thus the viewer would
have genuine freedom of choice.
Mr. Fischer apparently sees this
system as a replacement for all
other public-service programming.
In his column he said: "This system
would cost the broadcasters far less
than youworksmight
For the netand the think.
few conscientious
local stations would be relieved of
the painful and expensive duty of
producing public service programming. And those stations which
now evade this duty would be forced
to bear their fair share of the Authority's cost.
"All broadcasters could then go
merrily about their primary business
of selling advertising- — undistracted
by the present conflict between their
duty to their stockholders and their
duty to the public service. . . ."
In Mr. Fischer's plan the actual
production would be under an NBA
program manager, "an experienced
broadcasting executive" working
within general policy directives laid
down by NBA.
Mr. Fischer mentioned CBS Newscaster Edward R. Murrow as the
type he had in mind for the program manager's job.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959
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Radio Station
WHIM
Providence, R. I.
arm
announces
the appointment of
Peters,
*

Griffin,

Woodward,

inc.

as National Representatives
effective August 1, 1959

.

WHIM
/ owned and operated by BUCKLEY-JAEGER
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315

newscast

GAG

ON

relief passed

THE

by Senate;

WAY
now

OUT

it's up to House

Relief from the legislative gag on
that can be presented under the cirpanel discussions"
from thebyequal
covered
shows, sponsored
Sen. timeClair
cumstances," Sen. Pastore said.
political broadcasts reached the twothirds mark at the weekend.
Panels Not Popular • Several senEngle (D-Calif.), and (2) added a phrase
ators spoke against inclusion of a panel
The U.S. Senate voted an amendstating that "all sides of public controdiscussion exemption in the bill while
versies shall be given as fair an opporment to Sec. 315 of the Communications Act. This action would remove
tunity to be heard as is practically
the two New York Republicans (Sens.
Jacob Javits and Kenneth Keating)
the tougher restrictions on newscasts,
possible." introduced by Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.).
raised the only voices against the Engle
except for panel programs.
Last March President Eisenhower
proposal. Sen. Engle said that Congress
Sen. John Pastore (D-R.L), chairhad demanded a change in the law
man of the Senate Commerce Comhas had "something like 32 years exmunications Subcommittee and floor
perience with the law and we have had
to prevent the "ridiculous" situations
no trouble with it at all. It was not
manager of the bill, accepted these two
created by the equal-time language
that forces broadcasters to give time amendments (with reservations as to until February of this year, when the
to splinter and crackpot candidates
Sen. Proxmire's) but outspokenly de- FCC issued its stupid, silly decision in
(Broadcasting, March 23).
nounced a defeated proposal by Sen.
the Lar Daly case that we were conNow the House is preparing to de- Russell Long (D-La.) limiting the life
fronted with any trouble."
bate legislation roughly similar to the of the bill to June 30, 1960.
He said — and every senator who
Under S 2424 as passed, appearance
Senate bill (see texts page 63).
spoke during the debate agreed — that
If the House leadership wants to of legally qualified candidates on newsthe FCC interpretation of Sec. 315
grant Sec. 315 relief, a bill acceptable
casts, news interviews, news documenmust be reversed. "But the bill does
to both the Senate and President is
more than reverse the decision and
taries and on-the-spot news coverage
would be exempt from demands for
conceivable. There are signs of opposithat is why I complain about it," Sen.
tion to such House action, however,
equal time. "If the members of the Engle said.
Sen. Javits maintained panel shows
with possibility that Congress will ad- Senate read the bill very carefully and
journ without any legislation on the take into account the existing law . . . should be included in the exemption.
I believe they will agree with me that
subject.
"Let us not be wearing blinkers in
terms of problems we face in daily
FCC, long a target of criticism be- we have presented a measure which
decisions, but let us realize the broad
cause of its narrow and legalistic
comes pretty close to being the best
approach to the Sec. 315 dipublic interest which is inlemma, relaxed somewhat
he said. herent in panel discussions,"
last week by issuing an order
that: (1) Requires a squawkLast Thursday, Sen. Engle
ing candidate wanting equal
said that his amendment
time to file his plea a week
would prevent such shows as
after a broadcast (2) Puts the
Face the Nation and Meet
burden of proof on the canThe Press from claiming Sec.
didate (story page 64).
315 exemption. But this view
The FCC action, inciwas ers.
disputed
by several
othOne senator,
who asked
dentally, removes a basic political problem by freeing
to remain unnamed, stated:
stations from a mandatory
"If those shows are not news
interviews, as exempted in
equal-time grant to a candidate who becomes qualified
the bill, I would like to know
more than one week after a
Sen.theyProxmire
said that
broadcast by a qualified canwhat
are."
didate for the same office.
his amendment in no way inThe Two Changes • The
fringes upon spelled out exSenate in its action last Tuesceptions in S 2424 but
day (July 28), approved the
merely makes it a written law
exemption of certain news
that all sides must be given
shows from Sec. 315 by a
a fair opportunity to be
heard. He maintained it also
voice vote. The action came
after 2Vi hours of debate
would afford protection for
during which two amendsubstantial minor party candidates.
ments were adopted and a
third was rejected.
'Surplusage' • Sen. Pastore
From 30-40 senators were
termed the Proxmire amendon the floor during considerment '"surplusage" because
ation of the bill, S 2424, and
of Sec. 2 of the bill (see sep"The following program is brought to you by courtesy
entered actively into the dearate story) and the same
bate. Amendments approved
provisions are spelled out
FCC!"Sanders in the "Greensboro (N.C.) Daily News*'
of theWilliam
in the committee report
( 1 ) deleted the words "or
62
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How

House

and

Senate

Different language with a generally similar objective
marks the Sec. 315 relief bill passed last week by the
Senate (S 2424) and the bill reported to the House by
its Commerce Committee (HR 7985).
Text of Sec. 315 as amended by the Senate follows
(amended language in boldface type) :
(a) If any licensee shall permit any person who is a
legally qualified candidate for any public office to use a
broadcasting station, he shall afford equal opportunities
to all other such candidates for that office in the use of
such broadcasting station: Provided, That such licensee
shall have no power of * censorship over the material
broadcast under the provisions of this section. No obligation is hereby imposed upon any licensee to allow the
use of its station by any such candidate.
Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any
newscast, news interview, news documentary, on-the-spot
coverage of news events shall not be deemed to be use
of a broadcasting station within the meaning of this
subsection, but nothing in this sentence shall be construed as changing the basic intent of Congress with
respect to the provisions of this Act, which recognizes
that television and radio frequencies are in the public
domain, that the license to operate in such frequencies
requires operation in the public interest, and that in newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, on-the-spot
coverage of news events, all sides of public controversies
shall be given as fair an opportunity to be heard as is
practically possible.
(b) The charges made for the use of any broadcasting
station for any of the purposes set forth in this section
shall not exceed the charges made for comparable use
of such station for other purposes.
(c) The Commission shall prescribe appropriate rules
and regulations to carry out the provisions of this section.
The House bill would add this language to paragraph

(Broadcasting, July 27). "But if it
will make the senator happy to have
the language in the bill," Sen. Pastore
said, "I will accept the amendment
and take it to conference [with the
House]."
Sen. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), prime
mover of a Sec. 315 amendment in the
Senate, said the Proxmire amendment
does not deal with the subject matter
of S 2424 and in no way clarifies it.
"In my opinion, it serves only to confuse the issue even further ..." he
said.
The current Louisiana governor's
campaign was often referred to by
Sen. Long in arguments for a oneyear restriction on the bill. So often,
in fact, that Sen. Pastore remarked
at one point: "I hope we do not write
a law for the sake of Louisiana only.
I do not regard Louisiana as the only
basis for determining what is a wise
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

semantics

vary

(a) instead of the above Senate amendment:
Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any
bona fide newscast (including news interviews) or any
on-the-spot coverage of news events (including but not
limited to political conventions and activities incidental
thereto) where the appearance of a candidate on such
newscast, interview, or in connection with such coverage
is incidental to the presentation of news, shall not be
deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the
meaning of this subsection.
In addition to the language amending Sec. 315, the
House bill contained a section (2) calling for a review
of the political problem. The additional language in the
House-pending bill follows:
(a) The Congress declares its intention to reexamine
the amendment to Sec. 315 (a) of the Communications
Act of 1934 made by the first section of this Act, at or
before the end of the three-year period beginning on
the date of the enactment of this Act, to ascertain
whether the remedy provided by such amendment has
proved to be effective and practicable.
(b) To assist the Congress in making the reexamination of the amendment made by the first section of this
Act, the FCC shall make a report to the Congress, within
15 days after the close of the year beginning on the date
of the enactment of this Act and within 15 days after the
close of each of the following two years, setting forth
(1) the information and data used by it in determining
questions arising from or connected with such amendments, and (2) such recommendations as it deems necessary to protect the public interest and to assure equal
treatment of all legally qualified candidates for public
office under Sec. 315 of the Communication Act of 1934.
* An interpretation of Sec. 315 by the U.S. Supreme Court
holds that broadcasters are immune from libel actions arising
from appearances of political candidates [BROADCASTING,
July 6]. The court held this freedom from libel is implied
under
ban onwas broadcast
candidates'
remarks.theThelaw's
decision
reached incensorship
the Northof Dakota
case
involving a libel suit centering around remarks made on
WDAY-TV Fargo, by A.C. Townley, an independent candidate.
[Footnote supplied by BROADCASTING]

law and what is a foolish law."
Sen. Long said S 2424 as drafted
gives "... a wide-open power and
right to discriminate on the part of
the television station . . . and provides
a wide-open right to a station, without
any disqualifications whatsoever, if it
desires to do so, to devote its news
programs exclusively to one candidate. . . ." He maintained the governor's race in his home state would
provide ample opportunity to test the
law and, unless his amendment is
adopted, it would be impossible to
change it next year in the face of network opposition.
Time not Wasted • Sen. Pastore told
his colleagues that Sec. 315 might as
well be left untouched if the Long
amendment is added. "I will tell the
senators quite frankly that what is
being actually proposed is to vitiate
the entire bill," Sen. Pastore stated.

"The senator [Long] is actually saying
that we have wasted our time in comMentioned frequently by various senators during the debate were CBS'
cancellation of Sen. Hubert Hummittee."
phrey's (Broadcasting,
scheduled appearance July
on Face
the Nation
27);
Vice
Richard
Nixon's
to
Russia;President
CBS special
program
eighttripdays
ago on Sec. 315 (see page 64), broadcast editorials, with recommendations
that stations do more; legally qualified
candidates, and personal radio-tv campaign experiences of the various senators.
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Commerce Committee,
said that group must make an attempt
in the future to define a legally qualified candidate because FCC has never
63
met the question with a uniform ruling. He also warned the committee

CBS
'Equal

EDITORIAL
time'

granted

to Sec, 31 5 supporters
CBS President Frank Stanton went
on the air last week to plead the importance ofrevising Sec. 315 and thereby lifting the "blackout" it imposes on
political campaign coverage. His fourminute editorial and the half-hour special program in which it was featured
were to be "answered" yesterday
(Aug. 2) by three supoprters of Sec.
315.

r
Senator Engle
Excludes panel discussions

Senator Proxmire
Wants all sides aired

would "jack up" stations for more public service programming.
Senate passage of the equal time
bill came after five days of public
hearings in June. The House Commerce Committee has approved a similar measure (HR 7985) which is expected to be formally reported to the
floor this week. It will have to be
cleared by the Rules Committee before action can be taken, however.
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton

wired affiliates that the Senate-passed
bill would afford radio-tv "'a greater opportunity to serve the public during
political campaigns," although he expressed disappointment that panel discussions were not exempted. He said
the House version "is much more restrictive on broadcaster's ability to
cover political candidates and it is
our hope that the final version that may
be agreed upon by both houses would
parallel the Senate version."

FCC
The FCC last week decided finally
to lay down a few guidelines on Sec.
315 — particularly before the 1960
political campaign begins.
By order, the Commission amended its political broadcast rules to —
• Require that a request for equal
opportunities on a broadcast station under Sec. 315 must be submitted to the licensee within one week
of the day on which the prior use
occurred.
• The burden of proving his bona
fides or that of his opponent shall be
on the candidate requesting equal
opportunities of a licensee, or complaining of alleged non-compliance
to the FCC. This means that where a
candidate seeks equal time, he must
not only prove his legitimacy as a
candidate, but that of his opponent
for the same office.
The Commission said it was mak64 (GOVERNMENT)

'amends1

Sec.

Dr. Stanton appeared on Behind the
News: Sec. 315 on CBS-TV July 26
at 6-6:30 p.m. (EDT). with the audio
portion repeated later in the week on
CBS Radio. The answering half-hour
was slated on CBS-TV yesterday at 7:308 p.m. (EDT) and also was slated for radio network repeat. Participants were to
be Dr. Daniel M. Berman, assistant professor of political science at Washington
College, Chestertown, Md.: Timothy
Costello, assistant secretary of the Liberal Party of New York State, and Eric
Hass, editor of a Socialist Labor Party
organ.
Two CBS newsmen also were to take
part: Harry Reasoner as host, and Ron
Cochran to bring viewers up to date on
Sec. 315 development.
Dr. Stanton stressed the importance
of the 1960 Presidential and Congressional elections — and of television in
acquainting voters with the issues and
personalities.
Among the requests for time in which

315

ing these changes so candidates for
public office and station operators
"may be more fully informed of
their rights and obligations under
Sec. 315 .. . and to insure the orderly and expeditious disposition of requests submitted to the broadcast
stations and to the Commission . . ."
Under present practice, a candidate could ask for equal time at any
time. If he did not announce his
candidacy until late in the race, he
sometimes could seek (and get) many
hours to equal the time used by his
opponent in the weeks and months
before he announced.
Also up to now, the investigation
as to the bona fides of candidates
has been carried out by the station
or the FCC. The new rule will now
require that the petitioner prove that
he and his opponent are legitimate
candidates and that he is entitled to

an equal amount of broadcast time.
The rules, which become effective
Aug. 10, have been under consideration for some time, it is understood,
and represent an attempt by the FCC
to channel the Sec. 315 intent into
methods that will be fair and equitable for both broadcasters and candidates.
Other regulations are under consideration, itis believed, including
a particularly thorny one involving
a cutoff date for some of the major
national offices. The problem is that
some candidates are avowed candidates years before a nominating convention or a filing for the office.
Under the present interpretations of
Sec. 315 claims for equal time can
be made by other avowed candidates
— invoking the provisions of Sec.
315 for several years before election

year.
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But

Des

Will

They

Get

It

In

Moines

?

. . . (With apologies to Stanley Flink, author
of the popular new book of the same name)
They will get it in Des Moines if your selling
message is on KRNT-TV, the one television
station with nearly all of the dominant
local personalties. This is the station which
gives your advertising the warm, personal
endorsement that is so believable, so memorable, so effective! KRNT-TV has TEN daily
live-emceed local programs, five of which serve
advertisers on a participating basis.
To make certain you're not missing important
profits which can be yours quickly and easily
through frequent use of KRNT-TV pre-selling,
call your Katz man for availabilities on
this station — now!
GET THIS ABOUT

DES MOINES:

* 49% of Des Moines families consist of 4 or more
persons (a lot of people to sell to!)
* 48% of Des Moines' population is between the ages
of 21 and 39 (this is the age of acquisition!)
* 50% of Des Moines heads-of-households earn $5,000 or more annually (a lot of money to spend!)

KRNT®TV

tlWfe

TELEVISION

IN

DES

MOINES

Theater"
iety
Var
Emceed
by one of the middlewest's most popular people, Bill Riley,
Variety Theatre is just one of the three daily KRNT-TV programs
that are going to the Iowa State Fair, attended by half a million people
each year. Now playing is a sensational showbill opening with Tne
Little Rascals . . . followed by Our Miss Brooks, and headlining Amos 'n
Andy! Hundreds of people will attend every performance of KRNT-TV
programs at the fair . . . providing unusual opportunities for actual
demonstrations and sampling.
Variety Theatre is one of the most important entertainment events
in Des Moines from 4:00 to 5:15 P.M. Daily
4:00

to

5:00

Represented by The Katz Agency

p.m.

Daily

to reply to Dr. Stanton's editorial was
one from Lar Daly, perennial candidate
and '"equal-time" claimant. His request
was denied by CBS-TV on the ground
that participants in the reply program
already had been chosen. The FCC was
asked by Mr. Daly to order CBS to give
him a chance to reply. Mr. Daly also
asked NBC, CBS and ABC for equivalent time to that given Vice President
Nixon in the newscast covering the
Nixon-Khrushchev debate. CBS authorities said they rejected this request because Mr. Daly had not shown himself
to be a qualified candidate for the Republican Presidential nomination.
In other Sec. 315 developments
WMCA New York offered time to Sen.
Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.), dropped
from a CBS-TV program after supporters announced his candidacy for the
Democratic Presidential nomination
(Broadcasting, July 20) and to other
Presidential aspirants, and Sen. Alexander Wiley (R-Wis.) introduced in the
Congressional Record appendix communications from broadcasters asking
for Sec. 315 relief. These were from
George Comte, WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee; Howard Dahl, WKBH-WKBT
(TV) La Crosse, Wis.; James T. Butler,
WISN Milwaukee, and others.

TV

OPTION

Proposed

TIME

reduction

opposed by networks
Early comments by ABC and by
separate ABC-TV and CBS-TV affiliates' groups opposed the FCC's rulemaking proposals to reduce network tv
option time from 3 to IVi hours but
(excepting ABC) generally endorsed related FCC proposals. Station Representatives Assn. approved most of the
FCC proposals, said it would go along
with Commission judgment on the option time reduction and resubmitted its
"Station Reserved Time" plan. Deadline for comments is today (Aug. 3).
All
last week
except ABC's,
due were
to be filed
submitted
today.
ABC said reduction of option hours
would "seriously erode" the financial
base of network operations and reduce
ABC's ability to compete because of
the "continuing scarcity of comparable
tv
facilities
in many
major stations
markets."in
It would
benefit
independent
limited markets and increase prime
time available to film syndicators, national spot representatives and certain
advertisers, ABC said, but would lower
program
quality
as networks'
bases were
narrowed,
reduceeconomic
sustain-

BOWLING

•

ing and public service time for the
same reason, cut down prime time for
network sponsorship and reduce network funds available for developing
new programs. ABC said it would be
operating at a loss if option time is cut.
Other Contentions • ABC said
"straddle" programs should be considered as entirely outside of option time; that if the FCC wants to
lengthen the period of notice a network
must give a station to exercise its option time rights the period should be an
exact number of days, not exceeding
90; that affiliates should have the right
to substitute another program for a
network program if it is a bona fide
one in the public interest. No action
should be taken on changing radio network option time without a study of
"present day" radio networking. ABC
said.
Warns of Repercussions • The Select
Committee of the Affiliates of the ABCTV Network said reduction of option
time "could well lead" to erosion of
network service and thus weaken affiliates in their ability to serve their
communities. The group "tentatively"
supports the proposal to consider
"straddle" programs entirely within option time if option time as at present
is not reduced. It supports the proposal

BALL

* a. S 111 B

WS

JHUfcT

Will

«

LOCAL
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AND

LIVE
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to change the required notice a network must give to exercise option time
from 56 days to 4-17 weeks. It supports proposed rights of the affiliate to
reject certain network programs and to
replace a network program with one it
considers to be of greater local or national importance.
The CBS Tv Affiliates Special Committee opposed reduction of option
time, but supported all the other FCC
proposals, not commenting on network
radio option time. Reduction of option
time one half-hour would "seriously
threaten" successful network operations,
have a consequent adverse impact on
affiliates, reduce the amount of highquality programming available and thus
be contrary to the public interest, the
group said. Since the network could
not give the advertiser a "reasonable
assurance" of clearance, national advertisers would be disinterested in buying a prime time period, the committee said.
Three Hours 'Fair' • SRA said it
does not believe option time should
be eliminated and had believed three
hours is a "fair accommodation between the needs of licensee responsibility and the health of network operations," but said it would go along with
the FCC proposal to reduce option

Tv's

to blame

Rep. Merwin Coad (D-Iowa),
and several other congressmen,
reported last week that their mail
sacks were filled with mail urging
labor reforms.
Source of the deluge, they
agreed, was an appearance by
Robert Kennedy, chief counsel of
the Senate Rackets Committee, on
the Jack Paar Show (NBC-TV)
July 22. Mr. Kennedy urged viewers to write their congressmen and
the Rep. Coad said, "The people
of my district took Mr. Kennedy
The Iowan said his office staff is
seriously."
not large enough to answer all
the mail and wired the radio-tv
personality asking for "equal
time" to make an oral reply. NBC
said late last week that the request had not been received.
time to IVi hours. Since the FCC feels
networks need to be "protected," SRA
believes it should adopt SRA's "Station Reserved Time" plan, which
would: In markets of three tv stations or more, provide one hour of

station time per day from each time
segment for six days a week (consecutive or in two half-hours) during when
no commercial network program could
be broadcast (except live programs of
national importance involving educational, cultural or public affairs, special events or sporting events which,
because of their length run over into
"station reserved time"). In two-station
markets this could be reduced to a
half-hour and upon showing effective
network competition would not be adversely affected, and in one-station markets reduced to none, SRA said.
Effective

lobbying

An effort to remove the sales tax exemption applying to purchase of broadcast equipment has been defeated by
the Michigan House. The legislation
(HB 636) was deemed discriminatory
by Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters,
which alerted its membership to the
threat.
A delegation of 15 broadcasters went
to Lansing July 21 to acquaint legislators, particularly the House Tax Committee, with the impact of the bill on
broadcasters. The House voted down
the entire bill, including the broadcast
provision.

Two new shows bowl over competition !
Claster Enterprises, producers of the
famous internationally syndicated
ROMPER ROOM, announce the immediate
availability of two new LOCAL. LIVE
bowling shows — already market tested!
After two years on the air in test markets,
carefully compiled rating and sales
data indicate amazing results !

STRIKES
Adult
man and woman'NteamSPARES
match with
local league bowlers— pulled the rating-rug
out from under the networks ! Topped all
network competition in prime time. Client*
renewed, EXTENDED program through
Summer, and EXPANDED program
to nine major markets! If Strikes 'N Spares
is not in your city ... it WILL be.
Contact Claster NOW !
PIN

BUSTERS

Competitive boy and girl match bowling
featuring youngsters from 10 to 17. Sure-fire
LOCAL LIVE interest. Program consistently
dominated time period in two test markets.
Mail figures astounding.* Pin Busters is a
market-must! Contact Claster NOW !

CLASTER
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2229 North Charles Street, Baltimore 18,
ENTERPRISES,
INC. Maryland, Chesapeake 3-3630
Producers of ROMPER ROOM — International, now seen in more than 70 cities.
*Full facts, figures, sponsor names available on request.

TOP

ALLOCATION

That's

the

target

Establishment of a super-frequency
allocation board is the acknowledged
goal of Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of the powerful House Commerce Committee.
The Arkansas Democrat last week introduced abill (HR-8426) which would
do the following:
• Set up in the Executive Branch a
three-man Federal Allocations Board,
with complete and unchallenged authority to divide the radio spectrum between government and non-government
use. Members to be appointed for nineyear terms, nominated by the President and confirmed by the Senate.
• Establish a Government Frequency
Administrator to act for the President
in the allocation of government frequencies among military and other federal government users.
The President's power over the radio
spectrum in times of war and national
emergency and the FCC's authority
over non - government assignments
would be reaffirmed.
The proposal was the result, the
chairman said, of a panel discussion of
the subject last June (Broadcasting,
June 15). At that time, leading figures
in the government alongside representatives from private industry analyzed the
current situation and proposed remedies.
Both members of the FAB and the
Government Administrator would receive $20,000 a year. The FAB would
also be authorized to hire six senior
staff members, and levy additional personnel from other government agencies
on a reimbursable basis.
Full Authority • The bill specifically
orders all government agencies to furnish the Board with any information
it requests.
[For full text of the bill, see For the
Record, page 93.]
The spectrum, Mr. Harris said in a
statement accompanying the introduction of the bill, "is more loosely managed and inefficiently utilized than
any other of the great natural resources available to our people."
Mr. Harris referred to the $150,000
appropriated for his committee at the
beginning of this Congress for a study
of the radio spectrum. He acknowledged that he had not been able to
find anyone to head the staff for this
investigation because of lack of enthusiasm among experts in the field.
He also disclosed that a request for
cooperation in such a study to the Executive Branch, including the military,
had been unsuccessful.
Referring to the two-day panel study
68 (GOVERNMENT)

BOARD

PROPOSED

of new legislation offered by Oren Harris
last June, Mr. Harris said that the Comr. Robert T. Bartley, NAB
President Harold E. Fellows, Assn.
"'overwhelming majority in the discusof Maximum Service Telecasters
sion expressed the view that a rational
government program for spectrum al- Executive Director Lester W. Lindow.
location as between the Federal gov- Mr. Fellows and Mr. Lindow favored
ernment uses and non-federal governa study of government use of the radio
spectrum. Mr. Bartley favored the
ment uses was urgently needed. . ."
Spectrum Study Too • The bill creation of a Presidential board, while
authorizes the FAB to institute
Chairman Doerfer favored the overall
and continue a study of the uses
and needs of the spectrum.
approach.
Rep. Harris' bill apparently is deIn his statement, Mr. Harris exsigned to substitute for three proposals
pressed the belief that where frequennow
pending
before the House Comcies have been used regularly and exmerce Committee. Two of these call for
tensively for the purposes for which
investigations; the third is for the esthey were allocated and large sums
tablishment of a National Telecomhave been invested in equipment esmunications Board in the Office of the
pecially designed for such frequencies,
President to set national policy as well
"the Board or the President would not
as
oversee the spectrum.
be expected to modify or cancel such alMr. Harris said that his committee
locations, unless such action was determined to be necessary in the in- would hold hearings on the new bill. He
also declared that he did not contemterest of national security."
The 13 -man panel included FCC
plate holding hearings on the other
Chairman
John C. Doerfer, FCC
bills.

Good

start

reported

Progress is being made, but it's
going to be a long haul. This is the
gist of a report put by the FCC last
week on the status of its conversations
with the Office of Civilian & Defense
Mobilization on a swap of frequencies
to add more vhfs to television.
The announcement said that a technical group representing the FCC and
member agencies of the Interdepartmental Radio Advisory Committee
(IRAC) had reached agreement on
terms of reference and had taken the
following actions:
• Invited Central Radio Propagation Lab of the National Bureau of
Standards to name a representative to
participate in its work, and asked that
CRPL supply graphical presentations
of necessary power and distance for
various emissions, data rates, antenna
heights and orders of frequency.
• Agreed to deal with the "knottiest
problems" first, involving the 50-1,000
mc band. CRPL has been asked for information on this area of spectrum by
Aug. 1.
• Agreed to consider in its study of
the 50-1,000 mc band the following
services: broadcasting, land mobile,
aeronautical mobile, maritime mobile,

in military

vhf

swap

radiopositioning, radionavigation and
earth-space.
• Asked government agencies to submit by Aug. 1 present and "foreseeably
unfulfilled" frequency requirements in
the 50-1.000 mc band. The FCC release pointed out that since it had recently completed taking testimony dealing with the 25-890 mc area, it was in
a particularly good position to supply
such information for non-government
requirements.
The Commission announcement
warned, however, that because many
members of the technical working
group will be participating in the International Radio Conference in Geneva this fall, progress will be delayed
"somewhat"
during the next several
months.
The Commission instituted the swap
talks early this year in an endeavor to
dig its way out of the uhf-vhf morass.
The object of the study is to see
whether military users of vhf frequencies can be persuaded to move to other
parts of the spectrum in order to open
up 25-35 additional vhf channels for
television. This would be in exchange
for the uhf band, now allocated to tv.
The liaison is under the direction of
FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford.
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disc
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commercials

and

announcements

This new Disc Recorder, a completely self-contained unit, meets
the broadcaster's requirements for fast recording and playback
of commercials and announcements. Extremely simple in operation,
it minimizes the skill required to produce a professional
recording. Grooves for recording are molded into the blank disc.
No cutting mechanisms, optical devices and heated styli are
needed; the same equipment serves for recording and playback.
All of the advantages of magnetic tape recording are retained
in the magnetic discs, yet winding, splicing, cuing and other tape
handling problems are eliminated.
A recording time of 70 seconds is obtained from each side of the
magnetic disc, which includes 10 seconds for "cue-in" and "tripout" cue tones. The magnetic discs are recorded at 333^ rpm.
The magnetic head used in the system consists of two C-shaped
laminations made of a material that is extremely hard physically,
but with very high permeability. A newly designed tone arm which
accommodates standard MI-11874-4 (1 mil) and 11874-5 (2.5 mil)
pickups also can be handled by means of a plug-in socket
arrangement. It can be used for reproducing standard
transcriptions and phonograph records up to 12 inches in diameter
at 33H or 45 rpm.
Magnetic Recording Head.
The magnetic pole pieces which
do the recording protrude through
the narrow slot (see arrow).

The Magnetic Disc Recorder can be the first of the building blocks in preparing for automatic
programming. For complete information on the Disc Recorder and companion units, call your
15-1, Camden, N. J. In
'
Representative or write RCA, Dept. WB-22, Bldg.
Broadcast
RCA
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
Canada:
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it takes
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clearing

of allocations

It takes

wcky

the

big

Y

to cover the TRI-STATE
trading

area

of

CINCINNATI
We've a file full of figures* on the size,
scope and importance of the Tri-State
Cincinnati Trading Area — such as it
covers 1,778,000 people in 31 counties
of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, but
YOU know all that, including the fact
that Cincinnati is one of the Top
Twenty Markets of the country.
And when YOU want to cover Cincinnati with a radio campaign, you
want to cover ALL of it, not just the
31%, or 556,800 people, who live within the city limits of Cincinnati. So to
cover all of the Tri-State Cincinnati
Trading Area, you've got to have
power — and BIG Y has lots of power —
50,000 watts of it, which is one reason
why you can depend on WCKY to
reach all of the Cincinnati Trading
Area. Then when you add listener acceptance, live wire merchandising promotions, imaginative programming and
first rate news coverage, then you
KNOW your best buy is BIG Y—
WCKY, that is!
*Tom Welstead in WCKY's New York
office and AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and the west coast, have files full of
such figures too!
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bids

Several actions involving shifts of tv
channel allocations were taken by the
FCC last week.
WITI-TV Whitefish Bay, Wis., (ch.
6) was shifted to Milwaukee. WITI-TV
is licensed to Independent Tv Inc., subsidiary of Storer Broadcasting Co.
A petition by Sarkes Tarzian Inc.,
licensee of ch. 4 WTTV (TV) Bloomington, Ind. for reconsideration of a Feb.
25 action which denied a previous petition to move ch. 4 to Indianapolis was
denied.
Also denied were petitions by the
Florida Educational Tv Commission
and the Joint Council on Educational
Tv to reserve ch. 13 instead of ch. 30
for educational use in Panama City,
Fla.
The Commission invited comments
to a notice of proposed rulemaking to
change the educational reservation in
Muncie, Ind., from ch. 71 to ch. 55.
Ball State Teachers College petitioned
for this change.
And the FCC reconsidered and
granted a petition by ch. 11 KFJZTV Fort Worth, Tex., to issue proposed
rulemaking to move ch. 11 to Denton,
Tex., for educational use and to move
reserved ch. 2 from Denton to Fort
Worth (and to authorize KFJZ-TV to
operate on ch. 2 there).
Am

processing

in new

cycle

line

at FCC

The second batch of standard broadcasting applications on the FCC processing line was announced last week — with
a warning that competing applications
must be on file no later than the close
of FCC business Sept. 4.
The list contains 34 applications for
new and changed facilities at the top of
the processing line, one application
under study, and 15 applications on
which McFarland letters have been
issued (for list of applications, see For
the Record next week).
The Commission last April instituted
the new policy invoking a cutoff date
for new applications. The first group of
pending applicants was published then,
with a May 15 deadline. This deadline
brought in almost 240 applications, the
majority of which were amendments
of pending applications (Closed Circuit, July 13).
The purpose of the cutoff regulation
is to stabilize the am processing line so
that the staff can process the top applications without fear that completely new
studies would have to be made when a
late application was filed.
Fruits of the first measure were seen

last week when the Commission announced a group of grants and designations for hearing. Among hearings
is one involving 44 applicants (14101490 kc); another includes eight applicants (seven for 1550 kc and one on
1570 kc).
Commission

reverses

time-honored policy
An old communications policy, as
old as the FCC itself, went by the
boards last week when the Commission
announced that from now on the availability of common carrier facilities
won't have anything to do with granting private microwave relay facilities.
The report and order, concluding a
two-and-a-half year inquiry into frequencies above 890 mc, held that there
are now adequate frequencies in the
microwaves to take care of both private
users and common carriers — and therefore the availability of common carrier
facilities will not be considered as a
condition of elegibility for private users.
The FCC also removed a general
policy which weighed the licensing of
a private intercity relay facility against
the possible adverse effect on the common carrier and its ability to serve the
Other highlights of the order — all appublic.
cluded: plicable to non-broadcast services — in• Frequencies above 10,000 mc will
be used for intracity and local area operation.
• Tropospheric forward scatter systems will not "generally" be authorized
between points in the continental
limits of. the United States (excluding
Alaska)
• Allocations proposals were set out
(to become effective after the Geneva
International Radio Conference) for
6,475-6,575 mc, 10,550-10,700 mc and
11,700-12,200 mc. Use of frequencies
above 30,000 mc will be developmental.
Contempt conviction
Louis Earl Hartmann, former KCBS
San Francisco commentator, was convicted of contempt of Congress last
Monday (July 27) by San Francisco
Federal Judge Michael J. Roche. The
44-year-old ex-broadcaster was sentenced to six months in prison and fined
Mr. Hartmann — who conducted a
$100.
regular show, This is San Francisco,
under the name Jim Grady — was convicted on seven counts of refusing to
answer questions of the House UnAmerican Activities Committee during
a San Francisco hearing conducted by
Rep. Francis Walter (D-Pa.) in 1957
(Broadcasting, June 24, 1957).
(GOVERNMENT) 71

Trafficking

charge

brings $300,000 suit
Suit for $300,000 has been filed by
a broadcaster for alleged defamation
during a protest hearing before the
FCC.
S.L. Goodman, owner of two Virginia radio stations, has filed notice of
intention in the Danville, Va., corporation court, of the $300,000 malicious
damage suit against Robert R. Murray
Jr., Danville banker, and WHEE Martinsville and WKWS Rocky Mount,
both Virginia, and their officers. The
motion seeks $50,000 in actual or compensatory damages and $250,000 in
punitive damages.
Mr. Goodman claimed that he was
held up to "public scandal, infamy and
disgrace" by the Murray affidavit to
the FCC and its publication by the
other defendants. The affidavit was
submitted during a hearing on the reof Mr. Goodman's
quest by one
tions,
WILA Danville,
for a boost stain
power from 500 w to 1 kw daytime.
This was granted by the FCC, but
was protested by other Danville stations. During the protest hearings, Mr.
Goodman was charged with trafficking
in licenses. The FCC affirmed its approval of the WILA power boost in
February of this year.
Mr. Goodman sold WILA several
months ago. He now owns WYTI
Rocky Mount and WYSR Franklin,
both Virginia.
Let off with lecture
Three tv stations received letters of
reproval from the FCC last week, along
with their license renewals. KNOE-TV
Monroe, La., and KLTV (TV) Tyler,
Tex. were reminded that the Commission's "Editorialization Report" requires that both sides of public issues
be fairly treated. Cited were complaints
alleging unfair treatment by the stations
of the pay-tv issue. KRTK (TV) Houston, Tex., was reminded of FCC requirements for full identification of
programming source and/or sponsor as
a result of its televising kinescope summaries of the Kohler strike hearings.
Comr. John S. Cross dissented in the
KNOE-TV renewal.
Boycott

out

of order

CBS-TV won a moral victory Friday
(July 31) in a decision by the National
Labor Relations Board.
The board held in effect that the network shouldn't have lost a Let's Take
a Trip program Feb. 6, 1958, because
of a jurisdictional row between Theatrical Protective Union No. 1, International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em72 (GOVERNMENT)

ployes & Moving Picture Machine Operators of the U.S. and Canada, and
Local 1212 of Radio & Television
Broadcast Engineers Union, International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers.
The network followed terms of its
contract and a supplementary letter in
assigning technicians from IBEW to a
program scheduled to take place on the
SS United States, NLRB's decision indicates. The IATSE local picketed the
pier where the liner was docked, with
the United States Lines deciding not to
allow the telecast. NLRB held the
IATSE local was not entitled to attempt to force or require CBS to assign
its members the work of setting up and
operating lighting equipment on remotes.

Two Bakersfield u's
confirmed by FCC
The FCC last week affirmed grants
of new uhf tv stations at Bakersfield,
Calif., made last December to Pacific
Broadcasters Corp. (ch. 39 on Dec.
10) and Kern County Broadcasting
Co. (ch. 17 on Dec. 30), at the same
time denying protests by KBAK-TV
Bakersfield (ch. 29) and vacating stays
of the grants. Comrs. Rosel H. Hyde
and Robert E. Lee did not participate.
The FCC's decisions on the two
grants had reserved the right to switch
the uhfs for other channels if they
were changed by rulemaking under
consideration. FCC has issued rulemaking, meanwhile, to add two vhf
channels (8 and 12) to Bakersfield, but
leaving Bakersfield's three uhfs (17,
29, 39) there. (Broadcasting, July 20).
Pacific is owned 60% by electronics
manufacturer H. L. Hoffman and 40%
by Terry H. Lee, general manager of
WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Catv

field trip

The controversial community television system problem is going to get a
personal looking over by the FCC during August, the Commission has announced. Ordered to the boondocks
were Harold G. Cowgill, chief, Broadcast Bureau and James B. Sheridan,
economist with Broadcast Bureau. They
will visit a number of western areas
where catv systems and local television
stations are operating or have been operating. The Commission move was impelled by congressional urging that an
on-the-spot study be made of the problem, rather than reliance on "paper"
comments. These views were expressed
by Sen. Gale McGee (D-Wyo.) at recent
Senate Commerce subcommittee hearings on catv and booster auxiliary tv
services.

Orlando
opened

remand

case

by Commission

The record in the Orlando, Fla., ch. i
9 case was reopened by the FCC last
week — pursuant to a court mandate —
to
allegations
of off-the-record investigate
contacts made
with FCC
members
before inthe1957.
ch. 9 award to WLOF
lando

Or- 1

The FCC set this Friday (Aug. 10)
as a deadline for parties in the ch. 9
case and in the court proceeding to file
to participate and said persons about
whom evidence is received shall be permitted to cross-examine and submit rebuttal testimony upon request. The contestants are WLOF and WKIS Orlando,
WKIS had applealed the case up to the
U.S. Supreme Court. The Supreme
Court remanded it to the U.S. Appeals
Court in Washington (which had affirmed the FCC's grant) to consider allegations intestimony before the House
Legislative Oversight Subcommittee in
1958 that WLOF made off-the-record
presentations to the FCC. The lower
court remanded the case in turn to
the FCC and asked for a new hearing
by a special hearing examiner.
The issues in the new hearing (presiding officer and date to be announced
later) are similar to the "ex parte contact" issues in the Miami ch. 10 and
Boston ch. 5 cases, on which the FCC
also is holding new proceedings on
court remand: (1) whether any FCC
member voting in the 1957 award
should be disqualified from the re-opened proceeding; whether persons made
illegal contacts with FCC members before the award; (3) whether any party
knew of or committeed improprieties in
the original proceeding; (4) whether
any applicant should be disqualified or
have improper actions he may have
taken considered against him from a
comparative standpoint.
Mack re-trial Nov. 3
The date for re-trying former FCC
Comr. Richard A. Mack and his friend
Thurman A. Whiteside on criminal
consoiracv charges was set for Nov. 3
by Chief District Federal Judge F. Dickinson Letts last week following the
Justice Dept.'s formal move for a new
trial at the "earliest possible date."
Justice already had indicated plans to
re-try the case after the three-month
trial ended with a hung jury last month
(Broadcasting, July 13). Messrs. Mack
and Whiteside are accused of conspiring to obtain FCC award of ch. 10 in
Miami for Public Service Tv Inc., a
National Airlines subsidiary. The new
trial also will be held in Washington.
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The

Army

Way

Now it's a secret FCC hearing.
Commission lawyers were
wrestling with this problem last
week after a prehearing conference on conflicting proposals by
KGO-TV (ABC) and KRON-TV,
both San Francisco, to change
their transmitter sites. An objection to both changes was filed by
the U.S. Army. The objection involves Nike sites in the San Francisco area but the reasons are
classified, the Army said.
Examiner Jay A. Kyle recessed
the hearing to permit lawyers and
engineers to figure out how to
hold a secret hearing as part of
a public record on the conflicting
antenna site proposals. All parties
who will participate must receive
military clearance. It is believed
the record on this portion of the
hearing will be sealed. Although
the examiner and the FCC will be
permitted to review it, they will
not be able to use it in reciting
their reasons for arriving at a decision on this particular issue.

|

Weather warnings
on Florida Conelrad
The first regular use of Conelrad —
the nation's radio air warning service — for "peacetime" public service broadcasting was inaugurated last week by
the Florida Defense Network, using
eight fm stations in as many cities to
relay hurricane warnings to am, fm
and tv stations all over the state.
The system went into operation
Saturday (Aug. 1) in time for the annual hurricane season. The key station
is WVCG-FM Coral Gables (Miami),
which will originate broadcasts from the
Miami Weather Bureau at 8:30 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. daily on weather conditions and more often when a hurricane is impending. The system is being
co-ordinated by James L. Howe, WIRA
Fort Pierce, chairman of the Florida
State Advisory Committee, a state chapter of the National Industry Advisory
Committee.
Other fm outlets in the eight-station
relay system will originate broadcasts
from Weather Bureau offices in their
respective areas if hurricane information develops there. There is no objection to sponsorship of the broadcasts if
the sanction of the Weather Bureau is
not expressed nor implied. The other fm
outlets in the relay network are WINKFM Fort Myers, WFLA-FM Tampa,
WHOO-FM
Orlando, WRUF-FM
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

'ERTISED IN EASTERN IOWA ON KCRG-TV, CHANNEL

9

axton arid Gallagher Co. is one of many successful
national advertisers using KCRG-TV. Channel 9 is a necessary part of effective selling in the Cedar Rapids-WaterlooDubuque market Your Branham Company representative
will tell you why. Minneapolis: Harry S. Hyett Co.
ABC
IN IOWA'S NUMBER 1 TV MARKET
KCRG-TV
Channel 9
Joseph F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McCiure, Commercial Manager
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Gainesville, WMBR-FM Jacksonville,
WNDB-FM Daytona Beach, and
WQXT-FM Palm Beach.
The Florida Conelrad weather warning system had been planned for some
time but came, coincidentally, after a
suggestion the week before by Sen.
Theodore F. Green (D-R.I.) that fm
stations should set up a nationwide
weather warning network (Broadcasting, July 27).
Hearing on NBC sale
The FCC last week advised NBC that
its proposed sale of WKNB and WNBC
(TV) New Britain, Conn., to Connecticut Tv Inc. for $1.04 million indicates
the necessity of a hearing. The action
came after WHYN-TV Springfield.
Mass., asked the Commission to designate the sale for a hearing because
Connecticut Tv is one-third owned by
WWLP (TV) Springfield, WWOR-TV
Worcester and WRLP (TV) Greenfield,
all Massachusetts. WHYN-TV said
WNBC and WWLP would overlap in
violation of FCC rules (Broadcasting,
July 27).
The FCC, in designating the sale for
hearing, cited the possibility of overlap and concentration of control.

SPORTS
Senate

BILLS
group

old sports-tv

UP

hears
story

Round three of proposals to exempt professional team sports from
provisions of antitrust laws was held
last week by the Senate Judiciary
Antitrust Committee with very little
testimony given on radio-tv aspects
which had not been stated before.
Previous hearings were held two
years ago by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.) and his House Antitrust Subcommittee (Broadcasting, July 22,
1957), and in July 1958 by the same
body sponsoringJuly
last28,week's
(Broadcasting,
1958). sessions
Subjects of last week's hearings were
S 616, which gives football, baseball,
hockey and basketball the right to restrict radio-tv from games within 75
miles of home-town of another team
on date of home games, and S 886,
which decrees that the FCC shall rule
any sports broadcast blackout is "reasonably necessary" before it will be
permitted.
S 886 was introduced by Sen. Estes
Kefauver (D-Tenn.), chairman of the
Antitrust Subcommittee, and S 616 is

co-sponsored jointly by Sens. Kenneth
Keating (R-N.Y.), Thomas Hennings j
(D-Mo.) and Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.).
Would Throw Tv for Loss • In a
statement
filed forFellows
the record,
NABif '
President Harold
said that
the 75-mile restriction is passed tv
networks would be forced to end all
broadcasts of major league baseball. On
the basis of an actual present-day lineup of 183 stations carrying major
league telecasts, Mr. Fellows said, 90
stations would be blacked out 100%
of the time, 58 stations at least 50%
of the time and only 35 outlets would
be unaffected.
This drop in audience, he pointed
out, would make it economically unsound for a sponsor to pick up the tab
for telecasts. He said that existing arrangements for baseball and football
telecasts provide adequate protection.
Commission's Position • The FCC
objected to S 886 because, it said, the
bill would impose duties on the Commission not specified in the Communications Act. Broadcasting contracts
would be only remotely related to communications, the FCC said, and considerable delay would be entailed before
a finding that a particular contract was
reasonably necessary could be made.
"In our judgment, since the issue of
whether contracts relating to telecasting
rights should be exempted from the
antitrust laws involves considerations
outside the area of our expertise, we
think it would be preferable that such
questions be left either to the courts
or to some other tribunal having familiarity with such problems," the
Commissioners
mitted in writing.said in a statement sub-
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Danger to Minors • Frank D. Lawrence, owner of the defunct Portsmouth, Va., minor league team, repeated charges that major league tv is
killing minor league baseball. "The
majors have invaded minor league territory by radio and tv and have plundered the minor leagues just like the
pirates of old," he charged, "with the
result that the major leagues . . .
have received millions of dollars from
radio and tv and many minor league
clubs
perished."
Mr.have
Lawrence
then lashed out at
preferential treatment for the majors.
Broadcast rostrum • Helping to officially open the Radio-Tv Gallery in
the New Senate Office Bldg. are three senators who last week were instrumental in pushing the equal-time amendment through the upper chamber
(story page 62). Taking part in the opening are (1 to r) Robert Hough,
gallery superintendent; Julian Goodman, NBC and chairman of the executive committee; and Sens. John Pastore (D-R.I.), Warren Magnuson
(D-Wash.) and Vance Hartke (D-Ind.). The gallery is also celebrating its
20th year. The interview is taking place in the main tv studio with the
master control panel in the left rear. Traffic in the gallery is expected to
increase materially if the Senate-passed Sec. 315 amendment becomes law.
74 (GOVERNMENT)

He said the majors "should be given
no more immunity nor favors by congressional legislation. It should be regu- I
lated and prosecuted for its violations
because it is a monopoly of the worst
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick
wholeheartedly endorsed the radio-tv
provision in S 616. He said the FCC
has no special competence to deal with
baseball or any other sport and would
be kind."
more concerned with the impact
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

of a contract upon broadcasting than
its affect on baseball. Accordingly, a
baseball contract would go before the
FCC with "two strikes against it."
Senators Views • Counter to the
views expressed by the Commission and
Comr. Frick, Sen. Kefauver said the
FCC is in the best position to determine
what radio-tv restrictions should be
authorized. Football Comr. Bert Bell
told the subcommittee his sport's radiotv regulations already have been approved by the courts and "we would be
happy to be relieved of the necessity of going before the FCC and rejustifying those regulations. . . ."
Sen. Keating said the radio-tv provisions of S 616 were drafted with the
idea of saving the minor leagues from
extinction by a flood of big league telecasts. He said S 886 would extend the
jurisdiction of the FCC "into the business arrangements of program content
which, historically, the Congress and
the Commission have scrupulously
avoided."
Fargo ch. 1 1 grant
The FCC last week granted ch. 11
at Fargo, N. D., to North Dakota
Broadcasting Co., affirming an initial
decision by Examiner Elizabeth C.
Smith more than a year ago (Broadcasting, June 2, 1958). Comr. Robert
T. Bartley dissented and Comr. Frederick W. Ford did not participate.
North Dakota is licensee of KSJB
Jamestown, KXJB-TV Valley City,
KBMB-TV Bismarck and KCJB-AMTV Minot, all North Dakota, and is
permittee of KXAB-TV Aberdeen, S.D.
The grant to North Dakota was made
May 27, 1958, after another applicant
for ch. 11, Marvin Kratter (Fargo
Telecasting Co.) was dismissed at Mr.
Kratter's request. Before this, WDAYTV Fargo, N.D., had been granted a
petition to intervene on claims of ch.
11 overlap with KXJB-TV.
• Government

WDBJ
Ihe
Ask
best

o gefs
n whof
r
is^a
one
the

buys

television

• A grant by FCC last week of ch. 23
to Yakima Valley Tv Co., made effective an initial decision issued last
month by Examiner H. Gifford Irion.
Yakima Valley is owned by realtor
Ralph Tronsrud. Yakima Tv. Corp.,
owned by the same interests as KXLYAM-TV Spokane and KELP-AM-TV
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anywhere!

WDBJ -TV covers 53 counties . . . where there are over
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.
For example, TOP O' THE
MORNIN' (music, news,
weather, fun) most popular
early morning viewing in the
ASK

YOUR

PGW

COLONEL

ROANOKE,

notes

• New tv facilities for Escanaba, Mich.,
and Walla Walla, Wash., were granted
by the FCC last week. The Norbertine
Fathers (WBAY-TV Green Bay, Wis.)
were granted ch. 3 in Escanaba, to be
operated as a satellite of WBAY-TV.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented.
Northwest Broadcasting System Inc.
was granted ch. 22 in Walla Walla.

in

1735
NEW

area, delivers viewers for only
74 cents per M on a 5 Plan; 58
cents per M on a 10 Plan.* A
powerful "live" boost for your
product; powerful, salesproducing merchandising
support provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at TOP O' THE
MORNIN' and other "best
buys" offered by WDBJ-TV.
'all cpms based on March, T959 NSI
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El Paso, had withdrawn its application
for ch. 23 after reimbursement of $7,511 by Yakima Valley for out-ofpocket expenses (Broadcasting, July
13).
• The FCC last week granted WKSTTV New Castle, Pa. (ch. 45) permission to operate on ch. 33 and change
its station location to Youngstown,
Ohio, and WXTV (TV) Youngstown,
(ch. 73) permission to operate on ch.
45, effective when WKST-TV begins operation on ch. 33.
• WRCA New York has applied to
change its operation on 660 kc, with

50 kw, from directional day and night,
to non-directional. The FCC last week
designated the application for hearing.
• Storer Broadcasting Co. was given
FCC permission last week to assign
KPOP Los Angeles to a wholly owned
subsidiary: Standard Broadcasting Co.
Storer requested the action for tax purposes. Other Storer subsidiaries are
Seaboard Radio Corp. (WIBG-AM-FM
Philadelphia) and Independent Tv Inc.
(WITI-TV Milwaukee).
• A motion by WFBC-TV Greenville,
S.C., to stay FCC permission given

WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C., to identify
itself as Asheville, N.C.-GreenvilleSpartanburg, S.C., was denied by the
FCC last week pending action on
WFBC-TV's petition for rehearing.
Comrs. R. E. Lee and Frederick H.
Ford dissented and Comr. Robert T.
Bartley abstained from voting.
• Ch. 7 KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., last
week requested that the FCC grant it
temporary authorization to operate on
ch. 2. The requested authority would
remain in effect until the Commission
makes a final decision regarding permanent operation on ch. 2.

PROGRAMMING
Radio

Press

ready

with fm-to-am feeds
Radio Press International, New York,
last week announced it would begin
regular live voice newscast service to
southeastern am stations via fm radio
relay later this month.
The announcement was made after
RPI conducted tests using nine fm stations as a relay service (Closed Circuit, July 27). The tests were described
by John Hicks, RPI regional manager,
as
successful."
He said
a dozento
am "very
stations
had indicated
a desire
subscribe. Regular service will begin
over the fm relay system in the latter
half of this month.
RPI also announced last week the addition of WHAS Louisville, WHAM
Rochester, N.Y., WICA Ashtabula and
WLEC Sandusky, both Ohio, to its subscriber list.
Directors' merger
up for union vote
Plans for a merger of Screen Directors Guild of America in Hollywood
with Radio & Television Directors
Guild have been approved by the boards
of both unions, according to a joint announcement by Frank Capra, SDG
president and Mike Kane, national
president of RTDG.
The merger plan now goes to the
membership of both unions for ratification. Itcall for a new union, tentatively named Directors' Guild of
America, with jurisdiction over all directors infilm, radio, tape and tv, functioning without affiliated locals as a national organization with headquarters in
Hollywood and offices in New York.
The merged union would have two
regional boards, one in Hollywood, one
in New York, each elected by the membership in its area, and a national
board, sitting in Hollywood, made up
7$

of the members of the two regional
boards. Mr. Capra would become president of the merged Guild, Mr. Kane,
executive vice president.
Tv news do's, don'ts
in study by Softness
Local tv news shows should not be
restricted to five-minute summaries, but
preferably should be of 10 or 15
minute length. Also, in scheduling these
news shows start them either on the
hour or the half hour.
These two points are suggested in a
study of what a tv station can do to
increase the ratings of its news shows
and thereby kindle advertiser interest.
The survey was compiled independently (with aid of The Pulse Inc.) as
part of a thesis submitted by Donald
Softness, director of promotion and
publicity, H-R Television Inc., station
representative,
for a master's
degree
business
administration
at New
Yorkin
U.'s graduate school.
For Bigger Audience • Mr. Softness
formulated a list of dos and don'ts for
news directors. The study was made of
H-R represented stations and a number
of others. Detailed questionnaires were
sent to 200 stations from which a 25%
return' was recorded. Each component
of a station's news operation was anin terms of the program's audiencealyzedrating.
The compilation follows a study of
tv news as a "hidden asset" announced
recently by Dr. Philip Eisenberg, president of Motivation Analysis Inc., for
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. (Broadcasting, June 29). A conclusion of the
earlier study was that news is the most
under-rated of all video program types.
The do's of Mr. Softness' study:
Local Angle • News should be programmed in 15-minute or possibly 10minute blocks but never in "5-minute
summaries" (the latter format was most
unpopular in ratings); obviously wire

news must be rewritten ("but you're
probably doing this now") and everything ought to be done to have a local
angle.
Also, the station should stress local
and regional coverage above national
and international news; commentary
and analysis ought to be provided of
the news and if possible, the station
might try to editorialize. It is recommended that the camera be kept off the
newscaster as much as possible with
"plenty" of "hot newsfilm and stills"
and interesting local interviews.
Among
the don'ts:
How to Save
• Early news ought not
be programmed after 7 p.m. nor begun
15 or 45 minutes past the hour but
started on the hour and half hour. No
more than one news service should be
subscribed to, the money thus saved
used productively elsewhere. The cautious approach is suggested, too, for
photo or facsimile services because of a
temptation to use too many national
Directors are warned not to "go
photos.
overboard" on elaborate equipment but
to stick to essentials — ("highly equipped
stations show no signficant rating
edge"); not to overstaff ("a large crew
is no guarantee of high ratings") and
the newscast ought not to be divided
into separate news and sports segments but integrated.
Warner Bros, profits
Warner Bros, Pictures Inc. for the
nine months ending May 30 earned a
net profit of $13,749,000, or $8.67 per
share, of which $6.5 million, $4.10 per
share, came from the sale of the company's ranch in California's San Fernando Valley. Figures show a dramatic
change from those for the corresponding period of last year, when Warners
had a net loss of $2,684,000 including a
$2.5 million provision for estimated
losses on advances to independent producers. Chief source of the improved
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net income this year is simply increased business volume. The first line
of the profit-and-loss statement for the
nine months shows film rentals, including television, sales, etc. to have totaled
$62,084,000 this year versus $48,038,000 last year.
Five buy new series
With its new syndicated series Four
Just Men on the market less than three
weeks, Independent Television Corp.,
New York, reports sales to four regional
buyers in the U.S. and to the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp. for a gross of
$750,000. Regional buys include:
Schaefer Beer for nine northeast markets; Drewry's Beer for 15 midwest
markets; Standard Oil of Texas for 11
markets in Texas and New Mexico,
and Crosley Broadcasting Corp. for
its tv stations in five markets. The
series, reportedly budgeted at $50,000
per episode, stars Dan Dailey, Jack
Hawkins, Richard Conte and Vittorio
De Sica.

'Late, late' movies totv
An entire package of 52 post-1955
feature films is being offered tv stations,
it has been announced by Joseph Harris,
board chairman of Art Theatre of Air

Inc., and Sig Shore, president of Video
Artists Inc., both New York. The package contains product from France,
Britain and Italy and includes films
starring such personalities as Ingrid
Bergman, Sophia Loren, Brigitte Bardot,
Gina Lollobrigida, Claudette Colbert,
Michele Morgan, Silvana Mangano, Mel
Ferrer and Eddie Albert.
• Program notes
• Screen Actors Guild collected and
distributed nearly a half-million dollars
to members in June for residual payments on tv entertainment programs.
This figure, the highest yet, doesn't include payments for re-runs of tv commercials (which are paid directly to
members) nor payments collected by
SAG for post-48 movies released to tv.
• WOI Ames, Iowa, is to receive a
series of tapes from Radio Moscow
dealing with agriculture, life on a collective farm and the Soviet's rocketryspace travel plans. The Russians also
have agreed to answer questions sent
by WOI listeners.
• Sale of The Phil Silvers Show has
brought CBS Films a reported million
dollars in addition to the $4.25 million,

Advertisement
VERSATILITY AND MOBILITY OF TAMPA'S WFLA-TV PROVEN
THROUGH USE OF MOBILE VTR RECORDING STUDIO.
Using the only completely equipped Mobile Videotape Recording Studio in Florida, WFLA-TV on July 18, again proved its versatility and mobility through the
presentation of the colorful Miss Florida Pageant in Sarasota.
The entire hour and a half presentation was videotaped in Sarasota, sixty
miles from the WFLA-TV studios, and flown to Tampa for on-the-air presentation within
twenty-five
of the pageant's
conclusion.
The first
minutes
of the
pageant minutes
was videotaped
and rushed,
with police
escort,forty-five
to the
Sarasota airport and flown to Tampa where a WFLA news car met the plane
to speed the tape to the studios where the second Channel 8 VTR unit was employed to meet a 10 P.M. airtime schedule. Meanwhile, back at the pageant, the
remainder of the show was recorded and the plane returned to Sarasota to pick
it up. The actual Miss Florida coronation was concluded at 9:37 P.M., and the
tape left Sarasota by plane at 9:50 P.M., and was on the air at 10:45.
Miss Florida is Miss Nancy Purvis, an 18-year-old Bradenton lass. Her next
big step, of course, is the Miss America contest in Atlantic City.
This was the second big, in-the-field demonstration of WFLA-TV's advanced
mobile videotaping to take place in Sarasota. NBC-TV employed the mobile VTR
studio for the complete one-hour taping of the Kaleidoscope program which featured the 3rd.
Christiani Brothers Circus in "Roll Out The Sky" aired on the network
last May
The Channel 8 VTR mobile unit has a specially assigned and trained crew
busy 5 days each week recording both programs and commercial announcements
"on
location"
in Tampa,
St. Petersburg
Clearwater. The crew now boasts 14
months
experience
in valuable
videotape and
production.
WFLA-TV is the only station in Florida which actively uses two Ampex Videotape Recorders, one studio installed, the other a complete, self-contained two
camera operation mobile studio unit.
During have
the been
station's
Videotaping
history,
of program
strictly local
interest
presented
in addition
to countless
the heavy programs
schedule of
and
commercial announcement VTR productions. Among its many accomplishments,
WFLA-TV has been responsible for sponsoring and videotaping the Panorama of
Music, a two hour outdoor musical production featuring 3,000 Hillsborough County
school musicians. Proceeds from this undertaking formed a college scholarship
fund for twelve deserving high school musicians. It has presented the annual
Florida Music Educator's Association student concert from the Tampa Armory,
The
Latin and
American
Fiesta
Ball — one
of the performed
highlights by
of Tampa's
annual
social
calendar,
a special
Christmas
oratorio,
the Florida
Christian
College Choir.
WFLA-TV is producing, both in and outside the studio, more than 100 tapings
of commercial announcements each month in addition to taping some 28 half hour
regularly
monthly,
to themany
local other
and area
"specials"
described scheduled
above, plusprograms
the playing
backthis,
of added
these and
scheduled
announcements and syndicated shows.
It is no wonder WFLA-TV is referred to in the industry as one of the nation's
outstanding videotape operations.
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63-market deal made earlier with the
Car ling Brewing Co., Cleveland
(Broadcasting, May 25). Containing
138 episodes, Silvers is now in over 90
markets.
• Another CBS Films product, Trackdown, is said to be nearing the $500,000 mark after a little over a month
in syndication. Trackdown, consisting
of 71 western half -hours, has been sold
in 20 markets thus far. Both series will
move from their CBS-TV run to syndicated showing in mid-October.
• Four Star Television, L.A., has sold
26 new segments of Richard Diamond,
Private Detective tv series to NBC-TV.
Starting Oct. 5 it will be in the Monday 7:30-8 p.m. slot. The series was on
CBS-TV for two years. Four Star's
new Tales of the Plainsman also was
sold to NBC-TV. Starting Oct. 1 it will
be seen Thursdays 7:30-8 p.m. The
series deals with an Indian serving as
deputy U.S. marshal circa 1885.
• Meet McGraw, currently on ABCTV (Sun., 10:30-11 p.m.) goes into syndication by ABC Films Inc. effective
Oct. 1. There are 42 half -hours of the
mystery-adventure series starring Frank
Lovejoy. Early purchasers: KPIX (TV)
Advertisement

Pictured at top above; WFLA-TV Videotape Recording
Studiosotaready
action at Miss
MunicipalforAuditorium.
Center;Florida
left Pageant,
to right. SaraMiss
Florida
of 1945,
WFLA-TV Jackstaffer,
Nancy Purvis.
Miss Jeni
FloridaFreeland.
of 1959, anneuncer
Stir
and producer-director Frank Stringer of WFLA-TV. 77
Bottom;
Sarasota
police
rush
Tom
Matthews,
WFLA-TV
for airing. to airport to send tape on its way to Tampa
newsman

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 3-7, 10-12 (4-4:30 p.m.) Truth
or
ship. Consequences, participating sponsorAug. 3, 10 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray& Party,
Hard through Lennen
Newell P.andLoriPharmaceuticals
Inc.
through Parkson Adv.
Aug. 4,sustaining.
11 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Passage,
Aug. 4, 11 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
Aug. 5, 12 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
Aug.Presents
5, 12 (9-9:30
p.m.)Kraft
Kraftthrough
Music
Hall
Dave King,
J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 6 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Aug. 7 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
Aug. 8 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Aug. 8 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff & Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Aug. 8 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents, Sunbeam through Perrin-Paus, American Dairy
through Campbell-Mithun.
Aug. 9 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, co-operative sponsorship.
Aug. 9 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
New York; WMAL-TV Washington;
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles and KTVK
(TV) Phoenix, Ariz.
• Person to Person is going international. After six years of live home-visits
with notables in the continental United
States, the CBS-TV interview show this
season will include taped or filmed encounters with celebrities abroad. CBS
correspondent Charles Collingwood
takes over the visiting chores originally
performed by Edward R. Murrow, currently on sabbatical leave. The new format calls for some half-hour visits as
well as the conventional two 15-minute
segments. Getting underway Oct. 2,
Person to Person is to be co-sponsored
by Pharmaceuticals Inc., and the Warner Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
• KYW-TV Cleveland managed to get
an exclusive July 25 when teamster
boss James Hoffa visited the city to
attend a wedding reception for the
daughter of a local union official. Disregarding signs "No Press Allowed",
KYW-TV's John Mahoney and Ralph
Mayher were accosted at the entrance.
But a direct appeal to Mr. Hoffa nearby
won permission for a sound-on-tape interview that was not only used by
KYW-TV, but later picked up for
NBC-TV's
news show. Today and Chet Huntley's
• George Bilson, Hollywood tv producer, has obtained video rights to
"What's the Law," human interest legal
column syndicated by Bell Syndicate
78 (PROGRAMMING)

to 63 U.S. newspapers, and will turn
it into a five-minute tv strip series.
Plans call for production of 260 episodes, with the first 15 going into production Aug. 5, to be released for
broadcast five times a week. William
Morris Agency represents the package.
Bilson Productions is at 570 Lillian
Way, Hollywood 4. Telephone is Hollywood 3-5280.
• Bold Journey, fresh from three years
on ABC-TV, and / Search for Adventure, already in syndication, are to be
distributed by Banner Films, New
York. Negotiations were handled by
Jack Douglas, creator, producer and
narrator of both series, and Banner
president Charles McGregor. Involved
are 143 episodes of Journey, and 52
Adventure installments.
• ABC Films, New York, reports 17
new stations have bought The Adventures of Jim Bowie (now in 65 markets), and 12 have added The People's
Choice (now in 80 markets).
• RCA is contributing $100,000 to support colorcasts of the modern chemistry
course on NBC-TV's Continental Classroom, which starts Sept. 28. RCA is one
of nine companies, plus the Ford
Foundation, backing the college-level
course that will be accredited by some
300 universities and colleges. "One of
the significant characteristics in chemical reactions and processing is color,
hence color tv will make experiments
easier to follow and enable tv students
to get far more out of them," said John
L. Burns, RCA president.

Sr. Diaz again stated his belief that
Fidel Castro, Cuban premier, is a communist dictator.
• Loew's Inc., New York, last week
reported consolidated net earnings of
$6,157,000, or $2.31 per share, for the
40 weeks ended last June 4, as compared with a loss of $683,000 in the corresponding period last year. Joseph R.
Vogel, president, told stockholders that
all divisions of the company (film production-distribution and foreign theatres, television, records and music) are
operating profitably in the current year.
He noted that the significant change was
in the film distribution-production operation, which earned $5,423,000 before
interest and federal income taxes in the
40 weeks, as against a loss of $7,114,000 in the comparable period of 1958.
• New World Productions (Mel-OToons animated cartoons), North Hollywood, Calif., has secured the rights to
use Thornton Burgess' Peter Cottontail, Paddy The Beaver and other of
his characters in its cartoons. The company will produce several series of sixminute shows combining live action
with animation. Each series will have
104 parts.
• Lang- Worth Feature Programs Inc.,
N.Y., is expanding its sales and production aids service, Radio Hucksters &
Airlifts. Radio stations are now offered
a four-part service plan including:
"Profitunes," a book of selling hints and
techniques, tie-ins and promotion-merchandising ideas;
a kit
of instructions
in "Airmanship,"
the use of station

• The Bartell Family Stations' (KYA
San Francisco, KCBQ San Diego,
WOKY Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta
and WYDE Birmingham), public service series, The Critical Years, will be
carried by more than 150 stations. The
series, broadcast on KYA July 16-23, is
a first person narrative by a onetime
juvenile delinquent.

ID's, jingles, sound effects and voice
gimmicks; "Cash Calendar," which
points out national sales trends and seasonal advertising opportunities, and
"Blue Chip Tips," a newsletter of sales
and production information. Also available on request is a demonstration LP
recording called "Showcase," telling
how to produce a finished commercial
from Radio Hucksters & Airlifts.

• Fryman Enterprises, Hollywood, will
produce The Mickey Rooney Show and
The Lariat Kid tv series in partnership
with Ziv Tv Programs. Fryman President Red Doff is the producer of
Rooney and executive producer of
Lariat.

• Banner Films, N.Y., has acquired tv
distribution rights to five feature films
bringing the total number in its Banner Package to 38, it was reported.
New additions are: Stage Door Canteen, Peck's Bad Boy, Peck's Bad Boy
With the Circus, Under the Red Sea
and Jungle Headquarters.

• Newsman Bob Siegrist (WLS Chicago, WGAR Cleveland and WGEZ
Beloit, Wis.) aired exclusive radio interviews with Major Pedro Luis Diaz,
former Cuban Air Force chief (Wed.
July 15) the day after his appearance
before the Senate Internal Security Subcommittee Sr. Diaz, his wife and
brother were guests of Mr. Siegrist in
his Milwaukee home after his Washington testimony. In his radio interview,

• Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., has sold
Manhunt to two regional breweries,
making a total of 96 markets sold three
months before the series starts on the
air. Jax Beer has purchased the show
for 20 southern markets and Drewry's
Beer will sponsor it in four midwest
markets. Respective agencies are
Fitzgerald Adv. Agency, New Orleans,
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and MacFarland, Aveyard &
Chicago.

Co.,

• Cinema-Vue Corp., N.Y., tv film distributor, has acquired two film properties which are being offered for regional
and local sponsorship. The shows are
Secret File, U.S.A., consisting of 26
half-hours, starring Robert Alda, and
The Mickey Rooney Show, featuring
Mickey Rooney in 33 situation comedy
episodes.
• Total of markets sold on Independent
Television Corp.'s Cannonball film
series has risen to 105, ITC announced,
with a recent purchase by Garrett
Freightlines, Salt Lake City, for seven
western markets. The programs, which
deal with the trucking industry, will
originate at KSL-TV Salt Lake City and
will be beamed via microwave relay
over the Skyline Network to the following stations: KBOI-TV Boise, KID-TV
Idaho Falls, KLIX-TV Twin Falls, all
Idaho, and KSLF-TV Butte, KFBB-TV
Great Falls and KOOK-TV Billings, all
Montana.
• Larry Harmon Pictures Corp., Hollywood, has acquired rights to Tintin,
European comic strip character, and is
planning to produce a series of 104
six-minute Tintin cartoons for use on
tv and, in some foreign countries, in
theatres. Production of the first Tintin
series, "Operation Moonbeam," is already underway at California Studios,
Hollywood, with expectations that two
of the six-minute films will be completed by mid-September. After that,
with the format set, they will be turned
out at the rate of two a week, the same
output schedule as the Harmon Studio
has for its Bozo, the Clown tv series.
• KTLA

(TV) Los Angeles has purchased outright Sandy Howard's interest in the tv series, Emergency Ward,
and becomes sole owner. The series
was developed by Sandy Howard
Productions last year and experimentally produced by KTLA. It is slated to
debut on KTLA about Sept. 15.
• Formation of Morgan-Swain, Sarasota, Fla., to produce motion pictures,
slides and tv and radio shows has been
announced by Hack Swain. The firm is
a consolidation of Carey-Swain and
Dramatic Presentations, sales organization. It is located at 1938 Laurel St.,
Sarasota. Officers of Morgan-Swain include Duncan J. Morgan, president, Mr.
Swain, vice president, Marie Swain,
vice president-secretary and Stuart Rae,
formerly Ruthrauff & Ryan art director.
Mr. Swain has been producer of radio
commercials and his own 45-minute
daily show on WSPB Sarasota. Mr.
Morgan formerly headed Dramatic
Presentations.
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising
• William D. Watson, senior vp,
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago, elected executive vp. Mr. Watson
is agency account supervisor on BrownForman Distillers Corp.
• Anthony C. Chevins, director of creative department of
Cunningham & Walsh,
N.Y., elected senior
vp. Mr. Chevins has
been with C & W
since 1951.
• Robert K. Byars, formerly vp and
account executive with MacFarland,
Aveyard & Co. (Stewart-Warner, Celotex Corp., Martin Senour Paint accounts), Chicago, appointed vp and
account supervisor of Erwin Wasey,
Ruthrauff & Ryan, L.A. He will supervise radio-tv advertising of Union Oil
Co. account.
• Carl Broman, formerly marketing
assistant to president, and brand manager, of Carling Brewing Co., Cleveland, named to new post of director of
merchandising with Pepsi-Cola Co.,
N.Y.

&

FORTUNES

• John A. McKinven, manager, Fuller
& Smith & Ross' Pittsburgh office, to
New York headquarters for special
marketing assignment. He is succeeded by Hugh H. Redhead, vp
in charge of creative services in Pittsburgh. Other FSR appointments: David
H. Echols named vp and manager,
Chicago office; Edward J. Lauesen to
vp, corporate marketing programs; John
Leahy, office manager, S.F., succeeding William P. Dumont who becomes
west coast co-ordinator, and Kirk C.
Tuttle, vp and manager, Cleveland
office, elected to board of directors.
• Harry B. Henshel, executive vp,
elected president of Bulova Watch Co.,
N.Y. He succeeds John H. Ballard,
who retires, remaining on board of directors.
• Burt Cochran, who has sold his interest in Stebbins and Cochran, L.A.,
to Barton Stebbins, elected executive vp
and principal in McNeill & McCleery,
that city, which is changing its name
to McNeill, McCleery & Cochran.
• Frank Clayton, formerly media
group supervisor with Gardner Adv., St.
Louis, to Kenyon & Eckhardt, Chicago,
as media director.

Central Mid-South Fulltimer — extremely distressed
situation due to illness. Must have immediate action. Price
tractive$67,500
terms. with $17,500 down. Balance on atDeep South Fulltimer — major market top-rated
facility operating in black. Good real estate. Price
$225,000 with $105,000 down and balance in five
years.
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•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Rayford E. Nugent appointed vp in
charge of sales of Consumer Product
Div. of Philco Corp., Pa.
• John O. Roche,
copy
of
Gardner director
Adv., St.
Louis, appointed vp
and creative director.
He is succeeded by
Theodore O. Simpson, formerly director of creative-conMr. Roche
tact department.
• William R. Knott, president of
Atlantis Sales Corp., Rochester, N.Y.,
retires, remaining on board of directors.
Atlantis is selling organization for R. T.
French Co., packer of mustard spices,
instant food and other products.
• Ernest W. Turner, creative director
with Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, to
agency's Chicago office as creative director. He is vp and member of board.
• T. A. Casey, account supervisor with
Tatham-Laird, Chicago, joins Lilienfeld & Co., that city, as vp of marketing services.
• Charles E. Palmer, product manager, foods division of Lever Bros.,
N.Y., named merchandising manager,
Pepsodent division.
• James H. Filling, formerly assistant brand manager of Colgate-Palmolive Co., N.Y., to Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, that city, as assistant account
executive. Other appointments at
OB&M: Judith Claymont as copywriter; A. Burton Wells as art director, and Roxane Cotsakis as copy
group head.
• Paul K. Hogue, formerly senior account executive with McCann-Erickson, N.Y., to Foote, Cone & Belding,
that city, as account supervisor on Liebmann Breweries.
• George Grant, formerly assistant
media director of Montgomery Ward
& Co., to Edward H. Weiss & Co., both
Chicago, as media supervisor.
• Richard F. Gorman resigns as advercago. tising director of Admiral Corp., Chi• John Rundall, formerly director of
radio-tv production with North Adv.,
Chicago, to Foote, Cone & Belding, that
city, as broadcast supervisor.
• R.D. Waters, president, Hess &
Clark, Ashland, Ohio (veterinary drug
subsidiary of Vick Chemical Co.),
named president and general manager,
Vick Products Div., Vick Chemical
Co., N.Y. He is succeeded by Hermon
High, senior vp and board member,
Vick Co.
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Mr. Fessel

Mr. Dooley

• C. E. Fessel
elected president of
new agency, Fessel,
Siegfriedt, Dooley and
Moeller, Louisville,
formerly separate
agencies — Fessel-Siegfriedt Inc. and Dooley
& Moeller Inc. James
L. Dooley named executive vp of merged
agency, in charge of
administration; Fred
Siegfriedt to serve as
vp and treasurer;
Rudy F. Moeller,
vp and secretary. Address: 304 W. Liberty
St. Telephone: Juniper 3-7768.

• Michael D'Angelo Jr., formerly
newscaster with WFIL-AM-FM Philadelphia, to Atlanta regional office of
Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Sales
Inc.
• John L. Southard Jr., account executive, C. J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y., to
Benton & Bowles Inc., that city.
• J. Robert York, formerly with Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Chicago,
and Richard J. Dixon, formerly frozen
foods product advertising manager,
Libby, McNeill & Libby, to MacFarland, Aveyard & Co., that city, as account executives.
• Marshall L. Kissel, formerly account executive with Arthur Meyerhoff Co., Chicago, to Cunningham &
Walsh, that city, as marketing director.
• Donald C. Zuehlsdorff, formerly
account executive with Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, to Henry B. Kreer &
Co., both Chicago.
• Mrs. Barbara Lap pin Pearl, formerly with Carson/ Roberts, L. A.,
named media director of Nides*Cini*
Advertising*Inc, that city. Agency
name was misspelled in Broadcasting,
July 27.
• Sondra Golden, formerly with CBS,
joins Co-Ordinated Marketing Agency,
N.Y., as copy supervisor.
• John E. McCullough, formerly tv
art director of Doyle Dane Bernbach,
N.Y., to N.W. Ayer & Son, Phila., in
similar capacity.
• Clark L. Wilson,
Ph.D., formerly associated with personnel
and market research
consulting firm he
founded on west coast,
joins BBDO as vp in
Mr. Wilson
charge of marketing.
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The Media
• Edward C. Obrist, manager of
WHAY New Britain-Hartford, elected
director of Connecticut State Network.
CSN stations are: WSTC Stamford,
WNAB Bridgeport, WNLC New London, WATR Waterbury, WTOR Torrington, WHAY and WICH Norwich.
• Douglas Rodgers, formerly producer
and director with NBC-TV, named proN.J. gram director of WNTA-TV Newark,
• Ralph Hansen, program director of
KYW-TV Cleveland, to WJBK-TV Detroit, in similar capacity. He succeeds
Ralph Rust who joins WSPD-TV
Toledo as director of operations.
• Frank W. Erwin,
director of co-operative programs with
Mutual Bcstg. Co. appointed to new post
of assistant to president, as part of network's realignment of
Mr. Diaz
executive responsibilities. Ray Diaz, stamanager.
tion relationdirector
appointed
of
stations services and
co-operative programs
in consolidation of
departments and
Charles King, formdirectorforofNTA
stationerlyrelations
Mr. King
television network and
earlier in similar capacity with MBS, rejoins MBS as director
of station relations.
Stephen Joseph McCormick, director of
news, promoted to
director of Mutual's
Mr.
entire Washington opMcCormick
eration, assuming
former duties of Robert F. Hurleigh.
now president.
• Rolland Reichert, tv operations
manager of WNBQ (TV) Chicago, promoted to night manager of WMAQ and
WNBQ, that city. He will continue
present duties and supervise radio-tv
operations from 5 p.m. to signoff.
• E. Halsey Sandford named vp for
operations of WKYW Louisville. John
M. (Jay) Thomson appointed sales
manager, succeeding Neal W. Robbins, who resigned. Mrs. Elisabeth
Anderson, station's first employe, promoted to treasurer of Radio Kentucky
Inc., which owns WKYW.
^^^^

• Charlotte Tucker, formerly
ant timebuyer with Earle Ludgin
agency, Chicago, to Keystone
casting System as director of

assist& Co.
Broadstation

relations. She succeeds Blanche Stein,
who resigned.
• James Gerity Jr.,
president
of WNEMTV Bay City,
Mich.,
resumes position of
general manager, following resignation of
Russell A. Gohring, formerly vp and
general manager.
Mr. Gerity
Tom Matthews, operations director, named station manager; Harold Stone appointed operations administrator and production director and Vincent Collins to program administrator and film director.
Leo Heisel continues as chief engineer.
• Phil Rose, formerly sales manager
of KOLO Reno, named station manager of KDOT, that city, recently acquired by KDOT Inc. (Paul C. Schaefer). George Carr retained as commercial manager.
• Wallace Dunlap resigns as general
manager of WTAO and WXHR (FM)
both Cambridge, Mass., continuing as
consultant to New England Television
Corp., ford,applicant
for ch. 6 in New BedMass.
• William Ray, news manager of NBC
Central Div. (WMAQ and WNBQ
[TV] Chicago), resigns effective Sept. 1
to operate KASI Ames, Iowa, which
he has purchased, subject to FCC ap• James F. Keough, formerly account
proval.
executive with WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, Conn., appointed general sales
manager of WFEA Manchester, N.H.
• Ruth Musser, operations supervisor
of WMCA New York, named program
manager.
• Dick Dunne, news director of
KXAB-TV Aberdeen, S.D., named program director.
• Jim Smallwood, air personality as
Jim Wood, promoted to program director of KRAK-AM-FM Stockton, Calif.
Dick Carr to KRAK from KELP El
Paso, Tex., as air personality.
• Charles E. Hippler named news
director of WSOY-AM-FM Decatur,
111., succeeding Downey Hewey, who
was appointed program director.
• John D. Kelly,
formerly general sales
manager of WINS
New York, appointed
national sales manager of W J W-T V
Cleveland, with headquarters in N.Y. 81
at
Mr. Kelly
Storer Bcstg.
Co.'s national sales office,
ef-

fective Aug. 10. Mr. Kelly was previously managing director of WJW-AMFM.
• Victor E. (Buck)
Forker, formerly account executive with
WNEW New York appointed general manager of WDRC-AMFM Hartford, Conn.,
recently purchased by
Buckley-Jaeger BroadMr. Forker
casting Corp. of Connecticut (Broadcasting, July 20),
which also owns WHIM Providence.
• Carl A. Winman, part owner of
Friendly Group stations, Steubenville,
Ohio, nominated U.S. district judge for
southern Ohio by President Eisenhower.
• Monte Everett, formerly with sales
staff of WTAR-TV Norfolk, joins Chicago office of Everett-McKinney Inc.,
radio and tv station rep, as account executive.
• Robert S. Stevens, air personality
with KLIF Dallas, promoted to program
director of KABL San Francisco-Oakland, both McLendon stations.
• Bob Walters, music director of
WALT Tampa, Fla., promoted to program director.
• Ray Schwarz, producer-director with
WJRT(TV) Flint, Mich., named production manager. Gary D. Bentley,
formerly news director of KSBY-TV
San Luis Obispo, Calif., to WJRT news
staff.
• Earl Ferson named promotion manager of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N.
M. He succeeds L. Thomas Christison,
who opens pr office in Korber Bldg.,
that city.
• Rowena Pearl, formerly media director, Moss Assoc., N.Y. to Motivation Research Reports, that city, as
client relations director.

• Harry Arouh, special news editor of
KTHS Little Rock, promoted to news
director, succeeding Bill Neel who
resigns
writer. to join aircraft firm as technical
• J. C. Kellam, general manager of
KTBC-AM-TV Austin, Tex., moves
from CBS Radio Affiliates Advisory
Board to affiliates tv advisory board as
southwestern representative.
• Daniel C. Park, formerly general
sales manager of WIRE Indianapolis,
to Steve B. Smith & Assoc., advertising
and public relations firm, that city.
• William C. Gittinger, 62, former
CBS vp, died July 26
at Southold, Long Island. He had retired
four years ago, but
had continued to serve
network in consultant
Mr. Gittinger
capacity. Mr. Gittinger joined CBS in 1934
as director of sales development and was
named vp in charge of sales in 1940.
Ten years later, he became vp of CBS
Inc. and special assistant to president.

ducing organization of Sid Caesar's tv
programs), died July 22 of heart ailment in New York. Mr. Janis joined
NBC-TV as associate supervisor of production of Show of Shows, and later
became executive producer. He
also produced Martha Raye, Bob Hope
and Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis tv
shows.
• Robert S. De Tchon, 48, sales manager with WYDE Birmingham, Ala.,
died July 25, following heart attack
while visiting Cleveland.
• Dick Femmel, news director of
WXYZ-TV Detroit, named director of
news and special events of WXYZAM-FM-TV.
• Robert M. Brockway, formerly assistant chief engineer of WISH-AMTV Indianapolis, to WFBM-AM-TV,
that city, in similar capacity. Philip A.
Smith, formerly with WLWI (TV),
that city, joins promotion and pr staff
of WFBM as projects supervisor.
• John Piet promoted from assistant
news director to news and sports director of WMNI Columbus, Ohio.

• Roger O. Valdiserri, formerly promotional development planner for South
Bend (Ind.) Div. of Curtiss-Wright
Corp. appointed manager of news bureau in public relations department of
Studebaker-Packard Corp., that city.

• Gary Gielow of KPEN (FM) elected president of new San Francisco Bay
Area FM Broadcasters. Dave Larsen,
KJAZ
tary. (FM) Alameda, named vp and
Fred Gennert, KSFR (FM), secre-

• Ralph Thompson resigns from news
staff of KNX Los Angeles-CBS Radio
Pacific Network.

• John P. Frankenfield, production

• Jon Doe appointed director of news
of KISN Portland, Ore.
• Dick Wright appointed news director of WTAG-AM-FM Worcester,
Mass., succeeding Jim Little, on leave
of absence with South Korean Information Service.
• Harold E. Janis, 53, vp and executive producer of Shellrick Corp. (pro-

manager
of WBALTV
Baltimore,
promoted to program
director. Albert W.
Quinn, formerly free
lance writer, ap,,
pointed news manager
Frankenfibld of WBAL-AM-TV.
Stanley J. Cole, formerly administrative assistant to business manager,
named operations manager of WBALTV.
• Fred M. Irvin, freelance artist,
joins KEYT (TV) Santa Barbara,
Calif., as art director.
• Stan Cowan appointed publicity director of Walter E. Kline & Assoc.,
Hollywood pr firm.
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MADE
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ON CONTRACT
U.S. only

*SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE JINGLE MILL
82 (FATES & FORTUNES)

• 203 W. 49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730

• Benjamin A. Munson, sales representative with KFRC-AM-FM San
Francisco, to KGO-AM-FM, that city,
in similar capacity.
• Norman Taylor, formerly account
executive with KOVR (TV) StocktonSacramento, to KTVU (TV) OaklandSan ilar
Francisco,
capacity. both California, in sim• Frank Edwards, news editor of
WTTV (TV) Indianapolis, resigns effective Aug. 15, has signed for daily
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

newscast over MBS starting Sept. 1,
sponsored by American Red Ball
Transit Co., Indianapolis.
• Edward Neal Prendergast, 40,
member of sales staff of KFJZ-TV Fort
Worth, Tex., died July 18, following
auto accident in Rockdale, Tex.
• Milt Nixon, formerly air personality
with WGEE Indianapolis to WCHB
Detroit, as host of gospel programs.
• Charlie Brown, announcer, from
KSAY San Francisco to KSFR (FM),
that city.
• Howie Williams formerly with
Sports Network, joins WMAL-AMFM Washington as air personality.
• Gene McGovern, formerly account
executive with WICC-TV Bridgeport,
Conn., joins sales staff of WPRO-TV
Providence.
• Bobby Vann, air personality with
WWOK Charlotte, N.C., moves to
WJBW New Orleans, adds duties of
operations manager.
• Gene London joins WCAU-TV
Philadelphia as host of 90-minute live
children's show.
• Jerry Telser joins WLOL-AM-FM
Minneapolis-St. Paul as air personality.
• Art Curley, formerly air personality with WDEL-AM-FM Wilmington,
Del., to WJAR Providence in similar
capacity.
• Hal Camello joins WFPA Fort
Payne, Ala., as announcer. Paul
White, air personality, rejoins WFPA
after Army tour.
• Bob Jones, formerly with KFOXAM-FM Long Beach, Calif., to KBIQ
(FM) Los Angeles as announcer.
Programming
• Tony Wells, formerly film producer
with Leo Burnett Co., Chicago, appointed tv production manager at WildingIF YOU'RE
CHARGED

WITH

LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY — PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Be ready with our unique
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City, Mo.
New
York, Chicago,
107 William
175 W. San100Francisco,
Bush
St. Jackson St.
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Tv, midwest tv film branch of Wilding
Inc., N.Y.
• Alfred Markim,
director of operations
of NTA Telestudios,
N.Y., elected vp in
charge of operations.
Mr. Markim joined
NTA in 1957 as assistant director and
later served as execuMr. Markim tive assistant to president of Telestudios.

Advertisement

• Roger H. Lewis, formerly national
director of advertising, publicity and exploitation. United Artists Corp., N.Y.,
appointed vp. Fred Goldberg succeeds
him.
• Mervyn Framer, formerly associate
producer, The Big Payoff, appointed
managing director of Spotlight Promotions (tv merchandising firm), N.Y.
• Alex March, named producer-director of three of NBC-TV's Sunday
Showcase dramas. Mr. March produced
last 20 Kraft Theatre shows for Talent
Assoc.
• John A. Aaron and Jesse Zousmer,
who, with Edward R. Murrow, conceived CBS-TV Person To Person show
and have produced it since inception
six years ago, signed by CBS-TV as independent producers for new version of
that show this fall, starting Oct. 2 (Fri.
10:30-11 p.m. EDT) with Pharmaceuticals Inc. as sponsor. Aaron & Zousmer firm is A to Z Productions Inc.
• Leo Brody, assistant to vp of TransLux Television Corp., N.Y. , adds duties
of eastern division sales manager.
• Jack Garber, formerly on publicity
staff of Allied Artists, Hollywood, joins
Screen Gems, that city, in similar capacity.
• David Oppenheim, formerly director
of Columbia Records' masterworks division, to Robert Saudek Assoc., N.Y.,
as associate producer.
Equipment & Engineering
• Wayne Beaverson, chief engineer of
Electro-Voice Inc. Buchanan, Mich.,
elected vp in charge of engineering,
succeeding A. M. Wiggins, who resigned.
• William E. Seaman, formerly assistant to manager of Video Products
Dept. of Ampex, L.A., named chief
engineer of Midwestern Instruments
Inc., Tulsa.
• Charles H. Meuche, formerly liaison
engineer with Webcor Inc., Chicago,
appointed vp of government electronics
division.
• Nicholes Fotiadi appointed super-

Miniaturized by the exigencies of
rateholding, Mr. WSLSTV took
it all with good grace. He said:
"My model fee's the same no matter what size picture you use."
So's our market: 448,001 tv
homes in our 58-county coverage
area.
WSLS-TV • Channel 10 • NBC
Television • Mail Address: Roanoke, Va. National Representatives: Blair Television Associates

WISN-TV
the basic buy
in Milwaukee
BASIC BECAUSE . . .
WISN-TV's share of audience has increased sharply. In important afternoon and evening time periods it is
now the leading station in town.
WISN-TV's coverage has increased
sharply. Because of network shifts in
other markets WISN-TV now brings
the only sharp ABC signal to most
viewers in a 16 county area —
559,470 TV homes.
END RESULT . . .
WISN-TV is the only Milwaukee
station to increase its coverage and
audience without increasing its rates.

WISN-TV
Channel 12
William C. Geodnow, Station Manager
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

visor of semi-conductor sales, International Operations Dept., Motorola Inc.
Chicago. Virden E. Scranton named
assistant manager of business and engineering service, semi-conductor division. Dr. Robert E. Samuelson appointed assistant general manager for
research and development at western
military electronics center of Motorola,
Phoenix, Ariz.
• Capt. Gilbert L. Countryman,
USN Ret., formerly assistant chief of

Bureau of Ships for electronics, joins
Page Communications Engineers Inc.,
Washington.

Mr. Marx

• Frank Louis
Marx, vp in charge
of engineering with
ABC, elected to board
of Foto-Video Labs,
Cedar Grove, N.J.
Mr. Marx is a
senior member of Institute of Radio Engineers and belongs to

several other scientific and engineering
groups.
• Bernard O. Holsinger appointed
head of new Electro-Specialties, closed
circuit tv camera division of Sylvania
Electric, N.Y. Robert S. Mason named
manager of entertainment equipment
sales, and Eugene M. Sorenson manager of industrial equipment sales with
Sylvania Electronic Tubes Div. Arne
Christensen joins semiconductor division as sales manager.

INTERNATIONAL
Ford
north

tv specials
of the

border

Ford Motor Co. of Canada and CBC,
Toronto, are negoitating for a series of
39 tv specials to start this fall. The
series is expected to cost Ford about
$250 million, the biggest single tv package ever sold in Canada to a sponsor.
The specials will include 19 live
Canadian shows of one to two hours in
length, with dramatic and operatic presentations. The shows are expected to
A SMASHING SUCCESS IN MONROE
In a letter to Jerry Hauser, Southwestern
Sales Manager of Community Club Services, Inc., Mr. Raymond W. Baker. General
Manager of KMLB
Monroe, Louisiana,
stated that "our recently concluded
CCA Campaign was
the most successful
Radio promotion to
hit Monroe in many
a moon. With our
competition consisting of two "frantic"
operations with all
their attendant gimmicks and giveaways, it took something as good and
MR. BAKER
fundamental as CCA
to do an effective job.
To my way of thinking, Community Club
Awards is the answer to a harassed manager's prayer. It accomplishes three all
important objectives: produces local and
regional revenue not otherwise readily
obtainable; supplies tangible proof of
definite results for advertisers; and serves
as an ideal audience and community goodwill promotion.
There's been a lot of comment in the trade
concerning the detail work involved in properly handling CCA. It's true, but that also
holds good for almost anything that might
be as worthy of the effort, and they are all
too few and far between."
COMMUNITY
CLUB
AWARDS
20 East 46 Street
New York 17, N.Y.
MUrray Hill
7-4466
34

average about $40,000 each. They will
alternate weekly with one hour programs produced by Ford in the U.S. and
piped in from the American network.
Ford of Canada is expected to foot the
$1.2 million bill for the series in
Canada.
Stock

offer

8 Canadian

affects
stations

British interests will acquire shares in
eight Canadian stations when Booker
Bros., McConnell & Co., London, England, buys majority control of Taylor,
Pearson & Carson (Canada) Ltd., Edmonton, Alta. Properties involved:
CKOC Hamilton, Ont.; CFAC Calgary,
Alta.; CHCT-TV Calgary; CJCA Edmonton; CFGP Grande Prairie, Alta.;
CJOC and CJLH-TV Lethbridge, Alta.;
and CHCH-TV Hamilton.
The British company is offering $21
a share for the 346,460 outstanding
shares of the company until Aug. 17.
The shares were listed at $9 early this
year on the Toronto Stock Exchange.
Taylor, Pearson & Carson (Canada)
Ltd., is primarily a wholesale western
Canadian automotive supply firm with
35 branches. It has held sizeable shares
in radio and television stations since the
early days of radio, when stations were
established to sell radio sets through
the chain's stores. The radio interests
will be held by a new firm, Selkirk
Holdings Ltd., and present TPC shareholders will be given an opportunity to
obtain shares proportionate to their
present TPC holdings. Under Canadian
broadcasting legislation no more than
25% of a radio or tv station's share may
be held outside Canada, or by other
than Canadian citizens.
The British financial concern's Canadian subsidiary, Prairie Pacific Distributors Ltd., is making the formal
share offering. No changes in TPC
management are contemplated.
British

tv in black

Britain's Independent Television Authority repaid a loan from the British

government Thursday (July 30), five
years ahead of schedule. ITA, governing body for commercial tv in the country, was authorized to borrow $5.6 million from the government but needed
only $1.6 million.
Two programming contractors, ATV
and Associated-Rediffusion, had record
profits for the fiscal year ending April
30. ATV, with a $16 million profit, is
paying a 60% final dividend on nonvoting Class A ordinary shares, bringing the year's total dividend to 100%.
A-R had a $19.6 million profit.
Canada

to telecast

U. S. programs first
CBC has made arrangements with
various Hollywood producers to permit
it to telecast new tv films over Canadian station before they appear on U.S.
stations. This should be especially advantageous for CBC in border areas
such as Toronto, Montreal and Vancouver, where many viewers turn to
U.S. station for the newest in filmed
shows.
The arrangement covers the new
Riverboat show, starring Darren McGavin, which will appear this fall on
CBC (Mon. 8:30 p.m.); Dennis the
Menace (Sat. 7 p.m.); The Deputy, a
western with Henry Fonda (Thur. 8
p.m.); Johnny Staccato, detective series,
with John Cassavetes (Sat. 10:30 p.m.);
Man From Blackhawk, insurance investigator series (Thur. 9:30 p.m.), and
Four Just Men, adventure series (Fri.
8:30 p.m.).
CBC's new fall series of commercially sponsored shows includes 35 live
programs produced in Canada and 16
film programs.
• Abroad

in brief

• NBC has joined with ATV, ABC,
Granada and TWW in an application to
run commercial tv in the Federation of
Rhodesia and Nyasaland (Broadcasting, July 20).Corp.
The meets
countries'
Broadcasting
this Federal
month
to consider the applicants.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959
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ENGINEERING

'REVOLUTIONARY'
Reeves, RCA develop
new tv tape facility
A new electronic method of assembling atv production or commercial on
video tape was announced jointly
Thursday (July 30) by Reeves Sound
Studios Inc., New York, and RCA.
Representatives of the two companies
described their newly developed method of electronically editing sounds and
scenes from previously recorded tape as
"revolutionary."
To be ready to provide the tape editing service by early winter, Hazard E.
Reeves, president of the sound studios,
said, the Reeves firm has contracted for
purchase from RCA of a battery of
eight tv tape recorders, including two
color units and related equipment.
The tape facility at Reeves studios
will also include one color and two
monochrome live cameras, one monochrome and one color film chain with
16 mm. and 35 mm. projectors and slide
projector, three electronic editing rooms
and a master control room.
Uses of the tv tape technique are evident in the purposes of the equipment
to be installed:
The tape machines are used as playback machines to provide picture
sources as well as recording machines
to record the finished product. The live
and film cameras provide additional picture and sound sources for integration
with taped material. The editing rooms
or mixing rooms contain the new RCA
transistorized switching system, which
switches from picture to picture in onemillionth of a second, and associated
with the switchers will be dissolve and
effects amplifiers for picture mixing.
All tape machines, live and film camera chains and picture sources from outside of the building will be connected as
the input picture to each of the switchers in the editing rooms. Sound sources
will similarly be connected to audio
consoles in each editing room. Monitors
will allow the directors and editors to
view the picture inputs and final picture.
The output of the editing rooms will
be connected to tv tape machines for
recording the edited pictures. The master control room will be a switching and
monitoring point to interconnect major
elements of the system, to check on
quality of performance standards and to
control the video operation of the live
and film camera chains.
• Technical topics
• Admiral Corp. for the first half of
1959 listed consolidated sales of $90,BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Talking tape • Reeves Soundcraft Corp., Danbury, Conn.,
manufacturer of magnetic recording tape has been admitted to
trading on the American Stock
Exchange, where 3,800 shares
were sold at an opening price of
10%. Discussing ticker tape and
video tape are (1 to r) : James
Dyer, chairman of board of governors of the American Stock Exchange; Hazard E. Reeves, president of Soundcraft, and Frank B.
Rogers Jr., executive vice president of Soundcraft.
894,700 as against $77,038,648 a year
ago — an 18% increase. Earnings before taxes were $2,739,761 compared
with $117,989 and after taxes $1,361,418 against a loss of $407,180 for
the same period in 1958. Current earnings amount to 57 cents per share on
2,389,246 shares outstanding, compared with a loss of 17 cents a share.
The report was released July 29.
• Sylvania Electric Products Inc., N.Y.,
has established a new organization
called Sylvania Electro-Specialties to
market closed-circuit tv cameras and
related equipment. The new department
will be headed by Bernard O. Holsinger, director of marketing. Initial
activities will be concentrated on a lowcost camera now in pilot production,
with other products to be added as
they are developed.
• Dage Television Div., Thompson
Ramo Wooldridge Inc., Michigan City,
Ind., has introduced Model ETS-1, a
completely mobile closed-circuit tv
system for classroom use. The company
says that the "tv studio on wheels" includes a Dage 700 line resolution
camera and console with video monitors, camera control, sync generator,
power supply and wave form monitor.
ETS-1 allows for such gear as film
projector controls, audio and video
switching-mixing and a spare generator
to be added. Prices start at $11,800.

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
HITS THE 50,000 TV HOMES
covered by
KMSO-channel 13
THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
IN WESTERN MONTANA
BECAUSE . . .
KMSO works . .programs
best of allfor3 ALL
net. plus VIPthetreatment
commercials.
and that goes for
KGVO RADIO TOO
CBS — ABC — NBC
ask FORJOE or
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOULA, MONT.

CRC
THE

Salutes
DYNAMIC

STAR

STATIONS
KISN (Portland) KOIL (Omaha)
KICN (Denver)
Upon their recent purchase of
several CRC station jingle series for each of their markets-

COMMERCIAL
RECORDING
P.O. BOX 6726
DALLAS 19, TEXAS
PHONE Rl 8-8004
TOM MERRIMAN
president
BOB FARRAR
vice president
DICK MORRISON
general sales manager
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FANFARE
Wanted:

listeners

Scattered through the classified advertising section of the Los Angeles
Times one day last month were 40
ads placed by KFWB Los Angeles.
Examples :
Lost and Found • Found: Diamond
studded entertainment. A galaxy of stars
to be found in Color Radio every day.
KFWB Radio, ch. 98.
Personals • Exquisitely beautiful
blonde
womenMore
listen than
to KFWB.
not alone.
30% They're
of the
people in Los Angeles listen to KFWB.
Schools • Learn how you can stop
ennui in 24 hourly lessons. Free — on
KFWB Color Radio, ch. 98.
Help Wanted — Women • 24-hour
companion for Jimmy Darren. You can
be a 24-hour companion to your favorite recording star on KFWB Color
Radio. Women need no help in finding
choice entertainment.
For Rent • Malibu Beach retreat.
Seven bedrooms, spacious den, fully
stocked wet bar, filtered cloverleaf
swimming pool extending into living
room. Maid and gardener service furnished. Lighted tennis court. IV2 acres
completely landscaped. Private, secluded. $150.00 per month, utilities
included. If you see this house contact
KFWB immediately. America's seven
most popular deejays would like to
rent it.
Miscellaneous for Sale • Hope Diamond, the Kohinoor — the world's most
fabulous gems are dull compared to the
sparkling entertainment afforded Los
Angeles on KFWB 24 hours a day.
Profit in the out-of-doors
Advertisers participating in an Outdoor Living Show undertaken by
KBKW Aberdeen, Wash., found it a
America's

Clincher • Salesmen of KOB-AM-TV Albuquerque, N.M., borrowed the
Navajo Freight Lines' "Squeezable Squaw" and put a new clause in time
contracts when they went calling on advertising agencies in Dallas, Tex.,
last month. Terms: a squeeze each time an agencyman signs the dotted line.
Here, seated next to squaw Jo Ann Leach, Paul Girard, Tracy-Locke's
Dallas media supervisor, takes advantage of the offer. Witnesses (1 to r):
Bob Pettingell, KOB sales manager; Dave Milam, Dallas radio manager of
Edward Petry & Co., representative of KOB stations; Hugh Kerwin, Petry's
Dallas tv manager, and Bob Williams, KOB-TV sales manager.
paying proposition from the start. It
lasted five days. Sponsors selling sports

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
86

JARET
CORP.

and leisure merchandise qualified for
participation through radio schedules
on KBKW. Each of 14 advertisers on
the first day made up his expenses in
direct sales, KBKW reports.
The show was on a supermarket
parking lot and traffic doubled there.
The station assigned a sales staffer to
help each sponsor arrange his display
and underwrote the cost of exhibit materials (bunting, signs and the rest). A
night watchman hired by KBKW was
on hand for the show's duration. Staff
personalities greeted show-goers and
handled five hours a day of remote
broadcasting from the Outdoor Living
Show. Advertisers took over the microphone themselves from time to time to
do commercials in person from the
show.
KBKWs own booth was a crowd
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

draw. The station news plane was on
display and free rides were awarded
visitors. Discs and other gifts also were
handed out.
• Drumbeats
• Timebuyers may now obtain an updated version of the WQXR New York
radio rating-value computer covering
10 leading markets. First issued by the
station several years ago, the table
shows relative value of ratings from 1.0
to 11.0. Example: a 1.5 rating in New
York represents more listening homes
than 6.0 in Detroit. Data on number of
1959 radio homes comes from The
Pulse Inc. The WQXR promotion department, New York 36, has copies on
hand.
• About 15,000 WNEW-TV New York
viewers responded last month to a single
tv announcement inviting them to visit
with
Fox, SSchildren's
aboardSonny
the liner
America. show host,
• Deadline for submitting listings for
the 1960 Chases' Calendar of Annual
Events is Aug. 15. The new edition will
contain information about more than
400 special days, weeks and months.
Companies, organizations and public
agencies are invited to send details of
their 1960 promotional events to the
FOR
Station

THE

Apple Tree Press, 2322 Mallery St.,
Flint 4, Mich.
• "Dr. Ridiculous," a promotional creation of WLDS Jacksonville, 111., was
recognized at a rate of 167 times an
hour while parading downtown. He
gave away more than 1,000 phonograph records in six hours to people
who addressed him as "Dr. Ridiculous."
The stunt was WLDS' contribution to
local merchants' annual "Ridiculous
• First to see a special city bicentennial
film
prepared by WTAE (TV) PittsDays."
burgh were a group of expatriates in
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. The former
Pennsylvanians saw it at a special bicentennial meeting in Florida. WTAE
is offering the documentary to organizations in the Pittsburgh area.
• KJNO Juneau, Alaska is getting program and promotion mileage out of
its new mobile unit with the Saturday
Buggyride. Listeners are helping plan
stunts for the weekly show which takes
KJNO talent around the coverage area
in a Volkswagen Microbus. One Saturday's Buggyride was a five-hour tour
around Alaska's capital city. A bear
hunt highlighted another Buggyride and
a gold-panning expedition another. Results: no bears, 1/50 oz. of gold.
RECORD

Inter

Mountain

Network
THE BIGGEST
MOST COMPREHENSIVE
PULSE STUDY
ever made
PROVES
KWIK
POCATELLO, IDAHO
Intermountain Network Affiliate
DELIVERS
40% Share of Audience
IN THIS HOT MARKET
Get Your Copy From Your Avery Knodel Man
The Nation's Most Successful Regional Network
HEADQUARTERS • SALT LAKE CITY • DENVER
Contact Your Avery-Knodel Man

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 23 through July 29. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
P.O. address 4211 Richey Rd. Studio location
Abbreviations:
Yakima. Trans, location Ahtnaum ridge
south of Yakima. Geographic coordinates
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
46° 31' 56" N. Lat., 120° 30' 25.92" W. Long.
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf Trans.
-ant., RCA. Consulting engineer Har— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high freold C. Singleton, Portland, Ore. Ralph
quency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
29.
Tronsrud,
realtor, is sole owner. Ann. July
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
APPLICATIONS
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA
—
*Tallahassee,
Fla. — Board of Control of
authorization.
Florida and Florida Educational Tv Comm.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
vhf
ch.
11
(198-204
ERP 94.8 kw vis.,
special temporary authorization. SH — speci- 47.4 kw aur.; ant. mc);
height above average
fied hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
terrain 761 ft., above ground 774 ft. Estimated construction cost $358,700, first year
operating cost $117,380. P.O. address Florida
State U., Tallahassee. Studio location Florida
New Tv Stations
State U. Trans, location Apalachicola National Forest. Geographic coordinates 30°
ACTIONS BY FCC
21' 32" N. Lat., 84° 36' 38" W. Long. Trans.Fargo, N.D.— North Dakota Bcstg. Co. ant. GE. Legal counsel Krieger & JorGranted vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 29.05 gensen. Applicants are licensees *WRUFkw vis., 14.55 kw aur.; ant. height above
AM-FM, *WUFT (TV) Gainesville, Fla. and
average terrain 392 ft., above ground 416 ft. *WFSU-FM Tallahassee. Ann. July 27.
Estimated construction cost $53,450, first
Baton Rouge, La. — Community Bcstg. Inc.
vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 316 kw vis.. 158
year
operating
revenue
$120,- kw
aur.; height above average terrain 1,029
000. P.O.
addresscost4000$96,000,
W. Main
St., Fargo.
Studio location Fargo. Trans, location Clay
ft., above ground 1,055 ft. Estimated construction cost $828,428, first year operating
County,
Minn.
Geographic
coordinates
46° cost $600,000
revenue $900,000. P.O. address
45'
25"
N.
Lat.,
96°
35'
37"
W.
Long.
Trans.
Dumont, ant. RCA. Legal counsel D.F. 600 Neosho St., Baton Rouge. Studio location Northeast of Slaughter, La. Trans, loPrince,neerWashington,
D.C.
Consulting
engication 600 Neosho St., Baton Rouge. GeoLloyd R. Amoo, Valley City, N.D.
North Dakota is licensee of KCJB-AM-TV
graphic coordinates 30° 44' 58" N. Lat., 91°
Minot,
KXJB-TV
Valley
City,
KBMB-TV
06'
49"
W.
Long. & Trans.
-ant. GE.
Legal counBismarck and KSJB Jamestown, all N.D.
sel Spearman
Roberson.
Consulting
engineer Silliman, Moffet & Rhorer. PrinciPrincipal stockholders are John Boler and
pals are Robert Earle, 40%, and G.T. Owen
E.C. Reineke and wife. Ann. July 29.
Jr., 60%. Both have equal interests in KLOU
Yakima, Wash. — Yakima Valley Television
Co. Granted uhf ch. 23 (524-530 mc); ERP 20.9 Lake Charles, La. Ann. July 23.
kw vis., 11.3 kw aur.; ant. height above
Baton Rouge, La. — Community Broadcastaverage terrain 957.6 ft., above ground 147.8
ing, Inc.— Request for STA to inaugurate
ft. Estimated construction cost $67,989. first program service on ch. 9 in Baton Rouge,
year operating cost $90,000, revenue $138,000. La. pending final decision with regard to
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.HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
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permanent operation on this channel. Ann.
July 28.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla.— Waived Sec.
3.610(b) of rules and granted application to
change mateits
trans,
ly 23 miles
fromlocation
Pensacolafrom
and approxi35 miles
from Mobile, Ala., to about 24 miles from
Pensacola and 26 miles from Mobile, change
type trans, and increase ant. height to
1,210 ft.; engineering conditions. Ann. July
23.
WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla. — Granted request
for waiver of sec. 3.652(a) of rules to identify station with St. Petersburg as well as
Tampa; does not modify license, change
location,sented.etc.
Comr.23. Robert Bartley disAnn. July
WAFB-TV
Baton
STA to operate on ch. Rouge,
9 pendingLa.—
finalGranted
action
on any applications for regular operation on
that channel; no effect to be given in any
comparative hearing to expenditure of
funds or preference as result of such temoperation.Baton
By letter,
tion byporary
WIBR
Rouge.denied
Comr.opposiJohn
Cross dissented. Modern is applicant for
ch. 9 which was shifted from Hattiesburg,
Miss, to poraryBaton
Rouge July
ch. 9 operation
will 6.beModern's
with ERPtem-of
257 kw vis. and 135 kw aur.: ant. height 500
ft. Community Bcstg. Co. (WIBR) has since
applied for regular operation on ch. 9. Ann.
July 23.
APPLICATION
KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.— Request for
STA to operate on ch. 2 on Patterson Mountain, 22 miles due west of Humphreys, Calif.,
subject to terms and conditions outlined in
request. Ann. July 28.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Paradise, Calif. — Paradise Bcstrs. Granted
930 kc, 500 w D. Ann. July 29.
Franklin, La. — Lionel B. De Ville. Granted
1390 kc,
500 wLa.DA-D.
P.O. construction
address Box cost
405,
Ville
Platte,
Estimated
$19,568, first year operating cost $25,000. revenue $36,000. Sole owner DeVille, has 15%
interest in KVPI Ville Plate, La. Ann. July
29.

MMIM!

FACE

OF A THIEF!

Battle of wits between a newspaperman and a brilliant detective proves a man's innocence. — Sharon Herald
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
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APPLICATIONS
Big Bear Lake, Calif. — Big Bear Bcstg. Co.,
1050 kc. 250 w D. P.O. address Box 70, Fawnskin, Calif. Estimated construction cost $15,221, first year operating cost $39,408, revenue
$53,655. Sole owner is William W. Booth,
employe Atchison, Topkea and Santa Fe
Railway Co. Ann. July 28.
Santa Maria, Calif. — James L. Fallon, 1150
kc. 5 kw. P.O. address 7805 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 46. Estimated construction cost
$44,728, first year operating cost $60,000,
revenue $80,000. Mr. Fallon owns Los Angeles ad agency. Ann. July 28.
Grand
Junction,
— G&P 2425
Enterprises.
1340
kc. 250
w. P.O.Colo.
address
Marshall
St., Denver, Colo. Estimated construction
cost $23,112, first year operating cost $36,000,
revenue $48,000. Equal partners are Wallace
R. Geiger and Horace T. Puckett. Mr. Geiger
is employe KDEN Denver. Mr. Puckett owns
retail service station. Ann. July 29.
Punta Gorda, Fla.— Peace River Bcstg.
Corp. 1350 kc 500 w D. P.O. address 130 E.
Marion Ave., Punta Gorda. Estimated construction cost $20,460, first year operating
cost $3,500, revenue $4,000. Principals include John P. Jones, 45%, and A.C. Frizzell,
50%.
Messrs.
dealers.
Ann. Jones
July and
23. Frizzell are new car
Lenoir, N.C.— John E. Boyd, 1580 kc, 500
w D. P.O. address Route #1, Landrum, S.C.
Estimated construction cost $13,450, first
year operating cost $27,000, revenue $36,000.
Mr.
BoydAnn.owns
grocer.
Julybarber
24. shop and is retail
North Augusta, S.C. — Harry Hammond,
1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 759 Lancaster
Rd., Augusta, Ga. Estimated construction
cost $31,637, first year operating cost $38,000,
revenue
$52,000.
estate. Ann.
July Mr.
23. Hammond is in real
Kingsport, Tenn. — Morgan Bcstg. Co., 1400
kc, 250 kw P.O. address Box 85, Etowah,
Tenn. Estimated construction cost $24,230
first year operating cost $19,752, revenue
$28,325.
Mr. July
Morgan
Tenn. Ann.
23. owns WCPH Etowah,
River Falls, Wis.— Robert E. Smith, 690
kc, 1 kw
D. Estimated
P.O. address
539 Birch cost
St.,
River
Falls.
construction
$43,172,
first
year
operating
cost
$45,000
revenue $60,000. Mr. Smith is employe
WAVN Stillwater, Minn. Ann. July 23
Cheyenne, Wye- J-J Bcstg. Co., 980 kc
500 w D. P.O. address 1220 N. Venice Ave
Tucson, Ariz. Estimated construction cost
$22,265, first year operating cost $65,000,
revenue $75,000.
Principals are Richard N.
Jacobson
and James
H. Johnson, 50% each
Mr.
Jacobson
is
employe
of KLAS-TV Las
Vegas. Mr. Johnson is employe
of KMOP
Tucson, Ariz. Ann. July 24.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KJBS Sanplication toFrancisco,
Calif.— Granted apincrease daytime
on
1100 kc from 1 kw to 50 kw-Lpower
(KYW)
Comrs.JulyR.E.23. Lee and Fred Ford dissented
Ann.
WALT Tampa,
Granted application
to increase power Fla.—
on 1110 kc from 10 kw
DA-D, toditions.50Ann. July
kw, DA-D;
engineering con23
WELM Elmira, N.Y.— Granted change on
1400 kc from 250 w, U, to 500 w-N, 1 kwLS,
DA.-N;
engineering conditions; remote
control
23. permitted during daytime only. Ann.
July
WYNG
Warwick-East Greenwich, R.I.—
Waived
Sec.
of the
to change
mam studio 3.30
location fromrules
Chepiwanoxet
island to
Warwick;
mitted. Ann. July 23. remote control perKBRK Brookings, S.D.— Granted increase
of power from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation on 1430 kc, D; remote control
permitted. Ann. July 23.
KLGN Logan, Utah—
application
to change operation on Granted
1390 kc from 1 kw
D, to 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS, DA-N, U; engineering conditions. Ann. July 23.
APPLICATIONS
KXAR Hope, Ark.— Mod. of license to
change hours of operation from unl. to
SH (1490 kc) Mon. thru
6 a.m. to
6:30 p.m., Sunday: 7 a.m. toSat.:
6:30 p.m. Ann
July 29.
WZRO Jacksonville Beach, Fla.— Cp to increase power from 1 kw to 25 kw, change
ant. -trans, and studio locations,
install DAD and new trans, and make changes in
ground system. (1010 kc). Ann. July 29
WTTB Vero Beach, Fla.— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (Request waiver of Sec.
3.21
Ann. [c]
Julyand28. 3.28 [b] or rules). (1490 kc).
KYSM Mankato, Minn. — Cp to change
frequency from 1230 kc to 1190 kc, increase
power from 250 w, unl., to 500 w, 5 kw-LS,
change ant. -trans, and studio location, install DA-2, changes in ground system, de-

lete remote control operation of trans, and
install new trans. (Request waiver of Sec.
1.351 [c] of rules). Ann. July 27.
KNCM Moberly, Missouri — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 July
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1230 250
kc).w Ann.
29. inKPRK Livingston, Mont. — Mod. of license
to change hours of operation from unl. to
SH: (1340 kc) Mon. thru Sat.: 6 a.m. to
9:05 p.m., Sunday 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Ann.
July 28.
WUSJtime power
Lockport,
N.Y.w— toCp 1tokwincrease
dayfrom 250
and install
new trans. (1340 kc) Ann. July 28.
KFLY Corvallis, Ore. — Cp. to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
new trans.,
locationofandtrans.
delete remotechange
controlstudio
operation
(1240 kc). Ann. July 29.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Lodi,
Lloyd
— Granted
97.7
mc, Calif.
800 — w.
P.O.Burlingham
address Route
#1,
Woodstock, 111. Estimated construction cost
$12,550, first year operating cost $7,554, revenue $7,554.July
Mr. 23.Burlingham owns KCVR
Lodi. Ann.
Terre
Haute,
William
Kultnski.
Granted 100.6 mc,Ind.3.6— kw.
P.O. J.
address
Box
433, Terre Haute. Estimated construction
cost $7,897, first year operating cost $12,936,
revenue $15,000. Mr. Kulinski is retail hardware merchant and owns recording company. Ann. July 23.
Lansing,
Graham.
Granted 104.7Mich.
mc, —7.6Herbert
kw. P.O. T.
address
Box
965, 4215 Glenwood Ave., Lansing 4, Mich.
Estimated construction cost $20,342, first
year operating cost $12,720, revenue $36,816.
Mr. Graham is general contractor. Ann.
July
St. 23.
Louis, Mo.— KADY Inc. Granted 96.5
mc, 24.5 kw. P.O. address Box 6155, St. Louis
21. Estimated construction cost $20,213, first
year
operating
cost $20,000,
revenue
Principals
are William
R. Cady
Jr. $22,000.
(80%),
Jack A. Chenoweth (10%) and Omar Schnatmeier
(10%).JulyApplicant
owns KADY St.
Louis. Ann.
23.
Plattsburgh,
N.Y.
—
Plattsburgh
Bcstg.
Corp. Granted 99.9 mc, 3.7 kw. P.O. address
38 Court struction
St.,cost Plattsburgh.
Estimated
con$11,572, first year operating
cost $600.burgh.Applicant
operates
WEAV
PlattsAnn. July 23.
Red Lion, Pa. — John M. Norris. Granted
96.1 mc, 20 kw. P.O. address Box 88, Red
Lion. Estimated construction cost $18,959,
first year operating cost $6,200, revenue
$7,800. Mr. Norris owns WGCB Red Lion
and is Presbyterian minister. Ann. July 23.
Towanda, Pa.— Vical Bcstg. Co. Granted
92.7 mc, Estimated
720 w. P.O.
addresscostBox$9,180,
93,
Towanda.
construction
first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$18,000. Equal partners (one-third each)
are T. Justin Myers Sr., banker; Victor A.
Michael, teacher and radio sales and service
operator, and M. Alan Poole, school art
supervisor. Ann. July 23.
Memphis, Tenn. — WDIA Inc. Granted
102.7 mc, 5.2 kw. P.O. address Box 5125,
Memphis. Estimated construction cost $11,874. Applicant owns WDIA Memphis, and
is owned
July
23. by WOPA Inc., Oak Park, 111. Ann.
Milwaukee, Wis. — Milwaukee Bcstg. Co.
Granted 99.1 mc, 25 kw. P.O. address 1701 W.
Wisconsin Ave., Milwaukee 3. Estimated
construction cost $22,141. Applicant owns
WEMR Milwaukee. Ann. July 23.
APPLICATIONS
Taylorville, 111.— Keith W. Moyer, 95.1
mc, 3.42
P.O.construction
address Boxcost481,
Taylorville.kw.
Estimated
$7,782,
first
year operating cost $8,000, revenue $9,000.
Mr.
Taylor
has
interest
in
WTIM
Taylorville.
Ann. July 23.
Elizabeth, N.J. — Suburban Bcstrs. 103.1

ACCOUNT
EXECUTIVE
Experienced
in radio
or tvbilling
local -regional
sales.
To take
over top
account
list on one of the best CBS stations in the
Carolinas. This position offers good base,
fringe benefits, and attractive commission
arrangements that enable you to build
your own future. NO LIMIT ON EARNINGS.
We want a family man with sincere desire
to work and make money. Your record
must stand rigid investigation. Send complete details including sales record on
local and regional accounts, with photograph to: Box 968M, BROADCASTING.
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mc, 1 kw. P.O. address Box 572, Alameda,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $14,595,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$35,000. Principals include Patrick Henry
and David D. Larsen, 47.5% each. Messrs.
Henry meda,
andCalif. Larsen
own 23.KJAZ (FM) AlaAnn. July
Chattanooga, Tenn. — WDOD Bcstg. Corp.,
96.5 mc, 12.6 kw. P.O. address Hamilton National Bank Bldg., Chattanooga. Estimated
construction cost $20,971, first year operating cost $2,400, revenue $2,400. Applicant is
licensee WDOD Chattanooga. Ann. July 23.
Spokane, Wash. — KHQ Inc., 98.1 mc, 46.87
kw. P.O. address Radio Central Bldg.,
Spokane 4. Estimated construction cost $32,550, first
year operating cost $4,000. Appli29. cant is licensee KHQ Spokane. Ann. July
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KQAL-FM Omaha, Neb.— Granted cp to
change operation from 94.3 mc to 94.1 mc;
ERP from 1 kw to 46 kw; ant. from 220 ft.
to
23. 230 ft.; engineering condition. Ann. July
Hicksville,
N.Y.—from
Granted
to WLIR
change(FM)
location
of station
Hicks-cp
ville to Garden City, N.Y., change trans,
and studio sites, and ant. from 175 ft. to
140 ft. Ann. July 23.
WOHI-FM East Liverpool, Ohio— Granted
cp to side -mount fm antenna on new tower
ant. 332 ft.; engineering conditions; remote
control permitted. Ann. July 23.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WDNG Anniston, Ala.— Granted assignment of licenses
Ralph M. Allgood and
Grover Wise to from
Potts Bcstg. Inc. (Thomas
S.
Potts,
president);
consideration $85,000.
Ann. July 23.
WENN Bessemer, WEZB Homewood, both
Aia°I^ma
of control
of
WENN — Granted
from John(1)M.transfer
McLendon
& Assoc., Inc., to Gene Newman Radio Inc. and
(2) assignment of license of WEZB from
Gene Newman Radio Inc., to John M. McLendon & Assoc., Inc. Involves exchange of
facilities.
July 29. Comr. R.E. Lee dissented. Ann.
KTMP Tempe, Ariz.— Granted assignment
of cp to Tri-State
(John L. Breece
president); consideratInc.
ses. Ann. July 29. ion $5,833 for expenKNLR North Little Rock, Ark.— Granted
transfer
of control from L.R. Luker to
Claude
Carpenter
Jr.; consideration $36,000
Ann. July
23.
KXO El Centro, Calif.— Granted assignment of licenses to Feldman Enterprises
Inc. (Leonard Feldman, president); consideration July
$239,400 plus
date. Ann.
23. net balance at closing
KBVM Lancaster, Calif.— Granted assignment of license to Tri-County Bcstrs. Inc.
(Roy N. Hinkel, president); consideration
$100,000. Ann. July 29.
KMBY Monterey, Calif.— Granted assignment of license to John Burroughs Inc.
(John L. Burroughs, president); consideration $112,000 plus $18,000 for covenant not to
compete. Ann. July 29.
KRNO San Bernardino, Calif.— Granted
assignment of license to KRNO Inc. (Jack
C. Vaughn and Cecil L. Trigg, vice presidents, have interest in KVII-TV Amarillo,
and KOSA-TV Odessa, both Texas, and
Trigg also has interest in KOSA (AM);
consideration $240,000 plus agreement to
rent real estate owned by assignor for 3
years at $3,600 per year. Ann. July 23.
KSDO San Diego, Calif.— Granted assignment of license to Gordon Bcstg. of San
Diego Inc. (Sherwood R. Gordon, president,
owns KBUZ-AM-FM
Mesa, 23.Ariz.); consideration $500,000. Ann. July
KGEN Tulare, Calif.— Granted assignment of licenses to Meldean Upp (KBMX
Coalinga,
July
29. Calif.); consideration $95,000. Ann
KOSI Aurora, Colo.— Granted (1) transfer
of control from David M. Segal, Floyd Bell
and Edward M. Guss to Armstrong Properties Inc.; consideration $371,800, subject
to adjustments at closing; (2) assignment of
license to Armstrong Bcstg. Corp.; both
corporations are owned by William L. and
Dorothy Armstrong and their son W.L.
Armstrong. Ann. July 29.
KAVIment ofRocky
Colo.— Granted
assignlicenseFord,
to Edward
J. Patrick
and
Charles R. Rutledge, d/b as Patrick and Rutledge 29.
Bcstg. Co.; consideration $40,000. Ann.
July
WKKO Cocoa, Fla.— Granted assignment
of license to WKKO Radio Inc. (Marvin L.
Rothchild,
president);
consideration $210000. Ann. July
29.
WIOD Sanford, Fla.— Granted assignment
of license to Sanford-Seminole Bcstg. Inc.
(Joseph R. Horenstein, president, has miBROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

interest in WBAB-AM-FM
N.Y.); nority
consideration
$56,000. Ann. Babylon,
July 29.
WJPF
Herrin,
111.
—
control from Maybelle Granted
J. Lyerla transfer
to Charlesof
R.
Cook; Ann.
consideration
interest.
July 29. $80,000 for 99.6%
WYTH Madison, Ga. — Granted assignment
of license from Henry W. Lanham, et al., to
James F. and Annie L. Small, d/b as Central Georgia
000. Ann.
JulyBcstg.
23. Co.; consideration $37,WAMV East St. Louis, 111.— Granted assignment of license
to Hess-Hawkins
Co.
(Louis Strick,
president);
consideration
$265,000. Ann. July 23.
KASI from
Ames, William
Iowa — Granted
license
M. Evansassignment
to Williamof
B. and Sue F. Ray; consideration $100,000
and agreement
in radio
busiwithin23.100 not
milesto ofcompete
Ames for
five years.
Ann. ness
July
KWDM Des Moines, Iowa — Granted (1)
renewal of license and (2) assignment of
license to General Bcstg. Services of Iowa
Inc. (Armin Buetow, president); consideration $200,000. Ann. July 23.
KLEO Wichita, Kans.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of control
from
J.W.
O'ConnorandandMerritt
Harry Owens;
H. Patterson
to Lee Vaughan
consideration $39,000. Messrs. Vaughan and
Owens have interest in Dandy Bcstg. Co.
(KDEO El Cajon, Calif.; WPEO Peoria, 111.
and KQUE Albuquerque, N.M.). Ann. July
WSTL Eminence, Ky.— Granted assignment of license to Victor M. Bellamy (interest in WHBN Harrodsburg) ; consideration $70,000. Ann. July 29.
KCLP Rayville, La.— Granted assignment
of license from Charles L. Planchard and
H.E. Ratcliff to KCIL Inc. (KCIL Houma,
La.); consideration $33,250. Ann. July 23.
WPTX Lexington Park, Md.— Granted assignment of license to WPTX Inc. (Sidmund Ades, president); consideration $58,000, including $3,000 for 1 year consultant
agreement and not to compete in the Lexington Park area for 3 years. Ann. July 23.
WKHM Jackson, Mich. — Granted transfer
of control from Frederick A. Knorr, et al., to
Mr. Knorr (present 33% owner) who will
pay
Ann. $150,000
July 29. for additional 66% interest.

WMIC
Monroe,
Mich.
— Granted
assignment of license
to 560
Bcstg.
Corp (Richard
E. Jones, v.p., has interest in KXLY-AMTV
and KELP-AM-TV
Paso,Spokane,
Tex.; Wash.,
consideration
$398,000. Ann.El
July
23.
WELY Ely, Minn. — Granted assignment
of licenses to WELY Corp. (Vincent T. Hallett, president); consideration $35,000. Ann.
July 29.
KUSN St. Joseph, Mo.— Granted transfer
of control from Charles H. Norman to Midland Bcstrs. Inc. (Frederick P. Reynolds,
president);
$54,800 for 60%
interest. Ann.consideration
July 23.
WBNR Beacon, N.Y. — Granted amended
application for assignment of cp to WRNR
Inc. (Alfred and Saul Dresner, Fred D.
Schottland, Robert C. Gessner and Leonard
Wechsler); stock transaction. Ann. July 23.
WGGO Salamanca, N.Y. — Granted assignment of license to James Bcstg. Inc.
(WJTN-AM-FM Jamestown, and WDOE
Dunkirk, both New York); consideration
$47,750. Ann. July 29.
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Granted assignment of
license to KDOT Inc. (Paul C. Schafer,
president); consideration $85,000. Ann. July
23.
KFIR North Bend, Ore.— Granted transfer
of control from Vernon G. Ludwig to Josephine sideration
E. Edwards
owner); con$85,000. Ann.(former
July 29.
KPTV of(TV)
Ore.—Haggarty
Granted
transfer
controlPortland,
from George
to Nan Corp.; consideration $1,026,940 plus
liquidation by licensee of $2,734,924 obligations. Harry L. (Bing) Crosby will be chairman of Oregon Tv Die. with Kenyon Brown
president. They have interests in KCOP-TV
Los
KFOX-AM-FM
Long
Beach,Angeles
Calif. Mr.andBrown
also has interests
in KGLC Miami, Okla.; KANS Independence, Mo.; KSON San Diego, and KITO
San Bernardino, Calif. Comr. Robert T.
Bartley dissented. Ann. July 23.
WHLP
Centerville,
transfer of control
from Tenn.—
WilliamGranted
R. McDaniel
and
Eugene
N.
Hester
to
Samuel
J.
Simon;
consideration $2,130 for 51% interest.
WHHM Memphis, Tenn. — Granted assignment of license
to Ann.
ThomasJulyW. 29.Shipp; consideration $200,000.
WHEY Millington, Tenn. — Granted assign-

The very air in the presto plant is washed with water pumped at 250 gallons a
minute from our own private well. The technicians who inspect each presto disc
have been on the job for a minimum of 15 years, and have the keen eyes that insure
perfection on a scale no mechanical equipment can match. Ask for PRESTO when
you order. You'll always know that your discs are PRESTO-perfect.
bogen-presto CO., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Since 1934 the world's most carefully made recording discs and equipment.

ment of license from Earl W. Daly to Robert
G. Watson and Fred L. Thomas d/b as
Memphis-Millington
Bcstg.andCo.;Watson
consideration $60,000. Messrs. Daly
have
interest in WLAY Muscle Shoals, Ala. Ann.
July 29.
WLAC-AM-TV
Nashville,
Tenn.— Granted
transfer
of control
from Guilford
Dudley
Jr., et al., to Murchison Brothers (Clint W.,
Jr., and John D.) Involved is sale of 24%
of Life & Casualty Insurance of Tennessee (parent corporation of WLAC, half
owner of WLAC-TV). Murchisons also control WJDX-AM-FM Jackson, Miss. Ann.
July 23.
KKSN
Prairie,
Tex.— Granted
transfer of Grand
control from
C.R. Sargent,
et al.,
to John L. Buchanan (present 25% owner)
who willterest.pay
$123,000
for
remaining
75%
inAnn. July 29.
KSFA
Nacogdoches,
Tex.
—
Granted
renewal of license and (2) assignment (1)
of
license to Texan Bcstg. Co., Inc. (B.M.
Raborn, president); consideration $45,000
plus
agreement not
that assignor's
principal
stockholder
in radio
business within will
25 milesengage
of Nacogdoches
for
five years. Ann. July 23.
KOLE Port Arthur, Tex.— Granted (1) renewal of license
assignment
of license
from MaryandA. (2)
Petru
and Socs
N.
Vratis to Radio Southwest, Inc. (John H.
Hicks Jr., president); consideration $175,000.
Ann. July 23.
KQDE Renton, Wash. — Granted assignment of license from Walter L. Nelskog, et
al., to Cutie Radio Inc., of which Mr. Nelskog (owner of KQTY Everett) is president;
dissolves partnership. Ann. July 29.
KALE Richland, Wash. — Granted assignment of license to D&D Bcstg. Corp. (L.G.
Dix, president); consideration $161,407. Ann.
July 23.
WAPL Appleton, Wis. — Granted acquisition of control by Connie Forster (present
40% owner) through purchase of the remaining 60% interest from L.H. Chudacoff,
et al., for $34,500. Ann. July 23.
APPLICATIONS
WELB Elba, Ala. — Seeks assignment of
license from Howard Parrish Jr. to Elba
Bcstg. Co. for $18,000. Purchasers are James
R. Dowdy and James Wilson, 50% each. Mr.
Dowdy is employe of WTBC Tuscaloosa,
Ala. and Mr. Wilson is employe of WAFBTV Baton Rouge, La. Ann. July 29.
STATION
ENGINEERS!
Here's a Trim, Thrifty
1 KW

FM

TRANSMITTER
p Easy, Front Panel Tuning . . .
f Takes as little floor space
as your office chair!

FM-1000A
AND LOOK AT THESE OTHER FEATURES:
* Accessible, Vertical Chassis Design
* Low Cost Tubes
* Multiplex Operation
* Conservatively Rated Components
Operating in FM stations across the country,
this cool beauty is running up new highs
in performance, economy and reliability.
Why not check into these ITA designs.
PRICEI
'
Including Factory
$4395.00 | Installation Service!
By FarFM Buy
Your Best

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355
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WJAM from
Marion,
Ala. — W.
Seeksand assignment
license
Kathleen
Elizabeth H.of
Nelly to chasers
Radio
Marion
Inc.
for
$47,500.Johnny
Purare J. Dige Bishop, 44%;
M. Driskill, 10%; Wyatt R. Kitchens, 36%
and Cecil Goodreau, 10%. Mr. Bishop has
interests in WCTA-AM-FM Andalusia,
WJDB Thomasville, WABT Tuskegee, all
Alabama; WBMK West Point, Ga., and
WTOT Marianna, Fla. Mr. Driskill is emLanet, Ala.
Kitchens
has
interestployeinWRLDWBMK
West Mr.Point,
Ga. Mr.
Goodreau
has
interest
in
WJDB
Thomasville, Ga. Ann. July 29.
City, Calif.—
SeeksJames
transferH.
of KRKC
controlKing
of KRKC
Inc. from
and Hazel H. Rose, C. C. Turner and M. B.
Kemp to Robert T. McVay for $28,000 for
100rr interest.
of
KWG
Stockton, Mr.
Calif.McVay
Ann. is
Julymanager
28.
KFIL (FM)
Seeks as-to
signment of cpSanta
from Ana,
PhillipCalif.—
F. Brestoff
Gus S. Malpee for $2,000. Mr. Malpee is employe of KABC Los Angeles. Ann. July 23.
WRGR Starke, Fla. — Seeks assignment of
license from Rudolph M. and Dorothy L.
Chamberlin, d/b as Tidewater Bcstrs. to
Radio Starke Inc. for $36,500. Purchasers
are Murray C. and Olympia M. Tillman
(50% each). Mr. Tillman has 50% interest
in WARN Ft. Pierce, Fla. Ann. July 24.
WAAG Adel, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Cook County Bcstg Co. to
Cook County
Bcstg.inInc.ownership
No cash consideration or change
involved.
Ann. July 29.
WGML
Hinesville,
Ga.
—
Seeks
transfer
control of Liberty Bcstg. Inc. through saleof
of 30% interest owned by Paul H. Sikes to
present 30% owner Roscoe Denmark for
$20,000. Ann. July 24.
KBRVment ofSoda
Springs,
— Seeks
assignlicense
from Idaho
Caribou
Bcstg
Inc.
to
J.
C.
Wallentine
for
$36,000.
Mr.
Wallentine has 40% interest in KVEL Vernal,
Utah. Ann. July 27.
KFNFment ofShenandoah,
— Seeks
assignlicense from Iowa.
Capital
Bcstg.
Co.
to KFNFchasers areBcstg.
Corp.
for
$125,000.
PurNicholas and Victor J. Tedesco.
Messrs. Tedesco are also equal owners of
WISK Milwaukee, Wis. (sale to WISK Bcstg.
Corp. currently pending FCC approval)
and each owns 20% of KCUE Red Wing.
Minn. Ann. July 28.
WKMH-AM-FM Dearborn, Mich.— Seeks
transfer of control of Knorr Bcstg. Corp.
through purchase of stock of Harvey R.
Hansen and William H. McCoy and retirement of same to treasury. Messrs. Hansen
and McCoy each have approximate 24% interests. Total consideration: $1,569,977 ($784,988 each). After transfer, Frederick A.
Knorr, present 28% owner will have majority (approximately 53%) ownership. Other
Knorr Stations are WKMF Flint and
WSAM-AM-FM Saginaw, Mich. Ann. July
27.
WKMF Flint,
Dearborn,
Mich, Mich.—
(above).See WKMH-AM-FM
WSAM - AM - FM Saginaw, Mich. — See
WKMH-AM-FM Dearborn, Mich, (above).
KWOS untaryJefferson
City, Mo.of —Capital
Seeks Bcstg.
involtransfer of control
Co. from L.R. Goshorn, deceased, and R.L.
Rose, trustees of estate of R.C. Goshorn to
R.L. Rose, trustee of estate of R.C. Goshorn.
Ann. July 28.
Seeks assignment
of WTIG
licenseMassillon,
from JoelOhio
W. — Rosenblum
d/b as
Massillon Bcstg. Co. to Massillon Bcstg. Inc.
(Mr. Rosenblum, 85%; Paul F. Rex, 15%).
Consideration:
$300 for
Rex's Kittanning,
15% interest. Mr. Rosenblum
ownsMr.WACB
Pa., and Butler Publishing Co., Butler, Pa.
Messrs. Rosenblum and Rex own WISR Butler, Pa. Ann. July 28.
KLTI Longview, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of LeTourneau Radio Corp. from
LeTourneau Technical Institute of Texas to
E.W. Malone Jr., 25%; Mildred J. Malone,
25%; H.A. Bridge Jr., 45%, and H.A. Bridge
Sr., 5%. All have similar interests in KMHT,
KLUE (FM) Marshall, Tex. Ann. July 28.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By order, Commission made effective immediately June 11 initial decision and granted application
Booth Bcstg.
Co. toFlint,
increase daytimeof power
of WBBC
Mich., from 1 kw to 5 kw and make changes
in DA-D pattern, continuing operation on
1330 kc with
condition.
Comr.1 kw-N,
Robert DA-2;
Bartleyengineering
dissented
with statement. Ann. July 29.
By tiondecision.
Commission
applicaof North Dakota
Bcstg.granted
Inc., for
new
tv station on ch. 11 in Fargo, N.D. Comr.
Robert Bartley dissented; Comr. Fred Ford
not participating. Initial decision of May
27, 1958 looked toward this action. Ann.
July 29.
By order. Commission made effective immediately Julyof8 initial
granted application
Yakima decision
Valley and
Tv Co.
for
new tv station to operate on ch. 23 in Ya-

kima, Wash. Ann. July 29.
By tiondecision,
applicaof Birney Commission
Imes Jr., to granted
change facilities
of WMOX Meridian, Miss., from 1240 kc, 250
w,
to 1010
kc, 10 kw-LS,
1 kw-N, Bcstg.
DA-2,
and unl.,
denied
application
of Mississippi
Co. for new station on 1010 kc, 5 kw, D, DA,
in Carthage, Miss. Comr. Fred Ford not par1958 initial
decision
ed toward ticipating.
thisMay 22,
action.
Ann. July
29. lookBy decision. Commission denied protests
by
Bakersfield
Bcstg. Co.and(KBAK-TV,
ch.
29),
Bakersfield,
stays
and affirmed
Dec. Calif.,
10 and Dec. vacated
30, 1958 grants
to Pacific Bcstrs. Corp. and Kern County
Bcstg. Co. for new tv stations on chs. 39
and 17, respectively, in Bakersfield. Comr.
Rosel Hyde ticipating.
andAnn. July
Comr.29. R.E. Lee not parBy order, mediately
Commission
made decision
effective and
imJune 24 initial
granted
application
of
Lionel
B.
DeVille
new am station to operate on 1390 kc, 500 for
w,
DA, D, in Franklin, La. Ann. July 29.
By order, Commission made effective immediately July of
2 initial
decision andforgrantapplication
Paradise
new
am edstation
on 930 kc,
500 w, Bcstrs.
D, in Paradise,
Calif.; conditions. Ann. July 29.
By memorandum opinion and order, Com(1) granted issuance
petition of
by final
Dan Richardsonmissionto expedite
order
and (2) made effective immediately Aug.
19. 1958 initial
decision,
as
modified
by
ComRichardson
for new mission
amand granted
station on
550 kc, 1 application
kw, D, in
Orange Park, Fla., and denied application
of Joseph M. Ripley Inc., for same facilities
in Jacksonville, Fla. Ann. July 29.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission
on July
22 directed
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
application
of
George
A.
Brown
Jr. for new
tv station on ch. 13 in Bowling Green,
Ky.,
and
competing
application
Sarkes denying
Tarzian Inc.
Initial decision
of Sept.of
8, 1958 looked toward grant of Tarzian application and denial of Mr. Brown.
OTHER ACTIONS
By order, on remand by U.S. Court of
CommisColumbia,
for District
Appeals
sion ceeding
reopened
recordofinof
comparative
on arjplication
WORZ Inc., proand
Mid-Florida
Tv ch.
Corp.9 in(WLOF-TV)
for new
tv
stations on
Orlando, Fla.,
for
further evidentiary hearing before presiding officernounced,aton issues
date totodetermine
be subsequently
an(1) whether
any of members of Commission who participated in proceedings
before
which resulted
in award of
cd forCommission
tv station
on ch. 9 should be disqualified from participating in reopened proceedings; (2)
whether
any person
or persons
influencedof
or attempted
to influence
any member
Commission with resDect to proceedings reulting in award except
of cp forbych.recognized
9 in any manner swhatsoever
and
public processes of adjudication; (3) whethbefore
proceedings
mission which toresulted
in award
of cpComfor
er any party
ch. 9 directly or indirectly secured, aided,
confirmed, ratified, or knew of any misconduct or improprieties in connection with
proceedings,
and (4)upon
to determine,
light
of
facts adduced
foregoing inissues,
whether any of applicants in proceeding
should be disqualified from receiving grant
of its application; and whether conduct of
charnot asof todisqualifying
any applicant,
acter, has been ifsuch
reflect adversely
upon
such
applicant
from
comparative
standpoint.
All parties
to court
this proceeding
or to upon
proceeding before
may participate
concernperson
any
and
10.
Aug.
by
request
ing whom evidence may be received in
hearing
shallrebuttal
be permitted
to cross
and
submit
testimony
upon examine
request
to do so. Ann. July 29.
By order, Commission granted petition by
Capital
City Television
(KXLJ-TV,
12),
Helena,
Mont., and Inc.
accepted
filing ch.of
late appearance in oral argument on applications of Montana
Microwave forfrom
exMissoula tensiontoof present
Helena, microwave
Mont. Ann.system
July 23.
By memorandum
mission denied reliefooinion
soughtandby order,
HelenaComTV
Inc.. and
struck
its
"Notice
of
Intervention" in above-mentioned
oral argument.
Ann. July
23.
By memorandum
opinion inandproceeding
order. Com-on
mission reopened record
applications
of
Jefferson
Radio
Co.
for new
am station on 1480 kc, 5 kw, D, in Irondale,
Ala., and Bessemer Bcstg. Inc., to change
facilities of WBCO Bessemer. Ala., from
1450 kc, 250 w, unl., to 1480 kc, 5 kw, D
(Dockets 12049-50) and remanded case to
hearing examiner for further evidence upon
existing suance
andof supplemental
enlarged issues,
and decision;
for isinitial
granted motion by Bessemer for leave to
amend its application to reflect changes in
stock ownership and related financial data.
BROADCASTING, August 3, T959

EXPERIENCED
SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 29
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
BROADCASTERS
Not 118
on air
Lie.
Cps
For new stations
695
AM
3,335
54
155
Choose
69
FM
585
42
101
122
TV
4681
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Stainless
Compiled by BROADCASTING through July 29
VHF
10
TOTAL
Commercial
441
UHF
Non-commercial
33
80
TOWERS
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1959
1V
AM
rWI
578
Licensed (all on air)
49
44
521s
CPs on air (new stations)
123
3,328
49
147
101
CPs not on air (new stations)
769
667
Total authorized stations
516
163
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
3,500
41
22
63
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
43 4
19
679
71
114
Total applications for new stations
51
43
649
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
2
706
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
57 4661
Total applications for major changes
38
570
1
0
Licenses deleted
0
3
1
CPs deleted
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
uhf).3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Chmn. John Doerfer not participating;
Comr. Robert Bartley concurred in result,
with statement. Ann. July 29.
By memorandum
opinion onandapplication
order, Com-of
mission reopened record
Northside Bcstg. Co. for new am station to
operate Ind.,
on 1450
250 w, unl.,proceeding
in Jefferson-to
ville,
andkc,remanded
hearing examiner for further evidence on
field intensity
measurements
and on programming offered
by WTCO Campbellsville,
Ky., party respondent. Comr. John Cross
dissented. Ann. July 29.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order, Bcstrs.
Commission grantedissues
petition
Fairview
and amended
to by
determine
financial
qualifications of Sanford L. Hirschberg and
Gerald R. McGuire. Fairview and Hirschberg-McGuire are competing applicants for
new am stations on 1300 kc in Rensselaer and Cohoes-Watervliet, N.Y. Ann.
July 29.
By memorandum
opinionbyandUpland
order, Bcstg.
Commission denied petition
Co.,
Upland,
Calif.,
for
review
of
examiner's
ruling granting Robert Burdette & Assoc.
Inc., leave to amend its application for new
station in West Covina to reduce power
from 500 to 250 w, change DA system and
make other
changes
to make States/Mexican
proposal consistent with
the United
Agreement. Upland, Burdette, and two other
applications involving use of 870, 890 and
900 kc are in consolidated hearing. By
separate order, Commission dismissed as
moot petition by Upland for enlargement of
issues 29.in above-mentioned proceeding. Ann.
July
By memorandum
Commission dismissed opinion
petitionandbyorder,
Interstate
Bcstg. Inc. (WQXR), New York, N.Y., directed against Nov. 5, 1958 grant without
hearing of application of Big River Bcstrs.
for cp ston,
forN.Y.new
am station
(WBAZ) abstained
in KingChmn.
John Doerfer
from voting. Ann. July 23.
Commission set aside its June 24 grant
of renewal of license to Orchards CommuAMPEX All professional recorders
readily available in stock-including
300's & 350's. SHIP ANYWHERE tN U.S.A.
DIRECT TO VOU AT FACTORY PRICES
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nity Tv Assn. Inc., for tv translator station
K70BA (ch. 70) in Lewiston, Idaho. This action was taken
in view
of Orchards'
unauthorized operation
of another
translator
station on ch. 76 after Commission had deferred action on such application until
Orchards had certified that it had authority
from KHQ-TV Spokane, Wash., to rebroadcast its signal. Orchards has 30 days from
receipt of notifying letter to reply. Ann.
July 23.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Electronic Enterprises Inc. (WITA), San Juan, P.R., for
waiver of or exception to Commission Public Notice of Aug. 9. 1946 requiring that action be withheld on all prooosals to use
1030
kc untilWITA
conclusion
of "clear
proceeding.
operates
on 1140channel"
kc, 500
w,
unl.;
has
applied
for
1030
kc, 1 kw, unl.
Ann. July 23.
By order, Commission took following actions with respect to 26 am applications
seeking operation on 1550 kc which involve
interference problems and other deficiencies
concerning 1550, 1570 and 1580 kc; disposed
of certain pleadings and specified new hearing issues. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented.
(1) Consolidated in hearing following 25
applications (20 for new stations and five
seeking change in facilities) with previously
designated hearing of Cookeville Bcstg. Co.,
Cookeville, Tenn.: Springhill Bcstg. Co.
Mobile, Ala.; Hall County Bcstg. Co.
(WLBA), Gainesville, Ga.; Dixieland Bcstrs.,
Tampa, Fla.; Southeastern Enterprises Inc.
(WCLE), Cleveland, Tenn.; Mitchell Melof,
Smyrna, Ga.; Northwest Mississippi Bcstg.
Co., Senatobia, Miss.; Star Group Bcstg. Co.,
Jackson, Miss.; KGMO Radio - Television
Inc. (KGMO), Cape Girardeau, Mo.; Irvenna Bcstg. Co., Irvine, Ky.; Union County Bcstg. Co., Morganfield, Ky.; Connolly
Bcstg. Co., Bessemer, Ala.; Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co., New Orleans, La.; Cosmopolitan
Bcstg. Co., Memphis, Tenn.; James A. Noe,
Baton Rouge, La.; Central State Bcstrs. Inc.,
Flora, 111.; John K. Rogers, Bristol, Va.;
Gertrude Baker, Poplar Bluff, Mo.; Radio
Mississippi, Jackson, Miss.; College Park
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WCPK), College Park, Ga.;
Polk County Bcstrs., Tryon, N.C.; Kingsport
Bcstg. Inc. (WKPT), Kingsport. Tenn.Sioux Bcstg. Corp., Coral Gables, Fla.;
Birmingham Bcstg. Co., Birmingham, Ala.;
Broadcasting Assoc., Dunedin, Fla., and
Port Allen Bcstg. Co., Port Allen-Baton
Rouge, La. (2) Denied request of Central
State Bcstrs. Inc. for additional time to object to its application not being consolidated
in hearing previously set on application of
Sullivan County Bcstrs. Inc., for new am
station on 1550 kc in Sullivan, Ind. (3) Made
WFBF
Fernandino
Beach, Fla., KENT

522

John W. Boler, President

V
-T
JB
KX
VALLEY
CITY,
N.D.

Lloyd R. Amoo
Vice President,
Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for free
literature and information.

Stainless,
inc.
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Shreveport, La., and Sullivan County Bcstrs.
Inc.,
parties
to proceeding.
23.
Island
Teleradio
Service Ann.
Inc.,July
Charlotte
Amalie, V.I.; WPRA Mayaguez, P.R. — Designated for consolidated
tions by Island
Teleradio forhearing
new am applicastation
on 1000 kc, 1 kw, unl., and WPRA to change
operation
on
990
kc
from
10
kw,
DA-1,
unl.,
to 1 kw-N, 10 kw-LS, unl., and move station
to Guaynabo; denied request of Island to
include
to determine
WPRA's
good
faith in issues
amending
application
to change
station location to Guaynabo (instead of
San Juan as originally requested) and
changelish program
proposal and
to broadcast
Englanguage orograms,
to consolidate
in instant hearing contingent application of
WPRA Inc. for new station on 960 kc in
Mayaguez.
Ann. July
Eastern Idaho
Bcstg.23.and Television Co.,
Sam H. Bennion, Idaho Falls, Idaho — Destions forignated
newfor consolidated
tv stations to hearing
operate onapplicach. 8.
Ann. July 23.
South Minneapolis Bcstrs., Bloomington,
Minn. — Designated for hearing application
for new am station to operate on 740 kc,
500 w, DA-D. Ann. July 23.
Bald Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs., Bellefonte,
Pa.; Suburban Bcstg. Corp., State College,
Pa. — Designated for consolidated hearing
applications
for w,newD. am
on 1390 kc, 500
Ann.stations
July 23.to operate
WTTN Watertown, Wis. — Consolidated application to change operation on 1580 kc,
from 250 w, D, to 250 w-N, 1 kw (CR), D
in previously
designatedBcstg.
hearing
applications of North
Inc.,ononand
urbanaire
Inc., Shore
for new stations
1590Subkc
in Wauwatosa and West Allis, Wis., respectively; made Russell G. Salter, applicant
for new station at Aurora, 111., party to proceeding. Ann. July 23.
Pioneer Bcstg. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah;
Fortune Bcstg., Salt Lake City, Utah; KVOG
Ogden, Utah — Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new am stations of
Pioneer to operate on 1480 kc, 1 kw, D, and
Fortune to operate on 1470 kc, 1 kw, D,
and KVOG to change operation on 1490 kc
from 250 w, unl., to 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS; made
KECY Provo, party to proceeding. Ann.
July
23. WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn.
WKNB,
— Is being advised that applications for
transfer of control and assignment of licenses from NBC Inc., to Connecticut Television Inc., indicate necessity of hearing because
of overlapconsiderations.
of interest andAnn.concentration of control
July 29.
Commission scheduled following am proceedings for oral arguments on Sept. 18:
Louis Adelman, Hazleton, Pa., and Guinan
Realty Co., Mount Carmel, Pa., and Town
and Country Radio Inc., Rockford, 111.
Following applications for new fm stations
were designated for hearing: WBUD Inc.
and Concert Network Inc., both seeking
101.5 mc in Trenton, N.J.; made WFIL-FM
Philadelphia, Pa., party to proceeding;
Dawkins Espy on 92.7 mc in Glendale.
Calif.; made KFAC-FM, KNX-FM and
KGLA, all Los Angeles, parties to proceeding.
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 24
KEYD Oaks, N.D. — Granted cp to replace
expired permit for am station.
KOOD Honolulu, Hawaii — Granted extension of completion date to November 30.

EDWIN

Actions of July 23
forKIRO-TV
tv station.Seattle, Wash. — Granted license
*WBGU (FM) Bowling Green, OhioGranted cp to install new trans, and change
trans and studio location; ERP 1.35 kw; ant.
110 ft.
*WOUB-FM Athens, Ohio— Granted cp to
install new trans, and ant.; condition.
San Diego,
to KGB-FM
increase ERP
to 37 kw.Calif.— Granted cp
WTOA (FM) Trenton, N.J.— Granted mod.
of
sub-carrier
fromSCA41 to
kc change
and 67 kc
to 67 kc frequencies
and install
new equipment; condition.
KOCW
(FM)
Tulsa,
Okla.—
Granted
mod.
of cp to install new type trans.
KTUX Pueblo, Colo.— Granted mod. of
cp to install new type trans.
The following
stations were
extension of completion
date granted
as shown:
K71A0 lowaWallowa
Valley
Tv
Assn.
Inc.,
WalValley, Ore. to Jan. 22, 1960; KFIL
(FM) Santa Ana, Calif, to Nov. 8; WDLM
East Moline, 111. to Dec. 31; WMBN Petoskey,Dec.
Mich,21.to Nov. 14; KB LA Burbank, Calif,
to
Actions of July 22
WAVY-TV
Portsmouth,
Granted
cense for tv station;
ERP Va.—
vis. 316
kw. liWIIC
(TV)
Pittsburgh,
Pa.—
Granted
to install auxiliary trans, and ant. at maincp
WSPD-TV Toledo, Ohio— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in ant. system and other
equipment (main trans. & ant.).
Actions of July 21
KLUB-AM-FM Salt Lake City, UtahGranted assignment of license and cps to
KLUB Bcstg. Inc.
WQAL (FM)
Pa.— Granted
assignment
of cp Philadelphia,
and SCA to George
Voron
Co.KNUJ New Ulm, Minn. — Granted acquisition of positivepurchase
control of
by stock
Walter from
K. Michelson through
Monte
Appel by KNUJ Inc. and the retirement to
treasury thereof.
KUAM-AM-TV Agana, Guam— Granted
transfer of control from Harry M. Engel
and Phillip J. Berg (each having negative
control) to Harry M. Engel, et al. (no one
having control).
WPRM-FM
San Juan, P.R.— Granted license for fm station.
Following stations were granted mod. of
license to operate trans, by remote control:
WSOC-FM Charlotte, N.C.; KSEN Shelby,
Mont., using DA-N; conditions; WSYR Syracuse, N.Y.WHBC
aux. trans.,
DA-2;
condition;
Canton, while
Ohio, using
main trans.,
using DA-N; conditions; KPQ Wenatchee,
Wash, changeWSOC
from Charlotte.
D to unl., N.C.
using DA-N;
conditions:
WJAX-FM Jacksonville, Fla.— Granted cp
to make changes in transmitting equipment;
condition.
KDMA Montevideo, Minn. — Granted cp
to install old main trans, (main trans, location) as aux. trans., employing DA-1.
Ga. — Granted
cp to remote
install
newWBML
trans,Macon,
as alternate
main trans.;
control permitted.
WGIL
111.— Granted cp to install newGalesburg,
trans.
KPOL-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Granted
cp to change ERP to 38 kw; condition.
WRJN
cps asto aux.
install new Racine,
trans, andWis.old— Granted
main trans,
trans.
Following stations were granted extension of completion
dateSept.
as shown:
FM Newton,
Kan. to
5; WELIKJRGNew
Haven, Conn, to Jan. 19, 1960; WEZB Bir-
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

mingham, Ala. to Oct. 15; WPLK Rockmart,
Ga. to Aug. 30; WDVL Vineland, N.J. to
Aug.
31;KPLA
KUTE Plainview,
(FM) Glendale,
to
Oct. 19;
Tex. to Calif,
Dec. 30;
KGFM (FM) Edmonds, Wash, to Dec. 30;
WEBR-FM Buffalo, N.Y. to Nov. 15: KPUP
(FM) San Francisco, Calif, to Dec. 5;
KETO-FM Seattle, Wash, to Aug. 25; KAJS
(FM) Newport Beach, Calif, to Nov. 9;
WMRW Merrill, Wis. to Oct. 1; WKAN Kankakee, 111. to Dec. 31.
Philadelphia,
Pa. —forGranted
request
forWIBG
cancellation
of license
aux. trans.
Actions of July 20
WJDY Salisbury, Md. — Granted assignmentbury,of license
Bcstg. Co.)d/b under same name (SalisKPOP Los
Angeles,
Calif. — Granted
assignment of license
to Standard
Bcstg. Co.
WPVLment of Painesville,
Ohio
—
Granted
assignlicense to WPVL Inc.
WNVY Pensacola, Fla.— Granted cp to
change
trans,
changes
ant. (decreaselocation
height)andandmake
group
system.in
(Utilizing
WBOP's
tower).
KCMO-FM
Kansas
City, Mo.— Granted
cp to increase ERP to 65 kw; increase ant.
height to 850 ft. and make changes in ant.
system. ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. T.A.M. Craven
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Sept. 10 to file responses to motion by Midcontinent Bcstg.
Co.
and enlarge issues in pro24. to change
ceeding on applications of KSOO-TV Inc.
(KSOO-TV), Sioux Falls, S.D. Action July
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Granted petition by Radio American West
Indies Inc., for leave to intervene in proceeding on application of Virgin Islands
Bcstg. System
additional time
construct WDTV for
Christiansted,
V.I.. toAction
July
27.
Scheduled
hearing for Sept. 1 in proceeding on application for consent to assignment of licenses of stations KPAM and
KPFM (FM) Portland, Ore. Action July 16.
Scheduled hearing for Oct. 1 in proceeding
on applications of W.H. Hansen and Grabet
Inc., Radio Enterprises, for new am stations in Tucson, Ariz. Action July 20.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time from July 21 to Sept. 10
to file replies to requests for leave to amend
filed by E. Anthony & Sons Inc. and Eastern
States Bcstg. Corp., in New Bedford, Mass.,
tv ch. 6 proceeding. Action July 23.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Upon motion by Community Telecasting
Corp., rescheduled for Sept. 14 hearing now
scheduled for July 27 in Moline, 111., tv ch.
8 proceeding. Action July 24.
Scheduled prehearing conference for 2
p.m., July 28 in proceeding on application
for consent
to assignment
licensesPortland,
of stations KPAM
and KPFM of (FM)
Ore. Action July 23.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Issued memorandum of June 25 ruling
sustainingtioning
objections
to entire lineby of KTAG
quesembracing testimony
Assoc.ette, La.,(KTtv AG-TV)
in
Lake
Charles-Lafaych. 3 proceeding. Action July 24.
On own motion, scheduled prehearing
conference for 9 a.m., July 28, in proceeding on am applications of Old Belt Bcstg.
Corp. (WJWS"),
South (WHEE),
Hill, Va., Martinsville,
and Patrick
Henry
Bcstg. Corp.
Va. Action July 23.
Sustained objections by parties to Tampa
Telecaster
Inc.'sJulyexhibits
24, 25.Fla..
26, tv
27, ch.28
and 29 offered
20 in Largo.
10 proceeding; after consideration of entire
record it was concluded that reformed exhibits are based upon equipment proposal
which materially varies from that in contemplationadmitted
when application
was filed;
exhibits are not
in evidence.
Action
July 23.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Granted motion by Valley Bcstg. Co. to
correct transcript in proceeding in its application and that of Miners Bcstg. Service
24.
Inc., for new am stations in Lehighton and
Kingston, both Pennsylvania. Action July
Granted motion by Tri-County Bcstg.
Corp., in
Plainfield,
N.J.,onto itsextent
that transscript
proceeding
am application,
et al.. is corrected in accordance with those
set forth in Appendix A attached to order.
Action July 23.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached and matters covered at further prehearing conference in Perrine-South Miami
tv ch. 6 hearing
proceeding;
scheduled
preconference for
Oct. 8 further
and further
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hearing
to commence Oct. 19. Action July
23.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Sept. 10 in proceeding on applications of
Binder-Carter-Durham Inc., for new am
station in Lansing, Mich., et al. Action
July 22.
License Renewals
Granted renewal of license of Gulf Television Corp.& station
KHOU-TVTex.(main
and
aux. trans.
ant.), Houston,
(Comrs.
Robert Bartley, Fred Ford and John Cross
dissented.) Ann. July 23.
Following
Texas stations
were Saba:
granted
renewal of license:
KBAL San
KBRZ
Freeport;
KBST
Big
Spring;
KCAR
Clarksville; KCMC Texarkana; KDLK Del Rio;
Text

of

Harris
(See story,
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
July 28, 1959, Mr. Harris introduced the
following bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.
A BILL
To strengthen the procedures governing
the allocation,
for more efficient utilization,andof totheprovide
radio spectrum,
and
for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled.
TITLE I— SHORT TITLE AND PURPOSE
SHORT TITLE
Section 1. This Act may be cited as the
"Radio Frequency Allocation Act."
FINDINGS AND PURPOSE
Sec. 2. (a) The Congress hereby finds that
the existing authority and procedures for
the allocation of radiofrequencies in the
radio spectrum as between federal government use and non-federal government use,
and for the allocation, assignment, and
utilization of radiofrequencies among, to,
and by federal
government
users,
inadequate to serve
present
and are
future
needs of the
United the
States.
(b) It is, therefore, the purpose of this act
to strengthen such authority and procedures
so as to provide for more efficient utilization
of theing present
radio and
spectrum,
a view to ofservfuture with
requirements
the
national security, of international relations,
of economic,
social,
educational,
and
political activities in the United States, and the
public interest generally.
TITLE II— ALLOCATION OF RADIOFREQUENCIES ASANDBETWEEN
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
NON-FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT USES
FREQUENCY ALLOCATION BOARD
Sec. 201. (a) There is hereby created in
the executive
branch ofagency
the federal
ment an independent
to be governknown
as the Frequency Allocation Board, referred
to (b)
in this
Act
as
the
"Board".
The Board shall be composed of three
members
President
by
and with appointed
the advice byandtheconsent
of the
Senate. Each member of the Board shall
receive a salary at the rate of $20,000 per
annum. No member of the Board shall engage in any other business, vocation or employment.
(c) The members of the Board first appointedfor terms
under thisof section
shallandbe nine
appointed
three, six,
years, respectively, from the date of the
enactment of this act, as designated by the
President,pointed but
theirof successors
be apfor terms
nine years,shall
beginning
upon the expiration of the terms for which
their predecessors were appointed; except
that any individual selected to fill a vacancy
shall be appointed only for the unexpired
term of his predecessor. Upon expiration
of his term of office a member shall continue to serve until his successor is appointed and shall have qualified.
(d) Each member of the Board shall be
appointed with due regard for his fitness to
perform efficient service on the Board.
Each member of the Board shall be a citizen
of the United States. At the time of his
nomination to the Board he shall be a
civilian and shall have had experience in
matters directly related to the utilization of
the radio spectrum. Not more than two
members of the Board shall be of the same
political party.
(e) Anymoved by member
of the forBoard
may ofbeduty
rethe President
neglect
or malfeasance in office but for no other
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

KERC Eastland; KFJZ Fort Worth; KFYN
Bonham; KLLL, KSEL, KFYO Lubbock;
KGNC Amarillo; KGRI Henderson; KJIM
Fort Worth; KLEN Killeen; KOCA Kilgore;
KONO San Antonio; KOYL Odessa; KWFR,
KPEP San Angelo; KRIO Mc Allen; KSET
El Paso; KSST Sulphur Springs; KSWA
Graham; KTAE Taylor; KTRN Wichita
Falls; KTXJ Jasper; KUNO Corpus Christi;
KXIT Dalhart; KXOL Ft. Worth; KZEY
Tyler; KZIP Amarillo; KZOL Muleshoe;
KCMC-TV Texarkana; KGBT-TV Harlingen; KPAC-TV Port Arthur; KPAR-TV
Sweetwater; KHGM (FM), *KUHF (FM),
KPRC-TV Houston; KRIS-TV Corpus Christi; KTRE-TV Lufkin; KTSM-TV El Paso;
KRLD-AM-FM, KBOX, WFAA-TV Dallas;
KEEZ (FM), WOAI-TV San- Antonio;
KCMC-FM Texarkana; *KVOF-FM, KHMS
(FM) El Paso; KRKH-FM Lubbock; *KNER
(FM), *KVTT (FM) Dallas.
Spectrum
Bill
page 68)
(f) The Board shall choose a chairman for
a term to be determined by the Board but
no member shall serve as chairman for
more than three consecutive years.
EMPLOYES AND PERSONAL SERVICES
Sec. 202 (a) The Board is authorized, subject to thesificationcivil-service
and the
ClasAct of 1949, to laws
appoint,
prescribe
the duties, and fix the compensation of such
secretarial, clerical, stenographic, technical,
scientific,
professional,
other officers andlegal,
employes
as may and
be necessary
to carry out the functions of the Board.
(b) Subject
and procedures of sectionto 505theof standards
the Classification
Act
of 1949, the Board is authorized to place
not to exceed six positions in grades 16,
17, and 18 of the General Schedule established by such act. Such positions shall
be in addition to the number of positions
authorized
be placed in such grades by
such sectionto 505.
(c) The Board is authorized to procure
the temporary and intermittent services of
experts or consultants or organizations
thereof in accordance with section 15 of the
Administrative Expenses Act of 1946 (5
U.S.C. 55a) but at rates not to exceed $50
per diem for individuals.
(d) The Board is authorized to obtain, on
a reimbursable basis or otherwise, the services of any officer or employe of any other
civilian or military department or agency
of the federal government in order more
effectively to carry out its functions. Each
such department or agency is authorized,
upon appropriate request, to make such
officer or employe available to the Board on
a reimbursable basis or otherwise.
INFORMATION FROM OTHER FEDERAL
AGENCIES
Sec. 203. The Board is authorized to obtain from any civilian or military department, agency, or officer of the federal
government such information as may be
deemed necessary or desirable by the Board
to carry out its functions. Each such department, agency, and officer is authorized
and directed to furnish such information to
the Board upon appropriate request made
by the Board or any member, officer, or
employe thereof.
FUNCTIONS OF THE BOARD
Sec. 204. (a) The Board is authorized and
directed
— conduct on a continuing basis a
(1) to
thorough and comprehensive study and
investigation of, and to develop longrange plans for, the utilization of the radio spectrum, including (but without being limited to) the allocation of radio
frequencies in the radio spectrum between, and the utilization of such radio
frequencies by, federal government users
and non-federal government users, in
order to ascertain the effectiveness of the
utilization
of the radio spectrum
and
the division of the radio spectrum by,
among,
federal government users and non-federal
government users in the light of the
needs of the national security and international relations of, and economic, social
educational and political activities in, the
United
States,
and the general welfare of
its people;
(2) from time to time on its own initiative, or on application of the Federal
Communications Commission or the
Government Frequency Administrator,
subject to section 206 and to international
agreements to which the United States
is a party, to allocate radiofrequencies for
federal government use and non-federal
government use, as the Board deems appropriate, and to modify or cancel any
such allocation;
(3) to advise the President in connec-

r
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RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. X-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
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tion with matters concerning the foreign
relations of the United States insofar
as such matters relate to the utilization
and division of the radio spectrum,
(b) The Board shall maintain tables
of radiofrequency allocations for federal
government
ment use and use
shalland
makenon-federal
such tablesgovernavailable for public inspection.
ORDERS OF THE BOARD RELATING
TO RADIO FREQUENCY
ALLOCATIONS
Sec. 205. The Board, in making, modifying,
or canceling allocations of radiofrequencies
made by it under section 204 (a) (2), or in
refusing to approve any application made
to it under section 204 (a) (2) by the Federal
Communications Commission or the Government Frequency Administrator, shall act
by order, and every such order shall take
effect at the time specified therein.
PRESIDENT'S
POWERS
AS TO SECURITY
ALLOCATIONS INVOLVING
NATIONAL
AND FOREIGN RELATIONS
Sec. 206. (a) The Board, upon issuing any
order referred to in section 205, shall
promptly transmit a copy thereof to the
President. The President, if he is of the
opinion that the order of the Board involves a question or questions of national
security orstandingforeign
relations,
may, notwiththe foregoing
provisions
of this
title, by order suspend the taking effect of
the Board's
orderforforthesuchconsideration
period as heof
deems
necessary
such questions. After consideration of the
matter he may by order, if he deems it
necessary or appropriate to do so in the
interest of national security or foreign relations, (1) fix a different time for the taking effect of the order of the Board, (2) set
aside the order of the Board, or (3) make
or direct the making of such allocation of
radiofrequencies, or take or direct the taking of such other action as he deems necessary or appropriate.
(b) Whenever the President determines
that there exists an emergency involving
national security or foreign relations which
requires allocation of a radiofrequency for
federal government or non-federal government use and that need for prompt action
makes it impracticable to rely on the pro-

cedures provided for by the foregoing provisions of this title, he may by order, without regard
to deemed
suchby provisions,
the allocation
him to be make
necessary.
TITLE III— ASSIGNMENT OF RADIOFREQUENCIES TO STATIONS
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
AMENDMENT TO SECTION 305 (A) OF
COMMUNICATIONS ACT OF 1934
Sec. 301. (a) The second sentence of subsection (a) of section 305 of the Communications Act of 1934 (47 U.S.C.) 305 [a], which
reads
as
follows:
"All frequencies
such Government
stations shall
use such
as shall
be assigned to each or to each class by the
President."
is hereby
(b) The third
sentencerepealed.
of such subsection
(a) is amended by striking out "All such
stations" and inserting in lieu thereof "All
federal government stations," and by inserting the word "federal" before the word
"government" in each place where it occurs.
POWERS OF THE PRESIDENT
Sec. 302. The radiofrequencies used by
federal government stations or classes thereof shall be those assigned by or under the
direction of the President from among the
radiofrequencies
ernment uses. allocated for federal govGOVERNMENT FREQUENCY
ADMINISTRATOR
Sec. 303. In order to assist the President in
carrying out his authority under section
302, there is hereby created a Government
Frequency Administrator, referred to in this
Act as tratortheshall be
"Adminstrator."
Adminisappointed by The
the President,
shall be a citizen of the United States, and
shall receive a salary at the rate of $20,000
per annum. The Administrator shall be responsible solely
and directly
to the President or such
official
as the President
may
designate and to no other authority in the
executive branch.
FUNCTIONS OF GOVERNMENT
FREQUENCY ADMINISTRATOR
Sec. 304.
vision, andSubject
control toofthetheauthority,
President,superthe
Administrator
—
(1) shall conduct on a continuing basis
a thorough and comprehensive study and

'Weighs only 68 lbs.
COLLINS
ANNOUNCER
Lightweight, compact remote console]
-only 46" long, 17" wide, 31" high.
Folds to 46" x 17 "x 10" -easily
carried in trunk or rear seat of car.
The three-channel Collins Announcer is completely transistorized; plugs into any
110 volt outlet. It sets up anywhere— puts you on the air with complete studio console facilities. Ideal for shopping center promotions, disc jockey dances or remote
studios. Features: Two 12" Collins TT-200 turntables, two Audax tone arms with
G.E. variable reluctance heads, sapphire needles, line block, headphone and mike
jack. Contact Collins for further information.
COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
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investigation of the allocation of radiofrequencies among
and departments
utilization of and
radiofrequencies by the
agencies of the federal government in the
light
of present
future and
needs of such
departments
and and
agencies;
(2) shall allocate radiofrequencies among
and assign partments
radiofrequencies
to the
deand agencies of the
federal
government pursuant to the authority
granted by or under section 302; and may
modify or cancel any such allocation or
assignment.
EMPLOYES AND PERSONAL SERVICES
Sec. 305. (a) The Administrator is authorized, subject to theActcivil-service
and
the Classification
of 1949, to laws
appoint,
prescribe the duties, and fix the compensation of such officers and employes as may
be the
necessary
in carrying out the functions
of
Administrator.
(b) The Administrator is authorized to
obtain, on a reimbursable basis or otherwise, the services of any officer or employe of any other civilian or military department or agency
the federal
government in order
more ofeffectively
to perform
his functions. Each such department or
agency is authorized, upon appropriate request, to make such officer or employe
available to the Administrator on a reimbursable basis or otherwise.
INFORMATION FROM OTHER FEDERAL
AGENCIES
Sec. 306. The Administrator is authorized
to obtain from any civilian or military der agency of theas federal
ment suchpartment oinformation
he maygoverndeem
necessary to carry out his functions. Each
such department or agency is authorized
and directed to furnish such information to
the Administrator upon appropriate request
made by the Administrator or any of his
personnel.
TITLE IV— MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS
PUBLICATION OF ORDERS
Sec. 401. The orders of the President and
of the lished
Board
be pub-or
in such under
mannerthisasActthe shall
President
the Board, as the case may be, shall determine.
EXEMPTION FROM ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURE ACT
Sec. 402. The Administrative Procedure
Act shall not apply with respect to the exercise under this Act of any function or
power of the Board, the Administrator, or
the President.
ANNUAL REPORTS
Sec. 403. The Board and the Administrator
each shall submit to the President, for
transmittal to the Congress, an annual report of their respective activities. Each such
report shall include such information and
data as may assist the Congress in appraising the policies and work of the Board or
the Administrator, as the case may be, in
carrying out this Act, together with such
recommendations as the Board or the Administrator deems appropriate.
SAVING PROVISIONS
Sec. 404. (a) Unless and until modified,
superseded, or canceled by the exercise of
authority granted by title II or III of this
Act, allocations or assignments of radiofrequencies made under other provisions of
law shall continue in effect according to
their terms as though this Act had not been
enacted.
(b) Nothing in this Act shall affect the
power of the Federal Communications Commis ion to allocate and assign radiofrequencies to non-federal government
the Communications
Act of 1934.users under
EFFECTIVE DATE PROVISIONS
Sec. 405. This Act shall take effect on the
date (1)of Sections
its enactment,203.except
thatand
— 206
205,
shall take effect 202,
when the204.
members
of the
Frequency
Allocation
Boardbeen
firstappointed
appointed under this
act have
and have taken office.
(2) take
Sections
301,when
302. 304.
and 306
shall
effect
the 305,
Government
Frequency Administrator first appointed
under this act has been appointed and
has taken office.
86th CONGRESS
H.R. 8426(1st Session)
A BILL
To strengthen the procedures governing
the allocation,
and
to provide
for spectrum,
more efficient utilization, of
the radio
and for other purposes.
By MR. HARRIS
28, 1959 on Interstate
Referred to theJulyCommittee
and Foreign Commerce
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Groat Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett I. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6188
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
OLlver 2-8820

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1 230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St.— Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Bex 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snewville Read
Brecksvifle, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Bex 8!
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio ft Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 44721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

s er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irectory

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
ALL OVER THE WORLD
TV— Radio— Film and Media
Accounts Receivable
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N. Y.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managers,
chief engineers
techni-tv
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and cifacsimile
facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

LP 5-5990
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum. . . r
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager-sales manager with small investment of $5,000.00 for
in station.
Real opportunity
in \'a
a interest
real market.
Box
847M, BROADCASTING.
New Carolina small market needs experienced manager capable of and willing to
sell. Sober, civic minded, family man
wanted. $125.00 weekly, plus percentage.
Write Box 942M, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for NYC office of new specialized-programming
radio network.
National radio sales experience
essential. Top
salary. Box 963M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
. . . thement reason
this atad our
isn't 4under
manageis because
metropolitan
southern independent stations, we adhere
to
a policy
of promoting
from within.
going
to need
3 more managers
in the We're
next
3 years.
We've
built
4
tremendously
successful stations — either No. 1 or No. 2 audience
rated.
think inyou'd
someone youto
prove We
himself
salesexpect
first before
promoted them — just as we do. Once you
become a manager — possibly in 2 years — ■
it's a lifetime job. Perhaps we're looking
for
each aother.
Why don't you
send
your
resume,
photograph
your 571M,
philosophylate
of radio
tonight and
to Box
BROADCASTING.
Salesmanager
— experienced.
Great York
potential
with
established
northern New
station. Write full
details
including
salary
quirements. Box 893M, BROADCASTING.reUpstate New York immediate opening for
young man who desires real challenge.
Terrific market never developed. Hard
worker who can sell, announcer, write his
own copy, handle sports and special events.
Be
the big
town's
most important
Low
salary,
commissions.
Here isman.
a golden
opportunity for a man starting low and
building up. Small staff, all hard workers.
We need you and maybe you need us. All
replies strictly confidential. Box 907M,
BROADCASTING.
Carolina single market has immediate opening for good salesman. Plenty of opportunity. Start $100 weekly. Commission arrangement. Write Box 943M, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Californians only. Aggressive salesman
needed by medium market regional. Good
guarantee
and Good
commission
plusassures
expenses
and incentives.
client list
five
figure earnings for right man. Write full
particulars
to Jack Hamilton, KIDD, Monterey, California.
West Texas station has immediate opening
in sales, some announcing preferred, but
not essential,
single market. Contact
Good opportunity for advancement.
Clint
Formby,
Partner-Manager,
KPAN,
Hereford, Texas.
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the tofinest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach.
Air
mail
your
tape
and
resume
now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Top flight staff announcer. Good
position Box
open 736M,
with BROADCASTING.
outstanding mid-west
station.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Help Wanted— ( Cont'd )
Announcers
Announcers
Prefer an announcer with interest in local
Experienced announcer needed by fulltime
news. Good opportunity for right man.
station in progressive Georgia small market, near Atlanta. Good working condiSingle tion.
market,
west Box
Texas 954M,
staOpening progressive
is immediate.
tions and benefits. Above average salary to BROADCASTING.
right man desiring permanent position.
Write Box 700M, BROADCASTING.
Vacancy nouncer
forwith competent
and versatile
anExperienced,
versatileCleveland.
announcer$125.00
good mufirst class ticket.
Opportunity
sic station vicinity
plus for experienced
man, preferably with poopportunity to sell. Send tape and resume.
tentialbilitiesfor indirecting
and fordepartment
other responsiPersonal interview necessary later. Box
the program
with
789M, BROADCASTING.
the new KSJB, Jamestown, North Dakota.
KSJB
is
a
large,
5000
watt,
regional
operaOpportunity
marriedstation,
staff Texas.
announcer.
tion, and offers a golden opportunity for an
Send resume. for
Network
Box
aggressive young announcer. Please send
897M, BROADCASTING.
tapes, snapshots and details with first letter
to the Program Manager, KCJB, Box 1721,
Top flight voice for production commercials
Minot, North Dakota.
to
handle ofcontinuity
small
amount
air work department
each week.andCentral
DJ-nrst engineer — position open now with
U.S., medium market. Start $85.00. Send
tape of commercial production and all number one music-news operation in
Oregon's
second
market.Start
5 station
market
background
details.
Box
825M,
BROADso you must
be good.
at $500.00
per
CASTING.
month. Can double your income through
sales if you desire. Call, write, or wire
Attention gals. Fast growing network with
Rod Louden, Radio KEED, Eugene, Oregon.
new and exciting promotional ideas desiringgram
women
announcers,
news
director,
proCombo-staff announcer with first class
director, sports, and sales with good
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G.C.
voices, personalities,
and
attractive
apPackard,
KTRC, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
pearance. Dramatic experience would be
an asset. Want women with first-class engiThe
No.
1 sports station in the nation,
neering license — no maintenance. WonderKOCA, Kilgore, Texas has immediate openful opportunity
for
advancement
to
maning for experienced football and basketagement. Experience preferred. Rush tapes,
ball play-by-play man with sales ability.
CA
ST
resume, and
pictures
to BoxG.
851M, BROADIN
$75.00 weekly.
Starting
plus sales
commission.
Submit
resumesalary
and tape.
1st phone only. Illinois station needs top Personable announcer-operator who really
flight voice.
likes radio, formation
people,
small city.
Send fulltape
inmum. No top Three
40, but years
tight experience
production. miniMust
about yourself
and audition
be air-salesman. No maintenance. Send
commercial tape, background resume and to
R.B.
Cupp,
Owner,
KOFO,
Ottawa,
Kansas.
photograph.
Start $475.00. Box 857M,
BROADCASTING.
Opening for experienced
adult dj with helpbetter-than-average
voice. Play-by-play
Upstate New York immediate opening for
ful but not mandatory. Send complete deyoung man to work night dj shift, read
tails, including snapshot and returnable
and edit news, develop and handle record
tape to Manager, KSWS, Roswell, New
Mexico.
hops.
16
central
high
schools
in
our
area.
Start low, build up. This is not a gray
Sportscaster for high school football and
train,
it's hard
and youmoney
can cash
comboKTRC,
staff
on record
hops work
and make
as youin basketball
announcer. play-by-play
Contact G.C. and
Packard,
develop. Box 906M, BROADCASTING.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Lively, hard-sell morning man emphasizes
country-western, gospel, but capable pop
Announcer, experienced for 5,000 watt fulltime independent with strong local format
for good-sounding
station near
small mountains.
but progressive Carolina market
near Philadelphia. Insurance, profit sharing,
Permanent, profitable opportunity. Box
paid vacations, other benefits. WCOJ,
919M, BROADCASTING.
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Wanted, outstanding production man to
1,000
watt
"easy-swing",
happy
stationfirst in 150,000 market needs one dj, one
create and tape production commercials,
first-ticket dj, and one newsman. Good,
tape and edit special event features, handle
steady men with families who want to three hour daily popular music show. Exsettle. $400. Box 921M. BROADCASTING.
cellent salary. Resume, sample tapes, photo
to Manager, WCSH-Radio, Portland, Maine.
Immediate opening. Southwestern Michigan
daytimer, news and music station, with
Do you swing. New expanding organization
countryRight
/western
and after-noon
needs news.
top-flight
men,andcombination
man.
man evenings
may become
pd. Sales and
Rush airtape
resume to music
Stan
ability or traffic experience helpful. Must
Major,
Program
Manager,
WIRL,
Peoria, 111.
be sober. Send tape, resume and photo to
Box 929M, BROADCASTING.
If you'dzona, like
work in California
or Arisend forto application
form. Box
812,
Eureka, California.
Top dj's wanted. Northern Ohio. Personal
interview.
No
tapes.
Box
936M,
BROADCASTING.
Versatile,
announcers
sought for topgrade
local and news-music
regional network
staffs.
Write Ed440Robbins,
Tribune
High calibreperienced
community
station
needs
ex- No
Radiodj's.Network,
LexingtonHerald
Avenue,
Mt.
announcer.
Must
be
conscientious, reputable and dependable; others, do Kisco, N Y.
not apply.
modern
air-conditioned
faTechnical
cilities inNew
friendly
North
Carolina town.
Rush taoe and resume. Box 940M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: experienced engineer. Take completecellent
chargeposition
engineering
Exfor right department.
man. Box 735M,
Announcer with first class ticket and mainBROADCASTING.
tenance experience for Carolina station.
$80.00
ING. weekly. Write 944M, BROADCASTYoung man with first phone who wants experience in engineering and announcing —
1st phone — with some announcing, remote
youngket instaff,
all newSend
equipment,
small photo
marnortheast.
full resume,
operation.
Pull
shift
from
modern
airand tape to demonstrate voice quality. Box
conditioned studios. Box 954M. BROADCASTING.
813M, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Wanted: Chief engineer, combination man
preferred, for progressive 1,000 watt southeastences,
Georgiaphotograph,
station. salary
Send resume,
expectedreferand
sample
tape
immediately
to
Box 895M,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone —portunity
Nofor that
experience
Opneeded necessary.
first job. Box
953M. BROADCASTING.
Engineer-newsman,
class ticket,
experienced. No loafers,1stdrinkers
or drifters.
Man witherences.
plenty
of
hustle
and
good
refPersonal interview, contact Jim
Risner, Owner-Manager, Radio KRMS,
Osage Beach, Mo.
Experiencednouncingtransmitter
no anrequired, act asengineer,
chief. Opening
September 1. Reply full details WASA,
Havre de Grace, Maryland.
Experienced am-fm chief engineer, beginning salarynouncing.
$430.00
month. Very
light S.A.
anContact General
Manager,
Hasson, WROY, Carmi, Illinois with complete resume.
First phone-announcer, immediate opening, good salary WVOS, Liberty, N.Y.
Production-Programming, Others
News director. Leading independent in
major market interested in trained
radio news director. Must be skilled
in modern news presentation and capable
of directing news staff. Send biography,
recent photo, salary expected. Box 903M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: News editor with a minimum of
two years experience in news gathering and
announcing. Opening available, September
1, at Wisconsin 250 watt Mutual Network
operation. Send letters and audition if you
are interested. Box 923M, BROADCASTING.
Immediately, top production man, 500 to
start, must know tight top 40 operation.
Send tape and resume. Box 951M, BROADCASTING.
Newsman to gather, write, air local news.
Aggressive, accurate, authoritative. Illinois.
$390/month. Box 957M, BROADCASTING.
Farm director with first class ticket. Early
morning views;and
interIllinois.noontime
Part timeprograms;
sales. Resume
and starting conpensation required to
Box 958M, BROADCASTING.
Louisville's
one independent
station
needsnumber
all-around
Gal Friday radio
who
is also well qualified in continuity and
traffic. Salary open. Contact, immediately,
Manager, 409 Speed Building, Louisville,
Kentucky.
News editor for metro market. News is our
top commodity
experience
and enthusiasm are essential.so Pay
and incentives
above
average
for
the
area.
WRRR,
Rockford,
Illinois.
Experienced newsman wanted as quartertime assistant in radio news while taking
graduate work. School of Journalism, University of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa.
Situations Wanted — Management
Proven, young, energetic sales manager
earning $10,000 ready for general manager
position. Top announcer, creative producerwriter, sales leader. Experienced both major
and small markets. Fresh, imaginative ideas.
Married. College. Civic-minded. Best references. Prefer west. Do you have challenge
for me? Box 628M, BROADCASTING.
General manager. 13 years with present
station which I founded. 22 years in radio
as announcer, program director, sales manager and vice-president. Musician. Age 41.
Happily married 21 years. Two children.
Past president Jaycees, Lions Club, board
member State Broadcasters Association.
Prefer small market station in Arizona,
Utah, Colorado. However, will consider all
offers. References gladly exchanged. No
miracle man but steady, sober, honest.
Present
CASTING.salary $10,000. Box 914M, BROADBROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
You need
us to do it manager
again! For
you!market
Manager and commercial
major
experience can up your ratings and billings.
Two key men who are now producing in
highly competitive market. Exceptional records. Salary plus percentage of gross billAvailable
in 30 days. Let's talk now.
Box ing.
930M,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive broadcast executive with 18
years experience now available. Experience
includes 13 years as working sales manager,
and general manager in radio and television
in mediumtremelyand
metropolitan
Exable, capable,
bestmarkets.
references,
married,dentialcollege
graduate,
age
43.
ConfiBox 955M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Sales and dj with management ability.
Mature, married, well educated, unusual
copywriter.
Experienced
publicProven
relations. Ten years
in seasonal inmarket.
sales ability also air personality. Presently
employed — highest recommendations. Strong
on interviews
cuff" shows.
Want
permanentandjob"offwiththe future.
Not a
floater. Box 939M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer, 2 years experience. Married, 30,
veteran. Reliable, good delivery. Box 845M,
BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Peppy, perk, personality dj. First phone.
Modern radio and power station experience
from top rated station in its area. Bright,
snappy show. Box 902M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-sales. 1 year experience. Mature,
sober, reliable, permanent work. Box 904M,
BROADCASTING.
Countryences,music
dj, sober,
reliable,
refercreative worker.
Desires
to relocate.
Box 905M, BROADCASTING.
C/w dj forced out by policy changes. Vet.
First phone. Make offer. Box 913M, BROADCASTING.
Reliable — Hard working — Married vet, 25
with limited experience desires to further
that experience and settle down in growingBoxcommunity.
Some college-school trained.
915M, BROADCASTING.
Grad. Varied experience. Anything southern
California. Slow home tape, information.
Box 920M, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with 1st phone ticket. Eleven
years experience. Family man desires permanent
employment
in Minnesota or Wisconsin.
Box 924M,
BROADCASTING.
Anriouncer-dj. Good voice. Wants start in
radio. Some experience. Will travel. Box
926M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
adultyears
dj -staffer
desires in
to
relocate. Overglibtwo
experience
major Michigan and Wisconsin markets. Can
and will produce. No formats. Presently
employed. Box 927M, BROADCASTING.
IN
HOLLYWOOD
CALIF.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Versatile, dependable. 30. Six years experience. Prefer 5k up. No smaller. Minimum
$100 week. Available 2 weeks notice. Box
934M, BROADCASTING.
Five years experience in all phases of radio
with limited
tv inexperience.
Married,
veteran, presently
small market,
desiring
step-up. Willing to work hard for right
opportunity. Resume and tape on request.
Box 949M, BROADCASTING.
Sportscaster, just back from Europe seeks
football-basketball radio and tv position.
Will work sports around calendar. Also
experienced
news950M,
director.
All particulars available.as Box
BROADCASTING.
Country music dee-jay. Can sell. Young,
family man. Plenty experience. Write Box
961M, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play
sports isallmyphases.
line. Good
news-to
man. Experienced
Desire
re-locate before school term. Box 962M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer. Single. Go
anywhere. Robert Cohen, 234 Crescent St.,
New Haven, Conn. UN 5-3528.
Chollypitchman
'Knickerbocker'
Brown
sez: "I'mfel-a
nite
— music-man,
cooperative
low withMature,
a flair smooth
for keeping
business.
voice.— pulling
Per weekin
100
clams.
Call
now.
Amhurst
8-7936,
502
Armadale Dr., Columbus 14, Ohio.
Announcer-sports, staff. Salary secondary
to opportunity. Prefer midwest, but will
travel. Tony Trunkel, Willard, Wisconsin.
Technical
Chief timeengineer,
experienced,
station in south
Florida.desires
Reply dayBox
806M, BROADCASTING, or phone Cocoa,
Florida, NE 6-1499.
Fully experienced, hard working chief available. Prefer competitive market in TexasLouisiana area. Box 811M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Ten years radio. Studio and
transmitter maintenance. Remote control.
Box 832M, BROADCASTING.
First phone, presently employed as chief
engineer-announcer, desires employment
upper
ING. midwest. Box 843M, BROADCASTEngineer, ten years experience part as
chief; five at one station. Go anywhere,
available
CASTING. immediately. Box 928M, BROADEngineer 1st class. Married, sober, reliable.
9 years experience. AM, fm, studio and
transmitter, struction.
multiplex,
conMaintenanceremote
on allcontrol,
equipment.
Box 933M, BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious RCA grad with phone
looking for position as responsible engineer
or chief in small station. Willing to relocate
anywhere
except Ave.,
deep south.
son,
33 Marion
MerrickRichard
Ave., ArenMerrick, N.Y. FR 8-3266.

IN
SEATTLE
WASH.

IN
KANSAS CITY
MO.

in
WASHINGTON
D. C.

GRANTHAM
SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS
offers regular RESIDENT CLASSES and HOME STUDY TRAINING in communications
electronics— training which prepares you to pass F.C.C. operator license examinations
Grantham training is the easy way to learn more quickly — to prepare more
thoroughly — for F.C.C. examinations. And your first class F.C.C. license is the
quick, easy way to prove to your employer that you are worth more money.
Prepare now for your F.C.C. license and greater security in the radio-television
industry.
Write for our FREE brochure.

No obligation.

GRANTHAM
SCHOOL
OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. WESTERN AVE.
408 MARION STREET 3123 GIUHAM ROAD
821-19TH STREET, NW
HOLLYWOOD 27, CALIF. SEATTLE 4, WASH.
KANSAS CITY 9, MO.
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
(HO 7-7727)
(MA 2-7227)
0E 1-6320)
(ST 3-3614)
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical

CAREER
VIDEOTAPE*

First class — Electronics graduate, married,
reliable, desire to learn. Billy Brewer,
3307 Amherst, Lubbock, Texas, PO 2-3254.

SPECIALISTS

Chief,tion.construction,
operaHave tools, testmodernization,
gear, transportation.
Fair announcer. Some experience in accounting, sales, management. Mature family man. College graduate. Southeast only.
C. G. dale,Huey,
Fla. 1001 SW 24th Ave., Ft. Lauder-

OPPORTUNITIES

TV

IN

Chief engineer-announcer.
Well Woodbine,
qualifiedexperienced.
Good voice. Dale
Phone 291-R, Tifton, Ga.

(sales and technical)
• Ampex Corporation's Professional Products Division needs qualified television industry specialists to help market the new VR-1000B Videotape*
television recorder, camera and tv system.
• Heavy current demand and rapidly growing market potentials provide
excellent opportunities for early advancement.
• Company benefits include fully paid medical and life insurance, travel
protection, profit sharing and bonus plan. Liberal salary and expense account policies.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(in home office: Redwood City, Calif.; in district offices: New York,
N. Y., Hollywood, Calif., Atlanta, Ga., Chicago, 111., Washington, D. C.)
Videotape* Recorder Sales Representatives
To sell recorders to men at top levels of management and engineering
in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations. Should have at least
5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
Camera & TV System Sales Representatives
To sell complete Videotape* systems to men at top levels of management and engineering in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations.
Should have at least 5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales
or program production/direction. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
TV Systems Installation & Maintenance Engineers
To install and service VR-1000B recorders and TV cameras. Should have
at least 5-yr. background in TV equipment maintenance with some supervisory experience. College degree or equivalent with emphasis in
technical subjects.
TV Camera & Recorder System Engineers
To design and diagram Recorder system applications, including camera
and other tie-in equipment. Should have at least 5-yr. background in TV
station design engineering. Supervisory experience desirable. Engineering degree or equivalent.
For a personal interview, please send detailed resume including references
to: John K. Doolittle, Ampex Corporation, Personnel Department, 2400 Bay
Road, Redwood City, California.

934 Charter Street
*TM Ampex Corporation

CORPORATION

Redwood City, Calif.

professional
products
division

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World

ANNOUNCING

OPPORTUNITY

AM-TV operation has top pay opening for top quality airman.
Location . . . Pacific Northwest. Send details, employment data,
references and tape to
Box 925M, BROADCASTING
98

Production-Programming, Others
Combination, experienced, conscientious
newsman-swingin',
versatile dj.College
Desiresgrad.
re"active"
A worker!location toBox
900M,station.
BROADCASTING.
News director 18 years experience radio-tv.
Currently employed. Experienced mobile
units, setting up departments. Want right
spot in central or southern California only.
Box 912M, BROADCASTING.
Family man, 12 years experience radio-tv
programming, production, announcing, writing,west.desires
permanent
position in midWrite Box
935M, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter in progressive small town "good
music" politan
station
position
in metroarea. Writewants
Box 937M,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman: Strong on delivery, light experience in gathering and writing. Desires
to work
more16 in
reporting.
2 years and
journalism school.
months
newscasting
staff
work. Box 960M, BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday extremely well versed radio
continuity and traffic director, (traffic predesires relocating.
Excellent
encesferred)
and proven
record over
three referyears
with leadingmediately.
midwest
station.
Available
imJeanness Rystad, 312 Skidmore,
Grand Forks, North Dakota, ph. 4-90-76.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
Local eastsales
— Low V station
southin firstmanager
100. Experience
must include
record in local sales development, also sales
presentation development and knowledge of
tv operation. Salary plus incentives. Send
full particulars, references, photo to Box
948M, BROADCASTING.
Leading tv station in nine property broadcast group now looking for aggressive
young man to join tv sales staff in Las
Vegas.
experience
preferred.make
Guarantee of Sales
$100/wk.
Other salesmen
$600
to $900 per month, so can you! Fine opportunity for right man
move toup Stuin Leslie,
growing organization.
Send toresume
% KLRJ-TV, Box 550, Las Vegas, Nevada.
Announcers
Can a man over 35 find happiness as an announcer for a leading mid-west tv station?
We think so. If you agree, write full details
to Box 966M, BROADCASTING. Personal
interview in Michigan absolutely necessary.
Need announcer-switcher for NBC interconnected station. Salary plus talent.
KRSD-TV, Rapid City, South Dakota.
Technical
Wanted:
Assistantmanchief
for Florida vhf. Prefer
withengineer
RCA studio
and
transmitter maintenance experience. All
replies
given
careful
consideration.
Send
resume and salary requirements to Box
854M, BROADCASTING.
TV studio engineer. Prefer experience, but
radio experience and desire to learn tv
would be adequate. Air mail full details to
Manager, KSWS-TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced
director-switcher.
Accurate,
attentive
to details.
Able to direct
others
amicably.
Medium
size
mid-west
station.
Box 834M, BROADCASTING.
Expanding midwest tv seeks commercially
experienced
directors,
engineers, film editors,
studio announcers,
cameramen. Need
complete resume. Box 863M, BROADCASTING.
Staff artist. Must be fast and versatile — do
set design,
pliant Excellent
art work, opportunity
station promotion, ad layout.
for
creative expression and heavy live color
operation. Major mid-west market, vhf.
Looking for man to grow with new station.
Box 941M, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Sales
Salary secondary to television opportunity.
I specialize in tough sales problems, am
seeking challenging
television
saleseastern
managership. Top biller five
years major
market, two years multi-station. Aggressive, hard working team player, late thirties, church member. Box 830M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
TV-radioenced onannouncer.
phone.
camera andFirst
booth.
SoldExperiradio
time. Want position Florida only. Box
945M, BROADCASTING.
Successful teacher with tv art experience
desires announcing, directing. Creative with
diversified interests and talents. Excellent
references. Box 959M, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Transmitter engineer: Young man, married,
growing family, presently employed N.E.
vhf one year. Previous radio, IV2 year tech.
school. Ham 5 years. Seeking desirable
permanent
and home. East preferred. Boxposition
901M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer-studio or transmitter, 1st phone,
no
experience, willing to learn. Box 952M,
BROADCASTING.
Five years
am Box
chief965M,
wantsBROADCASTING.
television transmitter shift.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, five years experience
largeket market,
desiresmanager.
relocate Salary
small open,
maras production
family,ences.college
graduate,
highest
referBox 477M, BROADCASTING.
Available September — Production manager.
Eight years
network experience.
resume and information
write BoxFor849M,
BROADCASTING.
New tual
Yorkexperience
tv school
LookingExcellent
for acin tv grad.
production.
music background. Willing to work hard.
Box 881M, BROADCASTING.
Production assistant, 3 years experience in
large market desires to relocate small
market as production manager. College
graduate, family, highest references. Salary
open. Box 932M, BROADCASTING.

DISC

•

•

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Director, presently employed — wants station
with live programs. Box 938M, BROADCASTING.
Five piece band available September First
with a show that gets viewers from 2 to 102
with cial.
a copyrighted
commerFive years on format
Grand strictly
Ole Opry.
Now
doing sevenmercials.
tv Wireshows
weekly.
Handle
comor call Cousin Wilbur,
WJBF-TV, Augusta, Ga.
Television director — Available immediately.
B.S. Radio-Television Indiana University.
Experienced all phases. Complete personal
history and references ready to send. David
E. Rice, 625 West Washington Street, South
Bend, Indiana. CEntral 3-2531.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter channels 2-6.
Also 25 kw tv power amplifier channels
7-13.
Write for details. Box 922M, BROADCASTING.
2-CB-ll Gates turntables $100.00 each. 2RCA transcription arms $30.00 each. P.O.
Box 433; Terre Haute, Indiana.
Complete
RCA
modelradio
5 DXbroadcasting
transmitter, equipment
5 kw, now—
operating in good condition on 1150 kc.
Includes three Blaw Knox self-supporting
antenna, 223, 223, and 465 feet high, tower
beacon equipment, transmission lines and
couplers, monitoring and metering devices,
and text equipment. Sealed bids will be
opened at 2:00 P.M., CST, August 25, 1959.
Address inquiries and requests for bid
forms to Director of Business Affairs, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, P.O. Box
2950, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II— $46.50, Air Alert I— $89.50. Miratel, Inc.,
1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Two RCA TK20 Iconoscope film camera
chains with usable tubes, less camera
cables, power supplies and master monitors,
$600.00 each. Two GE 16mm Syncrolite
film projectors, $850.00 each. One GE PF3C 3x4-inch slide projector, $400.00. Contact W. J. Kotera, WOW-TV, Omaha, Nebraska, phone WE 3400.
Stephens Wirless microphone complete,
used,erainEquipment
excellentCo. condition—
Inc., 315 $250.00.
W. 43rdCamSt.,
New York, JUdson 6-1420.
435 Foot uniform cross section tower of 20
foot welded sections, 40 inch face, with
lighting equipment, Lapp 9004 base and
8523 cone-type guy insulators. Tower used
1 year, on ground with new prime coat.
Have new sections and plans to extend
height to 540 feet. Wind loading 40 pounds.
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604 crystals. Also am monitor service.
Nationwide unsolicited testimonials praise
our products and fast service. Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.

JOCKEYS
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WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Looking
for us?
We'reour looking
for you.
Small market
station
goal. West
preferred. Considerate
and reasonable
with
your offer. Let us hear from you. Box 627M,
BROADCASTING.
Tape recorder,Equipment
professional type, rack
mounted
CASTING. or portable. Box 726M, BROADWanted: Used RCA orthicon camera chain
in good condition. Reply to Box 852M,
BROADCASTING.
Used magnamite tape recorder, IVz ips, in
good condition. State price. Box 911M,
BROADCASTING.
Late model fm transmitter and antenna.
Combination must produce minimum of 60
kw ERP and be capable of multiplexing.
Box 917M, BROADCASTING.
10 kw high band vhf-tv transmitter in first
class condition plus 12 bay antenna. Must
be
top quality, no junk. Box 918M, BROADCASTING.
6N or 8N disc cutter with amp. Qualified
to
cut price.
masters.
business, can't afford
large
Box New
931M,in BROADCASTING.
Wanted, several OP-6 and OP-7 remote
amplifiers in good condition. Call collect
Al Pierce, WBBM-TV, Chicago.
Used studio console in good condition. State
make, model and price. Reply to John L.
Knollman, C. E., WBRV, Boonville, N.Y.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School
of
Atlanta.
1139
Spring
St.,
N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
School,
2603
Inwood
Road,
Dallas,
Texas.
MISCELLANEOUS
Qualified consulting engineer. Specializing
in daytime applications, frequency surveys,
and power increases. Area west of the Mississippi. Douglas F. Mariska, 1006 East 16th
Avenue, San Mateo, California.
Ready for Fall? For discriminating sponsors,
order custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J
Productions, 2899 Templeton Road, Columbus, Ohio.

Giant

Market

Step

With

50,000
Watts of WNOE
The South' s Top Independent
#7 by Hooper and Nielsen
Top salary plus outside opportunities other stations cant offer.
•

If you think you're good . . . Prove it by an airmail special up-tempo music and news air check
to Bud W. Connell, WNOE, St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

TOP
DISC

Over

Situations Wanted — Management

STATION MANAGERS
Here's a real opportunity for one
who is strong on sales, willing to
work and ambitious as to future.
Must have had experience in both
AM and FM and with knowledge
of multiplexing. Northeast section of U.S. Good salary plus
profit sharing. Further advancement as justified by results. Send
photo, complete details, first letter. All replies confidential.
Box 908M, BROADCASTING.

FLIGHT
JOCKEY

Metropolitan

RADIO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management

Area
WANTED

. . . FOR

SPARKS-RENO
DAYTIMER

Please send pictures

Announcers
QUALITY
Top
announcer-newsman,
with
proven AM-TV
commercial
record, the top rated
on-camera news show in large metropolitan market. Seeking permanent position with large AM-TV station. Network
and local background, excellent references,
married, college trained. Presently emloyed in large network and local operation. pBox
916M, BROADCASTING

Sales

One-Million

D******
MMEN
WE RECO
GEMENT**Manager
MANA
FOR
WNEG's
Promotions
Shader.
Veteran, married, 3 children . Ray
. . age
36.
12 years experience all phases. Versatile
. . . ambitious, capable. All inquiries
answered.
Charles & Roy Gaines
Co-Owners
Stephens
County Broadcasting Co.
Toccoa, Georgia

NEW

AREA

FOR SALE

1 KW— 1270 KC— 1 KW
complete

resume

Equipment

To share in profits, no investment
necessary except your ability.

and tape to

—

Sales Manager —

Box 946M,

3 — Disc Jockey Salesmen — 3

BROADCASTING

Prefer people established in Reno
area. Send replies, confidential
to: Ed Jansen, Lakeside Broadcasters, 2020 East Charleston
Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada.

FULL

TIME

MIAMI,

FLORIDA

RADIO

STATION

Looking for DJ who thinks he knows the right answers
Send tape, complete background

WANTED

and a picture not over 3

months old to:
Box 836M, BROADCASTING

TV

OPPORTUNITIES

Expansion
SALES
Local and regional
$5000 guarantee
Radio experience okay

Pro gram

WEATHER • RADAR
Raytheon 10 CM 275 KW Output
PPI Presentation 4, 20, 80 mile
range. In use today by several
broadcast stations. Complete with
instruction books and instal. diags.
In new factory condition. Picks up
clouds at 50 miles. $950.
Westinghouse 3 CM 40 KW Output
PPI Presentation. Ms, 2, 10, 40 plus
mile range. Complete in new factory
condition with instruction books
and spares. $2200.
General Electric Automatic Tracking
Radar 10 CM. 275 kw. Will track
cleuds, storms, hurricanes, etc.,
automatically or by hand control,
up to 200 mile range. Complete in
trailer van 25 ft. long (Its own
building!). Price and details on request. Used by Air Force and
weather bureau.
RADIO— RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CO.
550 5th AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
TO BUY

WANTED
Small
fulltime,
single market stamoney.
tion with potential. May be losing
Box 956M, BROADCASTING.

SOUTHERN

Makes Available
PRODUCTION

Experienced director and
Film Editor $100 +

These

VHF
Positions
ANNOUNCING
Booth and live
Send tape and photo
Radio experience okay

Box 800M, BROADCASTING
100
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FOR SALE
Stations

Miscellaneous

FOR SALE
Stations

50% Interest for $10,000. §
§
§ New station. Purchaser to becoi
§ General Manager.
§
Box 891 M, BROADCASTING
§
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ARIZONA
Secondary Market
Ideal climate. Number One in area.
1000 watts daytimer. Terms.
Box 91 0M, BROADCASTING.

ZXtC

DOC

X

DOC

i

=

X

»

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa

r

Fla. Single 500w
Terms
N.Y. Single lkw-D
$50M
Cash
90M
48 M Terms
S.C. Single lkw-D
115M Terms
Fla. Small
5kw-D
Wash. Small
95M Terms
lkw-D
Terms
100M
Pa.
Second lkw-D
78M Terms
N.C. Second 250w
Cal. Second 500w
175M Terms
Tenn. Medium 250W-F
85M Terms
Terms
175M
Medium lkw-F
Ky.
250M Terms
Mich. Medium lkw-F
Miss. Metro lkw-D
98M Terms
Terms
235M
Rocky Metro lOkw
250M Terms
Fla. Large
250w-D
225M
Terms
S.E. Major 5kw-D
275M Terms
S.W. Small
AM -TV
450M Terms
S.E. Small
VHF-TV
And others.
PAUL. H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please add ress:
Chicago
1 182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9. Ga.
San -rancisco
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th«
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 4-7279
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Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISAtS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

1000 WATT DAYTIMER
Georgia town of 5000. Price $50,000.00
with $20,000.00 down. Valuable Real
Estate included.
Box 894M, BROADCASTING.
<3>^><><><^<><^<><^<^<^^

• 5,000 WATT DAYTIMER
• In Florida City of 100,000 population.
•• cipals
Price $200,000
— terms available. Prinonly write:
•
Box 967M, BROADCASTING

FOR LEASE
FM Sub Carrier for background music
service. 79,000 watts metropolitan Los
Angeles area.
KNOB
7153 Pacific View Dr. Hollywood 28,
Calif. Tel: Hollywood 7-0454.

CENTRAL KENTUCKY
Rich, highly stable single station
market. Daytime operation. Better
than 50% share of audience at all
times. Good terms. Write or phone
Miller Welch at Davis T. Bohon,
Realtor, Central Bank Bldg., Lexington, Kentucky 3-1515.

•
•
J
•
•

WANTED
PROGRAM

LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Corpus Florida — ■
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property
with25them
at this 100
fantastic
price:
3 to 4 feet;
for $20.00;
for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.
ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian
Rhododendron
Maxi-25
mum, and Hemlock,
Mountain Laurel.
2 to 3 ft.
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.

. . . $10,000— $15,000
DIRECTOR

FOR GROUP

RADIO

OPERATION

This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity must be filled immediately. The person chosen for
this important position will program for 6 or more radio stations and will have the
following requisites:
1. Thorough knowledge of radio production techniques.
2. Thorough knowledge of current and standard popular music.
3. Ability to achieve good ratings without the use of Rock N' Roll, "Chaos
Radio" or other frenzied techniques.
4. Top quality voice and ability to run own show on air.
5. Administrative ability.
6. References of highest calibre which will bear up under close checking.
The man chosen for this position is probably now employed and has not thought of
making a move until he reads this advertisement. He will have the opportunity to work
at the management level with one of the most aggressive broadcasting operations in
the U.S. and will be located in the heart of the finest recreational area in the northwest.
If you know you are the man we want, write to us in detail, giving complete educational, employment and personal background, credit, business and personal references
and a sample tape demonstrating some of your best work. If you care to include any
program ideas you might have, we will be pleased to listen. No applications or
material will be returned, so don't send valuable original papers. All applications
answered by letter. Write to . . . Program Director, c/o Haley, Wollenberg, & Kenehan,
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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Quick

fix for 'copter. . . speeded
by Air Express
Yesterday a crippled whirly-bird ! Today a fast replacement with a Resistoflex hose
lets it soar again. AIR EXPRESS — at a quick call — delivers the hose direct from
distant factory stock to the heliport without delay. Cost of this amazing shipping
service that assumes all responsibility? Only $5.06, for example, for 10 lbs.,
New York to Minneapolis (1020 air-miles). For emergencies or routine shipments —
whatever your business— it pays to... think FAST... think AIR EXPRESS first!

AIR

EXPRESS

CALL AIR EXPRESS, DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY • GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
102
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OUR

RESPECTS

Don

TO

Wesley

To Don Burden, a broadcasting veteran at 31, formula radio means going
with the "modern trend toward a strictly
localized operation that provides a distinct service to the community."
Sometimes this may take the form of
an audience-luring treasure hunt for
substantial stakes or a parade of "kissin' girls" handing out numbered candy
kisses to passersby, redeemable for
prizes. Listeners aren't apt to forget
the station's call letters and, in fact,
may be wont to tune in more frequently.
Competitors of The Star Stations
among other successful independent station groups — the Bartells and McLendons, the Ploughs and Storzes — may
cavil at the Burden approach, but
acknowledge it's difficult to argue with
success. They can understand, too, because as protagonists of modern radio,
they have fought formula with formula
in similar attempts to "rock the market."
Western Constellation • Don Burden's meteoric
rise reflected
in independent
doubtless
is best
in the radio
Star
Stations' corporate name. He is president and principal stockholder of properties that include KOIL Omaha, Neb.;
KICN Denver, Colo., and KISN Portland, Ore. A fourth station, KWIK Pocatello, Idaho, at which Mr. Burden
started his career, is owned by the same
stockholders (including Mr. Burden) as
KOIL.
Industry observers, including his
competitors, freely admit that once he
stepped into those particular markets,
starting six years ago, "there never was
a dull moment" in the battle for ratings
and revenue leadership. And youthful
Mr. Burden never backed off from the
free-wheeling fight, trading gimmick for
gimmick in distilling his own brand of
radio programming formula.
Born Aug. 10, 1928, Don Wesley
Burden was valedictorian at Iona
(Idaho) High School. He managed to
weather lean years and attend Idaho
State U. where he majored in advertising. He left in April 1945 to join
the Navy, spending over two years in
service. After his discharge, he got the
radio bug and tried his hand as a salesman as KWIK. He was appointed sales
manager in August 1950 and held the
post for over three years, honing his
ambition in a small-market broadcast
operation.
To the Hock Shop • Not one to decline a challenge, Mr. Burden decided
to turn entrepreneur and, as he put it,
BROADCASTING, August 3, 1959

also has improved. (Mr. Burden confides that he recently rejected a $125,000 bid for KWIK, but reported sale of
week).
the station was in negotiation last

. . .

Burden

"to mortgage myself to the hilt and
strike out on my own." At a time when
network radio was still thriving and
modern independent radio had not
crystallized into its present form, he
went scouring the country "for a sick
radio station which could be bought for
a minimum of cash and one which had
a good earning potential — if it had new
lifeMr.
breathed
it." the station and
Burdenintofound
market and laid the groundwork by
joining KOIL in Omaha as sales manager in August 1953. He bought it in
December for $165,000 and proceeded
with different program formats in a bid
to raise ratings and revenue, after dropping its network affiliation. Competing
with KOWH (later sold by the Storz
Stations), KOIL
cut into
former's
astronomical
audience
sharetheunder
Mr.
Burden, a man by now dedicated to a
considerable chore. Along with ratings
(and the stimulus of "just about every
audience-building gimmick in the history of radio," a station spokesman admits), billings have jumped six-fold in
nearly six years.
After formation of The Star Stations
corporate group in 1954, Mr. Burden
set out to conquer new fields. He went
back to Pocatello in 1957 and bought
KWIK, where he got his start, for
$33,000.
He utilized the same pattern of
audience-building shows (contests, audience participations, gimmicks, liberal
use of station personalities, including
d.j.s) and the station is claimed to have
increased its billings about 300% in
two years. Its audience share position

Star Stations' Burden
Ahead in the formula game

Spring Fervor • Turning his eyes to
Denver in the spring last year, he
"spotted a sleeper" in KMYR, paying
$402,000 for an outlet in a market that
boasted 1 9 highly competitive radio stations. The familiar Burden approach
again prevailed, drawing national as
well as local attention in May 1958 and
catching the ears of many listeners. The
ingredients: a $50,000 "Treasure Hunt"
that reportedly turned Denver on its
ear (loot-seekers converged on property-owners and a local cemetery like
ants). Mr. Burden followed it up with
a "Lucky Phone Number" contest,
avowedly eager to "rock this market
like it's never been rocked before."
Disregarding the welter of stations
across Denver's dial, Mr. Burden became convinced his formula possessed
"great staying power," noting KMYR's
improved rating position within a mere
60 days. A few months ago he kicked
off a brand new promotion barrage in
connection with a change in call to
KICN.
Mr. Burden invaded the Pacific
Northwest earlier this year, purchasing
KVAN Vancouver, Wash. (Portland,
Ore.), from Sheldon F. Sackett for
$580,000. True to form, he immediately
changed the call to KISN after FCC approval (Broadcasting, April 20) and
claims a better audience share for the
facility.
Head Hunter • Spotting future musical trends and air talent have become
twin stocks in trade with The Star Stations under Mr. Burden, who constantly
scours other markets for capable performers. He also surrounds himself with
efficient executive help, as witness the
recent appointment of Bill Stewart (formerly with the Storz and McLendon
stations) as vice president and assistant to the president. Other management
members ("dynamic men for dynamic
radio") include Steve Shepard, KOIL;
Charles Vais, KISN, and Charles (Chic)
Crabtree with KICN.
When he isn't traveling, Mr. Burden
attends meetings of the local Optimist
Club and chamber of commerce and
also is board chairman of the World
Wide Film Club (which offers film as
a premium). He married the former
Dorothy Downing of Pocatello and they
have three daughters, Wendy Lea 10,
Theresa Lynn 7, and Patricia Marie
4 months. He likes to go fishing occasionally.
Of him an associate recently remarked: "Burden should own stock in
the airlines because he is constantly on
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the go, checking his properties and
looking for new cities to 'light on."

EDITORIALS
Bar

bills

LAWYERS who specialize in broadcasting practice can
count on the rich, full life if the U.S. House of Representatives adopts the Sec. 315 amendment which the Senate
passed last week.
The Senate amendment exempts from the equal time
provisions of the political broadcasting law the appearances
of candidates on all kinds of news programs and then,
in the same sentence, adds: "but nothing in this sentence
shall be construed as changing the basic intent of Congress
with respect to the provisions of this act which recognizes
that television and radio frequencies are in the public
domain, that the license to operate in such frequencies
requires operation in the public interest, and that in a
newscast, news interview, news documentary and on-thespot coverage of news events all sides of public controversies shall be given as fair an opportunity to be heard
as is practicably possible."
No lawyer, reading that sentence and its closing phrases,
can fail to see the endless supplies of El Dorados, Corona
Coronas and Caribbean cruises which it guarantees.
No broadcaster who aspires to be a force in free journalism can see anything in the Senate bill but new restrictions against his development in that direction. Leave the
closing phrases intact, and the doctrine of fairness will be
an invitation to every malcontent who fancies himself
wronged by any news show to appeal to the FCC and thus
set in motion the costly machinery of investigation.
Note, please, the use of "any news show" in the above
paragraph. While the first part of the Senate amendment
pertains only to the appearances of candidates, the second
applies the doctrine of fairness to all news presentations,
no matter what their subjects. Day in, day out, if the
amendment became law, every story, every bulletin, every
interview on every news show of every length and content
would be subject to protest. Did we say El Dorados for
the lawyers? Change that to customized Rolls Royces.
The fight for relief from Sec. 315 must now be waged
in the House. If the House adopts a more acceptable
amendment than the Senate has passed, there is a chance
for a workable accommodation in a Senate-House conference. Again it is up to broadcasters to acquaint their
Congressional delegations with the need for action — and
the equally important need for action which will not impose new difficulties at the time it corrects old ones.
Toward new spectrum control
FIRST tangible recognition of the need for complete
overhauling of management of the critically important
radio spectrum allocations as between government and
non-government users is given in a bill (HR 8426) quietly
introduced in the House last week. It would create a threeman Frequency Allocation Board — a sort of super-FCC
but with power far broader than that vested in the FCC
or perhaps in any other independent agency.
Because of the bill's significance and scope, it must be
assumed that its author, Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
of the House Commerce Committee, does not expect passage at this session, now within weeks of adjournment.
Rather, it looks to us like a trial balloon for study by
interested groups during the Congressional recess.
There can be no doubt about the sincerity of Mr. Harris'
intentions. He wants efficient management of the spectrum,
to prevent hoarding of valuable frequencies by government but, at the same time, to protect the national security.
Because broadcasters have a life-and-death stake in the
sensitive allocation areas, particularly the vhf range in
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which tv and fm are assigned, extreme care and diligence
must be exercised in appraising the new bill.
Is too much power given to three men? Should provision
be made for appeal from board rulings? Should usual
administrative procedures be followed in the functioning
of the board or of the Government Frequency Administrator who would function under the President? Is the FCC
unduly stripped of allocation functions?
These are just a few of the questions that crop up in
a casual reading of the Harris Bill. It is for these reasons
that all entities in broadcasting, who are responsible for
direct service to the public, must give priority to analysis
and interpretation of the Harris Bill.
Videotape conquest
THE debate between Soviet Premier Khrushchev and Vice
President Nixon at the American Exhibition in Moscow
may or may not have long range diplomatic or political
significance.
What is important is the journalistic history that was
made and is bound to be reflected in our textbooks.
It is the fallibility of the pencil and pad mode of reporting versus the infallibility of electronic journalism.
First reports on Friday, July 24, from Moscow had the
premier and the vice president in a rough and tumble
debate that seemed to threaten an international incident
just short of war.
Then, the next day, thanks to Ampex Videotape, and
the ingenuity of Ampex Vice President Phillip Gundy in
smuggling the reel into this country, U.S. viewers of all
three networks saw and heard for themselves. It was a hot
debate. But if there was acrimony and bitterness of the
nature reported by the pencil and pad reporters, it did not
show on the tv screen.
Sen. Frank Lausche (D-Ohio) told the Senate last Tuesday he was "greatly disturbed" when he read the first news
reports. But when he saw the tv film he "found that the
facts belied the reports."
If there had been no tape recording, the news reports
playing up the debate as a back-alley brawl would have
been the only impression given the American public. Words
alone, no matter how adroitly written, could not tell the
whole story. Even the full text could not do it. But the tv
tape recording, faultless reporter that it is, showed every
smile, grimace and gesture.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Ij I've got to compete against westerns next year, I want to be
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ready."
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FURNITURE

creates

buying

power

in the

industry

Piedmont

Industrial

Crescent!

The South's giant furniture industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant
selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . .
and sells ... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000
people live, work and buy.

fmy-tv
GREENSBORO,
N. C.
"NOW IN OUR 10th YEAR OF SERVICE"
Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit

CHANNEL
z

K

THE
DOOR
TO

CREATIVE
SELLING

The Weed organization, one of the pioneers in the
field of station representation, is proud to announce
a major expansion of its client services — the establishment of a marketing and research division
under the direction of William B. Crumley.
A new concept in client service, the Marketing and
Research Division encompasses all areas of creative selling with particular emphasis on the development of effective sales approaches for Weed
represented stations.
Perhaps your station might benefit from a
comprehensive market analysis and competitive report. Our door is open to you.

RADIO
New

CORPORATION/

TELEVISION

CORPORATION

York, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Boston, Atlanta, Dallas, San Francisco, Los Angeles
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10, 1959
THIRTY-FIVE CENTS
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Radio sets outnumber wage-earners
in the U.S.A. by almost two to one?
More than 146,000,000 sets are
currently in operation ! Just one
more reason why
Spot Radio is a powerful sales-maker !

K0B
Albuquerque
WSB
Atlanta
WGR
Buffalo
WGN
Chicago
WFAA
Dallas— Ft. Worth
K0SI
Denver
WKMH
Detroit
WANE
Fort Wayne
WSVA
Harrisonburg
KPRC
Houston

WISH
Indianapolis
KARK
Little Rock
WINZ
Miami
WISN
Milwaukee
KSTP
Minneapolis-St. Paul
WTAR
Norfolk
KFAB
Omaha
WIP
Philadelphia
KP0J
Portland
Radio Division

Edward

WJAR
Providence
WRNL
Richmond
KCRA
Sacramento
W0AI
San Antonio
KFMB
San Diego
K0BY
San Francisco
KMA
Shenandoah
KREM
Spokane
WGT0
Tampa-Orlando
KV00
Tulsa

Petry
&
Co.,
Inc.
The Original Station Representative
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA • BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

WHEELING:

3/*

One

The

Station

Reaching

No. 13 IN A SERIES:

TV

Booming

Television Magazine
MARKET
Upper

Ohio

Valley

CHEMICALS

With the deep salt wells supplying the essential brine,
and the broad Ohio River furnishing economical transportation facilities, a rich, thriving chemical industry
has arisen in the bountiful WTRF-TV

area. Typical is

this Columbia-Southern Chemical Corporation plant located
at Natrium, W. Va., just south of Wheeling. Here more than
1,000 employees are engaged in the production of chlorine,
caustic soda, chlorinated hydrocarbons, ammonia and
titanium tetrachloride.

More than $5 million annual payroll dollars of the ColumbiaSouthern Chemical Corporation help make the WTRF-TV area a
super market for alert advertisers ... a 39-county area where 2
million people have a spendable income of $2H billion annually.

For availabilities, call Bob
Ferguson, VP arid Gen. Mgr.,
316,000 watts |\| flllQi network color
or Needham Smifh, Sales Manager,
at CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
\
WHEELING
7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
reaching

a market

that's

reaching

new

wt

rf

importance!

tv

rwi

by

cr

Ell

II E

If

the

SUPER-CART

TRADE

in

Baltimore

When you want to "push" a product in Baltimore, WCBM should be at
the top of your radio list! The women . . . and men . . . who buy the groceries
in Baltimore prefer WCBM's adult-level programming. You'll prefer
WCBM too — when you see the adult-listenership surveys* on WCBM's
continuing leadership in this huge
ge and important market!
* Nielsen Adult Listener ship Surveys

A CBS
0000

Peters,

Griffin,
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Woodward,

Radio

Affiliate

10,000 Watts on 680 KC
Baltimore 13, Maryland

inc., Exclusive National Representatives

I

This "measured preference" is best shown in a bright,
new information folder that illustrates concisely
and clearly that if you want to cover the vast DallasFort Worth market area, buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4.
Ask your Branham man for the "measured preference" information folders.

Represented Nationally
by The Branham Company
THE

DALLAS

TIMES

HERALD

STATIONS

John W. Runyon
Clyde W. Rembert
Chairman of the Board
President
MAXIMUM

POWER

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Big and little cars • Broadcast media
plans of new "compact" cars to be out
this fall probably will center on spot tv,
say advertising sources close to Detroit.
Introduction dates are guarded, but
October is month seen for General
Motors' Corvair, with Ford's Falcon
and Chrysler's Valiant coming out
later. Spot, it's explained, would provide
flexibility that will be needed because
of unknown distribution-selling factors.
On network tv, where automakers
are lined up in force to peddle their new
models next season, there are at least
two added "exposures" in making at
CBS-TV: General Motors is negotiating
quietly via Campbell-Ewald for hour
special for Oct. 9 that would feature
Red Skelton and would introduce all
GMs 1960 models, and U.S. Steel,
through BBDO, has plans for special
"Steel Hour" salute to auto industry.
Color forecast • RCA executives
expect color set sales this fall to exceed last year's sales by 250% to
300%, with indications in some markets
in excess of that projection. While
there are no official figures, it's estimated that sales to date of color sets
are between 350,000 and 400,000.
In addition to RCA, which has teams
touring country indoctrinating both distributors and color-equipped stations,
Admiral will begin its heavy color set
promotion in September — only other
major manufacturer thus far to announce color production plans. While
minimum color set price is $495, average consumer sale runs $695 for RCA
product.
Taboo list • Next NAB tv code crackdown, again dealing with personal products commercials, will cover wider scope
of items but probably will be executed
without list of station casualties that
marked recent antihemmorhoid campaign. Three-man code subcommittee,
headed by E. K. Hartenbower, KCMOTV Kansas City, expected to come out
in next fortnight with results of extensive study of advertising for laxatives,
under-arm products, depilatories, toilet
tissue, corn and callous removers, and
brassieres and girdles. Other subcommittee members are Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., code board chairman, and Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro.
Success story • Testimonial to effectiveness of radio advertising is reflected
in phenomenal growth of General
Finance Co., Chicago-based loan firm.
Company has co-sponsored all Chicago

CIRCUIT®

White Sox baseball broadcasts on 30station regional network for several
years. As indication of success of its
baseball sponsorship, General Finance
makes it a point never to open branch
office unless it's in city covered by Sox
broadcasts, which are fed by WCFL,
Chicago Federation of Labor outlet.
Hold it, please • Newest aid to editors
of tv tape is reportedly being readied by
Hughes Aircraft Co. for exhibition at
Western Electronic Show and Convention (WESCON), Aug. 18-21 in San
Francisco's Cow Palace. Device understood to comprise series of storage
monitors (sometimes called "picture
freezers") which when hooked into tv
monitor circuit can halt picture, hold
it for as long as 10 minutes. In addition
to its use as tv tape editing tool, storage
monitor is said to have applications to
closed circuit tv for business and industry.
Educating the source • Sales pitch
with double bounce is being prepared
by Television Bureau of Advertising.
It's financial
is designed
for
bankers
at presentation
both national
and local
levels, but its purpose is not so much
to get bankers into tv — on national level
especially they're in it substantially already— as to get them clear in their own
minds as to what television is and what
it can do. This, TvB figures, should
make them more receptive, or even aggres ive, inworking with local retailers
who want financial assistance for tv
campaigns of their own.
Political broadcasting • In Cuba
they're talking about power of television
as political force as used by Dr. Fidel
Castro and his revolutionary government. Dr. Castro's
tv appearances
run
from four
to six hours
and all Cuba
seems to watch. Cited as indicative of
government operation through tv was
his July 17 oration which began at 8
p.m. and concluded after midnight.
During that address, President Urrutia
resigned, marking first time in history
where head of nation had been deposed
via television.
Everybody in the act • House Oversight Subcommittee, which is step
ahead of Senate Commerce Committee
in race to investigate tv quizzes (see
story page 63), may in future find its
tracks covered by second Senate body.
Senate's Administrative Practices &
Procedures Subcommittee, headed by
Sen. John Carroll (D-Colo.), has been
closely following House Oversight activity in all fields, requesting copies of

House group's records in all activities.
Carroll subcommittee has given no indication itplans to enter tv quiz investigations but will call FCC and other
agencies up in near future on ex parte
legislation as follow-up of earlier hearings (Broadcasting, July 27).
First drop • General Foods, giant coffee advertiser and heavy spot tv user,
breaks today (Aug. 10) with national
changeover of new copy in its spot tv
advertising for Maxwell House coffee.
Newly-themed commercials were tested
during summer by Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, New York, first major sendoff
for Maxwell House vacuum packed
ground coffee since Ogilvy acquired account from Benton & Bowles first of
this year and became GF's fourth ad
agency.
Late starters • Some broadcasters who
wouldn't put up money for membership in all-industry ASCAP committee
are now trying to make sure that benefits of reduced ASCAP fees which
committee obtained will apply also to
them. U.S. District Court Judge Sylvester J. Ryan last June ruled that
present fees are too high, suggested
revisions downward (At Deadline,
June 22). He is expected to sign decree
Oct. 15, but new rates will apply only
to stations involved in litigation. This
is due to clause in 1950 consent decree
which provides that relief on fees will
go only to those who file suit against
ASCAP.
Problem is that many broadcasters
who didn't join broadcasters' committee signed new ASCAP licenses Jan. 1
under old rates. These contracts run for
several years. Thus many stations are
hooked for higher rates until their present contracts run out. Word of their
plight is being brought to attention of
congressmen and Dept. of Justice.
Fm builder • Move toward group
fm operation underway on West Coast
by veteran broadcaster Rogan Jones
( KVOS - AM - FM - TV Bellingham,
Wash.). Plan apparently is to saturate
West and Northwest with commonlyowned fm stations, program them from
central source using latest in automatic
gear. Besides Bellingham where Mr.
Rogan is building fm, he has fm application for San Diego area (La Mesa),
is applying for Portland, Ore., is said
to be dickering to buy fms in Los
Angeles and San Francisco. Other
markets on which he has eye, according to reports, are Seattle, Phoenix and
Salt Lake City. Seven fm's are limit
one entity can own.
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HEJIOBEK?

The question: "Who's this man?"
The answer: "Peter Hahn, WJR
News."
The place: the Foreign Ministers
Conference in Geneva. Of course,
Hahn wasn't really sitting at the
conference table, but he got as
close as any newsman could to
broadcast live reports direct from
Geneva to WJR twice daily.
While Hahn was overseas, WJR
staffer Jack Hamilton made several direct reports from Washington on major national news stories.
And all of this in addition to nine
15-minute newscasts every day.
6

This is the sort of news coverage
WJR gives its audience.
Comprehensive news reporting is
an example of what's happening at
WJR, a station where radio is a living, breathing broadcast medium
(rather than just a gigantic juke
box). We call it "complete-range
programming" . . . programming
with something for everyone,
tailored for the many different
tastes and needs of the 17 million
folks within sound of our voice.
If you'd like to grow in the Great
Lakes area, join a fine company
of advertisers and grow with WJR.
See your advertising manager,
agency or Henry I. Christal representative.

WJR's
coveragepeople
area
—overprimary
17,000,000

760 KC ^^50,000 WATTS
RADIO
WITH
ADULT APPEAL
IT
TRO
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Time to update promotion reports • Agencies and
advertisers want all essential details of the promotion
and merchandising support which stations accord their
advertising buys, but there is a need for updating, condensing and making more uniform the reporting procedures. Some facets of the problem are explored by
Harold A. Smith, program promotion and merchandising manager, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago, in
this week's Monday Memo. Page 23.
Giveaway industry • Multi-million dollar business centers around prizes
and gifts donated on radio and tv programs. A penetrating look into one
of broadcasting's fascinating facets, with directory of leading operatives.
Page 33.
Hard stuff on radio? • Schenley Industries peeps around for possible
exposure of corporate image-type commercial on radio. Page 38.

YOURSELF
to a

TRIPLE

SCOOP
in
MICHIGAN

BATTLE
CREEK

Bras & girdles • Modest tv use by Peter Pan increases viewer awareness of brand name. Page 44.
'Modern' radio gets together • Bartell group forms association for
large-market independents specializing in "modern" programming. Object:
More time sales. Page 52.
Sword & plowshare • Conelrad operational techniques, as applied by
Florida Defense Network will furnish all stations with hurricane information through an instantaneous intra-state fm network. It opens up new
possibilities to broadcasters. Page 56.
Ways still divide • Two congressional committees continue separate
courses in tv quiz investigations; House body secures grand jury records
while Senate committee petitions court for equal access. Page 63.
Ifs all up to House • Only one remaining congressional hurdle blocks
equal time relief as House Commerce-approved amendment is reported
to floor. Bill now goes to Rules Committee. Page 66.
Global radio conference underway • World meeting on radio spectrum
in Geneva starts August 17; U. S. delegation chief sees greatest activity
in shortwave broadcasting and communications and marine radio services
— plus such new areas as space communications and radio astronomy.
Page 71.
Never the twain ...» Put community
munications Act, otherwise there's danger
rier regulations and broadcasting, FCC
Senate Committee on this subject and on

tv in separate section of Comof intermingling common carsays in filing comments with
booster legislation. Page 73.

Tv facelifting in Canada • Government's new policy prompts queues of
applicants at major markets. First hearings will be at Winnipeg and
Vancouver next January. Also: Board of Broadcast Governors lays down
new ground rules for television. Page 86.
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JACKSON

Dip in with WILX-TV! Get a
generous scoop mi three major
metro areas — Lansing, Battle
Creek and Jackson. At each
point
of WJIX-TV
Michigan's operates
Golden
Triangle,
"live" studios, delivers citygrade signal, mrtd leads with
dominant NBC programming.

Mark
Thes^'FACTS:
WILX-TV
MARKET
POPULATION:
11th largest
in the U.S.
(according
SRDS Consumer MarkettoData)
RETAIL
SALES:
12th
largest
in the U.S.
(according to Sales ManPower) agement Survey of Buying
TV HOMES: 28th largest in
the U.S.
(according to Television
Age 100 Top Markets data)
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.

WILX-TV
Channel
1©
Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac

WKMH
carries
BIG
rich

the

ball

for

in

the

GAINS
Detroit

market

FOOTBALL
DETROIT

LIONS

all games-home
•

and away

UNIVERSITY

OF

MICHIGAN
complete

schedule

plus Detroit's best
SPORTS
PROGRAMS
... 8 shows
VAN
and

daily with

PATRICK
Frank

Sims

WKMH
DETROIT • DEARBORN
the station that has everything

KNORR
BROADCASTING
8

CORP.

FRED

A. KNORR, President
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
SSC&B
high

on

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

drops
Lipton

Salada;
list

Salada-Shirriff-Horsey Ltd., Toronto,
account worth estimated $1.5-2 million
at Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
New York, has been resigned by agency
effective Oct. 15. Agency is to announce
10) that "growing conflict"
today (Aug.
among
Salada Tea products and those
to be marketed by other SSC&B clients
was basic cause. As expressed by
spokesman for account Friday (Aug. 7),
"The marketing strategies met each
other head on."
Products affected: Salada Tea, Junket
Rennet Powder, Danish Dessert and Sea
Brand Frozen Shrimp (new product for
which introduction campaign is now in
progress). Other Salada-Shirriff-Horsey
agencies in U. S. include Leo Burnett
Co., H. W. Warden Assoc. and Doherty,
Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.
Meanwhile, it was learned Friday
that Thomas J. Lipton Inc. for its Lipton Tea has held account discussions
with SSC&B. Lipton, which has left
Young & Rubicam, New York, also has
been talking with other agencies. But
with Salada Tea resigned, SSC&B, according to close observers, has strengthened its hand to receive Lipton.
KPOL
to join MBS
KPOL Los Angeles, 10-kw independent on 1540 kc, directional night, is to
become MBS affiliate there succeeding
KHJ Los Angeles, KPOL said Friday,
provided satisfactory arrangements can
be worked out with American Federation of Television and Radio Artists
concerning station's change of status.
No changeover date has been set.
MBS

signs

for Yankee

five; set
drive

Signing of five stations as affiliates
of Mutual was announced last Friday
(Aug. 7) by Robert F. Hurleigh, president, who noted that for KAYO Seattle, agreement marks outlet's first network affiliation in its 33-year history.
Other stations signed were WALE
Fall River, Mass.; WBRK Pittsfield,
Mass.; WTOR Torrington, Conn., and
WWCO Waterbury, Conn. With exception of WWCO and KAYO, stations are part of Yankee Network and
had received Mutual programming via
WNAC Boston, MBS affiliate owned
by RKO General. WNAC
has not
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Back to work
After absence of four months
from CBS-TV, Arthur Godfrey
will be seen Sept. 16 (10-11 p.m.
EDT) as host of one-hour variety
special under combined sponsorship of Benrus Watch Co., Kitchens of Sara Lee and Hoover Co.
(vacuum cleaners). Program includes originations from Hawaii
(where he currently is taping portions of show) and Mr. Godfrey's
Virginia farm. Total of four tv
specials during 1959-60 season
are tentatively planned by veteran
radio-tv star.
renewed its contract with Mutual,
which was to expire yesterday (Aug. 9).
Network therefore signed individual affiliation agreements with outlets.
Mr. Hurleigh said that Charles King,
MBS director of station relations, is
set to visit 20 other Yankee stations in
hopes of signing them.
Satellite's 'tv' eye
scans Earth clouds
Forerunner of space television, crude
"sensing" device, is telling earthmen
what their cloud cover looks like.
Equipment is part of major scientific
package
in which
"paddlewheel"
Explorer
VI satellite
blazed aloft
from
Cape Canaveral Friday morning into
estimated year-long, 160-23,000 mile
orbit above earth.
Device was described as elementary
tv camera designed to relay crude picture of earth's cloud cover for meteorological purposes. Success hinges not
only on efficient operation of instrument. National Aeronautics & Space
Administration said, but also on motion
and flight attitude of satellite itself.
Here's how NASA described scanning device: Peeking through one side
of satellite is small facsimile unit, consisting of two parts: tube, with mirror
which receives and focuses dark and
light impressions, and electronic computer which computes and records impressions before they are converted into
radio signals.
In orbit, satellite spins at rate of 2.8
revolutions per second. Once per
revolution facsimile unit records signals which are received as dots — row of
28 dots equalling one line. Aggregate

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 33

of lines will form picture ("snowy" picture in parlance of tv, NASA said).
Each picture will be composite of weeks
of signals from facsimile unit.
Another highlight of new satellite is
use of 8,000 solar cells on four paddleshaped vanes projecting from waist of
satellite. These will be used to recharge
batteries so telemetering and tracking
signals can continue for year. Pulse
sent from earth can be used to regulate
rate of battery charging.
Among other of 15 scientific investigations designed to be undertaken by
satellite are:
• Behavior of radio waves in iono• Measurement of Van Allen belts of
sphere.
radioactive radiation.
• Mapping of magnetic field blanketing Earth, particularly over poles.
• Density and patterns of micrometeorites (space dust).
Frequencies being used to track satellite, as well as carrier for telemetering
signals are 108.06 mc and 108.09 mc.
Instrument-packed, 142-pound satellite makes flight around earth once
every 11-12 hours. Elongated orbit is
48 degrees to Earth's equator — running
southern Europe to northern South
America.
Communications equipment has
built-in capability of transmitting up to
50 million miles, NASA said. This is
about distance to Mars and Venus when
these planets are nearest Earth, it was
Rocketout.which blasted satellite into
pointed
orbit was 90-ft. Thor-Able unit weighing 53 tons. Satellite was launched at
22,000 miles-per-hour. Satellite contains "kicker" rocket to be used if it
comes too near Earth — say 1 00 miles or
thereabouts. On signal from Earth,
satellite would be kicked back upstairs
to "safe" 140-160 miles.
Zenith

profit jumps

Zenith Radio Corp. Friday reported
net consolidated profits of $4,901,721
($1.66 per share) and sales of $106,862.800 for first six months of 1959.
Profits reached $1,577,830 (54 cents
a share) and sales $47,642,024 for three
months ending June 30, according to
Joseph S. Wright, Zenith president.
Profits were up 64% and sales 43%
over 1958 period. Mr. Wright also reported 15% larger share of total tv industry volume and tighter hold on "first
CONTINUES on page 10
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from page 9

place," which it claimed earlier in week
(story page 84). Factory shipments
of tv receivers in first half were 48%
ahead of same period last year, he said.
Station

sales:

WDRF,

WOHP,
KODY, KOOD
Sales announced Friday:
WDRF Chester, Pa. • Sold by company headed by Louis R. Kapelski to
Ogden R. Davies, Max Cornfeld, Clyde
R. Fry, John M. Banzhoff and Jack
Greenblatt for $250,000. Mr. Davies
has minority holdings in WNAR Norristown and WKAP Allentown, Pa.
Others are businessmen. WDRF is on
1590 kc with 1 kw directional night.
WOHP Bellefontaine, Ohio • Sold to
Niagara Frontier Broadcasting Corp.
(Tom W. Talbot president) by Ted
Nelson and David Gifford for $105,000. Frontier also operates WJJL Niagara Falls, N. Y. Sale was handled by
Hamilton, Landis & Associates. WOHP
operates on 1390 kc with 500 w, day.
KODY North Platte, Neb. • Sold by
firm headed by Hartley L. Samuels to
George B. Dent Jr. and Maxine R.
Dent for $197,500. Present KODY
stockholders own WDLB Marshfield,
Wis., and WWIS Black River Falls,
Wis. KODY is on 1240 kc with 250 w.
KOOD Honolulu (construction permit), Hawaii • Sold by Robert H. Pearson and Mary K. Wong to Alister W.
McDonald, Maurice J. Sullivan, John
E. Porter and 10 others for $63,000.
Messrs. McDonald and Porter are associated in food store chain and are
manufacturers agents. Mr. Sullivan
operates freight agency. KOOD, almost
complete, will be on 990 kc with 1 kw.
Tv

bids

filed

Tv applications Friday:
Roswell Telecasting Co. (William
Sam Evans, owns distributing firm in
Fort Smith, Ark.), ch. 10 at Roswell,
N.M. Proposed power: 0.332 kw visual,
0.264 kw aural, antenna 111 ft. above
average terrain. Cost: $36,500; estimated first year's operation cost $88,000, revenues $93,000.
Wausau Telecasting Co. (John H.
Freeman, cookware, china, flatware,
cutlery distributor franchise in Dallas),
ch. 10 at Wausau, Wis. Proposed
power: 0.332 kw visual, 0.264 kw aural.
Estimated cost, $32,500, first year's
operation $70,000, first year's revenues
$100,000.
10

Labor

talks

on

tv

Rash of requests for "equal time" to
reply
to President
Eisenhower's
tv address
on labor
legislationradiolast
Thursday (Aug. 6) were turned aside
by tv networks Friday. But all scheduled "News discussion" programs for
this week to air views of congressmen
concerned with issue. The networks'
concensus: equal time as such applies
only to office seekers, which President
is not, and "rebuttal" programs will be
carried only because labor legislation
is now matter of high public interest.
ABC-TV has scheduled Reps. Frank
Thompson (D-N. J.) and James Roosevelt (D-Calif.) for this evening (Monday), 7:30-7:45 p.m.; NBC-TV will put
Reps. Stewart Udall (D-Ariz.), Robert
P. Griffin (R-Mich.), John Shelley
(D-Calif.) and Phil M. Landrum (DGa.) on air tonight from 7:30-8 p.m.,
and CBS-TV has scheduled 7:30-8 p.m.
Tuesday
Shelley. discussion by Reps. Udall and
Court

access

in R. I.

Rhode Island district judge set precedent late last week by admitting radio and television newsmen as well as
press photographers in Cranston (R.I.)
courtroom for arraignment of three
prison escapees. However, tv cameramen were asked to stop cameras before
end of session when Judge William N.
McSoles said noise became too distracting. Several Providence radio and tv
stations taped and filmed portions of
arraignment for broadcast on news programs Thursday night.
Moscow

visitors

Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS Inc. president, is in Soviet Union with Mrs.
Stanton until Aug. 17 having arrived
Aug. 4. He is member of Advisory
Commission for American Exhibit in
Moscow, opened fortnight ago by Vice
President Nixon. Also still in Soviet
Union is RCA President John J. Burns,
who attended opening of exhibition.
• Business briefly
• Anheuser-Busch Inc., St. Louis, for
Busch Bavarian Beer, has signed as onequarter sponsor of NBA professional
basketball telecasts over NBC-TV. Saturday and Sunday afternoon programs
begin mid-October, marking sixth year
of NBC coverage. Half sponsorship for
Phillies Cigars was previously announced. Anheuser - Busch Agency:
Gardner, St. Louis.
• Chesebrough-Pond's Inc., N.Y., ap-

points Norman, Craig & Kummel,
N.Y., as agency for its Vaseline hair
tonic and lip-ice, estimated at $3 million. Account had been at McCannErickson until two months ago. Major
portion of budget is slated for network
and spot tv and spot radio. This is
second substantial account acquired by
NCK in past 30 days. Earlier it was
named
agencybusiness.
for $4.5 million HertzRent-A-Car
• Chun King Sales Inc. (frozen oriental
foods), Duluth, Minn., will utilize spot
tv in approximately 30 markets to
spread news of its offer to reimburse
consumer for price of any frozen dinner, providedmeals
one ofisChun
three
Cantonese
also King's
purchased.
Four-week campaign beginning Sept. 14
covers markets chosen on basis of oriental food consumption as well as size.
Minutes are to be bought in quantity
calculated to reach 70% of tv homes in
chosen markets more than four times
each. Agency: BBDO, Minneapolis.
• Proctor Electric Co. (irons, toasters,
ironing equipment), Philadelphia, Sept.
7 initiates eight-week tv spot campaign
over 10-week period in some 32 markets, including 10 largest. Average of 15
spots per week will be used, most of
them one-minute. Agency: Weiss &
Geller, N.Y.
• Fates

&

Fortunes

• Dave Crandell transfers from New
York office of N. W. Ayer & Son to
agency's Hollywood office where he will
haveactivities
overall responsibility
agency's
tv
for Plymouth,for primarily
Steve Allen Plymouth Show which
starts Sept. 28 on NBC-TV.
• Four executives of Los Angeles office
of Erwin-Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan appointed vice presidents: Robert Ferguson, account
Chicken
the Sea;
Franksupervisor,
McMahon,
accounto'
supervisor, Carnation Instant Milk;
James T. Vandiveer, account supervisor, Carnation Evaporated Milk, and
Donald G. Cutler, industrial division manager. Melvin E. Smith elevated to senior vice president, account
management. Emmett C. McGaughey,
executive vice president in charge of
west coast operations, also announced
institution of new three-man executive
committee system to service each account.
• Victor E. Forker, account executive, WNEW New York, named station manager of WDRC Hartford.
Other Fates & Fortunes, Page 80
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for every 10 families in the
Indianapolis Trading Area . . . there
are 13 in its Satellite Markets.
Figure how much more these prosperous MidIndiana families can buy from you with their farhigher-than-average incomes . . . and note that
WFBM-TV puts this key sales area within your first
15 markets! In Indianapolis, television marketing
with WFBM-TV makes real sense.
Where else will you find satellite markets that are

33% richer and 50% bigger than
Trading Zone itself? Where else
a widespread area covered from
. . . and by just one station with no
affiliates of the same network ?

the Metropolitan
do you find such
one central point
overlapping basic

WFBM-TV dominates Mid-Indiana, because it is
the only basic NBC outlet penetrating this market
— Nielsen Coverage Study No. 3 confirms these
facts. Let us show you how to test regional marketing ideas with amazing results.
Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

only basic NBC coverage of America's
13th TV Market - 760,000 TV homes.
\W' INDIANAPOLIS— Major retail area for 18 richerthan-average counties. 1,000,000 population— 350,600 families
with 90% television ownership!
SATELLITES— Each market within WFBM-TV's
verified coverage . . . Marion • Anderson • Muncie • Bloomington
• Vincennes • Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru
• Logansport« Kokomo.
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UR 10TH
ANNIVERSARY

S T 0 R E t
STATIONS
TELEVISION
DETROIT
WJBK-TV
Ch. 2 — CBS
Your "Must" Station
to Cover• Detroit
CLEVELAND
WJW-TV
Top CBS
NewsProgramming
— Top Movies
•
TOLEDO
1st in Toledo
WSPD-TV
Covers 2,000,000
•
ATLANTA
WAGA-TV
More —TopMoreMovies
More News
Coverag
•
MILWAUKEE
WITI-TV
CBS
Programming
Top Movies
RADIO
PHILADELPHIA
WIBG
50,000in watts
— First, by fat
Philadelphia
•

-THE

STATIONS THAT ACCENT THE SELL

Steer your sales to steady
increases with a name that is
known
for results. Over the
years,

the

vast

majority

of

America's biggest and most
astute advertisers have consistently relied on Storer leadership
for leadership themselves . . .
General Motors. .. Proctor & Gamble
...R. J. Reynolds. ..Revlon... General
Foods. ..Schlitz... Kellogg.. .General
Electric. Join these and many
hundreds of other distinguished
names
on the stations that
assure

success,

because,

Storer, you always know
your sales are going. With
they're
< R 0 U G H 0 U T THE

NATION

STORER

going

with
where
Storer,

up!

BROADCASTING

COMPANY

DETROIT
WJBK
WJBK Radio is Detroit
CLEVELAND
WJW
Wonderful, just wonderful.
Tops in network • — Tops in loc
WHEELING
WWVA
Only full-time
Network
StationCBSin
•
Pittsburgh- Wheeling
areo
TOLEDO
WSPD
It only takes one
to reach ALL
• Toledo
MIAMI
WGBS
50,000
Watts
— CBS
ALL South
• Florida
LOS ANGELES
KP0P
Covers the
2nd largest market
NATIONAL SALES OFFICES;
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 2
PLaza 1-3940
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicc J

'St 'f

EBOO

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates firsf or revised listing)

WHEC
STANDS

FOR

Y

QUALIT
RADIO

REPRESENTATIVES:
EVERETT McKINNEY INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO

14

BASIC

CBS

AM-TV
ROCHESTER

AUGUST
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
AP Broadcasters, Jekyll
Aug.
Island. 16-18 — Georgia
Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison. Among 11 scheduled
sessions: role of educational radio as educationalcultural-public service agency; how NAEB can
implement educational radio; future relationships
between NAEB and National Education Tv &
Radio Center; grant-in-aid programs; future of
NAEB radio network service; radio programming
in the face of tv; legal problems, legislation and
FCC relations; international relations involving
NAEB and stations; present and future of fm
development; public relations and promotion.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon
to be
held at Fairmont
rate meeting
at Fairmont,
Aug. 19. Hotel. CorpoAug. 20-22 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge, Myrtle Beach.
'Aug. 22-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will
conduct editorializing
UPI broadcasters
meet Aug. clinic.
22. State's AP and
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to
Boston.
Aug. 24 — Comments due on FCC's proposal to
revise Sees. 1.212-1.218 establishing two classes
of rulemaking proceedings, with one involving
"special consideration"
in whichDocket
all exNo.parte
representations would be barred.
12,947.
Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
Aug. 25-29 — Ninth annual meeting, Assn. for
Education in Journalism, U. of Oregon. Speakers
include Dr. F. Stanton, CBS president; Assn.,
Allan
Nevins, author-historian; James A. Barnett,
Purex Corp. vice president; Mitchell V. Charnley,
U. of Minnesota.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC
Frederick W. Ford and Howard H. Bell, Comr.
assistant to president, will speak.
NAB
Aug. 29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., sales
management conference, Heidelburg Hotel,
son.
''Aug. 28-29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn. summer
LakeUPMurray
tors meeting,
meeting and
meetingLodge,
Aug. Ardmore.
28. Judge DirecJohn
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
JackBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

In years, there
new

has been

no

star in syndication

to

compare

to Ralph

Only

a star

of his

could

be expected

Meeker.
caliber
to meet

the challenge of CNP's
latest television program
series, "NOT

KfBC

Television

Films(a

division

of California

National

FOR

HIRE".

Productions,

Inc.

FIRST CAME NBCin public familiarity, in
"Not including
your family, what do
you consider the three
most important
things you have in
your home?" That
question was put to a
national cross-section
of Americans by
R. H. Bruskin Associates,
an independent
research organization.

general preference
and in general esteem for
What television
FIRST CAME
THE TELEVISION SETnamed by 38.8°,; of the
respondents— closely
followed by The
Refrigerator (36.9%)
and The Stove (36.3%).
Behind them came
The Washer and/or
Drier (28.1%) and The
Bed (12.8%).

network do people know
best and like best? That

doing "the best job."
In the various areas of
network service examined

question was posed to
another national
cross -section by The

by the study, NBC was:
First In News • First In
Entertainment • First In

Psychological Corporation,

Serving the Public InterestFirst In Informational

again as part of a
continuing independent
survey of American
attitudes.

Programming • First In
"Bringing Advertising to
Viewers That Is
Helpful in Choosing
Products and Services."

These surveys
were made without
direction or suggestions
broadcaster.*
by any
The
results
of both
speak eloquently for
themselves— the one
for television, the
other for the totality
of television service

next
to the

family.

offered by America's
first network.
. .

NBC
TELEVISION
NETWORK

Picture

*What's

your WOODquotient?

The only full time sports director in
isGrand
he? Rapids belongs to WOOD-AM. Who
DUFFY DOUGHERTY AL ACKERMAN
BENNIE OOSTERBAAN
(fivjd ay} uo suof

Speaking of sports, and other news in
general,
how many
news cruisers
does full-time
WOOD-AMtwo-way-radio
use?
13
5
(ja:yu»/ j pun sjoKoj/sap ou • • • sjasmuo y)

The weekend listening audience, swelled
WOOD-AM's
programming
cludes directweekend
reports from
state parks,inwith travelers, belongs to WOOD-AM.
beaches, news sites and traffic points.
What's this station's average share?
35% 27% 21%
How many remote pick-ups in a typical
weekend?
57 69 75
^(sunov jsvjpvojq f g Jo
(1»J)U3J oi pay
pio ZB ui spot} — izuoipno sjayuvw uoi/v/x
QOOM °> P^uimq SdBvsszm 3uiu-ft)zis)
■X}s sty) fo %lz saBitjaao' fVVaOOA\ >
How to rate your WOODquotient:
0 right— Ignorance is no excuse.
1-2 right— Improve your WOODquotient! Call Katz.
3 right— Aaaah, we made 'em too easy.
4 right— All right, smarty, where's your order?
*WOOD-AM

is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids — 5 county area
AM
TV
WOOD
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.
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Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 3— North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
Sept. 11-12
CountryMo. Music Assn. Board of Directors,—Springfield,
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
"Sept. 12-13 — Annual fall meeting, Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Leland, Springfield.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel
discussions,authorities.
case histories
and Barry,
presentations byrecognized
Horace
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly
Fm Chicago.
Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House,
Sept. 18-20— Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
*Sept. 21—
AP meeting,
Radio & APTv Bldg.,
Assn.'s50board
of directors annual
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
"Sept. City.
25-26 — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Valley
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institutestituteofof Electrical
Radio Engineers
and Willard
AmericanHotel,
InEngineering,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
*Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting,
public relations,
duction,publicity
marketing and and
merchandising,
media, proart
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being bash
handled
CFAC headquarters,
36 S.of WaAve. Lee atAhlswede,
vice president
The
man.
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chairSept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
OCTOBER
*0ct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by PhilcoPhiladelphia,
Co. againstowned
licenseby renewals
of WRCVAM-TV
NBC. Philco
claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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make
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this one
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popular
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product

sponsors

. . . received

tremendous

□ robin hood promotions

tie-in promotional

□ immediate audience response-A
sponsor's

brought

important

items built around

station

in

are ready and waiting! Over

promotable

Philadelphia

rewards

shows

Robin

ever

Hood

presented.

held a contest based

on a

over 28,000 replies in one month.

Produced by Sapphire Films, Ltd,
starring

Richard

Greene

a proven

success

for 4 years

on

network . . . now
available

1

JO

140

in

exciting
episodes

for

strip programming!

OFFICIAL

FILMS, INC.

25 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y

Philco in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No. 13,085.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field, including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transistors, and communication and navigation, among
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn.'s annual awards at international convention
(see above). Entries in the contest must be postmarked before midnight, Sept. 1.
Oct. 15 — Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing on page 18.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

COMPETITORS,

A. R. LIVINGSTON
Birmingham Outboard Marine

ED HODGES
Inland Marine

BUT

YES

THEY'RE
ON

BOTH

WAPI

SOLD

RADIO

"One hundred percent
of our radio advertising
is on WAPI. We doubled
our sales of Century
boats this year thanks
to WAPI. They reach
the adults who buy our

"WAPI's varied programming and wide coverage has
produced real sales results
forus. We've been using Dave
Campbell's Sports Outdoors
show for 8 years and we're
sold. Our business has expanded and we feel WAPI

products."

has helped us expand."

NAB FALL CONFERENCES
15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
19-20— Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
19-20 — Olympic Hotel, Seattle.

RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Ponte Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Beach, Fla.
Sept. 17-18 — Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6 — St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

50,000* Watts
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA
REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL

CO.,
•5,000 INC.
Nights
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SPECIAL

TRENDEX

PLACES

3

WABC

MOST

RADIO

SURVEY

AMONG

LISTENED

STATIONS

IN

HERE ARE THE CONCLUSIVE
TRENDEX

"What
do

ASKED THIS QUESTION:

three

you

most

radio

stations

listen to

frequently?"

TO

N.Y.!

RESULTS:

Station A
Station B
WABC
Station D
Station E
Station F
Station G

29.1
23.9
21.4
18.6
17.0
16.5
14.3

Station I
Station J
Station K
Station L
Station M
FM
Others

8.6
5.8
2.7
2.6
2.4
0.2
8.6

Station H

9.1

Don't Know

9.5

A special Trendex survey (just completed) of over 800 families in Manhattan, Queens, The
Bronx, Brooklyn, Staten Island, New Jersey, Westchester and Nassau counties showed that
WABC

was among the 3 most listened-to radio stations in the Greater New York area!

Surprising? Not at all! For WABC

has changed

its tune and people are listening! They like

what they hear. And they're telling their friends. And their friends are listening, too!
New Yorkers are discovering that WABC. is easy listening — the new sound in town . . . the
most pleasant sound around.
More and more delighted advertisers are making this profitable discovery, too!
Proof: WABC

entered the 3rd quarter of 1959 with more business on the books than it did

during the entire 3rd quarter of 1958!

WABC— 770 . . . THE

NEW

SOUND
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IN TOWN...

THE

MOST

PLEASANT

SOUND

AROUND
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MONDAY

MEMO

from HAROLD A. SMITH, program promotion & merchandising manager, Needha.m, Louis & Brorby

t's

time

to

update

"How does it feel being on the other
side of the fence?"
That's a question which has been
tossed at me quite often ever since I
moved from station-network affiliation
to advertising agency association. But
at least I may be fortunate in being
able to make a direct comparison in one
area that I have been quite close to on
both sides of the fence.
This area is concerned with stations
supplying clients and agencies with evidence of program promotion support.
As a station promotion manager for
a number of years, I was responsible
for our department sending out such
reports regularly. We naturally thought
our colorful folders, with all the enclosed announcement copy, tear sheets,
merchandising bulletins, etc., made a
pretty neat package.
After-hours effort • Now I am on
the other side of the fence, receiving
the promotion reports from stations.
Daily they arrive and I am continually
amazed at the completeness and regularity of the reporting done by many
stations. I know that some of the compilations represent hours and hours of
after-five-o'clock work.
But with the receipt of hundreds of
these reports over the months from
small, medium and large stations, one
cannot help but be staggered by the
many different forms they take.
Some reports are forwarded in
binders or folders, others on a postal
card. The paid-in-full invoice is still
being used by many stations, while
others just forward loose clippings of
ads and unimpressive log listings. Brief
one-sheet reports of varying sizes are
used by a large number of stations.
It is quite a collection when they are
assembled by an agency for forwarding
to the client. But I am not convinced
that it is an effective collection — one
that best exploits and sells the outstanding advertising, promotion, publicity and merchandising job that most
stations do in support of advertisers'
programs.
Quality of content • Don't misunderstand. It is not primarily the various

promotion

shapes and sizes of the reports that I am
questioning, but the contents — or lack
thereof — in most of them. Some are
loaded with window dressing, others
with nothing but flat statements. Neither of these types tell the client what he
should and wants to know.
Basically an advertiser and agency
needs to be informed not only as to
what a station did to advertise and promote aparticular program, but, of most
importance, whom such effort reached.
For instance, instead of solely reporting on the lines of display advertising
scheduled or sending an accumulation

Harold A. Smith joined Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, in April 1958
as promotion and merchandising manager in its tv-radio department. Previously he was with NBC for 12 years,
first as advertising and promotion manager of its owned-and-operated Chicago
stations, WNBQ (TV) and WMAQ, and
later as sales planning and promotion
manager of the network's Chicago tv
sales department. Mr. Smith was in the
Navy during World War II and has
been a newspaper sports reporter,
magazine editor, author and advertising manager for a book publishing
firm.

Clients

and
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agencies

need

reports

of clips or tear sheets, it would be much
more effective to also point up the
circulation of the publications used.
As far as on-the-air promotion is
concerned, it has become a widelyused practice to report the rate card
value of the promos scheduled. Those
value figures in the thousands of dollars certainly look imposing — but I
wonder if somebody isn't kidding somebody. Clients and agencies know that
promotion announcements are often
aired in sustaining spots or periods, or
at times that are most often the least
desirable on a station's schedule. Otherwise, we'd be buying them for our
clients' product advertising. It would
be much more worthwhile to the client
to know the estimated homes reached
by each spot.
Much the same holds true for bulletins and mailers that are often enclosed
in promotion reports without any explanation. Why not tell recipients how
many went where?
Time for review • It may be time
for stations to take inventory of their
promotion reports, to check and
analyze them as to whether they concisely and meaningfully tell their station's ad-promotion support story.
Some stations are reporting today
exactly as they did five or more years
ago, using the same forms, same
devices. Every effort should be made today to present only key promotion data,
and that in a way that it can be quickly
absorbed.
It is amazing the time that might be
spent checking where some promotion
reports come from. Yes, there are a
number of stations that only display
call letters on their forms — with no
mention whatsoever of the city from
which they originate.
Whatever you do, Mr. Promotion
Manager, keep those reports coming.
Clients and agencies want and need to
know of your activities in behalf of
their programs . . . and I am sure that
you want them to know too!

concise

data
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LOCAL

The

in

Congressional

the

nd

PRODUCTS:

Halls

of

Record

Congress

WMAL-TV

ABC

IN

THE

NATION'S

The Congressional Record has been
described as being "vital to every
segment of life in the United States."
WMAL-TV is vital to advertisers
interested in a particular segment of
the United States (i.e., the Greater
Washington Area).
The Record reports everything
that happens in Congress. WMALTV's two big nightly news roundups report everything that happens
everywhere . . . from the local,
national and international scene,
through sports, weather and the
entertainment world.
Reporters of Debate, sitting in the

W 'ashington Means

CAPITAL

House and Senate, provide news
coverage for the Record. WMALTV keeps on the go for its Washington news coverage, via 3 mobile
camera-mike units that get the news
first . . . and fast.
The

Congressional Record appears only when Congress is in
session. WMAL-TV's two complete
and comprehensive news round-ups
appear Monday through Friday on
the 7 o'Clock Final (now on the air)
and again on the 1 1 o'Clock Final
(starting in early September).
A limited number of availabilities
on both are open at the present time.

American leadership

-tv
al
wm
Channel
7
Washington,
D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, Inc

OPEN

MIKE
YOU

'Memo' is well read

"NATURALLY,
LISTEN

TO

I
KFWB"

"When I travel, I want the
newest, fastest way ... so
f go by jet.
When I listen to radio, I
want the same newness, the
same pace, the same feeling
of precision that jet flying
gives me. ..so, naturally,
I listen to KFWB."

editor:
I just wanted you to know how much
I appreciated the fine way you handled
my Monday Memo (July 27 issue). I
have had many fine comments on it,
both within and outside the agency.
The Memo is always interesting and
I look for it in every issue.
Robert R. Newell
President
Cunningham & Walsh
New York
San Francisco radio
editor:
As both a salesman and a student of
radio, I found your report on San
Francisco radio very instructive. May I
suggest similar reports on other competitive markets?
Donald J. Sherman
WENE Endicott, N.Y.

KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

Tv owes no apology
editor:
No wonder we call Broadcasting
the bible of our craft!
A week ago (July 26) I asked my
hostess if I could go down to the den
to watch the Khrushchev-Nixon tape. I
was accompanied by four other people
— three of them outspoken critics of
television who said they wouldn't own
a set and they had some very strong
convictions why.
At the end of the tape, I sat stunned
for what seemed to be a full minute.
What I had just seen on the air in no
way matched the foreboding headlines
of the morning's
paper.
I was
simplya
astounded
that there
could
be such
The KFWB

audience gives

you more men, more women, more children . . . more
everybodies . . . than any
other Los Angeles station.
Buy KFWB . . . first and fast
in Los Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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variance of reporting the same incident by two media. I said to myself,
"What a disservice the American press
is rendering to the American people
at a critical time like this." (See Editorial, page 104, Aug. 3.)
I must also report that the three
critics of television became converts on
the spot. They were overwhelmed at
SM
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.

POWERHOUSE!
we're the only FULL
POWER
station
for miles around
Central Texas !

CHANNEL

V
-T
TEMPLE
- WACO
KCEN
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
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10,600
CREATED

NEW

INDUSTRIAL

DURING

1958

IN

JOBS
THE

WERE
LAND*OF

* The big, able-to-buy
26 county WFLA-TV
sales area in industrial West Coast and
Central Florida.

.>-»<"''

Millions of dollars in new, year 'round payrolls were created by the
establishment of 226 new industrial plants locating in the Land of Profitunity
last year! And the inarch of industry to Florida continues to accelerate.
Everything is up in the Land of Profitunity! In the 26 counties, Retail
Sales have zoomed up 131% since 1950. Food Sales climbed 146% and Drug Sales
jumped a startling 170%!
One look at these figures and you can readily see the potential for sales
— the opportunity for profit — in the Land of Profitunity!
Use the blanket coverage of WFLA-TV to sell it all! Write us for details,
or consult your Blair-TV man.
Figures jrom Sales Manga gem ent 1959 Survey of Buying
Power and Florida Development Commission.
CHANNEL
TAMPA
NATIONAL

REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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the sheer dramatics of the tape and,
quite frankly, annoyed that they had
been misled by the reports in the press.
Television need not substantiate itself. That tape spoke for itself. And to
the credit of the television industry, it
performed admirably in seeing to it
that the American public received the
"whole story" — just as it happened.
Bob Pryor
Director, Promotion and Information Services
WCA U-TV Philadelphia
NAB 'reorganization'
EDITOR :
I was interested in your editorial
"Take Off and Landing" in the July 27
issue. The basic problem of NAB stems
directly from the bylaw section setting
up the Board of Directors. There are
too many directors, and it is a well
known fact in any organization when
the size of the board exceeds as a
general rule seven to nine members then
the board becomes so unwieldy as to
be non-functioning and at that point
the staff takes over control from the
board.
Obviously, a staff's main desire is
for its own security and it generally,
through the appointment of committees, can work to assure its own security and tenure. This is a basic principle
in our fiscal and busines life and I hope
you can point out to any group planning a re-organization that they had
better have a small board with some
sort of voting based on a dues' schedule
so that a better quality of membership
will be guaranteed to the board.
Nathan Lord
Manager
WAVE- AM Ky.
-TV
Louisville,
'Happy Money' gets around
editor:
In your July 27 issue . . . you used
a news release ... on our currently
running "Happy Money" promotion.
I know you would like to know that
many radio stations in our area and
out of our area have called us asking
for details . . .
The promotion gives WSAZ "Happy
Money" (not real stuff) to all participating sponsors and they in turn give it to
their customters in like amounts of purchases. These same customers then use
the "Happy Money" to bid on prizes
to be auctioned at a local Huntington
theatre on August 15 . . .
George Greenwood
Promotion Director
WSAZ Huntington, W. Va.
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Soon you can fly on the Best of the Jets. It's the DC-8 Jet,
built by Douglas, designed to United Air Lines standards specifically for airline use. Extra care and knowledge born of 3
decades of passenger service attended every step in its building and thorough testing. Result: more reasons than ever to
depend on United Air Lines when you travel.
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WSJS Television's City Grade coverage saturates
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fourteen cities are located in the rich industrial Piedmont— North Carolina's first market buy with WSJS
Television.
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MAXIMUM SERVICE
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Call Headley-Reed, Reps.
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Every weekday this autumn 14 daytime network series will pour out tons
of free merchandise worth thousands
of dollars.
These broadcasts — 35 hours of national air time a week — are already on
network books. Others are in the
works, along with nighttime giveaways
plus hundreds of prize programs at
local radio and tv stations.
A multi-million-dollar industry has
developed around the business of obtaining and trafficking gift merchandise.
Its practitioners are known in the
trade as "prize guys," a term they resent as akin to "bucket shop" on Wall
Street. They're known also by more
impressive labels — contest consultants,
merchandising specialists, prize coordinators, publicists, marketing experts, prize agents, and agencymen
(preferred by many operatives).
The prize business isn't easily documented and its ethics at times are nebulous. Giveaways are praised as effective
merchandising and damned as timechiseling. Concededly they provide a
low-cost way of getting air mentions.
A favorite self-appraisal of the business runs like this, "Look, I happen to

in the

flow

for those

of who

they

are

IN

GIVEAWAYS

of loot on
who
and

run a very clean operation. There are
a few others who run a legit agency,
but most of them would gyp their own
Tough Competitors • An exhaustive
mothers."
check-up of prize people in New York,
Chicago and Los Angeles, the main
giveaway markets, shows a bitterly
competitive picture. An effort to start
a trade association has never been able
to get off the ground. "Nobody would
tell anybody else the truth," a prize
expert explained.
Giveaway people realize their
"image" isn't too good among broadcasters, advertisers, publicists, agencies
and program package firms. Yet the
prize business has been kept alive by
these same broadcasters, advertisers,
publicists, agencies and program package firms.
The giveaway index is riding high
this year, though it's getting tougher
to make deals. The 1946-55 decade
was the halcyon period, sparked in
1946 by the birth of VIP Service Inc.,
operated by Bill Murphy. Agencymen
concede this ex-CBS junior executive
boosted giveaways into the big-business
category although his basic service was

the

arrange

air

the

prizes

how they operate
centered around hotel reservations,
theatre tickets, flight reservations and
such. A CBS request for some program
merchandise is said to have put Mr.
Murphy into the giveaway field.
Sources of Business • Agencymen
provide a service that is popular in the
broadcasting industry and beloved by
the public. A giveaway may originate
in several ways:
• A manufacturer wanting giveaway
exposure will call a prize man directly,
figuringchase ofit's
than actual purair cheaper
time.
• A network program producer will
ask for gift availabilities.
• A publicity agent will try to plant
a prize with a network, producer or
giveway agency.
• Advertising agencies are favorite
pipelines for prize guys.
Sometimes manufacturers who go for
giveaways will graduate into sponsors
— Speidel, for example.
There's more to it than merely handing out refrigerators and trips to Bermuda, prize guys insist. They speak of
"integrated promotions", "skilled exploitation" and the "prize structure."
The last-named term centers around

Middleman's cache • In the Manhattan warehouse where he stores
prizes awaiting delivery to winners of
television giveaways, Norman King
takes inventory. Mr. King is one of
several dozen active operators in the
field of prize collection (for list of all
of them see page 34).
In his early 30s, Mr. King says:
"The television prize business has
been very good to me." It has bought
him "several" apartment houses, a cooperatively-owned duplex on New
York's smart East Side in which he
and his wife live, a home for his
mother at Manhattan Beach, L.I. a
tool company (Alpine Co.) which he
claims has government contracts.
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Principal prize collectors
These companies specialize in the collection of merchandise for television
and radio giveaway shows. They make their headquarters in the main broadcasting production centers.
NEW YORK
BOB SOKOLER & CO.— 22 W. 48th St.;
Judson 2-0120.
and vicinity
SPOTLIGHT PROMOTIONS— 1150 Sixth
ANDLEE ASSOC.— 155 W. 46th St.; Jud- Ave.;
Oxford 7-3322; contact: Mervyn Framer.
son 2-0150; contact: Irv Lieber.
LESTER STANFORD ASSOC.— 15 E. 40th
NORMAN BERMAN— 565 Tenth Ave.;
St.; Oregon 9-7171; contact: Lester Stanford.
Longacre 3-0333.
WALTER STRAHL— 1697 Broadway; JudBRANCH TELART— 30 E. 30th St.; Oreson 2-8100.
gon 9-8638; contact: Stanley Branch.
VIP
INC.— 720 Fifth Ave.; Plaza
SIDNEY J. DuBROFF— 570 Fifth Ave.; 7-0130;SERVICE
contact: Bill Murphy.
Judson 6-3860.
CEILWARD ENTERPRISES LTD.— 871 SevLOS ANGELES
and vicinity
Norman.enth Ave.; Judson 6-6988; contact: Fred
BANDER-KOSS ASSOC.— 2300 El Paseo
CONTEST CREATORS CORP.— 342 MadSt.; Alhambra; contact: Joe Bander.
ison
Ave.;
Yukon
6-5950;
contact:
Bob
Feinberg.
FISHELL & ASSOC.— 226 N. Canon Drive;
Beverly Fishell.
Hills; Crestview 5-4557; contact:
ETHOS ORGANIZATION— 141 E. 44th St.; Richard
Oxford 7-3047; contact: George Vogel
KEN HIMES & ASSOC.— 3757 Wilshire
FINE ART PRODUCTIONS INC.— 1186
Broadway; Murray Hill 6-5860; contact: Jerry Blvd.; Los Angeles; contact: Ken Himes.
Shapiro.
KAISER AGENCY— 5417 Russell Ave.; Hollywood; contact: Al Kaiser.
MINA HIRSCHBERG— 527 Lexington Ave.;
WALTER E. KLINE & ASSOC.— 1436 N.
Plaza 3-0837.
JB PROMOTIONS— 1182 Broadway; Mur- Serrano; Hollywood; contact: Fred Kline.
LEIGHTON & ASSOC.— 6253 Hollywood
ray Hill 6-2750; contact: Jerry Bender.
LEE JEFFREYS INC.— Park Sheraton Ho- Blvd.; Hollywood; contact: Joe Leighton.
MACK AGENCY— 1741 N. Ivar, Hollytel;tact:
7th Ave.
& 55th St.; Circle 6-0695; conLee Wolfman.
wood; contact: Richard McClain.
MEDIA COMMUNICATIONS— 7805 Sunset
NORMAN KING— 244 Madison Ave.; Plaza
8-1322.
Blvd.; Los Angeles; contact: Marty Ross.
MERCHANDISING ENTERPRISES — 9304
PHIL LANE CO.— 16 E. 50th St., Plaza
Sunset Blvd.; Los Angeles; contact: Paulette
3-9327; contact: Phil Lane.
Stockier.
STAN LEWIS ASSOC.— 14 W. 55th St.;
PRODUCT EXPOSURE CO.— 8826 Sunset
Plaza 7-6570; contact: Stan Lewis.
MARDEN-KANE INC.— 666 Fifth Ave.; Cir- Blvd.; Los Angeles; contact: Ed Nathan.
SMALLEY & CO.— 1544 N. Highland Ave.;
cle 5-4552; contact: Bernard Marden.
DAVID PAIGE ASSOC.— 140 W. 24th St.; Hollywood; contact: Jack Smalley.
JAN VICTOR— 6202 Mary Ellen Ave.; Van
Oregon 5-5000; contact: David Paige.
Nuys.
PRIZES INC.— 53 Water St.; S. Norwalk,
ARTHUR WALLACH & ASSOC.— 972 N.
Conn.; contact (in Norwalk): Rose Magdalany;
La Cienega Blvd.; Los Angeles; Oleander 5New York representative: Don Barry (Penn- 6223;
contact: Arthur Wallach.
sylvania 6-0437).
WENLAND ENTERPRIZES — 371 N. La
PRIZE MERCHANDISING INC.— 570 Fifth
Cienega Blvd.;
Los Angeles; Olympic 2-0434;
Ave.;
mond. Circle 5-0210; contact: Alan C. Hamcontact:
Burt Wenland.
DICK RANDALL— 1697 Broadway; Judson
CHICAGO
2-8100.
GEORGE
FLOREY
ASSOC.— 135 S. La
S. J. REINER CO.— 155 Mineola Blvd.;
Salle St.; contact: George Florey.
Mineola,
L.I.;
Pioneer
7-5300;
contact:
Sam
Reiner.
LES LEAR PRODUCTIONS CORP.— Hotel
RICHARD S. ROBBINS CO.— 163 Bleeker Sherman; contact: Les Lear.
TV
RADIO PRIZE SERVICE— 75 E. Wacker
St.;
Spring
7-2568;
contact:
Richard
S.
Robbins.
Dr.; contact (in Chicago): Walt Schwimmer;
ALAN SANDS— 565 Fifth Ave.; Oxford 7- New York: 577 Madison Ave.; Eldorado 56960.
4616; contact: Jack Arden.
the demand for something imaginative,
different and bold — a mixture of lavish
and modest prizes that is both striking
and economically feasible.
Take a network giveaway, for example. Budgets are often surprisingly
modest. A typical prize guy might pick
up a $20,000 house from a manufacturer for $6,000 (assuming he can't get
it free.) This is getting into the big
time as prize programs go. Or he may
get a $1,000 fur garment free from
the maker and collect a $200 fee for
his trouble. The fee may be just as
high, or higher, for merchandise of
lesser value. Or a manufacturer may
donate an item and pay a fee to a
program packager.
The business patterns aren't uniform.
According to giveaway shop talk, some
of the prizes provided by manufac34 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

turers never reach the public, but this,
of course, is in the gossip category.
Some prize guys take out their pay in
merchandise.
Network Controls • While major networks haven't shown a desire to name
special staff people to process giveaways, they exercise control over copy
mention, watch out for product conflict on sponsored programs (no competitive refrigerators donated on a
refrigerator-sponsored series), limit the
number of exposures for any one product and orient prizes with the production value of a show.
Networks have giveaway headaches,
they concede, but have few serious
problems. Their agreement usually is
with the program packager, who in
turn deals with the prize agency and
receives any complaints about quality

or non-delivery of prizes.
A tour through the prize guy industry
shows four basic types of operation:
• The station specialist — S. J. Reiner
Co. and Prizes Inc., for example. The
latter is headed by Rose Magdalany,
affectionately known as "The Lady of
the Loot." They either charge a fee or
take out their pay in merchandise.
• The network specialist — Richard
S.
The Robbins
Price Is Inc.,
Right, handling
is one of NBC-TV's
the larger
operators though dealing in other giveaway areas. Fees are flexible; some get
an annual retainer from the program
producer, others work for varying fees
or merchandise. Networks provide
some of the budget for prizes.
• National contest specialists —
Marden-Kane, for instance. The contest
agency will collect a small warehouse
of prizes, running $100,000 or more,
for Ford, Colgate-Palmolive, P&G or
some of the other contest backers.
Other media besides radio-tv may be
used. The usual fee will 15% to 20%
of the value of the contest. This field is
deemed "very clean" and pays well because processing is difficult.
• Agencies handling placement of
merchandising for manufacturers. They
get paid fees, merchandise or may have
a time-for-merchandise barter deal
with a station or group of stations.
Scramble for Business • The prize
guy gets leads from trade directories,
business journals, publication advertising, broadcast programs and even a
telephone book. He keeps abreast of
new products and marketing trends.
A diligent prize guy, scrambling for
business, may pick up the phone and
hit a prospect with this sort of pitch:
"This is loe Smith of X Prizes Inc.
We're exclusive agents for a new giveaway on Y network and can get your
hi-fi set on this show with a wonderful
deal — $9,000 air mention for only five
hi-fi sets plus our $250 fee. We have
a list of manufacturers who want this
plum but thought the hi-fi sets would
fit into the program and our prize
The exclusivity claim is a shop joke
structure."
among prize guys. The agent may or
may not be exclusive representative of
a An
show.interesting
Generallysetup
he isisn't.
maintained by
Amana Refrigeration Inc. and Maytag Co., Iowa makers of household
appliances. The two firms retain Jan
Victor in Hollywood on an annual
basis. Miss Victor serves as merchandising consultant, keeping strict control over products given away on
broadcasts.
Some unpleasant charges are directed
at prize guys. They include:
• Winners don't get their prizes;
prize guys or their relatives do.
• Prize guys take prizes off winners'
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We've moved our New York offices — to 717 Fifth Avenue.
Moved for one main reason — to do a still better job for agencies,
for advertisers, and for our stations.
Moved for the third time in eight years — because the
spot-broadcasting business of stations we represent keeps growing fast
enough to eat up the space previously provided for expansion.
At 717 Fifth Avenue, the 7th Floor is now the Blair Floor. Besides
allowing for further growth, nearly 40 percent more space
makes it possible to speed-up handling a greatly increased volume
of spot-advertising.
Despite ten offices serving other sections of the U.S., it now takes
a staff over three times that of 1951 to keep pace with spot volume in
New York alone — and to provide improved research, sales
development and technical facilities substantially broadening service
to our stations and to our industry.
Both in television and in radio, our new quarters are designed
for the most modern auditioning and viewing equipment. In the
Radio Workshop — complete recording and stereo-playback
facilities for dramatic presentation of effective sound-advertising.
In the Television Workshop — provision for complete projectionroom equipment to screen television programs and commercials
on film or on tape.
Mere length of station-list has never been one of our goals.
From 1933 on, our efforts have been centered on those stations and
markets we felt in position to serve most effectively. We have
shared in their progress, and they in ours — progress for which
they deserve a full share of recognition.
In its area, each Blair station stands as a power-house of selling force.
To help advertisers and their agencies make most profitable
use of that force, is the constant objective of our entire organization.
JOHN
BLAIR & COMPANY
founded 1933 — exclusively radio
BLAIR-TV
founded 1948 — the first company formed to serve
television stations exclusively
BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
founded 1954 — a further extension of the Blair
principle of specialized tv selling

The
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2-0400

A
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Backstage at Hollywood's Moulin
Rouge, where NBC-TV's Queen for
a Day originates, resembles a busy
retail store after a windstorm.
Merchandise is stacked in piles,
shoved into corners and even hung
from the rafters for fast dropping
as the day's lucky queen (or occasionally king) is overwhelmed with
free gifts.
How much has Queen given away
since it began on the MBS radio network in 1946? Not even its staff can
supply a rough guess, but the accumulated mass could furnish all
the homes in a community and bedeck the ladies in furs, jewelry,
cosmetics and gadgets along with
happy memories of plush holidays.
Queen's Loot • A mid-August
Queen show, taped so the staff can
have a vacation, will equip the lucky
guest with a fancy wardrobe, a
dozen sports shirts, garbage disposal,
sterling table service for eight, $500
gift certificate, furnished room, hi-fi
stereo record player, sectional davenports, a vacuum cleaner, a sewing
machine, lamps, a dinette table-andchair suite and a large loaded freezer
— all with a retail value of around
$3,500. In addition the queen will
get a gift in answer to a wish and
finally a "surprise" gift (payment of
all bills when her baby comes).
The job of providing gifts keeps
a staff of four busy. Betty White
specializes in vacation trips; Diane
Sproul arranges wardrobes; Gary
Smith handles general merchandise;
Laird Holloway is promotion manager and overall supervisor. Gifts
are obtained from manufacturers,
usually through advertising-sales departments or Los Angeles distributors. Often the deals are made
through giveaway agents, occasionhands at a sharp discount, selling them
in competition with the manufacturer
who provided them in the first place.
• The agent may collect a fee or
merchandise from the manufacturer
and still another fee from a station or
network on the same deal.
• Merchandise actually delivered
may not be that promised the broadcaster, or the audience.
• The agent may take station time
as a fee and peddle it at bargain rates.
• Manufacturers may receive only
a portion of the promised publicity.
These complaints have been heard
frequently. Ethical giveaway agents
say there are "bad apples in the barrel," but they insist that most of the
barrel is good. Prize guys or merchandise consultants — any way they're de36 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

for the

prize

guy

ally through
tising agency.a manufacturer's adverTo place products on Queen and
get an enthusiastic plug from Jack
Bailey or Jeanne Cagney, its leading
voices, the manufacturer of a wardrobe item (which must have minimum retail value of $50) also pays
model fees, display and merchandising expenses. Companies supplying
gifts to candidates for the queen role
and to the queen herself may also
pay similar fees.
"Our arrangements with suppliers
are straightforward and clear," said
Robert Temple, president of Queen
for a Day Inc. "By maintaining our
integrity we've kept the show on the
air nearly 15 years. If we'd let our
people make deals we'd have been
dead long ago. In all that time we've
had only eight phoney queens."
In the rare cases where the queen's
story was false the gifts have been
returned to the suppliers. Intricate
procedure and careful checks protect the program and the gift suppliers. If a promised gift is not delivered within 90 days the staff buys
one and sends it to the winner.
Satisfied 'customers' • Some suppliers have been with the program
for years, Speed Queen and Westinghouse, for instance. Helbros
Watch Co. has a special diamond
wristwatch for each queen. Winfield
China Co. will introduce a special
Coronation pattern in September,
based on a contest among designers.
A staff of six processes requests
for tickets to the show and picks
2 1 potential queens for each program from "wish cards". The 21 are
interviewed onstage in full view (but
not hearing) of the audience by
m.c. Jack Bailey and Howard Blake,
producer. They narrow the candiscribed, they perform a popular function.
The prize guys — what are they like?
Here are thumbnail descriptions of
some of them.
Bill Murphy • Handsome, debonair
and well-spoken. Was tapped by CBS
in 1938 as "a young man with a future" following his graduation from
Catholic U. in Washington and put in
the network's executive training program. Was writer-producer for CBS
until World War II, in which he served
as a naval officer. Following his discharge, Mr. Murphy formed VIP Service (personal service for visiting
executives) in 1946 and the prize business was an off-shoot. Runs a successful travel agency too.
Richard S. Robbins • Called "Mr.

Queen's carriage • Jack Bailey,
m.c. of Queen for a Day, holds keys
to
Edselonwhich
the day's
"queen"
wasangiven
a recent
program.
dates to four. Audience applause selects the winner. Queen sponsors
who want to provide gifts must do
so
ment.on their own quarter-hour segSponsors, gift donors, NBC-TV
and the public seem happy about the
whole thing. Queen for a Day Inc.
hopes the 15 years will stretch into
a quarter-century, maybe longer.
Success" by envious but admiring colleagues. Declined to be interviewed in
person but was voluble during a telephone conversation. In business for almost 13 years; his top achievement is
handling the sine qua non of the prize
industry, The Price Is Right on NBCTV. Is scathing in his criticism of
prize men generally. His business interests are said to extend to real estate
management and marketing consultancy. A former co-worker says Mr.
Robbins is about 50 years old and
youthful in appearance and movement.
He speaks in torrents and when he finishes, as one colleague remarks, "Dick
has said so much that you're never
quite sure what he has said."
George Vogel • His merchandisingadvertising background
spans more
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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Roman civilization reached to the farthest
JULIUS
marches of Ultima Gaul on the heels of Caesar's legions . . . and in the meeting of Northern vigor
with the Mediterranean mind, Western Culture was born to grow and flourish over half the world.
Caesar the Soldier extended his world by conquest . . . then gave it new meaning in the pages of his
history. Caesar the Salesman laid the foundations of the New
above all, a Salesman. KBOX

World. Caesar was a Soldier, but

is extending the Balaban policy of creative and original programming,

aggressive merchandising and forceful selling into new markets — capturing new minds for Balaban
advertisers. KBOX

is a Dallas pioneer in new market development, but above all, KBOX

KBOX

Buy RADIO when you buy
media Buy BALABAN when
you buy radio Buy KBOX
when you buy Dallas and you
BUY the people who BUY

St. Louis
KBOX
WIL
Dallas
WRIT
Milwaukee

THE

is a Salesman.

BALABAN
STATIONS
In tempo with the times
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman
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TARLOW
yVew England to 53
/IfW Orleans
WLOB
PORTLAND, MAINE
key station of the
LOBSTER
NETWORK
1000 Watts — 1310 KC
. . . reaching the greatest number of
people at the lowest cost per thousand.
WLOB — Maine's leading independent radio station, hit the airways in
1957, and has since been rated no. 1
in public service in all Pulse and
Hooper market surveys made.
WLOB — giant claw of the Lobster
Network, offers blanket focal coverage with seven other strategically
located transmitters, reaching 97%
of Maine's population.
WLOB's
average
ing audience
from share
6 A.M.of the
to 6listenP.M.
Monday
through
Friday
is
38%
—
twice the audience of the second
largest station, and from 7 A.M. to
6 P.M. Saturday and Sunday, WLOB's
share
— more
listeners
than
all
otheris 46%
Portland
stations
combined.
WLOB — one of the most progressive independent radio stations on
the Eastern Seaboard, gives vital
support to merchandise accounts
with promotional material, including
market display space, mailing pieces,
on-the-air promotion, personal appearances, and items in the WLOB
Newsgram, all of which influence an
audience of thousands.
NO WONDER WLOB IS KEY
STATION IN NORTHERN
NEW ENGLAND'S KEY
MARKET — PORTLAND!
a TARLOW TOWER stands for
AUDIENCE
PROGRAMMING
TALENT
RESULTS
* *Ass.ociated with WLOB and
The Maine Lobster Network,
Portland, Me.; WHIL, BostonMedford, Mass.; WARE, Ware,
Mass.; WWOK, Charlotte, N.C.;
WJBW, New Orleans, La.
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
WHIL— National Rep.: Grant Webb Co.
WWOK, WJBW— National Rep.: Richard
0'Connell Co.
WARE — National Rep.: Breenand Ward Co.
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than 25 years and he has held such
responsible positions as excutive vice
president of Mutual, manager of
several stations in the Philippines, managing director of Spotlight Promotions
(Walt Framer's prize merchandising
company) and, during World War II,
head of transcriptions for the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs. His
wife, Pearl, is associated with him in
the Ethos Organization, which he has
owned while holding down other posts.
A gifted conversationalist with a keen
sense of humor.
Sidney J. DuBroff • A practicing
attorney for almost 20 years, he turned
to tv about eight years ago, joining
Walt Framer's organization. In the
pattern of many, many prize guys, Mr.
DuBroff decided to open his own
agency a year ago and "make my
ability and skills work for myself."
Rose Magdalany • She started
Prizes Inc. almost 1 3 years ago in New
York. When she married, she moved
her headquarters to her engineer husband's home base — South Norwalk,
Conn., but retains Don Barry in New
York as vice president and national
sales director. Known as "The Lady
of the Loot," she estimates that Prizes
Inc. gives away almost $2 million a
year to radio-tv stations. She enjoys
housewifing — cooking (exotic dishes),
sewing, gardening and raising a young
son.
Dick Randall • Has the reputation
of having trained more prize guys who
have gone off on their own than any
other practitioner. Mr. Randall, in a
good-humored telephone conversation,
declined to be interviewed personally,
saying: "I am no longer active; I'm in
other businesses." Is said to be a resourceful prize-getter, and agencymen
who have come under his tutelage
proudly declaim: "I got my training
under the 'real pro' — Dick Randall."

SCHENLEY
Experimental

He dabbles in legitimate theater and
film production.
Jan Victor • An attractive blonde,
Jan Victor maintains a frenetic pace
as merchandising representative for
Amana and Maytag, two companies
that are super-active in the give-away
field. A native of Iowa (where Maytag
and Amana are located), Miss Victor
places Maytag and Amana items on
all the top prize shows and closely
supervises the presentations. From her
headquarters in Van Nuys, Calif., she
visits New York each fall, for several
weeks to make personal contact with
producers. For almost eight years, she
was
production assistant on Queen
For Aa Day.
Norman King 9 At 33, the personable Mr. King is a 10-year veteran of
the prize field. Trained in the law, he
never practiced, because, as he says
wistfully, "I wanted to do something
creative in tv." He acknowledges that
he soon discovered that he "did not
have enough talent for on-the-air tv"
but could "operate behind the scenes."
But the prize business has made the
rotund Mr. King an on-the-air performer; he serves as host on some
of the giveaway programs he packages for showing on local radio stations. Hehas
is apparently
"ThisI
business
been gooda success:
to me and
want to see it flourish. Through it,
I now own two apartment houses."
Mina Hirschberg • She was a fashion coordinator before she became a
"prize-gal" at the Richard S. Robbins
enterprise. Now on her own for eight
months, she handles several manufacturers and various local radio-tv programs. Miss Hirschberg is a friendly,
even-tempered person who finds the
prize field "exciting and callenging"
but confides that her "real ambition" is
to produce a tv fashion show.

LOOKS

INTO

commercial

RADIO

plugging

only distiller's name played for reps
state were contacted.
A major distiller, Schenley InEverything looked rather rosy to
dustries, recently threw out a "feeler"
Schenley
and its agency, BBDO in New
commerof
use
as to possible radio
York, which was to keep its eye on
cials to promote the name of Schenley
but not one of its hard liquor products.
station reaction. Then came the "mornStation representatives heard the
demonstration commercial in New
Curtain Down • As word got around
York and contacted their stations. Some
last week that Schenley had prepared
such ingaafter."
commercial and was planning
assurances that this type of advertisto
"test"
in Pennsylvania, the distiller
ing would be accepted — since it did
not advertise hard liquor, a self-imposed
and the agency were besieged with inquiries. That rang down the curtain
taboo in the broadcast industry — were
received.
on information about the distiller's
The commercial played in New York
No decision, merely experimental
had been zeroed-in for the Pennsylvania area and only stations in that actions which have been going in all
plan.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

PROFIT.

D U L U T HflHp
SUPERIOR

VIGOROUSLY

THE TWIN CITIES
IN MINNESOTA AND
MILWAUKEE IN WISC.
(Covered emtfotetetcf, and
wie effectively
. . .

NBC
A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Duluffh
& HftaldSuperior
AMIutcd with Duluth
tnd Ncwi-Tribune
f\ Peters. Griffin. Woodward. IMC.
£ic/u«ivf National R*pt*ttnl»liwn
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media for some time, were the cautious explanatory comments from the
agency.
There was a report that one Pennsylvania station, WARD Johnstown,
had accepted the commercial plan. But
when contacted WARD said (1) it had
no intention to carry any Schenley advertising and (2) had only expressed
willingness to "consider" the commercials if they had nothing to do with
liquor, but (3) now it will have nothing
to do with Schenley's plan.
Said WARD in effect: There's been
too much confusion as to the station's
involvement so the station will clear
the air by stepping out of the picture.
A BBDO spokesman, however, indicated there had been other station
interest and notices of willingness to
accept such advertising.
A BBDO account executive, Len
Hall, said the whole matter of Schenley using radio for institutional purposes or otherwise was "premature."
Not Anti-DSI • It was apparent that
Schenley, which is not a member of
the Distilled Spirits Institute, is intent
on not bringing down the wrath of
DSI
tillers.which represent most major disBut it has been experimenting on
ways to approach various media with
an advertising message that will extoll the company's name. This is precisely what the commercial attempts
to do. A 55-second commercial with
full orchestration, a chorus and featured singer has as its theme, "Friendly
is Schenley, Pennsylvania." The theme
is carried through in a humorous vein
by referring to other cities and towns
such as Pocatello, Idaho, and San
Bernardino, Calif. The singing group
notes that no matter where you go, you
miss Friendly Schenley, Pa., etc. A
tag line says simply, "Schenley Industries, Schenley, Pa." The area and
park are located in Pittsburgh.
John F. Meagher, NAB radio vice
president said the jingles violate the
NAB radio standards of practice.
Schenley spokesmen, through BBDO,
asserted they had no intention of placing whiskey advertising on the air, but
are exploring what use of radio they
could make, what copy would be satisfactory to stations, and "if it is possible to say anything, if there is anything worth saying."
As to tv, a whiskey account.
Michter's Pot Still Whiskey of Lebanon County, Pa., broke the barrier July
21 with two 90-second spots on WTARTV Waterbury, Conn. (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
Schenley has used the air medium
for two wine products in the past, its
Cresta Blanca and Dubonnet.

3-market
set

introduction

for new

Rivieras

The competition for a greater share
of cigarette sales gets hotter even as
the smoke becomes cooler, the
tobacco companies claim.
"A new standard of coolness," said
The American Tobacco Co., New
York, of its new filter-tip, mentholated
Riviera that will be introduced later in
August in Kansas City, Atlanta and the
Cleveland-Akron
markets [At Deadline, Aug. 3].
For radio-tv, American Tobacco's

news last week could only mean a new
source of advertising revenue. Already,
the cigarette maker, through Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, New York,
set spot radio and spot tv as basic
media along with newspapers to support
the introduction.
Radio-Tv Pattern • The pattern of
new mentholated cigarette products
edging into the marketplace was indicated earlier this summer when Philip
Morris Inc. with Alpine and P. Lorillard Co. with Spring heralded their introduction inlate July with preliminary
campaigns on radio-tv and in printed
media (Broadcasting, July 27).
American Tobacco's entry is a high
filtration cigarette that has a feature of
tiny air vents close to the outer filter
wrapping designed to reduce the
"smoke temperature" before the smoke
is drawn through the filter tip.
The new package was created by industrial designer Lippincott & Margulies — "corner stripes of Mediterranean
blue for coolness . . . the red and gold
heraldic insignia for quality toBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
bac o . . ."
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Number FOUR in a series . . .
MVIU

Welcome, HONOLULU,
Hawaii —Population
Honolulu represents :
78% of the Hawaiian Islands' population
... 85% of retail sales ... 90% of manufacturing ... 92% of construction.

502,000

Military: Over 50,000 personnel; annual payroll—$141,000,000.
Tourists : 183,000 visitors in 1958
O

K-P0I

Headed for Number One!
After 35 days of new programming, Hooper shows
K-POI ivith largest audience

Factory shift : 7 am - 4 pm
Office hours : 8 am - 4 :30 pm
Peak shopping days: Thursday, Saturday

gains.

CLARKSVILLE, Tennessee—
Oldest station in rich farm area.

Population

51,100

Major crops: Tobacco, corn, cattle.
Military: Fort Campbell Paratrooper Base;
30,000 personnel;
$50,000,000 annual payroll

mm
Featuring Phila Rawlings,
nationally
knoivn cooking
authority; winner of Zenith
Award and other culinary
honors.

Peak traffic hours : 6:45 am -8:30 am
4:30 pm-6:00 pm
Evenings stores stay open : Friday, Saturday
Peak shopping days: Friday, Saturday

EAU

' as

O

CLAIRE,

Wisconsin -Population

111,900

Factory shifts: 7 am - 3 pm
Office hours : 8 am - 4 pm
Peak traffic hours: 6:30 am -8:30 am
3 pm - 5 pm
Evening stores stay open : Friday
Peak shopping days: Friday, Saturday
Payday: Friday, generally
Tourist season: June to September
10,000 - 15,000 visitors

WAXX
The new #1 station in Eau
Claire, with 4-0% afternoon
share (Hooper: May, June).
Zooming AM share now at
28%!

FOR FURTHER FACTS ON THESE AND OTHER MASLA-REPRESENTED STATIONS, CONTACT

JACK

MAS

LA

&

COMPANY.

Jack Mas/a, President

40 East 49 St.
N. Y. C. 17

Clem O'Neill. Mar. Midwest

PLaza 3-8571

NEW

YORK

•

CHICAGO
• SAN
Masla Means

FRANCISCO
Business

Inc
Dick Lawrence
Director
of Proqrammina

«•

LOS

ANGELES

;

—

WGAL-TV

-

is first choice

viewers
and

in many

in Lancaster,
other

^HIlD|H|U
■ ■ UI1L
Represi mtative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.
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Harrisburg,

York

markets.

IV
•

of

New York

Pa.
Lancaster,
NBCandCBS
• Chicago

•

Los Angeles

• San Fran Cisco
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DO

TINY

Yes,

CARTOON

FOLKS

SELL?

according

to new motivation survey
its services to advertisers, agencies and
Little people on tv — whether they
media alike.
chase dirt, spruce up men's hair or offer
to bring quick relief from stomach disHow effective are the "little and elflike" people in tv commercials? Say
comfort— can be "friendly, warm and
the bespectacled gremlin for Lestoil?
amusing" in commercials. They can
The animated characters for Brylcreem?
also deliver a soft sell without disturbThe little people sleeping on a Sealy
ing independent-minded viewers.
Animated cartoon characters are
mattress. "Little Oscar," dressed in
usually, in fact, "safe symbols" in ad- chef's hat extolling the virtues of Oscar Mayer hot dogs? And Peter Pan
vertising messages, according to the Institute for Advertising Research, an af- walking off the label of a peanut butter
filiate of Chicago's Social Research Inc.,
leading motivation research firm. IAR
No Personal Disruption • Douglas
L. Hink, IAR research director, feels
has been conducting studies of tv comjar? people" represent an interesting
mercials, utilizing new methods of "little
appraising advertising effectiveness
solution to the problem of soft-selling.
IAR studies show that the advertising
through standardization of motivation
techniques and instruments. It offers
message should not disturb the con-

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending July 12
TOTAL AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1.
Train
13,172
2. Wagon
12,638
Gunsmoke
3. I've Got a Secret
12,238
4. All Star Baseball Game
11,570
11,036
Sunset Strip
5.6. 77
Have Gun, Will Travel
10,903
7. Ed Sullivan
10,858
Rifleman
10,369
8.9. Joseph Cotten
10,324
10. Millionaire
10,146
Rank
1.
30.1
% homes*
Train
28.9
2. Wagon
Gunsmoke
28.0
I've Got a Secret
26.4
4.3. All
Star Baseball Game
26.3
5. 77 Sunset Strip
25.0
6. Have Gun, Will Travel
24.8
Ed
Sullivan
7.8. Rifleman
24.4
23.7
9. Millionaire
23.6
10. Joseph Cotten
AVERAGE AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
11,659
2. I've Got a Secret
10,814
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
4.3. Wagon Train
9,924
9,835
5. Rifleman
9,390
6.7. Danny Thomas
9,078
77 Sunset Strip
8,900
Cotten
8.9. Joseph
8,900
Peter Gunn
8,900
10. G. E. Theatre
8,811
Rank
% homes*
1. Gunsmoke
26.7
24.7
2. I've Got a Secret
22.5
22.8
Have
Gun,
Will
Travel
4.3. Wagon Train
22.1
Rifleman
5.
6. 77 Sunset Strip
21.2
7. Danny Thomas
20.9
8. G. E. Theatre
20.6
20.3
Joseph Cotten
20.4
10.9. Peter Gunn
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

programs, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program,
t Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Rank Tv report for June 26-July % 2 Homes
31.6
1. Gunsmoke
29.8
2. Wagon Train
28.5
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
28.0
4. 77 Sunset Strip
27.8
5. I've Got A Secret
27.6
6. Playhouse 90
27.4
7. Desilu Playhouse
27.2
8. Danny Thomas
26.5
9. Loretta Young
27.1
No
10. Rifleman
Rank
(000)
Tv Homes*
l. Gunsmoke
13,100
12,200
2. Wagon Train
11,600
3. Have Gun, Will Travel
11,500
4. 77 Sunset Strip
11,300
5. I've Got A Secret
11,200
6. Playhouse 90
11,100
7. Desilu Playhouse
11,200
8. Danny Thomas
11,000
rating
9. Loretta Young
10. Rifleman
level10,300
from
* Listed in sequence
of
first table
Copyright 1959 Videodex Inc.

ARB
Fri., Date
Thur July 30
July 31
Sat., Aug. 1
Sun., Aug. 2
Mon Aug. 3
Tue.
Wed Aug. 4
Aug. 5

sumer's sense of freedom, a basic tenet
of American life. And little people are
not wont to challenge this feeling. Explains Mr. Hink:
"When helping to apply hair tonic or
popping out of a can of kitchen cleanser, little people stand for ease, pleasure
and well-being, and are used most effectively for products that denote these
conditions. 'Speedy Alka-Seltzer' brightly offers quick relief from discomfort.
'Little Oscar' shows his products in a
commercial
door living. centered on gracious out"Unlike children, who might be unconsciously resented or ignored as unqualified to give advice to their elders,
little people in tv are friendly, and rarely do they obviously push the viewer
into a corner. Another advantage: The
cartoon character is an abstraction,
perhaps satirizing or paralleling a cer-

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
All Star Baseball Game (NBC-178): Gillette
(Maxon), Mon. July 6, 6:45-10 p.m.
Joseph Cotten Show (CBS-193): General Foods
(B&B), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
Desilu Playhouse (CBS-122): Westinghouse
(M-E), Mon. 10-11 p.m.
G. E. Theatre (CBS-148): General Electric
(BBD0), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke
(CBS-194):
Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S),p.m.Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 1010:30
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-171): Whitehall
(Bates), Lever Bros. (JWT), Sat 9:30-10
I've Got a Secret (CBS-194): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
9-9:30 p.m.
Millionaire
(CBS-167): Colgate (Bates), Wed.
p.m.
Peter Gunn (NBC-182):
Bristol Myers
(DCS&F), Sun. 7-7:30 p.m.
Playhouse 90 (CBS-158): various sponsors
Thurs. 9:30-11 p.m.
Rifleman (ABC-152): Miles Labs (Wade), Ralston-Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-132): American Chicle,
Whitehall and Carter Products (all Bates),
Harold Ritchie (K&E), Fri. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
Ed Sullivan (CBS-179): Lincoln-Mercury
(K&E), Eastman Kodak (JWT), Sun. 8-9
Danny Thomas (CBS-200): General Foods
(B&B), Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
Wagon
p.m. Train (NBC-178): Ford Motor Co.
(JWT), National Biscuit Company (M-E),
R. J. Reynolds (Esty), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Loretta Young (NBC-145): Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week July 30-Aug. 5 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron
instant ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
21.5
Network
Masquerade Party (10:30 p.m.)
15.0
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
19.0
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
22.4
20.0
ABC-TV
What's
My Line (10:30
19.6
CBS-TV
Desilu Playhouse
(10 p.m.)p.m.)
19.8
CBS-TV
Local shows (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
NBC-TV
Wagon Train (7:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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WHAT

HAS

THE

PETER

PAN

LABEL?

N.Y. women
didn't
Even a "modest," one-month schedule on a single tv station can boost
brand awareness.
This is what Television Bureau of
Advertising found in a special survey
(via Pulse Inc.) taken of a Peter Pan
schedule on WOR-TV New York that
started last March 9. Peter Pan markets
bras and girdles.
TvB released its survey results today (Aug. 10) documenting the progress
made in viewer brand awareness by
Peter Pan in its schedule on Million
Dollar Movie (feature motion pictures
on WOR-TV).
Before • The bureau conducted a
Pulse survey just before Peter Pan
started its tv advertising. That canvass
revealed 9.4% of the 500 women
respondents had spontaneously named
Peter Pan as a brand they knew (Peter
Pan is an established name with both
consumers and the trade and has consistently advertised in newspapers and
magazines).

know . . . so tv educated them in 30 days
The pre-tv survey also found that
paign's end, nearly two-thirds of all
57.7% of the respondents aware of the women seeing or hearing something
about the brand gave tv as the source.
brand were able to tell something about
Peter Pan. This reflected the extent to
Why all the fuss and feathers? Two
which the brand was already known
reasons, said Norman E. Cash, TvB's
among the women.
president:
(1) The survey was concerned with
And After • Following the four
a case where the initial level of awareweeks of tv advertising the spontaneous
mention of the name went from the
ness was high even before the tv advertising began.
9.4% to 15.5%. As for knowledge of
Peter Pan, the 57.7% of women able to
(2) The appreciable gain was retell something about the product becorded after "only four weeks" of the
fore the advertising ran on the station
schedule, and the commercials appeared in only half the showings of
jumped to 72.3%. Women who had
Million Dollar Movie.
seen three or four of the programs
The Pulse Inc. covered the 1 7 county
carrying the commercials were much
more apt to recall something specific
New York-Northeastern New Jersey
than those who had seen one or two.
metropolitan area.
Peter Pan also has been advertising
Most of the women gave tv as the
source of what they had seen or heard.
on the west coast — KHJ-TV Los AnThe Pulse survey also revealed that
geles— in a similar campaign. Although
residents who had seen the feature film no survey was taken there. TvB repreon Million Dollar Movie were more
sentatives on the coast said retail stores
likely to give tv as the source for their were reporting excellent results at the
sales counter.
awareness of Peter Pan. By the cam-

tain personality type, but not too

IAR is utilizing the research instruments developed by Social Research
Inc. over the past 12 years. It was
formed specifically to service advertisers. Individual advertisements, whether intended for tv, radio or print media,
are tested at any stage of completion.
It also offers total campaign evaluation
or "audits," studying the effectiveness
of a campaign at three points in the
early stages of its life and thus permitting current changes.
A major step in advertising evalua-

closely."
Possible Boomerangs • Mr. Hink
points out, that little people are not always beneficial — viz, in alcoholic beverage or cigarette commercials. Their
very engaging nature, he explains, might
"appeal too strongly to the young, impressionable mind."
The institute also ascertained that,
while cartoon characters may seem
pleasant and amusing to their creators
in planning stages, they may actually
conjure a negative effect in the finished
tv commercial. In one tv antacid commercial, for instance, "extreme exaggeration" made the sales message unbelievable, "destroying any chance for
consumer identification and robbing the
little people of their effectiveness. . . .
The whole episode simply was not
plausible."
In view of the unpredictability of
viewer reaction to cartoon commercials,
IAR recommends and maintains an extensive pretesting of subjects and symbols "to determine if the appeals have
been aimed in the right direction," according to Mr. Hink. "When they do
strike a response, though, little people
in advertising succeed in lending a
much-needed light touch to television
commercials" for soap, shampoo,
petroleum, automotive, food and other
product advertisers.
IAR's Functions • Founded in April
1959 and headed by James Witherell,
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Forced

growth

Perfection Homes, a prefabricated home building company in
Shenandoah, Iowa, planned a
"feeler" campaign of 40 spots in
30 days on KM A that city. Last
week the sponsor reported that
instead of getting a few inquiries
as might be expected, "all hell
broke loose." The month-long
schedule forced the company to
enlarge its sales force and expand its operating estimates, according to Buck Jones, spokesman for the building concern. Of
more than 500 inquiries received,
Mr. Jones said, more than 10%
could be closed and several firm
commitments were made for new
homes before the end of the
month.

tion is to offer advertisers a guide for
budgeting their expenditures.
The institute emphasizes the need for
copy-testing is gaining increased recognition. The reasons: "The gamble is
too great, and many corporation executives are taking action to decrease it, by
protesting all or most ads. A half-hour
tv show may cost $100,000. To run
three untested commercials per show is
a $100,000 gamble. A year's half-hour
tv network show may cost $5,200,000."
IAR reports include these evaluations
of a tioncommercial's
of materials andpenetration:
sample (50descrippeople
in any one category); themes; formal
elements. (Is the announcer an acceptable authority? Are the people, actions,
dress, etc., compatible with the product
and the desired audience?); audience
profile; brand image changes; impact
(or "arousal potential"), including emotional involvement, imagination stimulus, symbolic meaning and durability
(repetition) and evaluation.
Westinghouse
CBS-TV

picks up

election

tab

Westinghouse Electric Corp. is investing an estimated $6 million dollars
in its third consecutive sponsorship of
television and radio coverage by CBS
of Presidential nominations, campaigns
and the Nov. 8, 1960 election.
The 1960 project gets underway in
Los Angeles July 10 with an introducBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

Tiger Stalks • One of the one-minute commercials that
became known to tv audiences in New York, and which
helped stimulate brand awareness among viewers, emphasized the girdle and products as well as the name of
Peter Pan. 60-second Peter Pan "Tiger" girdle spot used
(1 to r) footage of a real tiger, limbo shots of an actual

tion to the Democratic Convention
which begins at the new sports arena
the following day. There will be a
week's intermission between conventions, with the scene shifting to Chicago where the Republican Convention
starts July 25 at the International
Amphitheatre. There again, CBS News
will present a pre-convention orientation (July 24) as well as the regular
sessions.
The convention reporting will be
made by a corps of more than 30 top
CBS newsmen and analysts under the
direction of Sig Mickelson, vice president of CBS and general manager of
CBS News. John Day, CBS director of
news, will be in charge of news coverage and Paul Levitan, director of
special events, CBS News, will serve as
executive producer.
On television, Walter Cronkite will
serve as "anchor man" and Bob Trout
will key the radio reporting.
Mark W. Cresap Jr., president of
Westinghouse, pointed out that in 1956
more than 80% of the U.S. families
tuned into the convention and election
night coverage.
CBS-TV's coverage will include use
of video tape to report convention
events that occur simultaneously.
Westinghouse Agencies: Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh; with
McCann-Erickson and Grey, both New
York, sharing responsibility for the
commercials.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

CREATIVITY
Chicago
draws

girdle and glamor-studded patio dance sequence. Another
commercial depicted the "Honeycomb" bra that had as its
background the original lyrics to the "Honeycomb" pop
tune. Animation and hard-sell voice over promoted specific
features of the bra. Agency handling the campaign: Ben
Sackheim Inc., New York.

THEME

workshop

500

admen

Creativity in advertising, with emphasis on the effectiveness of tv commercials and the translation of campaign themes from print to broadcast
media, drew the attention of nearly
500 agency and client representatives in
Chicago last week.
A second annual summer workshop
sponsored by Advertising Age and held
at the Palmer House Aug. 5-8, delved
into various creative problems in
broadcast and print media, with several
key agency and other speakers on the
agenda.
Panelists took turns sniping at
cigarette and other commercials, including Viceroy, and Anacin. Said one
panelist of Viceroy: "This campaign
[with the "thinking man" theme], if it
proves successful, will mark a black
day for television and our business.
We're a lot more stupid population than
we're supposed to be." The tv advertising campaign also was described as
"absurd."
Views on the "Tops and Flops"
among tv commercials were given
Thursday evening by a panel comprising Harry W. McMahon, former vice
president-tv commercial operations,
Leo Burnett Co., and now advertiseragency consultant; Robert L. Foreman,

executive vice president and tv projects director, BBDO; Jack Sidebotham,
art-copy supervisor, Young & Rubicam,
New York and Ed Graham Jr., president, Goulding-Elliott-Graham Productions, New York.
Appearing on a Friday panel on
creative broadcasting ideas were Kensinger Jones, vice president and tvradio creative director, CampbellEwald, Detroit; William Dozier, vice
president
for programs, CBS Hollywood.
Jack Baxter, president of Creative
House, Chicago, and former creative
head of Earle Ludgin & Co.; Walter
Colmes, Colmes-Werrenrath Productions; Andrew Sarrut, president of
Telefranc, Paris, and Valentino Sarra,
president of Sarra Inc., and Kenneth
C.T. Snyder, vice president and tvradio creative director at Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
Radio Today • Mr. Jones pointed
out that many advertising people
haven't faced up to changing requirements in radio. Today's commercials
are no longer part of a program but interspersed between programming segand necessitate different patterns
in radiomentsbuying.
Emphasizing the need for good
writing in both radio and tv, he said
his agency attempts (1) to "put an
entertainment bonus into the commer45
cials;" (2) never let technique overshadow message; (3) give every single

WESTINGHOUSE
MAKES

SURE

Though the nation's most exciting political
events are a full year away, the Westinghouse
Electric Corporation has announced its decision to sponsor for the third time the national
political conventions and the Presidential
Election on the CBS Television Network.
This early decision reflects the conviction
on the part of Westinghouse that the CBS
News coverage of the conventions will again
attract, just as it did in 1956, the largest average audiences of any television network for
the duration of the conventions and the Election. It is equally a demonstration of confidence based on a decade of experience with
the CBS Television Network where tonight
(Monday) Westinghouse will present its 500th
weekly hour-long dramatic broadcast.
They can be sure that in CBS News they
will have at their service the most experienced,
expert and enterprising team of political
reporters and analysts in broadcasting.
They can be sure they will render a vital
service to the nation by offering them complete and authoritative coverage of the most
important political process of a democracy.
They can be sure this coverage will again
earn for them the respect and gratitude of a
nationwide audience and — as Westinghouse
stated in 1956 — "contribute substantially to
our over-all objectives."
Today when the public's need for information is especially urgent, America's leading
advertisers are increasingly placing their confidence inthe values of CBS News programs:
such noted series as THE TWENTIETH
CENTURY (sponsored by Prudential Insurance Company of America), CONQUEST
(sponsored by Monsanto Chemical Company ,) the new, exciting documentary series
CBS REPORTS (sponsored by Bell & Howell
Company and B. F. Goodrich Company),
and WOMAN! (in part sponsored by Dow
Chemical Company ) .
Like Westinghouse, they can be sure they
have working for them the most widely
acclaimed news organization in television and
the network with the largest audiences of any
single advertising medium in the world.
THE

CBS

TELEVISION

NETWORK

radio spot its own special touch, and
(4) "demand and get absolute top-flight
production for every spot."
Mr. Dozier discussed the relationship
between advertiser-agency on one hand
and tv network programmers on the
other. He felt the aims of the two are

"translation," he cited such examples
as Quaker Oats for Ozzie & Harriet,
Studebaker's Lark, Clairol commercials ("does she or doesn't she?"); Jello,
Marlboro cigarettes and Prudential Insurance Co.

"not necessarily and not preponderand recounted
difficultiesantly"
on incompatible
both sides.

Gillette

Don't Stint on Spot • Mr. Colmes
told workshop delegates that inasmuch
as money spent on tv commercials is
small in proportion to time costs, "the
impact of a commercial should not
be lessened for the sake of a minor
saving." At the same time, he explained, money can be put to better
effect in buying more time and additional markets instead of being expanded needlessly. Mr. Colmes discussed commercials ranging from
$1,000 to $2,500 in cost.
Mr. Sarra reminded that sponsors
are not themselves in show business but
to make and sell goods and therefore
"the tv commercial must sell the sponsor's product," which actually is showcased within three minutes during a
half-hour of entertainment. The big
problem, he said, is "how can we sell
more with our commercials — what is
necessary to do a better selling job?"
Mr. Sarrut pointed out that European
films are shown mostly as commercials
in theatre houses — with wide-screen,
full color, stereo and less stringent time
limitations; its clients don't operate
within the U.S. agency-advertiser pattern (the European producer is not
directly supervised by agency and
client and is on his own); and films on
European tv show off to better "slick
paper magazines reproduction" advantage.
Multi-Media Planning • Mr. Snyder
stressed the inherent technical differences between broadcast and print
media, noting the transition from one
to the other can be "minutes or months
away, a cranial centimeter or office
miles apart." And the evaluation of a
campaign theme can be split-second or
months of work, he pointed out. Mr.
Snyder recited the example of State
Farm Insurance Co's., Bloomington,
111., for which NL&B converted a print
theme to tv commercials (CBS-TV's
baseball Game of the Week and sponsorship of Bill Veeck's sports commentary on WBKB (TV) Chicago).
Stressing the difficulty of translating
print advertising to tv, Mr. Snyder
stated:
"If an advertising campaign is
known to be destined for both media,
then the ideal theme is one that works,
efficiently, in both media ... so that
print and tv say the same thing and
look alike."
Among
other case histories of
48 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

to promote

on $5.4 million tab
Gillette Safety Razor Co., Boston, is
allotting $5.4 million to its world series
promotion, extending from the end of
August to early October, characterized
as "the greatest promotional period in
the history of Gillette."
Though no media breakdown was
reported last week by A. Craig Smith,
vice president in charge of advertising
for Gillette, it is known that Gillette
paid $3,250,000 alone to the baseball
Commissioner's Office for the radio-tv
rights to the series and the All-Star
Game.
Counting time and production on
NBC-TV and NBC Radio, the pro-

Good sport
Golfer Magoo on a rough course
TV

motion on network radio-tv will run to
more than $4 million.
The company's advertising will spotlight the $ 1 .95 Adjustable Razor which
permits adjustment to nine different
settings of blade edge angle and exposure to suit the user.
During the promotion period the
razor will be featured on the companysponsored disc jockey programs on 250
radio stations in 110 markets, in fullcolor Sunday comic sections and in
various trade journals.
Gillette, which will sponsor the
world series for the 21st consecutive
year, estimates it radio-tv home audience at 100 million.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

• Bristol-Myers Co., N.Y., for its Bufferin is starting a 52-week spot tv campaign on Aug. 30. The new drive will
extend into larger metropolitan areas
than used in the past year. Mostly

Advice to Driller
"Stop chopping . . . Watch this"

PREVIEW

Carling Brewing Co. of Cleveland
likes its near-sighted salesman so
well it has signed him for another
season and turned over virtually the
whole Stag beer campaign to him.
Acting on Mr. Magoo's record last
year, both in sales and audience
rating, Carling's agency, Edward
Weiss & Co., Chicago, renewed the
Stag contract with UPA Pictures
Inc., Hollywood, and has produced
aIDs.new set of 20-second spots and

Although Stag beer is distributed
only in the Middle West, Weiss
claims a high national rating for the
Magoo spots. As a result, the new
campaign ties in radio, newspaper,
billboard and point-of-sale material
all to the tv art.
lerome L. Joss, Weiss vice president and an executive on the ac-

(Man) hole in One
"This calls for a celebration"
count, has just returned to Chicago
from a production session with UPA
in Hollywood. Above and right are
stills from one of the series of new
spots developed at UPA Pictures
under supervision of Executive Producer Herb Klynn of the UPA Pictures Commercial Div. and Director
Rudy Larriva.
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nighttime minutes will be bought. Agency: Young & Rubicam, N.Y.
• Schick Inc., Lancaster, Pa., which
has set a $3 million budget for fall advertising (Broadcasting, Aug. 3), has
allocated part to spot tv in various major markets, starting Aug. 17 and going into December. Minutes in early
evening time are planned. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N.Y.
• Vick Chemical Co. (cold tablets),
N.Y., is set to enter major market with
a spot tv campaign starting in October
and going into December. Some network tv also is in the works. Agency:
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, N.Y.
• Revere Camera Co. (cameras, tape
recorders), Chicago, buys a schedule
of 60-second announcements in six major markets (New York, Chicago, Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Boston and
Detroit) for nine weeks starting Oct. 12.
Agency: Keyes, Madden & Jones, Chicago.
• Kellogg Co. (for OK Cat cereals),
Battle Creek, Mich., is buying an extensive schedule of 20-second and 60second spots in several major eastern
markets, starting in the next fortnight.
The client also will promote the
product on its film properties (Children's shows) plus its network programs. Agency: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
• S.C. Johnson & Son (Klear Floor
wax), Racine, Wis., buys a schedule of
20-second and 60-second spot announcements in25-30 leading markets,
starting about Aug. 14. Agency: Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago.
• A.H. Pond Co. (Keepsake diamond
rings), Syracuse, N.Y., has signed for
participating sponsorship on ABC-TV's
American Bandstand (Mon.-Fri., 4-5:30
p.m.), starting Oct. 5 and covering six
alternate-week half-hour segments and
consecutive-week quarter-hour segments. Agency: Flack Adv., Syracuse.
• The Chevrolet Div. of General Motors Corp. will sponsor CBS Radio's
presentation of the 22nd annual AilAmerican Soap Box Derby (Sun., Aug.
16, 4:45-5 p.m.). The Akron, Ohio, race
involving 170 boys and their self-built
autos, will be described by CBS newsman Allan Jackson. Agency for Chevrolet: Campbell-Ewald, Detroit.
• S.A. Schonbrunn & Co. (Savarin Coffee), Palisades Park, N.J., is in a seven-
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week promotion of iced coffee made
with Savarin Instant and cold tap water.
New York (WNEW, WRCA, WMCA,
WMGM and WINS) and Philadelphia
(WCAU and WRCV) are receiving a
total of 153 one-minute spots per week.
A new musical commercial, in both jazz
and cha-cha rhythm, is being used.
This campaign is integrated with Savarin's regular tv exposure over WRCATV and WCBS-TV New York, WCAUTV and WRCV-TV Philadelphia and
WNHC-TV New Haven. Agency:
Foote, Cone & Belding, N.Y.
• A. Stein & Co. (for its Perma-lift
foundation garments), Chicago, buys a
60-minute Parisian fashion show on
WBBM-TV that city (the producing station) WCBS-TV New York and KTTV
(TV) Los Angeles, for showing Sept. 1.
The film also is being offered by CBS
Television Film Sales for syndication to
other markets. The program is being
filmed by Harriet Atlass, women's affairs director, and Lee Philip, commentator, both WBBM-TV. Earlier the Los
Angeles outlet was incorrectly announced by CBS-Chicago as KNXT
(TV).
Agency Appointments
• Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati,
names Grey Adv., N.Y., as agency for
Ivory Flakes, effective Nov. 1, replacing Compton Adv., NY., which has
been appointed agency for a new and
unidentified P&G product.
• CandyGram (candy with telegram
service), Chicago, appoints Young &
Rubicam, same city. The account was
resigned by Reach, McClinton & Co.,
Chicago, in April, three months after
formation of the company.
• The Eagle Pencil Co., Danbury,
Conn., in December will move its account from BBDO to the Shaller-Rubin
Co., both New York. Eagle has been
successful with closed-circuit tv promotions viewed by office equipment suppliers.
• Young & Rubicam's San Juan office,
already handling Procter & Gamble's
Tide, Comet and Spic & Span in Puerto
Rico, has been awarded Gleem and
Crisco by P&G. This follows by a week
the assignment of five P&G products
to Y&R in Venezuela.
• Johns-Manville Corp., N.Y., on Jan.
1 moves its $2 million advertising account to Cunningham & Walsh after a
28-year association with J. Walter
Thompson Co. It's understood that
current plans for firm do not include
broadcast media, though Johns-Manville in the past has made limited use
of broadcasting.
• Tresler Oil Co., Cincinnati, appoints
Joel Stuart Freedman Adv. there.

• Also in advertising
• Florida orange concentrate packers
have set $3.3 million national advertising budget for three months starting
September and appointed Benton &
Bowles, N.Y., as agency to handle it.
The campaign has support of Florida
packagers of all brands of frozen
orange concentrate in retail-size cans.
This budget is in addition to the Florida
Citrus Commission's ad program — now
$4 million annual account — also
handled by Benton & Bowles. Florida
Citrus, though not currently using tv
media, has used network and spot tv
in past.
• Formation of a new agency, Hill &
Lincoln Advertising Inc., in Miami,
Fla., has been announced. Spencer
Hill, president, formerly held executive
creative positions with Maxon Inc., J.
Walter Thompson and other agencies.
Vice president Joseph S. Lincoln was
Young & Rubicam, New York, media
director for 12 years. Agency is headquartered at 623 Brickell Ave., Miami
32. Telephone Franklin 1-4629.
• Two new Los Angeles agencies,
Charles Levitt Co. and Smalley &
Smith, have been created by the principals of Smalley, Levitt & Smith. Jack
Smalley's stock in the firm was purchased by S,L&S, which has changed
its name to Charles Levitt Co., retaining offices at 1544 Highland Ave.,
L.A. 28. New telephone: Hollywood
9-8234. The agency retains all of the
S,L&S staff except Mr. Smalley and
Julian Besel, heads of the new Smalley
& Smith. Address: 6600 Sunset Blvd.,
L.A. 28. Telephone: Hollywood 6-2404.
The other founder, Ray Smith, has not
been associated with the agency for
• KSFR (FM) San Francisco has
years. an agency to produce hi-fi spot
formed
announcements for good-music stations
and the fm industry. President-General
Manager Al Levitt
all the presented
agency's
commercials
will be says
tastefully
to sell quality merchandise. A sample
tape and price list is available from
KSFR, Good Music Productions, 10
Claude Lane, San Francisco 8.
• Ross Roy of Canada Ltd., Detroit,
has affiliated with Willis Adv. Ltd., Toronto. The move is designed to expand
advertising-marketing services for both
agencies' clients.
• Knox Reeves Adv., headquartered in
Minneapolis, opens a Chicago office at
333 N. Michigan Ave. with Frederick
Wachter, vice president, in charge.
• Louis Benito Adv. Agency, Tampa,
Fla., has moved to 507 Morgan St.,
Tampa.
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'Vision"

Distortion-free, opticalquality faceplate.

Faceplate perpendicular
to tube axis within Vi degree—for uniform focus
when used with largeaperture or short focallength lenses and in highdefinition systems.

Photoconductive layer
having ultra-uniform
thickness to provide uniform sensitivity and uniform background/The low
lag and high sensitivity
of the photoconductor is
combined with broad
spectral response covering the entire visible
spectrum.

Exclusive RCA non-magnetic seal also prevents
picture distortion by eliminating distortion of the
magnetic focusing field.

750 Micro-Mesh screen
maintains resolution capability ofmore than 600
lines and freedom from
mesh pattern.

Particle barrier for blemish-free operation — regardless of operating
position.
Non-magnetic mesh ring
tion. no picture distorcauses

Precision-bore glass tubing.

RCA tube designers originated the Image Orthicon— the
tube that made modern telecasting practicable— and subsequent refinements such as Micro-Mesh and SuperDynode. The Vidicon, too, was an RCA "first". The same
spirit of research that originated these famous camera
tubes continues to improve them in performance, reliability, life.
Look at the "inside story" of the RCA-7038 Vidicon, for
instance. Here you see the latest improvements in Vidicon

RADIO

design and manufacture— backed by 25 years of camera
tube experience. High sensitivity and uniformity over the
entire scanned area open new possibilities in live-and filmpick-up camera techniques.
For the best in TV camera tubes, see your nearest RCA
Tube Distributor. He's set up to serve all your camera
tube needs. He's also ready and able to handle your audio
needs including high quality RCA Sound Tape. Call him
for prompt delivery.

CORPORATION

OF

Electron Tube Division

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.

THE

MORE

LISTENING

Sindlinger

says

in July; RAB

radio

reports

Radio's audience exceeded that of
television during the last three weeks of
July for the first time in two years,
according to a report released last
week.
Sindlinger & Co., business analysts
of Ridley Park. Pa., stated that a threeweek trend beginning during the week
ending July 9 shows that 79.4 million
Americans 12 years and older listened
to the radio, whereas 78.6 million persons watched tv during the same period.
During the week ending July 16 daily
radio listening was attributed to 79.1
million people and daily tv viewing to
77.9 million.
During the week ending July 23 radio reached 79.3 million listeners while
tv was seen by 77.1 million.
Sindlinger said that the last time radio listening surpassed tv viewing was
in 1957, just before the release of pre1948 movies to television. Radio listen-

Blue law • Jack Dash (r), general manager of WBCB Levittown-Fairless Hills, Pa., paid a
fine last week to Justice of the
Peace Earl B. Dougherty for a
conviction notice served a station announcer while broadcasting July 26. The announcer was
one of 159 charged that day by
Mr. Dougherty with violating a
1 80-year-old state law against
working on Sunday.
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topped

tv

on listening afloat
ership was also higher during one week
of the 1956 political conventions.
Albert E. Sindlinger, president of
the firm, stated that radio entertainment usually increases in popularity
during the summer months, with the
high point coming at the end of August,
but in 1958 it did not outdistance tv.
The pre-1948 films "supported" tv last
summer, according to Mr. Sindlinger.
The Sindlinger report also noted that
during the three peak July weeks 30%
of the total daily radio audience listened
on auto radios and 12.5% used portable sets. "More people are outdoors
this summer . . . turning from tv to radio," itwas stated. The increase of fm
listening in major cities was also mentioned in the report.
Radio's on Boats • Another statistical
report on radio's reach came last week
from Radio Advertising Bureau which
announced that of the more than seven
million pleasure boats of all kinds that
annually skim the U.S. waterways,
70.1% have radio aboard. Advertisers
are overlooking an audience estimated at
37 million, according to RAB, which
last week detailed its survey of boatowning families in a new brochure entitled "Listeners Afloat".
RAB's special off-shore listening
study, which is based on a survey of
boat owners in six Long Island communities, points out that nearly four
out of 10 hear radio more than five
hours per week aboard their crafts. In
this group more than half listen six to
10 hours per week on the water; 1 1.2%
tune in more than 20 hours per week
while boating. Another factor, RAB
adds, is multiple exposure — some 77%
of those surveyed usually sail with
from three to five persons. Pleasure
boating families also earn above average incomes, while those in the cabin
cruiser class represent topmost purchasing power.RAB states.
Huntsville tv on air
The first tv station in Huntsville,
Ala., went on the air Aug. 1. WAFGTV (ch. 31) is owned by Rocket City
Television Inc. (Shaf Gregory, president; James R. Cleary, vice president,
and John A. Higdon, secretary-treasurer and general manager). It is now
negotiating with ABC-TV for network
affiliation, according to Mr. Higdon.

July

jump

July was a record membership
month for the Radio Advertising
Bureau which reports 39 additions to its roster of stations, now
totaling 1,041. RAB has added
230 stations since the first of the
year. The membership also has
shown an increase in utilization
of industry-produced sales tools.
During the first six months of
1959 they placed 41% more
orders for extra material than in
1958, representing a 55% increase in dollar volume.

Bartells
'modern'

want
radio

to form
group

Plans for an association to promote
"modern" independent radio stations as
advertising media were announced last
Group. by the Bartell Family Radio
week
Membership would be limited, at
least at first, to large-market independents. Bartell officials indicated that the
ultimate list might number 40 outlets.
The first objective would be to swing
new dollars to "modern" radio by showing, largely through research and other
documented presentations, that it can
move all kinds of goods to all sorts of
customers. Another feature would be
the swapping of local programs and
sales ideas among member stations.
Direction of the association is to be
supervised by a committee of station and
station representation firm officials who
have no other business affiliation with
one another.
Aims Cited • Among targets set for
the organization are simplification of
the timebuying process as far as "modern" radio is concerned; attracting advertising dollars from other media including
television, "old-image"
radio
and radio networks;
making available
qualitative
on "modern"
radio's
audience anddata
pointing
up the advertising value of radio time beyond its peak
Additional information may be obperiods.
tained, from these officials of Bartell stations: central region. President
Gerald A. Bartell or Len Schindler,
WOKY Milwaukee; West, Lee Bartell,
KCBQ San Diego, or Mort Wagner,
KYA San Francisco; East, Mel Bartell,
WOV New York; South, Jayne Swain,
WAKE Atlanta, or Tom Whitley,
WYDE Birmingham.
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WSB-TV'S

"A

SOUND

selected
represent

as

LIFE"
one

U.S.

of two

documentaries

to

in Prix Italia competition

The executive director of Broadcasting Foundation of America wrote:
"The jury found the production a clear, honest, often moving, and
always interesting study ... we are delighted to present this fine production as a representative of American television."
"A Sound Life" was produced by the WSB-TV staff in cooperation
with Atlanta's Junior League School for Speech Correction. It showed
how deaf children are taught to speak. Responsible, imaginative program ing in the public interest has earned heart-warming rewards for
WSB-TV. And for this station's advertisers also.

TV
CHANNEL
2 ATLANTA
WSB-

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Ed.w. Petry and Company.
Associated with WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO,- WHIO-TV, Dayton
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Changing
hands
Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WEAU-AM-FM Eau Claire and
WISC-AM-FM Madison, both Wisconsin: Sold by Morgan Murphy-Walter C.
Bridges-Ralph Immell group to William
R. Walker and associates for sum in
neighborhood of $750,000. Mr. Walker
is midwest multiple broadcast owner
(WBEV Beaver Dam, WKTL Sheboygan, both Wisconsin; WSJM St. Joseph,
Mo., and KCLN Clinton. Iowa), is associated with son; William R. Walker,
and Charles R. Dickoff and John D.
Harvey. WEAU is on 790 kc with
5 kw and an NBC affiliation. WISC
operates on 1480 kc with 1 kw and
is affiliated with ABC and MBS.
• WSVA-AM-FM-TV Harrisonburg,
Va. : 51% interest sold by Transcontinent Television Corp. and Hamilton
Shea to Evening Star Broadcasting Co.
(Washington Evening Star-WMAL-AMFM-TV Washington, D.C.) for approximately $700,000 (Closed Circuit, July 20). Transaction involves
sale of Transcontinent's 50% ownership
plus 1% of Mr. Shea's 50% interest.
Mr. Shea will remain as chief executive officer and general manager.

THE

MEN

WHO

WSVA is 550 kc with 5 kw day, 1
kw night and an NBC affiliation. The
fm station is 100.7 mc with 7.2 kw.
WSVA-TV is on ch. 3 with 8.2 kw,
and is affiliated with all three tv networks.
• KWIK Pocatello, Idaho: Sold by Don
Burden and associates to group of four
businessmen headed by William T.
Woods, Sears sales executive, for
$159,695. Associated with Mr. Woods
are John W. Lewis, WIBV Belleville,
111.; Harlan E. Miles, Sears executive
in St. Louis, and Marvin Mollring,
Pocatello businessman. Transaction
was handled by Norman & Norman.
Davenport, Iowa. KWIK is 250 w on
1240 kc and is affiliated with ABC and
MBS.
« KWEL Midland, Tex.: Sold by P. D.
(Bo) Johnson to G. H. Vaught, NBC
New York news director, for estimated $126,000. Transaction was
handled by Hamilton-Landis & Assoc.
Daytimer KWEL is on 1600 kc with
1 kw.
• WFDS (FM) Baltimore, Md.: Sold by
William S. Cook to Hearst Radio Inc.
for $70,000. Station, on 97.9 mc with
15 kw, will be operated in conjunction
with Hearst's WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore. Thomas S. Cook, WBAL station manager, will be in charge.

PUT

ACTION
IN A
TRANSACTION
The nationwide staff of Blackburn
& Company is geared for action
equipped to find a buyer for your
station with speed, efficiency, discre
tion and integrity. For action, consult

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

•

APPRAISALS
t

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn H. W. Cassill
Clifford B. Marshall
Colin M. Selph
Jack V. Harvey William B. Ryan
Stanley Whitaker California Bank Bldg
Joseph M. Sitrick 333 N. Michigan Avenue
Healey Building
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Washington Building Chicago, Illinois
Atlanta, Georgia
Beverly Hills, Calif.
STerling 3-4341 Financial 6-6460
J Ackson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
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• WAGE Leesburg, Va.: Sold by Mrs.
Marion Park Lewis to William T.
Stubblefield for more than $70,000.
Mr. Stubblefield is radio-tv management consultant; formerly was director
Station Relations Dept., NAB, and
partner in brokerage firm of Hamilton,
Stubblefield, Twining & Assoc. WAGE
is 1 kw daytimer on 1290 kc.
• KLFM (FM) Long Beach, Calif.:
Construction permit and equipment
sold by Long Beach Fm Broadcasters
to Harriscope Inc. (Burt I. Harris,
president) for $6,000. Harriscope owns
KTWO-TV Casper and KTWX-TV
Sheridan, both Wyoming; purchase of
KSPR Casper is pending FCC approval. KLFM holds permit for 105.5
mc with 300 w output. It also is a tv
film producer-distributor firm.
NAB seeking
chief

imagician

Wanted: Experienced publicist to improve public's image of television. Pays
$35,000-$40,000; maybe more if qualifications and performance indicate.
Last vision
Tuesday
(Aug.
4) NAB'sformed
TeleInformation
Committee,
to
set up the
new
nationwide
drivetelevision
to boost industry's
the popularity
of tv, considered 67 names for the directorship of its upcoming Television
Information Office. No decision was
reached but the list was cut to 20.
Another TIC meeting is scheduled
Aug. 19, but some committee members
aren't at all sure a final choice can be
made at that time. TIC is talking in
terms of a contract with annual pay increases for the director, depending on
the person picked and the way he operates.
An immediate and overall program
for TIO was adopted last week. Headquarters space in New York has been
selected but won't be announced until
a lease has been agreed upon and then
approved by the NAB Television Board.
An operating budget was set up, subject to refinement of details. The TIO
target is Oct. 1.
Attending last week's TIC meeting
in New York were Clair R. McCollough, Steinman Stations, chairman;
Kenneth W. Bilby, NBC; Roger W.
Clipp, Triangle Stations; Michael J.
Foster, ABC; Lawrence H. Rogers
II, WSAZ Inc., Huntington, W.Va.;
Charles S. Steinberg, CBS. and C.
Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations. Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston, and John S. Hayes, Washington Post Broadcast Div., were absent.
Participating for NAB were President
Harold E. Fellows; Thad H. Brown Jr.,
tv vice president; Everett E. Revercomb, secretary-treasurer, and John M.
Couric, public relations manager.
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Conelrad;

future

uses

many

Such sets heretofore have cost much
more.
The stock of the nation's emergency weather broadcasts are concerned, the
Weather
Bureau
does
not
object
to
radio air alert system — Conelrad — is
• Because of the daily broadcasts of
going to be a lot rosier in the esteem
sponsorship if the bureau's sanction is
not expressed nor implied on the air. useful public service-type information,
of the public, broadcasters and advertisers from now on.
plus the promised availability of modThe availability of this useful and sometimes critical information for broadcast
erately-priced am-fm receivers with
What is likely to be the biggest single on a free and instantaneous basis is not
Conelrad alarm devices, the public will
push toward Conelrad's success since likely to be ignored by broadcasters
be encouraged to protect itself — and a
the system was incorporated into the nor
their advertisers.
large share of the credit for this will
U.S. national defense setup was initiaccrue
to the broadcaster.
•
There
is
no
restriction
of
the
ated when a statewide off-the-air fm
broadcasts
to
hurricane,
tornado
or
• The availability of good am-fm
network was inaugurated in Florida to
receivers in the $40 price range carrelay weather information during the ordinary weather information. The
relay system using fm stations may be
coming hurricane season to every am,
the increased
broadcastercirculacan't
affordries onetomeaning
overlook:
fm and tv station in the state for re- used to carry news, agricultural infortion.
This
is
especially
important
to
fm
mation, farm products prices, stock
broadcast to audiences (Broadcasting,
broadcasters,
hampered
by
poor
cirmarket
quotations,
sports
returns
or
Aug. 3).
culation in some areas because of the
any other subject. "Its applications are
On Aug. 1, the Florida Defense
lack of fm sets.
unlimited," one spokesman said.
Network — consisting of seven fm
• The broadcaster thus adds a new
• The daily use of the Conelrad
broadcast stations and one tv station
procedure
for other than occasional
dimension to his public service func(fm audio transmission only) — began
Conelrad drills gives fm and tv stations
tion
by
providing
information
to
the
broadcasting two weather broadcasts
public which might not otherwise be an opportunity they have not had bedaily at 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. from
fore to identify themselves with
available. Through sponsorship, the adthe Miami Weather Bureau office's
vertiser has an opportunity to share in Conelrad and its part in national deHurricane Warning Center. The broadthe credit.
fense. (Fm and tv stations are recasts are originated in the Miami buquired to leave the air during some
• Sponsorship gives the broadcaster
reau by WVCG-FM Coral Gables
Conelrad practice drills and all actual
an
opportunity
for
added
revenue
and
(Miami) and are picked up by other
enemy alerts.)
stations in the fm network and re- gives some am broadcasters a chance
• Such a method of instantaneous,
to help recoup money they spent
layed to the rest. All of Florida's some
statewide communication, using an fm
equipping
their
stations
to
participate
in
175 am, fm and tv stations are per- the Conelrad emergency broadcasting
network for relaying, removes three
mitted to pick up the weather broadbig problems that broadcasters face
casts from one of the eight stations in system.
during a statewide or local emergency:
• Through regular daily broadcasts
the relay, these key stations being in
( 1 ) the scarcity of land lines created
strategic points throughout most of (which incorporate the standard Conby the heavily increased demand for
Florida.
elrad operating procedures) the broadthese facilities during almost any kind
caster learns through daily routine pracThe Florida Defense Network broadof emergency; (2) the freedom of fm
tice
to
make
smooth
the
functions
he
casts strike a double blow in behalf
transmission from interference such as
of Conelrad. At the same time that will perform and his coordination with
is caused to am transmission by bad
other stations and civil defense authoribroadcasters are using Conelrad alarm
weather
or of disruption of land line
ties in case of a real enemy alert.
methods for "peacetime" practice —
communications
caused by some weath• Several manufacturers have inshaking out the kinks and smoothing
er conditions: (3) the sizable expense
dicated they are prepared to masstheir operational techniques into a
of using common carrier relay of comtried routine which may make a big produce a high-quality am-fm receiver,
munications during emergencies of long
which
will
incorporate
a
special
Coneldifference during possible enemy atduration. Says James L. Howe, WIRA
rad
alarm
device,
for
as
little
as
$40.
tack— they are performing a useful
Fort Pierce, who is coordinating the
public service.
network as chairman of the Florida
The possibilities implicit in the daily
State Advisory Committee: "The $5,000
weather broadcasts sound almost too
Closed door
or so in the Florida Assn. of Broadgood to be true, especially for broadcasters' treasury wouldn't be enough to
casters and their advertisers. Here are
A federal mediator
in Arizona's
construction
strike believes
that it
carry
us
through
a few things the use of the fm net(Mr. Howe
saidone
FABgood
triedhurricane."
land line
would be "ill-advised and not
work relay system means for the future
linkups last year with unsatisfactory
consistent
with
free
collective
barof broadcasting:
results, using the facilities of the four
gaining to open meetings to the
radio networks — ABC, CBS, Mutual
• Similar intra-state relay networks
public
television."
composed of key fm stations are being
and NBC — by agreement with them.
That through
is the reply
to an offer
FAB used the four network lines fanworked out in other states and plans
by KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix and
already are in advanced stages for New
ning out of Jacksonville, with stations
KOLD-AM-TV Tucson to simulYork, Maryland-District of Columbia,
"patching
into" these lines through netcast strike negotiations as a pubVirginia, Indiana and Illinois. One opwork co-operation. Because of the regulic service. The mediator added:
timistic report holds that fm networks
lar program traffic on these lines, the
"There are separate meetings 80times for hurricane broadcasts had to
may be in operation in around 20 states
90% of the time, the discussions
within 60 days.
in many of which obviously could
be pre-designated. "That's one weak• The broadcasts may be sponsored,
ness of this method," he said.)
not
be
made
public."
• Once such fm networks become
with full FCC blessings. As far as
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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Y

YOUNIA

RING

NEVER
BUT... WKZO

In Kalamazoo

W
r

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
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Radio Makes

Big Things Happen

- Battle Creek And

7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT
KALAMAZOO- BATTLE CREEK AREA— MARCH-APRIL 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY
WKZO
21
30
6 A.M. - 12 NOON
Station "B" Statio1 n1 "C"
22
10
12 NOON - 6 P.M.
29
27
22
10
6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

B
■
■
■
V

NJ^

TO
A 219-

Greater

Western

For You
Michigan !

WKZO Radio rings-in a total audience at least 32%
larger than that of any other station serving KalamazooBattle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.
This big lead in popularity holds true all morning,
afternoon and evening (Monday-Friday, 6 a.m.-midnight)
giving WKZO Radio the No. 1 spot in 345 of 360
quarter hours surveyed! (See Pulse, at left.)
Avery-Knodel can give you all the details on WKZO
Radio — your "bell ringer" for Kalamazoo-Battle Creek
and Greater Western Michigan.
^fiThe Tsar Kolokol, cast in 1733 in Moscow and weighing about 219 tons,
is the heaviest bell in the world. It was broken in production and was
never rung.

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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UNIQUE

FOR
WEATHER
REPORTING!
Only Omaha Station with
professional meteorologist

WOW-TV
Channel 4 1 Omaha
call
Blair-TV
A MEREDITH

STATION

UNIQUE

FOR
FARM

NEWS!

The only station in this rich
agricultural market with a
complete farm department!

WOW-TV
Channels
call \
A MEREDITH
58
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1 Omaha
1

Blair-TV

STATION

operational across the country they may
replace almost entirely the present land
lines methods used to reach key stations which warn other stations off the
air (except those am stations authorized
to operate on 640 kc and 1240 kc) preceding a Conelrad exercise or alert
(these fm stations, of course, leaving
the air, too, as soon as they have permission). formed this initial forewarning relay
The other stations (besides WCVGFM) in the Florida relay chain are
WINK-TV Fort Myers (fm audio signal
only), WFLA-FM Tampa, WHOO-FM
Orlando, WRUF-FM Gainsville,
WMBR-FM Jacksonville, WNDB-FM
Daytona Beach and WQXT-FM Palm
Beach. The Florida State Advisory
committee which Mr. Howe heads is
part of the National Industry Advisory
Committee.
In the rush to get the system on the
air before the hurricane season, one
hitched has developed. WINK-TV (Fort
Myers), designated to pick up the
broadcasts from WVCG-FM and pass
them on to WFLA-FM (Tampa), has
only 6 kw audio, not enough to reach
the WFLA-FM monitoring set Although WINK-TV expects to increase
audio to 25 kw within 30 days, hurricanes don't wait, Mr. Howe pointed
out, so a meeting was to be held by
engineers in the network relay system
last Friday (Aug. 7) to discuss another
possibility: WHOO-FM (Orlando) has
found it can pick up the WVCG-FM
signal and pass it on to WFLA-FM, as
well as to others in the chain.
Another trouble spot was WQXTFM, which was late getting equipment.
The network does not extend into northwest Florida because there are no highpowered fm outlets in the Tallahassee
area, but it was understood this, too,
was to be worked out satisfactorily in
the future.
Fm stations in the relay network and
all other am, fm and tv stations which
rebroadcast the hurricane information
are required to have a special fm monitoring receiver, equipped with a Conelrad alarm device, so the broadcaster
can be put on notice when the weather
broadcasters are to be made. The Conelrad alarm device for fm receivers was
designed by Philip Whitney, WINC and
WRFL (FM) Winchester, Va. Stations
in the fm network are required, of
course, to broadcast all the weather information live, but other Florida stations may either rebroadcast the information live or tape it for use as their
needs dictate.
Mr. Howe said around 90 of the approximately 175 am, fm and tv stations
in Florida have indicated they have
their fm monitor sets or will have them
by Aug. 15. They cost $150 to $200.
Full State Coverage • Mr. Howe said

that when the fm network becomes
completely operational there will not be
a single am, fm or tv station in Florida
which won't be close enough to monitor one of the fm stations in the hookup, except for stations at Key West on
the extreme end of the Florida keys,
which receive all their communications
by microwave.
He noted that while WVCG-FM is
the key station of the fm group for the
normal broadcasts, any one of the eight
stations can originate broadcasts if information on impending hurricanes develops in its area. He said the fm network was created only by hard work,
some broadcasters spending as much as
$1,000 to equip themselves for the job
they will perform. Some of the off-air
pickups are being made for distances up
to 130 miles, he said, much better than
the normal expectation for fm transmission
WVCG-FM activates the alerting
system for the daily weather broadcasts
by cutting its carrier twice for five seconds, then transmitting a 1,000-cycle
tone for 15 seconds. WVCG-FM then
announces that the Florida Defense
Network will make a weather broadcast
from the Miami Weather Bureau within five minutes, giving the time of
broadcast, thus warning stations which
want to carry the broadcast live or
which wish to tape it for use later. All
Florida stations are assigned special
tactical call signs, other than their call
letters, so information may be directed
to stations in particular areas through
such identification.
Year-Round Service • After the end
of the hurricane season (Nov. 15), the
daily broadcast will assume the form of
news and other information. These, too
may be sponsored by advertisers on the
receiving station.
The fm network (before the WINKTV difficulty) was scheduled to operate
like this: one-way from Coral Gables
(Miami) to Fort Myers (and two-way
between Miami and Palm Beach); oneway from Fort Myers to Tampa; twoway from Tampa to Orlando (and
one-way from Tampa to Miami); twoway between Orlando and Gainesville,
Orlando and Jacksonville and Orlando
and Daytona Beach; two-way communication isto be established later with
Tallahassee in northwestern Florida.
Promotion of the sale of combination
am-fm Conelrad receivers with alarm
devices to the general public through

WNJR
negro radio for
mefro new
york
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FAMOUS

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS:

I
TP- \

his is the national standard
of mass for the United

J States ... a platinum
iridium cylinder known as
Prototype Kilogram No. 20. Kept at
the United States National Bureau
of Standards in Washington, it is an
accurate copy of the international
standard kept at the International
Bureau of Weights and Measures, at
Sevres, France. It is exactly 39 mm
in diameter and 39 mm high. The
last recomparison with its international prototype in 1948 showed that
the United States standard has remained constant within one part in
50 million during approximately 60
Unaided by such
years.
gauges, the measurements
audiences in television is a
business. American Research

precise
of mass
difficult
Bureau,

pioneer in the field, is nonetheless
regarded as the ultimate in precision
(within its own strictly defined limits)
in measuring this volatile mass, assessing its preferences, and reporting
them to ARB clients with Accuracy
. . . Reliability . . . Believability.

The

standard

by

which

others

are

judged

The
gauge of television's
worthimportant
as an advertising
medium is
the amount and type of audience it
can attract and hold. In measuring

m

both dimensions of television's audience, accuracy, reliability and believability are the important criteria.
ARB measures these dimensions ... by program, by station, by
time period . . . both nationally and
in every major TV market . . . with
the utmost in
Accuracy . . . Reliability . . .
Believability
AMERICAN
RESEARCH
u BUREAU,
NEW YORK
WASHINGTON

LOS ANGELES

INC.
CHICAGO
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UNIQUE

FOR
COMMUNITY
SERVICE!
Two-time Peabody
Award winner!

WOW-TV
Channel

£.

Omaha

cal

6 Blair-TV
A MEREDITH STATION

promotional spot announcements on figures for programs without considering the number of stations carrying
am, fm and tv stations has been Robert
E. Lee, FCC defense commissioner, in each. The latter proposal would hit
a letter to Clure Owen, ABC New
ABC-TV particularly; it is in fewer
principal markets than the other netYork,
chairman
tern of NIAC's
Broadcast
ServicesproCommittee.
Comr.
works and having this fact reflected in
the audience reports is important to its
Lee suggested this be done in coordisales pitches.
nation with NIAC's Electronics IndusBut Nielsen sources told Broadcasttry Committee.
ing that coverage factors would not
Before the Florida Defense Network
be dropped. Presumably this includes
went into operation, Comr. Lee notified
all state stations they were permitted to the station line-up counts, for they
pick up the weather broadcasts from
the fm key station in their area and
suggested fm monitoring receivers
suitable for picking up broadcasts.
Comr. Lee also notified all state
units of NIAC that the Electronics Industry Committee is expected to submit
technical transmission tolerances for
the Conelrad alarm signal in the "immediate future." He explained that by
standardizing close transmission tolerances and placing the "technical burden" on the transmitter rather than
the receiver, mass production of "highly reliable" Conelrad alarm receivers
for use by the general public is feasible. Combination am-fm receivers are
suggested for this purpose.
Comr. Lee said he feels that through
this new use of Conelrad operational
technique,
"position
importance
of
the
individual
radio and
broadcaster
to his
community will be enhanced, since he
will be the one the general public will
eventually rely upon — day or night — in
the event of emergency weather or
enemy attack. This activity will also
increase receiver circulation and fur-

UNIQUE

ther enhance his position."
RENEWAL
Nielsen,
at odds

MOVIES!
Only Omaha station with
so many of the Hollywood
giants ... MGM, Columbia,
20th Century-Fox, R-K-O!
WOW-TV
4 1 Omaha
m 1 Blair-TV

A MEREDITH
60
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tv networks
over

contract

A dispute over new contract terms
for A.C. Nielsen Co.'s television rating service embroiled the three tv networks and the Nielsen company last
week.

FOR

Channel
cal

TIME

STATION

There even appeared to be disagreement over what the dispute was about.
Network authorities charged that
Nielsen was trying to get more money
for less service. CBS-TV and NBC-TV
served cancellation notices. ABC-TV,
taking another tack, gave no official
notice but appeared equally adamant.
Nielsen sources said discussions were
still in progress and expressed confidence that the differences would be
settled amicably.
Proposed Changes • Network officials said Nielsen wanted to (1) boost
rates for faster service and (2) eliminate the station coverage factors so
as to provide straight national audience

Candelabra • This $400,000
tower holding $200,000 worth of
antennas went into operation in
Baltimore yesterday (Aug. 9).
The gear is jointly used by the
city's WBAL-TV, WMAR-TV
and WIZ-TV (Broadcasting,
April 27). The 730-ft. tower is
expected to increase the stations'
coverage by 5,000 square miles.
In addition to the tower-antenna costs, WMAR-TV and
WBAL-TV constructed $125,000
worth of transmitter buildings. A
further $125,000 was spent for
miscellaneous expenses (land, utilities, etc.)
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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NOW!

DIEGO
61

FAIRMONT
FOODS
(ALLEN & REYNOLDS
ADVERTISING AGENCY)
In Omaha Now Features
30uhiop.

TRADEMARK COPYRIGHTED I95< BY MICHAEL J. FADELL
REGISTERED
on TEN STATIONS in
EIGHT STATES
-^Junior Auction makes sales soar
for FAIRMONT FOODS in Buffalo, New York, to Denver, Colorado— from Sioux City, Iowa, to
Wichita Falls, Texas — also for
potato chips, bottlers, packaged
meats, bread, cookies — other food
classifications.
"^Junior Auction — a live half-hour,
weekly, television show — in its
SIXTH year — copyrighted, registered— telecast in 21 states and
Canada. Complete package franchised exclusively for your sponsor.
^Junior Auction takes the guess
out of advertising ... by packing
a tremendous merchandising wallop that GUARANTEES YOU
INCREASED SALES, and a
WEEKLY SALES REPORT TO
PROVE IT.
yfJunior Auction mobilizes an army
of YOUNGSTER SALESMEN
who persuade parents, relatives,
friends, neighbors and others to
BUY YOUR PRODUCTS . . .
so they can save YOUR CAPS,
TABS and LABELS ... and use
them like money to come to the
Junior Auction show on TV each
week to win valuable prizes.
WARNING: Junior Auction, property of
Mike Fadell Television Productions. Junior
Auction is copyrighted and its property
rights clearly established. Violators or infringers held strictly accountable.
Remember: Your competition
won't like Junior Auction. YOUR
MARKET MAY BE OPEN! Get
the facts today. Contact . . .
MIKE

FADELL

TV PRODUCTIONS
25 years of Advertising,
Merchandising and Selling.
Treasure Masters Building
605 - 4th Avenue South
Minneapolis 15, Minnesota
FEderal 3-3416
62
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noted that these are basic coverage
factors.
The increased charges proposed by
Nielsen, it was reported, consist of 2%
for a partial speedup of service this
fall and 2% more for further speedup
a year later. One network estimate was
that ABC-TV's monthly bill would be
increased by $1,000 and those of CBSTV and NBC-TV by about $1,200
each. In addition, it was pointed out,
the contracts already provide for a type
of "cost-of-living" increase based on
gains in television homes and sets.
The cancellation notices served by
NBC and CBS and the stand taken by
ABC representatives were viewed as
evidence that the networks were not
fooling in their opposition to Nielsen's
plans. But it seemed certain, especially
in view of Nielsen's expressed hope of
amicable settlement, that no final breakoff would occur without further discussions.

transmitter
installed at WLS' Tinley
Park site in 1938.

• Media reports
• WEAR-TV Pensacola, Fla., has announced itwill be the primary affiliate
for ABC-TV in the Pensacola and
Mobile, Ala., market. This follows action by the FCC last month in granting
permission to WEAR-TV to change
its transmitter location. Presently located approximately 23 miles from
Pensacola and 35 miles from Mobile,
Ala., the station's new transmitter site
will be 24 miles from Pensacola and 26
miles from Mobile. In granting the
move, the Commission waived Sec.
3.610(b) of the rules (station separation
requirements). WEAR-TV was also
given permission to increase its antenna height from 613 to 1,210 ft.

• WNDU-AM-TV South Bend, Ind.,
appoint Venard, Rintoul & McConnell.
• KRDO-AM-TV Colorado Springs,
Colo., are now represented by the Branham Co.

• WHYZ-TV (ch. 10) Duluth, Minn.,
joins ABC-TV as a primary affiliate
when the new station begins broadcasting in September. Ashley Robeson
is general manager of WHYZ-TV.
• WCTV (TV) (ch. 6) Thomasville,
Ga.-Tallahassee, Fla. will join CBSTV as a primary interconnected affiliate, starting Sept. 20, according to
CBS-TV. The station is owned and
operated by John H. Phipps. L. Herschel Graves is general manager.
• John Blair Cos., covering John Blair
& Co. (radio stations), Blair-TV (major
market tv stations) and Blair Television
Assoc. (other tv outlets), has moved to
new offices at 717 Fifth Ave., New
York 22, N.Y., effective today (Aug.
10). Telephone number for the three
companies is Plaza 2-0400.
• WLS Chicago announces purchase of
a new General Electric 50 kw high fidelity transmitter for installation early
this fall. Designed for remote control
operation, it will replace the present

• Preparing for Nov. 15-21, chosen as
National Television Week, the NAB
has announced that "Television — In
Focus with Modern America" is the
theme, which ties in with NAB's new
promotional film "In Focus," available
this month for sale or rental to members for use both on or off the air.
Television Bureau of Advertising is
NAB's co-sponsor for Television Week.
• Rep appointments
• KSAN San Francisco appoints Bob
Dore Assoc. for New York and Chicago.
• KCSJ-TV Pueblo, Colo., appoints
The Meeker Co., N.Y.
• WSAI Cincinnati and WALT TampaSt.
N.Y. Petersburg name Gill-Perna Inc.,

• WDOD Chattanooga, Tenn., names
Jack Masla & Co.
• The Speidel stations (WOIC Columbia, WPAL Charleston, WYNN Florence and WWBD Bamberg, all South
Carolina) appoint Bob Dore Assoc.
• WAFM Miami names Good Music
Broadcasters Inc.
• WHIM Providence appoints Peters,
Griffin, Woodward Inc.
• KLOQ Yakima, Wash., to Jack Masla
& Co. for sales throughout the U.S. except West Coast.
• WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati appoint
Gill-Perna Inc., N.Y.
• WCHS - AM - TV Charleston and
WPLH Huntington, both West Virginia,
ward
Inc.,appoint
N.Y.Peters, Griffin, Wood• WICC Bridgeport, Conn., names Kettell-Carter Inc., Boston, as exclusive
New England representative.

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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GOVERNMENT

HOUSE
Harris

ONE
beats

UP

Magnuson

Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.) is leading Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
by a furlong in their "race" to investigate the New York tv quiz scandal.
Both entries showed bursts of speed
in last week's jockeying.
• Rep. Harris, on behalf of his
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, secured court permission to examine the minutes of the nine-month
New York grand jury investigation of
charges that tv quiz contestants had
been coached on the expected answers
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3). Two Oversight staffers were to be in New York
today (Aug. 10) to take their first look
at the secret testimony.
• Sen. Magnuson, for the Senate
Commerce Committee he heads, sent
communications expert Nick Zapple to
New York today with an affidavit
asking for the same information that
had been turned over to Rep. Harris'
investigators. The request is to be acted
upon by Thursday.
In Washington, both committees were
speaking of "co-operation" and a "joint
effort" in their avowed plans to expose
any fraud to the public. Both said they
had started individual investigations
last November, but withheld further
action because of the then pending
grand jury sessions.
Both committees claimed to have
enough information to proceed without
the help of the grand jury, but such
information was being kept tightly
guarded. "We have twice as much evidence as they do over there," one
committee avowed although the separate action of both 10 days ago was
an admitted surprise to each chairman.
Rep. Harris presented an affidavit
July 31 to the New York General Sessions Court seeking permission to inspect the grand jury testimony of over
200 witnesses. Judge Mitchell D.
Schweitzer returned from his vacation
to grant the congressman's request last
Tuesday (Aug. 4).
Urgency Detected • Judge Schweitzer said he had detected a note of
"urgency" in the subcommittee's supporting affidavit requesting the minutes
and found no conflict between the motion and the grand jury's application.
The ruling on the minutes has no
effect, however, on the question of
whether the grand jury's report should
be made public. Judge Schweitzer has
not completed study of all the briefs
involved in the presentment. He said
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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to jury

notes

PROBE

RACE

for Hill investigation

it would be mid-September before he
would be able to rule on the question
of releasing the grand jury report.
The judge, on June 10, ordered the
jury report impounded and sealed. He
held that the report, from its appearance, ought to be expunged but withheld final determination to permit argument on the question and has accepted
briefs since then from a number of
bar associations, civic groups and private interests.
Double Jeopardy • The same day
that Rep. Harris announced his committee would seek the grand jury minutes, Sen. Magnuson released a letter
he had written to New York District
Attorney Frank Hogan asking what
course of action to take to gain access
to the grand jury findings. Acting District Attorney David S. Worgan replied last week, in Mr. Hogan's absence,
that an application would have to be
made to Judge Schweitzer.
Hence, Mr. Zapple journeys to New
York today with the Senate affidavit,
signed by Sen. Magnuson. Sen. Magnuson said his committee has received
information with regard to the conduct of certain television quiz programs which "provides a substantial
basis for the suspicion that, in many
cases, selected contestants on these
shows were given answers to questions
and 'coached' prior to their appearance
before the television cameras."
If this is true, the affidavit continued,
it would mean that a large segment of
the American public has been "fraudulently induced to watch these programs. . . ." He pointed out, in an
affidavit very similar to the one filed
by Rep. Harris, that such suspected
practices are within the jurisdiction
of the FCC and Federal Trade Commission, both under the aegis of his
committee.
Neither Sen. Magnuson or Rep. Harris gave any indication when their respective committees would schedule
public hearings into the tv programming charges. However, indicative of
the House committee's statement it
has information of fraud is the fact
it has specified testimony of particular
witnesses to be furnished. Court stenographers were working overtime last
week to prepare the pertinent statements and Oversight attorneys Richard
Goodwin and Charles Howze plan to
be in New York today for a personal
inspection of testimony.

Legality Valid • Because of his ruling in favor of the House committee,
Judge Schweitzer also is expected to
grant the same favor to the Senate
body. "The affidavit in support of the
application [of the Oversight Subcommittee] clearly established this subcommittee's right to investigate any
alleged irregularities in the conduct of
tv quiz programs," the judge said.
"There is a clear showing," he continued, "that the committee seeks the
inspection to facilitate the holding of
its own hearings and the making of its
own independent findings with a view
toward the reporting and recommending to the Congress of the United
States corrective legislation or administrative measures which may be needed
in the public interest."
Thefice New
ofestimatedYork
that district
it wouldattorney's
take from
6-8 weeks to transcribe all of the minutes of the grand jury, taken in 59 sessions over nine months. However,
since Rep. Harris specified certain passages his subcommittee wanted, a portion of the material was made ready
for
study Messrs.
today. Goodman and Howze's
Both committees said they had petitioned for the minutes of the grand jury
because the report had recommended
the findings be turned over to appropriate congressional bodies — specifically
naming the Oversight Subcommittee.
Also, the report does not name names
which are available to the committees
in the testimony.

Rep. Harris' committee met briefly
last Wednesday to discuss the future of
the tv quiz investigation, but no final
decisions were made. Another meeting is
scheduled for today.

Hire

a hall

One of the largest consolidated
hearings in the history of the
FCC was announced last week.
The Commission set 59 applications' for a single hearing. They
are for new stations and for increases in power by existing stations involving the interlinking
interference problems on 1 220 kc
and 1250 kc.
Made parties to the hearing
are 64 other existing stations.
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Seven FCC bills reported favorably
The Senate Commerce Committee
law's protest provision to provide for
last Wednesday (Aug. 5) favorably re- a pre-grant hearing procedure in uncontested cases and requires FCC to act
ported seven bills amending the Communications Act. All seven were introon petitions for rehearings within 30
duced by Sen. Warren Magnuson (D- days.
The Communications Subcommittee
Wash.), six at the request of the FCC
held
hearings on all seven bills two
and the seventh proposed by the Federal Commnications Bar Assn.
months ago (Broadcasting, June 15)
and approved the proposals a day ahead
The bills and what they would accomplish:
of the full committee's action. There
was no indication when the bills would
S 1734 prohibits off-the-record conbe brought up for consideration on the
tacts by any person with commissioners
Senate floor.
and staff in any case of adjudication
(present statute limits only those perSPORT
BILL SCORE
sons participating in case).
S 1735 repeals the authority of comHouse interested
mis ioners to accept honorariums.
S 1736 eliminates the requirement
in blackout question
that certain applications and documents filed at FCC be given under oath.
Radio-tv aspects of six pending bills
S 1737 gives FCC the authority to exempting professional team sports
impose fines in common carrier safety from antitrust legislation will be the
and special service fields.
subject of hearings during the current
S 1738 gives the Commission more
session of Congress by the House Juliberal use of its review staff.
diciary Antitrust Subcommittee, ChairS 1740 authorizes FCC to regulate
man Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.) announced Friday (Aug. 7).
charges made by common carriers for
Five of the bills authorize a radiothe use of microwave and other pointto-point circuits (present authority is tv blackout of major league baseball
within 75 miles of the home town of a
limited to wires).
S 1898 (FCBA proposal) amends the major league team on the day that

POWER

SELLING

EXCLUSIVE
UNDUPLICATED
CBS-TV
COVERAGE
WICHITA
ito
^
KTVH

SELL

KANSAS

Senate

More people view
ew
than any other

Kansas

TV (Nielsen,

June, 1958).
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team plays at home. The sixth measure, HR 2266, introduced by Rep. Basil
Whitener (D-N.C), gives club owners
a free hand to restrict all radio-tv
broadcasts.
Rep. Celler, who introduced his own
sports bill during the last ( 85th) Congress, was a bitter opponent of a measure that finally passed the House. He
publicly struck out against the sports
lobby which, he said, descended on
Washington "like locusts" (Broadcasting, July 21, 1958). The New
York Democrat's bill would have exempted from the antitrust laws those
phases of professional team sports
which are "reasonably necessary," not
including broadcasting.
The Senate Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee has just completed a fourday hearing on similar bills pending in
that body (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
The radio-tv provisions played a minor
role in those hearings, however, while
broadcasting will be the major point
of discussion during Rep. Cellers sessions. Because of the House subcommittee's schedule, the hearings probably
will not be held before late this month.
With Congress shooting for an early
September adjournment, this means
there is little chance of any bill becoming law this session.
The Dept. of Justice last week reiterated its 1958 stand against pending
congressional bills which would permit
professional team sports to blackout radio-tv broadcasts. Justice feels "that no
legislation is necessary because present
law provides adequate safeguards foi
consideration of organized sports' legitimate interest," Deputy Attorney General Lawrence E. Walsh stated in a letter to Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.).
chairman of the Senate Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee.
The Justice comments were submitted for the hearing record of Sen.
Kefauver's committee.
Mr. Walsh said that Justice testimony during similar hearings a year ago
(Broadcasting, July 21, 1958) fully explains the department's opposition to
antitrust exemptions for sports broadcasts and still are valid. At that time,
Justice prepared a map showing that
90% of the U.S. population could be
excluded from major league baseball
telecasts if the broadcast exemptions become law.

BUY
kTVh
STUDIOS IN HUTCHINSON AND WICHITA
BLAIR \ TELEVISION ASSOCIATES, INC.

passes

bill

to keep FCC members
The Senate has passed and sent to
the House a bill (S 1965) which would
retain in office members of the FCC
whose terms have expired until a successor is approved by the Senate. The
bill was introduced by Sen. Warren
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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is just like this!" WJAR-TV not only has a corner on quality feature films in the Providence
market, but also exposes them with rare showmanship. Morning and afternoon films, for example,
are emceed daily by personable Jay Kroll who asks viewers to write and tell him what they would
like to see, then waits for the mailman to clue him
10th Anniversary of CHANNEL 10
on local tastes. Between "acts", Jay interviews
visiting celebrities, and leaders of local and national
civic groups. "The Jay Kroll Show" — another
good reason why WJAR-TV has won the TV heart
of the Providence Market.
NBC

ABC

• Represented

by

AR-TV
WJ
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Inc.

Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, and also
applies to the Federal Power Commission. Most other regulatory agencies
already have a similar provision.
In floor discussion of S 1965, Sen.
Magnuson said that a clause giving the
President the power to remove commissioners for inefficiency, malfeasance
or neglect of duty was deleted because
his committee wants to hold hearings
on the subject. Sen. John Carroll (DColo.) said his Administrative Practices
& Procedures Subcommittee also may
take up the same subject. Sen. Carroll
said the President should have such
power of removal.
House

equal

time

bill

reported to the floor
The House version (HR 7985) of an
amendment to Sec. 315 of the Communications Act, designed to reverse
the FCC's Lar Daly newscast decision,
was reported to the House floor last
Thursday (Aug. 6). It had been approved two weeks earlier by the Commerce Committee (Broadcasting, July
27).
HR 7985, introduced by Commerce
Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) but
now bearing language proposed by Rep.
John Moss (D-Calif.), exempts "bona
fide" newscasts, news interviews, con-

MASS

MURDER!

Plane crash kills 44 as "loving son" murders mother for
insurance money!
— The Denver Post
Starring PAUL STEWART
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
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Sec. 315 in action — again
Another Sec. 315 (equal time) keep control of the festival out of
incident cropped up last Thursday
the hands of pro-red elements. It
(Aug. 6). Mutual Broadcasting Sys- developed that Mr. Garrity was also
a candidate for the city political
tem yanked a prospective interviewee off its The World Today
post, and (somehow) his opponent,
John Harrington, got wind of the
program after a rival political candidate said he would demand equal
upcoming broadcast and teletime if the interviewee appeared.
graphed his warning to WOR New
York, Mutual affiliate.
The post for which they are comMBS producer Norman Baer
peting: Democratic district leader
went on the air with an explanation
in New York's Manhattan Tenth
of why Mr. Garrity would not be
Assembly District, Part A.
The network was preparing to appearing, citing the equal time
interview Thomas Garrity, who had
provision
"we
cannot telland
the apologizing
inside story that
of what
just returned from the Vienna youth
festival, on how the anti-communist
happened at the Vienna youth fesgroup he represented had tried to
ventions and on-the-spot coverage of
news from political equal time provisions. It also contains a highly-restrictive clause, however, specifying that a
candidate's appearance must be "incidental" tothe news before equal time
would not be required.
This phrase, it was pointed out,
would retain under Sec. 315 such interview shows as Face the Nation and
Meet the Press because an appearance
on these programs by a candidate for
public office in most instances would not
be "incidental" to the program.
In an accompanying report, the committee was highly critical of the FCC's
ruling that Lar Daly was entitled to
equal time after his opponents for
mayor of Chicago had appeared in regularly-scheduled newscasts. However,
the report said, the principal of Sec.
315 is sound. "Therefore, in the opinion of this committee, an outright repeal of Sec. 315 would not be in the
public
interest."Trimmed • As originalExemptions
ly drafted by Rep. Harris, HR 7985 also exempted panel discussions and news
documentaries. These terms were deleted, the report stated, because such
shows are hard to define "and without
proper definition they might permit an
unnecessarily broad exemption from
the equal time requirement . . ."
In separate views submitted with the
report, Rep. Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.)
and Robert W. Hemphill (D-S.C.) said
they agreed with the objectives of HR
7985 but that it does not "provide an
adequate remedy for the situation dealt
with in the Lar Daly case."
In order to provide such a remedy,
they said, the legislation should define
a legally-qualified candidate. Also, the
dissenters felt, any application of Sec.
315 should be limited to 45 days preceding primary and secondary elections
and state conventions and 90 days preceding general elections.
The bill now goes to the House Rules

Committee, which must act before it
can be placed on the House Calendar.
tival."Howard Smith (D-Va. ) has given
Rep.
no indication when a rule will be given.
Rep. Harris said the bill will not be
"pushed" but will be allowed to go
through normal channels.
Also now pending before the House
Commerce Committee is a Senatepassed Sec. 315 amendment, S 2424. In
addition to exemptions contained in HR
7985, S 2424 specifies that equal time
shall not be applied to news documentaries and also does not contain the "in3).
cidential" clause (Broadcasting, Aug.
DuMont raps critics
Allen B. duMont Labs, one of four
applicants in the Boston ch. 5 case, last
week filed comments replying to charges
against duMont in briefs and proposed
findings made by parties in the case
late last month (Broadcasting, July
27). DuMont asked Special Examiner
Horace Stern to find duMont not guilty
of any impropriety during adjudication
before
FCC's Boston.
April 1957 award of
ch. 5 totheWHDH
DuMont said WHDH made a
"vicious, wholly unjustified and scurrilous attack" on duMont counsel William A. Roberts and that WHDH offered proposed findings "unsupported
by the facts." DuMont said the record
indicates only one meeting between
Dr. Allen B. duMont and former FCC
Chairman George McConnaughey, not
"two or three" as claimed by Greater
Boston Tv Corp., another applicant.

WNJR

radio for
negr
oo new
metr
york
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Precision metals and precious jewels. But it
also takes that "quality touch" of a master
■ watchmaker to create such a perfect
blending of balance and motion.
Similarly, it takes far more than facilities to
achieve that quality atmosphere
radio

&

television

so vital to

good broadcasting and telecasting practices.

Serving the greater DALLAS - FT. WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS ■ EDWARD PETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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MORE

HIT

Networks,

OPTION
stations

The FCC's proposed rulemaking to
reduce option time from 3 hour per
segment of the broadcast day to 2Vz
hours met stubborn opposition last week
in comments filed by CBS-TV, CBS
Radio, NBC, Mutual, and NBC affiliates committee, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. and three individual tv stations.
In other comments independent
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles attacked the
proposed option time reductions, saying any option time at all is illegal.
National Telefilm Associates said option
time is all right, but wants stations to
give only 2Vi hours to one program
source (its affiliated network), giving
the other half-hour to other program
sources (e.g., film distributors).
The comments were filed on the Monday deadline set by the FCC. Other
comments were filed the previous week
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3). Last week's
comments:
CBS-TV said reduction of option
time might have the effect of reducing
by one-sixth the amount of program
time networks can assure advertisers
for a nationwide lineup. It may also
increase to the same extent the amount
of program time threatened by "checkerboarding" and "erosion," the network said.
The possible consequences to networks inherent in the FCC proposal for
straddle programs are that such programs will increase, having the same
consequences as reduction in option
time, CBS-TV said. More and more,
the network said, program producers
find a half-hour is too short for the
type of program they want to develop
or present. This will weaken or impair
the value to networks of their affiliation contracts and thus undermine the
network-affiliate relationship, CBS-TV
said.
Says Changes Not Needed • CBS Radio commented that it would be "most
inopportune" to consider network option time rules for radio networks because of changing patterns and constant
evolution and especially because no
showing can be made of a need for
new rules.
NBC said option time enables tv to
provide a service in the public interest
and benefits the medium by fostering
effective competition with other national advertising media; NBC said a
reduction of option time conflicts with
the FCC's finding it is necessary. The
proposal is not supported by the hearing record, NBC said.
The network called the FCC proposal on straddle programs "ill-con68 (GOVERNMENT)

TIME

oppose

FCC

CHANGE
proposal

ceived," and said it would be administratively unwieldy for stations, networks and the FCC. NBC suggested the
FCC require instead that a network's
option time not extend to straddle programs.
NBC saw no necessity nor desirability
for the proposed modification of the
notice period, but didn't oppose it. It
felt the proposed rule on affiliate rejection of network programs it previously
had accepted could lend itself to abuse
and thus be against the public interest.
If such a rule is adopted, the FCC
should make sure it applies only when
there is a substantial basis for such
application, NBC said.
Radio-Tv Differences • Mutual said it
is "inadvisable" to change the FCC's
present rules on option time for radio
networking (1) on the basis of the
hearing on tv option time and (2) on
the "erroneous" assumption that radio
and tv problems are identical. There
has been no study of radio comparable
to that made of tv by the FCC Barrow
staff and others, Mutual said.
The NBC affiliates committee balked
at the FCC's proposal to reduce option
time and opposed changes suggested on
length of notice. It supported clarifying the position of straddle programs
and other FCC proposals involving the
right of licensees to reject unsatisfactory or unsuitable programs and to substitute local programs for network programs. The committee recommended a
simpler version of the straddle proposal.
It would simply prohibit scheduling of
any program which would straddle option and non-option time.
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. said
there should be no changes in the present network-station relationship unless
a need for change is established — that
program sources other than networks
should first demonstrate over a long
period that they can produce the volume and mixture of programming necessary for the public interest. Option
time is a vehicle of commerce — not
programming — and helps the advertiser
reach the audience he desires and assures financial support for programming, WBC said.
Rivers Opposition • lames M.
Rivers, president of WCSC-AM-TV
Charleston, S.C urged "strongly" that
FCC leave network option rules as
they are. He said no business can go
to a prospective client and say, "I
think I can deliver Charleston, S.C."
He must be able to tell the client, "we
can deliver ..." Mr. Rivers said, that
at no time has CBS used more than the
normal amount of persuasion which
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And yet it does I it happens to th
best of us, time and time again. W/i
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WCSC-TV uses in day-to-day relations
with its advertisers.
WBEN-AM-FM-TV Buffalo said network service can't be provided if networks don't have the opportunity to
present programs to a "sufficient number" of stations and that reduction of
option time is "a drastic step" in the
direction of restricting, rather than improving, television for the viewer, the
tv station and the network.
KRON-TV San Francisco said reduction of option time would impair
the network's efficiency and effectiveness; that the station always has been
able to resolve its differences with its
network by negotiations during its 10
years as an affiliate. KRON-TV said
none of the other proposed rule changes
are needed except for extension of the
notice period for exercise of a network's
option.
Concept Held Illegal • A full-fledged
attack on FCC proposals to change
option time was made by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, which said the whole concept of option time is illegal. KTTV
quoted the Justice Dept.'s advice that
option time runs afoul of the Sherman
Antitrust Act and concluded the FCC
has no right to take a different view.
KTTV called on the FCC to outlaw option time entirely.
National Telefilm Associates asked
that stations be allowed to continue to
option three hours per broadcast segment, but be prohibited from optioning
more than 2Vi hours of this to "any
one program source." NTA said it believes option time is necessary, but it is
"common knowledge" that program
sources other than networks do not
have access to prime time.
Injunction

off FCC;

Microwave

filed wrong

Right church, wrong pew. This is
what U.S. Court of Appeals for Ninth
Circuit told Montana Microwave last
week when it dismissed an appeal and
dissolved a temporary restraining order
13).
against
the FCC (Broadcasting, July
The court in San Francisco granted
an FCC motion to dismiss the appeal
on the ground that Montana Microwave
should have filed in the District of
Columbia circuit.
Montana Microwave has been relaying Spokane, Wash., tv signals to a
community tv system in Helena, Mont.
KXLJ-TV Helena protested the FCC's
approval for the microwave company to
feed the Helena catv system. The Commission granted the protest and told
Montana Microwave to cease the service. The Ninth Circuit Court last month
granted the temporary restraining order
and set argument for Aug. 4 on

Inside

line

Sen. Prescott Bush (R-Conn.)
has proposed that Russia be permitted to operate radio-tv stations in the U.S. in exchange for
the same privilege in Russia. He
said both countries then could
present the true story of culture,
progress
and and
philosophy.
"How
much better
more effective
this would be than the current
arms race," he said.
whether to make it permanent. The action last week followed.
The whole issue of whether the FCC
should permit privately owned common
carrier microwave systems to feed tv
signals to catv operations was argued
before the Commission en banc late
last month (At Deadline, July 27). A
decision has not yet been rendered.
Ed Craney, principal owner of
KXLJ-TV, announced that the ch. 12
outlet would resume broadcasting immediately after Montana Microwave
ceased bringing Spokane tv into
Helena. This was scheduled to take
place toward the end of the week.
KXLJ-TV went dark when Montana
Microwave began bringing in the Spokane signals.
Economic
to New

issue

Mexico

added
tv case

The economic injury issue was put
into the hard fought Santa Fe-Albuquerque tv case last week by the FCC.
The Commission ordered that one of
the issues in the protest by KOAT-TV
Albuquerque against the move of
KVIT (TV) Santa Fe to Sandia Crest
be "whether the Albuquerque market
is capable of supporting a fourth television service as proposed."
KVIT, holding a permit for ch. 2,
asked to move its transmitter site
from three miles northwest of Santa
Fe to Sandia Crest, 43 miles southwest of Santa Fe and 14 miles northeast of Albuquerque. This is where
all three Albuquerque stations are located. The Commission granted this
request in December 1957. KOAT-TV
protested on economic grounds, and on
May 7, 1958, after oral argument, the
FCC denied the protest on the ground
that it could not look into the
economics of broadcasting. Later
that
year the
Commission's
attitude
on
economic
injury
was set aside
by the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
in another case. KOAT-TV renewed
its request,
the Commission's action last weekandresulted.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

WORLD

RADIO

Stiff agenda

TALKS

for Geneva

READY

spectrum

experts

For the first time in 10 years, the nations of the world (with a few exceptions) are gathering to take a good look
and perhaps make some grabs at the
radio spectrum.
The meeting, which begins Aug. 17
in Geneva, Switzerland, is the International Radio Conference. More than 80
nations, members of the International
Telecommunications Union (a United
Nations organization) will have delegates in attendance. The last such conference was in 1947 in Atlantic City.
The conference is expected to cover
the entire spectrum, with special attention to shortwave broadcasting and
communications in air and sea navigation.
Timely Topics • Other significant
subjects are expected to be space communications and radio astronomy.
As to broadcasting, here is what FCC
Comr. T.A.M. Craven, chairman of
the U.S. delegation to this administrative conference, said the other day:

Region II is the western hemisphere.
Europe, Africa and northern Asia
make up Region I, and Southeastern
Asia and the South Pacific, Region III.
The broadcast auxiliary services,
which occupy small areas over the entire spectrum beginning right above
1600 kc, include such services as remote pickup, studio-transmitter links,
and intercity relays.
Forty-Year Record • Comr. Craven,
who has attended international conferences since 1919, will be attending his
first international meeting as an official
U.S. representative in 10 years.
As a Navy lieutenant, Mr. Craven
attended the military conference of the
Allied Powers following World War I.
Almost yearly after that he was involved in international affairs, first as a
Navy representative, later as an FCC
staff official and commissioner.
Mr. Craven foresees the status quo
in international radio allocations, but
he warns it will be a difficult and touchy
thing.

"I don't expect any changes in am,
fm or tv broadcasting in Region II.
Maybe there will be some changes in
broadcast auxiliary services."

"It must be remembered," he said recently, "that the United States is one
of the 'have' nations. Many of the so-

THE

nNrunvEBEiR.

NEWS

STORY

called 'neutral' nations — who are not
associated with either the West or the
Iron Curtain countries — have increasing requirements for the use of radio
frequencies, ternational
both for
domesticTheand Iron
incommunications.
Curtain countries have their own requirements, aswell as methods of procedure which are not in accord with
Negotiators • He cautioned
objectives."
ourTough
that "among the foreign delegations are
some of the world's foremost scientists
and communication experts."
And, he added, "they are not without
There'sexpertise."
one other aspect to the
political
Geneva conference that makes Comr.
Craven thoughtful when the subject is
brought up. This is the inherent inconsistency between the nature of radio
waves and the political realities of the
Cold War.
Radio waves are no respecters of national boundaries, national sovereignty
or whether or not a nation is red, pink,
or chartreuse. On the other hand, there
is no gainsaying the political position
of the western nations which does not
recognize Red China, North Korea,
North Vietnam, and Hungary.
Not in the Club • None of these is a
member of the UN or of the ITU.
Therefore the U.S. position is that they
cannot be allowed to participate. It is
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sure, however, that Soviet Russia will
try to get them into the meeting.
There is another Cold War item that
is bound to arise. This is the Soviet
practice of jamming Western broadcasts
to the U.S.S.R. and satellite countries.
One of the principal objectives of the
1959 conference is a larger and more
efficient use of the short waves (4-25
mc) for international broadcasting. But
if the Russians continue to jam the
short waves, no amount of technical
progress to make shortwave broadcasting more effective will do much good.
The use of shortwave frequencies for
transoceanic communications is another subject that is bound to get a
full-scale airing in Geneva. Today,
overseas radio links are used not only
for messages and voice communications, but for the newer techniques of
data processing and the relaying of telecomputer complexes.
Hanging overhead in the transoceanic
communications field is the coming of
space communications — the use of orbiting satellites as overseas radio relays.
This involves space in the spectrum —
from 1,000 mc all the way up to 10,000
mc.
Navigation Needs • One of the most
important subjects to be considered at
the conference is the increased use of
radio for navigation — both in air traffic and seaborne vessels. This will involve large areas of the spectrum.
Space communications to satellites
and between satellites is another knotty
problem for the Geneva conferees.
There's mentsnomust question
be made, that
but such
where?assignAnd
how much?
Another prospective problem is the
relatively new science of radio astronomy. This is the technique of listening,
via radio, to the "music of the stars."
Astronomers have asked that an international protection belt in the radio
spectrum be provided to insure the
elimination of interference to the frequencies they use in listening to the
voices from the firmament.
Although Comr. Craven is convinced
there will be no attack on the present
position of broadcasting services, he
cannot be certain. This is because not
all of the official proposals have been
submitted. The U.S. position has been
set. So have many others. But some of
the most important countries have yet
to submit their final, official positions.
These include the U.S.S.R., Great Britain and India.
Standard Band Switch • There was
submitted one proposal touching on the
am broadcast band. This was from Sweden. It suggested that a study be made
of the advisability of changing the
standard broadcast band from its present 535-1605 kc range to 415-1495 kc.
This is, it is understood, to open up the

Comr. Craven
Working on the world spectrum
1500 kc area for marine service. The
proposal is not new; it was discussed,
even by the FCC, back in the 1938
ship power hearings.
Comr. Craven left Aug. 1. He hopes
that the conference will end Dec. 17
on schedule. He is leading a group that
numbers almost 100 persons — 35 fulltime government delegates, 25 full-time
industry advisors, as well as part-time
government and industry consultants.
Also included is an 8-man secretariat.
After the working conference nails
down its proposals, a Plenipotentiary
Conference is scheduled, also in Geneva. This is the diplomatic portion of
the International Radio Conference.
FCC Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, another
old hand at international radio meetings, will attend this one as vice chairman of the American delegation.
Chairman of the U.S. Delegation to
the Plenipotentiary Conference is
Francis Colt de Wolf, chief of the Telecommunications Div. of the State Dept.
Senate
radio

move

treaty

to defer
action

A special five-man subcommittee of
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee last week decided to withhold action on the North American Regional
Broadcast Agreement and the Mexican
treaty until next January.
The subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Wayne Morse (D-Ore.), plans to submit a report on the two international
broadcasting treaties to the full committee, probably this week. One of
the principal reservations considered
by the committee concerned a possible
change in the Mexican treaty permitting
longer winter hours for daytime staBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

tions. The report will give government and industry representatives time
to study the proposals, Sen. Morse
said, with further hearings to be held
the first of next year.
The two treaties guarantee that one
country will not interfere with the internal broadcasts of another country's
stations. Parties to NARBA, which has
been awaiting Senate ratification since
November 1950, are the U.S., Canada,
Cuba, Dominican Republic, Bahama
Islands and Jamaica. The treaty with
Mexico was signed in January 1957 and
Comr. Rosel Hyde, chief U.S. architect of both agreements, told the Morse
subcommittee that Mexico stood ready
to ratify if the Senate should take favorable action.
A one-day hearing was held last
month with all but two of over a
dozen witnesses favoring Senate ratification of the treaties (Broadcasting,
July 13). In addition to Sen. Morse,
other members of the subcommittee include Sens. Frank Carlson (R-Kan.),
Frank Church (D - Idaho), Frank
Lausche (D-Ohio) and George Aiken
(R-Vt.).
CATV
FCC

AND
asks

to take

THE

LAW

Congress

note

of them

Because community tv systems smack
of both common carrier and broadcast
activities, maybe Congress ought to
set up a new section of the Communications Act to take care of this type
of auxiliary service.
This was the suggestion of the FCC
last week in commenting on points
raised during the Senate Commerce
communications subcommittee hearings last month on boosters, repeaters and catv systems (Broadcasting,
July 20, 13, 6).
Tossing the basic question to Congress (the FCC already has taken the
stand that it does not want authority to
regulate catv operations), the Commission bluntly told the committee that
"if the Congress intends that a preference should be given to local tv stations as against all catv and broadcast repeater facilities, this requirement should be specifically set forth
in the statute in clear and unequivocal
language."
The FCC has maintained that it
should not and cannot take into ac-

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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count the impact of cable companies
on local tv station operation since
broadcasting by law operates in a free,
competitive, enterprise area. The attack on catv operators has been led
by a group of western broadcasters who
claim that the wired cable service is
unfair competition and brings in a
variety of distant tv signals which it
sells to its subscribers, thus severely
cutting
into the local station's off-theair audience.
In discussing the points raised during
the July hearings — and the questions
put to it by Sen. John O. Pastore
(D-R.I.), chairman of the communications subcommittee — the FCC made
these points:
• Community systems should be
forced to receive permission from the
stations whose signals they pick up
and feed to their customers. Fear that
stations might conspire to withhold
permission or charge unreasonable fees
can be dealt with on complaint since
such practices might be considered inimical to the public interest. This is
the only fair thing to do since the requirement for permission applies to all
broadcast stations, including repeaters,
boosters and translators.
• Congress should lay down "in the
most
terms" the
criteria
by
which precise
the Commission
should
license
catv operations. It pointed out that
putting cable companies under FCC
jurisdiction would call for increased
personnel and appropriations. Because
many sections of the broadcasting provisions of the Communications Act
(Title HI) do not apply to such a
service as the antenna companies and
in fact might complicate matters, Congress should specify exactly what sections of Title III it feels should apply
to catv operations.
• Congress should specifically include in legislation concerning cable
companies the express judgment that no
portion of the common carrier sections
of the Communications Act (Title II)
should apply, particularly those common carrier provisions referring to rate
regulation, bookkeeping and other public utility concepts.
• No legislation should intermix
privately owned common carrier microwave relays with broadcast activities.
This seems to be inherent in S-2303
(submitted by Sen. A. S. Mike Monroney [D-Okla.]), and in S-1886 (filed
by Sen. Frank E. Moss [D-Utah]), the
FCC fears. It was at this point that the
Commission suggested that perhaps a
complete new section of the Communications Act to take care of catv systems
might be appropriate.
In other comments concerning vhf
boosters and on-channel repeaters the
Commission maintained its position that
it should have jurisdiction but asked
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CKGM
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with a power of 10,000 watts
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for complete flexibility in meeting the
advancing art of television. The Commission said it found that the study
made by an engineering committee of
the National Community Television
Assn. was in general accord with the
facts its own laboratories had determined about equipment used in repeaters and boosters.
It said that recommendations by the
NCTA committee that regulations governing uhf translator operations might
be relaxed seemed to be sound and that
a study would be made toward this end.
It repeated that generally speaking,
the uhf translators could accomplish
exactly what the vhf boosters were accomplishing at almost the same cost.
The Senate hearings were on legislation which would put all television distribution systems under FCC authority.
The hearings heard western broadcasters call for a law which would require
the FCC to find that a catv system
would not have an adverse effect on a
local tv station — later modified to remove the affirmative requirement, but
stated as policy. Also requested were
provisions which would force community systems to seek permission from
the station whose signals they were using, and to carry the local tv station
on request.
Community antenna spokesmen opposed these recommendations and
called for simple legislation putting
them under FCC jurisdiction through

the broadcast sections of the Communications Act.
The hearings also heard a host of
spokesmen for boosters call for an end
to the FCC's opposition and the simplest means of licensing such operations.
Philco

vs. NBC

Oct.

1

The FCC has set for oral argument
Oct. 1 Philco's protest against license renewals of NBC stations in Philadelphia
(WRCV-AM-FM-TV). Issues will be
whether if facts alleged are true Commission should set aside 1957 renewals
and if evidentiary hearing is necessary
what its scope should be. The stations
had their licenses renewed in 1957
conditioned on the outcome of the U.S.
antitrust suit against RCA-NBC involving swap of broadcast properties with
Westinghouse. This is still in litigation.
Philco filed protest claiming the RCA
subsidiary's ownership in Philadelphia
was unfair competition. The FCC
denied the protest on ground Philco had
no standing, but in June 1958 an appeals court reversed the Commission.
NBC asked the U.S. Supreme Court to
review this ruling, but the Supreme
Court refused (Broadcasting, Feb. 2).
• Government

notes

• Precise offset isn't very precise yet,
the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters said in filing an objection with
the FCC last week to the proposal by

ch. 40 WINR-TV Binghamton, N.Y.,
to drop in ch. 4 or ch. 9 to that city
at transmitter-to-transmitter separations
below the established 170-mile minimums. The Binghamton station suggested the use of precise carrier offset
to overcome potential interference with
New York's ch. 4 and ch. 9 stations
and Buffalo's ch. 4 station. AMST
said that available data does not support
this assumption. It stressed that information on precise carrier offset is mostly based on laboratory tests. AMST also
maintained its long-standing opposition
to any changes in present mileage separations.
• KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla. (ch. 7),
has received FCC permission to change
its transmitter location and to increase
its power from 9.12 kw to 316 kw.
Presently located about four miles
from Lawton and 49 miles from
Wichita Falls, Tex., the antenna may
now be moved to about 32 miles from
Lawton and 24 miles from Wichita
Falls. Height will be increased from
540 to 1,050 feet.
• The FCC has reaffirmed its decision
of August 1957 to grant the application
of West Georgia Broadcasting Co. for
a new am station (WWCC) at Bremen,
Ga., on 1440 kc with 500 w, day. The
grant had been remanded to the Commission by the U.S. Court of Appeals,
on a protest by WLBB Carrollton, Ga.,
for findings on the "economic injury"
issue.

PROGRAMMING
CARTOONS
Stations

rush

ENDURE
to renew

It's peak sales all over again for tv
cartoons.
The uniqueness of the cartoon
market in a business that runs hot
and cold on much of the film product
made available was pointed up last
week in an interview with United
Artists Associated's Robert Rich, vice
president and general manager.
Reports Mr. Rich: not one tv station
playing UAA-distributed cartoons has
failed to renew its contract. This after
1¥i years in the business for UAA.
Some stations are committing themselves for renewals (usual contract
periods are two or three years) well in
advance of the expiration date with instances of stations renewing a full-year
ahead.
Prices Steady • But this is only part
of the story. There is the fact — not
generally known — that UAA's customers, which include the major
74

FOR

at same

UAA
rates

markets of the U.S., are renewing for
the cartoon libraries on the same conditions and prices they accepted and
paid a few years ago.
This is a significant development for
it's operating procedure in the film industry to expect perhaps a maximum
50% of the original (first run) price on
subsequent reruns. Cartoons are contracted for unlimited play.
UAA owns two cartoon libraries: the
Popeye cartoons, about 234, produced
by Paramount Pictures, and 337
Looney Tunes (Bugs Bunny, Porky Pig,
etc. ) which were acquired from Warner
Bros, along with the Warner feature
library by the company in July 1956
when it was Associated Artists Productions. AAP now is UAA, subsidiary of
United Artists Corp.). The distributor
paid a total of $21 million for the
Warner features including the cartoons,
and $2,250,000 for the tv rights to

Popeye from Paramount and co-owners
King Features.
These 571 cartoons represent about
$17 million-plus worth of product (it's
estimated that it took $30,000 to produce each cartoon in full animation,
which in today's higher-cost production
scale would be closer to $60,000). The
Warner cartoons if played uninterruptedly would total about 56 hours,
the Popeyes about 39 hours, or a total
of 95 hours.
Market Totals • The Popeyes are in
approximately 150 markets. (A year
ago it was near 150 and before that
the market total bunched up quickly
from the zero mark of pre- 1956 to 100
shortly after the cartoons' appearance
on tv). Looney Tunes (Bugs Bunny is
the chief character) is in 120 markets.
If a station has the entire library and
runs the average of 15 cartoons per
week, arithmetic brings the time one
cartoon is repeated during a full year
to only 2.4.
At this rate, UAA's Mr. Rich sees
unlimited use of the cartoons as new
audiences spring up with the passing
years (most stations program the carBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

"JAXIE"

Salutes

THE
COCA-COLA
COMPANY

Bugs

Popeye

They never grow old, never depreciate
toons in the late afternoon or early
evening, some strip them into early
morning periods).
Mr. Rich detects, and the stations'
reports to him are verification, that the
Popeyes and Warner cartoons are running against a tide — if it exists^ — said
to be running out in audience and advertiser interest for children's tv programming.
Ageless • "The cartoons seem to be
ageless," Mr. Rich concludes in reviewing the renewal figures and stations' glowing reports of audience ratings. Only a week ago, Mr. Rich reports, WBBM-TV Chicago came in with
a three-year renewal of Popeyes.
KRON-TV San Francisco, which still
had a year to go before its contract ran
out, already has contacted UAA for renewal.
Also little known: In spite of the
popularity of the "oldies" among the
cartoons, there were "newer ones" still
in theatrical circulation in mid- 1956
when UAA acquired tv rights. These
new reels have been purchased in series
Hot rerun
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles
showed about 25 fire chiefs and
civic officials its video taped coverage of a fire in Laurel Canyon,
Calif., so that the fire fighters
could observe the efficiency of
their efforts. Two hours of tapes,
taken from KTLA's telecopter
while flying over the fire, were
screened at the station's Theatre
No. 2.

and placed in the library.
Will UAA produce its own cartoons
to keep the product primed for the
kiddies? This is still an unknown. It's
a costly venture. It takes the $60,000
sum to fully animate a seven-minute
reel, or with "short-cuts" in animation,
$10-12,000.
Three
refuse

Chicago
Sheen

outlets
program

Three of Chicago's four tv stations
have rejected a local sponsor's plea for
time to carry Bishop Fulton J. Sheen's
filmed talks on grounds they don't
offer religious programming for commercial sponsorship.
Spokesmen for the stations, CBS'
WBBM-TV, NBC's WNBQ (TV) and
WGN-TV, defined the series as "religious" in nature and cited policy covering such programming. The fourth,
ABC's WBKB (TV), had offered to
set aside a Sunday afternoon period for
the series, sponsored by Magikist Rug
& Dry Cleaners the past season as a
public service.
Bishop Sheen was quoted as expressing belief that his talks are primarily
philosophical rather than religious.
Spokesmen noted a difference between sponsorship by a commercial
client and that by a standing religious
group, as in the cases of filmed series
involving Billy Graham and Oral
Roberts. They also cited the recommendation of the NAB Tv Code that
no charge be levied against church
groups for religious programming time.
Bishop Sheen's series is distributed nationally byNational Telefilm Assoc.

The Coca-Cola Company has joined
the Honor Roll of Advertisers who
chose WFGA-TV to carry its sales
messages to more than a quartermillion Florida-Georgia TV homes.
Coca-Cola is using a heavy spot
schedule, and these spots — combined with WFGA-TV programming
—"Coke".
will provide top selling power for
"Jaxie" is proud to have The CocaCola Company and the McCannErickson, Inc. advertising agency on
its growing list of advertisers.
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel
12
Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
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NBC-Tv's program plans: Special's their specialty
• An optimistic business outlook
NBC-TV last Tuesday (Aug. 4)
• 250 hours of color programsubmitted its completed entry list in
ming— 30% increase — including the indicated by latest figures showing
the 1959-60 three-way race for pro- first full-hour, weekly film series in July billings 20.3% ahead of 1958.
"NBC Television will be fully
gram supremacy. Looking over its color, Bonanza.
competitive," said Walter D. Scott,
• At least 40 NBC News specials,
lineup of regular and special contenders on the walk to the starting including 16 now in preparation for executive vice president, NBC-TV,
who announced plans for the upcomgate, NBC-TV offered the following
prime-time scheduling.
ing year at a news conference in the
observations of its overall qualifica• 20 specials produced by NBC
tions:
Park Lane Hotel, New York. There
Public Affairs and more than 100%
is now relative parity among the net• 100% increase in specials over
increase in public affairs and educaworks in prime time programming
last season's total.
tional programming.
since all three have access to the
• 50% new nighttime schedule,
• More than 450 hours of sports- same sources for mass appeal shows.
with 12 new hours in the weekly 24casts, a 10% increase over the past The increase in specials by NBC-TV
hour total.
marks the use of a new yardstick for
• Total investment by advertisers
• Four operas presented by the serving the interests of more Ameriof $57 million in specials, a 128%
year.
cans, he said.
increase over last season.
NBC Opera Co.
WCBS-TV

cancellation

won't change Arbitron
American Research Bureau officials
said last week that WCBS-TV New
York's decision to drop the ARB Arbitron local rating service would have
no effect on either the New York or
the multi-city network Arbitron instantratings operation.
Despite the WCBS-TV cancellation,
which leaves the New York local arbitron service without a network-sta-

tion subscriber, ARB authorities said
they were heartened by support coming
from agencies. An increasing number
of buyers, they reported, have indicated they will insist on Arbitron data
in support of sales pitches.
ARB said WCBS-TV's notice of cancellation, effective Aug. 37, gave no
reason for the move but that station
officials had indicated they were dissatisfied because Arbitron ratings were
lower than those provided by Nielsen.
WCBS-TV officials told Broadcasting
that the Arbitron ratings were subject
earth

Farm

the

Public

Set-vice

in

KWTV
Community
makes

row*
mm

KWTV
OKLAHOMA
CITY
Oklahoma's
No.
Television Station

1
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I

Traveling to obtain on-theair reports during 1958,
KWTV's two farm directors visited the more than
100 towns shown on the
map . . . many, several
times. Proof of KWTV's
community coverage!
mm*
See your PETRYman
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to "extreme fluctuations" which "defy
logic" tion.
andARBput
their reliability
in quesauthorities
maintained
the
ratings could be proved accurate and
reliable.
New York's four independent
tions remained the only station
scribers to the local service. They
WOR-TV,
WPIX(TV).WNTA-TV, WNEW-TV

KWTV

not

stasubare
and

obliged

to pay MPTV
demand
The claim of Motion Pictures for
Television Inc., New York, against
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City for
$100,467 was denied last week by
American Arbitration Assn., KWTV
announced. The film company sought
the payment, plus 6% interest from
Dec. 12, 1954, for an alleged breach
of a 1953 contract (130 weeks) by the
station. KWTV also said the arbitration
board denied MPTV's claims for attorneys' fees and arbitration costs.
The association told Broadcasting
it never releases decisions unless
authorized in writing by both participating parties.
At MPTV, wholly owned by Matthew Fox, it was stated there were
matching claims — one by MPTV to
recover more than $180,000 remaining
from the contract, and one by KWTV
seeking recovery of $48,000 it had paid
on the contract. Both claims were
denied, according to MPTV.
The KWTV case was one of several
brought by MPTV against Oklahoma
and Texas tv stations according to the
station. In at least two cases the distributor was said to have been granted
awards by default because station operators were under the mistaken belief
that arbitration clauses in contracts
can't be enforced in these states beBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

cause there are no state arbitration
statutes.
KWTV explained a federal arbitration statute takes care of such cases.
After MPTV asked arbitration in New
York, KWTV sought and obtained a
hearing in Oklahoma. This was held last
May. On the arbitration panel were Al
T. Singletary, attorney, of Perry, Okla.;
Guy L. Horton, attorney of Stillwater,
Okla., and Vincent J. Long, Tulsa airline executive.
The station charged MPTV consistently failed to deliver usable prints,
sending films with scratches, torn
sprocket holes and bad splices. Films
showing often weren't
scheduled
delivered, for
substitutes being sent.
KWTV charged. MPTV contended
KWTV failed to follow contract procedures in obtaining replacements. It
also said the station exhibited films
instead of returning them. The station
met this charge with the claim it had
to show the bad prints because no other
films were available for scheduled programs.
Film

liaison

chosen

group

by NAB

poll

Six film production and distribution
firms, associate members of NAB, have
been chosen to form a liaison group to
exchange ideas on common problems
with the NAB Film Committee, it was
announced last week.
The first meeting of the liaison group
with the Film Committee is scheduled
for September in New York under Joe
Floyd, president of KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S.D.. committee chairman.
Members of the liaison group,
chosen in a poll of NAB film producers
and distributors, are CBS Films Inc.,
Independent Television Corp., MGMTV Div. of Loew's Inc., Screen Gems
Inc., California National Productions
and Ziv Television Programs Inc. In
the future, it was noted, membership
in the liaison group will be rotated annually among all NAB associate member film distributors.
'Ding Dong' books
Henry G. Saperstein & Assoc., Beveily Hills, Calif., packager-merchandiser of the syndicated Ding Dong School
(Broadcasting, July 6), has ordered
about five million books from Western
Printing & Lithograph and Golden
Books, both New York, to tie-in with
the children's program. The publications will be written by the show's
hostess, Dr. Frances Horwich. Ding
Dong, when appearing regular on NBCTV, sold more than 19 million copies
of Dr. Horwich's children's books.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

AFM defers offensive
American Federation of Musicians
has withdrawn its petition to the National Labor Relations Board for a
new representation election to be held
for musicians employed at the major
motion picture studios (Broadcasting,
July 27), promising to file again in
eight months. Withdrawal follows a
statement by Musicians Guild of America that the clause on which AFM's
petition was based had been eliminated
from the MGA contract with the motion picture producers. Calling this an
"admission that they [MGA] had executed an illegal contract and then had
changed it secretly without notifying
any of the MGA members or musicians," Robert Rissman, AFM attorney,
stated: "We are not going to undertake
to prove or disprove this secret action,
but rather will wait until April of next
year when our filing for a new bargaining election cannot be contested."

wants a cross-section opinion of the
producers and users of tv films before
taking action to put new standards
into effect. Questionnaires can be secured from Television Film Assn., 1627
W. 20th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Film

• WSGA Savannah, Ga., newsman
Cameron Cornell broadcast news of the
rescue of a boy lost in the Grand Canyon within 30 seconds of his being
found. The newsman was making a
beeper phone recording with one of

cue

standards

Television Film Assn., in an attempt
to establish a standard cue mark system for tv film, has prepared a questionnaire and invites anyone interested
to send for a copy. The association

• Program

notes

• National Theatres Inc. (parent of
National Telefilm Assoc. Inc., N.Y.)
had $1,702,632 (63 cents a share) in
consolidated net income for the 39
weeks ended June 30. Last year's figure
for the period was $904,198 (34 cents
a share). On April 1 National Theatres
bought 89% of NTA's common stock.
Operation of this subsidiary is reflected
in accounts for the third quarter ended
June 30: $798,794 (30 cents a share)
compared with $160,301 (6 cents a
share) for the previous year. There
were 2,700,283 shares of common
stock outstanding at the end of the 39week period compared with the 2,699,486 outstanding of the previous year.
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JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A
James
A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: "The southern plant of the Armstrong Tire and Rubber Company, the fifth largest 77
producer of tires and tubes, in Natchez was the first rubber plant to be located in Mississippi
under Governor White's plan to Balance Agriculture with Industry.

the canyon's rangers when a report
came in from a helicopter that it had
sighted the boy.
• CBS Films Inc., N.Y., reports the
sale of its Trackdown half-hour series
to Joseph Schlitz Brewing Co., Milwaukee, for showing in Chicago, Milwaukee, Denver, Pensacola, Fla., Kansas City, Mo. and Midland, Tex.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson, Chicago.
Another sale of Trackdown, to Mobiloil
for a 52-week run in Mexico City
brings to eight the number of CBS Films
Inc. series on the air there. Fremantle
International Inc., distributor in Mexico and Central America for CBS
Films, handled negotiations on the
Spanish-dubbed Trackdown, which begins on station XEW (TV) Aug. 27.
• Richard Diamond, Private Detective,
on Oct. 5, moves to NBC-TV (Mon.
7:30-8 p.m.). A CBS-TV presentation
since its tv beginning in 1957, Diamond
will continue to be produced by Four
Star Films and star David Janssen.
• Garry Moore returns to CBS radio
Sept. 28, after some nine years' absence, with a daily show featuring conversation with announcer Durward
Kirby. (Mon.-Fri. 10:30-10:40 a.m.)
Mr. Moore is to do the writing; Bruno
Zirato Jr. will direct. Another new CBS
Radio presentation, Funny Side Up a
panel program hosted by Robert Q.

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 10-14, 17-19 (4-4:30 p.m.) Truth
or Consequences, participating sponsorship.
Aug. 10, 17 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen
& Newell and Pharmaceuticals Inc. through
Parkson Adv.
Aug. 11,
18 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Passage,
sustaining.
Aug.
11,
(8:30-9
p.m.) through
Jimmie
Rodgers Show,18Liggett
& Myers
McCann-Erickson.
Aug. 12, 19 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
Aug.Presents
12, 19 Dave
(9-9:30King,
p.m.)Kraft
Kraftthrough
Music
Hall
J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 13 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Aug. 14 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
Aug. 15 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Aug. Borden
15 (10:30-11
Ruff && Bowles
Reddy
Show,
througha.m.)
Benton
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Aug. 15 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
Kleenex through Foote, Cone & Belding
and Noxema through Sullivan, Stauffer,
Colwell & Bayles.
Aug. 16 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, co-operative sponsorship.
Aug. 16 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Lewis starts Aug. 24 in the 10:30-11
a.m. position but moves to 10:40-11
a.m. when the Moore show begins. Its
panel, with permanent members Hermione Gingold, Parker Fennelly and
Kenny Delmar plus guests, will comment on items in the news.
• A new package of tv film series was
announced last week by California National Productions. Through its Victory
Program Sales, CNP is offering a
Mystery Theatre Omnibus made up of
five different tv series which formerly
have had a network run and now available for programming stripping or as
blocking. Included: Dangerous Assignment, The Falcon, Captured, Panic!
and Inner Sanctum.

FIVE DAY

CURE!

Reporter finds willing witnesses and ends vicious alcoholic "Rest Home" racket!
— The Columbus Citizen
Starring PAUL STEWART
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
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• The Secret Life of Adolf Hitler, latest
hour-long documentary film produced
by WPIX (TV) New York, has been
purchased by 13 stations. Buyers:
WBAL-TV Baltimore; WBZ-TV Boston; WFBG-TV Altoona, Pa.; WNBFTV Binghamton, N.Y.; KFRE-TV
Fresno, Calif.; WHCT Hartford;
WFBM-TV Indianapolis; WLYH-TV
Lebanon, Pa.; WCKT (TV) Miami;
WTCN-TV Minneapolis; WSM-TV
Nashville; WDSU-TV New Orleans;
WFIL-TV Philadelphia. An earlier
WPIX production, The Cold War-Berlin
Crisis, has been sold to the 12 stations
of the French Canadian Network, bringing its total of U.S. and Canadian purchasers to 64. WPIX producers Walter
Engels and William L. Cooper Jr. are

planning Woman Behind a Dictator,
the story of Evita Peron, as their fourth
documentary enterprise.
• WSAI-AM-FM Cincinnati reports
that a special broadcast helped influence
city officials to draft a new rehabilitation program for women alcoholics. The
program was a panel discussion between civic leaders and four anonymous alcoholics. Listeners telephoned
questions while the program was in
progress to be answered on the air.
• South Carolina legal tradition has
been broken by WBTW (TV) Florence,
which recently telecast filmed portions
of a trial before 12th Circuit Judge G.
Badger Baker.
• A new tv production company,
Video International Productions, has
been formed by Harry Maizlish, owner
of KRHM (FM) Los Angeles and
KPAL Palm Springs, Calif., and Sol
Dolgin, former film producer. Mr.
Maizlish is board chairman of VIP;
Richard F. Feiner is president; Sydney Yallen is executive vice president
in charge of sales, and Mr. Dolgin is
executive vice president in charge of
production. The company is filming a
series of 260 five-minute mysteries
based on the Photo Crime series in
Look magazine for more than 20 years.
James Craig is starred as Hannibal
Cobb in the programs. Physical production is being handled by Filmaster Productions at Republic Studios.
• United Artists Assoc., N.Y., has
moved to 247 Park Ave. where it
occupies the eleventh floor. New telephone: Murray Hill 7-7800.
• Heritage Productions, N.Y., has begun work on Bobo the Hobo, 78 fiveminute color cartoons to be available
as five-minute cliff-hangers or 15minute
shows. Heritage's new location
6-6500.
is
730 Fifth Ave. Telephone: Judson
• Teleguest Service is a new organization which sets up live and taped interviews with celebrities for hosts and
hostesses of local tv talk programs. Its
general manager, Ron Bonn, has seen
service with the ABC-TV and CBS-TV
press departments. New York office:
Suite 800, 580 Fifth Ave. Phone:
Plaza 7-3913.
• A cross-country exchange of tv tape

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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programs between educational stations
takes place tomorrow (Aug. 11) when
KQED (TV) San Francisco broadcasts
a 90-minute pops concert of the Boston Symphony Orchestra taped by
WGBH-TV Boston, which in exchange
is receiving two half-hour lectures on
Sanity and Survival by Dr. Jerome
Frank from KQED. Coincidentally,
the live concert of the Boston Pops
Orchestra scheduled for tomorrow
evening in the San Francisco Civic
Center where the orchestra has been
appearing this summer, was cancelled
when conductor Arthur Fiedler, was
called back to Boston. Dr. Frank, a
Johns Hopkins psychiatrist, is spending a year in Palo Alto, Calif., at
the Center for Advanced Study in Behavioral Sciences, a Ford Foundation
project.
• The Mutual Broadcasting System
next Monday (Aug. 17) begins a weekday presentation of financial and business news. Veteran MBS newsman
Frank Singiser has been named financial and business editor and will be
featured in the new series. Scheduled
for 5:45-5:55 p.m., the program is to
include stock market activities in
principal U.S. cities plus major
Canadian exchanges, bond and financing activities, developments in domestic and imported commodities, analyses
by market and interviews with newsmakers in the field.
• CBS-TV will carry the first annual
Blue Bonnet Bowl to be played in
Houston, Tex., on Saturday, Dec. 19.
The new bowl game, which is to feature top-ranking independent college
football teams, begins at 3:30 p.m.
EST. It will constitute the second half
of a CBS-TV bowl double-header that
day, being preceded by the Holiday
Bowl from St. Petersburg, Fla. CBSTV has signed a five-year pact for
the Blue Bonnet Bowl.
• Cinema-Vue Corp., N.Y., named
eastern sales representative for the new
Crosby-Brown Productions, Hollywood,
is marketing two taped series from
C-B. Each consisting of 52 half hours,
they are Adventure Tomorrow, a
science documentary, and The People's
Court of Small Claims, staged versions
of cases, with emphasis on human interest.
• The Israeli Office of Information,
N.Y., reports it has transcriptions and
films available for radio and tv stations.
A weekly radio series offered is
Vistas of Israel. Further details are
available from the Israeli office at 11
E. 70th St., New York, NY.
• Rox Productions has been organized
by James R. Beardsley, new to tv, to
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

produce a series based on the life story
of Marion Miller, honored on Ralph
Edwards' This Is Your Life as one of
the most decorated women in U.S.
history. Mr. Beardsley will be executive producer with Lew Landders as
producer-director. A pilot has been
filmed at Ziv Studios in Hollywood,

where Rox Productions has its headquarters. William Schwartz of Ziv is
production manager and Gill Mandelik
is assistant director. William Joerme is
financial director of Rox with attorney
Gordon Youngman in charge of its legal
affairs. Norman Greer is publicist for
the series.

HPL's protection fe >: $600,000 weekly
This week will be like almost any tions.
other for the nine stations in toTheir on-air material is strictly to
the housewife, delivered in a casual
day's Housewives' Protective League
fashion that deliberately belies the
lineup. Among them they'll program
12 hours a day and by the end of research and planning which goes
the week they'll have grossed an- into preparing it. Seven researchers
other $60,000. The only thing that in New York develop most of the
will set the week apart is that it
copy, but it's up to the local personalmarks the 25th year HPL stations
ity to weave it in his own material
have been at it.
and fit it to his style. The programs
are almost all talk, itself a unique
The CBS-owned feature (it bought
HPL from founder Fletcher Wiley in factor in a competitive situation
1947) calls itself "the program that which is largely music. It's often
sponsors the product" — a sort of hard to tell when the "editorial matter" leaves off and the commercial
"Good Housekeeping Seal" of radio.
Since Aug. 14, 1934, it has special- begins, a point considered a plus by
ized in (1) a reputation for standing HPL advertisers.
behind the products it advertises and
Even their names are HPL-issued.
(2) exclusive personalities whose job They turn them in should they leave
it is to win the confidence of the the program (a rare occurence).
housewife and, preferably, the whole
Only one has won the right to adopt
town. To do it, they work harder off his on-air name for himself: Galen
the air than on, setting up merchanDrake, who was the New York "didising arrangements with local suprector-broadcaster" for longer than
pliers (mostly of grocery items), anyone can remember, became so
making personal appearances, at- identified with that name that he was
allowed to take it with him when he
tending service clubs, participating
in community activities and in gen- moved to WOR New York several
eral trying to become local institu- months ago. (Fletcher Wiley was the
original Galen Drake).
This name tradition grew out of
the days when all HPL personalities
were faceless to their public. As recently as 1955 Paul Gibson in Chicago would not allow his picture to
be taken. But that taboo has now
been dropped along with others
which prohibited jingles, ET's and
cigarette,
beer and wine commercials.
Today's HPL personalities and
their stations: Morgan Baker, WEEI
Boston; Allen Gray, WCBS New
York; John Trent, WCAU Philadelphia; Mark Evans, WTOP Washington; Paul Gibson, WBBM Chicago;
Grant Williams, KMOX St. Louis;
Craig Harrison, KCBS San Francisco; Philip Norman, KNX Los
Angeles, and Lee Adams, WGAR
Cleveland. All but WGAR are represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales;
WGAR is handled by Henry I.
Christal Co.
Founder Wiley
Housewives' original protector

Ed Wood, who has headed HPL
since CBS took it over 12 years ago,
has seen over $38 million in billings.
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Broadcasting Advertising

Mr. Snyder

• Lewis Snyder, formerly vp and copy
group head with J.
Walter Thompson,
N.Y., to Leo Burnett,
Chicago, as vp and
associate copy director. Mr. Snyder had
been with JWT for 16

years.
• L. E. (Dusty) Miller, formerly
senior vp and management account supervisor of Lennen & Newell, N.Y., to
J.M. Mathes Inc., that city, as vp, director, and account supervisor on Canada Dry.
• Edmond R. Richer, director and account supervisor of Grey Adv., N.Y.,
named secretary.

&

FORTUNES

ment, electronics. All move from other The Media
Philco departments.
• Donald A. Wells, formerly general
products manager, household products
division of Colgate-Palmolive Co., N.Y.,
to BBDO, that city, as management
supervisor.
• Joseph C. Spery, formerly in charge
of tv production with CampbellMithun, Minneapolis, to Doyle Dane
Bernbach, N.Y., as senior producer.
Other DDB appointments: Robert
Warner, formerly associate producer
CBS-TV, to similar position; Joseph
Battaglia, named business manager, tv
department.
• John Thomas Jones, formerly in
broadcast department of Foote, Cone
& Belding, N.Y., to Stromberger, LaVene, McKenzie, L.A., as copywriter.

• Norman Lewis, formerly treasurer
of Geare Marston, Phila. (now part
of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan),
named assistant secretary of EWR&R,
N.Y.

• Gerald J. Gateman, formerly copywriter on Kroger and Chevrolet accounts at Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, to
Kenyon & Eckhardt, that city, as copywriter on Ford Motor institutional account.

• E. Dean Landis, vp in charge of
midwestern operations, Compton Adv.,
appointed
of agency's
Chicago
office. Hemanager
succeeds
Lawrence
O.

• George P. MacKnight, formerly office manager of Chicago Motor Club
public relations department, to pr staff
of Standard Oil (of Indiana), Chicago.

Holmberg, who resigns to open new
consultant's office in same city after 16
years as head of Compton office.
• Donald G. Cutler, manager of Industrial Div.; Robert Ferguson, account supervisor on Chicken of the
Sea account; Frank McMahon, account supervisor on Carnation Instant
Milk account, and James T. VanDi"veer, account supervisor on Carnation
Evaporated Milk elected vps of Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, LA.
• Leo Higdon, Bernard Lubar and
John Jackson, creative supervisors
with Benton & Bowles, N.Y., named
vps.
•• Albert C. Cochrane, manager of
Los Angeles office of D. P. Brother
<& Co., Detroit, named vp.
■* John H. Childs, formerly vp and
account supervisor on Texaco with
Cunningham & Walsh, N.Y., to Texaco,
that city, as general manager, advertising and sales promotion.
•• Owen H. Klepper named sales promotion manager, merchandising department, Consumer Products Div. of
Philco Corp., Phila. Other appointments: John E. Kelly to advertising
manager of merchandising and John
J. Kane to manager of market develop80

• Robert G. Atkins, formerly marketing manager of Whitney Chain Co.,
Hartford, Conn, joins G.F. Sweet &
Co., that city, as account executive.
• George R. Furey, account executive
with BBDO, N.Y., to Los Angeles
office of Doyle Dane Bernbach in similar capacity.
• Robert M. Finlayson, manager
and account executive with Paul Cowles
Assoc., Salt Lake City, joins BrownBurton Adv., that city. Agency name
changed to Finlayson-Brown; address
remains 177 Social Hall Ave.
• William Wilson, manager of radiotv department of Young & Rubicam,
Chicago, named chairman of broadcast
clinic for 1959 Advertising Workshop
sessions, co-sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and Women's Adv.
Club of Chicago, starting Sept. 28.
• Robert C. Allen, formerly account
executive with Wherry, Baker & Tilden,
Chicago, to Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli, that city, in similar capacity.
• Thomas P. Wheelwright, formerly
pr director and member of plans board
of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
NY., to Advertising Counselors of
Arizona, Phoenix, as assistant to Ivan
N. Shun, owner and manager.

• Ralph W. Goshen,
account executive
with CBS Radio Spot
Sales, NY., since
1951, named general
sales manager of
WCBS-AM-FM New
York, succeeding
Thomas J. Swafford,
Mr. Goshen
recently named vp
and general manager of WCAU-AMFM Philadelphia
(Week's Headliner,
Aug.
3).

• Milton E. Mitler, general manager
of WADK Newport, adds duties of
general manager of WYNG WarwickEast Greenwich, both Rhode Island,
which he owns. Naneen M. Wendler,
formerly executive assistant to city
manager of Newport, appointed to
similar capacity with Mr. Mitler. Other
WYNG appointments: Mrs. Vivianne
Fallon, M. David Bell, and Walter
Morris to sales staff; Robert Pearson,
formerly with WPFM (FM) Providence, announcer-chief engineer; Walter Trahan, formerly with WPROAM-FM Providence; announcer-engineer; Charles Bowdoin, previously
with WWRI West Warwick, announcer;
Robert Callahan, formerly with
Providence Journal-Bulletin, news director; Nicholas DiPietro, formerly
with WWRI, air personality.
• Robert G. Holben, formerly assistant general manager of WTVH (TV)
Peoria, III., named general manager of
WTTV (TV) Bloomington - Indianapolis. He will also coordinate activities of
WFAM (TV) Lafayette, Ind. Arthur
R. Hook, program director of WPTA
(TV) Roanoke, Ind., appointed program and promotion manager of
WTTV, both Sarkes Tarzian stations.
Frederick J. Molchin, chief engineer
of WPTA, named to new post of director of engineering for Tarzian Broadcast Div., with headquarters at WTTV.
• William A. Queen,
formerly national
sales manager of
WHDH - AM - FM
Boston, appointed
general manager of
WTAO and WXHR
( F M ) Mass.
CambridgeBoston,
Mr.
Mr. Queen
Queen had previously
been on WTAO's sales staff in 1953.
• David J. Herzbrun, formerly copy
chief of Sudler & Hennessey Inc., N.Y.,
to CBS Radio Spot Sales, that city, as
vp in charge of station administration.
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• Robert C. Fransen
from napromoted
tional sales manager
tj to sales manager of
WTCN - TV Minne&
"
apolis-St. Paul, sucJames R.
ceeding
ffitu
Hoel, resigned. Robert J. Reardon, forMr. Fransen
E , ,
merly sales manager
of WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn.,
to WTCN-TV as regional sales manager.
• Robert Bartusch promoted from
assistant general manager to manager of
WLOK Memphis, Tenn. James A. Ballard, formerly with WTVC (TV)
Chattanooga, Tenn., joins WLOK as
sales rep.
• Jayne Swain, station manager of
Bartell Family Radio Group's WAKE
Atlanta, promoted to vp and general
manager of station. Tom Whitles advanced from station manager to general manager of group's WYDE Birmingham, Ala.
• Homer L. Thieman, executive vp,
elected president of Corn Belt Publishers Inc., Chicago, operator of
WAAF, that city, succeeding late Ward
A. Neff.
• Robert E. Davis, formerly general
sales manager at KORE Eugene, Ore.,
to KPOA Honolulu, in similar capacity.
Jean Sullivan, formerly with Lessing
Adv., Des Moines, joins KPOA as continuity chief.
• William P. Dix Jr., assistant manager of WGR-TV Buffalo, adds duties
of assistant manager of WGR Radio
and director of sales for both stations.
John F. Donahue, formerly media
director and account executive with
Lloyd Mansfield Adv., that city, to
WGR as account executive.
• William Smutzer, formerly with advertising and promotion department of
NBC's WMAQ and WNBQ (TV) Chicago, appointed manager of Chicago
office of Bernard Howard & Co., station representative. Charles W.
Stroud, formerly with WGN-AM-TV
Chicago, succeeds him.
• T. Marshall Weaver, administrative assistant with KRGV-TV Weslaco,
Tex., named sales manager.
• Randy Archer, account executive
with KING-AM-FM Seattle, appointed
local sales manager.
• John W. Kiermaier, formerly assistant to president of Independent
Television Corp., N.Y., to CBS News,
that city, as assistant director of public affairs.
• Wally Thornton appointed production manager of KISN Portland, Ore.
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• Jack Wallace, formerly sales manager
and general manager
of KWBY Colorado

Mr. Wallace

Springs, Colo., appointed general manager of KPIK, that
city. George Salem
named
program director of KPIK.

• Roy H. Philson, account executive
with KDKA-AM-FM Pittsburgh, promoted to new post of assistant sales
manager.
• Edwin E. Silverman, reporter, news
writer-editor with WABC New York,
named to new position of director,
news and special events.
• Bob Gamble, news manager of
WFBM-AM-TV Indianapolis, to new
post as head of news-information services department.
• Hank G. Guzik, formerly with
XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego, appointed assistant manager of KWIZ
Santa Ana, Calif.
• Wayne Vann, account executive with
KRIZ Phoenix, Ariz., promoted to
sales manager. Ronnie Gray appointed account executive.
• Phillip Petty, formerly with WICS
(TV) Springfield, 111., named director
of
public affairs of WWL-TV New Orleans.
• Edward C. (Chief) Horstman, 51,
director of engineering and business
manager of WQED (TV) Pittsburgh
educational station, drowned in Allegheny River July 30. Mr. Horstman en
tered radio in 1927 and was associated
with NBC and ABC.
• David L. Schneider, director with
KARD-TV Wichita, Kans., who earned
Master's degree in tv at U. of Call
fornia, named program manager.
• Tom Abernathy named program
manager, and Wayne Van Dine as
sistant program manager, of WSTVAM-FM Steubenville, Ohio.
• Sandy Paul, formerly with WMGM
New York, joins KAFE (FM) Oak
land, Calif., as program director and
chief announcer. Dennis Lewis, formerly with KKIS Pittsburg, Calif., to
KAFE as announcer.
• Jim Chase, formerly with KSYD
Wichita Falls, Tex., named program
producer of KWON Bartlesville, Okla
Pete Bryant, Ray Morgan, formerly
of KSEO Durant, Okla., and Cherlie
Wilser, formerly of KOFO Ottawa
Kan., join KWON as air personalities
• Patrick Callihan, formerly pro

It takes
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to cover the TRI-STATE
trading area of
CINCINNATI
We've a file full of figures* on the size,
scope and importance of the Tri-State
Cincinnati Trading Area— such as it
covers 1,778,000 people in 31 counties
of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, but
YOU know all that, including the fact
that Cincinnati is one of the Top
Twenty Markets of the country.
want to cover CinYOU
And when
a radio campaign, you
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want to cover ALL of it, not just the
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*Tom Welstead in WCKY's New York
office and AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and the west coast, have files full of
such figures too!

Cincinnati,

duction manager of WMSB (TV) East
Lansing, Mich., appointed station relations associate of National Educational Television and Radio Center,
N.Y.
• Harry Zvi Shoubin, director-producer with WJZ-TV Baltimore, named
assistant program manager.
• Paul James, sportscaster-announcer,
appointed sports director of KDYL and
KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City.
• Shirley Dixon, traffic supervisor of
KFMB-TV San Diego, named to new
post of operations manager.
• Glenn Williams, formerly news director of WNDR Syracuse, joins news
staff of WSEN Baldwinsville, both New
York.
• Len Lundmark. formerly with sales
staff of KFSD-TV San Diego, to H-R
Television Inc., L.A., in sales capacity.
• George Walton III, air personality,
from KJAY Topeka to KLEO Wichita,
both Kansas. Roger N. Wilson, formerly with KBKC Mission, Kan., and
Bob Capps, previously with KOA Denver, join KLEO news staff.
• Jack LaLanne, air personality of
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles, to WNTATV Newark in similar capacity.

• Bill Goodwin, formerly with sales staff
of WMBR - AM - FM
Jacksonville, Fla.,
named general manager of WIVY, that
city. Mr. Goodwin
has been in broadMr. Goodwin
casting over 20 years.
• David Dick, who received scholarship
to U. of Kentucky from WHAS Louisville in 1957, joins news staff.
• By Gosden, formerly of KXEL
Waterloo, to WMT Cedar Rapids, both
Iowa, as air personality.
• Roger S. Drolshagen, formerly in
pr capacity with Dodge Truck Div.,
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, joins local sales
staff of WSMN Nashua, N.H.
• Alice Johnson resigns from sales
staff of WCAE Pittsburgh.
• Al Racco, account executive with
KLAC Los Angeles, to sales staff of
KNX-AM-FM, that city.
• Charlie Boone, formerly air personality and program director with KFGO
Fargo, N.D., to WCCO MinneapolisSt. Paul as announcer.
• Bernard Goodman, account executive with WBBM-FM Chicago, resigns.

• Carlton Lowther joins sales staff
of WJQS Jackson, Miss.
• John Deaver, technician with WCOV
Montgomery, Ala., died by accidental
electrocution while doing maintenance
repairs at station transmitter Aug. 1.
• Rev. C. E. Dean, religious director
of WFPA Fort Payne, Ala., died following heart attack suffered during program Aug. 2.
• Jim Spero, formerly known as Jim
Sparrow, joins KSFO San Francisco
as air personality.
• James C. Kjssman, formerly assistant
advertising manager with Capitol Records, Hollywood, joins sales staff of
KBIQ (FM) Los Angeles.
• Paul Kennedy, formerly
ward Petry & Co., N.Y.,
Television Corp. as office
L.A., and director of tv sales
Coast.

with Edto Weed
manager,
for West

• Robert O. Mahlman, formerly national spot tv representative with Edward Petry & Co., joins Daren F. McGavren Co., as manager of Detroit
office.
• Frank Megargee, 23. son of Mrs.
M.E. Megargee who owns WGBI-AMFM and WDAU-TV Scranton. Pa., was
killed Aug. 1 in automobile accident.
• Joseph A. Brandt, formerly controller of National Telefilm Assoc., N.Y.,
has opened financial consultancy firm,
specializing in investment services for
tv film industry, at 250 W. 57th St.,
N.Y. Telephone Columbus 5-5511.
Programming

Upper Midwest
Daytimer — early
cultural area. Opportunity
for asign-on.
branch Rich
studioagri-in
large nearby town. Station operating profitably and
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Northern California — 250 watt fulltime facility in
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automation
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monthlyoperation.
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of doing
more. $3,000Price
S67.250 with $25,000 down — liberal terms on balance.
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• Ralph M. Cohn,
45,
president
and
founder
of Screen
Gems Inc., N.Y., died
following a heart attack at home in
Pound Ridge. N.Y.,
Aug. 1 . Mr. Cohn was
also vp Corp.,
of Columbia
Mr. Cohn Pictures
parent
company of SG, had spent 13 years in
Hollywood as motion picture producer
for various companies until 1947 when
he founded Pioneer Telefilms. N.Y.,
which was absorbed by Columbia Pictures in 1949 and re-christened Screen
Gems. Mr. Cohn was appointed general manager of SG in 1949: vp in
1952 noandsuccessor
presidenthad
in been
1958. named.
At week's
end,
• Russ Raycroft. formerly vp in
charge of radio-tv with Robert W. Orr
& Assoc., N.Y., to GAC-TV (General
Artists Corp), that city, as general
executive.
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Globetrotters
Leonard H. Goldenson, president of American BroadcastingParamount Theatres, and Oliver
president of ABC-TV,
Treyz,slated
were
to leave Friday from
on a five-week
Francisco
San
trip to Australia and the Far East.
They plan to visit Sydney, Melbourne, Adelaide and other Australian points until Aug. 24, then
spend a week in Tokyo after
shorter stops in Singapore, Bangkok and Hong Kong, returning
to New York headquarters Sept.
12. AB-PT owns a minority interest in News Ltd. of Australia,
operator of broadcasting and publishing interests including NWS
(TV) Adelaide and the recently
formed Merman Entertainments
Ltd., Sydney, which is Australian
sales representative for ABC
Films Inc. Mrs. Goldenson and
Mrs. Treyz will accompany their
husbands on the trip.
• Wade Crosby, formerly western division manager of TV Industries Inc.
(formerly C&C Corp.), to United
Artists Television Inc., N.Y., as manager, syndication sales.
• Burt Nodella, formerly in charge of
network program development with
ABC-TV, named assistant to Irving Briskin, Columbia Pictures vp in charge
of production, Screen Gems, N.Y.
• Richard Hirsch appointed vp for
sales and manager of Chicago office of
Bandelier Films (tv commercials, documentary films).
• Art Moger, formerly eastern divisional director of sales promotion, advertising and publicity at Warner Bros.,
and Alan B. Johnstone, formerly account executive with KGO-TV San
Francisco, join United Artists Television Inc., as eastern division manager,
Boston headquarters, and account executive, western division, S.F. office,
respectively.
• Ray Favata forms and assumes presidency and creative directorship of Ray
Favata Productions Inc., commercial
film firm. Carlton Reiter joins him
as vp and manager. Address: 165 W. 46
St., N.Y. 36.
• John Fugate, formerly general manager of KATV (TV) Little Rock, Ark.,
Robert Thorne, account executive
with WLWA (TV) Atlanta, Barney
Mackall, formerly with Official Films,
George Gilbert, formerly with ABC,
and Stan Byrnes named regional sales
representatives of Flamingo Films, N.Y.
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• Herbert Richman, formerly international and domestic traffic manager of
Screen Gems, N.Y., to ABC Films
Inc., that city, as international booker.
• Philip Frank, formerly New York
sales representative with MGM-TV
and Phil Donoghue, formerly producer, tv commercials with Transfilm,
N.Y., to MPO Television Films, that
city, as production coordinators.
• Jerrold M. Marshall, formerly
sales representative with WHCT (TV)
Hartford, Conn., to Sterling Television
Co., NY., as account executive eastern
division.
• Don Costa, formerly artists and repertoire chief of ABC-Paramount, NY.,
to United Artists Records, that city, in
similar capacity.
• Richard Boone to direct as well as
star in Have Gun, Will Travel.
• Maurice Geraghty named producerdirector of Whiplash, to be filmed by
Associated Television Ltd. in Australia.
• Burt Rosen, formerly partner in Berton Productions (independent tv packaging firm), joins Official Films Inc.,
N.Y., as account executive.
• Hank Snow, country-western recording artist and part-owner of WTCW
Whitesburg, Ky. and WHBT Harriman, Tenn., signs with Acuff-Rose Artists Corp., Nashville talent agency.
• Paul Rosen, formerly with CBS-TV's
business affairs department, has joined
forces with Mace Neufeld and Sherwin Bash to form new talent management firm, NRB, with offices in N.Y.,
Hollywood and London.
• Robert L. Glaser, previously account executive with Kling Productions,
Chicago, named sales manager in charge
of distributing new Winter Tv Baseball
city. for Max Cooper & Assoc., that
series
Equipment & Engineering
• David H. Cogan, president and
chairman of board of Victoreen Instrument Co., Cleveland, and formerly
president of CBS-Columbia Inc., and
CBS Inc. director, elected chairman
of board of Federal Manufacturing &
Engineering Corp., Garden City, N.Y.
• Philip D. Taylor, news service manager, AT&T, Washington, to assistant
vp (public relations) New York Telephone Co., effective Sept. 1.
• Robert S. Burnap retires as manager,
commercial engineering, RCA Electron
Tube Div., Harrison, N.J., continues
to serve as consultant. He is succeeded
by Edward C. Hughes Jr., administrator, commercial engineering programs.

• William F. Hurst, director of quality control with Hallamore Electronics
Co., Anaheim, Calif., named to similar
position with Leach Corp.'s Special
Products Div., Compton, Calif.
• Robert W. Carr promoted from senior engineer to manager of microphone
development department of Shure Bros,
(electronic equipment, high fidelity
components), Evanston, 111.
• Dr. Roy E. Olsen named chief engineer of Lewis and Kaufman Div. of
Monogram Precision Industries, Los
Gatos, Calif., oscillator and transmitting
tube manufacturer. He succeeds Alfred Thompson, now general manager
of division.
• Dr. Russell H. Varian, 61, scientist
and board chairman of Varian Assoc.,
Palo Alto, Calif, electronics mfg. firm,
died last week following heart attack
aboard cruise ship, near Juneau, Alaska.
Dr. Varian invented Klystron tube
(electronics instrument vital to radar),
and held more than 100 patents in
microwave electronics and applied physics.
• Warren E. Dalbke, equipment salesman with CBS Electronics, Danvers,
Mass., promoted to district sales manager with headquarters in Chicago.
Carl Dibling named midwest field engineer for CBS Electronics.
Government
• Lenore G. Ehrig, Washington communications lawyer, elected president
of Women's Bar Assn. of D.C.
• Robert H. Dellar, 46, FCC engineer, died July 26 in Alexandria, Va.,
following heart attack.
• Maj. Gen. William Wilson Quinn
named Army chief of information.
• Stephen J. Angland, former attorney for House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee, has opened law office at
919 18th St., N.W., Washington. Telephone: Executive 3-1132. Mr. Angland
specialized in FCC and CAB matters
while with House subcommittee and
developed several tv cases in which
there were alleged improper attempts to
influence Commission. He was also formerly with tax division of Justice Dept.
International
• Jim R. Grisenthwaite, retail sales
manager of CKCK Regina, Sask., to
general sales manager. Ron A. Lamborn,
sales representative, succeeds
him.
• Charles A. Harris, formerly assistant to director of television of CBC.
Toronto, to director of public relations
of Canadian National Railways, Montreal.
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RCA over the weekend orbited to
public attention a manned communications satellite. The design — still on
paper — resembles a huge doughnut.
company's
envisionin
theThe
satellite
as fixedscientists
or anchored

ly magazine (see below).
Rotates Slowly • The vehicle would
be designed to rotate slowly on its axis
to maintain stability and to provide
artificial gravity for the service personnel aboard. It would move in its

space. This tv space station would relay tv signals and link together the
world's major cities with both live television and microwave radio communications.
RCA said its engineers describe a
network of three or four identical
manned space stations which would be
fixed permanently at points about
22,000 miles above the equator.
The design and explanation of a
world tv hookup through space were
worked out by specialists at RCA's
Astro-Electronic Products Div. in
Princeton, N.J.
A visual concept of the station satellite based on the advanced studies made
on satellite communications by RCA
engineers appears on the cover of the
current Electronic Age, RCA's quarter-

orbit at the
speed asitthein earth's
rotation,
thussame
anchoring
space
always over the same point on the
earth's surface.
Each of the stations would be
equipped with receivers and transmitters. These would relay tv and microwave radio signals originating at stations on the ground. Because signals
used for tv and microwave radio communications are at frequencies which
tend to travel in a straight line, relay
points are required to direct the signals
downward around the curvature of the
earth to reach a distant receiver.
As seen by the RCA specialists, the
satellite stations would serve as relay
"towers" 22,000 miles high and at all
times within direct line of sight of
cities located thousands of miles apart.

Antennas Aimed • In the RCA concept, each satellite would carry a number of narrow-beam microwave antennas mounted on its axis, and each
antenna aimed at a specific city or area
on the earth. The antenna would be
fixed directionally by a control system. A number of antennas also would
be directed from one space vehicle to
the next, permitting a relay of communications via these satellites to any
point around the earth.
Another use according to RCA,
would be serve as "orbital post offices"
to handle mail at great speed and at a
low cost. Such a postal system would
use standard forms, similar to the VMail used during World War II, which
would be converted to radio signals and
then reconverted to letter form at the
receiving post office.
RCA engineers estimated that crews
of about a dozen electronic service specialists might man the stations. Taking
a page out of science fiction, RCA
created a picture of service specialists
living aboard the satellites for specified periods and then rocketing off in
travel to and from the earth in "personnel space vehicles."
Radio-tv

output

gains

over last year — EIA
A total 2,782,715 tv sets were made
the first half of this year (including
180,443 with uhf tuners), compared
with 1958's six-month output of 2,167,930 (209,726 uhf). Figures are from
Electronic Industries Assn.
Last June's tv set output was 571,003 (29,064 with uhf), compared with
June 1958's 337,090 (36,811 with uhf).
Sales of tv receivers in the first half of
1959 were 2,263,957. In the like 1958
period 2,177,652 tv's were sold.
Radio manufacturers produced 1,430,165 receivers (including 637,806
automobile sets) last June. In June
1958, 742,426 radios (235,433 for
autos) were made. Output in the first
half of this year was 7,107,586 radios
(2,900,196
auto).(1,464,519
1958's first-half
was
4,619,163
auto). figure
Retail radio sales, excluding auto
sets, in the first half of 1959 were 3,158,881
compared with 1958's first half
of
2,712,134.

Manned Communications Satellite
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RCA's design for world microwave relay

Claims top tv volume
Zenith Radio Corp. last week laid
claim to being the country's No. 1
"television producer in terms of volume," with percentage of industry tv
sales "our highest ever." According to
Joseph S. Wright, its president. Zenith
deprived many of its 8,500 employes of
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

their vacations during two weeks in July
to turn out some 1,400 tv receivers
each day, because there has been "absolutely no letup in demand."
Mr. Wright also predicted again that
Zenith's second quarter sales and profits
would reach new highs and that the
first half of 1959 would set new records
for the company, as well as the complete year.
RCA

pits Nuvistor

against transistors
The electron tube business is not
dead, despite inroads of semiconductors, Douglas Y. Smith, vice president
and general manager, RCA Electron
Tube Div., said Wednesday (Aug. 5).
Tubes account for approximately 90%
of the annual volume of electronic
equipment, transistors and other semiconductors about 10-12%, he said.
Speaking in Los Angeles in presenting RCA's Nuvistor tube to west coast
electronic manufacturers, Mr. Smith
said that since the thimble-sized tube
was unveiled in New York in March
(Broadcasting, March 16), about
1,000 samples had been distributed to
more than 100 of RCA's customers
and competitors and already is winning wide acceptance. Machinery for
assembling the tiny tubes is now being
designed and it is anticipated that the
Nuvistors will go into limited commercial production about the first of next
year.
Prophets have been predicting the
early demise of electronic tubes ever
since the advent of transistors about 11
years ago, Mr. Smith noted, commenting that without a breakthrough like
the Nuvistor, which represents a radical
departure from the traditional vacuum
tube design, "we'd be pessimistic about
the future, too." But this new tube concept holds every possibility of keeping
this element of the tube business in a
very healthy state, he declared.
Electron

Corp

pushes

low cost tv packages
Drive to capture the low cost, low
power tv station equipment market has
been put into high gear by the Electron
Corp., a subsidiary of Ling-Altec Electronics Inc., Dallas, Tex.
Electron Corp. is offering a low
power package of station equipment —
including live camera chain, film chain,
transmitter and antenna — for $26,500.
Competitive low-power packages (by
Sarkes Tarzian Inc., Adler Electronics
Inc., RCA and GE) run from $45,000
to $60,000, it is understood.
The Electron Corp. firm also offers
itself as consultants to applicants using
its equipment, helping them fill out
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

and file applications with the FCC. It
also has made arrangements to help
small city stations with film programming.
There have been nine applications
filed using Electron Corp. equipment.
They involve the following cities: Richardson, Tex.; Alpine, Tex.; Flagstaff
and Douglas, Ariz.; Missoula, Mont.;
Fort Smith, Ark., and Reno, Nev., and
Grand Island, Neb. Some 16 more applications are being processed by
Electron now.
The company is headed by Mort
Zimmerman, former broadcast engineer.
Mike Ling is broadcast sales manager.
The equipment is engineered to cover
small communities with a radius of
15-20 miles with an antenna height of
100-200 ft.
The company offers both legal and
engineering aid in preparing applications for FCC approval. It has set up a
special department to process such applications inan attempt to procure these
construction permits. If the applicant
secures the grant, he must promise to
use Electron equipment. If the grant
is denied because of the inability of the
customer to meet FCC standards, a
small charge ($200-$500) will be made.
The company also has made arrangements to refer television station
owners to several film companies so
that a minimum film programming
schedule of at least four hours per day
— 30 days per month — will be available.
The company also offers to aid customers infinancing, with payments over
a period of 24 months or more.
The merger of the Ling and Altec
companies, which took place earlier
this year, resulted in a consolidated
company with total assets of over $14
million. The Ling company was established in 1955 and specialized in
electronics test equipment. The Altec
company is best known for its line of
microphones and speakers.
• Technical

topics

• Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing
Co., St. Paul, had $108,339,894 second quarter sales and $14,246,327
earnings (84 cents a share) — the highest quarter recorded at 3M. Last year's
figures for the period: $91,054,230
sales; $9,747,291 (58 cents a share)
earnings. Common shares outstanding
on June 30, 1959: 16,986,593. Last
year's figure: 16,876,196.
• Motorola Inc., showed a whopping
49% increase in second quarter net
sales and a four-fold boost in net
earnings over the same period last
year. The Chicago electronic manufacturer reported net sales of $65,214,062
and net earnings of $3,269,944, or
$1.69 per share — both the highest in

"Shop At the Store With the Mike
On the Door," the RCA Thesaurus
exclusive merchandising plan, is
the doorway to extra income for
over 750 radio stations. Dale
Woods, Manager of KUEN, Wenatchee, Washington, wires as follows:
"Webilled$12,500in 13weeks
with SHOP AT THE STORE WITH
THE MIKE ON THE DOOR ... 39
participating sponsors very happy
. . . a great campaign."
There's plenty of new business
in store for you, too. Write for all
the details now!
®

THESAURUS

155 East 24th St., New York 10, N.Y.
Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
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its 30-year history. Net sales were
$128,867,246 and net earnings $5,886,371 for the first six months of
1959, also a new record.
• The Allen B. DuMont Labs books
show a loss of $29,826 on sales of
$4,786,272 for the second 12 weeks of
this year (to June 21). For the first
24 weeks the loss was $117,672 on
sales of $9,243,436. This compares

favorably with a loss of $5,124,000 on
sales of $18,493,000 during the first
six month of last year. DuMont president D. T. Schultz stated that the current debt has been reduced by $3,235,000 since Jan. 1.
• Muntz Tv Inc., Chicago electronics
manufacturer, chalked up record sales
and earnings for the 10-month period

through this past June — sales of $5,519,039 (against $2.3 million the same
period last year) and earnings of $320,235, or 28 cents per share (as compared with $124,989, or 11 cents a
share). Harold S. Lansing, attorney for
the firm, revealed that Muntz expects
to pay off $1.3 million in back taxes,
and $300,000 in local levies by next
spring.

INTERNATIONA!

CANADA'S
Second-station

TV

hearings

With the "land rush" on for privately-owned tv facilities in Canada, the
hottest competition has begun to shape
up in the six major markets: Toronto,
Montreal, Quebec, Winnipeg, Vancouver and Halifax.
The action was touched off last
month by the Dominion's announcement that it would drop its present restrictive policy of just one station per
market (Broadcasting, July 28).
First on tap for consideration by the
Board of Broadcast Governors will be
Winnipeg, where hearings will be held
Jan. 11, 1960. At least three applicants
are expected to be heard, including
CJOB Winnipeg, CKY Winnipeg and
a group of businessmen (some owners
of CKRC Winnipeg) under the name
of Red River Television Assn.
The week of Jan. 18, BBG hearings
will be in Vancouver. The local
CKNW and CKWX along with the
Vancouver Province and Sun have announced they will jointly seek private
tv facilities. Applicant name will be
Metropolitan Television Ltd., headed
by CKNW President Frank A. Griffith.
Mr. Griffith estimated it would be a
$1.5 million plan and said that, if
granted, the new station would build
for color telecasting.
Toronto Competition • Though hearings on new applications for Toronto
are not expected until late March of
1960, at least a half dozen applicants
are expected. These are CFRB, CKEY
and CKFH (all Toronto), Famous
Player Corp. (part owner of CKCO-TV
Kitchener, Ont., CKMI-TV and
CFCM-TV Quebec City) and Roy
Thomson, owner of three northern Ontario stations. Mr. Thomson also has
been associated with Scottish Television, which inaugurated commercial
television in Scotland.
Already lining up for Montreal tv
facilities are CKAC, CFCF and CKVL,
all radio stations in that area.
No dates for hearings on Quebec and
Halifax have been set. Observers ex36

LAND-RUSH
begin

Jan.

18,

1960;

pect that the timetable for second station operations in Canada would not
provide for starts before next summer.
Also, while it is expected that some of
the prospective financing might come
from interests outside the Dominion, it
is pointed out that under the Canadian
Broadcasting Act, as revised last year,
no more than 25% ownership can be
foreign. Maximum in the U.S. is 10%.
New Ground Rules • Along with its
new policy, the BBG has laid down its
proposed regulations for Canadian tv
station operations after July 1, 1960.
As announced July 28 by Dr. Andrew
Stewart, chairman, the emphasis will be
on high Canadian program content in
peak listening hours.
The new regulations were announced
at this time to give prospective applicants for second television stations in
all Canadian cities an understanding of
conditions under which they will be required to operate. Public hearings on
the regulations are to be held at Ottawa
on Nov. 3.
Chairman Stewart said that each applicant for a tv license would be required to state his programming plans.
"What they propose to do will be a
commitment on their part. They will be
required to do what they promise. Fulfillment of promises will be a condition
How option time
New system of television network
time on Canadian Broadcasting
Corp.'s English-language network
goes into operation this fall. The
plan will call for 34 hours and 35
minutes of option network time,
19 hours and 55 minutes of limited
network time, and lOVi hours of
local time during afternoon and
evening hours.
New is the use of limited option
time, when independent stations of
the network can take network time
if they wish for sustaining programs

STARTS
Winnipeg

to be

first

of the license" he stated.
New tv licenses will be granted for
a five year period and may not necessarily be renewed. The BBG was advising all applicants in advance of this
stiff condition.
U.S. Network Rule • The proposed
regulations will not permit any station
to make direct program connections
with American networks without BBG
permission. Such permission will be required for each program, although a
blanket seasonal permit could be given
for a specific program, BBG chairman
Stewart stated.
A high 55% Canadian program content on a weekly average would be required during peak evening hours, from
8-11 p.m. Two hours of this period
must be reserved by all stations for purposes prescribed by the BBG. While the
BBG did not explain in detail what
would be required to be telecast during
the two hours of reserved time each
evening, there is a possibility that some
of this might be used for educational
purposes, since educational interests
right across Canada are clamoring for
tv station licenses or time on tv stations.
With limit of two tv stations in any one
Canadian city, time for educational tv
would have to be found on these stations. Only exceptions to the two stawill work there
and advertisers can buy network
time on independent stations.
The plan was worked out by CBC
and its affiliates earlier this year to
provide an equitable division of time
for both network and local programming. Of the IOV2 hours of local
time on the network, 8 hours are
in prime evening time.
All stations on the network will
have to carry commercial and sustaining shows in the option time
periods. CBC stations will also carry
all programs on the limited network.
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tions in one city would be in Montreal,
Quebec and Ottawa, where there are
already two stations, one telecasting in
English, the other in French.
Dominion Flavor Sought • The high
Canadian program content is based on
the Canada Broadcasting Act's section
10 which requires stations to provide a
varied and comprehensive fare "basically Canadian in character." Canadian
program content will be measured in
a number of ways, including nationalities of actors, writers, producers of live
shows, corporate standing of film companies, production in Canadian studios,
cost of production, and other measures.
This would require a great deal of
checking by a greatly expanded BBG
which at present does not exist. The
public hearings to be held in November
may result in this regulation being
watered down considerably because of
the cost of its enforcement.
That this high Canadian program
content is aimed at reducing use of
American programs, especially film
shows, is made quite clear. The proposed regulation encourages importation of British and French film programs by planning to give such programs a 50% Canadian content allowance. To meet the proposed regulations
American film companies have already
entered the Canadian film field by setting up Canadian producing companies
and units. Film production in Canada
can be expected to boom, since there is
not enough local talent available in
most Canadian cities to provide for
live Canadian shows each evening.
The BBG will aid Canadian stations
in producing more live Canadian programs by allowing them to form local
and regional networks. This has been
a prerogative to date of the Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., government-owned
system, which has used its own and
independent stations in such networks.
Now competing networks are to be permitted giving independent stations an
opportunity of producing and sharing
costs of live Canadian shows, and picking up American network programs.
Darkness Until Noon • Proposed regulations will allow no tv programming
before noon, except for children's
shows on Saturdays, religious programs
and school broadcasts. Only other exception is daily morning hour given
over solely to advertising, a sort of
shoppers' service, giving housewives
data on bargains and sales for the day.
This type of program has been found
successful in Great Britain.
In limiting the telecasting hours,
Chairman Stewart explained this would
free stations of expense of additional
programming, allowing them to spend
more money on good programming
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during the telecasting day from noon to
midnight or later.
The 55% Canadian program content
will even mean that the CBC will have
to use more Canadian programs during
peak evening hours than it has so far,
as its Canadian content has averaged
just under this over the past few years.
This will jack up CBC expenditures,
already at a record level.
The high Canadian program content
will make operation of Canadian tv
stations more expensive, and advertisers may not be able to meet the entire
bill. The proposed regulations will
likely cut the number of applicants for
second tv stations in major cities.
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in brief

• Radio receiver sales in Canada during the first half of 1959 were up and
television set sales were almost even
with those of last year, according to
figures of the Electronic Industries
Assn of Canada. Radio set sales totalled
260,254 in the January-June 1959 period, compared with 223,316 a year
ago. Greatest increase was in automobile sets, up from 47,704 units to 66,195 this year. Transistor receiver sales
totalled 46,553 sets in the first six
months. Television receiver sales totalled 164,381 units as against 164,407
in the previous year.
• The seventh International Advertising
Film Festival at the Lido, Venice, will
have separate categories for tv and
movie commercials next year. Each
category will have its own judges. The
event is scheduled June 6-10.
• The Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, co-operative industry
organization, has announced that its fall
survey for all parts of Canada will be
held Nov. 2-8. The BBM board decided
at the time of its spring survey that
broadcasting station members who put
on special promotional campaigns during the survey week would be expelled
from the organization.
• CKGM is the designation of the 10
kw Montreal, Que., station on 980 kc.
licensed to Geoff Stirling of CJON-AMTV St. John's, Nfld. The Montreal
station's corporate name is Maisonneuve Broadcasting Corp., and is expected to be on the air this fall. It is
first new radio station licensed in Montreal in 14 years.
• CKKW Kitchener, Ont., new 1 kw
station on 1320 kc, went on the air on
Aug. 1 with 19 hours of daily broadcasting. Alan Hodge, former news director of CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.,
is manager. All-Canada Radio & Television Ltd., Toronto, Ont., is representative.
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FANFARE
Cartoon
leads

clown

a double

life

In the eyes of young viewers of Bozo
the Clown, "make-believe" has been
made reality through the antics of a live
host personality who is as successful
as his cartoon counterpart in capturing
their imagination. The two Bozos (see
pictures) are capturing young viewers in
a number of cities from Los Angeles to
Boston.
Jayark Films Corp., New York, distributor of the Bozo library of 6V2minute cartoons, found itself getting into
live programming when stations began
building live shows around the package
of 156 film episodes.
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles spearheaded
the movement last January and since
then has served as the training ground
for other live Bozos who came to study
its technique. Jayark went into mass production of authentic costumes through
Larry Harmon Pictures Corp., Hollywood, producer of the cartoons. Booklets and format outlines based on
KTLA's success also were distributed.
Bozo's double life is nurtured by such
national advertisers as Carnation milk,
Ideal Toy Co. and Bosco, who buy spots
wherever Bozo appears. With dozens of
children in the studio audiences, sometimes copy preparation is unnecessary.
Sales success may instead result from
games involving the product and the
audience. Example: a frankfurter sponsor gets results from a game in which
the children each try to take the biggest
bite out of hot dogs.
Merchandising and promotion activities of the live personalities cover a
wide field. Manufacturers of Bozolicensed merchandise include makers of
dolls, toys, balloons, masks, glassware
and a complete line of soft goods. Bozo
frequently makes live appearances be-

1735

Clowning in several dimensions
Jerry Sando (I) of KING-TV Seattle, takes a cue from cartoon 'Bozo'
fore parent-teacher associations and
other community groups.
The voice of Bozo in the tv series
and on Capitol Records, where the
character was created, is that of Larry
Harmon.
The quality-quantity question
A new technique for promoting an
independent station against competing
network affiliates is being pushed by
WPIX (TV) New York in a series of
luncheon presentations to agencymen.
The idea is that while a network station's audience may be larger in size,
it doesn't differ in quality — i.e., proportionately, there are just as many
car owners, or home owners, or professional people represented by one
rating point on WPIX as on a network
station. The argument is backed by a
Nielsen study said to be the first of its
kind in this type of audience research.
The WPIX presentation is designed
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to combat an idea it feels some agencies
have that audiences of independent stations not only are smaller but are of
different composition than those of network-affiliated rivals. The station feels
the size-of-audience factor can be met
competitively by difference in station
rates, but that new research has been
needed tative
to equality.
go into the question of qualiArea approach by Avery-Knodel
A regional approach to market research for the sale of spot television
highlights two studies being announced
today (Aug. 3) by Avery-Knodel, station representative. One is titled "Midwest Marketing Today," the other
"Spotlight on the Southwest, Newest
Land of Marketing Opportunity." Both
point up the growth of the regions and
advantages of spot television in reaching the sales potential they offer to advertisers. Presentation of the studies to
advertisers
underway. and agencies already is
Ratings double with color
A 35-foot model of an RCA Victor
color tv set constructed in San Francisco's Union Square served as the
stage for a joint promotion of fall
women's wear fashions and color television last month.
The annual fashion festival sponsored by the San Francisco Fashion
Industries Manufacturers & Wholesalers Assn. and 12 cooperating department stores, also had the support
of Leo
J.
Meyberg
Co., local RCA Victor distributor.
KRON-TV San Francisco, through
NBC-TV's west coast color tv mobile
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unit, colorcast two half-hour noontime
shows July 23 and 24 and reported
double the usual ratings for the time
period. More than 80 RCA dealers in
the Bay Area reported crowds at their
stores to see the shows as a result of
17,000 invitations mailed out to the
dealers' customer lists. An estimated
30,000 saw the shows in the tree-lined
square. The mammoth-sized set contained dressing rooms for 40 models,
who made their entrances to the ramp
from the center of the giant receiver
screen.
KYA cable-car party
KYA San Francisco took over one of
the city's cable cars for three days last
month. Disc jockeys rode around in
the cable car (emblazoned with a six-ft.
banner stating everyone could ride free)
broadcasting, conducting contests with
passengers and giving away 45 rpm
discs.
20,000 at the outing
More than 20,000 persons were
counted by WPOP Hartford, Conn.,
last month at its "Family Outing Day,"
audience-appreciation event. Announcments invited listeners to Riverside
Park, some 25 miles from Hartford,
where station talent staged a special
show climaxed with a fireworks display. The station provided free hot
dogs, soda pop, prizes, bargain prices
on all rides in the amusement park and
free bus transportation to and from
the park.
Diplomatic mission
Thirteen-year-old Allan Smith, "Ambassador" of WAVY-TV NorfolkPortsmouth, Va., was in New York last
month making diplomatic calls along
Madison Avenue. He carried a threeminute flip card sales presentation and
was dressed in morning coat, striped
trousers, ascot and black homburg. His
visit was supervised by Mike Schaffer,
the station's promotion director, and
agency contacts were set by account
executives of H-R Television Inc., national representative. Young Allan is
the son of a WAVY-TV employe.
Program-publicity splash
There's nothing like a broadcasting
splash party to cool things off in 90degree temperatures, according to
WBBM Chicago. The station took advantage of the weather for a morning
of cool remote programming and took
news media friends along for the show.
Cast members from three of WBBM's
live music-variety shows improvised a
poolside studio at the suburban WilBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

mette, 111., home of station m.c. Mai
Bellairs. Nearly a score of station performers were on hand to air the Josh
Brady Show, Music Wagon and The
Little Show on July 20; 7:30-9:45 a.m.
and 12:15-12:30 p.m.
Newsmen got a chance to meet the
casts, enjoy a swim in Mr. Bellairs'
pool and have breakfast or brunch with
the pool party.
WISN

lets them eat cake

Late last month WISN Milwaukee
staged a continuous six-hour party to
commemorate its 37th anniversary.
The scene: the Mayfair Shopping
Center where WISN personalities dispensed autographs, 2,357 pieces of
birthday cake, coffee and milk. The
station also distributed tokens, scattered
liberally throughout the cakes, good
for Mayfair gift certificates. WISN
aired hourly cut-ins from one of its
mobile units on location.
Milwaukeeans also were advised of
the occasion by a sign on city hall reading: "A salute to WISN Radio, 37th anniversary today."
Developing downtown potential
Six months of free advertising valued
at $3,000 is being offered by WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., to prospective downtown merchants there. Kenneth Cooper,
WICC president, explains that the offer
will serve as an incentive to a businessman or retailer who would be interested
in locating in any of several vacant
downtown locations. Mr. Cooper indicated the free advertising plan may
be extended to include other major
business centers in WICC's area.
Graphology

on WTCN

WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul gives
listeners the chance to find out what a
handwriting expert thinks of their character in its Frank Buetel Show (daily,
1-3 p.m.). Listeners wishing to have

their handwriting analyzed send samples
to a local handwriting authority. This
handwriting expert broadcasts her
analyses on the Buetel Show.
• Drumbeats
® WTIC Hartford, Conn., has installed
remote broadcasting equipment at the
headquarters of the state's police department so that the police can broadcast emergency warnings and traffic
conditions over the station. Reports
are carried regularly on Friday, Saturday and Sunday at peak traffic times.
• "Keep
you aid
at kit
all times"
the
sloganusonwith
a first
given byis
WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., to people interviewed by its mobile newswagon
throughout the summer.
» WNAR

Norristown, Pa., warned businessmen against accepting hundreddollar bills when it learned counterfeit money was circulating in the area.
To see if merchants got the message,
WNAR News Director Jim Klash tried
to pay for merchandise with a bona
fide bill. Nine stores turned him down.
He telephoned progress reports for
broadcast as he went shopping.
• KBIZ Ottumwa, Iowa, helped local
merchants celebrate their first annual
"Krazy Daze" event the past fortnight
with
own onassortment
of all
"crazy"
stunts —itsboth
the air and
over
town. The station paraded its d.j. Gene
Kaye in strait jacket and mask through
Ottumwa with a sign reading, "Everybody listens to KBIZ . . . except me."
He
his "doctor,"
d.j. was
John accompanied
Reardon. Inby another
stunt,
a professional steeple-jack climbed the
flag pole on the town's tallest building
and did a 15-minute remote broadcast.
• WMT Cedar Rapids, Iowa, reversed
the usual gift-getting to gift-giving for
its 37th birthday July 30. The station's 10 disc jockeys forwarded 137
record albums to listeners who sent in

BUY NOW
FOR] THE
FUTURE
Monaural today — stereo tomorrow —
handle both with finestquality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel Recorders.
May be fully remote controlled. Now
sold by Ampex Professional Dealers
everywhere — Write to Ampex for a
copy of Bulletin B.

CORPORATION
professional
products division
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA

.HOWARD E. STARK,

Gallentry in the sales game • "On to 22" was the by-word last month for
25 sales secretaries of H-R Television Inc. and H-R Representatives Inc.,
both New York. On three consecutive weekends the girls were invited on
"get acquainted" tours of WGBI-WDAU-TV Scranton-Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Inspiration for the invitation came one Saturday morning when Gail
Thomas, an H-R Television secretary and a native of Scranton, called at
the WDAU-TV studios "to look around." Vance L. Eckersley, vice president and general manager of the tv station, made note of Miss Thomas'
remark that she had never seen or been to any radio or television station.
Going in groups of about eight each weekend, the girls were headquartered at High Point Inn, a resort hotel in the Poconos. Saturdays were spent
touring the station and transmitter facilities. On Sundays the secretaries
toured the Poconos in a station wagon before leaving by train Sunday
evening.
Above are embarking members of one weekend (1 to r) : Margaret Hughes,
Ydeen Francis, Joan White, Mildred Pearce, Marie Reiter, Jane Dorman.
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90 (FANFARE)

birthday postcards from 62 counties in
Iowa, Wisconsin, Illinois and Minnesota.
• Two near-accidents on a dangerous
hill prompted management of CKBBCKVR-TV Barrie, Ont., to put up a
traffic sign on its own. The sign, identified as a CKBB-CKVR-TV courtesy
card, warns motorists to be sure of
brakes before proceeding down the
steep hill.
• An "Oldest Radio Contest" by WAZL
Hazleton, Pa., turned up a Westinghouse Model 3-A built between 1922
and 1923. Runner-up in a field of 28
antique receivers was a Fried-Risman
built in the 1927-28 period. Both are
still in good working order, WAZL reports. Entries were displayed in a local
appliance store. The prizes: new radios.
• Newsfilm shot by KTBC-TV Austin,
Tex., of a wind storm became the basis
for settlement of an insurance claim.
The manager of a bowling alley under
construction learned from a KTBC-TV

news show that high winds had blown
the building over. By the time insurance
representatives arrived to take a picture of their own, the debris had been
blown and cleared away from the area.
• A two-color file folder is used by
KTTS-AM-FM-TV Springfield, Mo., to
enclose advertiser-agency mailings. Inside the piece is a coverage map and
the folder's four sides give market and
buying data. There is space for the recipient's name to be hand-lettered. Another addition to the station's promotion kit is a monthly publication, the
"KTTSalescaster." It contains news and
pictures of accounts, staff and programming and goes to druggists, grocers,
hardware stores, agencies, representatives and business prospects.
• While some stations stage contests
and comb the countryside for beauty,
KOCO-TV Enid, Okla.. need look
no farther than its reception desk.
(Sizzlin') Liz Martin, chief receptionist for KOCO-TV was state runner-up
in the "Miss Universe" preliminaries
last month.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

July 30 through August 5. Includes data on new stations, changes in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards changes
and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day. N — night.
— local sunset,
mod. — modification,
trans. — LStransmitter,
unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special
temporary
authorization.
SH — specified hours.
* — educational.
Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Escanaba, Mich. — Norbertine Fathers.
Granted vhf ch. 3 (66-72 mc); ERP 100 kw
vis., 60 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain mated
853 construction
ft., abovecostground
804 first
ft. Esti$327,500,
year
operating cost $85,000. P.O. address 115 S.
Jefferson St., Green Bay, Wis. Studio location to be satellite of WBAY-TV Green
Bay, Wis. Trans, location near Powers,
Mich. Geographic coordinates 45° 42' 45" N.
Lat.,
87° 31' Fathers
30" W. Long.
Trans. -ant. Green
RCA.
Norbertine
own WBAY-TV
Bay, Wis. Escanaba station would be satellite of WBAY-TV. Ann. July 30.
Walla Walla, Wash.— Northwest Bcstg.
System263 Inc.
22 (518-524
mc);
ERP
kw Granted
vis., 144 ch.
kw aur.;
ant. height
above average terrain 1,330 ft., above
ground 151 ft. Estimated construction cost
$17,941, first year operating cost $217,000,
revenue $250,000. P.O. address 13273 Ventura
Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif. Studio location Walla Walla, Wash. Trans, location McIntyre Point, Ore. Geographic coordinates
45°
36" N.Legal
Lat.,counsel
118° 6' 7"
W. Long.
Trans.ant. 48'RCA.
Richard
H. Burton,
North Hollywood, Calif. Consulting engineer J. Glen Turner, Encino, Calif. Owners
are Warren L. Gray (32%), Sara W. Holton,
Edith L. Wellington and William F. Barclay
(20% each) and Alma Carraher (8%).
Messrs. Gray and Barclay are engineers
with KHJ Los Angeles; Mrs. Holton and
Mrs. Wellington are housewives. Mrs. Carraher is nurse. Ann. July 30.
APPLICATION
Wilmington, Del. — WIP Bcstg. Inc. vhf
ch. 12 (204-210 mc); ERP 316 kw vis., 158
kw aur.; ant height above average terrain
888ft., above ground 906 ft. Estimated construction cost $1,583,978, first year operating
cost $1,155,000, revenue $1,888,000. P.O. address </r Benedict Gimbel Jr., 35 S. 9th St.,
Philadelphia. Studio location Wilmington,
Del. Trans, location near Clayton, N.J. Geographic coordinates 39° 39' 38.5" N. Lat., 75°
01' 59.4" Welch,
W. Long.
-ant. RCA.
Legal
counsel
Mott Trans.
& Morgan.
Consulting
engineer Page, Creutz, Steel & Waldschmitt. WIP Bcstg. Inc. is licensee of
WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia; Benedict Gimbel
Jr., president, owns 51% of majority stock.
Ann. July 30.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KNOE-TV Monroe, La., WNOE & aux.,
New Orleans, La. — Granted renewal of licenses. By letter, reminded KNOE-TV of
requirements
izing Report asunder
resultCommission's
of complaintEditorialalleging
unfair treatment of subscription tv issue.
Comr. John Cross dissented. Ann. July 30.
WTIM (TV) Laurel, Miss.— Waived sects.
3.613 (a) and 3.685 of rules and granted
application to change ERP to 17.1 dbk (51.3
kw) vis. and 14.8 dbk (30.2 kw) aur.; change
trans., antenna and other equipment; ant.
490 ft.; and change trans, site and main
studio location to present location of
WDAM-TV
(ch. 9) Hattiesburg. about
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

17.5 miles southwest of Laurel; conditioned
that operating authority for these facilities
will not minates
be granted
teroperation on until
ch. 9 WDAM-TV
in Hattiesburg.
Comr. Robert Lee dissented. (On June 1
Commission shifted ch. 9 from Hattiesburg
to Baton Rouge, effective July 6, but permitted WDAM-TV to continue operation on
that channel in Hattiesburg until such
time ton
as Rouge
a station
operation
on ch. 9 in Ann.
Bais ready
to commence.
July 30.
WINR-TV Binghamton, N.Y.— Granted cp
to move present 10-watt experimental uhf
co-channel TV repeater station KE2XXP in
the direction
of Owego to
further test
feasibility of employing
vertically
polarized
transmissions
to
fill
in
"shadows"
in
WINRTV service area; engineering conditions;
remote control permitted, with conditions.
Ann. July 30.
WXTV
Ohio— mod.
Waivedof
Sect.
1.305 (TV)
(c) ofYoungstown,
rules and granted
cp to change frequency to ch. 45, increase
ERP to 9.4 dbk (8.71 kw) vis. and 6.7 dbk
(4.68 kw) aur.; change ant. and other equipant. 330 will
ft.; conditioned
that for
operating ment;
authority
not be granted
this
operation
until
WKST-TV
commences
regular program operation with facilities
authorized by above item. Ann. July 30
KSWO-TV Lawton, Okla.— Granted application to change trans, location from about
4 miles east of Lawton and 49 miles northeast of Wichita Falls, Texas, to about 32
miles from Lawton and 24 miles from
Wichita Falls, increase ERP to 25 dbk
(316 kw) vis. and 22 dbk (158 kw) aur.,
change type of ant. and trans, and make
other equipment changes; ant. 1050 ft. Ann.
July 30.
WKST-TV New Castle, Pa.— Granted apto ch.vis.33, and
increaseplicatERPion to change
to 23.2 frequency
dbk (209 kw)
20.2 dbk (105 kw) aur.; change ant. and
other equipment; ant. 580 ft.; and change
station and studio locations to Youngstown,
Ohio; engineering condition. Ann. July 30.
KRTK (TV) Houston, Texas— Granted renewal of licenses. By letter, is being reminded of reqirements
for fullasidentification of source
and/or sponsor
a result
of its telecasting of kinescope summaries
of "Kohler hearings." Ann. July 30.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Texas— Granted renewal of licenses. By letter, is being reminded of requirements under Commission's Editorialization Report as result of
complaint scripalleging
unfairJuly
treatment
of subtion tv issue. Ann.
30.
APPLICATION
WPCA-TV Camden, N.J.— Mod. of cp to
change station location to Philadelphia,
Pa.; change trans, and studio locations to
1300 Mermaid Lane, Wyndmoor, Pa.; change
ERP to vis. 11.94 kw, aur. 6.446 kw; type
of ant. to RCA TFU-21-DL; make changes

EDWIN
&

i

in ant. structure and equipment and ant.
height quest
above
terrain[a] toand751 3.685
ft. (Rewaiver average
of Sec. 3.613
[a]
of rules). Ann. July 30
Translators
Columbia George T.V., Inc., Hood River,
Oreg. — lator
Granted
cps translate
for two new
tv trans-of
stations to
programs
Portland.
Ore.
station
—
one
on
ch.
translate programs of KPTV (TV) (ch.70 12)to
and other on ch. 79 to translate programs
of KOIN-TV (ch. 16). Ann. July 30.
New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Nome,
Alaska
Bcstg.
Assn. 5101
Grant-N.
ed 850 kc, 5 kw— Arctic
unl. P.O.
address
Francisco struction
Ave.,
Chicago.
Estimated
concost $43,450, first year operating
cost $25,000. revenue $25,000. Parent organiof applicant Church
is non-profit
Evangelical
Mission zationConvenant
of America.
Ann.
July 30.
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Jefferson County Bcstg.
Co. Granted 1270 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address
Pine Bluff. Estimated construction cost $26,525, first year operating cost $36,000 revenue
$45,000. Principals are equal partners Gen.
Manager Louis Alford, Technical Dir. Phillip D. Brady,
and equal
Secy.-Treas.
Mack
Smith.
All are
partnersAlbert
of WAPF
MeComb, Miss.; WMDC Hazelhurst, Miss.,
and WABL Amite, La. Ann. July 31.
Lenmore, Calif. — Radio Lenmore. Granted
1320 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 605 N. Sunnyslope Ave..structionPasadena,
concost $33,130, Calif.
first Estimated
year operating
coster,$60,000,
revenue
$75,000.
Principal
ownJoseph E. Gamble (90%) also owns KJOY
Stockton, KWIP Merced, and 50%, of cp for
am
station
Ann. July 30.in Santa Rosa, all California
Clewiston,
Fla. —500Peoples
Bcstg.
Service.
Granted
1590 kc,
w D. P.O.
address
Box
1486, tion
Fort
Myers,
Fla.
Estimated
construccost $7,000, first year operating cost
$24,000,
revenue $28,000. Robert Hecksher,
sole owner,
Ann.
July 30.also owns WMYR Fort Myers.
Beardstown, 111. — Beardstown Bcstg. Co.
Granted 790 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 210
WashingtonstructionSt.,
Beardstown.
Estimated
concost $25,703,
first year
operating
cost
$36,000,
revenue
$45,000.
Owners
are
Robert and Margareta Sudbrink (50% each).
Mr. Sudbrink is in insurance, real estate,
etc.
is in farm operation.
Ann. Mrs.
July Sudbrink
30.
Farmington,
Me.
—
Franklin
Bcstg.address
Corp.
Granted 1380 kc, 1 kw D. P.O.
WKTQ South
Paris,
Me.
Estimated
construction cost $25,550, first year operating
cost $30,000 revenue $40,000. Owners are
Country Inc., real estate firm (50%) and
Elden Shute Jr. and Gerald Higgins (each
17.14%,). Messrs. Shute and Higgins own
WKTQ (48.8%, and 51.1%, respectively).
Ann. July 30.
Conneaut, Ohio — Louis W. Skelly. Granted
1360 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 3808 Chaucer
Lane, Austintown,
construction cost $11,464,Ohio.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $42,000, revenue $55,000. Mr. Skelly,
sole owner, is owner WBUZ Fredonia, N.Y.
Ann. July 31.
Buckhannon, W.Va. — Upshur County
Bcstg. Co. Granted 1460 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. addressmated
3905 So.
14th St.,
Va. Esticonstruction
costArlington.
$19,677, first
year
operating cost $26,545, revenue $36,000. Own-
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ers are Jesse D. Newman and Lee P. Clagett, each 50^ . Mr. Newman spent 10 years
in U.S. Army Signal Corps. Mr. Clagett has
been owner of Clagett Arlington Memorial
Co. Ann. July 30.
Manati, 1500
P.R. kc,
— Arecibo
Corp.
Inc.
Granted
250 w Bcstg.
unl. P.O.
address
P.R. Road #2, Barrio Santana, Arecibo.
Estimated construction cost $15,290, first
year operating cost $16,000. revenue $23,000.
Owners
are Efrain(25%Archilla-Roig
and Santos
Pedro
Collazo Barbosa
each). Manual
Gonzalez torney;
(20%)
and
others
Mr.
Roig
atMessrs. Barbosa and Gonzalezis are
merchants. Ann. July 30.
APPLICATIONS
Marianna, Ark. — Lee Bcstg. Co., 1460 kc.
500 w. P.O. address Clyde Andrews, Willey
Bldg.,tionMarianna,
Estimated
construccost $20,636, Ark.
first year
operating
cost
$26,538, revenue $36,000. Principals are
Ross A. Hayes, 25%, Lon Mann, Clyde S.
Andrews, W.H. Gerrard and Emerson Newbern, each 18.75%. Mr. Hayes is in cotton
ginning. Mr. Mann is farmer. Mr. Andrews
is CPA. Mr. Gerrard is farmer. Mr. Newbern is cotton broker. Ann. August 5.
Nicholasville,
Jessamine
1250
kc. 500 w, Ky.D. — P.O.
addressBcstg.
Paul Co.,
D.
Everman, 3402 Taylorsville Rd., Taylorsville,
Ky. Estimated construction cost $13,760.
first year operating cost $27,000, revenue
$35,500. Principals are Inman S. Wood and
Paul D. Everman, each 50%. Mr. Wood is
farmer broadcast
organization
man. isMr.with
Everman,
formemploye,
same group.
Ann. July 30.
— James
630
kc.Anadarko,
500 w. P.O.Okla.
address
Box R.922Williams,
Joplin. Mo.
Estimated construction cost $11,808. first
year operating cost $16,800. revenue $24,200.
James R. Williams, sole owner, is engineer
for KODE-AM-TV Joplin, Mo. Ann. Aug. 5.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WOL Washington, D.C.— By letter, denied
petition for waiver of rules and returned
application for daytime operation with 500
w power until such time as the Commission
acts on its other application to increase
daytime power on 1450 kc from 500 w to
1 kw. Now operates with 250 w, U. Ann.
July 30.
WDBFcrease ofDelray
Beach,500 Fla.
inpower from
w —to Granted
5 kw. with
DA, continuing
operation
on
1420
kc,
D;
engineering conditions. Ann. Aug. 3.
W1RA for
Fort waiver
Pierce, ofFla.rules
— By and
order,dismissed
denied
request
application for change of operation on 1400
kc from
Ann.
July25030.w, U, to 250 w-N. 1 kw-LS, U.
WBHB Fitzgerald, Ga. — Granted petition
to accept for filing application to increase
daytime
power from
w to 1 kw.
ing unlimited
time 250
operation
on continu1240 kc
with 250 w. N. Ann. July 30.
WMRO Aurora, 111. — Granted change on
1280 kc from 250 w, D, to 500 w-N, 1 kwLS.
30. DA-2; engineering conditions. Ann. July
WCVS Springfield, 111.— Granted request
that application (to increase daytime power
from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation
on 1450 kc with 250 w-N) be considered as
pending
of Mayas 15amendment
and that itsnunc
verification be astreated
pro
tunc. Ann. July 30.
WBRB Mount Clemens, Mich. — Granted
change in directional antenna continuing
operationneering
on conditions.
1430 kc.
w. DA.
Ann.500July
30. D; engiKOOO Omaha, Nebr. — Granted increase of
power from 500 w to 1 kw, continuing
operation
kc, 30.DA-D; engineering
conditions. onAnn.1420July
WFYI onMineola,
power
1520 kc N.Y.
from— Granted
250 w, D,increase
to 10 kw,of
DA-D; engineering conditions. Ann. July 30.
Ohio— Granted
mod.
ofWRFD
licenseWorthington,
to change designation
of studio
locaton
to
Columbus-Worthington.
Operates
on 880 kc, 5 kw, D. Ann. July 30.
KOWB
Laramie,
Wyo. — from
Granted
tion to change
operation
1340 applicakc, 250
w, U, to 1290 kc. 1 kw-N, 5 kw-LS. DA-2;
engineering conditions. Ann. July 30.
APPLICATIONS
KPRL
Paso
daytime powerRobles,
from Calif.
250 w— Cpto to1 increase
kw and
install a new trans. Ann. July 30.
WSAL
Logansport,
Ind.
—
Cp
to
increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, install
new trans,
tor). Ann. and
Julymake
30. changes in ant. (resis92 (FOR THE RECORD)

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Lie.Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 5
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
43
Not on air For new stations
AM
126
689
FM
Cps
55
162
64
3,335
585
TV
103
121
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 5
VHF
UHF
TOTAL
441
80
Commercial
33
10
Non-commercial
4681
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1959
49
FM
TV
123
Licensed (all on air)
578
147
49
CPs on air (new stations)
44
63
CPs not on air (new stations)
101
3,328
Total authorized stations
769
667
163
516
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
19
3,500
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
22
5213
679
Total applications for new stations
71
114
649
41
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
706
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
2
51
Total applications for major changes
43
Licenses deleted
0
1
0
381
CPs deleted
3
570
57
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their 4661
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
uhf).3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
WWXL Manchester, Ky. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw and install newpower
trans. from
Ann. 250
Julyw 30.
WCUM Cumberland, Md. — Cp to increase
daytime
250 wwaiver
to 1 kwof and
install newpower
trans. from
(Request
Section
3.28 [c] of Rules). Ann. July 30.
WMFG Hibbing, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime
w to
stal a newpower
trans.from
(1240250kc).
Ann.1 kwJulyand30. inWKOZ Kosciusko, Miss. — Cp to change
frequency from 1350 kc to 1340 kc, change
hours of operation to unl. using power of
250 w,stall1newkw,
LS Ann.
(decrease
and intrans.
Aug. power)
5.
WTOL Toledo, Ohio— Mod. of cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw.
(Request waiver of Section 3.28(c) of Rules
and
309(b)
notification. (1230 kc). Ann.
July 30.
KTIL Tillamook, Ore. — Cp to increase
power from 250 w, unl. to 1 kw, unl., install DA-N, new ground system and new
trans. (1590 kc). Ann. July 30.
WERI Westerly, R.I. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. July 30.
KISD Sioux Falls, S.D. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. July 30.
KXOX Sweetwater, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1240 250
kc).w Ann.
Aug.and5. inWRON Ronceverte, W.Va. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1440 kc). Ann. July 30.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Hayward,
Bcstg. Box
Co.
Granted 101.7 Calif.
mc, —900Bayw. Shore
P.O. address
481, Taylorville, 111. Estimated construction
cost $12,715, first year operating cost $9,000,
revenue $10,000. Principals are Keith Moyer
(75%) and James Hildebrand (25%). Mr.
Moyer has majority interest in WTIM
Taylorville. 111. Mr. Hildebrand is general
manager WTIM. Ann. July 30.
Atlanta, Ga. — Rounsaville of Atlanta Inc.
Granted 94.1 mc, 76 kw. P.O. address 3165
Mathieson Dr. N.E., Atlanta 5. Estimated
construction cost $19,950. first year operating cost $6,000. revenue $6,000. Applicant
is licensee of WQXI and WATL-TV Atlanta; WLOU and WTAM-TV Louisville,
Ky.; WCIN and WSOK-TV Cincinnati;
WMBM
Miami
Beach; WTMP Tampa:

WVOL July
Nashville
Ann.
30. and WYLD New Orleans.
Honolulu, Hawaii— E.F. Weerts. Granted
96.3 mc, 7.7 kw. P.O. address 318 Orpheum
Bldg., San Diego. Calif. Estimated construction cost $20,370, first year operating cost
$32,200, revenue $46,000. Mr. Weerts owns
San Diego dining room, and has cps for
fm stations in San Diego and Houston. Ann.
July 30.
Park Ridge, 111.— Board of Education,
Maine Township High School District #207,
Cook County, 111. Granted 88.5 mc with
10 w. P.O. address % Theron W. Whitefield,
Dempster St. & Potter Rd. Ann. July 30.
Salem, Ind.— Don H. Martin. Granted 98.9
mc, 2.7 kw. P.O. address Box 472. Ann
July 30.
Laurel, Miss. — Voice of the New South
Inc. Granted 100.3 mc, 4.8 kw. P.O. address
Box 2336. Laurel. Estimated construction
cost $8,000, first year operating cost $20,000,
revenue $25,000. Principals include (each
with approximate one-fourth ownership) :
Joe Carson and Eddie Holladav, (with interests in WOKK Meridian. WLSM Louisville, WNSL Laurel, all Mississippi and
WACT Tuscaloosa, Ala.) and W.E. Jones
and Granville Dalters, (both with interests
in WNSL Laurel, Miss.). Ann. July 30.
Hillsboro, Tex. — Nelson W. Galle. Granted
102.3 mc.boro,830Tex. w.Estimated
P.O. address
Box 317, Hillsconstruction
cost
$6,100. first year operating cost $2,400. revenue
$3,600.
Mr.
Galle
owns
KHBR
Hillsboro. Ann. July 30.
Warwick, R.I. — Warwick Bcstg. Co. Granted 107.7 mc. 3.3 kw. P.O. address 19 Amity
St.. Providence. R.I. Estimated construction
cost $8,500, first year operating cost $19,000,
revenue
Sole-owner,
DeCubellis $29,292.
is advertising
and Joseph
talent A.agent.
Ann. July 30.
APPLICATIONS
Rochester,
Community
Serv-60
ice Inc. 96.5 N.Y.
mc. — 27.4
kw. P.O.Music
address
Landing Park. Rochester 10, N.Y. Estimated
construction cost $7,350. first year operating
cost $16,698, revenue $17,000. Principals are
Richard Wissell. president. 5.7', . Stanley R.
Swanson, holders.
9.3r,,
and 30.
89 other voting stockAnn. July
Philadelphia,
Pa.
—
mc,
4.60 kw. P.O. address Bulletin
RaymondCo.D. 98.9
McGee,
30th & mated
Market
Sts,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Esticonstruction cost $51,954, first year
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

operating cost $90,000, revenue $45,000. Bulletin Co., Robert McLeab, chairman, pubPhiladelphia
Bulletin
Sunday lishes
Bulletin
andEvening
is former
owner andof
WCAU-AM-FM-TV (sold to CBS last year).
Ann. Aug. 3.
San mc,
Juan,
— Radio
Station
102.5
250 P.R.
w. P.O.
address
Box WIBS
4504, Inc.
San
Juan, P.R. Estimated construction cost
$7,119, enuefirst
rev$36,565.year
Radiooperating
station cost
WIBS$55,903,
Inc. owns
WIAC San Juan. Louis Mejia is majority
owner. Ann. Aug. 3.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KGLA (FM) Los Angeles, Calif— Granted
SCA toation onengage
in functional
musicJulyopera multiplex
basis. Ann.
30.
WCMF-FM Wildwood, N.J.— Granted SCA
to engage in functional music operation on
a multiplex basis. Ann. July 30.
WGEM-FM Quincy, 111.— Granted SCA to
engage in functional music operation on a
multiplex basis. Ann. July 30.
KHOL-FM Kearney - Holdrege, Nebr. —
Granted SCA
engage in basis.
functional
operation
on to
a multiplex
Ann. musicJuly
30.
WKOP-FM Binghamton, N.Y.— Granted
change of operation from Class A on 95.5
mc to Class B on 99.1 mc; ERP from 420 w
to 39 kw and ant. from 320 ft. to 440 ft.;
engineering conditions. Ann. Aug. 3.
KELT (FM) Harlingen, Texas — Granted
SCA tiontoon aengage
in functional
multiplex
basis. Ann.music
July opera30.
APPLICATION
WSNJ-FM Bridgeton, N.J. — Cp to change
frequency from 98.9 mc, ch. 255 to 107.7
mc, ch. 299, increase effective radiated
power from 9 kw to 15.2 kw, change ant.
height
average
terrain
480 feet
to
486 about
feet and
install
new from
transmitter.
(Contingent on grant of new station at
Philadelphia, Pa.) (98.9 mc CH-255). Ann.
July 30.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KJNO
Juneau,
transfer
control of Baranof Alaska
Bcstrs.— Seeks
Inc. from
Josephof
B. Mangan and Frances G. Mangan to
Dorothy D. Wheeler for $2,500. Ann. Aug. 3.
WFRL from
Freeport,
111. — Seeks
license
Freeport
Bcstg.assignment
(Vincent ofS.
Barker, president) to Triad Television
Corp. (C. Wayne Wright, president, 37.50%,
Jae D. Kitchen, 10.96%, Wilfred L. Kitchen,
5.77% and others) for $275,000 plus net quick
assets less liabilities at closing. Mr. Wright
is general manager of WALM Albion, Mich.
Jae Kitchen is in laundry business and Wilfred Kitchen is in drive-in theatres. Ann.
Aug. 3.
KBEV Portland, Ore. — Seeks assignment
of cp from Coast Broadcasting Corp.
(Dawkins Espy, owner) to Joseph M. Arnoff
for $40,000. Mr. Arnoff owns 50% of KSFV
(FM) San Fernando, Calif., and 90% of
KIKK Bakersfield, Calif. Ann. Aug. 3.
KTIX Seattle,linquishmentWash.—
voluntary
reof positiveSeeks
control
of KTIX
Inc. by Hugh Ben LaRue through sale of
900 shares of treasury stock to Herbert M.
Richards for $15,000. After transfer KTIX
Inc. will be owned 46% by Mr. LaRue (now
60%), 23% by Mr. Richards, and 15% each
by Stanley Burns and Paul F. Adler (now
owning 20% each). Ann. July 20 (corrected
item) .
W. Va.Bcstrs.
— Seeks(C. assignment
of WOVE
license Welch,
from Welch
E. Feltner
Jr.,
president)
to
South
C. Bevins
for $27,500. Mr. Bevins owns WMLF
Pineville,
Ky.
Ann. Aug. 3.
Hearing Cases
FINAL DECISIONS
By tiondecision,
granted
of JeffersonCommission
County Bcstg.
Co. applicafor new
am station to operate on 1270 kc, 5 kw, D,
in Pine Bluff, Ark. Comr. Fred Ford not
participating. Supplemental Initial Decision
of Sept. 8, 1958 looked toward this action.
Ann. July 3.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission, on petition by Louis W. Skelly,
severed from hearing and granted Mr.
Skelly application for new am station
to operate on 1360 kc, 500 w, D, in Conneaut,
Ohio; condition Skelly application had been
in
consolidated
hearing ofwith
Mon-Yough
Bcstg.
Co. for increase
daytime
power
of WMCK McKeesport, Pa., from 1 kw to
5 kw, continuing operation on 1360 kc, 1
kw-N, DA-N. Ann. July 30.
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By memorandum
opinion date
and order,
mission stayed effective
of MayCom20.
Decision which granted application of Fred
H. Whitley for new am station to operate
on 960 kc, 1 kw, D, in Dallas, N.C., and
deniedstation
application
Wayne M. with
Nelson500 for
new
on sameof frequency
w,
D, in Concord, N.C., until release of Commission action on petitions for reconsideration filed by Nelson and the Broadcast
Bureau and petition for rehearing filed by
Snartan Radiocasting
tanburg, S.C. Ann. JulyCo.31. (WSPA), SparBy order, Commission denied motion by
WMRC Inc. (WFBC-TV ch. 4), Greenville,
S.C. requesting stay of June 10 action
granting authority to Skyway Bcstg. Co.
(WLOS-TV ch. 13), Asheville, N.C., to
identifyburg,itself
and SpartanS.C, as aswellGreenville
as Asheville,
pending
action onhearing.
WMRC
Inc.'s
petition
for reComr. Robert Bartley abstained
from voting; Comrs. Robert Lee and Fred
Ford dissented. Ann. July 30.
By order, Commission denied petition by
Community Bcstg. Co., Inc. (am station
WIBR Baton Rouge, La., and applicant
for new tv station on ch. 9 in that city),
for stay of July 22 grant, with conditions,
to Modern Bcstg. Co. for special temporary
authority
WAFB-TV
ch. 9
in
lieu of toch. operate
28 in Baton
Rouge onpending
final action on any applications for regular
operation on ch. 9. Comr. John Cross voted
to grant petition and issued dissenting
statement. Petition
for reconsideration of Julyby 22Community
action is pending
before Commission. Ann. July 30.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission dismissed petition by Evanston
Bcstg. Co. (WNMP) Evanston, 111., for
reconsideration of Feb. 25 grant of application of South Cook Bcstg. Inc., for
new am station (WCGO) on 1600 kc, 1 kw,
DA, D, in Chicago Heights, 111. Ann. July 30.
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Top Bcstrs. Inc., for new
am station to operate on 1480 kc. 500 w, D,
in San Antonio, Texas. Ann. July 30.

OTHER ACTIONS
By testorder,
Commission
by Philco
Corp. to designated
July 18, pro1957
grants of renewal of licenses of National
Bcstg.
Co.
Inc.,
stations
WRCV-AM-TV
(ch.
3), and auxiliaries, Philadelphia, for oral
argument Oct. 1 on questions whether,
if facts alleged in protest were proven,
grounds have been presented for setting
aside conditional grant of such applications
and, if evidentiary hearing is required,
scope thereof.
grants whatever
were condi"without (1957
prejudice
ac-at
tiontioned
Commission
may deemto appropriate
such time as presently pending antitrust
actions involving Radio Corp. of America
and National Bcstg. Co., Inc., may be terminated".) Ann. July 31.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission granted renewed request by
Alvarado Television Co., Inc. (KOAT-TV,
ch. 7), Albuquerque, N. Mex., to extent
of enlarging
issues
in proceeding
on application of Video
Independent
Theatres,
Inc..
to move studio and transmitter of KVIT
(TV)
(ch.
2),
Santa
Fe,
N.M.,
from
about
three miles northwest of center of Santa
Fe to studio location in Santa Fe and
transmitter site at Sandia Crest about 43
miles southwest of Santa Fe and 14 miles
northeast of Albuquerque, to determine
what economic effect grant of KVIT appliwould have in
uponlight
operation
KOAT-of
TV andcationwhether,
thereof, ofgrant
KVIT terest.
application
would
be
in
public
inAnn. Aug. 3.
Garrett Bcstg. Corp., West Memphis, Ark.
—newDesignated
for
am stationforto hearing
operate onapplication
730 kc, 5 kw,
DA-D, in consolidated proceeding with applications of Birney Imes, Jr., Newport
Bcstg. Co., and Crittenden County Bcstg.
Co., for new am stations to operate on 730
kc, 250 house
w, Bcstg.
D, inCo.Westto Memphis,
More-of
increase and
power
KTRY Bastrop, La., from 250 w to 500 w,
continuing operation on 730 kc, D; Order
supersedes April 15 hearing order. Ann.
July
30.
Newhall
Bcstg. Co., Newhall, Calif.;
KABC-FM, American Bcstg. — Paramount
Theatres, Inc., Los Angeles, Calif.; KUDUFM, Tri-Counties Public Service. Inc., Ventura-Oxnard, Calif.; KDOG, William E.
Clark, La Habra, Calif. — Designated for

AMCI...
• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
A L FORD
Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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consolidated
application
Newhall
for new hearing
Class B fm
station toofoperate
on 95.1 mc; KABC-FM to increase power
from 4.3 kw to 74.7 kw and ant. height
from 2,800 ft. to 2,915 ft., continuing operation on 95.5 mc; KUDU-FM to increase
power from 24 kw to 28 kw, ant. height
from minus 16 ft. to minus 27 ft., continuing
operation
on from
95.1 mc;
to increase power
480 wandto KDOG
670 w, change
ant. height from 360 ft. to 8 ft. and station
location to Anaheim; made KRHM Los
Angeles, KRKD-FM Los Angeles, and Telemusic Co.,ceeding.San
Bernardino,
parties to proAnn. July
30.
WAUG Garden City Bcstg. Co., Augusta,
Ga. ; Radio Albany, Albany, Ga.; Macon
County Bcstg. Co., Montezuma, Ga. — Designated for consolidated hearing applications
of Radio Albany and Macon County for new
am
stations
1050 kc,
Radiow,
Albany with to 1 operate
kw and onMacon
withD — 250
continuing operation on 1050 kc, D; made
WBIE Marietta, Ga., and WLON Lincolnton, N.C., parties to proceeding. Ann. July
30.
WSJC Southeast Mississippi Bcstg. Service,
Magee, Miss.; Jeff Davis Bcstg. Service,
Prentiss,
Miss. — Designated
consolidated
hearing application
of Jeff for
Davis
for new
am station to operate on 790 kc, 500 w, D,
and WSJC to change facilities from 1280
kc, 500 w, D, to 790 kc, 1 kw, DA-D. Ann.
July 30.
Suburban Bcstg. Co., Inc., Mount Kisco,
N.Y.; Camden Bcstg. Co., Newark, N.J. —
Designated
cations forfor
new consolidated
fm stations hearing
on 105.7appliand
105.9 mc, respectively; denied request by
Concert Network, Inc. (WHCN) Hartford,
Conn., for inclusion of issue as to effect
of either eratioinstant
network
ns of Concert;proposal
made on
WHCN
party op-to
proceeding. Ann. July 30.
CHE Bcstg. Co., KLOS, B&M Bcstrs, Inc.,
Albuquerque,
N.M.application
— Designated
consolidated hearing
of CHEfor Bcstg.
Co. for new am station on 1240 kc, 250 w,
U and KLOS to change frequency from
1450 kc to 1240 kc, continuing operation
with 250 w. Ann. July 30.
WVIP application
Mount Kisco,to N.Y.
— Designated
for
hearing
increase
power from
1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 1310
kc,
WICH Norwich.
New DA-D;
Haven, made
both Connecticut,
and WAVZ
WEVD
New York, parties to proceeding. Ann.
July 30.
WRCA New York, N.Y.— Designated for
hearing application to change operation
(660 kc, tional.
50 Ann.
kw,July
U) 30.
from DA-1 to non-direcWGIV Charlotte, N.C.— Designated for
hearing application to change operation on
1600 kc from 1 kw, D, to 500 w-N, 1 kw-LS,
DA-N. Ann. July 30.
Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co.; TriCities
Bcstg. Co.; High Point Television Co.;
Southern Bcstrs, Inc., High Point, N.C. —
Designatedplicationsfor
for new consolidated
tv stations tohearing
operate apon
Ch. 8. Ann. July 30.
Louis M. Neale, Jr.; KTM Bcstg. Co.,
North Charleston, S.C.; WJIV Inc. (WJIV)
Savannah, Ga.; WORD, Inc., (WORD) Spartanburg, S. C. — Designated
for consolidated
hearing applications
of Neale
and KTM
for new am station to operate on 910 kc,
500 w, D, WJIV to change power from 1 kw
to 5 kw, continuing operation on 900 kc. D.
and WORD to increase daytime power
from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation
on 910 kc, 1 kw-N, DA-2; made WMOP
Ocala, and WSWN Belle Glade, both Florida, parties to proceeding. Ann. July 30.
S&W Enterprises, Inc., Woodbridge, Va.;
Interurban Bcstg. Corp., Laurel Bcstg. Co.,
Laurel, Ml; WJWL Rollins Bcstg. of Delaware, Inc., Georgetown, Del. — Designated for
consolidated hearing applications of S&W,
Interurban and Laurel for new am stations
to
operate
on 900operation
kc, 1 kw,
DA-D
and
WJWL
to change
on 900
kc from
1Richmond,
kw, D, toVa.,5 kw,
DA-D;
made
WRNL
and WLAM Williamston,
N.C,
30. both parties to proceeding. Ann. July
Beacon Bcstg. System, Inc., GraftonCedarburg, Wis.; KWMT, American Bcstg.
Stations, Inc., Fort Dodge, Iowa; Suburban
Bcstg. Co., Inc., Jackson, Wis. — Designated
for consolidated hearing applications of
Beacon and Surburban for new am stations
on 540 kc, 250 w, DA, D, and KWMT to
increase power for 1 kw to 5 w, continuing
operations on 540 kc, DA, D; made WIND
Chicago, 111., and KSD St. Louis, Mo., parties to proceeding. Ann. Aug. 3.
Supreme Bcstg. Co., Inc., of Puerto Rico,
Radio American West Indies, Inc., Christiansted, St.solidated
Croix
— Designated
hearing V.I.
applications
for for
newcon-tv
station
to operate on Channel 8. Ann. July
30.
Commission designated for consolidated
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hearing following eight applications for new
am stations,
seven
ation on 1550
kc involving
and otherproposed
on 1570operkc;
County Bcstg. Corp., Gloucester, Mass.;
Consolidated Bcstg. Industries, Inc., Natick,
Mass.;ton Bcstg.
WKOX,
Beverly,
NewCo., Inc.,
Newton,
Mass.;Mass.;
Transcript
Press, Inc., Dedham, Mass.; United Bcstg.
Co., Inc., Beverly, Mass.; Berkshire Bcstg.
Corp., Hartford, Conn., and Grossco, Inc.,
West Hartford, Conn. Ann. July 30.
By order, Commission consolidated followingviously
am applications
in hearing ofwithHirsch
predesignated applications
Bcstg. Co. (KFVS) Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
and The Firman Co., Vincennes, Ind. and
added issues: Chester Bcstg. Co. (100 w, U),
Chester, 111.,Mo.and (250
Robert
Neathery,
Fredericktown,
w, U)F. for
new stations
on 1450 kc; Donze Enterprises Inc., to
change location of KSGM (980 kc, 500 w, U)
from St. Genevieve, Mo., to Chester, and
Paducah
Bcstg.
Co., Inc.,
to increase
daytime power
of WPAD
Paducah,
Ky., from
250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1450
kc, 250 w-N; made WAOV Vincennes, Ind.,
WDSG Dyersburg, Tenn., and WRAJ Anna,
111., parties to proceeding. Ann. July 30.
59 Am Applications in Consolidated Hearing
Commission consolidated for hearing following 59 applications for new am stations
or increase of power by existing stations
involving
interference
lems on 1220interlinking
kc to 1250 kc:
Tiffin Bcstg.probCo.,
Tiffin, Ohio; Fredericksburg Bcstg. Corp.
(WFVA), Fredericksburg, Va.; Sayger
Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio; WFPG, Inc., Toms
River, N.J.; Easton Publishing Co. (WEEX),
Easton, Pa.; Lamar A. Newcomb (WFAX),
Falls Church, Va.; Francis J. Matrangola
(WCMC), Dowagiac,
Wildwood, Mich.;
N.J.; Voice
Dowagiac,
WBIR,of Inc.
(WBIR), Knoxville, Tenn.; WBC, Inc.,
Louisville, Ky.; Keystone Bcstg. Corp.
(WKBO), Harrisburg, Pa.; Hagerstown
Bcstg. Co. (WJEJ), Hagerstown, Md.; Malrite Bcstg. Co., Norwalk, Ohio; Iowa Great
Lakes Bcstg. (KICD), Spencer, Iowa; Westchester Bcstg. Corp. (WFAS), White Plains,
N.Y.; Ocean County Bcstrs., Toms River,
N.J.; E. Anthony & Sons, Inc. (WOCB),
West Yarmouth, Mass.; WBVP, Inc.
(WBVP), Beaver Falls, Pa.; The Maryland
Bcstg. Co. (WITH), Baltimore, Md.; Harlan
Murrelle and Associates, Lakewood, N.J.;
Mahoning Valley Bcstg. Corp. (WBBW),
Youngstown,
Scripps-Howard
Radio,
Inc. (WCPO),Ohio;
Cincinnati,
Ohio; Norfolk
Bcstg. Corp. (WNOR), Norfolk, Va.; Twin
City Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WCOU), Lewiston,
Maine; Petersburg Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WSSV),
Petersburg, Va.; WSBC Bcstg. Co. (WSBC),
Chicago, 111.; The Shore Bcstg. Co. (WCEM),
Cambridge, Md.; North Shore Bcstg. Corp.
(WESX), Salem, Mass.; The Oneida Bcstg.
Co. (WOBT), Rhinelander, Wis.; Century
Bcstg. Corp. (WCRO), Johnstown, Pa.;
Ishpeming Bcstg. Co. (WJPD), Ishpeming,
Mich.; Cornbelt Bcstg. Corp. (KFOR), Lincoln, Nebr.; Eastern Radio Corp. (WHUM)
Reading, Pa.; James Bcstg. Co., Inc
(WJTN), Jamestown, N.Y.; Elmira StarGazette, Inc. (WENY), Elmira, N.Y.; Norwalk Bcstg., Inc., Norwalk, Ohio; Niagara
Bcstg.
System Bcstg.
(WNIA),Co.Cheektowaga,
N.Y ■
Woonsocket
(WWON), Woonsocket, R.I.; Southeastern Bcstg. Co., Inc
(WSFC), Somerset, Ky.; Capital Bcstg. Co
(KWOS), Jefferson City, Mo.; Long Island's
First
(WGBB), Freeport, NYWTAX,Station,
Inc. Inc.
(WTAX),
Springfield, 111.
WJMC, Inc. (WJMC), Rice Lake, Wis.;
Bloommgton Bcstg. Corp. (WJBC), Bloom^f&J?^
Eastern States
Bcstg. Corp.
(WSNJ), Bridgeton,
N.J.; Granite
City
Bcstg. Trans-Audi
Co. (WJON), St. Cloud, Minn.; Altoona
o
Corp.,
Inc.
(WRTA)
toona, Pa.; Standard Tobacco Co. (WFTM)AlMaysville,Inc.
Ky.; (WHIZ),
SoutheasteZanesville,
rn Ohio Bcstg'
System,
Ohio;
Southern Wisconsin Radio, Inc. (WCLO),
Janesville, Wis.; Marshall Electric Co.
(KFJB), Marshalltown, Iowa; Anderson
Bcstg. Corp. (WHBU), Anderson, Ind.; Morristown Bcstg. Corp. (WMTR), Morristown,
N.J.; Radio Toms River, Toms River, N.J.;
New England Bcstg. Co. (WNEB), Worcester, Mass.; WQUA, Inc. (WQUA), Moline,
111.; KODY, Inc. (KODY), North Platte,
Nebr.; Wapello County Bcstg. Co. (KBIZ),
Ottumwa, Iowa; Air Trails, Inc. (WCOL),
Columbus, Ohio. Made 64 existing licensees
parties to proceeding; and denied requests by Westchester Bcstg. Corp. for inclusion of program issue with respect to
all proposals, by Ocean County Bcstrs. for
30 day extension of time to reply to Commission's letter, by WWCO, Inc., The Tower
Realty Co. and Hibbing Bcstg. Co. for consolidation of their respective applications
in hearing on instant applications, and by
Rossmoyne Corp. that it be made party
to hearing. Ann. Aug. 3.

44 AM Applications in Consolidated Hearing
Commission consolidated for hearing following 44 applications
new by
am existing
stations
or increase
of daytime forpower
stations involving interlinking interference
problems
to 1490 kc:and other deficiencies on 1410 kc
Mid-America Bcstg. System, Inc., Highland Park, 111.; North Central Bcstg. Inc.
Phillipsburg, Kans.; Seaway Bcstg. Co., Inc.,
Chicago Heights, 111.; Mainline Bcstg. Co.,
Portage, Pa.; Bureau Bcstg. Co., Princeton,
111.; Holland Bcstg. Co. (WHTC), Holland,
Mich.; Civic Bcstg. Corp. (WOLF), Syracuse,
N.Y.; Lewiston Bcstg. Co. (WMRF), Lewistown, Pa.; Central Bcstg. Co., Inc. (WARD),
Johnstown, Pa.; Batavia Bcstg. Corp.
(WBTA), Batavia, N.Y.; Chief Pontiac
Bcstg.
Co. (WPON),Corp.
Pontiac,
Mich.; Michiana Telecasting
(WNDU),
South
Bend, Ind.; The James R. and Barbara J.
Roberts Co., Indianola, Iowa; Village Bcstg.
Co. (WOPA),
Park, 111.;
Suburban Radio, Inc.,OakHighland
Park,North
111.; WGAL,
Inc. (WGAL), Lancaster, Pa.; Booth Bcstg.
Co. (WIBM), Jackson, Mich.; Culpeper
Bcstg. Corp. (WCVA), Culpeper, Va.;
Stevens-Wismer
Bcstg. Co. (WHLS), Port
Huron, Mich.; United Bcstg. Co. of Western
Maryland, Inc. (WARK), Hagerstown, Md.;
Farm Pa.;
and Home Bcstg. Co. (WNBT), Wellsboro.
Goldenrod Bcstg., Inc. (KBON),
Omaha, Nebr.; Hazelton Bcstg. Co.. Inc
(WAZL), Hazelton, Pa.; Radio Station
WESB (WESB). Bradford, Pa.; Marion
Bcstg.ton Co.
Marion, Ohio; BurlingBcstg. (WMRN),
Co. (KBUR),
Burlington, Iowa;
West Bend Bcstg. Co. (WBKV),
Wis.; WHFC, Inc. (WHFC), Cicero,West111.;Bend,
East
Liverpool Bcstg. Co. (WOHI), East LiverOhio: O'Keefe Bcstg.
Inc
(WBCB),pool,Levittown-Fairless
Hills, Co
Pa.; Rich
Publishing House, Inc. (WMDN).
Mich.; Central Bcstg. Corp. (WKBV),Midland,
Richmond, Ind.;
B. Axton (KTOP)
Topeka, Kans.:Charles
Elgin Bcstg. Co. (WRMN),
vsSSi-Jp-'Northwestern
Publishing
Co.
(WBEX)
Chillicothe,
£WJ?£,N,)- Danville,
111.; Shawnee
Bcstg. Co.
Ohio;
Waynesboro
Bcstg.
Corp.
(WAYB),
Waynesboro,
Va
Gerity Bcstg. Co. (WABJ), Adrian, Mich. •
Midwestern
Co.
Alpena,
Mich.; Town Bcstg.
and Country(WATZ),
Bcstg. Co Inc
(WREM), Remsen, N.Y; WSTV
Inc
(WPAR), Parkersburg, W. Va.; Dover
Bcstg Co., Inc. (WJER), Dover,
Ohio; Lake
Erie Bcstg Co. (WLEC), Sandusky, OhioHeights, Ohio. Ann. July 30.
t™J£el^$
BcltgRout
ine Roun
dup Co- (WJMO), Cleveland

Progress Report on Joint OCDM-FCC
Long Range Allocation Planning
Federal Communications Commission announced that it and Office of Civil and Defense Mobilization have proceed
ed in manner set forth in Commission's Public Notice
of April 30, 1959, looking toward improved
over-all pattern of frequen allocations
which could be implementedcy within
next
10 to 15 years. Public interest in this subject
indicate
s desirability of report of progress
made to date.
Technical group engaged in this
consisting of FCC staff personnel andprogram
representatives of member agencie
Interdepartment Radio Advisorys ofCommit
tee
(IRAC), has held number of meetings
Having reache
d agreement on terms of
reference, technical group has taken actions
which include following:

1. Invited Central Radio Propagation
Laboratory (CRPL) of National Bureau
of Standards to name representative to
participate in work of technical group,
in view of necessity for basing future
allocation planning on most accurate
propagation data currently available.
2. Requested CRPL to prepare graphical
presentations of necessary power versus
distance for various emissions, data
rates, antenna heights and megacycle
orders of frequency.
3. Agreed as first step in over-all program
to deal with band 50-1000 Mc on ground
that it represented knottiest problems.
4. Requested CRPL to concentrate its
efforts initially on band 50-1000 Mc,
setting August 1, 1959 as target date for
report thereon.
5. Agreed to treat at least broadcasting,
land mobile, aeronautical mobile, maritime mobile, radiopositioning, radioBROADCASTING, August 10, 1959
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navigation, and earth-space services in
its consideration of band 50-1000 Mc.
6. Requested
Government
to pre-or
sent to technical
group agencies
their present
foreseeably unfulfilled frequency requirements for band
which they were
aware, 50-1000
not laterMc,thanof
August 1, 1959. Having but recently
completed taking testimony in its
Docket No. 11997 dealing with band
25-890 Mc, Commission is in particularly
good position to supply such information with respect to non-government
requirements.
It is anticipated that further progress of
technical group will be delayed somewhat
during several months inasmuch as many of
its members will be attending forthcoming
International Radio Conference in Geneva.
Nonetheless, it is intention of Commission
to continue with joint study as rapidly as
possible, and also to issue periodic reports
of progress
made 30.in this important program. being
Ann. July
POLITICAL BROADCAST RULES
AMENDED
By order.
Commission
amended
political broadcast rules (Sections
3.120,its3.290,
3.590 and 3.567) in order that candidates
for public office and broadcast licensees may
be more fully informed of their rights and
obligations under Section 315 of ComAct and and
Commission's
and to insure munications
orderly
expeditious rules,
disposition of requests submitted to broadcast
stations and to Commission for "equal opportunities" thereunder.
Following subparagraphs are added to
rule sections noted, to become effective
Aug. 10:
"(e) beA submitted
request for
equal opportunities
must
to licensee
within one
week of day on which prior use occurred.
"(f) A candidate
requesting
such equalof
opportunities
of licensee,
or complaining
non-compliance to Commission shall have
burden of proving that he and his opponent
are legally qualified candidates for same
public office." Ann. July 30.
PROPOSED EDUCATIONAL VHF
CHANNEL CHANGE IN DENTON, TEXAS
By memorandum opinion and order Commission granted petition for reconsideration by11,
Texas
(KFJZ-of
TV ch.
Fort State
Worth,Network,
Texas) Inc.
to extent
vacating randum
and opinion
setting
aside
April
8
and order which memodenied
Texasing toState
Network
rule makreallocate ch. petition
2, now forreserved
for
educational use in Denton, to Fort Worth
for commercial use and assign Ch. 11 to
Denton for educational use. By separate
Notice of Proposed Rule Making and Order
to Showments to Cause,
invites
comproposalCommission
to interchange
Channel
11
at
Fort
Worth
with
Ch.
*2
in
Denton,
and
ordered Texas State Network to show cause
why
its
authorization
for
KFJZ-TV
in
Fort
Worth should not be modified to specify
operation on ch. 2 in lieu of ch. 11. Ann.
July 30.
PROPOSED UHF EDUCATIONAL TV
CHANNEL SHIFT IN MUNCIE, IND.
Commission invites comments to Notice of
Proposed Rule Making looking toward
shifting educational tv reservation in Muncie, Ind., from ch. *71 to ch. *55 (now commercial there). Ball State Teachers College petitioned for change. Ann. July 30.
OTHER ACTIONS ON TV CHANNEL
SHIFTS
By report and order. Commission finalized
rule
making
and shifted Wis.,
ch. 6 and
from modified
Whitefish Bay
to Milwaukee,
license of Independent Television, Inc., who
petitioned for change, to specify operation of WITI-TV on ch. 6 in Milwaukee instead of Whitefish Bay, with conditions.
Ann. July 30.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Sarkes Tarzian,
Inc. (tv station WTTV, ch. 4). Bloomington, Ind., for reconsideration of memorandum opinion and order released Feb. 25
which
previous4 topetition
for rule denied
making Tarzian's
to shift Channel
Indianapolis. Ann. July 30.
By report and order, Commission denied
petitions of Florida Educational Television
Commission and Joint Council on Educational Television to reserve ch. 13 instead
of
for noncommercial
use ch.
in *30
Panama
City, Fla., and educational
terminated
proceedings. Ann. July 30.
By memorandum opinion and order and
supplemental notice of further proposed
rule making in proceeding on proposed
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

changes
in tvBakersfield,
table of assignments
ing Fresno,
Salinas and affectSanta
Barbara, Calif., and Goldfield and Tonopah,
Nev. Commission (1) denied requests by
Triangle Publications, Inc. (KFRE-TV
Fresno),
Marietta
(KERO-TV
Bakersfield),
Great Bcstg.,
WesternInc.Bcstg.
Corp.
(KXTV Sacramento), and Golden Empire
Bcstg.
(KHSL-TV
Chico), forfrom
extension
of timeCo. for
filing comments
Aug.
24 to Oct.
23,
with
corresponding
extension of time for replies and (2) modified
original proposed channel assignments to
change offset requirements of ch. 8 at
Bakersfield from even to plus and from plus
to minus at Salinas-Monterey. Ann. July 31.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING FILED
The Joint Council on Educational Television, New York, N.Y. — Request amendment of Rules
as to change
educational
reservation soat Wausau,
Wis. from
uhf
ch. 46 to vhf ch. 9. Ann. July 31.
RULES CHANGE
Commission made editorial changes to
Part 3 of rules governing Radio Broadcast
Services, effective Aug. 6. Changes will not
be issued as printed amendment to January
1956 edition of Part 3 but will be published
in Aug. 5 issue of Federal Register, and will
be incorporated in new edition of Part 3
included
Volume IIIto ofbe Commission's
Rules and inRegulations
available in
near futureernmentonPrinting
subscription
basisAugfrom3. GovOffice. Ann.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of July 31
W70AB North Warren, Pa.— Granted lition. cense covering change in tv translator staK70BC, K76AJ Twentynine Palms & Marine Corps Base, Calif. — Granted license
covering change in remote control point.
K74AJ Cottage Grove, Ore. — Granted lition. cense covering change in tv translator staKPTL Carson City, Nev.— Granted license
covering change in facilities, installation
directional ant. for night time use, new type
trans, and make change in ant. and ground
system.
W70 North Warren, Pa. — Granted cp to
change primary station from WGR-TV, ch.
2,N.Y.Buffalo, N.Y. to WKBW-TV, ch. 7, Buffalo,
WOBTnewRhinelander,
Wis.— Granted cp to
install
trans.
WHK-FM
Cleveland,
increase ERP to 32 kwOhio—
and Granted
increase cpant.to
height to 600 ft.
WMAR-TV Baltimore, Md.— Granted mod.
of cp to change type of trans, and make
ant.) equipment changes (main trans. &
minor
KDKA Pittsburgh, Pa— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KYA San Francisco, Calif. — Granted mod.
of cp to use transmitter as an auxiliary
daytime
and operation.
alternate nighttime with remote control
KDOT Reno, Nev. — Remote control permitted.
WBKW
W.Va.— Granted change
of remote Beckley,
control authority.
Following stations were granted extension of completion date as shown : WMUBTV Oxford, Ohio to Dec. 24, and WBOSFM Brookline, Mass. to Sept. 30.
Actions of July 30
WTIGment of license
Massillon,
Ohio— Granted
assignto Massillon
Bcstg. Co.,
Inc.
KG2XEL Emporium, Pa — Granted license
covering increase in power; conditions.
WAME Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of license to change name to Stephanie Wyszatycki tr/as WAME Bcstg. Co.
KBLU Yuma, Ariz.— Granted mod. of cp
to
move ant. -trans, location (same site);
condition.
KDWD (FM) San Diego, Calif.— Granted
authority to remain silent for period ending Sept. 23.
KJIM Fort Worth, Texas— Granted authority to sign-off at 7 p.m. CST, for month
of August.
Actions of July 29
WWNS Statesboro, Ga. — Granted involuntary acquisition of negative control by
each William W. and Donald O. McDougald
through transfer of stock from William W
McDougald, as Executor of estate of J
Horace McDougald, deceased, to WWNS
Inc.
WCSC-TV
Charleston, S.C.— Granted li-
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cense covering changes in tv station; ERP
vis. 77.26 kw, aur. 81.76 kw.
WLEX-TV
Granted license coveringLexington,
changes inKy.—
tv station.
K70BC, K76AJ Twentynine Palms & Marine Corps Base, Calif. — Granted cps to
changelatorremote
stations. control point of tv transW73AC Clarks Summit, Pa. —Granted
mod. of
ERP Pa.,
to 269
w to includecpDaltontoandchange
Waverly,
in principal
community and change transmitter location
and remote control point of tv translator
station.
KFMU Los Angeles, Calif. — Remote control permitted.
Actions of July 28
WBCIment of Williamsburg,
Va. — Granted
assigncp to Williamsburg
Bcstg. Inc.
WGML Hinesville, Ga. — Granted acquisitionmarkof positive
controlof bystockRoscoe
through purchase
from DenPaul
H. Sikes.
W81AB Hillcrest & Chenango Bridge, N.Y.
— Granted license for tv translator station.
KAJI to
Little
Rock,name
Ark. —toGranted
license
change
Helmer, Mod
Inc. of
KVOW Littlefleld, Texas— Granted mod.
of license to change name to J.C. Rothwell,
Ruth
and J.B. McShan d/b under
same Kennedy
name.
WBBM, KNX, KCBS Chicago, 111., Los
Angeles, Calif., and San Francisco, Calif. —
Granted cps to install new transmitter as
auxiliary transmitter, change type transand power
10 kw; aswithout
prejudicemitted
to such
furtherto action
Commission
may deem warranted as result of final determinations with respect to (1) report of
the Network Study Staff: (2) related studies
and
inequities
now being considered or
conducted.
KPQ Wenatchee,
Wash. —which
Grantedauthorized
cp to replace expired permit
installation new trans, as an auxiliary
trans.; remote control permitted.
KBCO
Calif.—
ed Mod. (FM)
of cp Santo Francisco,
increase ERP
to Grant50 kw
and change type trans.; ant. 810 ft.
KREX-FM
Grand
Junction,
Colo.—
Granted Mod. of cp to increase ERP to 3
kw,
ant. height to — 42 ft., and install
new change
ant.; conditions.
KCOR San Antonio, Tex. — Granted authority to transmit baseball games to staXEK, Nuevo Laredo. Mex. on July 28,
29 andtion 30.
Following stations were granted extension
of completion date as shown: KINK Phoenix, Ariz, to Sept. 15. WLES Lawrenceville,
Va-. toandNov.WGHJ-FM
15, KRKO Lawrence,
Everett, Wash,
to
Dec.
Mass.
to Dec. 10
3.
Actions of July 27
KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn.— Granted acquisition of postitive control of KNUJ, Inc.
(controlling stockholder of permittee) by
Walter K. Mickelson through sale of stock
from Monte Appel to KNUJ, Inc. and retirement to treasury.
KZIP Amarillo, Texas — Granted assignment of licenses to David P. Pinkston, Ray
Winkler and Leroy Elmore, d/b under same
name.
KTIX Seattle, Wash.— Granted relinquishment of positive control by Hugh Ben LaRue ertthrough
sale of treasury stock to HerbM. Richards.
KSWB (TV) Elk City, Okla.— Granted ex-

America's

tension of completion date to Sept. 21.
KANV Jonesville, La. — Granted request
for
cancellation
of license; call letters deleted.
Action of July 24
KTCB Maiden, Mo. — Granted authority to
sign-off at 6 p.m., CST, for period ending
Sept. 30.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on July 28
Scheduled hearings in following proceedings on dates shown: Oct. 5: Dawkins
Espy for new FM station in Glendale,
Calif. Oct. 7: AM applications of Pioneer
Bcstg. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah, et al.. Bald
Eagle-Nittany
Bcstrs,State
Bellefonte,
urban Bcstg Corp.,
College, and
both SubPa.
Oct. 9: South Minneapolis Bcstrs, Bloomington, Minn.; Oct. 12: AM applications of
Island Teleradio Service, Inc., Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, V.I., and WPRA, Inc.
(WPRA) Guynabo, P.R.; WBUD, Inc. and
Concerttions in Trenton,
Network, N.J..
Inc., for new FM staBy

Hearing

Examiner Jay A. Kyle on
July 29
Upon verbal request by Marshall County
Bcstg Co., Inc., and with concurrence of
all other counsel, scheduled further hearing for July 30 at 2 p.m., in proceeding on
Marshall and Walter G. Allen for new
AM stations in Huntsville and Arab, Ala.
By Hearing Examiner
F. French on
July Millard
29
By ther
agreement
parties,
furhearing for ofJuly
30 inscheduled
Largo, Fla.,
tv ch. 10 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner
on dates Thomas
shown H. Donahue
Granted petition by Inter-Cities Bcstg Co.
for change of certain dates, without objection from any other party, and changed
following dates governing future steps in
proceeding on Inter-Cities application for
new AM station in Livonia, Mich.: July 27
to Aug. 3 Inter-Cities non - engineering
(Issue 3) direct written presentation to be
furnished other parties and Examiner;
Aug. 3 to Aug. 5 informal engineering conference; and Aug. 14 to Aug. 21 in event
station WGAR Cleveland, Ohio, proposed
to make rebuttal showing, showing will be
reduced to writing and copies furnished
27).
other parties and Examiner (Action July
Granted motion by Broadcast Bureau for
various corrections to transcript in proceeding on applications of Nick J. Chaconas
for new AM station in Gaithersburg, Md.,
et
al.
on
own 28).
motion, corrected transcript
(Actions July

By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on July
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
9 in proceeding on AM application of High
Fidelity Stations, Inc.
(KPAP) Redding,
Calif., and continued 30hearing scheduled for
Sept.
9
to
date
to
be
fixed
by subsequent
order.
By Hearing Examiner
on JulyAnnie
30 Neal Huntting
Issued statement and order following
prehearing conference of July 22 setting
forth agreements and requirements which
shall govern course of proceeding on AM
application
of WMAX, Inc., Grand Rapids,
Mich.
By Hearing Examiner
on JulyForest
29 L. McClenning
On own motion, continued without date
hearing
scheduled forof July
30 inBcstg
proceeding on facilities
application
Seaside
Co.,
for AM
in Seaside,
Oreg., pending
disposition
request by Seaside for dismissal of itsof application.
By Commissioner Robert
E. Lee on July
31

Issued Order Governing Further Proceed-

Granted
Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg
Co., petition
Inc., forby extension
of time to
Sept. 8 to file exceptions to initial decision
issued
in
proceeding
on
its
applica-in
tion and that of The Riverside Church
City of New York for new FM stations in
New York and Huntington, N.Y.
Granted petition by David M. Segal for
further extension of time to Aug. 6 to file
opposition
to petition
Centerof
Radio Co. for
revision by
and Satellite
enlargement
issues
in
proceeding
on
Segal's
application
and litethose
Co. andDenver,
Satelfor new ofAMDenver
stationsBcstg
in Boulder,
and Arvada, Colo.
Granted petition by Tampa Telecasters,
Inc., for extension of time to Aug. 4 within
which
to take opinion
an appealandfrom
memorandum
orderExaminer's
of July
23
sustaining
objections
to Tampa
Telecasters'
Exhibits
24-29,
inclusive,
in
Largo,
Fla., tv ch. 10 proceeding.
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By Hearing Examiner
C. Smith
on July Elizabeth
28
Granted petition by Bert Williamson and
Lester W. Spillane for continuance of prehearing conference from July 28 to Sept. 9
in proceeding on their application and that
of Goleta Bcstg Associates for new AM
stations in Goleta and Santa Barbara, Calif.
By Hearing Examiner
on JulyAnnie
28 Neal Huntting
Granted petition by Mon-Yough Bcstg.
Co. (WMCK) for extension of time to file
replies to proposed findings of fact and
conclusions of law by Broadcast Bureau
in proceeding
AM Conapplication and thaton of Mon-Yough's
Louis W. Skelly,
neaut, Ohio and McKeesport, Pa.; time extended to August 17.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D. Cunningham on dates shown
Scheduled hearings in following proceedings on dates shown: Oct. 5: AM applications of Cookeville Bcstg Co.. Cookeville, Tenn., et al.; Oct. 7: Applications of
Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and Tele. Co., and
Sam H. Bennion for new TV stations to
operate on ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho
(Actions July 29).
Dismissed request by Radio American
West Indies, Inc., for oral argument on its
petition to intervene in proceeding on application of Virgin Islands Bcstg. System for
additional time to construct station WDTV
(AM), Christiansted, V.I. (Action July 30).
Granted petition by Kanab Bcstg Co. for
dismissal without prejudice of its application for new AM station in Kanab, Utah,
29).
and retained in hearing status remaining
applications in consolidation (Action July

By Hearing Examiner
J. Frederick
on JulyCharles
28
On own motion, rescheduled hearing to
commence on Sept. 21, now scheduled for
Sept. 15, in proceeding on applications of
Alkima Bcstg Co., for new AM station in
West Chester, Pa., et al.
By Hearing Examiner
A. Honig on
July Isadore
28

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
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ings on applications of Richard L. DeHart
for
21. new AM stations in Mountlake Terrace,
Wash., et al.; adjourned hearing until Oct.

By Chief Hearing Examiner
ningham on JulyJames
31 D. CunGranted petition by Seward County Bcstg.
Co., Inc.,ceeding onfor
leave toof intervene
proapplication
Dodge CityinBcstg.
Co. Inc., for new am station in Liberal,
Kans.
Denied petition by John W. Davis (KPDQ),
Portland, Ore., to change place of hearing
from Washington. D.C., an Portland, in
matter of assignment of licenses of AM
station KPAM and FM station KPFM PortBROADC ASTING, August 10, 1959

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalei St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Radio
Engineering
Pennsylvania Bldg. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvIew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Olives- 2-8620

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-461 6
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snewville Road
BredcsviHe, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON

s ervice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irectory

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakelarrd, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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land, from Bcstrs. Ore., Ltd., to Gospel
Bcstg. Co.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gilford Irion on
July 31
Scheduled a prehearing conference for
Sept. 22 in proceeding on applications of
Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and Television Co. and
Sam H. Bennion for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
August 3
Granted
Wittenberg, Jr., pleading
filed Julyby23,Armin
which H.supplants
document previously filed on July 21, to
correct the transcript and motion by Pasadena
to correct
transcript inPresbyterian
proceedingChurch
on their
applications
for FMdena,facilities
in
Los
Angeles
and
Calif.: denied correction requestedPasaby
Wittenberg at page 242, line 17.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
on July 31
Granted
request
by Miners
ice, Inc., for extension
of time Bcstg
from ServAug.
3 to Aug. 10 to file replies to proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law filed
by Broadcast Bureau in proceeding on
Miners'
and that
Valley Bcstg.
Co. for application
AM facilities
in ofLehighton
and
Kingston, Pa.
NARBA Notifications
CANADIAN
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in Assignments of Canadian
Broadcast Stations Modifying Appendix
containing
assignments
Canadian Broadcast Stations
attached toof recommendations
of North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement Engineering Meeting.

How

the

630 Kc
CHLT Sherbrooke, P.Q.— 5 kw, DA-1, Unl.
Class III. Change in call letters from
CKTS.
730 Kc
CKLG North Vancouver, B.C.— 10 kw,
DA-1, Unl. Class II. Now in operation with
increased power and new frequency.
810 Kc
CFAX Saanich, B.C. — 1 kw, ND, D. Class
II. Assignment of900callKc letters.
CKTSII. Sherbrooke,
P.Q.—letters
1 kw, from
DA-N,CHLT.
Uul.
Class
Change in call
920 Kc
CJCJ Woodstock, N.B.— 1 kw, DA-1, Unl.
Class 111. Assignment of call letters.
1060 Kc
CJLRClass
Sillery
kw, letters.
DA-1,
Unl.
II. (Quebec),
AssignmentP.Q.—
of 5call
1070 Kc
CKLG North Vancouver, B.C. — 1 kw,
DA-1,
vide 730Unl.Kc. Class II. Delete assignment —
1070 Kc
NEW Kamloops, B.C.— 10 kw D, 1 kw N,
DA-N, Unl. Class 1090
II. KcEIO 7-15-60.
CHECClassLethbridge,
Alta.—
DA-2,
Unl.
II. Assignment
of 5 callkw,letters.
1110 Kc
CFML Cornwall, Ont.— 1 kw, DA-D, D.
Class II. Assignment of call letters.
1230 Kc
CHFC Fort Churchill, Man.— 0.25 kw, ND,
Unl. Class IV. Immediately — increase in
power from 100 watts.
CKMP Midland, Ont.— 0.25 kw, ND, Unl.

FCC

The following applications, announced
two weeks ago (Broadcasting, Aug. 3),
are on top of the standard radio processing line and are due to be considerd
by the FCC staff. They will begin being
processed on Sept. 5 and any new applications or changes in current applications that may conflict with this list
must be filed by the close of business
Sept. 4 in order to be considered with
this group.
Applications from the top of the
processing line:
BP-5827— NEW Wyandotte, Mich., Woodward Broadcasting Co., Req: 850kc, 5kw,
DA-2, U.
BP-10737— KSIL Silver City, N.M., James
H. Duncan, Has: 1340kc, 25w. U. Req: 1340kc,
250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-11553— NEW Kenmore, N.Y., Voice of
Dixie, Inc. Req: 1470kc, 500w, D.
BP-11676— NEW San Antonio, Tex., Alamo,
Broadcasters. Req: 1150kc, lkw, DA, D.
BP-11817— NEW Hobbs, N.M., Clarence
E. Wilson, Req: 1280kc, lkw, D.
BP-11808— NEW Philadelphia, Pa., Continental Telecasting Corp. Req: 1410kc, 500w,
DA, D.
BP-11907— NEW Price, Utah, Inland Empire Broadcasting Co. Req: 1050kc, lkw,
D.
BP-11916— WNSL Laurel, Miss., Voice of
the New South, Has: 1260kc, lkw, D. Req:
1260kc, 5 kw, D.
BP-12107— WNHC New Haven, Conn., Triangle Publications Inc.. Has: 1340kc, 250w,
U. Req: 1340kc, 250w, 1 kw-LS, U.
BP12142—
Edmunds,
Garden
Inc.,KGDN
Has: 630kc,
lkw, D,Wash.,
Req: Kings
630kc,
5kw, D.
BMP-8209
— KGY1240kc,
Olympia,
Tom CP:
Olsen.
Has Lie:
250w,Wash.,
U., Has
Change antenna-transmitter location, etc.
Req MP: 1240kc, 250w, 1 kw, U, Has CP:
Change antenna-transmitter location, etc.
Req MP: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-12145 — WOL Washington, D.C., Washington Broadcasting Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w,
U. Req.: 1450kc, 250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-12146— KQTV Everett, Wash., Walter
98
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processing

N. Nelskog, Has: 1230kc, 250w, U, Req:
1230kc,
250w, WDNE
1 kw-LS,Elkins,
U.
BP-12148—
W.Va., Marja
Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1240kc, 250w, U,
Req:
1240kc,
250w,
lkw-LS,
U.
BP-12151— KUDI Great Falls, Mont., Community Broadcasters, Has: 1450kc, 250w, U,
Req:
1450kc, KTTS
250w, lkw-LS,
U. Mo., IndeBP-12158—
Springfield,
pendent Broadcasting Co., Has: 1400kc, 250w,
U, BP-12160
Req: 1400kc,
lkw-LS, Va.,
U. Mar— WMVA 250w,
Martinsville,
tinsville Broadcasting Co., Inc., Has: 1450kc,
250w,
U, Req:WJMA
1450kc.Orange,
250w, Va.,
1 kw-LS,
U.
BP-12161—
Charlottesville Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1340kc, 250w,
U, BP-12162
Req: 1340kc,
250w, Charlottesville,
lkw-LS, U.
— WINA
Va.,
Charlottesville Broadcasting Corp., Has:
1400kc, 250w, U, Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS,
U.
BP-12168 — WMIS Natchez, Miss., Natchez
Broadcasting Co., Has: 1240kc, 250w, U, Req:
1240kc. 250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-12169— WHSC Hartsville, S.C., Hartsville Broadcasting Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w, U,
Req:
1450kc, WHSY
250w, 1Hattiesburg,
kw-LS, U. Miss., Hub
BP-12170—
City Broadcasting Co., Has: 1230 kc, 250 w,
U. Req: 1230 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, U.
BP-12177— WHAT Philadelphia, Pa., Independence Broadcasting Co., Has: 1340
kc. 250 w, U. Req: 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kwLS.BP-12178—
U.
WRHI Rock Hill, S. C, York
County Broadcasting Co., Has: 1340 kc, 250
w, U. Req: 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, U.
BP-12179 — KNUZ Houston, Tex., Veterans
Broadcasting Co., Has: 1230 kc, 250 w, U.
Req:
1230 kc,
250 w, 1Eugene,
kw-LS, U.Ore., Lane
BP-12185
— KORE
Broadcasting Co., Has: 1450 kc, 250 w, U.
Req:
1450 kc,
250 w, 1Athens,
kw-LS, U.Ga., Clarke
BP-12186
— WGAU
Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, U.
Req:
1340 kc, WTYS
250 w, 1Marianna,
kw-LS, U. Fla., Jack
BP-12202—
Howard Mann, Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, U. Req:
1340
kc, 250 w,
1 kw-LS,
U.
BP-12206—
WCOS
Columbia,
S. C, WCOS.
Incorporated, Has: 1400 kc, 250 w, U. Req:
1400 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, U.
BP-12217— WOOW Greenville, N. C,
WOOW, Incorporated, Has: 1340 kc, 250 w,
U. (Washington. N. C.) Req: 1340 kc, 250 w,
1 kw-LS, U. (Greenville, N. C.)
BP-12219— WDSR Lake City, Fla., Deep
South Radioways. Has: 1340 kc. 250 w, U.
Req: 1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, U.
BP-12225 — WKEY Covington, Va., Earl M.
Key, Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, U. Req: 1340 kc,
250 w, 1 kw-LS, U.

Class IV. Assignment of call letters. Now
in operation.
1290 Kc
CKSL London, Ont. — 10 kw D, 5 kw N,
DA-2, Unl. Class III. E10 7-15-60 (P.O. 1290
kc 5 kw DA-1). 1320 Kc
CKKW Kitchener-Waterloo, Ont.— 1 kw,
DA-2, Unl. Class III. Assignment of call
1340 Kc
letters.
New Stettler, Alta.— 0.25 kw, ND, Unl.
Class IV. E10 7-15-60.
1460 Kc
CJNB North Battleford, Sask.— 10 kw,
DA-N, Unl. Class III. Now in operation with
increased power.
MEXICAN
List of changes, proposed changes, and
correction in assignments of Mexican broadcast stations Modifying Appendix containingtionsassignments
Mexican Broadcast
staattached to ofrecommendations
of North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement
Engineering Meeting January 30, 1941.
620 Kc
XEEF Tepic, Nayarit (change in location
from Santiago Ixcuintla, Nayarit) — 0.5 kw
D, 0.25 kw N, ND, Unl. Class IV. To commence 12-12-59. 690 Kc
XEEO Monterrey, Nuevo Leon (correction
in classification)— 0.25 kw D, 0.25 N, ND,
Unl. Class II. To 760
commence
6-12-59.
Kc
XECO Zapopan, Jalisco (delete assignment)—0.5 kw, ND, D. Class II. To commence
6-12-59.
(Continues
on page 105)

line

will

be

BP-12230— WSOO Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.,
Hiawathaland Broadcasting Co., Has: 1230
kc,BP-12231—
250 w, U. WKRZ
Req: 1230Oilkc, City,
250 w, Pa.,
1 kw-LS,
WKRZ,U.
Inc., Has: 1340 kc, 250 w, L-WSAJ, Req:
1340 kc, 250 w, 1 kw-LS, L-WSAJ.
Applications Presently Under Study
BP-11432 — NEW Ft. Myers, Fla., C. H.
Packham, Req: 1580 kc, 1 kw, DA-Day.
Applications on which Section 309(b)
letters have been issued:
BP-10504— WFYI Mineola, N. Y., WKIT
Inc., Has. 1520 kc, 250 w, D. Req: 1520 kc,
10 kw, DA-D.
BP-11550 — WFVA Fredericksburg, Va.,
Fredericksburg Broadcasting Co., Has: 1230
DA-2,
kc, 250 U.w, U. Req: 1250 kc, 1 kw, 5 kw-LS,
BP-11554 — WBRB Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
WBRB, Inc., Has: 1430 kc, 500 w, DA-D. Req:
1430 kc, 500 w, DA-D. (Change in DA)
BP-11845— NEW Oklahoma City, Okla.,
Sooner State Broadcasting Co., Req: 1210
kc,BP-11933—
10 kw, DA-D.
NEW Mt. Vernon, Wash.,
Columbia River Broadcasters Inc.. Req: 1470
kc,BP-12150—
500 w. DA-D.
WOWL Florence, Ala., Radio
Muscle Shoals Inc., Has: 1240 kc, 250 w, U.
Req:
1240 kc,WBIR
250 w,Knoxville,
1 kw-LS, Tenn.,
U.
BP-12176—
WBIR,
Incorporated, Has: 1240kc, 250w, U, Req:
1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-12188— WJET
Erie,1400kc,
Penn..250w,TheU, Req:
"Jet"
Broadcasting
Co., Has:
1400kc,
250w,
1
kw-LS,
U.
BP-12192— WHTC Holland, Mich., Holland
Broadcasting Co., Has: 1450kc, 250w, U, Req:
1450kc,
250w, WOLF
lkw-LS, Syracuse,
U.
BP-12200—
N.Y., Civic
Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1490kc, 250w, U,
Req:
1490kc, WINN
250w, lkw-LS,
U. Ky„ KenBP-12204—
Louisville,
tucky Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1240, 250w,
U,BP-12215—
Req: 1240kc,
lkw-LS. U.Pa., KeyWKBO250w,Harrisburg,
stone Broadcasting Corp., Has: 1230kc, 250w,
U, BP-12216—
Req: 1230kc,
250w,Lewistown,
lkw-LS, U. Pa., LewWMRF
istown Broadcasting Co., Has: 1490kc, 250w,
U, BP-12218—
Req: 1490kc,
250w,Union
lkw-LS.
WENK
City,D. Tenn., Union City Broadcasting Co.. Has: I240kc, 250w,
U, Req: 1240kc, 250w, lkw-LS, U.
BP-12224— WEST Easton Pa.. Associated
Broadcasters, Inc., Has: 140nkc. 250w, U,
Req: 1400kc, 250w, lkw-LS, U.
Continued on page 105
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 304 Pcr word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants : If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Program director with managing potential
to supervisegramming.
announcing
Write Box 884staff
Erie,andPa. all proSales
Salesman wanted by leading southern radio
station. Negro
Mustguarantee
be experienced, sober,programming.
ambitious. Good
plus commissions. Send complete information and photo at once. Box 984M, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman
mid-west with
city — guarantee.
50,000 population. Goodincommission
Box
995M, BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Salesman with proven sales record, top
rated station, nicest town in San Joaquin
Valley, wonderful schools including junior
college. One hour to national parks. Want
family man who would be part of community. Guarantee against fifteen percent
commission.
Station KONG, Visalia, California.
West Texas station has immediate opening
in sales, some announcing preferred, but
not essential,
single market. Contact
Good opportunity for advancement.
Clint
Formby,
Partner-Manager,
KPAN,
Hereford, Texas.
Salesman. WTKO, Ithaca, New York. Top
rated area
station living.
in recession-proof
collegeto
town.
Pleasant
Send resume
WTKO, Ithaca, New York.
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
the to
finest
ing
$125 per djweek
startworkand
relaxation on the beach. Location? Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach.beAirthemailwise
youronetapewho
and realizes
resume now
and
that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Top flight staff announcer. Good
position Box
open 736M,
with BROADCASTING.
outstanding mid-west
station.
Experienced, versatile announcer good music station vicinity Cleveland. $125.00 plus
opportunity to sell. Send tape and resume.
Personal interview necessary later. Box
789M, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station, Texas. Box
897M, BROADCASTING.
1,000 inwatt
"easy-swing",
stationfirst
150,000
market needshappy
one dj,
one
first
-ticket
dj,
and
one
newsman.
Good,to
steady men with families who want
settle. $400. Box 921M, BROADCASTING.
Prefer an announcer with interest in local
news. Good opportunity for right man.
Single market, progressive west Texas station. Opening is immediate. Box 964M,
BROADCASTING.
Up and coming announcer with top voice
for excellent station in small Penna. city.
Live sports experience helpful, not essential.
Unusually pleasant living conditions lake
area. Family man who likes small city life.
Send resume, tape, photo if handy, recent
earnings to Box 991M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, good announcer-salesman. Salary
and commission. Can grow with station
W-Ky.
1 year experience, send tape. Box
109P, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Announcer for radio-tv stations in major
eastern market; no rock and roll or top 40;
salary $125 base plus extra opportunities.
Forward picture and tape with replies.
Write Box 112P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, livewire announcer desiring
sales opportunity
for more earnings. PerTexas. sonal interview required. KBUD, Athens,
$70 week plus opportunities for good, conannouncerS.inDak.
new 1,000 watt station. KCCR,scientious
Pierre,
Sportscaster for high school football and
basketball play-by-play
comboKTRC,
staff
announcer.
Contact G.C. and
Packard,
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Daytime independent has announcer opening.encesSend
tape, Low,
photograph,
to Boxresume,
606, Show
Arizona. referAnnouncer-engineer, first phone, little
maintenance, security, excellent operation,
pay; ka,tape
now. — KCOW Radio, Alliance, NebrasThe No. 1 sports station in the nation,
KOCA, Kilgore, Texas has immediate opening for experienced football and basketball play-by-play man with sales ability.
$75.00 weekly. Starting salary plus sales
commission. Submit resume and tape.
Personable announcer-operator who really
likes radio, formation
people,
small city.
Send fulltape
inabout yourself
and audition
to
R.B.
Cupp,
Owner,
KOFO,
Ottawa,
Kansas.
Wanted immediately, a play-by-play sportscaster. Prefer experience in college sports.
Send tape, photo, and complete resume and
background to Ric Webb, KOPR, Finlen
Hotel, Butte, Montana.
Combo-staff announcer with first class
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G.C.
Packard, KTRC, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Announcer, experienced for 5,000 watt fulltime independent with strong local format
near Philadelphia. Insurance, profit sharing,
paid vacations, other benefits. WCOJ,
Coatesville, Pennsylvania.
Immediate opening experienced "personality" dj. SendBillairFrosch,
check, WISH,
photo, complete
background
Indianapolis.
Radio station needs announcer and announcer-copywriterState
. This is a age,
progressive
Michigan 5 kilowatter.
salary,
qualifications. Enclose tape and picture.
Only adult prestige programming. WJBL,
P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
Need 2: (1) dj/sports for fast-paced am
format. (2) 1st phoner for fm announcing,
some maintenance. Growing chain. WTKO,
Ithaca, New York. Full details.
Announcers! Paul Baron is now manager.
Broadcast Department, Maude Lennox Personnel Agency, 630 Fifth Avenue, New York
20, N.Y. Tapes, registrations now being
accepted for positions in many markets, for
experienced broadcasters.
Needed: Complete staff for new station
opening soon. Conneaut, Ohio. Combo men,
announcers, salesmen, copy, send resume:
Lou Skelly, 3808 Chaucer Lane, Youngstown, Ohio.
Versatile, topgrade news-music announcers
sought for local and regional network staffs.
No
Write Ed440Robbins,
Tribune
Radiodj's.Network,
LexingtonHerald
Avenue,
Mt.
Kisco, N.Y.

Help Wanted—
Technical (Cont'd)
Wanted: experienced engineer. Take completecellent
chargeposition
engineering
Exfor right department.
man. Box 735M,
BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer-production man.
Want
to liveblueon skies
Florida's
beautiful
coast where
and blue
waters gulf
are
alwaystionwarm?
Area's
most
progressive
sta-to
needs
tip-top
man.
$85
per
week
start. Send background and tape to Box
985M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer for combination engineering-announcing at progressive central Pennsylvania 1000
day-timer.
Immediate
ing.
Sendwatt
resume,
references,
tapeopenand
salary
expected
to
Box
987M,
BROADCASTING.
5 kw station in New England looking for
engineer-announcer. Send resume, references, salary expected and sample tape,
immediately. Box 115P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate openings on west coast for 1st
phones. Box 812, Eureka, California.
Engineer-newsman, 1st class ticket, experienced. No loafers, drinkers or drifters.
Man with erences.
plenty
hustle andcontact
good refPersonalofinterview,
Jim
Risner, Owner-Manager, Radio KRMS,
Osage Beach, Mo.
Excellent opportunity
for capable
engineerannouncer.
Ideal working
conditions,
top
wages for right man. Send tape and resume.
Manager, WBRD, Bradenton, Florida.
Experienced am-fm chief engineer, beginning salarynouncing.
$430.00
month. Very
light S.A.
anContact General
Manager,
Hasson, WROY, Carmi, Illinois with complete resume.
First phone-announcer, immediate opening, good salary WVOS, Liberty, N.Y.
Experienced first-class engineer for daytime
kilowatt; mostly maintenance and a little
light board work; phone Magnolia, Ark.
CE 4-5862, Bill Bigley, General Manager.
Transmitter engineer, interest in maintenance and construction desirable. Excellent
opportunities for advancement in group
operation. Contact Personnel Director, Rollins Broadcasting-Telecasting, 414 French
Street, Wilmington, Delaware.
Production-Programming, Others
News director. Leading independent in
major market interested in trained
radio news director. Must be skilled
in modern news presentation and capable
of directing news staff. Send biography,
recent photo, salary expected. Box 903M,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted: News editor with a minimum of
two years experience in news gathering and
announcing. Opening available, September
1, at Wisconsin 250 watt Mutual Network
operation. Send letters and audition if you
are interested. Box 923M, BROADCASTING.
Promotion-publicity girl for major New
England network affiliate. Replies should
include ments.full
resume
and salary requireBox 973M,
BROADCASTING.
Art director for large southern market
radio-tv operation. Must be sharp, fresh and
creative. Principal duties — preparation of
commercial slides and sales promotion
pieces. Salary open. Send resume, sample
material
CASTING. and photo to: Box 106P, BROADImmediate opening junior copywriter, girl
preferred. Send sample copy, photo, back-99
ground Bill Frosch. WISH, Indianapolis.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

TV

IN

VIDEOTAPE*

SPECIALISTS
(sales and technical)

• Ampex Corporation' s Professional Products Division needs qualified television industry specialists to help market the new VR-1000B Videotape*
television recorder, camera and tv system.
• Heavy current demand and rapidly growing market potentials provide
excellent opportunities for early advancement.
• Company benefits include fully paid medical and life insurance, travel
protection, profit sharing and bonus plan. Liberal salary and expense account policies.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(in home office: Redwood City, Calif.; in district offices: New York,
N. Y., Hollywood, Calif., Atlanta, Ga., Chicago, 111., Washington, D. C.)
Videotape* Recorder Sales Representatives
To sell recorders to men at top levels of management and engineering
in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations. Should have at least
5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
Camera & TV System Sales Representatives
To sell complete Videotape* systems to men at top levels of management and engineering in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations.
Should have at least 5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales
or program production/direction. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
TV Systems Installation & Maintenance Engineers
To install and service VR-1000B recorders and TV cameras. Should have
at least 5-yr. background in TV equipment maintenance with some supervisory experience. College degree or equivalent with emphasis in
technical subjects.
TV Camera & Recorder System Engineers
To design and diagram Recorder system applications, including camera
and other tie-in equipment. Should have at least 5-yr. background in TV
station design engineering. Supervisory experience desirable. Engineering degree or equivalent.
For a personal interview, please send detailed resume including references
to: John K. Doolittle, Ampex Corporation, Personnel Department, 2 WO Bay
Road, Redwood City, California.

934 Charter Street
*TM Ampex Corporation

COR PORATION

Redwood City, Calif.

professional
products division

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
$100 per week for program director in very
attractive smaller market. Must be superior
dj plus ability to create. Kentucky, Ohio,
Indiana area. Station formulae but nonrock featuring promotional gimmicks and
local news. Send tape of your dj plus complete job history and photo to Box 128P,
BROADCASTING.
News. Excellent opportunity aggressive, experienced newscaster, reporter, and editor.
Number one rated station, with live twentyfour hour news operation. Confidential.
Send full information, when available, salary expected, small photo, and audition
tape to Robert Wylie, P.D., WAKE, Akron
20, Ohio.
Wanted. Experienced newsman for radio-tv
operations
nation's
30th market.
Must bein
capable air inman
and writer
experienced
gathering news by leg work and telephone.
Send resume, tape and picture to Tom
Frawley, WHIO, Dayton, Ohio.
Experienced newsman — wanted for large
Roanoke tv-radio station. Must be hustler,
clear-thinking. Needs ability to gather,
write news well, plus air ability. Two years
news experience. Address summaries to:
Joe Moffatt, WSLS-TV, Roanoke, Va.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Aggressive broadcast executive with 18
years experience now available. Experience
includes 13 years as working sales manager,
and general manager in radio and television
in medium and metropolitan markets. Extremely able, capable, best references,
married,dentialcollege
age 43. ConfiBox 955M, graduate,
BROADCASTING.
Individual has $25,000 downpayment. Interested in good situation. Write details. Confidential. Box 979M, BROADCASTING.
Have small market management experience. Now commercial manager in major
market. Want to return to management in
smaller market. Experienced every phase
of radio. Ticket. Sober. Family. Box 983M,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-chief engineer. 22 years broadcast
experience, all phases including sales and
announcing. Now employed. $10,000 minimum. Box 998M, BROADCASTING.
General/sales manager, successful in present position, seeks greater challenge and
opportunity
in medium market. Box 999M,
BROADCASTING.
Patent applied for on new device called
"work". 18 years in development. Inventor
available petitive
as area.general
manager
strong comBox 111P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
generalnewmanager
or commercial manager seeks
opportunity.
Proven
record. Box 118P, BROADCASTING.
Successful general manager small market
seeking larger market. Formula radio programming expert,organization.
idea man, capable
building top sales
37, married,
solid citizen, go anywhere. Require $1000
monthly with incentive arrangement. Box
132P, BROADCASTING.
Stationming manager,
r/tv. Capable.
Programand sales. Proven
record. Box
135P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager-sportscaster. 14 years in
management, sales, programming and major
league play-by-play
sports. Currently
employed.
Box 141P, all
BROADCASTING.

ANNOUNCING

OPPORTUNITY

AM-TV operation has top pay opening for top quality airman.
Location . . . Pacific Northwest. Send details, employment data,
references and tape to
Box 925M, BROADCASTING
100

Minnesota,
Wisconsin,
enced salesIllinois,
manager,
college, Iowa,
vet, experifamily,
12505 State, Chicago 28, Illinois.
Sales
Opportunity to learn radio selling. Small
or medium market. First phone. Box 978M,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman. Young enough to switch to
broadcasting. Good background. References.
Box 138P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
C/w dj forced out by policy changes. Vet.
First
phone. Make offer. Box 913M, BROADCASTING.
New Yorker, 3'/2 years experience in all
phases of radio-tv. Prefers program director's
will accept
work. Availableposition,
immediately.
Good staff
references.
Box
970M, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj. Smooth
tape, will showBox
talent,972M,
intelligent sales background.
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, young, talented, intelligent,
cooperative. News, operate board. Box
975M, BROADCASTING.
Experienced dj, air salesman, loves radio.
Wants to work to top. Prefers shift that
allows college work in south. Box 976M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, 19. Want experience
—go
ING. anywhere. Box 980M, BROADCASTExperienced announcer seeks reentry. Intelligent,
approach.
Copy. Good appearance. Boxadult982M,
BROADCASTING.
Country music dj. Desires new location.
References, reliable, worker. Top rated.
Box 989M, BROADCASTING.
Veteran sportscaster with top rated radio
and tv tunity.
shows
desires commercial.
good sports12opporShows solidly
years
experience. Excellent play-by-play baseball,terview
basketball,
boxing.
intechnique.football,
News and
specialGood
events
background. Presently employed but desire
more challenging sports assignment. Box
990M, BROADCASTING.
College commercial,
grad, speech-radio
major. Mature
Strong
news,
record shows.
voice. Tape, best references on request.
Box 997M, BROADCASTING.
Floridaenced broadcasters:
experi-to
all phases radio Thoroughly
from symphony
c&w. Desire permanent location in my
home state. Six years experience. Married.
Depndable.
CASTING. Veteran. Box 100P, BROADStaff
5^2 Looking
years present
station,
100,000announcer.
population.
for creative
and challenging work program director,
public
relations or tv production. Box 101P,
BROADCASTING.
Beginner, combo, attended college, broadcasting school, give opportunity, tape, resING. ume on request. Box 102P, BROADCASTExperienced radio announcer, dj, single,
presentlv employed, seeking larger market,
preferably
CASTING. in mid-south. Box 103P, BROADDJ personality. Air salesman, not a screamer. First phone six years. Desire major
market station. All replies answered. Box
113P, BROADCASTING.
Nine
yearsandwith
solid radio.
references.
standard
formula
Knows Knows
news
and music, with good radio background.
Veteran with college. Open for any type
check. Box 120P, BROADCASTING.

DISC
•

•

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
SRT announcing graduate good news,
friendly commercials, new ideas. Draft exempt. Young, free to travel. Rick Tutoli,
596 Wood Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.
Technical
Chief timeengineer,
experienced,
station in south
Florida.desires
Reply dayBox
806M, BROADCASTING, or phone Cocoa,
Florida, NE 6-1499.
Engineer, ten years experience part as
chief; five at one station. Go anywhere,
available
CASTING. immediately. Box 928M, BROAD-

"Character"
dj. only.
Also Top
capable
"straight".
Major
markets
earnings.
Box
133P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
determination, chief young.
assets. Intelligence,
Operate board.
Tape
available. Box 134P, BROADCASTING.
Thoroughly trained announcer in all phases
of radioBoxand 142P,
tv. News-pop
dj. Operate own
board.
BROADCASTING.
Want job thats tough to fill. All-around
man.
Bright2 years
dj. Strong
news area.
and Previous
believeable copy.
New York
6 years show biz looking for reasonable
money
CASTING.with potential. Box 143P, BROAD-

Engineer 1st class. Married, sober, reliable.
9 years experience. AM, fm, studio and
transmitter, struction.
multiplex,
conMaintenanceremote
on allcontrol,
equipment.
Box 933M, BROADCASTING.
First phone. Experienced radio and tv for
last eighteen years. Communication also.
Last six years in stations. Prefer west. Box
971M, BROADCASTING.
Five years am chief wants transmitter shift.
Reliable. No announcing. Box 988M.
BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer. 12 years experience.
2Vz asingchief
250 watt
thru 50002 waft
directionals.
Available
weeks.includBox
104P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer,
familystation
man,that
desires
manent position with
offers perjob
security in return for hard work, loyalty
and 13 years experience in every phase of
radio. Box 121P, BROADCASTING.
1st phone man with six years experience in
radio and tv. Also some construction and
maintenance. Available with two weeks
notice. Box 125P, BROADCASTING.
First phone, desire transmitter duty near
reputable college in radio or tv. Two years
experience
CASTING. in both. Box 131P, BROAD-

Warm, friendly approach, experience all
phases. Desires larger market preferably
N.E. Young, married, veteran, adaptable,
cooperative. Box 144P, BROADCASTING.
New talent — finest training all phases announcing, good production. Married, vet.
Box 145P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, light but good experience. Desires late night, good pop, modern jazz
show, please no screamers, top forty, tape,
travel. Box 146P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer perience.
dj —Steady,
operate
Library For
exsingleboard.
and veteran.
tape
and
resume.
Box
149P,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer. Immediate. No local calls.
Clarksburg, West Va. MA 2-8785.
Engineer, announcer graduate of Keegan
Institute in Memphis. Family man thoroughly trained, $400.00, south or midwest.
Charles Eddleman, Box 5, Memphis, Tenn.
Phone JA 5-8896.
Let'syougo will
through
by phone.
If
paythea preliminaries
reasonably substantial
salary for outstanding man and wife team
with personality, musical talent and general
intelligence to hold late morning or early
afternoon adult audience, phone Hollidaysburg, Pa., Owen 5-3044 or 4882 and speak
to Peggy or Tom Eldridge.
Announcer first phone. Desires to relocate
North Carolina, Virginia or south. Jim
Jones, 505 Quincy, Commerce, Oklahoma,
phone ORchard 5-4370.
First phone announcer. College and experience. Brad Melton, 5319 Rocky Ridge, Dallas, Texas. FR 4-7568.
Announcer - dj. Some experience. Thirty
years on stage and radio as entertainer.
Prefer small town southwest. Walter (Toby)
Price, 1640 6th St., Santa Monica, California.

JOCKEYS

• advance

50,000
Watts
#1 by Hooper
•

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Three years at #1 station in top ten market.
Rating-getting
dj, knowledgeable
Know
modern radio.
College graduate,news.
25.
Box 126P, BROADCASTING.
Negro with first phone, and dj training, also
ability to write commercial, and has sales
experience,
alongAvailable
with extensive
engineering experience.
immediately.
Box
127P, BROADCASTING.
Number one rated for over two years in
major market, dj with nine years experience
for PD
change.
Background
includesready
Storz and
experience.
Box 130P,
BROADCASTING.

to

•

•

• Take

Top

of WNOE
and Nielsen

Twenty

The

a

First phone
experience. Sevendesires
years employment.
amateur radio.No Douglas
Stowe, P.O. Box 6763, Long Beach. Calif.
Production-Programming, Others
News director 18 years experience radio-tv.
Currently employed. Experienced mobile
units, setting up departments. Want right
spot in central or southern California only.
Box 912M, BROADCASTING.
Copywriter
in progressive
small town
"good
music"
station
wants
position
in metropolitan
area.
Write
Box
937M,
BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday
write BROADCASTING.
copy, handle air
work,
train.— type,
Box 974M,
News-sportscaster: Available end of baseball season. 14 years experience in all playby-play,
writing,
radio Age
and tv.
Two newsnews
awards
last airing,
three years.
35,
married,
prefer west coast. Box 992M,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director-announcer,
seven ageryears
all position
phases. Desire
or similar
Marylandstation
area. manBox
107P, BROADCASTING.

Giant

Step

Market

South' s Top

With

Independent

Top salary plus outside opportunities other stations can't offer.
If you think you're good . . . Prove it by an airmail special up-tempo music and news air check
to Bud W. Connell, WNOE, St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Seven years experience in radio news
gathering,
writing,
Presently
employed, would
like to airing.
join a larger
staff. Box
108P, BROADCASTING.
News, dium
sports
or program
midwest.
10 yearsdirectorship.
experience Meall
phases. Box 119P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — fourteen successful years in
broadcasting, jornalism degree. Want chance
to
do top job at adequate pay. Box 122P,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
Local eastsales
— Low V station
southin firstmanager
100. Experience
must include
record in local sales development, also sales
presentation development and knowledge of
tv operation. Salary plus incentives. Send
full particulars, references, photo to Box
948M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Can a man over 35 find happiness as an anmid-west
We think nouncerso.for aIf leading
you agree,
write tv
full station?
details
to Box 966M, BROADCASTING. Personal
interview in Michigan absolutely necessary.
Announcer — Experienced, mature, able to
sell on camera. Send resume, photo, tape
and salary requirements. Paul Carter, CreaIowa. tive Director, KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,
Technical
ETV engineer: to be in charge of microwave
and new studio operations and maintenance; possibility of advance to chief; 2
years tv experience, 1st class, some college
preferred. Send photo, how you can fit job,
referencessonvil e,toFla. WJCT, 1070 E. Adams, JackCombination general sales manager with
previous record in all phases of television
station operation, management and sales.
A most unique uhf station, excellent future
prospects, ample capitalization, top salary
for right man. Furnish resume and references. Write Captelco,
714 Crocker-Anglo
Bank Building,
Sacramento
14, California.
Expanding — Small Division of an international organization. Video tape recording tv
maintenance engineers for checkout and/or
R&D on video tape recorders. Mincom Di2049 So. Barrington Ave., Los
Angelesvision— 3 25,M, California.
Chief engineer for small-market tv station
in southwest. Want man capable of maintaining studio and transmitter. Nice town,
beautiful climate, pleasant working conditions. Contact Ed Talbott, 4648 Caples,
El Paso, Keystone 2-6551.
Production-Programming, Others
Top quality program director wanted for tv
station in major market, network affiliated.
Pacific northwest. Want man who can get
top ratings with film programs, and who is
also strong in news direction. Unexcelled
opportunity. Give full details of background
and past record in first letter. All replies in
strict confidence. Box 148P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Staff artist. Must be fast and versatile — do
set design,
client Excellent
art work, opportunity
station promotion, ad layout.
for
creative expression and heavy live color
operation.for Major
vhf.
Looking
man to mid-west
grow with market,
new station.
Box 941M, BROADCASTING.
Art director for large southern market
radio-tv operation. Must be sharp, fresh
and
creative. Principal
— preparation
of commercial
slides andduties
sales
promotion
pieces. Salary open. Send resume, sample
material
and
photo
to:
Box
106P,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch promotion director for major
market TV station in beautiful north central region.
Mustphases
have ofseveral
years and
experience in all
tv audience
sales promotion and be a proven rating
builder. Give full details of background in
first letter. Replies confidential. Box 147P,
BROADCASTING.
If youcials,can
write outstanding
send samples
to P.O. Box tv144,commerFresno,
California.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted — Management
Young executive seeks position as program
manager or assistant to general manager
with progressive management team. Desire
relocation immediately to prepare for your
fall campaign. Box 994M, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salary secondary to television opportunity.
I specialize in tough sales problems, am
seeking challenging
television
saleseastern
managership. Top biller five
years major
market, two years multi-station. Aggressive, hard working team player, late thirties, church member. Box 830M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Combo man, first phone, 19, eager to learn.
Box 981M, BROADCASTING.
Collegeence in grad
Experiall tv tv-communications.
production jobs. Excellent
camera personality, mature voice. Strong
news, commercials. Writer. Knowledge film
and sales. Photo, references. Tape on request. Will travel for interview. Box 996M,
BROADCASTING.
News, special events. College, armed forces
background. Young. Capable, versatile. Box
136P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Chief engineer: Eleven years experience all
phases tv operations. Excellent technical
background, good administrative record.
References and interview at your request.
Box HOP, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Available September — Production manager.
Eight years
network experience.
resume and information
write BoxFor849M,
BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE — Kine Recording Heads with Magazines (with audio amps,
and galvo's). Brand new. Six available for immediate delivery. Priced
at $3750 each. Also — one Kine Recording Unit. Complete . . . unused
. . . ready to operate. Priced at $7500. Write or call — Attention Mr. B.
Presti.
mm
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION DEPT.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION
SARKES

TARZIAN

INC

east hillside drive • bloomington, indiana
edison 2-7251
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Production assistant, 3 years experience in
large market desires to relocate small
market as production manager. College
graduate, family, highest references. Salary
open. Box 932M, BROADCASTING.
Director, presently employed — wants station
with
live programs. Box 938M, BROADCASTING.
Presently employed news director. Gather,
edit, present news. Also 16mm camera.
Play-by-play
football. Want future. Box
977M, BROADCASTING.
ETV program director-manager. 8 years
vhf,
uhf, closed-circuit
(commercial
educational).
Experiencetv includes
art and
and
film direction. MA degree (education), family man, 35. Want New England or midwest
educational tv position. Salarv open. Will
teach
ING. part-time. Box 114P, BROADCASTYoung, ambitious copywriter wants to move
up after two years experience producing
copy that sells merchandise. Have portfolio.
Will travel. Box 116P, BROADCASTING.
Director-announcer, 6 years all phases of
production, presently employed D.C., 25,
married, BA. Box 123P, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director. Practical experience, local, regional. Creative, versatile.
Box 137P, BROADCASTING.
News! Professional. Reporting, Commentary.BoxEditor-director.
Major city or overseas.
139P, BROADCASTING.
Television director — Available immediately.
B.S. Radio-Television Indiana University.
Experienced all phases. Complete personal
history and references ready to send. David
E. Rice, 625 West Washington Street, South
Bend, Indiana. CEntral 3-2531.
FOR SALE
Complete
25 kwtv Equipment
tvpower
transmitter
channels
2-6.
Also
25 kw
amplifier
channels
7-13.
Write for details. Box 922M, BROADCASTING.
Motion pix professional equipment: Auricon-pro 200'
mag, VD
sound. Sound
and pix
editing.
Eastman
cine-special.
Ampex
351
portable with Rangertone. Bolex titler with
effects. Complete accessories. All like new
— private owner. Total cost apx. $9,000. Sacrifice for $5,900.
Write for 3-page detailed
list. Box
105P, BROADCASTING.
Or call
TR 4-0512, Atlanta, Georgia.
Berlant series
20 tape
recorder
in good
condition. Charles
Axton,
KTOP,
Topeka,
Kansas.
5withkw tubes
transmitter
Gates inBC-5A
complete
and crystal
good operating
condition. Currently on air at KYOK Houston, Texas. Price $6,000. Terms can be arranged. Stanley Ray, 5050 Baronne Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
One Roberts 90 tape recorder; two Roberts
90-S
stereo recorders; one Roberts A-90
stereo
Illinois.amplifier. Best offer! WFMQ, Chicago,
435 Foot uniform cross section tower of 20
foot welded sections, 40 inch face, with
lighting equipment, Lapp 9004 base and
8523
cone-type
guy insulators.
Tower coat.
used
1 year,
on sections
ground
with
Have
new
and new
plans prime
to extend
height to 540 feet. Wind loading 40 pounds.
WOAI, San Antonio, Texas.
Two RCA TK20 Iconoscope film camera
chains with usable tubes, less camera
cables, power supplies and master monitors,
$600.00 each. Two GE 16mm Syncrolite
film projectors, $850.00 each. One GE PF3C 3x4-inch slide projector, $400.00. Contact W. J. Kotera, WOW-TV, Omaha, Nebraska, phone WE 3400.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II— $46.50, Air Alert I— $89.50. Miratel, Inc.,
1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
Two hundred foot galvanized Windcharger
radio tower, perfect condition, ready for
immediate shipment, $850.00. Two lapp base
insulators No. 10027 including light gaps in
crates, new. take both $300.00. Phillips
Tower
6-4616. Co., Inc., 124 E. Lachappelle, Street,
San Antonio 4, Texas. Telephone. Capitol
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Complete
RCA
modelradio
5 DXbroadcasting
transmitter, equipment
5 kw, now—
operating in good condition on 1150 kc.
Includes
three223,Blaw
sell-supporting
antenna, 223,
and Knox
465 feet
high, tower
beacon equipment, transmission lines and
couplers, monitoring and metering devices,
and text equipment. Sealed bids will be
opened at 2:00 P.M., CST, August 25, 1959.
Address inquiries and requests for bid
forms to Director of Business Affairs, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, P.O. Box
2950, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
For ing
quick
Ampex
master cash
and 2sale.
slaves.
1 yeartapeold.duplicatPerfect
condition $7500. Terms will be discussed.
Call Mr. Sirchio, TR 9-1111, New York City.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everything in broadcast equipment. Urgently
fm, Systems
am, tv,
etc. Call
Mr. want
Charol,250w-10kw
Technical
Corp.,
12-01
43rd
Ave.,
Long
Island
City,
N.Y.

Ready for Fall? For discriminating sponsors,
order custom radio spots. No jingles. M-J
Productions,
bus, Ohio. 2899 Templeton Road, Colum-

WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Interested in small daytime or fulltime station or cp preferably in Florida or midwest.
Box 986M, BROADCASTING.
Desire 50% or more of S.E. radio property.
$15,000 down. Box 140P, BROADCASTING.
We believe Chapman Company can save
you time, effort, and money in the sale of
your station. A single meeting will outline
this for you. Give us a call and "we'll come
running."
You will
under no information
obligation.
You
will then
have beadditional
on which to plan the future. Chapman
Company,
telephone Atlanta
TR 4-7821,
or write,
1182 West Peachtree,
9, Georgia.
Equipment
Used mobile and base unit complete in good
condition, licenseable. Effective radius at
lease 30 miles. Prefer transistorized; other
acceptable. Box 993M, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, several
and OP-7
amplifiers
in goodOP-6
condition.
Call remote
collect
Al Pierce, WBBM-TV, Chicago.
Used studio console in good condition. State
make, model and price. Reply to John L.
Knollman, C. E., WBRV, Boonville, N.Y.
A good used kilowatt fm transmitter, frequency monitor, donut-type antenna and
400-ft.
transmission
cable.Contact
Will buy
nackageof or
separately.
Jonasin
Bridges, WKMT, Kings Mountain, N.C.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six
anteed instruction by master
approved. Request brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks. Guarteacher. G.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
MISCELLANEOUS
Foreign news assignments. Increase sales
by flattering sponsors! Exclusive interviews,
under your station call letters, with hometown dignitaries, businessmen visiting
Europe. Rapid coverage by professional
American broadcasters. Prospectus from
Audio Facilities, Natex House, Langham
Street, London. Cables Audiofax London.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

Washington correspondent offers telephone
reports. $3 each, collect. Special assignments
invited. Be placed on regular call list, write
Sam Smith, 5324 Saratoga Ave., Chevy
Chase, Md.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Sales
WANTED

. . . FOR

SPARKS-RENO
DAYTIMER

NEW

AREA

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
<^><>e<><x><>e><x><><^^
STATION MANAGERS
Here's a real opportunity for one
who is strong on sales, willing to
work and ambitious as to future.
Must have had experience in both
AM and FM and with knowledge
of multiplexing. Northeast section of U.S. Good salary plus
profit sharing. Further advancement as justified by results. Send
photo, complete details, first letter. All replies confidential.
Box 908M, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others

1 KW— 1270 KC— 1 KW
To share in profits, no investment
necessary except your ability.
—

Sales Manager —

3 — Disc Jockey Salesmen — 3
Prefer people established in Reno
area. Send replies, confidential
to: Ed Jansen, Lakeside Broadcasters, 2020 East Charleston
Blvd., Las Vegas, Nevada.

WANTED
PROGRAM

NEWS EDITOR WANTED
If you know how to cover LOCAL NEWS.
If you have experience — this is a fine position. We furnish car with 90 watt transmitter. No one with liquor problems
wanted. ALSO — two good combo announcers with first class ticket. If you can
do basketball and football, the salary will
be higher in either of the two jobs. These
positionstenance.open
mainYou mustimmediately.
be a good airNosalesman
and have pleasing personality. Tele.: Daytime, Gladstone 7-1 194. Nighttime, Gladstone 9-5322. J.C. Jeffrey, WIOU, Kokomo,
Indiana.
station in
city. Population 50,000 — only

. . . $10,000— $15,000
DIRECTOR

FOR GROUP

RADIO

OPERATION

This once-in-a-lifetime opportunity must be filled immediately. The person chosen for
this important position will program for 6 or more radio stations and will have the
following requisites:
1. Thorough knowledge of radio production techniques.
2. Thorough knowledge of current and standard popular music.
3. Ability to achieve good ratings without the use of Rock N' Roll, "Chaos
Radio" or other frenzied techniques.
4. Top quality voice and ability to run own show on air.
5. Administrative ability.
6. References of highest calibre which will bear up under close checking.
The man chosen for this position is probably now employed and has not thought of
making a move until he reads this advertisement. He will have the opportunity to work
at the management level with one of the most aggressive broadcasting operations in
the U.S. and will be located in the heart of the finest recreational area in the northwest.
If you know you are the man we want, write to us in detail, giving complete educational, employment and personal background, credit, business and personal references
and a sample tape demonstrating some of your best work. If you care to include any
program ideas you might have, we will be pleased to listen. No applications or
material will be returned, so don't send valuable original papers. All applications
answered by letter. Write to . . . Program Director, c/o Haley, Wollenberg, & Kenehan,
1735 DeSales Street, N.W., Washington, D.C.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

TELEVISION

ACCOUNT

EXECUTIVE

Experience and Capital Available
Top commercial programming, production and merchandising man (12 years
experience), currently heading audio research project for major film corporation, seeks opportunity as key music and
program director with possibility of
substantial investment.
Wants solid affiliation with bonafide
am/fm operation (station or group
ownership) seeking "identification"
through imaginative format. Wide national credits and proven commercial
knowhow.
Situation must have good growth potential.
Box 11 7P, BROADCASTING.

Announcers

TOP
DISC

FLIGHT
JOCKEY

Experienced
radiotoporbilling
tv local-regional
sales.
To takein over
account list
on one of the best CBS-TV stations in the
Carolinas. This position offers good base,
fringe benefits, and attractive commission
arrangements that enable you to build
your own future. NO LIMIT ON EARNINGS.
We want a family man with sincere desire
to work and make money. Your record
must stand rigid investigation. Send complete details including sales record on
local and regional accounts, with photograph to: Box 968M, BROADCASTING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
WEATHER • RADAR
Raytheon 10 CM 275 KW Output
PPI Presentation 4, 20, 80 mile
range. In use today by several
broadcast stations. Complete with
instruction books and instal. diags.
In new factory condition. Picks up
clouds at 50 miles. $950.
Westinghouse 3 CM 40 KW Output
PPI Presentation. V2, 2, 10, 40 plus
mile range. Complete in new factory
condition with instruction books
and spares. $2200.
General Electric Automatic Tracking
Radar 10 CM. 275 kw. Will track
clouds, storms, hurricanes, etc.,
automatically or by hand control,
up to 200 mile range. Complete in
trailer van 25 ft. long (Its own
building!). Price and details on request. Used by Air Force and
weather bureau.
RADIO— RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CO.
550 5th AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Metropolitan
Over

Area

One-Million

SERVICE

Help Wanted — Sales
TV

YOUR AUDIENCE?

PERSONNEL

WANTED
Small fulltime, single market stamoney.tion with potential. May be losing

FINGER ON THE PULSE
Experienced
personnel
for radio
television stations
for U.S.A.
and and
overseas.
Write, phone or wire
PAUL
MAUDEBARON,
LENNOX Manager
PERSONNELBroadcast
SERVICEDept.
INC.
(Agency)
Rockefeller Center — 630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, New York
eturn postage Circle
required6-0276
with audition tapes.

$ WANT MORE MONEY $
LET "SAM" GET IT FOR YOU
registrationTV— Confidential
•Free
Announcers
8C Radio
• Radio Disk Jockeys
• TV BC Radio Engineers
Men with 1-4 years experience
Step up to better paying jobs.
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT
458 PEACHTRBE ARCADE
ATLANTA, GA.
PHONE: J A 5-4841

Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER JOB?
Employers and Applicants Contact
DISK JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency
in
BROADCASTING Specializing
• ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
JAMES,
100 TONY
West 42nd
Street,Managing
New YorkDirector
36, N.Y.
TWX-N.Y.-1-4059
or Telephone
Wisconsinwith7-6322
(Enclose
return postage
tapes )
J
Miscellaneous

Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.

Box 9S6M, BROADCASTING.
Please send pictures
complete

resume

and tape to
Box 946M,
BROADCASTING

WANTED
Station in first 100 Markets
By executive vice president of
major radio station chain — substantial cash for down payment.
Partnership or lease will be considered.
Box 150P, BROADCASTING.
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LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida —
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
with25them
at this 100
fantastic
price:
3property
to 4 feet;
for $20.00;
for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.
ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian
Rhododendron
Maxi-25
mum, and Hemlock,
Mountain Laurel.
2 to 3 ft.
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

STATIONS

1000 WATT DAYTIMER
Georgia town of 5000. Price $50,000.00
with $20,000.00 down. Valuable Real
Estate included.
Box 894M, BROADCASTING.
<**><><-><><><3><><5K^^

ARIZONA
Secondary Market
Ideal climate. Number One in area.
1000 watts day timer. Terms.
Box 91 0M, BROADCASTING.

FOR

HASKELL BLOOMBERG
Station Broker, Lowell, Mass.
New England — $60,000; $185,000; $250,000; $500,000. Florida
— $50,000; $200,000. North
Carolina — $70,000; $135,000.
Utah — 325,000. Colorado —
$225,000; $300,000. Texas —
$400,000; $500,000. Pennsylvania
— $125,000; $160,000. Alabama
— $225,000. Mississippi — $215,000. Tennessee — $175,000. West
Virginia — $60,000. PLEASE
WRITE

FOR
500 WATT DAYTIMER
in a top market with wonderful
$150,000 including
potential,
acreage in real estate. Transmitter
remoted.
Box 124P, BROADCASTING.
|lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^
I
FLORIDA EAST COAST I
|
FULLTIME STATION |
E Located in one of Florida's fastest =
= growing
communities.
"Better =
= Move Fast On This One."
j=
| Box 129P, BROADCASTING. |
allllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllrF
Terms
Fla. Single 500w
$50M
90M
N.Y. Single lkw-D
Cash
48M
Terms
S.C. Single Ikw-D
115M Terms
Fla. Small
Wash. Small 5kw-D
95M Terms
lkw-D
Terms
100M
Pa.
Second lkw-D
78M Terms
N.C. Second 250w
175M Terms
Cal. Second 500w
Tenn. Medium 250w-F
85M Terms
Terms
La.
158M
Medium lkw-F
175M Terms
Medium lkw-F
Ky.
250M
Mich. Medium lkw-F
Terms
Miss. Metro
98M Terms
250w
135M Terms
N.E. Monop. lkw-D
235M Terms
lOkw
Rocky Metro
250M Terms
Fla. Large
250w-D
225M Terms
S.E. Major
5kw-D
275M Terms
S.W. Small
AM-TV
450M Terms
S.E. Small
VHF-TV
And others.
PAUL H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please address:
Chicago
New York
1182 W. Peachtree
San Francisco
Atlanta 9, Ga.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

SALE

SALE

RADIO STATION
One of finest in large Mid-South city
gross able$450,000,
$200,000,
veryStudios
valureal estate nets
included
in sale.
and transmitter located within 1 mile of
downtown. This market one of largest
in country. Owner states he has taken
out $200,000 a year for himself for
several years. Favorable terms.
TV STATION-VHF
One of finest Southern city, billings
$50,000 per month and growing, in one
of wealthiest markets of country. Very
valuable real estate goes with deal as
transmitter, building and studios are
owned by stations.
DAVID JARET CORP.
Established 36 years
150 Montague St. Brooklyn 1, N. Y.
Phone ULster 2-5600

(Continued from page 98)
770 Kc
XETG Lagos de Moreno, Jalisco (change
in call letters from XELM) — 0.15 kw, ND,
D. Class IV. To commence 6-12-59.
790 Kc
XEVA Villahermosa (new) Tabasco —
12-59.
2 kw, ND, D. Class III. To commence 121240 Kc
XELM Tuxtla Gutierrez, Chiapas (change
in call letters from XETG) — 1 kw D, 0.25
6-12-59.
kw
N, ND, Unl. Class IV. To commence
1150 Kc
XEGE Mexicali, Baja California (change
in freq. from 1570 kc)— 1 kw, ND, D. Class
III. To commence 12-12-59.
1270 Kc
XEKO
San
Luis
Colorado, Sonora
(increase in power)—Riol kw,
ND, D. Class
III. To commence 9-12-59.
1360 Kc
XELS Manzanillo, Colima (assignment of
call letters)— 1 kw D, 0.1 kw
Class IV. To commence 6-12-59.N, ND, Unl
1380 Kc

XEKV Villahermosa Tabasco (change in
call letters)— 1 kw D,, 0.5
kw N, ND, Unl.
Class III-B. To comme
nce 6-12-59.
1430 Kc
XELY Morelia, Michoacan (new)— 1 kw
ND, D. Class III. 1440
To commen
Kc ce 12-12-59.
XETZ Tequila, Jalisco (new)— 1 kw, ND
D. Class III. To 1460
commen
Kc ce 12-12-59. '
XEET Etla, Oaxaca (new)— 1 kw D 0 15
1490 Kc
12^12N59ND' Unl- °laSS IV- T° c™ence
XESK San Bias, Nayarit (new)— 0.25 kw
ND, Unl. Class IV.1600To Kccommence 12-12-59!

" XEZK Tepatitlan, Jalisco (new)— 0.25 kw
' UnJ- Class IV. To commence 12-12-59.
License Renewals

ZXiC
3i*C
XiiC
Texas Daytimer, excellent medium
market. Making money. #95,000
with #27,000 down. To BUY or
SELL a radio or TV station, contact
patt Mcdonald, box
9266, AUSTIN, TEXAS. GL. 33**C

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg. Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th»
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

Following stations were granted renewal
of license on July 29: KAWL York, Nebr ■
TJi
++ Great
Juncti
City, Garde
Kans.;n KJLT
North
£l3"*'
Nebr';on
KNCO
City,Guthri
Kans.;
KUDI
Falls,
Mont.; KWRW
e
Okia.; WMUB
WEEK Peoria
111.; WRSW
Ind.;
Warsaw
'
(FM) , Oxford
,
Ohio;
KTOP
Topeka, Kans.; KTUL Tulsa, Okla.; WJJD
& aux., Chicago, 111.; WYDE Birmingham
Ala.; KFDM Beaumont, Texas; KTRM Beaumont, Texas; KENS San Antonio, Texas;
KaDO Marshall, Texas
; KBUS Mexia
Texas; KDDD Dumas, Texas;
Tyler
Texas; KHUZ Borger, Texas;KGKB
KIOX Bay
City, Texas; KOME Tulsa, Okla.;
KOOO
Omaha, Nebr.; KRMG Tulsa, Okla.- KTMC
Mc/Uester, Okla.;
KTRI Sioux City, Iowa;
JvUDY Littleton, Colo.; WOKY & aux. Milwaukee, Wis.; WOW & aux. WOW-TV
Omaha, Nebr.; K70BC Morongo Basin TV
Club, Inc.; Twentynine Palms & Marine
Corps Base, Calif.; KJET Beaumont, Texas;
KNEL Brady, Texas; KNIT Abilene, Texas;
KNOK Ft. Worth, Texas; KNUZ & alt. main
Houston, Texas; KOKE Austin, Texas;
KPAN Hereford, Texas; KRUN Ballinger,
Texas; KSAM Huntsville. Texas; KSYD
Wichita Falls, Texas; KVOZ Laredo, Texas;
KWED Seguin, Texas; WACO & aux. Waco,
Texas; WRR & aux. Dallas, Texas; KDNTFM Denton, Texas; KFMK (FMJ Houston,
Texas; KENS-TV San Antonio, Texas;
KRLD-TV Dallas, Texas; KSYD-TV Wichita
Falls, Texas; K72AO Jackson Hole Translator, Inc., Jackson, Wyo., K76AJ Morongo
Basin TV Club, Inc., Twentynine Palms &
Marine Corps Base, Calif.; W70AB Conewango Valley Television Inc., North Warren, Pa.; W78AA Frostburg Community TV
Inc., Frostburg, Md.; KWRE Warrenton, Mo.
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ESSO

Nice

RESEARCH

weather

works

for Butyl

wonders

with

oil

tires, too!

Tires of Butyl stop faster on wet roads than others do on dry. This new, proved miracle rubberdeveloped by Esso Research — outperforms in other ways, too. Butyl tires are squeal-free even
on the sharpest turn. They age better —won't crack. They absorb thumps
WOOING
SS
and bumps, cushioning the road and adding greater comfort to your ride FOR PROGRE lisso)
^RNN ININ FREEDOM
J^-BOR
FREEDoM
Once again, ESSO RESEARCH
ivorks wotiders with oil.
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Beuren

Every week Troop 530, Boy Scouts
of America, gets a lesson in signaling
at the Deerhurst United Presbyterian
Church in Kenmore, a suburb of Buffalo, N.Y. The teacher is an electronic
and teaching pro — Van Beuren De
Vries, vice president of Transcontinent
Television Corp. and general manager
of WGR-AM-TV Buffalo.
Van — and that's the easy way all
his associates handle the five-ply name
—is an old key-pounder from the Merchant Marine so he knows his dots and
dashes. He's also ex-Prof. De Vries, a
title he received as a member of the
teaching staff of American U., in Washington.
The year 1959 is a significant one for
the WGR stations. It marks, besides
the fifth tv birthday, the addition of
fm (scheduled next month), a new 742foot tower that will spray the video signal over a wider area, and finally an administrative benchmark — five years of
Van Beuren De Vries.
Van went to WGR June 1, 1954, as
program manager, helping Joe Bernard,
then general manager, put the tv operation on the air. When Transcontinent acquired the stations from WGR
Corp. in 1957 in a stock swapping
transaction and Joe Bernard went to
KTVI (TV) St. Louis, he was upped to
station manager and later was elected
a Transcontinent vice president. Last
January he became general manager of
the stations.
Sacrifice Play • The Van Beuren De
Vries story falls into two sharp categories— pre-electronic and electronic.
A Brooklyn native (Aug. 28, 1912), he
developed an adulation for the Dodgers
that followed the club to Los Angeles
and remains undimmed. He supplemented his rooting by playing at Adelphi Academy (catcher and captain) and
in 1935 had a try out with the Washington Senators. His mother wouldn't
go for a break-in at Chattanooga,
Tenn., though it was in a rather high
echelon as minor leagues go, so young
De Vries stuck to a scholastic career.
He had enrolled at National U. Law
School in Washington after receiving
his political science degree at Williams
College.
While attending law school he served
variously as a copy boy at the Washington Star, public relations staffer, and
at two trade organizations — United
Typothetae of America and National
Lumber Manufacturers Assn. He received his law degree in 1939. Law
proved a bit disillusioning, his first
connection amounting to more of a
BROADCASTING, August 10, 1959

Wright

DeVries

dunning and money-collecting role than
a career as barrister.
Having dabbled with writing, he decided to freelance around Washington
for publications including the New
York Journal of Commerce, Billboard,
Film Daily and a journal of the American Trucking Assn. Along came World
War II and he wound up in the Merchant Marine at St. Petersburg, Fla. A
transfer to Boston and the radio school
put him into electronics. He became a
"sparks" and served in campaigns in
Africa, Sicily, Italy and France.
Shooting at the Moon • After the
war he decided he would like a try at
broadcasting, getting a job at WRC
Washington as studio engineer. A few
months later he joined WMAL, operating in the same building, as producer.
This suited him better, since he had
written some dramatic scripts and
wanted to get into the programming end
of the business. WMAL-TV was one of
the early tv stations, going on the air
in 1947. Tv fascinated Van and he
found an outlet for production ideas.
One of his gimmicks was a television
moon-shot, done by tying a tv camera
to a big telescope. The stunt worked
out pretty good despite some uncooperative clouds.
Other highspots included handling of
the 1949 Presidential inauguration coverage for ABC; election coverage;
pooled telecast of Gen. Douglas MacArthur's parade on return from the
Philippines.
An interesting 1947 diversion was
the job of producing the Color Television Inc. demonstration during the

WGR Stations' De Vries
Buffalo chapter of Dodger fans

FCC's 1947 color tv hearings. He
handled the first closed-circuit telecast
for civil defense preparedness and directed the first pooled Presidential telecast from the Oval Room of the White
House. In the 1952 campaign he
handled radio-tv for the Presidential
nomination candidacy of Sen. Robert
S. Kerr (D-Okla.); from 1951-53 he
was WMAL-AM-TV production manager and wrote scripts for many network programs.
While at WMAL he taught dramatic
writing and other broadcast topics at
American U., being the only member
of the university's communications
faculty to hold the rank of professor.
Western Prep • In 1953 he left Washington for Rowley-Brown Broadcasting
Co., operating KWFT-TV (now WSYDTV) Wichita Falls, Tex., and KRTVTV Little Rock, serving as assistant
general manager. The Buffalo opening
came in 1954 and he decided to move
to his present connection.
Buffalo activities include board member of Buffalo Better Business Bureau
and member of the Chamber of Commerce business development unit; Main
Street Assn. of Buffalo; convention bureau; Buffalo and Erie County Planning Assn., and usher at Deerhurst
United Presbyterian Church.
He married the former Marjorie
Dampman of Baltimore. They have
two children — Paul, 14, and Marguerite, 12.
Van is a sports fan and still roots for
the Dodgers. At WGR-TV he formed
a softball team, serving as coach and
player. Lately he's been more coach
than player and has played only one
game this year. The station sponsors a
little league team.
Besides sports, his social activities include Buffalo Athletic Club and Niagara
Falls Country Club.
The WGR-TV fifth anniversary Aug.
14 will feature a one-hour production.
Management of the radio-tv properties
involves 143 employes and Van also
handles package film purchases.
"I love it," he says. "There's something new every day."
He gets steamed up when he hears
reckless or prejudiced criticism of television. "People sell television short,"
he explained. "There's enough trouble
in the world without carping, ill-considered belittling of an entertainment
medium that brings happiness to millions, and entertains the sick and the
well. Tv is doing a good job of providing balanced programming for every107

body."

EDITORIALS
Perils

of prosperity

BUSINESS is brisk in television. During the first six
months of 1959 the networks sold at a record clip 9%
ahead of that for the first half of last year, and fall sales
have been firmed up months earlier. Spot sales, seemingly
certain to scale new peaks this year, are moving at such a
pace that some agencies are beginning to wonder where their
next minute availabilities are coming from. They are taking fresh interest in shorter announcements and longer commitments, and perceptive salesmen are doing what they can
to rekindle this flame.
Several conclusions may be drawn from this sunny picture, not the least of which is that its sunshine does not fall
equally on all stations. It is fundamental to the law of
averages that some will fall back, sometimes for no easily
apparent reason, while the rest move ahead. Nor does the
run on spot minutes, dramatized in a Broadcast Advertisers
Reports study detailed in this magazine two weeks ago
(Broadcasting, July 27), mean that all stations are sold out
in this category, or even that it is impossible to buy minutes
on leading stations. But business as a whole is good, minutes
as a class are hard to find in large numbers and 20-second
announcements, "sold out" only a few years ago, seem the
biggest bet for buyers in the immediate future.
With this prosperity comes a danger. Advertisers and
agencies, entranced by the one-minute length and the extra
time it allows for selling, may push for minutes where none
is available and stations, reluctant to turn down the money
or otherwise offend good customers, may try to squeeze them
in.
One answer, for the stations, is a new look at rates, particularly for 60-second announcements. Rate review is standard business practice when a product is in short supply, and
many stations already have hiked the differential between 20second and minute spots to reflect the greater selling time
available in 60 seconds. We do not advocate helter-skelter
raises, but assuming that a station's rates are in line with
its reach, agency and advertiser are better served by having
their messages spotlighted and protected, even if it costs a
little more, than by having them appear in the clutter that will
result if stations are pushed — or allow themselves to be
pushed — into excessive commercialism.
Small

market

tv and

the courts, unless the FCC is given such specific authority
through a change in law. And if that should occur, there
is serious question whether any form of broadcasting could
properly claim the benefits accorded free, competitive enterprise. Free enterprise and economic risk run hand in hand.
Public utility monopolies are given economic protection,
but the price is rate-fixing and profit limitation.
There is one area, however, in which the FCC would
appear obliged to act. "Free" broadcast stations, whether
am, fm or tv, must under the law and FCC regulations,
obtain permission of the originating station to rebroadcast
its programs. Cable stations blithely pick up the best of
the network programs of big city stations and feed them
to subscribers for an installation charge and a monthly fee.
It's either wrong to require "free" stations to get permission or wrong to allow cable stations to "rebroadcast"
without permission.
The answer may come from two suits involving property
rights now pending in Idaho and in Montana. Should the
courts ultimately hold that networks and stations have
property rights in the programs they produce or broadcast
via syndication, the solution would seem assured. But litigation takes time — time the distraught small market broadcasters can't afford. There's no certainty what any court will do.
Our own curbstone judgment is that cable transmissions do
constitute "rebroadcasts" and that catv service is a public
performance for profit of property belonging to others.
The cable companies have sought to offset the legislative
thrusts of the sparsely populated western states with a
formidable lobby of their own. They can afford it. While
catv is not big business, it is obviously profitable. Testimony
at the Senate Committee hearings last month cited 550,000
tv receivers served by about 750 catv systems in 44 states.
If the average monthly rental were $5, the total annual
income would be $33 million aside from installation fees.
As things stand, unless Congress intercedes, catv operators will continue to invade desirable fringe markets and
the free tv stations will take it on the chin, or fold, as several
have done. The public prefers free tv, but whether it's free
or fee, the public isn't going to be denied service.
It is all most deplorable and depressing. These are the
checks and balance of free competition. The alternative is
public utility control.

catv

THERE'S no relief in sight for the small market telecaster
who is fighting for survival against the community
antenna operators.
The outlook for legislation to place cable stations under
FCC licensing jurisdiction and control is bleak indeed.
While a Senate Commerce Subcommittee seems sympathetic,
the counterpart House committee hasn't yet scheduled
hearings and there's little prospect that anything will be
done in the closing weeks of Congress.
The FCC says realistically that without legislation its
hands are tied. FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer personally
argues that broadcasting, as private enterprise, cannot look
to the government for relief from legitimate competition,
whatever its nature. No matter how discouraging to the
beleaguered telecasters, there can be no disputing the validity of this concept.
It cannot be argued, on the one hand, that broadcasting
is free competitive enterprise, and, on the other, that it is
entitled to economic protection. There is an exception,
however, and that would be if the competition is unfair in
the legal sense. Here the determination must come from
108
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Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"The man from the Television Code Board suggests you say
cages instead of the cat house."
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WSTV-TV

SHOPPER-TOPPER
merchandising

. . .

moves

products
off
store
shelves

LEVER BROTHERS

PRODUCTS

INCREASE 18.5% in 32 M &K Supermarkets located in Eastern Ohio. Aver-

age increases in 11 M & K Stores spot checked by WSTV-TV's merchandiser were even greater. Here is the
product breakdown: Breeze, up 50.2%; Rinso Blue, up 22.4%; Blue Silver Dust, up 19.8%. According to Mr.
Ralph Reed, Assistant to the President of the M & K chain of supermarkets, the increase was due 100% to
WSTV-TV's Shopper Topper merchandising. Shopper Topper can do the same for you.
A Member of the Friendly Group

Represented by Avery-Knodel

KMLB, Monroe, La.
WSTV-TV, WSTV, Steubenville
WSTV-TV
KODE-TV, KODE, Joplin, Mo.
WBOY-TV, WBOY, Clarksburg, W. Va.
CHANNEL 9 • STEUBENVILLE -WHEELING • CBS-ABC
WPIT, Pittsburgh
WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.
America's 28th TV Market'
' Television magazuu
Exchange Realty Building, Steubenville. Ohio
SO E. 42nd Street, New York • 211 Smithfield Street. Pittsburgh
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The best advertising for KPRC-TV,
The Houston Television Station
is done on Houston's television screens.
That's where performance records are
really written. You'll get your own
testimonial on the benefits
of Quality Salesmanship. The sure,
trouble-free and economical operation
will delight both you and your
advertising budget.
Ask

your

Petry
for it
COURTESY OF KENDALL REFINING COMPANY

man
now
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Available

for the first time

because. . .

YOU

ASKE

D

FOR

IT!
WITH SMILING JACK SMITH as host, this famous favorite of TV
half-hours— YOU ASKED FOR IT— is now available on film for
your markets.
With ratings consistently around 20 and better in all services,
YOU ASKED FOR IT has a family audience ideally balanced
between men, women and children... a huge audience of prospective customers.
PRE-TESTED for more than 8 years on 81 network stations, YOU
ASKED FOR IT has never been without a sponsor. One sponsor
reports that, using this program as his only advertising, his business increased 5 times in 4 years.
80,000 MAIL COUNT per year every year verifies audience interest
. . . and interest means potential sales.
104 EPISODES AVAILABLE right now... so investigate YOU ASKED
FOR IT today.

CROSBY/

BROWN

PRODUCTIONS
BING CROSBY. Chairman • KENYON BROWN. President
Telephone or wire collect:
HENRY R. FLYNN, General Manager
1000 North Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood 38. Calif., Hollywood 2-7311
Check these other shows from CROSBY/ BROWN who produce and
syndicate non-fiction, true-to-life travel and adventure programs.
Adventure Tojjpow

Wqnl
of the isjt\
\VcuxolBrkst

tundown

PEOPL
COURT
OF SM/
I CLAIM

to Houston

. Some of the best transportation facilities in the

world provide a vital link and outlet to the spectacular Houston economy
Outstanding facilities by land, air, or from the sea through the great
Port of Houston, third largest in the nation, makes Texas' largest city
one of the most accessible cities in the world. A vital link also

13

in the lives of the dynamic people of Houston is KTRK-TV
with news, public service, and popular family entertainment

nel
THE
CHRONICLE
STATION
V Chan
K-T
P. 0. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO.KTR
P. HOLLINGBERY
CO., 500 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK 36, N. Y. • GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT.

n>£

VIS

IOH

dm:

Ml

EFFECTIVE
BUYING INCOME
per family in the WGAL-TV
area is $6,461. Advertise your product where there is money
WGAL-TV
AMERICA'S

reaches
1 Oth

coverage
to buy it!

all of the rich Lancaster- Harrisburg -York
TV

market.

MARKET

TV

GALIW
Channel
S

Pet
ISTBC
316,000 WATTS
Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

STEINMAN

New York

•

Chicago

and

STATION
•

CBS

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

Los Angeles
• San Francisco
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Bent on quizzer quiz • While Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) refuses to
comment, his House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee is making every
effort to hold first round of hearings in
tv quiz investigation prior to adjournment of present session. This is less than
month away even in estimates of most
pessimistic congressmen.
Rep. Harris refused to confirm or
deny these reports. He said: "We will
not hold hearings until we are ready
and we are not ready." However, several other subcommittee sources maintained, when investigation was first announced, they had enough damaging evidence to proceed without grand jury
testimony (see story, page 76). Adding
to hearing prospects is fact parent Commerce Committee, also headed by Rep.
Harris, has no hearings on calendar for
remainder of session. This also is true
of all subcommittees.
Investors alert • Quests for tv stations
by well-heeled interests are at all-time
high. In addition to motion picture companies (20th Century-Fox, Columbia
Pictures, National Theatres & Television Inc.) at least dozen other interests,
some of which already have footholds,
are seeking new properties. Optimistic
reports of Wall Street houses on tv futures have heightened investor interest.
Although unconfirmed, one report of
significance was that General Electric
Co., pioneer in broadcasting and
owner of WGY (AM), WGFM (FM)
and WRGB (TV) Schenectady, N.Y.,
would seek its full quota of tv and possibly am stations. GE formerly owned
KGO San Francisco and KOA Denver
(before tv) but for past two decades has
operated only Schenectady stations.
On labor front • In Washington last
week for hard-won labor reform bill
fight was Ward L. Quaal, vice presidentgeneral manager of WGN Inc., Chicago, and chairman of NAB Labor
Relations Advisory Committee, who
worked with Charles H. Tower, NAB's
manager of broadcast personnel & economics. Seeking to offset open lobbying of labor forces opposing GriffinLandrum measure, they indoctrinated
House leadership on dire effects mild
reform legislation would have upon
freedom of stations to maintain uninterrupted service. Broadcasters supported successful Griffin-Landrum
measure because it would clarify secondary boycott provisions and outlaw

CIRCUIT*

blackmail picketing which has caused
great injury to struck stations in recent
months.
Combating catv • In new all-out effort to combat inroads of catv operators, newly organized Hometown Free
Tv Stations are soliciting support, both
politically and financially. William C.
Grove, KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo., and
KSTF (TV) Scottsbluff, Neb., as temporary president, has written similarly
situated stations asking that donations
be sent to him or to Marshall Pengra,
treasurer, at KLTV (TV) Tyler, Texas.
Regular members are asked to subscribe
$200 for initiation, plus one-hour rate
per month for 18 months. Associate
members are simply asked to make contributions.
New Ayer center • N.W. Ayer & Son
will install New York tv communications center in new Time-Life Bldg.
quarters to be occupied this winter.
Facilities planned include modern tv
studio with 16-mm and 35-mm cameras
and projection and reception of videotape. Move also will consolidate offices
of programming, commercial production and other New York functions
of Ayer which now occupy space in
various offices at 30 Rockefeller Plaza
and at International Bldg.
Falcon advance • Ford Div.'s "compact" automobile (Falcon) is not waiting for its early October introduction
to start promotion on broadcast media.
Plans reportedly underway for use of
NBC Radio's Monitor in September,
full month in advance of auto's introduction date. Tv also will be involved.
Montana tv bid • New option for
acquisition of KFBB-AM-TV Great
Falls, Mont, has been procured by
group of three investors identified with
broadcasting-motion picture field and
may be exercised later this month or
next. Price for 100% of stock is in area
of $616,000, with Joseph P. Wilkins,
president and general manager, and several associates holding 2,305 out of
2,800 shares. Transaction, if and when
consummated, would constitute second
recent negotiation for sale of property
by Wilkins group. Previous transaction
with group headed by Ed Craney, Montana broadcaster, was dropped last year
because of prospective catv competition. KFBB-TV is on ch. 5 and affiliated
with all three networks. KFBB operates
on 1310 kc with 5 kw fulltime.

Reason for denial • Behind special
Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee
refusal to ok NARBA-Mexican treaty
agreements (Broadcasting, Aug. 10)
was senators' desire to protect further
efforts by daytimers for extended hours.
FCC had denied daytime petition same
week subcommittee, headed by Sen.
Wayne Morse (D-Ore.), held one day
hearing on international broadcast
agreements (Broadcasting, July 13).
Consensus among five senators on committee was that no action should be
taken prejudicing daytimer case until
all legal steps had been exhausted and
also view that further delay would make
no difference since treaties have been
awaiting ratification since 1950.
Catv and pay tv • Capitol Hill, which
manifests concern in all things tv, is
noting with interest investment house
study (Value Line Survey, Arnold
Bernhard & Co.) of National Theatres
Inc., which recently became National
Theatres & Television Inc. Study mentions recent acquisition by NT&T
(Broadcasting, June 29) of seven-year
old Williamsport (Pa.) Tv Cable Corp.,
feeding 8,500 homes by catv, and with
potential of 15,000 customers, at estimated cost of $1 to $1.5 million.
Being scrutinized is this observation:
"We consider the transaction to be important in terms of National's future
potential. In our opinion the community's television system represents a
stepping-stone for National Theatres
into pay tv. If, indeed, National employs Williamsport as a testing ground
*'■*■* it would be the first theatre company to enter the field. Should pay tv
materialize as this service believes likely, National Theatres would then have
a substantial head start."
That canon again • First concrete step
toward removal of Canon 35, antibroadcast clause, from American Bar
Assn. and state codes of ethics is expected this weekend as ABA convention gets under way at Miami. This will
be foot-in-the-door proposal to exempt
traffic court proceedings from courtroom broadcast ban, originating in
ABA's Traffic Safety Committee.
Chance of affirmative action this year
by ABA House of Delegates is believed
slim though recent North Dakota embroglio in which traffic court broadcasts
were halted by Canon 35 points to
ridiculous results of ABA's ethical rule,
adopted in pre-tv era.
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YOU

KNOW

WHERE

CBS

YOU'RE

DETROIT

GOING

WITH

BK-TV
PROGRAMMING
• CHANNEL 2
Sales are UP in booming
Dept. Store Sales
New Car Sales
Factory Payrolls
Car and Truck Output

Detroit
UP 17.5%
UP 76.5%
UP 26.3%
UP 66.7%

And UP is definitely the word for
WJBK-TV viewers
Both July and June ARB 35.2%
of audience— almost 20% higher
than any other Detroit station.
(— one of CBS' highest in any
4-or-more station market.)
You know where your audience
and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!

a STORE

R

station

call

KATZ

STORER NAT'L SALES OFFICES
625 MacTtson Ave., N.Y. 22
230 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago 1
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Radio sells the salesman, too • When the Southern
California Chevrolet Dealers wanted to sell more cars
to more people by the time-tested technique of inducing
their salesmen to make personal phone calls to prospects, they learned from their advertising agency that
a radio campaign could sell both prospect and salesman.
The case history is related by Jess M. Johns, president,
Eisaman-Johns Adv., Los Angeles, in this week's Monday Memo. Page 21.

Three for the show • Chief executives of the tv networks, going into the
tightest competitive season yet, describe their individual program philosophies in exclusive interviews with Broadcasting editors. ABC-TV's
Oliver Treyz, CBS-TV's Louis Cowan and NBC-TV's Robert Sarnoff tell
why each thinks he's on the right track. Page 27.

LANSING
MARKET
IS
MOVING

UP

. . .

now ranked r%0
(SRDS — May, 19591 \J S

th

Coffee commercial
• The
of MaxwellPageHouse's
new spot
commercial:
A theme,perks
a sound
and story
a visualization.
37.
Friendly Schenley (Part II) • It lilts, it's folksy and it repeats the name
of Schenley at least nine times in 55-seconds. Demonstration commercial
is played for newsmen. Page 42.
Glass-house gang • Libby-Owens-Ford is building its entire sales program for the coming season around the ABC-TV series, Bourbon Street
Beat. Distributors were enlisted in the elaborate campaign at a national
sales conference, held on closed-circuit tv. Page 44.

. . . and the very best
buy to serve and sell
its 313,100 residents is

Big results in small market radio • Here's how Pet Milk Co., Gardner
Adv., Keystone Broadcasting System each year utilize a low-cost country
& western music talent contest for a happy payoff. Page 46.
Tape shop talk • At unique N.W. Ayer-Telestudios meeting, agency
points up desire for magazine picture quality in commercial tapes.
Page 50.

WILS
69

Billion dollar take • Tv reached billion dollar crest in 1958 in total
revenues; profit moved up after slumping in 1957 from previous year's
high. Page 56.
New group owner • Nafi Corp. buys KCOP (TV) Los Angeles and
KOBY San Francisco in second and third buy into broadcasting business.
West coast company, which bought KPTV(TV) Portland, Ore., several
months ago sets up broadcast and syndication divisions under pioneer
broadcaster Kenyon Brown. Page 62.
More about radio's muscles • Special studies commissioned by RAB
shows (1) aural medium popularity in consumer pre-buying hours, and
(2) widespread use of portables at beach. Also, latest figures on second
quarter of 1958 show increase in number of firms using radio along with
increase in brand names advertised. Page 66.

Take a look at the latest Hooper (J-F, 1959)
TIME

WILS

STATION
B

Mon-Fri
7:00 am
12:00 noon

57.0

26.5

Mon-Fri
12:00
6:00 noon
pm

16.3
66.2

DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
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GOVERNMENT
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$ now
Michigan's
boasts capital city market
• 91,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• $588,989,000 spendable
income
Represented by VENARD, RINT0UL & MtCONNELL, Inc.
WHS is
associated with
NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studios -inBattle
Lansing
91 5
Jackson
Creekand WP0N-P0NTIAC

WPRO-TV
LEADERSHIP
In
TOPS

IN

Providence,
ARB/

NIELSEN/

R.I*

PULSE

ARB (April-May 1959) 4 week survey gives WPRO-TV a whopping
average 45.5% share of audience
all week long — 25% more than
its nearest competitor.

NEED

See what's happened in Providence.
Then nail down your schedule with
Gene Wilkin at Plantations 1-9776,
or your Blair man.

PULSE (May 1959) proves again
WPRO-TV leadership with an average 48.6% share Mondays
through Fridays, a 45% share on
Sundays.

WPRO-TV
24 Mason Street, Providence 2, R. I.

WTVD
Raleigh -Durham

10^
CBS
CAPITAL

1

1
11
AFFILIATES

CITIES

PROOF?

WPRO-TV has 14 out of 15 oncea-week top-rated shows. WPRO-TV
has 7 out of 10 top-rated multiweekly shows. EVERY DAY, EVERY
WEEK most consumers respond to
WPRO-TV leadership in Southern
New England, trie multi-billion
market.

NIELSEN (April-May 1959) shows
WPRO-TV dominance with a spectacular 43.5% average share of audience
all week long.

WTEN
Albany

MORE

12

Providence
12

TELEVISION
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
JWT

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT • DETAILED COVERAGE

RELEASES

Finds

housewives

shorter,

RADIO
want

less-frequent

Re-evaluation of radio music programming and commercials by local
stations is suggested by J. Walter
Thompson Co.'s Chicago research department on basis of its housewives' radio study. Survey sought to ascertain
full-day listening habits and attitudes of
3,233 housewives comprising JWT's
National Family Advisory Staff Panel,
with 90% mail response. Project is
guidepost to JWT clients as well as networks, stations, other agencies and their
clients.
Among conclusions: (1) housewives
like radio for music and news, but many
radio stations are not giving top billing
to preferred type of music; (2) they vary
in overall programming preference by
age group. Study suggests long-term
potential in station slanting programming to either young or old because of
one-station listener loyalty.
Two most frequent observations on
commercials were adverse. Among 771
respondents, 44.6% felt they were "too
often or too long" and 18.5% "boring
and silly." Considerably fewer regard
commercials as "enjoyable" (10.6%)
and "informative" (8.4%). As result,
JWT research department felt "a whole
series of studies probably are in order."
Study also noted "radio finds its
greatest usefulness" in music-news, with
36.2% of 1,689 respondents expressing
such preference and 27% feeling radio
supplements other activities. Medium
also cited for "local coverage and its
role as the housewife's companion," as
well as value for emergency news and
storm warnings (Closed Circuit,
April 20).
Radio Commercials • With respect
to commercials: (1) most complaints
came from infrequent listeners; (2)
older housewives "tend to be patient
with the frequency and length"; (3)
women with some college training and
those others
in "upperto status"
more likely
than
considerare commercials
"too long and too frequently heard."
Programwise, 48.3% of 437 respondents want less rock & roll and
30.9% more "good music," with others
favoring more educational shows, dramas and mysteries. Among 2,705 re-
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better

STUDY
music,

commercials

spondents, 74% indicate they listen
mostly to one station, while 68.8% of
those with both am-fm receivers prefer am for their listening.
Total of 33% of housewife respondents mentioned driving as most important activity while listening. Though
JWT has conducted similar surveys in
past (for Seven-Up and drug trade
groups), this was first designed for all its
clients. Study was intended merely as
guidepost and not for quantitate
(cumulative) measurement of tune-in.
It's described as representative of "midAmerican families" in
termsdleofmajority
socialofstatus.
Among other findings:
• About 20% reported tv supplants
radio and 16% consider radio supplement to tv (for those things not available on tv such as frequent newscasts).
• Among respondents stating single
program preferences, music was "main
pleasure" with 54% and news second
No more jam?
End of Soviet jamming of
USIA foreign language broadcasts
beamed behind Iron Curtain may
be in sight. USIA Director
George V. Allen, who accompanied Vice President Nixon on
recent trip to Russia, indicated as
much in answering questions at
National Press Club luncheon
late last week.
He was asked if there would be
relaxation of Soviet jamming activities, estimated to cost $113
million yearly. Mr. Allen replied
he got impression Russians are
embarrassed after having been
needled on subject. He started to
go further but stopped with: "Let
it go at that." Another high USIA
official, when asked privately
what director meant, replied: "I
wouldn't be surprised if they cut
down or even cut out their jamming."
Presumably,
tion also
would
free such
RadiorelaxaFree
Europe and Radio Liberation
broadcasts.

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 27

with 36%. Sweet music and waltzes
were favored by 55%.
• There are definite peak listening
periods — 8 a.m., 12 noon and 6 p.m.
Specifically: during morning hours
about 25% have radio tuned in, increasing to 30% at noon with average
of 18% through afternoon hours. At
6 p.m. figure hits 25% and during later
evening hours, with tv competing, 17%
of housewives listen to radio.
• Average for all women respondents
is 2.9 hours of listening per day, which
JWT "acknowledges to be high in reto Nielsento data."
With lationrespect
station loyalty, those
in rural and small towns with favorite
stations tend to stick more to one station (80% had favorite station) while
in urban areas having wide choice of
stations, 68% remained loyal to one.
New

comments

for Calif, vhf

date

plans

FCC Friday extended deadline to
Sept. 23 for comments on proposals to
add vhf channels to Fresno, Bakersfield
and Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno
areas. Comments originally were due
Aug. 24, following Commission proposals issued last month to add three
vhf channels to Fresno, two vhfs to
Bakersfield (with one vhf already
there), and additional vhfs to either
Sacramento, San Francisco or Reno,
Nev. Deadline for reply comments was
extended to Oct. 8.
Requests for extensions were made
by KFRE-TV Fresno and KSAN San
Francisco. Also involved in proposed
reallocations are Salinas and Santa
Barbara, Calif., and Goldfield and
Tonopah, Nev.
Also, FCC reported Friday, following allocation requests:
• WSEE-TV Erie, Pa. Requests second vhf outlet to Erie by assigning ch.
6, 9 or 5 to Erie, all involving submileage spacings. Allocation of chs. 9
or 5 to Erie would also involve reassignments in Wheeling, W.Va.; Steubenville, Cleveland, Columbus, Dayton,
all Ohio; Indianapolis, Ind., and Louisville, Ky. WSEE-TV operates on ch. 35.
• KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo., asks
allocation of ch. 6 to Lander, Wyo.,
from Casper. This would leave ch. 2 in
Casper. Ch. 6 was held by Donald
Hathaway's KSPR-TV, but was surrendered last month and equipment
was sold to Casper cable tv company.
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AT

DEADLINE

Paul

Weeks

dies

Paul Weeks, 50, who retired last October because of ill health as vice president and original partner of H-R Representatives Inc., station representative,
died of heart attack Thursday (Aug. 13)
at Harlingen, Tex. Mr. Weeks had established retail shoe business in Harlingen. Native Chicagoan, Mr. Weeks
left executive post with Illinois public
utility in 1940 at suggestion of Dwight
Reed, then vice president and Chicago
manager of Headley-Reed, to join sales
staff, was transferred nine years later to
that firm's NY. offices and in 1950
along with Mr. Reed and Frank Headley resigned to found H-R Representatives in which these three were partners.
He leaves son Pete Weeks, 24, of Richmond and daughter Judy Weeks, 20,
student at Michigan State.
Three

stations

sold

Sales filed Friday:
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. • Sold by
Yamhill Broadcasters (Philip M. Bladine, president) to Jerry Carr (owner of
yogurt dairy in San Francisco and applicant for am at Victorville, Calif.) for

WEEK'S

$80,000. KMCM is on 1260 kc with 1
kw, directional night.
WGUS North Augusta, S.C. • Sold
by Howard C. Gilreath to Hal Edwards,
Kye Harris and Henderson Belk for
$60,000. Mr. Gilreath owns WCLA
Claxton, Ga.; construction permit for
am at Metter, Ga., and is part owner of
am construction permit at Glennville,
Ga. Messrs. Edwards and Harris each
own one-third of American Advertising
Assoc. agency, Charlotte, N.C., and Mr.
Belk has extensive interests in southeastern U.S. department store chain.
WGUS is on 1600 kc with 500 w day.
KNOG Nogales, Ariz. • Sold by
Carlton W. Morris to Lloyd Burlingham for $40,000. Mr. Burlingham is
former farm director, NBC Chicago, is
publisher, Prairie Journal, Chicago, and
owns KCVR Lodi, Calif. Transaction
was handled by Hamilton-Landis &
Assoc. KNOG is 250 w on 1340 kc.
Quiz

selections

Witnesses who were "responsive" to
New York grand jury in tv quiz scandal
will get prior attention by quiz-investigating congressional committees. So
said New York District Attorney Frank
Hogan Friday in disclosing he has assigned one ofwitnesses
his staff attorneys
out certain
of value to
to "pick
them

jcago outlet, WIND,
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
in similar capacity.
Davis Vandergrift Wallis Succeeding Mr. Davis
at KYW is Carl W. Vandagrift, general manager of
WO WO Ft. Wayne, Ind., another WBC station. Mr. Vandagrift's successor is KYW sales manager Edward Wallis.
Corporate supervision of WOWO will be added to bailiwick
of Ralph Atlass Sr., Westinghouse vp of Chicago area.
Mr. Davis came to WBC in 1947 as producer, later program manager and general manager of KYW during its
Philadelphia period, moving to Cleveland in 1956, when
WBC transferred its call letters there. Mr. Vandagrift joined
WOWO's program staff in 1936, was appointed program
manager in 1945. He has held general manager post since
1952. Mr. Wallis was director of sales promotion and publicity with WIP Philadelphia until joining WBC in 1954 as
sales promotion manager of WPTZ (later KYW) there,
moving with station to Cleveland.

10

MBS to air NFL
Mutual will air all 12 regular season
games of last year's National Football
League champions, Baltimore Colts, it
was announced by Robert F. Hurleigh,
MBS president, and Jerold C. Hoffberger, president of National Brewing
Co., Baltimore, which will be one sponsor of weekend broadcasts. Chuck
Thompson and Vince Bagli, veteran
Baltimore sportscasters, were named
play-by-play announcers. Season opens
Sept. 27 in contest with Green Bay
Packers. Games will not be broadcast
in cities with NFL teams, it was said.

'Weaver' program set
Announcement was set for today
(Aug. 17) of three-year contract signed
three months ago between Don Fedderson Productions Inc., New York,
and Cliff "Charlie Weaver" Arquette,
calling for Mr. Arquette to star in his
own tv program. Sample half-hour
show was video taped last night (Sunday) at 44th Street Little Theatre in
New York.

HEADLINERS
Gordon Davis, general manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co.'s KYW Cleveland,
moves to WBC Chi-

John
joins
Aug.
firm,

[committees] rather than chronologically." Mr. Hogan predicted testimony
of first few witnesses will be available
to House and Senate probers in about
two weeks (early story, page 76).

H. White, manager of CBS Spot Sales' Chicago office,
H-R Television Inc. as eastern sales manager effective
24. Mr. White left Prentice-Hall, New York publishing
to begin his tv sales career with George P. Hollingbery

and in 1948 was hired as tv salesman by The Katz Agency.
He joined CBS Spot Sales in New York in 1951, was transferred to San Francisco as branch manager and then to
Chicago in similar capacity.

Mr. Katz

Oscar Katz, vp in charge
of daytime programs, CBSTV, since August, 1956,
named vp, network programs. Robert M. Weitman, vp in charge of programsincedevelopment
network
Februaryat1956,
Mr. Weitman appointed to new post of

vp, independent productions, serving as liaison with independent production companies. Appointments announced during two days of meetings in New York last week of CBS-TV program executives
from east and west coasts to discuss plans and new organizational structure. Mr. Katz in effect fills position Hubbell Robinson Jr. resigned in late May to head his own production
company (Broadcasting, June 1). Mr. Katz joined CBS in
research in 1938 moving to director in July 1951. He has
been member of network's executive programs plans board
for
past eight years.level
Mr.with
Weitman's
him
on administrative
Michael appointment
J. Dann, vp,places
programs
in New York, and William Dozier, vp, programs, Hollywood;
all three report to Mr. Katz. Mr. Weitman has been vp of
AB-PT and vp in charge of programming and talent with
ABC.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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LOS ANGELE!
/ OFFICE

DALLAS

IACKSONVILI

IDiFFICfli*

vertising

Fact-source

New York City is headquarters for
more than half the agencies billing
$25,000,000 or more annually. Each
business day sees these New York
agencies reach decisions involving
more than a million dollars in Spot
Television . . . decisions that demand
a basis of factual data with down-tothe-moment accuracy.
When the decisions concern any or

JACK DENNINGER, Vice President and
Eastern Sales Manager, has charge of
agency-contact in Blair-TV's New York
office — one of ten offices providing fast,
efficient service to Advertising.

all among 25 of America's great television stations, these inquiries converge on a single focus — the New
York office of Blair-TV. Few organizations inthe entire field of advertising have an equally effective system
for transmitting television data.
Blair-TV operates on this basic
principle : that alert, informed repre-

A NATIONWIDE

Ubnl

ORGANIZATION

II

I

1

decisions

sentation isa service vital not only to
stations but also to all Advertising
and to the businesses dependent on
it for volume and profit. From the
first, our list has been made up of
stations and markets we felt in position to serve most effectively. Today
these stations are located in 25 of
America's greatest markets. Together
they cover 56 percent of its population, virtually 60 percent of its effective buying power.
In its area, each of these stations
stands as a powerhouse of selling
force. To help advertisers and their
agencies make most profitable use of
that force, is the primary objective
toward which the work of our entire
organization is constantly directed.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV — Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV-Detroit
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KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV- Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV-Providence

Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV—
KTVI-St.
Louis
Tampa-St. Petersburg
WFLA-TV—
11

WSM
(Established 1925)
THE JOHN BLAIR STATION
Basic NBC Affiliate

Bates effective March 1, 1959.
Rates received March 2, 1959.
Owned and operated by WSM, Inc.
Personnel
President— John H. DeWitt, Jr
General Manager — Bob Cooper.
Promotion Manager — Mrs. Trudy Stamper.
Representatives
■Mailing
John Blair
& Company.
Instructions
Business
Studio
— National
Bldg., telephone
Seventh
Ave., andOltice
Lnionand St.,
Nashville
3, Tenn.,
Alpine 4-5656.
Transmitter
Located. Operating
12 miles inpower—
the country.
Wave
— Power———650
Time
50,000 watts.
frequency
kilocycles.
Non-directional.
Licensed to operate Gn clear channel full time.
Operates on Central Standard Time.
Operating
schedule: .
Agency Commission
15% to recognized agencies on net charges for station
time and talent. No commission on line charges. No
cash discount. Bills due and payable on or before the
35th of the
casting is month
done. following that in which the broadGeneral Advertising
For combination rates see NBC Radio Network.
Advertising
of alcoholic
No periods sold
in bulk beverages
for resale. not accepted.
Station
rates
and
talent
charges subject to change
without notice.

. daily)
P.mhr.
(6:00 p.m.CLA
SS10:30"A"
1 tohr.
1/2
1/4
min.
1 time
420.00
275.00
180.00hr. o115.00
52 times
409.50 268.13 175.50 112.13
104 times
399.00 261.25 171.00 109.25
156 times
388.50 254.38 166.50 106.38
208 times
367.50 240.63 157.50 100.63
260
346.50 226.88 148.50 94.88
312 ortimesmore
times
315.00 206.25 135.00 86.25
(7:00 a.m. to 6:00
CLA
0p.m.p.m."B")and 10:30 p.m. to
11:0SS
57.50
1 time
210.00 137.50 90.00 5G.06
52 times
204.75
104
times
199.50 134.06
130.63 87.75
85.50 54.63
156 times „. 194.25 127.19 83.25 53.19
208 times
183.75 120.31 78.75 50.31
260 times
173.25 113.44 74. 25 43.18
312 or more times 157.50 103.13 67.50 47.44
(6:00 a.m.
a.m.)
"C"
CLASSto 7:00
1 time
157.50
102.75 67.50 43.15
52 times
153.56 100.18 65.81 42.08
41.00
104
times
149.62
97.61
156 times
145.69 95.04 64.12
62.44 39.91
208 times
137.81 89.91 59.06 37.78
260 times
129.94 84.77 55.69 35.60
312 or more times 118.12 77.06 50.62 32.36
(11:00 105.00
p.m.SSto "D"
6:0068.50
a.m.) 45.00 28.75
CLA
1 time
52 times
times
102.38
66.79 42.75
43.88 28.03
104
99.75 65.08
27.31
156 times
97.13 63.36 41.63 26.59
25.16
208 times
91.88 59.94 39.38 23.72
260 times
86.63 56.51 37.13 21.50
312 or more times 78.75 51.38 33.75
ANNOUNCEMENTS
(7:00 a.m. urdaytoand 9:00
through Satafter a.m.
10:30Monday
p.m. Saturday)
Stationbreaks
Each 1-mimite
Per wk. Each
Per wk.
Less than 6 weekly.. 55.00
39.00
0 weekly
50.00 300.00
35.00 210.00
12 weekly
40.00 552.00
32.00 384.00
18 weekly
43.00 774.00
30.00 540.00
24 weekly
40.00 900.00
28.00 672. 00
30 weekly
36.00 1,080.00
25.00 750.00
(9:00 a.m. 9:00to a.m.
10:30 top.m.7:00 Monday
Thursday:
p.m. andthrough
10:00
p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
Friday:
9:00 a.m. to 7:00
p.m.
Saturday)
Less than G weekly.. 45.00
32.00
43.00
30.00
ISO. 00
12G weekly
weekly
40.00 258.00
4S0.00
28.00 330.00
IS weekly
35.00 630.00
25.00 450.00
24 weekly
32.00 70S. 00 22.00 52S.00
30 weekly
27.00 810.00
19.00 570.00
(6:1)0 a.m. to 7:00
Monday
through Saturday anda.m.
all day
Sunday)
Less than 0 weekly.. 30.00
21.00
weekly
27.00
20.00 120.00
120 weekly
23.00 162.00
276.00
19.00
228.00
IS weekly
22.00 390.00
18.00 324.00
24 weekly
21.00 504.00
17.00 408.00
30 weekly
20.00 600.00
16.00 480.00
(10:30thanp.m.G weekly..
to 0:00 20.00
a.m. Monday through
Friday)
Less
14.00
G weekly
18.00 108.00
13.00 78.00
12IS weekly
16.00
12.00
weekly
15.00 11)2.00
270.00
11.00 144.00
198.00
24 weekly
14.00 33G.00
10.00 240.00
30 weekly
13.00 3110.00
9.00 270.00
("Friday Night Frolic" — 7:00 p.m. to 10:00
p.m. and Saturday,
"Grand Ole
Opry" — 7:00
p.m. to
announcements
adjacencies)
Less10:30thanp.m.0 weekly..
75.00
05.00
0 weekly
73.00 438.00
03.00 378.00
12 weekly
71.00 852.00
01.00 732.00

Nielsen Coverage
Service reports weekly
daytime audiences in
Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama, Missouri,
Arkansas, Mississippi
and Georgia that total
half-million radio
homes! The 13th
largest daytime audience in the nation,
largest in the South!

|J|r
gtf
■
Sj
SB
SB
Uj|

Mj
Wj
IB

Pulse-Rated Center of
Weekdays
Largest Pulse Survey

WSM leads in every
Ever Taken
rated
...
with
anquarter-hour
average of.
well over twice the
next station— and in
rating than all other
most cases a higher
stations combined!

IS weekly
24
weekly
30 weekly

6A. M.-12N
6A.M.-12N
kda»s
12WeeN-6
P.M.
12
N-6
P.M.Mid
Mic
6 P. M.-12
Saturday
6 A. M.-12 N
612 A.N-6M.-12
P.M.M.N
12 N-6 P.
Sunday
6Sunday
P. M.-12 Mid
66 AP. M.-12
M _12 Mid
n
612
12A.N-6
N-6M.-12
M.N
P.P. M.

09.00 1,242.00
59.00 1,002.00
07.00
1,008.00
57.00
1,308.00
05.00 .1,950.00 55.00 1,650.00
IDENTIFICATIONS
50^> of applicable 1-minute rate. Minutes, stationbreaks
and
ID'S
may be combined for maximum frequency.
SPECIAL FEATURES
News Sendee — AP, UPI.
Grand
Ole and
Opry —arefollowing
are for both time
and talent
flat, no rates
discounts:
Per
1/2
hour
between
7:30
&
10:30
Per 1/2 hour between 10:30 & 11:00 p.m
p.m 500.00
300.00
Per 1/2 hour between 11:00 p.m. anil 12:00
midnight
200.00
Per 1/4 hour between 7:30 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
p.m. to 10:30
10:30 p.m.
p.m
Perand1/410:00
hr. between
and 11:00 p.m. 275.00
200.00
Per 1/4 hour between 11:00 p.m. and 12:00
midnight
150.00
"Noontime
Neighbors"
Following
rates are fur both
time and talent
and arc— flat—
no discounts:
week5 tl.
1 ti. Per3 ti.
1/2 hour
200.00 525.00 800.00

Mpi
WSM

103 counties

42
44
52

"B"
23
22
18

13
"C"
12
14

9
"D"
11

"E"
7
7
—

•6«p»»
5
4

52
50
61
61

17
14
14

13
13
13

7
109
7

-

6
7

4
7
4

52

12
18

10
13

4
7

9
.6

2
5

News — Monday through Friday:
Class "A", flat per week
4S0.00
Class "B", flat per week
360.00
Class
"C",
flat
per
week
300.00
Cles-s "D", flat per week
240.00
Discounts allowed DISCOUNTS
retroactively on the number of
consecutive
given within
year.combined
Announce-to
ments and broadcasts
program periods
cannota* be
earn larger
discounts.
The months
above rates
are date
guaranteed
for
a
period
of
six
from
the
first broadcast or for six months from effective dateof
of any increase in these rates, providing advertising
is actually running at the time of effective date of
the increase
providing that the broadcasts continue withoutand
interruption.
Closing Time
Typewritten or printed copies of addresses or talks
must bein submitted
for station's
approvalto atpolicies
least 24cf
hours
advance ami
must conform
station
management.
Reprinted from Spot Radio Rotes and
Data, July 1, 1959

One-tenth of the population of the entire United
States lives in the 766 Counties that make up the
WSM Nighttime Radio Market. This intensely loyal
audience represents a market of such size and buying power that it must be reached by any advertiser
desiring to sell the Central South. 8%

r

56%
12%
24%

Pro Rata
Number of % of WSM Weekly State Cost
Radio
Homes
Tola! Audience (1 min.
Reached
$45.00)1 time
(526.086 homes)
TENNESSEE
295,848
10.80
KENTUCKY
128.554
ALABAMA
3.60
66,931
5.40
$25.20
Mo., (and
Ark.,Misc.
Miss.,
Ga
States)
16%
34,754
26%
1%
Pro Rata
il.6%
Number of % of WSM
State
4.4%
Weekly
$45.00)Cost
Total 5.6%
Audience
Radio Homes
-1%
(1 min. I time
Reached
(1,054,499
homes)
2 0%
TENNESSEE
7.20
279,885
KENTUCKY .
5.22
. 174,111
ALABAMA
'.'
.
124,493
ARKANSAS
i.3
%
47,293
$11.70
2.3%
FLORIDA
.90
2.00
22.118
GEORGIA
.
60,442
.04
ILLINOIS. .......
4.9%
.58
2.52
14.144
5.1%
INDIANA
6,682
IOWA
KANSAS
1.03
1,690 >%;;$<:■
.27
LOUISIANA
",; '■■>* 3.2%
.2%
6.6%
2,061
1-3%
>„,.
-6%
70,272
25,306
MISSISSIPPI
2.9%
MISSOURI
2.21
31%
.04
.09
52,250
2.97
NEBRASKA
55,696
NORTH CAROLINA
^: .1%
2.560
OKLAHOMA
.04
2.30
SOUTH
TEXAS .CAROLINA ,t 34.611
9,970
1.44
VIRGINIA
1.40
14.597
1 31
WEST VIRGINIA
31,091
33,818
.59

Iff" ■ * fa

\!2J &\jLuuooIJJ1£: u'JjZI^- delivers extensive coverage throughout the entire Central South. This
coverage, plus WSM's unprecedented live programing, Grand Ole Opry talent, and farm service
offers the advertiser a sales tool of extraordinary effectiveness at low cost.
i
,
ws

l¥l IWI ARK

STATE
(No. of Counties)
Alabama (51)
Arkansas (50)
Florida (34)
Georgia (105)
Illinois (21)
Indiana (8)
Iowa (3)
Kansas (4)
Kentucky (98)
Louisiana (22)
Mississippi (62)
Missouri (62)
Nebraska (9)
No. Carolina (46)
Oklahoma (19)
So. Carolina (23)
Tennessee (83)
Texas (15)
Virginia (21)
West Virginia (28)
Wisconsin (2)
TOTAL

POPULATION
1,908,600
836,000
584,700
1,425,300
341,700
165,300
44,900
65,000
1,874,900
589,800
1,291,600
1,013,600
74,600
1,551,800
306,800
872,900
2,106,300
341,400
717,800
752,800
22,200
16,888^600'

ET

DATA

59%
CONSUMER
47%
INCOME
STATE
% of
13%
$ 2,212,073,000
37%4%
926,623,000
■ 3%
2%
454,654,000
1,433,944,000
3%
435,654,000
236,009,000
61%
60,775,000
19%
75,518,000
59%
1,988,029,000
5
%
24%
558,225,000

1,079,304,000
1,109,714,000
103,690,000
1,669,137,000
333,737,000
980,782,000
18%1%
2,505,453,000
38%
422,311,000
643,588,000
862,885,000
25,718,000
$18,117,823,000

34%
13%
36%
60%4%

based on Nielsen Survey (SRDS

Consumer

Markets )

TOTAL
RETAIL SALES
$ 1,387,541,000
653,022,000
542,377,000
1,010,829,000
280,191,000
143,625,000
45,329,000
80,125,000
1,238,691,000
340,874,000
791,147,000
911,098,000
84,308,000
1,112,908,000
242,498,000
639,443,000
1,664,295,000
385,858,000
493,003,000
470,213,000
18,927,000
$12,536,302,000

{based on Nielsen Coverage Service Survey 2areas in which WSM has reportable day or night
market coverage; SRDS l/l/59 Consumer Market Data)

Clear

Channel
50,000 Watts
Bob Cooper, Manager
REPRESENTED BY
JOHN BLAIR & COMPANY
owned and operated by
The National Life and Accident Insurance Company

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
' Indicates first or revised listing)
AUGUST
Aug. 16-18 — Georgia Assn. of Broadcasters, summer meeting, Jekyll Island.
Aug.
Island. 16-18 — Georgia AP Broadcasters, Jekyll

BALANCED
Programming
Sells to Everyone!
Family listening is at its best in
the vast San Antonio market on
KONO Radio. With top ratings
throughout the day, KONO
delivers MORE men, MORE
women, MORE teens, MORE kids
— and at less cost per 1000.
To check ratings, check audience composition . . . and to
check availabilities — call your
KATZ
AGENCY
REPRESENTATIVE
5000 Watts • 860 KC
K

O

O

JACK ROTH, Mgr. ^^\CLdUuO
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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Aug. 18-21 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, seminar for radio station managers,
U. of Wisconsin, Madison. Among 11 scheduled
sessions: role of educational radio as educationalcultural-public service agency; how NAEB can
implement educational radio; future relationships
between NAEB and National Education Tv &
Radio Center; grant-in-aid programs; future of
NAEB radio network service; radio programming
in the face of tv; legal problems, legislation and
FCC relations; international relations involving
NAEB and stations; present and future of fm
development; public relations and promotion.
Aug. 18-21 — Western Electronic Show & Convention (Wescon), Cow Palace, San Francisco.
Dr. Herbert F. York, Defense Dept. director of
research and engineering, will speak Aug. 21 at
luncheon
to be
held at Fairmont
rate meeting
at Fairmont,
Aug. 19. Hotel. Corpo*Aug. 20-22 — South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.,
Holiday Lodge, Myrtle Beach. A three-member
panel speaks at 10:30 a.m. Aug. 21 on "Radio-Tv
Ad Policies." Panel moderator: Harry C. Weaver,
president-general manager, WOKE Charleston;
members: James D. Reynolds, secretary-treasurer,
Thomas & Howard Co., Columbia; R.C. Higginbotham, sales-promotion manager, Shell Oil Co.,
Atlanta; R. Alex McCullough, public relations vice
ville.
president, South Carolina National Bank, GreenA sion
panel
for anQuinn,
afternoon
radio-tv
sesunder meets
J. William
managing
director,
WBTW (TV) Florence (tv moderator); J. Forrest
Ramsey, general manager, WJAY Mullins (radio
moderator).
*Aug. 20-24 — Northern American radio-tv conference, Executive Secretaries Council of Seventh
Day Adventists, Olin Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Aug. 22-23 — Arkansas Broadcasters Assn., Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs. Howard H. Bell, NAB,
will
conduct
editorializing
UPI broadcasters
meet Aug. clinic.
22. State's AP and
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to
Boston.
Aug. 24 — Comments due on FCC's proposal to
revise Sees. 1.212-1.218 establishing two classes
of rulemaking proceedings, with one involving
"special consideration"
in whichDocket
all exNo.parte
representations would be barred.
12,947.
Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meeting, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsylvania, University Park, Pa.
Aug. 25-29 — Ninth annual meeting, Assn. for
Education in Journalism, U. of Oregon. Speakers
include Dr. F. Stanton, CBS president; Allan
Nevins, author-historian; James A. Barnett,

Purex Corp. vice president; Mitchell V. Charnley,
U. of Minnesota.
Aug. 28-29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., summer meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Directors meeting and UP meeting Aug. 28. Judge John
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Frederick toW.president,
Ford andwillHoward
assistant
speak. " H. Bell, NAB
Aug. 29 — Mississippi Broadcasters Assn., sales
management conference, Heidelburg Hotel, Jackson.
*Aug. 29 — AP breakfast preceding meeting of
New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., Desert Sands
Hotel, Albuquerque.
SEPTEMBER
Sept. 3— North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
Sept. 11-12
CountryMo. Music Assn. Board of Directors,—Springfield,
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 12-13 — Annual fall meeting, Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Leland, Springfield.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly Fm Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20
Press Sawbill
International
casters Assn.— ofUnited
Minnesota,
Lodge, BroadTofte.
Sept. 21rectors
— AP
Radio
&
Tv
Assn.'s
board
of
diannual meeting, AP Bldg., 50 Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions
Sept.
22-24in—Broadcasting."
Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Valley
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept. 25-26
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting, publicity and public relations, production, marketing and merchandising, media, art
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

LAST YEAR, a thief stole money from 160 million people

BUSINESS

— including you. He stole some of your food money,
some of your savings, some of all the money you earned.
He stole some the year before last, and the year before

its pricing and also in its profit-taking.
LABOR should be both judicious and responsible in
basing its requests for increased pay on a reasonable
share of the gains from increased productivity.

that. Unless something is done, he'll keep on stealing.
Who is the thief?
Call him "Inflation," "High Cost of Living," "The
Shrinking Dollar," anything you like.
But what is important is the historical fact that in
any country where this inflationary process has been
carried to a conclusion, the result has been depression;
not "recession," but depression — a dark, agonizing period
of hardship, poverty and suffering, often leading to
revolution and dictatorship.
How can we stop the thieving of inflation?
THERE IS A CURE. Something can be done about inflation. All of us can help, including business, government
and labor.
THE GOVERNMENT

can help by living within its income.

should be both judicious and responsible in

WE THE PEOPLE

must not demand that government

spend money for improvements — new roads, schools,
recreation areas — and then balk at paying for them
through the necessary increased taxes.
To anyone who studies this phenomenon of rising
prices and shrinking money, one thing soon becomes
clear:
The problem stems in large part from the desire of
groups or individuals to advance their own interests,
and the devil take their fellow citizens and the country as a whole.
Once this is recognized we believe that inflation won't
be just one of those things the government and the
bankers worry about. Inflation will be something that
everybody will do something about.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, Advertising
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • HOLLYWOOD • TORONTO • MONTREAL • MEXICO CITY • SAN JUAN • CARACAS • LONDON • FRANKFURT • GENEVA

and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
man.
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chairSept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.

Another thriller-diller from WJRT—

Whooosh! On the wings of a Grade "A" or better signal,
WJRT messages are beamed to four big metropolitan areas :
Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and Bay City. It's the most efficient
way there is to reach this rich mid-Michigan market and its
nearly half a million TV households. Here, in a singlestation buy, is the heart of Michigan's other big market. And
here is your chance to buy it all in one swoop. But hurry;
we're selling the spots off it.

WJR
CHANNEL r

ABC

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Ponton • Son Fronrism • Aflnwta
16 (DATEBOOK)

OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco13,085.
in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
Mo.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th. District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive BIdg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
''Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
*0ct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
( D-Calif .), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23— Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20 — Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18 — Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6 — St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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There
Greater

is no

close second

Washington

to WTOP

area. In quarter

in the Pulse
hour

two station by 73% and takes a thundering
station.

In fact, all the other

quarter-hour
station

wins!

remains

To

stations

listeners and

20 county

wins, WTOP
166%

of the

leads the number

lead over the number

combined

advertisers

study

fail to equal

three

WTOP

in

alike, the IMPORTANT

.

WASHINGTON,
D. C.
fiio
opra
Uf
An affiliate of the CBS Radio Network
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

operated by THE WASHINGTON
WTOP

POST BROADCAST

Radio, Washington, D.C.

DIVISION:

WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.

WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

OPEN
San Francisco radio
Editor :
My heartiest compliments on a most
cogent appraisal of San Francisco radio in your article in the July 20 issue
of Broadcasting.
I would have paid a trained consultant many hundreds of dollars for this
information prior to our purchase of
KLX. And, upon receiving the information, would have, naturally, proceeded exactly as we did.
Robert M. Purcell
President & General Manager
KFWB Hollywood
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr. Purcell is also director, Broadcast Division, Crowell-Collier
Pub. Co.,
KFWB,
which purchased KLXparent
Oakland,of now
KEWB.]
New word needed
Editor :
She loves her
fun in the sun . . .
and goes for
those bright sales
messages on
KOIN-TV, the
source of sales
sparkle in Portland
and 32 surrounding
Oregon and
Washington counties.
KOIN-TV s radiant
ratings will put a
polish on your
product that will
catch her eye .. .just
ask the enlightened
chaps at CBS-TV
Spot Sales. ..they
love to fill folks in
on the facts of
KOIN-TV's
lustrous ratings
and coverage.
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Let's must
do something
There
be a new about
word "reporting."
to describe
the job that television does and about
which you write in your editorial
"Videotape conquest" (page 104, Aug.
3).
The video tape job was not a report
[Khrushchev-Nixon encounter] in the
sense that you use the word nor is this
method of communication "electronic
journalism" if you are willing to accept the definition of "journalism" that
is found in most dictionaries. We don't
have journals which we edit. The word
"report" from the Latin reportare, to
bear or bring back, does not describe
this method of instantaneous communication about which you write. "Report"
connotes a restatement of something
that happened. With television "you are
there." So, I suggest a new word.
I don't know what this word should
be but certainly someone in the industry
can come up with some sounds that
will communicate what is meant. I suggest that the word should mean, "a
direct television presentation of an
event without editorial or reportorial
intervention." How about "communiport." "comport," "teleport." "communitel" or "telecom"?
Harold W. Banger t
Bangert & Bangert
Fargo, N. D.
For Sec. 315 repeal
Editor:
To your list of the CBS network and
half a dozen stations who have urged
report of Sec. 315, you can add KUTY.
Not only has KUTY urged such reform
during our daily editorial, but we have
also urged members of Congress to
push through reform.
In general, the reaction from the
Senators and Representatives we have
contacted has been gratifying, though
cautious. One member of Congress

MIKE
(name on request) reviled us to this
point, and we quote: "I want to reassure you that as long as I have a
voice in the Congress, that voice shall
be raised against giving to people such
as yourself the right to unilaterally determine the public interest in a field
which utilizes such a valuable public
resource
as the
broadcast
spectrum."
It is our
opinion
that this
type of
statement is demagoguery at its worst
and this is the very problem we are
fighting.
Limited freedom in broadcasting is
better than nothing, but ... we believe
that repeal of Sec. 315 is the only
answer.
William A. Hoftyzer
General Manager
KUTY Palmdale, Calif.
Spot squeeze
in tv
EDITOR
:
I must take exception to your article.
"The Spot Squeeze in Television,"
which appeared in the July 27 issue.
Agreed that time is tight; it has been
for years. No minutes this year, no 20's
last
year and
no the
ID'sconclusions
the year before.
However,
I feel
drawn
are unwarranted.
Particularly insidious is the conclusion that advertisers will abandon "inand-out" buying in favor of 52-week
franchises. Many advertisers are now
buying on an "in-and-out" basis because
it suits their marketing needs; if a
medium can no longer serve their needs,
isn't it more logical to change media
rather than to change techniques?
Now, I'm not implying that advertisers will abandon such an important
medium as spot television, because I
don't believe the spot shortage will be
that severe. But I do believe that a low
CPM is only one factor and that maintaining aflexibility in timing may be
worth the loss of a few rating points
First time I've had to blow off steam
to Broadcasting ... I don't mean to
subtract
any of the kudos I've thrown
in the past.
Jeremy D. Sprague
Assistant Media Supervisor
Cunningham & Walsh
New York
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35<f per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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THE

DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN
IN

TWIN

CITY

All television is good in Minneapolis
St. Paul. But the difference between good and great in this mature
TV market goes much deeper than
the Top 10 programs. Everyone
can't buy the Top 10, or Top 10
♦Nielsen Station Total Audience, March-April, 1959
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GOOD

&

GREAT

TELEVISION

IS .

adjacencies. In the MinneapolisSt. Paul Area, WCCO Television
has 10 of the Top 10. Of the Top
20, WCCO

Television has 17. And

of the Top 40, the score for WCCO
Television is 29 * @
Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward. Inc.

As served by Foster Dauzat at Arnaud's

WWL-TV.
NEW

. . new

ORLEANS
FAVORITE

— 41.2% of the audience,
sign-on to sign-off Sunday through Saturday*
— 8 of the top 15 programs
— 6 of the top 10 syndicated

shows

Get the complete story on the fast-changing New Orleans
television picture from your Katz representative.
*May, 1959, ARB

L-TV
NEW
WWORLEANS
20
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MONDAY

MEMO

from JESS M. JOHNS, president, Eisaman-Johns
Radio

sells

Usually advertising is created for the
purpose of getting someone to buy
something. By argument, persuasion,
cajolery and insistence, presented with
as much skill as we can command, we
attempt to create ads that, seen or
heard, will lead the prospect directly to
the item our client wants him to purchase. That's the usual procedure.
But "usually" is not "always" and
the advertising pattern sometimes
varies from the norm. Such as local advertising of automobiles, one of the
few items in these days of self service
that are still sold rather than bought
and are still sold largely through personal contact between buyer and
seller.
Any sales expert will tell you that
the most successful salesman is the
salesman who makes the most contacts,
whether they be personal contacts or
telephone contacts. For some years
now one of our accounts has been the
Chevrolet Dealers of Southern California and in our continuing studies of its
member organizations and their salesmen we've yet to come up with any
facts to contradict the experts.
Telephobia! • Every salesman also
knows that contacts make sales and
that the oftener he picks up that telephone and makes an appointment for
a demonstration the more sales- — and
the
money —reason
he's going
to rather
make.
Yet, more
for some
that is
obscure to those of us who are not professional psychologists, many salesmen
have a fear of picking up the telephone
and making that call, despite the
knowledge that making it may well lead
to the sale they're after.
Starting with those facts, we at the
agency began brainstorming them into
a plan that would encourage the salesmen to make calls by providing him
with a door opener — or I'd probably
better say phone lifter in this case.
What we came up with was a series of
radio commercials which alerted the
public to the fact that they soon might
be receiving a phone call from a Chevrolet salesman. More important, our
radio spots let the salesman know that
the public was expecting to hear from
him.
To help encourage the salesmen to
to make those phone calls, we created
the spots with a joshing, humorous approach, involving light dramatic situations the star of which was usually a
fictitious Chevrolet salesman telephonBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Adv., Los Angeles

the

salesman

ing a prospect.
of the
series: Here's one that's typical
SOUND:
PHONE
RINGS TWICE — PHONE
OFF HOOK
BURGLAR:
(LOW-TOUGH) Yeah? Who is it?
SALESMAN:
Hello
there, California
Mr. Fritter?Chevrolet
I'm a
Southern
salesman — I hope I'm not breakheh. ing
. .into. your evening — heh,
BURGLAR:
"Breaking"
this job? in? Who told you about
SALESMAN: What?
BURGLAR:
Look — I'm a burglar. I don't want
nobody tipped off.
SALESMAN: Well, I want to tip you off on something. No box tops or labels to
save — all you save is money. In
the vernacular, dig Chevy's
Spring Sales Spectacular!
BURGLAR:
Yeh.
SALESMAN: The new Chevy is a hot car.
BURGLAR:
I wouldn't have one no other way
(CHUCKLE).
SALESMAN: Convertibles, Impalas,
ons. Say, 1 could station wagput you in a
wagon. . . .
(SIREN RING THEN DOOR OPEN.
SOUND:
SCUFFLE)
SALESMAN: Hello! Hello!
COP:
Officer happened
Brown speakin'
SALESMAN: What
to the burglar? I
just said I could put him in a
wagon and . . .
COP:
Never mind . . . that's where we're
puttin' him right now!
SALESMAN: (THOUGHTFUL) Oh. Better make a
note to call him again in about
Six months! ! !
TAG:
You TOO may get a call from your

Jess M. Johns, attributes much of his
agency's
longestablishedadvertising
roots in thesuccess
retail to
business.
After graduating from Yale, then
serving in an executive sales capacity
with Gulf Oil, Mr. Johns went to
California in 1948, getting his first real
brush with advertising in the retail automotive, appliance and home improvement fields.

too
Chevythe salesman!
for
call ... goButin don't
today wait
and
save! Don't miss it . . . the
Spring Sales Spectacular at your
Southern California Chevrolet
Dealer . . . now in progress!

Well, maybe that was a little better
than typical. At least, we liked it well
enough to select it to enter in the
Advertising Assn. of the west competition for the best radio commercials last
spring and the judges liked it well
enough to give it a citation.
Open Door Policy • These commercials gave the Chevrolet salesman something to say when he actually picked up
his telephone to call a real prospect. Of
course, with the millions of people in
Southern California it would be impossible for everyone to receive an individual call, so we tried to keep the door
open in the spots by telling the public
frankly
they didn't
call
it wasthat
not ifa personal
slightreceive
but justa
that their salesman hadn't gotten to
them yet. We also suggested that it
would be worth their while to reverse
the process and call their dealer.
The main point of this whole story
is that we created an advertising campaign for a large association with over
2,700 retail salesmen that came right
down and helped each individually.
The campaign worked. More salesmen made more calls and more Chevrolets were sold. I wish I could say it
worked 100%, but in all honesty I
can't. There's always one salesman like
Brodley, second voice in the following
commercial:
MAN
1 Look, Brodley — we're both Chevrolet
salesmen, right?
MAN 2 —Right!
right?
MAN 1 And we're both behind our telephone
selling campaign one hundred percent
MAN
MAN 2 Several
1 Right! people I phoned are buying
new Chevrolets.
MAN 2 Just 'cause you called?
MAN 1 Right — when I told them about the
special deals duringandourbuy!
phone campaign,
their teledecisions to come they madegiant
MAN 2 Didja tell 'em we need used cars?
MAN 1 Of course! (CHANGE) Now! How many
people have you phoned?
You mean, like up to right now?
MAN 2 Yes.
1
MAN 2 Well, uh — let's see — uh — uh — none!
MAN 1 None?
MAN 2 Uhhh— yeh!
1 You mean to say, in all the time we
1: Chevy salesmen have been on this
telephone
one call? campaign, you haven't made
MAN 2 Well . . . uh . . .
Can you offer me one valid — legitimate
— logical reason for not phoning anyone?
MAN
2 Of course.
is it? ! !
MAN 1: What
I'm chicken!
MAN 2
2T

TWO
can

do

better!

it

Southern
California
Owned
your
muscleCBSinto
enough sales?
getting
^^"OT
channel 2 can put it there. Two reasons why :
One: the size of KNXTys viewing audience.
Month after month, year after year, KNXT
commands

Southern

California's biggest

share of audience — currently ahead by a
38% margin (Nielsen, June 1959). Reason
enough, this— but there's more :
Two:

the responsiveness of KNXT's audience. There is actually a vast difference in

the way viewers "feel" about different Los
Angeles stations, as proved by a momentous
new depth study. + It demonstrates the existence of a unique "climate of responsiveness"
which results in much greater trust and
confidence in KNXT

programs

and per-

sonalities and in KN 7XT- advertised products
as well! When

respondents were asked, for

example, on which

station they would

"most likely" to see the commercials
company known
5 1 % named

be
of a

for honesty and reliability,

KNXT.

Only 25%

second station, and only 24%
other five stations combined!

named

the

named

the

If you've been buying by cost-per-thousand
alone, ask yourself: cost-per-thousand
what? KNXT delivers not only the biggest
audience but also the best, most responsive
audience. Ask to see the findings of this
study, which show conclusively why, in the
Southern California market, channel 2 can
sell so much

more...j-o much

better!

^'Conducted by the Institute for Motivatio?ial Research,
Inc., in association with Market Planning Corporation,
an affiliate of McCann-Erickson, Inc.
!KNXT®
2
CBS OWNED
K I'NI X
II OK / LOS ANGELES
REPRESENTED BY CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES
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best
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in
television
. . • anywhere!
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Calling all inventors
(Eastern Iowa farm gadget division)
Got any ideas for chicken guillotines or
automatic egg washers? Submit 'em to WMT's
13th annual Iowa State Fair Gadget Show (entry
deadline August 18).
You don't have to be an inventor to do a good
time-buying job in Eastern Iowa. The last area survey
showed WMT with more listeners than all other
radio stations in the 34-county area put together.
WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Represented by the Katz Agency
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
Affiliated with WMT-TV; KWMT, Fort Dodge
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IN

MERCHANDISING

in

Richmond

&

Central

1. COMMUNITY
CLUB AWARDS
Thousands of clubwomen compete for big cash
prizes by saving proof-of-purchase of your product.

2.

IN-STORE

FOOD

Virginia

6.

PERSONAL
FOLLOW-UPS
Regular calls on jobbers, wholesalers, retailers.

7.

SPECIAL

DISPLAYS

BULLETINS

Mailed regularly to retailers, chain store buyers.

Drop, end-of-aisle and shelf extender displays.
8.
3.

IN-STORE

DRUG

DISPLAYS

9.
GROCERY

BAR

PROMOTIONS

STORE

WINDOW

ADVERTISERS

PROMOTIONAL

TV

SPOTS

Telecast at frequent intervals to keep your

ln-store food demonstrations, sampling, couponing.

5.

TO

Give a complete picture of own and competitors'
stock, sales and displays at retail level.

Special WXEX-TV displays featuring your product in key drug stores throughout the area.

4.

REPORTS

Program fresh in customer's mind at all times.
10.

DISPLAYS

NEWSPAPER

ADS

Appearing in leading Richmond newspapers.

Colorful WXEX-TV streamers featuring your product.

WXEX
Tom Tins ley, President

NBC-TV

BASIC

Irvin Abel off, Wee Pres.

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans;
Daren F. McGavren Co. in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on West Coast
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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STRATEGY
Here's

how

the

FOR
three

A

PROGRAM

tv networks

plan

For

ABC-TV,

the

For

CBS-TV,

awareness

For

NBC-TV,

to slug

BATTLE
it out

this fall

counter-punch
of

'responsibility'

'totality of service'
been decreed not only by the general growth of television
This fall, for the first time in television history, three naand the desire to satisfy the vast majority of people but
tional networks — not two — will be competing head-to-head
for the nighttime audience. On the program schedules which
also by the awareness that their programming must be inthey have devised will ride nearly half a billion dollars
vigorated to meet the new competition of ABC-TV.
worth of billings for time and programs.
CBS-TV's president, Louis Cowan, whose network has
long been the front runner in billings, thinks the way to
With so much at stake in so infinitely tougher a competitive condition than has existed before, the program plans
stay there is to follow a beefed-up version of the program
pattern that has been in effect for some time. He describes
of each network take on life-or-death meaning. In this
collection of exclusive interviews with Broadcasting editors,
his policy as the pursuit of "responsibility, stability and
the chief executives of all three television networks have
described freely the policies which will guide their programming this fall.
Among the three networks there are actually two main
policies: the CBS-TV and NBC-TV concepts of broad service covering the gamut of entertainment and information
and the ABC-TV concept of unabashed '"counter-programming" which has as its objective a high average rating
for all shows through the week.
In a sense both CBS-TV and NBC-TV have built their
new schedules around an expansion of the central ideas
which have been traditional with them. The expansion has

ABC-TV's Treyz

NBC-TV's board chairman, Robert W. Sarnoff, whose
network
balance." ranks a close second in bfllings, is banking on the
biggest collection of hour-long specials ever assembled in
tv and on other shows which will give "totality of service."
ABC-TV's president, Oliver Treyz, whose network is third
in billings but hopeful of adding revenue as it builds audience, thinks both Messrs. Cowan and Sarnoff are wrong.
He's "counter-programming" against CBS-TV and NBC-TV
with the aim of getting the highest average ratings most
nights.

CBS-TV's Cowan

FOR FULL REPORT TURN PAGE

NBC-TV's Sarnoff

■
THREE
EXCLUSIVE
INTERVIEWS
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do as we compete for viewer favor."
Monday Matches • Mr. Treyz cites
Monday night as an example of how
his network will take on the others this
fall. It has scheduled three consecutive
hour-long shows, two of them brand
new, starting with Cheyenne (back with
Clint Walker after a season's layoff)
at 7:30, followed by Bourbon Street
Beat at 8:30 and Adventures in Paradise at 9 : 30. Bourbon Street Beat alone
will face four of last season's top 10
shows. The four: NBC-TV's Wells
Fargo
and Best
Peter and
Gunn,
CBS-TV's
er Knows
Danny
Thomas.Fath-

Oliver Treyz Monitors All Three Networks
ABC-TV's plan
The clearest expression of what
ABC-TV's philosophy is comes from
President Oliver Treyz' description of
what it is not: namely, "the old philosophy of networking, winch was epitomized by NBC in the old radio days.
That was to sell time, then program it.
Ours is to program first, then sell it."
Elaborating, Mr. Treyz continues:
"In those days [of radio] a network was
held together and made No. 1 by having the greatest aggregations of stations.
If you held together the way NBC did
under the fine leadership of Niles Trammel, holding the finest collection of facilities, the 50 kw clears, then the best
shows that were in the hands of the advertisers gravitated to you. So you got
your Jack Bennys, and you got your
Charlie McCarthys and you got your
other top shows as a result of having
the better facilities.
"When Leonard Goldenson merged
Paramount Theatres with this network
he found he had one show — Ozzie &
Harriet. Everything else could be
moved. The whole philosophy had been
the old NBC philosophy: sell time, and
then, somehow or other, it would get
programming, usually by forces over
which the network didn't have any particular control."
He added: "The philosophy that
guides ABC today is program first and
then sell."
The key to that programming, says
Mr. Treyz, is counter-programming —
putting on something completely different from what the other networks
have on the air at the time. His exam28 (LEAD STORY)

ples: Disneyland against Arthur Godfrey, Cheyenne against Milton Berle,
Maverick against Ed Sullivan and Steve
Allen, 77 Sunset Strip against Lux Theatre and The Lineup.
Objective: High Average • Mr. Treyz
is not hesitant about expressing ABCTV's immediate aim — to be the No. 1
network next year in terms of average
audience per minute in the evening.
Specifically, ABC-TV thinks it can
dominate the ratings on Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday
(Wednesday it concedes to NBC-TV,
Saturday to CBS-TV). And those concessions are not without exception; on
Wednesday, for example, he expects
Hawaiian Eye to give Perry Como
serious competition.
But although ABC-TV's hopes for the
fall are high, Mr. Treyz doesn't sidestep the present. "We're not No. 1 now,
although we were No. 1 in the competitive markets one week in June,
which indicates we've been moving
along. We're not No. 1 on the national
front because we haven't had the clearances that would carry us through with
a partially scheduled program structure.
Next
will be the first that we've
o'clock.year
been
scheduled all the way to 11
"We've been notably weak in certain
areas. Right now (in the summer) we
have something like one commercial
show on Monday night. We have nothing commercial now nor any strength
from 9:30 to 10:30 on Sunday night.
We recognize the competition is winning
by default. We recognize also that
they're hardening the viewing habits
and that we've got a dislodging job to

Saysother
Mr. top
Treyz:
"We don't
those
10 shows
have think
been
tested by the kind of competition we'll
give them. We know we're going against
ingrained
viewingWe habits,
but that
we'veit
done it before.
recognize
takes time: Last December or Jaunary,
for example, one trade paper listed 77
Sunset Strip as on the scrap heap of television programming, due for the axe.
We didn't think so, because, apart from
ratings, we had our own research that
said the program could make it, if it
stayed there long enough." It stayed.
Why Few Specials • Mr. Treyz is not
without opinion about what his competition, especially NBC-TV, is doing in
its fall programming. Commenting on
the large number of specials his network will be competing against, and on
why
ABC-TV has not gone that route,
he says:
"We believe television is a habit
medium. We think you should interrupt those habits only when what you
are presenting as an interruption is
superior to the regular fare. But just
to take a time period that you haven't
been able to sell and say, 'OK, we're
going to put in specials,' and then to
program anything that is brought to
you — well, we think that's a misuse of
the term 'specials.' We think it will
degrade the whole concept in the public mind. What's special about a pot
pourri of shows in a given time period
that have no theme, no continuity and
represent everything from wonderful
public service to pure escapist entertainment? It's special only in the sense
that it's different.
"Very often," he says, "you may
find this euphemism 'totality of programming' [NBC-TV's program theme]
to be a rather enticing application of
the old philosophy of selling first and
then programming. We should be careful that 'totality' is not a mere euphemism for lack of program planning
or for lack of a point of view behind
program
There planning."
will
be a —fewfour"specials"
on
ABC-TV
this season
Frank Sinatra shows, two with Bing Crosby and
a few starring Dick Clark — but Mr.
Treyz thinks these fit within his definiBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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LIVE
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by

Schedule

WHO

Radio

Reaches

in 93

"Iowa

From

18%

Plus"

to 35%

Counties,

PAINTING or polishing, at work or play —
radio is always close at hand. There's no
other medium that sells so often, so economically, socompletely. The "do-it-yourselfer" certainly can't mend screens while he watches
television or reads a magazine or a newspaper.
But selecting believable, big-audience radio
stations for your schedule is as important as
radio's own special appeals.
WHO Radio is the very best in all Iowa —
the station that is aggressive, alert, alive!
The 93-county area Pulse Report (Feb.March, 1959) gives WHO Radio from 18%
to 35% of the total radio listening audience— first place in every quarter hour sur-

of the Total Radio

Sign-On

Audience

to Sign-Off!

veyed — the balance being divided among 88
other stations!
WHO Radio's superior facilities, personnel
and programming pay off. WHO is a solid
salesman — a "pro" that people BELIEVE. Ask
your PGW Colonel for all the details on
WHO

Radio— serving Iowa PLUS!

WHO
for Iowa PLUS !
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
^Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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tion. There may be others later, but only
""when there's a supply of the kind of
talent that's worth it."
Defense of Ratings • Mr. Treyz
doesn't share the opinion of those who
quarrel with ratings. "If you're contemptuous of ratings you're contemptuous of public taste," he says, stressing,
however, that "your awareness of ratings doesn't mean you toss out every
show that's No. 2 in a time period, or
even No. 3. There can be sound reasons for continuing such shows based
on the kind of audience they're getting."
And the kind of audience ABC-TV
is out to get is the young audience,
which he translates to "under 50."
That point crops up repeatedly in Mr.
Treyz' accounting of his network.
"We're after the post-war families, the
big consumers of tv and of the products

battle

continued

advertised on it." He likes to cite the
youth of ABC-TV's stars, pointing out
that Jim Garner (Maverick), Ephram
Zimbalist Jr. (77 Sunset Strip), Roger
Moore (Alaskans) , Gardner Mackay
(Adventures in Paradise) and others of
ABC-TV's headliners are all in their
20's or early 30's. "These are our
marquees; when you compare them
with the Jack Benny's and the Groucho
Marx's you have a difference in age
that literally represents a gap between
generations. If you want to personify
ABC, look at the ages of its stars — and
the newness of them."
Although ABC-TV is confident it
can live up to its own ratings predictions, Mr. Treyz has no illusions
about the long pull his network has
ahead in catching up in billings. "The
billings
match
and
that will don't
continue
to bethe
true.ratings,
Even after

we have moved ahead in audience we
will not pull quickly ahead in terms of
dollars, and for two basic reasons: (1)
we did not have the inherent advantage
of the one or two channel markets
because we didn't get there as soon
as the other networks, and (2) our
rates are lower. Our cost per thousand
is the lowest in network television. And
if we do raise our rates, it will be in
keeping with that philosophy of having
the lowest cost per thousand."
The big job, now that the program ing isset, is to promote it, Mr.
Treyz
says,
becauseis "among
otherin
things, our schedule
the newest
network television — 64% new. Although it's true that a few programs
represent rescheduling from previous
positions, ABC-TV basically will offer more newness than you will find on
the other two. That has the advantage
of the quality inherent in this kind of
newness; it has the disadvantage of
being unknown."

CBS-TV's plans
At CBS-TV, President Louis Cowan
boils it down like this:
"We program not just to the young,
not just to the older, but to all of the
audience. This is the core of our
whole philosophy. It's doing what television's supposed to do, bringing as
many of the good things of all kinds
to your audience, always with an emphasis on quality."
And in the CBS-TV viewpoint, jt can
be boiled even further, to one word:
responsibility.
The key ingredient Mr. Cowan pre-

30

scribes for his programming mix is
"creativity, the cornerstone of our
programming. It means daring and
imagination in ideas. It sometimes
means failure. Other times it means
success. It relates not only to entertainment but to news and public affairs as
well. And creativity involves people,
too — bringing together as many of the
top creative talents as possible."
CBS-TV's program philosophy also
lays heavy emphasis on stability: "You
will find on CBS more continuing programs that are maintaining themselves
because of their proven achievement
than on any other network. There isn't

Stability and Balance are Louis Cowan's Cornerstones
(LEAD STORY)

constant upheaval, constant tearing
apart which is forever disrupting and
not necessarily achieving anything.
Once a program has been put through
the many measured, careful and sometimes inspirational steps that make it
a winning show, it stays in the
schedule."
Importance of Balance • That's the
.stability side of programming. The
other side is balance, says Mr. Cowan.
"Ours is not a lop-sided schedule. It
covers the full spectrum: variety, entertainment, situation comedy — which
incidentally is the most precious, fragile
and most daring of all kinds of continuing programs, and yet look at the
great number that are on CBS — drama,
the westerns, panel shows. It is the
balance that gives viewers a sense of
participating in something that offers a
variety of interests for them to watch."
Mr. Cowan makes clear that "stability" does not mean resistance to
change. The network will have more
than 10 hours of new programming
this fall, exclusive of specials, interwoven with the favorites from past
seasons. And he points to what the
network is doing in daytime scheduling, notably the Woman and On the Go
series, as evidence that "there has
been more experimentation in ideas in
the daytime at CBS than almost anywhere else in television."
Nor does "stability" preclude "special" programming, although the network is sensitive about the use of that
word. CBS feels that not all shows
labeled "specials" are really that at
all, although it can count 185 entries
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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Television spot will spurt
23 per cent to $424 million
in 1959 — a height from
where it will be in position 111
to bid for industry leadership —
while TV network time sales will rise
seven per cent to $454 million, V
according to estimates
b y authoritative sources
Why the unprecedented
swing to spot? For one
thing, it provides essential
multiple sales impressions
and valuable cumulative
audience patterns at
attractive costs.
The procession to H-R
has been even more
spectacular. Since its first
year of operation in 1950,
H-R has expanded eighteen-fold
more than seven times
the rate of growth of
the spot medium it serves.
The reason? Outstanding
salesmanship, among others.
^^-r
"We always send a man to do a man's job"

TTT1
Television, Inc.
X JL"JL1* Representatives

New York • Chicago • San Francisco • Hollywood • Dallas • Detroit • Atlanta • Houston • New Orleans • Des Moines

Strategy for a program
in its own fall schedule which qualify
under this general use of the term. It
would prefer a more restrictive definition for "special," lest the term fall
into disrepute.
Tests of Strength • CBS-TV knows
this fall will be a challenging year for
the network, but "every year is a
challenge."
"ABC will be strong," says Mr.
Cowan. "NBC will be strong. We hope
CBS will be stronger. You must always
anticipate very strong competition;
you're always aware of what your competition isshowing. That's part of the
way your schedules are put together."
But what's most important, says Mr.
Cowan, is what CBS-TV is doing.
"You cannot always be looking around
to see what the other fellow is doing.
You must look at what you can do
and what you feel it is your responsibility to do. If we were to program
only opposite other networks, either
NBC or ABC, then we'd have an entirely different schedule. We want to
do our own affirmative planning, acting positively rather than reacting. If
we were going to schedule a western
to compete with every other western,
an adventure show for every adventure
show, then our whole schedule would
have to be that way — if that were the
audience you were trying to get. But
then you would not be serving the
complete, full, total audience range
that we think should be in a balanced
schedule."
One thing CBS-TV does watch for
when it's "looking around" is to avoid
putting some very big special program
opposite an equally important attraction on another network. This may
come as a surprise to those who have
criticized networks for doing just the

NBC-TV's plans
"Your biggest headache in running a
network is putting together a program
schedule that in every respect satisfies
the public, the critics and the advertiser
— with every show a hit. The measure
of your success is your batting averSo says Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman
age."
of the board of NBC, whose television
network is now energetically trying to
produce such a program schedule for
the 1959-60 season. NBC-TV's remedy
for its program headache was not concocted in a vacuum. When the network
brass got together to decide which way
to go, they could hear a chorus of critical voices which called last season "dull,
lack-lustre, the bottom of the barrel."
32 (LEAD STORY)
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opposite, putting two block-busters
against each other and making the
audience choose between the two when
conceivably it might have preferred to
see both. It's not just a matter of being
a gentleman about this thing, Mr.
Cowan
a network
wantsasit'sit
show topoints
get asout;
large
an audience
can, and this desire can be frustrated
by placing one big show opposite another. Although it's not always possible
to avoid such conflicts, either because
of accidents or because of other complexities which go into making up the
schedule, it remains a "policy" at CBS
to do so when possible.
More than Ratings • Mr. Cowan insists that ratings, while important to a
network's success, cannot be the sole
criterion in its programming philosophy. "Take some of our serious, nighttime news programming, the CBS Reports series produced by Fred Friendly,
for example. In the case of these shows
it's not just 'how large can the audience be' but 'how good can the programs be.' That is our constant effort."
In discussing the problem of programming these "serious" news and
public affairs programs, Mr. Cowan
touched upon one reason most of these
shows end up on Sunday afternoon in
many network schedules — the so-called
Intellectual Ghetto. It goes back to the
consideration that "an audience has
to bring something to the program just
as the program has to bring something
to the audience. This is one of the
reasons why Sunday programming has
its advantage in this area. First, the
family is grouped together, just as they
frequently are with their Sunday newspaper, or when they do most of their
reading. And they're rested, able and
willing to contribute their part in the
They could also see the dust being
stirred up by ABC-TV in its spectacular
challenge of the past few seasons. And,
too, there was always CBS-TV, NBCTV's historic running mate as the Big
Two of television.
The formula they came up with is
what Mr. Sarnoff calls "totality of
service" — the greatest appeal to the
greatest number of people most of the
time, and something for everybody
some of the time. It was an answer
dictated both by conviction that this is
what television networks should provide and that this is what will sell.
Emphasis on Specials • A big ingredient of that schedule is the large number
of specials. To Mr. Sarnoff, however,
the thing:
number is unimportant; the show's

program-audience give and take."
All this is not to say that CBS is
not competitive: "Don't misunderstand
me, we're highly competitive," Mr.
Cowan affirms. "Circulation is terribly
important. But I think that if it's at
the expense of responsible broadcasting the answer has to be unequivocably
'no.'Does
" this programming philosophy
pay off in the marketplace? It does, he
says, because "audiences have to come
to depend upon the quality of what
they're getting on a regular basis from
a network. That's one of the ways in
which you build your circulation and
your attention and your continuing
interest. It keeps them coming back
As to the big objective which CBS-TV
for more."mind, this is what Mr. Cowan
keeps
has to insay:
"I have spoken of responsibility. I
think this can be defined in three directions: first, by constant, earnest creative
intent to achieve quality programming
for the broadest possible audience —
such as our effort to stimulate creative
writing for television by our grants-inaid project; second, by trying to maintain the best balanced schedule for the
television viewer, so that it is not unbalanced, as it were, in any direction;
third, and most important, by a constant awareness of our obligation to inform as well as to entertain. This means
pre-empting in prime time to bring the
television audience news or public affairs programs of genuine timeliness
and significance; of scheduling informational programming in prime time
(such as CBS Reports); of maintaining
the best possible news and public affairs organization and schedule in fulfillment of our growing opportunity in
the area of electronic journalism."
"I personally don't feel it's necessary to build up the number of specials. It doesn't matter whether there
are 150 or 250, particularly when you
stretch the meaning to include a lot of
things. I think there are more than
enough and I think that it's going to
get down basically to whether a show
is any good. To be perfectly blunt perhaps it's good for public relations purposes to get the 250 — but I don't think
that's really important."
In Mr. Sarnoffs view, what's equally
important is that advertisers want
specials. There's been a mounting demand, he says, because they serve the
purposes for a number of advertisers
for merchandising purposes during
certain periods of the year. "The demand, quite frankly, was greater than
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

That's the only music this trio makes. They represent the
kind of on-camera selling which is welcomed and looked forward to, in every
TV home in the Nashville market.
ON THE DRUMS - "Mr. Television" himself - Jud Collins,
Nashville's number one news man; moderator and MC extraordinary.
ON BASS — Dave Overton - Master of the ad lib, so popular as
an MC he has to ration his time.
AT THE PIANO - Boyce Hawkins - Mr. Split personality.
He goes from a zany Grandpa Moses Character which kills the tricycle set to a straight weather pitch without dropping a single
viewpoint.
Strong local personalities are just one side of the
WSM-TV selling album. For the full concert, ask
Hi Bramham or any Petry man.
OWNED
AND OPERATED
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for a program

battle

continued

and certainly it would appear that CBS
is, of a complete balanced schedule and
at the same time trying to have each element of it appeal to the maximum number of people. If we have a western, we
want it to be a western that appeals to
the maximum number of people. The
same for a mystery. If we have an information program we hope it will be the
kind — like Project XX — which has a
Nielsen every bit as good as many entertainment programs.
"If we're right, and if ABC adheres
to
its present
pattern,
don't
believe
that in program
the long run
ABC Iwill
be
serious competition for either us or
Just the same, Mr. Sarnoff admits
that ABC's success with its current pattern of programming forced NBC to

Robert Sarnoff pushes 'totality of service' idea

the ability to accommodate them," he
says.
So NBC-TV decided to make room.
It did so by setting aside two hours a
week, the 8-9 p.m. Sunday hour for
Sunday Showcase and the 8:30-9:30
Friday hour. In addition it sold the
9:30-10:30 Tuesday hour to Ford for
its series of 39 specials, and put still
other specials into the schedule where
it could.
NBC-TV's decision to set aside the
Sunday and Friday times was met with
both favorable and critical reaction, the
latter from agencies and advertisers
who felt that it made program buying
more difficult.
"Quite the opposite is true," replies
Mr. Sarnoff. "What we did was to
break open a period where advertisers
who wanted three, four, six or eight
specials could place them. Some advertisers preferred to be able to spot their
specials throughout the schedule, and
we've accommodated those, too. Others
wanted exactly what we came up with.
It's been a boon to a number of them.
It couldn't have worked, believe me, if
the advertisers hadn't wanted it.
Fortunately there's been a tremendous
demand and our estimates were right."
Does NBC-TV consider the heavy
investment in specials a gamble? It
does and it doesn't. It does in the sense
that "we decided to go ahead, program the Friday period without at the
time having specials to fill it. If we
don't sell a particular date in that series we'll have to fill with something
that will be of quality comparable to
shows." (NBC's now
the sponsored
breathing
easier about that gamble;
34 (LEAD STORY)

as of last week they'd all been sold
through next May.) It doesn't consider
specials a gamble from the standpoint
of audience. Their audience track record is extremely good, Mr. Sarnoff
points out, adding that in one way they
are less of a gamble than a regularly
scheduled series. If one of those is a
dog,
got to before
take a beating
13 oryou've
26 weeks
you getfora
chance to recoup your rating. With
specials, there's always the hope the
audience will give you another chance
next week.
The Competition • But what about
ABC-TV (which until now has avoided
specials like the plague, concentrating
— with notable success — on westerns,
mysteries and every-week variety programming)? Does NBC yet acknowledge it as serious competition?
"Yes," says Mr. Sarnoff, "ABC is
competition. It's done extremely well
this year ratings-wise and has increased
its gross volume of business. But it's a
question of what you want to be.
"You can draw an analogy between a
network's program structure and a magazine's. Now you can either be a Life or
a Look or Reader's Digest with massive
circulation but with broad appeal covering many things of interest, or you can
be a magazine with large circulation but
appealing only to one type of reader,
whether it's a western-type magazine, or
a comic book, or a gossip sheet or whatever it is. Now I think you have to
make your choice.
"One of them may be more profitable
than the other. Or they may be equally
profitable. But they don't serve the same
purpose. We are taking the direction.

change
its way
doingprogram
things. schedule
"There's
no
question
thatoftheir
hasCBS."
caused both us and CBS to make a
number of changes and to do programs
in certain periods that we might have
done differently. You can't ignore reality. Ydu can't just be a complete idealist
and say, 'Come hell or high water, this
is the kind of program schedule I'd like
to have,' and not at the same time recognize the competitive situation. On the
other hand you can sometimes take a
bold step and hope that you're going to
be proven right and win out.
"For example, take Sunday night 8
to 9. There's no question that it would
have been vastly easier to have gone in
with two half-hour westerns or two mysteries or two adventures (against the
tail end of ABC-TV's Maverick and
directly
against
CBS-TV's
Ed Sullivan
Show). But
instead
we decided
to put
on top-grade, provocative, original
dramas, or news and information and
the Project XX type things, plus other
specials which we think will keep the
schedule
in balance."
What About
Ratings • The matter of
ratings is one of major concern to NBCTV, Mr. Sarnoff says, not necessarily
because of whether they're with or
against the network on a certain show,
but because of the interpretations
placed upon them.
"You can't have it both ways," he
says. "You can't accuse a network of
going for ratings only and criticize it
for the kind of programming it puts on
for rating purposes, and then when it
tries to do something else, clobber it
because it didn't do as well as the competing show on a rating basis.
"I would hope that in the next few
years all of us will get off this rating
kick and really use the ratings for what
they are — a terribly important and valuable instrument if they're used properly. But get off this rating kick on the
basis of what happens between 8 and
10, period by period in terms of the
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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For $100,000, more

After

27

the

Minutes?

or less, you can

buy one half-hour of network television with three minutes' worth of commercials. And books have been written
about the care, the prayer, and the
talent it takes to get your money's
worth out of those three minutes.
But unless the other 27 minutes attract and hold an audience, you may
as well skip the commercials.
That's why one of the key jobs at
the Leo Burnett Company isn't held
by an advertising man. Our TV Story
Editor is a showman. His job is to
check every script before it's made
into a program.
The job description says: "he must have a
sound sense of showmanship, a good head for
costs, and a solid feel for splicing nine minutes
of quality entertainment between every minute of commercial."
He has, and it helps our clients get
their full $33,333. 33K worth for every
commercial minute.

We tryCo.tO • give
the following
clients
their money's
worth:ShoeAllstate
Companies
* American• Chrysler
Mineral
Spirits
Atchison,
Topeka & Santa
Fe Railway
Co. » Brown
CompanyInsurance
» Campbell
Soup Company
Corporation • Commonwealth Edison Company and Public Service Company « The Cracker Jack Co. • The Electric
Association (Chicago) » Green Giant Company » Harris Trust and Savings Bank • The Hoover Company • Kellogg
Company • The Kendall Company « The Maytag Company » Motorola Inc. « Philip Morris Inc. • Chas. Pfizer & Co., Inc.
The Pillsbury Company • The Procter & Gamble Company • The Pure Oil Company • The Pure Fuel Oil Company
Star-Kist Foods, Inc. • Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company » Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO

BURNETT
DETROIT
CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza • NEW YORK
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night before, and whether, you won it
by two points or half a point or something else.
"The question, rather, should be, 'Are
you doing a good job of providing a
program service from Monday to Sunday, from the time you open the schedule in the morning at 7 until you put

counts,
sure
NBCthinks
has Mr.
it. AsSarnoff,
he sumsandit he's
up,
"When you take all our westerns and
all our mysteries and all our drama and
all our specials and all our musicals
and all our pure variety and entertainment and our news and information
and sports and education I think you're
getting a terrific package for the price
of a television set and a chair."

it to bed at night at 1?' "
It's the totality of the thing that
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To

put over

Maxwell

ADVERTISING
SMELL,
House

dreams up new
OB&M
As of last week, Maxwell House
vacuum-packed ground coffee, a major
spot tv advertiser among the General
Foods Corp. family of foods, started
a nationwide campaign using a new television commercial (Closed Circuit,
Aug. 10). Generally speaking, General
Foods for this product spends more
than $1 million a year in spot tv alone,
using on a 52-week basis about 100
markets located primarily in the East.
The commercial runs one minute,
though shorter variations may be inaugurated later. Through the agency,
Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York,
the Maxwell House spot tv schedule is
expected to be increased this fall as
"viewing time increases." Radio — mostly in Southwest markets — can be expected to be playing the new theme on
spot. The radio version uses portions
of the tv music and audio.
The tv commercial, produced at a
cost of less than $10,000, employed interesting techniques. It also served to
point up how an advertiser seeks a
"trademark in sound" for its product
while visually appealing to the consumer's sensory perception, particularly
to evoke a response to the aroma
and flavor of coffee.
Major Job • Debut of the commercial at the same time marked the first
major tv job for this particular product
by OB&M, which only the first of this
year received the ground coffee account
from Benton & Bowles to become the
fourth agency to handle any GF advertising.
The story of the commercial started
last February at the offices of Ogilvy in
New York. As a consequence of an account meeting it was agreed — as extensive consumer research available also
showed — the concept that sells the most
coffee is one which stresses flavor and
aroma.
From this session evolved the adver-

TASTE

flavor,

visual,

audio

aroma,
tricks

tising idea (or theme) for the commercial: A coffee that "tastes as good as it

of
"executio
trying
of ns"
is, a process
(thatvarious
theme tried
theOgilvy
s
different
smells." approache as in sampling hats
for size). Then came what the agency
calls the "clearly superior execution."
Clearly Superior • As viewers now see
and hear the commercial, the "clearly
superior execution" is a production that
quickly eats up the 60-seconds as the
coffee perks, the percolator puffs, the
cup of hot coffee curls steam and an
open can of coffee entices (see layout,
page
38). Ogilvy obtained was a demonWhat
stration ofits theme in sight and sound,
and one that depends on an emotional
(or sensory) response. At the same
time, the percolating process that's
known to every householder was heightened and made suggestive through a special music effect supplied by Plandome
Productions of New York.
Each step along the way was thoroughly tested by Ogilvy. The concept
was pre-tested before the commercial
was prepared. After preparation, the
semi-finished or "rough" commercial
received testing. This research, the agency reports, substantiated the direction
toward which Ogilvy moved.
(While this was a major tv effort for
Maxwell House by Ogilvy, it came at a
time when the agency, concurrently
with the conception of a new theme,
was "executing" still another Maxwell
House product debut: the "Western
Blend" [darker roast and a blend according to western taste], vacuumpacked ground coffee, introduction of
which began last June.)
Perk Puzzle • The storyboard was
created before the search for the "intriguing sound" and prior to the actual
visual approach. In producing the commercial, technicians found it difficult
to get coffee to perk in the manner
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Productions the need was outlined for
music to reinforce the copy line (or
theme), a trademark of a distinctive
sound to connote a happy musical percolator— that is, evoke the image of
"happy perking coffee."
At first the agency had considered
the use of a music background such
as the bloop-bleeps in Alec Guinness'
"The Man in the White Suit." This
idea was discarded, however, and Eric
Siday, specialist in musical electronic
sounds at Plandome and assigned to
the problem, came up with the multitracked (via electronic control) musical
sounds.
Ogilvy's Leadership • The commercial concept was created under the
leadership of David Ogilvy, president
of the agency. Involved in the Maxwell House coffee account and/ or in
the execution of the coffee message
were these Ogilvy people: David Crane,
vice president and account group head;
William E. Phillips, account executive
on Maxwell House; Henry C. Bate,
senior commercial producer (responsible
for production on the commercial);
David McCall, vice president and copy
group head (responsible for writing on
the commercial); David Elledge, art director, and John Hoagland, vice president and broadcast supervisor.

SICA

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TOD A Y!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. - N.Y. 22 - PLaza 5-2100
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needed for the camera work. Nor was
it easy to obtain a method to convey
the sound of coffee perking.
So that the camera could pick up
each perk with the correct sequence it
was necessary to get a glass top of the
correct shape. This was achieved by
obtaining a hand-blown top made out
of optical glass, shaped especially for
the production. Additionally, particular care had to be taken of the lighting.
Those associated with the commercial's production cite the problem of
making
perk "behave"
a control
method each
was formulated.
A —similar
task
was faced on controlling the steaming
of the percolator. In the process of attempting to solve the visual difficulties,
the agency for a time experimented with
infra-red and high-speed photography
but these were not practical.
The film was shot on 35mm with
some use of zoomar lens for work on
the percolator top. The print was reduced to 16mm and the musical soundtrack first recorded on a machine
usually used for recording stereo (this
was done to achieve a balance of the
instruments).
As for the music, three instruments
were used: temple blocks for the sound
of the perk, a bass violin and a Spanish bass guitar.
Happy
Perking • For Plandome
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Happy commercial from Maxwell House • Highlight sequences start with
the "happy" perk of coffee ("This is a coffee pot at work; listen to it perk").
The electronic sound of the coffee percolator continues throughout the
commercial as scenes emphasize taste by showing the coffee poured, the
filled coffee cup at close view, then to a shot of the open can (to stress the
aroma), and finally dissolving to show the product as the announcer reminds,
"Maxwell House is good to the last drop," and follows with the new theme,
"Enjoy the real coffee that tastes as good as it smells every time."
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

WeeReBeL, Columbus, Ga., and Jackie Moore, time buyer, BBD&O, Inc., New York, reveal a few secrets.
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BBD&O?

ieOver a million people can watch WRBL-TV"
Over a million people can watch us in the 47-county area served by WRBL-TV; and
the only way you can reach them all on TV is with WRBL-TV. Metropolitan Columbus has the highest family income in Georgia and 25th highest in the nation. Columbus
belongs on every Southern schedule. WRBL Radio programs to the adult audience
with top buying power in Columbus. Call HOLLINGBERY for choice availabilities
in Georgia's second market.

WRBl
TV-CHAN NEL 4 • RADIO-5000
a

coiuniBus,

WATTS
en.®

Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co
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Schenley

SPRINGFIELD
MASSACHUSETTS

largest metropolitan f
market in New England!
(SRDS)

largest metropolitan
market in Massachusetts
(SRDS)

commercial

played by jinglemaker
The Schenley name is given nine
times in a 55-second demonstration
commercial proposed for acceptance of
certain Pennsylvania radio stations
(Broadcasting, Aug. 10).
The musical commercial, prepared
by Schenley Industries, a major distiller, as an "experiment" in its longrange advertising program was played
to a group of newsmen last week.
A controversial number — NAB Vice
President John F. Meagher says it
violates the NAB radio Standards of
Practice — to begin with, the commercial as yet has not had exposure on the
air. Neither Schenley nor its agency,
BBDO, has indicated firm plans to go
ahead with the test.
The commercial cropped up with
several others — none of them in the
controversial category — at a news conference and demonstration held at the
offices of Forrell. Thomas & Polack
Assoc., New York, which creates music
and lyrics for commercials. This firm
had worked with BBDO and Schenley
on the demonstration spot.
Friendly Schenley • The musical
jingle is a lilting, country-style number,
opening: "Oh the folks are friendly
down
friendly
way. ..."
A
full chorus
andSchenley
orchestration
are featured in the commercial. It's reported
that a tag line of "Schenley Industries,
Schenley, Pa.."
proposed
for use
the
commercial.
Thatwaswould
increase
of the name to 1 1 times.

radio station with
studios in metropolitan
Springfield area according to both latest Pulse
and Hooper

GET ALL THE FACTS
Call Hollingbery or
Ketell-Cqrter for
rates and availabilities

U/SpR
270 KC
1000 Watts
JL 1270
K

Springfield, Massachusetts
42
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Hard liquor advertising is voluntarily banned from the air. The spot does
not mention any liquor brand.
Actually the Schenley commercial
was run off with others at Forrell.
Thomas & Polack as examples of craftsmanship in the musical commercial
field. The company has been in business for two years and has had musical
commercials on the air for such advertisers among others as U.S. Steel
(BBDO), Maxwell House instant coffee
(Benton & Bowles), Amoco's American
gas (Joseph Katz agency), Bromo
Quinine (Gardner), Welchade (Richard
K. Manoff). Fels (Aitken-Kynett),
Chevrolet (Campbell-Ewald). Mutual of
Omaha (Bozell & Jacobs).
Seminars Set • The news conference
was held to announce a series of seminars to be held for advertising agencies
beginning later this year. The workshop sessions are designed to encourage
more use of music in commercials by
dissecting the typical jingle from start
to finish and demonstrating good (and
bad) music for advertising.

They do remember • A quick
recall of a brand name is the key
to many toothbrush sales. Aware
of this, Block Drug Co. in brushing up its old tv commercial for
Py-Co-Pay toothbrush retained
the "memorability" of a jingle set
to music which was basic to the
original commercial that had a
long tv play (animated figures
using
the toothbrushes as skis in
the Alps).
Along with retention, the new
commercial features a bright and
bouncy jazz tempo by a quartet
and modern instrumental group
who accompany Francine Carroll's handling of the lyrics. Animation is used to demonstrate
the cleaning action of both the
bristles and the soft rubber tip. In
the live action sequences, Merry
Martin, one of the children in the
current
play, "J.B.,'"
was cast Broadway
as the daughter.
Jerry Schnitzer, the first American to win the Grand Prix du
Cinema at Cannes (1959) directed
the live portions of the filming for
Robert Lawrence productions
which produced the commercial.
The commercial debut: Aug. 5
on the Jack Paar Show on NBCTV in which the toothbrush advertiser has extended its schedule
Sullivan. Stauffer, Caldwell &
Bales, New York, is agency

K&E

adds

unit

Kenyon & Eckhardt Inc., N.Y.. has
organized a new sales development and
promotion division designed to expand
client services on both national and
local levels. The division will serve as
a base in K&E's five-year plan to
"increase clients' business, and with
theirs, our own," according to Stephens
Dietz vice president and merchandising
director. J. Clarke Mattimore, vice
president, has been named director of
the division's operations.
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We've been telling you for years that our
hayseeds in the fabulous Red River Valley are
big earners, big spenders.
Now

every issue of SRDS

points out that Fargo has the

TOP

position among all American cities, for retail sales

per household. The national average is $3,944 per house-

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

hold . . . as compared to Far go's whopping $5,970!
Obviously, some of this buying is done by the
thousands of people who drive in to Fargo
from "all over." But ALL these people hear
WDAY regularly. Ask P.G.W. for the facts
and figures on WDAY's really amazing place
in the entire Red River Valley!
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L-O-F
will explain why girls need
mirrors
Backbone of the Libbey-Owens"because you're on big-time tv with played by Richard Long) schtick of
Ford advertising for the 1959 fall L-O-F Glass, and in a period of a cooking for lady friends "instead of
month, at least 60% of the tv showing them his etchings." Another
season will be Bourbon Street Beat,
viewers in your market will see this is the "Bourbon Street Beat" album,
hour-long detective series on ABCfeaturing the combo seen on tv. Cal
great show. . . . It's a nationwide
TV, the independent distributors
135-station network show that will Calhoun (Andrew Duggan), Rex's
of L-O-F glass products have been
partner, is an expert on old movies
work wonders for you locally."
told. Assembled (at L-O-F expense)
and his dictating in the manner of
The program's co-sponsors are such stars as Clark Gable provides
in regional meetings last month in L-O-F,
P. Lorillard (Old Gold
nine cities — New York, Richmond,
Straights) and Van Heusen (shirts), another schtick to keep viewers
Atlanta, Toledo, Memphis, Chicago,
tuning in week after week. Another
all," the Talk Book deDallas, Los Angeles and Seattle — the "big timers
is the raising of carnations under a
clares.
"All
want
mass
audience
for
distributors not only got a preview of
sun lamp in the Absinthe House by
mass have
sales two
and commercials
they'll get it."onL-O-F
the new tv program, complete with will
each
Billy the Baron, piano player (Nat
L-O-F commercials, but a detailed
account of the manner in which it program and will devote both of [King] Cole's brother in real life).
Why Girls Need Mirrors • Most
them to the same product: Thermowill be merchandised to the retailers
pane insulating glass on Oct. 5 and
important schtick for L-O-F, howand the general public, with emphaever, is connected with Bourbon St.
19, Nov. 2 and 23; safety plate glass
sis on their part in the procedure.
for automobiles on Oct. 12 and 26, Beat's heroine, Melody Lee, a sucThis briefing was given by the Nov. 9 and Dec. 28; mirrors made of
cessful contestant in local beauty conParallel-O-Plate on Nov. 16 and 30,
company's
top
executives,
from
tests
(as her portrayer, Arlene HowPresident G.P. MacNichol and
Dec. 7, 14 and 21.
ell,
Miss
United States in last year's
Board Chairman J.D. Biggers to the
To permit distributors to get Miss Universe contest, has been in
sales managers of the safety glass, identification with the program and real life). The distributors learned
Thermopane and mirror divisions,
L-O-F products, the final 15 that Mr. Orr is working out a numwho addressed all nine regional the
seconds of one of the commercials
ber of scenes where Melody Lee
meetings simultaneously in what was
each week is available for local cut- practices her flirting technique in
proudly announced as "the first ins naming them as the local pro- front of a mirror.
closed-circuit television conference
Some 2.5 million young men have
duct source. The local service charge
ever held in the fiat glass industry."
paid 35 cents apiece for hard-rubber
for cutting into the network comIn showing the pilot of Bourbon
mercial and supplying an announcer
"Kooky" combs and it's the L-O-F
to read distributor names behind
belief that at least as many girls will
Street Beat to its distributors. LibbeyOwens-Ford asked them, as they slides will be billed to the distributo techniques.
try MelodyTheLee's
man-catchcompany
has
tors. L-O-F, however, will pay time want ing
watched, to make their own judgments on how popular the series charges, which amount to about 10 a series of promotional helps for
dealers, including newspaper mats,
times the cut-in fees, the meeting
of the ABC-TV program director
who "made a sizeable bet that was told.
window stickers, posters and largerBourbon Street Beat will have a
than-life-size cut-outs identifying the
Lots of 'Schtieks' • To make mermirrors as "Styled for me. Melody
chandising tie-ins easy, Bill Orr,
rating of 30 before Christmas,"
somewhat better than the average
executive producer of the series for Lee." A Christmas mirror promotion
also features Melody Lee.
will be and compare theirs with that Warner Bros., has inserted a number
of 26 quoted for Perry Mason,
To help the distributor present the
of "schtieks" into Bourbon St. Beat.
which L-O-F sponsored last year on
mirror
story to retailers and to en(A schtick, the distributors were incourage retailers to lay in lots of
CBS-TV, along with college footformed, "is a piece of incidental
ball games on NBC-TV.
business which has nothing to do mirrors so they'll be prepared to
handle all the business the Bourbon
Top Viewing Time • The new
with the plot but serves as the tradeSt.
Beat commercials are expected
series will be broadcast Monday,
mark of one of the characters." An
to
generate,
L-O-F has prepared a
example
is
the
constant
hair-comb"top viewing night of the week," at
"Mirror Talk Book" to be used as a
ing indulged in by Kooky, parking
8:30-9:30 p.m., "top viewing hour
for the major talk book
on Monday night," starting Oct. 5, lot attendant in another Bill Orr- supplement
Bros. -ABC-TV series, 77 on the program itself. There are
according to the "Bourbon Street Warner
Sunset Strip.)
similar talk books for Parallel-OBeat Talk Book," handsomely illusPlate picture windows and sliding
One
promotional
sideline
for
trated, outsize brochure. "So now
Bourbon St. Beat will be a cookbook
doors, for Thermopane insulating
you're on Bourbon St. Beat," the
glass and safety-plate auto glass.
brochure tells each retailer-dealer,
based on Rex Randolph's (the hero.
Right-to-advertise:
Ohio makes it law
The first right-to-advertise state law,
signed by Gov. Michael V. DiSalle of
Ohio, becomes effective Nov. 2.
This trail-blazing statute takes away
from all state agencies in Ohio their
regulatory power over advertising and
is described by media as an important
step in guaranteeing freedom of in44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

formation. Radio and tv stations joined
banks, agencies, advertisers, organized
media groups, merchants and telephone
companies in supporting the measure.
It passed the Senate 28-0 and the House
113-2.
Under the new law media, advertisers and agencies are protected from
adoption by state agencies of rules
against truthful and legitimate advertising, including price advertising. In

addition the law provides for suspension of state licenses for those convicted
of false advertising, plus fine and/or
jail sentence.
Past restrictions in Ohio have inclued bans on advert ising the price of
services or products, regulation of the
size and kind of advertisments and even
rules covering size and kind of type, use
of illustrations and what could be stated
in the advertising.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

©Piel Bros., 1969
Tres Americain, mais definitement. "American entries scored a sweeping victory at the sixth annual Cannes
international Advertising Film Festival," said Advertising Age. One of the big awards*, it reported, went to
"Hockey Player," the Piel Bros, film commercial starring Bert and Harry Piel and Philipe DuPrade, fracturedFrench hockey ace. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc. Film producer: Terrytoons. Moral: You'll find just the right
climate for all of your film commercials at prize-winning, internationally-renowned Terrytoons. Naturellement!
TERRYTOONS, A Division of CBS Films Inc., 485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York. Call PLaza 1-2345.

WHY

PET

Annual

c&w

BUYS
talent

"It's one of the best-kept secrets from
Madison Avenue today — it's the most
merchandisable thing in radio today,"
observed an advertising representative.
He was commenting on Pet Milk Co.'s
sponsorship of Grand Ole Opry and its
annual country and western music talent contest of 185-190 Keystone Broadcasting System stations.
He also might have pointed out that
sales of Pet products have risen 2530% as a direct result of the contest
and that Opry has proved to be a
singularly successful advertising-merchandising vehicle for the company for
the past four years. Further, it's regarded as a testimonial to the effective
utilization of small market radio.
If agency (Gardner Adv. Co.), client
(Pet Milk), network (KBS) and station
executives are gratified with Pet's Opry
broadcasts and contest — and specifically with the reaction and results — it's
quite understandable because, as they
describe it, "in this promotion, everybody wins." To wit:
• For Pet, an ascribable sales boost
and lots of merchandising mileage for
a relatively low annual expenditure

Winners: KVSA's Townsel Sisters
46
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SMALL

hunt

brings

MARKET

tangible

results

of approximately $250,000.
• For Gardner, a happy client and
the
ning.knowledge of effective media plan• For Keystone, satisfied station affiliates, and
• For small-market broadcasters, an
opportunity to demonstrate their merchandising-promotion ingenuity and to
gain "additional revenues and community prestige and identification," according to agency-client-network representatives.
Blueprinting for 1960 • Last week,
with memories of the second annual
contest (in Nashville June 18-21) still
vivid, they already had started plans for
next year's country and western talent
competition at local station levels. Pet
Milk also sponsors a half hour of WSM
Nashville's own 3 hour, 45-minute
Grand Ole Opry (a different series with
similar rotating talent), along with
Prince Albert smoking tobacco, CocaCola and other sponsors. Keystone's
version has become so popular, according to the transcribed network, that it
is considering the sale of an additional
30 minutes to another client.
If Madison Avenue knows
little of Pet Milk's success in the
use of small market radio, it's
no secret that Nashville is perhaps America's
No. locale
1 country
and western
music
and
No. 2 c & w recording center.
Pet's weekly transcribed 30minute show on Keystone (expanded to a full hour for the
contest finals) is an offshoot of
WSM's own series, aired since
1933, networked by NBC since
1940 and regarded as the oldest
continuously-sponsored radio
program of its kind. (It chalked
up its 1 ,000th broadcast last November and has taken in well
over five million paid admissions in Nashville's 5,000-seat
Ryman Auditorium, a reconverted church, with its pews still
intact.) The KBS version takes
place in WSM studios and is
shipped to affiliates for playback
the following week.
Pet and Opry have become
synonymous in what KBS
chooses to call "hometown and
rural America," according to
Robert Piggott, Pet advertising
director. He feels his company
possesses a vehicle of interest
that's part of the very culture
of the people in Keystone's coverage area and one that is

RADIO

at low

cost

"highly promotable." He also notes that
stations are able to gain "additional revenues and prestige" by carrying the Petsponsored series.
Local Support Pays Off • Ray Morris,
Pet's product advertising manager, describes the program as a supplement to
the company's use of network tv (CBSTV's The Red Skelton Show and Edge
of Night) plus Spanish and Negro programming schedules. Last year, he
points out, the talent competition
helped boost sales of Pet products (Pet
Evaporated Milk, New Pet Instant NonFat Dry Milk and Pet-Ritz Frozen Pies)
about 20% during April- June. On the
basis of available audience measurement data, cost-per-thousand in small
station markets has been gratifyingly
low, he adds.
Wells Hobler, vice president and account supervisor on Pet at Gardner
Adv. Co., points out ratings are hard to
come by because of the small size of
most of the markets (about 50% onestation, 25% two-station and the remainder three-or-more outlets) but
backs up the estimates on low cost-perthousand impressions. In any event,
Pet's sponsorship of Opry on KBS stations accounts for only 10% of its overall broadcast budget. Mr. Hobler states:
"We feel it represents one of the
greatest values in radio today because
we have wrapped up so much in a single
package. We not only get our regular
quota of commercial time but we also
have been able to achieve an unusual
amount of advertiser-program identification. Along with this, we have been
able to achieve a high degree of talent
participation and testimonial in our
commercials, most of which seems to
have been achieved spontaneously and
enthusiastically."
Mr. Hobler says tv had not been adequately covering the southern markets
until recent years and "we were looking at small markets when we bought
the Opry on KBS — towns of 2,0005,000 people." Pet Milk wanted a national radio property with a country
and western music flavor and Gardner
seemed appropriately equipped on the
basis
its experience
Purina ofchows
account. with Ralston's
Tune-in Isn't Enough • Says Earl
Hotze. Gardner account executive on
Pet Instant Non-Fat Dry Milk: "These
commercials have believability, sincerity and attention-getting value. To make
the most of radio advertising today, you
no longer merely
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

(This is one of a series of full page ads appearing regularly in the NEW

YORK

TIMES)

WAPI
Birmingham
WBEN
Buffalo
WGAR
Cleveland
KOA
Denver
WJR
Detroit
WTIC
*Hartford
KTHS
WDAF
Kansas City

W

Little Rock
Los Angeles
KFI
WW
Louisville

Milwaukee
WHAM
Rochester
WGY
Schenectady
The

"Companion
but-there

Medium"

are Great

has more

Stations

and

impact
N.S.G.

than

ever.,

Stations!

Nobody questions radio's ability to reach into people's minds . . . economically and
importantly. But —not every radio station does it with the same success for, as in any field,
there are some great stations and some N.S.G. The great ones don't run sideshows or
accept questionable advertising but invest in the solid programs that attract solid audiences. In most
major markets there is one great station. The 18 listed at the right are the great ones in their
markets. Add 30 to these 18 and you'll achieve clarion clear coverage across America. Concentrate on
these leadership stations and you'll realize the full value of big radio, the companion medium.
For complete information, including data developed by Alfred Politz research, call any Christal office.
HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • BOSTON • SAN FRANCISCO • ATLANTA

KWKH
Shreveport

WSYR
Syracuse
WTAG
Worcester

.

i

■•

get a large tune-in and assume a selling job will be done. You must capture
the attention of the audience and leave
a strong believable sales message to capture their minds."
Sidney
J. Wolf, KBS president,
claims his transcription network is in a
"unique" position to promote the Opry
broadcasts and talent contest because of
Keystone's coverage area and the flexibility of contractual arrangements with
its affiliates. "You can do a lot more in
smaller towns on the basis of personal
relationships and the merchandising
possibilities are tremendous," Mr. Wolf
believes. He reports that stations voluntarily offer to provide merchandising
and promotion services and "take pride
in Managers
doing something
extra."
of KBSa little
affiliates
take an
active part in the annual Pet Milk
Grand Ole Opry talent hunt. They conduct local auditions, contact grocers in
their areas on display material, air
"teaser" and followup promotional
spots, run paid newspaper ads, send out
publicity releases and mail in tapes of
their winning talent. They are asked to
compile a dossier on their total merchandising and promotional efforts and
thus compete for station promotion
prizes. Those who furnish the seven
winning finalists get all-expenses-paid
trips toselvesthe
Nashville
soireealso
for receive
themand families.
Grocers

OUr

MUSiC

iS THe

MOST.'

Listeners dig our music in much larger numbers than that
of our "music and news" competitors.
WBT's local music shows enjoy a 98% listener lead in the
mornings, 50% afternoons and 126% at night.*

Music represents only a portion of WBT's varied, creative,
responsible programming. At home or on the road, Carolinians have it made with WBT.
Express yourselves, truth-seekers. A small bundle of loot
placed on WBT covers the nation's 24th largest radio pad.**
Call CBS Radio Spot Sales for the Word.
*Pulse 25 county area 1959 (March)
:;::SA. C. Nielsen Co.

CHariPTTe
wbt
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES
BROADCASTING COMPANY
STANDARD
JEFFERSON
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prizes for displays.
The Rainbow's End • Youthful performers compete for fame and fortune
in the country music field. The national
winner gets a chance to appear with
leading c&w talent (Roy Acuff, Ernest
Tubbs, etc.) on six Opry programs and
receives a contract with a top c & w
recording firm (all finalists and stations
win plaques). This past June, the Townsel Sisters, of Lake Village, Ark., won
the honors at Pet's talent finals attended
by client, agency, network and station
executives and including an all-day barbecue at performer Roy Acuff's lavish
estate. Stations which produced finalists: KVSA McGee, Ark.; WDLB
Marshfield, Wis.; WFAI Fayetteville,
N.C.; KFTV Paris, Tex.; KTCS Fort
Smith, Ark.; WMEN Tallahassee, Fla.,
and CJOC Lethbridge, Alberta, Canada.
Edwin R. Peterson Sr.. KBS executive vice president who handles the
Pet Milk account, describes reaction to
this the
year's
contest
"terrific"
and
feels
project
will as
continue
to grow.
"Naturally", he said, "all of this
means a great promotion for Pet and
results in local publicity and tieins with
the retail food outlets, meaning increased sales, which is the ultimate object. I believe, as time goes on, this
talent search will get national recognition similar to many other awards that
are made. Frankly, we have only
scratched the surface."
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

NEWS
SPORTS
WEATHER

KCMC-TV
NIGHT-TIME
CBS — 23 Hours per Week
ordered on KCMC-TV
90% OF THE CBS
SCHEDULE
ABC — 9 Hours per
Week of CHOICE,
TOP-RATED SHOWS

■

TOTAL
SHARE OF AUDIENCE

KCMC-TV
Station B ...
Station C ...

73.1%
.15.0%

MGM

.12.1%

MOVIES
NIGHTLY

KCMC-TV, after scoring its all-time record
ARB SHARE OF AUDIENCE (April, 1959
Metro), enters the new season with a GREATER
THAN

EVER

ACCEPTANCE,

Day Schedule
PLUS
American Bandstand
and 5:30 Kidstrip
from ABC
"ROMPER

ADVERTISERS

Choice adjacencies still available, day and night,
within this terrific program schedule . . . also REWARDING participating minutes in top local shows
and the popular MGM PLAYHOUSE. Call your
Venard man now for complete information.
DAYTIME

DAYTIME
KCMC-TV Carries Virtually
The Entire CBS

we look forward to another record-breaking
year for AUDIENCE ACCEPTANCE in 1959-60.

CBS

DIGEST

program schedule. As a result of

this unprecedented ADVERTISER

SPOT

DAILY
FARM

ADVERTISERS

If Texarkana is not on your list, your commercials
are being DELETED . . . and you're missing a tremendous cost-per-thousand bargain. Average daytime
rating 16.3 (9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.); share of audience
72.4%!
dominate

the 4-state corner of the Southwest

with

^
TV
MG
G
TEXARKANA,
Texas-Arkansas
K
Maximum Power Channel 6
WALTER M. WINDSOR, General Manager

Represented Nationally By Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.
Clyde Melville Co. — Southwest
James S. Ayers Co. — Southeast
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ROOM"

29-County Nielsen Coverage
County figures Indicate percent
of television homes which view
KCMC-TV once or more WEEKLY.
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TAPE
VIDEO
N.W. Ayer asks
of 'magazine'

gets your

sales

figures

UP

THEIR

TOES

ON

(in San Francisco)

'SLICKS'
TO
EQUAL
NTA for taped commercials

quality

N.W. Ayer would like to attain
magazine picture quality in its taped
video commercials.
The constant agency search for new
or modified techniques to show off the
client's product at its best was spotlighted by N.W. Ayer at a conference
held last week at its 30 Rockefeller
Plaza offices in New York.
The private meeting was held with
Ayer
and NTA's Telestudios representatives.
Four Ayer people attended: Samuel
C. Zurich, supervisor of live radio-tv
production, who also presided: Harold
Matthews, service representative (Ayer's
terminology for account people) on
Sealtest Foods; William B. Robinson,
tv producer on Sealtest, and John Hull,
tv production liaison (in the Philadelphia office).
A Telestudios group of about a halfdozen was led by George K. Gould,
president; Al Markim, director of operations; King Horton, sales manager;
Robert Carlisle, supervisor of operations, and Gil Stevens, technical director.

KOBY delivers the audience in San
Francisco! So when you tell your
story on KOBY, you give your products and services maximum sales
push. KOBY listeners are a loyal
audience — and they're in a buying
mood. That's why sales soar when
you buy KOBY!
LET PETRY put you on the KOBY
bandwagon — the most effective vehicle for reaching more of the San
Francisco market.
(Incidentally, when you're in Denver, stay
at the Imperial Motel, 17BS Sherman,
downtown, convenient.)

in10,000 Watts
KOBY

San Francisco

For Greenville, Mississippi — WGVM
MID-AMERICA
50
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Tv Techniques • The conference was
initiated by Telestudios to gain a working knowledge of the agency and its
commercial techniques. (At its conclusion, Mr. Gould said additional meetings would be planned with other major
agencies with whom Telestudios does
business and that BBDO and Benton
& Bowles probably would be contacted
in that order.)
The conferees agreed to explore
methods toward achieving the desired
"magazine" quality in commercials.
It was emphasized that tv viewers
expect of a commercial the approximation of what they see of a product in
a top-grade magazine photo advertisement layout.
Ayer's interplay of print and tv was
noted in that its writers do both; a year
ago, the agency consolidated its creative
print and tv in Philadelphia.

Date
Thur., Aug. 6
Fri., Aug. 7
Sat., Aug. 8
Sun., Aug. 9
Mon., Aug. 10
Tue., Aug. 11
Wed., Aug. 12

to show

off products

A Telestudios' suggestion that the
agency forward its print photographic
ad layout to the studios before rehearsal and actual shooting begin received favorable attention. It was the
consensus of the tape group that its
technicians are becoming more expert
in reaching a point where in the past
only film makers could go. As expressed
by Mr. Gould, the objective is to
duplicate the "advantages" of film while
retaining tape's obvious contribution of
spontaneity to commercial production.
There were technical suggestions exchanged as well, such as refinements
in the sweep frequency and adjustments
in tables holding the products to permit a more favorable camera angle and
view.
Highlights of the meeting: An explanation of how N.W. Ayer operates
in the production of a tv commercial,
discussions of Ayer's approach in frequently relating tv advertising to a print
theme, and of precautionary measures
necessary in taping food commercials.
The four departments at Ayer ina tv commercial's
mentvolvedarein service
(or account developgroup)
with direct access to the client, copy,
art and commercial production.
Commercial's Birth • The Ayer commercial originates with the service
representatives who meet with the client
to determine his need or problem, and
how and where to advertise his product.
This is followed by an agency meeting made up of service, copy, art and
commercial production, during which
the account (service) people interpret
the client's needs.
Copy rejects or accepts this idea. If
accepted, the idea is translated into
written form and copies sent to the
art and commercial production departments, the art department handling the
visual material and commercial production reviewing the copy from a
video standpoint.
Production estimates (cost of the

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week August 6-12 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
16.9
Program and Time
Network
Groucho Marx (10 p.m.)
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
20.2
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
ABC-TV
15.1
17.5
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
19.2
15.3
CBS-TV
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Bat Masterson (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
14.7
NBC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
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ABOVE

ALL . . .

WGY

YOUR

SALES

MORE
WGY

MESSAGE

EFFECTIVELY

will deliver your sales message more

effectively in the rich market area it serves:
Albany — Schenectady — Troy, plus Northeastern New York and Western New England.
We

can back this up with a file of sales success stories — for details, contact your local

Henry I. Christal man
nectady, New York.

or call WGY,

Sche-

50,000 Watts • NBC Affiliate • 810 Kilocycles
A GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

• Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., N.Y.,
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample
there, and Stephen F. Whitman & Son
(candy), Phila., through NW. Ayer
there, will co-sponsor the Liberty Bowl
football game telecast on NBC-TV Sat.,
Dec. 19. NBC has a five-year radio-tv
contract for the new post-season collegiate contest.
• A 13-week spot tv promotion for
Colgate-Palmolive's Super Suds begins
Sept. 1 in 20 southern markets. Plans
calls for an average of six daytime
spots per week, mostly minutes, over
each station. Agency: Street & Finney,
N.Y.

Talking tape • N. W. Ayer's Samuel C. Zurich, supervisor of live radio-tv production (at head of conference table), conducts the session with Telestudios' group,
(1 to r) Betty Thorburn, executive assistant to Al Markim, director of operations
at Telestudios who attended but is not pictured; David Dorset (face partially
hidden), a telestudios cameraman; Harold Matthews, service representative at
Ayer on Sealtest Foods; William B. Robinson, Ayer tv producer on Sealtest, and
George K. Gould (right of Mr. Zurich), Telestudios president. Reflected in the
mirror is King Horton, Telestudios sales manager.
commercial) are made by the commercial production people and submitted to the service department. A
"refined" commercial then is transmitted to the service department which
will review it and may ask for adjustments. Next step is client approval.
Ayer people estimated that in general
it takes about six weeks to produce a
commercial.
Advertisers

sign

for summer

radio

ABC Radio enjoyed one of its best
sales runs of the year during the period
from late June through the first week of
August. Officials counted up last week
and reported that gross time sales for
the six weeks came to $1.75 million.
Fourteen contracts represented new
business and eight were renewals.
New business included sponsorships
of segments of Breakfast Club by Plantabbs Corp. (through W.B. Doner &
Co.), Swanson Cookie Co. (Grant),
Peter Paul Inc. (Dancer-FitzgeraldSample) Chicopee Mfg. Co. (Arndt,
Preston, Chapin, Lamb & Keen), Curtis
Circulation Co. (BBDO), Magla Products (Edward Lieb) and Burgess Vibrocrafters (Olian & Bronner); 52 weeks
of Paul Harvey newscasts by Bankers
Life & Casualty Co. of Chicago (Phillips & Cherbo); regional sponsorships of
last Friday night's (Aug. 14) All-Star
Football Game by Western Air Lines,
Los Angeles (BBDO) and Standard Oil
52 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

of Indiana (DArcy); co-sponsorship of
News Around the World by Reynolds
Tobacco (William Esty Co.), the Patterson-Johansson heavyweight fight in
June by United Artists Corp. (Monroe
Greenthal & Co.), Frank & Ernest by
Dawn Bible Students Assn. (W. L.
Gleason & Co.) and Tello-Test on the
ABC Radio Pacific Coast regional network by Labco (W.C. Beals Adv.).
Renewals came from Cadillac Cars
(two contracts). Voice of Prophecy, Dr.
Thomas Wyatt, Kretchmer Wheat
Germ Corp., Sealy Mattress Co., Folger
& Co., and Boyle-Midway Inc.
• Business

briefly

Time sales
• Christmas Club (savings plan
through 8,000 banks, loan associations), N.Y., buying two newscasts
daily across the board on Mutual for
four weeks during November-December, both this fall and in 1960. Agency:
Brooke, Smith, French & Dorrance,
N.Y.
• Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph
Co., Atlanta, Ga., will sponsor Sunday
filmed replays of 1959 Auburn football games over WSFA-TV Montgomery (originator), WAPI-TV Birmingham, WKRG-TV Mobile, WMSLTV Decatur, WAFG-TV Huntsville
and WOWL-TV Florence, all Alabama.
Agency: Robert Luckie & Co., Birmingham.

• Duquesne Brewing Co.. Pittsburgh,
and Marlboro cigarettes will co-sponsor coverage of the Pittsburgh Steelers
football games over 40 radio stations
this year. The broadcasts are to originate from WWSW-AM-FM Pittsburgh.
Agency for Duquesne: Vic Maitland
& Assoc. Inc., Pittsburgh. Agency for
Marlboro: Leo Burnett Co., Chicago.
• Electric Auto - Lite Co. (automobile accessories), Toledo, ends several years' absence from broadcast media with $380,000 purchase of NBC
News on the Hour. Involved is onequarter sponsorship for 13 weeks starting Aug. 31. Agency: Grant. Detroit.
Agency appointments
• Minute Maid Corp., Orlando, Fla.,
has assigned its Hi-C Div. to DancerFitzgerald-Sample Inc., N.Y. The Division was formerly handled by Reach,
McClinton & Pershall Co., Chicago.
• Granco Products Inc. (fm receivers,
hi-fi equipment) Long Island City,
N.Y., has appointed Weiss & Geller,
N.Y., for the metropolitan area, where
some 80% of the budget will be in
spot radio beginning this fall. Plans
call for promotion of the fm medium
as an indirect boost to sale of Granco

For

store

tenders

An unusual specialized audience is the objective of International Resistance Co. (technical
equipment manufacturer), Philadelphia, which has contracted for
morning programs on KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles during the
Aug. 18-21 Western Electronic
Show & Convention in San Francisco. The show, aimed at the
many technical people in the Los
Angeles area who will not be able
to attend the San Francisco sessions, will consist of latest reports
from the convention.
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NOTHING

SUCCEEDS

LIKE
99
SUCCESS

And these 7 new TV shows, syndicated by
Bing Crosby and Kenyon Brown, have
proved so successful in other markets
they're a cinch for success in your market!
Produced in Hollywood, the capital of
filming know-how, these great new shows
are now available on tape or film. Premiered in Los Angeles, TV's toughest
market, they bring you a pre-tested case
history of success. Call or write for a
showing today.

YOU ASKED FOR IT peers into the rare and unusual . . .
from a dangerous high wire circus act to a glimpse into
submarine training. In 8 years on the network, it has
always had a sponsor.
ADVENTURE TOMORROW searches the fascinating world
of science under the direction of a nationally-famous
physicist, inventor and author.
VAGABOND roams the world from the lofty redwoods of
Sequoia to a carnival in Munich . . . with the emphasis on
people.
SUNDOWN is a novel and dynamic series. Truly different,
it has warmth combined with an exciting new format—
every scene takes place after Sundown!

CROSBY

PEOPLES' COURT OF SMALL CLAIMS presents compel
ling human emotions in courtroom drama — actual cases
carefully enacted.
WONDERS OF THE WORLD explores the little-known and
interesting from Pakistan to Peru . . . from Sweden to
Siam.
WANDERLUST travels the world seeking the rare and
interesting from the back country of Utah to the sailing oJ
Mayflower II. Thrills and excitement in every episode.
MAJOR ARENA WRESTLING presents the champions ol
the mat. WESTERN FEATURES starring Johnny Mac!
Brown screens the best of the westerns.

/ BROWN
PRODUCTIONS!
BING CROSBY, Chairman • KENYON BROWN, President

receivers. Advertising elsewhere
mains with Robert Whitehill, N.Y.
• Stephan Distributing Corp. (Stephan's dandruff remover hair lotion).
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., moves its $1
million account from Cunningham &
Walsh to Peter Finney Co., Miami.

WITH
1PURCHA&

• Maurice Handler of California (junior swimwear), L.A., appoints Dreyfus
& Shippee Adv., that city, to handle
its sales and merchandising program.
Also. Transitor Electronics Corp.,
L.A., names D&S as its agency for
a new line of hi-fi amplifiers and
tuners.
• Dr. Peter Fahrney Co. (pharmaceutical house) Chicago, appoints Phillips &
Cherbo, same city, to handle its $60,000-$70,000 budget. A sales expansion
program is planned for tonic-type laxative products, along with two new ones,
Farnahist cold remedy and DentaFresh
denture cleaner. The account had
been handled by Bozell & Jacobs, Chicago, with about $45,000 currently
appropriated for radio advertising.
• Friend Brothers Inc. (canned baked
beans and other products), Melrose,
Mass., names Hoag & Provandie Inc.,
Boston.
• National Van Lines, Broadview, 111.,
appoints Maxon Inc., Chicago. The account bills an estimated $300,000 and
uses radio.
• The Eagle Pencil Co.. Danbury,
Conn., in December will move its account from BBDO to the Shaller-Rubin
Co., both New York. Eagle has been
successful with closed-circuit tv promotions viewed by office equipment suppliers.
• Also in advertising
• Bennett Adv. Inc., has moved its
Raleigh, N.C., office to 217 S.
McDowell St. Telephone: Temple
3-5792.

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK
KDUB-TV
lUBBOCK. TEXAS
KPAR-TV
ABILENE SWEETWATER
KEDY-TV
BIG SPRING. TEXAS
KICA-TY
CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENTEE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. D "Dub'' Rogers, President and Gen. Mgr
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• The Ullman Organization, Philadelphia, moved Aug. 1 to 1515 Locust St.
• U. S. Broadcasting Checking Corp.,
New York, has filed for and been
adjudged a bankrupt, referee in bankruptcy Herbert Loewenthal reported
last week. The company, headed by Al
Goldenthal and headquartered at 369
Lexington Ave, had been in the business
of monitoring radio and tv programs
and commercials.
Mr. Loewenthal has called a meeting
of creditors today (Aug. 17) at 10 a.m.
in rm. 1601. U.S. Court House,
Foley Square, New York.

re-

TV

PREVIEW

Rascally
candy
• When
Blumenthal
Bros.salesman
Chocolate
Co.,
Philadelphia, comes back into television Sept. 14 after a three-year
absence,
is "ThetheClever
Boy"
who
willthiskeynote
campaign.
Placed through Wermen & Schorr
Inc., Philadelphia, the drive is designed to expand distribution in markets where sales of Blumenthal's
Goobers (chocolate-covered peanuts) and Raisinets (chocolate-covered raisins) have been weak as well
as to bolster sales in all important
key markets. Time is being bought on
local children's show at a rate of 14
to 20 one-minute spots per week
throughout the fall and winter.
Each spot will comprise 45 seconds
by "Clever Boy," described as a typically lovable rascal, plus a 15-second
tag by the local personality. "Clever
Boy" is the artwork of Bill Sturm
Studios, New York, with the idea
developed
by headed
Wermenby &JaySchorr's
creative staff,
Beneman, account executive, in cooperation with Blumenthal ad director
Lawrence Blumenthal.
Mr. Blumenthal said that although
the initial placements have been
made with tv stations, more outlets
will be selected as the campaign progresses this fall and winter.

• WEDR Birmingham, Ala., appoints
Lewis & Polinger Adv., Washington.
D.C., to handle its advertising, promotion and public relations.
• XETV (TV) Tijuana-San Diego appoints William D. Nietfeld & Assoc..
San Diego, to handle its advertising,
succeeding Heintz & Co.. that city.
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To

Thousands

of

Americans:

THANKS

YOUR

By
our

a

20

stand

FOR

LETTERS!

to

lSmargin

against

Shortly after the steel strike began, we published a statement in a number of newspapers across the country. It was
headed "Steel Union on Strike for More Inflation."
We told you about the highly inflationary demands of
the Steelworkers Union. We told about our unsuccessful
efforts to avert a strike, and the various offers and
proposals we made during the course of negotiations.
At the very end of the statement we asked for your
comments.
Thousands of you took the time and trouble to reply.
We very much appreciate your views.
By a 20 to 1 margin you supported our stand against
inflation.
A few excerpts from typical telegrams, letters, and postcards are shown in the columns below. They came from
union members, housewives, retired people, businessmen,
professional men, farmers— Americans from coast to coast.
I am a skilled machinist with a great dislike for
writing letters. But I think every American should
answer your call . . . Hold that line.
Chicago, III.
. . . for the first time in my life, I am going to
stop and write a letter expressing my opinion . . .
Congratulations
. . . don't let Hartford,
us down inConn.
this
situation.
Please hold the line even if I get laid off.
Needham, Mass.
I have never gained anything from any of the
former steel strikes. Lebanon, Pa.
Wish the day would come soon when we can vote
on management's proposals. Homestead Park, Pa.
Although
a member
of the carpenters'
you are 100I ampercent
correct.
Butler,union,
Pa.
For the sake of our country ... do not sign
another inflationary contract.
South Milwaukee, Wis.
. . . rather than further raises, why not consider
a reduction in steel costs . . . Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Your decision to take a firm stand against inflation is the best news we have had for a long time.
Seattle, Wash.
Please stick to your guns — we cannot endure
much more inflation. San Diego, Calif.
Stick to it ... I am a working man, too.
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Talking to the boys in the plant I have not found
anyone who favors a strike. Massillon, Ohio
My brother-in-law a USW member in Gary, Ind.,
agrees (with the companies) and he says the
majority of his fellow workers agree.
St. Paul, Minn.
Is your definition of inflation more and more
profits with fewer and fewer benefits?
Indianapolis, Ind.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

you

more

back

inflation

V

■ \

To all of you we pledge that we will continue to reflect
the earnest hopes of this broad section of Americans that
inflation be halted.
You have already told us how you feel. Why not tell
Mr. David J. McDonald, president, United Steelworkers
of America. His address is 1500 Commonwealth Building,
Pittsburgh 22, Pa.
THE STEEL COMPANIES COORDINATING COMMITTEE
375 Lexington Ave., New York 17, N.Y.
This advertisement sponsored by
REPUBLIC STEEL
a member of the committee
Republic Steel serves the missile and rocket industry from nose cone to
launching
is the
world'sof largest
alloy
and
stainlessequipment.
steels, andRepublic
is a major
producer
titanium.producer
Republicof Steel
also produces many of the basic materials and steel products needed
at launching sites.

I support your views even though a prolonged
strike will leave me without a job.
Joliet, III.
I am a laboring man ... I am convinced that this
is the time to stand pat and let the labor bosses
know they are not the only individuals to be considered. Covington, Ohio
As a member of the armed forces I represent
over a million who are seriously hurt by inflation.
Chenault AFB, La.
I am a small business man whose business is
adversely and directly affected by this strike . . .
I am ready to endure whatever inconvenience or
hardship necessary, to bring about a return of the
principle of honest and fair collective bargaining.
Johnson City, Tenn.
I am a farmer and the cost of labor and material
has increased to the point where I can no longer
keep my buildings, fences, etc., in repair.
Manitou Beach, Mich.
Use of the word inflation as a motive to refuse
higher wages is wrong. New York, N. Y.
I think you have been more than fair in this
proposal.
Waterloo, la.
Your stand on steel strike impresses me as being
only intelligent answer to best interest of not
only our country but of the world.
Charlotte, N. Car.
Finally you have done what should have transpired long before to check inflation and its ultimate evils. Los Angeles, Calif.
I would like to see and be a part of some action
that would curb the power of a handful of union
officials who are able to and do upset the economy. Downers Grove, III.
I do heartily agree with
I am a Union man
Milwaukee, Wis.
your stand.
Not one of our neighbors or friends is in favor of
this present strike.
Gary, Ind.

Inflation today is a serious business.
Westbury, N. Y.
Inflation must be halted.
Salt Lake City, Utah
I am against anything that will add fuel to the
fires of inflation. Los Angeles, Calif.
It is perhaps unfair to ask you, the steel companies, tosuffer a strike for the good of all of us,
but then I think we and you prefer this stand
rather than further government Milwaukee,
controls. Wis.
Ask your grocer if more millions of dollars for the
steel workers wouldn't make business better? Well,
I have asked them. The answer? Not if it's taken
out of the pockets of other customers. Not if it
means inflation.
Canton, Ohio
I am a member of the Utility Workers Union
but do not agree with everything that is suggested
by a union leader.
Warren, Ohio
Inflation is just as disastrous as war. Akron, Ohio
You will become unpopular in some circles, but
the American working man will have cause to
thank you in the long run. St. Louis, Mo.
It's
time the ordinary citizen
was given
little high
consideration.
Comstock,
Wis.a
I am a working man and satisfied with wages provided living costs can be kept where they
are. III.
Chicago,
Inflation is eating the very heart out of most of
the old people. My social security was increased
$78 per year, but my home taxes Cincinnati,
went up $84.66.
Ohio
I strongly urge a stand againstEastwageAurora,
increases.
N. Y.
Stop . . . before we use a wheelbarrow of money
to buy a loaf of bread. Rockford, III.
I have great admiration for your courage and
wisdom.
Deerfield, 111.
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REVENUE:

MEDIA

$1.03

BILLION

IN

58

Income tops '57, but still ranks below record '56, FCC says
The median profits before federal
Commissions to agencies, representaTv's total revenues topped the billion
taxes for all tv stations on the air for
dollar mark for the first time in 1958,
tives, etc., came to $159.3 million.
Further revenues of $172.2 million
the full 1958 year was $162,000, comthe FCC reported last week in releasing
1958 financial figures for television.
came from talent, of which $161.8 milpared with 1957's $150,000. Highest
lion was attributed to networks and
median profits went to pre-freeze vhf
Income was also up — by almost $12
owned stations.
million over 1957, but still below the
stations — $930,000, compared to $906,all-time high in 1956.
Expenses, amounting to $858.1 mil- 000 in 1958. Median losses for all 1958
stations was $77,000, compared to
lion, were almost evenly split between
Other highlights of the report:
1957's $72,000.
the
networks
and
their
owned
stations
• Median profits for tv stations went
The value of tangible property of the
up, but so did median losses.
($439.7 million) and the 495 other sta514
individual tv stations was given as
tions
($418.4
million).
• Three uhf stations grossed $1 mil$522,774,000 at original cost and at
lion or more in 1958.
. A profit was reported by 3 1 1 stations
Total broadcast revenues in 1958
operating throughout the 1958 year. In- $293,767,000 at depreciated cost.
cluded in these were 27 uhf stations. A
There was a total of 39,382 emamounted to $1.03 billion. This comployes in tv in 1958. This was broken
loss
was
reported
by
164
stations.
pares with 1957's $943.2 million and
down
as
follows: fulltime, 34,265; partOf
the
32
stations
operating
part
of
1956's $896.9 million.
time, 5,117. The networks employed a
Total tv broadcast income, before
the year, four listed profits, 23 losses
total of 12,760 people.
and data was not available on five.
federal taxes, went up in 1958 to $171.9
Included in the loss column were 14
The following tv markets showed
million, compared with 1957's $160.0
total broadcast income of over $5 milpre-freeze
vhf
stations,
104
post-freeze
million — but still below 1956's all-time
lion in 1958: Boston, three stations,
high of $189.6 million.
vhf staions and 50 post-freeze uhf sta$7.6 million; Chicago, four stations,
The 1958 financial figures cover the tions.
$8.4 million; Cleveland, three stations,
three networks and 514 individual staOf the stations reporting total broad$5.5 million; Detroit, three stations,
cast revenues of $1 million or more,
tions.
$7.2 million; New York City, seven
149 vhfs showed profits, 9 vhf losses.
The 1958 financial report for am and
stations, $23.5 million; Philadelphia,
Two uhf stations whose gross revenues
fm radio is not expected for another
several weeks.
were over $1 million reported profits, three stations, $6.9 million; Pittsburgh,
three stations, $5.4 million (not all Pittsone uhf in this category showed
Television's income was split this while
a
loss.
burgh tv stations operated for the full
way: $77 million from the three net1958 year).
works and their 19 owned stations,
Only seven out of the 107 pre-freeze
Los Angeles, with seven stations,
$94.9 million from 495 other tv sta- tv stations had total revenues of less
tions.
than $1 million.
slipped in 1958 — to $4.3 million in
broadcast income. It was $5.9
Total network time sales amounted
There were five tv stations — all pre- total
million
in 1957.
freeze
vhf
and
all
in
the
profit
column
to $424.5 million, national and regional
Official 1958 FCC financial tables
advertising $345.2 million, and local — which had total broadcast revenues
of over $8 million each in 1958.
are given below pages 58 & 60.
advertising $181.3 million.
Facts

and

figures

TV Markets
Albany-Schenectady-Troy, N.Y.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Altoona-Johnstown, Pa.
Amarillo, Tex.
Atlanta, Ga.
Austin, Rochester, Minn.,
Mason City, Iowa
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo — Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Paducah, Ky.
Harrisburg, III.
Cedar Rapids — Waterloo, Iowa
Charleston-Oak Hill-Huntington,
W.Va., Ashland, Ky.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Chicago, III.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland, Ohio
Colorado Sorings-Pueblo, Colo.
Columbus, Ohio
Dallas— Fort Worth, Tex.
Denver, Colo.
Des Moines — Ames, Iowa
Detroit, Mich.
El Paso, Tex.
Evansville, Ind. -Henderson, Ky.
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No. of No.
porting
ReStations 525,000
orTime
More
in
Sales
3 $
tion
Opera3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3 4# 3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

televisions leading multi-station
INDIVIDUAL TV MARKET DATA— 1958
Time Sales:

Networks
1,276,755
346,907
925,455
363,859
1,668,531
279,158
2,130,080
3,859,079
1,629,381
433,547
686,301
1,059,146
547,310
5,930,469
1,836,291
3,505,129
188,218
1,551,697
2,095,245
1,107,898
1,539,682
4,159,148
300,269
422,132

National and
Regional
Advertisers

Local
Advertisers

and Sponsors1 and Sponsors1
$ 2,903,186
829,693
405,831 !f 930,543
627,316
1,753,191
873,151
532,081
3,116,536
1,520,627
611,695
471,982
2,280,870
4,192,395
10,081,360
5,462,429
2,866,859
3,810,010
801,368
310,572
356,340
1,282,058
1,465,708
1,069,364
627,308
604,167
19,852,448
6,648,600
2,200,672
4,336,947
7,328,300
3,075,011
657,097
306,666
3,457,999
1,701,632
3,607,315
2,934,456
2,469,310
2,758,745
561,280
1,793,169
4,262,891
8,729,106
790,978
617,262
540,297
539,875

Total
Total
3 $
Broadcast
Stations
Reporting
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
3

4,607,364
Revenues2
1,525,488
3,057,464
1,736,794
5,850,179
1,377,971
7,806,468
17,797,805
7,563,662
1,400,356
2,282,995
3,607,081
1,661,036
32,856,267
8,376,399
13,833,908
1,318,349
6,372,445
8,175,805
6,104,085
3,024,135
15,897,967
1,700,086
1,425,156

markets

Total
Broadcast
Expenses

Total
Broadcast

$ 1,644,677
3,208,894
2,351,648
1,876,236
3,982,817
1,108,794
5,668,458
10,140,338

119,189CR
5 1,398,470
705,816
Income3
139,442CR
1,867,362
269,177
2,138,010
7,657,467
2,577,290

4,986,372
932,326
2,185,876

468,030

97,119
3,599,811
7,270
1,812,018
150,982CR
24,418,588
8,437,679
5,608,055
2,768,344
8,277,622
156,959
5,556,286
1,161,390
4,915,911
1,456,534
6,609,658
1,566,147
1,432,258
4,671,827
122,637
2,901,498
8,673,495
7,224,472
1,750,841
50,755CR
1,508,241
83,085CR
CONTINUED
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Ask yourself, where else in the Carolinas can you find
so potent a line-up of audience builders? NBC, ABC,
Paramount, Warner Brothers-plus the best of MGM, all on
Charlotte's WSOC-TV ! With this latest acquisition your
choice of stations for selling America's 22nd largest
tv-homes market becomes clear. Buy WSOC-TV. . .one of
the great area stations of the nation.

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

CHARLOTTE 9 — NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

Facts & figures on leading multi-station
No. ReNo. of porting
Stations $25,000
in or More
Opera- Time
TV Markets
tion
Sales Networks

241
501

► Split on expense tab
BROADCAST EXPENSES OF 3 TV NETWORKS
AND 514 TV STATIONS
Networks
and Their
Owned and
Operated Other
Type of Expense Stations Stations Total
Number of
Networks .... 3
—
3
Number of
stations
19
495 514
($ Thousands)
Technical $58,008 $69,696 $127,704
Program
312,649 171,419 484,063
Selling
27,020 46,994 74,014
General and
Administrative 42,046 130,252 172,293
Total Broadcast
Expenses . .$439,723 $418,361 $858,084
58 (THE MEDIA)

1,277,702
628,962
739,578
1,685,018
674,472
581,860

2,479,637
853,341
1,457,154
3,806,012
926,451
1,013,198

1,071,165
1,075,973
1,799,830
2,054,657
611 612
57,950
571,337
5,087,132
427,919
1,493,068
1,351,143
1,813,041
2,425,786
493 202
1,134,659
1,231 493
10,972,445
1,046,963
832
11,320
332 313
380,402
573,771
4,958,435
636,638
2,864,848
601,355
1,264,054
937,055
840,611
1,173,849
885,464
914,616
974 723

2,202,946
4,135,175
4,510,236
4,206,926
863 991
194,230
876 654
21,547,996
727,669

861,092
832,386
699,324
2,552,728
669,412
664,229

1,617,299
3,314,'l64
480,428
645 627
579',324
2,363,634
934,146
19? 808
1,032,122
2,330,656
792,049
769,165
465,359
233,492
$113,576,943
$ 33,398,123
$146,975,066
►

2,434,880
3,739,250
4,822,598
4,360,940
798,304
1,271,154
2,749,199
43,633,896

871,662
1,006,814
2,243,983
1,584,771
699,212
741,711
724,479
14,677,390
559,416
844,122
2,394,977
2'017 300
1,232,977
3,169,227
896^927
1,594,663
10,501,296

2,013,988
22,196,012
058 182
873 251
845,440
12,169,328
1,213,501
8,618,156
1,277 015
3,427,829
1,275,493
1,111 893
1,824,415
2,683,765
1,131,844
1 749 QOd
7,504,311
4,244,478
525,692
1l',536',368
619 301

1,074,051
1,381,112
837,511
659^167
797,990
4,453,664
1,527,420
2,930,669
420,219
1,235
105
547^942
578,764
1,068,885
879 462
1,179,469
1 "1 RZL A"l R
4,601,479
1,262,712
709,837
772
098

5,453,855
2,118,666
361,655
1,580,509
5,669,044
1,541,439
1,012,718
778,562
858,338

2,251,673
1,094',449
1,247,914
1,007,373
1,055,425
2,222,524
1,003,271
904,601
442,020
1,147,651

$277,651,461
$ 67,489,455
$345,140,916

$136,686,486
$ 44,505,333
$181,191,819

Which

kind

profited

4
4,168,424
3
2,134,866
3
2,514,805
3
7,300,257
3
2,145,080
4
2,163,535
6
3,541,828
4
4
5,542,307
7,058,769
8,010,398
3
1,963,877
3
1,1,034,633
'649,456
3
2A78i556
7
36^407^434
3
9'678,284
3
4^349^099
3
7,698,029
4
7,108,581
4
3
3
2^203 944
3^698,539
3
5^465^377
7
58,862,026
4
3,834,869
3
4J52^021
3
4,151,506
3
3
l!858,633
2,113771
3
19,671,590
4
3!216,041
3
12,970!856
3
3
2,151,112
5,113,373
3
2,816,876
3
3
2,375,458
3
3740,381
3872492
4/l
3^231,691
4
13,955,409
UAH 1 D7
5
6■) 492,076
3
1,684,248
3
3
2,903,770
3
3
9,004,497
3
4,057,190
3
1,527,344
4
3,491,221
3
9,613,404
4
3,004,219
3
2,616,764
4
1,626,313
1
2,100,377
264
250 $490,340,600
$138,991,737
514 $629,332,337
- - which

2,934,067
2,403,248
2,340,645
5,536,133
1,947,757

1,234,357
174,160
268,382CR

1,861,344
2,942,658

302,191
599,170
330,965CR
1,102,116
418,295
2,332,414
190,686CR
28,510
4,374,792
194,732
1,171,789
1,632,643
1,290,833
2,048,007

5,873,272
6,908,282
4,726,355
1,545,582
1,225,319
2,150 046
32,032,642
3'261,738
1,454,724
3,177,310
6,065,386
5,817,748
7,630,277
2,154,817
4^870,235
35,306,761

1,764,124
197,323

436,801
49,127
595,142
23,555,265

3,105,418
33,583,173
389 423
121,897,198
683,129
2,333,815

729,451
1,168,848
762,083
220,044CR
38,565CR

3,276,971
17,538,181
994,325
3,982,838
2 183,083
2,385,152
2,833,893
3,448,494
% oar asz\
3,047,416
9,859,346
7,193,064
21,786,042
346 006
1,775,576
7,385,435
4,374,501
1,384,980
3,073,266
8,097,783
2,792,450
2,453,684
1,464,211
1,852,502

6,988,461
60,930CR
5,432,675
156,787
1,130,535
431,724
192,375

$374,817,802
$116,541,826
$491,359,628
kind

423,998
906,488
184,275
392,512
700,988CR
101,794CR
4,096,0^3
301,101
1,128.194
1,619,062
317.311CR
142,364
417,955
211,769
1,51^,621
163,080
162.102
247,875

r,

4
3
3
3
3
3
5
4
4
3
3
3
3
7
3
3
3
4
4
3
3
3
7
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
3
4
3
4
2601

-3

Flint — Lansing — Saginaw —
4i£
Bay City, Mich.
3
Fort Wayne, Ind.
3
Fresno, Calif.
3
Galveston — Houston, Tex.
3 6#
Green Bay — Marinette, Wis.
Greenville — Spartansburg, S.C.,
4
Asheville, N.C.
Harrisburg-Lancaster-YorkLebanon, Pa.
Hartford-New Haven-BristolNew Britain, Conn.
4#i
4
Indianapolis-Bloomington, Ind.
3
Kansas City, Mo.
3
Knoxville, Tenn
3
Las Vegas — Henderson, Nev.
3
Little Rock-Pine Bluff, Ark.
7
Los Angeles, Calif.
3
Madison, Wis.
Memphis, Tenn.
Miami-Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
4
Milwaukee, Wis.
4
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.
3
Mobile, Ala.-Pensacola, Fla.
4#'
3
Nashville, Tenn.
3
New Orleans, La.
7 3#
New York City, N.Y.
3#
Norfolk-Portsmouth-Newport News4
Hampton, Va.
3
Oklahoma City-Enid, Okla.
3 3#
Omaha, Neb.
Orlando-Daytona Beach, Fla.
Peoria, III.
3
Philadelphia, Pa.
4
Phoenix-Mesa, Ariz.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
3
Portland-Poland Springs, Me.
3 4#
Portland, Ore.
3
Richmond — Petersburg, Va.
3
Roanoke-Lynchburg, Va.
3 55##
Rochester, N.Y.
3
Sacramento-Stockton, Calif.
Salt Lake City-Provo, Utah
4
San Antonio, Tex.
San Francisco-Oakland, Calif.
Seattle — Tacoma, Wash.
3
South Bend — Elkhart, Ind.
3
Spokane, Wash.
Springfield — Decatur — Champaign, III 33
St. Louis.. Mo.
3 4#
Tampa — St. Petersburg, Fla.
3 4
Tucson, Ariz.
3 #
Tulsa, Okla.
4
Washington, D.C.
3
Wichita-Hutchinson, Kans.
Wilkes-Barre-Hazelton-Scranton, Pa. 3
Youngstown, Ohio-New Castle, Pa.
Honolulu, Hawaii
3
Wailuku, Hawaii
268
TOTAL 78 Markets
Markets less than 3 stations
254
TOTAL 191 Markets
TOTAL 269 Markets
522

markets continued
Time Sales:
National and
Regional Local Total
Total Total
Total
Advertisers
Advertisers Stations Broadcast
Broadcast Broadcast
and Sponsors1 and Sponsors1 Reporting RevenuesExpenses Income*

$115,522,798
$ 22,449,911
$137,972,709
Hlost

TV STATIONS CLASSIFIED BY VOLUME OF TOTAL BROADCAST
REVENUES SHOWING NUMBER REPORTING PROFIT OR LOSS
[Stations Operating Full Year 1958 Only]
Freeze
Pre-Freeze
Post-Freeze
VHF
VHF
10
Loss
Loss
Total Broadcast Revenues
Profit
ProfitUHF Loss
Profit
Over $8,000,000
1
44
6.000,000-8,000,000
2
1
9
4,000,000-6,000,000
12
2
3
2,000,000-4.000,000
1
7
2
21
2
Post1,000 000-2,000,000
2
3
4
2
25
800,000-1,000,000
471
2
6
10
3
30
600000- 800,000
5
6
41
1
26
400,000- 600,000
7
21
32
200,000- 400,000
9
3
22
5
100 000- 200,000
Less than 100,000
1
12
104
27
13
14
191
Total operating full year 1958
14
BROADCASTING,
August
17,
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What people? Say, aren't sponsors people?
Actually, aren't account executives and timebuyers people? Why have we always assumed
that only our viewers are people? Time we
stopped. Our one story is for both.
They look. You buy. You buy because they
look, in confidence, in multitude and in wealth.
We offer identical plus values to you both. A
station strong in audience loyalty because of
local civic interest, public service, human-type
programming, complete dearth of double-talktype announcing and triple-spotting. A rewarding setting for honest wares.
So our area people live with us nearly constantly* and our sponsor people hold with us
long. Let the George P. Hollingbery people beguile you with figures that (with those facts)

WHIO-TV

show America's 17th quantity market to be significantly more potent than the figures say.
"George P. has evidence-ratings, mail count, you-name-it.

ONE
OF
AMERICA'S
GREAT
AREA
STATIONS
Reaching and Holding 2,881,420 People — in 41 Counties of 3 States

dayton, ohio

►

Breaking

down

profit &

loss

BROADCAST FINANCIAL DATA OF 3 TELEVISION
NETWORKS AND 514 TELEVISION STATIONS
1958
($ Millions)
3 Networks
and Their 19
Owned and 495
Operated TV Other TV
Item
Stations Stations

►

Total 3
Networks
andTV514
Stations

A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Nation-wide networks
S306.7
S117.8 $424.5
b. Miscellaneous networks and
stations
—
—
—
Total network time sales. . . 306.7
117.8 424.5
2. Non-Network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers 73.5 271.7 345.2
b. Local advertisers
24.6 156.7 181.3
Total non-network time sales 98.1 428.4 526.5
Total time sales
404.8 546.2 951.0
3. Deduct — Commission to
agencies,
representatives,
etc... 321.4
83.41 470.3
75.9 791.7
159.3
Net time
times
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
Sundry broadcast revenues ....
Total incidental broadcast acTotal broadcast revenues . . .

161.8 10.4 172.2
33.5
32.6 66.1
tivities 195.3 43.0 238.3
516.7 513.3 1,030.0

C. Total broadcast
expenses of net- 439.7 418.4 858.1
works and stations
D. Broadcast income (before Federal
income tax)
577.0 $94.9 $171.9
Of this amount $64.5 million is applicable to the total sale of network
time.
NOTE: 1957 national and regional time sales for the 3 networks and 501
TV stations are revised from $296.4 to $300.5 million and local
time sales from $178.1 to $174.0 million. Revisions reflect reporting
errors for 1957 detected too late to be included in the 1957 report.

►

Profile

of stations

with

sales

The three-year track record
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF 3 TV
NETWORKS AND 514 TV STATIONS
1958 — 1957 — 1956

($ Millions)
1958 19572 1956'
Broadcast Revenues
3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*)
$516.7 $467.9 S442.3
94 Pre-Freeze television stations . . . 263.6 261.3 260.7
Subtotal
780.3 729.2 703.0
Post-Freeze television stations:
322 VHF stations
223.6 187.3 161 4
79 UHF stations
26.1 26.7 32.5
Industry total
$1,030.0 $943.2 $896.9
Broadcast Expenses
3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*)
$439.7 $397.2 $356.9
94 Pre-Freeze television stations. . . . 187.8 179.3 171.0
Subtotal
627.5 576.5 527.9
Post-Freeze television stations:
322 VHF stations
202.3 176.5 145.0
79 UHF stations
28.3 30.2 34.4
Industry total
S858.1 $783.2 $707.3
Broadcast Income
(Before Federal Income Tax)
3 Networks (including 19 owned and
operated stations*)
$77.0 $70.7 $85.4
94 Pre-Freeze television stations . . .
75.8 82.0 89.7
Subtotal
152.8 152.7 175.1
Post-Freeze television stations:
322 VHF stations
21.3 10.8 16.4
79 UHF stations
(2.2) (3.5) (1.9)
Industry total
$171.9 $160.0 $189.6
( ) Denotes loss.
1 1956 data cover 3 networks and 15 owned and operated stations; 95 prefreeze and 364 post-freeze stations (269 VHF and 95 UHF).
- 1957 date cover 3 networks and 16 owned and operated stations; 95
pre-freeze and 390 post-freeze stations (302 VHF and 88 UHF).
Includes five post-freeze stations (4 UHF and 1 VHF).

of at least

$25,000

PRINCIPAL EXPENSE ITEMS OF TV STATIONS1 WITH $25,000 OR MORE TIME
SALES CLASSIFIED BY VOLUME OF REVENUES
[Stations Operating Full Year 1958 Only]
Average Per Station
Broadcast Revenues
Less than $1,000,000
1,000,000-1,250,000
1.250,000-1,500,000
1,500,000-2,000,000
2,000,000-2,500,000
2,500,000-3,000,000
3,000,000-3,500,000
3,500,000-4,000,000
4,000,000-6,000,000
Over 6,000,000
Total Pre-freeze Stations

No. of
Stations
7
5
144
21
14
7
5
9
7
93

Total
Expenses

andSalaries
Wages

Film

Talent

$ 841,085
935,884
1,562,478
1,208,609
1,519,867
1,841,381
2,404,664
2,191,461
3,602,816
4,443,973
1,965,130

$303,774
369,407
577,094
469,743
561,512
668,005
920,515
967,306
1,074,721
1,307,061
689,292

$158,566
109,952
291,327
192,093
205,191
339,828
482,357
310,944
981,142
1,450,968
413,970

$ 9,430
10,099
81,542
30,884
50,444
95,547
96,049
115,353
238,370
276,329

Post-freeze Stations:
VHF
293
663,515
UHF
68
398,945
Total Post-freeze
Stations
361
613,697
Excludes data for 21 stations operating full year 1958 as follows:
and
2 post-freeze
UHF) and 4 post-freeze stations (1 VHF and 3
expense
data.
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244,858
174,801

94,271
46,913

Depreciation
108,131
$ 138,706
87,557
84,076
188,026
180,242
163,417
127,471
202,026
178,440
158,627

92,482
16,097
8,217

93,894
56,721

All
Other
$281,758
338,295
528,439
377,183
557,759
514,694
742,326
670,387
1,106,557
610,759
1,231,175
214,395
112,293

231,661 85,351 14,613
86,892 195,180
17 stations owned and operated by networks (14 pre-freeze VHF, 1 post-freeze VHF
UHF) with less than $25,000 in time sales which are not required to report detailed
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Collins Radio Station Trailer puts you on
the air with a fully equipped radio station in
minimum time, saves you delay, earns
revenue sooner. Start broadcasting and
billing instead of waiting for construction.
Save on initial installation, and have a
mobile studio if you move your facilities to
permanent buildings.
This compact 8 x 40 foot radio station is
factory wired and tested — reduces your
installation time and cost. It sets up
immediately on your site, has a studio,
control room, transmitter room, office, rest
room facilities, and is equipped with
microphones, control desk and studio console,
monitors, two 16 inch turntables, 250, 500
watt or 1 kw transmitter, heating
and air conditioning.
Eliminate delays, get on the air faster
and more economically with a
Collins Radio Station Trailer.
Contact Collins for further information.

COLLINS

RADIO

COMPANY

• CEDAR

RAPIDS, IOWA

• DALLAS, TEXAS
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BROWN
KCOP

FOURSOME

(TV) acquired

as third

Nafi

station

Nafi Corp. moved into full-scale
broadcasting activity last week when
it was announced the company had
bought ch. 13 KCOP (TV) Los Angeles
and KOBY San Francisco.
Purchase of KCOP, now owned by
Kenyon Brown, Bing Crosby and associates, and of KOBY, now owned by
David Segal's Mid-American Broadcasting Co., brings to three the number
of broadcast properties owned by Nafi.
Nafi bought ch. 12 KPTV (TV)
Portland. Ore., for $3.75 million and
the FCC approved this particular sale
late last month (Broadcasting, July 27.)
Swap Deal • Nafi is buying KCOP
through a stock exchange transaction.
It is giving Mr. Brown and his associates 44,000 shares of Nafi stock for
their 1009?- ownership of the ch. 13
independent. Nafi was quoted at $18
per share in closing prices on the New
York Stock Exchange last Thursday
(Aug. 13). Also involved is the assumption of obligations by Nafi.
Besides Messrs. Brown and Crosby.
KCOP is owned by George L. Coleman

Messrs. Brown (l) and Bannister
Leaders of new broadcasting entity
and Joseph A. Thomas, all owning
25% of the Class A stock.
KOBY was bought for $1.2 million.
Its sale had already been reported to
Mr. Brown for $1.5 million ( At Deadline, July 6) .
Nafi is a one-time manufacturer of
automobile interiors but now is
diversified into foam rubber, wool,
synthetic carpet manufacturing and in-

MIDWEST

S500.000

Two outstanding stations in one
package. Both very profitable. Includes valuable real estate.
SOUTHEAST

St.%3.000

Profitable fulltime facility in one of
most desirable southern markets.
Has good real estate. 29 % down.
VIRGINIA

SHO.OOO

Consistently profitable daytimer in
small market, but with wide coverage area. $24,000 down. Balance on
liberal terms.
ttocktj Mountain
Area
We have several attractive properties
in this scenic and growing section.
Prices range from $75,000 to
$750,000.
NEGOTIATIONS

•

ffitackbwtm

FINANCING
&

•

APPRAISALS

Cmrvpmui

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall Colin M. Selph
Jack V. Harvey William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker Calif. Bank Bldg.
Joseph M. Sitrick 333 N. Michigan Ave. Healey Building 9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Washington Building Chicago, Illinois Atlanta, Georgia Beverly Hills, Calif.
STerling 3-4341 Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5- 1 576 CRestview 4-2770
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vestments in oil and gas. Board chairman of Nafi is Paul V. Shields, head
of the Wall Street investment firm of
Shields & Co. John G. Bannister is
president of Nafi.
Stations Chief. Nafi's broadcast division is headed by Mr. Brown. Mr.
Crosby will serve as chairman of KCOP
and of KPTV and Mr. Brown as president of the two television companies.
Mr. Brown also will supervise the
development of Nafi Syndication Div.
which will produce and distribute both
film and video tape tv programs.
Mr. Brown owns KGLC Miami.
Okla.; KSON San Diego. KITO San
Bernardino, both Califorina; 40% of
KANS Independence, Mo., and 17%
of KFOX-AM-FM Long Beach, Calif.
He is associated with Kevin Sweeney,
president of Radio Advertising Bureau,
in the ownership of KANS and KFOX.
Messrs. Crosby, Coleman and Thomas
are also associated with Mr. Brown and
Mr. Sweeney in the KFOX property.
KCOP began operating in 1948. It
radiates 162 kw visual power. The
station, an independent, originally was
owned by Mrs. Dorothy Schiff (under
the call letters KLAC-TV). It was
sold to the west coast Copley Press in
1953 for $1.4 million and to its present
owners in 1957 for $4 million.
KOBY is 10 kw on 1550 kc and is
independent.
Changing
hands
Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, Calif.: Sold
by Kenyon Brown. Bing Crosby and
associates to Nafi Corp. in stock exchange plus assumption of obligations.
(See separate story above.)
• KBKC Kansas City. Mo.: Sold to
Public Radio Corp. (Lester Kamin) for
$400,000 by Mission Broadcasters Inc.
The sale includes a $60,000 consultancy
contract for Thomas Beal. KBKC general manager. Mr. Kamin also owns
KIOA Des Moines. Iowa, and KAKC
Tulsa, Okla. The sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. KBKC is on 1480 kc
with 1 kw, day.
• WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y.: Sold
to Grelin Broadcasting Inc. by Greater
Erie Broadcasting Co. (Leon Wyszatycki) for $250,000 without the real estate. Grelin Broadcasting, which owns
and operates WWRI West Warwick.
R. I., is owned by Melvin C. Green and
Lester W. Lindow, executive director of
the Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters. The sale was handled by Edwin
Tornberg & Co. WWOL is on 1 1 20 kc
with 1 kw, day. WWOL-FM is on
104.1 mc with 750 w.
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*28th NATIONALLY
IN FOOD STORE SALES!

Corinthian
news,

revamping

public

affairs

J.H. Whitney's Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. is putting its money on
news, public affairs and community
service as the key to community stature
and leadership — and business leadership as well.
All five Corinthian tv stations are
reviewing their news-public affairs approach, C. Wrede Petersmeyer, president, said in announcing overhaul of
news operations at KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla. (He headed the committee that
drafted plans for the industrywide
Television Information Organization
and serves on the permanent TIO policy
committee.)

"SUNNY"

is

really cooking!
When it comes to feeding you a
large share of the TAMPA-ST.
PETERSBURG MARKET,
WSUN has a real sales fire
going. In our 29 county area,
with 1,203,400 population,
WSUN delivers more radio
homes, at the lowest cost per
home of any station in the
heart of Florida.** For a successful sales recipe on the Suncoast ... use "SUNNY!"

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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KOTV, he said, has scrapped "a
well-established news operation" to set
up a new one. This is based on "new
personnel, expanded studio facilities and
new remote equipment combined in an
effort to move tv newsgathering and
presentation toand
a more
Controversy
depthadvanced
coveragelevel."
are
major elements in the concept.
The KOTV on-air news staff has
been increased from one to five under
Roger Sharp, formerly of WEWS (TV)
Cleveland, plus two photographerreporters. New facilities will cost an
estimated $20,000 and George Stevens,
vice president-general manager, estimates operational costs will be double
and perhaps triple former levels. A filmexchange plan has been set with WKYTV Oklahoma City and a national news
film service will be added.
KOTV has shifted network programs

(CBS-TV) to permit two consecutive
news strips starting at 10 p.m. local
time. Phillips Petroleum and Safeway
sponsor a sequence of 10 minutes of
news by Norman Duncan, news editor;
5 minutes of weather by Sid Lasher;
5 to 10 minutes or more of interviews
and analyses by Mr. Sharp as the run
of the news indicates.
Mr. Petersmeyer said he expects the
new formula to stimulate competition
and create excitement in the market.
He said KOTV and other Corinthian
stations want to be identified in their
markets as "a major news source, in
the absolute sense, so the consumer
looks to television for primary news
as well as, or in preference to, other
media." The ultimate goal, he added,
is "to realize the full potential of electronic journalism."
Court

comes

to tv

In trying an assault and battery case
involving the recent Chavez Ravine
evictions, Los Angeles Municipal Court
Judge Byron J. Walters last Thursday
(Aug. 13) ordered the entire court session transferred to the studios of KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, so news films of the
Chavez Ravine incident could be introduced as evidence. KTLA quickly
capitalized on the site change by requesting permission to telecast the proce dings inits Studio #1 "courtroom".
Judge Walters waived the usual blackout under the American Bar Assn.'s
Canon 35 and granted the tv station's
request.

WFBG stations' new home • Triangle's WFBG-AM-TV Altoona, Pa.,
opened their Radio & Television Center in the multi-million dollar Commerce Park (Broadcasting, April 14, 1958) last week. Opening ceremonies
were marked by tours of the studios for the public and an all-day industrial
conference at which the local Chamber of Commerce and Pennsylvania
State U. hosted some of the state's civic-industrial leaders.
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YOU
TO

CAN

LEARN

OPERATE

AN

AMPEX

IN

15

MINUTES

Six Quick Aids to Easy TV Tape Recording . . . You can learn to operate an Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder in less time than it takes to smoke a cigarette. These six features, for instance, make
recording simple, fast . . .
• JUST THESE BUTTONS TO PUSH — Record, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward and Play.
• TAPE TIMER — records in hours, minutes and seconds . . . not footage. Lets you back up tape for any
desired cue-in time.
• CUE TRACK — lets you locate, identify and cue commercials and programs.
• TAPE SPEED OVERRIDE — makes it easy to synchronize with another video or audio recorder.
• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE — speeds threading and splicing.
• FULL WIDTH ERASE — Automatically erases tape.
Of course, to be an "expert" — to learn maintenance as well as operation — takes one week. Ampex
trains your maintenance supervisor (over 436 so far!) at the factory. And he is then qualified to train
as many others as you like.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages and
profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.

A MP EX HA S THE EXPERIENCE

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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934 CHARTER ST. REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. EMerson 9-7111

ORE

RADIO

Pre-buying
in special

ADVANTAGES

habits,
studies

Radio is the media for reaching the
most male consumers before they set
out to make a purchase, according to
Radio Advertising Bureau, New York.
RAB last week provided its members
with an analysis of data gathered by
R. H. Bruskin Assoc., which reflects
consumer listening habits among motorists buying products sold in service
stations.
RAB's findings include: (1) More
than half (55.4% ) listen to radio on
the day they buy — before buying; (2)
42.8% listen to radio within two hours
before purchases; (3) 35.4% hear radio
within 30 minutes before buying.
With radio accounting for 63.4% of
the total time spent with media on the
same day as making a purchase, RAB
says the breakdown for other media is as
follows: television, 13.1% ; newspapers,
19.8%, and magazines, 3.7%. An average of more than four out of 10 men
questioned said they heard radio in their
cars during the pre-shopping hours,
RAB said, adding that "this 'last word'
advantage of radio takes on dynamic

More

brands,

RAB today (Aug. 17) released statistics summarizing a second quarter
tabulation of spot and network radio
clients.
As collated by the bureau, 1,448 different brands were advertised on radio
(spot and network) in the second quarter of 1959, a 17.2% increase in the
number using the medium in the first
three months of the year. By companies,
the total was 1,087 different firms, a
12.9% rise. Of this number, 1,032 were
firms using spot radio during the second
quarter (14.4% increase) while the
number using network radio remained
level. A total of 96 companies bought
both spot and network radio during the
second quarter.
The bureau noted a sharply increased
spending rate by radio advertisers during the second quarter compared to the
first quarter and commented that "individual countertrends apparently were
quitely underway" after a first quarter
characterized as "soft" in national radio revenue.
Actual dollar figures for spot radio's
leading clients during the first six months
of 1959 are now being prepared by RAB
and soon will be released.
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portables
inspired

CITED

surveyed
by RAB

CBS

importance when you consider how
many selling messages deluge the average consumer in a day, and how quickly
forget."
people
Portable report • In another study of
radio's advantages over other media,
RAB last week documented information on the popularity of portable
radios at picnics and beaches, pointing
out that more than four out of every
10 such groups (averaging 4.2 persons
each) tune in their portables. Findings
are based on a survey conducted for
RAB by The Pulse Inc. in 10 major
markets.
RAB reports that 40.8% of these
groups had portable radios and 75.3%
of the radios were tuned in at the time
of the interviews. (Sindlinger & Co.,
which recently reported that radio
listening was ahead of tv viewing during the month of July [Broadcasting,
Aug. 10], attributed 12.5% of this
listening to portable sets.) Outdoor listening has grown through the use of
transistor portables, of which nearly

more

firms

turn

4.4 million were sold last year. This figure for 1959 includes more than 1.6
million Japanese imports, according to
this RAB report.

to radio

Inc. net

income,

forhalf'59
CBS Inc.upfor 6%
the first
of this
sales
year reports a 6% gain in consolidated
net income as well as in net sales compared with last year's like period.
In last week's report by CBS Board
Chairman William S. Paley and President Frank Stanton:
CBS Inc.'s consolidated net income
was $13,318,817 compared with
$12,521,556 earned in the first half of
1958 and the comparative six months
figures for net sales were $215,089,500
this year compared to $201,433,378
last year.
Current earnings are equivalent to
$1.64 per share compared to $1.59 per
share reported for the first half of last
year. Number of shares outstanding
during the respective periods: 8,129,481
in 1959 and 7,881,400 in 1958.
The CBS board declared a cash dividend of 30 cents per share on common
stock payable Sept. 11, 1959, to stockholder of record at the close of business
Aug. 28, 1959.

in 2nd

quarter
1,448

UP
17.2%

1,087

INCREASE IN
NO. OF BRANDS

INCREASE IN
NO. OF COMPANIES
RADIO'S

SECOND

QUARTER

CLIMB

(Charts reflect increase in total number of companies and brands advertised in spot and network radio, second quarter, 1959, compared
to first quarter.)
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NAB

to publish

new

engineering

book

An updated technical manual covering the entire field of broadcast engineering will be published by NAB in
mid- 1960 according to A. Prose Walker,
NAB engineering manager, who compiled the work with George W. Bartlett,
assistant manager of the department.
Mr. Walker left last week for the International Radio Conference in Geneva.
The first technical manual in more
than a decade, the fifth edition will be
printed by McGraw-Hill Book Co. It
will contain 3,000 manuscript pages
and 1,200 illustrations, compiled in 47
chapters of which 39 are entirely new.
The remaining eight have been revised.
Contributors to the manual include
45 engineers representing radio-tv stations along with executives of manufacturing and consulting firms. Topics
range from studio planning to antenna
lighting. The list of subjects includes
chapters on towers, measurement, transmitters, transmission lines, networking,
microwave links, relays, color tv, magnetic recording of audio and video
information on disc and tape, film
processing, remote facilities, multiplexing, compatible single sideband systems,
automation, translators and boosters,
stereo, Conelrad, facsimile and similar
topics. Chapters include pertinent parts
of FCC rules and NAB standards. The
manual will be distributed without
charge to NAB radio and tv members
upon publication and later will be
available for purchase through book
stores.
More

tv fund

shares

Some 206,500 shares of Television
Shares Management Corp. common
stock will be offered to the public in
the near future, with an expected price
of about $28 per share. TSMC is the
management service company and sales
agent for the mushrooming Television
Electronics Fund, founded back in
1948. White, Weld & Co. is heading
a group of securities dealers, which is
to make the public offering on behalf
of an estate, an investment company
and some of the original stockholders.
NAB

District

Free hospital care
The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and Research labs now receives
patients free who are allied to the
radio-tv field.
The institution cares for diseases
of the chest and admits patients who
have any of 15 disorders including
some forms of lung or heart disease.
Supported by the Will Rogers
Memorial Fund in New York City,
the hospital has long been known and
used by people in the entertainment
business. In 1926, a group of vaudevillians undertook the hospital's
formation and opened it to all colleagues inentertainment.
A rejuvenating process started
about 10 years ago when motion
picture executives took a hand. Since
then the center has been making
strides in the medical and psychological treatment of lung and heart
disease victims.
The hospital building itself — a
remodeled
Tudor
mansion-type —

Time

Inc. not

quitting

radio-tv, says Pullen
The long-range interest of Time Inc.
in its broadcast properties and activities
will not diminish, despite the company's
sale of KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT
(TV) Salt Lake City, Weston C. Pullen
Jr., Time Inc.'s vice president for
broadcasting, said last week.
He told national advertisers and
agency representatives at a meeting in
Minneapolis, where he attended a fourday conference of Time Inc. station
managers, that the company is making
"encouraging progress in the four markets where we have radio and television operations and hope in the near
future to return to the full complement
of five television stations." In referring
to the station sales (Broadcasting,
Aug. 3) he said there are no other
immediate changes planned for the
Time broadcast facilities.
Time Inc. Stations are KLZ-AM-TV
Denver, WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis,
WFBM-AM-FM-TV Indianapolis and
WOOD-AM-TV Grand Rapids, Mich.

15

Special election procedure will be
satrted by NAB to fill a vacancy on
the Radio Board of Directors created
by resignation of loe D. Carroll,
KMYC Marysville, Calif., representing
District 15 (N. Calif., N. Nev., Hawaii,
Guam). Mr. Carroll resigned from
KMYC following its sale to Carlton
Broadcasting Co. His NAB term expires in spring 1961.

FM in Louisville
WLVL (FM) last week became
Louisville's first fulltime commercial
FM outlet — armed with a fistful of contracts, many for 52 weeks.
W. F. Johnston, one-time salesman
for Frederick W. Ziv Co., and general
manager of WLVL, reported a sellout
of all announcement availabilities and
75% of all program time by some 60

offered radio-tv
overlooks Saranac Lake in upstate
New York. The fund is striving now
to make "strong impressions on the
radio and tv fields," according to
its officials. With radio-tv people
included, the hospital expects to
broaden its financial support. Eligible for free care are those whose
disorders are included and who also
are employed in any phase of the
amusement field and under doctor's
orders for hospitalization.
Over the years, the institution has
been supported by small donations.
It conducts an annual drive, called
"Christmas Salute" but with the increased costs of today has increased
its traditional "$1 appeal" to a
recommended equivalent of an hour's
pay. (So far, it has not had use of
radio or tv time.) New York address
of the fund: 1501 Broadway (Paramount Bldg.). President is Abe Montague, executive vice president of
Columbia Pictures Corp.
accounts. He noted the market has less
than 10% fm saturation. The station,
which programs "fine music," is licensed to Fidelity Radio Inc., and operates on 97.3 mc with 34 kw.
Among staff additions reported by
Mr. Johnston were those of Tony Mac
Fayden, from KEAR (FM) San Francisco, as program director, and Cy Webber, from the Concert Network, Boston,
as production director. George Partridge issales manager.
Canon
N.D.

35

safety

throttles
project

An inter-media effort to improve
North Dakota's traffic safety record
has been wrecked by Canon 35 of the
American Bar Assn.
Radio and tv stations, in cooperation with newspapers, had set up a
Traffic Safety Committee in Bismarck.
They felt broadcasts of traffic court
proceedings would be educational, interesting and reduce the accident rate.
The first traffic court broadcast July
7 was also the last after Justice James
Morris, of the North Dakota Supreme
Court, trotted out a copy of Canon 35
and its anti-broadcast language. Police
Magistrate I.M. Oseth, who had backed
the program, felt he should stop it because the canon had been adopted in
1953 by the state bar association.
After the July 7 program the magistrate had stated: "We found if we had
written a script and hired Melvin
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King Midas

made

things happen

in Phrygia . . . and

WPEN

WPEN has proved you can produce large
audiences without loud noises. We are the
home of the big hit not the big beat. The
final evidence of popularity is the cash
register and WPEN carries more local and
more national advertising than any other
radio station in Philadelphia. In Programming...and in Sales. ..WPEN Makes Things
Happen In Philadelphia.

WPEN
Represented nationally by
GILL— PERNA
New York, Chicago. Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit.

Douglas to be the judge it couldn't
have been better."
Bob MacLeod, KFYR Bismarck
manager, and chairman of the intermedia committee, observed after the
magistrate's action: "Most broadcasters
are responsible and will bend over
backward to be fair. I feel we've got
the same rights as newspapers."
Reds

jammed

Koslov,

USIA's

Allen reports
Voice of America broadof
Jamming
casts is backfiring to some extent on
Soviet officials and serves to stimulate
interest in the programming, according to George V. Allen, director of the
U.S. Information Agency.
Addressing a National Press Club
luncheon in Washington Thursday, Mr.
Allen said VOA broadcasts in English
are not jammed. He recalled that Soviet
officials were embarrassed recently
when told they had jammed the Russian language address of Deputy Premier Frol Koslov at the opening of the
Russian exhibition in New York.
While explaining the difference between the U.S. government's COA service and Radio Free Europe, he said few
foreign listeners realize RFE is privately financed and outside government
control. VOA broadcasts in 40 languages including English; RFE in five
languages to non-Soviet countries in
Eastern Europe. A third service. Radio
Liberation, is privately financed and
broadcasts only to Soviet areas in native
tongues.
Mr. Allen described the NixonKhrushchev debate at the preview of
the U.S. exhibition in Moscow (Broadcasting, July 27, Aug. 3) as the "most
historically important broadcast" in a
long time.
• Media

reports

• Chicago's four commercial tv stations are cooperating with the local
chapter of the Academy of Tv Arts
& Sciences on a half-hour colorcast
designed to point up special summer
events in that city. The telecast (Aug.
25) will be produced by NBC's WNBQ
(TV) Chicago, with technical, talent
and production assistance from the
other tv stations. Titled Swing Summer,
the colorcast will be sponsored by Peter
Hand Brewing Co. (Meister Brau beer),
placed through BBDO. Chicago Mayor
Richard L. Daley will appear as a
special guest, heading a list of radiotv personalities and saluting the forthcoming Pan-American games festival.
• Keystone Broadcasting System announces addition of the following afBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

filiates: KTOC Jonesboro and KASO
Minden, both Louisiana; WDLB Marshfield, Wis.; WWIZ Lorain, Ohio;
KGRO Gresham, Ore.; WRWH Cleveland, Ga., KRMS, Osage Beach, Mo.;
WJBD Salem, 111.; WLBI Denham
Springs, La.; WIOS Tawas City, Mich.;
KQDI Bismarck, N.D.; KURY BrookR.I. ings, Ore., and WWRI West Warwick,
• All-jazz KFMB-FM San Diego plans
to go on air about Sept. 1. George
Whitney, vice president-general manager, says that apart from news bulletins on the hour, the station will program only "the sincere musical efforts
of talented exponents of the various
jazz
schools."
KFMB-FM is on 100.7
mc with
18.5 kw.
• Community Club Services Inc., has
moved its southeastern headquarters to
Atlanta, Ga. Heading the new office is
Martin E. White, southeastern sales
manager, who was previously in Augusta, Ga. The new office is at 1401
Peachtree
St. N.E. Telephone: Trinity
4-7290.
• Net profits of WJR Detroit-WJRT
(TV) Flint for six months ended June
30 were $134,284.27 after taxes. Last
year's figure for the same period:
$196,340.84. Net earnings per share:
22 cents, compared to 32 cents in 1958.
Sales for the 1959 six-month period:
$1,966,866.66. 1958's sales: $1,660,868.16. A 10 cent dividend is to be paid
Sept. 3 on the 602,764 outstanding
shares.
• As part of NAB's year-old Learn and
Live public service campaign, which
promotes intellectual endeavor in all
fields, the broadcasting trade association
announced Aug. 10 that it is cooperating with Science Service in the
observance of National Science Youth
Month in October. NAB will provide
member stations and networks with
spots and other material. Science
Youth Month is designed to "inspire
and inform youth" about the opportunities and qualifications for scientific
and technological careers.
• Radio Advertising Bureau is distributing a new pocket-sized fact book.
The Radio Facts Pocketpiece in 24
pages gives some 2000 statements as to
the medium's size, scope and major
areas of strength, including comparison
with other media.
• Affiliating with the Mutual Broadcasting System today (Monday) are WINF
Manchester, Conn., and WZOK Jacksonville, Fla., bringing to 16 the additions to Mutual over the past six weeks.
WINF, owned and operated by John

Deme, is a 250 w facility on 1230 kc.
Radio Jax Inc. owns WZOK; Jack
Wheeler is president and general
manager.
• WVEC-TV Norfolk, Va., former
uhf station on ch. 15 and which resumes operations this fall as a vhf on
ch. 13, has signed as an ABC-TV primary affiliate, it was announced Thursday (Aug. 13) by Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president, and Thomas P. Chisman,
WVEC-TV president-general manager.
The station is owned and operated by
the Peninsula Broadcasting Corp.
• KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo., joins CBSTV as an interconnected affiliate in the
extended market plan group. The former CBS Casper affiliate, KSPR-TV, discontinued operations July 22. KTWOTV (ch. 2) is owned and operated by
Rocky Mountain Tv Stations, Beverly
Hills, Calif. Lawrence S. Berger is vice
president and general manager of the
station.
• KIT Yakima, Wash., has dropped its
suit against The Pulse Inc., New York
(Broadcasting, March 9), because it
has been determined that "errors in the
publication of an audience study made
by The Pulse were simply typing or
compilation errors and were not intentional on the part of The Pulse Inc."
• WFBM-FM Indianapolis is to start
program tests Nov. 26, Shirl Evans, the
station's manager, says. WFBM-FM
will be separately programmed from
WFBM-AM-TV except for occasional
stereophonic shows. The new outlet is
on 94.7 mc with 51.9 kw.
• WFRV-TV Green Bay, Wis., switched
to a single rate structure Aug. 1. The
new national-local AA rate is increased
to $650 from $600. AA time is reduced
from 6:30-10 p.m. to 7-10 p.m.
• KTWR (FM) Tacoma, Wash., returned to the air Aug. 3. It had been
off the air several months while installing new transmitting gear. KTWR
is on 103.9 with 1 kw.
• Rep appointments
• WFPG Atlantic City, N.J., appoints
Jack Masla & Co., N.Y., as national
(except for Philadelphia) representative.
• WOPA Oak Park, 111., appoints B-N-B
Inc. Time Sales, L.A.-San Francisco.
• Herald Tribune Radio Network,
N.Y., (including WFYI Mineloa-Garden City, L.I., WVIP Mt. Kisco and
WGHO Kingston-Saugerties, all New
York) names the Boiling Co., N.Y.,
for national sales.
• WAMO
& Co.

Pittsburgh to Bernard Howard
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vast

words

IN
would

control

Eight unnoticed words in five identical House bills exempting certain phases
of professional team sports from antitrust laws have caused the broadcasting industry to take a second look.
The pertinent sentence of the bills
gives professional baseball, football,
basketball and hockey "the right to operate within specified geographic areas"
without regard to antitrust restrictions.
This woud mean, according to a Washington lawyer who is an expert on
antitrust matters, that:
(1) Professional teams could agree
that there would be no further free
radio-tv of their games — with all activities limited to a pay-as-you-watch basis.
(2) Professional leagues in baseball,
football, basketball and hockey could
agree among themselves there would be
a total blackout of all games on radio
and tv.
(3) The four sports would have the
unquestioned right under law to specify
a minimum fee for radio-tv rights. Such
contracts are now negotiated on an individual club basis.
Not Whistling Dixie • These are
actual dangers, not just remote possibilities, facing broadcasting if any of
the exemption becomes law, the attorney emphasized last week. Especially, he indicated, is this true of the
threat that major league baseball will
turn to closed-circuit pay tv.
The House Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee, headed by Rep. Emanuel
Celler (D-N.Y.), has announced hearings on the radio-tv implications of the
sports antitrust exemptions during the
present session of Congress (Broadcasting, Aug. 10). The five identical
bills were introduced by Reps. William
Miller (R-N.Y.), HR 2371; Oren Harris (D-Ark.), HR 2372; John Byrnes
(R-Wis.), HR 2373; William Cramer
(R-Fla.), HR 2374, and Francis Walter
(D-Pa.), HR 2375. A sixth measure,
HR 2266, also to be considered by the
subcommittee, gives sports a blanket
antitrust exemption. It was introduced
by Rep. Basil L. Whitener (D-N.C).
On telecasts, the five identical bills
authorize a 75-mile tv blackout from
the home town of a minor league team
on the days that team has a home
game. However, it is not this section of
the bill but the sentence exempting
"geographic areas" which causes broad-

70

and

SPORTS
give
permit

BILL

professional
pay-tv

casters most concern in a re-evaluation
of the bills. The nine words were
termed "very ambiguous" by lawyers
who have studied the provision, with the
sports being given the power to do
what they pleased.
During the 85th Congress, Rep. Cel-

Rep. Celler
Spots blackout danger in sports bill
ler authorized and conducted hearings
on a bill exempting those phases of
professional sports "reasonably necessary" from antitrust laws. However,
under that measure broadcast restrictions would have been left in force.
Over the strenuous objections of Rep.
Celler, his bill was amended on the
House floor to include the provisions
of the bills again before the Antitrust
Subcommittee.
Friends in Need • After this bill
passed the House, broadcasters recognized the inherent dangers in the 75mile blackout and turned out in force
during Senate hearings in opposition.
(Broadcasting, July 21, 1958). They
had two powerful allies in testimony of
Rep. Celler and the Justice Dept.
Rep. Celler told the Senate that the
proposed sports exemption would permit club owners to band together and
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

AN

IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

to all personnel in the Television and Radio industry. This means
everyone who works in radio or television stations, or those ivho cover
radio and television for newspapers or magazines — and their families.

The Board of Directors of the Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and
Research Laboratories, at its annual meeting on June 27 at Saranac
Lake, N. Y., also unanimously voted that all newspaper and magazine
motion picture, drama, television, radio, music and night-club editors
and critics, and members of THEIR IMMEDIATE FAMILIES are
eligible for care and treatment, AT NO COST, at this hospital.
Hence, the WILL ROGERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND RESEARCH LABORATORIES, operated by the Will Rogers MEMORIAL
FUND, is now as much YOUR hospital as it is of any one in any segment
of the entertainment field.
YOUR hospital treats all diseases of the chest. There are 15 such
ills stipulated as its concern. These include lung cancer and heart disease.
Within the next fortnight I shall, by letter, provide you with further
details.
We are happy to make the facilities of the hospital available to that
portion of the press reporting the entertainment world.
God forbid that you or any dear one ever will require treatment,
but if you do YOUR hospital welcomes you with open heart and open
arms. YOUR hospital has the endorsement of the medical profession
the world over.

ment.

We are proud of this hospital and are happy to make this announceABE MONTAGUE
President
ROBERT J. O'DONNELL
Chairman, Board of Directors

WILL ROGERS
Saranac Lake, N. Y.
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MEMORIAL

HOSPITAL

and RESEARCH

LABORATORIES

National Office: 1501 Broadway,
New York 36, N. Y.
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impose an indirect censorship on radiotv. Rep. Celler stated:
"Almost the entire U.S. could be
blacked out from telecasts of major
league baseball games ... In addition,
the major leagues could black out U.S.
free tv in order that they could charge
for games on pay tv or on closed-circuit
tv. I defy anyone to tell me that these
covetous owners would not, if they
could, force all of us to pay a dollar or
more to see a game by way of a closed
circuit . . . Personally, I have great
reservations about the necessity for any
special antitrust treatment for sports
withBackers
respect ofto the
radio bills
or television.
. ."
maintain . that
a restriction of major league telecasts
is necessary to save the minors. The
75-mile blackout was not applied to
radio, they said, because there is no
indication radio has had an adverse
affect on minor league gate receipts.
Real Interests • But, according to
Rep. Celler, "money, not the welfare
of the minor leagues, determines the
owner's
actions
in the were
tv question."
All
of these
statements
made a
a year ago by Rep. Celler before the
Senate Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee. He did not testify when the subcommittee held hearings three weeks
ago on similar legislation (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
And now, it was pointed out, radio
and tv play-by-play accounts of sports
events face far graver dangers in the
implications of the "geographic areas"
antitrust exemption. Industry spokesman are expected to testify on this point
during the announced House hearings,
for which an exact date has not been
set.
Rep. Celler's subcommittee has
scheduled hearings on an unrelated
subject Aug. 20-21, so the broadcastsports question cannot be taken up
before then. With Congress pushing
for an early-September adjournment,
the hearings probably will be slotted
before Labor Day (Sept. 7).
FCBA

clarifies

rule

on 'ex parte' contacts
The Federal Communications Bar
Assn. has redrafted its Canon No. 2
titled "Attempts to Exert Undue Influence on the Commission." The new
language, designed to clarify any ambiguity:
"Upon the institution of a complaint,
a request of an adversary nature, or an
application which will be in conflict
with another proposal or with an existing operation, it is improper for lawyers to communicate ex parte, directly
or indirectly, with any commissioner,
examiner or other representative of the
Commission responsible for the prepa72 (GOVERNMENT)

ration of or adoption of the decisions in
the case, except in circumstances expressly authorized by law or by the
Commission's rules, regulations or orUnder the old language, practicing
attorneys were forbidden to discuss the
merits
case with comders." of amissionerscontested
or staff in the absence of
counsel for opposing parties or without
notice to them.
CBS

tells FCC

why

Daly was not invited
CBS Inc. explained to the FCC last
week that it refused network time to Lar
Daly, perennial political office seeker,
because it felt other opponents of CBS
views on Sec. 315 were better qualified
than Mr. Daly to discuss that law.
(Mr. Daly had asked the FCC to require CBS-TV and CBS Radio to give
him "equal time" to discuss Sec. 315
after programs on the tv and radio networks July 27 and July 30, respectively,
which examined Sec. 315, its history
and proposals in Congress to exempt
newscast-type shows from the "equal
time" requirements of Sec. 315. The
program on CBS-TV [taped and used
later on CBS Radio] included a fiveminute air editorial by CBS President
Frank Stanton favoring amendment of
Sec. 315 to exempt newscasts and generally opposing Sec. 315 as a whole.)
CBS said that instead of selecting Mr.
Daly to oppose the views expressed by
the network it gave time to a college
political science professor and representatives ofthe Liberal Party of New
York and the Socialist Labor Party, all
of whom expressed contrary views to
those of CBS, in a program on CBS-TV
Aug. 2 (and on CBS Radio Aug. 4).
Thus, said CBS, it satisfied the FCC requirement of "fair and balanced presentation of a controversial public isCBS said the principle involved (in
its opposition to FCC rulings ordering
that Mr. Daly be given time equal to
thatsue."
of his political opponents who appeared on newscasts) is that newscast
coverage of political candidates is the
issue involved — not Mr. Daly himself,
who, CBS said, "merely triggered the
The network again was under "equal
time"
issue."fire last week from Sen. Eugene
McCarthy (D-Minn.) and once again
from Mr. Daly. Sen. McCarthy asked
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton on
what legal basis the network distinguished between Presidential-aspirants
Sen. Hubert Humphrey (D-Minn.) and
Vice President Richard Nixon. He
noted that CBS carried a report by the
Vice President on his trip to Russia.
Sen. McCarthy charged that certain

of Mr. Nixon's statements on the Aug.
9 program had "clear political bearing
on the 1960 Presidential campaign"
and should be subject to equal time.
Sen. Humphrey had been scheduled to
appear on CBS' Face the Nation but
was cancelled after Sen. McCarthy and
Minnesota Gov. Orville Freeman
formed a "Humphrey for President
Lar Daly demanded equal time from
Committee."
CBS, NBC and Mutual to answer Vice
President Nixon's report on his trip to
Russia. Mr. Daly stated that he is a
"legally qualified candidate" for President in 1960 and that the Vice President meets the same qualification.
Montana

Microwave

resumes

court

fight

The U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington last week was asked to stay the
FCC's order which took off the air a
microwave relay system feeding Spokane, Wash., tv signals to a community
tv system in Helena, Mont.
The Helena cable company asked
the court to stay the FCC's action pending an argument on the validity of the
Commission's order.
Montana Microwave, privately owned
common carrier system which brings
distant tv programs to the Helena cable
company, ceased operating Aug. 6 following dismissal of its appeal by the
Ninth Circuit appeals court in San
Francisco (Broadcasting, Aug. 10).
When Montana Microwave shut
down, ch. 12 KXLJ-TV Helena resumed broadcasting. KXLJ-TV went
dark when Montana Microwave began
bringing
in January.Spokane television to Helena
The Commission's grant to Montana
Microwave early this year was protested
by KXLJ-TV immediately thereafter.
The FCC turned down the protest at
first
not meeting
the "particularity"
issues.as The
Washington
appeals court
ruled that the Commission must provide
a hearing and last month the FCC heard
oral argument on this protest as well as
others (Broadcasting, July 27).
When the court ordered the KXLJTV protest re-instated, the FCC ordered
Montana Microwave to cease operating
pending outcome of the hearing. It is
from this order which Helena Tv Inc.
(the cable company) is appealing.
A letter favoring the grant of another tv station in Helena has been filed
with the FCC by Ed Craney, owner of
KXLJ-TV. Mr. Craney called attention
to the application of the Helena community tv system for a tv station there
and urged that it be granted so that
Helena would have two off-the-air tv
signals plus other Montana tv signals
via the cable company.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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Program

Repeater, "

says JOHN STAPLES
Gen. Mgr.
KRNO, San Bernardino

Satisfaction during the first three months of
operation has been so complete, that KRNO has
now ordered and installed its second MacKenzie
Program Repeater. More and more reports of satisfied users are coming in daily from stations large
and small.
A multi-channel instant programming machine,
the MacKenzie Program Repeater offers amazing
flexibility and foolproof operation. . .will save your

station both time and money. It is designed for use
by Radio Broadcasting. ..television. ..film and sound
recording studios.
For instant playing of pre-recorded spot
announcements, station breaks, jingles, music
bridges and other program material requiring precision cueing, it cannot be duplicated. Fast, easy
magazine changes provide hundreds of sound effects
... at your fingertips.

Write, wire or phone collect, for further
information, specifications and delivery. The Model 5CPB shown here
features five channels, each with individual plug-in transistorized preamplifiers and separate gain controls.
Delivered as illustrated, mounted on a
standard relay rack panel (8%" high),
complete with self contained power
supply. Included with each machine are
five magazines and accessories. Price
$1,250 EO.B. Los Angeles. Leasing
available. Demonstration upon request.

MACKENZIE
145 West ELE
Hazel Street CTR
• InglewoodONI
3, California
CS,
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SETS
action

SEC.

315

DEBATE

this week; ambiguities seen
Harris language, which stated:
HR 7985, exempting radio-tv newscasts, news interviews and political con"Appearance by a legally qualified
candidate on any news, news interview,
ventions from Sec. 315 of the Communications Act, will be taken up on news documentary, on-the-spot coverthe floor of the House tomorrow
age of newsworthy events, panel dis(Tuesday ) .
cussion or similar type program where
The Rules Committee granted a the format and production of the program and the participants therein are
three-hour open rule for House consideration of the bill. This means that determined by the broadcasting station,
three hours, equally allocated to both or by the network in the case of a
sides, have been set aside for debate on network program, shall not be deemed
the bill proper with no restrictions to to be use of a broacasting station within
the number of amendments that may be
the meaning of this subsection."
proposed. Each speaker on an amendRep. Bennett said he had not decided
ment will be allowed five minutes.
if he would offer an amendment on the
floor or whether he would wait until the
Reversing the FCC's Lar Daly decision, HR 7985 was introduced by bill goes to conference with the Senate
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.). However,
to attempt clarification. The Senate althe bill now bears language submitted
ready has passed a Sec. 3 1 5 amendment
in the Commerce Committee by Rep. which is somewhat broader than the
John Moss (D-Calif. ), a member of House bill (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
both the full committee and Communications Subcommittee. Pertinent lanMack, Hemphill Views • Other
amendments might come from Reps.
guage of the bill reads:
Peter F. Mack Jr. (D-Ill.) and Robert
"Appearance by a legally qualified
W. Hemphill (D-S.C), both members
candidate on any bona fide newscast
(including news interviews) or on any of the Commerce Committee but not
of its Communications Subcommittee.
on-the-spot coverage of news events
(including but not limited to political In supplementary views submitted with
the committee report HR 7985, Reps.
conventions and activities incidental
thereto), where the appearance of the Mack and Hemphill said the bill does
candidate on such newscast, interview,
not "provide an adequate remedy for
the situation dealt with in the Lar Daly
or in connection with such coverage
case . . ." (Broadcasting, Aug. 10.)
is incidental to the presentation of news,
shall not be deemed to be use of a
The two congressmen maintained
that the legislation should define a legalbroadcasting station within the meanly qualified candidate and that application of Sec. 315 should be limited to
ing of this subsection."
What Is Exempt? • There is con45 days preceding primary and secondsiderable disagreement within Congress
ary elections and 90 days before genas to just what type of shows would be
eral elections. Both said last Thursday
exempted from Sec. 315 under this they were undecided if an attempt
language. In testimony before the Rules
would be made to amend HR 7985 to
Committee last Wednesday seeking a embody these proposals.
rule on the bill, Rep. Harris said that
However, House Majority Leader
such panel shows as Face the Nation
John
McCormick (D-Mass.) originally
and Meet the Press would be exempt
from equal time requirements as long had placed the bill on the House calendar for today (Monday) but moved it
as they were under the control of
broadcasters.
back to Tuesday at the request of Reps.
Mack and Hemphill.
Rep. Moss took the opposite view.
He said he certainly did not intend
Pointing up the avid interest of
that such shows should be exempt in House
members in the bill were the
offering his amendment because panel questions asked of Reps. Harris, Bennett
programs are more open for abuse.
and Mack in their appearance last week
Another congressmen pointed out that before the Rules Committee. Rep. Hara candidate's appearance on this type
ris originally asked for a minimum of
program during a campaign hardly two hours on the floor for debate of HR
could
be "incidental"" to his political 7985, but after Rules members (10
activities.
were present) had been quizzing the
Rep. John Bennett (R-Mich.), rank- Commerce representatives for nearly
ing minority member of the Coman hour, Rep. Homer Thornberry (Dmerce Committee, said the bill as it Tex.)
suggested:
goes before the floor would lead to
more confusion than now is the case
"It looks to me like you ought to
under the FCC's Lar Daly ruling. He
have
four hours on the .bill . . ." besaid he much preferred the original
cause there is bound to be lengthy deBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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area. It's not that our viewers are any less healthy— it's just that we have more
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bate. Rules Chairman Howard Smith
(D-Va.) agreed that House members
"will have a lot to say on the subject."
Rep. William Colmer (D-Miss.) termed
the bill "very confusing" and Rep.
Clarence Brown (R-Ohio) said, "This
bill doesn't go quite as far as I would
go. . . ."
Senate-House Differences • Rep.
Hamer Budge (R-Idaho) questioned
Rep. Harris on the difference in the
House and Senate versions of their respective Sec. 315 amendments. Rep.
Harris said that it is a "mistake" to include in the equal time amendment a
provision now in the Senate bill stating
that all sides of controversies shall be
given a fair opportunity to be heard.
This amendment, successfully put in
the Senate bill, S 2424, by Sen. William
Proxmire (D-Wis.) was termed "surplusage" by Sen. John O. Pastore (DR.I.), floor manager for the Senate bill
during debate on its passage (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
If the House acts favorably tomorrow on HR 7985, both equal time
amendments then would go to a joint
Senate-House conference to settle the
differences in the two versions. Language accepted in conference then
would go back before both houses for
final approval before going to the President for his signature, which would
make the amendment law.
USIA's role explained
In a new pamphlet, "Portraying
American Culture to the World," the
U.S. Information Agency is explaining
its varied activities to the American
public. The pamphlet points out that
television is offering USIA "expanding
opportunities" in the broadcast field,
opportunities long utilized in radio with
such programs as Music USA, American Theatre of the Air and Patterns of
Culture.

Senate committee also1
to get tv quiz findings
A coterie of congressional attorneys
were in New York last week arranging
for a speedy transmittal of information
needed to guide Washington investigators in a planned study of the tv quiz
scandal.
Sen. Warren Magnuson's (D-Wash.)
Commerce Committee kept pace with
the House Oversight Subcommittee by
obtaining a ruling Thursday (Aug. 13)
from Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer in
New York general sessions court granting permission to the committee to
inspect grand jury testimony. The
House group received the same information two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10). The minutes — now in stenographic notes — represent secret testimony from over 200 witnesses taken
during the nine-month New York
Grand Jury examination of charges
that tv quiz contestants had been
coached on the expected answers
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
Senate Commerce Committee's communications expect Nick Zapple, and
Oversight attorneys Richard Goodwin
and Charles Howze were meeting in
New York late last week with representatives ofthe district attorney's office
to set up a "workable" method whereby
portions of the minutes can be examined without further delay.
Court stenographers have been working overtime to prepare the pertinent
statements.
Quiz

jury

head

asks

for witness anonymity
The foreman of the New York grand
jury which investigated tv quiz shows
made a public appeal last week for
anonymity of contestants who were
supplied answers in advance. In a
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letter to the Washington (D.C.) Post &.
Times-Herald, foreman Louis Hacker
wrote:
"I am making a plea — despite the
wrongs they have committed — for the
preservation of their anonymity exactly
because many of them were young or
naive or weak or unfulfilled and therefore were sorely tempted . . ." Dr.
Hacker,
deanStudies,
of Columbia
School offormer
General
noted U.'s
that
the Legislative Oversight Subcommittee
had promised not to hurt innocent
persons.
"One wonders, however," he said,
"whether public hearings in which only
those who — by self-confession or accusation— participated in the frauds are
to be brought forth as witnesses will
serve any useful purpose."
Dr. Hacker said the same purpose
the subcommittee hopes to accomplish
would have been served if General Sessions Court Judge Mitchell D. Schweitzer had released the grand jury report,
as recommended. "The report concerned itself with the devices of manipulation or corruption . . . encouraging
the sort of regulation that would prevent recurrence," the jury foreman
state. "In addition to questioning what
courts have generally recognized as the
inalienable right of grand juries to hand
up non-indicting reports . . . Judge
Schweitzer has made Rep. Harris' intervention inevitable," he said.
WTEN

(TV) favored

for permanent

grant

an admittedly
choice,"
FCCIn Hearing
Examiner"difficult
J.D. Bond
last
week issued an initial decision favoring
Capital Cities Tv Corp. over WVETAM-TV Rochester for dropped-in ch.
10 at Vail Mills, N.Y., to serve the
Albany-Troy-Schenectady area.
Capital Cities, which owns WROW
Albany, has operated WTEN (TV) on
the contested channel since Dec. 1,
1957, under a temporary permit from
the FCC. Examiner Bond favored Capital Cities on factors of local residence
and civic participation and broadcast
experience in the area to be served.
WVET-TV was preferred on the diversification factor and was given a "slight
preference" for proposed program policies. Other factors were considered
"equal" or "off-setting."
Examiner Bond said it "cannot be
ignored" that two principals in Capital
Cities— Reps. Dean P. Taylor (R-N.Y.)
and Leo W. O'Brien ( D-N.Y.)— have
demonstrated they are responsive to
community interests by being elected
and re-elected to Congress. Largest
stockholders in Capital Cities are commentator Lowell J. Thomas (16.2%)
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Why

mutual

are

such

life

insurance

sticklers

Most people would agree that the life insurance
business is highly competitive. But many of those
same people wonder just what the competition
actually is. After all, life insurance companies
do sell similar products at similar prices under
similar regulations.
Actually, the companies compete in the area of
operating efficiencies. And if the company is a
mutual company, the savings from those efficiencies are reflected in "dividends," which are really
premium refunds to policyholders. '
The effect of this is to lower the cost of insurance

for

companies

efficiency

for mutual policyholders — for whom the company
is operated solely. Life insurance is the most important form of financial security for most mutual
policyholders. No wonder they take special interest
in their company!
It is also worthy of note that most major stock
companies have become mutual companies, and
two thirds of all life insurance policyholders buy
mutual insurance. As the first American company
to offer the public mutual life insurance, we are
pleased that so many people have followed the trail
we blazed 116 years ago.

The Mutual Life Insurance Company Of New York, New York, N. Y.
Sales and service offices located throughout the United States and in Canada
For Life, Accident & Sickness, Group Insurance, Pension Plans, MONY TODAY MEANS MONEY TOMORROW!
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BALTIMORE,

MD.

For over a quarter of a century this great port city has helped Western Electric
make the Bell System's communication network that binds the nation together.
Like our other home towns, Baltimore shares both the work and the rewards.
Take a boat ride down die Patapsco River toward Chesapeake Bay, then look back. Only here can you see the full
sweep of fabulous Baltimore ... its handsome skyline, its
forty miles of deepwater docks and its industrial area.
Here too you can see the Point Breeze Works of Western
Electric where more than 6000 Baltimoreans help us make
telephone apparatus and equipment for the Bell System —
including enough wire and cable in a year to girdle the
globe 258 times.
What does this huge Western Electric plant mean to Baltimore? It means jobs and payrolls to spend with local merchants, taxes we pay and business for our over 800 local
suppliers. Last year throughout the whole state of Maryland
we paid out over 9 million dollars to 915 firms.
Being in Baltimore means something to us, too. We benefit
from the skills of a superior work force and enjoy the traditional hospitality of this fine old city.

LOCAL SUPPLIER. Kinlock Yellott (right), President of the Haven Chemical Co., and Western
Electric buyer, Robert Giblin, observe as copper
wire is simultaneously insulated and color-coded
with vinyl ink. Mr. Yellott's firm supplies the ink.

Besides Baltimore, Western Electric has manufacturing
plants in 24 other cities where we also make hundreds of
different telephone products for the Bell System. Last year
we purchased over a billion dollars worth of raw materials,
products and services from more than 30,000 suppliers
located in every state of the Union. Of these, 90% are
"small businesses." The things we make and buy are distributed to the Bell telephone companies through Western
Electric distribution centers in 32 different cities.

VOLUNTEER FIREMAN. W.E.'s David Weiss
( left ) often meets with Baltimore County Fire Chief
Win Winholt to coordinate activities of the paid and
volunteer departments. Dave is Executive Committee Chairman in the Volunteer Fireman's Association.

BEAUTY QUEEN of the Point Breeze Works, Jan Amend, receives
United Appeal plaque on behalf of fellow employees, all of whom
gave a minimum of four hours pay (a total of about $64,000). Making the presentation on behalf of United Appeal is Campaign Chairman Robert W. Thon, Jr., VP of the Savings Bank of Baltimore.

BUSINESS EDITOR Carroll Williams, Baltimore
SUN rate
hascitizen
saidwhich
of Western
solid corpomakes Electric:
important"a contributions
to the dynamic economy of Baltimore. They keep a
lot of wheels turning." We value his comment highly.

and his business manager, Frank M.
Smith (12.1%), president. Besides
WROW and WTEN, Capital Cities
owns ch. 11 WTVD (TV) Durham,
N.C. (one principal also controls
WDNC-AM-FM Durham), WPROAM-FM-TV Providence and operates
WCDB (TV) Hagaman, N.Y. (ch. 29),
and WCDC (TV) Adams, Mass. (ch.
19), as satellites of WTEN.
WVET-AM-TV operates its ch. 10
tv facility in Rochester on a share-time
basis with WHEC-TV there. The largest
stockholder (7.66%) is Ervin F. Lyke,
president and general manager.
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Tv vs. microwave

SUPERIOR

moves

VIOOROyStY
GROWING
//
7/>

MID-

CONTINENT
SEAPORT
1

toward

fight

hearing

The court case involving the question of whether broadcasters have a
property right in their signals advanced
another step toward hearing last week.
Filed was the response by the Twin
Falls, Idaho, cable company operator
to the suit filed by three Salt Lake City
tv stations (Broadcasting, May 4).
The cable operator, W.L. Reiher,
filed a general denial of the complaints.
He stated that they fail to state a claim
on which relief may be granted.
Mr. Reiher owns the Twin Falls community television system and also Idaho
Microwave Inc. The microwave company plans to pick up and relay the

Salt Lake City signals to the cable company in Twin Falls.
The Salt Lake City stations asked for
a permanent injunction to prohibit the
microwave company from picking up
and using their signals. KUTV (TV) in
Salt Lake City also claimed it had a
rebroadcast contract with KLIX-TV in
Twin Falls for which the latter was paying a fee. The other stations are KTVT
(TV)
The and
SaltKSL-TV.
Lake City outlets also said
the community cable company would
deprive them of the fruits of their efforts with no compensation, interfere
with property and contractual rights,
possibly degrade their signals and thus
cause a loss of goodwill. They also
pointed out that they might have to pay
more for program product, performers
and talent.
The cable company began operating
in May 1955 carrying the signals of the
two Boise and one Idaho Falls stations
as well as the local KLIX-TV.
Idaho translator
The FCC has set aside a June 24
license renewal for tv translator K70BA
Lewiston, Idaho, after it found that the
licensee, Orchards Community Tv Assn.
Inc., had been operating another translator station on ch. 76 without Commission authorization. Orchards was
given 30 days to reply to the action.

PROGRAMMING
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NBC
A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Duluth & Superior
Affiliated with Duluth Hriald and Newt-Tribune
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MYSTERY
California

STRIPS

National

Nighttime strips of mystery series
are "strong likelihoods" in both local
and network tv programming this fall.
The prediction comes from Jake
Keever, California National Productions' vice president and general manager. The syndicator bases his observation on an expected increased flow in the
fall of the private-eye series.
Strips themselves are getting increased attention from CNP, the NBC
film subsidiary. The company already
has introduced former network series,
such as The Life of Riley, Medic and
It's a Great Life, as daily strip entries.
Program stripping means a series
placed Monday-Friday on a schedule.
As used in networking, the Bob Cummings Show daytime series on ABCTV will be seen in this manner.
Obvious advertiser interest for the
technique lies in so-called sponsor identification. Also, says CNP, the ratings
picture has shone unusually bright for
those time periods in which stripping
of syndicated series is employed by
stations.
California National, for example,

predicts

BRIGHT
new

trend

can point to WTRF-TV Wheeling where
H. Needham Smith, sales manager,
claimed a near 2-to-l edge over a competing program in the 5:30-6 p.m.
period for Riley. Other stations report
similar advances. Among them: WJTV
(TV) Jackson, Miss., whose tv manager, Owens F. Alexander, after citing
rating
advances
Riley
the basis
of thesewith
figures
we noted,
would "on
not
hesitate to recommend this program to
anySimilar
stationletters
for a were
daytime
series."
received
by CNP
from Tom Shelburne of WNEP-TV
Scranton: James Schiavone. WWJ-TV
Detroit: Hi Bramham, WSM-TV Nashville: James E. Conley of WCAU-TV
Philadelphia and Leslie G. Arries Jr. of
WHDH-TV Boston.
ABC-TV
show booster
Plans for exploitation, promotion and
advertising of the ABC-TV fall program
lineup are being coordinated following
a series of meetings by heads of these
network departments and their counterparts at some 80 key affiliated stations.
The series of two-day sessions
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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Here are the latest Memphis Surveys, showing leads in
competitively-rated quarter hours, sign-on to sign-off,
Sunday thru Saturday:
Nielsen
A.R.B.
Pulse
Mar.-Apr. 1959
Apr. 17-May 14, 1959
May 1959
(Station Area)
(Metro Area) (Metro Area)
WREC-TV
250
309
53
263
Sta. B
80
79
Sta. C

68

7

72

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis

mtvisioN

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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have been taking place in New York,
Chicago, Dallas and Los Angeles.

IMPORTANT

EFFECTIVE

ANNOUNCEMENT

SEPTEMBER

7 issue, BROADCAST-

ING will go into the mails each Friday. This means
advancing advertising (and editorial) deadlines a minimum of 24 hours.

If proof is desired, ad must be in hands of publication
two weeks in advance of Monday

publication date.

Otherwise, ten days in advance for all copy, plates, etc.
No proofs.

Color will print over a weekend which means all color
plates must be in our hands no later than Thursdays
(10 days preceding Monday

publication date). Send

specific color instructions in advance.

Inserts must be in hands of publication's printer ten
days in advance.

Send all copy and plates to Advertising Department,
1735 DeSales St., N. W., Washington 6, D. C. Use Air
Express or Emery Air Freight as Air Mail, Special
Delivery or Parcel Post Special Delivery is held up days
in local post office.
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BROADCASTING
THE BUSlNESSWECKLY OF TELEVISION ANO RAOIO

Exploitation Director Sid Mesibov
who heads the project, Press Information Vice President Mike Foster and
Advertising Director Dean Linger presented network plans, then participants
swapped ideas on local-level handling.
Station management executives also attended the first session in New York
and Chicago to hear ABC-TV President
Oliver Treyz, Program Vice President,
Thomas Moore and Daytime Programming Vice President Giraud Chester
present details of network planning for
the fall program lineup.
WBBM-TV

method:

video

versatility

tape

A technique utilizing video tape recording "in a manner formerly reserved
exclusively for film" was reported by
CBS's WBBM-TV Chicago last week.
The station completed a sample pilot
of a proposed documentary series, recording about 2>Vz hours on video
tape at four remote locations and
editing it down to 24 minutes of playing time. Several film segments, shot
separately, also were transferred to
tape.
The station predicted the technique
"is destined for future development."
Here's how the pilot was made (using
Ampex machines):
The video tape remotes were shot
with background sound only. In most
cases, the audio level was so low that
amplification and intensification were
necessary. Background sound was
dubbed from the master video tape to
audio tape, with addition of some prerecorded sound effects. Separate tracks
with narration and music where needed,
were prepared to synchronize with
video. The three audio tracks then were
blended and recorded on a video tape
dubbing made from the edited master.
(Two masters were recorded simultaneously, one for reference and the other
for a work print.)
Background audio was erased from
the master tape and composite audio
finally restored from the video tape dub
to the much-edited original piece of
tape — with "minimum loss" in the separate but related operations (editing of
tape; transfer of film to tape, and mixing, dubbing and re-recording of audio.)
All film exposed on location was
"shot silent" and recorded on tape,
with three audio tracks of speciallycreated sound, music and narration fed
simultaneously to the tape room to
produce the complete and finished transfer. To achieve a desired effect in some
instances, videowise, a dub was preBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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POST

OFFICE

The Post Office is out to win a race with
time.
They're
goingmorning
to keep paper.
first class mail
as fresh
as your
delivery
is the mail-handling
way they'll do
it. Next-day
Nationwide
automated
is the method.
The strikingly modern post office recently announced for Providence, Rhode
Island, will be a major step. An ITT subsidiary, Intelex Systems Incorporated, has
been appointed to do the job.
Push-Button Operation
This will be a fully-integrated automatic
post
office,
the nation's
Intelex will
design,
construct,
equip first.
and maintain
it.
Machines will perform many tedious,
time-consuming tasks, enabling career
employees to apply their skills to more
productive functions where machines
cannot replace human judgment.
In minutes, Providence mail will be
ready to move. Other automatic post
offices are being planned to speed this
mail at the end of the line. The vastly
accelerated rate of mail movement will
keep pace with our surging economy.
don't ofjustthissitmagnitude
down and overnight.
conceive
an You
operation
Years of experience and months of planning are required.
This is one reason why an ITT subsidiary won the assignment. ITT has been in
the creative forefront of automatic processing equipment for many years.
Experience Where It Counts
The ITT System has developed electronic
computing equipment for banks, insurance companies and mail-order houses.
It has created many types of document
and material conveying systems for hospitals, brokerage houses, factories, government agencies.
Intelex Systems Incorporated will have
full responsibility for the job. Other ITT
divisions— other companies— will contribute.
When it's finished, Uncle Sam's first
automatic post office will join the hundreds of ITT projects all over the world
which help others to get big jobs done.

. . . the largest American-owned world-wide
electronic and telecommunication enterprise,
with 101 research and manufacturing units,
14 operating companies and 130,000
employees.
INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 67 Broad Street, New York 4. N. Y.
ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES • INTELEX SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
A1RMATIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION • KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE i RADIO
CORPORATION • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL
STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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pared of ihe first five seconds of a taped
scene, and a visual superimposition was
then made onto the dub, which in turn
was spliced back onto the master tape.
According to WBBM-TV, it "was almost impossible to distinguish between
the dub and the original, even when the

It takes

WCKY

the

B/G

Y

to cover the TRI STATE
trading

area

of

CINCINNATI
We've a file full of figures* on the size,
scope and importance of the Tri-State
Cincinnati Trading Area — such as it
covers 1,778,000 people in 31 counties
of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, but
YOU know all that, including the fact
that Cincinnati is one of the Top
Twenty Markets of the country.
And when YOU want to cover Cincinnati with a radio campaign, you
want to cover ALL of it, not just the
31%, or 556,800 people, who live within the city limits of Cincinnati. So to
cover all of the Tri-State Cincinnati
Trading Area, you've got to have
power — and BIG Y has lots of power — ■
50,000 watts of it, which is one reason
why you can depend on WCKY to
reach all of the Cincinnati Trading
Area. Then when you add listener acceptance, live wire merchandising promotions, imaginative programming and
first rate news coverage, then you
KNOW your best buy is BIG Y—
WCKY, that is!
*Tom Welstead in WCKY's New York
office and AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and the west coast, have files full of
such figures too!

Cincinnati,
84

segments were back to back."
Combined to produce an hour-long
audition tape, it was explained, were
(1) the edited master tape segments
(plus short dubbings), (2) film portions
placed on tape, (3) open and close
taped live in the studio, and (4) video
tape commercials especially produced
for the pilot.
"Difference in quality, both aural and
visual, between the original tape (both
remote and studio), dubbed tape and
film transfer was negligible," according
to WBBM-TV.
In all, picture-to-picture splices totaled about 250 during the entire show
(one segment of about five minutes
contained over 50).
10 commercial

grounded

Firm "ground rules" laid down
by the Little Rock, Ark., chief of
police nixed chances for a CBS
Radio newsman last Wednesday
(Aug. 12) to make an on-thescene broadcast from integrationtroubled Hall High School.
The newsman assigned by the
network was asked to remove
the radio equipment he had set
up on a utility pole across the
street from the school. The network reported Friday that the
equipment was installed before
the police chief issued his "ground
rules" requiring special press
cards which could be had only
by signing
newsmen wouldstatements
not go that
on school
property, would not "wet up"
posed view
pictures,
would two
not blocks
interstudents within
of school property. Violation of
any provision could mean the loss
of the pass, it was said.

outlets

to air Michigan

etv

The Michigan Education Assn. inaugurates itseducational tv network this
fall with The Constant Challenge, a 30week series about education originating
at WMSB (TV) Onondaga, Mich.
(WMSB [Michigan State U.] shares time
with commercial WILX-TV [Broadcasting, March 16]).
So far the half-hour series is scheduled to be carried by 10 of the state's
commercial tv stations in their public
service programming. The potential audience is figured at five million. Some
areas to be explored by Challenge: financing colleges and schools, radio-tv
in education, the teacher shortage and
related subjects.
News

CBS

in Spanish

WSM Nashville, Tenn., started broadcasting news in Spanish Thursday (Aug.
13). The newscasts, beamed via the station's clear channel to Caribbean area
and Central America, are about the
ministers conference of the Organization of American States taking place at
Santiago, Chile.
WSM's News Dept. prepares twominute newscasts (weekdays, 2, 3, 4
a.m.) for translation by Dr. Maxwell
Lancaster of the Vanderbilt U. Romance Language Dept. The special
schedule, running the duration of the
conference, has been undertaken to
promote inter-American understanding.
WSM is on 650 kc with 50 kw.

Seventh

Day

radio men

plan Denver agenda
A hundred radio-tv directors of the
Seventh Day Adventists will meet Aug.
20-24 at the Olin Hotel, Denver, for
a North American conference under
auspices of the Executive Secretaries
Council. E.R. Walde, radio-tv director
of the General Conference of Seventh
Day Adventists, will preside.
Ways of using broadcast media more
efficiently will be reviewed at the conference. On the agenda are these main
topics — more familiarity with radio-tv
tools; emphasis of the church potential
in mass communications; better radiotv representation at the church level;
follow-up services after broadcast programs, and a code of standards for the
directors.
The Adventists sponsor the Voice of
Prophecy taped program on 472 radio
stations in North America. The series is
supported by individual and church donations. A half-hour tv film, Faith for
Today, is sponsored in six major metropolitan markets and carried on a publicservice basis in 130 other television
markets.
Mr. Walde said the Denver conference will consider a primer or guide for
local broadcast use. It will cover air
techniques, what to say and what not
to say, cooperation with the broadcastBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959
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ONLY

BY
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A lot of shooting in this revolution, but no casualties because
"Scotch" brand Video Tape makes possible flawless "live"
commercials and programs. Re-take and processing headaches are in exile. Production costs are under heavy attack.
And it's not over. The best producers agree that the uses and
economies of video tape, pioneered by 3M research, are
limited only by the imagination of the user.
Fast run-throughs and playbacks, more flexible schedules.
The tape can be erased, re-used, spliced and edited.
Perfect video and audio are preserved on "Scotch" brand
Video Tape which gives you "fluff-proof" commercials for
half the cost. Maybe less.

■
If
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ing industry and solicitation of funds.
Jim Chase is associate director of the
denomination's radio-tv department.
Headquarters office is located in Washington.
Trans-Video

formed

Establishment of Trans-Video Productions Ltd., Toronto,Vhas been announced by Joseph B. Dunkelman,
who has been president of Telepix Ltd.,
and vice president of Screen Gems
(Canada) Ltd.
The Canadian organization has
taken a lease with option to buy studio
and laboratory facilities of Audio Pictures Ltd.. Toronto. Trans-Video plans
to produce about $4 million-worth of
films annually.
Associated with Mr. Dunkelman is
Robert Maxwell, Hollywood producer.
The company currently is producing
three filmed series at Toronto: Shari
Lewis,
London.National Velvet, and Lloyd's of
Italian

competition

Five tv and radio productions have
been picked by the Broadcasting Foundation of America to represent the U.S.
in the 11th annual international competition for Prix Italia, according to
Edward Stanley, NBC, director of
the BFA advisory committee. Programs are Meet Mr. Lincoln,
produced by NBC - TV and A
Sound Life, WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., tv
documentaries; Eulogy for Three NonAdjusted Men, WFMT (FM) Chicago,
radio documentary; The Glittering
Gate, comedy opera, WNYC New
York, and Elegy for a Dead Soldier,
KFMQ (FM) Lincoln, Neb., a radio
musical program.
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m

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug. 17-21, 24-26 (4-4:30 p.m.) Truth
or Consequences, participating
sponsorship.
■R
Aug. 17, 24 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
through
Party, P.
Murray
icals LenInc.
Pharmaceut
andLorillard
& Newell
nen
through Parkson Adv.
25 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Aug. 18,
sustaining.
Passage,
Aug. 18, 25 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmy
Rodgers Show, Liggett & Myers through
McCann-Erickson.
Aug. 19, 26 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is
Right, Lever through J. Walter Thompson.
Aug.Presents
19, 26 Dave
(9-9:30King,
p.m.)Kraft
Kraftthrough
Music
Hall
J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 20 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Aug. 21 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
Aug. 22 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. continental Baking through Ted
Aug. 22 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff & Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox Reeves.
Aug. 22 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
Gattuso Corp. Ltd. through Schneider
Cardon Ltd.
Aug. 23 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, co-operative sponsorship.
Aug. 23 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

• Program

nptes

• Bat Master son, western adventure
seen weekly over NBC-TV, will also be
available to comic strip readers beginning Sept. 7. Columbia Features Inc.
expects to have its version of the ZivTv production in at least 125 newspapers. It will be drawn by Howard
Nostrand and written by Ed Herron.
The printed-page "Bat" is said to bear
a strong resemblance to Gene Barry,

*SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — - no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE
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JINGLE

MILL

• 203 w. 49 St., n.y. 19, n.y. PLaza 7-5730

who sports the cane and derby hat
on tv.
• ABC Films Inc., New York, reports
signing 17 more stations for 26 Men
over the past two weeks, bringing the
total markets for that series to 176.
New customers: WBTW (TV) Florence,
S.C.; WRVA-TV Richmond, Va.;
WNTV (TV) Jackson, Miss.; KALB-TV
Alexandria, La.; KPLC-TV Lake
Charles, La.; KERO-TV Bakersfield,
Calif.; WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.;
WITN (TV) Washington, N.C.; KXLFTV Butte. Mont.; WVEC-TV Norfolk,
Va.; WAFG-TV Huntsville, Ala.;
KFJZ-TV Fort Worth, Tex.; KSWSTV Roswell, N.M.; WCCO-TV Minneapolis, Minn.; KXMC-TV Minot,
N.D.; WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss., and
KHAS-TV Hastings, Neb.
• Independent Television Corp., New
York and Beverly Hills, Calif., reports
a gross of $1,010,000 on Four Just
Men, which has been sold in 74 markets
after a month in syndication. Recent
station sales: WTVH-TV Peoria, 111.;
WFGA-TV Jacksonville and WFLATV Tampa, both Florida; WDSU-TV
New Orleans; KEMB-TV San Diego,
and WKRG-TV Mobile. Latest regional buys: Fresno, Sacramento and San
Francisco, all California; Salt Lake
City; Seattle; Portland, Ore.; St. Louis;
Miami; Denver; Hartford-New Haven;
Nashville; Phoenix; Charlotte, N.C.;
Birmingham; Louisville.
• Split Personality, new NBC-TV audience -participation show (Mon.-Fri.
4:30-5 p.m.) with comedian Tom Poston as m.c. has its debut Sept. 28. It is
a Goodson-Todman production, in association with NBC-TV, produced by
Robert Rowe. The quiz game is played
by two contestants who attempt to
identify a celebrity from different sets
of clues. A winner of two consecutive
contests gets a try at the jackpot prize
awarded for identifying two celebrities
shown in a composite photograph.
Split Personality replaces County Fair
on the schedule.
• Filmercial Productions Inc. (division
of Filmaster Productions [Gunsmoke;
Have Gun, Will Travel; Troubleshooters, and Death Valley Days]), North
Hollywood, appoints Fremantle of
Canada. Toronto-Montreal, to represent it in Canada. Fremantle will
coordinate production business for
Filmercial with that country's agencies. The arrangement affords Canadian
film syndicators the opportunity to integrate Hollywood star commercials in
their U.S. -produced shows.
• CBS-TV has changed the title of its
new weekly half-hour series formerly
called Space to Men Into Space. The
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

series starring Bill Lundigan starts Sept.
30 (8:30-9 p.m. EDT) under sponsorship of American Tobacco Co. CBSTV also reports the series debut of
Dennis The Menace has been changed
from Oct. 2 to Oct. 4 (Sun., 7:30-8 p.m.
EDT).
• Business Final, ABC Radio's entry into
the increasingly popular financial news
field, will feature John Cameron
Swayze. The program, which begins
Sept. 8, will be heard weekdays (4-4:10
p.m.), with re-broadcasts (7:15-7:25
p.m.). Originating at the New York
Stock Exchange, Business Final will
include analyses of market trends and
interviews with prominent businessmen,
as well as the actual financial news. Assisting in the newsgathering process
will be Joseph C. Potter, associate editor of Forbes financial magazine.
• WFIL-TV Philadelphia Wednesday
(Aug. 12) presented Two Seconds to

Russia, a 60-minute documentary
about the July 4 ceremonies in Alaska
when it became a state. Film for the

segments. Early buyers: WOR-TV New
York; WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa., and
KPRC-TV Houston, Tex.

program was shot by WFIL-TV cameraman Harold Hodgeman on assignment
in Alaska. It was edited by Triangle
Stations' (WFIL-TV parent) reporter
Allen Stone.

• Irving Pincus, creator-producer of
The Real McCoys (ABC-TV), has purchased Minding Your Own Business,
autobiographical novel by Charlotte
Paul, with a 1960-61 half-hour comedy
film series in mind. It deals with an
urban couple who move to the countryside and publish a newspaper. The
pilot script has been assigned to Chuck
Stewart and Jack Elinson of McCoys
and The Danny Thomas Show.

• Establishment of additional special
show unit to produce informational programs for CBS-TV's expanded schedule
of such telecasts announced Aug.
7 by John F. Day, director of
news. Av Westin, associate producer,
promoted to producer in charge of new
unit, which has been assigned to CBS
Reports, series of hour-long programs
to be presented in prime evening time
over CBS-TV.
• Trans-Lux Television Corp., N.Y.,
has extended its new film series, Animal
Parade, from 26 to 39 quarter-hour

EQUIPMENT

RADIO

&

• The National Sports Council, New
York, has contracted with Heritage
Productions there for syndication of its
upcoming 39 half-hour film series,
Live Like a Champion. It stars Kyle
Rote of the New York (football) Giants
who will interview top-notch athletes.
Some sessions are to include film shots
of the athlete guest in action.

ENGINEERING

COMMUNICATIONS

Raytheon

sky

platform

There's one communications dream
that has come true — and there's another that's still a dream.
The one, a reality, is Explorer VI,
now circling Earth after being blasted
aloft Aug. 7 via a 53-ton, 90-ft. long
Thor-Able missile from Cape Canaveral (At Deadline, Aug. 10).
The other is the Raytheon-sponsored
idea of a sky platform which, if it proves
feasible, may herald a chain of such
hovering flying carpets for transoceanic
television and communications, radar
missile detection and long-range navigation.
There is one point of similarity be-

RAYTHEON S SKY STATION

possible

IN

companion

tween them. Both are unique in their
power systems. Explorer VI (below
right) is getting its batteries recharged
via 8,000 solar cells attached to four
vanes extending from the spheroid's
waist.
sky platform's
power
come The
via microwave
beams
fromwould
the
Earth.
Explorer VI already carries a crude
forerunner of space television. This
is a "sensing" device which is transmitting 62-line pictures of Earth's cloud
cover for meteorological study — dot by
dot. This is being done through a
photocell and a scanning device the
results of which are being telemetered

SPACE

to satellites

back to Earth.
The paddle-wheel space satellite is
also being used to explore the ionosphere, some 50-200 miles above Earth,
through the comparative use of a very
low frequency signal, 15.5 kc, and a
classified uhf signal. The uhf frequency has not been announced because itis also a command frequency,
capable of turning the satellite's transmitting gear off and on. The uhf frequency is understood to be below the
uhf television band (which runs from
470 mc to 890 mc).
From Earth, a 15.5 kc signal is transmitted to the satellite. A receiver in the

THE PADDLE-WHEEL EXPLORER VI
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satellite takes that signal and converts
it to the uhf frequency. It is then retransmit ed toEarth.
The received uhf signal is being compared to the ionosphere-reflected 15.5
kc signal to determine the special differences which may become extremely
significant if a "shot" is attempted to
Mars or Venus. Both are about 20 million miles away when they are nearest
to Earth.
This work is being handled by National Bureau of Standards, Stanford U.
and Space Technology Labs.
For tracking and telemetry purposes,
the frequencies being used are 108.06
mc and 108.09 mc.
Explorer VI, whose 15 experiments
constitute the greatest number of simultaneous tests from one space vehicle yet
initiated by the United States, is inclined 48 degrees with the Equator. Its
apogee (highest point) has been calculated at 25,000 miles and its perigee
(lowest point), 150 miles. It is making
a complete circle of Earth in 12Vz
hours. Its life span is estimated to be
in excess of one year. The overall cost
of the paddle-wheel experiment was
calculated at $5 million.
The Raytheon project, given life by
a $90,000 Air Force study contract
last week, basically will test the feasi-

bility of powering a vehicle in space
via high energy microwave beams. These
transmissions will be converted into
heat which in turn will power a gas
turbine. The turbine will power the
helicopter-type rotor.
The sky platform idea was first publicly broached by the Waltham, Mass.,
company last May. In essence it calls
for a vehicle capable of hovering over
one spot indefinitely.
In the picture (page 87) the dishes
pointed downward are the antennae for
receiving the microwave beams. Other
dishes on the sides are for communication relay purposes. Atop the sky
platform is a radar antenna, sweeping
the sky.
Programs
new

tv set

plugged

in

campaign

Tv set manufacturers and sellers are
waging a one-month campaign, Aug.
15-Sept. 15, to promote public demand
for receivers by arousing interest in
programs.
The slogan: "Coming, the Finest
Shows of All on Tv This Fall." Elecronic Industries Assn., through its Consumer Products Division, is directing
the campaign. NAB, tv networks and

National Appliance and Radio - Tv
Dealers Assn. are supporting the drive.
James D. Secrest, EIA executive vice
president, wrote major tv dealers to promote display of advertising and promotion material supplied by the association. He predicted the coming season
will be "one of the greatest buying periods in the histoy of the country.
"More families will want to purchase
new receivers and many thousands of
others will want to buy second sets to
use in other rooms," he continued,
urging broadcasters to use the EIA sloMembers of the EIA committee that
developed the campaign are L.C. Truesdell, Zenith Radio Corp., chairman;
Edward
R. Taylor, Motorola Inc. and
gan.
Charles N. Hoffman, Warwick Mfg.
Corp. Marion E. Pettegrew, Sylvania
Electric Products, is EIA division
chairman.
Conrac
razes

conflagration
Glendora

plant

Fire gutted one of the Conrac Inc.
(tv components) plants in Glendora,
Calif., Wednesday (Aug. 12). Destruction is estimated at $450,000.
About $100,000 worth of damage
was to Building No. 2. The rest was to
assembly line machinery, parts and
tools.
heavywasmachinery
is at
Plant (Conrac's
No. 1 which
not involved
in the fire.)
The company's Research Dept. and
blueprints for a plant planned for the
area were not destroyed and the manufacturer says it will not be long before
production level is regained. Firemen
have not ascertained how the fire
started.
• Technical

topics

• Soaring sales have necessitated vacation cutbacks among RCA plant employes. The usual two-week vacations
have been halved due to unprecedented
demand for tv, radio and stereophonic hi-fi sets. RCA Consumer
Products Executive Vice President PJ.
Casella announced that July tv sales

C K L W • C K L W
ROBERT E. EASTMAN A CO., INC
Noll Radio Rap.
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guardian bldg. Detroit
YOUNG TELEVISION CORP.
J. E. CAMPEAU
Nail TV Rep.
President

were the65%
greatest
history,
aheadin ofthea company's
year ago,
while transistor radio shipments beat
last July by 60%. The vacation cutback was needed despite extra shift
operation at RCA home instrument
plants since May 31.
• An unaudited net income of $439,140
(38 cents per share) for the first quarter
of its fiscal years has been reported
by Jerrold Electronics Corp., Phila. This
represents, the company said, net inBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

come of $154,867 on net sales and service revenues of $1,933,267 and non-recurring income of $284,273 (representing profit on sale of Jerrold's Key West,
Fla., community television system). In
the same period last year, Jerrold reported net earning of $7,627 (.007 cents
per share) on net sales and service
revenues of $1,425,340. Jerrold's earning for the full fiscal year ended Feb.
28, 1959, totaled $397,656 (36 cents
per share).
• Dynamic Electronics-New York Inc.
has purchased the Capehart International Corp. there. Involved are all
Capehart patents, licenses, trademarks
and designs, plus distribution rights on
high fidelity stereophonic phonographs,
radios and tv sets in most countries.
Dynamic also acquired the complete
inventory of Capehart component
parts and equipment. Jack M. Winer,
president of Dynamic, has announced
a new and complete Capehart line for
January.
• Sylvania Electric Products Inc., has
acquired a 25,000-square-foot plant in
Manchester, N.H., for the manufacture
of transistors. New production machinery and testing equipment will be installed within the next few months,
with manufacturing operations scheduled to commence early in 1960. Between 800 and 1,000 men are expected
to be employed at the single-story building formerly occupied by the Arrow
FATES

&

Broadcast Advertising
• Emile Frisard,
formerly vp and creative director at Compton Adv., N.Y., to
Lennen & Newell,
that city, as senior vp
and director of copy.
Mr. Frisard joined
Compton in 1957,
Mr. Frisard
having been with Ted
Bates, Biow Co and Grey Adv., all
New York.
• George J. Zachary, formerly producer with Wightman Productions,
N.Y., joins Kenyon & Eckhardt, that
city, as radio-tv programming supervisor. Other K&E appointments:
Carroll L. Pfeifer, formerly vp and
account group head at Fuller & Smith
& Ross, N.Y., as merchandising executive; Stuart H. Berg, project supervisor with Helene Curtis Inc., Chicago,
(cosmetics), as producer in commercial films with MPO Inc., N.Y., as
producer in commercial production department; Max Glandbard, staff director of commercial films with MPO Inc.,
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Needle Co. Sylvania is a subsidiary of
General Telephone & Electronics Corp.
• Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co., Dallas, has introduced Magniphase, an all-electronic device for protecting radio frequency transmission
lines, antenna and antenna tuning
equipment from damage due to line
faults, arcs or overloads. Magniphase
is designed to detect an arc at any point
in the antenna system, convey information to the transmitter and squelch the
transmitter's output. Immediately selfrestoring, the transmitter interruption
goes unnoticed on the air. The system
is for use with any transmitter operating in the standard broadcast band,
with 5 kw-50 kw output power and
into impedances of 50 ohms-250 ohms.
• Amplifier Corp. of America, N.Y.,
is producing an automatic volume control amplifier which is said to maintain
a constant output within 1 db with input changes of 30 db. Named the AVC
Amplifier, the unit basically consists
of a two-stage push-pull circuit. Operating conditions of the input stage have
been designed to provide optimum
limiter action with minimum distortion.
Input may be connected directly to a
balanced 600 ohm line or bridged
across a 600 ohm line without upsetting
line impedance. For broadcasting application the gain control feature automatically keeps modulation at peak
levels without exceeding modulation
limits. Factory net price: $195.
FORTUNES

NEGRO
Community Programming

SPANISH/PUERTO RICAN
Programming

N.Y., as producer; Sidney M. Maran,
copywriter, to account executive.
• Nelson Carter named senior vp and
manager of Los Angeles office of
Barnes Chase Co., San Diego. Mr.
Carter, formerly in similar position at
Foote, Cone & Belding, has been elected
to board and purchased "a substantial
stock interest," according to agency's
president, James B. Lane.
• Thomas F. Scannell Jr. promoted
from account executive to vp and account supervisor at Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee.
• Joe Perry, account executive at Tatham-Laird, Chicago, to New York office as assistant account supervisor on
Whitehall Labs. He had worked on
Kolynos toothpaste account in Chicago.
• Robert Pliskin, formerly senior art
director at McCann-Erickson, N.Y., to
Benton & Bowles, that city, as vp in
charge of art. Other B&B executive appointments: Alfred Goldman, formerly vp and copy director at Reach, McClinton & Co., N.Y., named vp and

24
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DAILY

of Whirl-Wind sales action

WWRL
NEW
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associate creative director: Jean
Brown, formerly copy supervisor at
Grey Adv., N.Y., appointed vp and
creative supervisor.
• Edgar J. Donaldson, vp and director
of radio-tv department of Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove,
Pittsburgh, moves department headquarters
to N.Y. Warren C.
Rossell named manMr.
ager of Pittsburgh
Donaldson
radio-tv staff; Donald Fox to tv production supervisor
and Norton T.
Gretzler named tvradio business manager in N.Y.
• Solita Arbib, associate creative diMr. Rossell
rector at McCannErickson, NY., named vp.
• Thomas P. Howard, account executive at The Rumrill Co., Rochester,
N.Y., elected vp.
• Raymond Corder, assistant director
of Creative PR, N.Y. (pr subsidiary of
Anderson & Cairns Adv.), named manager. He succeeds Ashley W. Burner,
who has resigned.

• Paul S. Gerot, president of Pillsbury
Co., Minneapolis, elected to board of
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co.
• William H. Dinsmore, formerly
with General Electric Co., Schenectady,
NY., appointed general manager of
new corporate pr department of American Can Co., NY., maker of Dixie
Cups and other products.
• George S. Burrows, media supervisor at N.W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia,
named media director. Joseph Fierro,
formerly timebuyer in home office,
transferred to Detroit office's service
group assigned to Plymouth account.
• Hooper White, commercial producer
at J. Walter Thompson, Chicago, appointed commercial production manager in New York office of Leo Burnett.
Mr. White is credited with pioneering
in agency use of video tape recording
facilities in Chicago.
• Edward J. Brewton, formerly with
Midland Cooperatives Inc., Minneapolis, named radio-tv director with Foulke
Agency, that city. Alan V. Lambert,
formerly with Herbert Willis & Assoc.,
agency there, joins Foulke as assistant
account executive. William P. Sahlsteen, copywriter, promoted to copy
chief.

• Miles T. Williams, previously with
Netedu Adv. St. Joseph, Mich., and
Horton-Noyes Co., Providence, R.I.,
appointed group head at M.M. Fisher
Assoc., Chicago.
• Lorenzo De La Vega, formerly pr
director at McCann-Erickson, Cuba, to
Shulton
N.Y.,etc.)
("Oldas Spice"
toiletries,Inc.,
insecticides,
international
advertising manager.
The Media
• Omar Elder Jr.
and Charles DeBare
named general counsels for ABC-TV and
ABC Radio respectively in new division
of ABC's legal department. Mr. Elder,
ABC assistant general
counsel since August

CHICAGO

DALLAS

• Saul Rosenzweig, general sales
manager of WLOS-TV Asheville, N.C.Gre nvil eSpartanburg,
S.C., adds
duties of vp in charge of tv sales of
Skyway Broadcasting Co., which also
owns WTVJ (TV) Miami and has interest in WFGA-TV Jacksonville, both
Florida.

SAN FRANCISCO

Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis John F. Hardesty
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street 111 Sutter Street
Executive 3-3456
DElaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Willard C. Worcester, publisher of
Muncie (Ind.) Star & Press and general manager of WIRE Indianapolis,
transferred to Phoenix as general manager of Arizona Republic and Phoenix
Gazette. All are part of Central Newspapers Inc., of which Eugene C. Pulliam is president. Mr. Worcester will
continue supervisory control over
WIRE.
• Bill

90
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1953, President
reports to Oliver
ABCTV
Treyz; Mr. DeBare,
staff attorney since
February of this year,
reports to ABC Radio
President Edward J.
DeGray and Stephen
J. Riddlederger, vp
for o&o stations.

• Stephen R. Rintoul Jr., account executive at Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, NY., named vp, succeeding his
late father, Stephen Rintoul Sr.

HAMILTQN-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS

• NEGOTIATIONS

• William A. Crother, formerly copy
chief at Donahue & Coe, N.Y., and
Robert Kroll, formerly with Lennen
& Newell, N.Y., to copy department
staff of William Esty, that city.

Mr. DeBare

"Midwest
singleof station,
excellent market, servesDaytimer
trading — area
75,000. $210,000.00
with
29% down."

NATIONWIDE

• Pete Greeman, copywriter at BBDO,
NY.,
to Norman, Craig & Kummel,
that city.

• Jack Shor, sales promotion man-

"South-Central California — 250 watt fulltimer servmarket of of35,000.
$3,000-plus
monthly
and ingcapable
doingGrossing
much better.
Total
price
$60,000 — $20,000 down and easy terms on balance."

WASHINGTON, D. C.

ager at Clairol Inc., N.Y., named pr
and merchandising manager.

Fall, program manager of
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WFBM-TV Indianapolis, named program operations manager of WFBMAM-FM-TV. He is succeeded by Warren Wright, previously executive producer with WCAU-TV Philadelphia;
appointments effective Sept. 1.
• Ted O'Connell, account executive
with CBS Tv Spot Sales, N.Y., named
midwestern sales manager, Chicago office. Howard H. Marsh, rep's Detroit
sales manager transfers to New York,
as account executive. Both appointments effective Aug. 24.
• Sam Zelman, west
coast bureau manager
for CBS News and
news director for network's KNXT (TV)
Los Angeles, named
special assistant to director of CBS News.
Mr. Zelman's first asMr. Zelman
signment will be directing coverage of 1960 national political conventions and elections. Av
Westin, associate producer of special
show unit of CBS News, named producer in charge of additional such unit,
which will be assigned to Fred W.
Friendly's CBS Reports series.
• Orville F. Burda, formerly general
manager of KDIX-AM-TV Dickinson,
appointed commercial manager of
KXJB-TV Valley City, both North Dakota.
• Paul Martin, national sales manager of KHJ Los Angeles for five years,
appointed general sales manager.
• Tom Duggan promoted from sales
staff of KICN Denver to sales manager.
• J. Richardson (Dick) Loughrin,
formerly senior salesman with CBS-TV
Spot Sales, N.Y., to Television Advertising Representatives, as general manager, Los Angeles area.
• Jerry Wax, formerly program director of WALL Middleton, named
general manager of WWHG-AM-FM
Hornell, both New York.
• Edward H. Forester, formerly with
fortM and
COMMERCIAL
STUDIOS
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The Katz Agency, N.Y., to WICC
Bridgeport, Conn., in new post of
national radio sales manager, with headquarters in New York.

This four-leaf clover
is worth looking over!

• Philip M. Bottfeld, formerly account executive (Schick, Carlings Red
Cap and others), at Benton & Bowles,
N.Y., has resigned to form marketing
and communications consultant firm,
bearing his name, at 15 W. 46th St.,
N.Y. Mr. Bottfeld also served B & B
as west coast pr director, and associate pr director in New York.
• O.P. (Bob) Bobbitt, general sales
manager
KTBCAM-TV of Austin,
named vp in charge
of sales of The L B J
Co., which also operates KRGV-AM-TV
Weslaco, both Texas,
Mr. Bobbitt
Mr. Bobbitt first
joined KTBC nine years ago.
• J.W. (Bill) Slates, formerly manager of KFSA - AM - TV Fort Smith,
Ark., named manager of KN AC-TV,
that city, succeeding Harry Huey, released for other duties within parent
group, Donald W. Reynolds stations.
• Hal Walton resigns as vp and general manager of WNJR Newark, N.J.,
effective Aug. 23.
• William Holm, general manager of
WLPO LaSalle, 111., and John W.
Jacobs Jr., president and general manager of WDUN Gainesville, Ga., named
to board of Assn. for Professional
Broadcasting Education, which is supported cooperatively by 53 colleges and
NAB. They succeed Ward Quaal,
WGN-AM-TV Chicago and Lee W.
Ruwitch,
WTVJ (TV) Miami, respectively.

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
151,400 TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Joplin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.
KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
pks
*TV Mag., June '59

summ

• Martin J. McGeehan, 49, radio account executive on sales staff of ABC
Chicago and formerly general manager
of WCFL, that city, died Aug. 12.
• William G. Rambeau, recently resigned president of Rambeau, Vance,
Hopple, station rep, has opened office
as broadcast consultant at 10 E. 43 rd
St., N.Y. Telephone: Oxford 7-8896.
• Harold R. Meier promoted from assistant news director to news director of
KSTP-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul. He
succeeds Julian Hoshal, resigned to
become university relations representative and instructor for U. of Minnesota's school of journalism.
• Gregory Murphy Jr., with sales
staff at The Katz Agency, Atlanta, promoted to office manager.
• Robert J. Norwood promoted from
program director to studio manager of

3
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Brilliant but deranged criminology student nearly gets
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— The Arizona Republic
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One hundred and eleven
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Timexecs meet • Informality was the keynote of last week's four-day
meeting of the Time Inc. radio-tv general managers in Minneapolis. Purpose of the meeting: to plan winter-fall activities. Highlight: a meeting
with leading business and agency representatives of the Twin Cities to outline plans in the media to major national advertisers in that area. Shown
here (1 to r) are Time's general managers: Eldon Campbell, WFBM-AMFM-TV Indianapolis; G. Bennett Larson, KDYL-AM-FM and KTVT
(TV) Salt Lake City (now sold); Hugh B. Terry, KLZ-AM-TV Denver;
Phil Hoffman, vp, WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis; Weston C. Pullen Jr.,
vp for broadcasting, Time Inc., N.Y.; Bill Schroeder, WOOD-AM-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.
WQTE Monroe, Mich. (formerly
WMIC). Irv Laing, announcer-engineer, named chief engineer.
• Ronald J. Weaver named promotion
manager of WIBC Indianapolis, succeeding Robert W. Bidlack Jr., who
resigned.
• M. Clare Patterson Jr., formerly
news director of WPEL Montrose, Pa.,
appointed general manager of WYCA
(FM) Hammond, Ind. (formerly
WJOB).
• Richard J. Gage, formerly chief engineer of WPEL Montrose, appointed
general manager of WDAC (FM) Lancaster, both Pennsylvania, effective
Aug. 24.
• Lewis R. Click, assistant auditor of
WSAZ Inc., appointed comptroller.
WSAZ Inc. operates WSAZ-AM-TV
Huntington and WKAZ - AM - FM
Charleston, both West Virginia.
• David Yarnell, formerly publicity
director of WNEW-AM-FM New York,
pr director for MBS and program manager of WNEW-TV, joins WCBS-AMFM New York, as publicity director.
• Thomas H. Ruben appointed station
manager of WLOL-FM MinneapolisSt. Paul, succeeding Joe Ehrenberg,
who resigned. Ken Anderson, staff
member, named program director.
• Jim Nesbit, formerly account executive and continuity director with
WFIE-TV Evansville, Ind., named promotion director of WISH Indianapolis.
• Tom Crane promoted from newscaster to news director of WKMH-AMFM Dearborn-Detroit.

• Tony Graham, formerly announcer
and program director of WEEP Pittsburgh, named assistant program manager of KDKA-AM-FM, that city.
• Edward R. Newman, air personality
with WWIN Baltimore, adds duties of
commercial manager.
• William D. Hamilton, formerly
consultant to Jamaican Broadcasting
Corp., Jamaica, B.W.I. , to WMCA
New York., as director of public affairs.
• Sam Benson, with KLAC Los Angeles since 1950 as announcer, program supervisor and newsman, appointed news editor.
• Jim Harrison, formerly with KAYO
Seattle, named '"director of sound" of
KWIZ-AM-FM Santa Ana, Calif., in
charge of personalities, news and sports.
• Vic Miller, announcer with KOOK
Billings, Mont., promoted to chief announcer and news director. Red Welsh,
Billings newspaper man, appointed editorial writer and commentator. Bob
Swartz, announcer with KOPR Butte
and KGVO Missoula, both Montana,
joins KOOK as air personality.
• Christine Stewart, formerly reporter with Canadian Press, Stanley
Willis, formerly with New York Daily
News, and Frank (Chip) Cipolla,
formerly news director of WHLI Hempstead, L.I.. to WNEW New York's
news and special events staff.
• Karl Haas, concert musician, appointed director of fine arts of WJRAM-FM Detroit. Mr. Haas will supervise planning and broadcast of classical
music and cultural programs as well as
performing as solo pianist.
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• Edith Krams Whaley, formerly
media director of Stromberger, LaVene
McKenzie, L.A., advertising agency,
has opened media representative firm
bearing her name.

• Joseph G. Sheward moves from
sales staff of WIP-AM-FM Philadelphia
to that of WRCV, that city. Bill Dean,
newswriter, rejoins WRCV-AM-TV,
after three-year Army tour.

• Ed Dunbar, formerly member of
NBC's network sales staff, S.F., to
Weed Television Corp., that city, as tv
account executive.

• Wall Matthews, formerly promotion director of WBAL-TV Baltimore,
joins sales staff of WITH, that city.

• Carl Tinnon, operation manager and
film buyer of KTVI (TV) St. Louis,
died in automobile accident Aug. 7.
• Rosemary Lewis appointed director
of public relations of KIOA Des
Moines, Iowa.
• Carlo Anneke, formerly sales manager of WDSM-TV Duluth, Minn.,
joins KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as account executive.
• John M. Brigham, formerly with
sales staff of Edward Petry Co., N.Y.,
to WCBS-TV, that city, in similar capacity.
• Myron G. Tischler joins New York
sales staff of American Research Bureau.
• Richard G. Cruise, salesman with
KHJ-TV Los Angeles, to Edward Petry
& Co., that city, in similar capacity.
• Charles H. Warner Jr., formerly
of sales staff of WTTG (TV) Washington, to WTOP-TV, that city, as account executive.
• Robert Innes, formerly account executive with CBS, N.Y., to New York
sales staff of WGN-TV Chicago.
• Dave Bause joins WRAW
ing, Pa., as air personality.

• John Wallace Drew, formerly
with directing staff of WTOP-TV Washington, to that of WJIM-TV Lansing,
Mich.
• John Gee joins WGEZ
as air personality.

Beloit, Wis.,

• Pat Shanahan joins WRIT Milwaukee as announcer.
• Dan Ingram, air personality with
WNHC-AM-FM New Haven, Conn.,
to KBOX Dallas in similar capacity.
Other KBOX appointments: John
Borders, formerly with WACO Waco,
Tex., as announcer; Gerald Hirsch,
formerly of WGBF Evansville, Ind., to
news staff.
• Tyler Stewart, formerly sales manager of KWKC Abilene, Tex., and Edward Lydon, formerly sales rep with
KXYZ Houston, to WIL St. Louis as
account executives. Bud Coe joins WIL
news staff.
• Jack Brown, account executive with
KEWB Oakland, Calif., to KYA San
Francisco in similar capacity.
• Mel

Sokolow, formerly pr. director of Technical Tape Corp., New
Rochelle, NY., named promotion rep
of New York edition of TV Guide.

Read-

• Robert J. Cohen joins WFEA Manchester, N.H., as account executive.

• Leo Minton, formerly with KXLK
Great Falls, Mont., to KGU Honolulu as announcer. James DeBold,
formerly with WHIZ-TV Zanesville, to
WLWC (TV) Columbus, both Ohio, as
producer-director. They are both graduates of Northwest Schools, Portland,
Ore.

• Scott Peters joins news staff of
WALL Middletown, N.Y.

• Lou Sherman joins WXYZ-AM-FM
Detroit as air personality.
ALL CASH?
TERMS?
PARTNERSHIP?
LEASE?
Nationally known executive vice
president of eastern major market
radio chain wants to move west as
owner of station. Any proposition
considered.
Box 23 7 P, BROADCASTING
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• Don Shafer, formerly program director of WAXX Chippewa Falls, Wis.,
to
KALL
Salt Lake City as air personality.
• John Lupton, air personality with
WCAU - AM - FM Philadelphia, to
WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland in similar
capacity.
Programming
•John B. Cron, formerly managing director of European operations, Screen
Gems, N.Y., and previously sales manager of NBC-TV's film division, elected
president of Phoenix Television Co.,
N.Y., subsidiary of Great American
Publications Inc., that city, publisher of
Weird Tales, etc.
• Walter Lowendahl, formerly head
of own theatrical film producing firm
in N.Y., to Wilding Inc., that city,

Time

for

a

Checkup?

Who knows, maybe it is. You get
checkups on everything else — your
health, your kids, the car.
So why not your investments, too?
After all, times change — and so do
security values. The stocks you bought
five years ago may have been just fine
what
for your
about
now?purposes then — but

Maybe your objectives have changed.
Maybe other stocks offer far better
opportunities.
Maybe there are definite weak spots
here and there in your portfolio.
That's why we think every investor
should get a good financial checkup
from time to time . . . find out just
what his investment program looks
like to a practiced, impartial observer.
And if you'd like to know what we
think of the stocks you own, we'll be
happy to tell you.
Our Research Department will mail
you an objective review of your present
portfolio, give you all the facts they
can about any particular stocks you
may want to buy or sell, or prepare a
complete investment program for any
sum, any objective.
There's no charge for this service,
not.
either.
Whether you're a customer or
If you'd like an investment checkup,
just write us a letter about your situation. You simply address —
Joseph C. Quinn
Department BT-42
Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith
INCORPORATED
Members New York Stock Exchange
and all other Principal Exchanges
70 Pine Street, New York 5, N. Y. 93
Offices in 112 Cities

as executive producer. Mr. Lowendahl is founder and former president
of Film Producers Assoc., N.Y., and
currently chairman of its labor committee.

Mr. Burns

• Lloyd Burns, vp
and general manager
of Screen Gems (Canada) Ltd., appointed
vp in charge of international operations,
Screen Gems Inc., effective Sept. 1. He
succeeds William H.
FlNESHRIBER Jr., who
resigned.

• Ruth Pologe, formerly in charge
of magazine and radio-tv publicity with
J. Arthur Rank Productions, N.Y.,
joins American-International Film Distributors, that city, as eastern publicity
representative.
• Leon I. Mirell, formerly with program department of CBS-TV in Hollywood, where he developed new programs for News and Public Affairs
Dept. and syndicated film division,
joins MGM-TV, Culver City, as director of business affairs.
• Rod Serling, Emmy-winning writerproducer, has signed exclusive threeyear contract with CBS-TV. Through
his Cayuga Productions Inc., he will
develop new properties for network.
• Hugh Gollogly, formerly senior
copywriter at McCann-Erickson, to
Great Lakes Div. of Wilding Inc. as account executive.
• John J. Howley and Frank E. Lebeau, to southwest division; Ted Swift
and Casper Chouinard to central division; Charles A. Dunbar to western
area market, and John W. Weidmer to
New York headquarters of United Artist Television Inc. as account executives.
• Robert Canon, director of Gerald
McBoing-Boing cartoon series, among
others, has joined Playhouse Pictures,
America's

AP directors
The Associated Press Radio
and Television Assn. has elected
six new members to its 16-man
board of directors. Balloting was
by mail among nominations from
a committee presided over by
D.L. Provost, vice president and
general manager of the radio-tv
division of the Hearst Corp.
Successful candidates: Joe M.
Cleary, general manager and
news director of WESB Bradford,
Pa., a one-year term representing
radio stations of less than 1 kw,
eastern district; Daniel W. Kops,
an incumbent and APRTA president, who is also president of
WAVZ New Haven, Conn., and
WTRY Troy, N.Y., a four-year
term representing radio stations
of 1 through 10 kw, eastern district; Matt Bonedrake, incumbent, president and general manager of KOCY Oklahoma City, a
two-year term representing radio
stations of less than 1 kw, southern district; F.O. Carver, news
director of WSJS-AM-FM Winston-Salem, N.C., one year, serving out the unexpired term of
Davenport Smith, WBRC Birmingham, resigned, representing
stations of 1 through 10 kw,
southern district; Robert E.
Schmidt, general manager KAYS
Hays, Kan., three years, representing radio stations of less than
1 kw, central district; Ken Nybo,
incumbent, general manager of
KBMY Billings, Mont., a fouryear term representing radio stations of less than 1 kw in western
district.
Hollywood animation organization. Edward Levitt, formerly with John
Sutherland Productions and UPA, to
Playhouse Pictures as story-and-sketch
man.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
ULster 2-5600
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• Otto Ebert, formerly midwestern
manager for J. Arthur Rank Productions, to United Artists Associated,
Chicago, as account executive.
Equipment & Engineering
• Noah Dietrich, former financial associate of Howard Hughes, Emmett
Steele, former Litton Industries military sales director, and Richard Woike,
eastern financier, elected directors of
Houston Fearless Corp., L.A., manufacturer of film processing systems and
precision audio-film equipment.
• Alvin Barshop, district sales manager, promoted to regional sales manager of eastern division of Granco
Products Inc., Long Island City, N.Y.,
manufacturer of fm radios and hi-fi
equipment.
• Dr. W. Crawford Dunlap, director
of semiconductor research with Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., named
editor-in-chief of Solid State Electronics, new international publication dealing
devices.with transistors and other solid-state
• Raymond F. Wulfe, formerly with
Douglas Aircraft Co., Santa Monica,
Calif., named director of southwestern
engineering division office, Dallas, of
Telechrome Manufacturing Co., Amityville, N.Y.
International
• Townsend Griffin, vp and member
of plans
board at N.Y.,
Benton & Bowles,
named

Mr. Griffin

resident director of Lambe &
Robinson - Benton &
Bowles Ltd., (British
subsidiary of B&B),
London. He succeeds

George Beaumont who moves to Dorland Agency of Paris and Brussels, a
B&B affiliate.
• Rene Morrell named assistant Europeon news bureau chief of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. with headquarters in London. Mr. Morrell has been
feature writer and commentator with
NATO Information Service and colonial correspondent with Radiodiffussion Francaise, Paris. WBC plans new
bureaus in Paris, Rome and Bonn.
• Mary Moran, radio-tv timebuyer of
MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto, to
CFCF Montreal, to head new consumer project.
• Robert M. Fisk, formerly with ABC
Films as manager of film operations,
joins Fremantle International, N.Y., as
supervisor of Latin American sales.
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INTERNATIONAL
MORNING

CUTBACK
Toronto

Ontario
protests

tv operator
curb

by BBG

The restriction on morning television
by Canada's
proposed
programming,
Board
of Broadcast
Governors
( Broadcasting, Aug. 10), has drawn the fire
of at least one private tv operator in
the Dominion. He's Bruce McLeod,
general manager of CKGN-TV North
Bay, Ont., who said that the proposal
would drive border viewers to U.S.
stations.
Mr. McLeod made his statement following the proposed Canadian regulations which would prohibit morning tv
programs except for special purposes.
Mr. McLeod claims CKGN-TV pioneered in Canada in morning programs
live from its studio, and has now been
telecasting 2V'2 hours daily each morning for a year with high audience rating,
sometimes even more than in early
evening hours.
He feels that in proposing these regulations the BBG "may well consider
themselves the architects of what appears to be the beginnings of a police
state in Canada. When any group of
government appointees takes it upon
itself to decide what Canadians should
watch on their tv screens, and at what
time of day they are to be permitted
to watch at all, then surely the people
of Canada have cause for alarm.
"If the were
proposed
ruling ona fact,
morning
television
to become
the
BBG would deny tv at this period of the
day to many hundreds of thousands of
Canadians
so-called
'captive'
and would in drive
millions
of areas,
other
viewers in the more southerly regions
of Canada into the arms of American
broadcasters and their tv programs."
CKGN-TV has had more than 22
hours weekly of live programming,
made possible, McLeod points out, by
Morning Show earnings.

• Abroad

in brief

• CJCB-TV Sydney, Nova Scotia, has
set target date of Sept. 1 for the start
of operations of satellite station CJCBTV 1 Inverness, N.S. Some 15,000
homes in five Canadian counties will
be added to CJCB-TV's coverage, it
was
predicted.
is Weed
& Co.. The
New station's
York. U.S. rep
• The Amalgamated Press, England,
holding in Southern Tv there has been
relinquished following the purchase of
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to try wire tv
for the programs selected and the
Pay-tv is coming to Etobicocke.
units attached to sets will record
This western section of metrooverpayments as well as all programs
politan Toronto will put in some 84
viewed.
miles of pole and ground cable
With November scheduled as the
during the next few months, to
starting date for Etobicocke pay-tv.
bring Trans-Canada Telemeter Ltd.
Telemeter is saying that prices to
entertainment to 5,000 households
be charged for its products will be
by mid-winter. A contract has been
in line with what a subscriber would
signed between Bell Telephone Co..
expect to pay for a choice seat in
which will install the wire, and
a theatre or a sports arena.
Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Ltd., parent organization of TransCanada Telemeter. Executing the
deal: J.J. Fitzgibbons, Famous
Players president, and W.H. Cruikshank.
Bell's Toronto vice president.
A total 13,000 Etobicocke households, and later, say the pay-tv
people, perhaps even all of western
Toronto, 40,000 households, will
get to see "current movies, 'blacked
out'
concerts,
operas,"
and sports
other events,
offerings
by dropping
coins in Telemeter units on their
home tv sets. Ch. 5. inactive in
Toronto will be used on the sets to
bring in any one of three programs
offered through the Telemeter units.
An additional "barker" channel
will inform viewers of program
and price information. According to
Telemeter, subscribers will pay only
Amalgamated by the British Daily
Mirror group. The Rank Organisation
and Associated Newspapers Ltd. have
increased their holdings by acquiring
one quarter of the 33% holding of
Amalgamated. They now jointly own
75% of the approximately $300,000
equity of Southern Tv.
• Austria had 77,257 tv sets registered
July 1. This means the total of licensed
receivers increased 28,019 the first six

United

Press

Facsimile
United

Signing for Pay
Messrs. Fitzgibbons (I) and
Cruikshank

months
the year. These
include of
unregistered
tv sets.figures don't
• ZVEI, West German electric-electronic industries organization, has 1,300
German manufacturers as members.
• Bernard L. Schubert Inc. New York,
has opened offices in Paris, Tokyo,
Sydney, Mexico City and Buenos Aires,
bringing its number of overseas
branches to eight.

International
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Press

C

and

Movietone Newsfilm
Build Ra
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FANFARE
Playing for the premier
Premier Khrushchev is to receive a
special album of 25 "typical" American
songs, complete with Russian translation of their lyrics, from WNEW New
York. Beginning today (Aug. 17) the
station is asking listeners to vote by
postcard for songs considered most appropriate. Those selected for the "Star
Spangled Music" project will also be
featured on WNEW during the Soviet
dignitary's stay in New York.
'Eyepatch' winner announced
A hometown agency man has won
the national advertising contest conducted by KGW-TV Portland, Ore.
A three-man judges' panel in Los
Angeles, deliberating among entries
(unmarked except by number) from all
over the country, picked the entry of
Homer Groening, head of a Portland
agency, to win a new automobile.
The contest was launched by KGWTV last spring shortly after its affiliation
with NBC-TV. In trade publications
the station ran a blank page, asking
admen to fill in copy keyed to the new
KGW-TV affiliation. The contest was
titled "Design your own eyepatch."

HOT

STUFF!

Woman fashion editor poses
as shoplifter and aids police
in capture of professional
ring.
-The Philadelphia Daily News
Starring PAUL STEWART
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
06

Melon time in radio • The good old summertime is the peak period of the
year for radio. Radio Advertising Bureau earlier this month distributed watermelons tied in red bows to New York ad agency presidents to promote the
findings of Sindlinger & Co., which showed radio listening surpassed tv viewing for three weeks in July (Broadcasting, Aug. 10). Pictured are Miles
David 1), vice president and director of promotion for RAB, and Robert
Alter, RAB manager of sales administration, as they stack up the shopping
basket for Liz Gardner of the Rice-McHugh model agency.
Also hailing radio's midsummer victory was the Mutual network. Six news
broadcasts on Aug. 5 reported the Sindlinger radio-tv story.

In the guests' own tongue
ABC's WBKB (TV) Chicago last week
launched an intensive spot campaign in
both Spanish and English to promote its
upcoming coverage of the third PanAmerican games in that city. Special
bi-lingual announcements (10, 20 and
60-second) are being aired 30 times
daily through Sept. 7 close of the 12day event. Half of each spot is devoted
to a description in Spanish of the many
events and the other half to the English
translation. WBKB plans 22 hours of
coverage, 12 hours live and the rest on
video tape and film, starting Aug. 27.
NBC's WNBQ (TV) Chicago, has
scheduled a special color preview of
Pan American festivities on its weekly
American scene public service series.
On-camera hit for KNTV (TV)
The KNTV (TV) western-style dance
show, Record Hop received a shot in
the arm July 29 and host Frank Darien
was on the wrong end of it. Mr. Darien
had asked two members of the local

Gunslingers Club to appear to crash
the show, have a quarrel then shoot it
out with blanks.
Things went as planned until the
gunslingers drew. At this point the
host jumped between the two in mock
consternation. The guns went off and
a wad from one hit Mr. Darien in the
arm. He staggered off-camera but was
able to finish the show after a few
moments. He later had hospital treatment for powder burns and the slight
wound.
Space guaranteed
CBS-TV studios in New York and
Hollywood will be invaded by 51
women, one from each of the United
States plus Hawaii and the District of
Columbia, during the second annual
CBS Daytime Televisit week (Sept.
12-19). This year the selected ladies
will spend the first part of the week
in New York, followed by a jet flight
to the West Coast for the final three
days. (Only New York was visited last
year.) CBS-TV affiliates and cooperaBROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

ting newspapers will choose the tourists
on the basis of letters submitted by
candidates telling why they want to
participate. Those chosen are expected
to file daily stories with their local
newspapers describing their inside view
of CBS-TV.
Day

at the

races

Some 225 representatives of advertising agencies which bill more than $1
million each were entertained by
WROW-WTEN (TV) Albany, N.Y. at
the horse races at Saratoga, N.Y. Aug.
6.
The stations provided air transport
to and from New York, lunch at the
track, and a buffet dinner after the
races indoors at the Shaker Ridge
Country Club in Albany.
The stations are owned by Capital
Cities Television Corp., of which Frank
M. Smith is president. This was the
fifth annual event of its kind.
WKRC-TV opportunizing
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, Ohio, ran a
contest to keep viewers interested while
it went off the air to transfer transmitters. Three viewers who submitted the
best estimate of how long the station
would be dark were given air-conditioners. Despite this promotion more than
3,000 telephone calls were received
from people asking why WKRC-TV
and WKRC-FM were off the air. (It
took 21 hours to switch transmitters.)
Also in the WKRC-TV summer promotion report: The use of a newswagon
as a refreshment station at the Cincinnati Grocers Manufacturers Representatives annual outing at a local country
club. The wagon was driven on the links
and golfers received refreshments, compliments of the station.
A heatwave was used as an excuse to
promote a "refreshing" tv schedule. To
augment air promotion, girls were stationed downtown with carts full of ice
cubes. A hundred of the passersby who
accepted a cube from the cart found a
dollar bill inside.
'Best' is a seller
Ruth Lyons, hostess of the 50-50
Club daily on WLW-WLWT (TV) Cincinnati, had to order a quick repressing
of the show cast's second record album,
"Our Best to You." In one week 25,000
copies of the long-play song disc were
exhausted. More copies, including a
number in stereo, went into immediate
production. Songs performed by 50-50
regulars include standards and three
new tunes by Miss Lyons, who also is
heard at the organ. The troupe's first
album, "Ten Tunes of Christmas," was
reported a top holiday seller last year.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Silver apple seeds
How does an advertising agency celebrate 24 years and $100 million in current billings? Leo Burnett Co. of Chicago used its well-known symbol, the
apple, to commemorate its 24th anniversary Aug. 5. Each of some 830 employes in Chicago, New York, Hollywood, Detroit and Toronto received an
apple-shaped leather purse, which when
unzipped spilled out 24 silver dollars.
In addition, some 640 employes also
took part in Burnett's "Applestakes"
contest, competing by answering 24
questions about the agency. First prize
of $250 was awarded to Nancy Myers
of the Burnett Hollywood office. Among
other prize winners (ranking 9 through
12) were personnel in Burnett's broadcasting, tv,film and media departments.
• Drumbeats
• Shark warnings are broadcast by
KOMY Watsonville, Calif., to listeners
in the Monterey Bay area. Fishing
boats and armed services planes have
been enlisted to scout the dangerous
fish.
• Children of members of the Los Angeles Fire Dept. are heard on KFWB
there urging listeners in dry mountain
areas to observe fire prevention regulations.

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPS—
the accusation of
LIBEL-SLANDER
PIRACY- PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New York,
San Francisc
100 Bosh
107 William
St.

• "Pin your budget onto the big KWFT
[Wichita Falls, Tex.] coverage and you
nail down nearly 43A million people,"
says a promotion card from the station.
The mail piece is stuck through with a
six-inch spike.
• KSTT Davenport, Iowa, got in on the
act when the circus came to town. Four
disc jockies and the station's Girl Friday rode elephants in the circus parade.
They carried station banners and gave
away all the records that could be transported on five elephants and inside escorting KSTT news cruisers. To qualify
for a record, a spectator had to display
a sign bearing the call letters, an arrangement promoted on the air before
parade time.
• Learning to square dance in wheel
chairs had other than obvious problems for a group of handicapped Denver teenagers — until a representative of
the "Whirling Wheels" got an interview
on KHOW in that city. The youngsters
had just organized and needed a place
for their meetings and dancing. A representative appeared on the Kay Howe
Show and the group was offered a locaview. tion by Mauro Motors after the inter• WNTA Newark, N.J., is promoting
an addition to its broadcast rig as the
"listening man's filter." "LMF" is being
touted in hourly announcements. To
show what the addition means, WNTA
plays 30 seconds of unfiltered music

.HOWARD E. STARK,
St
Brokers and Financial
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selection with the filter switch in operation.
• WGMS Washington didn't try to ignore Dog Days this year. What is traditionally a slack season was heralded
with a day of special programming as
the stations' salesmen sold new canine
accounts: kennels and a "dog beauty
salon" for French poodles. Special dog
music was spelled by barking station
breaks and announcements asking canine reaction to the programming. Replies came in from owners of many
breeds and some cats too.
• The "New Horizons" community
service project of KYW Cleveland is
sponsoring all-day bus tours of Ohio
landmarks. The first, promoted by station personalities on record shows, was
sold out a week before the tour. Four
buses carried 200 listeners on this trip.

New

About 1.000 people and 67
roosters showed up at the WOW
Omaha, Neb., "Rooster-Crowing
Contest." The idea was to see
how many times each bird would
crow in a given time. WOW
broadcast a crow-by-crow description for three hours. (The winner
crowed
finals.) 22 times in the 10-minute

planned as the first of four. For the
tours, KYW secured cooperation of the
Western Reserve Historical Society and
Greyhound Lines. A part of the tour
fees is turned over to the society to purchase historical markers.
o A deep suntan for d.j. Bob Martin of
WABY Albany, N.Y., and $3,000 for
FOR

Station

record

THE

August 6 through August 12. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.

DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Roswell, N.M. — Roswell Telecasting Co.,
vhf ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP .332 kw
vis., .264 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain mated
111 construction
ft., abovecostground
ft. Esti$36,500,171first
year
operating cost $88,000. revenue $93,000. P.O.
address
Box
5570.
Dallas.
Tex.
Studio
location Roswell. N.M. Trans, location Roswell.
N.M. Geographic coordinates 33° 23' 43" N.

EDWIN
&

Lat.,
104= 31' 20"
Long. Trans.
ant. Prodelin.
LegalW. counsel
ElectronElectron,
Corp.,
Dallas, Tex. Consulting engineer Electron
Corp.. Dallas, Tex. Sole owner. William
Sam Evans, is in distributing and real
estate. Ann. Aug. 12.
Wausau, Wis. — Wausau Telecasting Co.,
vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP .332 kw
vis., .264 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain mated
179 construction
ft., abovecostground
ft. Esti$32,500,231 first
year
operating cost $70,000. revenue $100,000. P.O.
address 9729 Shoreview Rd., Dallas 18, Tex.
Studio location Wausau. Wis. Trans, location Wausau, Wis. Geographic coordinates
89: 37' 23" N. Lat.. 44° 57' 42" W. Long. Trans.
Electron,
Prodelin.
counsel
Electron Corp.,ant.Dallas.
Tex. Legal
Consulting
engineer
Electron
Corp.,
Dallas.
Tex.
John
H.
Freeman, sole owner, is in tv equipment and
cookware and cutlery. Ann. Aug. 12.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
710Quincv,
kc. 1 Fla.
kw.— Gadsden
D. P.O. County
address Bcstg.,
Box Fla.,
375,
Bainbridge. Ga. Estimated construction cost

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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million) have been marked "Paid" on
the club's books. There are no dues.

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Abbreviations:

a local boy's camp resulted from a fourday tour of duty 90 feet aloft on a 7
by 27-ft platform. Mr. Martin had j
stated his intention to remain perched
atop the Westgate Shopping Center sign
until his listeners' pledges reached the
WABY goal. He broadcast from the
platform and received the pledge phone i
calls himself.
n
M
• Don Fedderson Productions, Hollywood, producer of The Millionaire tv
series, has established the "Millionaire
Club," as an "exclusive club of exclusive people — a club dedicated to
the better things of life, as befits those
who would like to be millionaires."
Members, such as tv editors, have received wallet-size membership cards,
plus duplicates mounted for framing
and hanging on the wall, with letters informing them that initiation fees ($1

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

$25,537, first year operating cost $42,000,
revenue $49,000. Principals are John A.
Dowdy and Charles W. Dowdy, each 50%.
John Dowdy owns WMGR Bainbridge, Ga.,
and
WGRO station
Lake owner.
City, Fla.
Dowdy50f>is offormer
Ann.Charles
Aug.
7.
Hamilton, Mont. — Bitter Root Bcstg. Co.,
980 kc, 1 kw. D. P.O. address Box 389,
Hamilton, Mont. Estimated construction cost
$14,004, first year operating cost $18,000.
revenue $24,000. Principals are Theodore H.
Fullerton, 25.5%, Lou Torok, 16.3^, Howard
L. Hammer, 11.3%, and others. Mr. Fullerton is in plumbing and heating. Mr. Torok
has been sales manager of KCAP Helena,
Mont. Mr. Hammer is in equipment. Ann.
Aug. 11.
Mount Olive, N.C. — The Mount Olive
Bcstg. Co., 1430 kc. 1 kw. D. P.O. address
Box 912, Henderson,
construction cost $8,000, N.C.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $35,000, revenue $42,000. Principals are
James H. Mayo, 51%, Mrs. Lottie S. Weldon,
49%. Mr. Mayo is chief engineer of WHNC
Henderson. N.C. Mrs. Weldon is in farming.
Ann. Aug. 11.
Raeford, N.C— Stanmar Bcstg. Co., 1400
kc, 250 w. P.O. address Box 303, Lumberton,
N.C. Estimated construction cost $12,658,
first
$29,000, isrevenue
$36,000.year
Al G.operating
Stanley, cost
sole owner,
79.08%
owner of WATP Marion, S.C.. and is manager of WTSB Lumberton, N.C. Ann. Aug.
12.
Georgetown, S.C. — Coast Bcstg. Co., 1470
kc, 500 w. P.O. address Box 454. Vadalia,
Ga. Estimated construction cost $17,026, first
year operating cost $41,960, revenue $46,000.
Sole owner F.K. Graham is president and
53.7 % Aug.
owner
Ann.
12. of WBRO Waynesboro, Ga.
Myrtle950Beach,
Grand
Corp.,
kc, 1 S.C—
kw. D.
P.O. Strand
addressBcstg.
J.M.
Soles Jr.. struction
Tabor
City,
N.C.
Estimated
concost $16,230, first year operating
cost $28,000. revenue $40,000. Principals are
J.M. Soles Jr. and Isadore Kramer, each
37.5C>, and Harry Hyman, 25%. Mr. Soles
owns 22.5f7 of WTAB Tabor Citv, N.C. and
50f"f
WYMBof WTAB
Manning.and S 50%
C. Mr.of Kramer
owns of22.5',
WYMB.
Mr.
Hyman
is
manager
of
WLSE
Wallace,
N.C. Ann. Aug. 7.
Norristown,
Pa. —w. High-Fidelitv
Bcstrs.
Corp.,
1400 kc. 100
P.O. address Potshop
Rd.. Norristown. Pa. Estimated construction
cost $5,864, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue
$35,000. and
Principals
are equalwhoowners
Melvin Gollub
Fred Gollub.
also
own WIFI (FM) Glenside, Pa. Ann. Aug. 12.
Crain,Court.
1220 kc,
kw.Spokane,
D. P.O. Wash.
address— Paul
2223 Holly
Great5
Falls. Mont. Estimated construction cost
$27,400. first year operating cost $73,000,
revenue Minot.
S85.000. Mr. and
CrainKUDI
is 50r"^
ownerFalls,of
KQDY
Great
Mont. Ann. Aug.N.D.,
12.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 12
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Lie.
Not onCP air
For new stations
Cps
45
697
59
122
3,335
53
69
160
i23
585
103

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

49
123
3,328
163
3,500
516
679
649
57
706
0
0

New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — KOY Bcstg. Co., 96.9 mc,
27.4 kw. P.O. address John L. Hogg, Box
2671, Phoenix, Ariz. Estimated construction
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

a

Station?

TOTAL

FM
578
44
147
49
769
22
71
41
2
43
1
3

TV
101

5213

667
63
114
51
434
19 4661
380
571

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
3 There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KACY Port Hueneme, Calif.— Cp to increase power from 250 w, unl. to 1 kw.,
5install
kw— LS,
from Aug.
DA-1 7.to DA-2 and
new change
trans. Ann.
KHOE Truckee, Calif.— Cp to increase
daytime
stall newpower
trans. from
Ann. 250
Aug.w to
12. 1 kw and inWIVY Jacksonville, Fla — Cp to change
frequency from 1050 kc to 1080 kc, change
hours of operation from D to unl., using
power of 1 kw N and D, change ant.-trans.
location, install DA-D and N (DA-1) and
new ground system. Ann. Aug. 12.
WLIZ Lake Worth, Fla.— Cp to increase
power from 500 w to 1 kw and make changes
in transmitting equipment. Ann. Aug. 6.
WAME Miami, Fla. — Cp to change hours
of operation from D to unl., using power of
5studio
kw, location
N and and
D, change
ant-trans,in and
make changes
DA
system and ground system. Ann. Aug. 12.
WTMT Louisville, Ky. — Cp to change
hours of operation from D to Unl., using
power of 500 w, 1 kw — LS (increase) and
employing
and D11. (DA-2) and install
new trans. DA-N
Ann. Aug.
WTVL Waterville, Me. — Cp to increase
daytime
stall newpower
trans. from
Ann. 250
Aug.w to
7. 1 kw and inWMBN Petoskey, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytimestall new
power
250 w towaiver
1 kw and
intrans.from(Request
of Sec.
3.28 [c] of Rules). Ann. Aug. 6.
WENCfromWhiteville,
increase
power
1 kw to 5N.C.
kw— Cp
and to
install
new
trans. Ann. Aug. 12.
WJVW authorized
North Augusta,
S.C.— Mod.
of cp
(which
new standard
broadcast
station) to change ant.-trans. and studio location,height)
make changes
in ant.
systeminstall
(increase
and ground
systems,
new trans, and change station location to
Langley-Bath, S.C. Ann. Aug. 6.
KGBCandGalveston,
Tex.— Cp install
to change
trans.
studio locations,
new ant.ant.
and ground systems and install new trans.
Ann. Aug. 6.

\

Equipping
Radio

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 12
46'
VHF
UHF
441
80
33
10
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through June 30, 1959
AM

r

cost $24,578, first year operating cost $24,000,
revenue $30,000. Principals are George R.
Cook, Glenn Snyder, John L. Hogg, John R.
Williams, each 25%. KOY Bcstg. Co. is licensee of KOY Phoenix. Ann. July 30.
Phoenix, Ariz. — Meredith Engineering Co.,
96.9 mc, 58.1 mc. P.O. address Richard B.
Rawls, 613 North First Ave., Phoenix, Ariz.
Estimated construction cost $29,046. first
year operating cost $22,000, revenue $24,000.
Other Meredith Stations (owned by Meredith Publishing Co.) are KCMO-AM-FMTV Kansas City, Mo.; KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; WOW-AM-TV Omaha, Neb.;
WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N.Y.; KRMG
Tulsa, Okla. Ann. Aug. 6.
Anderson, Ind. — Civic Bcstg. Corp., 97.9
mc, 61 kw. P.O. address Loren F. Bridges,
2000 State Rd., 67 West, Anderson, Ind. Estimated construction cost $5,500, first year
operating cost $12,000, revenue $18,000. Civic
Bcstg.
Corp.
owns WCBC Anderson. Ann.
Aug. 6.
Detroit, Mich. — Richard E. Burris, 99.5 mc,
36.4 kw. P.O. address 10075 Vernon, Huntington Woods, Mich. Estimated construction
cost $22,758, first year operating cost $28,850, revenue $39,728. Sole owner. Mr. Burris
has
for WLDM-FM Detroit.
Ann. been
Aug. salesman
12.
Rochester, N.Y.— WBBF Inc., 96.5 mc,
23.7 kw.
P.O. address
339 East
Ave., Rochester 4, N.Y.
Estimated
construction
cost
$35,000, first year operating cost $40,000,
revenue $40,000. WBBF Inc. is licensee of
Star Bcstg. Station WBBF Rochester. Other
Star Stations: WGVA Geneva, WTLB Utica
and WCBF-TV Rochester, all New York.
Maurice R. Forman, 71.59%, and others are
owners. Ann. Aug. 11.
Existing Fm Stations
APPLICATION
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.— Cp to change
frequency to 102.9 mc, ch. 275. Ann. Aug. 12.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala. — Seeks assignment of license from WKY Television
System to The Broadcasting Co. of the
South for $2,250,000. The Broadcasting Co.
of the South is licensee of WIS-AM-TV Columbia. S.C. and WIST Charlotte, N.C. Ann.
Aug. 7.
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Type BQ-51A/BA-51A
RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. XC-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO

CORPORATION
of AMERICA
Tmk(s) <fi

99

KLFM (FM)
Long Beach,
Seeks as-&
signment of license
from Calif.—
Ted Bolnick
Walter Gelb d/b as Long Beach Fm Bcstg.
Co. to Harriscope Inc. for $7,600. Harriscope
Inc., (Burt I. Harris, president) owns
KTWO-TV Casper and KTWX-TV Sheridan,
both Wyoming. Ann. Aug. 6.
WSPB from
Sarasota,
license
WSPB Fla.
Inc.— Seeks
to WSPBassignment
Bcstg. Inc.of
Corporate change. No control change. Ann.
Aug. 12.
KOOD Honolulu, Hawaii — Seeks transfer
of control of permittee corp. Ala Moana
Bcstg. Co. from Robert H. Pearson and Mary
K. Wong to Hawaiian Pacific Co. Inc. for
$63,000. Hawaiian Pacific Co. Inc is owned by
Maurice
J. Sullivan,
36.4%, Alister
W. Macdonald and
John E. Porter,
each 11.3%,
and
others. Messrs. Sullivan, Macdonald and
Porter have various business interests. Ann.
Aug. 12.
WSEL (FM) Chicago, 111.— Seeks assignment of license and cp from Francis J. Curtis, receiver in bankruptcy, to State-Wide
Bcstg. Corp. in merger agreement including
$50,000 attributed to good will of station.
State-Wide
Kamm and Bcstg.
Harold isJ. owned
Kamm Maurice
and others.H.
Messrs. Kamm and Kamm are attorneys
and have various business interests. Ann.
Aug. 11.
— SeeksJ. assignment
of WHO
12.5% Frankfort,
of license toInd.Vernon
Wilson for
$5,000. Other owners remain Stephen P.
Bellinger, 25%, Charles Vandever, 25%, and
others. Ann. Aug. 7.
KBCL-AM-FM
Shreveport,
acquisition of negative
controlLa.—ofSeeks
licensee
corp. Good Music Inc. by Crawford Godfrey
and Alvin Childs (now each 48%) through
sale of stock to corp. by John J. Buckley
(4%) for and
$200Childs
and re-issuance
Messrs.
Godfrey
equally. Ann.to Aug.
11.
WKIK Leonardtown, Md. — Seeks acquistion of positive control of Southern Maryland Bcstrs. Inc. by James L. Bittner (present 50% owner) through purchase of 50%
stock from William C. Redd for $12,500. Ann.
Aug. 6.
WKLK Cloquet, Minn. — Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corp., Cloquet Bcstg. Co.
from Parker Childs, Walter F. Stock and

1 STATION
ENGINEERS!
« j Here's a Trim, Thrifty
1 KW

FM

TRANSMITTER
Easy, Front Panel Tuning . . .
Takes as little floor space
as your office chair!

FM-1000A
AND LOOK AT THESE OTHER FEATURES:
* Accessible, Vertical Chassis Design
* Low Cost Tubes
* Multiplex Operation
* Conservatively Rated Components
Operating in FM stations across the country,
this cool beauty is running up new highs
in performance, economy and reliability.
Why not check into these ITA designs.
PRICE:
Including Factory
Installation Service!
$4395.00
By FarFM Buy
Your Best

INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355
100

(FOR THE RECORD)

Frank Benkoski to Harry Newby who will
own 88%. Ann. Aug. 12.
Nev. — Seeks
assignmentto
of KBMI
licenseHenderson,
from Maxwell
E. Richmond
1400 Corp., wholly owned by Mr. Richmond.
Corporate change. No control change. Ann.
Aug. 6.
WRRC Cherry Valley Township, WRRD
DeRuyter
Township,
ship, WRRE
South WRRA
Bristol Newfield
TownshipTownand
WRRL Wethersfield Township, all New York
— Seeks transfer of control of SCA and licensee corp. (Northeast Radio Corp.) from
Cooperative Grange League Federation ExInc. to Ivy plus
Bcstg.other
Co. arrangements.
for cash paymentchange
of $438,000
Ivy Bcstg. is owned by Ellis E. Erdman and
Jamesbott J.and Pauline
Clynes Jr.,
each 25%,each
Janis24%,
B. AbB. Treman,
and
others. Mr. Erdman owns 52% of WTKO
Ithaca, 25% of WOLF Syracuse, and 15% of
WACK Newark, all New York. Mr. Clynes
ownsice25%
WOLF8% andof 16%
Abbottofowns
WTKOof WTKO.
and 24%Jan-of
WOLF. Pauline Treman owns 15% of WTKO
and 24% of WOLF. Ann. Aug. 12.
KSPI-AM-FM Stillwater, Okla.— Seeks
transfer of control of licensee corp. from
J.R. Bellatti, L.F. Bellatti, R.M. Bellatti and
Mrs. Edith H. Bellatti, trustees of estate of
C.R. Bellatti, deceased, to same individuals
as family group. Corporate change. No
control change. Ann. Aug. 10.
KSLM of Salem,
— Seeks corp.,
involuntary
transfer
control Ore.
of licensee
Oregon
Radio Inc., from Glenn E. McCormick to
Lou C. McCormick, executrix of estate of
Glenn E. McCormick, deceased. Ann. Aug. 6.
WJAY Mullins, S.C.— Seeks transfer of
control of licensee corp., Mullins and Marion
Bcstg.trix ofCo.
fromof Maymie
execuestate
William T.
G. Smith,
Smith, asdeceased,
to Maymie T. Smith. Corporate change. No
control change. Ann. Aug. 7.
WFLI Lookout
Mountain,
— Seeks as-T.
signment of cp from
Cyril Tenn.
G. Brennan,
Julian Skinner, James G. Stelzenmuller Jr.
and Iralee W. Benns, d/b as Lookout Bcstrs.
to WFLI Inc. Corporate change. No control
change. Ann. Aug. 11.
WWSR St. Albans, Vt.— Seeks assignment
of license from Vermont Radio Corp. to
Robert I. Kimel and Bessie W. Grad each
50% for $45,000. Mr. Kimel has own ad firm.
Bessie11. Grad is in ladies' clothing. Ann.
Aug.
KOQTment ofBellingham,
Wash—R.Seeks
cp from Willis
Harpelassignand
Stephen C. Wray d/b as Bellingham Bcstg.
Co. to A.V. Bamford for $4,400. Mr. Barnford
one-third
of KHEY
Paso,
Tex., is25%
owner owner
of KXXI
Golden,El Colo.,
and 50% owner of KEOK Payette, Idaho.
Ann. Aug. 11.
WCOMment of license
Parkersburg,
W.Va. —Bcstrs.
Seeks assignfrom Valley
Inc. to
The Zanesville Publishing Co. for $62,500.
The Zanesville Publishing Co. is owned by
Clay Littick, 87.5%, and others. The Zanesville Publishing
WHIZ-TV
Zanesville,
Ohio Co.andowns
60% 63%of ofWHIZ
same
city, andburg, W.isVa.,
licensee
of
WTAP
(TV)
and of WHRV AnnParkersArbor,
Mich. Ann. Aug. 7.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond issued initial
decision looking toward granting application of Capital Cities Television Corp. for
new tv station to operate on ch. 10 in Vail
Mills, NY., and denying competing application of Veterans Bcstg. Co. Inc. Ann.
Aug. 11.
Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
issued initial decision looking toward granting application of Nick J. Chaconas for new
am station to operate on 1150 kc, 1 kw-D, 500
w-N, DA, in Gaithersburg, Md., and denying mutually
applications
TriCounty
Bcstg. exclusive
Co., Laurel,
Md., andof TCA
Bcstg. Corp. (5 kw-D, 500 w-N), College
Park, Md. Ann. Aug. 12.
OTHER ACTIONS
Commission, by Board composed of Comr.
Robert Lee, took following action on Aug. 5:
WHLM Bloomsburg, Pa. — Designated for
hearing application to increase power from
500 w to 1 kw, continuing unlimited time
operation on Pa.,
550 and
kc, WSVA
DA-2; Harrisonburg,
made WFIL
Philadelphia,
Va., parties to proceeding. Ann. Aug. 6.
Commission, by board composed of Comrs.
Robert Lee and Fred Ford, took following
action on Aug. 11:
By order, Commission enlarged issues in
proceeding
applications
of Watertown
Radio on
Inc.am(WTTN)
Watertown,
Wis.,
North Shore Bcstg. Co. Inc., Wauwatosa,
Wis., and Suburbanaire Inc., West Allis,
Wis., involving use of 1580 and 1590 kc. Ann.
Aug. 11.

Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Aug. 7
KSLM Salem, Ore. — Granted involuntary
transfermick to ofLoucontrol
from Glennexecutrix
E. McCor-of
C. McCormick,
estate of Glenn E. McCormick, deceased.
WBBW-FM Youngstown, Ohio — Granted
license for fm station; ERP 17.5 kw.
WJHL-FM Johnson City, Tenn. — Granted
license covering increase in ERP and ant.
height
ERP 9.6and
kw, change
ant. 1400of ft.ant. -trans, location;
*KPCScense(FM)
Calif.ERP
— Granted
licoveringPasadena,
change in
and ant.
height and installation new ant.
*KDPS (FM) Des Moines, Iowa — Granted
license covering increase in ERP and ant.
height
and installation new ant.; ERP 5.2
kw.
K75AJ Seaside, Ore. — Granted cp to
change ERP to 498 w, transmitting ant. and
other
station. equipment changes of tv translator
WTAW College Station, Texas— Granted
cp
to change
studionewlocation,
delete
remote trans,
controllocation,
and install
trans.
WENR-FM Chicago, 111.— Granted cp to
increase
ERP
to
27
kw,
install
new
trans,
and new ant.
KMGM
Albuquerque,
N.
Mex.
—
Granted
mod. of cp to change studio location and
new type trans.
WMPO Middleport-Pomeroy, Ohio — Granted mod. location,
of cp to change
studio
type ant.-trans.
trans, andlocation,
make
changes in ant. and ground systems.
WFAR Farrell, Pa. — Granted mod. of cp
to change
daytime trans,
ant.-trans.
location, type
install new daytime
and change
trans.; remote control permitted while using
non-directional ant.; conditions.
KWIL Albany, Ore. — Granted authority to
sign-off
each evening
at 6:35 may
p.m. operate
except for
special events
when station
up
to licensed sign-off time for period ending
Oct. 31.
KXAR Hope,
Ark. — Granted
of
authority
to operate
specifiedextension
hours for
period ending Oct. 7.
KCYL Lampasas, Texas — Granted authority to 7operate
sign-on
5 a.m.
off at
p.m. forfromperiod
ending
Oct.to15.signKBMI
Henderson,
Nev.
—
Granted
extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Sept. 15.
Lakeview,
extension
of KQIK
authority
to sign Ore.
off —atGranted
7 p.m. for
period
ending Oct. 31.
Following stations were granted extension
of completion date as shown. WMOZ Mobile,
Ala. to Nov. 2; KCBM (FM) Kansas City,
Kans. to Nov. 20.
Actions of August 6
WCLB Camilla, Ga. — Granted assignment
of license to Capel Bcstg. Co. Inc.
Granted licenses for following fm stations:
KFJZ-FM Fort Worth, Texas; WDJR Oil
City,
Pa., ERP
Pa., ERP
714 w.2.92 kw; WHYL-FM Carlisle,
*WSCB
Mass.educational
— Granted fm
license for Springfield,
noncommercial
station.
KHOF covering
(FM) Losincrease
Angeles,inCalif.—
license
ERP, Granted
change
ant. height,
replacement
of
ant.
installation new trans.; ERP 100 kw, and
ant. 240
ft.; remote control permitted.
WSTP-FM Salisbury, N.C.— Granted licoveringto installation
new trans, and
increasecenseERP
15 kw.
WERE-FM
Cleveland,
Ohio
Granted license covering changes in — transmitting
equipment.
WLOG-FM
Granted 60authority to remain Logan,
silent W.Va.—
for additional
days.
WSUI Iowa City, Iowa — Granted authority to reduce hours of operation from unlimited
hours daily
ginningtimeAug.to106 through
Sept.for 26.period beWPLY Sheboygan, Wis. — Granted auhority
to sign-off daily at 6 p.m. for period ending Sept. 30.
Actions of August 5
WAAG
Adel,
— Granted
license to Cook Ga.
County
Bcstg. assignment
Co.. Inc. of
KURL Billings, Mont. — Granted mod. of
cp to install new trans.
— Granted
mod.
of KITH
cp to (FM)
changePhoenix,
studio Ariz.
location
and remote
control point location and install new trans.;
condition.
Actions of August 4
KICU
(TV)
Calif.—name.
Granted
assignment of cpBakersfield,
d/b under same
Granted licenses for following fm stations:
KBFM
(FM) Texas,
Lubbock,KGNC-FM
Texas; KGAF-FM
Gainesville,
Amarillo,
Texas.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalei St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501 -514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Ivans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6108
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING
AM-FM-TVENGINEER
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1 230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jonei
19 E. Quincy St.— Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash., D.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

JOHN B. HEFFELFINGER

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3108

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

contact

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
- — among them, the decision-making station owners and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study

ervice

Directory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY. MISSOURI
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EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
Choose

Stainless

TOWERS

John W. Boler, President

KXJB-TV
VALLEY CITY, N.D.

^^^^

Lloyd R. Amoo
Vice President, Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
* Stainless EXPERIENCE in design
and fabrication
* RELIABILITY of Stainless installations
* LOW MAINTENANCE COSTS of
Stainless towers
Ask today for tree
literature and information.

Stainless,
inc.
NORTH WALES • PENNSYLVANIA
102

(FOR THE RECORD)

amKCRN
station.Crane, Texas — Granted license for
KINT El Paso, Texas — Granted license for
am station and specify studio location; condition.
KRKH-FM Lubbock, Texas— Granted mod.
of SCA to install new equipment.
WAPO thority toChattanooga,
Tenn.trans,
— Granted
auoperate auxiliary
by remote
control while using nondirectional ant.
WCKR-FM Miami, Fla— Granted extension of authority to remain silent for period
ending Nov. 2.
Actions of August 3
WRAG Carrollton, Ala.— Granted relinquishment of negative control by each R.E.
and Mrs. A.J. Hook (as family group) and
W.E. and Alza Farrar (as family group)
through sale of stock to W.S. Bridges.
KWOS Jefferson City, Mo.— Granted involuntary transfer of control from L.R.
Goshorn, and R.L. Rose, trustees of estate of
R.C. Goshorn, deceased, to R.L. Rose, trustee
of estate of R.C. Goshorn, deceased.
Action of July 30
WGH-FM
Va.— Granted
mod.
of SCA Newport
to changeNews,
frequency
from 30
kc to 32.5 kc and 67 kc sub-carrier and
change equipment.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Comr. Robert E. Lee on August 5
Granted petition by Times and News Pub.
Co. (WGET) Gettysburg, Pa., for extension
of timetions intoproceeding
Aug. 10 toonfileitsreplies
to excepam application
and those of Monocacy Bcstg. Co.. and
Price erick,
Bcstrs.,
Inc., Gettysburg and FredMd.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kayle on
dates shown
Upon
verbal
request
of counsel
for Jean-of
nette Bcstg. Co. and with
concurrence
all other plication
counsel
in
proceeding
on
its apand that of Carnegie Bcstg.
Co.
for am facilities in Jeannette and Carnegie,
Pa., replies to proposed findings of fact and
conclusions may be filed on or before Aug.
24. Action Aug. 4.
Pursuant to July 30 hearing, ordered that
proposed findings of fact and conclusions,
along with memorandum of law, shall be
filed on or before Sept. 30 and replies on or
before Oct. 12, and closed record in proceeding on applications of Walter G. Allen and
Marshall County Bcstg. Co., Inc., for am
facilities in Huntsville and Arab, Ala.
Action Aug. 4.
Pursuant to verbal request on behalf of
both Douglas H. McDonald, Trustee,
(WTVW), and Broadcast Bureau, scheduled
resumption of hearing on Oct. 14 which will
continue for indefinite period of time in
proceeding on order directing McDonald
to show cause why authorization for WTVW
Evansville, Ind., should not be modified to
specify Aug.
operation
Action
4. on ch. 31 in lieu of ch. 7.
Continued without date hearing scheduled
for Sept. 28, and motion for extension
granted by memorandum opinion and order
of Julymain in20,effect
effective
Julyorder
29, shall
reuntil until
further
in proceeding on applications of Chronicle Pub.
Co. (KRON-TV) and American Bcstg. -Paramount California.
Theatres, Inc. Action
(KGO-TV)
Francisco,
Aug. both
5. San
Granted request by Broadcast Bureau for
leave to file additional pleading and accepted supplement to proposed findings of fact
and conclusions in proceeding on applications of WJPB-TV Inc., and Telecasting
Inc., for new tv stations to operate on ch. 5
in Weston, W.Va. Action Aug. 5.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
on August 3
Granted petition by Kenneth G. and Misha
S. Prather
leave to inamend
their Colo.,
applica-to
tion for amforfacilities
Boulder,
specify DA, and returned application to
processing line.
By Hearing Examiner
on August H. 4 Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Continental Bcstg.
Corp.
San Juan, P.R.,
for leave
amend (WHOA)
its am application
to show
changeto
of ownership
on its application and that inof proceeding
Jose R. Madrazo
for am
facilities in Guynablo, P R.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
on August 4
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
9 in proceeding
on application
dependent Theatres,
Inc. (KVIT)of Video
Santa InFe,
N.Mex., for mod. of cp.
By FCC
Commission on Aug.
6 granted request by
Transcontinent Television Corp. (WROC-TV
ch. 5) Rochester, N.Y., for extension of time
from Aug. 24 to Sept. 8 to file oppositions
to
Woodward
(WTOHTV petition
ch. 79) byToledo,
Ohio, Bcstg.
for rulemaking

proceedings on a proposal involving Toledo
and Cleveland, Ohio, and Erie, Pa.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on August 5
Affirmed Aug. 3 action granting leave to
intervene to Seward County Bcstg. Co., Inc.
(KSCB) Liberal,
proceeding
on
application
of TheKans.,
DodgeinCity
Bcstg. Co.,
Inc., for new am station in Liberal.
By Hearingon Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
dates shown
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 25 in proceeding on application of
WPGC, Inc. (WPGC) Morningside, Md., for
modification of license. Action Aug. 5.
By Chief Hearing Examiner James D.
Cunningham on dates shown
Scheduled hearings in following proceedingstionsonof dates
Oct. 26:
am applicaWJIV shown:
Inc. (WJIV)
Savannah,
Ga.,
et al. Suburban Bcstg. Co. Inc., and Camden Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations in
Mount Kisco, N.Y., and Newark, N.J.; Oct.
29: am applications of Southeast Mississippi
Bcstg. (WSJC) Magee, and Jeff Davis Bcstg.
Service, Prentiss, both Miss.; Garden City
Bcstg. Co. (WAUG) Augusta, Ga., et al.
Oct. 30: fm applications of Newhall Bcstg.
Co. Newhall, Calif., et al.; Nov. 9: am application of Bloom Radio (WHLM) Bloomsburg, Pa. Action Aug. 10.
Granted request by Seaside Bcstg. Co.
(KSRG) Seaside. Ore., to extent that it
seeks dismissal of its am application; dismissed application with prejudice. Action
Aug. 7.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle on
Augustfor 7 Sept. 2 in proScheduled hearing
ceeding on applications of Sheffield Bcstg.
Co. and J.B. Fait, Jr., for new am stations
in Sheffield, Ala.
By Hearing Examiner
Charles
on August
10 J. Frederick
Upon advice and consent of parties, reopened hearing record and scheduled oral
argument for
8 in Bcstg.
proceeding
applications oSept.
f Newark
Corp.on and
Loew's Theatres
Bcstg.N.J.,Corp.,
fm
N.Y.
stations
in Newark,
and for
NewnewYork,
Denied motion by John W. Davis (KPDQ)
Portland, Ore., protestant in proceeding on
application for consent to assignment of licenses of am station KPAM and fm station KPFM Portland,
continuance
of hearing. Ore., for thirty-day
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
On August 7
Granted
by Miners
ice Inc., forrequest
extension
of timeBcstg.
from ServAug.
10 to Aug.
17
to
file
replies
to
proposed
ings of fact and conclusions of lawfindby
Broadcast
on Miner's
application Bureau
and thatin ofproceeding
Valley Bcstg.
Co. for
new am stations in Lehighton and Kingston,
Pa.
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper on
August 7
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
15 in proceeding
am applications
of Island Teleradio onService
Inc., Charlotte
Amalie. St. Thomas, V.I.. and WPRA Inc.
(WPRA)
ScheduledGuaynabo,
prehearingPR.conference for Sept.
14
in
proceeding
applications
of W.H.
Hansen and Grabet onInc..
Radio Enterprises,
for new am stations in Tucson, Ariz.
From the SEC record:
The following stock transactions by
officers and directors of companies in
radio-tv and allied fields have been
reported by the Securities & Exchange
Commission. Sales, reported to SEC
between June 11 and July 10, involved
common stock unless otherwise indicated.
Admiral Corp. — James R. Oberly
purchased 1,000 shares, giving him
1,024 total.
Allied Artists Pictures — Albert Zugsmith acquired 3,000 shares, giving him
93,800; Roger W. Hurlock acquired
500 shares for 18,100 total.
American Broadcasting - Paramount
Theatres Inc. — E. Chester Gersten increased holdings to 1,000 shares by purchasing 500.
Continued on page 109
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20tf per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• AH other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or respon>il»ility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Immediate opening general manager for
established, expanding North Carolina fulltimer. mumNeed
full charge
operatorexperience
with mini-in
five yeaTS
management
medium
size
market.
Box
189P
BROADCASTING.
If your station is available for sale, but you
don't selhave
funds to toswing
f, I will the
be willing
back deal
you byandyourarrange for you to become part owner as well
as to retain your present management posirun the operation
day and
by day.
I am tion.
an You'll
experienced
broadcaster
was
once in your position. I will not live in your
city but will be available for consultation
and
chancebuilding
to protect
your advice.
positionHere's
and your
to begin
an
equity for yourself. All correspondence and
negotiations will be confidential. Write to
me: Box 230P, BROADCASTING.
Good opening for manager small station.
If you are doing well now, running a small
station, but want share of profits, write to
Tarns gee,
Bixby,
III,DoP.O.notBoxwrite
#1512,
MuskoOklahoma.
unless
you
have a good record and good references.
Sales
Immediate opening for experienced radio
salesman
mid-west with
city — guarantee.
50,000 population. Goodincommission
Box
995M, BROADCASTING.
We are looking for a young man with some
experiencemotion.inSome radio-tv
sales
or sales
prolocal sales
work,
plushandle
local
contact on
national
accounts
and
sales promotion-merchandising. Excellent
deal
well-known company. Write Box
206P, with
BROADCASTING.
Southwest adult music station wants announcer-salesman combination. Ten hours
weekly on air then selling. Using five announcers daily. Present combo man averaging $800 monthly. Send tane, resume and
picture to Box 214P, BROADCASTING. You
must be experienced and available for
personal interview. Our employees know of
this advertisement. Box 214P, BROADCASTING.
Top independent in large southeast city.
Want experienced, intelligent salesman,
who wants to make money and is willing
to work fordustrious,it.stable,Ifand
you ambitious,
are aggressive,
inwe have
a place for vou. All inquiries held in strict
confidence. Send photo, resume to Box 207P,
BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Colorado independent has immediate opening for good salesman with experience.
Good opportunity. Write Ralph Green,
Manager, KFKA, Greeley, Colorado.
Salesman. WTKO, Ithaca, New York. Top
rated area
station living.
in recession-proof
collegeto
town.
Pleasant
Send resume
WTKO, Ithaca, New York.
Experienced sales manager, as well as salesmen needed to fill vacancies in fastest
growing group of stations in the east. Plenty
of opportunities for advancement. Send resume with full particulars to Gustave
Nathan. General Manager, Herald Tribune
Radio Network, 595 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York.
Announcers
Daytime independent has announcer opening. Send resume, tape, photograph, references to Box 606, Show Low, Arizona.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling,conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the tofinest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
St. Louis daytimer needs two easy-to-listen-to announcers! Middle of the road programming (no top 40 — no high pressure
screamers).
permanent
ity for sober Excellent
reliable parties.
Send opportunaudition
tape, salary requirements and full resume !
Address Box 169P, BROADCASTING.
Fast pace, modern disc jockey for formula
operation in top hundred market. Also ambitious newsman with gathering and broadcasting
tape, requirements.
resume, references,experience.
picture andSendsalary
Box 198P. BROADCASTING.
Experienced combination c&w disc jockey
and time salesman. Approximately 20 hours
mike work weeklv. Hottest 5000 watt full
time lent
western
facility commensurate
in southwest. ability
Excelstarting salary
for air personality and 15% on sales with
no limit
on earnings.
Don'tto earn
apply $7,000.00
unless
you
are caoable
and desire
to $10,000.00 yearly. Fall season is ripe for
big pickings. Send tape and resume to
Smokey Jose Barnes, Manager, KAMQ,
P.O. Drawer 2828, Amarillo, Texas.
Experienced, livewire announcer desiring
sales opportunity
for more earnings. PerTexas. sonal interview required. KBUD, Athens,
Announcer-engineer, first phone, little
maintenance, security, excellent operation,
oay; ka,tape
now. — KCOW Radio, Alliance, NebrasImmediate opening for announcer with first
class ticket. Salary depends on ability. 40
hours, no maintenance. Send taoe and
resume to Ralph Green, KFKA, Greeley,
Colorado.
First classtenance,
phone
beginner, limited
mainlimited announcing.
Two weeks
paid vacation,
insurance
plan,
other
fits. Start $85.00. Phone 3451, Mr. beneJae,
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.
Personable announcer-operator who really
likes radio, people, small city. Send full information about yourself and audition tape
to
sas. R.B. Cupp, Owner, KOFO, Ottawa, KanWanted immediately, a play-by-play sportscaster. Prefer experience in college sports.
Send tape, photo, and complete resume and
background to Ric Webb, KOPR, Finlen
Hotel, Butte, Montana.
Immediate opening. Staff announcer for 1
kw daytimer.
No top
Must have
ence, good voice,
and40.record
that experican be
checked thoroughly. Send tape, photo, and
resume. Radio Station KSIS, Sedalia, Missouri.
Experienced announcer, news man. Job
opens September 1. Send tape and resume.
Salary oDen. Must have good credit referencps. Write to Gordon Rockett, Box 791,
KUSH, Cushing, Oklahoma.
Announcer: Must have experience. Own
car. Send tape, resume, plus at least three
credit and personal references to Ray Saadi.
KTIB, Thibodaux, La.

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)
Combo-staff announcer with first class
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G.C. Packard, KTRC, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Wanted: A good solid announcer for central
Pennsylvania daytimer. We will pay a
worthwhile salary to the right applicant.
Contact
George Mastrian, WCPA, Clearfield, Penna.
Announcer-copywriter
withstation
some 80experience for small, progressive
miles
from New York Citv. Write Manager,
WDLC, Port Jervis, N.Y.
WFRL Freeport, Illinois, needs good staff
man for immediate opening. 48 hour week
with 40 hours straight time, 8 hours guarovertime. Norequiring
dj's, strictly
service anteed
programming
goodlocal
reading.
Longtime quiet music format. Call or write
Bud Walters, Program Director.
Immediate opening experienced "personality" dj. Send
check, WISH,
photo, complete
background
BillairFrosch,
IndianaRadio station needs announcer and anpolis.
nouncer-corjywriter.
This is a progressive
Michigan 5 kilowatter. State age, salary
qualifications. Enclose tape and picture
Only adult prestige programming. WJBL
P.O. Box 808. Holland, Michigan.
Top dj with 1st phone wanted for top rated
music and news operation near resort area.
Salary dependent upon experience and ability. Send
resumeKy.to Program Director,taoe
WKYB, and
Paducah,
Morning man for Boston. Tape, resume, salary expected. PP. WMEX, Boston 15, Mass.
Mature voice. FM programming 100,000
watts of power. WSOM, Salem, Ohio. Send
tape, resume, or arrange personal interview.
We are looking for bright, lively announcer
with talent. Ours is 1000 watt independent
station, modern radio format, in college
town of 20,000. Send tape and resume to
WSPT, Stevens Point, Wisconsin.
Need 2: (1) dj/sports for fast-paced am
format. (2) 1st phoner for fm announcing,
some maintenance. Growing chain. WTKO
Ithaca, New York. Full details.
Needed: Complete staff for new station
opening
soon,salesmen,
Conneaut, copy,
Ohio. send
Comboresume:
men,
announcers,
Lou Skelly, 3808 Chaucer Lane, Youngstown, Ohio.
Wanted, network quality newscaster. Relocate Stuart. Florida. Position available immediately. Furnish particulars. Call, write,
or wire. Also need experienced, top radio
salesman to sell news service to radio stations. Sunshine Radio Network, Box 1618
Call Atlantic 7-2552, Stuart. Florida.
Technical
Chief engineer-announcer-production man.
Want
to liveblueon skies
Florida's
beautiful
coast where
and blue
waters gulf
are
alwaystionwarm?
Area's
most
progressive
needs tip-top man. $85 per week sta-to
start. Send background and tape to Box
985M, BROADCASTING.
Engineer for combination engineering-announcing at progressive central Pennsylvania 1000
day-timer.
Immediate
ing.
Sendwatt
resume,
references,
taoeopenand
salary
CASTING.expected to Box 987M, BROAD5 kw station in New England looking for
engineer-announcer. Send resume, references, salary expected and sample tane.
immediately. Box 115P, BROADCASTING.
103

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
First class engineer-announcer. Good salary, ideal working conditions for good man.
No characters, just good average man. Must
be above average announcer. J.B. Delzell.
Radio Station WGTN. Georgetown, S.C.
Experienced first-class engineer for daytime
kilowatt; mostly maintenance and a little
phone Magnolia, Ark.
boardBillwork;
light
CE 4-5862,
Bigley, General Manager.
mainteer engineer, interest inExcellent
Transmitt
nance and construction desirable. in
group
ent
advancem
for
ties
opportuni
RolPersonnelng,Director,
Contact g-Telecasti
operation.
414 French
Broadcastin
lins
Street, Wilmington. Delaware.
Production-Programming, Others
market
Art director for large southern
be sharp, fresh andof
radio-tv operation. Must
— preparation
Principal duties
creative al
slides and sales promotion
commerci
sample
nieces Salary open. Send resume,BROADmaterial and photo to: Box 106P,
CASTING.
girl for traffic
Continuity gal: Experiencedwork—
not afraid
general office
continuity,$100.00
am station
New
to start.
of work!
BROAD170P,
Box
Address
Louis.
in St G.
CASTIN

y news director Gather,
Newsman— Presentl
write and air news. Excellent references.
^ Looking for good newschildren
Married, worthy
station. Box 212P, BROADCASTING.

man presently in Buffalo AvailTop forty
ING. able August 23. Box 216P, BROADCASTm posidesires progra
Good tionmusic
for
manual
recent good musicbroadcas
Author, expert
ters
state
two
by
used
d-is now
tion
apprecia
associations. Co-author music
firm, fen years
by leading ation
text publishedmusic
instructor,
appreci
nce, ty. Musical
experieuniversi
taste surveys done
state
D-j, good music show.
with 1500 students. backgro
onal
und, professi
ve
2 years.anExtensi
banc I. nite
(symphony dance
musici
annual,
college
editor,
le:
Versati
club)
excellen.t rec22; manager
at ra
USNR, nyWWII,
skipper,
Top
orchest
ord as sympho
es. Successful
references from local executiv
family
Mature
voice.
Good
.
public speaker
man 36 Sights set on management. Box
219P-. BROADCASTING.
departopportunity. Two mandaytime
Mobile mentnews
r.
in aggressive news-musicmonito
rs in
police
plus
radio
ay
Two-w
hours
You'll worktwofive
mobile unit.
classy
hours as
mobile news,smaller
Per day strictly stimula
market
ting, o and ting
dj. Interes
Cincinnati. Station
between Chicag
d. Send tape of dj
well staffed and equippe
and resume.
plus photo
and news DCAS
work
TING.
Box 226P, BROA
exstation looking forwrite
Progressive midwest
can gather,
who mobile
perienced newsman use
Good
unit.
and present news,looking for permanency.
salary for man
tape, resume, photo. Box Z£ir,
Send
BROADCASTING.
Immediately, top production man $500 to
operatio
tightto top
'know
must and
sTaft
Kitn.1,
Brady
Jim 40
resume
Send tape
.
accepted
calls
collect
No
Falls.
Idaho
t opportunity aggressive exNews. Excellen
perienced newscaster, reporter, and editor.
with live twentyrated station,
one news
Numberhour
operation. Confidential.
four
available salwhen
ion,
informat
Send fullexpected,
and audition
small photo WAKR,
ary
Akron
P.D.,
Wylie,
Robert
to
tape Ohio.
20.
for radio-tv
Wanted. Experienced newsman
30th market.
nation's
operationsair inman
ced bein
experienMust
and writer
capable
.
telephone
and
work
leg
by
news
g
gatherin
and picture to Tom
Send resume, tape
Ohio.
Dayton,
WHIO,
Frawley,
for heavily commercial indeTraffic girl
pendent. Needed by end of August. Rush
resume, qualifications and salary expected,
WING, Dayton, O.
news editor for
Deep-digging, hard-hitting operation
. Must
top market good music
but balliberal,
be
know New
editorial ability. Some board
anced haveEngland,
announcing. WCRB, Boston 54.
work,
3-7080.
TW

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Immediate opening junior copywriter, girl
preferred.ground Send
sample WISH,
copy, photo,
backBill Frosch,
Indianapolis.
Program director, proven record in metropolitanproduction
market, 27,minded,
single, six
years
experience,
ideas,
workhorse
with ambition, play-by-play football and
pro baseball,
re-creation
and live.
Ownership and format
change forces
move.
Call
.or. .BRoadway
don't write!8-1750,
Bob Smith.
JAckson
7-4422
Memphis. Tennessee.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General/sales manager, successful in present position, seeks greater challenge and
opportunity
in medium market. Box 999M,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager making change on this condition: Give meor can
general
management
within six months
me. Box
157P. BROADCASTING.
Manager or sales manager. Experienced
producer. Interested only in California
openings. Top
CASTING. man. Box 185P. BROADWill manage your station. Would start as
assistant if necessary. Box 195P. BROADCASTING.
Manager or commercial manager. Nine
years radiomercial
experience
as: Announcer,
manager, program
director, comand
manager. 3 years college, age 31. Work by
results
CASTING.not by hours. Box 197P. BROADImpeccab'e references 17 years (IV2 sales)
broadcasting;
authenticated
ability, aggressiveness. General
manager: assistant;
sales.
Marginal
operation
needing
Box 199P. BROADCASTING. stimulant only.
Tired of SOS? Will trade sparkling format
operations proven to top top-40. 1965 ideas.
15 years
all prospects,
phases for free
GM. hand
Sacrificeexperience
starting pay for
to create live and lively radio. Your station plus myconsidered.
talents equal
for both.
All offers
Gulf money
coast preferred.
Investigation
invited. Box 208P. BROADCASTING.
Absentee owners: Versatile couple available
relocation
management.
five years station
combined
experience,Offer
ideasthirtyand
ability
to
build
—
profit
and
community
will at minimum expense. Excellent in good
sales
and production. First phone. Box 209P.
BROADCASTING.
Addressing station owner of facility in
pleasant living small or medium community considering manager-sales manager.
Thoroughly
experienced
all phases.
Energetic
producer,
adaptable
salesman, salescost
consciouspersuasive,
administrator,
good
personnel
relationships,
excellent
broadcaster, handle
all details station
operation,
create, execute saleable ideas, stations interest foremost. Married, early 30's. Presentlypetitive
sales manager,
5 years Let
highly
multi-station market.
me comhear
from you. Box 220P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer, play-by-play experience.
2 years
college
broadcasting school.
Box and
232P. professional
BROADCASTING.
One year — one station — one salary. Desire
change. Preferably night work. Single, 23.
Any
reasonable offer. Must give my boss
ING.
two weeks' notice. Box 233P. BROADCASTDesire employment with network owned
and operated station as personality. 6 years
special events and mc. Now earndj news,
ing 6 thousand
a year.
family,
cation Penn State.
Top Married,
references
from edunationally known people in the ihdustry. At
present employed in the northwest. Box
234P, BROADCASTING.
Young man,
professionally
no experience. Looking
for place totrained,
start. Will
work
hard Call or write. Monte Hale. YMCA
Hotel. 826 S. Wabash, Chicago 5, Illinois.
Young man with one year previous experience, just graduated from professional
broadcasting school. Especially strong on
commercials, popular music, ad libs. Would
like chance to do play-by-play. Able to do
good job on anything asked. Phone or
write. Chuck Patrick, YMCA Hotel, 826 S.
Wabash, Chicago 5. Illinois.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, young, talented, intelligent,
cooperative. News, operate board. Box
975M. BROADCASTING.
New Yorker, 3V2 years experience in all
phases of radio-tv. Prefers program director's
will accept
work. Availableposition,
immediately.
Good staff
references.
Box
970M, BROADCASTING.
Negro dj. Smooth
tape, will showBox
talent,972M.
intelligent sales background.
BROADCASTING.
Veteran sportscaster with top rated radio
and tv shows desires good sports opportunity. Shows solidly commercial. 12 years
experience. Excellent play-by-play baseball,terview
basketball,
boxing.
intechnique.football,
News and
specialGoodevents
background. Presently employed but desire
more challenging sports assignment. Box
990M, BROADCASTING.
College commercial,
grad, speech-radio
major. Mature
Strong
news,
record shows.
voice. Tape, best references on request.
Box 997M. BROADCASTING.
Experienced radio announcer, dj, single,
presently employed, seeking larger market,
preferably in mid-south. Box 103P, BROADCASTING.
DJ personality. Air salesman, not a screamer. First phone six years. Desire major
market station. All replies answered. Box
113P. BROADCASTING.
Announcer, young. Intelligence, determination, chief assets. Operate board. Tape
available. Box 134P, BROADCASTING.
Married. 12 years in major market. Prefer
western climate and money. Box 161P,
BROADCASTING.
Top-notch, experienced announcer. Strong
play-bv-play all sports, dj and news. Box
163P. BROADCASTING.
Dee-jay
abilitywith
to sell,
desires position
in large with
market
opportunity
to do
some television. Fourteen vears experience.
Box 164P, BROADCASTING.
Climbing,
young,Minnesota-Wisconsin.
married announcer-engineer. Relocate
Personality,
dependable.
Box 166P. BROADCASTING.
Situation wanted as an English or Spanish
announcer. Have experience on both, single,
age 22,tion,will
travel. Desire voice.
permanent
have informative
Box posi168P.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj.
veteran.
Preferor
Massachusetts. Experienced
New Hampshire,
Conn.,
Maine. Resume, photo, tape on request. Box
171P. BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer. 33. College. Family.
News. Will sell, copywrite. Box 172P.
BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play, class C baseball, college
soorts. Presently employed, network sta5000 watts.
Westdj,ormoving
mid-west.
work, tion,strong
news,
up. Board
Some
tv. Box 173P, BROADCASTING.
Radio announcer 12 years experience. 8
years program director same station. Wants
shot at radio-tv setup or tv only. Seeks
announcing
plus Go
tv production
tion experience.
anywhere. and
Box direc174P.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, limited experience, seeking
chance legetoradio.
prove
his worth.
Two years radio
colGraduate
professional
school. Will travel. Anxious to please. Tape
on request. Box 178P, BROADCASTING.
Personality-dj.
Adult music.
Creative, Tape
gimmicks, commercials.
Cooperative,
available. Box 181P. BROADCASTING.
Morning man — radio, 16 years experience.
TV-announcer-host,
over known
4.000 livevoice
on camera commercials. Well
and
picture. Five figure minimum. Personal interview.
Top
market
onlv.
Presently
employed in New York City. Box 182P,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Combo first phone, announcing experience,
available two weeks. Young. Single. Would
like station relatively near Washington
with opportunity
to learn
transmitter maintenance. Box 184P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer — first phone. Married, 33 years
old. Experience
1000 watt
daytime Box
station. Tape and atresume
on request.
188P, BROADCASTING.
Married man with four mouths to feed
wantsing good
solid opportunity.
of bepushed around.
23, 5 years Tired
experience.
Top rated
deejay,
would
like
sales
opportunity. Box 194P, BROADCASTING.
Broadcaster, 31 years old, married,
family, 12 years experience in the radio indesiresBox
program
or production dustry,
position.
196P, director
BROADCASTING.
Like help! Not rapid paced jock looking for
job in Florida. Nite owl looking for permanent ten
roost with
quality
sound. which
Farewelled top
markets
for dream
nightmared.
Reply
Box
201P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer, family man, steady.
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan preferred.
Excellent
CASTING. references. Box 200P, BROADBeing clobbered
top 40?operation
PD with with
answers looking forby honest
questions. It can be done, I've done it.
Don't want
to joinBROADCASTING.
'em, want to fight 'em.
Reply
Box 202P,
Mr. many
Chameleon
of
voices— Friendly
and ideas.personality
Available deejay
early
October. Prefer Wisconsin-Illinois. Box
211P, BROADCASTING.
First phone morning deejay. Experienced
all phases, especially news. Employed. Box
215P, BROADCASTING.
Top-flight announcer with pd experience,
seeks staff-dj work in larger market.
Steady, mature. Box 222P, BROADCASTING.
Top-flight female staff announcer with new
and exciting copy ideas, six years experience, excellent musical background, outstanding selling voice, desires to locate permanently either Florida coast. Box 223P,
BROADCASTING.
Swingin'
topmodern
40 dj radio,
available
immediately.
Two
years
married,
dependable. Box 224P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 12 years experience, disc
jockey, news staff work in general. Prefer
staff atejobboard.with
on news. Can operBox emphases
225P, BROADCASTING.
Outdoorsman — 20 years experience, 10 present job.Outdoor
Top-ratednews.
free-lance
deejay, c&w
or pop.
Farm reporter.
One
million market. First ticket. Station sold.
Desires smaller market with good hunting
and fishing. Northwest states, or Alaska.
Age 37. Family near grown. Available 90
days. Phone person-to-person: C.S., University 3-3498, 14503 Painter Ave., Norwalk,
California.
Combo-man; first phone, trained in all
phases of broadcasting; married; prefer
western states; available now. Fred Mull,
7012 B Rugby St., Huntington Park, Calif.
Ph. Ludlow 8-2646.
Combination men (2). Staff announcing.
Pathfinder,
510— 16th
fornia. Twinoaks
3-9928.St., Oakland, CaliStaff announcing at small station in Rocky
Mountain area. Attended Midwestern BroadSchool instation.
ChicagoCanandwrite
worked
time at casting
small
and partsell.
Writever,Ralph
Shaffer,
4163
Knox
Ct.
DenColorado.
First phone announcer. College and experience. Brad Melton, 5319 Rocky Ridge, Dallas, Texas. FR 4-7568.
Announcer, first phone, top forty experience. Jim Jones, Route 4, Martinsville, Virginia. Phone Mercury 8-9833.
Technical
Chief engineer, experienced, desires daytime station in south Florida. Reply Box
806M, BROADCASTING, or phone Cocoa
Florida, NE 6-1499.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
1st phone man with six years experience in
radio and tv. Also some construction and
maintenance. Available with two weeks
notice. Box 125P, BROADCASTING.
Chief or staff. Twelve years as chief. Highly qualified and reliable. Want permanency
and incentive with reliable organization.
Family.
Resume. Box 162P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-first
experienced
air salesman. Boxphone.
203P, Fully
BROADCASTING.
Engineer,
five noyears'
experience;
weeks
notice;
announcing;
now three
employed. Box 228P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer — 5 kw am da-high power fm.
Remote control - installation - maintenance.
Prefer chief 1 kw or staff job large station.
Best
ING. references. Box 229P, BROADCASTChief engineer-announcer. Good in both departments. Want position with future. Box
231P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-announcer, over 20 years
experience, know radio from ground up.
Family man,mediately.
prefer
southeast,
available
imW.J. (Bill)
Evans Jr.,
480 Pine
Needle Road, Athens, Georgia.

CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES

TV

IN

VIDEOTAPE*

SPECIALISTS
(sales and technical)

• Ampex Corporation's Professional Products Division needs qualified television industry specialists to help market the new VR-1000B Videotape*
television recorder, camera and tv system.
• Heavy current demand and rapidly growing market potentials provide
excellent opportunities for early advancement.
• Company benefits include fully paid medical and life insurance, travel
protection, profit sharing and bonus plan. Liberal salary and expense account policies.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(in home office: Redwood City, Calif.; in district offices: New York,
N. Y., Hollywood, Calif., Atlanta, Ga., Chicago, 111., Washington, D. C.)
Videotape* Recorder Sales Representatives
To sell recorders to men at top levels of management and engineering
in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations. Should have at least
5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
Camera & TV System Sales Representatives
To sell complete Videotape* systems to men at top levels of management and engineering in TV broadcast and closed-circuit installations.
Should have at least 5-yr. background in technical and/or program sales
or program production/direction. Supervisory experience desirable. College degree or equivalent.
TV Systems Installation & Maintenance Engineers
To install and service VR-1000B recorders and TV cameras. Should have
at least 5-yr. background in TV equipment maintenance with some supervisory experience. College degree or equivalent with emphasis in
technical subjects.
TV Camera & Recorder System Engineers
To design and diagram Recorder system applications, including camera
and other tie-in equipment. Should have at least 5-yr. background in TV
station design engineering. Supervisory experience desirable. Engineering degree or equivalent.
For a personal interview, please send detailed resume including references
to: John K. Doolittle, Ampex Corporation, Personnel Department, 2400 Bay
Road, Redwood City, California.

934 Charter Street

COR PORATION

Redwood City, Calif.

*TM Ampex Corporation

professional
products
division
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Technical
First phone. Three years directional, maintenance, construction experience. Ham. No
announcing. Available September. Jay
Suter,
2049
East 115th Street, Cleveland 6.
Ohio.
Chief ence,
engineer-announcer,
8 yearsaccounts,
experigood voice. Can sell, service
and
do
play-by-play
sportscasts.
W.M.
fill, KLEA, Lovington, New Mexico. HighProduction-Programming, Others
Gal
write BROADCASTING.
copy, handle air
work,Friday
train.— type,
Box 974M,
News, dium
sports
or program
midwest.
10 yearsdirectorship.
experience Meall
phases. Box 119P, BROADCASTING.
Energetic, colorful news director and newscaster, presently employed, seeks alert outfit in busy market. Box 165P, BROADCASTING.
Wisconsin, Minnesota, from your area,
would like to locate in your state. Four
years radio, Announce
two tv, past
tv-pdbooth.
and
operations.
on radio
camera,
Now employed, 24, single, no drifter. Box
175P, BROADCASTING.
Girl Friday: Experienced, versatile, eager,
best references,
preferBROADCASTING.
midwest, begin immediately. Box 176P,
Program director-promotion manager. 16
years in allperiencphases
of radio.
Thoroughly Have
exed in all phases
programming.
had own agency. Former promotion manager rently
for large
super markets.
empoyedchain
as station
manager Cur1,000
watt. Number one in market. Married. Reliable. Best of references. Will go anywhere. Will do best possible job as program director-promotion manager. Box
179P, BROADCASTING.
Economy wave victim: Seven years exnews and
sports graduate.
director.
Ohio Staleperience:— asuniversity
journalism
Desires stability; will give you top notch
news coverage. Former employer highly
recommends. Box 183P, BROADCASTING.
Sports director looking for football, baseball, basketball play-by-play. Experienced.
Also
doubles as dj. Box 190P, BROADCASTING.
Good announcer-deejay with news, copy,
sales experience. Seeking program directorassistant market
manager
position
medium
station.
Collegewith
grad.smallBox
192P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Experienced tv salesman for Chicago representative. Prefer man age 25-32. Box 170M,
BROADCASTING.
TV salesman wanted for New York state,
NBC outlet. Base plus commission, Send
full resume to Box 205P, BROADCASTING.
Tv program,
only one
of it's kind,
nowVir-in
8th
year
successfully
on Salesman
four
ginia andoperating
North Carolina
stations.
works directly out of station. Now adding
additional markets. Nominal salary, commission and car allowance, immediate opening. Write Box 218P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
TV account executive. Experienced in radio
or tv local-regional sales. To take over top
billing account list on one of the best CBSTV stations in the Carolinas. Now in our
10th year of operation. This position offers
good base, fringe benefits, and attractive
commission arrangements that enable you
to build your own future. No limit on earnings. We want a family man with sincere
desire to work and make money. Your record must stand rigid investigation. Send
complete details including sales record on
local and regional accounts, with photograph to Don Pierce, Local Sales Manager,
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N.C.
Announcers
Announcer
— Experienced,
mature,
abletapeto
sell
on camera.
Send resume,
photo,
and salary requirements. Paul Carter, CreaIowa. tive Director, KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,
Technical
ETV engineer: to be in charge of microwave
and new studio operations and maintenance; possibility of advance to chief; 2
years tv experience, 1st class, some college
preferred. Send photo, how you can fit job,
references
sonville, Fla.to WJCT, 1070 E. Adams, Jackr
Expanding
Small Division
an interna-tv
tional —organization.
Video tapeof recording
maintenance engineers for checkout and/or
R&D on video tape recorders. Mincom Division— 3 M, 2049 So. Barrington Ave., Los
Angeles 25, California.
Production-Programming, Others
Art director for large southern market
radio-tv operation. Must be sharp, fresh
and commercial
creative. Principal
— preparation
of
slides andduties
sales
promotion
pieces. Salary open. Send resume, sample
material
and
photo
to:
Box
106P,
BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted — Management
Fifteen years experience: Newsgathering,
television
operations,
production.
Veteran, married
desires film
position
management
trainee large progressive station. Tape,
resume, references. Box 160P, BROADCASTING.
Promotion Manager — Experienced all phases
radio-tv cellent
promotion
to relocate. Box
Exbackgrounddesires
and references.
236P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salary secondary to television opportunity.
I specialize in tough sales problems, am
seeking challenging
television
saleseastern
managership. Top biller five
years major
market, two years multi-station. Aggressive, hard working team player, late thirties, church member. Box 830M, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Collegeence in grad
Experiall tv tv-communications.
production jobs. Excellent
camera personality, mature voice. Strong
news, commercials. Writer. Knowledge film
and sales. Photo, references. Tape on request. Will travel for interview. Box 996M,
BROADCASTING.

FOR SALE — Kine Recording Heads with Magazines (with audio amps,
and galvo's). Brand new. Six available for immediate delivery. Priced
at $3750 each. Also — one Kine Recording Unit. Complete . . . unused
. . . ready to operate. Priced at $7500. Write or call — Attention Mr. B.
Presti.
EDUCATIONAL TELEVISION DEPT.
BROADCAST EQUIPMENT DIVISION
SARKES
TARZIAN
INC
^^^^^^^
easl hillside drive • bloomington, Indiana
edison 2-7251
106

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Studio engineer with 3Y2 years experience
in all phases studio operation seeking a
permanent
position. 1st ticket. Box 156P,
BROADCASTING.
Ten years am-tvministration,
experience
admaintenance, including
construction.
Presently
chief
engineer,
but
will
consider other technical supervisory position
in permanent
location.
Proven ability, references. Box 186P,
BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Available September — Production manager.
Eight years
network experience.
resume and information
write BoxFor849M,
BROADCASTING.
Production assistant, 3 years experience in
large market desires to relocate small
market as production manager. College
graduate, family, highest references. Salary
open. Box 932M, BROADCASTING.
Director, presently employed — wants station
with
live programs. Box 938M, BROADCASTING.
ETV program director-manager. 8 years
vhf,
uhf, closed-circuit
(commercial
and
educational).
Experiencetv includes
art and
film direction. MA degree (education), family man, 35. Want New England or midwest
educational tv position. Salary open. Will
ING. part-time. Box 114P, BROADCASTteach
Director-announcer, 6 years all phases of
production, presently employed D.C., 25,
married, BA. Box 123P, BROADCASTING.
Eastern Pennsylvania agencies, stations.
Male copywriter, 12 years metropolitan
radio,
tv, agency.
Must BROADCASTING.
relocate. Highly
recommended.
Box 155P,
Station manager, r/tv. Capable, programming and sales. Proven record. Box
180P, BROADCASTING.
Talented tv announcer-director-personality.
Six years tv. Am artist-cartoonist with successful record in children's and weather
shows.
news-interviews. College
grad. BoxGood191P,on BROADCASTING.
Never topped on tv. #1 rated newscaster,
7exclusives,
years topcreative
ten market
Network
writeram-tv.
documentaries.
College through masters — 34, married, excellent voice, appearance, character. Available 3 weeks notice. Box 193P, BROADCASTING.
Television director — Available immediately.
B.S. Radio-Television
Experienced
all phases. Indiana
CompleteUniversity.
personal
history and references ready to send. David
E. Rice, 625 West Washington Street, South
Bend, Indiana. CEntral 3-2531.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Skyline tower 360 feet, including beacon
and
side
lights.
Box 177P, BROADCASTING.
Complete G.E., 1 kw fm transmitter in first
class condition, less console. Write for list
of
components and price. Box 221P,
BROADCASTING.
Model
BC-250-D
250 wattalso
GatesGates
transmitter,
in
excellent
condition,
antenna
tuning unit, remote antenna unit and about
175 feet 3a coaxial. Contact Norbert Fritz,
KNAF, Fredericksburg, Texas.
W.E. 353E1, 500/1000 transmitter, like new
working. W.E. 1C frequency and RCA 66A
modulation monitors, both excellent working condition. New limiter, like W.E. 1126C.
Loads of new spare tubes for everything.
Package $2500 cash, carry. See this. KOXR,
Oxnard, California.
Two Berlant BRX-1 tape recorders with
cases, cost $650 each. Yours $200 each. RCA
limiter 86A1, $100. All in service. Air mail
KOZE, Lewiston, Idaho.
One Western Electric 23C console, $250.00;
two RCA BN2A remote amplifiers. $275.00
each. All in excellent condition. One Ampex 601-2 formers,
stereo
with $750.00.
input transin newrecorder
condition,
P.O.
Box 5455, Jacksonville, Fla.
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

FOR SALE

MISCELLANEOUS

RADIO

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Windcharger
#300pylon,
galvanized
190 foot
am-fm
tower, 35 foot
beacon,
obstruction
lights. Box 238P, BROADCASTING.
Complete
RCA
modelradio
5 DXbroadcasting
transmitter, equipment
5 kw, now—
operating in good condition on 1150 kc.
Includes three Blaw Knox self-supporting
antenna, 223, 223, and 465 feet high, tower
beacon equipment, transmission lines and
couplers, monitoring and metering devices,
and text equipment. Sealed bids will be
opened at 2:00 P.M., CST, August 25, 1959.
Address inquiries and requests for bid
forms to Director of Business Affairs, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, P.O. Box
2950, Baton Rouge, Louisiana.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel, Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.

Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.

Help Wanted — Announcers

Stephens Wireless microphone complete
used,erainEquipment
excellentCo. condition
Inc., 315— $250.00.
W. 43rdCamSt.,
New York, JUdson 6-1420.
1-Presto 85-B recording amplifier and rack
mount power supply 8-N disc cutter and 2speed
table, 1-D cutter, outside-in, insideout,
Texas.in good condition. Box 4116, Dallas,
RCA 3 Bay channel 5 tv antenna, 900 feet
3Va"
copper
coaxin line,
elbows, and
hangers,
fittings,
etc. All
good 4condition
now
mounted on tower. P.O. Box 600, Washington 4, D. C.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Responsible individual wants to buy radio
station in $50,000 to $150,000 class in Florida,
north, west coast or Rocky mountain. Box
159P, BROADCASTING.
Cash for profitable or unprofitable station
in western
Pennsylvania
or N.Y. No brokers. Box 210P,
BROADCASTING.
Wanted — One problem station in mid-west,
will buy under short term contract basis.
Replies confidential. Box 217P, BROADCASTING.

Planning "prestige" programming? "Fine
music" format? Installing fm? Need advice? Professional radio program consultant. Sam Scott, KCUR-FM, 5100 Rockhill
Road, Kansas City, Missouri, Delmar 3-7878.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management

STATION

OWNERS

Top - Rated Major - Market
Radio Personality Available
for Interest in Station.
Nationally-recognized radio personality in top ten market, with
over 25 years of successful knowhow in management, sales, programming and promotion — plus
tremendous record library and
national contacts — desires interest in station in substantial metropolitan market.
Box 158P, BROADCASTING

DJ's... ANNOUNCERS
Sharpen up your show! Cash in on
the Agency spot work! Learn any
dialect and learn it right from a
teacher with pupils on Broadway.
Anyone can learn with this simple,
fast method of taped and written
instruction. You actually can see
and hear the sounds. (Cockney,
Russian, German, Italian, Irish,
French, Scotch, Swedish, you name
it). $35.00 per dialect on tape,
$45.00 on disc. SEND CHECK OR
MONEY ORDER TO:
J & J Enterprises
Box 5343
Nagel Station
St. Louis 15, Missouri

We believe Chapman Company can save
you time, effort, and money in the sale of
your station. A single meeting will outline
this for you. Give us a call and "we'll come
running."
You will
under no information
obligation.
You
will then
have beadditional
on which to plan the future. Chapman
Company,
telephone Atlanta
TR 4-7821,
or write,
1182 West Peachtree,
9, Georgia.

BROADCAST

Equipment
Wanted: Used consolette or small console in
good condition for recording studio. WDEC,
Americus, Georgia.
Audio fiers,console,
amplirelay type video
video distribution
switcher, monitors.
O.W. Harrell, Chief Engineer, WEDU,
Tampa, Florida.

ENGINEERS

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-paee brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St.. N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.

STUDIO

SYSTEMS

The RCA Broadcast Division has several challenging openings in its systems
group for engineers qualified to plan television operating systems for
broadcast stations and closed circuit customers. The work involves taking
customer requirements, translating them into functional system drawings,
and often getting the system installed and tested. Design and construction
of custom built equipment items are part of the work. An engineering degree
is preferred.
FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING
Please send resume to:
Mr. C. B. Gordon, Dept. ZC-14H
Professional Placement

MANAGEMENT

RCA, Bldg.
Camden
2, 10-1
N. J.

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

FOR SALE

HAWAII CALLS
Top flight disc-jockey. Must know
tight operation. Rush aircheck, resume, photo, references. Top station
— wonderful living. Address all replies to Program Director, P.O. Box
5428, Honolulu, Hawaii.

WANTED
RESEARCH ANALYST, TV STATION
Assistant to Sales Development Head
of N.Y.C. TV Station. 2 years minimum
TV experience. Knowledge of ratings.
$90-$100 start. Send resume to Box
21 3P. BROADCASTING.

WEATHER • RADAR
Raytheon 10 CM 275 KW Output
PPI Presentation 4, 20, 80 mile
range. In use today by several
broadcast stations. Complete with
instruction books and instal. diags.
In new factory condition. Picks up
clouds at 50 miles. $950.
Westinghouse 3 CM 40 KW Output
PPI Presentation. 2, 10, 40 plus
mile range. Complete in new factory
condition with instruction books
and spares. $2200.
General Electric Automatic Tracking
Radar 10 CM. 275 kw. Will track
clouds, storms, hurricanes, etc.,
automatically or by hand control,
up to 200 mile range. Complete in
trailer van 25 ft. long (Its own
building!).
request. Price
Used by andAirdetails
Forceon and
weather bureau.
RADIO— RESEARCH
INSTRUMENT CO.
550 5th AVENUE
NEW YORK 36, N. Y.

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
WANTED
TELEVISION
OPPORTUNITY
KNOCKS
—

WANTED

—

CRACK

NEWSMAN

Top-flight reporter, writer, onair personality to join quality
TV news staff. Send kine, other
evidence, or bring lively body
to Bruce Palmer, News Director, KWTV, Oklahoma City.

Equipment

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations

Special TV sales representative for one of world's largest
TV film distributors.
A hard working salesman can
make substantial income
with drawing account and
liberal commissions.
Excellent growth possibilities.
Several important territories
remain open to those selected.
APPLICANT MUST BE WILLING TO TRAVEL
Write Qualifications to
P.O. Box 1034,
Studio City, California
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Technical

TELEVISION ENGINEERS
WITH FIRST CLASS LICENSE
Needed by expanding top Florida station. Must have experience in studio
operation, remotes, video-taping and
maintenance. Men with less than five
years experience need not apply. Send
full details, background and photo to
Box 204P, BROADCASTING
108

PROGRAM DIRECTOR
NEEDED
by WFMY-TV
Greensboro,
No. Car.
If you are experienced as a program
director or operations manager . . .
If you have administrative ability
and can
ment . . . supervise a big departIf you know programming at the
local level . . .
If you know film purchasing . . .
If you are truly creative . . .
If you have
ment . . . sound, mature JudgWe have an excellent opportunity
for you . . .
We have one of the top markets in
the southeast . . .
We have a 10-year-old CBS station
with fine equipment in new million
dollar plant . . .
We have a competent staff . . .
We have
salary for this market .. good
.
What are your requirements?
Our programs director of nine years
is going into fulltime church work.
Would like to replace him by October 15.
If you think you are the man of
ability and character we want, write
Gaines Kelley, General Manager,
WFMY-TV, with complete information on your background and experience. Send photo.
If we think you are that man, we
will arrange personal interview.
All applications confidential.
Box 235P, BROADCASTING

REP WANTED
For high gross Minnesota independent
dissatisfied with present rep in Minneapolis area. Wants more than present 2% national.
Box 167P, BROADCASTING
FOR LEASE
FM Sub Carrier for background music
service. 79,000 watts metropolitan Los
Angeles area.
KNOB
7153 Pacific View Dr. Hollywood 28,
Calif. Tel: Hollywood 7-0454.
Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.
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MISCELLANEOUS
LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida —
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property with them at this fantastic price:
3 to 4 feet; 25 for $20.00; 100 for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.
ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian Hemlock, Rhododendron Maximum, and Mountain Laurel. 2 to 3 ft. 25
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.
FOR SALE
Stations
Terms
Fla. Single 500w
N.Y. Single lkw-D
Cash
$50M
90M Terms
48M
S.C. Single lkw-D
Terms
Fla. Small
115M
Wash. Small 5kw-D
95M Terms
lkw-D
Terms
100M
Pa.
Second lkw-D
78M Terms
250w
N.C. Second
Cal. Second 500w
175M Terms
Tenn. Medium 250w-F
85M Terms
Terms
158M
La.
Medium lkw-F
Terms
Medium
175M
Ky.
250M Terms
Mich. Medium lkw-F
Miss. Metro lkw-F
98M Terms
lkw-D
N.E. Monop. 250w
135M Terms
Rocky Metro
235M Terms
lOkw
Fla. Large
250M Terms
250W-D
S.E. Major
225M Terms
5kw-D
S.W. Small
275M Terms
AM
-TV
S.E. Small
450M
Terms
VHF-TV
And others.
PAU L. H.
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Please address:
Chicago
I 182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
GUNZENDORFER
Arizona, 1000 watts fulltimer, $75,000. Colorado, 1000 watts day timer,
$100,000. 29% down. Long payout.
Arizona daytimer, $100,000. California FM, $75,000. Arizona, 5000
watts daytimer, $140,000 for control. Attractive terms.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Consultants
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
BROADCASTING, August 17, 1959

Continued from page 102
Columbia Pictures Corp. — Fico Corp.
bought 20,000 shares raising its holdings to 117,430; Samuel J. Briskin acquired 2,000 shares for 2,050 individually owned.
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co. — Eugene J. McCaffrey bought 4,375 shares,
his first stock in firm; R. Earl Chandler
sold 6,500 shares leaving him with 12,000; Clarence E. Stouch disposed of
1,000 shares leaving him with 68.
Emerson Electric Co. — Byron W.
Jackson acquired 130 shares for 385
total.
Filmways Inc. — Al Simon purchased
500 shares for 1,000 total; William
Cowan bought 500 shares for his first
stock in Filmways; Richard B. Sage
sold 400 shares leaving him with 8,840.
Hoffman Electronics — Bruce L. Birchard purchased 600 shares and sold
200, in three separate transactions,
leaving him with 600.
FOR SALE
Stations — (Cont'd )
1000 WATT DAYTIMER
Georgia town of 5000. Price $50,000.00
with $20,000.00 down. Valuable Real
Estate included.
Box 894M, BROADCASTING.
<^<><><3><^x><><><><><^^

in a top market with wonderful
potential. $150,000 including
acreage in real estate. Transmitter
remoted.
Box 124P, BROADCASTING.
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in tha
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

BILL

Loew's Inc. — George Killion bought
500 shares for 10,000 total.
National Telefilm Assoc. — E. Jonny
Graff, in four transactions, bought 3,300 shares, sold 1,000, leaving him with
4,600.
National Theatres Inc. — B. Gerald
Cantor purchased 2,400 shares, giving
him 102,400 individually; Cantor, Fitzgerald & Co. purchased 3,100 shares
for 18,100 total; Burt Kleiner bought
3,000 shares, giving him 15,000.
Paramount Pictures Corp. — George
Weltner bought 200 shares for 445
total.
Philco Corp. — Charles S. Cheston
sold 200 shares leaving him 2,300; Oscar O. Schreiber sold 100, leaving him
RCA— Robert A. Seidel bought 4,1,577.
000 shares, giving him 4,500; Theodore
A. Smith raised ownership to 2,743
shares by purchasing 2,000; John Q.
Cannon bought 400 shares for 858 total; George W. Chane bought 400
shares, giving him 418; David Sarnoff
sold $17,200 in 3^2% convertible debentures he held.
20th Century -Fox Films Corp. —
James A. Van Fleet acquired 200
shares for 500 total.
United Artists Corp. — Leon Goldberg purchased 100 shares, his first
stock in firm.
Universal Pictures Co. — N. J. Blumberg, John J. O'Connor and Budd Rogers each purchased 100 shares, for each
his first Universal stock.
Westinghouse Electric — R. D. Blasier
bought 1,350 shares for 2,183 total;
Francis E. Dalton purchased 250 shares
giving him 1,001; W. O. Lippman purchased 500 shares for 1,921 total;
George G. Main acquired 1,000 shares
giving him 1,350 individually and 400
in trust; Otis O. Raw bought 250 shares
giving him 1,386; W. W. Sproul Jr.
bought 1,200 giving him 2,276.
Zenith Radio Corp. — Clifford J.
Hunt sold the 1,230 Zenith shares he
formerly held; Frank A. Miller sold
300 shares leaving him with 1,700.

RAMBEAU

REPORTS:

Having sold my interest in Rambeau, Vance, Hopple, Inc. and resigned as
President of that company, I tried retiring but learned I could not take that for
more than a month. So, I have opened an office in Manhattan to serve as headquarters for a temporary consulting service for a couple of old friends in the
broadcasting field. That will do for interim employment but I am a salesman
and frankly I am looking for something to sell. Must be interesting, honest and
have a profit angle. If you have a sales problem maybe I can be of service to you.
William G. Rambeau
10 East 43rd St., New York 17, N.Y., Telephone OXford 7-8896
(FOR THE RECORD) 109

Why

must

public

funds

support
private
Nearly $150 billion has been spent by federal, state and
local governments on highways, airports, airways and the
inland waterways system. Many additional billions will be
spent to expand, improve and maintain these facilities.
Much of this money has been and continues to be provided bygeneral taxpayers through income taxes, property
taxes and other general taxes they pay.
These transportation facilities, supplied by the public,
no

ASSOCIATION

OF AMERICAN

interests?

are used extensively by carriers in competition with the
railroads. In many instances none of the expense of construction, maintenance and operation is recovered through
user charges — such as fuel taxes, license and registration
fees and graduated weight-mile charges.
Shouldn't an adequate share of the costs of these facilities be
paid by private business interests who use them for profit?
Shouldn't the tax-paying public be relieved of this burden?
RAILROADS

• Washington 6, D. C.
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OUR

RESPECTS

Arthur

TO

tor of sales in 1951. In September 1954
he became head of the station.
Athletic interests in his youth may

. . .

Mac

A new horizon loomed invitingly
last March for Arthur M. Tolchin, who
had just been elected vice president of
Loew's Theatres Inc., in charge of
WMGM New York, and who has
been associated with that station for
22 years. While WMGM was already
pointed toward a record-grossing year,
together with its highest ratings, prospects for continued growth now appeared evident to WMGM's executive
vice president. March 12 was the effective date of the Loew's Inc. corporate
split, which placed WMGM under the
new corporate
entity of Loew's
Theatres
Inc.
It is no secret that Loew's Theatres
plans to expand in the radio field, and
WMGM
to benefitin by
Loew's
resources stands
and confidence
radio.
Not
hiding his air of optimism, Mr. Tolchin saysinthethe experience
Loew's
executives
arts of showof business
represents a definite plus for WMGM.
Regretting the loss of his associates
who were branched off to Loew's Inc.
as a result of the split, Mr. Tolchin
says that "fortunately, I find it satisfying to pick up with another tremendously bright, resourceful group of
people who will assist the progress of
WMGM."
Mr. Tolchin's awareness of what a
radio audience listens to is sharpened
each morning and night when he conducts his surveys of car radio listening habits. He drives to his office at
400 Park Avenue from his home in
Harrison, N.Y., a practice he finds
rewarding because it enables him to
hear what other drivers are listening
to and also to "monitor" other stations.
Big Breaks • Mr. Tolchin's enthusiasm for radio is unbounded, especially
radio in the New York market. He
expresses it this way. "Two of my biggest breaks have been (1) deciding to
come to New York, which is certainly
the friendliest city in the world, and
(2) finding this business of radio, an
industry that is teeming with bright,
alert and intelligent people, making it
very easy to do a successful job."
Things were not easy when Arthur
Mac Tolchin first came to New York
in September 1935, fresh from a year
at the Gustav Marx advertising agency
in Milwaukee and college at the Ferris
Institute in Big Rapids, Mich., where
he had studied a general course and
played some basketball. While a senior
at the U. of Wisconsin High School in
Madison, he had played center on the
1931 state championship team. The
BROADCASTING. August 17, 1959

Tolchin

position of center seems logical for the
six-foot, four-inch Mr. Tolchin.
As a youngster growing up in Milwaukee, where he was born May 20,
1914, the WMGM head says he "ran
the gamut" of summer and parttime
jobs — shining shoes, shoveling snow,
delivering newspapers and working in
a drugstore.
Politeness Pays • Came the fall of
1935 and feeling venturesome, Arthur
journeyed to New York, armed with
a letter from the local Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. dealer who had recommended him to Arthur Kudner of the
Kudner Advertising Agency. He didn't
get a job, but struggled along until the
following March when he was hired on
the strength of a "gesundheit" during
his interview at WOR New York. Coming from the German-settled city of
Milwaukee, Arthur had learned some
of the language, and when his interviewer, Walter Neff, WOR sales manager, sneezed Arthur politely said
"gesundheit." Coincidentally, Mr. Neff
could speak German and Arthur ultimately was hired as a salesman after
finishing the interview in German.
He stayed with WOR until October
1937 when he accepted a similar post
with old WHN New York, which in
1948 changed to WMGM. Selling
turned out to be Mr. Tolchin's forte.
In 22 years he estimates his total of
radio time sold for that station at $16
million, a record he claims is unsurpassed by any other single person for
a single station. He was named assistant director of sales in 1945 and direc-

have helped extend Arthur Tolchin's
competitive spirit into radio management activities but he still pursues
sports on many fronts. These interests
may take him to Vermont or Canada
for winter skiing, to Nassau and Bermuda for water skiing and skin-diving,
or anyplace in between where the
fishing might be good. He plays golf
frequently at the Harrison Country
Club where he has a 15 handicap. A
little over a year ago he was awarded
a cup for a hole-in-one he made on a
136-yard hole — with a No. 2 iron!
An interest in flying airplanes was
given up about four years ago, Mr.
Tolchin says, because of too many
other demands on his time. This activity reached a peak in the World War II
years when he was a flight officer in
New York's Knickerbocker Squadron
of the Civil Air Patrol.
Personalities Plus • Mr. Tolchin
identifies WMGM, with its music-newssports format, as a personality station.
Carrying the ball through the 22-hour
broadcast day is a staff of personalities
whom he prefers not to call disc
jockeys because he believes they are
much more than just men calling the
tunes on the turntable. His personalities
must not only keep up with trends in
music and be able to talk well between
records, but also sell merchandise.
Programming features at WMGM
include the airing of all New York
Yankees baseball games, now carried
for the second year of a five-year contract. Before the Dodgers moved west,
WMGM
all that team's games
from 1941 aired
to 1957.
Mr. Tolchin is particularly proud of
his station's public service programming which he says today enjoys
"recognition that has been made manifest to it from almost all areas of
governmental and charitable agencies."
Other special programming at
WMGM, which Mr. Tolchin states will
have an overall gross for 1959 of at
least 10% higher than 1958, includes
a feature called Neighborhood News,
which serves as a community bulletin
board and is aired at various times
throughout each broadcast day, and its
Take a Break series in which clergymen
of every denomination participate with
minute-long spiritual messages.
Mr. Tolchin is married and has four
children, the youngest born this past
July 9. The children are: Bob 20 and
Pat 18, both by a previous marriage;
Kathy 4, and the newborn boy, Bruce.
With the association of an aggressive

WMGM's Arthur Tolchin
A New Yorker's Milwaukean

parent company in Loew's Theatres Inc..
a fine radio property, the biggest market
in the world and a booming radio industry, the future is bright to Art Tolchin.
Ill

EDITORIALS
Tough

job

CONSTRUCTION of a network television program schedule is a fascinating and terribly complicated piece of
work. In many ways the jigsaw puzzle might be called a
direct, but infinitely simpler, forerunner. Consider, if you
will, a few of the factors to be kept in mind:
Audiences, advertisers and affiliates must all be pleased.
Time slots and programs must be united compatibly. The
competition must be watched. The critic cannot be ignored.
The professional, although rarely a typical viewer, has his
claque, and the do-it-yourself variety can be devastating in
other, not always logical, ways. And there is always the
stockholder. In the extreme or most vocal form his interest in dollar return is matched only by his unswervable conviction that the ideal schedule should consist of endless
etudes by the Budapest String Quartet.
It is easy to see that program planners could become
hopelessly schizophrenic if they did not have clear objectives in mind. A plan is essential. It is also helpful to
others, for it shows where a network is trying to go and
how it proposes to get there.
Against this background the program philosophies of the
three national networks, as enunciated by key executives
elsewhere in this issue, make illuminating reading. There
are significant differences of approach, especially where
ABC-TV, the newest competitor, is concerned. That is understandable, for different circumstances require different
approaches. There are some politely bristling competitive
claims, and that is understandable too, because each network must think its course is right. Their common objective is to provide the broadest possible base of appeal
and that is both understandable and proper because, as its
critics would let no one forget, television belongs to the
people — but not, we might add, exclusively to the eggheads or the devotees of string quartets.
But there is no need to pursue that point now. Our purpose here is to say that, assuming execution on a par with
the planning, the guiding philosophies promise a diversity
and level of programming containing much to win the
favor of all but the most diehard back-biters. For that
loudly idealistic band we know of no salvation short of
giving them a network and letting them uplift their way
to the bankruptcy courts.
Quizzical
CAREFUL examination of all of the facts leads us to
conclude that the current interest being manifested by
both House and Senate committees in the quiz show issue
is for headline purposes only. There can be no valid legislative objective because the criminal statutes are ample if
crimes were committed — which they weren't.
A month ago — before the Congressional committees began their forays — we urged prompt release of the grand
jury presentment based on last year's investigation. Release would have avoided the very developments now taking place. Congressional inquiries would prolong what is
now a dead issue since the big quiz is practically nonexistent, and inevitably they would hold up to public
ridicule those unwary contestants in quest of the big jackpots.
The grand jury had the opportunity to indict if it felt
crimes were committed. Instead it delivered a report without naming names but condemning certain devices of
manipulation or corruption so that these could be avoided
in the future. The New York judge, however, ordered the
presentment impounded, and subsequently invited the vari112

ous parties to submit briefs. A decision on release of the
grand jury report will be reached next month by General
Sessions Justice Mitchell D. Schweitzer.
Both House and Senate committees have been given permission to examine the minutes of the grand jury investigation, as distinguished from the presentment. The committees
thereafter presumably will determine whether to launch investigations toexpose any fraud.
As we have observed, it would be reaching considerably
to ascribe any legislative intent to such proceedings. When
the complaint was first made about rigging of a particular
program, the District Attorney in New York promptly instituted an inquiry, followed by the grand jury investigation
of quiz programs generally. This was the proper course
under our judicial processes.
For committees of Congress to insinuate themselves in*-'
the affair at this time can only be construed as another
head-long dive into sensationalism. The House Legislative
Oversight Committee, with a $200,000 appropriation, must
be looking for ways to spend since it's quite a stretch from
legislative oversight to quiz programming.
We hope that both Congressional committees will recognize the wisdom of avoiding an excursion into an area
that gives no promise of yielding anything worthwhile but
would cause untold embarrassment to many misguided
contestants. Those culprits among the program packagers
have had it already. There isn't a Chinaman's chance for
them to get back on the networks.
And we hope that Justice Schweitzer will mete out justice by releasing the grand jury report. This would serve
the public interest, and do infinitely more good than competitive head-hunting expeditions on both sides of Capitol
Hill.
East

and

west

A NEWS dispatch relates that an East German Court
has ruled it a crime to watch West German television.
The Communist court sentenced two defendants in two different cases to imprisonment at hard labor for watching
West German tv and allowing friends to watch too.
No embellishment is needed here to amplify the difference between communism and democracy. This is the
same sort of despotism that results in the Soviet jamming
of our international broadcasts and of Radio Free Europe.
Next month we welcome Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev with free access to our networks and their affiliated
stations.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Shi Ilix
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Drugs

famous

by

KSTP

Beginning September

NORTHWEST...

KSTP!

Merchandising"

Feature

Radio

1, 1959, KSTP

Radio

and TV, Minneapolis-St. Paul, brings another outstanding and exclusive merchandising service to the vital Northwest market.
On that date, Feature Drugs Merchandising Service becomes available — free of
charge — to all qualifying KSTP
TV advertisers!

Radio

and

In sixty high-volume drug outlets, the fulltime KSTP Feature Drugs staff will maintain continuing service including placing of
display material, improving visibility, facings and position, checking on distribution,

Radio

Foods

and

added

Service

Television

stock conditions, popularity of special deals
and

collecting competitive

information.

These activities will be reported to participating advertisers twice during each 13-week
cycle. This is similar to the famous KSTP
Feature Foods Merchandising Service
which provides special displays, Bargain
Bars and store calls in 200 key supermarkets.
Your nearest Edward Petry office or a
KSTP representative will be happy to give
you all the details on this, the most complete, most effective merchandising service
in the Northwest.

Wtt

Television

KSTP

MINNEAPOLIS

• ST.

PAUL

Basic

NBC

Affiliate

*Tfa
/l/<w66werfdLeaden?
Qt&tfat
Represented by Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

"

INTO

KANSAS
MAKE

CITY
YOUR

THE

"GOLDMINE
STRIKE
WITH

KMBC-TV
CHANNEL
9

Kansas City possesses today's FOREMOST POTENTIAL
FOR GROWTH among ALL the major cities of the U.S.,
according to a recent statement in a national magazine by the
well-known head of a prominent investment syndicate. Because
of its central geographic location, this authority says, Kansas
City is destined to become the nation's rail and highway hub.
He cites, in addition, the city's importance in air transportation. He goes on to mention Kansas City's progressive program of slum clearance, highly favorable residential planning
and excellent prospects for commercial and industrial expansion under the aegis of enlightened, intelligent city management. Municipal expansion, likewise, says this authority,
has been of such a nature as to maintain a very favorable
tax situation.

KANSAS CITY IS NOW AMERICA'S 17th MARKET!
• 1,039,200 people live in its metropolitan area!
• 120
The million
area's dollars
effectiveannually!
buying income has risen to 2 billion,!
YES, YOU'LL FIND A BONANZA WITH KMBC-TV!
• Most powerful station — 316,000 watts from the
Channel 9 "tall tower" reach 36,316 more homes
with Class "A" coverage than does nearest competitor.
• Most popular station — Recent ratings attest
KMBC-TV TOPularity, with six of the top ten network
programs, 12 of the top 25!
• According to March-April Nielsen 24-Market Report,
KMBC-TV leads in Kansas City during the vital 6 p.m.
to 10 p.m. period: KMBC-TV has 262,000 viewers per
average quarter hour. Station X has 233,520 and Station Y
has 208,670. Thus KMBC-TV leads X by approximately 11%,
and Y by about 20%.
In

Kansas

CM

the S™ng

» *> J{ M
B and
C Most~Powerful
T VTV StationQ
Kansas City's Most
Popular
and in Radio the Swing Is to

KMBC

V Kansas City — KFRM ft* the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitters

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pr
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sale]
ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television Manager!
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager
Peters. Griffin
Woodward.
Exclusive National Represent^
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FIRST

EPISODE
OF "NOT
FOR HIRE" WILL
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"MAXIMUM

"MAXIMUM

POWER

TOWER"

KTVI's tower rises
1 649 feet above
sea level — the
maximum height
permitted in the
St. Louis area. New
maximum power
transmitter (100
kilowatts Video) is
housed in a combuilding.pletely new modern
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i

This "measured preference" is best shown in a bright,
new information folder that illustrates concisely
and clearly that if you want to cover the vast DallasFort Worth market area, buy KRLD-TV, Channel 4.
Ask your Branham man for the "measured preference" information folders.

Represented Nationally
by The Branham Company
THE

TIMES

HERALD
John W. Runyon
Chairman of the Board

MAXIMUM
4

POWER

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Rembert

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED

Code sequel • Documentation isn't
available but there's Madison Avenue
talk that prominent advertiser testing
two new products in print media had
considered trying them out on television but changed mind. Reason
ascribed to rejection of video was desire to avoid entanglement with NAB's
Tv Code and its stiff policy toward personal products. NAB codifiers threw
group of stations out of code organization this summer (and lost some members) because they carried Preparation
H hemorrhoid commercials.
Line is forming • More than 50 broadcasters have indicated interest in appearing as witnesses when House Antitrust Subcommittee holds hearings on
radio-tv provisions of sports antitrust
legislation. Threat of total sports
broadcasting blackout on present free
radio-tv system has caused deluge of
prospective witnesses (Broadcasting,
Aug. 17). Hearing dates are Sept. 2-3.
One man's opinion • Language of
equal time amendment, passed last
week by House (page 66), was not
language preferred by majority of Commerce Committee members. It was
adopted, following three days of secret
committee debate (Broadcasting, July
27), only after Rep. John Moss (DCalif.) threatened to "vigorously oppose" bill on floor if his more restrictive amendment was not adopted by
committee. Californian expressed private opinion last week that it would
have taken "very little opposition" to
defeat bill as originally introduced by
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Commerce
Committee chairman.
Some members of committee were
incensed over Rep. Moss' actions in
forcing approval of his "bona fide" and
"incidental" language (see story, page
62). "It was nothing but blackmail,"
said one congressman. "None of us
wanted it, including the chairman, but
j we had no choice."
Ford among first • Early-bird auto
drive for spot radio is planned by Ford
Div. of Ford Motor Co. Spot radio
campaign is set for Sept. 28 as part of
initial introductory move for 1960 Ford
passenger car. It's handled through J.
Walter Thompson, New York.
| Plug for ABC-TV • Is House Com1 merce Committee preparing to get into
tv allocations area heretofore practically exclusive domain of Senate? Portents
' of this seen in statement on House floor

CIRCUIT

last week during debate on political
broadcasting law (Sec. 315) by Rep.
Rogers (D-Texas) who went into wholly
unrelated area of three network competition and shortage of facilities. Mr.
Rogers is member of Commerce Committee.
Without alluding to ABC-TV in statement inserted in record, Mr. Rogers said
it was work
fairly
thatin "new
has hadwellto known
cut rates
ordernet-to
compete with the other two, because of
lack of tv stations in a number of cities
such as Birmingham, Louisville. Rochester, Syracuse, Providence and other
markets." These same two-vhf station
cities are actively under FCC consideration, several with short separations, for
vhf drop-ins.
Mahoney to quit C&W • Edward H.
Mahoney, vice president in charge of
radio-tv department of Cunningham &
Walsh, New York, will resign. Definite
date for resignation isn't set but Mr.
Mahoney is talking with people in several areas of tv with hopes of becoming
connected with creative side of medium.
Mr. Mahoney has had 3Vi years with
C & W, and before that seven years with
Benton & Bowles where he was vice
president in charge of commercial production.
RCA's media • Broadcast media
needn't quiver over RCA advertising
shift from Kenyon & Eckhardt to J.
Walter Thompson (see story, page 38).
Ad command at RCA foresees no media
changes, still considers tv — as might be
expected — as its cornerstone in national
advertising. Though RCA will not say
what triggered switch, there's no doubt
that JWT's international organization
helped (RCA is continuing to expand in
overseas markets). Domestically color
set sales will be main thrust.
Back to school • Select group of about
30 broadcasters expected to attend first
institute on general theme of "responsibility" planned by school of Journalism
and Center for Continuing Liberal Education at Pennsylvania State U., Nov.
29-Dec. I. Pilot institute will be conducted in cooperation with Fund for
Adult Education. Among scheduled
participants are Harold E. Fellows,
NAB president; Sig Mickelson, CBS
Inc. vice president in charge of news
and public affairs, and Prof. Charles
Siepmann, New York U., whose identity
with FCC "Blue Book" caused furor in
1946.

Getting out of town • When will Congress quit? Irrespective of legislative
workload, best bet is Labor Day week,
possibly before. With Khrushchev arrival scheduled for Sept. 15, it's certain
Congress won't be around then, if for
no other reason than to avoid protocol
entanglements. It's customary to invite
head of state, even though his visit may
not be official, to address Congress
when in session. No session, no protocol
problem.
Jahnckeannouncement,
leaves Petrybut• Ernest
There's Lee
no
official
Jahncke Jr., vice president and assistant
to board chairman Edward Petry of
Petry station-representation firm, is
leaving that post. With Petry for past
two years, he formerly was vice president and assistant to president of ABC
(when Robert E. Kintner, now NBC
president, was ABC head). Parting with
Petry organization understood to be
amicable.
Birthday wishes • There's activity to
get radio-tv station air support for announcement campaign tying into Sigma
Delta Chi's 50th anniversary this year
as national professional journalism fraternity. It's felt such public service
project would be useful in alerting listeners and viewers to increasing role of
electronic journalism. Harshe-Rotman,
Chicago, is volunteer PR firm for SDX.
Back to tv • Knickerbocker beer, New
York, is still tv-minded. Brewer, which
covers market areas in New England
and metropolitan New York, had given
up most of its spot tv spending during
summer in favor of heavy spot radio.
But here's inside on 1960 strategy:
There'll be "weight" on spot tv. Spot
radio will be continued and will be
"somewhat" heavier than usual. Compton Adv., New York, handles account.
There's a law • Proposal of Senator
Bush (R-Conn.) that Soviet Union be
permitted to own and operate tv station
in this country in exchange for giving
U.S. same privilege behind Iron Curtain is impossible without amendment
of Communications Act. Sec. 310(a)
specifies station licenses shall not be
granted to or held by any alien or representative of any alien; any foreign
government or any corporation authorized under laws of any foreign government. Moreover, not more than
one-fifth of stock of licensee company
can be owned or voted by aliens.
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Better than half the viewing families — 52.6% — watch
WRGB. The May, 1959 ARB total area survey shows
Channel 6 delivers more homes than the other two stations
combined in the Northeastern New York and Western New

31.2AUDIENCE
%
STATION
*
52.6% SHARE
SUNDAY
THROUGHOF SATURDAY
18.2%

SIGN-ON
TO
SIGN-OFF

England market. Contact your NBC Spot Sales representative for the complete story.
WRGB

CHANNEL

6 . . . A GENERAL

ELECTRIC STATION

WRGB

STATION B

STATION C

* Source: Total Area ARB, May, 1959
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Retail tionsdollars
the in
'effective
Radio retail
staare missingawait
the boat
winning sell'
more• local
Bl
^P?' advertising because of their failure to show retailers just
HL, -v ^ how effectively the medium can sell. With proper planK jf
;j ning, better copy writing and more professional air
WL
presentation, local stations can increase this share of
BF""'**k business, according to David P. Thomas, radio-tv di1 ■*
rector, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, D.C., in
Mr. Thomas this week's Monday Memo. Page 23.

$50 million crackdown? • NAB Tv Code Board group preparing report
on personal products advertising for mid-September review. Some of
nation's biggest advertisers involved in study, follow-up to long campaign against Preparation H, hemorrhoid remedy. Page 31.
Spot radio on the move • Ford, Liggett & Myers and Reynolds Tobacco
out in front in RAB breakdown of top 50 spot radio investors in first
half of 1959. First-quarter slump reversed, authorities see both half-year
and 12-month gains for spot radio this year. Page 32.

QUEEN

BEE

IN MICHIGAN'S
HONEY OF A MARKET

Soft or starched • TvB says comparisons are "soft," that is unfair, when
newspaper circulation is pitted against tv's delivered audience. And when
"Starched" — rating studies by Daniel Starch & Staff — readership results
show large grey areas. Page 36.
$17 million march on Madison Ave. • RCA's $12 million hops from
Kenyon & Eckhardt to J. Walter Thompson; Sylvania's $5 million leaves
JWT and lands at Kudner. Page 38.
MGM's 'radio spectacular' • National spot saturation makes debut in
motion picture advertising. If it "works" Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will
back 10 features a year in this manner. Page 40.
The ageless kid • Formula for tv series longevity lies in client service
as exemplified by Ziv-Tv's syndicated western The Cisco Kid, now 10
years old and friskier than ever in both domestic and foreign markets.
Page 52.
Conference on equal time • Senate-House conferees to meet to work
out differences in Sec. 315 amendments which have passed both bodies.
Approval of House came last week with question of exemption for some
news interview shows left unresolved. Page 62.
Action on FCC bills • Senate passes four measures to amend Communications Act, but indications are House won't consider them this year.
Page 70.
New sports angle • Sen. Kefauver, with cosponsorship of dozen others,
introduces new sports antitrust legislation. Bill covers professional football, basketball and hockey but makes no mention of baseball. Page 70.
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Things
are buzzing
Michigan's
rich Golden
Trianglein area!
And
only WILX-TV delivers the important metro areas of LANSING,
JACKSON and BATTLE CREEK
in one sweep . . . city-grade signal
. . . studios at each point . . . dominant NBC service.
Mark these WILX-TV market facts:
• 11th largest population area
(SRDS Consumer Market Data)
• 12th largest in total retail sales
(Sales Management)
• 28th largest in TV homes
(Television Age 1 00 Top Markets)
Sell the big and busy Lansing market (now 69th nationally with
313,100 population) . . . plus Battle
Creek, Jackson and the populous
Central Michigan area . . . with
WILX-TV's powerful coverage.
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.
WILX-TV
Channel
1©

»«
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SELL

With

The

Your

Family

Local

Board

Meredith

of

directors

Station

Yes . . . this situation, one of many, offers advertisers immediate consideration by the family board of directors. Acceptance of the well-established
Meredith Station by discriminating advertisers results from creative selling
and merchandising, sound rate structures, and programming designed for
total audience appeal. The Meredith Station manager or the rep welcome
your requests for the latest market data . . . and will give you the facts on
audience loyalty, coverage area and low cost circulation.

MEREDITH
KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

STATIONS
KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

ARE

"Oil

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With BETTER HOMES and GARDENS
8

OF

TIIF

FAMILY
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency
The Katz Agency

John Blair & Co. — Blair TV
John Blair & Co.
and SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
Firestone
Ike

&

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT

buys

Khrush'

CBS
series

In deal described by network as "unprecedented in international relations
and television broadcasting," Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co. will pick up tab for
14 half-hour CBS-TV programs of news
coverage of forthcoming exchange visits
of President Eisenhower and Soviet
Premier Khrushchev. Contract being
announced today (Aug. 24) by Harvey
S. Firestone Jr., chairman of rubber
company, and Louis G. Cowan, president of CBS-TV network.
Broadcast schedule not definitely set,
but CBS-TV authorities said most programs would be carried in prime evening time. Coverage — combination of
live, tape and film — also will include
President Eisenhower's preparatory visit
to Europe later this month, which will
be subject of first four broadcasts.
They're scheduled 7:30-8 p.m. EDT on
Aug. 27, Aug. 30, Sept. 3 and Sept. 6.
These and programs reporting on Mr.
Khrushchev's visit to U.S. and President's subsequent visit to Russia will be
titled Eyewitness to History.
Agency for Firestone, which last
made trade headlines few months ago
by inability to find what it considered
suitable time for its 30-year-old Voice
of Firestone on ABC-TV, is CampbellEwald, Detroit.
Inn

cancellation

brings

S.C.

• DETAILED COVERAGE

suit

South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.
filed suit at weekend in U. S. District
Court, South Carolina, against William
Hilton Inn, located at Hilton Head
Island, that state, following inn's cancellation of meeting originally scheduled June 28-30. SCBA moved convention to Aug. 20-23 at Holiday Lodge,
Myrtle Beach.
Association asks $62,500 actual and
punitive damages in suit filed by J.
Drayton Hastie, WUSN-TV, SCBA
president. It contended notice that new
inn would not be able to handle convention was not given until June 24.
As result, it was alleged, many delegates were already on way to island
and could not be reached though telegrams were sent all advance registrants
as soon as cancellation notice was received. Suit being handled for SCBA
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NeedTofor
sell' eye on
talwatchful
minor details of tv station operation pointed up in mail from one
of nation's most prominent broadcasters identified with newspaperowned station. Although obviously inadvertent, it lifted lots of eyebrows and churned up few
chuckles too. Letters carried postage-meter imprint, two-inch banner, reading: "The total selling
medium is the daily newspaper."
by law firm of Roberts, Jennings,
Thomas & Lumpkin, of Columbia.
At Aug. 22 session, Frederick H.
Garrigus, NAB organizational services
manager, called for elimination of misconceptions of broadcasting's public
service role by civic and similar agencies. He charged many of those who
demand free broadcast time are paying
for other media, but suggested this may
be due to their ignorance of broadcasting's public service role.
Broadcasters should dispel fallacious
thinking about "public interest, convenience and necessity" language of
Communications Act, he said, noting
many still believe they are required by
law to give definite percentage of broadcast time to religion, education, charity
and other causes. Community program
advisory committees are helpful to
broadcasters in dealing with these
groups, he added.
Hudson

of ABC

dies

Earl J. Hudson, 67, ABC vice president and consultant-advisor, died Friday (Aug. 21) at Mount Sinai Hospital,
Los Angeles. Until December Mr. Hudson was in charge of the network's western division. He was succeeded by
James G. Riddell. Mr. Hudson also
was on the Disneyland Inc. board of
directors. Funeral services are being
held today (Aug. 24).

NBC-TV

buys plays
Search for new tv properties well in
advance of their expected play to audiences has NBC today (Aug. 24) announcing its acquired rights to create
and present tv productions based on
eight top motion pictures owned by

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 31

Selznick Co. Versions on tv are expected to be "special program events,"
according to David Levy, vice president, programs and talent, NBC-TV,
and will be seen beginning in 1960-61
season. "Virtually all" will be presented
live, he said.
Two

FCC

argued

cases

in court

Two appeals of FCC orders were
argued at U.S. Court of Appeals in
Washington Friday.
FCC defended its action in ordering
Montana Microwave to shut down its
microwave operation granted several
months previously which feeds signals
from two Spokane, Wash., tv stations
to community antenna system in Helena, Mont., pending disposal of protest
by KXLJ-TV Helena against microwave
grant. (FCC, in ordering cessation of
service, had granted KXLJ-TV request
for stay of microwave service pending
outcome of protest.)
Montana Microwave charged FCC
unlawfully abused its discretion in "setting aside" microwave grant after seven
months' operation and acted contrary
to its own findings that it had no jurisdiction tohold up microwave service to
catv system on grounds of adverse impact on local tv station. FCC has not yet
acted on original KXLJ-TV protest of
FCC said it has no alternative but to
grant
grant. stay of microwave service unless
there are overriding public interest considerations which decree otherwise. In
this case, FCC said, catv system already
had two program services and need for
addition of two more does not constitute grounds of overriding public interest.
In second argument, WIBR Baton
Rouge, La., one of two applicants for
ch. 9 (recently assigned to Baton
Rouge), appealed dismissal of its protest against FCC action granting
WAFB-TV Baton Rouge (ch. 28) temporary authority to operate on ch. 9
pending resolution of ch. 9 contest.
Among other things, WIBR held it
would not be able to contest WAFB-TV
(controlled by WDSU - AM - FM - TV
New Orleans) if uhf outlet gets STA
for ch. 9. FCC said this position is speculative rather than factual. Similar request for ch. 9 STA by WABR was not
complete,
intervenor WAFB-TV observed.
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DEADLINE

Detroit
profiles

market
fm

survey

audience

Nearly 60% of Detroit fm radio listening audience has family income of
more than $7,500 per year, according
to mail interview survey conducted last
month by Market Opinion Research
Co., Detroit, for WLDM (FM) Oak
Park (Detroit), Mich.
Other facts brought out by Detroit
survey: fm is listened to on average of
five hours and 19 minutes per day; more
fm is heard during evening hours than
at other times; 63.5% interviewed have
listened to fm four years or more;
84.1% of fm listeners own their own
homes and 50% live in city; 32.4% of
fm family heads, by far largest percentage, are in professional, technical or
semi-professional occupations. WLDM
sponsored report was based on 370 mail
interviews of 1,000 questionnaires
mailed to persons "selected at random
from 21,000 names and addresses of
persons who were known to be fm listeners."
MBS

committee

Vic Diehm, president of Vic Diehm
Group of radio stations and chairman
of Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee, Friday (Aug. 21) appointed two
new members to committee to fill vacancies inDistrict 8 (Calif., Wash., Ore.
and Ariz.). Named were Cal Perley of
KSON San Diego and KITO San
Bernardino, Calif., as new metropolitan

market committeeman, and Keith
Munger, president of KCOK Tulare,
Calif., as non-metropolitan market committeeman. They fill vacancies created
by resignations of Norman Boggs,
KHJ Los Angeles, and Frank Loggan
of KBND Bend, Ore. Appointments
run to Dec. 31.
NBC

plans

meeting

First meeting of New Program Managers Advisory Committee for NBC
Radio and its affiliates will be held
Thursday (Aug. 27) in New York.
Albert L. Capstaff, Vice President In
Charge of NBC Radio Programs, is
chairman of committee. Its purpose
is "to foster better understanding of
the programming problems of the netand local stations"
and affiliates.
promote
liaison workbetween
network and
Station members are Herman K. Clark,
WBAP Fort Worth; Bill Cornelius,
WJBO Baton Rouge, La.; Franklin D.
Coslett, WBRE Wilkes-Barre, Pa.;
Elmo Ellis, WSB Atlanta; Ed Walker,
WFLA Tampa and Wilfred W. Woods,
WOC Davenport, Iowa.
Massing named
Appointment of William P. Massing,
former assistant secretary of FCC, to
serve as special assistant for Conelrad
and defense to FCC Comr. Robert E.
Lee, announced Friday. Mr. Massing
entered government service in 1918,
joined Federal Radio Commission in
1931, served as chief of broadcast license division before becoming assistant FCC secretary in 1952. He retired
in May 1956.

HEADLINERS
Arthur C. Schofield, vp
for advertising and promotion of Storer Broadcasting
Co., Miami Beach, appointed assistant to president of Peoples BroadcastHerbert E.
ing Corp.,
ytfVkjffer
WL
^f*^^
HlJjM^Kr
Evans,
effective
A
igfltoh, mamKaUm jOHN j. (Chick) Sept.
Kelly,I.
Mr. Schofield Mr. Kelly assistant advertising and
promotion manager of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. for
past five years, succeeds Mr. Schofield as director of those
activities with Storer. He has previously been with WCAUAM-TV Philadelphia and WPTZ and KYW when they
were located in that city. Mr. Schofield served as advertising and promotion director of DuMont tv network in early
days of medium. Peoples is comprised of WRFD Worthington and WGAR-AM-FM Cleveland, both Ohio, WMMN
Fairmont, W.Va.; WTTM Trenton, N.J., WNAX Yankton,
S.D. and KVTV (TV) Sioux City, Iowa; it is subsidiary of
Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., Columbus, Ohio.

Business

briefly

• RCA Victor Ltd. (Canada), Montreal
has followed U.S. parent organization
by announcing Friday (Aug. 21) it is
moving its advertising (estimated at
about $500,000) from Kenyon & Eckhardt to J. Walter Thompson, effective
first of year. Earlier in week, RCA had
announced its $12 million account
switch to IWT (stories, page 5, 38).
• British American Oil Co., Toronto,
Ont., has signed to sponsor both eastern
and western Canadian football games
as well as national play-offs and final
Grey Cup Game on English and French
language Canadian television networks.
Company bought half rights to games
from Canadian Broadcasting Corp.,
with lames Lovick & Co. Ltd., Toronto, handling all advertising. Games
will be played on irregular schedule
now beginning. Western games will be
carried on network west of Great Lakes
and eastern games in eastern half of
country, with play-offs and Grey Cup
Game being carried on full English and
French networks.
• Pharmaceuticals Inc., Newark, N.J.,
signed sponsorship of new nighttime
version of NBC-TV's current daytime
show, It Could Be You, starting Sept.
5 (Sat., 10:30-11 p.m. EDT). Daytime
series continues Monday thiough Friday (12:30-1
p.m.).
production
stars
Bill Ralph
Leyden Edwards'
as m.c.
Pharmaceuticals'
agency:
Parkson
Adv.,
N.Y.

WEEK'S

10

Mr. Flanagan

Mr. Lasky

Alvin G. Flanagan, vp and general manager of KCOP (TV) Los Angeles for past
three years, elected vp of broadcast division of Nafi Corp. in charge of their o&o
tv stations. Nafi currently owns KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore. and has bought
KCOP pending FCC approval (see Broadcasting, Aug. 17); the company intends
to develop five tv stations, according to
Kenyon Brown, Nafi's radio-tv director.
Philip G. Lasky, executive director, West
Coast for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
since March 1956, named vp in charge
of that area. WBC stations there are
KPIX (TV) San Francisco and KEX (TV),
Portland, Ore. Mr. Lasky entered broadcasting at 21 at KFEL Denver as engineer. In 1930's he was general manager
of KDYL Salt Lake City and KSFO San
Francisco.

FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 12-13 — Annual fall meeting, Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Leland, Springfield.
*Sept.
15 — N.Y.
Premium Advertising conference, Hotel Astor,

YOU

Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
17 — Assn.
of Motion
Picture Producers
&' Sept.
Laboratories
of Canada,
Montreal.
tlBOO

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates firsf or revised listing)

Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
:Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Also annual awards meeting.

Sept. 18-19— National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly Fm Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
AUGUST
Sept. 18-20— Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Aug. 20-24 — Northern American radio-tv conference, Executive Secretaries Council of Seventh
Sept. 18-20 — United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Day Adventists, Olin Hotel, Denver, Colo.
Aug. 23-24 — UPI Broadcasters of Connecticut, Sept. 21— AP Radio & Tv Assn.'s board of diMassachusetts, Rhode Island, Maine, Vermont and
rectors annual meeting, AP Bldg., 50 Rockefeller
New Hampshire aboard aircraft carrier Wasp at Plaza, New York.
sea; board destroyer at South Boston Naval Annex
for transfer to Wasp 100 miles out; return to Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Boston.
Francis Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manAug.
— Comments
due establishing
on FCC's proposal
revise 24Sees.
1.212-1.218
two classesto
ager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
of rulemaking proceedings, with one involving
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept.
22-24
— Electronic Industries Assn. fall con"special consideration"
in
which
all
ex
parte
representations would be barred. Docket No. 12,947.
ference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Aug. 24-28 — American Bar Assn., annual meetThird Industrywide Public Service Programming
ing, The Americana, Miami Beach, Fla.
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Aug. 25-28 — Closed-circuit tv seminar, National
*Sept.
Comments due on FCC proposals to
Assn. of Educational Broadcasters, U. of Pennsyl- add vhf23 —channels
to Fresno, Bakersfield and
vania, University Park, Pa.
Sacramento-San Francisco. Reply comments due
Oct.
8.
Dockets
11759
and
Aug. 25-29 — Ninth annual meeting, Assn. for 12946 (Sacramento-San (Fresno-Bakersfield)
Francisco-Reno).
Education in Journalism, U. of Oregon. Speakers
include Dr. F. Stanton, CBS president; Allan
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Nevins, author-historian; James A. Barnett,
Sept. 24-26— AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Purex Corp. vice president; Mitchell V. Charnley,
U. of Minnesota.
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
Aug. 28-29 — Oklahoma Broadcasters Assn., sumannual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
mer meeting, Lake Murray Lodge, Ardmore. Direc- Sept.
tors meeting and UP meeting Aug. 28. Judge John
Valley 25-26
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Brett, presiding judge of Oklahoma Criminal Court
of Appeals whose court rendered decision in favor Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
of court broadcasting, will address luncheon. Ben
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Sanders, KICD Spencer, Iowa, will conduct sales
clinic.
Washington.
Aug. 28-30 — West Virginia Broadcasters Assn., Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs. FCC Comr.
Houston.
Frederick W. Ford and Howard H. Bell, NAB
assistant to president, will speak.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
*Aug. 29 — Fourth annual broadcasters sales manSept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
agement conference, Mississippi Broadcasters
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Assn., Heidelberg Hotel, Jackson.
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
Aug. 29 — AP breakfast preceding meeting of clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
New Mexico Broadcasters Assn., Desert Sands copywriting, publicity and public relations, production, marketing and merchandising, media, art
Hotel, Albuquerque.
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
SEPTEMBER
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
Sept. 3— North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wameeting, Charlotte.
bash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chair*Sept. gram
3-5managers
— Storer
Broadcasting
Co.'s
radio
proman.
meeting, Detroit.
29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 conven- Sept.
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
tion, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Boston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation semiOCTOBER
nar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
from ARF.
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVPhiladelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
Sept. 11-12 — Country Music Assn. Board of Di- AM-TV
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
rectors, Springfield, Mo.
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KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

TALLEST!
our

833

ft. tower

absolutely
anybody
Central

dwarfs

the
else's in
Texas
area!

Ji
CHANNEL
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE - WACO
BLAIR

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives
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There's ^MVlJJtT
ratings

are more

3 to 1 margin
with

in Jacksonville,

in audience,

complete
of one

dazzling

coverage

than

markets

the Nielsen

the sunshine!

W JXT

is the

to put

of the biggest

where

you

only

With

a

station

in the swim

booming

under

the

sun.

WJXT
JACKSONVILLE,

®
FLORIDA

An affiliate of the CBS Television Network
Represented by CBS Television Spot Sales
Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:
WJXT

Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida WTOP

Radio

Washington, D. C. WTOP-TV

Channel 9, Washington, D.

COMPETITORS,

r

YES...

TELLER

MILTON ANDREWS
Chairman of the Board
The Bank lor SavingsA Trusts

ROBERT D. RUSSELL
President
The Exchange-Security Bank

BUT

THEY'RE
ON

WAP

"As a financial institution
our advertising must
reach adults; therefore,
WAPI is the natural
choice to sell our banking
facilities. The ExchangeSecurity Bank is sold on
WAPI."

BOTH

SOLD

RADIO
"For many years a large
share of our radio advertising dollar has gone to WAPI.
Their distinctive programming and the quality of their
audience provides an excellent outlet for our advertising
message."

WAPI

tts*
Wa
50,000
BIRMINGHAM,
ALABAMA

REPRESENTED

18 (DATEBOOK)

NATIONALLY

BY HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
•5.000 Nights

stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco13,085.
in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
*0ct.
— Institute of symposium,
Radio Engineers'
fifth
national5-7Communications
Hotel Utica,
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
*0ct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C
■'Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
*0ct. 10 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, Columbus.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
( D-Cal if .), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
*0ct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20— Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23— Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20 — Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18 — Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6— St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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Nothin' but happy
sounds from happy
buyers. WBAL is your
BASIC BUY in
BALTIMORE! Buy
WBAL and you buy
BALTIMORE, PLUS.
WBAL-Radio in
Baltimore gives you
coverage where it
counts! WBAL serves
2,500,000 listeners
spread over 14,000
square miles. WBAL
serves them clear
channel, full time,
with 50,000 watts.
WBAL serves its
listeners with top,
professional
programming and
production.
And, as it serves its
millions of listeners,
WBAL also serves you
and your client — with
more sales return on
every advertising
dollar spent! There
must be a reason why
WBAL leads in local
sales. The reason is
simple: when you buy
WBAL, you buy
Baltimore, PLUS!
And that means more
SALES for YOU!
In Baltimore, WBAL
is BASIC
WBAL
RADIO
BALTIMORE,
50,000 Watts NBC Affiliate
Nationally represented by
H. I. Christal Co., Inc.
In association with
WBAL-TV Channel 11
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WRCA-TV'S NEW ROTATION PUN
WITH A GUARANTEED

RETURN

WRCA-TV'S unprecedented, primetime spot rotation plan assures
you of net audiences as much

as

25% bigger than those delivered
by fixed-position announcements
—at no increase in cost.
orbit guarantees every advertiser in the new season powerful
adjacencies to established hits
like Tennessee Ernie Ford, Bat
Masterson and Groucho Marx.
Your message will also benefit
from the excitement of brand
new

NBC

Television Network

attractions like Riverboat, Sunday Showcase and Bonanza!
orbit is available in either one,
or both, of two dimensions.

In

Horizontal Orbit, your message is
spotted in the 8 p.m. time period.
On successive weeks, it rotates
through Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Friday and Saturday nights.
In Vertical Orbit, your message
rotates through consecutive halfhour breaks from 8 to 10:30 p.m.
on successive Thursday nights.
There's no time like the present
to invest in this sales plan of the
future. Call for details today.

WRCA-TV CHANNEL 4 IN NEW YORK
NBC OWNED • SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES

Well, my dear, I like
to be ahead of the
field. KEWB's combination ofsuccessful management . . .
precise, fashionable
programming . . .
overwhelming audience acceptance are
bound to reflect in
the station's standing when ratings are
published. Easy to
figure, yes?

Smart time-buyers in the San Francisco Bay
Area had one advantage over other time-buyers:
they were right on the scene . . . could "feel" the
immediate acceptance of colorful, contemporary
"Big Bay Radio". . . fashionable radio.
Now it's your turn. Don't buy radio by "tradition". Check the latest rating books. Check
avails with your KEWB rep or your nearest Katz
office... and you'll buy the "Big Bay Radio"
audience.
23

KEWB
Bermuda Building • 2150 Franklin • Oakland 12, California
EXbrook 7-2891 • TEmplebar 6-0910
ROBERT M. PURCELL, president
MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager
THE KATZ AGENCY, INC., national sales representatives
A Service of Crowell-Collier
KEWB
2'raneiseo
W B / . K F \V B
Channel 9S
ROBERT M. PURCELL
C ft a iinnel
ii 91 / Los Angeles
and nt
Preside
Oakla
San F Irfand I
General Manager
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MONDAY

MEMO

from DAVID P. THOMAS, radio-tv director, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, D.C.

Retail

dollars

Local radio offers the quickest, surest
and most inexpensive way to make people buy. But are radio stations doing the
best possible job for the local sponsor?
Are air personalities selling with the
utmost effectiveness? What about the
commercials so many local radio stations write for their sponsors? And,
please, can't something be done about
"me-too" programming? — that bland
blend of music-news-sports and tired
commercial followed by another tired
commercial?
Local radio hasn't done too good a
job of selling to the retailer. He wants
to be shown before he spends money on
radio.
The average retailer in a market of
a million people spends about $10,000
a year for all advertising. Since he has
been weaned on newspaper advertising, it is his first love and most of his
appropriation goes into print media.
From experience, he knows what newspapers can do. But how many years has
he really known radio?
Too Little Too Soon. • Too many
stations are content to sell announcements on a one-a-day or other infrequent basis. This isn't productive. It
isn't healthy for the station's business
either. It would help if local radio
would advise sponsors with a limited
budget to let it accumulate until there
is enough for an all-year campaign —
with particular emphasis on saturation
schedules around peak consumer-buying seasons.
In radio, the second 13 weeks is better than the first. The second year infinitely greater than the first. A sketchy
hit-and-run schedule rarely compounds
the cumulative effect so necessary for
good radio results.
One of these days, many more department stores will learn this simple
radio advertising lesson too. When they
do, radio will get a healthy cut of their
ad budgets.
Personality Goldmine • Local radio
has a potential gold mine in its personalities. But these personalities should

Bigger

radio
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await

the

'effective

be themselves. They can't all be Arthur
Godfreys. Some of the attempts at
folksiness or being whimsical are ludicrous. Still others refer to a sponsor as
a "swell" fellow or his product as "simply wonderful."
is selling?
Thank
heaven This
for the
ET! It covers
the short-sightedness of some local radio
managers who hire announcers by price
alone. This must be the reason, because
how do you account for the fact that
too many local radio announcers can't
sell? , Sure, they're getting experience.
But, as whose expense? The sponsor's
of course. This is false economy, be-

sell'

cause a poor announcer spells poor results. Naturally, the copy is blamed.
It's possible.
I believe it's
combination of poor announcers
and apoor
copy.
money!
What a monumental waste of sponsors'
Written copy is comparable to written
sheet music. Neither comes to life until
it is heard.
And, deliver us too, from copy written by local radio continuity departments. It is too often inane and repetitious, full of cliches, bromides and stale,
tired, worn-out, weak words. And hysteria too often is mistaken for dramatics.
You don't need a high-priced continuity department or a local Young &
Rubicam to turn out copy that sells.
Just hire someone who knows how to
copy.
inject a sense of urgency in the retail
Retail copy should be exciting, but
excitement doesn't mean shouting or
raving about a cut-price item. That's old
hat.

David P. Thomas started his writing
career with daily short stories for a
newspaper syndicate and before joining Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick he was a
U.S. Army correspondent in North
A frica and Italy. His recently completed
manuscript (now with a New York
publisher), "Million Dollar Ideas in Radio and Television, is a 10-year compilation and analysis of more than a
hundred successful radio and tv retail
commercials. His hobby is new sports
cars and old Rolls Royces.

budgets

Why People Buy • Most people buy
to fulfill a subconscious wish ... to
satisfy their sense of the aesthetic. A
woman isn't motivated to buy a dress
because of a bargain price or because
the silk that may be in it comes from
homogenized cocoons. She buys to fulfill a yearning. She buys a world of
dreams in a $10.98 dress . . . excitement .. . romance. There are a millionand-one reasons why people buy, the
least of which is practicality. Price alone
is not enough.
The tone of the commercial should
reflect the personality of the sponsor.
Too many retailers have a nebulous
style in either print or radio advertising.
They keep changing copy in a frantic
search for something "different."
Right at the outset, radio advertisers
should determine to put their best foot
forward. How do they want the public
to judge them? Dynamic? Authoritative? Friendly? Institutional? Once they
decide, they must stick with it.
With station and local retailer really
working together, radio sells!

predicted,

if...
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This month.

Last month.

Nielsen

has shown

average

share

CBS

Month
Owned

of audience

bigger than before

before. For fourteen
KMOX-TV

that has grown

the advent

consecutive

months,

solidly in first place. With
steadily

to its present

an

42%-

of St. Louis' fourth station !

ARB, too, confirms that Channel 4's margin of leadership is bigger
now than it was before... with a 16% lead over the second station, a 91%
lead over

the third station and a 149%

Ditto Telepulse.
commands

And

lead over the fourth station!

on top of everything

9 of the 10 top multi-weekly

else, KMOX-TV

programs

and

10 of the top 15

once-weekly programs enjoyed throughout Mid -America.
Whichever rating service you rely on, whatever yardstick
the story is the same:
the St. Louis
to make

market.

KMOX-TV
Contact

is clearly, indisputably

CBS

Television

Spot

currently

Sales

you apply,

the leader

or KMOX-TV

your product...

O

I

in

ttO!

OPEN

RATES
TH*

AMONG

THE TOP

ONE HUNDRED

TV MARKETS

* SOURCE: TELEVISION MAGAZINE
REX,
the friendly
Lion says . .

The prize guys
editor:
We appreciated the comments you
had to make about our company and
the giveaway business in general in the
Aug. 10 Broadcasting. There is good
and bad in every industry and your
story shows you went beneath the surface to investigate the good as well as
the bad.
Richard Kane
Marden-Kane Inc.
New York
editor:
When we first saw your story . . .
"The busy
middlemen
in giveaways" we
decided
to sue
you.
More deliberate consideration suggested that we simply write and cancel
our subscription. After careful perusal
of
thea article
we thought
maybe we'd
write
letter filled
with venomous
and

"YOU GET THE LION'S
SHARE OF RICH
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MID'AMERICA"

Shoot Dead
for SALES

Center
POWER!

YES, STRAIGHT SHOOTIN'
RIGHT INTO 365,000
HOMES IN THE HEART
OF MID'AMERICA'S
AGRICULTURAL AND
INDUSTRIAL

MARKETS

REPRESENTED BY H-R TELEVISION INC.
J. M. BAISCH GEN. MGR.
WRBX-TV
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MIKE
and what they actually do.
... [One of those listed] is in business less than a year. The principals of
this organization are former employes
of ours, one having been in the field
approximately seven months prior to
his discharge from our organization.
The other having been with us for several years as a junior executive. The
status your article places this organization as being "National Contest Specialists" is not only inaccurate, but unfair
in that this has been an activity of our
[firm] for 13 years now . . .
S. Jay Reiner, S. Jay Reiner Co.
Mineola, L.I., N.Y.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: or Weto criticize
made noindividual
attempt
either
to endorse
firms. It is impossible to give complete descriptions of each operator in reasonable
space.]
editor:
Tv 'journalism'
This is in response to the letter of
Harold
W. Bangert of Bangert & Ban17).
gert, Fargo, N.D. (Open Mike, Aug.

vituperative language and not sign
it. . . .
Ray & Berger specializes in prizes for
individual stations and has served hundreds of the nation's finest in the past
10 years.
Pending your reply to this letter we
agree not to use foul means or methods,
but to coin a phrase: "Just tell them

I agree with him that a new word is
needed (to describe live coverage of
news events on tv) and I'd like to suggest a word that infers you are seeing
something as it is actually happening —
thusI think
the word
that"actuality."
word will convey the

Howard
us!" Ray and Jack Berger
you know
Ray & Berger, 5938 Sunset Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: For omitting Ray &
Berger from the Ust of prize guys it looks
as if we have won the booby prize. Sorry.]

meaning Mr. Bangert described. Namely: "a direct television presentation of
an event without editorial or reportorial
intervention" — an actuality !
Monroe Benton, News Dir.
WROW Albany, N.Y.

editor:
At the outset I would like to tell you
that I have lost a great deal of respect
for your publication as a result of the
inaccuracies that I know of particularly
in this article. As a practitioner in this
field for 13 years now, it has always
been the desire of our company, as well
as myself, to create and continue a
feeling of legitimacy and ethics about
our business that many people have felt
"there must be something wrong with
There may be something wrong with
it, but not as far as we are concerned.
The calendar "of principal prize collectors" as shown in the article lists
quite a number of people that would
appear to indicate that this is a large
activity with many people in the field.
However, it."
from scanning this list, there
are only two or three people that I
know of, who have been in this field as
long as we are and whose desire is similar to ours to continue the feeling of
ethical practices in this activity. The
rest of the people listed, in my opinion,
do require more careful scrutiny as to
reputation, length of service in this field,

Whiskey on radio-tv
Editor:
In your Aug. 10 issue, on page 40,
column 2, next to the last paragraph,
you give our station the dubious honor
of being the first to take whiskey ads;
and have also moved us from Norfolk
to Waterbury, Conn.
Of all people and stations, I think
we
would probably be the last — not
the first.
Campbell Arnoux, President
WTAR-AM-TV Norfolk, Va.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
If it hadn't
been
for the
typo,
the story
would
said two
that spots
WATRTV
Waterbury,
Conn., have
carried
in
July for Mitcher's Pot Still Whiskey.]
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C.
changes, please include both
old and
new Onaddresses.
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Downtown San Francisco becomes a
Color TV showroom for the "Fall Fashions in Living Color" show, July 23, 24.
CAPTURES

SAN

FRANCISCO!

What happened : San Francisco fashion industry colorcasts annual
show— 150 fashion and TV stores tie in — thousands
watch in Union Square and on Color TV broadcast— color set
sales rocket— proof that Color TV promotion pays off!
Ray Bentley, Bentley Electronics:
"The color came through beautifully. We had very impressive instore attendance.
Morry
Knox,encouraged
Knox Television:
was very
about the"I
number of persons who came in
my store to see the show, and
definitely feel ... (it) will prove
to be a stimulus for future sales
FASHION MODELS ENTER from MOBS RUSH to get Vaughn Mon- ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY
of RCA Victor Color TV."
giant Color TV set. At left, KRONroe's autograph during a personthe promotion's
TV color cameras train their
success.helped
RCA inVictor
dealers, THESE QUOTES spell success.
al appearance. Other RCA and support
sights on MC Vaughn Monroe, as NBC stars made appearances, too. fashion shops and department Wherever Color TV is actively
some 40% of area homes watched Big crowds gathered around them stores all featured news of the promoted like this — Color TV
on TV.
and Color TV sets all over town. promotion in advertising.
gets sold!

It was love at first hearing. HPL
housewives' darling on KNX,

became

the

Los Angeles in

1934. It initiated a daring new program

con-

cept: talk. Friendly talk to real people. No
scripts. No scripted commercials.

And

in the

beginning, no clients.
HPL

was an honest suitor. It was out to

build unique listener confidence. When

house-

wives wrote in by the thousands, "gimmicky"
clients wanted in. And in the depression year
of 1934, you needed a long-term perspective
to keep them out.
Finally, a dairy in California, the Golden
State Co., asked us to sponsor its new vitamin
D milk. Two

weeks later there were 8,000

write-in replies. The Housewives'
League was in business.
Today, HPL

Protective

is in 8 major markets, delivers

3,736,000 listener impressions weekly.* It is,
probably, the most sales-effective program in
the history of radio. *p ulse, Inc.
HPL

has worked hard to make this marriage

a success. To this day, each HPL

product is

checked thoroughly before it's accepted for
sponsorship. For listeners, an HPL approval
is like a personal endorsement.
They believe. And

They hear.

they buy. It's an audience

of completely trusting housewives. That's the
way we wanted it. That's the way it is. (Where
else can you find a locally originating program
that has endured for so long?)
If there is a program format that yields better results, we'd like to know about it.** Until
then, you are invited to join us for another 25
prOSperOUS years.
just reproduced
thank-you
all with**We've
1959 datelines.
Mar we SOshow
you a notes,
copy?

THE HOUSEWIVES'
PROTECTIVE
LEAGUE
"The Program That
Sponsors the Product"

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
WEEI, Boston; WBBM, Chicago.
KNX, Los Angeles; WCBS, New York,
WCAU, Philadelphia;
KMOX, St Louis; K.CBS, San Francisco.
WTOP, Washington, D C

6k

the

The secret to a crisp and succulent
salad lies in the dressing, as any famous chef or proud housewife will tell
you. That special ingredient is the key
to fame. And

when

WFAA

it comes to whet-

ting the appetite of advertisers, there
is nothing like that "quality" ingredient
which plays such an important role in
the operation of today's better radio
and television stations!

BROADCAST
SERVICES
OF THE DALLAS MORNING
30

NEWS

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

■

EDWARD

RETRY

& CO.,

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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A

$50

Personal

MILLION
products

QUESTION

advertising:

The NAB Tv Code Review Board is
going after big game — personal product advertisers who spend $50 million
a year on television.
Entering a new phase of its aircleansing campaign, the board is seeking the support of organized advertising, The American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Assn. of National Advertisers and Advertising Federation of
America.
Several months of intensive monitoring and study will culminate next month
in a code board strategy meeting in
New York. The tentative date is Sept.
15, with a three-man subcommittee
meeting the day before.
NAB code and staff personnel have
been holding a series of summer conferences with officials of the three advertising associations. The objective is
educational support from their headquarters, with members kept apprised
of NAB code actions and provided with
guides to adherence.
A Long Campaign • The personal
products drive follows a 2 Vi -year gettough campaign that led last spring to
removal of roughly 30 tv stations from
the list of code subscribers. These stations either resigned because they
wouldn't give up the Preparation H account, ahemorrhoid remedy of American Home Products (Whitehall Labs.),
or were deprived of their seals by the
code board after approval by the top
NAB Tv Board of Directors (Broadcasting, June 22). Ted Bates Inc., New
York, is Preparation H agency.
The Preparation H drive was described as successful in ridding the NAB
code structure of stations that wouldn't
give up their portions of this $ 1 million
television business.
It apparently had no effect, however,
on the amount of Preparation H television billings, the size of the station list
or the tone of commercial appeals for
the product. At the weekend Whitehall
was said to be placing Preparation H
commercials on 145 stations. Last April
the list totaled 149.
Big Game • The NAB code board
is shooting at some of the biggest names
in advertising as it scans a chamber-ofhorrors monitoring report and the findings of the personal-product subcomBROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

new

target

OF

TASTE

for tv code

enforcement

mittee, headed by E.K. Hartenbower,
KCMO-TV Kansas City, Mo. (see box,
this page).
The products involved in the subcommittee's study include items and/ or
commercials deemed inherently objectionable. Some are described as sexy.
Among types of products are depilitories, deodorants, corn remedies, girdles, laxatives and toilet tissue.
Some of the tv sponsors in the personal products field whose products
and commercials are believed under
NAB perusal are Carter Products, Scott
Paper Co., Northern Paper Mills. Delsey tissue (Kimberly-Clark), Phillips
Milk of Magnesia (Sterling Products),
Colgate-Palmolive, Revlon (Femicin),
Pharmaco, Ex-Lax and Bristol-Myers.
These sponsors, and others in the
field, are in a sensitive position. They
are prominent in all advertising associations and they control vast sums of
advertising money placed in television
and other media. Besides personal prod-

Mr. Hartenbower

ucts they market other brand items in
the cosmetics, toiletries, paper and pharmaceutical fields.
While the NAB shooting at Preparation H hasn't cut the billings of Ted
Bates agency, suggestion has been made
that some advertisers might become unhappy if they figure the code board is
giving them a rough time and might
decide to turn their multi-million-dollar
budgets into print media. Whitehall tv
accounts include the important Anacin
and Dristan schedules.
Membership Decline • NAB's list of
code subscribers dropped from 306
(March 4) to 270 after the code and tv
boards met in mid-June. The get-tough
pressure of the code board reached a
peak during the spring months. The
code group, with tv board approval,
announced June 18 it had pulled the
seal from 13 stations and another 17
had resigned.
The 13 stations whose seals were
taken away were given 30 days to re-

Mr. McGannon

Mr. Kelley

Board of admissions • What personal products, affecting bodily appearance or functioning, are acceptable on television? Are their commercials fit
for public viewing?
These problems have been studied for several months by a three-man
subcommittee of the NAB Tv Code Review Board. Their mission: to report
to the full code board on the state of personal-product advertising on television with a view toward a possible crack-down on products and commercials deemed offensive and in violation of the code.
Members of the subcommittee are (1 to r) E. K. Hartenbower, KCMOTV Kansas City; Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
chairman of the full five-man code board, and Gaines Kelley, WFMY-TV
Greensboro, N.C.

cant but the code board has never released any figures on their decisions at
the end of the 30-day period.
As of the last week of August there
are 272 code-subscribing tv stations
and three tv networks. In addition 23
tv film production firms are affiliate
members of the code.
No reason for withhold yig the Hartenbower subcommittee's report on personal products has been given at NAB.
A public summary of the report had
been anticipated this month but there
was no indication at the weekend that
it would be available before the Sept.
14 subcommittee meeting.
NAB's tv code faced rough going
last April when about 70 tv station subscribers were reported to be defying a
Preparation H ultimatum from the code
board (Broadcasting, April 27). The
board survived this crisis at the cost of
around 30 station subscribers. Fears

$185

that NAB might lose association members because of the code ruckus apparently didn't materialize though two or
three large stations are known to have
withdrawn from the association because
of the code. Both NAB member and
non-member tv stations are eligible to
subscribe to the code.
During the Preparation H crackdown by the code board the Ted Bates
agency contended there had been almost no complaints by the public about
commercials for the product. A private
network survey is said to have shown
that only one out of eight persons asked
about the commercials indicated criticism of their content.
The Official Word • The only progress report on the subcommittee study
came from Mr. Hartenbower. He summarized the study as follows:
"The subcommittee believes that the
television medium is ideally suited for

MILLION

SPOT

the advertising of most personal products. The great creative ingenuity and
ability of the advertising profession has
developed new, dynamic and effective
selling techniques for these products.
"Criticism of some of these techniques has been confined to a relatively
few sponsors and commercials. To the
extent that such criticism is justified, it
should be the responsibility of the television industry under its traditional
philosophy of self-regulation to discourage any advertising in dubious
taste. More important, the industry
must stimulate good taste in every way
The code board's 1959-60 commercial monitoring program has been
stepped
possible." up to 100,000 monitoring
hours, triple the past pace, according
to Mr. McGannon. Program monitoring also has been increased.

RADIO

YEAR?

That's the volume forecast for 1959 if present trend continues
radio — as a whole — slumped in the Ford Motor Co. in the role of spot
A new surge in spot radio spending
was seen last week as Radio Advertisfirst quarter of this year. But the conradio's biggest customer for the first
sensus of well-placed observers is that half of the year, is another tool for
ing Bureau completed its compilation
advertisers and agencies, as well as for
of the top 50 spenders in spot radio in the second quarter it snapped back
radio salesmen, which RAB hopes will
during the first half of 1959.
— again, as a whole — and more than
lead more money into the medium.
offset the first-quarter lag. Their outThe list, being released today (Aug.
It
also represents stepped-up activity by
look
for
the
rest
of
the
year
is
gen24), shows that the Big Fifty invested
erally optimistic.
RAB
in the field of spot activity re$44.4 million in spot radio time durThe latest top 50 list, which finds
ing the six months ended last June 30.
Follow the Leader • This data on the
There are no comparable figures for
top spenders is seen as a means of
ports.
the same period of 1958, but RAB's
showing other advertisers, smaller as
first dollar-volume compilation last
well as the major competitors of the
December placed spot spending by the
leaders, in what esteem radio salesmantop 51 advertisers at $78 million for
ship is held by the bellwethers.
the full-year 1958. Thus the Big Fifty
this year were going at a pace well
Ranked just behind Ford and its
ahead of the 1958 full-year total, al$3,250,000 six-month spot radio inthough this does not take seasonal
vestment in RAB's top 50 were Liggett
fluctuations into account.
& Myers Tobacco with $2.5 million and
Reynolds Tobacco with $2.4 million.
These figures, RAB stressed, are net
m
The more than $8 million represented
time purchases. Most other media reby these three was used to push 13
port in gross terms, which can exceed
actual expenditures by 20% or more.
different brands: Ford Motor's Ford
The RAB figures do not include the
cars, Ford trucks and Lincoln, MerImmortal dollar • The plastic-encased silver dollar above is legendary
expenses of producing and distributing
and Edsel
Liggett &cigarettes
Myers'
commercials.
Oasis, curyL&M
and cars;
Chesterfield
at Ted Bates & Co., New York. It
and
Red
Man
chewing
tobacco,
and
$185 Million This Year? • RAB auhas been the copywriter's symbol for
quality of the highest calibre ever
Reynolds' Camel, Winston and Salem
thorities declined to project the top 50's
since 1948 when Rosser Reeves,
cigarettes and Prince Albert tobacco.
$44.4 million to a total for all spot
board
chairman
of
Bates,
gave
the
In all, some 190 different products
radio. Other sources, however, suggest
were promoted via spot radio by the
dollar to a startled young writer for
that it probably came to about $90
top 50 advertisers.
making a magnificent copy suggesmillion for the first six months of this
tion. As years passed so did the dolyear, compared to $84 million in the
Six Months vs. Twelve • Spot's top
lar. Theodore L. Bates himself has
10 for the first half of 1959 consisted
same period of 1958. These same
been a three-time winner in one year.
sources expect, on the basis of sales
of four tobacco companies, three autoAfter it was retrieved from a Third
trends to date, that spot radio volume
motive firms, two brewers and a toilAve.
saloon,
the
coin
was
embedded
etries marketer.
for this year will total approximately
in plastic. It rests on the current
$185 million as against $173 million
Seven of the 10 had been members
for 1958.
winner's
is cited. desk until another colleague
of
thatforsame
There is little disagreement that spot
report
1958.select
Those group
seven inandRAB's
their
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1958 rankings and full-year expenditures are as follows: General Motors
(No. 1 in 1958 with $5.4 million),
Ford (No. 2, $5 million), Reynolds Tobacco (No. 3, $4.7 million), American
Tobacco (No. 4, $4.6 million), Liggett
& Myers (No. 5, $2.7 million), Chrysler Corp. (No. 7, $2.3 million) and
Thomas Leeming & Co. (proprietary
drugs) (No. 9, $2 million).
Advertisers who dropped out of the
top 10 in this year's first half were
Texas Co. (No. 6 in 1958 with $2.6
million) and Lever Bros, and Standard
Brands (tied for 10th in 1958 with $1.9
million each). Texaco was 13th in
this year's first half with $1.1 million,
Standard Brands was tied for 15th with
$900,000 while Lever Bros, dropped
out of the top 50. These three memberships inthe top 10 club were taken
over by Anheuser-Busch, P. Lorillard
& Co. and Schlitz brewing.

SPOT
These

Caution Light • It was emphasized
that while these comparisons of fullyear versus half-year expenditures can
be illuminating they also can be misleading in some cases, because of the
seasonal nature of some advertisers'
spending.
Some advertisers, according to a
comparison of the two reports, spent
more in spot radio in the first six
months of this year than in all of
1958. In the current top 10, for instance, P. Lorillard had a six-month
total of $1.5 million against $1.2 million in 1958, and Schlitz beer invested
$1,275 million during the first half of
1959 as against $900,000 in all of last
In the Big Fifty, tobacco was the
year.
leading product category: five firms accounted for $8.4 million of the firsthalf spending. Other leading categories:
automotive $8,087,000; drugs and toil-

RADIO'S
spent the most

"Thanks to the efforts being expended by many of radio's leading time
sellers, spot radio is fast becoming a
'measured' medium. In a little over a
year, their excellent cooperation has
made it possible for us to progress
from a simple, alphabetical listing of
radio's clients to reports that document
accurately who's spending what among
the leaders in spot radio."

50
BIGGEST
CLIENTS
spot money in first half of this year

Spot time expenditures
Rank
Company
January to July 1959
1. FORD MOTOR CO
$3,250,000
2. LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO CO
2,500,000
3. R. J. REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO.
2,400,000
4. GENERAL
MOTORS
CORP
2,200,000
5. CHRYSLER
CORP
2,125,000
6. P. LORILLARD CO
1,500,000
7. AMERICAN
TOBACCO CO
1,450,000
8. ANHEUSER-BUSCH,
INC
1,300,000
9. JOSEPH SCHLITZ BREWING CO
1,275,000
10. THOMAS LEEMING & CO., INC
1,250,000
11. SINCLAIR REFINING CO
1,200,000
12. THE BORDEN CO
1,125,000
13. TEXAS CO
1,100,000
14. BRISTOL-MYERS
CO
1,050,000
900,000
15.*CARLING BREWING CO
900,000
15. * STANDARD BRANDS, INC
16. FELS & CO
850,000
17. SHELL OIL CO
825,000
18. CAMPBELL SOUP CO
800,000
775,000
19. BENEFICIAL FINANCE CO
765,000
20. B. C. REMEDY CO
21. CHATTANOOGA MEDICINE CO. . .
750,000
700,000
22. standard oil co. (New lersey)
23. RALSTON PURINA CO
685,000
650,000
24. AMERICAN AIRLINES, INC
625,000
25. PLOUGH, INC
600,000
26. NORTHWEST AIRLINES, INC
575,000
27. EASTERN AIRLINES, INC
28. PHILIP MORRIS, INC
550,000
29. FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER CO.
540,000
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

etries $7,195,000; foods $6,080,000;
gas and oil $4,635,000 and beer $4,635,000.
In releasing the latest report RAB
President Kevin B. Sweeney extended
thanks to those elements of the business who have been cooperating by
supplying data from which these studies are compiled. Sources for the sixmonth report were said to represent
about 50% of normal national and
regional spot radio dollar volume. Said
Mr. Sweeney:

Spot time expenditures
Rank
Company
January to July 1959
530,000
30. GENERAL FOODS CORP
31. CORN PRODUCTS CO
525,000
32. quaker oats co
520,000
33. miles laboratories, inc
505,000
34. *tetley tea co., inc
500,000
34.*metropolitan life insurance co. ... 500,000
34. * studebaker-packard corp
500,000
35. continental baking co
495,000
36. the gillette co
490,000
37. *chesebrough-pond's, inc
450,000
37. * sterling drug, inc
450,000
38. pharmaco, inc
435,000
39. pharma-craft corp., inc
425,000
40. sun oil co
410,000
41. F & M SCHAEFER BREWING CO
405,000
42. *TRANS-WORLD AIRLINES INC
400,000
42. * CITIES SERVICE CO
400,000
43. LIEBMANN BREWERIES, INC
380,000
44. PABST BREWING CO
375,000
45. WARD BAKING CO
360,000
* Where companies are tied, rank numbers are repeated.
NOTE: The figures shown here are totals for each company named, including all of its brands and divisions. The figures are for the first six months of
1959 as estimated by RAB on the basis of its surveys during the period, with additional validating
cross-checks for accuracy. The figures are "net,"
meaning they represent estimates of actual expenditures for time rather than inflated "gross"
figures.
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STARRING
ALREADY SOLD IN 96 MARKETS
VICTOR

TO MAJOR ADVERTISERS INCLUDING. e!
ALKA-SELTZER
Los Angeles
San Diego
Francisco

JORY

CO-STARRING

PATRICK

Tucson
GENESEE BEER
Buffalo
Utica
Syracuse
Rochester
Erie
Schenectady
Watertown
Plattsburg
Binghamton

MCVEY

COORS BEER
Denver Springs
Colorado
Yuma
Roswell
Chicago
DREWRY'S BEER
Lansing
Detroit
Indianapolis
INDICATED

BUY

of

the

Year!

Davenport
Toledo
Grand
Bay CityRapids
KROGER STORES
Atlanta
Birmingham
Chattanooga

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT
INC.
SCREEN
m
GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK • DETROIT • CHICAGO • HOUSTON • HOLLYWOOD . ATLANTA . TORONTO
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JAX BEER
New Orleans
Dallas - Fort Worth
Houston City
Oklahoma
Baton Rouge
Shreveport
Amarillo
Austin
Beaumont — Port Arthur
Corpus
Midland Christi
— Odessa
San
Antonio
Alexandria
Mobile
AND TOP STATIONS INCLUDING.
• Charlotte
WCKT -Miami
WBTV
Louis
•■ St.
Dayton
WTVI
• Columbus
• Cincinnati
Knoxville
WLW-D
WLW-C
WCSC-TVCharleston
WATE-TV
WLW-T
KERO-TV - Bakersfield
WFLA-TV - Tampa
KING-TV - Seattle
WTAR-TV _ Norfolk
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DISSECTS

Claims

advertisers

PAPER

mislead

CIRCULATION'

in comparing

data

with

tv ratings

Newspaper advertisers who accept
the advertiser faces in placing his ad on
of a paper's circulation to page obblanket comparisons of newspaper cirservation and ... to ad readership."
anyWith
given this
page."
culation with tv's delivered circulation
material, says TvB, the The chart, in fact, shows the readerare being misled.
ship of one of these 41 issues rated
bureau's members can show an exThis is part of what the Television
during the entire year.
ample "of the information that could
Bureau of Advertising is trying to get
be available in your market if the
Another point made: there is a total
across in a current crusade to shake
newspapers followed the lead of tele- this year of only four cities in which
out more facts about newspapers.
some newspapers are Starch-rated. In
TvB reminds there's a whale of a dif- casters by providing 'ratings.' "
addition to the Traveler in Boston
The More They Know • The bureau
ference between a newspaper's circulawhose
Sept. 4, 1958, rated issue forms
tion and the percentage of the "page
is doingthatthisthebecause
is "firm inknow
the
belief
more itadvertisers
observation" readership.
the basis of the chart, the other newsTo drive home an understanding of about all media the more television
papers mentioned are Tribune and
the differences, the bureau today (Aug.
they will use.
Daily News in Chicago: the World
24) is taking steps to prime its mem"The television industry has long Telegram, Daily Mirror and Daily
bers on what all the hoopala is about.
provided
detailed
measures
tv's de- News in New York and the Inquirer
Obvious reason: so that TvB's memlivered
audience. Too
often,of however,
bers will be informed when they talk the advertiser had had no similar in- in Philadelphia.
to potential and regular advertisers.
The intriguing material supplied by
formation about newspapers. This newsPackage and Peaks • The physical
paper lack has led to unfair delivered
TvB, however, is the wall graph. It
phase of this TvB drive is a "package"
visually (and clearly) pegs page readof material which the bureau is getting audience vs. circulation comparisons."
TvB says that in 1958 only 41 newsinto the hands of its members. This
ership. A photograph of each of the
paper issues in the country were rated
contains a wall chart that covers more
newspaper's
pages studied by Starch
by Daniel Starch & Staff despite the has been reduced
in scale and reprothan 12 sq. ft. and a pocket-sized
duced under the chart and put in its
replica (see illustration). With these are fact that this is the "only regular readexplanatory material.
ership rating available by which newscorrect place. In effect, the chart shows
paper advertisers can see the relation
The graph shows peaks of circulathat no single page of the paper except
tion, page observation, "noted" and "read
most" advertiseWhere's your newspaper ad readership rating?
ments charted
100
on the basis of
a Daniel Starch
& Staff readership rating taken
last September
of an issue of
the Boston
Traveler. Included in the
chart is a rendition of the percentages showing up per page
study, using a
100% circulation base.
With this
15 l» 20 22 24-25 28-29 31 34 36 38-39 42 44
14
16 18-19 21
?3 26-27
30 32-33
35
37 40-41 43
charting, the buBoston-Traveler,
Sept.
4,
1958
/
source:
Daniel Starch & Staff
reau creates
what it calls the
the paper is always kept open — and if the reader
How the Starch surveys work • The service
answers in the affirmative, he becomes an ad
interviews 300 people, 150 men and 150 women.
grey area exist"noter." If the "noter" read 50% or more of the
The person interviewed is shown the issue under
ing between circulation and
study. If the respondent saw the issue, he is classi- reading matter in the advertisement, this action
contributes to the "read most" rating.
observafied as a "reader" of the paper.
page tion.
TvB notes
This is what the Television Bureau of AdvertisThe "reader" is then taken through the issue
the lack of repage by page and is asked, as the interviewer turns
ing has to say about the Starch rating: TvB exto each page, if he saw anything on it. This is
portable readerplains that it's "the only regular readership rating
available by which newspaper advertisers can see
ship above the
"page
observation."
The interviewer points to an ad on the page and
levels of page
the relation of a paper's circulation to page obserasks the reader if he remembers seeing the ad —
observation invation and, most importantly, to ad readership."
dicates the risk
36
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SCREEN
is proud
that

"BEST

year's

AWARD

WINNING

DRAMATIC
(HALF-HOUR OR LESS)

is now
local

to announce

this

"EMMY"

GEMS

available

and

MICKEY ROONEY
"Eddie"

SERIES"

for

regional

advertisers..

.

in
THEATRE

A distinguished series of 39 filmed half-hours telecast on
the NBC Network as the "ALCOA-GOODYEAR THEATRE"

PAUL DOUGLAS in
"The Chain and the River''

Only once in many a year is a series of this unusually high caliber
made available for local and regional sponsorship.
The stars include such favorites as Kim Hunter, Keith Andes,
James Mason, Nancy Kelly, Gig Young, John Kerr, Edward G.
Robinson, Keenan Wynn, Cornel Wilde, Tony Randall, Janet
Blair, Richard Kiley, Gary Merrill, Ray Milland, Lew Ayres.
The roster of writers is equally impressive, including Paul
Monash,
StirlingandSilliphant
and this year's "Emmy" winners
Alfred Brenner
Ken Hughes.
Alcoa and Goodyear were the sponsors of this highly rated NBC
network series, and both have renewed their sponsorship for the
coming season.
If you are looking for a prestige series with proven success . . .
look no further . . . this is it!

FOR DETAILS, CONTACT

EDDIE ALBERT in
"Lazarus Walks Again"
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INC.
SCREEN
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page the
one latter
has 100%
"circulation"
and
even
was below
several other
pages in the percentage or share of
"observation."
Printed on this chart are some TvB
comments which serve to elbow newspaper ad people in the ribs. For example: "The Boston Traveler regularly runs ads on page one. While this is
the only page with 100% observation,
the two-color ad (360 lines) received
only 35% noting."
Again: "The best noted ad in the
entire issue was 1,400 lines for the
anniversary sale of a local department
store. It was also the ad read most.
Even though reaching less than half
the readers (and a third read most),
this indicates the advantages of position and men and women appeal."
In another instance, the bureau
takes cognizance of a peak in page
observation (page 21) with this cryptic
remark: "Photo page. No ads."
TvB in commenting on a dip in the
"highest noted" chart line: 'A large
space automobile ad — the only ad on
the page — in the sports section rates
among the lowest on the chart." A page
with a fairly high peak in observation
has this TvB explanation:
"Comics."

•_ . . .... s
J
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending July 26
TOTAL AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
14,552
2. Wagon Train
14,374
3. Have Gun, Will Travel 12,282
4. 77 Sunset Strip
11,882
5. I've Got a Secret
11,303
6. Rifleman
10,369
7. Peter Gunn
10,280
8. Millionaire
9,968
9. Desilu Playhouse
9,790
10. Walt Disney
9,746
Rank
% homes*
1. Gunsmoke
33.3
2. Wagon Train
32.9
3. 77 Sunset Strip
28.3
4. Have Gun, Will Travel
28.2
5. I've Got a Secret
25.8
6. Rifleman
24.1
7. Peter Gunn
23.4
8. Desilu Playhouse
23.3
9. Millionaire
23.0
10. U. S. Steel Hour
22.7
AVERAGE AUDIENCE t
Rank
%
1. Gunsmoke
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
3. Wagon Train
4. I've Got a Secret
5. Rifleman
6. Peter Gunn
7. 77 Sunset Strip
8. Millionaire
9. Best of Groucho
10. Wanted, Dead or Alive
38
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homes '
(000)
13,528
11,481
10,636
10,057
9,390
9,256
9,078
8,856
8,455
8,322

RCA,

SYLVANIA

JWT

surprises,

Sylvania

SWAP
picks

up

AGENCIES
RCA;

places

account with Kudner
retical $7 million billing gain for J.
A major agency switch by electronics
Walter Thompson, a $5 million boost
firms RCA and Sylvania Electric
Products Inc. topped the news along for Kudner and a $12 million drop
Madison Avenue last week. RCA's un- for Kenyon & Eckhardt. These summations are in theory only because
coupling was with Kenyon & Eckhardt,
the changes become effective at the
while
Sylvania
leaves
J.
Walter
Thompson.
end of the year. Ad budgets of course
Both companies bill well into the may change and any one of the three
millions. RCA is a $12 million account
agencies' account strengths modified by
and last year invested an estimated $9 then.
Surprise Switch • Account switches
million (including time, talent and production) in network tv alone.
of this magnitude usually catch the adThe annual advertising expenditure
vertising fratenity by surprise. Last
at Sylvania comes to some $5 million.
week's
developments were no exception.
Sylvania has been in network advertiser
ranks, through not committed to a
The RCA action in particular was
schedule at present:
puzzling. RCA and K&E officially
RCA, a day after it had announced
attributed the termination to "differthe K&E termination, formally anences of opinion on marketing philnounced JWT would be its new agency
osophy." The actual RCA business that
starting at the first of the year, thus shifts from K&E includes tv and radio
renewing an old association. Sylvania
shows, the TV Receiver Division, Radio
already had named Kudner Agency as and Victrola Division, merchandising,
its servicer (Sylvania had been with
international and corporate (Grey Adv.
JWT for five years). This brings the handles other RCA business).
About six years ago, all of the RCA
"score" among the agencies to a theo-

Rank
% homes*
1. Gunsmoke
31.0
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
26.3
3. Wagon Train
24.3
4.
Got a Secret
22.9
5. I've
Rifleman
21.9
6. 77 Sunset Strip
21.7
7. Peter Gunn
21.1
8. Millionaire
20.4
9. Desilu Playhouse
19.5
10. Best of Groucho
19.3
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.
f Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
+ Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.
Best of Groucho (NBC-178): Lever (BBD0),
Toni Co. (North), alternate Thur. 10-10:30
Desilu Playhouse (CBS-121): Westinghouse
(M-E), Mon. 10-11 p.m.
p.m.
Walt Disney (ABC-173): Hills Bros. Coffee
(Ayer), Hudson Pulp & Paper (NC&K), Rey-

ARB
Date
Thur., Aug. 13
Fri., Aug. 14
Sat., Aug. 15
Sun., Aug. 16
Mon., Aug. 17
Tue., Aug. 18
Wed., Aug. 19

nolds
Fri. 8-9Metal
p.m. Co. (L&N and Clinton Frank)
Peter Gunn (NBC -182): Bristol Myers
(DCS&S), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS - 194): Liggett & Myers
(D-F-S),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat.
10-10:30 p.m.
Have(JWT),
Gun, American
Will Travel
Lever
Home (CBS-172):
Products (Bates),
Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-194): R. J. Reynolds
(ESTY), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Millionaire (CBS-167):
Colgate - Palmolive
(Bates), Wed. 9-9:30 p.m.
Rifleman (ABC-137): Miles Labs (Wade),
Procter & Gamble (B&B), Ralston Purina
(Gardner). Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-137): American Chicle,
Whitehall and Carter products (all Bates),
Harold Ritchie (K&E), Fri. 9:30-10:30
U.S. Steel Hour (CBS-127) U.S. Steel Corp.
(BBD0), Wed. 10-11.
Wagon Train (NBC-178): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), National Biscuit Co. (M-E), Ford,
(JWT), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
p.m.
Wanted,
Dead (Bates),
or Alive Bristol
(CBS-187):
Williamson
MyersBrown
(Y&R),&
Sat. 8:30-9 p.m.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week August 13-19 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
Masquerade Party (10.30 p.m.)
16.8
12.6
Line Up (10 p.m.)
15.9
NBC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
16.3
Ransom of Red Chief (10 p.m.)
15.8
CBS-TV
Peter Gunn (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
15.3
NBC-TV
Rifleman (9 p.m.)
NBC-TV
14.9
I've Got a Secret (9:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
CBS-TV
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I

SHOWMAN

SENSE

OF

IAMBB

WITH

VALUE

■

A

WILL

SHAKESPEARE

William Shakespeare understood people. "The play's the thing" . . . and his plays transmuted
the values of his time into a living image of his world, valid for all time. William Shakespeare
sold the world of Elizabeth I to all of history. A great showman
man. The Show's the Thing at WRIT

. . . hut above all, a great sales-

. . . creative showmanship

directed toward presenting

the value of your products, services and ideas with impact to the greatest possible audience.
Our people are showmen

in presenting the News and Music, and your message . . . and salesmen

in every creative presentation to our audience — your market. In Milwaukee, WRIT
the values of our time into creative selling messages for you. Above

WlR

I

T

all, WRIT

transmutes

is a salesman.

N STATIONS
buy WIL THE BALABA
Buy RAD/O
in tempo With the times
Buy BALABANyluwhen Sc. Louis
media
you
buy
radio
Buy
WRIT
when
'rwj^
John
F.
Box,
Jr.,
Director
you buy Milwaukee and you WRIT Bernie Strachota, Managing
General Manager
BUY the people who BUY Milwaukee Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman

business was at J. Walter Thompson.
But this was split between K&E and
Grey with the former agency receiving the high-budgeting broadcast portion. (Al Paul Lefton, Philadelphia, also
shares in RCA advertising).
The official notification of the RCAK&E split treated it as "amicable"
while pointing up "differences in marketing philosophy." It also took pains
to emphasize
ord with RCA: K&E's advertising rec"Ralston H. Coffin, RCA vice president-advertising, in commenting on
the six-year relationship took the occasion to compliment K&E on the
creative excellence of its work on the
account."
RCA's Specs • He cited, among other
accomplishments, the agency's pioneering in the creation of "spectaculars in
print, as well as its leadership in the
sponsorship of television spectaculars,"
the formal notice continued. The RCAsponsored spectaculars under K&E's
aegis included Peter Pan, Producers'
Showcase and the original hour-long
Perry Como vehicle, all on NBC-TV,
an RCA subsidiary.
Said Mr. Coffin : "As a matter of fact,
K&E's advertising for us has consistently outperformed the industry according to independent measuring services for both print and broadcast."
In announcing the J. Walter Thompson appointment, Mr. Coffin mentioned
JWT's international set up calling facilities there "outstanding." He recalled
that JWT handled RCA advertising for
1 1 years before the firm switched to
K&E.
The Sylvania switch was the more
obvious of the two. Sylvania last February merged with General Telephone
Co. to become General Telephone &
Electronics Co. with Sylvania now a
subsidiary. Kudner has served General
Telephone.
A decided pleasure pervaded the
Kudner Agency hard pressed since the
triple-run on billing suffered last year
with the departure of Buick Div. of
General Motors, GM's Frigidaire Div.
and finally GM's Truck and Coach
Division.
These losses brought Kudner to a
low ebb of $18 million in annual billing last fall for an agency formerly in
a more substantial class and with rank
among the top 50 in radio-tv. Last
year, Kudner failed to place in the listing. The agency's total account billing now is estimated at $26-27 million
(including Sylvania). Other Kudner
gains were scored with International
Hotels Division of Pan American Airlines, Arnold Bakeries, Colorforms and
additional business from National Distillers.
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riGM

RADIO

BOX-OFFICE

TEST

Budget for top markets hangs on results
tres on a purely local or co-op basis)
Motion picture radio advertising is
or at best a selected market-by-market
old shoe. But Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
push for a single movie.
is about to apply a new shine.
If the medium pulls hard enough at
A sparkplug in the campaign is the
the box office, MGM, it's learned, is station's "full promotional support"
which MGM has as part of the deal.
ready to commit itself to a 10-picture
Each station programs its structure
per year package plan. This would include support via saturation spot radio
to utilize a substantial number of ancampaigns in top markets for each of
nouncements tied-in with weather rethe 10 features. In return, stations
ports, traffic bulletins, sports news,
would pledge themselves to go all out in women's service shows and "similar
promoting the picture.
broadcasts." But where the promotional
The "master plan" came to light last effort comes: stations' disc jockeys and
week as MGM placed its current spot other
personalities "adopt the picture
radio campaign into high gear behind
and
sell
it personally to their listeners."
Each station,
in addition, creates its
the new comedy release, "It Started
own contests and promotion.
With a Kiss," co-starring Glenn Ford
and Debbie Reynolds.
MGM anticipates the question of
Radio Spectacular • MGM says it is ing:
"why hasn't it been done before," saylaunching "Kiss" with the "first national radio spectacular." Translated
"This flexibility solves a problem
into broadcast terms, the "spectacular"
is a saturation campaign running on 36 that has long plagued motion picture
independent radio stations in 31 key companies who wanted to buy national
broadcasting time. With various openmarkets using a basic minimum of 126
ing dates — dates liable to change —
announcements on each station. The
could not commit the same dates they
and
frequency amounts to at least one spot
each hour from six in the morning to times for all cities."
For "It Started With a Kiss," most
midnight from the Monday before the
opening
Labor Day.
dates are set the week before
picture's opening through the first Sunday following.
Taking part in the spectacular: WHB
The campaign was reported underway last week in New York and in Cin- Kansas City; KFWB and KHJ Los
cinnati and MGM suggested it may be Angeles; WAKY Louisville; WQAM
Miami; WDGY Minneapolis- St. Paul;
setting a precedent for other industries
WDSU New Orleans; WGH Norfolk;
to follow. The motion picture firm's
campaign, according to MGM estimates, will reach more than 70% of KGW
WFIL Philadelphia;
WWSW
Pittsburgh';
Portland, Ore.;
WPRO
Provithe radio listeners in the U.S. (which,
dence; KXOK St. Louis; KGO and
KSFO San Francisco; WABC, WMGM
according to a radio industry source,
would be over 100 million people).
and WINS New York; WFBR Baltimore; WHDH Boston; WLS and
The package-type saturation plan
was developed by three companies
WJJD Chicago; WCPO Cincinnati;
working together: MGM (advertising- KLIF Dallas; KFJZ Fort Worth; KTLN
publicity), John Blair & Co., station Denver; WXYZ Detroit; KLIT Housrepresentative, and Donahue & Coe,
ton; WIBC Indianapolis; KOMO SeatMGM's agency.
tle; WWDC Washington; WHK Cleveland; WKBW Buffalo; WOKY MilwauWhat was not revealed in MGM's
announcement:
lanta. kee; KCBQ San Diego; WAKE AtThe current campaign is a test or
"try out" advertising program. By using comparable or matched markets
Seattle agency in NYC
(that is, Market A is known to pull approximately the same at the box office
Miller, Mackay, Hoeck & Hartung
as Market B for a specific feature) and Inc., Seattle, plans to open a subsidiar
y
running radio in one but not the other,
in New York Sept. 1. The branch will
MGM can compare results.
assume all timebuying functions and
If the plan then appears acceptable,
MGM is of a mind to go ahead on the account servicing for Bardahl Lubriants Inc. of Boston and New York.
10-picture per year basis.
Joseph Scanlan will manage the New
A Departure • Regardless of the outcome, the trial campaign itself is al- York office, which will be located at
ready a departure in this major re527 Madison Ave. (phone: Plaza 3spect: most motion picture companies
5141).
Mr. Scanlan will also direct
shy away from actual national advereastern activites of other western actising campaigns on radio, preferring
counts serviced by the agency.
locally-originated advertising (via theaBROADCASTING, Augus; 24, 1959
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August Ik, 1959
Mr. Phil R. Curran
Assistant Director, Client Relations
United Press International
News Building
New York, New York

"COUP

Dear Phil:

OF

THE YEAR"

"COMPLETELY
SOLD

OUT"

Congratulations I
I think you have scored the sports programming coup of
the year with Notre Dame Football.
And not only in the audience sense but at the sales
level as well.
A month or more ago when we signed for the series, we
were highly confident that it was smart programming at a tine on
Sunday afternoon when there is absolutely no competition, but
there was the considerable risk that the weekly games could be
sold on a local level.
. Now, well over a month before the first kickoff, the
is completely sold out.
(An oil company, car dealer,
etc.)
Surely this allays speculation that interest would
diminis h when the score was known beforehand.
So who cares what
the sco re is - people want to see good college football and Notre
Dame is traditionally best.
If they lost - how - and if they win
how did the plays go?
series
dairy,

We are tremendously enthused about our potential
audienc e and have already started on the air and print promotion,
The ARB should look like a track meet.
Many thanks for your great cooperation.
Cordially,
Warmest personal regards.

Donald D. Wear
General Manager
KEY STATION IN CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA FOR THE ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
Sales Department
TJxiited

Press

220 East 42nd St., NewYork 17, N.Y.

International
Telephone: MUrray Hill 2-0400
(Produced by NEWSPIX, Inc.)

[WW -Portland
ADAM YOUNG
the Mr
stations
DYNAMIC
RADIO
IN DYNAMIC MARKETS
DON W. BURDEN — President

□©SCL-Omaha
AVERY-KNODEL

ADAM YOUNG
K2<?W
-Denver

STEP

UP

SHELL'S
Plans

TO

KJEO-TY
KI-SIILTS

Insist your FRESNO, CALIFORNIA
time buys get KJEO's added viewership . . .
— Where nearly 40% of this 3Station Market's top shows,
network and non-network,
are KJEO's!
— Of the top 16 Syndicated Shows,
10 are KJEO's!
— Of the top 10 Movie Shows, 8
are KJEO's!
Source: July 1959 NielsenArid your H-R representative will
show you, the results you get on
KJEO are at rates right with the lowest in the area. See him now for top
availabilities.

THE BUYWHERE
FRESNO,
CALIFORNIA
BUYS— IS

channel
J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager
W.O. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative
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BUDGET

southern

radio-tv ad expansion
Shell Oil Co., spending over half its
$1.25 million southeastern budget in
broadcast media, plans to expand its
radio-tv coverage this autumn, two state
associations were told last week.
Addressing meetings of Georgia
Assn. of Broadcasters, Jekyll Island
(Aug. 17-18) and South Carolina Broadcasters Assn. at Myrtle Beach (Aug. 20Atlanta
Shell'sexplained
Higginbotham,
22), R.C.
Div.
advertising
manager,
how the company delivers its message
to the adult male audience.
Shell's broadcast schedule is divided
into two segments, he said, companybought radio-tv and co-op time. These
are designed to reach men because of
their interest in technical aspects of
petroleum products such as octane
rating.
Mr. Higginbotham
saidgames
Shell's
schedule
will add football
of fall
the
Cleveland Browns on an ABC-TV
southeastern hookup of 13 or 14 stations plus playbacks of Georgia Tech
games sionincovers
Atlanta.
Atlanta
diviSouth Shell's
Carolina,
Georgia,
Florida and Tennessee (except Memphis). Sunday night news will be added
to strip schedules.
Influencing Factors • The radio-tv
purchases of Shell are influenced by
four factors, he explained. First, the
special problem, with strip pro/ramming for general advertising and spot
for special promotions where saturation, wide range of audience and flexibility are desired.
Second, he said, the company is aiming mostly at the adult male audience.
Third factor is the desire for close association with the community. Sports
and local newscasts fit into this desire.
Finally, Shell considers budget, costper- 1,000 and the type of audience
available.
Company broadcasting programs are
carried on one radio and 13 tv stations.
The co-op advertising, on a 50-50 basis,
is 95% radio, running about $200,000
of the total advertising fund.
The Shell southeastern broadcast
budget is split roughly one-third radio
and two-thirds tv.
Co-op Budget Unspent • Mr. Higginbotham said the company co-op
fund wound up the calendar year 1958
with $50,000 unspent. This would have
meant $100,000 in station time under
the 50-50 plan, he said, tracing the unspent money to the failure of station
managers to do a selling job on Shell
jobbers and dealers.
The 120 Shell jobbers often find tv
too expensive, he said, but they like

radio news and sports. Lunchtime programs are popular because many men
have lunch at home in rural areas and
small towns. The co-op schedule includes 94 radio and four tv stations.
Addison Terry, Atlanta economist,
told the Georgia association radio has
changed from an entertainment to a
service medium and is listened to by individuals rather than groups. He urged
broadcasters
to stop
selling "time"plans,
and
to start selling
merchandising
ideas and service. He said tv rather
than radio
ment today.is a form of group entertainFor newly-elected officers of GAB,
see Fates & Fortunes, page 78.
Soap operas can sel!
hair shampoo, too
Television's daytime soap operas are
the best programs for advertising
women's hair care products, according
to The Pulse Inc., New York. Pulse last
week reported on its survey of last
March when 100,000 families were
questioned in their homes about their
viewing habits and purchases of these
products.
The daytime soap operas were found
to be doing a far better job than other
program categories of attracting women
over the age of 1 3 who purchase shampoos, the most used product. Fewer
women buy hair spray and fewer still
buy home permanents. the report stated.
Television as an advertising medium,
in all of its programming, tends to catch
an above-average proportion of women
who buy home permanents, the soap
operas being particularly effective. Hair
sprays score about the same in all daytime categories, while nighttime musical
shows and dramas hold the most appeal
lor users of all hair products, according
to the Pulse analysis.
Cigarettes
In July

top

radio

pack

time

The smoke among advertisers placing as network radio's leaders in the
mid-July reckoning came naturally: R.
J. Reynolds Tobacco and Liggett &
Myers Tobacco were in top place respectively inhomes reached and in total
commercial minutes delivered.
The two cigarette firms played follow the leader in each category, L&M
recording a close second to Reynolds
in homes reached and Reynolds receiving the second-place honors in back
of Liggett
Myers in total commercial minutes& delivered.
The byplay of the cigarette makers
was reported by A.C. Nielsen Co. in
its
regular
report on
radio's
leading
advertisers.
This network
report covered
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

The

best

in TEXAS

If you want to really SELL
your product in the big San
Antonio market, then folks
will start taking their hands
out of their pockets when you
tell 'em about it on KITE.

known
are

brands

sold

on

Air-salesmanship
that uses men and no
boys and plenty of good, lively music and award-winning news,
is only part of the reason we have most of the local advertisers
and best-known national brand advertisers. The rest lies in pointof-sale approach, with supermarket and in-store merchandising
and plently of supplementary promotion that take your product
out of the ho-hum class and make it another winner in Texas.
And this isn't conversation . . . it's action — brand-action by KITE.
Prove it to yourself.

We take pleasure in announcing new representation that makes it as
easy and efficient for you to reach us as it is for us to reach out
and win customers for you.
NOW REPRESENTED BY:

Adults of all ages listen
to the music station . . .
KITE

ADAM
NATIONALLY
CLARKE
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YOUNG

BROWN

regionally

ON YOUR
DIAL
5,000 WATTS
One of 6 Connie B. Gay Radio Stations
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p

The

of

Land

Promise

To your left you see five reasons why Central Ohio
is called the land of promise. There are 168,000
others aged thirteen to nineteen. You can't help
but admire the way they put first things first.
Our hostess here is as familiar with serving meals
to hospital patients as she is with passing out soft
drinks. She's a nurse's aide. The relaxed chap on
the rug is the proprietor of a busy enterprise
employing two boys and three power mowers.
But responsibilities haven't taken the wonderful
fun out of growing up in Central Ohio where
WBNS-TV was born and raised. There's a healthy
amount of Huck Finn in our Olentangy River and
Hoover Reservoir kids, and nearly every evening
the gang gets together for treats and television.
WBNS-TV is happy to provide the entertainment. Catering to their programming tastes is very
simple. Teenagers like what adults like — a balance
of homegrown showmanship and CBS network.
Their letters tell us we're "with it" all the way.
They're with us, too. For instance, more than
65,223 Central Ohio youngsters have enrolled in
the "Learn to Swim" program sponsored by WBNSTV in cooperation with the Red Cross. The course,
which runs from Polly wog to Senior Life Saver,
is now in its tenth season.
Response such as this is typical of the enthusiasm
and joie de vivre of our youngsters. It's another
reason why advertising agency time buyers tell
sales-minded clients: "// you want to be seen in
Central Ohio — WBNS-TV."
WBNS-TV
CBS Television in Columbus, Ohio
The nations No. 1 TV test market station.
Represented by Blair TV. 316 kw.

the
12. four-week period ending on July

. . . BettyClarke is a marvelous
sales woman to produce
the results she did
during a short-term campaign. And, three weeks
later, we wonder when
we will stop getting
direct results.
99
Woman-to-woman is the best way to sell
women. That's how WFDF's Betty Clarke
does it on her daily PARTY LINE show
from 2:00 - 2:30 P.M. For proof of success, check the
quote from Mr.
John Cole, Director Radio-TV
for THE BUCHEN COMPANY,
Chicago. He refers toa FAMO
Recipe Booklet
offer made during June that
continued to
draw mail response almost a month after
the schedule ended. He adds, "of course
we're delighted" and "slightly amazed."
These "amazing" results are not unusual
for Betty's sponsors. They are, in fact,
her stock-in-trade, That's why, we say,
"if what you sell appeals to women, get
on the PARTY LINE for direct sales now."
The Katz Agency can give you a full account ofhow Betty's listeners use on-theair phone calls for lively question and
answer sessions on household problems.
And the Katz man can also tell you about
the limited availabilities for Fall. We suggest you call early.

WFDF
5 KW at 910 on the dial for Flint and
all of Northeast Michigan.
Represented nationally by the KATZ
Agency.

Third and fourth places were filled
in both categories by Midas Inc. and
Ex-Lax Inc., the latter placing ahead
of Midas in homes reached.
'dcsts
The report follows:
B'dcsts
HOME BROADCASTS of
Total Home
No.
HpI hiprpri
(000)
Rank
Advertiser E
333 136,500
1 Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco
230
2 Liggett & Myers Tobacco
189 103,715
3 Ex-Lax
174 103,216
4 Midas
5 General Foods Corp.
145
131 81,896
6 Shulton
90,255
7 Lewis Howe
74,969
143
8 Time Inc. I
68,552
108
9 California Packing Corp.
69
85 57,567
10 Brown & Williamson Tobacco 156
47,921
11 American Tel. & Tel.
42,433
Stewart-Warner
Corp.
46,142
14
130 41,595
13
Mobil Oil Co.
12 Socony
Pan-Amer.
Coffee
Bureau
39,069
16
53
15 Bristol-Myers Co.
63 38,133
Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
97 37,835
118
17
37,193
Vitamin Products
19 Hudson
18
Mutual
Benefit
of
Omaha
92
20
88 34,526
Automotive-Amer. Motors
88 31,752
General Mills
31,752
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
No. Total
Mins. I
Rank
Advertiser Aired (000)
286 lin. Del'd
1 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Comm'l
213 Comm'l
2 Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco
91,362
80,880
142 72,899
3 Midas
154
4 Ex- Lax
64,425
109
104
5 Shulton
6 Lewis Howe Co.
64,228
83 52,864
7 General Foods Corp.
42,323
8 California Packing Corp.
41,381
9 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
10 Brown & Williamson Tobacco 48
38,264
82 33,514
68
11 United Motors-G. Motors
91
12 Hudson Vitamin Products
64 33,175
32,218
114 32,193
13 Bristol-Myers
60 31,458
14 Wrigley, Wm., Jr. Co.
65
15 Mutual Benefit of Omaha
40
30,386
16 Staley, A. E., Mfg.
30,378
26,720
17 American Tel. & Tel.
18 Firestone Tire & Rubber
67
43 24,678
19 Stewart-Warner Corp.
66 23,431
20 Automotive-Amer. Motors
22,362
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered
and
92
by Total Commercial Minutes Delivered for Individual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation on all Radio Networks Used.
Copyright 1959 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
U.S.

Steel

Christmas

planning
promotion

Hot August is when Operation Snowflake takes up the planning time and
effort of U.S. Steel Corp. and its agency, BBDO (Pittsburgh office).
And typically, the agency last week
reminded media people that the sixth
straight year of promoting major appliances as Christmas gifts starts Nov.
16.
What OS does and has been doing
each year is this: it unites efforts of
manufacturers, distributors, retailers,
trade associations, utilities, and financial institutions to win a share of the
"year's biggest spending season" for
such appliances as ranges, refrigerators,
freezers, washers, dryers, dish washers,
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water heaters and cabinet sinks.
Operation Snowflake in the past has
been used as a doorway to opening up
local advertising support.
As in other years, radio and television figure prominently in the operation's strategy. At the consumer level,
nighttime and daytime network tv will
be used.
An interesting phase this year will be
coordination of Operation Snowflake
with major fall promotions of the
American Gas Assn., the International
Assn. of Electrical Leagues and the
Edison Electric Institute.
Selling aids will be provided to media. For stations, these consist of tie-in
kits. Last year 731 radio and 65 tv stations took part.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

• Regina Corp., Rahway, N.J., for its
twin-brush rug cleaners and Electrikbroom, lightweight vacuum cleaner, will
enter spot tv for the first time this
fall. Agency for the seasonal campaign
is Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor,
N.Y.
° General Petroleum, L.A., has purchased quarter sponsorship of the
NCAA football schedule on the NBCTV western network this fall. The
sponsorship covers 17 stations in California, Nevada, Washington and OreAgency appointments
• Josiah Wedgwood & Sons, N.Y., Divigon. sion of the London-based company
(Wedgwood china), appoints Doyle
Dane Bernbach, N.Y. DDB reports a
"greatly expanded" advertising - merchandising program for 1960. The account bills about $250,000.
• State Auto Insurance Assn. and Statesman Insurance Co., both Indianapolis,
appoint Paul Lennon Adv. there.
• Pentron Corp. (tape recording equipment, accessories), Chicago, appoints
Garfield-Lynn & Co., same city.
• Farm House Frozen Pies Div., Connecticut Pie Baking Co., Wethersfield,
Conn., names Smith/ Greenland Inc.,
N.Y.
• Also

in advertising

• Jepson-Murray Adv. Inc., has moved
to 601 Townsend St., Lansing 33, Mich.
Telephone: Ivanhoe 2-6284.
• Charles O. Puffer Co., Chicago advertising and public relations firm, has
moved from 430 N. Michigan Ave., to
155 E. Ohio, same city.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

("MUSIAL BELTS
KAZUHISA 'SUPERMAN'
INAO'S PITCH
—It came in low and inside over home plate at
Korakuen Stadium, Tokyo. And they heard the
bat crack in St. Louis ! With the Cards on their

6000 MILES!")

history-making Far East goodwill tour was
former pro catcher Joe Garagiola, now on the
sports staff of KMOX Radio.
Joe not only described the games— played
against an all-star Japanese team last fall— but
followed the Cards from the locker room to the
great Kamakura

Buddha. In St. Louis, listeners

heard outfielder Bobby Gene Smith singing (almost) "Chattanooga Shoe Shine Boy" before
a Japanese audience, the Japanese responding
(valiantly) with "Shattanooga Soo Sine Boysan,"
and a not unexpected report from Peiping Radio
that an "imperialistic baseball club was exploiting the Orient."
KMOX was the first station in the U.S. to
broadcast a complete baseball game played outside North America. It was immensely popular.
St. Louisans heard such dignitaries as Secretary
of State Christian Herter, Japan's Prime Minister
Kishi and South Korea's President Rhee applaud
the tour and KMOX's service to international
relations in presenting it on radio.
The broadcasts revealed, too, how public
service programming — when conceived in
human, dramatic terms — can become a vital
expression of a station's personality. It demonstrated once again that "The Voice of St. Louis"
is more than a slogan; it's a fact. KMOX cares
about St. Louis. Listeners know it... appreciate it.
What is true of KMOX is true of all the
CBS-Owned Radio Stations: By virtue of their
public interest, they have made themselves indispensable totheir cities' daily life. In each of
seven great markets, the C-O has become so
involved in the people's entertainment, information and welfare, that it is unqualifiedly regarded
as the station.
It is hardly necessary to point out that to
the degree a station succeeds, so do its sponsors.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
WEEI, Boston; WBBM, ChicagoJ
KNX, Los Angeles; WCBS, New York I
WCAU, Philadelphia; KMOX, St. Louis
KCBS, San Francisco

CBS-OWNED
Mf STATIONS
THE 1
\ » RADIO

MORE
mands

THAN

New

York's

YOU

COUNT

biggest audiences.

ing" studies prove it— and

advertisers

ONI

Year
count

for Motivational

Corporation
that New

Research,

know

wcbs-tv

after year, audience

com-

"head- count-

on it!

Now, a new depth study of "breakthrough"
nel 2 delivers also the best, most responsive
Institute

You

significance shows that chanaudiences. Conducted by the

in association

with

Market

Planning

(an affiliate of McCann-Erickson) , the study proves dramatically

Yorkers— with

seven

stations

to choose

from — have

by far the

greatest trust and

confidence

this pattern of trust and
Research)

"carries

over

in channel

confidence

2. And, even

more

(to quote the Institute

into a pattern of greater

significant, that
for Motivational

trust and

confidence

commercials and products associated with channel 21"
Thus, this study is as important to you as rates and ratings. To
copy of the findings, call WCBS-TV

or your

nearest

CBS

obtain

Television

in

a

Spot

Sales representative. You'll see that channel 2 gives you more, far more,
than you count on! CBS Owned Channel 2, New York \VC 15 S ® T V

PROGRAMMING.
HOW
Most

THE
film series

but

not

Ziv-Tv's

the

sales

range

CISCO
succumb
'Cisco
after

KID

STAYS

to obsolescence,

Kid'— still riding

10 years. Here's why
of release, and the series is forever
The Cisco Kid has found tv's fountain of youth. Ziv-Tv's Kid is now 10 stamped a '54 or '55 release. We keep
years old and growing stronger with every year's output of Cisco new beage, judging from his current run in
cause it's backed with this year's ideas.
158 U.S. markets.
The sponsor who gets The Cisco Kid in
Still going on a total of 156 episodes,
'59 gets the best '59 and '60-styled sales
help available in the industry.
Ziv's syndicated series shows no signs
of fading from the scene. Why has this
"The or
testnotofit any
'youngsales
show'
is
whether
can make
for its
series succeeded for a decade while
other properties that sell briskly for two
sponsors. If it can't, it's obsolete no mator three years die off? Walt Miller,
ter what its release date. If it can, it's
Cisco
Kid
Div.'s
field
sales
manager,
has this answer:
Planned Growth • If this is the secret
ageless."
to
tv longevity, how long can the west"A good series dies after three or
ern hold up?
four years because it's allowed to grow
old. Its merchandising, promotion and
According to Barney Cragston, head
sales techniques are frozen at the date of the division, "the next three years

AGELESS

are planned in detail. After that? We'll
just have to come up with more new
Ziv-Tv's Cisco Kid division exercises
a certain amount of control to keep interest in the property at a high pitch.
Inideas."
the summer of 1955, when the separate sales division was formed, it was
decided to handle business on a "controlled sponsorship" basis. Sales would
be made only to sponsors who qualified
on three points: willingness to accept
the entire campaign centering around
The Cisco Kid, suitable distribution
patterns, and readiness to report successes or failures of elements in the
campaign in detail. Sponsors responded
immediately. Renewals kept up year
after year.
Pre-fab Fanfare • In 1956 the division added a separate merchandising department towork with clients, initiating
the division's long line of "pre-fabricated" promotions to aid sponsors'

Some of the 74 different merchandising plans form the montage back of Tom Steiger
57.
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Every time another federal "public power" proposal
goes through Congress, you are taxed to pay the bill
Most people, according to national opinion polls,
don't want the federal government in the electric
business. Yet everybody— including you— is taxed to
pay for such federal "public power."
Already $5,500,000,000 of tax money from you
and other Americans has gone into this federal "public
power." And now the "public power" promoters are
pushing hard for $10,000,000,000 more.
Is there a need for all this tax spending for more
and more "public power"? None at all— for America's
AMERICA'S

INDEPENDENT
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ELECTRIC

hundreds of independent electric light and power
companies are ready and able to provide all the lowprice electricity people will need— without depending
on your taxes.
These companies have doubled the supply of
electricity in the past 10 years, and will double the
present supply in the next 10.
Spending for more "public power" goes on because most people don't know about it. The best
way to stop it is to tell your friends and neighbors
what's happening. As soon as enough people understand, you can be sure something will be done to
halt this unnecessary spending.
LIGHT

AND
POWER
COMPANIES
Company names on request through this magazine
53

sales. Every piece of promotion material passed on to the sponsors now carried detailed information on pre-release
test results. Merchandising specialists
were made available to analyze sponsors' marketing problems, and to set up
and supervise multi-media campaigns
built around The Cisco Kid. Tom
Steiger, merchandising chief, has expanded Cisco's services into such fields
as package design, product testing and
dealer relations.

Anita

Calling . . .

NEW

ASCAP

Revision

"Anita Sundin Calling" is heard
Monday through Friday in convenient 90-second "capsule" form
at peak hours for reaching women
in the home and on their way to
shop.
Anita provides Quint-City area
housewives with a daily stream of
recipes, hints to make home-making easier and social notes. Local
groups use the show as their bulletin board for fraternal, social,
civic and educational announcements.
Anita has a wide following and
her audience respects her advice.
Many women tell us they listen to
the program to learn what is going
on in the area.
Anita is available as a personality
or for spot adjacencies . . . contact
your P.G.W. Colonel or call, write
or wire Sales Department WOC
AM-FM-TV, Davenport, Iowa.
Col. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C. Sanders Manager
Pax Shaffer
Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward.
Inc., Exclusive National
Representatives
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT | IOWA
BETTENDORF I
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

AM

| FM

5000 WATTS AM
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FEES

of current

The value of the sponsor service was
evident as the series rode into its seventh year in 123 markets, plus the overseas
business. Itssales
pacehave
hasn't
since. Regional
put slackened
the series
in 22 of the current top 25 markets.
The 10-year run of prosperity reportedly has earned approximately $1 million each for the stars of the series,
Duncan Rinaldo and Leo Carrillo. And
there's still more gold coming out of
hills around the world.
FOR

contracts

ALL

RADIO

to be

allowed

Radio stations that signed renewals Aug. 1 8 letter to Mr. Rogers asked that
the Justice Dept. ensure that any relief
of the old ASCAP music license conin fees be extended to all radio stations,
tracts will get the same benefits as those
not only to those who participated in
that held out and won reduced rates,
ASCAP reported last week.
the industry's suit.
Some 700 stations represented by the
Mr. Bray said that the small radio
All-Industry Radio Music License Combroadcaster was "not in a position to
mittee fought ASCAP's one-year re- join in the litigation against ASCAP."
newal offer and won a reduction esti- He said "many of them signed contracts at the rates now declared exhorbimated at about 9% in radio's total payments to ASCAP. Approximately 970
tant, which will run for several years."
The Indiana Republican asked that
others signed one-year renewals and
the
Justice Dept. suggest to the New
1,050 held licenses which did not expire with the others last Dec. 31, ac- York federal judge not to overlook the
interests of small radio operators when
cording to ASCAP reports.
J.M. Collins, ASCAP sales manager,
the decree is made final. It should persaid that all stations which had fulfilled
mit "these small businessmen," Mr.
their obligations under previous ASCAP
Bray said, "to seek equitable rates in
line with what the larger stations will
agreements would be given the option
of continuing their current licenses or
pay,
effective Jan.for 1,Mr.1959."
A spokesman
Bray said that
entering into "any agreements approved
by the court in the current litigation
the Congressman was aware of the
ASCAP announcement, but that Mr.
retroactively to Jan. 1, 1959."
The new terms were reached by the Bray felt that the Justice Dept. should
All-Industry Committee, headed by be alerted in order to protect all the
Robert T. Mason of WMRN Marion,
interests of small broadcasters, including the formulae for computing rates
Ohio, with Emanuel Dannett as counas well as the charges themselves.
sel, and ASCAP negotiators last June
(Broadcasting, June 22) in procedures
provided under the 1950 ASCAP conFOR
LOCAL
SALE
sent decree. They are expected to be
submitted for court approval about midNew program service
October.
offered radio stations
ASCAP's decision to give all radio
stations a chance to come under the new
A new program service was being
terms occasioned some surprise. Some
anti-trust authorities maintain that this offered to radio stations last week, with
an announced starting date of Oct. 4.
was not necessary and that stations
Subscribers would pay for the prowhich had signed under the old, higher
grams on a formula based on their onerates could be held to them for the life
minute rates and would be free to reof their current contracts (Closed Cirtain all income from local sales.
A new firm tentatively titled Program
cuit, Aug. 10). ASCAP said this "erroneous" report "made it necessary" to Service Network, formed by Sports
announce the policy now. It had intended to wait until the final court action, the announcement said.
Despite the ASCAP announcement
that it would apply revised rates to all
WNJR
radio stations, an Indiana congressman
last week asked Attorney General William P. Rogers to make sure that all
negro radio for
metro new
york
angles are covered.
Rep. William C. Bray (R-Ind.) in an
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TOP-RATED

IN

TOP

according

25

U. S. MARKETS

to June-July

C. E. Hooper,

ORE

THAN

LISTENERS

ALL

STATIONS

Other

McLendon

Stations

that

Have

4// the Other

Inc.*

DALLAS

COMBINED

Markets

SP/NNINQ/

WAKYlKABl
Houston

Louisville

San Francisco

San Antonio

Shreveport

KLIP. KILT, WAKY, KTSA and KEEL: Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
KABL: Represented Nationally by Daren F McGavren Co., Inc.
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Network Inc. and Chick Vincent Productions, would conduct the operation.
The offer to stations was made in a letter signed by Anthony M. Hennig,
Sports Network vice president.
The letter said four daytime serials,
three five-minute personality shows and
a half-hour program with Dr. Norman
Vincent Peale were now available on
an across-the-board basis. Within a
month after the Oct. 4 starting date,
Mr. Hennig continued, expansion plans
will be disclosed to add "such services
as an exceptional news service, including on-the-spot reports from Washington, live major sporting events, United
Nations hearings and other events
needed to expand your programming."
Exclusivity • The service is available
to one station in a market. The daytime serials being offered include three
network veterans but with new scripts

Getting much supermarket business? RCA Thesaurus has an
exclusive programming-promotion package that makes it easy
to sell to supermarkets.
Here's what Joe Klass— Sales
Manager of station KITO, San
Bernardino, California-has done
with the RCA Thesaurus Supermarket campaign:
"Stater Bros, using 182 spots
weekly all year 'round with SUPERMARKET RADIO CAMPAIGN
. . . income over $14,500!
What's more. ..90 new accounts were sold on KITO in past
few months using Thesaurus
commercial jingles."
Check out details. Write today!

H THESAURUS
155 East 24th St., New York 10, N.V
Chicago, Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
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(When a Girl Marries, Pepper Young's
Family and Rosemary), and one new
property (Scott Jordan, based on novels
about the lawyer-detective). The cost
per program per day: 70% of the station's one-time one-minute Class A
spot rate. Five-minute shows feature
Arlene Francis, Mel Allen and Dick
Stark respectively and are available at
50% of the one-time one-minute Class
A spot rate per program per day. For
Dr. Peale's daily half-hour the rate is
140% of the one-time one-minute Class
A spot rate.
Each of the quarter-hour shows provides for four one-minute spots, the 10minute shows for three. Each fiveminute show offers one and one-half
minutes of commercial time, and the
Dr. Peale program has eight minute
availabilities — a total of 27 Vi minutes
for spots. The five-minute programs,
Mr. Hennig said, may be played more
than once a day without extra cost.
One of the dramatic serials (Girl
Marries) is 10 minutes in length, the
others 15 minutes each. Thus, Mr.
Hennig said, stations can schedule their
customary five - minute on-the-hour
newscasts immediately ahead of the
55-minute block.
Mr. Hennig said the programs would
be fed by direct line, in advance of the
broadcast dates, for recording and subsequent scheduling as each station
wishes. Program and line costs, including local loops and connections,
are absorbed by Program Service Network, he reported. He said AT&T lines
must be ordered by Aug. 27 and asked
stations to give their answers as
promptly as possible. Demonstration
tapes of the programs, he added, are
available on request.
Inc., one of the coSportsof Network
the new venture, has been in
owners
business for some five years, arranging
transmission facilities for major league
baseball, professional and collegiate

'Goodie'

news

Goodwin J. Knight, former
Republican governor of California, ispioneering a new line for
defeated politicians. He has signed
an exclusive contract with KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles to do a nightly
news commentary beginning next
Monday (Aug. 31).
The series, described as "off the
cuff, no-holds-barred and strictly
unrehearsed" will be videotaped
for national distribution by the
syndication division of NAFI
Corp., according to Alving G.
Flanagan, vice president in charge
of tv.
Gov. Knight's bailiwick: "political aspects
the news."
ernor wasofdefeated
in The
1958 govby
Sen. Clair Engle in his bid for
former Sen. William F. Knowland's seat in the U.S. Senate.
football, basketball and other sports
coverage. Mr. Vincent, associated with
Sports Network in ownership and operation of the new organization, is a producer-director who has operated his
own production company for some 20
Radio
years.
moves

news

service

from

NYC

to DC

Radio Press International, voiced radio news service, will move its New
York operations to Washington in a
consolidation designed to save money.
Board Chairman George Hamilton
Combs
the subscribers
word to RPI's
more
than 50 gave
station
last Thursday (Aug. 20) after reports had circulated that the service might be forced to
curtail or cease operations.
Mr. Combs also reported after the
closed circuit message to subscribers
that Sumner J. Glimcher, who became
president of RPI some two months ago
upon the merger of Radio Press
and International Transmissions Inc.
(Broadcasting, June 29), no longer
was an officer of RPI. Mr. Glimcher
headed ITI, also a voiced news service.
At the time of the merger it was announced that RPI had obtained financing to enlarge its operations.
Mr. Combs said last week he told
subscribers that in launching Radio
Press he had known it would be a

WNJR

negro radio for
york
metro new
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TOM TINSLEY, President
IRVIN G. ABELOFF, Vice-President
HARVEY L. HUDSON, General Manaqer
6200 BROAD STREET ROAD
P. O. BOX 8765
RICHMOND 26, VIRGINIA
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Mr. Robert F. Hurleigh , President
Mutual Broadcasting System
1440 BroadwayNew York, New
Dear

Bob:

Bless
Our

York

you!

owner

Alsco

thanks

Aluminum

Herman

Blake

Our Account

you!
Products

thanks

Realty thanks

Executives

And

I thank you!

We

love Mutual !

you!

you!

thank you!

Sincerely,

Harvey' Hudson
Vice President
HH:BR

7, 1959

PROFIT...

"deficit operation" and that "my expectations have not been disappointed."
By consolidating in Washington he
hoped to trim operating overhead. Both
Washington and New York offices
have about five newsmen and Mr.
Combs said not all of the New York
staff would make the move. Among
those going, he said, will be Lloyd Garrison, RPI news and operations manager. The Washington offices are at
1627 K St., NW.
THE

DU LUTH mgg^
SUPERIOR

VIGOROUSLY

IN SIZE ONLY TO
THE TWIN CITIES
IN MINNESOTA AND
MILWAUKEE IN W1SC.
(?oveied cwtfrtetefy and
<«»w effectively 6y . . .

NBC
A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Duluth
6lHrraldSuperior
Affiliated with Duluth
ind Nrwi-Tribune
jf) PETEns. Griffin. Woodward, wc.
^ ' Eicluurt Nmthnal Ftpetnnratim
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Taped

PLUG
radio

SHOW
series

has 'subliminal' ads
The "free plug" has come out from
under the table in a program venture
conceived by Trand Assoc. in New
York and now said to be running on
over 200 U.S. radio stations reaching
8 million people.
The show is Celebrity Talk, starring
Maggi McNellis. As the name implies,
it consists of interviews with celebrities
from show business, society, publishing
and other fields. It runs five minutes,
six times a week.
The station gets it free, having only
to guarantee that it will play it. In most
of the interviews, although not all,
there is a "subliminal commercial" —
which means a plug for a certain product category, like cherries, or chicken,
or evaporated milk. To get these insertions in the program, the advertiser
pays Trand Assoc. — on a card rate basis
—from $300 to $400 per. Most of the
advertisers are trade associations representing many brands.
The guiding philosophy behind Celebrity Talk is that nearly everybody
gets something for relatively nothing.
The station gets program material free.
The celebrities get publicity free. The
Sheraton-East Hotel in New York,
where the program originates, also gets
publicity free. And the advertiser gets
his product endorsed by a name celebrity on a sizable station list for a relatively low cost.
Celebrity Talk's modus operandi is
interesting, too. The producers set up a
schedule of four to eight interviews,
generally 15 minutes apart. Representatives of the sponsors come to the recording sessions. After scanning the list
of interviewees for that day they take
their pick of the ones they want to
sponsor. Then, just before the interview, the subject is asked if he or she
would mind mentioning something
about the particular sponsor. If he says
no, the interview goes on without a
plug. If it's okay, Miss McNellis slips in
a question to bring out the endorsement.
On a recent Tuesday, for example,
Perle Mesta, the hostess, was a guest.
She was picked by a representative of

a food flavoring agent, but declined to
endorse it because she didn't know the
product. Scanning the list of other possible sponsors, she noticed the Evaporated Milk Assn. and remarked that she
used evaporated milk in her diet. It
made a natural lead-in to a plug sponsored by that group.
Other guests on the series have included Lana Turner, Gary Cooper,
Peter Ustinov, Nina Foch, Milton
Berle, Ginger Rogers and Ricardo
Montalban.
Ordinarily six out of eight broadcasts
have a plug in them. The stations are
free to sell the programs on their own
if they desire.
The interfere
"subliminal"
merical
does not
with comlocal
sponsorship
because Rate
there'scard
no for
specific
brand mentioned.
the
plugs runs from $400 for a one-shot to
$300 each for 13 plugs over 13 weeks.
Celebrity Talk was started by Dudley
C. Andrews Ir.. president of Trand
Assoc., at the first of the year. He is
starting another series with a similar
format, Decorating Today, and will
feature Virginia Graham.
COLORCAST

I NG

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug.Truth
24-28,
Aug. 31-Sept.participating
2 (4-4:30
p.m.)
or Consequences,
sponsorship.
Aug. 24, 31 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen
& Newell and Pharmaceuticals Inc.
through Parkson Adv.
Aug.west25,
1 (7:30-8 p.m.) NorthPassage,Sept.
sustaining.
Aug. 25,Show,
Sept.Liggett
1 (8:30-9
p.m.) through
Jimmie
Rodgers
& Myers
McCann-Erickson.
Sept.Bros,
2 (8:30-9
Price
Is Aug.
Right,26,Lever
through p.m.)
J. Walter
Thompson.
Aug. Hall
26, Sept.
2 (9-9:30
p.m.) Kraft
Music
Presents
Dave King,
Kraft
through J. Walter Thompson.
Aug. 27 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Polk Miller Products (Sergeant's
Dog Care products) through N. W. Ayer.
taining.
Aug. 28 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, susAug. 29 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Aug. 29 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff & Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Aug. 29 (5 p.m. to conclusion, approximately 7 p.m.) Davis Cup Challenge
Round (tennis doubles), sponsor to be announced.
Aug. 29 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
Chemstrand through Doyle Dane Bernbach and Kleenex through Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield.
Aug. 30 (approximately 3:30 p.m. to
conclusion) Davis Cup Challenge Round
(singles) sponsor to be announced.
Aug. 30 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, co-operative sponsorship.
Aug. 30 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime
Chevy Show, Chevrolet through CampbellEwald.
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PLENTY OF "REMOTES" keep
the station's mobile unit on the
go. One reason for the high ratings of WOSU-TV's sports and
other outdoor telecasts, is the
fine performance of G-E camera
tubes under varying light conditions — from noonday sun to
dense late-afternoon stadium
shadows.

HAROLD D. GORSUCH, Chief Engineer, Station WOSU-TV
(Ohio State University), Columbus, Ohio

"G-E

camera

tubes

success

share

of our

recorded

"WOSU-TV kinescopes its studio programs for
use coast-to-coast in educational work. High standards of picture sharpness apply. We've found that
superior definition in image orthicons is essential
when showing the exhibits that go with a lecture.
Here students must view clearly, in order to follow the subject being taught.
"Live TV is almost 40 percent of our programming; this share is growing. We can't afford 'stickiness' in our camera tubes, with closeups of edu-

Progress Is Our Most

GENERAL

credit

for the

TV

nationwide

programs!"

cational displays following one another rapidly.
"You see me here holding a G-E image orthicon
that's given 750 hours of first-rate performance,
and will log plenty more judging from others
owned by WOSU-TV."
#
*

*

The same high tube quality is available to your
station. Phone your nearby G-E tube distributor!
Distributor Sales, Electronic Components Division,
General Electric Company, Owensboro, Kentucky.

Important

$§|

Product

ELECTRIC

GOVERNMENT

LAST

HURDLE

Conferees

meet

this week;

A change in U.S. political broadcasting laws came close to reality last
Tuesday (Aug. 18) when the House
passed its own amendment to Sec. 315
of the Communications Act.
Last hurdle remaining is a conference agreement to settle the differences
between the more restrictive House bill
and a Senate amendment passed three
weeks ago (Broadcasting, Aug. 3).
Major stumbling block facing the conferees will be spelling out for broadcasters whether such news interview
shows as Face the Nation and Meet
the Press are to be exempted from
political equal time demands. (For texts
of the bills going to conference, see
page 66).
There is a wide split among members of Congress as to the bill's intent concerning such shows. They are
exempt, said Rep. Oren Harris (DArk.), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, and many others.
Not so. emphatically maintained Rep.
John Moss (D-Calif.), author of the
amendment finally approved by the
House.
At Loggerheads • Rep. Moss, one of
the conferees, said he would resist all

Rep. Bennett
62

FOR

Rep. Flynt

main

EQUAL
snag:

'news

efforts to exempt specifically such shows
(although the bill spells out an exemption from Sec. 315 for "bona fide
news interviews'*) in the final conference report. Rep. J. Arthur Younger
(R-Calif.), stated just as strongly that
he would make every effort to write in
an exemption for the programs.
The conference committee will not
meet before Wednesday (Aug. 26) because Rep. Harris will be in Miami tomorrow (Aug. 25) to address the American Bar Assn. convention. Senate conferees, appointed last Wednesday, include Sens. John O. Pastore (D-R.L),
chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, Mike Monroney
(D-Okla.), Strom Thurmond (D-S.C),
Clifford Case (R-N.J.), and Hugh Scott
(R-Pa.), all members of the Communications Subcommittee.
House conferees, appointed Thursday, include Reps. Harris, Moss,
Younger, Walter Rogers (D-Tex.), Jack
Flynt (D-Ga.), John Bennett (R-Mich.),
and William Avery (R-Kan.). All are
members of the Communications Subcom it e , ofwhich Rep. Harris also is
chairman.
Representatives debated the proposed
Sec. 315 amendment for 3 hours and

Rep. Younger

TIME

Rep. Avery

interview'

BILL
shows

25 minutes last week, with final approval coming by an almost unanimous
voice vote. Only three or four audible
noes were heard when the final vote
was taken. One proposed floor amendment, offered by Rep. Merwin Coad
(D-Iowa), was defeated. A second was
withdrawn.
Gripes • House members took advantage of the debate to make these
and sundry other charges:
• The bill seeks to protect networks and large stations from damage
suits.
• American journalistic efforts lean
Party.
heavily in favor of the Republican
• Stations should not be permitted to
endorse political candidates editorially.
• Broadcasters could, and would,
show
news. favoritism in coverage of political
Rep. Harris, floor manager of the
bill, noted that Sec. 315 has been law
since 1927. "It has worked, generally
speaking, fairly well . . . and only
in recent times has there been a real
effort by some to bring about its repeal." He said the Commerce Committee carefully considered outright re-

Rep. Rogers

Rep. Moss
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Indianapolis 500-mile Race, Memorial Day, 1958.

FOR

SPEED

AND

LATITUDE,

THE

That's what Steve Pefley, Chief Photographer at
WISH-TV, in Indianapolis, Indiana, says about
Du Pont Rapid Reversal Film.
"Film, camera technique and editing are a winning
team only when top quality exists all down the line,"
says Mr. Pefley. "DuPont 931 is an important member
of our team. There's no question about its quality.
When the chips are down and- we have to depend on
speed and latitude to pull us through, we can always
count on 931."

WINNER

IS

931"

Fast processing, too, is a must in local news coverage. Using DuPont Rapid Reversal Film, WISH-TV is
able to shoot news footage as little as 45 minutes before
show time, and go on the air with the finished newsreel.
"All in all," concludes Mr. Pefley, "we couldn't ask for
better film than this DuPont product."
For more information about this fine 16mm film for
every TV use, write DuPont, 2432A Nemours Building,
Wilmington 98, Delaware. In Canada: Du Pont of
Canada Limited, Toronto.

IDPDHJ
«to. u. s.pat. offBetter Things for Better Living . . . through Chemistry
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almost unanimous"' in
"'was proposals.
peal and such
rejecting
Language Problem • He said the
committee deleted from the original
bill, as introduced by him, language to
exempt as separate categories news
documentaries, panel discussions and
similar type programs. "The committee
felt," Rep. Harris said, ". . . that these
categories are simply too vague and
cannot be defined with sufficient accuracy.
"On the other hand, and I want you
to get this, on the other hand, the
elimination of these categories by the
committee was not intended to exclude any of these programs if they
can be properly considered to be newscasts or on-the-spot coverage of news
events."
It was on this point that the chairman and Reps. Bennett and Younger,
particularly, disagreed with Rep. Moss.
And, although Rep. Harris pointed out
the debate was designed to prepare a
clear legislative history, the differences
in interpretation were never settled.
"As the author of the amendatory
language ... I am somewhat flattered
to find my colleagues [Reps. Bennett
and Younger] . . . were so willing to
buy it in committee and find it so distasteful now," Rep. Moss said. He
continued:
"I think the conduct of the broadcasting networks must raise serious
doubts in the mind of every member
of this House who might on occasion
be subjected to their whims as to the
advisability of opening up too far this
area. . . . While I lack confidence in
the complete objectivity of the broadcast industry, I feel in fairness to the
American people we should permit the
stations the latitude they request here
in the bona fide reporting of news. . . .
"As to the language we adopted . . .
I want to say if the other body does
undertake to broaden this legislation,
then I will do everything in my power
to defeat it. . . . It is important to the
American people that there be the
broadest possible discussion of political
issues. But, it must be a fair discussion
of those issues.
"When we start to include
panel discussions — you know how
easily they can be rigged. You
know how easily a panelist can
have an unsympathetic moderator and
how a program might be scheduled
when you have a conflicting engagement. I would not want to exempt

w

N

j

R

negrc > rc fdio for
mefro ne w y< >rk
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panel discussions. However, I would not
deny a station the right to take a film
clip of a news item clearly developed
in connection with such a discussion
and use it to report more accurately.
. . . I am not willing to have news documentaries opened up. ... It is wide
open to abuse. Never forget that these
are not super beings who run these radio stations. They are subject to the
same prejudices as each one of us.

cent enough at first sight. However, a
little closer examination and a careful
reading of the committee report may
persuade many of you, as it did me,
that this is an impossible yardstick for
the broadcaster and the Commission to
apply. ... I can think of instance after
instance where conscientious news directors of stations or networks will be in
a quandary whether an appearance of a
candidate is incidental or not to the

Programs in Question • Rep. Younger then asked his fellow Californian:
"Does the gentlemen contend that on
the programs known as Face the Nation
and Meet the Press where a qualified
candidate appears, candidates for all
the other parties must also be given an

presentation
of news."
Rep. Younger
took the floor in defense of the FCC because, he said,
there has been some very "severe
criticism" leveled. He pointed out that
a majority of the commissioners voting in favor of Lar Daly are Democrats. "I also would like to say, while
I am supporting this bill, I do not
believe that it is as good a bill as was
introduced by our chairman in the
original instance," he stated.
Cunningham Satisfied • Rep. Glenn
Cunningham (R-Neb.), first member of
Congress to introduce a bill reversing
the Lar Daly decision, said that he
was pleased to support the committee
bill. Under the decision, he pointed
out,
all political news faces a complete
blackout.

opportunity to appear?"
A. "I contend that program is not a
bona fide newscast, nor is it spot coverage of a news event. . . ."
Q. "And it would still be under the
jurisdiction of Sec. 315 according to
the gentlemen's interpretation, and the
gentlemen want to leave that as a record
in the consideration of this measure?"
A. "I most certainly do. ... I think
the committee's intent is very clear. We
changed the language. We inserted the
condition that the news must be bona
fide and that the first-person reporting
by the candidate be incidental to the reporting of the news. I would not construe that the entire program Meet the
Press would be deemed incidental to the
reporting of the news."
Definitions • Reps. Bennett and
Younger both said that they would not
vote for the bill if they did not construe it to exempt such shows as Face
the Nation and Meet the Press. There
was an obvious difference of opinion
in defining shows of this type, with the
Moss camp contending they are panel
discussions while others defined them
as news interviews.
(Last Thursday, Rep. Moss maintained that his interpretation of the
bill's intent would stand up because he
was not challenged in his answers to
Rep. Younger during the floor debate.
He leaned heavily on the words "bona
fide" and "incidental to the news" as
used in the bill.)
Rep. Bennett also praised Rep. Harris' language. He said new language
added by Rep. Moss' amendment
"causes me to fear that if this language
remains in the bill and becomes law,
we shall not accomplish our objective
to permit broadcasters to cover political
news and political issues in a satisfactory manner." As grounds for this fear.
Rep. Bennett cited that provision of the
bill stating "where the appearance of the
candidate ... is incidental to the presentation of news."
He said this language seems "inno-

"And," Rep. Cunningham continued,
"although this blackout would leave
newspapers free to report political activities and campaigns, we all know
that the press in many instances has
failed to do the fine objective reporting that has been done by the radio
and
tv stations and networks in this
country.
"It is a shame that any legislation
is needed. I believe that the time will
come when all of Sec. 315 will be
repealed and the news directors of the
stations and networks will use the guide
of public interest in presenting political
news; and they will continue to present
the objective viewpoint they have in
the past on both political news and
nonpolitical controversial issues- which
are not now subject to Sec. 315 and
never have been."
Rep. Hamer Budge (R-Idaho) said
that an equal time amendment "is most
necessary" and cited the Lar Daly decision (Broadcasting, Feb. 23). He,
too, noted the word "incidental" in the
committee bill would keep broadcasters
from promoting the candidacy of any
particular individual.
Rep. Clarence J. Brown (R-Ohio), a
newspaper publisher in private life,
called the bill a "good piece of legislation. There is nothing in the law that
can prevent a newspaper from saying
anything that it may please about a
candidate for public office so long as
it does not violate the ordinary rules
and laws relative to obscenity, slander
and libel," he said. "Any newspaper
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

NOTICE TO EDITORS — For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

When

your

Safe driving depends upon your eyes — eyes
that give you clear, quick, accurate pictures of traffic situations during the day
and especially at night.
Yet, traffic experts estimate that there
are about three million drivers whose vision
is dangerously impaired.
All drivers, of course, should know the
condition of their eyes, even if vision tests
are not required for a driver's license. It's
wise to have your eyes examined by an eye
specialist before you become a driver — and
have them rechecked at least every two
years thereafter.
Should you notice changes in your vision
between examinations, see your doctor for
another eye test.
If you have a visual defect that requires
properly fitted glasses — be sure to wear

life

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.

depends

on

them every time you drive.
Some people whose vision is normal in
good daylight do not see well at night. This
is one of the reasons why fatal accidents
occur about three times as frequently at
night as during the day.
For safer night driving, always observe
the following rules:
1. Reduce speed greatly when facing the
glare from headlights — and don't speed
up immediately after passing. It takes
time to recover vision fully after blinding by headlights. Blinding even for a
second can be dangerous.
2. Never look directly at oncoming headlights. Watch the right side of your lane,
noting the position of the oncoming car
out of the corner of your eye.
3. Don't wear sunglasses at night.

your

eyes

. . .

4. Always drive at a speed that will permit
you to stop within the distance illuminated byyour headlights.
If you take a long trip this summer, remember that your eyes-can get just as tired
as any other part of your body.
To prevent eye fatigue and eye muscle
strain, stop now and then and close your
eyes. Don't keep them in a fixed position.
Let your eyes move over the whole area of
your
vision.
Motor
vehicle accidents still claim about
38,000 lives a year in our country. The
driver is the cause of accidents more often
than the car, the road, or the weather.
That's why you — and every other driver —
should be sure that you're physically and
emotionally fit to handle a car safely, efficiently and courteously.

COPYRIGHT 1959 METROPOLITAN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Metropolitan

Life Insurance Company
(A MUTUAL COMPANY)
1 Madison Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.
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has the right to interview any candidate for public office, or any public
official on any matter it wishes, because
the Constitution guarantees freedom
of news and freedom of the press. I
believe it is just as important to see
to it that we have freedom of news and
freedom of the press, if you want to
call it that, on our radio and television
stations."
Small-Business Voice • Rep. Paul C.
Jones (D-Mo.), who with his family
owns 41.7% of daytimer KBOA and
KBOA-FM Kennett, Mo., used the
forum to put in a pitch for longer daytime hours and to attack networks and
large stations. He said he had doubts
about even permitting the bill to be
debated on the floor. "This bill ... in
my opinion seeks to protect the larger
radio stations and particularly the networks from damage suits. ... If this
bill is passed those people are going
to have not only more power but they
are going to have less interest in the
small community-type radio stations
that serve the district of the majority
of the members in this chamber." Rep.
Jones also said that he thought licensees
should pay an annual fee to bear the
operating costs of the FCC.
The bill reversing the Lar Daly decision was termed a "dangerous bill"
by Rep. Clare Hoffman (R-Mich.).
However, he said, "the present situation is intolerable. . . . We just must
do something now because should I
run again, I do not want five or six
or seven or eight other fellows who
are just in there for fun and for the
local publicity ... or just so they
can have the wife and kids sit in and

Wordings

grant
power." Celler (D-N.Y.), longRep.ofEmanuel
time critic of the FCC on many matters, came to the Commission's defense. "I would point out that while I
personally disagree with the holding
[in the Lar Daly case], I have no quarrel with the FCC nor do I think that
widespread ad hominem criticism of
the
said. majority is justified," Rep. Celler
The decision, he said, has the "anomalous effect of severely discriminating
against the candidate who appeared in
the newscast. The first candidate who
appears has no choice in the means
and methods whereby the station carries his utterances, whereas his opponents have a complete choice and control over their means and methods of
appearance." He emphasized that the
bill would in no way exempt the broadcaster from the obligation of fair presentation of all political news and controversial issues.

newspapers throughout the country
control radio and television stations
and we . . . know what we are up
against. It is an unusual situation with
such slanting of the news and unfairness to the Democratic Party. . . .
While I realize that something has to
be done to correct the Chicago situation, I certainly do not want to do
something where the Democratic Party
is going to be penalized."
The propriety of stations' endorsing
political candidates was brought into
the debate by Rep. Charles Vanik (DOhio). Rep. Harris said that such a
situation is not covered by Sec. 315
but that operation in the public interest would require that time be given to
the candidates not so endorsed by a
station.
Rep. Vanik said that legislation is
needed to "clarify" the right of a station to editorialize in favor of one
candidate. He said only a small percentage of broadcasters are equipped
with the resources to evaluate the qualifications of candidates.

Time Inequalities • "On the whole,
I think the broadcasting industry has
tried to honor its responsibilities in this
respect," Rep. Celler said. "Nevertheless, I would be less than candid if
I did not observe that there have been
several instances — isolated, it is true —
where certain broadcasters have not
always complied with their responsibil-

No Hope • Rep. H.R. Gross (RIowa), former radio newsman, stated
he doubted if the bill would work. "I
think you can legislate from now until
kingdomcome and you will not solve
this problem." Rep. Harris said this may
be true but Congress can supply guidance for the FCC. "It would depend in
the end upon the fairness of the radio
station owner or the person to whom

ities. . . ."
Rep. John W. McCormack (D-Mass.)
said that the press of this country is
"decidedly unfair to the Democratic
Party. . . . We all know that many

he entrusts the operation of his station,"
Rep. Gross replied.
Rep. Catherine May (R-Wash.) based
her support of the bill on "15 years of

House
and
Senate
bills
activities incidental thereto), where the appearance of the candidate
Twelve members of the U.S. Congress will meet this on
such newscast, interview, or in connection with such coverage is
week to iron out differences in two bills — one passed by incidental to the presentation of news, shall not be deemed to be
the Senate (S 2424) July 27, the other approved last use of a broadcasting station within the means of this subsection."
Here is the Senate language: "Appearance by a legally qualified
Tuesday by the House (HR 7985) — amending Sec. 315
candidate on any newscast, news interview, news documentary, on-theof the Communications Act.
spot coverage of news events, shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the meaning of this subsection, but nothing in this
The House bill is generally believed to be more restricsentence shall be construed as changing the basic intent of Congress
tive on the broadcasting industry than the Senate version,
with respect to the provisions of this Act, which recognizes that
and radio frequencies are in the public domain, that the
and there is substantial disagreement among the solons as television
license to operate in such frequencies require operation in the public
interest, and that in newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries,
to
just both
what bills.
"news" would be exempt from equal time
under
on-the-spot coverage of news events, all sides of public controversies
shall be given as fair an opportunity to be heard as is practically
After adopting its version, the House struck the lanSec. 2. (a) The Congress declares its intention to reexamine the
guage of S 2424 and added its own. The Senate refused
amendment to section 315 (a) of the Communicatoins Act of 1934 made
to accept the House language and asked for the conferby the first section of this Act, at or before the end of the threeence.
possible."
year
period beginning on the date of the enactment of this Act, to
ascertain whether the remedy provided by such amendment has proved
to be effective and practicable.
Here is the pertinent text of the House bill:
(b) To assist the Congress in making the reexamination of the
"Iffiedany
licensee
permit
is a legally
quali-he amendment
candidate
for anyshallpublic
officeanyto person
use a who
broadcasting
station,
made by the first section of this Act, the Federal Communications Commission shall make a report to the Congress, within
shall afford equal opportunities to all other such candidates for that
office in the use of such broadcasting station: Provided, That such fifteen days of the enactment of this Act and within fifteen days
after the close of each of the following two years, setting forth (1) the
licensee shall have no power of censorship over the material broadinformation and data used by it in determining questions arising from
cast under the provisions of this section. No obligation is hereby imposed
or
connected with such amendment, and (2) such recommendations as
upon any licensee to allow the use of its station by any such candidate. Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any bona fide it deems necessary to protect the public interest and to assure equal
treatment of all legally qualified candidates for public office under
newscast (including news interviews) or on any on-the-spot coverage
of news events (including but not limited to political conventions and section 315 of the Communications Act of 1934.
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of

listen to Papa talk. ... I will vote for
this bill regardless of that dangerous

the
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How

to

with

build

better

corrugated

schools

boxes

Using boxes to build better
schools was a new challenge
for Stone Container Corp. The
challenge had come from the

to get contacts in depth. Advertising Council committee members themselves are business
executives and we accrue some

Advertising Council. Stone's
answer was a "package deal".

benefits from that".

What

was

done

?

Stone Container knew the average carton was seen by hundreds
of people as it traveled toward
the market place. If each of the
hundreds of thousands of cartons they produced carried an
Advertising Council message —
the fight for better schools, or
for fewer accidents and forest
fires, would indeed be aided by
a "package deal".
Stone prepared printing plates
covering each of these Council
campaigns:
ACTION
Aid to Higher Education
Better Schools
Forest Fire Prevention
Keep America Beautiful
Religion in American Life
Stop Accidents
United Fund Campaigns
U.S. Savings Bonds
They offered to print, free of
charge, the campaign's message
on cartons ordered by any of
their clients. Thus, the client
becomes a contributor to public
service, too.
Company

You,

President, a "good opportunity
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benefit

You help your company earn a
better business climate by tying in with the Advertising
Council. The Council offers free
advertising materials for company publications, reproduction
proofs of advertisements or
"drop-ins", mats for newspaper
advertisements, posters for bulletin boards, etc.
Do what you can to get your
company to use these materials.
Or maybe you, like Stone Container, can come up with a completely new way to help. Find
out how you can tie in by sending the coupon below, or calling
the Advertising Council branch
office nearest you. Branches in
Chicago, Los Angeles and
Washington, D. C.
Materials — reproduction proofs,
posters,
are free. radio and TV spots —
THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.,
25 West 45th Street,
New York 36, New York
Please tell me how I can
tie in with Council camand earn a better
businesspaigns—climate.

benefits

Two letters describing this program were sent to advertising
and management executives in
many companies. This provides,
according to Norman H. Stone,

too, can

COMPANY

association with the fields of news and
public information in the broadcasting
industry. ... I grew up with radio and
television which long ago came of age
as media for dissemination of news,"
Rep.massMaycommunications,
said. "Through thethese
media
of
American
public can be and is made aware of the
great and small issues of our time, and
the same public is exposed not only to
the sight and sound of these issues, but
to the living presence and personality
of those who make the news which
shapes our very lives and the future of

It takes

the

WCKYB/G

Y

to cover the TRI-STATE
trading

area

of

CINCINNATI
We've a file full of figures* on the size,
scope and importance of the Tri-State
Cincinnati Trading Area — such as it
covers 1,778,000 people in 31 counties
of Ohio, Kentucky and Indiana, but
YOU know all that, including the fact
that Cincinnati is one of the Top
Twenty Markets of the country.
And when YOU want to cover Cincinnati with a radio campaign, you
want to cover ALL of it, not just the
31%, or 556,800 people, who live within the city limits of Cincinnati. So to
cover all of the Tri-State Cincinnati
Trading Area, you've got to have
power — and BIG Y has lots of power —
50,000 watts of it, which is one reason
why you can depend on WCKY to
reach all of the Cincinnati Trading
Area. Then when you add listener acceptance, live wire merchandising promotions, imaginative programming and
first rate news coverage, then you
KNOW your best buy is BIG Y—
WCKY, that is!
*Tom Welstead in WCKY's New York
office and AM Radio Sales in Chicago
and the west coast, have files full of
such figures too!
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the"Itworld."
boils down to this: If radio and
television news can be put through government censorship today, all other
news ultimately can and will be put
through the same filter. . . . Little wonder the President called the ruling 'ridiculous'. This is the same as telling a
newspaper that it must print a news
story about every candidate just because
it carried a news story about one of
Call for Exemptions • Rep. May,
who
them."formerly worked for several stations in Washington State and New
York, found it strange that the Senate
bill failed to exempt panel shows. "Such
shows, when conducted by bona fide
newsmen, would certainly qualify in the
category of news," she said.
Rep. Avery said the Commerce Committee "certainly was not unanimous"
in accepting the Moss language. He indicated apreference for the original bill
as introduced by Rep. Harris. "For reason of a compromise, the committee accepted the substitute language," Rep.
Avery pointed out. "However, I certainly want the record to show that although
I went along with the substitute language, Ifelt the original language . . .
was probably preferable or more understandable, and certainly would meet the
needs more directly than the substitute
provisions in the bill we bring before
Rep. Rogers said that it is the duty
of Congress to reverse the Lar Daly decision promptly before further confusion results. "However," he warned, "in
so acting let us make clear to the FCC,
you."
to individual
broadcasters and to the
networks that are by this legislation setting down a minimum course of conduct in the field of broadcasting of controversial issues. It should be clear that
we expect them to exert every effort to
present all legitimate sides of controversial issues and all legitimate candidates for office. . . ."
Reservations • Reps. Peter F. Mack
(D-Ill.) and Robert W. Hemphill (DS.C. ) had filed supplementary views to
the committee report in which they
stated Congress should define qualified
candidates and a restriction should be
placed on the application of Sec. 315

prior to an election. Both reaffirmed
their convictions but declined to offer
an amendment on the floor.
Rep. Mack said he was the only member of the committee to vote against
reporting the bill out. He said he strongly supports the bill but feels that further
legislation is needed. Both congressmen
contended that individual stations
should have more freedom in determining who is qualified for equal time.
"We do not go so far as to further the
idea of abolition of Sec. 315 .. . but
we believe relief from the probability
of such decisions as that in the Lar
Daly case should be legislated," Rep.
Hemphill said.
Rep. Joseph Barr (D-Ind.), pointed
out that the government "has never had
much luck trying to regulate the covof news ofevents."
The erage
question
who would decide
when a candidate's appearance on a
newscast is (1) incidental and (2) free
of any editorial content was asked by
Rep. Roman Pucinski (D-Ill.). Rep.
Harris replied the first responsibility
would be that of the station's with the
FCC stepping in to settle any disputes.
New Amendment • Rep. Barratt
O'Hara (D-Ill.), offered an amendment
stating that all licensees shall be held to
a "strict accountability" by the Commission but it was withdrawn after
Rep. Harris entered a strong objection.
Rep. Coad attempted to amend the
bill extending Sec. 315 to include equal
time for all representatives "of any
political or legislative philosophy." He
maintained his amendment would assure "that the Amercan people are
going to be guaranteed their rights by
legislative action ... so that they can
hear all sides. . . ."
Rep. Leo O'Brien (R-N.Y.), part
owner of WROW-WTEN (TV) Albany,
N.Y., and other stations, successfully
spoke out against the Coad proposal.
"I wonder how many weeks it might
take us to determine who would be the
representative of any political or legislative philosophy," he said. "There
might be 1.000 variations of the philThe Coad amendment was defeated
by an overwhelming voice vote.
osophy."
Interstate tax relief
Power of the states to tax interstate
business would be restricted by a bill
(S 2524) passed Thursday by the Senate.
The bill goes to the House which is
considering a similar measure.
The bill was based on business complaints that recent U.S. Supreme Court
decisions have produced serious tax
problems for firms selling across state
lines. A number of amendments designed to restrict the scope of the bill
were defeated in the Senate discussion.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

CBS

holds the freedom of the press, which is

affiliates

apprised of Sec. 315
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton,
in a wire to network affiliates immediately after House approval of an equal
time amendment last week, expressed
CBS' hope final action will come by the
end of this week. He pointed out the
House bill is narrower than a Senatepassed version and that congressmen
were at odds as to whether a Face the
Nation type show would be exempt.
"We believe that radio and television
will be afforded the greater opportunity
to serve the public during political
campaigns if the bill which eventually
emerges parallels the Senate version accompanied by a report . . . clearly
adopting Congressman Harris' view
that the exemption of news interview
programs is intended to cover exemption of Face the Nation type of programs," he said.
NBC Board Chairman Robert W.
SarnofT hailed the House action as "a
significant victory for the American
people. It assures them of freedom to
obtain political news coverage making
use of the full potential of television
and radio to carry the images and
voices of candidates themselves. It up-

THE

designed
to protect
to
know. The
new lawthe ispeople's
also a right
vote of
confidence in the sense of fairness and
responsibility of American broadcasters
in covering the news. . . ."
Emergency

personnel

named by Commission
A list of 18 men who will train to
take over executive functions of the
FCC in the event that agency and its
members and executives are wiped out
in time of a national emergency has
been released by the Commission.
The list — to be increased to 25 —
forms the FCC unit of the National
Defense Executive Reserve, which is
composed of former government officials and "qualified men in other
branches of appropriate industries and
professions" who will train for handling problems of their respective agencies during a national emergency.
NDER was authorized by Congress in
1955 and activated in 1956.
The FCC unit list:
Warren E. Baker, former general counsel of
the FCC, lawyer, Washington; Joseph E. Baudino,
vice president, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Inc., Washington; Martin B. Campbell, member of
Area Educational Tv Foundation, Dallas; F. Stanley Hoffman, business manager, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pa.; James L. Howe, president

ZSTUjVEjBEIR,

2 NEWS

and owner, WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.; Harold R.
Huntley, chief engineer, American Telephone &
Telegraph Co., New York; Louis E. Kearney, communications engineer, Assn. of American Railroads, Chicago; Dr. Richard T. Mara, professor
of science, Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pa.;
Leonard H. Marks, lawyer, Washington.
John E. McCoy, vice president, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach, Fla.; Lt. Gen. Willard
S. Paul (U.S. Army, ret.), president, Gettysburg
College, Gettysburg, Pa.; Kempster Warren Pyle,
general manager, KSIR Wichita, Kan.; Dr. George
R. Town, director of engineering research, Iowa
State College, Ames, Iowa; James P. Veatch,
manager, RCA Frequency Bureau, Washington; A.
Prose Walker, manager, engineering department,
NAB, Washington; Vincent T. Wasilewski, manager, government relations department, NAB,
Washington;
Webb, manager
and director, StationLawrence
Representatives
Assn., New
York;
Jack S. Younts, president and general manager,
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.
The FCC and its executive reserve
personnel will participate in mobilization maneuvers at an undisclosed location near Gettysburg, Pa.
The weeklong series of maneuvers is
part of a training program begun last
spring. A Conelrad radio-tv blackout
April 17 was part of the program. Results of local, state and regional maneuvers and problems will be analyzed this
week as mobilization personnel from
government offices and industry volunteers meet at their emergency relocation
points. Each mobilization group will
report to the main relocation site of
government, staffed by Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization.

I2SJ* DENVER

the. QamiUf, £tcdio*t
CHANNEL

RIFLEMAN jf
NAKED

CITY 2

According to the Nielsen

MAVERICK ^

Station Index . . . Denver's
ABC affiliate is tied for first
place in total homes
reached during the vital
6-midnite time segment!
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JOHN C. MULLINS
President
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So, with 6 of the top
10 and a tie for most
homes reached . . .
how can you cover
the Denver Market
without KBTV?
JOE HEROLD
Station Mgr.
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CHANCES
Senate

DIM

FOR

amendments

The Senate last week passed by "consent agreement" four amendments to
the Communications Act, including one
that would almost completely rewrite
Sec. 309, governing action upon applications and protests of grants made
without hearing. At the same time
(Aug. 19), the Senate "passed over"
(i.e., left on the calendar) three other
amendments.
But Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
of the House Commerce Committee,
which would consider the four Senateapproved measures, said he had "no
plans" to take up any of them in this
session of Congress.
Most significant of the four approved
bills was S-1898. which would change
the procedure for applications, eliminate the present "McFarland Letter"
(notification of necessity for hearing)
and substitute for the present "protest"
procedure (for grants made without a
hearing) a procedure of "pre-grant objection" for parties in interest who oppose an application.
S-l 898 is the result of a "horse-swapping" compromise between recommendations bythe Federal Communi-

ACT

face

REVISES

House

stymie

cations Bar Assn. and the FCC, the
latter going along with FCBA after
FCBA agreed to support a bill — among
those passed by the Senate — giving the
Commisison more discretion for use of
its review staff in adjudication cases.
This bill (S-1738) has been long supported by FCC members seeking relief
from narrow restrictions on the use of
the review staff. Three commissioners
(John C. Doerfer, Robert T. Bartley,
Frederick W. Ford) favor outright repeal of the restrictions.
The other bills approved by the Senate were S-l 73 6, which would eliminate
the oath or affirmation requirement for
certain documents filed with the FCC,
and S-l 740, which would clarify FCC
authority to regulate charges and services of common carriers in their use
of microwave for radio communications just as wire services are regulated
at present.
Bills passed over by the Senate would
(S-l 734) prohibit non-participants, as
well as participants, in cases before the
FCC from making off-the-record presentations to FCC members or hearing
examiners concerning a case; (S-1735)

Midwest
Daytimer
market$7,000
with monthly.
good retail sales.
Station— Aggressive
grossing about
Priced at $105,000 for fixed assets only. $40,000 down
payment.
Gulf Coast Daytimer — Owner-manager should easily
increase billing immediate. Good real estate. Price
$80,000.00. Down payment of $24,000.00.

HAMILTDN-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CHICAGO

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis John F. Hardest/
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street 111 Sutter Street
Executive 3-3456
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
NATIONWIDE
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•
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•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

repeal a law which allows FCC members to accept honorariums for speeches,
appearances at meetings and some other
functions; (S-1737) authorize the FCC
to impose fines in the common carrier
and safety
special fields for violations of FCCandrules.
The Senate Commerce Committee report on S-1898 said that under the present post-grant protest procedure,
lengthy proceedings are necessary after
grants are made to vindicate them, even
where there is no substantial basis for
attacking the grants. Though protests
are filed under oath, allegations may be
based on information and belief and
this encourages the filing of ill-founded
protests, often on suspicion or less, the
report said. It has also been intimated,
the report said, that it's difficult for a
protestant to persuade the FCC its
original grant was wrong.
Under the amendment, an objector to
the
grantmust
would
file a specific
"petition allegations
to deny,"
which
contain
of evidentiary facts, which, except for
facts of which official notice is taken,
must be supported by affidavits by persons with knowledge of the facts. After
such petitions to deny and replies by
the applicant, the FCC, if it still finds
the grant in the public interest, must
make the grant, deny the petitions and
issue a concise statement disposing of
each question brought up. Thus the
petitioner to deny will have an adequate
opportunity to urge error on appellate
review, the report said.
If the petition to deny presents substantial question of fact or if the FCC
otherwise finds it cannot make the grant
without hearing, it must formally designate the application for hearing. The
FCC may issue a McFarland Letter if
it feels the case will be expedited that
way. The report said the McFarland
Letter requirement, however, is the
"principal reason" for the increasing
FCC workload backlogs.
Written into the amendment also is
a requirement that the FCC may not
make a grant for 30 days after an application isfiled except in certain specific instances. The FCC is given authority to issue temporary authorizations not subject to the pre-grant procedure up to a total of 180 days when
the public interest requires.
SPORTS
New

EXEMPTION

measure

for antitrust

offered
relief

Sponsors of rival sports antitrust bills
joined forces last week to back a new
measure ignoring baseball but exempting professional football, basketball and
hockey from antitrust laws.
An immediate move to send the bill
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

(S 2545) from the Senate Antitrust Subcom it e toits parent body, the Judiciary Committee, was blocked by Sen.
John Carroll (D-Colo.). S 2545 was introduced by Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.), chairman of the Antitrust Subcommittee, for himself and Sens.
Thomas Hennings (D-Mo.) and Everett
Dirksen (R-Ill.).
Signing as additional co-sponsors of
S 2545 were Sens. James E. Murray (DMont.), Styles Bridges (R-N. H.), Jennings Randolph (D-W.Va.), Eugene
J. McCarthy (D-Minn.), Thomas Kuchel (R-Calif.), Karl Mundt (R-S.D.),
Henry Jackson (D-Wash.), Leverett
j Saltonstall (R-Mass.), and Hubert
j Humphrey (D-Minn.).
As in most other sports bills pending
before Congress, it authorizes a radiotv blackout within 75 miles of another
team on the day of home games. S 2545
also exempts football, basketball and
hockey from antitrust laws "within specific geographic areas" — but limits such
area to five miles from the teams' home
field or court.

Cadillac

area

people

earn

more

money,

and —
WWTV
COVERS
MORE

CONSUMER

INCOME

YOU'LL

THAN

FIND

IN

DELAWARE!

NCS No.in 386,090
gi»ei WWTV
daytime weekly
ciicu.
inlotion106,130
homeihomes,
in 36 nighttime
Michigan circulation
counties.
It's true! Consumer income in 36
Northern Lower Michigan counties where WWTV has NCS No. 3
daily circulation, both daytime and
nighttime, is higher than for the
entire state of Delaware*.
To top it off, no other station

It is this "geographic" exemption
from antitrust laws, which in other bills
is not so restricted, that has caused the
greatest concern among the broadcasting industry with the possibility of a
total blackout of free tv foreseen
(Broadcasting, Aug. 17). This provision, contained also in six House bills,
is expected to receive a thorough airing
during hearings within the next two
weeks by the House Antitrust Subcommittee. A definite date has not yet been
set.

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WKZO
RADIO —— GRAND
KALAMAZOO-BATTLE
CREEK
WJEF RADIO
RAPIDS
WJEFFM
—
GRAND
RAPIDSKALAMAZOO
WWTV
KOLN-TV— —CADILLAC,
LINCOLN, MICHIGAN
NEBRASKA
Associofed with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS

even approaches
WWTV's Cadillac
popularity in the important
market. The latest Pulse survey
(Nov. 5-12, 1958) gives WWTV
leadership in 238 of 240 quarter
hours, Monday through Friday
(noon-midnight) !
Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV
(Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of outstate
Michigan worth having. If you
want it all, give us a call!
* Consumer
Spendable
Income
Delaware is $857.2
million.
The inWWTV
area has an income of $905.2 million.

Sen. Kefauver's subcommittee held
hearings late last month (Broadcasting, Aug. 3) on the two measures then
pending in the Senate — his own bill
S 886 and S 616, sponsored by Sens.
Hennings, Dirksen and Kenneth Keating (R-N.Y.). Sen. Keating, who is not
a co-sponsor of the new measure, said
that he would seek to include an exemption for baseball in S 2545. He said it
[ could "scare off" efforts to form a third
major league and fails to protect baseball which "most needs to be proI tected." Sen. Carroll, in blocking the
move to put the bill before the full comf mittee, also said the bill should give all
four sports the same treatment.
However, Sen. Kefauver said the subcommittee has been unable to arrive at
an over-all bill dealing with all four
sports — because of the minor league
problem inherent only in baseball. Also,
| he pointed out, the Supreme Court al| ready has ruled that baseball is exempt
from antitrust laws. The new measure
was introduced "to correct the inequity
which has been created" by the court.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959
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THE
THE

MOVIE

HEDGE

$4.1

million

Fox

deal

closed for KMSP-TV
Sale of ch. 9 KMSP-TV MinneapolisSt. Paul to 20th Century-Fox Film
Corp. for $4.1 million was announced
last week (Closed Circuit, Aug. 17;
At Deadline, July 27).
The purchase was made from National Theatres Inc., exhibitor chain at
one time owned by Fox.
The Fox purchase follows within
weeks the $3.1 million buy of KTVT
(TV) and KDYL-AM-FM Salt Lake
City by Columbia Pictures Corp.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3, July 27).
These stations were bought from Time
Inc.
No Newcomer • This is not Fox's
first venture into the television field. Up
until last year it was associated with
National Telefilm Assoc. in the NTA
Film Network. This was terminated
when control of NTA was bought by
National Theatres.
In the late 1940's, Fox was one of
the leaders in a move to establish theatre tv frequencies. This was to be used

MEDIA

to carry special events in motion picture theatre houses — similar to what is
now being done via common carrier
land lines and microwave.
The only other major motion picture
producer actively engaged in tv station
ownership is Paramount Pictures Corp.,
which has owned KTLA (TV) Los Angeles since 1947. Paramount for many
years held a 26% interest in Allen B.
DuMont Labs, which held licenses for
tv stations in New York and Washington and also operated the DuMont Television Network.
Following FCC approval, Fox will
pay $3.5 million in cash, with $600,000
to be assumed by the station in forward
film commitments, according to Spyros
SkouraSj president of the movie firm,
and Ely A. Landau, board chairman of
NTA.
NTA acquired control of KMSP-TV
in December 1957 when it bought 75%
of the stock in United Television Inc.
The remaining 25% was acquired from
Loew's Inc. in February 1958.
NTA owns and operates WNTAAM-FM-TV Newark, N.J., and National Theatres Inc., NTA's parent
company, owns and operates WDAFAM-TV Kansas City, Mo.

Mutual

gets

first nod

in its reorganization
Mutual Radio Network, which filed
bankruptcy proceedings for the purpose of reorganization on July 1
[Broadcasting, July 6], last Wednesdayance(Aug.
won creditors'
acceptof its 19)
payment
plan in Federal
District Court in New York. Judge
Asa Herzog, Mutual's court referee,
set Sept. 2 at 10 a.m. for the network's special counsel, Benjamin Weintraub, to introduce his written motion
for formal confirmation of the plan.
Wednesday's court action was for
the reporting on acceptances by Class
I creditors. Mr. Weintraub reported
the acceptance by Classes II and III
on Aug. 12.
MBS' plan for payment of its debts,
which piled up during a series of ownership changes in the past two years,
required the approval of 51% of the
creditors representing 51% of the
money claims. In the class I group
there were 195 proofs of claim, representing $1,633,646.72, filed by creditors, with 171 acceptances, representing $870,831.60, Mr. Weintraub reMr. Weintraub concluded his report
ported.
by stating
that Mutual's
under
Chapter
1 1 of thereorganization
Bankruptcy
Act "is one of the fastest in the history

LAND"
OE"KNNorth
NO,
(embracingTHIS
industrial, IS
progressive
Louisiana,
South
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,000 Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A
James
A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Sterlington, Loui,
Corporation,
Solvents
Commercial
Division,
Photo: "Dixie Chemical
Manufacturer of Agricultural Industrial Chemicals and Anti- Freeze."
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of Payments
this court."to creditors, due to start
after Sept. 2, will be sent out by a distributor appointed by the referee and
the network's legal counsel. MBS affiliates were advised in a special closed
circuit message on Wednesday to report by Sept. 2 any discrepancy of
payments due them on the basis of
Mutual's financial statement of June 30.
Mr. Weintraub pointed out to the
court that among the class I creditors
filing acceptance was the F. L. Jacobs
Co., Detroit, which last fall was the
owner of Mutual. Alexander L. Guterma, currently under criminal indictment by two federal grand juries on
charges raised by the Securities Exchange Commission investigation of his
financial manipulations, was president
of both Jacobs Co. and MBS.
Council,

court

switch

policy; admit radio-tv
Two public agencies opposed to onthe-scene broadcast reporting opened
their doors to radio-tv last week.
In Dallas the city council reversed its
long-standing closed-door policy by a
5-4 vote. Gordon McLendon, KLIF
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Dallas, said the action followed an aggressive editorial campaign based on
the theme, "Secret meetings are exactly
what Americans do not stand for." He
added that "no Dallas newspaper had
printed a word in protest over the years
the council has carried on such practices."
Tv cameras were admitted to a murder hearing in West Covina, Calif., an
outlying Los Angeles suburb, by Municipal Judge William P. Martin. Los
Angeles stations shot sound-film footage
of the preliminary hearing but were not
allowed to show the judge's face.
Search

for TIO

chief

gets Sept. 2 deadline
The search for a director for the new
Television Information Office was narrowed to fewer than a dozen nominees
last week and officials hoped the final
choice will be made Sept. 2.
That's the date set for the next meeting of the Television Information Committee, headed by Clair R. McCollough,
Steinman Stations, which last week
screened the field from 20 names to
approximately half that number after
bringing it down from 67 three weeks
ago (Broadcasting, Aug. 10).
TIC also made what are expected to
be final revisions in the program for
TIO's all-industry public relations campaign under the yet-to-be-named director. The committee also was reported
close to signing for TIO headquarters
space in New York. Oct. 1 is target
date for the TIO start.

TIC members present at last week's
meeting, held Wednesday in New York,
were Chairman McCollough and Kenneth Bilby, NBC; Roger W. Clipp, Triangle Stations; Michael Foster, ABC;
Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZ-TV
Huntington, W.Va.; Charles Steinberg,
CBS-TV Network, Willard Walbridge,
KTRK-TV Houston. Two members
were absent: Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Stations, and John Hayes, Washington Post Broadcast Div.
Attending for NAB were President
Harold E. Fellows and John M. Couric,
public relations manager.

New York's Plaza Hotel.
The board of delegates, headed by
Jack Harris of KPRC-TV Houston,
also was brought up to date on NBCTV's new fall schedule and reportedly
reacted with approval. Members were
said to consider the schedule sound and
the network's "totality of service" concept of rounded programming a "very
good" one.
The board also initiated changes in
its by-laws to take into account NBCTV's elimination of the distinction between "basic" and "optional" affiliates.
Under the new plan, representation on
the board of delegates will be substantially the same as in the past but will
be based on stations' network rates.
The NBC delegation was headed by
Chairman Robert Sarnoff and President Robert Kintner.
WBC

sales

in both

curve

radio

&

up

tv

Total gross sales of Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. were 10% ahead in
radio and 6.3% in tv for the first six
months of 1959 compared to the previous like period.
Westinghouse's gains in radio-tv rev-

NBC

prepare

Affiliates

agenda

The annual meeting of NBC affiliates
— radio and television — will be held
Nov. 11-12 in New York.
Plans for the television phase were
reviewed by NBC officials and members
of the NBC-TV affiliates board of delegates at a meeting last Thursday and
Friday (Aug. 20-21) at the Seaview
Country Club, Atlantic City. The general affiliates' meeting will be held at
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Storer
Sept.

managers
program

plan

meet

Storer Broadcasting Co.'s radio program managers assemble in Detroit
Sept. 3-5 for a review of programming
administration. In attendance will be
Roy Schwartz of WIBG Philadelphia;
Frank Gaal of WJBK Detroit; Bob
Martin of WJW Cleveland; Sam Elber
of WGBS Miami; Jack Williams of
WSPD Toledo, and Paul Myers of
WWVA Wheeling, W.Va.

NEMSCLARKE

Phase
HE Model 108 Phase Meter is an instrument
designed to provide an indication of the phase relations indirectional antenna systems. Each instrument is tailored for the particular installation and
usually incorporates provision for indicating the
relative amplitudes of the currents in the various
antennas, as well as the phase relation. The Model
108 Phase Meter has found its principal use in
broadcast stations employing directional antennas,
but its wide frequency range makes it readily
adaptable for other applications.
The popularity of the Model 108 Phase Meter is
proven by the vast number now in use.

Meter

MODEL
Delegates

enue were reported
WBC's Sales
Vice President
A. W. by
Dannenbaum
Jr.
He also reported an overall 18.2%
increase over 1958 in the number of
new accounts using radio and tv. National spot business at WBC was up
14.1% in tv for the six-month period
while local billings "overcame the
January-February soft market to climb
to a 19.1% gain for June."
Tv sales in June at WBC were up
12.7% over the same month of a year
ago and radio sales at an all-time high
with a 3.4% increase over the previous
high month (May). The figures come
from a mid-year sales report.

108

E

HL- ^

IR. K: IE

COMPANY

» L A I R DRI V"t • SILVER SPRING MARYLANC
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE DEPT. B

' E R 5-1000
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Changing
hands
Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KMSP-TV Minneapolis, Minn.: Sold
by National Telefilm Assoc. Inc., New
York to 20th Century-Fox Tv Inc. for
$4.1 million, the company's first station
buy (see separate story, page 72).
KMSP-TV is on ch. 9.
• WGRD Grand Rapids, WTRU Muskegon, both Michigan: Negotiations in
progress for sale to William H. Rich
and Alistair Bradley Martin (each
50% ) by Music Broadcasting Co.
for $500,000 cash plus assumption of
$76,000 in liabilities. Messrs. Rich and
Martin each own 50% of WPIC Sharon and WMGW Meadville, both Pennsylvania. Broker is Hamilton, Landis &
Assoc. WGRD is on 1410 kc with 1
kw, day. WTRU is on 1600 kc with
5 kw, directional night.
• WHTN Huntington, W.Va.: Sold by
Cowles Broadcasting Co. to Wayne
Geyer, Chicago businessman, for a total
consideration in excess of $100,000.
Cowles is retaining WHTN-TV there.
Broker was Blackburn & Co. WHTN is
1 kw daytimer on 800 kc and is affiliated with ABC.
• WMMT

McMinnville, Tenn.: Sold to

We're

The Regional Broadcasting Corp.
(KLOV Loveland, Colo. [William R.
Vogel]) by McMinnville Broadcasting
Co. (Sam J. Albritton, president) for
$82,500. The sale was handled by Paul
H. Chapman Co. WMMT is on 1230

proud

to stand
our

Copter crash • This was the scene after the WPEN Philadelphia helicopter
crashed returning from a traffic patrol this month. The damage bill: $25,000.
WPEN used an airplane for the traffic reports until it obtained a new helicopter.

on

record

kc with 250 w and is affiliated with
CBS.
• KRWC Forest Grove, Ore.: Sold by
F. Demcy Mylar and Robert N. Kines
to Triple G Broadcasting Co. for $47,500. Triple G comprises Lester L. and
Dorothy R. Gould, each 25%; Leroy
A. Garr, 25% and Esther L. Plotkin,
25%. Mr. Gould formerly owned
KFMA Davenport, Iowa. Transaction
was handled by Jack L. Stoll & Assoc.
KRWC is 1 kw daytimer on 1570 kc.
Shareholders
Transcontinent

Yes, we're only too happy
to give you the names of
hundreds of station owners
all over the country who
have successful transactions performed through
the nationwide offices of
Blackburn & Company.

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
WEST M.COAST
SOUTHERN
Colin
Selph
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Clifford
B. Marshall
William B. Ryan
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Whitaker
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Hectley Building
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Washington Building
Atlanta, Georgia
Chicago, Illinois
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Financial 6-6460
STerling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
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(THE MEDIA)

okay
split

Stockholders of Transcontinent Television Corp. last week voted unanimously for a 2-to-l stock split and an
additional increase of 500,000 in the
number of authorized shares. This
brings total authorized shares to 1.52
million.
Prior to the split, Transcontinent
stock carried a par value of $10. The
new stock will have a par value of $5.
Transcontinent stock has no established
market value as there is no open trading of it.
Transcontinent stations are WGRAM-TV Buffalo, N.Y.; WROC-TV
Rochester, N.Y.; KFMB-AM-TV San
Diego, Calif.; KERO-TV Bakersfield,
Calif.; 60% of WNEP-TV ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Pa., and 50% of WSVAAM-TV Harrisonburg, Va. (The Harrisonburg stations have been sold to
Washington, (D.C.), Evening StarWMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington, subject to FCC approval.)
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Broadcast

subsidiary

for Columbia Pictures
Columbia Pictures Electronics Co. a
new Columbia Pictures subsidiary will
operate the parent's broadcast acquisitions in Salt Lake City (KTVT [TV],
KDYL-AM-FM), Abraham Schneider,
president of Columbia Pictures, announced last week. Columbia bought
the stations from TLF broadcasters,
wholly-owned subsidiary of Time Inc.,
for over $3.1 million (Broadcasting,
Aug. 3).
Norman Louvau, who represented
Columbia Pictures in negotiations for
the transfer of the stations' ownership,
is vice president and general manager
and will serve as administrative head of
the subsidiary. He joined Columbia last
April after a 12-year association with
KRON-TV San Francisco. Mr. Schneider will serve as president of Columbia
Pictures Electronics, Leo Jaffee as first
vice president, Nathan Cohn, John
Mitchell and Jerome Hyams as vice
presidents, Burton Hanft treasurer and
I Russell Karp secretary. On the board
are Messrs. Schneider, Jaffee, A. MonI tague, Louis J. Barbano, Mitchell,
Hyams, Hanft, Cohn and Paul N. Lazarus Jr. Screen Gems is Columbia's tv
film-making subsidiary.
Net up 228%
Metropolitan

Addenda to tv data
In listing individual tv market
data in connection with the FCC
financial figures on television in
1958 (Broadcasting, Aug. 17),
some explanatory footnotes were
omitted. These should be added to
the first table on pages 56-58:
1Time sales for national and
regional advertisers as well as local sponsors are before commissions to agencies, representatives
and others.
2 Total broadcast revenues consist of total time sales less commissions plus talent and program
sales.
3 Total broadcast revenues are
before federal taxes.
CR — Denotes loss.
# — Not all stations in this market operated a full year during
1958.
*Data not published for groups
of less than 3 stations.
Note: 1957 time sales data for
New York City market revised to
reflect reporting errors detected
too late to be included in 1957 report. Revised 1957 data for New
York as follows: national and regional advertisers and sponsors —
$35,778,604; local advertisers and
sponsors— $ 1 0,876,406.

(
IN PROVIDENCE

^

we've
because
your product
d, served
evaluate
and sold
this
multi-million market since 1922.
Our audience has confidence in
us — and in the products we
advertise.

to eardrums receptive to sensible music and news. No "guitarstring fatigue" in our audience.
They expect better things and
they get it.

over '58
reports

Reporting on Metropolitan Broadcasting Co.'s midyear financial status,
John W. Kluge, president, said Thursday (Aug. 20) that a 19.2% increase
in gross revenues shot net earnings up
228% over the first half of 1958.
While Metropolitan's gross revenues
(including WNEW-AM-FM-TV New
York, WTTG (TV) Washington and
WHK-AM-FM Cleveland) rose from
$6,774,437 in the first half of 1958 to
$8,074,896 for the period ending July 5
this year, Mr. Kluge said, net earnings
rose to $1,004,252 from last year's
$306,194. The 1959 mid-year earnings
were equal to 65 cents per share on
1,546,512 shares outstanding compared
with 20 cents per share on 1,541,137
shares outstanding in 1958.
The company's tv outlets were credited in part for the improved earnings
picture. Whereas both showed losses
last1959.
year, they've both returned profits
in

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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Katz

announces

CBS-TV
'Workshop'
In his first official act since taking
over the top programming post at CBSTV, Oscar Katz, vice president, network programs, last week revealed the
network's plan to set up a new live
dramatic workshop.
The new workshop will encourage
and develop writing, performing and
directing talent. The experimental project has the title of "CBS Television
Network Drama Workshop" and will
be supervised by William Dozier, who
is CBS-TV's vice president, programs,
Hollywood.

through air salesmen, not beatniks; through sound programming, not panic buttons; through
sales-producing promotions.
Any better reason for selecting
any station?

WJAR
and

BENEFIT!

The workshop's dramas will be taped
at Television City in Hollywood. Of
one-hour length, the programs may be
offered as regular season network fare
or as summer replacements.
CBS-TV noted that the drama workshop announcement was one result of
conferences in Hollywood which were
attended by Louis G. Cowan, network
president, with Messrs. Katz and
Dozier. Mr. Dozier, it was explained,
soon will announce the project's production staff.
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FATES
FOUR

Broadcast Advertising
• Don Blauhut, radio-tv director at Parkson Adv., N.Y., and
formerly with Edward
Kletter Assoc. in similar position, and
Lloyd Durant, formerly president of
Commercial Telecast
Networks
Inc., and

TIMES
YOUR

MONEY'S
WORTH
In Shreveport, one of America's fastest growing
markets, you get a lot more for your money
when you specify KTBS-TV, Channel 3.
All Nielsen surveys show KTBS-TV the dominant station in a market over four times larger
than Shreveport's metropolitan area in population and income. Here is coverage that really
counts - 1,318,600 people with $1,661,784,000
to spend.
Ask your Petry man for the story on the FULL
Shreveport market. You'll find KTBS-TV not
only
gives you your money's worth, but more,
lots more.

FORTUNES
waukee, building and construction materials manufacturer, to Charles Bowes
Adv., L.A., as account executive.
• Norman B. Smith, 67, advertising
manager of Sunshine Biscuits Inc.,
Long Island City, N.Y., since 1948,
died of heart ailment Aug. 14 in Point
Pleasant, N.J.

Mr. Blauhut

previously
ton Adv., with
thatCompcity,
named vps and radiotv directors at Parkson, west and east
coast, respectively.
• Anson C. Lowitz.
formerly vp and account supervisor at
Ted Bates, N.Y., to Doherty, Clifford,
Steers & Shenfield, that city, in similar
capacity.
Mr. Durant

• Fran Riley, of MacColl-Riley Assoc.,
N.Y., assumes title of director of public relations of Premium Adv. Assn. of
America, that city, whose account her
firm will handle.
• Martin Jackson, formerly with Mel
Richman Assoc., Phila., to Lavenson
Bureau of Adv., that city, as executive
art director.
• Ray Bimonte, copywriter and assistant supervisor at Cunningham & Walsh,
N.Y., to Compton Adv., that city, as
copywriter.
The Media

• Ralph Rosenberg Jr., formerly copy
group head at Lennen & Newell, N.Y.,
to Reach, McClinton & Co., that city,
as vp and copy director.

NBC
ABC

E. Newton Wray, Pres. & Gen. Mgr.
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• John M. Rolfe, vp and member of
creative staff at Foote, Cone & Belding,
Chicago, appointed creative director of
agency's San Francisco office. Mr.
Rolfe has been with FC&B for 17 years,
and has guided creative planning for
Kraft Food, Paper Mate Pens, Zenith
Radio Corp., and other accounts.
• Joseph R. Del Papa promoted from
radio-tv copywriter to radio-tv copy
chief at Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, Chicago.
• Howard M. Paul, copy chief at
Stern, Walters & Simmons, Chicago,
joins Van Handel Adv., Milwaukee, as
marketing coordinator.
• Floyd G. Sease Jr., formerly account
executive at Grant Adv., Dallas, and
Robert A. Niemi, formerly with N.W.
Ayer & Son, Detroit, to Detroit office of
Kenyon & Eckhardt as account executives.
• Jerome Wesson, formerly advertising manager for Fisher Radio Corp.,
Long Island City, N. Y., to Pike &
Becker, N.Y., as account executive.
• Gene F. Murray, formerly with Al
Maescher Adv., St. Louis, to Gardner
Adv., that city, as creative-contact copy
executive.
• Ruth Babick, formerly chief timebuyer at Earle Ludgin & Co., Chicago,
to Clinton E. Frank, that city, as radiotv timebuyer.
• Jack Duvall, formerly advertising
director of A. O. Smith Corp., Mil-

• Fred E. Walker,
vp and general manager,named
WTTMgeneral
Trenton,
sales manager of
KYW Cleveland,
Mr. Walker

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. station.
He had been director

of publicity and public relations of WPTZ (TV) Philadelphia (then WBC's tv outlet there) from
1952-55. Leslie Biebl, executive director of KYW-FM, named public affairs
director for KYW-TV. Gene Godt,
formerly promotion, publicity and pr
director at WCCO-TV Minneapolis, to
KYW - TV as advertising - promotion
manager succeeding E. Robert Nashick who resigned to take similar position with KTLA (TV) Los Angeles.
• John H. Kline, formerly account executive with WCAU Philadelphia promoted to general sales manager, succeeding late John S. DeRussy, who
died June 27. Mr. Kline was previously
in merchandising and sales capacity
with George A. Hormel Co., Austin,
Minn.
• Eugene H. Alnwick, with sales department of MBS since 1957, appointed
to new post of director of sales administration. Roger O'Connor, sales manager of WCAE Pittsburgh and Richard
G. Koenig, tv sales rep with Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, N.Y.. join MBS
Sept. 1 as senior account executives.
Paul T. Murray and Douglas
Brown, formerly account executives
with Daren F. McGavren and Headley
Reed, respectively, to MBS in similar
capacity.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

• Ralph Guild, eastern division manager
of Daren F. McGavren, station rep.,
named executive vp.
Mr. Guild joined McGavren in 1956, with
responsibility of establishing eastern ofMr. Guild
fice. He was previously part owner and manager of
KROY Sacramento, Calif.
• James S. Pfaff appointed sales manager of WSOC-AM-FM Charlotte, N.C.
James M. Martin, formerly with
WIST, that city, named production
manager.
• Lionel Colton, account executive
with Walker-Rawait Co., N.Y., radio-tv
station rep, named vp and transferred
to Chicago office where he will be in
charge of firm's mid-west operations.
• Roy E. Nilson, formerly program
manager of WHOO-AM-FM Orlando
and WALT Tampa, named station manager of WKKO Cocoa-Cape Canaveral,
all Florida. Other WKKO appointments: Robert Currie, formerly announcer with WALT, and Max Lee as
air personalities.
• Roy H. Holmes, formerly with national sales staff of WPAT Paterson,
N.J., to Quality Music Stations as general sales manager. He will headquarter
in New York offices of QMS' national
rep, Walker-Rawalt.

• Joseph T. Connolly, 47, former vp and
general manager of
WCAU - AM - FM
Philadelphia, died in
that city. Aug. 17 of
pneumonia
and resultant complications.
He had been with
Mr. Connolly
WCAU since 1940,
serving in news advertising, promotion
and publicity departments, and was appointed general manager last year. Mr.
Connolly was also 1955-56 president of
Pennsylvania Assn. of Broadcasters and
board member of Broadcast Pioneers.
• Tom Cousins promoted from promotional assistant to director of promotion
and publicity of WCCO-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul, succeeding Gene Godt,
who resigned. Other WCCO-TV appointments: Bill Carlson from
WCCO radio program staff to promotion department; Joe Bartelme, news
editor, to associate news director, succeeding Bob Shafer, who resigned;
Christian Hansen, formerly with
KAUS-TV, Austin, Minn., and Jim
Buchan, formerly with KOA-TV Denver, to news staff as writer-reporters.
• Claire Behan promoted from member of production staff of KEYT (TV)
Santa Barbara, Calif., to production
manager.

• Dale

Mr. Peterson
was previously
Riverside, Calif.

Peterson,

formerly
general manager of KRHM(FM)
Hollywood, named
general sales manager
of KPOP Los Angeles, which was acquired by Storer
Broadcasting Co. in
July. Mr. Peterson
manager
of KPRO

• Jim Williams, announcer with
KUDU-AM-FM Ventura, promoted to
program director. Other KUDU appointments: David Lavender, account
executive, to commercial manager;
Frank Frolic and Bob Mohr, formerly with KACY, Port Hueneme, as
announcer-salesman; Chuck Franklyn from KACY as newsman; Jack
Sands, air personality, from KAHI Auburn; Tom McConnell, account executive, joins KUDU from KRKC King
City, all cities in California.
• Joseph E. Baudino, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., and Daniel W.
Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn., were
named co-chairmen of NAB's Editorializing Committee by NAB President
Harold E. Fellows. Other members are
John F. Dille Jr., WSJV-TV Elkhart,
Ind.; Eugene B. Dodson, WTVT (TV)
Tampa, Fla.; Simon Goldman, WJTN

• Donald E. Cartwright, assistant
manager of KSUB Cedar City, Utah,
named manager. He has also been chief
engineer and program director there.
• W. Gordon Allen, owner of KGAY
Salem, Ore., assumes duties of manager,
following resignation of Arne G. Peterson. Jimmy Jones appointed sales
manager.
• Dean Behrend, formerly assistant to
supervisor of sales development ot
WPIX Inc., N.Y., to WCBS-TV New
York as supervisor of sales development.
• Bruce McLean, account executive
with KOWN Escondido, Calif., named
sales manager.
• Bill Carter, formerly with KIVY
Crockett, named program manager of
KTRE-AM-TV Lufkin, succeeding
Mark Kennady, who resigned. Rick
Fulgham, formerly with WACO Waco,
to KTRE, all Texas.
• William C. King Jr., chief engineer
of WVEC-AM-TV Hampton, Va., and
Lawrence W. Kliewer, operations
manager, named vps, engineering and
operations, respectively.
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Squeegee, star of the BIG 9 Circus,
received mail from more than 100
towns in the KWTV Community, over
an 8 month period . . . representing requests to appear on his show,
and resulted in more than 10,000
youngsters coming to the studios of
KWTV. Proof of KWTV's Community
Coverage!
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Jamestown, N.Y.; Robert T. Mason,
WMRN Marion, Ohio; Lawrence H.
Rogers II, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington,
W.Va.; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV)
Miami, and Ben Strouse, WWDC
Washington.

RELIGIOUS
PUBLIC SERVICE
PROGRAMMING
FREE
For Radio and TV Stations
Two 13-week, 15-minute
series on "The Ten Commandments" and "The
Lord's Prayer"
... Aandpublic
service
for Radio
TV
stations . . . Non-Denominational .. . Without emotional appeals and commercialism for the mature spiritual and cultural needs of
all communities.

Write for Audition Print or Tape
THE BACK TO GOD HOUR
10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, III.

/II; MIDI:!

CHAIN

REACTION!

14 years after Hiroshima mission, guilt-ridden flyer commits crime against society!
— The Fort Worth
Star-Telegram
Starring PAUL STEWART
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST. • N. Y. 19, N. Y. • JU 6-7040
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• Ralph Edwards, WWGS Tifton, was
elected president of Georgia Assn. of
Broadcasters at its closing session Aug.
18, held at Jeykll Island. He succeeds
Frank Gaither, WSBA Atlanta. Other
officers elected were George Patton,
WBML Macon, first vp; Paul Reid,
WBHB Fitzgerald, second vp, and J. W.
Hicks, WRDW-TV Augusta, secretarytreasurer. Directors elected were C. A.
McClure, WGBA Columbus; H. Randolph Holder, WGAU Athens; Roscoe Leaford, WVOP Vidalia; Hugh
K. Tollison, WGIG Brunswick, and
Mr. Gaither. (See story page 44).
• Jack Irvine, formerly vp and general
manager of Sheldon
Sackett stations
(KROW Oakland,
Calif., KVAN-AMTV Vancouver, Wash,
and KOOS - AM - TV
Coos Bay, Ore.) and
Mr. Irvine
previously sales manager of KULA Honolulu, rejoins
KULA as vp and assistant manager.
• Omar F. Elder Jr.. ABC-TV New
York general counsel, named chairman
of 1959-60 NAB Copyright Committee
by Harold E. Fellows, association president. Other committee members are:
Thomas P. Bashaw. KFH Wichita,
Kan.; Charles A. Batson, WIS-TV
Columbia, S.C.; Robert M. Booth Jr.,
Washington attorney; Ian A. Elliot,
KATL Miles City, Mont.; Robert V.
Evans, CBS-TV; Leonard H. Higgins,
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash.; Philip G.
Lasky, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Douglas L. Manship, WBRZ Baton
Rouge, La.; Harry R. Olsson Jr.,
NBC; Gljnnar O. Wiig, WROC-TV
Rochester, and J. Pattison Williams,
WING Dayton, Ohio.
• Frank Woodruff, formerly director
of promotion and research, Peters,
Griffin, Woodward and previously account executive at Dancer-FitzgeraldSample, N. W. Ayer and CampbellEwald agencies, has organized Barnaby
& Assoc. The firm, located at 414 East
50th St., New York, will provide creative promotion and research services
to broadcasters and advertisers.
• John J. Cassin Jr., account executive
with WRCA-TV New York, to WABCTV, that city, in similar capacity.
• Richard C. Dreyfuss, film director
with KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, named
sales account executive.

• Sid Sirulnick, producer and writer
with WNTA Newark, N.J., named production manager, succeeding Lee Arnold, now announcer with WNTAAM-FM-TV.
• Knox Manning, special assistant to i
Assistant Secretary of Commerce for international affairs, Washington, and
previously NBC news commentator, to
head new west coast office of Tex McCrary Inc., New York pr firm, at 9908
Santa Monica Blvd., Beverly Hills,
Calif.
• Willard Fraker joins WMBR-AMFM Jacksonville, Fla., as director of
Tempo Store broadcasting and am account executive. Lawrence F. Patrick promoted from newsman to news
director. Paul Mills, newsman, joins
parent
Washingtoncompany,
in similar WWDC-AM-FM
capacity.
• Raymond F. Kohn, general manager
of WGMS-AM-FM
Washington and |
founder and major stockholder in |
WFMZ (FM) Allentown, Pa., named
manager of National Symphony Orchestra, Washington, succeeding Ralph
Black, who resigned.
• Richard M. Walker, formerly account executive and media coordinator
with Harris & Weinstein Assoc., Atlanta
advertising agency, joins Clarke Brown
Co., that city, station rep, as account 1
executive.
• Arthur E. Haley, !
formerly executive vp
and general manager
of WORL Boston, appointed general
ager of WEZE,
city. Mr. Haley
ed in radio in

manthat
start- ,
1947 j

Mr. Haley
with WBMS Boston.
• Stephen M. Salonites, formerly senior account executive with American
Research Bureau, NY., to Television
Personal Interviews Inc. (ratings), that
city, as sales manager of national operations.
• Robert M. Reed, formerly production manager of WETV (TV) Atlanta
educational station, joins WHA-TV
Madison, U. of Wisconsin etv outlet, as
producer-director.
• Don McKeen named program director of KLIN Lincoln, Neb. Bob Zenner, formerly with KSOO Sioux Falls,
S.D., appointed KLIN sports director.

w

N j R
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• Ron Shoop promoted from member
of sports department to sports director
of KRNT-AM-TV Des Moines, Iowa.
• Bryant Smith, formerly with KWIZ
Santa Ana, and Elliott B. Behrens,
formerly with KROW Oakland, join
sales staff of KIDD Monterey, all California.
• Doug Moore, newscaster with KFMB
San Diego, to KFSD-AM-FM, that city,
in similar capacity.
• Louis Adler, formerly newsman with
WESB Bradford and WICU Erie, both
Pennsylvania, to news staff of WCBSAM-FM New York.
• Ted Giovan, formerly with WalkerRawalt Co., station rep, and previously
timebuyer at Leo Burnett, Chicago, to
The Branham Co., same city, as radio
time salesman.
• Harry Volkman, weathercaster with
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, to
WNBQ (TV) and WMAQ Chicago in
similar capacity effective Aug. 31.
• L. Gregory Christian, formerly station manager of WTOM-TV Lansing,
Mich., and Albert M. Fiala, Jr., formerly commercial manager of WROW
Albany, N.Y., to tv and radio staffs, respectively, of CKLW-AM-FM-TV Detroit-Windsor, Ont. as account executives.

Mr. Amyx

• Andy Amyx, promotion manager of
WTVH (TV) Peoria,
111., to WFGA-TV
Jacksonville, Fla., in
similar capacity. He
was previously Field
Scout Executive and
pr advisor with Boy
Scouts of America.

• Gomer Lesch, program director of
WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C., resigns
to join Church Administration Dept.,
Southern Baptist Sunday School Board,
Nashville, Tenn., as pr consultant.
• James H. Fuller, formerly advertising manager of Sponsor, joins sales staff
of Robert E. Eastman & Co., N.Y.
• Jack Knell, formerly news director
of WBT and WBTV (TV) Charlotte,
N.C., appointed head of radio-tv department of Leland Powers School,
Boston.
• Don Osborn, air personality of
WIRL Peoria, 111., to KQEO Albuquerque, N.M., in similar capacity.
• Terry Brennan, former Notre Dame
head coach, signed by WGN Chicago
as announcer of its college football
"game of the week.'
• Marlen Hager joins WTRL Bradenton, Fla., as chief engineer and newscaster.

• Nicholas DiPietro, who has conducted Italian Concert program on
WWRI Warwick, R.I., for past three
years, continues with that station. Due
to misunderstanding on part of WYNG
Warwick-East Greenwich, it was erroneously reported that Mr. DiPietro
had left WWRI to join WYNG.
» Bart Tolleson, formerly news director, production manager and air personality of KMUR Murray, Utah, joins
KDYL Salt Lake City as account executive.
Programming
• Robert E. Stuart, formerly vp of
Clarke Brown Co., Dallas (regional
radio and tv station rep), to CBS Films
Inc., that city, as account executive.
• Milton Rich, formerly director of
press relations WCBS New York, to
CBS-TV as editorial associate on staff
of new Person to Person show.
• William Harmon, formerly with Security Films, Hollywood, named producer of Betty Hutton Show series set
to premiere on CBS-TV Oct. 1 (8-8:30
p.m. PDT).
• Philip Besser, program director with
Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
named production coordinator (east).
Herb Lazarus, sales planning manager,
named ITC sales coordinator.
• Cliff (Charlie Weaver) Arquette

• Robert McGinnity joins Thomas F.
Clark Co., radio rep, N.Y., as time
salesman.
GENE
AUTRY
starring in 56 HOUR FEATURES

• Gene Kline, formerly general manager of WLEU Erie, Pa., joins sales
department of WSTV-TV Steubenville.
Ohio.
• Bill Laws, member of publicity-promotion staff of KEWB Oakland-San
Francisco, appointed to sales staff.
• Charlie King, formerly local sales
manager of KARD-TV Wichita, Kans.,
to KTRK (TV) Houston as account
executive.
• Rodney L. Wise joins sales staff of
WCAE Pittsburgh.
• Pete Watkins joins Gill-Perna, station rep, N.Y., as account executive.
• Betty Ann Hudson, assistant to general sales manager of KLAC Los Angeles, adds duties of promotion and
publicity director.
• James Haddock, graduate of Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore., joins
KWIN Ashland, Ore., as announcer and
copywriter. Other Northwest graduates:
Jack Boonstra to KAVE-TV Carlsbad.
N.M., as cameraman and fioorman:
Ronald McCormick to KVIP (TV)
Redding, Calif., as news cameraman.
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ROY

ROGERS

starring in 67 HOUR FEATURES
REALLY

ROUNDIN' UP RENEWALS
Originally bought
Renewed in 1959
2 runs
5
Year Profit Plan
WCCO-TV
Minn.-St. Pau
6 runs
5 Year Profit Plan
KHouston
PRC-TV
3 runs
5 Year Profit Plan
WHIO-TV
Dayton
4 runs
5 Year Profit Plan
WFBM-TV
Indianapolis
2 runs
5 Year Profit Plan
WSLS-TV
Roanoke
3 runs
5 Year Profit Plan
WTVM
Columbus, Ga
WATE-TV
Knoxville
KOB-TV
Albuquerque
KV00-TV
Tulsa
WFLA-TV
Tampa

...and really

2 runs

5 Year Profit Plan

rackin' up raves:
"Great ratings, highest
in the city . . . have
signed for five more
years."
WTVM,
Columbus,
Georgia,
April 6, 1959.
"For almost two years
now . . . they have been

3 runs

5 Year Profit Plan

eminentlyTV,
successful."
WCDAAlbany-Troy.

4 runs

5 Year Profit Plan

3 runs

5 Year Profit Plan•Mtf

and many, many more!

1
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J
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"i DO MY BEST WORK
AFTER

DARK"

INCREASE IN AUDIENCE
6 PM TO MIDNIGHT
OVER 1958
We've wooed . . . and won . . . the
Golden Spread with full power and
bright new programming . . . See
your Boiling man.
KVII-TV
AMARILLO, TEXAS
C.Vice-President
R. "Dick" Watts
and | <
General Manager

CRC

Salutes

MEREDITH

STATIONS
WOW
AM-TV (Omaha)
KCMO ( Kansas City)
upon their recent purchase of
CRC station jingle series 8,
10 and TV-1. Leaders look to
leaders for professional
assistance!

COMMERCIAL
RECORDING
P.O. BOX 6726
DALLAS 19, TEXAS
PHONE Rl 8-8004
TOM MERRIMAN
president
BOB FARRAR
vice president
DICK MORRISON
general sales manager
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Chief 'Smoke Signals' • The Indians were using the air for their own communications long before the palefaces, so there was no need to change
terminology when the Pocatello (Idaho) Chieftains tribe gave Idaho native
Rosel H. Hyde (r) this new name, a war bonnet and citation during a Rotary
Club luncheon ceremony. Comr. Hyde addressed the Rotarians and received
the honor from the Chamber of Commerce for his "honesty, integrity and
wisdom as a member of a council of seven charged with regulation of the
communication smoke signals," which "unites the tribes" and keeps "one
smoke signal to a hilltop." Chief Henry H. Fletcher, KSEI Pocatello, is reading the citation. Behind him are the chamber's president, Stan Day, and
Rotary President Norman V. Stedtfeld.
signs three-year contract with Don Fedderson Productions, Hollywood, to star
in tv series.
• Philip G. Peterson, Iohn E. Karr
and Russell Hudson named eastern,
central and western division managers,
of Community Club Servrespectively,
ices Inc., N.Y.
Equipment & Engineering
• Al Browdy, chief engineer of KCOP
(TV) Los Angeles since 1956 appointed
director of engineering and industrial
relations for radio-tv for Broadcast Div.
of Nafi Corp. Nafi owns KPTV (TV)
Portland, Ore., and has bought, pending FCC approval, KCOP and KOBY
San Francisco. For other Nafi appointment, see Weeks Headliners, page 10.
• Dr. William M. Webster, administrative engineer on vp's staff at RCA
Labs., N.Y., named director. Electronic
Research Laboratory.
• Douglas MacLatchie, tv manager of
Los Angeles office of Avery-Knodel
Inc., has resigned effective Sept. 1 to
join PlanPrint Inc., design engineers for
industry. He will set up national sales
organizations and develop advertising
and promotion for new company in
Chalfont, Pa., but later will headquarter
in Los Angeles.

Government
• Norman R. Hagen, 52, public information coordinator of U.S. Weather
Bureau died following heart attack in
Washington, Aug. 15. His wife, Ann
Sullivan Hagen, heads radio-tv section
of U.S. Information Agency.
International
» Robert L. Dunsmore, Montreal businessman, elected chairman of board of
directors of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. to take some of workload from
CBC President J. A. Ouimet, who has
just returned after six months' illness.
Charles W. Leeson, Stratford, Ont.,
named vice-chairman of board. Both
Mr. Dunsmore and Mr. Leeson will
confine duties to CBC board meetings,
with management left in hands of Mr.
Ouimet and his staff. Mr. Ouimet remains chairman of five-member executive committee of CBC.
» Michael Hicks, recently named managing director of BBDO. Toronto,
elected vp.
• William H. Pinchin. executive vp
of Pillsbury Canada Ltd., bakery products, elected president.
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EQUIPMENT
WESCON
Explorer
stereo

FEATURES
VI steals

stars

A question and answer session between San Francisco's Cow Palace and
Explorer VI then about 15,000 miles
above Africa, provided a dramatic
opening ceremony for the 1959 Western Electronic Show and Convention
held Tuesday through Friday Aug.
18-21.
The brilliance of the outer space
quiz show was only slightly tarnished
by the faulty human element when
someone pulled the wrong plug or
pushed the wrong button shutting off
the reply in the final stage of the process between Los Angeles and San Francisco where the teletype circuit was
bringing the message from the satellite
to the 30,000 engineers and scientists
at this year's WESCON.
WESCON's greeting had travelled
via telephone and twx lines from the
Cow Palace to the Space Navigation
Center in Los Angeles and then by radio-telephone tothe satellite tracking
j station in Jodrell Bank, England, where
the U. of Manchester's 250-ft. radio
telescope shot the WESCON query directly to Explorer VI as it orbited
thousands of miles in outerspace. That
signal, reaching Explorer VI actuated
the satellite's transmitter which sent
back telemetered information on twelve
experiments carried in the "paddle
wheel" space vehicle.
This information was received at
Jodrell Bank and transmitted to the
Space Navigation Center where a huge
computer "translated" the information
1 into English to a punched tape for
twx transmission to the waiting scientists at Cow Palace. At this point the
human factor intervened and there was
a 15-minute delay before the message
from space was finally received.
Situation Normal • Otherwise, WESCON followed its usual pattern. Engineers in record breaking numbers traversed the aisles of the Cow Palace
where more than 800 companies filled
975 booths with displays of the newest
products of the electronic age, and attended the 42 technical sessions. Each
session comprised the presentation of
three technical papers and a discussion
by a panel of experts.
Among such esoterica as ultrasonics
and medical electronics the single session devoted to broadcasting would have
seemed absurdly old fashioned if it had
not been exclusively concerned with
stereophonic
broadcasting. Included
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

ENGINEERING
tric Co. (2 awards), Librascope, Tally
Register Corp. and Voltron Products.
For the benefit of busy engineers unable to attend
thisResistance
year'sCorp.,
WESCON,
International
sponsored

SATELLITES

spotlight

at single

&

at opening;

broadcast

session

were papers on "An Optimized Compatible Am Stereo Broadcast System";
"A Stereo System for Am Stations";
and "Fm Multiple Stereo Receivers."
The panel members were: R.N. Harmon, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
D.G. Fink, Philco Corp., C.J. Hirsch,
Hazeltine Research Corp.; N.W. Parker,
Motorola, and R.M. Morris, ABC.
Award Winners • The eighteen winners in the first WESCON industrial design competition, announced on the
opening day and displayed in a special
exhibit at the show, included awards
of excellence to: Ampex Corp., for a
Fr-300 digital tape handler; Frank T.
Walsh, the scientist.
Cannon Electric Co., for an XLR
audio slash electronic connector, Sam
Arson and Carlos Beeck, designers.
Electronics International Co., for an
elin precision power oscillator (DK102); Matt Jacobson of Jaycraft Co.,
designer.
Digitran Co., for a digitswitch (series
7300); Jim Powell, consultant and
H.D. Wright and Jack Reitzell designers.
Hewlett-Packard Co., for a clip-on
dc current probe (model 428 A-21A);
Thomas C. Lauhon, designer.
Santa Anita Engineering Co., for
Electropack, system of individualized
standard cabinetry; Jim Powell, industrial designer.
Industrial Products Div. of IT&T for
a closed circuit television camera (CM30); James Lee, Channing Gilson and
William Brewer designers.
Awards of merit were given to Ampex Corp. (3 awards), Autonetics, Electronic Assocs. (2 awards), General ElecAmerica's

daily reports of WESCON highlights
for the four days of the meeting. Telecast on KRON-TV San Francisco at
7-7:15 a.m. and on KTLA (TV) Los
Angeles at 8:15-8:30 a.m.
Marketing Effort Needed • "Our
greatest need in electronics, as an industry, is to build our marketing capabilities up to the level of our technical
capabilities," H. Leslie Hoffman, president, Hoffman Electronics Corp., said
Wednesday at the annual meeting of
Western Electronic Manufacturers Assn.
in San Francisco. "Our marketing
know-how today is at the stage where
our engineering was in 1943," Mr. Hoffman declared. "We have achieved new
break-throughs in space, why not in our
homes, offices and plants?"
A greater awareness of marketing
problems should produce such industrial electronic achievements as the
elimination of smog, weather control,
automatic food preparation and housekeeping "before the end of the next
decade" Mr. Hoffman predicted.
Ling

buys

Continental

Ling-Altec Electronics Inc. of California has expanded in the field of super
high power transmission equipment,
with purchase of all outstanding stock
of Continental Electronics Manufacturing Co. of Texas for $3.6 million. The
sale was announced by James J. Ling,
chairman of the purchasing firm.
James O. Weldon and Lester H.
Carr, from whom the Continental stock
was purchased, will continue as president and vice president, respectively, of
the new Ling subsidiary. Ling-Altec,
whose assets amount to $17.6 million,

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600

JAR
ET
CORP.

WW

BUY

it was stated, cleared $718,546 on sales
of $11.3 million in the first half of this
year. Mr. Ling said that the acquisition
of Continental will add about $8 million to the firm's consolidated sales
volume for the rest of the current year,

Ml
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L
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NOW

FOR

bringing
the parent
the $34 million
range.company's sales to
Messrs. Weldon and Carr were Washington radio consulting engineers before Mr. Weldon took over as Continental president several years ago. Mr.
Carr remained as a Washington engineering consultant.

;

THE

FUTURE
Monaural today— stereo tomorrowhandle both with finestquality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel Recorders.
May be fully remote controlled. Now
sold by Ampex Professional Dealers
everywhere — Write to Ampex for a
copy of Bulletin B.

• Technical

• A new series "F" line of Prem-ORak modular transmitter racks for use
with console cabinets and multiple installations has been announced by Premier Metal Products Co. of New York.
The racks have many new features including front and rear rounded tops,
frames made of 14 guage steel and two
adjustable mounting angles. Further information may be obtained from Premier, 337 Manida St., New York 59.

■Ampex
professional
products
division
934 CHARTER STREET • REDWOOD CITY, CALIFORNIA
.HOWARD E. STARK,
Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television

Stations

Radio Stations
50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405
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MEN WHO PAPERS
BUSNINBEUSSSINESS
MEA

In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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topics

• Conrac Inc. (tv manufacturer), Glendora, Calif., expects to start production
from a new plant in four months. The
building will replace Plant No. 2 that
was razed by fire two weeks ago.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
• The largest display of British radio,
tv and electronics gear ever shown in
the United States will be exhibited in a
17-day British Exhibition in the New
York Coliseum next June. D.A. Lamb,
general manager of the exhibition, said
the displays by radio, tv and electronics
firms will be the most extensive in the
exhibit.
• Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
Calif., manufacturer of precision electronic measuring instruments, has acquired all outstanding stock of Boonton Radio, which designs and manufactures signal generators and similar
instruments and has an annual sales
volume of $2.5 million, becoming a
wholly owned subsidiary of H-P, which
has an annual sales volume of $40 million.

INTERNATIONAL
Admen

don't

like hike

in Britain's tv rates
British advertisers are creating a
ruckus over the increase in tv rates announced last month by the country's
program contractors. (Associated-Rediffusion has a 20% hike Dec. 28; ABC
and Scottish Tv rates go up 10% Sept.
26
and Oct.
1, respectively;
ratecard
increases
about 8% Granada's
Sept. 28,
and
TWW's is expected to show a 10%
increase.)
Protests have been made direct to
contractors about an "unwarranted,"'
"illogical" and "damaging" rise in airtime costs. Concern is being expressed
by trade organizations. McCann-Erickson Adv. Ltd. says it is hard "to believe
that contractors operate so close to the
line to warrant these . . . increases."
The Institute of Practitioners in Advertising says it is disturbed and many of
its members have complained "that so
little was put forward by way of justification" for upping rates.
Pay impetus to color
Sale of color tv receivers in the
Toronto area is expected to be helped
along this fall with the start of pay tv
at Etobicoke (Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
Eugene Fitzgibbons, president of TransCanada Telemeter Ltd., Toronto, stated
in mid-August that the pay tv installation will be able to present 35 mm color
films for those who can take advantage
of this with color tv sets.
"RCA is currently interested in the

activities of our company so far as possible sale of color tv sets is concerned,"
he said.
Trans-Canada Telemeter last week
concluded an agreement with the Bell
Telephone Co. of Canada, for laying
coaxial cable for the pay tv installation, upon which work has already begun. It is hoped that first subscribers
will be able to receive service around
Christmas time.
Application
set

hearings

for Canadian

tv

Public hearings for tv station applications at Montreal are to be held next
year by
Canadian
Board 7of and
Broad-at
castthe
Governors
on March
Toronto on March 14, Dr. Andrew
Stewart, BBG chairman, announced at
Ottawa on Aug. 12. These hearings
will follow the Jan. 1 1 session at Winnipegcouver
and the(Broadcasting,
Jan. 18 session
at VanAug. 10).
Dr. Stewart stated that the BBG will
announce its recommendations for tv
station licenses two days after the hearings conclude in each city. The recommendations goto the Canadian Department of Transport, Ottawa, the licens-

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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ing authority, and final license may not
be issued for several months after the
recommendation.
Following the Montreal and Toronto
hearings the BBG plans similar public
hearings for second tv stations at Edmonton and Calgary, both in Alberta,
early in May, and on June 20 at Halifax, N.S. Hearings for a second station
at Ottawa, capital city, will not be held
until late June or July 1960.
Cut-off dates for filing applications
with the Department of Transport for
tv stations are Nov. 30 for Montreal.
Dec. 31 for Toronto, Feb. 29 for Edmonton and Calgary, and March 31 for
Halifax and Ottawa. The department
has to approve the applications first on
technical grounds before the BBG holds
public hearings. This procedure applies
to all broadcasting license applications.
• Abroad in brief
• Russia wants to set up a regular tele-

vision program interchange with the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., states
Ellie Belyayeva, senior editor in charge
of international exchange for Russian
networks, in the current issue of USSR
Illustrated News. Such a regular trade,
he states, would help "broaden and
strengthen cultural links between our
peoples." Russia and Canada now exchange documentary and news films on
a periodic basis, following an arrangement made last year by John Dunlop,
CBC international exchange director,
while on a visit to Moscow with a
group of Canadian businessmen. There
is no money involved in the transactions, each country bearing the cost of
the film sent.
• CKWX Vancouver, B.C., has donated
$6,000 to the U. of British Columbia
for development of a series of experimental radio programs dealing with
modern city life.

"NATURALLY,

I

"When
I travel,TOI wantKFWB"
the newLISTEN
est, fastest way. . . 1 go by jet.
When I listen to radio, I want
the newness, pace, arid precision of jet flying ... so, naturally, Ilisten to KFWB."

The KFWB audience gives you
more men, women, children . . .
more everybodies . . . than any
other LA. station.
Buy KFWB . . . first and fast in
Los Angeles.

FANFARE

Fourteen-hour splash
Simpson - Miller, an Indianapolis
store, bought a 14-hour "radio spectacular" on WFBM there Aug. 17 to
launch a campaign for Allied Chemical's textured Caprolan filament nylon
and Craft Carpet Mills' "Resort" collection. The station moved into S-M's
downtown front window for the carpet
promotion. All programming originated
from this location.
Publicity for the campaign included
a WFBM spot schedule of 150 taped
commercials, 70 ad lib announcements
and supporting newspaper linage. Interviews with store personnel and customers were part of WFBM's programming. The station also gave away 100
phonograph albums to complement
S-M's hi-fi console door prize.
Sales calls in reverse
WSB-TV Atlanta, Ga., this year invited agencymen to shop for new syndicated film shows at its studios. Four
half-hour films were shown continuously all day July 30, with screen times
noted on the invitations to agency people. A buffet luncheon was served during the session. Early results: two of
the shows sold and scheduled on WSBTV for fall.
Point-of-purchase hook
Kroger stores and WCAW Charleston. W.Va., are bagging extra listeners
with paper grocery sacks. The bags
carry coupons for shoppers to mail to
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WCAW, registering them in the "Krotion. ger Stampede" trading-stamp promoFor the Stampede, Kroger bought six
daily announcements, in addition to its
regular weekly schedule, over WCAW.
This time is used to announce names
drawn from the mailed coupons. If the
listener named calls in three minutes,
he qualifies for 300 stamps, or more if
previous winners have not claimed
theirs.
Results in six weeks: 80,000 coupons
mailed to WCAW, 216 of the names
drawn,
stamps. 98 of whom called for 64,800
The Ironrite Co. used 25 adjacent
spots to draw 8,702 coupons with the
word "Ironrite" written in to qualify
for an ironing-stool award.
Midnight horror
Some 650 listeners of KMUR Salt
Lake City are one up on the movie
premiere crowd. When "The Return of
the Fly" announced its world premiere
date in Salt Lake City, KMUR scheduled an advance showing for midnight
preceding the premiere date. For a week
the station carried 20 announcements
daily inviting listeners to reserve seats
for the show. A total 1,234 did, with
more than 650 paying guests (50 cents
each) claiming their reservations. 20th
Century Fox sent along the "Fly Monster" for the event. KMUR made
broadcast pickups from the Gem Theatre and provided members of the prepremiere crowd with photographs of
themselves and the Fly.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.

CHECK Vand
DOUBLE CHECK
V
WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand
of all Indiana TV
stations!
One hundred and eleven
national and regional
spot advertisers know that
the Terre Haute market is
not covered effectively
by outside TV.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL IO • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
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Out-of-town experts • WWDC Washington, D.C., invited a group from New York to sit on the 12-man board
of judges in the "Miss Washington" contest sponsored
annually by the station. With winner Virginia Pailes are
(1 to r) Jim Kelly of Fletcher Richard, Calkins, Holden
Inc.; Ed Fieri of BBDO; Jim Richards, John Blair &
Co., WWDC's national representative; Fred Spruytenberg, Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles Inc., and Tuck
Scott of Blair. Apparently the judges responded to Miss
Pailes' song, rendered in the talent portion of the competition. "It All Depends on You." The 21 -year-old
Capital title-holder goes on to Atlantic City, N.J., to
compete in the "Miss America Pageant" Sept. 7-12, as
does Miss Delaware (see right).

(TV) Portland, Ore.; KCRA-AM-TV
Sacramento, Calif.; KING-AM-TV Seattle, Wash.; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
WTOR Torrington, Conn.; KTTN
Trenton, Mo.; WRC-TV Washington
and KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.
• Drumbeats
• WFEC Miami and WMBM

SALES

Miami

Door-opener • Miss Delaware of 1959, Esther Olney,
was enlisted by WAMS Wilmington, Del., as a temporary member of the station sales team for visits to New
York advertising agencies earlier this month. Here she
calls on Jay Schoenberg of McCann-Erickson. The beauty
queen and Charles W. Stone, station vice president and
general manager, were accompanied by salesmen from
the Robert E. Eastman Co., WAMS' national representative. At stops along Madison Avenue Miss Olney presented agencymen with honorary citizenship cards from
Delaware, signed by Gov. J. Caleb Boggs. Also in her
kit: a market-station brochure with a return postcard
attached, enabling recipients to participate in a drawing
for a color tv set.

Beach, both Florida, held a benefit show
at a local YMCA and raised enough
money
camp. to send 100 boys to summer
• KXYZ Houston gave away an airconditioner each week last month to the
listener who counted how many times
"XYZ is completely ear-conditioned"
was said on the station during the week.

RESULTS

IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
MORE AND MORE NATIONAL
ADVERTISERS ARE JOINING THE
"BEST SELLER" RANKS OF THE
VALLEY'S FAVORITE STATION . . iZ
KHSL-TV
ch.
CHICO, CALIFORNIA

MERCHANDISING^
CBS-ABC
Represented Nationally by Avery Knodel
AFFILIATE

BIGGEST

84 (FANFARE)

AUDIENCE— TOP

The "ear-conditioned" phrase was used
in all station breaks.
• Pioneer WWJ Detroit celebrated 39
years of broadcasting Thursday (Aug.
20). It started with a 20 w transmitter
in a newspaper building.
• Treasure-hunt specialists of WSUB
Groton, Conn., are sending listeners directly to stores for clues in a search
jointly undertaken by the station and
the Groton Shopping Plaza. The clues
are taken one by one from a bank, convoyed in an armored truck to be read
on the air and then to a Plaza store to
be displayed. Sixteen stores are participating in the Aug. 3-28 project.
• KYA San Francisco estimated its
Hidden Treasure Hunt crowd earlier
this month at 80,000-90,000. The mob
converged on Joaquin Miller Park in
Oakland, Calif., after 9 p.m. on the
12th day of the promotion and stayed
until the prize was found at 12:38 the
next morning. The treasure was a draft
entitling the finder to merchandise and
vacation prizes valued at $25,000.
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RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

August 13 through August 19. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP— effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high fre— antenna,w — aur.
— aural,
vis. —
visual, kw quency,— ant.kilowatts,
watts,
mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc— kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special
temporary
authorization.
SH — specified hours.
* — educational.
Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Alamosa, Colo. — Alamosa Telecasting Co.
vhf ch. 3 (60-66 mc): ERP 0.264 kw vis., 0.166
kw aur.; ant. height above average terrain
120 ft., above
ft. year
Estimated
construction costground
$31,000,129first
operating
cost $55,000, revenue $64,000. P.O. address
931 Society for Savings Bldg., Cleveland,
Ohio. Trans. -studio location Main & San
Juan Sts., Alamosa. Geographic coordinates
37°
28' 0" ant.
N.Lat.,
52' owner
0" W.Long.
Trans.
Electron,
RCA.105°Sole
is Harrison
M. Fuerst who has interests in KVOR Colorado Springs, Colo., KPAS Banning and
KTUR
Turlock, both California. Ann. Aug.
18.
Santa Fe, N.M.— Sante Fe Telecasting Co.
vhf ch. 11 (198-204 mc); ERP 0.332 kw vis.,
0.284 kw aur.; ant. height above average
terrain 4 ft., above ground 159 ft. Estimated
construction cost $31,000, first year operating cost $65,000, revenue $74,000. P.O. address 931 Society for Savings Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio. Studio-trans, location Corner of
Washington and Water Sts., Sante Fe. Geographic coordinates
35°Electron,
41' 17" N.Lat.,
105°
56'
ant. Prodelin. 23"
SoleW.Long.
owner Trans.
is Harrison
M. Fuerst
who
has interests in KVOR Colorado Springs,
Colo.; KPAS Banning and KTUR Turlock,
both California. Ann. Aug. 13.
Existing Tv Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WLUC-TV Marquette, Mich— North Central Bcstg. Co. Changed from WDMJ-TV.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Phoenix, Ariz. — Maryvale Bcstg. Co. 1520
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address 822 Title & Trust
Bldg.,tionPhoenix.
construccost $34,260. Ariz.
first Estimated
year operating
cost
$45,600, revenue $60,000. Sole owner is John
F. Long. Mr. Long is realtor. Ann. Aug. 19.
Windermere, Fla. — Windermere Radio Co.
1480 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 77, Atlanta. Ga. Estimated construction cost $18,415, first year operating cost $24,000, revenue $30,000. Applicants are Lois E. Latham
and Jack L. Gibson, 50^7 each. Mr. Latham
is station manager of WAVO Avondale
Estates, Ga. Mr. Gibson is in plastic sales.
Ann. Aug. 19.
Mountain Home, Idaho — Northwest Bcstrs.
Inc. 1240 kc, 250 w. P.O. address Suite 604
Idaho Bldg., Boise, Idaho. Estimated construction cost $20,093.56, first year operating
cost $29,980, revenue $42,000. Principals are
CM. Degler (40%), Charles F. Degler (25%),
Pauline M. Rist (13%), H.F. LeMoyne (10%)
and others. CM. Degler is rep for TasteeFreez. Charles F. Degler is with KYME
Boise. Mr. LeMoyne is in real estate. Ann.
Aug. 13.
Great Falls, Mont. — John Broad Bcstg.
Assoc. 920 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 1341
Russ Bldg., San Francisco, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $40,300, first year operating cost $60,000, revenue $72,000. AppliBROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

cants are John and Marie Broad, 50% each.
Mr. Broad is attorney. Ann. Aug. 19.
Hardin,1230Mont.
County W.Musicasters
kc, —250Bigw. Horn
P.O. address
411
33rd Ave., Spokane. Estimated construction
cost $10,995, first year operating cost $45,000,
revenue $54,000. Equal partners D. Gene
Williams and Delbert Bertholf have interests in KOYN Billings, KUDI Great Falls,
both Montana;
KQDIDakota.
Bismarck and KUTT WQDY
Fargo, Minot,
all North
Ann. Aug. 13.
Amsterdam,
N.Y.kc,— 1Valley
Information
Programs
Inc. 1570
kw D. P.O.
address
No. 1 East
Main
St.,
Amsterdam,
mated construction cost $30,438, N.Y.
first Estiyear
operatingcipals cost
$72,000,G.revenue
are Irving
Segel, $85,000.
ThomasPrinW.
Leavenworth, Joseph N. Barnett and John
A. Kosinski, all (25%) each. Applicants
have no previous broadcast interests. Ann.
Aug. 13.
Brewster, N.Y.— Putnam Bcstg. Corp. 1590
kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address R.F.D. 2, Sagamore Lake,
construction costCarmel,
$58,504, N.Y.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $85,000, revenue $75,000. Applicants are
Leon Goldstein (35%), Morris S. Novik
(25rr),
Davidson
Ralph isNovik
(10%) Morris
and others.
Mr. (15%),
Goldstein
sole
owner of radio consulting organization.
Morris S. Novik is former president of WOV
New York. Ralph Novik is with CBS. Mr.
Davidson is salesman. Ann. Aug. 19.
Port Jefferson, N.Y. — Port Jefferson Bcstg.
Co. 1410 kc, 100 w. P.O. address 548 Sheffield Ave.,struction
Brooklyn
N.Y. Estimated
concost $10,239,7, first
year operating
cost $20,000, revenue $28,000. Equal owners
are David R. Rudnick and Kevin Redmond,
who are employes of Amperex Electronic
Corp., electronic tube manufacturer. Ann.
Aug. 17.
Morton, Tex. — Morton Bcstg. Co. 1280 kc,
500 w D. P.O. address Morton, Tex. Estimated construction cost $20,677. first year
operating cost $28,800, revenue $36,000. Applicant is Mike Allen Barrett. Mr. Barrett
owns KTFY Brownfield, Tex., and has minority interest in KHOB Hobbs, N.M. Ann.
Aug. 19.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
KAHU Waipahu, Hawaii — Cp to change
frequency from 920 kc to 940 kc, increase
power from 1 kw to 10 kw, install new
trans, and operate trans, by remote control.
Ann. Aug. 19.
WCRA Effingham, 111. — Cp to increase

EDWIN
&

power
to 1 Aug.
kw and
trans. from
(1090 250
kc). wAnn.
19. install new
KSIGtime power
Crowley,
La.
—
Cp
to
dayfrom 250 w to 1 kwincrease
and install
new trans. (Request waiver of Sec. 3.28 [c]
of rules) (1450 kc). Ann. Aug. 13.
KTOC Jonesboro, La. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans, and change from DA to non-DA
(920 kc). Ann. Aug. 19.
WHLB Virginia, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. Aug. 13.
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Aug.
17.
KBKW Aberdeen, Wash. — Cp to increase
daytime
w to 1use
kw (2andmain
install newpower
trans,from
for 250
daytime
trans.) (1450 kc). Ann. Aug. 19.
WLOG
Logan,
Cp 1tokwincrease
daytime power
from W.Va.
250 w— to
and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Aug. 19.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WCIQ Mobile, Ala.— Jemcon Bcstg. Co.
Co.KBRI Brinkley, Ariz.— Tri-County Bcstg.
KDIA Oakland, Calif. — KWBR Inc.
Changed from KWBR.
WMDF Mount Dora, Fla. — Frank A. Taylor. Changed from WIOK.
Co.WYND Sarasota, Fla.— Gulf Coast Bcstg.
WDMR Venice, Fla. — Nokomis Bcstg. Co.
Co.WJAB Westbrook, Me— Westbrook Bcstg.
WQTE Monroe. Mich.— 560 Bcstg. Corp.
Changed from WMIC.
WFDT from
St. Helen,
Changed
WCBQ. Mich. — Frank Tefft.
WCNL Newport, N.H. — Carlson Enterprises. Changed from WKES.
WAAT Trenton, N.J. — Delaware Valley
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WTNJ.
KSYX Santa Rosa, N.M.— Jim H. Speck.
Changed from KGSR.
Co.WAPC Riverhead, N.Y. — Patchogue Bcstg.
WCFT Dallas, N.C— Fred H. Whitley.
WWCH Clarion, Pa.— County Bcstg. Co.
Co.KARI Blaine, Wash. — Birch Bay Bcstg.
WKYN Rio Piedras, P.R.— Julio Morales
Ortiz.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Berwyn,
111.
— Suburban
106.3Calif.
mc,
1 kw. P.O. address
Box 572,Bcstrs.
Alameda,
Estimated construction cost $8,895, first year
operating
$35,000.
cipals cost
include $24,000,
Patrick revenue
Henry and
DavidPrin-D.
Larsen, 47.5% each, who are permittees of
KJAZ (FM) Alameda, Calif. Ann. Aug. 14.
Omaha, Neb. — Meredith WOW Inc. 92.3
mc, 20.15 kw. P.O. address 17th & Farnum
Sts., Omaha 2. Estimated construction cost
$33,571, first year operating cost $29,000,
revenue $12,000. Applicant is owned by
Meredith Engineering Co., licensee of
KCMO - AM - FM - TV Kansas City, Mo.;

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; KHMG Tulsa, Okla.; WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse, N.Y.,
and WOW-AM-TV Omaha. Ann. Aug. 17.
Portland,
— International
Good Music
Inc.
95.5 mc,Ore.68.25
kw. P.O. address
1151
Ellis St., Bellingham,
Wash.
Estimated
construction cost $33,200, first year operating
cost $15,000, revenue $20,000. Applicant is
owned by KVOS Inc., Bellingham, Wash.,
and is censee
permittee
KGMI
(FM) andAnn.liof KVOS, ofboth
Bellingham.
Aug. 19.
Milwaukee,
Wis. P.O.
— Radio
Milwaukee
Inc.
102.9
mc, 22.2 kw.
address
190 N. State
St., Chicago 1. Estimated construction cost
$21,913, first year operating cost $25,000,
revenue
$27,500.
Milwaukee.
Ann. Applicant
Aug. 19. is licensee WRIT
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KAAR (FM) Oxnard, Calif . — Oxnard
Bcstg. Corp. Changed from KOXR-FM.
KHIQ
Sacramento, Calif. — Ericsson,
Spaulding(FM)
& Stilgenbauer.
WKIS-FM Orlando, Fla— Central Florida
Bcstg. Co. Changed from WORZ (FM).
WAVQ mission(FM)
Atlanta,
Gospel Assn.
Inc. Ga.— Great ComWPTH
(FM)
Fort
Wayne, Ind.— Sarkes
Tarzian Inc.
WJOB - FM Hammond, Ind. — Percy B.
Crawford.
KQRO (FM) Dallas, Tex.— E.F. Weerts
WAUX-FM Waukesha, Wis. — Waukesha
Bcstg. Inc.

RCA
Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!
Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. XD-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
RADIO
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Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KFSG Los Angeles, Calif. — Seeks assignof license
from Echo Park
Evangelistic mentAssn.
to International
Church
of the
Foursquare Gospel. Consideration $1. Ann.
Aug. 13.
KDWD-FM San Diego, Calif.— Seeks asment of license
Los Tres
Bcstrs. to signE.
Edward from
Jacobson
for Diablos
$16,000.
Mr. Jacobson is manufacturer of sound
equipment. Ann. Aug. 13.
WKLEment of license
Washington,
Ga. — G.Seeks
assign-to
from Max
Pfaender
Washington
Bcstg.
Inc.
for
$38,000.
Purchasers are Herschel L. Webster (51%) and John
C. Foster (49%) who have similar interest
in WSNT Sandersville, Ga. Ann. Aug. 13.
WITE Brazil, Ind. — Seeks assignment of
license from Quad Cities Bcstg. Co. to Quad
Cities Bcstg. Corp. No consideration. Ann.
Aug. 19.
— SeeksBcstg.
assignment
of WMTL
license Leitchneld,
from RoughKy. River
Co. to
Rough River
Bcstg.
Inc.
for
$35,000.
Purchasers are Clifford Spurlock (40%), James
Shacklette (29%), Edith M. Raw (14%), E.E.
Wallace (10%) and others. Mr. Spurlock is
minister and produces sacred records. Mr.
Shacklette is minority owner of WLOC
Munfordville, Ky. Ann. Aug. 19.
WXHR (FM)
Cambridge,
Mass.,Boston,
below. Mass.— See WTAO
WTAO-AM-TV Cambridge, Mass. — Seeks
assignment of license from Middlesex Bcstg.
Corp.Harvey
to Harvey
Inc. for $150,000.
Radio Radio
Labs. Labs.
Inc. presently
owns
25.9% of Middlesex Bcstg. Co. and is purfrom Frank Lyman Jr. chasing
Ann. remaining
Aug. interest
13.
WIDE Biddeford, Me. — Seeks transfer of
control of Biddeford-Saco Bcstg. Corp. from
Louis J. Borgatti to J. Alan Jasper and M.
Chester Ball, all presently equal one-third
partners. After transfer, Messrs. Jasper and
Ball will each own one-half. Ann. Aug. 19.
KODYment of license
North Platte,
Neb. — Inc.
Seeksto assignfrom KODY
KODY
Bcstg. Co. for $197,500. Purchasers are
George B. Dent Jr. and Maxine R. Dent,
50% each. Mr. Dent is lawyer. Ann. Aug. 13.
WGUS North Augusta, N.C. — Seeks assignment of license
Dixie Bcstg.
tem to Bcstg.
Assoc.from
of America
Inc. Sysfor
$60,000. erson
Purchasers
are
Hal
Edwards,
Belk and Kye Harris (33V3%) Hendeach.
Mr. Edwards is part owner of advertising
agency.
Mr. isBelk
is vp of Ann.
merchantile
Mr. Harris
a minister.
Aug. 19. corp.
KQDY from
Minot,Dakota
N.D. — Bcstrs.
Seeks assignment
license
(Paul Crain.of
50%; D. Gene Williams, 25%, and Delbert
Bertholf, 25'?,) to Dakota Bcstrs. (above
three plus
H.T. Searle,
Searle
is manager
of KQDY.25%Ann.each.)
Aug. Mr.
14.
KAST Astoria, Ore. — Seeks transfer of
control of Astoria Bcstg. Co. from Robert
B. Chessman, Daphne Chessman, Elsie Aid-

rich and Dorothy Engle to T.R. Gamble and
C. Howard Lane (50% each) for $25,000. Mr.
Gamble has interest in KOIN-AM-FM-TV
Portland, Ore. Mr. Lane is managing-director of KOIN-TV. Ann. Aug. 19.
KMCMment of license
McMinnville,
Ore. — Seeks
assignfrom Yamhill
Bcstrs.
Inc.
to Yamhill Radio Co. for $80,000. Sole owner
is Jerry Carr. Mr. Carr is owner of Joveco
Yogurt Dairy, San Francisco. Ann. Aug. 19.
WDRF Chester, Pa. — Seeks assignment of
license from Eastern Bcstg. Inc. to WDRF
Inc. for $250,000. Purchasers are Ogden R.
Davies, 28%; Max Cornfeld, 23.4%; Clyde
R. Fry, 16.8%; John M. Banzhoff, 16.8%, and
others. Mr. Davies has minority interests in
WNAR Norristown and WKAP Allentown,
both Pennsylvania. Mr. Cornfeld is in autobusiness. Mr. isFrymanager
is publicofaccountant. mobile
Mr. Banzhoff
WNAR
Norristown. Ann. Aug. 13.
KAMQ Amarillo, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of KAMQ Bcstrs. Ltd. from Aubrey
Jackson (10%) and others for $41,650. After
transfer David R. Worley (50%) will own
74.5%. Ann. Aug. 19.
KORA Bryan, Tex. — Seeks assignment of
license from Bryan Bcstg. Co. to Bryan
Bcstg. Inc. Change to corporation, no consideration involved. Ann. Aug. 19.
KGRI Henderson, Tex. — Seeks transfer of
control of Henderson Bcstg. Corp. from
James T. Reeves, present 98.5% owner to
Mr. Reeves (50%) and Tom E. and Billie
Joyce Perryman (50%) for $10,000 and assumption of 50% of $30,000 station debt. Mr.
and Mrs.
are employes of KGRI.
Ann.
Aug. Perryman
14.
KWEL Midland, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Petty Durwood Johnson to
George Harrell Vaught for $126,000. Mr.
Vaught
Aug. 13. has no other radio holdings. Ann.
KEVA Shamrock, Tex. — Seeks assignment
of license from Albert Cooper (60%), and
Merita Bumpers (40%) d/b as Shamrock
Texas Bcstg. Co. to Merita Bumpers, 49%;
M.W. Yarborough, 49%, and Robert G. Purrington, 2%, d/b as Shamrock Texas Bcstg.
Co. for $17,000 for 60% interest. Mrs. Bumpers is general manager of KEVA. Mr. Yarborough is rancher. Mr. Purrington is employe of KLLL Lubbock, Tex. Ann. Aug. 13.
WHYE Roanoke, Va. — Seeks assignment
of license from Joseph Mullen and Jon A.
Holiday, Joint Venturers, d/b/a Roanoke
Bcstrs. to Joseph Mullen and Jon A. Holiday, Partners, d/b/a Roanoke Bcstrs. No
financial consideration or change in ownership involved. Ann. Aug. 17.
KXLY-TV
Spokane,
assignment of license
from Wash.—
NorthernSeeks
Pacific
Tv
Corp. to KELP Tv Corp. through merger.
Owners are Joseph Harris (100% of Class
A stock) and Norman E. Alexander (100%
of Class B stock). KELP Tv Corp. owns
KELP-TV El Paso, Tex. Ann. Aug. 17.
WGEZ Beloit, Wis. — Seeks assignment of
license from Angus D. Pfaff to Radio Beloit
Inc. No consideration involved. Change to
corporate form of business. Ann. Aug. 14.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISION
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith issued initial decision toward granting application of Harold Lampel for new Class
A fmen Grove,
stationCalif.
to operate
on 94.3
Ann. Aug.
18. mc in GardOTHER ACTIONS
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission granted petition for reconsideration
filed
by Triangle
Publications
Inc. (KFRETV Fresno),
to extent
of extending
time
for filing
comments
to
Sept.
23
for replies to Oct. 8 in proceeding onandproposed
changes
in tvBakersfield,
table of assignments
ing Fresno,
Salinas and affectSanta
Barbara, all California, and Goldfield and
Tonopah, both Nevada; also granted supporting petitioninbytime
S.H.to Patterson
for similar extensions
file in rulemaking
proceeding
San Francisco
and
Sacramento, affecting
both California,
and Reno,
Nev. Ann. Aug. 14.
Designated for consolidated hearing following applications for new am stations to
operate on 940 kc, D, in Texas; Waco Radio
Co. (250 w), Waco; Hugh M. McBeath (250
w), Waco; Floyd Bell (1 kw), Texarkana;
Radio Bcstrs. Inc. (250 w), Waco; Belton
Bcstrs. Inc. (1 kw, DA), Belton, and Heart
of Texas Bcstrs. (250 w), Waco; denied request of Radio Bcstrs. Inc., to include issue
as to availability of proposed trans, sites
for Waco Radio Co., Hugh M. McBeath and
Heart of Texas Bcstrs. Ann. Aug. 17.
Designated for consolidated hearing the
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalei St., N. W.
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience In Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Event
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-61*8
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phene STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4614
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAdcson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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KEAR & KENNEDY

PETE JOHNSON
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
r y
TELEVISION and RADIO
Consulting
am-fm-tv Engineers
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Applications
— Field Engineering
420 Taylor St.
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281
PR. 5-3100

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado
MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

ir ect

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses.
WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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following applications: Millington Bcstg. Co.
to increase power of WHEY Millington,
Tenn., from 250 w to 500 w, on 1220 kc, D;
Radio Muscle Shoals Inc., to increase daytime power of WOWL Florence, Ala., from
250 w to 1 kw, on 1240 kc, 250 w-N; Union
City Bcstg. Inc., to increase daytime power
of WENK Union City, Tenn., from 250 w to
1 kw, on 1240 kc, 250 w-N; The Corinth
Bcstg. Inc., to increase daytime power of
WCMA Corinth, Miss., from 250 w to 1 kw,
on 1230 crease
kc, daytime
250 power
w-N; Patteson
to inof KBTM Bros,
Jonesboro,
Ark., from 250 w to 1 kw, on 1230 kc, 250
w-N; Capital Bcstg. Co. to increase daytime
power of WKDA Nashville, Tenn., from 250
w to 1 kw,
kc, 250daytime
w-N; Fayetteville
Bcstg.
Co. onto 1240
increase
power of
WEKR Favetteville, Tenn.. from 250 w to
1 kw, on 1240 kc, 250 w-N; Walker County
Bcstg. Inc., to increase daytime power of
WARF Jasper. Ala., from 250 w to 1 kw. on
1240 new
kc. 250
w-N.onand1240Radio
Holly
Springsin
for
station
kc. 100
w, unl.,
Holly Springs, Miss.; made WFWL Camden,
Tenn., KGMO Cape Girardeau, Mo., KCSA
McGhee, Ark., WMPA Aberdeen, Miss.,
KFMO Flat River, Mo., WEBQ Harrisburg,
111., WJBB Haleville, Ala., KCON Conway,
Ark., WBHP Huntsville, Ala., WCRT Birmingham, Ala., WGRM Greenwood, Miss.,
and WKBL Covington, Tenn., parties to
proceeding. Ann. Aug. 17.
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August 14
WGAS South Gastonia, N.C. — Granted assignment of cp to MGM Bcstg. Corp.
KEZU Rapid City, S.D.— Granted license
for ify
am mainstation,
specstudio change
locationtype
and trans,
remoteandcontrol
point.
KOTN-FM
cense for fm Pine
station.Bluff, Ark.— Granted liWREV Reidsville, N.C. — Granted license
covering installation new trans.
KJCKcenseJunction
City, Kan.new— Granted
covering installation
trans. li*WMUB
(FM) change
Oxford,of Ohio—
license covering
trans, Granted
and studio
location, increase ant. height to 295 ft., and
change in ant. system.
KFMH license
(FM) for
Colorado
Springs, Colo.—
Granted
fm station.
WGR censesBuffalo,
of lito change N.Y.—
studio Granted
location mod.
and remote
control point for main and auxiliary trans,
while using non-DA.
KPOI toHonolulu,
Hawaiito— KPOI
GrantedBcstg.
mod.Inc.of
license
change name
WBAC Cleveland, Tenn. — Granted mod.
of license to change name to WBAC Inc.
WERD Atlanta, Ga. — Granted mod. of license to operate trans, by remote control.
WLS
Chicago, 111.— Granted cp to install
new trans.
WGAS South Gastonia, N.C. — Granted
mod. of cp to install new trans.
WOLE-TV Aguadilla, P.R.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 33.1 kw, aur.
16.6 kw;
typein ant.;
tion; andtype
make trans.,
changes
ant. trans,
system locaand
equipment; ant. 1010 ft.
KSPR-TV Casper, Wyo.— Granted request
for
leted.cancellation of license; call letters de-

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 19
73
CPon air TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Not 115
ON AIR Cps
Lie.
For onew
station
155
706
AM
3,341
58
125
103
FM
589
44
TV
4681
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 1019
TOTAL
VHF
Commercial
441
80
UHF
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through July 31,AM1959
43
FM
TV
Licensed (all on air)
585
100
160
125
CPs on air (new stations)
54
CPs not on air (new stations)
3,334
476
Total authorized stations
788
669
42
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
27
68
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
3,513
678
69
Total applications for new stations
202
615
28
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
38 5213
112
54
5
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
12216
Total applications for major changes
727
33
Licenses deleted
2
0
0
CPs deleted
1
1
2
54
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their 468*
licenses.
2 There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
3
uhf).There have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
1 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
Actions of August 13
WKIK Leonardtown, Md. — Granted acquisition of positive control by James L. Bittner, through
liam C. Redd. purchase of stock from WilGranted licenses for following am stations: WRKT Cocoa Beach, Fla.: WRKM
Carthage, Tenn., and specify trans. WWRJ
White River Junction, Vt.
KSRV Ontario, Ore. — Granted license covering stallation
increase
in daytime power and innew trans.
KXLW Clayton, Mo. — Granted license
covering installation new ant. and make
changes in ant. system (decrease height
and top load).
WTWN St. Johnsbury, Vt. — Granted license covering installation new trans.
WLBL Auburndale, Wis. — Granted license
covering changes in frequency control
equipment,
to permit locationandofwaived
main Sec.
studio3.30in(a)Madison,
Wis.
KORE Eugene, Ore. — Granted license covering installation new trans.

WAKY Louisville, Ky. — Granted mod. of
license to operate main trans, by remote
control using DA-2; conditions.
KRNR Roseburg, Ore. — Granted cp to
change both studio location and trans, location and make changes in ant. height.
WKIX-FM
decrease
ERP Raleigh,
to 20.5 kw.N.C— Granted cp to
KSL-FM Salt Lake City, Utah— Granted
cp to decrease ERP to 4 kw; ant. height to
3.620 ft.; make changes in ant. system and
transmitting equipment and move tower 28
ft. southeast of present site.
KAYS Hays, Kan. — Granted cp to change
mitted.
ant.-trans. location; remote control perKSEL Lubbock, Tex. — Granted cp to replace expired permit which authorized increase daytime power; change from DA-N
to
DA-2;
and trans.).
install new trans, for daytime
use (2 main
KCMS-FM Manitou Springs, Colo. — Granted cp to install new type trans, as auxiliary
trans, mote
at control
present
main trans, location; repermitted.
WOXF
N.C— Granted cp to install new Oxford,
type trans.
WFAN (FM) Washington, D.C — Granted
cp to increase ERP to 16 kw; decrease ant.
height to 280 ft.; install new ant. and make
changes
in transmitting equipment; remote
control permitted.
KUBO San Antonio, Tex. — Granted cp
to install new trans, to be used as auxiliary
trans.
WAKE
Ga. — Granted
cp tomain
install newAtlanta,
type trans,
as alternate
trans, at present main trans, site.
WCKR-FM Miami, Fla.— Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 50 kw; increase ant.
height to 280 ft.; change type ant.: remote
control permitted; conditions.
Following stations were granted extension
of completion date as shown: WCKR-FM
Miami. Fla. to Oct. 22: KCPS Tacoma.
Wash,23,to1960.
Nov. 15; KQAQ Austin, Minn, to
Feb.
WBYS Canton, 111.— Granted authority to
sign-off
at 6 30.p.m., local time, for period
ending Sept.
Actions of August 12
WFLI Lookout Mountain, Tenn. — Granted
assignment of cp to WFLI Inc.
KBCL-AM-FM Shreveport, La. — Granted
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20<f per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25tf per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads £20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30^ per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted. $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
30% interest in Florida "lease-option to
buy" operation to salesmanager with
proven quired.
record-small
amount capital reBox 282P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Southwest adult music station wants announcer-salesman combination. Ten hours
weekly on air then selling. Using five announcers daily. Present combo man averaging $800 monthly. Send tape, resume and
picture to Box 214P, BROADCASTING. You
must be experienced and available for
personal
interview. Our employees know of
this advertisement.
Time salesmen needed for mid-western station in nations top twenty. Opportunity to
parlay small market experience into major
market job. Salary and commission. Send
sales record, background, references, photo
to: Box 286P, BROADCASTING.
Top rated 10.000 watt independent formula
station in Florida's fastest growing radio
market wants young, aggressive, A-l salesman. Don't wait, apply now. Box 288P,
BROADCASTING.
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$150-$200izationweekly
organthat has commissions
sold over 400with
successful
community booster camnaigns for leading
stations in everv city of U.S. Campaign
manager
Wives copy,
free
to travel$12,000-$15,0P0
and capableannually.
of writing
office
detail
etc.,
$75-$80
weekly.
Working
now in Ohio. N.Y.. and Penna. Write Box
330P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Salesman, salary and commission,
for small market with terrific potential in
oil boom area. Profit sharing nl?.n after 6
months. Walter H. Herbort, KBEN, Carrizo
Springs, Texas.
California, KCHJ. Delano. Serves 1.300.000.
Increasing sales staff.
Colorado independent has immediate opening for good salesman with experience.
Good opportunity. Write Ralph Green,
Manager, KFKA, Greeley, Colorado.
Wanted . . . Combination salesman-sportsannouncer for KDSJ, AM-TV, Deadwood,
South Dakota. Send information to manager.
California — Hard work, long hours. Proof
of ability to sell local accounts required.
Salary plus bonus offers top money to a
man who can produce. Send full details
plus picture first letter. KLOK, San Jose,
California.
Announcer-salesman. Small market-good
opportuninty. Salary and commission. Send
tape and resume to KRNS, Burns, Oregon.
Hawaii's ton station has opening for salesman. World's best outdoor living in fastest
growingenced state
in U.S. competitive
Need fully market.
experiman in bustling,
Compensation open. Send full background,
photo, salary requirements to KULA, Box
1479, Honolulu.
If you have sales ability and are looking
for a good income and security, contact
Bob Howard at WPGC, Washington 19,
D.C. This high-rated 10,000 watt station
is easy to sell and really pays off for
clients. 2 salesmen will be hired on a
draw-commission basis. Write or phone
JOrdan 8-6677.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Connecticut. Sales representatives. 1000 watt
independent. Salary plus draw. WBZY,
Torrington.
Experienced
as wellinas fastest
salesmen neededsales
to manager,
fill vacancies
growing group of stations in the east. Plenty
of opportunities
advancement.to Send
resume with fullforparticulars
Gustave
Nathan. General Manager, Herald Tribune
Radio Network, 595 Madison Avenue, New
York, New York.
I want a man with confidence enough to
sell for a new station, not yet operating,
with no guarantee, and build himself a
gross, that will eventually make him commercial manager. If you're the man, prove
it!
Ohio.Lou Skelly, 3808 Chaucer, Austintown,
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the tofinest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening. Southwestern Michigan
daytimer, news and music station, with
countryRight
/western
and after-noon
man.
man leanings
may become
pd. Sales
ability or traffic experience helpful. Must
be sober. Send tape, resume and photo to
Box 929M, BROADCASTING.
Morning man with mature voice needed at
northern Ohio station. Box 283P, BROADCASTING.
We don't have an opening now, but we
expect one within 30 days. We would like
to find a good announcer who wants a
permanent position and a nice town to live
in central California. Close to the mounocean. production
Copy writing
experiencetainsin andmaking
spotsandwould
be
helpful. Box 284P, BROADCASTING.
Top rated 10,000 watt formula daytimer in
Florida's
fastestman
growing
radio market
wants
morning
with mature
voice.
Send tape and resume immediately. Box
289P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Established
network affiliate with emphasis on good
radio. Good pay for good performance.
Midwest. Box 296P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or salesman with first ticket.
Will ingtrain
beginner
hard picture
workstationambitious
in Michigan.
Send intape,
and resume. Box 298P, BROADCASTING.
Daytime independent has announcer opening.encesSend
tape, Low,
photograph,
to Boxresume,
606, Show
Arizona. referExperienced combination c&w disc jockey
and time salesman. Approximately 20 hours
mike work weekly. Hottest 5000 watt full
time lent
western
facility commensurate
in southwest. ability
Excelstarting salary
for air personality and 15% on sales with
no
on earnings.
Don'tto earn
apply $7,000.00
unless
you limit
are capable
and desire
to $10,000.00 yearly. Fall season is ripe for
big pickings. Send tape and resume to
Smokey Joe Barnes, Manager, KAMQ,
P.O. Drawer 2828, Amarillo, Texas.
Mature announcer. No top forty. Good salary for right man. Send full information
to Jim Hairgrove, KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.

Immediate opening for announcer with first
class ticket. Salary depends on ability. 40
hours, no maintenance. Send tape and
resume
Colorado. to Ralph Green, KFKA, Greeley,
First classtenance,
phone
beginner, limited
mainlimited announcing.
Two weeks
paid fits.
vacation,
insurance
plan,
other
Start $85.00. Phone 3451, Mr. beneJae.
KHMO, Hannibal, Mo.
Staff announcer for good pop music station,
40-hour week,
insurance
hospitalization paid.with
Starting
salaryand$90.00
per
week. Must have broadcast experience.
K-PEL, P.O. Box 855. Lafayette, Louisiana.
Immediate opening. Staff announcer for 1
kw daytimer.
No top
Must have
ence, good voice,
and40.record
that experican be
checked thoroughly. Send tape, photo, and
resume. Radio Station KSIS, Sedalia, Missouri.
Announcer: Must have experience. Own
car. Send tape, resume, plus at least three
credit and personal references to Ray Saadi,
KTIB, Thibodaux, La.
Combo-staff announcer with first class
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G.C. Packard. KTRC, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Major market, new quality music operation. Experience and production sense necProgram Director,essary.
KWDM,Tape and
Des resume
Moines, toIowa.
Immediate opening for young, aggressive
announcer. We program to adults. No r&r,
c&w. Good salary, benefits, opportunities to
right man. Send photo, tape, resume to
Jim Holston, WANE Radio, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.
Wanted: A good solid announcer for central
Pennsylvania daytimer. We will pay a
worthwhile salary to the right applicant.
Contact
George Mastrian, WCPA, Clearfield, Penna.
WCSI, Columbus, Indiana seeking alert,
promotion-minded dj. Station well equipped
and very active. Extremely pleasant progressive community of 30,000 Immediate
opening. Send tape and photo.
Indiana's leading station has immediate
openingners. for
top for
nighttime
dj. Rush
No beginGood pay
good man.
tape,
resume and picture to Bill Dean, WIBC
(50,000 watts), Indianapolis. Indiana.
WFRL Freeport, Illinois, needs good staff
man for immediate opening. 48 hour week
with 40 hours straight time, 8 hours guarovertime. Norequiring
dj's, strictly
service anteed
programming
goodlocal
reading.
Longtime quiet music format. Call or write
Bud Walters, Program Director.
Experienced announcer, combo operation,
sales experience helpful. Send audition
tape, resume and photo to Don Pelkey,
GM., WIRY, Plattsburgh, NY.
Radio station needs announcer and announcer-copywriterState
. This is a age,
progressive
Michigan 5 kilowatter.
salary,
qualifications. Enclose tape and picture.
Only adult prestige programming. WJBL,
P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
Top dj with 1st phone wanted for top rated
music and news operation near resort area.
Salary dependent upon experience and ability. Send
resumeKy.to Program Director,tape
WKYB, and
Paducah,
Immediately, announcer, some experience.
WVOS, Liberty, N.Y.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Disk jockey experienced. Good jobs waiting. Contact Disk Jockey Placement Center.
100 W 42 St., New York Citv, Wisconsin
7-6322.
Miami's
one, allWMBM,
negro programmed
station, number
world famous
going 5,000
watts night
and
day.
Thoroughly
enced negro dj needed. Please sendexperitape,
snapshot and details with first letter to
C. Glicken. Top pay for right man plus
many extra company benefits.
Versatile, topgrade news-music announcers
sought for local and regional network staffs.
No dj's.Network,
Write Ed440Robbins.
Tribune
Radio
LexingtonHerald
Avenue,
Mt.
Kisco, N.Y.
Technical
Immediate opening for hard-working chief
engineer in large midwestern city. Age
25-40. New equipment. 5000 watts. Fulltime.
No fancy engineering job, but good for
right man. $150 to start, with increases in
3 months. Box 318P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Good at maintenance. With
car. Some announcing preferable, but not
absolutely
Send resume,
references aridnecessary.
salary requirements
to Philip
Spencer, G.M., WCSS, Amsterdam, New
York.
50 kw eastern clear channel looking for
experienced studio engineer for live music
studio shows tape editing etc. Personal
interview, but send resume of experience
and education in letter to R. H. Lucia.
WHAM. Rochester 3, N.Y.
Chief engineer, must be good technician
with some announcing experience. Contact
Don Pelkey, GM, WIRY, Plattsburgh, N.Y.
Announcer with first class license to work
daytime shift; $90 per week. WOOF.
Dothan, Alabama.
Experiencedmostly
first-class
engineer and
for daytime
kilowatt;
maintenance
a little
lieht board work; phone Magnolia, Ark.
CE 4-5862, Bill Bigley, General Manager.
Production-Programming, Others
Idea man
— program
and promotion.
50 kw
west
coast
outlet wants
sharp, creative,
sober idea man caoable of producing
bright, fresh ideas. Excellent position for
the right man. Send references, picture,
work samples,
firstBROADCASTING.
letter. Replies confidential. Box 259P,
Experienced copy writer, man or girl. Send
complete application to Llovd D. Loers,
KGLO. Mason City, Iowa.
Immediate opening for young woman . . .
in radio
traffic Home
with opportunity
for lucrative air work.
economics background
advantageous. Send photo, resume and tape
audition to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Gal qualified for traffic manager job. Must
also write copy, be receptionist, and take
a little dictation. Will pay well. Enclose
snapshot with letter to Art Tacker, WTYM.
Box 898. Springfield, Mass.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
General/sales
manager,
successful
in present position, seeks
greater
challenge
and
opportunity
in
medium
market.
Box
999M,
BROADCASTING.
Production
— operations
manager,
years
in commerical
network tv
in major 10eastern
market. Reference and resume on request.
Box 254P, BROADCASTING.
Manager, heavy in sales, sober, reliable,
best references. Prefer Carolinas. Box
255P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted — Management. Married. 31, 3 children, aggressive,
looking for ambitious
community!to Radio
tive,
manage,execusell,
promote
small-medium
market.
Provenof
sales record. Experienced in phases
radio and/or tv in announcing, selling,
promoting same. Resume and picture upon
request. Will consider all markets. Prefer
Utah, Idaho, California, Arizona, or Canada.
Box 271P. BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Aggressive broadcast executive with 18
years experience now available. Experience
includes 13 years as working sales manager,
and general manager in radio and television
in medium and metropolitan markets. Extremely able, capable, best references,
married, dential.
college
age 43. ConfiBox 955M,graduate,
BROADCASTING.
To weary station owners or bankrollers
who
to groom
theirretiring
own "boy"
stationwant
manager,
before
to arm-as
chair
control
—
let
me
convince
you
I'm the
almost-perfect prospect. Box 272P, BROADCASTING.
Give me a chance! 10 years experience.
Announcer, program director-sales-copy.
Ready tionfor
management.
small staon guarantee
plus Desire
percentage.
Let
me
prove
it!
Let's
talk
business.
Box 276P,
BROADCASTING.
Absentee
owners:
Versatile
couple available relocation
station
management.
Offer
35 years combined experience; ideas and
ability to build profits and community good
will at minimum expense. Personable. College background. Excellent in sales and
production. First phone. Possibly interested
lease
with investment option. Box 295P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced station manager, 20 years
background all phases of broadcasting,
available. Excellent references. Box 312P,
BROADCASTING.
8knows
yearsmodern
managerradioexperience,
strongProven
sales,
now available.
profit maker. Prefer west. Write Box 320P,
BROADCASTING.
Gallagher. 73 Franklin Road, Hamden,
Connecticut. Experienced radio sales manager, agency media director, lithographer,
copywriter, ZIV film sales. Prolific user
speculation tapes. Like tight production,
abhor "Happy Sound."
Experienced manager. Proven on sales, promotion
immediately. Arne
G. programming.
Peterson,Available
2410 State,
Salem.
Oregon.
Sales
Outstanding, reputable, mature, quality
radio time salesman, available September
tenth. Box 249P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Negro dj. Smooth
tape, will showBox
talent,972M,
intelligent sales background.
BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey, young, talented, intelligent,
cooperative. News, operate board. Box
975M, BROADCASTING.
Married man with four mouths to feed
wantsing good
solid opportunity.
of bepushed around.
23, 5 years Tired
experience.
Top rated
deejay,
would
like
sales
opportunity. Box 194P, BROADCASTING.
Being clobbered
top 40?operation
PD with with
answers looking forby honest
questions. It can be done, I've done it.
Don't
to joinBROADCASTING.
'em, want to fight 'em.
Reply want
Box 202P,
Announcer/salesman: — Needs Arizona. Offer me; adult audience, opportunity to sell,
good music policies, chance to advance,
security and longevity, 5,000 per year with
plus potential. I offer you; eight solid years
radio experience, honest, steady, reliable
and sober Down
work. toNo earth
"prima-donna"
or "Left
Fielder."
friendly voice
that
will
sell.
Good
"AM"
or
"mid"
morning
man.
Tape,
photo,
brochure
available
...
Note! Arizona area necessary due to recent
health
condition
of
family.
Box
245P,
BROADCASTING.
All around announcer, 27, operate board
wishes to locate in midwest. Tape on
request. Box 246P, BROADCASTING.
Top-rated announcer in isolated area desires quality market. Offers easy style,
good
taste, and personal touch. Box 247P,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd )
Announcers
Program and sports director. Play-by-play.
College graduate. Experienced, competent,
reliable, married. Resume, air check availING. able on request. Box 248P, BROADCASTFirst phone combo announcer available two
weeks. Young. Single. Looking for permanent job relatively near Washington
with opportunity to learn maintenance
work. Box 260P, BROADCASTING.
Nashville area: First phone dj, 24, family,
6 years in radio, prefer top 40, $115 minimum starting salary, permanent, reliable.
Box 262P, BROADCASTING.
Play-by-play position desired. Commercial
experience all phases. College graduate.
Married, draft exempt. Employed. Box
265P, BROADCASTING.
Married, 30, college announcing course, 4
years record shop, willing. Box 267P,
BROADCASTING.
California:
Here's your man!
Announcerprogramence. director-copy.
10 years
experiBox 274P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director-copy. 10 years
experience. Desires larger market in adult
programming
station. Box 275P, BROADCASTING.
Married, 30 years old. BA degree, some
broadcast training. Desire opportunity to
learn more while on job. Prefer south.
Will furnish tape and details of background.
Box 277P, BROADCASTING.
Build and hold mature audience with good
music, no r'r. Box 278P, BROADCASTING.
Attention southern California — Announcer,
good, eighteen years experience, desires to
locate permanently in southern California
with family. Box 280P, BROADCASTING.
Young veteran, dependable, conscientious.
Desires permanent position announcer-disc
jockey
southwest.
Five Washington
months experience
announcer
metropolitan
station
Broadcasting
school
graduate.
Box 281P,
BROADCASTING.
Want air spot in music, news, and/or sports
in market of million or more. Seven years
experience, most recently Philadelphia.
Box 291P, BROADCASTING.
Was your first job a memorable experience?
Will share mine with you. Prefer Texas or
New Mexico. Age 25 and determined by
determination.
Write Box 292P, BROADCASTING.
Major markets-production minded, personality dj, indicate formula, non formula.
Box 299P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. 23, married, eager to work
hard. Will consider all replies. Can do playby-play. Box 304P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-sales.
Profits forposition.
you. Year's
experience.
Seeks
permanent
scientious.
Box 322P,
BROADCASTING.ConPersonality deejay. Character voices, bits.
Prefer Wisconsin, Illinois. Available October. Box 326P, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer available immediately.
Major collegeBoxplay-by-play
experience. Top
references.
327P, BROADCASTING.
New England announcer, operate board,
tape,
photo, resume on request. Box 328P,
BROADCASTING.
Female deejay presently employed, bright
morningme.galBox
— smooth
evening chick — $125
moves
331P, BROADCASTING.
Nationally known recording artist wants
permanent affiliation with livewire country
and western station. 12 years experience as
dj. Recording for major label since 1954.
If
you'rein ayour
c &library.
w station,
have allhis
records
Would you
consider
night ctime.
& Experienced
w show, as
well
as
regular
dayall phases announcing.
Appeared throughout U.S. with Grand Ole
Opry,
Louisiana
Hayride,
Country
Music
Jubilee units, voted #1 new
c/w singer
by
djs
in
poll
conducted
by
national
trade
magazine in 1955. Will send tape, photo,
salary requirement on request. Box 332P,
BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Want opportunity in announcing after
seven years in radio-tv department leading
advertising agency and just completed]
season
as nation's
most publicized
auto
stunt suredriver.
Background
heavy scenes.
expoon radio and
tv and alsoof behind
Work dj or any style, sports, interviews,
remotes, special programming, copywriter
and commercial producer. Personable, articulate,Available
adaptable,immediately
creative. 35, station
married,paying
family.
fair price for top worker. Box 35, Garden
City, New York.
Need
money?
I'll make
for you 10if present
you're
for me!
20 years
experience,
job. Top-rated free-lance deejay, c&w or
pop. Outdoor and farm reporter. One million market. First ticket. Station sold. Desired smaller market with good hunting
and ka.
fishing,
states Available
or AlasAge 37, eight
familynorthwest
near grown.
90 days. versity
Phone
person-to-person:
C.S.,
UniCalifornia. 33498, 14503 Painter Ave., Norwalk,
This station is making a change in format
— we are one man over — this is a good hard
working man,— 12
ablemonths
to "(disk-a-show"
and
hold
AFRS experience,
radio listeners
school, 14 months
commercial
radio,
24, vet. This man can play it all from
"Brahm's to rock and roll". We want to
keep
place for
Write this
Box lad,103butor there's
call me,no Eddie
Caryhim.at
822 Tomah, Wisconsin.
Versatile, but best country music. 4 years
experience. Cal Hardwick, 3224 S. Beckley,
Dallas, Texas. Tel FR-10835.
On-the-air salesman — dj morning man. Own
board. Year'sNewexperience.
Moody,2-2800.
1425
Broadway,
York, N.Y.,GuyJUdson
Technical
First phone. Experienced radio and tv for
last eighteen years. Communication also.
Last six years in stations. Prefer west. Box
971M, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer
am da-high
power fm.
Remote
control— 5- kw
installation
- maintenance.
Prefer chief 1 kw or staff job large station.
Best
ING. references. Box 229P, BROADCASTProduction conscious combo-chief in major
market desires opportunity in Wisconsin
or northern Illinois. Engineering A-l, preWill appear for interview. Boxsentable
311P,announcer.
BROADCASTING.
1st phone-announcer — present employment
chief engineer-announcer desires to relocate.
man. 315P,
Married,
27, available October Team
1st. Box
BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv,
chief, remote control, and 5 kw directional
system. Prefer south, will consider other
offers. Box 316P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer
— Desires
chief's
job inNonortheast.
Seven years
present
position.
combos.
Box 323P, BROADCASTING.
1st phone-TV-xmitter
experience. AM-xmitter
and 2 way communications.
5638
Dailey Ave., El Paso, Texas.
Engineer available, some announcing, station construction.
Phone TU. 6-3262, Ernest
Church,
Tuccoa, Ga.
Chief engineer, good salesman and capable
announcer, desires permanent position.
Presently employed as manager and chief.
6 years experience, both directional and
construction. Would like job with opportunity for future management. Call "EngiMaumee,neer" Toledo,
Ohio. TW 3-3245 or write Box 125,
Production-Programming, Others
Gal Friday
write BROADCASTING.
copy, handle air
work,
train.— type,
Box 974M,
Sports director looking for football, baseball,
basketballasplay-by-play.
Experienced.
Also
doubles
dj. Box 190P,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer-deejay with news, copy,
sales
experience.
Seeking
program
assistant
manager
position
withdirectorsmallmedium
market
station.
College
grad. Box
192P. BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Newsman
director.
Gather,
write
and— Presently
air news. news
Excellent
references.
Married, children. Looking for good newsworthy station. Box 212P, BROADCASTING.
Go, go, go newsman wants to run with like
organization. Background includes 50 kw
New York City news, mobile unit reporting,
BA,
first 28.
phone.
Now pd inmetro
no-people
area.MSJ,
Single,
Competitive,
only,
please. Would welcome tv opportunity.
Box 256P, BROADCASTING.
Quality ready
small formarket
women's
editor
largerstation
market.has Maintains
rating of 10 plus in three station market.
Excellent appearance, background, experience. Strong sponsor loyalty, top billings,
excellent voice and friendly air approach.
Would consider radio, tv or both. Box 263P,
BROADCASTING.
Productionlocation
man, licensed
— 10 years
Present
5 years
as radio-tv.
director,
switcher, booth announcer, projectionist,
cameraman. 3 years college, 31, family.
Desireswestopportunity
with offers
progressive
midorganization. All
considered.
Box 273P, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced dj, program director,
with 1st phone. Employed in market over
100,000. Want permanent position preferably in modern format as program director.
Current station no. 1 by Hooper and Pulse.
Married, 2 years college, references. Consider small chain. All inquiries acknowledged. Box 287P, BROADCASTING.
Program director. Female. 18 years experience. College. Versatile. Pleasing voice.
Saleable ideas. Good copy, production. First
phone. Box 294P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced program director available for
fine music station. Extensive knowledge of
classical and semi-classical music and recordings, plus announcing. Box 302P,
BROADCASTING.

BROADCAST

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
News director. Can establish and maintain
top department and coverage. Years of
experience as reporter, writer, high rated
newscaster. Now employed in major market. Box 306P, BROADCASTING.
Program directors: Qualified woman good
voice wishes interview novel series "Menu
Making"; semi-weekly.
charming, informative.
5 to 10
minutes
Box 309P. BROADCASTING.
Promotion manager — mature, imaginative,
will swap ability and ambition for good
salary and a future. Experienced tv and
radio, seeking progressive operation in top
50. Strong on audience promotion-exploitation (allences.
phases)
award winner,
referMarried, family,
31, go best
anywhere
for right opportunity. Presently employed.
Box 313P, BROADCASTING.
Personality
. . newscaster-commentator
. . . dynamic . delivery,
presently employed
top-market, seeking challenge, large station/
group, where outstanding reporting, news/
depth desired. Extensive background manCASTING.agerial, programming. Box 333P, BROADTELEVISION
Help Wan'ed — Management
Wanted: Topflight television station manager-salesman. Must be able to promote
and sell on local and regional level —
southern city of 50,000. Market area 500,00C — salary open. Prefer family man, 30 to
45. Must have proven background to be
considered.
Apply Box 329P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
TV salesman wanted for New York state,
NBC outlet. Base plus commission, Send
full resume to Box 205P, BROADCASTING.

STUDIO

SYSTEMS

ENGINEERS
The RCA Broadcast Division has several challenging openings in its systems
group for engineers qualified to plan television operating systems for
broadcast stations and closed circuit customers. The work involves taking
customer requirements, translating them into functional system drawings,
and often getting the system installed and tested. Design and construction
of custom built equipment items are part of the work. An engineering degree
is preferred.
FOR INTERVIEW WITH ENGINEERING MANAGEMENT
Please send resume to:
Mr. C. B. Gordon, Dept. ZC-14HA
Professional Placement
RCA, Bldg.
Camden
2, 10-1
N. J.

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
Tv program,
only one
of it's kind,
nowVir-in
8th
year
successfully
on Salesman
four
ginia andoperating
North Carolina
stations.
works directly out of station. Now adding
additional markets. Nominal salary, commission and car allowance, immediate opening. Write Box 218P, BROADCASTING.
TV account executive. Experienced in radio
or tv local-regional sales. To take over top
billing
accountin list
one of theNowbestinCBSTV stations
the onCarolinas.
our
10th year of operation. This position offers
good base, fringe benefits, and attractive
commission arrangements that enable you
to build your own future. No limit on earnings. W-e want a family man with sincere
desireordtomustwork
make investigation.
money. Your Send
recstandandrigid
complete details including sales record on
local and
withManager,
photograph to Donregional
Pierce,accounts,
Local Sales
WFMY-TV, Greensboro, N.C.
Announcers
VHF all networks needs all-around tv announcer for on-camera commercial news,
mc, etc. Prefer background in secondary
market tv. Opportunity to advance in production and directing. Top radio man without tv experience could qualify. Must be
20-30 years of age. Send letter with full
background,
tape and snapshot. Box 270P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced staff announcer with good
sports background. Permanent position.
NBC Basic station, central Michigan. Send
full
information to Box 279P, BROADCASTING.
Top flight staff man with special ability
and interest
for growing
full powersouthern
NBCABC
affiliateininsports
fastest
market. Write Box 305P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer
— Experienced,
mature,
abletapeto
sell on camera.
Send resume,
photo,
and salary requirements. Paul Carter, CreaIowa. tive Director, KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids,
Technical
Wanted: Chief
engineerstation.
for newPrefer
uhf southwestern educational
man
with ence.
RCAMonthsstudio
and
transmitter
vacation with pay plus experichance
for advancement. Box 307P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening studio/transmitter engineer established expanding interconnected
maximum power vhf. DuMont, GE equipment. New Motorola 2-hop STL (no mountain tops!) to second s*tudio in market.
Some previous studio TD and transmitter
tv experience required. Air conditioned
buildings.
Dry desert
climate
summers, unexcelled
winters.
Goodhotboating,
fishing, hunting all year. Telephone STate
6-8311, Leavenworth Wheeler, KIVA, Box
1671, Yuma, Arizona.
Enlarging station. Need engineer qualified
to assume duty of transmitter supervisor.
Need additional engineering for general
duties. Will consider am man interested in
moving into tv. Send complete resume to:
Russell Trevillian, Chief Engineer, KXIITV, Ardmore, Oklahoma.
ETV engineer: to be in charge of microwave
and newnance;studio
mainte-2
possibility operations
of advance and
to chief;
years tv experience, 1st class, some college
preferred. Send photo, how you can fit job,
referencessonvil e,toFla. WJCT, 1070 E. Adams, JackHave permanent
positiontechnician
available immediately for first phone
with tv
background in maintenance and operation.
WKBW-TV, Buffalo, New York.
Expanding — Small Division of an international organization. Video tape recording tv
maintenance engineers for checkout and/or
R&D on video tape recorders. Mincom Division— 3 M, 2049 So. Barrington Ave., Los
Angeles 25, California.
Gulf coast vhf studio engineers needed,
prefer some maintenance experience. Salary open. Also 1st phone, no experience for
transmitter. J. Smith, Box 840, Corpus
Christi, Texas.
92

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Female production assistant with major nettelevision station.
Must have position
experienceworkin production
for interesting
in Public Affairs Department. Write giving
complete resume WBBM-TV, CBS — Chicago.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted — Management
TV
salesmanager
— experienced
in tough
competitive situations.
Seeking money
and
advancement based on results. Box 264P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Morning man — radio, 16 years experience.
TV-announcer-host,
over known
4.000 livevoice
on camera commercials. Well
and
picture. Five figure minimum. Personal interview. Top market only. Presently employed in New York City. Box 182P,
BROADCASTING.
TV stations, need girl Friday announcer?
Radio school, experience in commercial
radio announcing. Write copy, traffic, logs,
bookwork, experience in all office work.
Competed
in oura state's
Pageant"
this
year. Want
try at "Miss
tv announcing.
Midwest
please. Box 297P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
TV studio engineer, presently emploved.
First phone. East coast preferred. Box
325P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Production assistant, 3 years experience in
large market desires to relocate small
market as production manager. College
graduate, family, highest references. Salary
open. Box 932M, BROADCASTING.
Director, presently emploved — wants station
with
live programs. Box 938M, BROADCASTING.
Eastern Pennsylvania agencies, stations.
Male copywriter, 12 years metropolitan
radio, tv, agency.
Must BROADCASTING.
relocate. Hi<?hly
recommended.
Box 155P,
Talented tv announcer-director-personality.
Six years tv. Am artist-cartoonist with successful record in news-interviews.
children's and weather
shows.
College
grad. BoxGood191P,on BROADCASTING.
Director — outstanding medium and large
market experience. Seeks production manING. agers position. Box 250P, BROADCASTExperienced director. Family. Creative.
Alert. Allductions.phases
ETV proBox 252P, commercial,
BROADCASTING.
Network
writer wants
to
leave producer,
N.Y. Alsodirector,
has excellent
local
experience. Over 1000 network and 3200
local shows. Interested in position as program manager or executive producer in
medium ences,toor personal
large market.
Resume,
referinterview
on reauest.
Salary open. Box 257P, BROADCASTING.
I have ideas, enthusiasm, and interest if
you have an opening. Presently program
director,
market. Box
Will 285P,
step
back
for small-medium
chance to advance.
BROADCASTING.
New York tv school grad. Looking for experience in tv production. Excellent music
background. Willing to work hard. Box
31SP, BROADCASTING.
Production manager-producer-director with
10 years in tv desires to relocate. Experience in every phase of television. Box
324P, BROADCASTING.
TV film editor, program director, traffic
manager, well experienced. Disc Jockey
Placement Center, 100 West 42nd St., New
York City, Wisconsin 7-6322.
Experienced television director-producer
desires employment with progressive station. Married, veteran, 26. College education plus television schooling at New York
University. Full knowledge of tv operation's. Best
references.
mediately.
Write H. G. Available
Michelson, im198
North Crest Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee.

FOR SALE
Equipment
Windcharger
#300pylon,
galvanized
190 foot
am-fm
tower, 35 foot
beacon,
obstruction
lights. Box 238P. BROADCASTING.
RCA 76-C console in good condition
$450.00, write Box 301P, BROADCASTING.
Collins 21A 5kw transmitter maintained in
original
condition,
only factory-approved
modifications,
now operating.
Price $4,000.
Box 314P, BROADCASTING.
1-Presto 85-B recording amplifier and rack
mount power supply 8-N disc cutter and 2speed
table, 1-D cutter, outside-in, insideout,
Texas.in good condition. Box 4116, Dallas,
One Western Electric 23C console, $250.00:
two RCA BN2A remote amplifiers, $275.00
each. All in excellent condition. One Ampex 601-2 formers,
stereo
with $750.00.
input transin newrecorder
condition,
P.O.
Box 5455, Jacksonville, Fla.
5 kw transmitter, Westinghouse 5HV-1.
Now operating on 1460kc. Quick sale price
$4500. Call Dick Bott, KDON, Salinas, California.
Two Berlant BRX-1 tape recorders with
cases, cost $650 each. Yours $200 each. RCA
limiter 86A1, $100. All in service. Air mail
KOZE, Lewiston, Idaho.
5 kw tubes
transmitter
Gatesin Bc-5A
complete
with
and crystal
good operating
condition. Currently on air at KYOK Houston, Texas. Price $6,000. Terms can be arranged. Stanley
Ray, 505 Baronne Street,
New Orleans,
Louisiana.
235 ft. Truscon self-supporting tower; perfect condition. Make offer. W-CAR, Detroit,
500 Temple Avenue, Detroit 1, Michigan.
TE 3-8100. Mr. Cook.
General Radio frequency monitor 475-C,
Collins limiting amplifier 26W, General
Radio deviation monitor 681B. Best offer!
Also, 1 kw composite transmitter, formerly
licensed, suitable for standby use. Tapak recorder. Harry Bright, WETZ, New Martinsville, West Virginia.
Projector RCA TP-6CC in excellent condition. Has 1800 hours total time. George F.
Sprague, Chief Engineer, WLOS-TV, Box
2150, Ashville, N.C.
PT6J Magnecorder tape recorder, 2 portable
cases, newly adapted for copy work. Dual
track head, 2 speed motor (33,1, 7'/2, 15 i.p.s.).
Excellent condition, $575. Beck, 4131 Coleridge, Houston 5, Texas.
Raytheon RA250 transmitter $750, RCA 76B4
console $350, RCA 86A1 limiting amplifier
$125. Bob LaRue, 3817 Centinella Drive,
North Highlands, California.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II— $46.50, Air Alert I— $89.50. Miratel, Inc.,
1082 Dionne St., St. Paul 13, Minn.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everythink in broadcast equipN.Y.
ment. Urgently
250w-10kw
am, tv,
etc. Call
Mr. want
Charol,
Technicalfm, Systems
Corp., 12-01 43rd Ave., Long Island City,
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Wanted, small single market operation.
Daytime
fulltime.
Southeastern preferred. Box or293P,
BROADCASTING.
Three qualified broadcasters seek ownership
ooportunity. Interested in Penna., Ohio, Indiana,withMichigan
area.No Substantial
downreplies
payment
terms.
brokers. All
confidential. Box 321P, BROADCASTING.
We believe Chapman Company can save
you time, effort, and money in the sale of
your station. A single meeting will outline
this for you.YouGive
us a under
call andno "we'll
come
running."
obligation.
You
will then will
have beadditional
information
on which to plan the future. Chapman
Company,
telephone Atlanta
TR 4-7821,
or write,
1182 West Peachtree,
9, Georgia.
Local southwest station. Please advise
price and
terms.
All 3209
prices Canton
held confidenCecil
White,
Street,
Dallas, tial.
Texas.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment
Recent model used, 3 to 10 kw fm transmitter. Must be capable of multiplexing.
Box 268P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted, used complete STL microwave link
in good working condition. Box 269P,
BROADCASTING.
Need one used RCA model BTA-250L transmitter. Guarantee Radio Supply Company,
1314, Iturbide St., Laredo, Texas.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved. Request brochure.
License School, 2603 Inwood
Texas.

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins Radio
Road, Dallas,

MISCELLANEOUS
Forming small record label. Auditioning
suitable commercial material, all categories.
Tape or disc acceptable. All submissions
returned. Integrity our watchword. Box
253P, BROADCASTING.
Trade — Complete library of records. Nearly
20,000
— all trade
types, formostly
over 6000-78's.
. . . Will
stock 45's
in station,
old or
new, plus consulting service, at cost ... or
sell outright
. . What's 8,your
Write
Box 34,. Cincinnati
Ohio.proposition?
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
Top Washington news stories covered $3/
phone call collect. Special assignments invited. Call LI 4-0450 any hour or write,
wire Sam Smith, 125 Fifth St., N.E., Washington, D.C.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

dj with

a pj
voice

Fast-paced, top-revenue radio station wants a new voice that'll wow
and win the weaker sex from teens
to queens. If you've got it, plus the
looks to match, you're in. Send resume, tape, photos, references and
salary requirements. Hurry! Box
317P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
3i*C
:xx:
HAWAII

CALLS

Top flight disc jockey. Must know
tight operation. Also need sharpest
trained Program Director. Rush air- i
check, resume, photo and references.
Top station, wonderful living. Address replies to : Program Director,
Post Office Box 5428, Honolulu, £
Hawaii.
Sales
CCA EXPANDING
SALES

EXECUTIVES

NEEDED
In our policy of providing more, better
and closer superivsion and service to our
clients,
we are always looking for more
sales executives.
30-45
old, good
car,
willing years
to relocate
and appearance,
travel five days
a week. "Stand
Up
Type"
salesman,
personable, forceful, experienced.
This is .$15-20,000,
first year—
commission
and incentive
bonus. draw plus
Complete resume; current income, pics
and section of the country in which you
are interested — first letter. No "floaters"
or "crew deal operators" considered.
Openings with headquarters in Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Birmingham,
Louisville, Little Rock, Omaha, Denver
and Los Angeles areas will be filled in
October and November. Preference given
broadcasters from general area.
BOYD W. LAW LOR
GENERAL SALES MANAGER
COMMUNITY CLUB
SERVICES, INC.
20 East 46 Street
New York 17, N.Y.
Production — Programming, Others
5 Production Air Men
Needed Immediately
New Rocky Mountain chain, modern fast pace format. A world of
opportunity for aggressive, hard
working stable individuals. Good
pay and fringe benefits. All new
equipment and beautiful studio installations for working conditions.
Outstanding promotional budget
station in each market. Need individuals who are men and will adhere to definite modern system of
radio. Wire or call collect George
Norman, Crestwood 7-3905, Salt
Lake City, Utah, or mail resume
immediately to 2141 Lincoln Lane,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
OPPORTUNITY
Top notch commercial manager for Toledo, Ohio.
Daytime, lkw 730kc. Tele: 39934
Contact: Howard R. Ward
Bowling Green, Ohio
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers
Newscaster — Announcer
Currently at one of world's top prestige radio-TV operations wants to
locate permanently in a major market
where pleasant family life is possible.
Thoroughly professional news and oncamera ability for a station where
quality counts. Not a DJ. Personal interview.
Box 31 OP, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
PROGRAM

DIRECTOR

NEEDED
Greensboro,
No. Car.
by WFMY-TV
If you are experienced as a program
director or operations manager . . .
If you have administrative ability
and can
ment . . . supervise a big departIf you know programming at the
local level . . .
If you know film purchasing . . .
If you are truly creative . . .
If you have
ment . . . sound, mature JudgWe have an excellent opportunity
for you . . .
We have one of the top markets in
the southeast . . .
We have a 10-year-old CBS station
with fine equipment in new million
dollar plant . . .
We have a competent staff . . .
We have
salary for this market . . good
.
What are your requirements?
Our program director of nine years
is going into fulltime church work.
Would like to replace him by October 15.
If you think you are the man of
ability and character we want, write
Gaines Kelley, General Manager,
WFMY-TV, with complete information on your background and ex- 93
perience. Send photo.
If we think you are that man, we
will arrange personal interview.
All applications confidential.

s
I

Miscellaneous

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others

WANTED
CRACK

NEWSMAN

Top-flight reporter, writer, onair personality to join quality
TV news staff. Send kine, other
evidence, or bring lively body
to Bruce Palmer, News Director, KWTV, Oklahoma City.

LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida —
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property with them at this fantastic price:
3 to 4 feet; 25 for $20.00; 100 for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.

Equipment

WANTED TO BUY
Stati
Qualified General Manager, heavy
TV sales experience, has up to
$25,000.00 to invest in Texas Gulf
Coast, Colorado or New Mexico
radio station. Further substantial
investment could follow. Family
man, interested only in rewards hard
work will produce. Highest references as to ability, integrity, financial responsibility.
Box 303P, BROADCASTING
Want Radio Station Doing
in excess of $180,000.00.
Write: President
Radio Investment Corporation
6301 West 44th Avenue
Denver 12, Colo. HA 2-2954
MISCELLANEOUS
Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.
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PERSONNEL

ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian Hemlock, Rhododendron Maximum, and Mountain Laurel. 2 to 3 ft. 25
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.

STATIONS
FOR SALE

in RADIO-TV
Train Choose
to be ana Career
announcer,
writer, producer,
program
director,
control
board positions.
operator.
Graduates in demand for interesting
Free placement service. New terms start Jan.,
June,vateOct.
lessons. Also
25th intensive
yr. Write! short courses, priNATIONAL ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING
Alice B. Keith, President
3338 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.

Top
•
••

Sam

SERVICE

ADV.
RADIO — TV
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys
Copywriters
News
Directors
•• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree GaArcade
Eckstein
JA 5-4841
FOR

SALE

500 WATT DAYTIMER
in a top market with wonderful
potential. $150,000 including
acreage in real estate. Transmitter
remoted.
Box 124P, BROADCASTING.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736Woshington
Wisconsin 7,Ave.,
D. N.W.
C.

LOS ANGELES AREA
FM station, all new equipment.
$75,000. Excellent terms to good
operators.
Box 258P, BROADCASTING.

3MC
East Coast power station, $700,000.
Terms. West Coast fulltime regional
$1,000,000 29% down. Liberal
terms. To buy or sell, Contact
patt Mcdonald, p.o. box
3-8080. austin, texas. gl.
9266,
DOC

<>~- -y^. --^i ■y/-- ■s/'- v^?~. --<&~- -~<c~. '^y, -^y. -y?~. 'X
* 1000 watt daytimer in a fast grow- ^
ing Pacific Northwest town of
5000. Always operated in the
black with six employees. Would
be tops as man and wife combination. $20,000 will handle.
Box 300P, BROADCASTING
Fla.
N.Y.
S.C.
Fla.
Wash.
Pa.
NX.
Cal.
Ky.
Tenn.
La.
Mich.
Miss.
Rocky
N.E.

Single
Terms
Single 500w
Cash
$50M
Single lkw-D
48M
90M Terms
115M Terms
Small lkw-D
Terms
Terms
Small 5kw-D
100M
95M Terms
Second 250w
lkw-D
78M
Second lkw-D
175M Terms
Second 500w
Terms
Medium
158M
85M Terms
Medium 250w-F
175M Terms
Medium
250M Terms
Monop.
lkw-F
Metro lkw-F
98M Terms
250w
135M Terms
Large
lkw-F
Metro lkw-D
235M
lOkw
250M Terms
Fla. Major
Terms
Terms
225M
S.E.
250W-D
275M
S.W. Small
Terms
AM
-TV
5kw-D
450M Terms
S.E. Small
VHF-TV
And others.
PAUL H.
APMAN
COMPANY
CH
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Chicago
Please address:
182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco

CALIFORNIA FM STATION
Excellent class B channel in metropolitan city. Now on the air with 15
kw ERP. 3kw G-E transmitter. SCA
granted for multiplex. $27,500 on terms.
Contact:
Jack Matranga
3715 College Ave.
Sacramento, California

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLl & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 4-7279
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Continued from Page 88
acquisition of negative control by each
Crawford Godfrey and Alvin Childs through
sale of stock by John J. Buckley.
WLBI Denham Springs, La. — Granted license for am station and specify main studio location and remote control point.
WJOI Florence, Ala. — Granted license
covering
change
in ant.
-trans, and studio
locations and
ground
system.
WHLI
Hempstead,
N.Y.
— Granted
license
covering increase in power
of auxiliary
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio — Granted license covering installation new trans.
KLIF Dallas, Tex. — Granted license covof present
licensed nighttimeeringmaininstallation
trans, for
use as auxiliary
trans,
during davtime operation, non-DA.
WHMS Charleston, W.Va. — Granted license covering installation of auxiliary
trans.; remote control permitted.
KYOK Houston, Tex. — Granted license
covering installation new trans.
WIBG-FM Philadelphia, Pa— Granted license installation
covering change in
ant.
-trans,change
loca-trans.,
studio tion,
location and new
ant. ant.
height.
KHBK Hillsboro, Tex. — Granted license
covering
in ant. new
-trans, trans.,
and studio
location; change
installation
and
changes in ground system; remote control
permitted.
KIBE Palo Alto, Calif. — Granted license
covering change in ant. -trans, location and
ant. changes; remote control permitted.
WSTR-FM Sturgis, Mich. — Granted license covering increase in ERP to 1 kw,
changetion newant.trans.
height to 190 ft., and installaWBBWcense to use
Youngstown.
liold main Ohio
trans,— asGranted
auxiliary
trans.
WICO Salisbury, Md. — Granted license
covering increase in power.
WLAT Conway, S.C. — Granted license
covering increase in power and installation
new trans.
WTRB Ripley, Tenn. — Granted license
covering
new
trans.increase in power and installation
WFOM Marietta, Ga. — Granted license
covering installation new main trans.
WKTV ERP
(TV)to Utica,
to
change
vis. 26.3N.Y.—
kw, Granted
DA, aur.cp 13.5
kw, DA,ment;and
make
changes
in
other
equipant. 1.380 ft.
WICE Providence, R.I.— Granted mod. of
cp to make changes in DA system, relocate
center tower of array).
WSEB Sebring, Fla.— Granted mod. of cp
to change ant. -trans, location.
WICA-FM Ashtabula, Ohio— Granted mod.
of cp to change ant. location; increase ERP
to 135 kw; remote control permitted.
WFLI Lookout Mountain, Tenn. — Granted
mod. oftype
cp nighttime
to change main
type trans,
daytimeto 1main
trans.,
kw
composite and use 1 kw composite as auxtion. iliary trans, during daytime hours; condiWHRW Bowling Green, Ohio — Granted
mod. of cp to change trans, location, studio
location, and make changes in ant. (detions. crease height) and ground system; condiWOTT Watertown, N.Y.— Remote control
permitted.
KINY Juneau, Alaska — Remote control
permitted.
Following
stationsdate
wereas granted
extension of completion
shown: WPNC
Plymouth, N.C. to Aug. 31; WRNY Rome,
N.Y. to Aug. 31, and WIUS (FM) Charlotte
Amalie, St. Thomas, V.I. to Jan. 2, 1960.
Actions of August 11
*WABE
(FM)
Atlanta, inGa.—
cense covering decrease
ant.Granted
height lito
320 ft.; change trans.-studio location, and
make changes in ant. system.
WBKV-FM West Bend, Wis.— Granted license covering changes in trans, equipment
and change ERP to 18 kw.
KAYS-TV
Hays,
— Granted
change
ERP to
vis. Kan.
112 kw,
aur. 60.3cpkw;to
make minor change in trans, location, no
change in description (change in coordinates only), changes in ant. system and
other equipment; ant. 710 ft.
WPLM Plymouth, Mass. — Granted mod. of
ep to make changes in ant. (increase
height) and ground system; conditions.
WAFM (FM) Miami, Fla. — Granted mod.
of cpft. to make changes in ant. system; ant.
265
Following stations were granted extension of completion date as shown: KXII
(TV) Ardmore, Okla. to Feb. 10, 1960, and
KEYC-TV Mankato, Minn, to Feb. 11, 1960.
Actions of August 10
*WVHC (FM) Hempstead, N.Y.— Granted
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

license for noncommercial educational fm
station.
KUDU Ventura-Oxnard, Calif.— Granted
license covering installation new trans.
*KXLU
Los Angeles,
Calif.—
Granted license(FM)
covering
change in
frequency,
increase in ERP, change type trans, and
ant. -trans, location; ant. minus 5 ft.
KSJO-FM
Saninstallation
Jose, Calif.
cense covering
new— Granted
trans. liGranted
for following
stations: licenses
WRVB-FM Madison,
Wis., andfmWJOF
Athens, Ala.
*WHHIcense(FM)
licovering Highland,
change inWis.—
ERPGranted
and ant.
height and installation new ant.
KIEM Eureka, Calif. — Granted license
covering
change
from DA-1 to DA-N; remote control
permitted.
WQMN
Superior,
— Granted
license
for am station; remoteWis.control
permitted.
Austin,
Granted
to KMMT
change (TV)
ERP to
vis. 100Minn.
kw,— aur.
50 kw;cp
change in trans.; type ant.; make changes
in ant. structure; ant. 350 ft.
KOLO-TV Reno, Nev. — Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 77 kw, aur. 39 kw; type
trans.; ture;type
ant.;ft. and
changes
ant. 2929
(main
trans. in& ant.
ant.).strucKICU (TV) Bakersfield, Calif.— Granted
mod. of cp to change ERP to vis. 240 kw,
aur. 129 kw; change trans, location; install
new vis. trans., new ant. system; and make
changes in equipment; ant. 650 ft.
Action of August 7
WPRE Prairie du Chien, Wis.— Granted
authorityevents
to sign-off
at 6 :15 may
CST, operate
except for
special
when station
up
to licensed sign-off time for period ending
Aug. 31.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by David M. Segal,
Boulder, Colo, for further extension of
time tiontofor Sept.
to file
opposition ofto issues
petirevision11 and
enlargement
by Satellite Center Radio Co. in proceeding
on applications for new am stations. Action
Aug. 14.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Sept. 11 to file
response to petition for reconsideration by
WPGC Inc. (WPGC), Morningside, Md., for
modification of license. Action Aug. 14.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Sept. 15 to file
responses
appeal from
examiner'sin ruling
by KTAG to Assoc.
(KTAG-TV),
Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
La.,
tv
ch. 3 proceeding.
Action Aug. 14.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 9 to file replies
to petition for waiver of Sec. 3.37 by James
E. Walley, Oroville, Calif., in proceeding
on applications for am stations. Action
Aug. 14.
By Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Scheduled hearings in following proceedingstionson dates
shown:Standard
Oct. 8: On
applicaof Jefferson
Bcstg.
Co.,
Tri-Cities Bcstg. Co., Greensboro, and High
Point Tv Co. and Southern Bcstrs. Inc.,
High Point, N.C, for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 8. Oct. 9: Am application of
Suburban Bcstg. Inc. (WVIP). Mount Kisco,
N.Y.; Oct. 13: Am applications of CHE
Bcstg. Co., and B & M Bcstrs. Inc. (KLOS),
Albuquerque,
Am (WGIV),
application of CharlotteN.M.;
RadioOct.
& Tv19:Corp.
Charlotte, N.C; Oct. 21: Supreme Bcstg.
Inc., of Puerto Rico, and Radio American
West Indies Inc., for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 8 in Christiansted, St. Croix,
V.I.; Oct. 22: Am applications of S & W
Enterprises Inc. Woodbridge, Va., et al.;
Oct. 28: Am applications of County Bcstg.
Corp., Gloucester, Mass., et al.; Oct. 30: Am
application of NBC (WRCA), New York,
N.Y. Action Aug. 10.
Scheduled hearing in proceeding on following am applications on dates shown:
Oct. 15 — Beacon Bcstg. System Inc., GraftonCedarburg, Wis., et al.; Nov. 23— Tiffin
Bcstg. Co., Tiffin, Ohio, et al. (59 applications) ; Mid-America Bcstg. System Inc.,
Highland Park, 111., et al. (44 applications).
Action Aug. 10.
By Acting Chief
Examiner
Jay A. Hearing
Kyle
Granted motion by Jose R. Madrazo, to
file with his petition for review and as
appendix thereto his opposition to petition
for leave to amend in proceeding on Madrazo's
application
station
Guaynabo,
P.R. et for
al. new
Actionam Aug.
14. in
Granted verbal request of May Bcstg.
Co., (KMA), Shenandoah, Iowa, for extension of time to Aug. 24 to file reply find-

ings in proceeding on application for
mod. of license. Action Aug. 14.
ByThomas
Hearing
Examiner
H. Donahue
Granted July 8 petition by KEED Inc.,
Eugene,
for station
leave toto amend
tion for Ore.,
new tv
operate applicaon ch.
9, to change proposed studio location; application in consolidated hearing with Liberty Tv Inc., for ch. 9 in Eugene. Action
Aug. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Granted petition by WHAS Inc., Louisville, Ky. for extension of time from Sept.
15 to Nov. 1 for filing proposed findings of
fact and conclusions of law, and from Oct.
15 to Dec. 1 for filing replies in proceeding
on application
for cp Aug.
to change
ant.
location. Action
13. trans, and
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time from Aug. 10 to
Aug. 14 to file responsive pleadings to petition by Camellia Bcstg. Co. Inc. (KLFYTV), Lafayette, La., for leave to amend,
in Lake Charles-Lafayette. La., tv ch. 3
proceeding. Action Aug. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
GrantedInc.oralforrequest
of Miners
Service
extension
of timeBcstrg.
from
Aug. 17 to Aug. 19 to file replies to proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law in proceeding on its application for
new amAug.
station
Action
17. in Kingston, Pa., et al.
Granted petition by Mon-Yough Bcstg.
Co. (WMCK), McKeesport, Pa., for extension of time to Sept. 18 to file replies to
proposed findings of fact and conclusions of
law
in
proceeding
on its am application.
Action Aug.
14.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau
for extension of time to Sept. 11 to file
response
to petition
for reconsideration
WPGC Inc..
Morningside,
Md„ for mod. byof
license. Action Aug. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
25 in proceeding on am applications of
Mid-America Bcstg. System Inc., Highland
Park, 111., et al. Action Aug. 14.
Prehearing conference scheduled for 10
a.m., Sept. 9, rescheduled for 2 p.m. same
date in proceeding on application of Video
Independent Theatres Inc. (KVIT) Santa
Fe, N.M. for mod. of cp. Action Aug. 17.
On oral request of applicant and without objection by other parties, extended
from Aug. 17 to Aug. 24 time for furnishing written case to other parties and hearing examiner, and from Aug. 31 to Sept.
8 time for informing counsel for applicant
of persons other parties desire to crossexamine in proceeding on applications of
KSOO TV Inc. (KSOO-TV), Sioux Falls,
S.D. forAug.
mod.17. of cp and extension of cp.
Action
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 8 on am applications of CHE Bcstg
Co. and B & M Bcstrs. Inc. (KLOS), Albuquerque, N.M. Action Aug. 12.
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 16 in proceeding on am applications
of Hirsch Bcstg. Co. (KFVS), Cape Girardeau, Mo., et al. Action Aug. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
15 in proceeding on applications of Jefferson Standard Bcstg. Co., Tricities Bcstg.
Co., Greensboro, High Point Tv Co., and
Southern Bcstrs. Inc.. High Point, all N.C.
for
new Aug.
tv stations
to operate on ch. 8.
Action
14.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
WSEE-TV ofErie,
amendment
RulesPa.by(7-30-59)—
approval Requests
of any
one of following allocation plans, which
would provide Erie, Pa. with second vhf
station: (1) assign 6 instead of 35 at Erie
at low spacing; (2a) assign 9 instead of 35
at Erie at low spacing; (2b) Same as (a)
except also switch 7 and 9 between Wheeling and Steubenville; (3) assign 5 to Erie
at low spacing by making number of other
changes as follows: Cleveland, Ohio — change
ch. 5 to 6; Columbus, Ohio — change ch. 6
to 2; Dayton, Ohio — change ch. 2 to 6;
Indianapolis, Ind. — change ch. 6 to 2; Toledo, Ohio— add ch. 5: Dayton, Ohio— add
ch. 3; Wheeling, W. Va.— add ch. 5; LouisAnn. ville,
Aug.Ky.— add
14. ch. 6; Erie, Pa.— add ch. 5.
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo. (8-13-59)— Requests allocation of ch. 6 to Lander, Wyo.
by making following proposed changes:
Lander, Wyo. delete 17(-), add 6(+);
Casper, Wyo. delete 6(+). Ann. Aug. 14.
(FOR THE RECORD) 95

Can

wage

you

afford

increase
This

is a question

other major industry, set the wage target for
industries throughout the country— industries
in hundreds of lines and hundreds of localities.

This would happen even if there were no
increases in steel prices.

Right now, the average earnings of steel
workers are $7 a day higher than the average
for all manufacturing industries. So other

You may wonder how this could be true.
Here are the reasons why:

comtheir
comThis

2. The next blow comes in any industrial community where these companies are dominant
in the economy. Gas stations, garages, retail
stores, barber shops, factories of every description soon feel the pressure for higher wages all
along the line. Their prices inevitably must be
raised to cover higher employment costs.
3. The third blow to your pocketbook is due to the
fact that wage agreements in steel, or in any

?

Americans

An inflationary wage increase in steel today
would mean higher living costs for everyone.

The Union keys wage increases in these
panies to the wage increases in steel. As
employment costs mount, most of these
panies are forced to increase their prices.
is the first blow to your family budget.

Steel

of vital concern

to 177,000,000

1. The giant Steel Union has 500,000 members in
the basic steel industry and another 500,000
members in over 1,800 companies, other than
steel, with which it has wage agreements.
These companies make many articles in
every day use — tin cans, aluminum, pork and
beans, cement, paper containers, radiators,
building materials, machinery, bicycles, and
hundreds of others.

in

a

unions scramble to close that gap— to "catch up"
with steel. And the inflationary spiral continues.
These are the reasons why higher steel wages
now would cause your cost of living to go up
and up, even without any increase in steel prices.
Does the steel companies' stand for noninflationary wage agreements mean an end to
advancement for steelworkers?
Certainly not.
The steel companies want their employees
to improve their living standards. And this
goal for employees can be reached in many
ways — through incentive payments, through
savings from elimination of waste, and through
better and better production methods.
But living standards cannot be improved
through more inflation.
The steel companies are seeking the cooperation ofthe Union in settling the strike on
terms which will avoid touching off a new
spiral of inflation.

THE STEEL COMPANIES COORDINATING COMMITTEE
375 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
This advertisement sponsored by R EPUBLIC

STEEL

a member of the committee

Republic Steel is the world's largest manufacturer of stainless and alloy steels. Stainless is one of the most versatile of all
materials because it is wanted for its beauty, its resistance to corrosion and heat, its easy cleaning quality. Republic
ENDURO* Stainless Steel is used for kitchen sinks and other home appliances; for miles of piping in dairies; for counters,
kettles, and other equipment in food processing plants; for atomic energy installations; for aircraft and missiles. Some
magnificent grilles and sculpturing for museums and cathedrals are made from ENDURO. Tank trucks are lined with
ENDURO. It was dubbed the Wonder Metal when introduced because it promised so many
applications. The full extent of its versatility is still unexplored.
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OUR

RESPECTS

John

TO

.

Clark

"Speak softly and carry a big idea"
might be called the unwritten code of
John C. Pomeroy. As president and
general manager of WILX-TV Lansing-Jackson-Battle Creek, president of
WILS Lansing and vice president of
WPON Pontiac, all Michigan, he can
support his formula for success by the
yardsticks of audience acceptance, ratings and billings. And, one could add,
friendships.
Starting in 1947 with limited capital,
a used 500-watt transmitter and some
"big ideas," John Pomeroy has parlayed them into a triple lineup for
which these claims are made:
"WILS, 5000 lively watts, almost a
community institution in the nation's
72nd market. Boasts 150% more audience than its leading competitor.
"WPON, acquired in 1958 and now
a heavy favorite in Oakland county
amid tough Detroit competition. Top
ratings. Billings up 300%. A strong
community voice.
"WILX-TV, air debut in March
1959 as Michigan's first genuine area
station, serving 50% of the state's
population outside of Detroit. Fast
overtaking established competition in
programming, audience and community
acceptance."
The Pomeroy Method • Mr. Pomeroy approaches broadcasting with a
mild manner and a shirtsleeve casualness that doesn't hint at the know-how
and leadership drive underneath. No
private secretary, no plush office, no
executive memos, no rounds of conferences, no nonsense. Mr. Pomeroy
chooses staffers who can work "with"
rather than "for" him. "Treat the staff,
advertisers and the audience right and
you're 90% on the road to success,"
he says.
John Pomeroy has found that road
a relatively short one.
Born March 25, 1923, at Sterling,
Mich., John Clark Pomeroy's interest
in broadcasting first was kindled by his
brother's crystal set. In his high school
days, he obtained a license for an amateur radio station now operated as
W8TUO. While working as a guide
and horse-drawn surrey driver at a
Mackinac Island resort, he took his
station along to keep in touch with the
family at home.
He attended the engineering school
at Michigan State U. until World War
II. While awaiting his call to service
he took an interim job as transmitter
engineer at WJAX Jacksonville, Fla.,
his first introduction to broadcasting.
BROADCASTING, August 24, 1959

Pomeroy
From 1942 to 1946 he was a radio
officer in the U.S. Merchant Marine,
serving mostly in the North Atlantic,
but covering such ports as Murmansk,
Buenos Aires, Trieste and Casablanca.
Shoestring Venture • In 1947 John
and his brother Bill applied for WILS.
They wired up their used equipment,
hired an announcer and started selling
time. Lansing area merchants took
quickly to the blond-haired young man.
"Those were the days," recalls John,
"when we'd sign up an account, run
back to the station and make up an
invoice, then dash back to get the check
so we could pay our bills."
Two years later WILS was a fulltime 1 kw and in 1951 went to 5 kw
daytime and 1 kw night. Against stiff
competition, WILS was one of the first
stations to adopt the independent newsmusic-community interest format. Introduced to the mid-Michigan area
were mobile news cruisers, mobile studio, "beeper-phone" reports, musical
station breaks, deejay record hops, production-minded commercials and later,
24-hour service.
A recently compiled 13-year profile
of ratings shows WILS with 150%
audience lead over the opposition and
an upward curve all the way, Mr.
Pomeroy says. He attributes this largely
to what he calls "alert community
service." At any important Lansing
area event will be found a station representative orthe WILS mobile studio.
All staff members are required to join
civic and social organizations and participate actively in community affairs.

Getting in the Swim • If a station
has community and area acceptance,
it's bound to be successful financially,
he believes. He's on the board of the
Greater Lansing Chamber of Commerce, is on the East Lansing Planning Commission, on the board of
Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, is past
master of East Lansing Masonic Lodge
and was 1957 campaign director for
the March of Dimes.
When his Chief Pontiac Broadcasting Co. acquired WPON
in March
1958, Mr. Pomeroy immediately revamped it,and in a few months WPON
laid claim to being the top-rated station in the rich and heavily-populated
Oakland county suburbia and reported
tripled billings.
Besides emphasis on community service and such projects as scholarship
awards, safety campaigns and Christmas parties for orphans, WPON struck
a rich payoff in comprehensive news
coverage. In one big local story, a fight
to oust the police chief, WPON ran
60 hours of hearings. WPON won the
1958 AP news award for the best balanced news in outstate Michigan.
Without breaking stride, Mr. Pomeroy launched WILX-TV in March
1959, after 5 years of legal hassles before the FCC on the channel award.
Allocated as a "drop-in" in a farming
hamlet of 400 people, Ch. 10 is now
promoted as "Big Ten" in the three
major areas of Lansing-Jackson-Battle
Creek. After six months on the air
WILX-TV has made its mark against
established competition.
Hometown Station • Studios were
opened in each of the three cities. There
are nightly newscasts from each, local
interviews, remotes and special programs. Station IDs are rotated to feature each city. Community events and
fund drives are heavily plugged. Station
personalities make numerous personal
appearances in each city. "When the
local papers in each city list us as the
hometown station," John savs, "we
know we're on the right track."
To further build the station image,
WILX-TV has introduced musical and
animated station IDs, comprehensive
facsimile and local film news coverage,
and personalized announcing.
"In a quiet sort of a way," Mr. Pomeroy says, "WILX-TV is becoming
Michigan's first and only area station."
To relax, he enjoys amateur radio
and Canadian fishing. He married the
former Mary French in 1 945, and they
have three daughters and a son.

Michigan's John Pomeroy
His trump: community service

John Pomeroy isn't ready to rest on
his oars. Pointing to the big strides
made in broadcasting in the last five
years, he says, "When you look ahead
— well, that's just the beginning."
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EDITORIALS
In appreciation
EVERY so often in this tough, workaday world there
come sunshine and compassion. Broadcasters, who are
always doing things for others, now find themselves the
beneficiaries of a magnanimous and heart-warming favor
from their colleagues in the entertainment field.
The Will Rogers Memorial Hospital and Research Laboratories at Saranac Lake, N.Y., announces that its facilities are made available, at no cost, to all personnel in
radio and tv (all who work at stations) and to those who
cover these media for newspapers and magazines, and to
their immediate families. This hospital, operated by the
Will Rogers Memorial Fund, treats 15 diseases of the chest,
including lung cancer and heart disease.
We know we speak for all in broadcasting, and their families, in expressing grateful appreciation for this astonishing
demonstration of friendship and goodwill.
Fight has just begun
NOW that the House has performed (sic), Congress can
be expected to amend the political broadcasting law so
that the 1960 campaigns for every office from president to
township alderman can be covered intelligently by radio and
television. There will be a conference between House and
Senate to reconcile differences and the immediate crisis presumably will be over.
But it will take years for broadcasters to overcome the ill
effects of the debate on the House floor last Tuesday. The
attempt to write a "legislative history" to document Congressional intent was twisted into an indictment of broadcasting.
No fewer than 37 Congressmen participated in an exchange
that consumed 22 pages in the Congressional Record.
With few exceptions, the intent was clearly to make broadcasters understand they are subservient to Congress. These
legislators in one breath espouse freedom and in the next
want radio and television servile.
The initial debate was well organized — all designed to put
broadcasters in their place. The occasion was used as a
sounding board — again through obviously contrived and organized presentations — for such unrelated issues as giving
the daytimers more time, newspaper ownership and partisan
(anti-Democratic) press, network competition, failure of the
FCC to drop in tv stations in underserved markets, editorializing in support of particular political candidates, mediocrity
of programming, states' rights, and personal grievances
against this station or that. It was a nightmare, with censorship rather than freedom the main thrust.
We said there were a few exceptions. Rep. Clarence
Brown (R-Ohio), himself a newspaper publisher, while supporting the legislation, felt it didn't go far enough. Under
the Constitution and the Bill of Rights, he said, there is
nothing to prevent a newspaper from saying anything it may
please about a candidate so long as it does not violate the
laws as to obscenity, slander and libel. It can interview any
candidate for public office or any public official "because
the Constitution guarantees freedom of news and freedom
of the press." He said he believed it was just as important
that "we have freedom of news and freedom of the press
... on our radio and television stations."
Rep. Cunningham (R-Neb.) predicted the day when Sec.
315 will be repealed. Rep. Gross (R-Iowa), a former commentator, said Congress could legislate "from now until
kingdom come and you will not solve this problem . . ."
Rep. Catherine May (R-Wash.) who grew up with radio and
tv news, said the courts have held that freedom of the press
is not limited to newspapers and that radio and tv are
included.
But the balance of the comments were all weighted the
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other way. Great stress was placed upon the FCC's responsibilities ininterpreting the congressional intent and the differences between news and editorial comment. The FCC
presumably would be not only the arbiter but the censor —
after the fact. Only in wartime has there been official censorship— and that to protect the national security.
After
the House
week,
be any
doubt about
where performance
broadcasters last
stand.
The there
only can't
answer
lies
in full and absolute repeal of Sec. 315. There is no middle
ground. That fight has only just begun.
Asking

for it

HOW conclusive must the evidence be to get Senators
to make up their minds? Despite overwhelming testimony in favor of action, a special Senate Foreign Relations
Subcommittee once again has postponed action on ratification of the decade-old NARBA treaty along with 1956
Mexican agreement on am broadcast allocations.
This time the committee postponed action until the next
session — in January, 1960 — when further hearings are
planned. This has been going on since 1950.
For the past two years the Daytime Broadcasters Assn.,
representing about 150 of the some 1,300 daytimers, has
thrown the blocks. Before the Mexican agreement the clear
channel group wasn't happy.
The daytimers want to operate from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
instead of sunrise to sunset. Ostensibly, they want these
hours on Mexican clears and our clears. But the legislation
they support as the price for ratification would allow carte
blanche on domestic regional channels as well without protecting those stations. Most witnesses last month before the
subcommittee predicted chaos on the broadcast band if the
treaties are not ratified.
The are
regionals,
who without
would take
a licking
if the protection,
daytimers'
hours
increased
directional
antenna
have done little to help themselves. It's time they organized,
if they have any regard for the maintenance of their present
coverage.
The daytimers have demonstrated what organized resistance can do. If the Senate fails to ratify the treaty at
the next session, other NARBA nations which have observed its terms on a gentleman's agreement basis, along
with Mexico, may well conclude there is no further reason
to hold back. There would be no legal reason why they
should not jump any or all of our channels. The effect
would be appalling.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Gentlemen, our newest tv dinner: warm-up leftovers to serve
wliile watching re-runs."
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Tune

Most

News

Coverage?

Television,

One

Radio)

ANSWER:
Channel
4, WDAF-TV
Total cards returned with one local TV
channel checked = 723
WDAF-TV

362

Channel

B

231

Channel

C

130
723

w

610
, WDAF
RADIO
one
AM Radio
Total cards returned with
Station checked = 709
WDAF
Station B
Station C
Station D
Station E
Station F
Station G
Station H
Station I

335
133
112
88
25
9
3
2
2
709

This mail questionnaire went to 4,893 Kansas City homes just after the recent local
newspaper strike ended. The results were decisive. In TV, Channel 4 received
50% of the vote against 2 other channels. In Radio, WDAF received 47% of the vote,
with the remaining 53% divided between eight AM stations! ■ There's quite a bit
more to the story -and all of it points to an overwhelming preference for Signal Hill
stations. ■ The full survey is now available on request. If you buy time to get results,
please get a copy from our good reps before you commit yourself in Kansas City.
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ABOARD!

Twin Cities'
WTCN-TV
is really
rolling with

WTCN-TV BANDWAGON is on the move! Local
and national advertisers alike know it . . . they're buying
time now like never before. WTCN-TV is hitting a new
high this fall with ABC-TV and local blockbusters on
Channel 1 1 .
Added: Bourbon Street Beat, Hawaiian Eye, The
Alaskans, and all the great new ABC shows. Returning:
top shows like Rifleman, Real McCoys, 77 Sunset Strip
and Maverick. Continuing: highly rated Movie Spectacular with Paramount, MGM, Warner Bros., and
United Artists films.
It adds up to bigger audiences to help you sell the
Twin Cities market. Better see your Katz man for remaining availabilities.

powerful new
ABC and local
fall programs

HOP ON OUR BANDWAGON

TODAY...
ABC

AND
RADIO
flj m T\f
STATIONS FOR MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

BIG AGGE'S
SALES
FLING HIGH IN SCOTLAND
(S)
Any thrifty advertiser takes a shine to Big Aggie. For billion to spend. Bib Aggie Land is rated by NCS#2
Big Aggie Land — the vast, 175-county area in six states as the nation's 41st radio market. Profitable promotion
with over 1000 other communities — is one of the nation's in this prosperous market begins with WNAX-570.
best buys in radio. WNAX-570 delivers a 66.4% share See your Katz man.
of 609,590 radio homes — 2% million people with $3

WNAX-870
CBS
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION
Yankton, South Dakota Sioux City, Iowa

RADIO

WNAX, Yankton, S.D.
WGAR, Worthington,
Cleveland, Ohio
WRFD,
Ohio
WTTM, Trenton, N.J.
r WMMN, Fairmont, W. Va.
\ KVTV, Sioux City, Iowa
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AMERICA'S

LANCASTER,

1 Oth

TV

MARKET

FW.

Rich in prospects, rich in opportunity! In America's I Oth
TV Market, your product advertising strikes pay dirt every
time. The reason: 3% million people, 946,863 TV sets, $6%
billion annual income, $3% billion retail sales. ARB and
Nielsen show the WGAL-TV audience in this rich market area
is greater than the combined audience of all other stations
viewed there.

NBC

and

STEINMAN

CBS
STATION

Clair McCollough.
Representative: The MEEKER
4

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

•

Los Angeles

•

Pres.

San Francisco
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CLOSED
Six choice
TIC 'finalists'
• It's for
touchtelevision
and go
on
of director
"image" project
by nine-man
Television
Information
Committee.
Names
of six
"finalists" will be before TIC at Wednesday's meeting in New York: George
Rosen, radio-tv editor of Variety, active aspirant supported by NBC and
ABC with CBS willing to go along;
Lester W. Lindow, executive director,
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters;
Theodore F. Koop, CBS Washington
director of news; Richard Pack, vice
president, programming, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.; Fred Kugel, Television Magazine; Howard London, former radio-tv director, March of Dimes.
There's alternate proposal for dual
directorship of Lindow as coordinator
and Rosen as publicist. Lindow is not
candidate and MST board would be
loath to have him leave. Neither Koop
nor Pack are candidates, but were proposed by supporters. TIC Chairman
Clair McCollough, Steinman Stations,
seeks unanimous vote, but may have to
settle for majority or even impasse
and further delay. Committee wanted
to start director at $25,000 and have
him work his way up, but there's talk
of going as high as $40,000 per year
for three years for right man.
Nip and tuck • Ratings followers may
see end of one of that pastime's longest winning streaks this week. And
CBS-TV, which has stressed being No.
1 in average audience in every Nielsen
report since July 1955, may have to
give up favorite theme. It all rests on
one-tenth of rating point. Advance figures on first August Nielsen report
(two weeks ending Aug. 9) show NBCTV ahead by just that much (15.6 to
CBS-TV's 15.5). Odds are that preliminary figures will hold up in final
report, but there's still slender chance
that corrected report will reverse positions. Same advance figures give ABCTV 14.9 rating. Report covers all sponsored shows 6-11 p.m. Monday-Sunday.
Spot tv tops network • For first time,
it looks as if spot television time billings have exceeded networks' on semiannual basis. Preliminary figures indicate spot's
borhoodgross
of $315 volume
million was
for in
firstneighhalf
of this year, compared to $309 million
for network. (Figures, both at all-time
high, are for time only; inclusion of
production costs would keep network
billings well ahead.) Figures are compiled for TvB by N.C. Rorabaugh Co.
(spot) and LNA-BAR (network).

CIRCUIT.

GE is shopping • General Electric Co.,
pioneer in broadcasting, which is among
groups seeking full quota of stations
(Closed Circuit, Aug. 17) already
has made overtures in one direction
which did not mature. Company, which
now owns only WGY (AM), WGFM
(FM) and WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
discussed possible acquisition of Corinthian stations from J.H. Whitney &
Co. and even inspected properties. But
last week Corinthian executives denied
any intention to sell or trade.
Reports of GE-Corinthian conversations involved possible exchange of GE
stock for properties. Corinthian stations
are: KOTV (TV) Tulsa; KHOU-TV
Houston; KXTV (TV) Sacramento;
WANE-AM-TV Fort Wayne and
WISH-AM-TV Indianapolis.
Sing donkey serenade • Contrary to
published reports, Democratic National
Committee isn't getting cold shoulder
from advertising agencies on handling
of its 1960 election year account (it
will run an estimated $3 million aside
from collateral state and local budgets).
Chairman Paul Butler told Broadcasting Friday that number of important
agencies have evinced interest, among
them: Norman, Craig & Kummel,
which handled account in 1956; Erwin
Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan; Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli; Doyle Dane Bernbach;
Doner & Peck; Kastor, Hilton, Chesley,
Clifford & Atherton and Johnson &
Lewis Inc. of San Francisco.
Consent decree near? • Is there prospect of settlement by consent decree of
Dept. of Justice anti-trust suit against
RCA-NBC involving latter's acquisition from Westinghouse of Philadelphia
ch. 3 WPTZ and KYW (now WRCVAM-TV)? Both department and RCANBC decline comment on report that
conversations are underway but it was
learned authoritatively that Bernard C.
Segal, Philadelphia counsel for RCANBC, although preparing case, has been
in negotiation with Antitrust Division
attorneys. Department's suit contends
Westinghouse was "coerced" into making swap of Philadelphia stations to
NBC for its Cleveland outlets (now
KYW-AM-TV) plus $3 million.
Having no direct connection with
antitrust suit but possible bearing on
out-of-court settlement of Philadelphia
case, is pending protest of Philco
against renewal of licenses of Philadelphia stations to NBC. FCC had upheld NBC's contention that Philco was
not party in interest but Court of Ap-

peals reversed decision and Supreme
Court refused certiorari. Oral arguments before FCC in keeping with
lower court mandate are scheduled for
Oct. 1. Philco, original licensee of ch. 3
Philadelphia station, contends its ownership by RCA through NBC is unfairly
competitive in manufacturing field. In
separate action, Philco is suing RCA for
$150 million in antitrust proceeding.
Master of knownst
follow-through
to even most •ofUnbehis
colleagues, CBS Inc. President Frank
Stanton followed through on amendment of Sec. 315 as persistently as if
it were his only function. While in
Soviet Union early this month, he kept
in communication with key members of
both House and Senate committees and,
after his return Aug. 17, made several
trips to Washington contacting practically all of even dozen conferees, not
once but several times. Conference
members mentioned fact that he was
practically only broadcasting executive who maintained such contacts every
inch of way.
Network radio coup quietly accomplished •Nationwide Insurance Co.,
Columbus, Ohio, will expand its sponsorship this coming season of The Hidden Revolution produced by CBS Public Affairs. Advertiser last season backed
six half-hour programs which treat
social issues of times. Coming up: Eight
programs, two in hour-length form,
rest half-hours. Ben Sackheim, New
York, is Nationwide's agency.
Musical chairs • Prospect of musical
chairs game developing in Richmond
(Va.) tv network affiliations was seen
in some quarters last week — but
couldn't be seen at all in others. Speculation was stirred by joint announcement that CBS-TV and WRVA-TV
would part company next May 29 (see
page 74), with announcement specifically withholding any hint of new tieup for WRVA-TV. (Circumstance that
WRVA already has moved to NBC Radio because of CBS Radio's Program
Consolidation Plan did nothing to discourage speculation). Authorities at
ABC-TV, losing WTVR (TV) affiliation to CBS-TV in current deal, say
they're "studying the situation" — implication being they might negotiate
with either WRVA-TV or WXEX-TV
— but NBC-TV officials, whose contract
with WXEX-TV runs beyond next
May, say they're "completely happy"
with present situation and foresee no
changes.
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Mr. Stone

IN

BRIEF.

How often must you change radio copy? • Not any
more often than is absolutely necessary, if you really
want to "burn in" your identification with your audience, according to Joseph Stone, vice president and
copy group head, J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.
In this week's Monday Memo, Mr. Stone answers on
how long a spot can run, whether jingles are more effective than talk, and other questions of prime interest
to agencies, advertisers and stations. Page 29.

Play for pay: the payola racket • Do recording companies control
America's radio music programming? Special Broadcasting report sifts
charges and counter-charges of one of radio's most elusive — and hardiest
— rumors. Page 35.
Tv networks' toppers • Anacin in front in June gross billing and for
second quarter, Chevrolet is second. Procter & Gamble and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco each score with three brands in the leading advertiser list.
Daytime billings increase during periods. Page 48.
Local radio gains • Best year yet in local sales, RAB reports on heels
of estimates that spot, too, is running ahead this year. Along with sales
increases, stations are saving money by streamlining office procedures.
And they're putting more money into programming. Page 62.
News
audiencein study
• CBS's
Stanton in
speaking research
to teachersto
of
journalism
Oregonproposal
convention
recommends
continuing
determine how well news gets across to the populace. He says CBS
would support all-media effort. Page 66.
Ad bans draw warning • Robert M. Feemster, Dow Jones & Co., tells
American Bar Assn. how tax officials and other public agencies are
restricting advertising. ABA convention fails to act on Canon 35 ethical
clause barring tv and radio from courtroom. Page 72.
Sec. 315 floor battle promised • Equal time amendment back on floors
of both houses as conference committee agrees on language. Rep. Moss
lodges strong protest and makes plans to launch fight against passage.
Page 76.
Catv, boosters before committee • Senate Commerce Committee meets
tomorrow on catv booster legislation with attention focused on committee
amendments to two bills. Page 76.
FCC may investigate itself • Comr. Ford says probe might provide basis
for list of Commission policies on programming. Tells West Virginia
Broadcasters Assn. licensees now lack adequate information on FCC
requirements. Page 81.
Russia reconsiders tv • Report in Russian trade paper, specially translated for Broadcasting, tells how Soviets seem to be changing face regarding tv advertising; how the medium seems to be a focal point in
their new efforts toward increased consumer consumption. Page 97.
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. . . It's a fact. The Lansing metro area is now
ranked 69th nationally.
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS

APPEAR ON THIS PAGE AND NEXT

Wylie sees summer
radio gain, tv loss
Radio is showing "real strength"
during summer, with evening audience
running larger than winter, according
to William A. Wylie, associate director, Tv & Radio Program Dept., McCann-Erickson, New York.
In weekend talk to West Virginia
Broadcasters Assn. at White Sulphur
Springs (early stories page 81), Mr.
Wylie said radio audience is significantly higher from January to June whereas tv viewing is down. He cited Nielsen
figures to show trends.
Presiding at meeting was C. Leslie
Golliday, WEPM Martinsburg, W.Va.,
president of association. Speakers included William S. Rine, vice president
of radio division, Storer Broadcasting
Co.; Maury Long, Broadcasting, and
FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford.
"Why should advertisers pay winter
tv rates during summer months when
there is a big drop in tv sets-in-use?"
Mr. Wylie asked. He suggested advertisers should enjoy lower rates during
evening. Early evening is more affected than later hours, he added.
"Radio listening is significantly
higher between 6 p.m. and midnight
during June compared to January," he
said. "This indicates some tv viewers
substitute radio listening during summer months. All in all, radio hasn't
suffered the marked decline experienced
by tv from winter highs to summer
lows."
Mr. Wylie commented that while
networks have encouraged advertisers
to stay on tv during summer through
their annual discount plans, these discounts are not sufficient incentive to
many advertisers when the summer
viewing loss during evening hours is so
marked."
NBC-TV
talent hunt
Talent hunt is on at NBC-TV "full
scale." Network will hold two auditions
each week in New York starting about
Oct. 1. Objectives of search: emcees
and hosts for daytimers; singers, comedians and specialty acts for variety
shows; "stars and leads" for NBC-produced pilots and dramatic actors for
network-produced live programs.
Preliminary screening will be handled
by Richard Kelly, manager, casting, and
Edith Hamlin, assistant supervisor, casting. Most promising of talent will be
further screened by David Tebet, NBC-
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• DETAILED COVERAGE

Fast production
One week from signing of
sponsorship contract to completion of first commercials — that's
pace scored last week by Firestone
Tire & Rubber Co., its agency
(Campbell-Ewald, Detroit) and
independent commercial firm
(Videotape Productions of New
York). Spokesmen gave this
skeleton schedule: Aug. 21: Firestone signed for 14 half-hours of
CBS-TV news coverage of Eisenhower-Khrushchev exchange visits
(At Deadline, Aug. 24); Aug.
22-24: conferences between Firestone and Campbell-Ewald officials, decision to include all six
products, policy approval, scriptwriting, script approval, casting,
etc.
Aug. 25, Videotape productions brought in; Aug. 26, production meeting in New York,
metal products ordered from
Akron, plastic from Dayton,
Ohio, and Pottstown, Pa., foam
rubber from New York; construction started on sets; Aug. 27:
products arrive New York, preparations continued; Aug. 28: two
commercials taped, for presentation Aug. 30 in second show of
series (in first show, Aug. 27,
commercials from old Voice of
Firestone productions were used).
People involved from start to
finish: 35 to 40. Cost: to be
computed.
TV's director, talent relations, who will
direct talent search. Mr. Tebet reports
to David Levy, vice president, NBC-TV
programs and talent. Similar operation
set for West Coast to be directed by
Harold F. Kemp, director, nighttime
programs. Talent selected will be
signed to exclusive contracts and made
available for performances. NBC-TV
also has plans for talent unit that would
be available to industrial groups and
NBC-TV affiliated stations for special
events and promotions.
TvB answers radio
Television Bureau of Advertising
Friday (Aug. 28) issued statement
claiming that delivered audience for
individual program is "a more meaningful measure of television viewing than

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 35

a total for an average day." Comment
was made by Norman E. Cash, president of TvB, as reply to report from
Sindlinger & Co. that number of people
listening to radio surpassed the number
of people viewing tv throughout July
and in first two weeks of August (see
story, page 66). Mr. Cash noted that
figure for radio represents listening
throughout 24-hour day on 3,300 radio
stations while tv figure is concentrated
in known sets-in-use patterns and on
about 500 stations.
NBC

closed

circuit

previews Ford plans
Network tv programming will provide "advertising voltage" for Ford to
"reach every segment of the car buying
public," James O. Wright, vice president and general manager of Ford Div.
(Ford Motor Co.), told dealers in
closed-circuit colorcast Friday.
Colorcast was initial drumbeat by
Ford in presenting details on its upcoming network tv series of 39-week specials, Startime, plus weekly Wagon
Train and Tennessee Ernie Ford, all
three on NBC-TV. Also appearing on
show were galaxy of tv stars, NBC
Board Chariman Robert Sarnoff, and
Hubbell Robinson Jr., former CBS-TV
executive vice president and now executive producer on Startime.
Mr.
Sarnoff
thatdifferent
Ford's
shows will
reachpredicted
35 million
homes each week, based on cumulative
audience figures. Mr. Wright revealed
Mercury (via Kenyon & Eckhardt)
will participate "occasionally" in Tuesday night specials. Roster of talent announced so far for Startime, with several appearing in colorcast (groups indicate all on one show) :
Rosalind Russell, master of ceremonies, "Wonderful World of Entertainment," Oct. 6, 9:30-11 p.m.
(Kate Smith, Polly Bergen, Eddie
Hodges, Maurice Chevalier and
Jack Paar) ; Jimmy Stewart and George
Gobel in "Cindy's Fellah"; Art Linkletter and his "Secret World of Kids";
Jerry Lewis in "The Jazz Singer";
George Burns in "A Night at the Palace" (with whom Eddie Cantor, Jack
Benny, George Jessel, played the
Palace in former days) ; Cyd Charisse
in her first tv show and paired with
husband Tony Martin; Dean Martin
(Frank Sinatra and Mickey Rooney);
Tony Curtis, Alec Guinness and Ingrid
Bergman each in dramatic show.
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AT

DEADLINE

Winter baseball
WISN-TV Milwaukee will feed
baseball-hungry fans weekly game from
Cuba's winter league, using taped versions to be played back Saturday nights
on station's two RCA tape recorders.
Widespread demand for Cuban games
was cited by WISN-TV Station Manager William Goodnow in announcing
series. RCA machines use 96-minute
reels. WISN-TV also plans to carry
Sunday afternoon playbacks of Marquette U. football games, starting with
Sept. 19 game against U. of Pittsburgh.
Resignations at RPI
Resignations of Sumner J. Glimcher
and Noel Bernard from Radio Press International, voiced radio news service,
was announced last Friday (Aug. 28).
Messrs. Bernard and Glimcher, president and vice president for foreign
news, respectively, have sold their stock

WEEK'S

La. 'early bird'
Rep. Harold McSween (D-La.)
does not plan to be caught short
in tv exposures during 1960
Louisiana primary elections.
KALB-TV Alexandria, La., reports congressman already has
placed firm order for time evening of Aug. 26, 1960, night before election. Late Friday (Aug.
28), KALB-TV had not as yet received demands for purchase of
"equal time" by any competing
candidates.
interest in RPI and will announce their
future plans shortly. RPI was formed
out of merger of Radio Press, headed
by George Hamilton Combs, now
board chairman of RPI, and International Transmissions Inc. six weeks ago.
The resignations were said to be outcome of "differences over policy"
(Broadcasting, Aug. 24).

HEADLINERS
Roger Read, general manager of
WKRC-TV Cincinnati, assigned to
home office of Taft Broadcasting
Co., that city, to assist in overall
. direction of operations, J. W.

McGough, general manager of
sucOhio, manColumbus,
WTVN-TV
ceeds him. Sam
Johnston,
ager of WTVN Radio, moves up
to managership of WTVN-TV,
and Richard W. Ostrander,
sales representative with WKRCTV, succeeds him. Mr. Read had
served previously as local sales,
general sales and assistant general manager of the Cincinnati
station. Taft stations are WKRCMr.
Mr.
AM-FM-TV, WTVN -AM -TV,
Johnston
Ostrander WBRC-AM-FM-TV Birmingham,
Ala.; WBIR-AM-FM-TV Knoxville, Tenn., and WKYT
(TV) Lexington, Ky.
~£

IHpP^H
IH^iJI

Mr. Larsen
Peterson in May.

M. Dale Larsen appointed general manager of KTVH (TV) Hutchinson-Wichita,
Kans. He had been assistant general manager since October, 1958, joined station
in January, 1956. Previously, Mr. Larsen
was with circulation and promotion department of Minneapolis Star & Tribune, Cowles publication which owns controlling
interest in station. He has been acting
manager since resignation of Howard O.

I. P. (Pete) Katz, broadcast supervisor at Leo Burnett Co.,
Chicago, transfers to agency's New York office as manager

io

• Business briefly
• Mutual announced Friday (Aug. 28)
that Bankers Life & Casualty Insurance
Co., Chicago, has signed to sponsor
Walter Winchell Show when program
returns to air following summer hiatus
Sept. 6 (Sun. 6-6:15 p.m.). Agency is
Phillips & Cherbo, Chicago.
• Oscar Mayer & Co., Chicago has appointed J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, to handle advertising of its line
of sausage and smoked meat products.
Account was formerly handled by
Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barger.
• National Carbon Co. (Prestone antifreeze), N.Y., through Wm. Esty. Co.,
N.Y., and Longines-Wittnauer Watch
Co., N.Y., through Victor A. Bennett
Co., N.Y., have signed to share alternate-week sponsorship of ZIV Television Programs' Men Into Space series
over CBS-TV (Wed., 8:30-9 p.m.),
starting Sept. 30. American Tobacco
Co. earlier had signed for alternateweek sponsorship.

of program production department. Mr. Katz joined Burnett
in 1957 after serving as program director of WLWT (TV)
Cincinnati and senior producer-director at WHAS-AM-TV
Louisville. Burnett Friday also announced substantial enlargement of Hollywood office, moving from 9100 to 9130
Sunset Blvd. Sept. 1. Expansion attributed to continuing increase in business handled by newly-aligned tv-radio programming and creative departments. Michael W. Gradle,
vice president, continues as manager of Hollywood office,
handling tv-radio programming and production, while Kenneth C. T. Snyder, Burnett tv-radio creative manager, will
supervise Hollywood creative activities.
Guild Copeland, senior vp, creative contact department, of Lennen & Newell,
N. Y., appointed executive vp of L & N.
He will assist president on general agency
policy, especially in creative areas, and
continue as overall supervisor of the P.
Lorillard Co. account. Mr. Copeland joined
Lennen & Newell in August, 1957, and
earlier had been vp and creative director
of Ted Bates, N. Y.

Mr. Copeland

Lester Gottlieb, program executive with
CBS-TV since 1956, named director of
program development and planning, N. Y.,
reporting to Michael H. Dann, vp, network programs, that city. This activity
was previously under direction of Robert
M. Weitman, now vp, independent productions (see Week's Headliners, Aug.
17). Mr. Gottlieb was vp in charge of
Mr. Gottlieb
programs with CBS Radio from 1952-56
and, before that, supervisor of radio talent division at Young
& Rubicam, N. Y.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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YOU
TO

CAN

LEARN

OPERATE

AN

AMPEX

IN

15

MINUTES

Six Quick Aids to Easy TV Tape Recording . . . You can learn to operate an Ampex Videotape* Television Recorder in less time than it takes to smoke a cigarette. These six features, for instance, make
recording simple, fast . . .
• JUST THESE BUTTONS TO PUSH — Record, Stop, Rewind, Fast Forward and Play.
• TAPE TIMER — records in hours, minutes and seconds . . . not footage. Lets yon back up tape for any
desired cue-in time.
• CUE TRACK — lets you locate, identify and cue commercials and programs.
• TAPE SPEED OVERRIDE — makes it easy to synchronize with another video or audio recorder.
• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE — speeds threading and splicing.
• FULL WIDTH ERASE — Automatically erases tape.
Of course, to be an "expert" — to learn maintenance as well as operation — takes one week. Ampex
trains your maintenance supervisor (over 436 so far!) at the factory. And he is then qualified to train
as many others as you like.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages and
profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.

AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE

TM AMPEX CORP.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

934 CHARTER ST. REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. EMerson 9-7111
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WE

HOLD

THESE

TRUTHS

WTOP-TV
WASHINGTON, D. C.

OPERATED BY THE WASHINGTON
BROADCAST DIVISION

POST

WTOP-TV, Channel 9, Washington, D.C.
WJXT, Channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida
WTOP

Radio

Washington, D.C.

WCSH-TV
NBC Affiliate

6

Portland, Maine

TEBOO
STARTS
STRONG

FINISHES
STRONG

The April '59 area ARB again proves you
get a bigger, more receptive audience on 6.
Garroway
beats
station
"B"
almost
5 to
1
average homes

reached daily.

Paar beats station "B"
2Vi to 1
average homes reached daily.
Ask your Weed TV man about the "fullday" WCSH-TV audience.
Remember you get a 5% discount when
you buy a matching spot schedule on Channel
2 in Bangor.

A MAINE
BROADCASTING

SYSTEM
STATION

14

WCSH-TV (6) Portland
WLBZ-TV (2) Bangor
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WRDO-Radio, Augusta

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
( * Indicates first or revised listing)
SEPTEMBER
*Sept. 2-3 — Hearings on radio-tv provisions of bills
exempting professional team sports from antitrustmittee.
laws Rm.by347,House
Antitrust
Old Judiciary
House Office
Bldg., Subcom10 a.m.
Sept. 3 — North Carolina AP Broadcasters annual
meeting, Charlotte.
Sept. 3-5 — Storer Broadcasting Co.'s radio program managers meeting, Detroit.
Sept. 4-5 — Texas AP Broadcasters, 1959 convention, Rice Hotel, Houston.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays
from ARF. starting this date. Further information
Sept. 11-12
CountryMo. Music Assn. Board of Directors,—Springfield,
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Columbus.
Sept. 12-13 — Annual fall meeting, Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Leland, Springfield.
*Sept. 13-16 — Assn. Canadienne de la Radio et
de la Television de Langue Francaise, annual meeting,tionsAlpinethrough
Inn,Andre
Ste. Marguerite,
Quebec.
Reserva-On
Daveluy, CKAC
Montreal.
agenda will be discussion of Board of Broadcast
Governors' proposed regulations (BROADCASTING, Aug. 10).
Sept.tel Astor,
15 — N.Y.
Premium Advertising conference, HoSept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention, Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept.
17 — Assn.of of
MotionMontreal.
Picture Producers
& Laboratories
Canada,
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
*Sept. 17-18 — Institute of Radio Engineers, engineering symposium, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, secondsions
in series
three-daycalling
workshop-business
sesunder newof format
for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Also annual awards meeting.
Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly
Fm Chicago.
Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House,
Sept. 18-20 — Eighth Chicago stereo/hi-fi show,
Palmer House, Chicago. Public can hear stereo
music being recorded. More than 100 U.S. and
European temanufacturers'
products on display. Atndance of 35,000 expected.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20— United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Sept. 20 — UPI Broadcasters-Telecasters of LouiBROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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fast.

THE
"Here

PGW

COLONEL

at PGW

operate

SAYS:

we

on the theory

that our

Colonels

about

work

five times

as hard

fellow

as the next

"

That's why we award a gold watch to every
PGW

employee after five years with us, instead

of waiting for the customary 25 years of service.

We are happy to say that 59 Colonels and Colonelettes at PGW

have already been presented with

their five-year watch . . . we're happy because we
like people who like hard work. Don't you?

P

JETERS,

G

RIFMN,

W

OODWARD,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
ATLANTA

CHICAGO
DALLAS

DETROIT
FT. WORTH

HOLLYWOOD
SAN FRANCISCO

siana,
Monroe. organizational meeting, Hotel Frances,
Sept. 21—
Radio & AP
Tv Bldg.,
Assn.'s 50board
of directorsAP
annual meeting,
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Frances Hotel, Monroe- Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago, and
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting."
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 23 — Comments due on FCC proposals to
add vhf channels to Fresno, Bakersfield and
Sacramento-San Francisco. Reply comments due
Oct. 8. Dockets 11759 (Fresno-Bakersfield) and
12946 (Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno).
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
''Sept. 23-26 — National Sales Executives-InterGermany. national sales-marketing congress, Berlin, West
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25-26
Valley
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,

You
bungled
that

badly,

Smidley.
Every time I dump the buying
decision in your lap you pass
up this Cascade buy. What's
the matter, old boy, can't you
spell it? You just don't skip a
market like this. The Cascade
4-station network is a "must"
in the Pacific Northwest. More
than half a million people with
over a billion dollars to spend.
And, Smidley, Cascade's alone
in the entire market.

a

KIMA-TV
KBAS-TV

YAKIMA, WASH .

PASCO, RIOUAND,
KEPR-TV KENNEWI CK, WASH,

MOSES LAKE, WASH,

For Facts and Figures:
lEWISTON ID*
KLEW-TV
Nationot Representatives:
Pacific Northwest:
GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY Company
MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting, publicity and public relations, production, marketing and merchandising, media, art
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
man.
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chairSept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
"Sept.nual30-0ct.
1 — Nicholas
Illinois Broadcasters
Assn. anmeeting, St.
Hotel, Springfield.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No. 13,085.
*0ct- 2-5 — National Sales Executives-International, board of directors meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct.
— Institute of symposium,
Radio Engineers'
fifth
national5-7 Communications
Hotel Utica,
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value enBROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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SHREVEPORT
WAKY, KTSA and KEEL: Represented Nationally by John Blair & Company
KABL: Represented Nationally by Daren F. McGavren Co., Inc.
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IN SOUTHERN

NEW ENGLAND
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gineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 10 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, Columbus.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transistors, and communication and navigation, among
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn.'s annual awards at international convention
(see above). Entries in the contest must be postmarked before midnight, Sept. 1.
Oct. 15 — Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing below.
Oct. 15-16 — Central Region annual meeting,
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
19-20 — Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
29-30— Dinkier-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
19-20 — Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
Springs, W. Va.
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18 — Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6— St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.

In the Great Saginaw Valley and
the Metropolitan Hub of FlintSaginaw— Bay City— Midland:
See your Petryman

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

One of the Nation's
Great Independents

m/m
PROVIDE NCE, RHODE
20 (DATEBOOK)

ISLAND

CENTRAL STUDIOS AND OFFICES
5700 Becker, Saginaw, Michigan
NATIONAL SALES OFFICE AND STUDIOS
Bishop Airport, Flint, Michigan
WN

EM-TV
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TELEVISION

SLAPSTICK

CIRCUS

devoted by this major studio to its features —
same studios, sets, many of same top-ranking
stars, directors, producers, writers!

pictures.
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® TOYLAND
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BROS.
FEATURETTES

EVER!

IS

A

NATURAL

FOR

MERCHANDISING
AND

PREMIUMS

HIS MAGIC TRAIN - Battery operated, runs
on its own portable monorail. The same train BIG MAC
rides in the television

films. Available

to you

first for

promotion . . . then to be sold in retail outlets everywhere.

-Posters, giveaways and dozens of BIG MAC items
. . . available to you and your sponsor as promotions ... to be sold through retail outlets everywhere.
The WARNER

BROS. FEATURETTES,

WITH

BIG MAC

Are

Now Available To You On A Library Basis, Just Like The
Fabulously Successful POPEYE

And WARNER

BROS.

CARTOONS. They Represent A Substantial Addition To
The Programming Of Any Station . . . Highly Popular
With Young Audiences, Highly Saleable.
A WONDERFUL OPPORTUNITY FOR ADDITIONAL
PROFITS. Use BIG MAC or your own local MC. Don't miss
out because of product conflict . . . put on another
children's program and get all sponsors.
For Complete Details and Screening Print Call or Wire Your Nearest U.A.A. Office
NEW

YORK

• HOLLYWOOD

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.
NEW YORK 247 Park Avenue . MUrray Hill 7-7800
CHICAGO 75 E. Wicker Dr., DEarborn 2 2030
DALLAS 1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES 400 S. Beverly Drive. CRestvlew 6-5886

CHICAGO

• DALLAS

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
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Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas. ... Lawrence B. Taishoff
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Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
Special Projects Editor . .David Glickman
Associate Editor
, Harold Hopkins
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WDBJ

—
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

BUSINESS
V.P. & General Manager Maury Long
Sales Manager. .Winfield Levi (New York)
Southern Sales Manager Ed Sellers
Production Manager George L. Dant
Traffic Manager
Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Doris Kelly
Advertising Assistants: Merilyn Bean,
John Henner, Ada Michael.
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Assistant Auditor
Eunice Weston
Secretary to Gen. Mgr Eleanor Schadi

The

of the

in
• • •
anywhere!

WDBJ -TV covers 53 counties . . . where there are over
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.

average daily rating of 14.7.
It delivers viewers for only 95
cents per M on a 5 Plan; 75
on a 10 Plan.*
cents per Msales-producing
Powerful
merchandising support

For example, THE EARLY
SHOW, best features from
MGM, WB, UA, etc., has an

SHOW and other "best buys"
offered by WDBJ-TV.
*o// cpmi based on Morcfi, 1959 NSI
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provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at THE EARLY

FOR

CURRENT

AVAILABILITIES

CHANNEL
Maximum Power • Maximum Height
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

7

BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
BROADCASTING*—
The News Magazine of the
Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932,
Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc
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. ..as
film properties

we

in all of first-run syndication

Recently, The Phil Silvers Show

were

saying,

are available

and Trackdown

were

the two hottest

from

CBS

Films.

offered for off-network

sales. Since then, advertisers have flocked to syndication's top new comedy
show and top new Western ... to the tune of more than 2 million dollars !
Big, big markets

such as New

York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit

are signed

for one, or both. And
Miami,
Like we

Ft. Worth,

so are Pittsburgh, Milwaukee,

Charleston

said, if you want

and

Salt Lake

Washington,

City ... to mention

to sign either of these smash

area, better act fast. Because,

in the words

Minneapolis,
but a few.

hits for your sales

of Variety, "sales are piling up."

. . the Boston,
best film San
programs
for all
stations."
Offices
in NewCanada:
York, Chicago,
Los Angeles,
~rp Jl
T^TT
Tt/fQ! /S\
Sg/
M-JLjItI^
Ltd.
S. W. Caldwell,
Atlanta.
Dallas,
St. Louis,
Francisco,
Detroit,

Still

wondering
the

where
low

This

went?

is it,

la

PURE

GOUT ioms

coverage!

WLAC-TV's 91 -county, 4-state
coverage area is virtually free
of duplication
CBS station.

by any other

The difference

between

CBS

coverage

and

unduplicated
NBC

unduplicated

documented

coverage

by NCS

^3

is

area

survey and published engineering maps of NBC stations in
Paducah and Louisville.

Always
in

the

the

leader..,

things

that

count!

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
New York
Chicago
Detroit Kansas City
Atlanta Dallas Los Angeles
San Francisco
Robert M. Reuschle
General Sales Manager
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Buy AREA

impact on WLAC-TV,

T. B. Baker, Jr.
Executive V/ce-Pres/denf
and General Manager

the South s Great

MULTI-MARKET UA STATION
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MONDAY

MEMO

from JOSEPH STONE, vice 'president & copy group head, J. Walter Thompson

How

often

must

"When do you change ET's? How
expendable are they? What is their life
expectancy?"
Because I'm asked these questions so
often, I've decided to see what my
views look like on paper.
To begin answering these questions,
you must understand the differences between radio and other media. Radio is
the semi-conscious medium. Whereas
tv, magazines and newspapers get what
is practically our undivided attention,
radio is most generally used as background music, as a traveling companion
or noise to fill an empty house.
Radio Is "Best Buy" • To overcome
radio's handicaps of less audience per
message, less time per message, less
attention per message and less impression on the senses per message — the industry has worked out a repetition technique which has made radio the best
buy in all advertising.
This is the technique which spelled
such great success for Pepsi Cola, BabO, Chiquita Banana, Arrid's "Why be
half safe," Pepsodent's "You'll wonder
where the yellow went" and so many
others. In fact there is practically no
famous radio commercial which did not
follow that technique — which, simply
stated, is: develop the one best way to
deliver your message and deliver it over
and over for months.
By stating your message one way —
and only one way — you burn in a sharp
impression. To discuss a few specifics:
How about different treatments of
the same song?
Okay. You're still in "register." Like
printing with 4-color plates.
How about a comedy series like
Ford's "Duffy" and Andy Griffith or
the humorous Dodge spots?
Humor of this type must be alternated and periodically refreshed. But
change format as little as possible.
How long can a spot run?
As long as its message is the one you
want to burn in. For some products that
could mean years. In the case of an
annual product — such as a tv set — the
promise of newness might be defeated
by repetition of an old commercial.
Why then do agencies sometimes
recommend several spots to run at
once?
On accounts where you have many
clients (plus their wives), you often
have to satisfy many points of view.
It's a compromise.
A used-car story and parts story
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

you

change

which do not basically change should
be treated differently than a new car
story, shouldn't they?
Yes. Used-car spots and parts spots
can
on effectively
years.hasFord's
MillsgoBrothers
used-carforseries
been
running since 1953. But new-car spots
must change every year to reflect a
changed car — even the theme song temporarily gets new lyrics. And each
special campaign gets its own special
commercials. However, within a campaign period you do better with one
or two spots throughout no matter how
often or for how long a period they run.
In these days of rapidly changing radio station "formulae," must commercials change to suit new station formats?
Not exactly, (although sometimes
you wonder
they shouldn't
stations!)
The ifadvertiser
used tochange
have
relatively sedate programming in which

Co., New

radio

York

copy?

to insert his commercials. Today he
drops his spots into bedlam. Blaring
brass and brassy vocal groups are
screaming intros for the weather and
news. At the drop of a hat the station serenades you with its din-bedecked call letters. And in some cases
the station does a blasting "shortie"
identifying
itself right before your commercial.
The above is equivalent in some ways
to the New York Times surrounding
each ad with big black borders advertising the Times. For the purpose
of this discussion there's no need to
criticize or praise this type of radio
station conduct. But we must recognize
its existence and, thus, plan commercials which can live in any climate. Plan
for the worst and then be ready to
stick with your message no matter what
type of hysteria the stations move on to.
Is the life expectancy of a raucous
commercial shorter than that of a goodtaste commercial?
A raucous commercial should not get
on the air in the first place. There are
lots of ways to get attention without
being objectionable. Many commercials
these days are too harsh, too loud and
too brassy. Continued over a long period
of time they, too, burn in an impression
— one of disgust on the part of the
What has a longer life — a jingle or a
public.
talking commercial?
Usually a jingle. But there have been
cases where non-musical spots went on
successfully for a long time ("Why be
half safe"; Pall Mall's "On the air, on
the ground, on the sea"; Viceroy's thinking men). One explanation for the longer life of musical commercials is that
they
cost more
so there's less
inclination
to givemoney
them — up.
How long do you have to use a jingle

Joseph Stone, 39, is recognized as one
of the more successful jingle creators in
the agency business. Has among his
broadcast credits: supervised commercials of past year's Ford Road Show,
which consisted of 55 minutes of commercials for each week's 26 network
radio shows; wrote, cast and produced
prize-winning radio spots and wrote
both the Ford and Red Cross theme
songs. Member of ASCAP; among his
songs, "I Just Don't Know" recorded
by Four Lads sold 400,000 platters. Has
been with JWT since 1945, 10 years
as copy group head and four years as
vice president.

to get "your money's worth?"
Less than most people suppose! It's
amazing how stingy we ad men get when
it comes accounts
to radio which
production
I've
known
devote costs.
as much
as 10% of their space costs to production of print advertisements, yet begrudge radio production even 3% of
time costs.
'Once More With Feeling' • It all
adds up to this: on radio, say it as often
as you can for as long as you can. Say
it sharp and say it the same way over
and over again. And keep doing it as
long as the message itself is the best
thing you can say.
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'Monday Memo' impact
EDITOR :
As you perhaps well know, your
Monday Memo feature has widespread
readership, for since the appearance of
my piece (page 23, Aug. 10), I have
heard from people all over the country.
All of them agree on the need for a reevaluation of station promotion reports,
but perhaps those with the opposite view
are grouping their forces and are still
to be heard from.
Harold A. Smith
Program
PromotionMgr.and
Merchandising
Chicago Louis & Brorby
Needham,
editor :
Kudos to you and Harold Smith of
Needham, Louis & Brorby for the Monday Memo "It's time to update promotion reports." As a representative, this
is a subject of special interest to me. I
agree with Mr. Smith that most stations
do an excellent job of promotion and
merchandising for their advertisers but
their methods of reporting their efforts
often are woefully lacking . . .
In addition to having our stations
send reports to us for transmittal to the
agency, we ask them to see that the
proper field representative of the advertiser also gets a copy. He is as important as anybody in New York or Chicago in maintaining good relationships.
Powell H. Ensign
Everett-McKinney Inc.
New York
EDITOR :

...a unique process pioneered by General
Film in which a strip of 35mm film, perforated with 32mm sprocket holes, is split
down the center to produce two 16mm prints
of outstanding quality.
After successfully processing millions of
feet of 35/32 black and white and color film
we have observed many outstanding advantages and list a few: better sound quality,
lack of roller abrasions in sound track area,
the ability to use standard 35mm professional equipment, and the efficiency that
comes from handling two prints in one
operation. Negatives made on 35/32 film
stand wear and handling of multiple printing much better than do 16mm negatives.
Additional information to help you apply
these advantages to your own film needs is
available on request. Ask for Bulletin G.*
OO

GENERAL
FILM LABORATORIES CORP.
1546 ARGYLE, HOLIVWOOD 28, CALIF., HO 2-6171

•Presented October 9, 1956 at SMPTE Convention at Los Angeles by William E. Gephart, Jr., V.P. of General Film Laboratories Corp
mm I
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Your Monday Memo "Retail Dollars await the 'Effective Sell' " (by
David P. Thomas, radio-tv director, Kal,
Ehrlich & Merrick, Washington, page
23, Aug. 24), is one of the best sales
tools I have ever seen on behalf of our
media. Please rush 500 reprints.
Ronny Kahn
Vice President & Gen. Mgr.
KMGM Albuquerque, N. M.
editor :
Congratulations on the Monday
Memo from David P. Thomas. For
many years the Washington radio audience has been hearing and acting on the
ideas embodied in the creative copy of
Dave Thomas.
Sol Hurwitz
WGMS Washington
The catv controversy
editor:
I have been a regular reader of
Broadcasting for several years — first
as a broadcaster, now as the operator of
a catv system.
I can't help but express my disappointment in your editorial of August
10, "Small market tv and catv."
Through your use of such phrases and
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

MORE

TV

HOMES

IN AMERICA'S

Only

WSTV-TV

Channel

9 dominates

AT

28™

LESS

TV

th e Upper

COST

MARKET

Ohio

Valley

Steubenville-Wheeling:
=

482,300

TV HOMES*

347,100 TV HOMES

Nearest Competitor:

WSTV-TV

LEADS

BY

135,200

TV

HOMES

Only WSTV-TV, Steubenville-Wheeling, guarantees more homes, greater coverage
in America's rich Steel and Coal Center. (Excluding Pittsburgh)
Lowest cost-per-thousand guarantees better return for every invested dollar. Only
WSTV-TV offers famous "Shopper-Topper" Merchandising Service to any 13-week
advertiser. Avery-Knodel or your nearest Friendly Group Office has all facts.

CHANNEL

9 CBS-ABC

Steubenville-Wheeling

V-TV
WSAT
Member of the Friendly Group
60 East 42nd St., N. Y. • 211 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh • Exchange Realty Bldg., Steubenville, Ohio
WSTV-TV, WSTV, Steubenville • WPIT, Pittsburgh • KMLB, Monroe, La. • KODE-TV, KODE,
Joplin, Mo. • WBOY-TV, WBOY, Clarksburg, W. Va. • WPAR, Parkersburg, W. Va.
*Television Magazine

terms as "cable station" or inferring
that the small market telecaster is "fighting for survival" or that our operations
are "unfair in the legal sense" and that
we are forcing small market stations to
"fold as several have done" you paint a
picture of a group of broadcast parasites
who are interested only in the dollar
and have no sense of responsibility to
the people they serve— people who cannot get adequate television coverage because of the distance or terrain features
between them and the originating station.
The members of the catv industry do
have a deep sense of responsibility to
their patrons. And the facts, as they
have been brought out, don't jibe with
your editorial position.
We are not broadcasters — we don't
operate "stations" — we don't make any
use of the spectrum to broadcast (or, as
you put it, "rebroadcast"). We operate
only a receiving service which is more
efficient than the best rooftop antenna.
You are correct in stating that the
750 catv systems in the U.S. serve about
550,000 homes. But, you neglected to
point out that this comprises about 2%
of the television population and that,
conversely, some 98% of the population
is completely unaffected and, probably,
completely unaware of the existence of
our industry.
Certainly this miniscule portion of
the public can't be construed as serious
competition to any tv station. . . .
Since 1952, 96 stations (89 uhf and
7 vhf) have gone off the air. In only
three cases has the existence of a catv
system even been offered as a factor in
their shutting down. But, the FCC, in
investigating each of these three cases,
could not determine that the catv system was any kind of a decisive factor.
. . . Telecasters love to have us
bring their signals into a new area they
haven't been in before— as long as it's
somebody
But, towns
they don't
like us to else's
come market.
into their
and
upset their monopoly.
Meanwhile, we and the other catv
systems . . . will continue to do our
best to fill in the white areas with good
television coverage — coverage not afforded under the present systems of allocations. And we'll continue to grow
in the number of people served because
mmm

The Sound That Sells
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we
giveother
themway.
something they can't get
in any
Edward M. Allen
Vice President-General Manager
Winona Tv Signal Co.
Winona, Minn.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE:
KSPR-TV
Wyo.,
after two years
on ch.
6, also hasCasper,
quit,Greatly
citing
catv competition.]
EDITOR :
Thanks for your editorial . . .
appreciate
Ed your
Craneyhelp.
KXLF-TV Butte, Mont.
editor:
... I do not feel that free tv is imperiled by catv in its traditional sense.
The artificial extension of metropolitan station coverage into communities
served by local tv stations through the
use of microwave-fed catv is quite another matter and poses some grave
perils to local service, particularly when
network advertisers can circumvent the
use of local tv broadcasting in favor of
the catv which costs the advertiser nothing. Also the ability of the catv to escape all regulations including duopoly
gives an unfair advantage to the cable
system which is obvious . . .
Your current editorial succinctly
sums up the whole issue.
Rex G. Howell
President
KREX-TV Grand Junction,
Colo.
More
editor:about 'give-aways'
I read with great interest the story in
your
August
10 issuelisted
on "Give-aways."
While
we were
as one of the
companies specializing in prizes, I felt
that we did not receive the recognition
from a trade periodical that we were
entitled to. Not because we are looking
for any personal glory or publicity, but
because it is important to us that your
80,000 readers know that we were pioneers in the so-called give-away business . . .
The author of the article perhaps does
not remember the "Three Johns" —
Masterson, Reddy and Nelson and their
Bride and Groom; Mark Goodson's Stop
the Music; NBC's short-lived Hollywood Calling. No mention is made of
Ralph Edwards or Art Linkletter, who
are truly the pioneers of give-away programs. The writer has the honor (perhaps dubious today) of having started
with the above gentlemen. . . . Our
operation, from its inception was recognized, and is today, as a definite and
successful medium and our fees carry
regular advertising agency commission.
In fact 75% of our clients are advertising agencies and public relations firms.
Aldolphe Wenland
Wenland Enter-Prizes Inc.
Los Angeles
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Vibrantly alive, in love with the fast tempo and excitement of today's living; ever eager to
share in the interests and enthusiasms of others ... a "metropolitan" personality.

METROPOLITAN
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
205 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.
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New York City
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HOW
An

BIG

embarrassing

THE
but

PAYOLA

vital question

"Booze, broads and bribes."
This inelegant sampling from the
idiom of the music trade was revived a
fortnight ago by a stir out of Los
Angeles about payola for disc jockeys.
Lew Irwin, KPOL Los Angeles news director who also handles a nightly news
report on KABC-TV there, turned up a
letter in which a onetime Denver deejay
outlined
"alliance"hittolistpromote
ords ontoana national
for $600rec-a
tune.
The biggest news in that development was that the letter ever saw the
light of day. Even the rumors about
payola usually are traded under the
counter. But they flourish in the dark.
Though largely undocumented, the
claim that deejays can be bought — and
therefore that much of the nation's
radio music is dictated by recording
companies offering balm for the itching
palm — is one of the most persistent of
the postwar crop.
The rumors thrive on the inequalities
of supply-and-demand, if not on fact.
Since World War II the number of recording companies has grown from a
half-dozen to 1,500 to 2,000 (chiefly,
according to authorities, because improvements in the technology have
made it possible to turn out a record
for $350 or so). Many of these companies are one-day wonders, but when
one fails, its place is quickly taken by
another. New releases pour out constantly. To succeed they must sell. But
before they can sell they must be
heard — and no record maker has yet
come to light who will put any medium
ahead of radio for the exposure of his
wares.
Bigness of Music • Radio in the
meantime has become basically a musical instrument. Many stations estimate
that at least 60 to 70% of their air
time is devoted to records. So stations
and recording companies clearly need
each other. But there are so many more
records than air time that stations can
play only a fraction of the 50 to 250
new releases which come to them each
week. The situation is so tight that
some recording companies are crying
for acceptance of shorter records, and
for deejays to stop playing hits so
often after they hit their peaks and
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

IN

is examined

start on the decline.
Investigation supports the logic that
record companies pass out considerably
more than free records — and that even
the most strait-laced jockeys benefit
from their largesse. Who's to refuse a
fancy dinner, a plush weekend, a companionate night on the town? What is
there to do with a friendly gift bottle
but look it in the mouth?
There also is support for the contention that these are only fringe benefits— for some jocks. Under the cover
of anonymity, expert witnesses will tell
you about quid pro quo arrangements in

RECORDS?
in this special

report

which companies offer — and deejays accept— gifts too costly to be mere remembrances, money payable on either a
retainer or a per-record basis, a percentage of sales, a piece of the company, even recordings by the case-lot
for private re-sale by the jocks. "Booze,
broads
and say.
bribes" signifies a way of
life, some
"Don't quote me" • But usually the
informants won't name names. And
these things always seem to happen to
somebody else. Moreover, other experts will testify that there is no payola
of any consequence, certainly none be-

Program supply • On the desk in front of Fred Fiske, deejay on WWDC Washington, D.C., are the records which the station received last week. WWDC, like
most other major market stations, gets at least 150 records a week (singles and
albums) from record companies which need radio plays to stimulate retail sales.
The rising flood of releases from some 2,000 record producers is creating impossible demands for air exposure.
35

yond the accepted bounds of normal
customer relationships, and that, even if
there is, it has no bearing on what records get played on the air. Ahmet Ertegun of Atlantic and Atco Records speaks
for many on both sides of the turntable when he says: "You can't hide a
hit — it's going to get played. People
operating out of their hats get hits."
While agreeing, others add, as did another recording executive, this codicil:
"But damn few people will buy records
they haven't heard."
The one thing that both sides agree
on, in discussing payola or the noneexistence thereof, is that the opportunity
is there. There is a strong body of

stake would level with you? Do you
really want to find out what goes with
the record business? If you do, it's very
simple: Get youself a couple of tunes,
record them and go out to get them
played. Then you'll find out for real.
"Take the records around to stations,
call on managers, program directors,
disc jockeys and try to get plays. Pretty
soon you'll know why there's payola,
why guys with records offer a piece of
them or an interest in the music publishing company or the artist to an influential deejay to get them on the air.
Pretty soon you're offering some bills
or a percentage to anyone who can
help get your tune or artist or record

Jury system of picking records • At many stations, the
autonomy of individual disc jockeys in choosing records to
be played on the air has been withdrawn in favor of selection by a panel. At some stations top management participates, atothers, management plus performers. KFWB Los
Angeles uses a combination system. The Top 40 tunes are
chosen on the basis of record sales. The rest of the records
which the station plays are picked by a panel of deejays and
evidence, however, that the opportunity
today is more difficult to administer —
that the payoff does not carry the influence now that it did 10 years ago. It
can't, unless it is being passed out to
more hands. For disc jockey is not the
king he once was, except perhaps to his
public. In the studio, where he once
picked the records for his program
himself, he now finds this function substantially taken over, in more and more
cases, by a board of which he is only
one member.
People in the record business are generally hesitant to talk bluntly about
payola. Occasionally, however, there
comes an exception. One such, speaking from anonymity, offered this appraisal:
"Do you honestly think that I or anyone else with a job or a business at
36 (SPECIAL REPORT)

played every three or four hours?
There's room for about 15 or 20 discs
outside the Top 40, and how much
chance do you think your record has
of being one of those 15 or 20 and how
much are you willing to pay to help
Hardit to
Document • Payola charges
make
one?"
generally follow a pattern — stories of
deejays with deals which net them a
penny a platter from the sale of records they plug on the air, deejays on retainers paid by record companies to insure plays of all their releases, deejays
with "rate cards" showing how many
plays you can expect for your money
and, in the rate-card tradition offering

the vice president for programming — after the station's
president, Robert Purcell, and the music librarian have
screened out 75% of the releases which flood the station.
In picture at left a jury of deejays listens to a new release.
Members are Elliot Field and Ted Quillin (1-r, foreground)
and B. Mitchel Reed and Bruce Hayes (1-r, background).
In picture at right Chuck Blore, programming vice president,
presides over session.

off the ground and headed somewhere.
"Do you think you or anybody can
tell whether one rock-and-roll tune is
better than the next one? Do you think
the deejays or program directors can, or
that they select the ones to play solely on
their musical merits? Sure, a bad record
is a bad record, and no one who wants
to keep an audience for his program
or station is going to program too many
bad ones. But what about the good
ones, the ones that are at least as good
as the run of the lot?
"When the major companies put out
five records a week apiece and the independents each contribute one or more,
there's 200-300 records a week. Who
can play them all and decide which ones
are the
going
get which
the plays
don't
go
to
Topto 10,
are that
played
every
hour, or to the rest of the Top 40,

dollar-volume discount inducements.
The charges are hard to back up and
indeed are denied by people as well
placed as those who make them. But
that doesn't stop them from circulating.
A little over a year ago, for instance,
Seymour M. Lazar, an entertainment
lawyer from Beverly Hills, Calif., who
also is west coast attorney for ASCAP,
told a Senate commerce subcommittee
that:
"Southern California is known as a
'payola district.' In order to get your
song played by disc jockeys in Los Angeles you must pay cash."
Mr. Lazar hedged by saying that "not
all disc jockeys take cash," but he ventured that "more than half do." He
said he got his information from "inquiries through the trade, and I know of
disc jockeys making $300 to $500 a
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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week, above their salaries of $25,000 to
$50,000 a year. . . . The broadcasters
know this. It is that flagrant."
Rebuttal • Mr. Lazar did not document his charges. At least one record
promoter, Bob Stern of Hollywood, who
represents close to a score of labels,
says he wired the committee asking for
a chance to refute the testimony but
never got a reply, let alone an invitation
to appear.
It is Mr. Stern's contention that competition ifnothing else has kept Los Angeles and many other markets clean:
If one deejay is dominant in a city perhaps he can afford to take payola, but in
a market like Los Angeles no one jock
(or station) is so powerful that he (or it)
can take the risk. The deejay who knowingly plugs bum records, Mr. Stern reasons, isn't going to keep an audience
long enough to help anybody.
"There may be payola but there's no
dictatorial pay-off," he contends, meaning that deejays aren't paid to play
specific records. He acknowledges that
at Christmas time "we show our appreciation for what they've done in the
past year," and maybe if a jock's wife
is in the hospital her bill might be paid.
"But we never pay them to play any
certain record," he declares.
Season's Greetings • This point of
view does not conflict with the sizeable body of opinion which holds that
record promoters can be as thoughtful
as other businessmen at times like
Christmas. It is only consistent with the
spirit of the occasion, aside from prudent business, to remember one's friend
and repay past favors. And it would be
gross ingratitude if the remembrances
were not accepted in the spirit in which
they were given. In all this camaraderie
and seasonal good will a considerable
lot of merchandise changes hands, and
this is not denied any more than in any
other business.
But sometimes the spirit of fellowship
gets out of control and gifts are passed
that seem to tax the limits of ordinary
generosity. The Christmas wrappings
may even yield up a car or a boat
among the other geegaws. And it is said
that some deejays have become so hardened to such things that they have been
known to suffer temporary lapses in
their manners. A classic example is the
jock who, as such legends go, received
a color television set and promptly called
the donor, not to express gratitude but
to break the news that "it's too bad that
I can't use it where I live without
spending $150 for a special antenna installation."
Report from L.A. • One of the principal recent contributors to the body of
existing literature on payola is KPOLKABC-TV's Mr. Irwin. His broadcast
breaking the story of the would-be payola "alliance" a couple of weeks ago
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was one in a series he has devoted to the
subject over the past few months.
One recent guest was attorney Lazar,
who this time was a little more specific
about the source of his information than
mony.
he
had been in his congressional testi"I know of [instances among] my
own clients where payoff exists," he declared. "Iknow it exists because I know
of individuals that pay individuals all
over the country for it."
Payola, he said, can take many forms
— $50 or $100 bills enclosed with records, credit cards, a suit of clothes.
A jock in can
an add
"influential
he
hazarded,
$50,000 position,"
to $150,000
to his salary via payola. He viewed it
as a "national" problem, asserting that
there are perhaps 20 to 25 "key situations" where top 40 records are made
and where, therefore, the deejays are
much more apt to be pressured. "Many
of
disc jockeys do take payola,"
he these
charged.
Writers and Publishers • Mr. Lazar
also contended that songwriters and music publishers are culprits in the payola
game. This is part of ASCAP's standing
charges against BMI. In the case of
"an honest-to-goodness songwriter, a
person who writes a good song," Mr.
Lazar contended, payola is necessary or
"his music will not be heard, and if it
is not heard it can never be a hit."
(Music publishers themselves testify
that radio plays can be even more important to them than to recording companies, because they get more than half
of their revenues from performance
credits.)
In another broadcast Mr. Irwin maintained that payola is paid "not for the
sake of selling records, but for the sake
of deceiving the Internal Revenue Bureau." He quoted an unidentified recording company official as contending that
gangsters control juke boxes which they
cite as source of revenues that actually
come from illicit operations. To make
their jukebox business look good, he
asserted, they produce records and promote them into hits via payola.
Another Irwin guest, Wolfe Gilbert,
West Coast director of ASCAP, speculated that "major houses" — he was referring to music publishing firms — are
not as guilty of payola as smaller and
newer ones. This concept seems to be
generally but not universally shared
with regard to payola charges against
recording companies.
Dick Whittinghill, KMPC Los Angeles deejay, and Al Jarvis of KFWB Los
Angeles, one of the first of the nation's
deejays, also have appeared on Mr.
Irwin's program.
Mr. Whittinghill said that he had
been "approached by a couple of song
pluggers, and the head of a record company, and they've offered me anything

from putting a pool in my house to reroofing the house, and [there was] one
incident with cash." But he said he knew
for a fact that "no one at KMPC is
taking
it [payola].
as a
very clean
station.We're
We known
get enough
dough— they pay us a pretty good salary. There's no reason for us to resort
to anything as low as that." His judgment of the payola business: "It stinks."
Mr. Jarvis said "some" distributors
engage
the thepractice
and do,"
"some"
don't. "I inthink
bigger ones
he
added. But he contended that nobody
has to pay for plays of a first-rate record— and "I don't think that any first
rate disc jockey," he said, "intentionally
plays
station second-rate
permits therecords."
deejay toEven
pick ifhisa
own records "he still must play to please
Case of Good Will • If anyone
hisA listeners."
had any doubts about the importance
that record makers attach to radio he
should have attended the deejay convention sponsored at Miami Beach last
spring by casting,
the JuneStorz
Stations
(Broad1, 8).
The number,
variety and meatiness of the speeches
were rivaled by the number, variety and
meatiness of the extra-curricular diversions set up for the boys by recording
companies. Some of the hosts displayed
singularly fundamental ideas about recreation, along with seemingly unlimited
sources of supply (which some of them
are, indeed, said to have) .
It is accepted fact that recording companies may be excluded from the next
such get-together, but in fairness it
ought to be reported that at least some
recording executives contend this was
by no means the worst display of hospitality they had ever witnessed. "It
just
got the worst press," they explain
ing.
in what is probably the biggest understatement associated with that gatherAnything but Cash • More direct
testimony to the esteem in which influential radio programmers are held by
recording people is given by an executive whose company is not a major
but is successful and in clean repute regarding
payola.short
"We'llof give
thing they
want
money,thenso anylong
as it doesn't mean demeaning ourselves," he asserts. His idea is not to
buy specific plays but to keep his label
in favor among as many so-called decision-makers aspossible.
At the other extreme is the record
plugger who, according to President
and General Manager Robert M. Purcell, once walked into the program director's office at KFWB Los Angeles
with this proposition: "I want your
'pick tune of- the week' and here's a
check for $1,700, which I'm told is
your price." When the program director
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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refused, the promoter tried to be understanding. "Okay," he said, "so you've
got your tune picked for this week; I'll
take next week. Or the week after."
Continued refusal left the promoter
nothing to do but depart, shaking his
head.
This episode may be related to another, also involving KFWB, which is
told by a record promoter. He tells of
a rival plugger who, having somehow
learned what record was to be the following week's "Pick of the Week" on
KFWB, telephoned the record company
in New York and offered, for 900 free

m

tors as possible — an exercise in togetherness that runs his telephone bill to more
than $3,000 a month.
It seems significant that Mr. Carlton,
along with many others, mentions the
program director rather than the deejay
as the man to know. Often the two titles
are interchangeable, but investigation
makes clear that, at least in major stations, the deejay no longer rules in lonesome splendor. Even if he still picks
the records he plays, he's apt to have
the face of management peeking over
his shoulder while he does it.
"A good music-control system is

0
n

Payola on the air • On several broadcasts in recent months Lew Irwin, news
director of KPOL Los Angeles who also does a nightly news report on KABC-TV
Los Angeles, has reported alleged examples of largesse passing to deejays from
music interests. Two weeks ago Mr. Irwin broadcast a story about a former
Denver deejay who was said to have tried to set up an "alliance" of "closemouthed" disc jockeys to promote records for pay. The proposal was made to a
recording company executive who rejected it, according to Mr. Irwin. The deejay,
Bud Lee, couldn't be found last week. He left Denver a year ago, Broadcasting
learned, later worked in Boston and then in Phoenix.
copies, to get the number named "pick"
by the station. The record company sent
the 900 copies, which the hustler sold
for private gain, and that was all there
was to it until the company, a few
weeks later, instructed its regular promoter to get a record selected as the
week's pick. "We know it's for sale"
was the gist of the message. It took
some talking to convince the home office that it wasn't.
Radio First • There is less garish
evidence of radio's standing with the
record companies. No manufacturer is
apt to quarrel with loe Carlton's observation that "radio stations are our first
point of sale." The head of Carlton
Records, who was a&r man for Mercury and RCA Victor before he formed
his own company in 1957, says his people make it a point to know, personally,
as many of the country's program direc40 (SPECIAL REPORT)

bound to improve programming," says
one specialist who works directly with
more than a score of stations. The system may vary, but most successful stations have one. More often than not
it is based on a committee of management and/ or programming authorities
which, if it doesn't actually select the
bulk of the records to be played, at
least establishes the policies under which
they are chosen. Even Martin Block,
who is now in his silver anniversary
year as a disc jockey and whose paternity of the deejay business is not
widely questioned, conforms his selections to guidelines laid down by the
management of his station (ABC-owned
WABC New York) .
Restrictions • Music policies naturally vary according to the image that
management wants to project. Certain
types of music are automatically elim-

inated. The range of selections is further
the of
so-called
stations, narrowed
whereat 40
the 65"Top
to 40"
125
records played in an average week are
automatically chosen according to record sales, postcard or telephone polls
or whatever other formula is used to
determine popularity ranking.
Nobody has yet devised a formula
which will accurately predict which records will attain popularity and which
won't. One theory is that the Columbias, Victors and other old-line majors
have been hurt in the pop singles field
because they record too cleanly. Their
records don't have the raucous sound
that teen-agers want and that smaller
companies, with fewer facilities, can
hardly produce anything but.
"It's not the tune but the way it's
distorted that counts," says one whose
business is to try to fathom such
mysteries.
A new trend may be developing,
however. Observers note an increasing
use of strings and other evidences of
conscious effort to get a more balanced
sound in records that are making the
hit lists these days. Moreover, album
sales are increasing — they represent
about 80% of dollar volume already —
while singles are slumping off. This
brings up another theory: That youngsters who buy singles hear them so
much on the radio that they don't feel
such a need to buy so many any more.
This theory, if true on a wide scale,
would play hob with selection methods
based solely on sales. Carried far
enough, it might even restore the deeauthority.
jay to something more like his old-time
Sales the Key • For the present,
however, record sales seem to be the
criterion used most often in making
selections. "Sales are an absolute index
of public taste," says one leading radio
programmer. But this view is not universal. "Sales," says another, "are naturally aguidepost, but you can't live
or die by sales. You've got to use judgment too. A new Como record you always use, and a Presley if you're that
kind of station. And if you're that kind
of station, you never use a Lombardo,
no matter how much it sells. If 35%
of sales are classical albums, this doesn't
mean 35% of your programming should
be classical music; in all likelihood it
just means that a very few people are
spending one hell of a lot for classical
Some stations don't use sales as a
guidepost at all, or only slightly. One
records."
such
is KDAY Los Angeles, which has
a "Voice Your Choice" device in which
listeners call in their preferences (at an
aaverage
day). rate of more than 2,000 calls
"We used to employ a librarian but
then we found we were spending $4,000
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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a year to keep track of yesterday's music when really we're only concerned
with today's and tomorrow's music,"
says
Manager
Irv Phillips.
"We used
to consult
the listings
in Billboard
and
Cash Box and do our own guessing.
But this too was based largely on the
past, on what people had bought. So
now we go directly to the listener,
through
Record 'Voice
MakersYouras Choice'."
Sponsors? • Mr.
Phillips contends this way gets results
faster — that hit records sometimes reach
the Top 10 on KDAY before they've
made the Top 40 on some other stations relying on sales figures.
KDAY, incidentally, is one of those
stations that have tried to skirt the
payola possibility by selling time outright to record companies and letting
them program it with their releases.
Mr. Phillips hasn't had much success
on that score, but he thinks this is
because he hasn't had much time to
work on it. He still feels it would work
if someone took the time to pitch it to
major manufacturers.
Hot Cities • What makes a hit
is one question. Where hits are made is
another, and on this it is possible to
get somewhat more specific — though
different — answers. One manufacturer
says record companies are primarily interested inabout 12 key markets "where
about 85% of the business is done."
He names the 12 (not necessarily in
rank order) as Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Minneapolis, St. Louis,
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
Secondary targets, he says, are in
Texas, New York, the Carolinas and
Georgia.
Other record makers disagree. Several point out, for example, that "New
York is notoriously not one of those
markets where hits are made." Some
insist that "key" markets change. There
also are those who hold that in general— but always with exceptions —
markets having 50-kw clear channel
stations can usually be regarded as
"key."
In addition to restrictions imposed
by music specialty, reliance on sales
and other systems of selection, many
stations also exert specific controls over
the relationships between their people
and record promoters.
One such is KFWB Los Angeles.
Last winter President Purcell sent to
record promotion people a letter typical of attitudes expressed by many station executives. After thanking the promoters for "all that you have done in
helping the station," the letter spelled
out certain operating procedures for the
mutual advantage of "both of our busi-
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RHODE

ISLAND

"1. As you are aware, our program
nesses":
department follows the policy of trying

to give every record a fair, impartial
hearing. Therefore, while personal contact is most agreeable, it is not necessary and lack of it will not depreciate
the opportunity of a good record getting
on our list.
"2. In order that we both may function more efficiently, record promotion
men must, like other visitors, be excluded from haphazardly wandering
into our operational area. They must
remain in the lobby until the switchboard operator has contacted the person they are here to see, and then
only go into the operational area by
invitation of that specific person, complete their business with him and, like
any other visitor, leave him to his already rapid-paced broadcast activities.
"3. Mr. Bill Angell [assistant program director] is assigned the duty of
receiving all records; and if the promotion man will contact him through
the switchboard, he will make arrangements for receiving same.
"4. Chuck Blore [program vp] cannot
afford time away from more responsible
duties to get into personal evaluation
of individual records before they have
been screened by Mr. Angel.
"5. After 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday, and on Saturday and Sunday,
there will be no visitors allowed. . ."
Record Jury • The records that
KFWB plays are picked by two systems. The Top 40 are picked according to sales, the rest by a jury of deejays after Mr. Purcell and the music
librarian have screened out about 75%
of the some 200 sides KFWB gets
each week. Many a station uses the
same basic system, but the panelists
vary. At WMCA New York, for example, station ownership and management, the program department, music
librarian and talent all participate in
the selection process.

I

|
j

,

"We spend more time on this than j
any one other thing," says Vice President-General Manager Stephen L. Labunski who also has introduced at
WMCA a telephone-request poll as an
additional guide.
stationsthehave
a smaller
"jury"a
andSome
at many
deejays
are given
free rein on some records. KMPC Los
Angeles combines these methods. Program Director Bob Forward and the
music librarian pick 15 tunes that are
played in every four-hour segment for
a week, three or four tunes an hour,
leaving 10 or 11 releases up to the
individual deejay. This, Mr. Forward
explains, is designed to give the station continuity (through repetition of
the 15 selected tunes) plus personality
(as reflected in the choice of other
records by the individual deejays).
Along with the 15 must-plays the deejays also get a list of singles "you
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959 I
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should play" and albums "you should
play" — not orders, but instructions.
There are, at other stations, variations of the "you should play" alternatives. Some stations supply specific lists
from which the deejays can make their
"free" choices.
Deejays' Responsibility • By no
means do all stations transfer the selection process to committees. The Storz
Stations, one of the most successful
independent groups, feels selection is
the province of the deejay, and that the
management role is to make sure that
overall objectives and policies are served
intelligently by the music that is chosen.
"All Storz stations," says Executive
VP George W. Armstrong, "attempt to
schedule the deejays on no more than
one show per day. Thus they are free to
spend the balance of their time auditioning records, selecting what will be
aired and preparing the material or
chatter best fitted to the music. This
also affords the deejay an opportunity
to 'balance' his show and takes him
out of the 'grab and spin' variety of
radio performer."
Deejays at the Knorr station group
are given similar latitude within the
limits of station policy. But at another
major independent groups, officials say
firmly that "our management picks all
the records." Peter Potter, whose Juke
Box Jury used to be a network show
and now is taped at KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles and syndicated nationally by
NTA, takes a different tack on how it
should be worked. In his book the
deejay should heed management's
preferences last if at all — because, he
says, the chances are that these reprethe manager's wife or kids
want sent
to what
hear.
Special precautions • The freedomwithin-reason approach does not necessarily reflect management blindness to
the possibilities of pressures being applied to get records played (although
some operators say they have had no
experience with such a thing). Some,
like KFWB, go so far as to write antipayola clauses into their deejays' contracts. More often they recognize some
benefits along with the dangers, trust
their employes to know the difference —
and stand ready to fire if the situation
gets out of hand.

"With radio so important
the
economic success of record tocompanies," says Storz' Mr. Armstrong,
"there are naturally going to be some
in that industry who will go to great
lengths to insure the playing of a
record. However, most companies engage only in legitimate public relations
with our program directors and personalities. They invite our people to
lunch or dinner and in the process sell
themselves and their new releases.
"We feel this kind of record com44 (SPECIAL REPORT)

pany activity is both acceptable and
even desirable. However, if the selling
process becomes pressure or bribery,
we are most emphatically opposed. Stations who permit their personnel to be
bought are courting disaster — to their
audience, their integrity and finally to
their pocketbooks. Gift of television
sets, expense-paid vacations, boats,
cars and what-have-you are clearly as
much a bribe as outright cash. Storz
policy expressly forbids our people
from accepting any such gratuities, and
we have had virtually no trouble in
making
it stick."problem • Even among
Small-station
stations who take the most elaborate
precautions against payola there is a
feeling that record promoters perform
valuable services, aside from the free
records they supply. This, of course,
does not apply to all stations. Many
of the smaller ones don't get even free
records, or, as one operator put it,
"have to fight like hell to get on the
freeIt list."
is hard for these neglected stations, who usually can least afford to
buy their own music, to understand
why companies that send out 3,000
copies of a single release can be so
blind — or deaf — to the needs of
smaller outlets. Don't these stations
influence record buyers too?
Obviously they do. Their problem
has been explored by many experts.
Howie Leonard of WLOB Portland.
Me., who incidentally calls himself a
"musicaster" rather than deejay, could
be writing the majority opinion for the
little stations when he says that, although he's not a victim of the system
himself, it probably could be licked in
some fashion such as this:
"Distributors, record companies and
publishers: Bring your mailing lists up
to date. At least twice a year, send out
questionaires to management for a revision of deejay personnel at the station. .. . Besides, who needs five copies
of a record? Why are records sent to
every deejay on the staff? Why not send
them to the program director only, and
thereby service more stations."
Other services • Extra records, not
only for broadcast use but in greater
quantities when needed, represent one
of the company "services" that are
cited by favored stations and promoters
alike. "If we say we like a record and
need 10 copies." says a prominent
West Coast broadcaster, "they'll get
them to us even if it means flying
them out from New York." Other testimony indicates that the number could
be multiplied and the record companies, if the need and the station
were important enough, would still be
happy to oblige.
Promoters say that sometimes the

situation is reversed and deejays perform a service for them by not playing records. "If they don't like them,
they won't play them," says Norman
Greer, executive director of advertising and sales promotion for Dot Records. "Friendship helps, but very
seldom will a deejay play a record
out listeners
of friendship
if it.
he And
doesn't
his
will like
we think
don ,.
want them to. If the deejays turn down
our records we're happy because this
lets us know we're on the wrong track
and we can change." One recording
company executive, it is said, carries
this reasoning to the extreme of advising deejays to steer clear of his own
records when he thinks they're bad,
on
theory that plays alone won't
sell the
a stiff.
Truth is a Virtue • One of the promotor "services" mentioned most frequently by broadcasters is one that
many people take for granted in any
business. "They don't lie" is the tenor
of this tribute. The rationale, hard to
dispute, is that record pluggers know
they would get caught and forevermore
be suspect if they let their enthusiasm
bruise the truth in promoting a bad
record.
Most program men, like the Westinghouse group's Program Manager
Bill Kaland, feel that "record people
should be welcome at the station. They
have ideas on talent and programming,
for instance, and when we need an
artist for a special appearance they can
arrange it or make the introductions
for us. They're service people, essentially, and while it's part of their business to get their records played, it's a
part of radio's business to play the
records it wants to play."
On the same theme, Executive VP
Herbert Greenspon of Columbia Records (who finds "some good" and "some
bad" practices in the broadcasting and
recording business relationship but prefers not to discuss the bad) points out
the helpfulness of promotion men in
keeping jocks abreast of doings in other
markets, supplying background on artists and records for on-air chatter purposes, and otherwise helping the discspinners do a better job. To these may
be added such diverse and generally
undisputed services as contest ideas,
promotional material for station use,
background reports and personal-appearance arrangements.
One Last Service • Buddy Basch, a
free-lance promotion man, reviewed
these and added a few additional items
to the list of promoter services in a
speech to the deejay convention in
Miami:
". . . Service is our business. . . . We
don't want you fellows to play what
you don't like — what doesn't fit your
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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format or your personality or your
time slot. All we ask is that you listen
and give the items we're handling a
fair shake in today's cluttered market.
"I haveof personally
literally
dozens
shows andproduced
events for
disc
jockey friends and helped with anniversary parties, securing theatre tickets
and accommodations when they came
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ANACIN
Is biggest

NO.
brand

Leading network television brand advertiser in the second quarter of this
year
American
Anacinwastablets
with Home
a $2.4Products'
million
gross billing. During the first half of
this year, gross time billing on the
three tv networks totaled $309.3 million compared to $283 million in the
same period a year ago.
Statistics on network tv time charges
detailing leading advertiser expenditures for June and the second quarter
were released Friday (Aug. 28) by Television Bureau of Advertising. Compilations are by Leading National Advertisers and Broadcaster Advertiser
Reports (LNA-BAR).
Anacin also was the top network
brand advertiser in June, spending

items on occasion, as well as working
out a 'mail pull' gimmick to show the
boss
you ishave
listeners."
There
another
service, not usually
cited, to which Mr. Basch apparently
attaches considerable importance. He
mentioned it three times in his speech.
The service: Finding better jobs for
disc jockeys.

to New York. I've even spent the afternoon on the telephone locating an artist
for some of you fellows — many times
an artist I wasn't even handling. I've
helped work out and judge contests,
worked out on-the-air and other gimmicks for audience pull [and] provided
comedy material in a couple of cases.
I've written and placed trade paper

1

TV

spender

ADVERTISING

NETWORK
in both

June

nearly $870,000. Chevrolet was second
in both the second quarter and in
June. Proctor & Gamble had three of
its products — Tide, Gleem and Crest —
in the top 25 brands for the second
quarter and in June. Cigarette maker
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. also was
a three-product advertiser placing in
the top advertiser list in both periods
(products: Camels, Winstons and
Salems).
Daytime billing (gross) increased by
34.3% over June 1958 to $16.1 million
and January-June charges were up
25.8% over the corresponding period
last year to $103.4 million. Nighttime
billing increases were 1.8% over June
1958 to $32.2 million and JanuaryJune increased 2.5% to $205.8 million.

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
NETWORK TV ADVERTISERS
BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
June 2nd Quarter
Jan-June Jan-June
1959
1958
1959 1959
Agriculture & Farming
168,170 $ 565,156
1,048,140 S 51,347
Apparel, Footwear & Accessories
2,824,957 2,480,634
551,873 1,799,884
Automotive, Automotive Accessories
& Equipment
11,547,943 23,073,047 29,696,290
3,406,395
581,016
Beer, Wine & Liquor
1,529,957
2,760,541
3,173,626
Building Materials, Equipment
& Fixtures
1,575,991
966,160
209,188
781,872
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
772,588
6,188,603
4,576,218
2,631,704
Consumer Services
617,823
1,689,939
1,708,161
173,464
Drugs & Remedies
15,972,797 35,487,387
5,354,310
239,333
254,901 27,683,308
254,901
Entertainment & Amusement
27,981
Food & Food Products
53,204,244
8,970,746 27,290,490 58,288,152
Freight, Industrial & Agricultural
235,587
Development
158,744
551,259
Gasoline, Lubricants & Other Fuels
1,487,140
1,321,384
2,187,148
716,295
Horticulture
240,016
201,228
Household Equipment & Supplies
8,368,010 14,951,444 11,731,031
2,931,957
Household Furnishings
128,111
1,791,151
1,575,476
1,005,491
Industrial Materials
1,463,816
4,781,495 10,423,733
9,655,264
Insurance
625,090
2,462,699
5,133,387
3,627,174
6,782,609
Jewelry, Optical Goods & Cameras
4,779,404
1,111,832
5,623,815
Office Equipment, Stationery
204,279
& Writing Supplies
836,877 1,961,169
3,540,346
Political
66,174
827,833
Publishing & Media
Radios, Television Sets, Phonographs
173,853
Musical Instruments & Accessories
1,307,302
3,725,508
2,901,374 29,140,544
Smoking Materials
18,026,077 37,927,340
5,828,852 16,800,856
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
33,807,435 32,252,286
5,323,320
758,467
279,352
Sporting Goods & Toys
716,137
1,321,539
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
26,734,894
51,921,346
49,177,572
8,993,434
243,599
715,062
1,433,403
Travel, Hotels & Resorts
15,970
4,119,556
Miscellaneous
625,283
3,888,934
1,959,074
TOTAL
$48,472,139 $152,861,504 $309,380,932 $283,071,449
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
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second

quarter

Estimated Expenditures
Top 25 Network Brand Advertisers
Second-Quarter
1959
of
1. Anacin Tablets
$2,415,775
2. Chevrolet Passenger Cars 2,126,684
3. Tide
1,925,987
4. Kent Cigarettes
1,873,261
5. Ford Passenger Cars
1,834,566
6- Colgate Regular &
Aerosol Dental Cream
1,768,131
7. Gleem Regular &
Aerosol Toothpaste 1,660,063
8. Phillies Cigars
1,565,090
9. Camel Cigarettes 1,556,717
10. Dristan
1,405,137
11. Winston Cigarettes 1,371,823
12. Bayer Aspirin Tablets 1,332,009
13. L & M Filter Tip Cigarettes 1,324,438
14. Bufferin
1,272,085
15. Dodge Passenger Cars
1,267,994
16. Handy Andy Liquid Cleaner 1,242,026
17. Viceroy Cigarettes 1,234,975
18. Chesterfield Cigarettes 1,100,463
19. Salem Cigarettes 1,028,861
20. Crest Tooth Paste
1,018,087
21. Pall Mall Cigaretttes 1,011,582
22. Beech Nut Gum
1,002,310
23. Bulova Watches
997,385
24. Alka Seltzer
968,578
25. Prudential Insurance
962,418
Estimated Expenditures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1718.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Top 25 Network Company
Advertisers
of
Second-Quarter 1959
Procter & Gamble Co.
$14,067,431
Lever Brothers Co.
8,493,654
American Home Products Corp. 6,755,167
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
5,876,904
General Motors Corp.
5,402,297
General Foods Corp.
4,966,484
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 3,970,790
P. Lorillard Co.
3,318,112
General Mills, Inc.
3,307,724
Sterling Drug, Inc.
3,220,155
Bristol-Myers Co.
3,099,453
Gillette Co.
2,967,125
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 2,962,154
Ford Motor Co.
2,703,465
American Tobacco Co.
2,572,344
Chrysler Corp.
2,249,020
Pharmaceuticals, Inc.
2,175,522
Standard Brands, Inc.
1,856,852
Miles Laboratories, Inc.
1,840,899
S. C. Johnson & Son, Inc. 1,719,123
National Biscuit Co.
1,714,711
Brown & Williamson
Tobacco Corp.
1,707,999
Philip Morris, Inc.
1,684,757
Bayuk Cigars, Inc.
1,565,090
Eastman Kodak Co.
1,562,450
More Tables on page 50
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Tbe Mightiest Advertising Buy In All

CHICAGO

TAKES PLEASURE IN ANNOUNCING- FOR YOUR PROFIT
& AMAZEMENT AN UNPRECEDENTED EVENT IN TEE
ANNALS OF CHICAGO TELEVISION HISTORY, ONE OF

GIANT
IMPORTANCE TO ALL AGENCIES AND ADVERTISERS
WBBM-TV HAS BEEN THE
Hi/to

° Oil

SWIM

! ! ! CONSECUTIVE

!!!

NIELSEN
REPORTS
MORE! MORE! MORE! MORE!
All of the other rating services in the
Chicago
confirm wbbm-TV's
consistent,
month-in,areamonth-out,
audience leadership
I THE OISTIE cfe OT>TT_r5r I
WMANSHIP
Sill
ICBS OWNED

RESENTED

B-^ CBS TELEVISION SPOT SALES
POST FOR
REWARDS
IN THE
CHICAGO MARKET!
RICH

ANACIN

NO. 1 — continued

Estimated Expenditures
of
Top 15 Network Brand Advertisers
June 1959
1. Anacin Tablets
$869,905
2. Chevrolet Passenger Cars
643,113
3. Kent Cigarettes
635,022
4. Tide
627,378
5. Ford Passenger Cars
549,414
6. Phillies Cigars
510,715
7. Camel Cigarettes
500,052
8. Dristan
489,779
9. Colgate Regular &
Aerosol Dental Cream
487,508
10. Gleem Regular &
Aerosol Tooth Paste
445,625
11. Viceroy Cigarettes
433,959
12. Winston Cigarettes
431 161
13. Crest Tooth Paste
427,727
14. Bufferin
424,607
15. Salem Cigarettes
394,052

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Top 15 Network Company
Advertisers
June 1959
Procter & Gamble Co.
$4,814,629
Lever Brothers Co.
3,063,265
American Home Products Corp. 2,427,974
Colgate-Palmolive Co.
1,788,045
General Foods Corp.
1,694^687
General Motors Corp.
1,608,660
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 1,325 265
General Mills, Inc.
1,139,905
Bristol-Myers Co.
1,109 027
P. Lorillard Co.
1,042,592
Sterling Drug, Inc.
992 667
Gillette Co.
953685
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 900^506
Ford Motor Co.
837,922
American Tobacco Co.
729,201

Renault's radio-tv
moves to Kudner Adv.
Kudner Adv., New York, which is
recovering gradually but surely from
the loss of the $18 million Buick business in mid-1958, last week added the
radio-tv portion of the Renault Inc. account effective late September.
The Renault account for 1959 will
approximate $5 million and is expected to be enlarged in 1960. The
radio-tv portion is expected to amount
to about 60% of the budget. Needham,
Louis & Brorby, Chicago, which has
been handling the entire account, will
continue as Renault's print agency.
The Renault radio-tv business is the
second substantial account to be acquired by Kudner in the past two
weeks. Earlier, the agency was named
to represent Sylvania Electric Products,
whose billing is estimated at $5 million
(Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
Jack G. Kent, general sales manager
of Renault, said Kudner was selected
because of "its extensive experience in
the field of automotive advertising."
(The agency had handled Buick for 23
years.) Mr. Kent said that both national
magazine and tv advertising will be expanded in the October-December
period and national radio will be used
for the first time. Tv expenditures in
this single quarter, he said, will be
"greater than for the entire first nine
50 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Lasting

as well

as

The Silver Gate Savings & Loan
Assn. of San Diego will challenge
the joke that the break for the tv
commercial is a signal for the break
to the refrigerator, the powder room
or other places, where a minute
might be better spent.
Silver Gate Advertising Manager
Robert D. Aston documented this
last week in reporting on the aftermath of a special onetime show carried on KFMB-TV San Diego,
Calif., two months ago. The advertiser last June had sought a special
vehicle to announce that it was raising its interest rate to depositers to
4Vi%. An Hour With Andre, starring Academy winner and MGM
Musical Director Andre Previn, was
presented as a local live spectacular.
"The business produced by the
Previn show contributed to a highly
successful transfer period for the
month of July and the results are still
felt," Mr. Aston reported last week.
"A large volume of unsolicited mail
was received at the office subsequent
to the program and in every instance
the comments were favorable, leading us to feel that the program also
created a great deal of goodwill for
Silver Gate with the thousands of
months of this year."
On tv, Renault will sponsor the special 90-minute Ed Sullivan telecast from
Moscow over CBS-TV on September 8;
a new half-hour western. The Plainsman over NBC-TV, starting Oct. 1 and
the 90-minute color special. The Moon
and Sixpence, starring Sir Laurence
Olivier, on Oct. 31 over NBC-TV
(RCA is a co-sponsor). On radio,
Renault will sponsor NBC News on the
Hour, a five-minute across-the-board
program carried over 1 85 stations.
Saturday

is best

day

for auto buys — Petry
A 29-market survey completed by
Edward Petry & Co., New York, station representative, reveals that Saturday is "overwhelmingly" the best day
for new car sales and concludes that
auto advertisers should consider this
in planning their spot radio drives.
The survey was conducted by personnel of the 29 Petry-represented radio
stations. Commented Ben Holmes, vice
president in charge of radio for Petry:
"An automobile manufacturer can effectively pinpoint his target. Spot radio,
with its unique flexibility, has always
allowed an automobile advertiser to hit
his audience, no matter where it is.

immediate

results

viewers who watched the program."
An Hour With Andre represented
one of the more ambitious productions of KFMB-TV and the Don
Larson Advertising Agency (on behalf of Silver Gate). Scheduled for
telecast July 1, Mr. Previn's work at
MGM prevented his meeting with
other principals in the production
until less than three days before airtime. However in just 61 hours, the
team rehearsed, staged, blocked and
polished the entire one hour live
production. Mr. Previn, a pianist in
his own right, was the cornerstone of
the show that had him perform at
the keyboard and as a personality.
The program was split in three segments: "The Piano," "Music for Motion Pictures" and "Jazz," the last
named built around two pianos and
a harpsichord.
The idea was conceived by the
Larson agency with KFMB-TV Program Supervisor George Stantis
handling station production. The
show drew wide local and regional
response and, according to the station, there have been inquiries from
national clients on sponsorship of
the re-runs on tape.
whenever he wants — on a market-tomarket basis. This study tells him
The study indicates that all day
Saturday is the best time, followed, in
order, by Monday evening after working hours; Friday evening, and in some
when." Thursday evening.
markets,
Chevy dealers' tips
A six-point plan designed to help
Chevrolet dealers "squeeze more out
of their
advertising
dollar" was
outlined by Kevin
B. Sweeney,
president
of RAB, d uring a talk last week in New
Orleans before the Chevrolet School of
Merchandising and Management.
Mr. Sweeney's talk spotlighted these
recommendations to improve dealers'
advertising, especially in radio: assess
the ability of advertising media to cover
the suburban segment; sell the customers who are the prospects for your
make; recognize "the long incubation
perod of a new car sale" and therefore buy advertising for every-day coverage or at least every-week coverage;
recognize that three-quarters of new car
prospects are reached initially through
advertising; automobile advertisers look
to men for a brand decision; auto advertising requires showmanship and attention-getting devices.
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A WHBF

PLUS

SIGN

•

NO.

Standing at right is Ted Arnold, WHBF

Community

1

Stations' Sales Manager, a member of the school board, shown in session.

leadership
enhances

by

WHBF

The esteem that WHBF enjoys
in its home town community — the
Quad-Cities — is deeply rooted.
Since 1925 this station has had the

staff

people

value — for

This excellent stature, although it cannot be
worked into a rate card, is a tangible plus that
WHBF advertisers share with us in the Quad-Cities.

advantage of constructive management by community-minded people. In accordance
with this philosophy, WHBF has attracted a staff
of like quality.
Probably no other organization in the QuadCity area contributes more man hours, on and off
the job, to helping and cooperating with every
worthwhile project.
The result of such community leadership and
participation has accumulated over the years into
a tremendous amount of acceptance for WHBF.
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advertisers

STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

WHBF
Covering Western

Eastern Iowa . RADIO & TELEVISION

Represented by Avery-Knodel
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RADIO
Chicago

RINGS
concern

At the intersection of Monroe and
Clark streets in Chicago's Loop is an
institution founded nearly 34 years ago
to help Illinois Bell Telephone Co. employees save money and provide funds
to purchase or build homes. Soon, it
opened its doors to the general public.
By now, thanks to radio, most Chicagoans know the "Weather Bell Corner" as that of Bell Savings & Loan
Assn. Gently persuaded by the aural
medium, they have built Bell into the
11th largest organization of its kind
in the country.
Indeed, only this past July 1, Myron
H. Fox, its president and one of the 13
original founders, proudly announced
Bell had attained the $250 million mark
in resources. He credits radio with a
major assist the past two years.
Bell Savings allocates about a third
of its modest advertising budget to
broadcast media (primarily radio) and
can point to tangible results in terms
of new accounts and dollar value of
savings. Among its programs: Mai Bellairs, Mon.-Wed.-Fri., 6-6:15 p.m. and
Tues.-Thurs., 9:30-40 a.m., plus weekend participations, all on WBBM radio; John Holtman and the News, Mon.Fri., 8:25-30 a.m., on WMAQ; Master
Works of Music, nightly, Sun. through,
9-10 p.m., WFMQ (FM), and Alex
Dreier and the News, Mon., Tues., and
Thurs., 10-10: 10 p.m. on WNBQ (TV).
Until the summer hiatus, Bell also had
sponsored rebroadcasts of the Chicago
Executives Club luncheons as a public
service on WKFM (FM). Because of
their wide acceptance, Bell plans to
resume sponsorship in September when
the group resumes its meetings.
Not New • Local radio-tv personalities has not always been a staple at the
Weather Bell Corner. As Mr. Fox explains it: "Over the years we had tried
radio and tv off and on and found both
to be unproductive for us. Two years
ago we re-evaluated our advertising program and came up with the impression
that we had spread our radio and tv
time too thin. Since we have gone into
it with both feet, we have been pleased
with the results. The effect of radio and
tv is cumulative and the secret of its
use, we believe, is duration."
Perhaps Bell's most productive "air
salesman" is Mai Bellairs, a scholarly
and professorial looking personality who
belies the usual pattern of disc jockeys
and virtually lives with his sponsors
at CBS's WBBM. He takes the tack
that it is "impossible to fool a listener"
with a commercial written by someone
else without "knowing what you are
52 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

BELL

cashes

in on

SAVINGS'

two-year

broadcast

talking about," and mostly ad libs all
Bell commercials. Explains Mr. Bellairs:
"It takes great courage to turn a man
loose on an open microphone, both
from a sponsor's point of view and
from the station's approach. I realized
the responsibility, so I set out to become

Messrs. Ransom, Bellairs & Fox
Inspect latest figures on Bell
resources
a part of the Bell Savings organization.
We have weekly meetings [with Bell
and its agency, M. M. Fisher & Assoc.].
. . . The different campaigns are outlined to me and I am left free to develop them in my own way. There is
the secret, if it is one. . . .
"Our family's savings accounts are
at Bell Savings," Mr. Bellairs confides,
"it is a matter of mutual confidence
from sponsor to WBBM to me. It
How well it works can best be illusworks."trated by this statement made by Bell's
Mr. Fox: "Since 1957 when Mr. Bellairs started programing for us, we
have received a staggering 8,000 inquires which are directly traceable to
his shows." There also have been reportedly over 850 new accounts, with
volume in excess of $1 million.
Mr. Fox feels these results are attributable to the close identification
between Mr. Bellairs and Bell Savings
— viz., people come to Bell and mention specifically they heard about the
organization on Mr. Bellairs' shows.
Special offers bring results • When
Bell offered a toll road map to listeners,
some 800 requests poured in from one
Bellairs broadcast alone. Another, an

BELL
campaign

offer of tickets to the Chicago International Trade Fair show, brought similar
results.
Aside from these tangible results, Bell
officials are quick to point out that the
last two years of radio-tv sponsorship
have been those of the greatest growth
for Bell Savings & Loan Assn. (Resources jumped over $42 million June,
1958, to June, 1959, alone.) This remarkable growth, it seems to Bell, is
"the best proof that this association
has enjoyed the confidence of all who
have come to us for finer savings services." There is also a realization by
Bell on how best to use personalities
as "air salesmen."
"We believe there are two steps in
the utilization of strong personalities
in radio and tv," Mr. Fox explains.
"The first is awareness on the part of
the public that there is an identity between and organization such as ours
and personalities like Mai Bellairs, John
Holtman, Alex Dreier and others. The
second step is the actual bringing of
the account to us Ifonwethearepersonality's
recommendation.
correct in
these assumptions, it becomes obvious
that effective use of radio and tv personalities can only come over a long
period and that after 13 weeks you can
hardly expect to see results. The motivation to bring one's savings comes
from cumulative effect rather than imRadio would seem to be a fixture
Loop.
at the Weather Bell Corner in Chicago's
Network radio users
pulse."
first-half
'59 surveyed
Food brand advertisers represented
15.6% (or nearly one out of six) of
all products advertised on network
radio in the first half of 1959.
Food brand dominance (which exists
also in network tv) is pointed up in a
Radio Advertising Bureau report on
network radio's individual brand advertisers January-June. Results released
last week included these findings: (1)
more than one out of four network
advertisers used two or more networks;
(2) drug brands took second place as
the most-advertised on network radio
(13.4% of the total); (3) automotive
and toilet requisites followed with respective 10% and 9% of the total.
Other advertiser leaders: publications
took 8.2%; detergents - household
cleansers, 5.2%; general household
products, 5.2%; tobacco, 4.3%; financial, 3.5%; gasoline, 3%.
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Music
on

costs

studied

tv commercials

The bulk of music produced for tv
commercials now falls into the $1,250
to $2,000 per commercial cost range.
Next highest range is $750-1,250. Only
10% of the agencies' output of commercials which use music carry a
budget of $2,000 or more per commercial.
The data on commercial music comes
from Plandome Productions, New
York, itself a supplier of music for tv
commercials. It got its information by
surveying some 100 agency executives.
Plandome's breakdown of music costs:
19% of the output in the $250-750
range; 31% at $750-1,250; 40% at
$1,250-2,000 and 10% at $2,000 or
over.
As to agency staff musical contri-

Construction:
Programs based on construction
industry news and interviews with
building industry leaders offer an
undeveloped revenue source for radio stations, according to Paul Corbin, station relations executive of
KSRO Santa Rosa, Calif. A program
of this type originated by Mr. Corbin, called Construction News, is
sponsored by Calaveras Cement Co.,
Northern California building supply
firm. Stations are KNBC San Francisco, KCRA Sacramento, KFIV
Modesto and KSRO.
Calaveras Cement enjoyed a quick
spurt in sales in all four areas, Mr.
Corbin said, though brand specification normally hasn't been a major
factor. Contractors, architects and
even individual buyers began specifying the brand, he added.
The idea developed at KSRO in
March 1958 and spread to the three
other markets though Mr. Corbin
said he had used a version of the program in Eureka, Calif., in the 195355 period. KSRO's revenue is estimated at more than $10,000 yearly,
with the potential ranging upward to
$100,000 in larger cities, he said.
The audience for construction programs includes those involved in
the programming and those affected
by it— real estate people, investors,
land speculators, residents in an area
where buildings are going up, job
seekers, merchants and even curious
housewives. The source material
comes from local building exchanges,
contractors, architects and all groups
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

butions to tv commercials, Plandome
reported that agencies say that on the
average they supply 60% of the lyrics,
25% of the melodies, 15% of the
musical themes and nothing to the
arrangements.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

• Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.,
after test marketing its Kellogg's Concentrate, anew product, in Arizona and
Nevada, reports its ready to introduce
the food nationally using tv, radio and
print support. Product can be used as
breakfast cereal or added as a flavor
nutrient to other cereals and foods. Leo
Burnett, Chicago and N.Y., is the
agency.
• Sinclair Oil Corp. (Sinclair Refining
Co. — Petroleum
products — is subsi-

untapped

ad

source

diary), N.Y., reportedly has signed
for hour-long special on NBC-TV for
Nov. 13. Show is Shubert Alley. Geyer,
Morey, Madden & Ballard, N.Y., is
agency.
• John H. Breck Inc. (hair shampoos
and rinses and hair sets) Springfield,
Mass., will sponsor 12 specials in the
Sunday Showcase slot on NBC-TV
(Sundays, 8-9 p.m.). Breck order,
placed through Reach, McClinton &
Co., N.Y., is for eight full hours and
four half-hours with one program per
month January-December in 1960. The
advertiser's current network tv vehicle
is The Shirley Temple Storybook on
ABC-TV Mondays, through N.W.
• Steinway & Sons, N.Y., has signed for
Ayer.
a 52-week spot announcement campaign on 12 of the 18 Good Music
radio stations, represented by Good

for radio

involved in new construction. Bond
issues voted by the public provide
news sources.
A weekly quarter-hour offers a
workable program pattern, Mr. Corbin said. Spot adjacencies have an
appeal to building firms, bonding and
insurance companies. In Santa Rosa
the adjacencies have been effective
in selling expensive swimming pools,
he said. The KSRO program was effective in pushing through a school
bond issue that had failed on the first
ballot.

stations

"Radio has heightened competitive
bidding," Mr. Corbin said. "Radio
has added prestige to the construction industry. It has helped elevate
sub-contractors to general or prime
contractors. It has heightened interest in legislative matters, building
codes, building design and has given
architects an ethical outlet. Indirectly ithas been important in providing more jobs.
"Radio men will find that every
new building houses a potential new
client. The ultimate user of a building benefits from the public acceptance and anticipation created by
broadcasts.
"Construction news programs automatically renew annually, are sold
at full rate, have simple production
formats and offer many tangible exGeorge Di Cesare, manager of
North Coast Builders Exchange,
Santa Rosa, said the KSRO program
has brought "membership, publicity
and prestige and the broadcasts have
tras."
influenced
a more receptive attitude
on the part of the local newspaper
editions. I feel Construction News
is important to the construction industry as well as to the exchanges

Mr. Corbin
Turning cement to gold

and radio stations."
The program direction is headquartered at Merchant's Exchange
Bldg., San Francisco. Mr. Corbin
said plans are under way to expand
the series into other West Coast
areas. Calaveras Cement recently
merged with Flintkote in the East.
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Toy push on tv • Structo Mfg. Co.,
Freeport, 111., is going all out to
promote its children's toy line on
television starting next month, with
the purchase of two established kid
properties
Kangaroo and—theCBS-TV's
syndicatedCaptain
Ding Dong
School (in 100 cities).
Starting Sept. 14 (each for 13
weeks) , the toy manufacturer will
push the new Little Miss Structo
kitchen-laundry ensemble (a replica
of the General Electric laundry
group), plus seven new live-action
toys for boys. It will back up the
tv properties with a heavy merchandising campaign, supplying dealers
with Structo Land Adventure Book
Music Broadcasters Inc., N.Y. Agency:
N.W. Ayer & Son, Philadelphia.

RICHARD

VITTORIO
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CONTE

SICA

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TOD A Y!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. -N.Y. 22-PLaza 5-2100
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• Ampex Corp, Redwood City, Calif.,
is launching a 52-week stereo campaign
for its audio tape recording equipment
on am-fm, using two half-hours a week
through Lawrence & Ramberg, Palo
Alto, Calif. The program titled Ampex
Stereo Tape Time is on KNX-AM-FM
Los Angeles, with Saturday broadcasts
at 9:05-9:30 p.m. and Sunday broadcasts at 10:30-10:55 p.m. A tentative
line-up also includes am-fm station
combinations in San Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, Dallas, Atlanta, Boston, New York and Philadel•phia.Mogen David Wines, Chicago,
through Edward H. Weiss and Co.,
Chicago, will sponsor Hobby Lobby on
ABC-TV, Wed., 8-8:30 p.m., starting
Sept. 30. Cliff (Charley Weaver) Arquette will be starred in the new tv
series, produced by Don Kedderson
Productions with Art Stark as producer.
• General Petroleum Corp., L.A.. will
use saturation radio, plus television and
full color Sunday supplement ads in a
fall campaign for Mobilheat in Washington, Oregon and Idaho. Stromberger. La Vene, McKenzie, L.A., is agency
placing the three-month campaign, to
start Sept. 1 and to use saturation spots

for boys and The Little Miss Structo
Story for girls for use as giveaway
offers. Retailers also will receive
book dispensers, Kangaroo and
Ding Dong banners and merchandising aids, along with suggested
radio-tv announcements for local
use.
Just completed is a series of
eight 60-second film commercials,
utilizing the boy and girl themes
and life-like appliance models. They
were filmed at Columbia Studios in
Hollywood by Butler-Glouner. Production was supervised by Lou
Jackobson, Chicago production manager of Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff &
Ryan, which handles the Structo
account.
on 24 radio stations in 16 markets in
the three northwestern states. Tv spots
will be broadcast in Seattle, Tacoma
and Portland. Color ads in nine Sunday
magazine supplements will complement
the broadcast media advertising.
• The Bon Ami Co., N.Y., has signed
a $1 million contract with NBC-TV for
52-week participation schedule on the
Jack Paar Show. The new Bon Ami
sponsorship, placed through Cole,
Fischer, & Rogow, N.Y. and L.A.,
signals the return of the advertiser to
the ranks of major tv network users.
The tv schedule will be augmented by
a consumer magazine campaign. Bon
Ami cleansers include Jet Spray and
two new products now being introduced: All purpose liquid cleaner and
Dust-n-Wax furniture cleaner-polisher.
• Hires Bottling Co. of Los Angeles
is using a saturation campaign in four
media for its "Hires-Dodgers $10,000
Togethertime" contest. All radio-tv
commercials, newspaper ads and point-

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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AVERY-KNODEL
INCORPORATED
NEW YORK
720 Fifth Avenue
Judson 6-6536
SAN FRANCISCO
369 Pine St.
Yukon 2-2053-2054

ATLANTA
41 Marietta St., N.W.
Jackson 3-2545
LOS ANGELES
3325 Wilshire Blvd.
Dunkirk 5-6394

DALLAS
613 Fidelity Union, Life Bldg.
Riverside 7-7761

DETROIT
Guardian Bldg., Griswold and Congress Sts.
Woodward 1-9607

CHICAGO
Prudential Plaza, Suite 3125
Whitehall 4-6869

SEATTLE
Hugh Feltis-Tower Bldg.
Maine 4-6501

of-sale material feature Los Angeles
Dodgers baseball players Gil Hodges
and Charlie Neal. Los Angeles stations
used: KNX, KLAC, KMPC, KFWB,
K ABC-TV, and KTTV (TV). KDAY
Santa Monica also is used.
A total of 58 prizes will be presented
winners of the contest that calls for a
prediction of the Dodgers' 1959 season.
Agency: Cole Fisher Rogow Inc.,
Beverly Hills, Calif.
• Ziv Television Programs, N. Y., reports that the Archway Cookie Co.,
Battle Creek, Mich., has bought The
Cisco Kid in 50 markets throughout
the country, with placement by the
company's regional plants. Archway is
the sixth regional sponsor to sign the
series for this fall, according to Ziv Tv.
The program has been on the air continuously since the autumn of 1949.
• Kitchens of Sara Lee Inc. (bakery
products), Chicago, buys spot campaign on 37 radio and tv stations during September to push new all butter

fresh-orange and fresh-banana cake.
Spot drive designed to support three
network shows — "Arthur Godfrey Spectacular" on CBS-TV Sept. 16 (10-11
p.m. EST), Captain Kangaroo on CBSTV Thurs. and Fri. during September
(8:45-9 a.m.) and Arthur Godfrey series on CBS Radio, alternate Thurs.
and Fri., renewed starting Sept. 28.
Agency: Cunningham & Walsh, Chicago.
• Dow Chemical Co. (Saran Wrap),
Midland, Mich., has signed for half
sponsorship of the next three Woman!
programs scheduled for CBS-TV on
Sept. 17 (2-3 p.m.), Nov. 9 (11 a.m.-12
noon) and Dec. 16 (4-5 p.m.). Agency:
MacManus, John & Adams, Bloomfield
Hills, Mich.
• Electric Auto-Lite Co. (Auto-Lite
batteries), Toledo, and Time Inc.,
N.Y., head list of advertisers whose
orders represent new business totaling
$2 million (net) on NBC Radio. AutoLite, through Grant Adv., Detroit,
sponsors one-quarter of News on the

Night-owl

An Elliot Station —
Tim Elliot, President

providence;
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island

radi > pays freight
morning): a company message at
If "Life's Wonderful" with Spector
Freight System these days, it's prob- midnight, an announcement about
ably because the motor carrier has Spector's "Life's Wonderful" club at
1 a.m., a drive-safely appeal at 2
been "going by air" in New England
— utilizing an unusual approach to a.m., a spot tieing in Spector with
radio spot advertising and a "Life's New England at 3 a.m. and a genWonderful" theme.
eral announcement on freight trucking at 4 a.m. On other nights, the
Since July 1, Spector has been
pushing a multi-faceted campaign of sponsor salutes communities in
post - midnight announcements on WBZ' coverage area and individual
WBZ Boston at a relatively modest
Spector customers.
expenditure in terms of prospects
Why New England as the focal
reached. The 52-week radio schedule point for the spot drive? Spector
interstate trucking in
was launched as an "experiment" and pioneered
1932, stressing its geographical
prelude to its $400,000-$500,000 nabounds from New England to the
tional advertising and sales promotion program. Spector business is Midwest. New England is considered
a key market in the overall sales
placed by Garfield-Lynn, Chicago
advertising agency.
Milton S. Garfield, president of
For considerably less than 10% of program.
the overall budget, Spector has been the agency, reports the radio campaign may be expanded, depending
running a schedule of spots in conon current results and circulation
junction with hourly newscasts on
WBZ from midnight to 4 a.m., six demands. The agency feels "nighttimes weekly. The agency merely
time radio offers an excellent value"
furnishes fact sheets with varied sug- and that its client may try for "complete saturation and identification" in
gested copy approaches to announcer Jim Holt and lets him do New England as a starter. Radio already has proven itself effective, said
the rest. Running throughout is the Mr. Garfield.
"Life's Wonderful" credo of the
Val J. Williams, vice president in
sponsor. ("Life's wonderful because
charge
of marketing at Spector, dewe share our working hours with
scribed the new 12-month national
good people. . . . For a company deadvertising
campaign as "the largest
voted to the well-being of each of us
and most integrated" his company
has ever conducted. Radio led the
and our families.")
Sample Night • The schedule is way nearly two months ago and
diversified with the following pitches probably will be extended to other
for a given Monday night (Tuesday
key cities and area markets.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Mountain

low.

Valley

high.

Wade through small mountains of data. Bounce
your eyeballs on charts. Sort, sift and select.
Check ratings. Check markets. Check population
characteristics.

a healthy assist from NBC, and strong local programming, that station welds a 58-county area
into the greater Roanoke market of 448,001 tv
homes.

Investigate buying habits, merchandising aids,
adjacencies. Count noses, eyeteeth, ears. Figure
costs per m, costs per gross and miles per hour.

For more information, wade through small
mountains of data — or listen to Blair Television
Associates.

We could save you a lot of trouble. There's a
valley high in everything but altitude. There's
a tv station in that valley (whose signal leaps off
a mountain 3934 ft. high) named WSLS-TV.
With full power of 316,000 watts on Channel 10,

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television
Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.
A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)
of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
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'THE VOICE

OF LONG

ISLAND'

Hour for 39 weeks effective Aug. 31;
Time, via Young & Rubicam, N.Y., will
participate in programs for 52 weeks.
Other advertisers, their agencies and
general description of buy: General
Foods Corp. (Swans Down Flour),
White Plains, N.Y., through Y & R,
N.Y., for three-week saturation schedule of participations to start Oct. 12;
Philip Morris Inc., N.Y. (Leo Burnett,
Chicago and N.Y.) for half sponsorship of National Football League's

THE ONLY STATION
THAT COMPLETELY

COVERS

• Oldsmobile Div. of General Motors
Corp., Detroit, signs for Lowell
Thomas and the News (Mon.-Fri.,
6:45-6:55 p.m.) on CBS Radio effective
Sept. 28. D.P. Brothers & Co., Detroit,
is Oldsmobile's agency.

THE NATION'S

POPULATION
NET INCOME
FOOD STORE SALES
AUTO STORE SALES
GAS STATION SALES

1,897,600
$4,392,349,000
$ 764,361,000
$ 408,969,000
$ 174,106,000
(Sales Mgt.)

whli has the Largest Daytime Audience in
the Major Long Island Market . . . Bigger
than any network or independent station!
Pulse
r

> 10,000

WATTS
AM 1100

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD t/f ma U
IONC ISIANO. N. Y.
Represented by Gill-Perna
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championship game Dec. 27; Singer
Mfg., N.Y., (O. S. Tyson, N.Y.) for
quarter sponsorship of Army-Navy
Game Nov. 28; Union Carbide, N.Y.
(J. M. Mathes, N.Y.), three-week
participations; Tyrex, N.Y. (McCannErickson, N.Y.) four weeks of News
on the Hour participations; Tipon Corp.
(Rothstein, Simmons, Pascoe & Davis)
four-week schedule of five-minute segments; Formica Corp., Cincinnati,
through Perry Brown, same city, saturation schedule of participations for two
weeks; Greyhound Corp., N.Y. (Grey
Adv., N.Y.) series of one-minute participations starting Sept. 18, and
General Motors Truck & Coach Div.,
Detroit, through McCann-Erickson,
Detroit, four weeks of participations in
News of the World.

One word commercial • Beauty
meets brevity on Sept. 18 when
Coca-Cola sponsors "America
Pauses in September" on NBCTV (8:30-9:30 p.m. EDT), the
first of the network's new series
of Friday night specials. "Refreshing" is the word that will
sum up the product, the commercial and the sponsor's lovely
spokeslady. After a yearlong
search, the Coca-Cola Co., McCann-Erickson Inc (agency)., and
Hill Knowlton Inc., (public relations firm) concluded that titianhaired, green-eyed Jeanne Rainer
was the right girl to speak the
important commercial word, "Refreshing." In a six-second live
commercial, which will be done
no more than four times during
the hour-long show, Miss Rainer
will appear before the cameras,
pick up a bottle of coke, take
aMiss
sip, Rainer,
pause andwhoutter
"the word."to
is expected
appear in other Coca-Cola commercials in the future, has had
theatrical experience, is a Vassar
graduate, a native New Yorker,
and statistically stands 5 feet,
4 inches and measures 32-2032. The commercial is produced
by Alan Neuman and directed by
Bill Workman.

• Schilling Div. of the McCormick Co.
(coffee, tea and spices), has purchased
Rendezvous, a dramatic anthology series
distributed by CBS Films Inc., New
York, for showing on KABC-TV Los
Angeles and KRON-TV San Francisco,
both starting in September. This is reported to be the first tv program buy by
Schilling, which may add more markets
for series. Agency: Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San Francisco.

• United Air Lines (through N.W.
Ayer & Son) joins RCA (through Kenyon & Eckhardt) as one-third sponsor
of Greater Music from Chicago, 26week live, color series on WGN-TV
that city, starting Oct. 18 (Sun., 8-9
p.m. CST). The RCA purchase is described as its largest non-network tv
commitment this season.
• Goodyear International, subsidiary of
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Akron,
and Admiral International Corp., Chicago, will co-sponsor coverage in Chicargo, for two weeks starting Aug. 27, of
the Pan American Games (Olympic
Games of the Western Hemisphere) for
shortwave broadcast (via WRUL New
York) to the Latin American countries.
Agencies: Kudner for Goodyear and
Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago,
for Admiral.
Agency appointments
• United Aircraft Corp., East Hartford, Conn., after a search among
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

No matter what or how far away the occasion
may

be, if it is of interest to the WSM-TV

audience, the ubiquitous WSM-TV remote
cameras are there. Above, the event is a
Steeplechase. It could easily have been a
football game, a military maneuver, or a
Governor's

Inauguration

...

Constant on-the-spot coverage of Special
Events is just one movement in the WSM-TV
selling symphony. For the full concert see
Hi Bramham or any Petry man.
OWNED

AND

OPERATED
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BY

WSIvl

THE

NATIONAL

LIFE

Nashville, Tennessee
Represented by PETRY

AND

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE

COMPANY

Date
Thurs., Aug. 20
Fri., Aug. 21
Sat., Aug. 22
Sun., Aug. 23
Mon., Aug. 24
Tue., Aug. 25
Wed., Aug. 26

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week August 20-26 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
18.6
Program and Time
Network
17.8
Masquerade Party (10:30 p.m.)
13.3
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
21.3
NBC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
16.8
ABC-TV
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
13.0
Alcoa Presents (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
18.1
ABC-TV
U. S. Steel Hour (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

agencies has decided to split its advertising between two: Campbell-Ewald,
Detroit and N.Y., receives the corporate and production advertising for
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Corp. Div.,
and Wilson, Haight, Welch & Grover,
Hartford, Conn., gets the Hamilton
Standard and northern divisions as well
as community advertising programs.
The account, worth about $1.5 million,
has been served by Lennen & Newell,
N.Y., for the past seven years.
• Minute Maid Corp.'s Hi-C division,
Orlando, Fla., appoints Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y., to handle its
canned fruit drinks, account billing
estimated at $1.5 million a year.
• Great Lakes Carbon Corp., Mining
and Mineral-Products Div., L.A., appoints Boylhart, Lovett and Dean, that
city, to handle all advertising and sales
promotion for Dicalite, Perlite and
Palos Verde Stone, as well as to continue to handle the company's publicity
and public relations.

Represented
throughout New England by
Harry Wheeler & Co., Boston

PROVIDENCE,
60

1RHODE ISLAND

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

6 Also in advertising
• Freberg Ltd., Los Angeles, whose
radio and tv commercials for ButterNut coffee have received nationwide
recognition and awards in virtually
every advertising competition of the
past two years, has been signed to
produce four new one-minute radio
spots and two new jingles for ButterNut, fifth renewal of its contract with
Paxton & Gallagher Co., Omaha, maker of Butter-Nut. DArcy Adv. Co.,
St. Louis,: agency- for Butter-Nut advertising "Sivest of the Mississippi, will
use the new Freberg spots this fall
in connection with the introduction of
the coffee into the San Francisco
market.
i ffl
;
!
*v
• Pressure of increased production at
Warner Bros. Studios, Burbank, Calif.,
has necessitated new arrangements for
the filming of tv commercials. The increase in studio activity, both in major
feature production and in tv division
expansion has required transfer of
some filmed tv commercial production
activities to General Service Studios,
according to E. L. DePatie, Warner
Bros, vp and Martin Ransohoff, presi-

dent of Filmways Inc. with which
Warner Bros, has a commercial-production agreement.
* Ford Motor Co. will utilize two-way
closed-circuit television, incorporating
both video tape and live tv techniques,
for a nationwide news conference Sept.
2 to unveil its new Falcon "economy"
automobile.
• The Advertising Council, industrywide public service organization, will
have its story told on network television. A special 30-minute program,
which will explain the aims and accomplishments ofthe group, is set for CBSTV on Sept. 27 (5:30-6 p.m. EDT) under the title "The Sword and the Quill."
Since the Advertising Council was
founded at the start of World War II
to provide information and build public
morale in the war effort, it has used all
media to aid hundreds of other public
service projects.
Prepared by the Public Affairs Dept.
of CBS News, the program will have
Fred Freed as producer, Craig Fisher
as associate producer and John G.
Fuller as director.

Easy figuringCo.• distributed
Westinghouseits
Broadcasting
revised version of the WBC percentile chart for use at advertising
agencies. The chart enables agencies to ascertain cost, commission
and commissionable price rapidly.
The item was produced by WBC
in 1956 as a promotion piece and
subsequently about 10,000 requests for the chart were received
from agency personnel, WBC reported.
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THE

LOCAL
RAB figures

RADIO'S
show business

MEDIA

BONANZA
YEAR
running 8-10% ahead of 1958
tion, sales management and station
management. The conferences will be
directed by Mr. Sweeney, Vice President Miles David and Warren Boorom,
and Managers Robert Nietman and Pat
Rheaume of the RAB Member Service
Div.

Radio stations are currently enjoying the best local-business year in history. Local sales are running 8 to 10%
ahead of those for 1958, and in addition stations are saving "hundreds of
thousands of dollars" on office expenses
through mechanization and automation of log-keeping.
This report, on the heels of other
estimates that spot radio volume in
1959 would exceed 1958's by at least
7% (Broadcasting, Aug. 24), is being
released today (Aug. 31) by Radio Advertising Bureau. It is based on an
RAB-member survey whose complete
results will be detailed at RAB's Fourth
Annual Regional Management conferences, which open Sept. 2 at Princeton, N.J.
President Kevin B. Sweeney said
other findings, among more than 120
derived from the survey, indicated that
stations are spending 30% more on programming this year than last (the
extra money is going chiefly into news,
authorities said) and that they're finding new sources of sales personnel
(with 50% recruited from outside the
radio industry). The eight RMC meetings also will be given results of RAB
surveys of (1) timebuying practices at
210 agencies in 23 cities and (2) op-

erational practices at 300 well-managed companies outside the radio field.
The latter, adapting tips to radio management, is an addition to the RMC
format, which otherwise is divided into
four main segments designed to boost
sales and profits: Programming promo-

NBC

La.; Franklin D. Coslett, WBRE
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.; Elmo Ellis, WSB
Atlanta; Ed Walker, WFLA Tampa,
and Wilfred W. Woods, WHO-WOC
Des Moines-Davenport, Iowa. NBC
radio executives present included Marx
Loeb, Monitor producer; Joe Meyers,
director of NBC News; Buck Prince,
Monitor managing editor; Lud Simmel,
sales service manager, and Bob Wogan,
network operations manager.

tual's new management with affiliates
following the Sept. 2 date when the network is to be freed from court control
following it bankruptcy (Broadcasting,
Aug. 24). The clinics are designed to
find out what the affiliates want from j
the network and to offer suggestions for j
increased sales utilizing Mutual's program service. Morning roundtable sessions will discuss ways to use MBS material in building a station's local image, j
Afternoon meetings will explore ways to

Mutual

increase sales through the station's own
promotion campaigns. Another feature
will be a four-man panel of station executives from other parts of the country.
A two-hour question and answer session will close the clinics.
Other Mutual executives making the j
tour will include Albert Gregory McCarthy III, son of the new Mutual
backer, Albert Gregory McCarthy Jr.
and secretary-treasurer of the network;
Charles Godwin, stations vice president;
Steve McCormick, director of Washington operations; Frank Erwin, assistant to the president, and Victor C.
Diehm, chairman of the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

new

Radio
musical

to seek
identity

An overall network music policy designed to create a musical identity that
will be specifically NBC Radio's was
approved by the network's Program
Managers Advisory Committee last
Thursday at its first meeting.
Details of the policy were not immediately disclosed. Officials said it
would be submitted, along with plans
for greater integration of NBC Radio's
program schedule with those of its affiliates, to all NBC stations for their
approval.
Next meeting of the advisory group,
which is headed by Albert L. Capstaff, vice president in charge of NBC
Radio programs, will be held on an as
yet undetermined date after the midNovember general meeting of all NBC
affiliates.
Committeemen on hand for last
week's meeting, held in New York, included Chairman Capstaff and the following station program managers: Herman K. Clark, WBAP Fort Worth;
Bill Cornelius, WJBO Baton Rouge,
62

KEY

RADIO

% NEW
SALESMEN
FROM OUTSIDE
RADIO

STATION
LOCAL
BUSINESS

TRENDS'
PROGRAMMING
INVESTMENT

up

up 8 - 10%

1958

1959

1958

30%

1959

SOURCE: E3Z30 Surveys For 1959 Regional Management Conferences

executives

start clinics' round
Mutual radio network executives will
go on the road beginning next month
for a series of eight clinics with station owners across the country. The
first, at Atlanta's Dinkler-Plaza Hotel
Sept. 9, will be with owners from
Georgia, Florida, North and South
Carolina, Tennessee, Mississippi, Louisiana, Alabama and Arkansas. Heading
the swing for Mutual: Board Chairman
Chester H. Ferguson and President
Robert F. Hurleigh.
The meetings will be the first of Mu-

Carolina viewers already know it. Local sponsors feel it.
National advertisers everywhere are learning fast.
The tops of NBC and ABC-plus Paramount, MGM and
Warner Brothers are changing audience patterns of Charlotte
television. Get the facts. Here in America's 25th largest
tv-homes market you'll do better with Charlotte's dynamic
WSOC-TV. . . one of the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE— 9 NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R
63

WSOC

and WSOC-TV
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are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta and WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

WCKY

50,000

WATTS
m

blasts

bans

practices and conditions particular to

radio-tv

news

WICE Island."
in its editorial, said that the
Rhode
state sets aside approximately $60,000
yearly from motor vehicle inspection
fees for "promotional" purposes on
safe driving. It suggested the state apply
these funds "to a decent system of
driver education" to produce a "better
crop
of young
Other
stations,drivers."
according to Milton
E. MitlerT president-ofl-the-Rhode Island
State Broadcasters Assn., felt justified in
accepting payment for the announcements. He said the paid-for spots were
scheduled in prime time, rather than
the normal run-of-schedule insertions
given public service announcements.
He contended that such scheduling
provides a more effective campaign.
Fern & Assoc., Providence, handled
the campaign.

Bell
When

you've

a BIG

got

DO

Bans on broadcast coverage of public proceedings are interfering with the
public's right to know the facts, Howard
H. Bell, NAB assistant to the president,
said Saturday (Aug. 29) in an address
to the West Virginia Broadcasters Assn.
(see story, page 81 ) .
This restriction on reporting of current history continues in a period of
rapid changes and complexity when the
public must make informed judgments
on critical issues, he said. The enormous
growth of government "has resulted in
the all-too-frequent use of the prepared
statement and the press release as a
means of keeping the public informed
on governmental matters," he added,
calling for removal of limitations on
broadcast reporting of the news at local,
state and national proceedings.

job

let BIG

on

Y

IT!

BIG Y has AUDIENCE AND POWER
. . . the BIGGEST metropolitan audience of any Cincinnati station (AprilMay 1959 Nielsen) and 50,000 WATTS
of SELLING power to reach all the
Cincinnati area.
We are doing a BIG job every day for
our
Here's what a few say
aboutadvertisers.
us:
"With WCKY, we set an all-time
record for SOHIO station openings in
Cincinnati and in Ohio." Elmer Horstmeyer, Hyde Park Sohio Service
"We WCKY
can honestly
say thewere
results
our
broadcasts
the from
best
promotions
we
ever
had."
Saul
Marnier, Pres. Jems Shoe Stores
"Our account, Jennings Buick, has
asked me to express to you how pleased
he is with the result of his WCKY
broadcasts
we are a firm
believer in the aggressive grass roots
showmanship that WCKY does so
well."
Art Radkey, V.P. Keelor &
Stites Co.
Let BIG Y work for you in Cincinnati!
Call Tom Welstead at our New York
office, Eldorado 5-1127, or AM Radio
Sales in Chicago and the West Coast.

"The most important service of radio and television today is in the area
of news and information," Mr. Bell
said, calling news the "backbone of a
broadcast station's operation." He contended news responsibility "involves not
only objective reporting of the news but
firsthand digging and probing in the
gathering of news. It is in this latter
area that we must constantly improve
our efforts. It is also the area in which
our freedom is most greatly impaired."
Mr. Bell voiced hope the current
trend to editorializing by stations "will
do much to shed light on important
community and national issues."
Tv

safety

plugs

free,

state cash spurned
Two Providence, R.I., stations have
refused to accept paid advertising from
the State of Rhode Island to promote
highway safety,
nouncements contending
should be free. such an-

to share

WBIQ
new

(TV)

tower

WBRC-TV Birmingham, Ala., is constructing a$250,000 tower. It will be
shared by noncommercial-educational
WBIQ (TV) there. Antenna and transmission line are donated by the Alabama Educational Television Commission. At the ground-breaking (see picture) were Raymond Hurlbert, general
manager of the etv commission; Robert
Schlinkert, WBRC-TV general manager, and Rep. George Huddleston Jr.
(D-Ala.).
The 1,120-ft. tower, going up adjacent to WBRC-TV studios, is slated for
completion in October. WBRC-TV's ch.
6 coverage will be extended in the 50
counties it serves. WBIQ will gain 250,000 viewers with the new tower. The ch.
10 outlet will offer classes to 60,000
students in public schools.

The stations— WICE and WPRO-TV
— in on-the-air editorials expressed their
opposition to the handling of what have
normally been public service announcements as commercial campaigns.

WCK

Joseph P. Doughtery, WPRO-TV
general manager, stated that over the
weekend in question (Aug. 14-16), his
station provided, without cost, spots
valued at $4,400. He suggested that
rather than purchasing advertising time
or space, the state should use money
set aside for promoting highway safety
to provide professional materials and
copy keyed to specific local traffic
situations.

Cincinnati,

Mr. Doughtery said, the state "can
present messages that are more meaningful because they point up hazardous
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WBRC-TV,

Ground-breakers
Hurlbert, Schlinkert, Huddleston
(THE MEDIA) 65

MORE

NEWS

RESEARCH

CBS' Stanton suggests
Journalism in this country ought to
be researched thoroughly to see how
well it is "doing its job in terms of
reader and audience interest, absorption
and retention of the news."
The suggestion came last week from
Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS president, in
a speech Friday (Aug. 28) before the
annual convention of the Assn. for
Education Journalism at the U. of OreDr. Stanton said CBS would be willing to support as well as cooperate with
gon.
such a study providing it was "well defined and responsibly conducted." He
saw the research program as an allmedia effort — "we should suspend rivalries for this purpose."
The purpose, he said, would be to
"find out how well we are doing, what
kind of rapport we have with our audiences, how effective — day in and day
out, not just throughout emergencies —
In his speech to educators in the
journalism
we are." field, Dr. Stanton suggested
that "we [news media] break more rules,
become more experimental."
The Keeping Up • He warned that
the science and art of communications
lag far behind "this new load [increasing complexity of information] put
upon them." And the "accelerated speed
with which things of major importance
are happening all over the world is far
out-pacing the ability of the busy men
and women of modern life to keep up
with them, to assimilate them."
Dr. Stanton emphasized it was necessary to "staff ourselves" in order to
"use more originality, more imaginativeness, to get the interest of our audiences
and to hold it." He thought it "startling"
that "for all the power of television as
a reporting medium" an estimated third
of the tv stations in the nation "have
no news staff at all." He called it "an
All-girl KNDI
Honolulu will have an all-girl
air personalities station when
KNDI commences operation in
the fall.
Jim Ownby, president. Aloha
State Broadcasters & Telecasters

Coast to Coast
'Sell" thru Avery-Knodel

PROVIDENCE,
66

(THE MEDIA)

RHODE

ISLAND

Inc., says the girls will be "representative of the islands' many
exotic racial groups." Mr. Ownby operates WJXN Jackson,
Miss., and KONI-KELE (FM)
Phoenix, Ariz.
KNDI, a full-timer, will be on
1270 kc with 5 kw.

NEEDED

all-media cooperation
incredible commentary on the failure
of many of us to rise to new opportunities to create a better informed
CBS, Dr. Stanton pointed out, though
electorate."
aware that "there will never be a final
answer to what constitutes an adequate
news program," budgets more than $15
million per year for news programming.
And this, despite the fact that news is
not "quantitatively our major business."
He explained how CBS has sought to
probe background information as opposed to "hard news," noting as an example the network's plan for CBS Reports, aseries of hour-long, background
news programs in prime evening time
starting this fall.
Radio

audience

still

shades tv — Sindlinger
Radio listening continued to top tv
viewing throughout the month of July
and into the first two weeks of August,
according to a special report from Sindlinger & Co., Ridley Park, Pa., made
available last week to the Radio Advertising Bureau.
The pronouncement from Sindlinger
indicates that a trend, begun in early
July, is continuing. At that time Sindlinger stated that for the first time in
two years, the total radio audience surpassed the total tv audience in the first
three weeks of July (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10). The latest report shows that
for the week ending July 30 the radio
audience averaged 78.9 million (12
years and older) and the tv audience
averaged 77 million. In the week ending Aug. 6, according to Sindlinger,
62 percent of respondents said they
had listened to radio and 60.4 percent
reported they had watched tv. In the
week
endingat Aug.
13, radio's
was placed
61.7 percent
of theaudience
sample
and tv's audience at 59.8 percent.
Alfred E. Sindlinger, president of
the research company, said the radioover-tv trend should continue until the
end of August. Sindlinger figures are
based on a sample of 22,500 persons
living in 287 U.S. counties.

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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At the risk of being repetitious, may we again point out that KSFO
audiences in the San Francisco-Oakland market. Some 53 '/<
more homes than the next station.* Your advertising can share
this obvious advantage. Call the station or AM Radio Sales.

continues to command

the very largest radio

Changing
hands
Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz., KOAT-TV
Albuquerque, N.M.: Merger of two stations with ownership changes and other
minor adjustments. KVOA-TV had
been owned by Clinton D. McKinnon,
Barnard Weinberg, Arthur A. Dessler
and Harold A. Garfield, each 25%,
while Mr. McKinnon had been sole
owner of KOAT-TV. Under merger
agreement both outlets are to be owned
40% by Mr. McKinnon and 20% each
by Messrs. Weinberg, Dessler and Garfield. KVOA-TV is on ch. 4 and is
affiliated with NBC-TV. KOAT-TV is
on ch. 7 and is affiliated with ABC-TV.
• WDOT Burlington, Vt.: Sold by Val
Carter, owner-general manager, and
State Sen. Frederick Fayette, to Fortune
Pope, owner of WHOM New York, for
$140,000. Mr. Carter will continue to
manage station. Sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. WDOT is on 1400
kc with 250 w.
• WIPS Ticonderoga, N.Y.: Sold by
Olean Broadcasting Corp. (Donald W.
Merriman, president) to Bernard H.
Pelzer Jr. for $85,000. Mr. Pelzer is

administrative director of Radio Press
International. Broker: Paul H. Chapman Co. WIPS is on 1250 kc with 1
kw, day.
Dual

Mich,

sale

fails

Negotiations for the sale of WGRD
Grand Rapids and WTRU Muskegon,
both Michigan, by Music Broadcasting
Co. to William H. Rich and Alistair
Bradley Martin for $500,000 plus assumption of liabilities (as reported in
Broadcasting, Aug. 24) was turned
down last
week
by reportedly
stations' stockholders.
Stockholders
voted
unanimously not to sell either station.
Newhouse

acquisition

S.I. Newhouse, newspaper publisher
and station group owner, has moved
further into the magazine publishing
field. Last March, he acquired a controlling interest in Conde Nast Publications Inc. (Glamour, House & Garden,
Vogue and Vague Pattern Book). The
new transaction reported last week involves a $3.5 million deal acquiring
Street & Smith Publications Inc.
(Charm, Mademoiselle, Living for
Young Homemakers, sports annuals,
science fiction and hobby magazines,
among others). Immediate effect is an

SOUTHWEST
Fulltime regional facility in one of the
biggest and best markets in this area.
Growing every month — this one will
be a real winner. $100,000 down —
balance over five or six years.
NORTHWEST
Highly successful and profitable AM
daytimer and FM in rich area. 29%
down — balance over five years.
MOUNTAIN
STATE
Daytimer in State's top market. Planners predict real growth here. Good
possibility for fulltime operation.
This is a real opportunity for owneroperator. Terms can be arranged.
EAST
CENTRAE
Successful daytimer in two station
market. Making profit for absentee
owner — should do better for owneroperator. Terms can be arranged.
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING

$3509000

$2009OQO

SM20.000

$679OQO

(THE MEDIA)

TV, newspapers

APPRAISALS

tie

in politics news race
Television and newspapers rank
equally as the public's first choice for
political news, according to a survey
conducted in Wayne County, Mich., by
Prof. Samuel Eldersveld, U. of Michigan political scientist.
Conducted
in cooperation with the
university's Detroit Area Study, the survey showed 38% get most of their
political information from tv and 38%
from newspapers. Radio was named
first choice by 9%. The study indicated that almost half those contacted
followed the 1956 campaign on tv at
least once a week, with 7% watching
every day, 12% almost every day and
27% once or twice a week; 37% followed the campaign only infrequently
on tv and 17% never wached it on
their sets.
Prof. Eldersveld said candidates using tv are able to reach many people
"not predisposed toward their particular party." In Detroit, 48% reported
watching both parties on tv. He described tv as "terribly important" in
reaching lower economic groups, the
less formally educated and lower-prestige occupational classes. He added that
newspapers
still "very important"
as
a source of are
information,
9 out of 10
Detroiters reading at least one major
newspaper daily, 25% two papers and
5% all three local papers.
Of those interviewed, only 43% realized their newspapers supported Eisenhower editorially during the 1956 campaign, according to Prof. Eldersveld. A
third felt the papers were editorially
neutral and 4% erroneously felt the
papers supported Stevenson.
Stations
Kluge

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
William B. Ryan
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Healey Wfn'taker
Building
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Atlanta,
Georgia
Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview 4-2770
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
Sterling 3-4341
68

expected combination of Charm with
Glamour, the magazine retaining the
latter name. Mr. Newhouse's broadcast
properties include WSYR-AM-FM-TV
Syracuse, N.Y.; WAPI, WAFM (FM)
and WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala.;
WPTA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; and interests in KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland,
Ore. and KTVI (TV) St. Louis.

get

tax

behind

proposal

Stations in the Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. group are giving impetus
to a proposal made at a news conference a fortnight ago by John W.
Kluge, Metropolitan president, who
called for the elimination of federal
income taxes paid by all U.S. teachers
and by parents of college students. The
importance of such legislation, Mr.
Kluge said, would result in raising the
economic and social status of teachers
and put the U.S. in a better position to
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

. , . our own horn, that is . . . but we feel justified!
Once again
honors"
with KSLA-TV
NINE of has
the captured
TOP TEN"topshows
...
NINETEEN of the TOP TWENTY . . . TWENTYEIGHT of the TOP THIRTY with a
weekly audience of 58.4% mornings, 71.9%
afternoons and 64.9% nighttime.*
KSLA-TV has always kept pace with audience
demands by programming imaginatively . . .
creating fresh, new local shows and talent . . . and
operating full power with a clean, clear picture.
It takes all this and more to capture and hold
loyal audiences day after day . . . week after week
. . . and in our case year after year!
If you're not already convinced, call in your
Harrington, Righter and Parsons man for
the complete story on what makes KSLA-TV
the advertising buy in Shreveport!

ARB- April 17-Mayl4,

channel

shreveport,

'59

la.

Changing
hands
Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• KVOA-TV Tucson, Ariz., KOAT-TV
Albuquerque, N.M.: Merger of two stations with ownership changes and other
minor adjustments. KVOA-TV had
been owned by Clinton D. McKinnon,
Barnard Weinberg, Arthur A. Dessler
and Harold A. Garfield, each 25%,
while Mr. McKinnon had been sole
owner of KOAT-TV. Under merger
agreement both outlets are to be owned
40% by Mr. McKinnon and 20% each
by Messrs. Weinberg, Dessler and Garfield. KVOA-TV is on ch. 4 and is
affiliated with NBC-TV. KOAT-TV is
on ch. 7 and is affiliated with ABC-TV.
• WDOT Burlington, Vt.: Sold by Val
Carter, owner-general manager, and
State Sen. Frederick Fayette, to Fortune
Pope, owner of WHOM New York, for
$140,000. Mr. Carter will continue to
manage station. Sale was handled by
Blackburn & Co. WDOT is on 1400
kc with 250 w.
• WIPS Ticonderoga, N.Y.: Sold by
Olean Broadcasting Corp. (Donald W.
Merriman, president) to Bernard H.
Pelzer Jr. for $85,000. Mr. Pelzer is

administrative director of Radio Press
International. Broker: Paul H. Chapman Co. WIPS is on 1250 kc with 1
kw, day.
Dual

Mich,

sale

fails

Negotiations for the sale of WGRD
Grand Rapids and WTRU Muskegon,
both Michigan, by Music Broadcasting
Co. to William H. Rich and Alistair
Bradley Martin for $500,000 plus assumption of liabilities (as reported in
Broadcasting, Aug. 24) was turned
down last
week
by reportedly
stations' stockholders.
Stockholders
voted
unanimously not to sell either station.
Newhouse
acquisition
S.I. Newhouse, newspaper publisher
and station group owner, has moved
further into the magazine publishing
field. Last March, he acquired a controlling interest in Conde Nast Publications Inc. (Glamour, House & Garden,
Vogue and Vague Pattern Book). The
new transaction reported last week involves a $3.5 million deal acquiring
Street & Smith Publications Inc.
(Charm, Mademoiselle, Living for
Young Homemakers, sports annuals,
science fiction and hobby magazines,
among others). Immediate effect is an

SOUTHWEST
Fulltime regional facility in one of the
biggest and best markets in this area.
Growing every month — this one will
be a real winner. $100,000 down —
balance over five or six years.
NORTHWEST
Highly successful and profitable AM
daytimer and FM in rich area. 29%
down — balance over five years.
MOUNTAIN
STATE
Daytimer in State's top market. Planners predict real growth here. Good
possibility for fulltime operation.
This is a real opportunity for owneroperator. Terms can be arranged.
EAST
CENTRAL
Successful daytimer in two station
market. Making profit for absentee
owner — should do better for owneroperator. Terms can be arranged.
NEGOTIATIONS
•
FINANCING

$350,000

S'JOO.OOO

$1209000

$679000
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Tvf newspapers

APPRAISALS

tie

in politics news race
Television and newspapers rank
equally
the public's
firsttochoice
for
political asnews,
according
a survey
conducted in Wayne County, Mich., by
Prof. Samuel Eldersveld, U. of Michi- J
gan political scientist.
Conducted in cooperation with the
university's Detroit Area Study, the survey showed 38% get most of their
political information from tv and 38%
from newspapers. Radio was named
first choice by 9%. The study indicated that almost half those contacted
followed the 1956 campaign on tv at
least once a week, with 7% watching
every day, 12% almost every day and
27% once or twice a week; 37% followed the campaign only infrequently
on tv and 17% never wached it on
their sets.
Prof. Eldersveld said candidates using tv are able to reach many people
"not predisposed toward their particular party." In Detroit, 48% reported
watching both parties on tv. He described tv as "terribly important" in
reaching lower economic groups, the
less formally educated and lower-prestige occupational classes. He added that
newspapers
still "very important"
as
a source of areinformation,
9 out of 10
Detroiters reading at least one major
newspaper daily, 25% two papers and
5% all three local papers.
Of those interviewed, only 43% realized their newspapers supported Eisenhower editorially during the 1956 campaign, according to Prof. Eldersveld. A
third felt the papers were editorially
neutral and 4% erroneously felt the
papers supported Stevenson.
Stations
Kluge

ffiUwkbwyn
&
Company
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Colin M. Selph
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
James W. Blackburn
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
William
B.
Ryan
Stanley
Jack V. Harvey
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Healey Whitaker
Building
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Joseph
M.
Sitrick
Atlanta,
Georgia
Beverly
Hills, Calif.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois
CRestview 4-2770
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
Sterling 3-4341
68

expected combination of Charm with I
Glamour, the magazine retaining the
latter name. Mr. Newhouse's broadcast
properties include WSYR-AM-FM-TV
Syracuse, N.Y.; WAPI, WAFM (FM)
and WABT (TV) Birmingham, Ala.; i
WPTA (TV) Harrisburg, Pa.; and interests in KOIN-AM-FM-TV Portland,
Ore. and KTVI (TV) St. Louis.

get

tax

behind

proposal

Stations in the Metropolitan Broadcasting Co. group are giving impetus
to a proposal made at a news conference a fortnight ago by John W.
Kluge, Metropolitan president, who
called for the elimination of federal
income taxes paid by all U.S. teachers
and by parents of college students. The
importance of such legislation, Mr.
Kluge said, would result in raising the
economic and social status of teachers
and put the U.S. in a better position to
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

. . . our own horn, that is . . . but we feel justified!
Once again
honors"
with KSLA-TV
NINE of has
the captured
TOP TEN"topshows
. . .
NINETEEN of the TOP TWENTY . . . TWENTYEIGHT of the TOP THIRTY with a
weekly audience of 58.4% mornings, 71.9%
afternoons and 64.9% nighttime.*
KSLA-TV has always kept pace with audience
demands by programming imaginatively . . .
creating fresh, new local shows and talent . . . and
operating full power with a clean, clear picture.
It takes all this and more to capture and hold
loyal audiences day after day . . . week after week
. . . and in our case year after year!
If you're not already convinced, call in your
Harrington, Righter and Tarsom man for
the complete story on what makes KSLA-TV
the advertising buy in Shreveport!

° ARB- April 17-Mayl4,

shreveport,

'59

la.

meet the
tionalchallenge
advancements. of Russia's educaMr. Kluge called on the broadcasting
industry to support the tax relief proposals with the same skills it uses to get
behind other national aims, such as
safety on the highways or slum clearance. Impressed by the attitude and
scholarship of Russian youth, Mr.
Kluge warned that their purposefulness
should be reason enough for the U.S.
to raise the status of teachers.
He announced that the Metropolitan
stations in New York, Washington and
Cleveland would campaign for the proposals in their commercials, station
break announcements and in special

I
1
!

j
i
|

programs.

"HOOSIER
The Teenagers

FAVORITE".
. .
Show
That Parents Watch

With Joe Kelly and Bruce Saunders at the helm of "Hoosier
Favorite," WSBT-TV's big production studio really "jumps" on Saturday afternoons. From 5:00-6:30 p.m. South Bend teenagers crowd
the studio and their home TV sets for dancing fun, top tunes and
the casual commentaries of Saunders and Kelly.
While "Hoosier Favorite" is essentially a teenagers show, ARB
reports that half of this big audience is composed of adults! Now in
its 5th year, this popular program consistently rates above 20.0%.
WSBT-TV dominates the prosperous South Bend market with
local programs and by carrying top rated national shows. The latest
ARB rating gives WSBT-TV 45.2 share of sets in use over a four week
period!
To reach the 1.6 billion dollar South Bend TV market, use the
station that dominates it nearly 2 to 1 ... WSBT-TV. See your Raymer man or write this station for availabilities on "Hoosier Favorite."
Also request free market data book.

ASK
70

PAUL

SOUTH BEND, INDIANA
H. RAYMER
COMPANY

(THE MEDIA)
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CHANNEL 22
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

7-11

p.m.

is listener

peak

for Texas

fm

Peak listening hours for fm stations
are between 7-11 p.m., a variation
from the prevailing daytime peaks of
am stations, according to a survey of
Texas fm conducted by Roderick E.
Kennedy,
owner-manager
of KHFI
(FM)
Austin.
Problems of fm operators in Texas
will be discussed at a meeting to be
held Oct. 17-19 at Driskill Hotel,
Austin, according to Mr. Kennedy.
Topics include sales, agency relations,
promotion of set sales, rate cards,
multiplexing and public service.
The Kennedy survey, covering 22 of
30 Texas stations polled (12 independents, 10 am-tv affiliated), shows programming that covers the full range of
musical selections, with only one station predominantly classical. Popular,
ming.
standard jazz, and show tunes comprised the heaviest share of programTexas fm stations have few national
accounts, it was shown. Nine reported
they have no national business; one had
four national accounts, one had three
and two reported one account. Heaviest
sponsorship ratio was 85%, reported
by one station affiliated with an am or
tv outlet. Among independents the
highest sponsorship ratio was 65% of
the schedule; five reported they were
sponsored 50% or better.
Eight stations publish program
guides, five doing it free and three
charging a subscription fee ranging
from $1 to $3 a year, according to the
survey. Seven stations reported they
broadcast no news and five have no
weather reports. Four outlets carry amfm stereo and two carry stereo via fmfm multiplex. Fifteen stations reported
plans for multiplexing activity — 10 for
background service, four stereo and one
both background and stereo. Most fm
stations reported they do not have
comprehensive audience survey reports.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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Use radio-tv for pr
Attention was directed to the use of
local radio and television in putting over
a public relations program in a keynote
address by Arthur Hull Hayes, CBS Radio president, at last week's communications seminar of the National Catholic Welfare Conference. Mr. Hayes
spoke Friday (Aug. 28) at Manhattan
College in New York. "To think only
in terms of newspapers is to place false
limits
on any 'pr' task," Mr. Hayes
commented.
Mr. Hayes also presided over a panel
on general religious broadcast programming. Participants included John Driscoll, radio-tv production supervisor at
BBDO; William R. McAndrew, vice
president for NBC news and public
affairs; Maury Robinson, staff writer
on Today (NBC-TV); Frank Shakespeare, vice president-general manager,
WCBS-TV New York, and Jean Colbert, WTIC-TV Hartford.
To

aid Kenny

drive

Fifteen western radio stations represented by Daren F. McGavren Co.,
San Francisco representative firm, will
participate in a 30 day fund raising
drive for the Sister Kenny Foundation.
Celebrity spots were recorded by Pat
Boone, Hugh O'Brien, Jimmy Durante,
and other personalities and are personalized for each station and market. Contributions will be sent directly to the
station during September to help support the Kenny Foundation's programs
of rehabilitation
and research. Stations
participating are KAFY Bakersfield,
KXRX San Jose, KEAP Fresno, KTRB
Modesto, KXOA Sacramento, KSBW
Salinas, KJOY Stockton, KFXM San
Bernardino, KSDO San Diego, KVEC
San Luis Obispo, KABL San Francisco,
all Calif.; KTKT Phoenix, Ariz.; KIT
Yakima, Wash, and KLAS Las Vagas,
-Nev.

See heads NAB group
Harold P. See, KRON-TV San Francisco, has been named chairman of
the NAB 1959-60 Television Advisory
Committee on Video Tape Usage. President Harold E. Fellows announced the
following would serve on the committee with Mr. See: Norman Bagwell,
WKY-TV Oklahoma City; Raymond J.
Bowley,Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.;
Virgil Duncan, WRAL-TV Raleigh,
N.C.; Stokes Gresham, WISH-TV Indianapolis; John Koushouris, CBS-TV;
William
Michaels, WJBK-TV Detroit'
and Kenneth
Tredwell, WBTV (TV)
Charlotte, N.C.
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FRESH AIR from Radio Catalina gives radio advertising extra impact.
This refreshingly distinctive format of individual music programs provides a
perfect opening for a powerful sales punch. Your message on KBIG hits
a receptive, adult audience everywhere in Southern California . . .with the force
of conviction and clarity. Heavy fan mail and the biggest billings in years
prove the effectiveness of the new KBIG programming concept. And the cost of
this profitable coverage is 71% lower than stations with comparable reach.
Surround your product advertising with FRESH AIR . . .
good copy deserves nothing less!
Radio Catalina . . . 740kc/10,000 watts
JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.,
6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. • Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative: Weed Radio Corporation

OFFICIAL
Feemster

A Great Independent
A Good Neighbor
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AD

warns

BANS
bar

group

CRITICIZED
encroachments

affect public's right to be informed
Government entry into the field of idea should be investigated (Broadcasting, May 25). Since that time, Mr.
advertising restrictions is "an encroachment on the public's right to be in- Seymour reported, the idea of a preliminary study has been approved by
formed," the American Bar Assn. was
NAB, Radio-Television News Directors
told Tuesday at its Aug. 24-27 convention in Miami, Fla., by Robert M. FeemAssn., Radio-Television Correspondents
ster, chairman of the executive comAssn., Radio-Newsreel-Working Press
mittee, Dow Jones & Co., and past Assn., National Editorial Assn., and
chairman of the Advertising Federation
National Press Photographers Assn.
of America.
Newspapers Aloof • American NewsReferring to a recent ruling by the
paper Publishers Assn. and American
Internal Revenue Service in which
Society
Editors "have
much of the institutional advertising by declined ofto Newspaper
participate but have diselectric power companies was held not
closed their interest in following progtax-deductible as a business expense,
ress," he explained. He added, "the
Mr. Feemster challenged the right of media have complained in the past that
the government to interfere with legiti- the bar has dealt with Canon 35 withmate business activities or other freeout according them due process. The
doms.
committee has assured them that, however the present exploration turns out,
The ABA's annual convention by- the committee
will not reach a final
passed atopic of key interest to broaddecision or report without giving the
casters— the long-range effort to have
media full opportunity to present their
its Canon 35 ban against courtroom
pickups eliminated from the ABA code
views." The House of Delegates renewed the Seymour committee for anof ethics. Canon 35 entered the proother year.
ceedings at one point — an oral stateIn his indictment of federal restricment by Whitney North Seymour of
tions against advertising, Mr. Feemster
New York, 1960 president-elect and
chairman of an ABA special Canon 35 said the nation needs right-to-advertise
committee.
laws, both federal and state. These laws
Preliminary Look • Mr. Seymour re- would specifically prohibit "curbs to
ported last Thursday to the House of the right of any legitimate company to
Delegates, ABA ruling body, on the inform the public, and the public's
right Ohio
to be isinformed,"
he said,
recalling
committee's Canon 35 studies. Citing that
the first state
to enact
such
the history of ABA-media relations, he legislation (Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
said the group plans to meet with broadThe Ohio bill becomes effective Nov. 1,
cast and other media representatives in
September to consider a proposal to he noted, "removing a great and constant harassment to legitimate Ohio
conduct a preliminary study of the
problem through a foundation grant.
Six Official Gags • Mr. Feemster
businesses."
The Seymour committee was created
cited these devices by which city, state
and federal government agencies can
a year ago by ABA "to try to get fresh
light on whether there is need to change
in our gags
ears: in our mouths and cotCanon 35," the chairman reported at now ton"put
Miami. "It was evident from the ob• Internal Revenue Service ruling
servation bymembers of the commitadvertising as legitimate, taxtee and such recent developments as against
deductible business expenses.
the poll of the members of the Amer• Denial of the right to deduct dealican College of Trial Lawyers, that such
ers' advertising allowances prior to
a poll merely would show that a large
reckoning
majority of the bar favors the present
excise
taxes.the base for manufacturers'
• Discriminatory municipal and state
canon, a fact already known," Mr.
taxes on advertising.
Seymour said.
"The committee considered the pos• State prohibitions forbidding members of certain legitimate businesses or
sibility of having volunteer lawyers observe trials when media are present and
professions to advertise their services.
• Harsh restrictions on billboard adgather the views of participants," he
continued, but explained the idea ran
vertising located on highways built with
into obstacles and the group decided
federal or joint federal and state funds.
• Continuous and increasing postal
"to defer any amateur investigations."
rate
discrimination against the adverIn a search for "the real facts," the
tising content of newspapers and magacommittee felt a joint bar-media effort
zines.
was desirable. A committee-media meeting May 22 led to an agreement the
Mr. Feemster said, "I do not believe
BROADCASTING, August 3T, 1959
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that we, the people of the United States,
want to assign the right to the tax collectors to serve as a board of censorship over what we may say, write or advertise."
Tv Can Help • In his Aug. 24 address to the ABA Law and the Layman
Conference, Erwin D. Canham, editor
of The Christian Science Monitor and
president of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, suggested television could revive public interest in the judicial
process.
Telecasts showing scenes "of actual
courts in operation" were advocated by
Mr. Canham. He said, "the popularity
of dramatic scripts with a courtroom
setting — such as employed in the Perry
Mason and Mr. District Attorney shows
and some others — would suggest that
a substantial audience might be recruited. .. .
"We cannot afford cobwebbed corners in the structure of our judicial
system. We are judged by these corners
... If we can find ways and means to
increase our national respect for judicial
procedure by building respect for those
laws which cover the most minor offenses, we will have gone a long way
toward the creation of respect for law
in general — and our national viewpoint
will be heeded — where it is needed
most."
Double Trouble • Federal regulatory agencies are trying to do the impossible by serving as policy-making
tribunals as well as administrators, ABA
was told by Louis J. Hector, member of
the Civil Aeronautics Board.
"The basic premise is wrong," he
said, in describing how CAB FCC and
other agencies are "both Congress and
the courts." He added, "administrators
and judges have such completely different codes of ethics that a commissioner
who tries to act like a judge is accused
of trying to regulate in an ivory tower,
while one who tries to act like an administrator isaccused of becoming too

ABC-TV
gets honor
ABC-TV was honored Thursday
(Aug. 27) by American Bar Assn.
with a Gavel Award for its Day
in Court series. In announcing media
winners at the Miami convention, its
second annual awards competition,
ABA lauded the network for increasing public understanding of the
administration of justice.
Columbia University's Mass Communication Center was presented
with a gavel award for its film, "The
Constitution: Whose Interpretation?"
The film was produced for educational television and shown on etv
stations.
74
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$49,720,636. The firm's peak year of
$53 million was in 1957.
Net earnings in 1959 were $4,255,- j
770, ($3.28 a share), up from last
year's $3.8 million, ($2.97 a share).
Meredith broadcast properties are
KCMO-AM-FM-TV Kansas City, Kan.; j
KPHO-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; WOWAM-TV Omaha, Neb.; WHEN-AM-TV
Syracuse, N.Y. and KRMG Tulsa,
Okla.
No breakdown of revenue by individual stations is available, according
to a Meredith spokesman.
• Media

Advertising's Feemster
Assails government inroads
friendly with the litigants."
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark), chairman of the House Commerce Committee, reviewed the investigation of independent agencies by the Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee. He said the
Commerce Committee plans to hold
hearings in the near future on legislation "which will substantially contribute
to the improvement of the administration of law by commissions."
WTVR(TV)

to CBS

in Richmond

changes

CBS-TV and WRVA-TV Richmond
are terminating their affiliation on May
29, 1960, according to an announcement to be released today (Aug. 31) by
Carl S. Ward, CBS-TV vice president in
charge of affiliate relations and C.T.
Lucy, president of Richmond Television
Corp., owner of WRVA-TV.
Mr. Ward said WTVR (TV) Richmond, licensed to Havens & Martin
Inc., and operating on ch. 6 has agreed
to become a CBS-TV affiliate on May
30, 1960. Mr. Lucy stated that WRVATV did not want to disclose its network
plans at this time. (WTVR at present is
an ABC-TV outlet.)
$10.7

million

revenue

for Meredith radio-tv
For the second year in a row, revenue
of the Meredith Publishing Co.'s broadcast properties exceeded $10-million, in
the fiscal year which ended June 30,
1959. Revenue in 1959 was $10,771,057, up from 1958's $10,514,762.
Also for the second year in the company's history, total revenue was over
$50-million. This year's revenue of $51,817,401 was up 4.2% from last year's

reports

• WLUK-TV Marinette, Wis., moved
almost a half-million dollars of equipment from its old transmitter site near
Oconto, Wis., to its new site near Green
Bay, in one overnight operation, the
ch. 1 1 outlet has reported. There was
no program interruption, according to
WLUK-TV, which recently increased
its power from 234 kw to the maximum 316 and constructed a new tower
1050 ft. above average terrain. WLUKTV, prior to August 24, had been identified as WMBV-TV.
• WTMJ-AM-TV Milwaukee is installing aweather radar system, according to
George Comte, vp and general manager.
The unit, and adaptation of radar systems used aboard airliners, will offer
accurate short range weather forecasts
by pin-pointing storms within a 150
mile radius. A special device will also
determine the intensity of the disturbance as well as its exact location.
• Construction has begun on a new
building for WPAT Paterson, N.J., at
the station's transmitter site at Clifton,
N.J., it was announced last week by
Dickens J. Wright, president of WPAT.
He estimated the cost of the stucture at
$250,000.
is scheduled for completion
in lateItwinter.

|
|
!
j

J
j
j
j
1
1

• ABC Surveys Inc., N.Y. (affiliate of j
ARB),
formerly located at 201 E. 57th '
St., has
42nd
St. moved its office to 11 W. !
• WANN Annapolis, Md., on 1190 kc, ■
increased its power to 10 kw Aug.
25. The station has constructed a new !
studio and transmitter building.
• New and enlarged headquarters in
Austin have been set up by Texas Assn.
of Broadcasters, with Bonner McLane, \
of Winn-McLane Assoc., Austin agency, as executive secretary. W.R. Peck
will assist Mr. McLane in operating
TAB's information, legislative and public service activities. Shirley Austin,
former TAB office manager, has joined
the U. of Texas radio-tv department.
TAB's address is 1004 International !
Life Bldg., Austin.
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Now

WSB

a bigger dollar's

Radio

worth

audience

Latest radio audience measurement in this
market by Nielsen shows a fine bonus for
WSB advertisers. Average increase, per quarter-hour, Monday through Friday, is 23.4%.
Highest increase is in the 9 a.m. to 12 noon
time block — up 38.2 % . Nighttime increases
also are splendid — up 18.7% in the 6 to 9
p.m. period and up 10.7% in the 9 to 12
midnight block, Monday through Friday.
Two major factors account for these in-

for you in Atlanta

grows

by

23.4%

creases: (1) population growth in the WSB
Radio market and (2) WSB Radio's knowledge of how to program for the people in this
area. Certainly your advertising in Atlanta
belongs on WSB Radio.

WSB

Radio

The Voice of the South / Atlanta

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC Affiliate. Represented by Edw. Petry & Co.
Associated with WSOC-TV and WSOC, Charlotte; WHIO-TV and WHIO, Dayton.
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CONGRESS
House

and

Senate

Final approval of an amendment to
the political broadcasting law will be
before Congress again this week as Senate-House conferees last Wednesday
(Aug. 26) agreed on compromise language to bills already passed.
The amendment to Sec. 315 of the
Communications Act will be brought
before the House first, probably
Wednesday (Sept. 2), according to the
leadership. It exempts from equal time
demands any "bona fide newscasts,
bona fide news interview, bona fide
news documentary [and] on-the-spot
coverage of bona fide news events. . . ."
(For full text, see below.)
Troubled waters still face the bill,
however. "I buy none of it," said Rep
John Moss (D-Calif.), only member of
the 12-man conference committee who
refused to sign the joint report. He
promised
I can"after
to
defeat the tobilldoon "everything
the House floor
the conferees had adopted more liberal
exemptions from the Senate bill in
favor of his own language in the House
amendment (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
The conference language reminds the
FCC and broadcasters of obligations
to operate in the public interest, but not
in the controversial language put in the
Senate-bill by Sen. William Proxmire
(D-Wis.) (Broadcasting, Aug. 3). It
also provides for a continuing study
of Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act and charges the FCC with making
annual reports to Congress. The original
Senate bill included language for such
an investigation but limited to three
years.
Examples Mentioned e Although no
shows were mentioned by name, the
conferees made it clear that such news
interview shows as Face the Nation
(CBS-TV) and Meet the Press (NBCTV) would be exempt from equal time
under language of the bill.
A second important concession for
broadcasters in the conference bill was
the exclusion of the requirement, as
contained in the House bill, that a candidate's appearance must be "incidental
to the presentation of the news" before
a show would be exempt from equal
time. The "incidental" stipulation was
left in the bill only in relation to news
documentaries.
It was on these two points that Rep.
Moss made exception — and several
other congressmen are known to see
76

GETS
to vote

SEC.
this week

315
on

REVISION

compromise

eye-to-eye
his outright
views. "I
wouldof
rather
vote with
for an
repeal
Sec. 315 because I regard this (bill) as
being a legal sanction to discriminatory
practices which could be prejudiced in
the extreme in the presentation of political views to the American people."
No Political Advantage • In a separate conference report, the 1 1 - man
majority said that in order to be considered "bona fide," a news interview
must be a regularly scheduled program
with the content, format and participants determined by the station or network. The report said "bona fide" was
included in the bill to "emphasize the
intention to limit the exemptions from
the equal time requirement to cases
where the appearance of a candidate is
not designed to serve the political advantage of that candidate."
Signing the report were Sens. John
Pastore (D-R.I.), Mike Monroney (DOkla.), Strom Thurmond (D-S.C), Hugh
Scott (R-Pa.), Clifford Case (R-N.J.),
and Reps. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), Walter
Rogers (D-Tex.), John J. Flynt (D-Ga.),
John Bennett (R-Mich.). J. Arthur
Younger (R-Calif.) and William Avery
(R-Kan.).
If the conference bill is passed by
both the House and Senate, it then will
go to the President for his signature.
He already has indicated that he will
sign the bill into law by calling the
FCC's Lar Daly decision "ridiculous"
(Broadcasting, March 23). In that decision the Commission ruled that Mr.
Daly was entitled to equal time after
his opponents for mayor of Chicago
had been shown briefly on regularlyscheduled newscasts.
Text of the conference approved bill:
That sec. 315(a) of the Communications Act of
1934 is amended by inserting at the end thereof
the following sentences: Appearance by a legally
qualified
candidate
on any —
(1) bona
fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,
(3) bona fide news documentary (if the
appearance of the candidate is incidental
to the presentation of the subject or
subjects covered by the news documentary), or
(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide news
events (including but not limited to
politicaldentalconventions
and activites incithereto),
shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting
station within the meaning of this subsection.
Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall be
construed as relieving broadcasters, in connection
with the presentation of newscasts, news interviews, news documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage of news events, from the obligation imposed
upon them under this Act to operate in the public
interest and to afford reasonable opportunity for

language

the discussions of conflicting views on issues
of public importance.
Sec. 2. (a) The Congress declares its intention
to reexamine from time to time the amendment
to section 315(a) of the Communications Act of
1934 made by the first section of this act, to
ascertain whether such amendment has proved
to be effective and practicable.
(b) To assist the Congress in making its reexaminations of such amendment, the Federal
Communications Commission shall include in each
annual report it makes to Congress a statement
setting forth (1) the information and data used
by it in determining questions arising from or
connected with such amendment, and (2) such
recommendations as it deems necessary in the
public interest.
26-second
in S.F.

imbalance

equal

time

KRON-TV San Francisco has discovered that its political "equal time
books" in the San Francisco mayor's
race are out of balance — by exactly 26
seconds.
When candidate Russell L. Wolden
demanded time to answer incumbent
Mayor George Christopher, a candidate
for re-election, KRON-TV found the
26 second discrepancy. Mayor Christopher was allotted 48 seconds (on
silent film) last March 18 when he
announced for re-election.
Then, April 17, candidate Christopher was shown for eight seconds
greeting Giant pitcher Sam Jones (on
silent film) on the City Hall steps.
But, candidate Wolden was only
shown for 30 seconds (on silent film)
when he filed for mayor last Feb. 18.
So, in accordance with Sec. 315,
KRON-TV General Manager Harold P.
See has invited Mr. Wolden to contact
Program
". . .
to
arrangeManager
suitableDoug
equalElleson
opportunity

i
|
!

j
|
;

for access to our visual facilities."
Senators

to hear

catv-booster

bills

Two bills which would place catv
systems under direct FCC control and
legalize "illegal"
vhf boosters
are [
scheduled
for consideration
tomorrow
(Tuesday) by the Senate Commerce
Committee in its last meeting of the
current session of Congress.
Controversial committee amendments
to the two bills, S 1886 introduced by
Sens. Frank Moss (D-Utah) and James
Murray (D-Mont.) and S 2303 by Sen.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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"Tell me with whom

thou art found, and I will tell thee who

thou art."
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe (1749-1832) . Giant of German letters
whose "Faust" was a towering epic of 19th century literature.

You can be proud of your
neighbors on WWJ, where
integrity and quality
service have always attracted
top-drawer national
advertisers and their
local counterparts.
This good company

enhances

the value of your radio
schedule, makes

it easier to

win new customers

and

retain old friends.
For your fall planning,
ask your PGW

Colonel for

the complete WWJ
makes

story. It

good listening— and

good buying for lasting
impressions.

1 Aft
If
W
VVO
Detroit's

Basic
NBC

|

AM and FM
RADIO

Radio

Station

Affiliate

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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Mike Monroney (D-Okla.), also will
be up for consideration.
As originally introduced, the MossMurray bill (1) authorizes FCC to license vhf boosters constructed without
Commission sanction, (2) removes rule
that licensed operator must be on duty
when broadcast station is on the air
and (3) requires catv systems to get
the permission of a station before rebroadcasting its signal.
The proposed committee amendment
rewrites the first two provisions and
deletes the requirement that catv get a
station's permission to repeat its programs— a provision sought by broadcasters.
Sen. Monroney's bill, as now drafted,
defines catv and places such systems
under FCC regulation. The amendment
to be considered goes far beyond Sen.
Monroney's original intent.
Big changes • It (1) spells out that
catv is a broadcasting service and not
a common carrier, (2) puts the systems
under direct FCC regulation and broadcasting provisions of Communications
Act with grants to be made under "public interest convenience and necessity"
criteria, (3) provides that at local station's request, catv must carry signals
of that station, (4) prohibits catv from
duplicating within one week, programs
of local station through rebroadcast of
signals of second station, (5) contains "grandfather" clause licensing
all existing catv systems and (6) prohibits the use of catv for pay tv.
The proposed amendment to the
Monroney bill also contains this paragraph: "Either prior to or within 30
days after the grant of an application
for a license or a renewal thereof for a
community antenna television system
which was in operation on the date of
the enactment of this section, the licensee of a tv station assigned to a community in which such catv system
serves subscribers may petition the
Commission to include in such license
such conditions on the catv's operation
as will significantly facilitate the continued operation of a television station
which is providing the only available
locally originated television broadcast

An Elliot Station —
John F. Crohan, V.P.
and Gen. Mgr.

The amendments were sent to comservice."mittee members last Wednesday and
Thursday (Aug. 26-27) for their study
and were not released publicly. Some
senators complained they did not receive the amendments in time to thoroughly analyze them and also that no
opportunity has been given to get the
reactions of industry, attorneys and the
public.
The Communications Subcommittee,
headed by Sen. John O. Pastore (DR.I.), held several days of hearings on
the two bills in June and July (Broad-
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casting, July 20, 13, 6). And, although
both measures are to be taken up by
the full committee, neither has been
acted on by the Pastore body.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer
told the subcommittee the Commission
does not now have and does not want
jurisdiction over catv. The community
operators, on the other hand, have
asked for government regulation but
have fought the proposal that they be
required to get a station's permission
to carry its shows and several other
provisions of the bills.
Montana

Microwave

stay upheld by court
The FCC's order to Montana Microwave to shut down its microwave operation granted several months earlier —
pending Commission disposal of a protest by KXLJ-TV Helena, Mont. — was
upheld in a decision by the U.S. Court
of Appeals in Washington last week.
Judges Wilbur K. Miller, George T.
Washington and Warren E. Burger
turned down without comment an appeal by Montana Microwave of the
FCC's denial of MM's petition for stay
of the FCC order to cease operation
(Broadcasting, Aug. 24). The microwave facilities had been used by Montana Microwave to feed tv signals from
two tv stations in Spokane, Wash., to
a community antenna system in Helena.
Montana Microwave had charged in
court argument Aug. 21 that the
FCC illegally abused its discretion in
ordering discontinuance of the microwave service pending outcome of the
KXLJ-TV protest; that the FCC acted
contrary to its earlier findings that it
had no authority to hold up microwave
service to a catv system on grounds of
adverse impact on a local tv broadcast
outlet.
FCC held it was required under law
to issue the stay since the catv system already had two tv services and
the need for two more did not constitute overriding public interest grounds.

Sports bills' quiz
scheduled this week
Baseball Commissioner Ford Frick
and four broadcasters are scheduled as
witnesses for a two-day hearing set
Wednesday-Thursday (Sept. 2-3) by the
House Antitrust Subcommittee on five

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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identical bills to exempt certain phases
of professional team sports from antitrust laws.
Broadcaster witnesses, all to testify
Thursday, are Robert D. Swezey,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans; C. Robert Thompson, WBEN-TV Buffalo;
Thad M. Sandstrom, WIBW-AM-TV
Topeka, and J.M. Higgins, WTHI-AMTV Terre Haute. Mr. Frick testifies on
Wednesday before the antitrust group
headed by Rep. Emanuel Celler (DN.Y.).
Meanwhile, Sen. Estes Kefauver (DTenn.), chairman of the Senate Antitrust & Monopoly Subcommittee, said
last week his group will begin an investigation preparatory to public hearings on alleged infiltration of professional boxing by racketeers and gangsters. He noted the sale of broadcasting
and telecasting rights to boxing matches
is among those interstate activities
which constitute trade and commerce
under the Sherman Antitrust Act.
A Washington antitrust expert has
held the bills on which the House antitrust unit will hold hearings this week
contain ambiguities which, if enacted,
might give professional baseball, football, basketball and hockey leagues the
right to (1) make agreements to prohibit radio-tv broadcasts of games and
turn rights over to pay tv, (2) agree
among themselves to a total blackout
of all games on radio-tv, and (3) specify
a minimum fee for radio-tv rights as
distinguished from the present system
of negotiations for radio-tv contracts
rights by individual ball clubs (Broadcasting, Aug. 17). A sixth bill would
give these sports a blanket antitrust exemption.
Nearly

1 00

at Geneva

Americans
ITU

meeting

The Geneva meeting of the Administrative Radio Conference of the International Telecommunication Union,
which began Aug. 17 (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10), is having the services of
nearly 100 American representatives
from the FCC and other government
agencies as well as from private industry and trade organizations.
FCC members of the American delegation to the conference, as announced
by the State Dept., include: Comr.
T.A.M. Craven, chairman of the U.S.
group; Edward W. Allen Jr., FCC chief
engineer; Robert M. Koteen, Comr.
Craven's legal assistant; William H.
Watkins, Comr. Craven's engineering
assistant; Ann A. Mooney, rules and
standards division, broadcast bureau;
Marshall S. Orr, assistant chief of the
safety and special radio services bureau
of the FCC; John A. Russ, chief of the
service and facilities branch of the inBROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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10, Rochester, N. Y., offers you a large,

stable, prosperous and diversified group of viewers —
family folks, home owners, people with
money in their pockets, and money in the bank —
people who are used to high living standards — people
who want to own, and are able to buy, the things that
make for good, comfortable, modern living.
Channel 10 is rated tops in Rochester by Nielsen,
ARB and Telepulse !
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Measure, recommended by FCC, had
been passed over earlier when the Senate passed four other amendments to
the Act (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
Also approved by the Senate was
S 1737, giving FCC authority to levy
small fines in the common carrier and
safety radio fields. In asking for
authority, which is not related to broadcasting, Commission said present sanctions— license revocation or criminal
prosecution — are too drastic for such
minor
tions. violations of the FCC's regula-

Appeals

court

WAFB-TV's

Old mike enshrined • An historic microphone used on thousands of NBC
broadcasts will be placed on permanent exhibition in the hearing room of
the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee. Presenting the
microphone on behalf of NBC is (left) Julian Goodman, director of news
and public affairs. Examining the early condenser type used by Amos 'n'
Andy, Weber and Fields and other oldtimers are (right) Sen. Warren G.
Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the Senate committee, and Sen. John
Pastore (D-R.L), chairman of the group's communications subcommittee.
ternational division, and Irving L. Weston, chief of the monitoring division of
the field engineering and monitoring
bureau.
Other government people in the U.S.
delegation include: Arthur L. Lebel,
of the telecommunications division of
the State Dept., vice chairman of the
U.S. group; Arthur J. Costigan, consultant in the office of the director for
telecommunications, Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization; George Jacobs,
International Broadcasting Service, U.S.
Information Agency; Edgar T. Martin,
Voice of America, engineering manager; Paul D. Miles, executive secretary of the interdepartment radio advisory committee, OCDM, and F.
Wayne Rhine, deputy chief of the technical division of the broadcasting service, USfA.
80 (GOVERNMENT)

Non-government persons in the delegation include: communications attorneys Andrew G. Haley, Joseph M.
Kittner, Benito Gaguine, Bernard
Koteen, Leonard H. Marks and consulting engineer Cyril M. Jansky Jr.;
broadcasters Donald H. McGannon,
president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Henry B. Owen of King Broadcasting Co., Seattle, and James D.
Parker of CBS; RCA frequency experts
Philip F. Siling and Raymond E.
Simonds, and A. Prose Walker, engineering manager of NAB.
Honorariums

excluded

The Senate Aug. 21 passed by voice
vote, S 1735, repealing the provision of
the Communications Act which allowed
commissioners to accept honorariums.

delays

ch. 9 sta

A stay of the FCC's order which
permitted WAFB-TV Baton Rouge,
La. (ch. 28), to operate temporarily
on ch. 9 pending the outcome of a
contest for ch. 9 was ordered by the
U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington
last week (Aug. 24).
In a per curiam decision, Judges
Wilbur K. Miller, George T. Washington and Warren E. Burger ordered
a stay of ch. 9 STA operation by
WAFB-TV until the court renders a
decision on an appeal of the FCC
temporary permit by WIBR Baton
Rouge, which is contesting WAFB-TV
for ch. 9 (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
The court ordered expedition of the
case, but both WIBR and the FCC
feel it will be at least 60 days before
court argument on the appeal can
be held, since a pre-hearing conference must be held and briefs filed by
WIBR and the FCC.
Two
in ex

suggest
parte

revisions
proposal

Only two groups apparently were interested enough to file comments by
deadline last week (Aug. 24) in the
FCC's proposed rule changes to define
the types of rule making cases in which
ex parte contacts may be made and
those in which such contacts will be
prohibited.
The Federal Communications Bar
Assn. said it believes the proposed rules
have "merit" and supports them in principle, but that language is needed so
as not to preclude "legitimate inquiries"
made of staff members concerning procedural matters if these matters do not
go into the merits at issue in the rule
making. FCBA said the fundamental
problems involved cannot be dispelled
"by words alone" and that the FCC
proposal
recognizes
to
deal with
the fact and
that"suitably
in some tries"
rulemaking matters material outside the
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

record must be considered "to some
extent." The FCBA paper was signed
by Frank U. Fletcher, FCBA vice
president.
American Telephone & Telegraph
Co. said the changes as proposed would
permit FCC staff people to present
"wholly ex parte" information not in
the record to FCC members, with nonFCC parties barred from doing the
same. There is no qualification of the
kind of information the staff may present and the stage at which it may be
done, AT&T said, adding that such information "obviously could" directly affect the decision and yet not be in
the record — could even be presented
after the record is closed. In such
cases non-FCC parties should have opportunity toknow this information and
rebut or supplement it, AT&T said.
AT&T felt off-the-record contacts between the FCC staff and non-FCC
parties may be necessary in some matters and shouldn't be prohibited, if such
FCC staff members are not part of "recisions.view staff," which helps prepare deUnder the proposed FCC rulemaking (Broadcasting, July 27), the
FCC would permit ex parte contacts in
the ordinary, overall type of rulemaking, but prohibit such contacts in
cases with "special considerations."

FCC

MAY

INVESTIGATE

Commissioner
to eye its own

Ford states agency's
policies on programs

The FCC is considering an investigation of the FCC.
The goal: To find out what its policies are, especially in the programming
field.
The idea was developed last week in
an address by Comr. Frederick W. Ford
to the West Virginia Broadcasters
Assn., which met Aug. 28-29 at The
Greenbrier, White Sulphur Springs.
Comr. Ford put his finger on program policies — one of the delicate spots
of FCC regulation. He said:
"I know of no place in which the
policies of the Commission concerning programs are available."
way:He summed up the problem this
"Broadcasters have no way of knowing how the Commission expects to
perform its duty until the Commission acts, except for a few matters
such as obscenity, lottery information,
point-to-point communication and the

staffers process renewal applications in
search of discrepancies, using a composite week of programming as a basis
for review. Noting the broadcaster may
be unaware of his deviations from regulatory requirements until they are disclosed by this review, he also observed
the
station
operator
"may have
have found
been
unaware
of where
he could
Commission policy if he had desired

• Safety In Numbers At one time,
Comr. Ford recalled, the FCC tried
like."

-YOU

need

to define its program policy by issuing
the 1946 Blue Book. He added, "Although many of the policies contained
in the Blue Book probably apply today,
it no longer is considered a statement
of Commission policy and is now out
of print. ... Generally, I suppose it
might be said that in view of the number of stations on the air the Commission depends on competition between
stations to protect the public interest
together with a case-by-case method of
dealing with over-all program deviations from
the explained
public interest."
Comr.
Ford
how six FCC

IF IT'S GOOD

m

FCC

CAN

"It has been my view for a long
to look."

ENOUGH
GAMBLE

FOR PROCTER
ON IT, TOO

Here are some of the national advertisers who've
bought participations in "The People's Choice"
playing as a 5-a-week daytime strip on stations
across the country:

Jin

Procter & Gamble, Lever Brothers,
General Mills, Colgate, Jergens, Lest oil, Fab,
Continental Baking, Robert Hall, Anahist,
Imperial Margarine, Miles Laboratories,etc.,etc.

...

THE

People's

„,

.

For details and availabilities, phone, write or wire
ABC Films, Inc., 1501 Broadway, New York 36.
LAckawanna 4-5050.

Choice
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time," Comr. Ford said, "That it is
highly unfair for the Commission to
lie in ambush, so to speak, while practices are developing which violate its
concept of the public interest, convenience and necessity, and then make
an example of an uninformed broadcaster. Ibelieve, rather, it is generally
our duty to inform the public through
appropriate orders or reports of the
criteria we expect to apply in advance
of action against an individual broadcaster.
"I would favor the Commission instituting an investigatory proceeding on
programming on a community basis
which would have for its purpose the
determination of the best way under
present conditions the Commission can
carry out its responsibility under the
law for the consideration of programming and determining that an applicant will serve the public interest, convenience and necessity.
Views Aired • "In such a proceeding
all interested parties would have full
opportunity to present their views. Out
of such a proceeding I would hope
there would develop a reasonably well
defined policy where the greatest freedom would be assured the broadcaster
in programming his station and at the
same time the Commission would perform its function of protecting the
public interest, convenience and necessity with the minimum of interference
to that freedom."
Comr. Ford offered another idea at
the West Virginia resort — a way for
broadcasters to acquaint FCC with their
efforts to meet audience and FCC requirements. He put it this way:
appears tocould
me that
course
the"It
Commission
followonewould
be

Variety

Unknown to her parents, a Missouri 10-year-old wrote President
Eisenhower that ham radios were
disturbing her family's tv reception
on weekends. "I get so mad that
sometimes I wish I could take an ax
and smash every ham radio," the
little girl declared. The girl's father
told an investigating FCC field engineer that the only interference the
family had encountered in their tv
reception had occurred several weeks
prior to the complaint and that it
had disappeared upon the purchase
of a new tv set.
This is but one of a number of incidents cited in an FCC report released last week, which recounts
some of the multiple activities of
82 (GOVERNMENT)

else, because after all, it is his basic
and primary responsibility to determine
those needs and to serve them, whereas our only function in this area is to
assure ourselves as best we can that
he is carrying out his primary responsibility in order that we can conscientiously make the finding that he will
serve the public interest which we are
required to do by law.
Easy Solution • "This solution seems
so simple and so basic that it is very
difficult for me to understand how
there can be any disagreement about
it. So far as I know, no one at the
Commission has the slightest desire to
tell any broadcaster that he should or
should not broadcast any particular
program. It has been my observation
that we all feel very strongly that he
should make an accounting to the Commission under the law for his stewardship of the public property committed
Ford cited the legislative histo Comr.
his care."
tory of the Communications Act and
court decisions plus comments by ExPresident Herbert C. Hoover in build-

FCC's Ford
Proposes program policy inquiry
to ask the licensees to tell us in narrative form the broadcast needs of the
community they serve and to then explain how those needs had been and
are to be met.
"The broadcaster himself is in a far
better position to do that than anyone

spices FCC engineers
Commission field engineers during
the past year.
Among other FCC experiences:
• The refrigerator in a neighbor's
apartment was ruining his am reception, aNew York apartment dweller
confided to an FCC engineer and a
police officer, and that was why he
was using an old sparking-commutator motor, the cause of radio-tv interference tosixty families in three
apartment houses. A warning from
the engineer and policeman was sufficient to bring the return of normal
reception to sixty-some radio and
television sets, the FCC stated.
• In St. Louis a high school
teacher interested in radio, "but not
to the extent of seeking a license,"

ing up a case for the Commission's
right to
a licensee'squality.
programming asevaluate
well as technical
He
termed it "a positive duty," despite
Sec. 326 (anti-censorship) and the First
Amendment (freedom of speech).
He belittled the common argument
that the public shows its likes and
dislikes by turning off the receiver,
calling it "fallacious," especially where
only one station gives primary service
to an area or community.
This led him to cite "an extreme
example." If a radio station played five
records in turn continuously "the public interest would not be served," he

lives
concealed his identity and using various domestic and foreign station call
signs, operated on an amateur frequency in experimenting with different types of antennas and transmitters. The teacher told FCC engineers that his scholastic chores prevented him from taking the license
examination. But, the Commission
reported, "he found time to dismantle the station."
• Many
people, according to the
FCC, appear to be talking to themselves during a horse race. Thus
Commission interception of the
transmission of racing results,
through the use of a miniature transmitter built into a man's clothing,
proved once again that such clandestine operations are difficult to detect.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

contended, "and the turn-off process
would be useless. If, as a matter of
principle, the Commission is powerless
to take action in such a case it is reduced to impotence in preventing the
public property from being used to
abuse the public by monopolizing its
receivers with monotony."
No Cop of the Waves • Comr. Ford
showed no sympathy with the contention that the FCC should act "only
as an electronic traffic cop of the air
waves," contending Congress hasn't
seen fit to pass laws "which would
permit the Commission to recede to
the safety of such a position. Believe
me, our task at the Commission would
be far simpler if that were the law."
He was just as positive in answering
the argument that FCC consideration
of programming "is in its ultimate
effect a limitation on the right of a
broadcaster to exercise his responsibility to the public for using his facility
in the public interest, convenience and
necessity." To call this function censorship, he said, "would be to give to
Sec. 326 an overriding dominance
which would disregard the statutory
scheme.
"It would seem that the solution
lies not in selecting one section of the
act for emphasis to the exclusion of
other provisions of law, but of accommodating the Commission's regulatory
authority to all of the provisions of the
law.
policiesbetween
would
then The
strikeCommission's
a delicate balance
insuring itself that the traffic was well
regulated and the composition of the
traffic meets the needs of the public
with the principle that the broadcaster
has the primary responsibility to program his station in the public interest
which the Commission must safeguard
to him."
The Commission has no desire to
tell a broadcaster "that he should or
should not broadcast any particular
program,"
Fordfeelsaid.
caster Comr.
should ever
that"Nohe broadis in
a straight jacket of any kind nor that
his programming flexibility is fettered
or his imagination is circumscribed.
He should take seriously the burden
and trust that the Congress has placed
in him that he will properly exercise
his privilege to serve all the public in
his service. How he is to do this is
his problem, but that he must do it the
law demands.
"Our problem is to determine whether he has done it and plans to continue
to do it."
In a comment on FCC's renewal
routine, he said, "The present program
section of our forms calls for statistical information which gives the Commission apicture of the over-all programming operations and also makes
provision for a voluntary narrative
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

statement. Full advantage has not been
taken by the licensees of this provision.
Obviously if this suggestion is followed,
an enlargement of the renewal staff
would be required."
FCC's

reserve

group

holds 2-day seminar
A two-day communications seminar,
a phase of "Operation Alert," was held
last week under FCC sponsorship in the
vicinity of Gettysburg, Pa.
The sessions, in which more than 90
communication specialists and administrative executives took part, were directed byFCC Comr. Robert E. Lee.
Attending the seminar were broadcasters from all over the country who
are members of national and state industry advisory committees, as well as
members of the FCC unit of the National Defense Executive Reserve.
Speakers at the sessions included John
J. McLaughlin, administrative assistant
to the Air Force Secretary; James D.
Secrest, executive vice president of Electronics Industries Assn.; Clure Owen of
ABC, New York; Joseph E. Baudino,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. vice
president; Dr. Richard T. Mara, science
professor at Gettysburg College; Charles
Kocher, chief engineer of WXYZ Detroit; Warren E. Baker, former FCC
general counsel; Lloyd E. Cook, superintendent of communications for Sinclair Pipe Line Co., and Kenneth W.
Miller, U.S. supervisor of CONELRAD
for the FCC.
Comr. Lee at the seminar's end expressed gratification for the industry's
participation. He also presented certificates of service to the following members of the National Defense Executive
Reserve :
Messrs. Baker and Baudino and Martin B. Campbell, member of Area Educational Tv Foundation, Dallas; James
L. Howe, president and owner, WIRA
Fort Pierce, Fla.; Harold R. Huntley,
chief engineer, AT&T, New York;
Louis E. Kearney, communications engineer, Assn. of American Railroads,
Chicago; John J. McCoy, vice president, Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami
Beach; Kempster Warren Pyle, general
manager, KSIR Wichita; Dr. George
R. Town, director of engineering research, Iowa State College, Ames;
James P. Veatch, manager, RCA Frequency Bureau, Washington; Vincent
T. Wasilewski, manager, Government
relations department, NAB, Washington; Lawrence Webb, manager and director, Station Representatives Assn.,
New York, and Jack S. Younts, president and general manager, WEEB
Southern Pines, N.C.

Great Stations
Do Great Things
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WHP-TV
Harrisburg's
ch. 12 shift idea hit
A proposal by WHP-TV Harrisburg,
Pa. (ch. 55), to move ch. 12 to that city
is meeting opposition from other uhf
broadcasters in that predominantly uhf
area, as well as from Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters and the Metropolitan Philadelphia Educational Radio & Tv Corp.
WNEP-TV (ch. 16), WDAU-TV
(ch. 22) Scranton, and WB RE-TV (ch.
28) Wilkes-Barre, in a joint statement
said WHP-TV, in "abandoning" its
present uhf service for vhf , would cause
repercussions that would "imperil" eastern Pennsylvania's "uhf enclave." They
noted the "high percentage" of conversion to uhf in the area in emphasizing
the status quo.
WLYH-TV (ch. 15) Lebanon, opposed the request and "counter-proposed" that ch. 8 in Lancaster (WGALTV) be deleted to make the area entirely all-uhf.
WSBA-TV (ch. 43) York, said it
wants ch. 8 deleted, too, but that if ch.
12 is moved to Harrisburg, WSBA-TV
intends to apply for it.
AMST opposed the proposal because
it would involve co-channel mileage
separations of less than the minimum in
the Sixth Report & Order of 1952.
MPERTC said the proposed move
would involve shifting ch. 12 away
from Wilmington, Del., and that the
educational organization has applied
for ch. 12 for a Philadelphia educational tv station.
Senate

unit reports

on NARBA-daytimers
The hours of operation of daytime
broadcasting stations should be based
principally on domestic — rather than
international — considerations, a special
subcommittee of the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee has stated in a
report to its parent body.
Formed to consider the 1950 North
American Regional Broadcasting Agreement and the 1957 Mexican broadcasting treaty, the subcommittee held a oneday hearing last month (Broadcasting,
July 13) but has tabled both treaties
until next January (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10). Delay in ratification of the
treaties has been caused by efforts of
daytime stations to secure longer winter broadcasting hours, prohibited in
most instances by the Mexican treaty.
The report dealt with Article II B
of the Mexican treaty which prohibits
the FCC from authorizing longer than
sunrise-sunset operation of U.S. stations
operating on Mexican clear channels.
The report states the subcommittee considered these four courses of action:
(1) Approve the treaties without res84 (GOVERNMENT)

ervation, (2) ratify with directions that,
if FCC grants daytimers request, further negotiations be carried out with
Mexico clearing the action, (3) void
Article II B if either country grants extended hours to stations operating on
the other nation's clear channels, or (4)
ratify treaty with reservation that U.S.
has right to increase daytime hours.
The interim report is being submitted, the 5-man subcommittee stated,
for the purpose of getting comments
on the various alternatives. Hearings
were announced "within three weeks"
after Congress convenes in January
with a final decision on approval of
the treaties promised soon thereafter.
"The subcommittee expresses its
hope that the FCC will extend to the
daytime stations every opportunity allowed by law to improve their service
and their economic position," the report stated. Members of the subcommittee are Sens. Wayne Morse (D-Ore.),
chairman, Frank Lausche (D-Ohio).
Frank Church (D-Idaho), Frank Carlson (R-Kan.) and George Aiken
(R-Vt).
FCC

defends

Rochester

decision

Defense of the March 11, 1953, decision awarding ch. 10 in Rochester,
N.Y., to WHEC and WVET there on
a share-time basis was contained in a
brief filed with the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington. The FCC held it
acted properly in deciding the grant did
not give WHEC (Gannett newspaper
and broadcast stations) undue concentration of control and that the sharetime agreement between WHEC and
WVET was not against the public interest.
WSAY Rochester had appealed these
two of six issues on which the FCC
held hearings after the court had reversed the 1953 grant, made without
a hearing.
The FCC also replied last week to
other issues brought up by WSAY,
denying that the grant was procedurally
invalid and differing with WSAY's view
that three FCC members voting in the
FCC's second decision (March 12,
1958) reaffirming the grant should have
been disqualified.
The FCC brief said WSAY wanted
the Commission to use criteria used in
comparative cases. The FCC had refused to accept WSAY's application for
ch. 10 filed six days after the 1953
grant was made.
It was the third time the case had
been to court, the court one time upholding the FCC's permission for the
share-time operation (WHEC-TV and
WVET-TV) to remain on the air pending outcome of the case.

Ruling by Lee alone
challenged by KJEO
The authority of a single FCC member to extend the dates for comments
and replies on tv allocations rulemaking has been challenged by KJEO
(TV) Fresno, Calif., a uhf outlet (ch.
47) which hopes to get ch. 2 under the
KJEO charged that Comr. Robert E.
proposal.
Lee, who has been "holding the fort"
during August while fellow commissioners are on vacation, acted illegally
on Aug. 14 by extending the dealine for
comments from Aug. 24 to Sept. 23,
thus holding up the FCC schedule for
assignment of ch. 2 to Fresno. KJEO
said the FCC (six members participating) on Aug. 4 rejected a proposal for
extension filed by KFRE-TV, which
would shift operation from ch. 12 to
ch. 9 under the rulemaking. KJEO said
KFRE-TV's request for reconsideration
"reiterated" some of the arguments it
had used before the earlier Aug. 4
FCC action.
KJEO said Comr. Lee "reversed" a
unanimous decision by the FCC in extending the time; that it can find no
statutory support and nothing in FCC
rules giving a single FCC member such
If the Lee action is not declared null
power.
and void, KJEO said, it will mean a
delay of the beginning of construction
to late November or December and with
winter setting in, KJEO probably won't
be able to bring ch. 2 service to Fresno
this year.
Tax

bill passed

The House last week passed its version (H. J. Res. 450) of a bill which
would restrict the power of the states to
tax interstate commerce. The Senate
passed a similar measure (S 2524) week
before last (Broadcasting, Aug. 24)
and differences between the two versions will be discussed in House-Senate
conference.
Both bills were outgrowths of business complaints that recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions have produced
serious tax problems for firms selling
across state lines.
Licensee

indicted

The Justice Dept. last week indicted
Vincent J. Marcello of Gretna, La., a
suburb of New Orleans, on five counts
of making false statements to the FCC
in 1957 in applying for a citizens radio license for Jefferson Amusement
Co., Gretna.
Justice charged that Mr. Marcello
concealed the fact his brother, Carlos
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Marcello, was a partner in Jefferson
Amusement and that he had claimed
no aliens held ownership in the company. Carlos Marcello was ordered deported in 1953 and the order was upheld by the U.S. Supreme Court, but
he has not been deported because of
litigation challenging the action. His
status as an alien was exposed during
the Senate Racket Committee hearings.
Each of the five counts carriers a maximum penalty of up to five years imprisonment and a $10,000 fine.
• Government

notes

• An agreement has been reached with
the Liberian government, it has been

tions and systems division, was awarded
a Dept. of Commerce meritorious service award for his national defense work
in radio propagation measurements.
Vincent E. Heaton, physicist with the
radio broadcast service section in Boulder, Colo., received a meritorious service
award for his work in maintaining and
operating the U.S.A. primary standard
of frequency and time interval. Dr.
James R. Wait, consultant to the director of the central radio propagation lab,
received a gold medal for highly distinguished authorship in radio propagation. Carroll Stansbury, of the electronic instrumentation section, received
a silver medal for his technical contributions and administrative services.

announced, for the U.S. Voice of America to build a powerful radio relay station in Monrovia, the capital of that
African republic. The multi-million dollar structure will relay VOA programs
from Washington to portions of Africa
and will be one of the largest such transmitters used by VOA. The relay station
is not expected to be ready for operation before a year or more, VOA stated
last week.
• Four National Bureau of Standards
staffers have received service awards
for their work in radio and electronics.
Jack A. Kemper, assistant chief of the
low frequency-very low frequency research section of the radio communicaPROGRAMMING

Hollywood
set

vtr firm

for commercials

A new organization devoted exclusively to the production of video tape
commercials starts operation tomorrow
(Sept. 2) in Hollywood. Named National Videotape Service the firm is
headed by Harold S. Marienthal, former western head of the tv division of
National Screen Service.
Mr. Marienthal said NVS will be the
first company of its kind west of Chicago. "With such a large share of the
country's tv commercials being produced in Los Angeles and with the
heavy swing to vtr from 'live' and film,
such a center specializing in the creation and production of video tape
commercials and programs is long overdue in this area," he said. NVS has a
contract with Kenyon Brown, head of
the broadcast division of Nafi, for use
of the vtr facilities of KCOP (TV) Los
Angeles.
NVS has set up temporary headquarters inthe KCOP building at 1000
N. Cahuenga Blvd., but plans to move
to larger space in the near future. Telephone is Hollywood 2-6468. Production supervisor is Maurice Kirsch, veteran writer-producer of film and tv programs both here and in England.
Bolshoi's tv date
still up in air
The on-the-air plans of the widelyheralded tapes and film of the Bolshoi
Ballet were still hazy last week but this
much was clear: the rights and interests
in the Bolshoi product have been acquired by Television Industries Inc.,
New York, from Skiatron of America,
New York, both of which are companies in which Matthew Fox is the
chief executive officer.
Details of the transaction were disBROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Television Industries' annual report
for the year ended Dec. 31, 1958,
showed that the company earned a net
profit of $189,269, said to be a 192%
improvement over 1957.
The proxy revealed that Mr. Fox,
president of Television Industries, received in 1958 total compensation
amounting to $122,041; Arnold C.
Stream, vice president, $37,834, and
Erwin H. Ezzes, vice president, $31,370.

closed in a Television Industries' proxy
statement issued in preparation for the
company's annual meeting in Wilmington, Del., on Sept. 9. For the tape and
film rights to the ballet, the proxy
states, Television Industries has paid
Skiatron of America $1 million, covering $640,000 for the rights (paid to
Hurok Artists Inc.) and $360,000 for
production costs. The proxy acknowledged that performance plans have not
been set.

BASKETS

stop hiding

AWAY
your sales story !

BARNABY and Associates, Promotion and Research Specialists, offer creative and production planning assistance for
preparing your sales story — put together in the way your
prospects want to get it, assembled so it will be remembered
and saved.
Presentations • Direct Mail • Meetings
for your own production or with B & A supervision
OBaRNABY

and

ASSOCIATES

414 East 50th St., New York 22. N. Y. • MUrray HiU 8-2399
PROMOTION —
RESEARCH —
FOR WHAT TO SAY I FOR WHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
WRITE TODAY or save this announcement tor reference
B & A experience and knowledge available for individual
projects, or on continuing basis — Liaison with New York
and Chicago research and production sources.
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Eight

tv awards

by legion

made

auxiliary

Six network television programs —
two each on ABC-TV, NBC-TV and
CBS-TV — were chosen last week to receive Golden Mike awards of the
American Legion auxiliary.
Presentations were made last Monday (Aug. 24) during the 39th annual
national convention of the American
Legion Auxiliary in Minneapolis. The
network winners, selected in a poll of
one million auxiliary members, were:
ABC-TV's Lawrence Welk's Dodge
Dancing Party (best musical show)
American Bandstand (best show for
girls under 18); NBC-TVs Meet The
Press (best informational program) and
"An Evening With Fred Astaire" (best
single show); CBS-TV's Playhouse 90
(best dramatic series) and Father
Knows Best (best situation comedy
series).
The auxiliary also presented a
Golden Mike to WJW-TV Cleveland
for its Junior Olympics program, described as "the nation's finest program
in the interest of youth." For the first
time an award was made for "the besl
tv commercial" — The Theodore Hamm
Brewing Co. animated cartoon commercial featuring woodland animals.
Union membership
American Federation of Television
& Radio Artists has the largest membership of any union included in the
Associated Actors and Artists of America, parent of all AFL entertainment
unions except American Federation of
Musicians according to the latest 4-A
report, memberships of the various
branches are: Actors' Equity Assoc.,
8,729; AFTPvA, 13,656; American
Guild Musical Artists, 1,580; American
Guild of Variety Artists, 12,329; Hebrew Actors Union, 200; Italian Actors
Union, 93; Screen Actors Guild, 1 1,816;
Screen Extras Guild, 3,031; Total
51,434.
Fox

films

trisected

NTA

international last week announced distribution plans for 20th
Century-Fox features acquired recently
from Fox by National Telefilm Assoc.
The films have been divided into three
packages and will be released during

WNJR

negro radio for
york
metro new
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Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Aug.Truth
31-Sept.
4, Sept. 7-9
(4-4:30
p.m.)
or Consequences,
participating
sponsorship.
Aug. 31, Sept. 7 (10-10:30 p.m.)
Arthur Murray Party, P. Lorillard through
Lennen & Newell and Pharmaceuticals
Inc. through Parkson Adv.
Sept. sustaining.
1, 8 (7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest
Passage,
Sept. 1, 8 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmie Rogers
Show, Liggett & Myers through McCannErickson.
Sept. 2, 9 (8:30-9 p.m.) Price Is Right,
Lever
Mathers.Bros, through Ogilvy, Benson &
Sept. 2, 9 (9-9:30) Kraft Music Hall
presents Dave King, Kraft through J.
Walter Thompson.
Sept. 3 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Sept. 4 (8-9 p.m.) Ellery Queen, sustaining.
Sept. 5 (10-10:30 a.m.) Hoody Doody,
Continental Baking through Ted Bates.
Sept. 5 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Borden through Benton &
Bowles and Mars through Knox Reeves.
Sept. 5 (8-9 p.m.) Perry Presents,
Canada Dry through McLaren Adv. and
Gattuso
Cardon Ltd.Corp. Ltd. through SchneiderSept. 6 (7-7:30 p.m.) Midwestern Hayride, local, co-operaitve sponsorship.
Sept. 6 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.

vance. NBC's color symbol, the peacock, will be presented live in one of
the program's comedy highlights. Producer of the show is Perry Cross, assisted by Barry Shear who will produce
and direct the Hollywood segments.
• Program notes
• NBC-TV has scheduled a total of 25
special news programs to cover President Eisenhower's trip to Europe and
the exchange of visits with Soviet Premier Nikita S. Khrushchev. The first
special program, a background report
on the President's European trip, was
carried on NBC-TV last Thursday (8-9
p.m.). Most of the news telecasts will
be carried in peak nightime viewing
periods and will range from a halfhour to two hours in length.
• Herbert B. Leonard's Steffe Productions will produce a new 39-episode
series, Three Man Sub, in partnership
with Screen Gems, with whom Mr.
Leonard is already a partner in the
production of Adventures of Rin Tin
Tin, Rescue 8 and Stakeout. Mr. Leonard will produce Three Man Sub, with
Jerry Thomas as executive producer.
Sterling Silliphant will write the first
two segments of the new series, part of
which will be filmed in England and
Italy, with underwater filming at Nassau.

three six-month intervals, starting in
September.
The initial package to be offered is
called the Sunset features, consisting of
54 films and including "The Razor's
Edge," "The Grapes of Wrath" and
The Mighty
distribution willBarnum."
cover 54 Subsequent
Santa Monica

• Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
now has a production-distribution arrangement with Jack Douglas for a
"documentary-type" tv film series
called Sweet Success. Initially Mr.
Douglas will produce 39 half-hours.
His credits include Bold Journey, which
was on ABC-TV for three years.

features ("A Tree Grows in Brooklyn,"
"The Return of Frank James," "Blood
And Sand" and "Alexander's Ragtime
Band") and 52 Wilshire features ("Seventh Heaven," "Roxie Hart," "Jesse
James" and "Under Two Flags").

• George Bagnall & Assoc. Inc. (tv
film distributor), Beverly Hills, Calif.,
has sold Clutch Cargo, a cartoon comic
strip using the Synchro Vox system
of interposing human lips to drawings,
to more than 15 stations. The Stations
include WPIX (TV) New York, WFILTV Philadelphia, WNHC-TV New Haven, WGN-TV Chicago, KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles, WWJ-TV Detroit, WIIC
(TV) Pittsburgh, WEWS (TV) Cleveland, WKBN-TV Youngstown, KFRETV Fresno, WNBF-TV Binghamton,
KOVR (TV) Stockton, WREX-TV
Rockford, WJRT (TV) Flint. Other
sales were made in Phoenix, Tucson,
Tampa and Eureka, Calif.
Clutch Cargo has 26 stories consisting of five episodes a story.

NBC

preview

slated

NBC-TV's third annual program preview to its affiliates is scheduled for
Wednesday, Sept. 2 (5-6:15 p.m.
EDT). The 75-minute color closedcircuit presentation of the network's
fall program lineup will be viewed at
181 affiliate stations, with many of
them planning special parties based on
NBC-TV's program totality theme, it
was reported. Members of the press,
agency executives and civic leaders are
invited to attend the previews.
Narrated by Dave Garroway, the colorcast will feature more than 30 top
network personalities. Originating from
the Ziegfeld Theatre in New York and
NBC-TV color studios in Burbank,
Calif., the show will be taped in ad-

• ABC Films Inc., N.Y., has sold The
People's Choice series to Procter &
Gamble Co. of Canada Ltd., Toronto,
through FA. Hayhurst Adv. Co., Toronto, for showing on French-speaking
stations of CBS-TV in the U.S. The
series has been sold to KPRC-TV
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation . . .
STORIES
\

and to the Northwest School's graduates
who have contributed to their success.

1

SALUTE

TO...

mv
SIOUX CITY, IOWA
KVTV is ideally located in the rich agricultural area
of the upper Missouri River Valley.
KVTV feels a keen sense of responsibility to Siouxland
viewers. Last year a KVTV newsman was on the scene
during the Middle East conflict— a KVTV newsman
was on the scene to capture the highlights of events
leading to statehood for Alaska— and Channel 9 cameras were on the scene to present what is believed to
be the first "live" coverage of a jail break!

Donald D. Sullivan, General Manager of KVTV,
Sioux City, Iowa.
Here's what Mr. Donald D. Sullivan, KVTV General
Manager has to say about Northwest School's graduates:
"Larry Menke is a versatile employee, with a
valuable knowledge in the fundamentals of television.
Employees of his caliber are essential to the
continued success and growth of KVTV."
Larrv Menke, Studio Production Man for KVTV.

For further information
on Northwest training and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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start next spring and continue into the
1960-61 season. Network and time are
still to be determined. Dow's agency is
MacManus, John & Adams of Bloomfield Hills, Mich., and New York.

A tv feed to other media • Charles Campbell of WDAF-TV Kansas City —
was on the spot minutes after a raging fire broke out at the Conoco Oil Co.
on the Kansas-Missouri state line. This picture was picked up by AP, UPI
and Life magazine. Crowning the station's news beat, Movietone News requested all footage taken of the fire by WDAF-TV's Sam Feeback.

Houston, WRGP - TV Chattanooga,
WB AY-TV Green Bay, Wis., and
WABG-TV Greenwood, Miss., raising
the number of domestic sales to 84,
according to ABC Films.
• Former President Harry S. Truman
will show up on CBS-TV's Jack Benny
Program in a guest role Oct. 18. Segment will be taped at the Truman Memorial Library in Independence, Mo.,
early this month.
• Startime . . . Tv's Finest Hour is title
bestowed Ford's series of 39 specials to
be colorcast next season on NBC-TV
(Tues., 9:30-10:30 p.m. EDT). Agency:
J. Walter Thompson.
• Irving Mansfield and Peter Arnell,
who recently formed IMPA Productions Inc., New York, specializing in
live packages for network programming, will open a Hollywood branch
office. IMPA is packager of Take a
Good Look, new panel-quiz show starting Oct. 24 on ABC-TV (10:30-11
p.m. EDT) and originating from Hollywood.
• Midwestern headquarters of the
Trans-Lux Television Corp. moves to
520 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago. Telephone: Superior 7-3995.
• California National Productions,
N.Y., has announced the following new
purchasers of its Flight series: KHASTV Hastings, Neb.; KATV (TV) Little
Rock, Ark.; WJTV
(TV) Jackson,
88 (PROGRAMMING)

Miss.L Cox & Jackson for National
Food Stores on WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.; WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.;
Sparrow Adv. Agency, Birmingham,
Ala.; KCEN-TV Temple, Tex., and
KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.
• Two producers of upcoming filmed
tv shows based on the Space Age have
merged their libraries of film footage
on the subject for their mutual benefit.
Emanuel Demby, film and tv producer
in New York, who is preparing a tv
special entitled "The World in Space,"
and David Wolper of Hollywood,
whose project is called "The Race for
Space," announced that the two shows
complement each other and could be
used as a theatrical double-bill or as a
two-part series of tv specials.
• KCOP (TV) Los Angeles has sold
Ralston Div. (Ralston Purina Co.), St.
Louis, 39 segments of Wanderlust, a
true-life series to be video taped in all
parts of the world. Producer: Bill Burrud. Agency: Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli,
Hollywood.
• Joseph N. Welch, noted Boston attorney who first appeared on tv during
the Army-McCarthy hearings, later was
seen on Omnibus and is now featured
in the current movie "Anatomy of a
Murder," has been signed to host a
monthly series of hour-long mystery
dramas produced by Robert Saudek
Assoc. and sponsored by the Dow
Chemical Co. Series is expected to

• Public response to its documentary —
"Pornography: The Business of Evil"
broadcast Aug. 18 prompted WBZ Boston, to repeat the program Aug. 23.
The frank and factual report on pornography, indecent literature and photographs, the corrupters who produce and
sell it and the people it corrupts was
followed by half-hour programs featuring spokesmen of the Catholic, Jewish and Protestant faiths speaking on the
moral and spiritual effects of pornography on teenagers and adults. The
documentary was produced by WBZ's
"Radio Lamp of Knowledge Project."
• The 1960 Winter Olympics from
Squaw Valley, Calif. (Feb. 18-28, 1960)
will be seen on CBS-TV in a series of
programs produced by CBS News,
which last week was granted exclusive
television rights for the 10 days of winter sports contests. The contract calls
for a minimum of 10 hours of broadcasts. Last June CBS News, was awarded
exclusive North American rights for tv
coverage of the 1960 Summer Olympics
to be held in Rome.
• CBS Films Inc., New York, has sold
for approximately $500,000 the following series to Procter & Gamble Co.
of Canada Ltd. for spot programming
on Canadian Broadcasting Corp. stations: San Francisco Beat, 1 Love Lucy,
Trackdown and Mr. Adams and Eve.
P&G bought 52 episodes of each program, it was reported.
• Charles Cahill & Assoc. and Alexander Hamilton Products, both Los
Angeles, have announced their merger
as Signature Arts specializing in both
tape and film production for radio, tv
and industrial films. Signature Arts is
located at 6060 Sunset Blvd. Phone
Hollywood 4-2131.
• Deadline Washington Inc., Washington, has signed 13 stations for its coverage of the President's fall trip to
Russia. They are WWDC Washington;
WPEN Philadelphia; WBUD Trenton,
N.J.; WMCA New York; WLAP Lexington, Ky.; WPON Pontiac, Mich.;
WKMI Kalamazoo; KIXL Dallas;
KONO San Antonio; WYDE Birmingham; WAKE Atlanta; WOKY Milwaukee; WLOL Minneapolis.
• Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood,
Calif., had the highest gross sales in
its history for fiscal year ended June
30. Total gross sales: $49,266,860 (13%
above 1958's $43,694,818). Net income
($2,756,770) was less than last year's
$2,777,755.
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• Romper Room (tv kindergarten)
will be on KVAL-TV Eugene, and its
satellite, KPIC-TV Roseburg, both
Oregon, starting Sept. 28. Other stations to start the program: KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore.; CFRN-TV Edmonton, Alberta (starting Sept. 31),
and CKCK-TV Regina, Saskatchewan
(Oct. 12).
• KYTV (TV) Springfield, Mo., has
produced Harold Bell Wright's Shepherd of the Hills as a half-hour program. The show is on video-tape and a
free copy of Shepherd is available to
tv stations.
• Former football great Otto Graham,
now director of athletics at the U.S.
Coast Guard Academy, is being featured in a quarter hour syndicated program of football forecasts and comments, produced and distributed as a
13 week series by WICH Norwich,
Conn. According to Don Lasser, president and general manager of the station, there have been sales in 35 markets and options in 12 other cities to
date. The series will start in midSeptember.
• KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City, Mo.,
fed beeper phone reports of the local
gasoline service station bulk oil plant
fire to 24 am stations and newsfilm to
six tv stations and CBS-TV. The
KCMO stations assigned 10 newsmen
to cover the conflagration. About 1,000
ft. of film were shot.
• National Theatres Inc., stockholders,
at a special meeting held Tuesday (Aug.
25) in Los Angeles, voted to change
the name of the organization to National Theatres & Television Inc.
Noting that NT&T is now engaged,
through subsidiaries, in the operation
of tv and radio stations, the production of programs for television and the
distribution of theatrical motion pictures for tv use, NT&T President John
B. Bertero said the new name more
accurately
reflects the company's activities.
• Tel Re Productions, Philadelphia,
announces its National Pro Highlights,
produced in cooperation with the National Football League, enters its 11th
season with 30 markets signed so far.
Stations carrying the highlights of
NFL's six weekly games include WPIX
(TV) New York, WNBQ(TV) Chicago,
WTAE(TV) Pittsburgh, WBAL-TV Baltimore, KGO-TV San Francisco and
KRCA(TV) Los Angeles.
• Original musical themes will be recorded under the MGM label for U.S.
Marshall and Grand Jury, two tv series
now in production at Desilu-Gower
Studios, Hollywood for National Telefilm Assoc., New York. Composer of
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Speedy

Hollywood with Adrian Samish as producer and Clifford Goldsmith and Phil
Leslie as scripwriters. David Harum has
previously been a radio series as well as
a motion picture, which starred the late
Will Rogers.

Ike films

Films of President Eisenhower's
arrival in Bonn, Germany, last
Wednesday were shown over
NBC-TV less than 5V4 hours after
his plane landed. Recognizable

• NTA International, N.Y., which distributes feature films for NTA, is making 10 Shirley Temple feature films
available for fall presentation. Four of
the films are new to television —
"Dimples", "Stowaway", "Bright Eyes"
and "Just Around the Corner." The
others are "Rebecca of Sunnybrook
Farm", "Captain January", "Wee Willie
Winkle", "Heidi", "Little Miss Broadway" and "Poor Little Rich Girl."
• Author and critic Marya Mannes has
been signed to do a half hour weekly
conversation series on WTTG(TV)
Washington, D.C. Premiering Sunday,
Aug. 30 at 9:30 p.m., EDT the show
will be called / Speak for Myself, and
will feature discussion topics of intellectual interest.

pictures
of thep.m.
President's
landing at 1:30
(New York
time) were carried on the network at 6:45 p.m. the same day.
The films were a kinescope recording of a Eurovision telecast
from Bonn, received by the BBC
in London. The film was transmitted to Canada by the BBC via
its new wire-film system, using
the trans-Atlantic telephone cable,
and subsequently to NBC-TV by
the CBC. NBC-TV plans to use
the system at least once a day
during
abroad. the President's mission

the theme music is Ray Ellis, artist and
repertoire head of MGM Records, NTA
said.
• Bernard L. Schubert Inc., New York,
will produce and distribute a new halfhour tv film series called David Harum,
starring Chill Wills. Filming of 39 episodes is planned to start this winter in

• Desilu Productions had net income
of $265,050 for the 13 weeks ended
Aug. 1, greater than for the entire
previous fiscal year, Desilu President
Desi Arnaz told stockholders Friday
(Aug. 28) in an interim report. Quarterly dividend checks of 15 cents per
share were mailed with the reports.

REALLY
ROY
Starring

GENE
Starring

ROGERS
in 67 HOUR

FEATURES

AUTRY
in 56 HOUR FEATURES

SHARES
SNARIN'
New Orleans
Boston
Cleveland
Atlanta
Dallas-Ft. W.
Indianapolis
Philadelphia
Scranton-W. B.
Albuquerque

"One of soundest buys station has made." KOB-TV,
Albuquerque, June 9, 1959
"Very successful ... a nice
show to have
around."
WBRC-TV,
Birmingham,
April 1, 1959

Memphis
Milwaukee
Houston
Miami
Minn-St. Paul
Knoxville
and many many
Source: ARB

%
89.4
70.3
80.5
51.3
51.0
71.3
53.0
67.2
66.5
59.7
65.1
65.0
55.7
55.1
83.4
more!
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FATES
Broadcasting Advertising
• G. Warren Schloat, vp in charge of
tv commercial production at Compton
Adv., N.Y., appointed
creative director. Mr.
Schloat was previously senior executive
producer and execuMr. Schloat tive administrator of
tv department of William Esty, N.Y.
• Donald E. West, vp and director
of merchandising at Donahue & Coe,
N.Y., elected president of agency succeeding Edward J. Churchill, who
becomes chairman and continues as
chief executive officer. Also involved
in D&C's top-level shuffle: William
Schneider, vp in charge of creative
services, elected executive vp; Walter
Weir, executive vp, moves up to chairman of executive committee, and Judson Irish, formerly senior vp and
creative director of Ogilvy, Benson &
Mather, N.Y., elected senior vp in
charge of D&C's creative services. Other
D&C appointments: Oliver A. Kingsbury, vp and secretary named administrative vp and general manager; A.B.
Churchill and Bertram S. Nayfack,
vps, elected to board; Jack Rosenthal,
marketing vp, Stuart Cowan, vp, corporate and industrial division 1, and
Gerry Arthur, media vp, added to executive committee.
• Edward B. Roberts Jr., formerly
supervisor of applications for CBS-TV's
writing grants program, to BBDO, N.Y.,
as tv department editor.
• Harold S. Bennett, associate media
director of Baker, Tilden, Bolgard &
Barger, Chicago, to N.W. Ayer & Son's
office in that city as media supervisor.
• Thomas J. MacWilliams, formerly
radio-tv director of Smith, Taylor &
Jenkins, Pittsburgh advertising agency,
to John L. Douglas Assoc., Bradenton,
Fla., in similar capacity.
• Roger C. Bumstead, formerly at
Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis, joins
MacManus, John & Adams, Inc., as
media director of New York office.
• Karl Sutphin appointed media director at BBDO, Chicago, succeeding
James B. Nance, transferred to
agency's New York office.
• Harry M. Bertine Jr., formerly assistant southeast division manager of
Vick Chemical Co., appointed merchandising director of Potts-Woodbury,
Kansas City advertising agency.
90

&

FORTUNES

• Ira Gonsier, timebuyer at Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell and Bayles, NY., promoted to associate media director. William Ferguson, formerly at Young &
Rubicam, that city, appointed time
buyer.

• Lorraine Byrne, formerly with
Foote, Cone & Belding and advertising
department of Sears, Roebuck & Co.,
Chicago, appointed advertising manager of Futorian-Stratford Furniture
Co.
(Strato-lounger, Avon products),
Chicago.

• Ray Dempsey, formerly creative director of Southern Adv., Nashville,
Tenn., named copy chief of LongHaymes Adv., Winston-Salem, N.C.

• Emil F. Hubka Jr. promoted from
staff writer to manager of public inChicago. formation services with Motorola Inc.,

• Jacques H. Herts, 65, who retired
15 years ago as vp and director of
Albert Frank-Guenther Law, New York
advertising agency, died following
heart attack Aug. 24 in Saratoga, Calif.
• Harold O. Hayes, vp at Fuller &
Smith & Ross, Chicago, elected president of Chicago Area Agricultural Adv.
Assn.
• Thomas Lowey, formerly account
executive in Detroit office of Kenyon &
Eckhardt, appointed to new post of
director of advertising and sales promotion for Consumer Products Div. of
Hoffman Electronic Corp., L.A.
• Morley Chang, formerly with
American Korean Foundation, Kaiser
Steel of California and others, in pr
capacity, to Shaller-Rubin Co., N.Y.,
as director of publicity and pr. Jean
Coury. formerly with media department at McCann-Erickson, N.Y., joins
S-R, as media buyer for Eagle Pencil
Co. and Thayer Labs (pharmaceutical
division of Revlon Inc.).
• Robert O. Jenkins,
vp of Pet Milk Co.,
St. Louis, and executive vp-general manager of its subsidiary
Pet Dairy Products
Co., elected to board
of directors of parent
company.
ins has beenMr.withJenkPet

Mr. Jenkins
Milk for 30 years and assumed his
present post in 1956.
• John DuBois formerly assistant advertising manager of Southern California Gas Co., to Kenyon & Eckhardt,
L.A., as account executive.
• Ed Jones, field sales manager of
White King Soap Co., L.A., named
general sales manager of grocery products division.
• Marge Crawford, formerly head of
own public relations office, L.A., to
Enyart & Rose advertising agency, that
city, as director of pr. Ray Davis, formerly with Patch & Curtis, Long Beach,
Calif., joins E&R as art director.

The Media
• Cecil M. Sansbury, formerly general manager of
WSEE (TV) Erie,
appointed to similar
position with HarrisWHPAM-FM-TV
burg, both
Pennsylvania. Mr. Sansbury
Mr. Sansbury
has held administrative posts with KNAC-TV Fort Smith,
Ark., and WEHT (TV) Evansville,
Ind., among others.
• Edward A. Whitney Jr., formerly
manager of broadcast operations with
NBC, N.Y., appointed vp and general
manager of WKNY Kingston, N.Y.,
succeeding Robert M. Peebles, who
resigns to join Capital Cities TV Corp.,
Albany, effective Oct. 1.
• Murray L. Grossman, formerly
commercial manager of WBRY Waterbury, Conn, and at one time part-owner
of WAVZ New Haven, named general
manager of WWCO Waterbury. Upon
approval
FCCbecome
of station's
sale,vpMr.
Grossman ofwill
executive
of
WWCO Inc.
• Martin S. Fliesler, formerly account executive on Revlon at BBDO,
NY., joins WOR-AM-TV New York,
as director of advertising and sales development. Milton Robertson named
press and special programs director of
WOR.
• James E. Fesperman, sales manager
of KFSA Ft. Smith, Ark., appointed
general manager.
• Russell G. Stebbins, 40, sales manager of WNBQ (TV) Chicago, died in
the city's Presbyterian-St. Luke's Hospital Aug. 26 from leukemia complicated by a virus infection. He had
been hospitalized since Aug. 8. Survivors include his wife, Earlene, and
three children: Paul, John and Marcia.
• Edward J. Klym, producer and news
director of WJAC-TV Johnstown, Pa.,
appointed general manager of WJACAM-FM.
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Meeting Mr. K • Ben Silver, reporter-cameraman with WCKT (TV) Miami,
Fla., is welcomed to the Kremlin by the Soviet Premier. Mr. Silver and commentator Wayne Fariss (not shown) of the same station accompanied nine
U.S. governors on a fact-finding tour of Russia. Pictured: Gov. Leroy Collins of Florida, to right of Khrushchev; Robert Smylie, Idaho; North Carolina's Luther Hodges, with carnation, and John Davis of North Dakota, with
half-face showing past Mr. Silver.
• David H. Sandeberg, Pacific coast
manager and member of firm of AveryKnodel for 13 years, elected vp and
partner of W. S. Grant Co., national
radio and tv representative firm.
• George Goldman, promotion and
publicity director of KYA-AM-FM San
Francisco, named to new post of head
of creative services department for
Bartell Family Radio. Bartell stations
are KYA, KCBQ-AM-FM San Diego,
WOKY Milwaukee, WAKE Atlanta,
WYDE Birmingham and WOV New
York.
• Walter Conway, previously manager of WBEE Harvey, 111., to KWBR
Oakland, Calif., in similar capacity.
Rouben Brown, air personality, and
Amos Coles, salesman, also join
KWBR.
• Seymour Horowitz, program director of WJAR-TV Providence, R.I.,
named program manager of KYW-TV
Cleveland, succeeding Ralph Hansen,
who moves to WJBK-TV Detroit in
similar capacity, effective Sept. 14.
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• Steve Robertson and Wayne
Decker named local sales managers of
KFRE-TV and KFRE Fresno, Calif.,
respectively. Harry White, merchandising director of KFRE Radio adds
similar position with tv companion.

MID*

IN SIZE ONLY TO
THE TWIN CITIES
IN MINNESOTA AND
MILWAUKEE INWISC.
(Covered cMtfrietefy and
*H<xte effectively

. . .

• David W. Tebet, general programming executive with NBC-TV N.Y.,
appointed director, talent relations.
• William Stubbs, tv sales manager
of Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Atlanta,
appointed assistant vp.
• David Bolton promoted from sales
staff member to local sales manager
of WIBG Philadelphia.
• Dick Drury, formerly with KISN
Vancouver, Wash., named program director of KXL Portland, Ore.
• Bob Adams, production director of
WAKE Atlanta, appointed program director.
• John Miller, named manager and
Robert Cook named news director of
KCSR Chadron. They had been with
sales and news departments, respective-

NBC

A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Duluth 6l Superior
Affilutrd with Duluth Herald and Newi- Tribune
Peters. Griffin. Woodward, mc.
Eictwir* NithnsI lteprt$9nwivn

ly, of sister station, WJAG
both Nebraska.

Norfolk,

• Bernel R. Fullmer, public service
director and on-the-air promotion writer, promoted to senior publicist of
KABC-TV Los Angeles. Don Hirsh,
formerly assistant ad production manager of Thrifty Drug Stores, that city,
succeeds him.
• Bill Taylor, formerly sales and operations manager of
KWIZ Santa Ana,
Calif., and managing
director of Southern
California Broadcasters Assn., appointed
manager of KANS
Mr. Taylor
Kansas City. Mr. Taylor has also been with Foote, Cone &
Belding, McCann-Erickson, both New
York, and Bozell & Jacobs, Omaha,
during past 15 years.

Mr. West

• Harley M. West
Jr., with sales staff of
WTOL-TV Toledo,
Ohio, since 1958,
named local sales
manager. Mr. West
had previously been
general sales manager
of WAVI Dayton,
Ohio.

• Daniel R. Kelly, formerly copywriter at Avery-Knodel, N.Y., to CBSTV Spot Sales, that city, as assistant
research manager.
• Willard Hasbrook, 40, former president and general manager of KFXM
San Bernardino and more recently consultant-manager ofKIKK Bakersfield,
both California, died Aug. 20 following
an automobile accident.

Anderson, KFFA
West Jr., KDMS
elected directors.
KWAK Stuttgart,
secretary.

• Donald W. Craig, formerly sales
promotion manager of DeSoto Div. of
Chrysler Corp., Detroit, to WJR, that
city, in similar capacity.
• Ves Box, program

• Richard Kellerman, special assistant to director of public affairs of CBS
News. N.Y., named supervisor of information services there.

manager
TV Dallas of
sinceKRLD1952,
appointed assistant
general manager. Mr.
Box
KRLD
Radio joined
20 years
ago

• Joseph H. Wells, account executive
at Weed Television Corp., N.Y., named
sales manager of that office.
• Edgar Bloom Stern, 73, chairman
of WDSU (New Orleans) Broadcasting
Corp., member of board of directors of
Sears, Roebuck & Co. and cotton merchant, died Aug. 24 in Price, Utah. Mr.
Stern was president of New Orleans
Stock Exchange in 1927, and had been
associated with many public service
activities in that city.
• Kermit Richardson, KBOK Malvern, elected president of Arkansas
Broadcasters Assn., succeeding C. R.
Horne, KXRJ Russellville, who was
elected vp. Julian Haas, KAGH Crossett, re-elected secretary-treasurer. Sam

Helena, and J. A.
El Dorado, were
June S. Spann,
is ABA executive

Mr. Box
nouncer.

Mr. Stover

as sports announcer
and later was promoted to chief an• E. Preston Stover,
formerly program
operations manager of
KYW-TV Cleveland,
to WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh in similar capacity. Mr. Stover began his tv career
as cameraman with
WPTZ(TV) Philadel-

phia in 1946.
• Ellis Shook, formerly producer-director with WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va.,
appointed production manager of
WTTG (TV) Washington.
• Robert Rehg, formerly publications
editor of Trane Co., LaCrosse, Wis.,
named publicity director of KMOX
St. Louis.
• Jack E. Shafer, director with
KFMB-TV San Diego, promoted to
production supervisor of news and special events.

WEST TEXAS — Two Daytimers and a fulltimer.
Prices range from $75,000.00 to $90,000.00 and down
payments from $25,000.00 to $30,000.00. The $90,000.00
station
is a good
moneyis inmaker
otherandtwoneeds
are
in the black.
Fulltimer
a fine and
market
an
owner-manager.
In
the
black
now,
but
billings
could be doubled. Terms available on all three.
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•

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Mike Hanen, 20, assistant film editor of ABC-TV Hollywood, died Aug.
25 of injuries received while on military leave at Camp Roberts, Calif.
• Bill Hamer, formerly newsfilm chief
of KETV (TV) Omaha, to news staff
of KMTV (TV), that city.
• Devere E. Logan, formerly radio-tv
instructor at U. of Illinois, named director of programs and promotion of
WBCM Bay City, Mich. Don Edwards, air personality, promoted to
chief announcer.
• Russ Grovener, formerly announcer
and newscaster with KWTX-TV Waco,
Tex.,
nouncer.to WISN-TV Milwaukee as an• George M. Olsen, formerly account
executive at Meeker Co., N.Y., to
Blair Television Assoc., that city, in
similar capacity.
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• Richard M. Walker, formerly account executive and media coordinator
at Harris & Weinstein Assoc., Atlanta,
to sales staff of H-R Representatives,
that city.
• Frank Smith resigns as account
executive of KLAC Los Angeles to
assume position of local representative
of KRAM Las Vegas, Nev. and KGMSAM-FM Sacramento, Calif.
• George Whitney Jr., formerly head
of Marrietta Co., station rep of KEROTV Bakersfield and KFMB-AM-TV
San Diego, both California, joins KLAC
Los Angles as account executive.
• Tom McCann, formerly account
executive with Miller, MacKay, Hoeck
& Hartung, Seattle advertising agency,
joins KING-TV, that city, in similar
capacity.
• Newell T. Schwin, formerly director of production sales with CBS-TV
New York, appointed vp in charge of
advertising and pr with Associates Investment Co., South Bend, Ind.
• Dale B. Hornung, formerly general
manager of WMIC Monroe, Mich., appointed sales promotion manager of
Monroe Auto Equipment Co., that city.
• Carl Ginnow, floor manager and
assistant to art director of KFMB-TV
San Diego, appointed director. Regis
Philbin, assistant news editor there,
named night news editor.
• Shelby L. Heman, formerly on sales
promotion staff of Gaylord Containers
Co., St. Louis, joins WEW, that city, as
account executive. Other WEW appointments: Eugenia Collins named
promotion and publicity director and
Don Norman, director, adds duties of
production manager.
• Lee Small, program director of
WOND Pleasantville,
named general manager of WMID Atlantic City, both New
Jersey, effective Sept.
15. Mr. Small was
previously with
KNOE-TV Monroe,
La.

ality. also joins KFH
Barry

as air person-

• Ivan Scott, previously with Voice of
America and WTTM Trenton, N.J.,
joins KYW-AM-FM Cleveland as host
of Program PM and crime reporter.
• Carleton Sieck, formerly eastern
sales representative with KNX Los
Angeles, to CBS Radio Spot Sales, N.Y.,
as account executive.
• Guy Travers, air personality with
WAYE Baltimore, named to new post
of musical director.
• Harry Warren, announcer with
KXTV (TV) Sacramento, Calif., promoted to continuity director. Claud P.
Mann, formerly news and special
events director of KBSW-TV Salinas,
Calif., joins KXTV as announcer.
• James F. Murray, formerly in charge
of radio-tv promotion and publicity for
Pittsburgh Bicentennial celebration, to
WCAE, that city, as local account
executive.
• Scott Berner, formerly photographer with WKY-TV Oklahoma City,
named chief news photographer of
WFBM-TV Indianapolis. Mat Matheson, chief photographer, of KOCOTV Enid, Okla., to news staff of
WFBM-TV. Jim Green, formerly news
director of WRAM Monmouth, 111.,
and Dick Reed, formerly account
executive with Ted Black, advertising
and public relations agency, Reading,
Pa., to WFBM Radio as newcasters.
• Mike Byrne and Margaret Huse,
graduates of The Creighton U., Omaha,
join promotion department of WOWTV, that city.
• Dennis James to KISN Vancouver,
Wash., as air personality.
• William E. Hines joins sales staff
of WDVA Danville, Va. Nancy
Brown, traffic director, promoted to
women's director. Mary Lee Gravely
succeeds her.

Mr. Small

• Gordon Eaton, air personality and
announcer, moves from WCCO to
WPBC, both Minneapolis.
• Frank Allen, previously with
WOW-AM-TV and KOWH, to KFAB,
all Omaha, as air personality and announcer.
• Frank Gunn, newcaster and air personality, from KAYS Hays to KFHAM-FM Wichita, both Kansas. Jack
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• Joe Ford, air personality with KATR
Corpus Christi, Tex., and Jeff Davis,
air personality with WHHM Memphis,
to KNUZ Houston in similar capacity.
Programming
• Norman Felton, CBS-TV executive
producer in Hollywood, appointed executive producer of network Drama
Workshop now being established there
to draw new producing, directing, acting and writing talent to television.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 24). Sherman
Marks, producer, director and tv adapter, formerly associated with Matinee
Theatre, and Joseph Gantman, associate producer of Peck's Bad Girl and

MEANS B
USINESS
BUSINES13PSIANPGERISN
aovert
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
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Studio One, will function as co-producers of group of Workshop projects as
assistants to Mr. Felton.
• Will Cowan, vp in charge of west
coast tv commercial productions of
Filmways Inc., based at Warner Bros.
Studios, Burbank, Calif., joins General
Service Studios in similar capacity.
David H. DePatie continues at Warner Bros, as general manager of Warner's tv commercial division.
• Richard G. Yates, formerly eastern
sales manager of Hollywood TV Service, Republic Pictures subsidiary, joins
MGM-TV's syndicated and feature
sales department as sales executive.
• Alvin E. Unger, administrative
manager of Arrow Productions, sales
and program counselling division (on
re-runs) of Independent Television
Corp., N.Y. adds duties of general
manager, special projects division of
ITC.
• Gerald A. Wolfe, of office services
department, CBS, N.Y., to CBS Films
Inc., that city, as sales promotion research assistant. James O'Rourke, formerly account executive with WGNTV Chicago, to CBS Films there, in
similar capacity.

it's UNANIMOUS!
Pulse & Hooper Agree
KIMN
Is First By a Mile
In Mile-High Denver
HOOPER
34% Share of Audience
July-August 1959
PULSE
16% Share of Audience
JUNE 1959
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In America's
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To the heights
William L. Putnam, president
of WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., donned mountain - climbing togs and spikes Aug. 25
when asked to lead a second
group of rescue climbers to retrieve the bodies of two young
students who had died on a ledge
on the side of Profile Mt. in Franconia, N.H., only minutes before
aid arrived. For the emergency
mission, Mr. Putnam enlisted the
help of his chief engineer, George
Townsend. Mr. Putnam has
gained a reputation in mountain
climbing, is chairman of the Appalachian Mountain Climbing
Club's "safety council" and had
just returned from that activity
in British Columbia when he was
called upon for the rescue duty.
Equipment & Engineering
• Leslie H. Warner, executive vp,
manufacturing, of General Telephone
& Electronics Corp., N.Y., elected to
board of subsidiary, Sylvania Electric
Products Inc., succeeding late Richard
L. Bowditch. Robert E. Kenoyer,
controller of Sylvania Home Electronics, named controller of Sylvania Electric, succeeding Leon C. Guest Jr.,
who, earlier this month, was elected vp
and general controller of GT&E.
• Charles J. Seeley, vp for administration and finance of Page Communications Engineers Inc., Washington,
subsidiary of Northrop Corp., named
senior vp in charge of directing all
field projects, including joint ventures.
Forrest W. Donkin, vp of operations,
western division, appointed senior vp
for corporate plans, sales and customer
relations, finance and office services.
Joseph A. Waldschmitt, executive
vp, adds duties of supervising activities
of engineering and research and development departments. Charles Singer,
vp of operations, eastern division,
named vp and director of maintenance
and operations department.
• Leonard G. Walker, formerly marketing manager for microwave and industrial controls with Motorola Inc.,
Chicago, appointed manager of communications and control-systems department, Equipment and Systems Div.
of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.
• James E. Pitman, commercial engineer in microwave product planning,
named manager of product planning
for point-to-point communication equipment in General Electric's Communication Products Dept., Lynchburg, Va.
He succeeds Kent J. Worthen, named
national sales manager for GE's twoway radio.

• James G. Hendrick, formerly director of systems and procedures, CBS,
N.Y., to Raytheon Co., Waltham,
Mass., in similar capacity.
• Richard M. Ross, product sales manager for Semiconductor Div. of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Woburn,
Mass., named to new post of manager,
marketing services.
Government
• George H. Revercomb, legal assistant to FCC Comr. Frederick W. Ford,
resigns, effective Sept. 4. He will return to private practice in Charleston,
W.Va., with law firm of Revercomb &
Price.
• Mrs. Howard A. Coffin, 68, D.C.
Republican National Committeewoman
for last 12 years, died of cancer Aug. 18
in Washington. Mrs. Coffin's former
husband, Thad Brown, had been FCC
Commissioner; he died in 1941. She
leaves her son, Thad H. Brown III,
NAB vp for television.
• Loftus E. Becker, formerly legal adviser, U.S. Dept. of State, named resident partner, Paris office of Cahill, Gordon, Reindel & Ohl, N.Y., communications attorneys.
International
• Barry O. Gordon, film production
co-ordinator of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Toronto, to general superintendent of laboratory operations of TransVideo Productions, that city. Alan B.
Cullimore, formerly of Cousens Production Inc., N.Y., and before that
radio-tv director of McCann-Erickson
(Canada) Ltd., Toronto, named director of Trans-Video. Eirikur Hagan,
formerly writer-director-producer with
Chetwynd Films Ltd., that city, appointed assistant to vp in charge of
production.
• Dennis Barkman, assistant manager
in charge of production of CFAM
Altona, Man., promoted to manager.
• Colin Fraser, formerly of CKRD
Red Deer, named production manager
of CFGP Grande Prairie, both Alberta.
IF YOU'RE
CHARGED
WITH
LIBEL - SLANDER
PIRACY - PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION
Be ready with our unique
EXCESS INSURANCE
Adequate protection against embarrassing loss
at amazingly moderate cost. Write!
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 W. Tenth, Kansas City. Mo.
York. Chicago,
107New William
175 W. San100Francisco.
Bush
St. Jackson St,
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EQUIPMENT
ADMIRAL'S
TINT TV
New color receivers
range $595 and up
Admiral Corp., Chicago, formally
unveiled its new line of color television
receivers Tuesday (Aug. 25) after a
two-year hiatus. Admiral's suggested
retail prices: $595 and up (as against
$495 up for RCA).
Admiral's 1960 line has five different
models with one-year warranty on all
parts including the 21-inch picture tube.
A separate five-year warranty covers
etched circuit boards in the chassis.
Admiral announced its plans to re-enter
the color tv field late last Spring (Broadcasting, June 8).
Ross D. Siragusa Jr., sales manager
of Admiral's television division, cited
the warranties as an indication of the
reliability of the new sets. He said they
tune as easily as monochrome units
with only two controls — one adjusting
for trueness and balance of color, the
other for intensity. To simplify tuning,
special color-keyed markings on each
knob indicate exact tuning positions
best suited for each channel.
Initial production of color units was
not known last week, but Admiral did
reveal a separate and limited franchise
program for some of its 4,000 dealers
— nearly 14% of its total dealerships.
"Distributors will grant franchises for
Admiral color tv representation only
to those dealers who have adequate
facilities for demonstrating, selling and
servicing this high ticket product," according to Carl E. Lantz, Admiral's
vice president for sales. "We are seeking quality rather than quantity in
dealers for marketing color television."
As part of its marketing program to
assist distributors and dealers, Admiral
has prepared a 56-page merchandising
manual for promoting set sales. Trade
publications and newspapers will be
used, along with direct mail, to stimulate dealer and consumer interest. Admiral also reported it will conduct a
new series of training schools for servicemen who did not attend previous
sessions or those who desire refresher
courses.
Philco:

no

until there

color

&

ENGINEERING

Skinner: "As for color television, we
aren't in it and we won't get into it
until we can make a profit. The color
tv market was wrecked by a company
which priced its sets too low and admitted ithas lost lots of money." He
predicted there will be "no immediate
breakthrough" in color tv sales for a
couple of years.
Foreign sales of Philco products
should exceed $100 million in 1959,
Mr. Skinner predicted. He also reported
his company has enough materials to
maintain its present production schedule
through November even if the steel
strike continues beyond mid-September. Philco sales are up 21% for the
first six months this year over the same
period in 1958, with earnings of
$5,169,000 against a loss of $3,269,000,
he added.
Mr. Skinner said there are indications
American component manufacturers
will develop a program for competing
in cost with Japanese-imported transistor radios, largely through miniaturization. He said he is not aware of "any
significant drop in transistor prices at
the component level," despite claims of
other manufacturers (presumably meaning Admiral Corp.). Philco shipped

WBNS

"quite a few" transistor portable tv receivers before the summer vacation
period, Mr. Skinner reported.
Ampex

sales

up 48%

in first quarter '59
Sales of Ampex Corp. during the first
quarter of this year totaled $13,727,000, an increase of 48.2% over last
year's first-quarter sales of $7,087,000,
George I. Long Jr., Ampex president,
said Tuesday (Aug. 25) at the company's annual stockholders' meeting in
Redwood City, Calif.
First-quarter earnings after taxes
were $760,000, or 5.5% of sales, Mr.
Long reported, contrasted with $233,000 or 3.3% of sales for the same period last year. He reaffirmed his previous forecast that during 1959 Ampex
consolidated sales would total $60 million, with net profits of $3.9 million
after taxes.
Ampex stockholders approved the
company's proposal for a merger with
Orr Industries, magnetic tape manufacturer, and also ratified an amendment to the company's stock option
plan to permit the granting of options

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

tv

is profit

In spite of Admiral's re-entry into
color tv, Philco Corp. is not about to
get its own feet wet until it can market
a product that will make a profit. That
in effect is what James M. Skinner Jr.,
Philco president, told a news conference in Chicago Monday. Said Mr.
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Pulse asked, "If you heard conflicting news reports
on Columbus radio, which station would you believe?" We were a solid first — in fact, 44.3% ahead
of the next station in believability.

95

for an additional 50,000 shares, bringing the total of shares available under
the plan to 137,000, or 6.2% of total
shares outstanding. The several hundred shareholders at the meeting also
saw the original color tv recording of
the historic Nixon-Khrushchev exchange as recorded by Ampex personnel at the American National Exhibition
at Moscow.
A message from Jack Miller, Ampex
shows manager in charge of the company's exhibit in Moscow, read at the
stockholders' meeting, reported: "'Color
television, featuring playback on Ampex tv recorder, now No. 1 on Soviet
hit parade at American Exposition.
Votes tabulated from American voting
machines at the fair showed total cast
as 12,007, with color television getting
3,415 votes, well ahead of American
automobiles, which were second favorite exhibit with 3,368 votes."
To lease radio-tv gear
Tishman Realty & Construction Inc.
New York, is entering the industrial
equipment field by forming a whollyowned subsidiary, Tishman Equipment
Leasing Inc. The new firm will lease
electronic, radio and tv equipment,
to be handled by George G. Weiss,
formerly president of WBBQ Augusta,
Ga. According to Norman Tishman,

president of the parent company, TEL's
primary aim is to free capital otherwise
tied ble
up investment.
in equipment
"for eliminates
more profitaIt also
the
costly and time-consuming negotiations
usually identified with conventional
financing annd establishes better banking and credit relationships for its
customers."
EIA will evaluate

YCT0R

RE^SEL

STORY !
In exposing labor racketeers,
Reisel lost his sight but gave
to all Americans greater vision
to see the truth!
— The New York Daily Mirror
Starring PAUL STEWART
ONE OF 39 EXCITING EPISODES!
DISTRIBUTED BY
FLAMINGO TELEFILM SALES, Inc.
221 W. 57 ST, • N. Y. 19, N > • IU 6-7040
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set to meet

Nippon competition
As a challenge to growing Japanese
imports, Admiral Corp. last week introduced its own low-cost seven-transistor
pocket model radio. Meanwhile, Muntz
Tv scored the increasing use of Japanese components.
Admiral's new model will sell at a
national list price of $29.95. Called the j
Comet, the pocket radio is "produced
with high quality All-American components by American craftsmen," Admiral
pointed out. The low cost is attributed
to recent reductions in transistor prices,
greater automation of etched circuit
boards, increased production efficiency
and "complete cooperation by suppliers
who are concerned about losing a large
share of their business to cheap foreign

am-f m stereo systems
Three task-force groups to consider
stereo techniques have been named by
C. G. Loyd, General Electric Co., chairman of the special National Stereophonic Radio Committee set up by
Electronic Industries Assn. The committees are part of the NSRC Panel 1
on system specifications headed by
Charles J. Hirsch, of Hazeltine Research Corp.
Also available are a $34.95 deluxe
The Panel 1 studies will not consider
model designed to play several times
any stereo systems brought to its attenasimports."
long as imported models before battion after last Aug. 5. Any new systems
teries must be replaced (all etched cirmust be passed on by the main group.
cuit boards carry a five-year warranty)
The three groups are: (1) Differences
and
seven-transistor personal
between the three fm systems using an radio afornew
$39.95.
am subcarrier — W. P. Boothroyd,
The use of Japanese components was
Philco Corp.; R. B. Dome, General
Electric Co., and Carl Eilers, Zenith - decried by Wallace A. Keil, president
of Muntz Tv, as jeopardizing the
Radio Corp. (2) Differences between the American labor market and business
three fm systems with fm subcarrier —
of small manufacturers. Set makers
Murray Crosby, Crosby Labs.; Harold
should take affirmative action against
Parker, Calbest Electronics, and William
the increasing flow of imports instead
N. Halstead, Multiplex Services Corp. of using them to save a few dollars,
(3) A theoretical analysis of am sub- he warned. Japan has been cutting
carrier modulation vs fm subcarrier
heavily into the American electronics
modulation — Bruce T. Bogert, Bell
industry because of low labor costs.
Labs., and Norman Parker, Motorola.
E. F. McDonald

TH£

Admiral

estate

valued at $1 1 .1 million
The estate of the late Comdr. E. F.
McDonald Jr., board chairman of Zenith
Radio Corp., was valued at approximately $11.1 million at the time of
his death on May 15, 1958. The figure
($11,132,888) was contained in an
inheritance tax appraisement filed with
the clerk of Cook County in Chicago
Aug. 21. The document was submitted
by Eugene M. Kinney and Edward
McCausland, executors of the estate.
It listed the value of 19,724 shares of
Zenith stock held by Comdr. McDonald
at $1,404,618 and of 33,198 shares of
Seneca Securities Corp. stock at
$4,515,861. The latter is described as
a holding company for the McDonald
assets. The federal estate tax was given
as $1,695,461 while the Illinois inheritance tax was placed at $507,262.
Chief beneficiaries of the estate are
the late executive's son, E. F. McDonald
III; his daughter, Joan Marianne Lust,
and Mr. Kinney, nephew and Zenith
executive.

Sarnoff

award

|

|
I
|

|
[
i

made

Dr. Walter R. G. Baker, president, J
Syracuse U. Research Corp., was named !
last week to receive the David Sarnoff
Gold Medal Award of the Society of
Motion Picture and Television Engi- ;
neers for "meritorious achievements in
television engineering." Presentation of
the medal will be made during SMPTE's
86th Semi-Annual
Convention, Oct.
5-9, in New York.
In making the award, the society
cited Dr. Baker's "long career in electronics" and praised his achievements
as chairman of the National Television
System Committee, which devised the
technical standards which the FCC accepted as the basis of the U.S. commercial tv system.

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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INTERNATIONA!

RUSSIA
Comrade

READY
Zhdanov

Recent indications from the Soviet
Union show that the government-controlled tv and radio facilities might become a springboard to a revitalized
drive for increased consumer goods
consumption, coincident with the surge
for greater production.
Under the Khrushchev regime, Russian trade authorities have introduced
such innovations as self-service food
stores, automat restaurants and mailorder selling. Such "westernization" of
the proletariat has met with genuine
approval from both the government and
the people themselves. Yet promotion
of consumer goods through any of the
media has been sharply criticized by official sources and only recently has the
ice of contempt begun to thaw.
In the last issue of Soviet Trade, a
government journal, M. Zhdanov, deputy director of the Central Television
Studio, Moscow, gave an indication
that the official party policy regarding
advertising has become conciliatory.
"The interest of trade and advertising
personnel in television as the most effective means of contacting customers
is entirely understandable," Mr. Zhdanov stated. "Our trade advertising is
called upon to educate people's tastes;
to stimulate their wants and, thereby,
to build up an active demand for goods.
One result of commercial advertising
must be a qualitative improvement in
popular consumption, the appearance
of new wants and tastes which in their
turn will create a stimulus for further
growth in production."
A "first" in tv advertising was scored
last New Year's, the article reports,
when a telecast directly from the State
Department Store on Red Square showing the items on sale "of New Year's
tree decorations was warmly received."
Hero Shoes • Advertising formats
come under Mr. Zhdanov's careful
scrutiny. As an example of acceptable
advertising production he cites a recent
film "which promotes a careful re?ard
for one's shoes, shoe care, and timely
repair. . . . The main 'heroes,' . . . were
women's shoes, men's boots, shoe
brushes, etc. . . . The film was watched
with great interest. It is full of witty
situations. The viewer laughs gayly and
with all his heart. As a result he is more
strongly convinced of the need for careful attention to his shoes."
Elsewhere in his article, Mr. Zhdanov mentions 50 "outlying" tv stations
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

FOR

hints

change;

TV

ADVERTISING

consumer

now operating in the Soviet Union. It
is thought that Moscow at the beginning of the year was the only Russian
city with more than one regularly operating channel. Counting all "telecenters" teurincluding
low-power,
outfits, Russia
claims to semi-amahave had
60 tv stations operating at the end of
1958, compared with 42 at the end of
1957 and 20 in 1956. Under the new
Seven-Year Plan (1959-1965) the number of tv stations is due to increase
"2.6 times", which would make a total
of about 156 by the end of 1965.
Russian tv set output was estimated
to be one million in 1958 and radio set
production 3.9 million the same year.
Contrasting with this impressive growth
is the fact that most major Soviet newslistings. papers still do not publish radio and tv

goods

push

seen

Mr. Zhdanov's article may clearly
indicate an agonizing reappraisal on
the part of the government regarding
advertising. And although it may be a
long time before BBDO or JWT open
Leningrad branches, the development
of Russian media advertising will bear
watching as a measuring rod of Soviet
domestic economic expansion.
• Abroad

in brief

CKWS-TV Kingston, Ont., is putting its new RCA 18 slot high-gain
wavestack antenna on Wolfe Island in
the St. Lawrence River, 7>Vi miles from
Kingston. The new transmitter site
replaces that at Camden East, 18 miles
from the city. The new antenna will
be on an 800 foot tower. Target date
for completion of the new transmitter
is mid-November. The ch. 1 1 station

FOTO-VIDEO

MONITORS

V-92A

PLUG-IN CHASSIS
V-36C 14" UTILITY MONITOR
V-96A 17" UTILITY MONITOR
V-98A 21" UTILITY MONITOR
V-92A
24" UTILITY
ALL
MONITORS
COME INMONITOR
METAL
CABINETS AND INCLUDE HIGH
AND LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLIES
(Also Professional Models)
FEATURES
• Field-Proven in Government and
Broadcast TV Stations
• Superior definition
• Excellent focus and interlace
• Video response flat to 8 mc.
• Distortion free DC restorer
• New highflection system
efficiency linear de• Positive operation of all controls
• Silicon rectifier power supply
• Aluminized picture tube with gray
face plate
• Bridging input
withandbuilt-in
minating resistor
switch ter• Broadcast quality construction,
terminal boarded
• Plug-in chassis modules
• Every Unit Specification-Tested
Write, wire or phone
FOTQ-WiDMO
CEDAR GROVE,

DESCRIPTION
The Foto-Video Monitors are highly
reliable display units for broadcast
and closed circuit use. They are designed for the continuous presentation ofwith600highlinebrightness.
picture information
The Video Amplifier, Deflection
Generator, High Voltage Supply,
and Low Voltage Supply, consist
of individual plug-in-sub-chassis
for optimum accessibility. The
front panel is removable for cleaning the picture tube face and safety
The high gain, wide band video
glass.
amplifier incorporates DC restoration to maintain black level regardless of picture content. Silicon
semiconductor rectifiers provide
very reliable
imum of heat.DC power with a minfor full information.

LABORATORIES,
NJ. CEnter 9-6100

INC.

will increase power to 130 kw video
and 78 kw audio.

bought and operated in the country's
German-language areas.

• Malta expects to have its own tv
service next year. There are about
7,000 sets on the Mediterranean island.
They tune to Italian stations.

• Denmark will have 100% tv coverage with completion of the Nastved
transmitter at Seeland Island this year.
About 250,000 sets are operated in the
country.

• Holland had 500,000 registered tv
sets Aug. 1. The figure is expected to
reach 580,000 before year's end.
• Switzerland had 67,882 registered tv
sets Aug. 1. This is 1,643 more than
July's figure. About 70% of tv sets are

« France has organized five committees
to supervise its radio-tv programming.
Members are chosen from the fields of
French literature, art and science. The
country expects to have 100% tv coverage in 1961.

© Eurovision, occasional hookups of
European tv stations, is five years old.
About 16 million sets in twelve Western Europe nations (using 567 transmitters) can be tuned to the service.
A total of 900 hookups have been completed between 1954-59.
• Registered television sets numbered
2,730,000 in West Germany on July
1, a 60,045 increase over June. Radio
licenses are decreasing at about 200,000 a month from an approximate 15
million total

FANFARE
Prizes from the sky
On Sept. I, tenth anniversary of
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., the station
plans a "Balloon Drop" for its viewers
in Nebraska, Iowa and Missouri. On
the big day, two airplanes will drop
2,500 gift certificates worth $15,000
in color tv sets, air conditioners, radios
and other prizes. In addition, 2,397 certificates for KMTV anniversary pens
and smorgasbord dinners will be scattered.
Viewers tuned to the station will be
able to determine where and when the
balloons will be dropped. The "Balloon Drop" is the second part of
KMTV's anniversary celebration. Part
one was a free presentation of the
Tommy Bartlett Water Ski Show yesterday (Aug. 30).
Missing staff found
Bud Lester, recent purchaser of
WOIA Ann Arbor, Mich., wanted to
build immediate listenership and promote his new announcing staff. To do
it, he conducted a 12-day "Missing
Man" contest, offering $90 daily to the

listener who identified the missing air
personality through clues given on
WOIA. The "12" and "90" tied in with
WOIA 1290 kc.
Missing men were spotted in a jewelry store, aquarium, bakery, bottledwater company, and other locations.
One winner, a baker, was sweating over
an oven, baking bread at 350 degrees
when drove
he heard
a clue,
He
to all
the which
bakerieswasin"350."
town
spotting the missing man at the last
one visited.
KMTV (TV) airs high school bowl
KMTV (TV) Omaha, Neb., televised
the First Annual Shrine High School
Bowl game in that city earlier this
month, reports the station, and preempted its entire Saturday night schedule to carry the game. There were a
number of pre-game filmed "specials"
aired by the station, including a documentary of the Shrine All Star teams
visiting the Shriners Hospital in Minneapolis. KMTV sent its news camera to
film the visit of the high school athletes
bringing happiness to the hospitalized
children.

Into the wide blue yonder
To spotlight the rising traffic death
toll KOIL Omaha d.j. Jim Hummel
"went into orbit" week before last, according tothe station. The KOIL staffer
seated himself in a 1959 model automobile which was suspended by a giant
crane some 70 feet above the ground.
He will stay there "until he forcefully
points attention to the rising traffic
death toll on Nebraska's highways,"
KOIL said. Stunt has received commendation from both city and state
safety officials, station reported.
Room

service — at home

Picking up a service usually provided
in hotels, WNTA Newark (Aug. 19)
started a promotion campaign of its
morning show with a personalized
"wake-up service." Listeners to the
Mike Woloson Show (Mon.-Fri., 7-10
a.m. EDT) have been invited to register
with the station if they would like to
be awakened during those hours by a
telephone call from WNTA. Although
the brunt of the work falls on the
WNTA switchboard operators, Mr.
Woloson makes some of the calls himself during the show.
Contest for sponsors

♦SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE
98

JINGLE

MILL

• 203 W.49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730

WKNE Keene, N.H., is marking its
32nd anniversary with a six-week promotion that features contests for both
sponsors and listeners. To enter the
"KNE Days" contest, listeners register
with participating merchants to win
weekly prizes and a chance at the grand
prize of a Jamaica trip for two.
In an effort to stimulate thought on
advertising, a sponsor competition offers
a trip to Europe for one, or a trip to
Jamaica for two. Participants are asked
to fill out a business questionnaire, dealing with advertising, and write a 500word essay: "My Philosophy of Advertising." To date, over 86 accounts are
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participating in "KNE Days."
Clients are also receiving one free
announcement for every year they have
advertised on WKNE.
Stars in her eyes
The winner of the WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C., "Spot the Stars" contest is
going to turn her prize, a one-week expense-paid trip to Spain and Portugal,
into a honeymoon.
The contest called for viewers to recognize 22 film actors on a slide shown
briefly on WSOC-TV about 10 times
a day for three weeks. Guest Airways,
which will provide the transportation,
will send pictures of the honeymooners
to WSOC-TV so viewers may follow
their progress.
Breakfast in bed
KCMO-FM Kansas City. Mo.,
dramatized advancing its sign-on time
to 6:30 a.m. by sending 150 local admen a breakfast tray.
A note on the bundle of breakfast
food, contributed by manufacturers,
invited the admen to "have breakfast
on KCMO-FM" while listening to
Music for a Summer Morning. Chris
J. Stolfa, KCMO-FM's commercial
manager, delivered breakfast trays to
the mayors of Kansas City, Independence, North Kansas City, all Missouri, and Kansas City, Kan.
Forward pass pays off
KTVB (TV) Boise, Idaho, scored
in promoting its pickup of the College
All-Stars vs. Baltimore Colts co-sponsored by Carling Brewing Co., Tacoma,
Wash.
KTVB's sales staff, wearing football
shirts and helmets, toured downtown
Boise presenting taverns that did not
carry the product with a case of Carling's beer. The score: The Lamp Post
Hotel now sells Carling's Black Label.
There's joy in Gretna
WMNA Gretna, Va., went to bat
for the local Connie Mack baseball
team, and hit a grand-slam homer.
The teen-aged ballplayers had won
the Virginia and Southeastern championships, but needed $1,100 to finance
their trip to the World Series in St.
Joseph, Mo.
With only two days to raise the
needed money, WMNA went in as
pinch-hitter and started plugging for
contributions, with special shows, interviews and a record hop. In less
than 18 hours, the station collected
$1,410, and the happy ballplayers, each
with $5 spending money in his pocket,
were on their way to Missouri.
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The sound's the thing • The sound of SESAC music is its own best salesman. So believes SESAC Inc., New York, music licensing and program
service organization. This layout demonstrates some of the ways SESAC
goes about practicing that belief. The smaller jacket and disc (top right) is
one of 7,000 sent out by the company to disc jockeys and station management personnel every month promoting the SESAC service. The reply
card (lower right) which accompanies each record is used to solicit comments. The standard lp (at left) demonstrates another new angle to SESAC's
promotional policy. Although its music library is used only by professionals,
the company has dressed up its records with consumer-type album covers.
In addition, an "Aura-Vision" ad is part of SESAC's new "You Never
Heard It So Good" campaign, circulated in trade magazines and with the
SESAC Music monthly. The "record" on each ad can be torn out and
played on conventional machines.
Rolling with broadcast banners
About 54 tv and 46 radio stations in
84 cities were involved in events leading
up to the All-American Soapbox Derby
finals at Akron, Ohio, Aug. 16. Sixteen
of the 170 soapbox vehicles at Akron
carried the call of stations backing
them. Derby is sponsored by Chevrolet.
These are some of the stations that
sponsored or co-sponsored a boy in the
finals:

WHMA Anniston, Ala.; WSOC-AMTV Charlotte, N.C.; KHSL-TV Chico,
Calif.; WENE Endicott, N.Y.; KORE
Eugene, Ore.; WKZO-AM-TV Kalamazoo, Mich.; KBAS-TV Moses Lake,
Wash.; WEEK-AM-TV Peoria, 111.;
KOOL-AM-TV Phoenix, Ariz.; KPTV
(TV) Portland, Ore.; KCRA-AM-TV
Sacramento, Calif.; KING-AM-TV Seattle, Wash.; WTVT (TV) Tampa, Fla.;
WTOR Torrington, Conn.; KTTN
Trenton, Mo.; WRC-TV Washington
and KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.

R. C. CRISLER

& CO.,
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Big

party

for KTVI

New York advertising folk drank,
ate buffet-style, beat time or danced
to jazz at one of the Big City's most
lavish tv business parties of the summer on the night of Aug. 24. Host to
the near 1,000 gathering at the
Tavern-on-the-Green in Central Park
was KTVI (TV) St. Louis. Celebrated
was KTVI's new maximum-height
transmitting tower (1,649 feet).
Among the highlights: a costly tab
(estimates place expenses for such an
affair at the $10,000 level), 12 show
girls topped by "tower headgear",
Sammy Gardner and his Mound City
Six flown to New York from St.

(TV)'s

big tower

Louis' Tiger's Den, various stage and
tv entertainers and a team of "photoflash" girls who took polaroid shots
of the guests. Nearly 700 agency
people were on the guest list; others
included Blair-TV executives and account men, an ABC-TV contingent
and newsmen. An attendance prize
of $1,649 (the tower footage), displayed in two-dollar bills and frozen
in a large cake of ice carved as a
figure "2" (channel number), went to
Bernie Shlossman, Benton & Bowles
timebuyer. Joe Bernard, vice president-general manager, KTVI, presented the prize.

Caper Cutters • Rachel Thompson
of J. Walter Thompson and Ron
Brownell of Benton & Bowles.

Icecake & Cheesecake • (Above) Timebuyer
winner of $1,649, Benton & Bowles' Bernie
Shlossman considers blowtorch to get at bills
locked in ice at top left curve of figure "2" (he
finally used ice pick). (Right) Showgirls and
KTVI's Joe Bernard (1) and Shaun Murphy (national sales manager) inspect tower replica.

• Drumbeats
• More than 47,000 people, the second
largest crowd in Bridgeport, Conn.'s
Pleasure Beach Park history, turned
out Aug. 17, reports WNHC-TV New
Haven, for a day of free rides, swimming and a record-hop, all on the station. The Triangle Publications Inc.
outlet station also sponsored a water
show during July. The height of the
Pleasure Beach Park day was the Jim
100 (FANFARE)

Gallant Record Hop, which was seen
by the largest in-person crowd ever to
view Mr. Gallant.
• Billboards, banner-towing airplanes,
movie trailers and newspaper and onair tv saturation paved the publicity
way for the coming of one Bugs Bunny
to Atlanta earlier this month, according
to WAGA-TV there. More than 8,000
participated in "Bugs Bunny Day" at
Atlanta's Storyland Park, reported the
station, with extensive news coverage

following.
• KTBC-TV Austin, Tex., personality
Cactus Pryor set up a portable swimming pool in the middle of a local street
and, accompanied by "a passel of pulchritude personified in a trio of talented
teeners," went on the air with one of
his Thursday night tv shows recently,
according to the station. There was an
aquatic exhibition by the Austin Aquatic Club, a fastdraw and trick shooting
exhibition by 26 Men co-star Kelo
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Henderson, and a dunking of Mr.
Pry or.
• The WKRC-TV Cincinnati "Cedar
Hill Farms-Jeff's Collie Day" at Coney
Island, a local amusement park, resulted in more than 20,000 labels from
Cedar Hill Farms
products being
I handed in. The labels were good for
rides and concessions in the park. Two
collie puppies and bicycles were among
prizes given away during the day.
• The Ice Capades of 1959 allocated
about 80% of its ad budget for its nine
performances in Pittsburgh to KDKATV there and grossed $225,000. The
station ran a campaign of 10- 20- and
60-second spots throughout the day and
ran a number of film clips of the show.
At KDKA-TV Night in Forbes Field
(show's location) station staffers distributed 5,000 free boxes of popcorn.
Tickets to the capades this night were
sold by KDKA-TV at a 50 cent reduction.
• KISN Vancouver, Wash., d.j. Tim
Tate is doing his daily Fabulous 50
show in a cage suspended from a crane
at the Oregon Centennial Exposition.
He's been up there three weeks and says
he won't come down until the 3 millionth visitor comes to the exposition.
KISN news director John Doe appeared
on KHTV (TV) Portland, Ore., as a
tie-in promotion when the movie "Meet
John Doe" was telecast. He explained
how difficult it is for him to get people
to believe that's his real name and to
get checks cashed.
• Seattle's annual Seafair Parade was
led last month by KING Seattle disc
jockeys on children's scooters. The
parade precedes the Gold Cup hydroplane race.
• WSET Glens Falls, was challenged
last month by nearby Hudson Falls,
both New York, to see if it could
raise more blood donors than Hudson
Falls. As the battle progressed merchants of the rival towns promised
gifts and transportation to people going to the bloodmobile. After WSET
broadcast from the bloodmobile Aug.
11 the record for the number of blood
donors was broken.
• WNDU-TV South Bend-Elkhart, Ind.,
brought the story of that market and
itself to New York agency men last
week via a video tape presentation at
the Johnny Victor Theatre in the RCA
Exhibition Hall. Tom Hamilton, sales
manager, co-hosted the showing with
the
representative, Venard, station's
Rintoul &new
McConnell.
• KDKA Pittsburgh d.j. Regis Cordic
was the subject of a two-page spread
in July's Esquire magazine. The article
tells how the d.j.'s spoofing of Madison
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Avenue advertising nets him more than
$60,000 a year. Mr. Cordic's Olde
Frothingslosh Pale Stale Ale ("the
foam's on the bottom") was mentioned
on-air as a gag four Christmases ago.
Now the brew is made each year, 300,000 cases having been sold to date.
• Four CHUM Toronto, Ontario, disc
jockeys had a swimming race last
month against actor Gordon Scott, who
plays Tarzan in movies. Disc jockeys
Al Boliska, Dave Johnson, Mike
Darow and Bob Laine, dressed in
swim suits of the '90s, dived with Mr.
Scott. It was a fair race except that
Mr. Boliska grabbed a rope and was
towed to victory by lifeguards running
beside the pool.
• Beachnik is the name of a new weekend show on KFMB San Diego. On Saturdays d.j. Geoff Edwards parks the
station mobile unit on a beach and
broadcasts from a console mounted on
top, 10 a.m.-3 p.m. Loudspeakers carry music to bathers.
• The Houston Fm Broadcasters Assn.
with Granco and Blaupunkt radio distributors have launched their second
outdoor-poster campaign as two new
fm stations go on the air. Poster copy:
is confined to "Fm radio, music to live
with. Now six stations." One of the six
is an educational station.
• Registering a staff cricket of WSAI
Cincinnati
the performer's
union
was a move with
that paid
off in wire service
news coverage for the station. Elvis the
Cricket comes to work daily with Will
Lenay and provides chirp effects for the
Lenay morning show. American Federation of Radio & Television Artists has
accepted the insect on condition he pays
his dues.
• CKLC Kingston, Ont., promoted
summer water sports in its area by
having announcer Larry Woods' do a
half-hour program while water-skiing
behind a powerful outboard motorboat.
Microphone cord was wrapped along

America's

August March of Dimes * In
an emergency effort to replace
depleted polio funds, KBON
Omaha, Neb. d.j. Fritz climbed
an air-conditioned flag-pole on
the county Courthouse lawn, to
appeal for contributions. After
15 days, and $15,000 in donations, he descended. Omaha
Mayor John Rosenblatt termed
the project "a magnificent job."
tow-rope, with Larry Woods holding
the tow-rope with one hand, the mike
in the other. A mobile unit in the
motorboat sped the program to the
station.
• More than 600 Huntington, W. Va.,
residents turned out to a local theatre
Aug. 15 for the "Happy Money Auction" by WSAZ there (Broadcasting,
July 27). (Happy Money certificates
were given by WSAZ sponsors in return for merchandise purchased). About
$2,000-worth
of merchandise was up
for bidding.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D A V ID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1, N.Y.
ULster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

August 20 through August 26. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day. N — night.
— local sunset,
mod. — modification,
trans. — LStransmitter,
unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special
temporary
authorization.
SH — specified hours.
* — educational.
Ann. Announced.

Magnetic Disc Recorder
Is a Great New Tool
for Broadcasters !
It makes possible fast recording
and playback of commercials and
announcements. Extremely simple
to operate, it minimizes the skill
required to produce a professional
recording. Erasable magnetic discs
have a long life, equal to or greater
than tape, thus production costs
can be reduced. Whatever your
equipment requirements, SEE
RCA FIRST!

RECORD

Existing Tv Stations
APPLICATION
Orleans,ERP
La.—from
Request
toWVUE
modify (TV)
STA New
to increase
vis.
94.5 kw, aur. 47.2 kw to vis. 130 kw, aur. 65
kw. Ann. Aug. 24.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Conway,
Ark.
ArkansasBoxBcstrs.
1330 kc, 500 w — D.Central
P.O. address
541,
Morrilton, Ark. Estimated construction cost
$24,030, enuefirst
yearApplicants
operating cost
rev$45,000.
are $36,000,
J.C. Willis
(52%), Harold J. Nichols, Hugh C. Jones
and William E. Cooper, all 16%. Mr. Willis
is sole owner of KVOM Morrilton, Ark.
Messrs. Nichols, Cooper and Jones are staff
members of KVOM. Ann. Aug. 26.
San Diego, Calif. — Cabrillo Bcstg. Co.
1520 kc, 1 kw-D, 500 w-N. P.O. address 6253
Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood
28, Calif.
mated construction
cost $34,000,
first Estiyear
operating plicants
cost
$78,000,
revenue
$104,000.
are Riley Jackson and Allen Ap-R.
Hubbard, equal partners. Mr. Jackson is
radio and
tv producer.
Mr. Hubbard
count executive
with ABC.
Ann. Aug.is ac21.
Fort Myers, Fla. — New Sounds Bcstg.
Corp. 1370 kc, 5 kw D. P.O. address 120 Delaware struction
Ave., costBuffalo,
con$17,968, N.Y.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $48,000, revenue $60,000. Applicants are
Richard Lipsitz, Carl A. Green, both 40%
and Herald P. Fahringer Jr. 20%. All are
lawyers with no other broadcast interests.
Ann. Aug. 24.
Columbia, Miss. — Fortenberry Enterprises
1600 kc, 500 w D. P.O. address Shepherd
Bldg. Estimated construction cost $13,949,
first year operating cost $39,600, revenue
$47,000. berry
Co-applicants
are Fortenberry,
Jerry A. Fortenand William L.
50%
each. J.A. Fortenberry is physician. W.L.
Fortenberry is druggist. Ann. Aug. 21.
Sand
Okla.address
— Forrest
1340
kc, Springs,
100 w. P.O.
Box G.
349 Conley
Tulsa,
Okla. Estimated construction cost $9,110,
first year operating cost $36,000, revenue
$48,000. Applicant is 84.3% owner of KLTR
Blackwell. Okla. Ann. Aug. 24.
Luray, Va. — Page County Bcstrs. 1590 kc,
1 kw D. P.O. address Luray, Va. Estimated
construction cost $26,241, first year oper-

ating cost R.$35,600,
is James
Reeserevenue
Jr. Mr. $48,000.
Reese Applicant
is owner
of WCFV Clifton Forge, Va., and has 60%
interest in WCBG Chambersburg, Pa. Ann.
Aug. 25.
Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WOKS Columbus, Ga. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install a new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Aug. 21.
WCRW
Chicago,
to increaseHours)
power from 100
w to 111.
250— wCp (Specified
(1240 kc). Ann. Aug. 21.
WROK
Rockford,
Cp 5tokw,
increase
time power
from 1 111.
kw— to
install dayDA
for daytime use (and new ant. system), new
ground system, change studio location and
install new trans. (1440 kc). Ann. Aug. 20.
KAOK Lake Charles, La. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, change
ant. -trans, location, change studio location,
install DA daytime, change ground system,
install new trans, and operate trans, by
remote control nighttime only. (1400 kc).
Ann. Aug. 20.
KTIX Seattle, Wash.— Cp to change hours
of operation from daytime to unl., using
power of 5 kw, install DA nighttime and
make
changes
Ann. Aug.
25. in ground system. (1590 kc).
KTNT Tacoma, Wash. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Aug.
kw and
install newpower
trans.from
(1400250kc).w Ann.
21.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Mount
Kisco,
Meliphon, 107.1 mc New
0.3 kw.York
P.O.— Incorporated
address Box
208, Mount struction
Kisco,
New York.
Estimated
concost $11,357,
first year
operating
cost $18,500, revenue $25,000. Applicants are
William J. McCarren, Richard W. Burden,
Julius Geilenkirchen and C. Edward Dombert, (25%)
each. Mr. Burden
audio York
engineer. Mr. McCarren
is WCBS is New
trans, supervisor. Mr. Geilenkirchen is engineer operatorisforemployed
WFAS Westchester,
N.Y.
Mr. Dombert
by CBS. Ann.
Aug.
20.
*Provo, Utah — Brigham Young U., 88.9 mc,
10 kw. P.O. address Provo, Utah. Estimated
construction cost $500, first year operating
cost $3,000. Applicant reports arrangements
made for purchase of Snow College. Ephraim, Utah, fm trans. (88.9 mc). Ann.
Aug. 20.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
WYDE Birmingham, Ala. — Seeks transfer
of controlconsin)
of Gerald
80% A.of Bartell,
Bartell Bcstrs.
(Wiset al.) Inc.
to Bartell
Bcstrs. Inc. (Delaware). Ann. Aug. 21.
KVOA-TV
Ariz. — Seeks
ment of licenseTucson,
from Arizona
Bcstg. assignInc. to
Alvarado Tv Inc. through stock merger.
Owners are Clinton D. McKinnon (40%),

Write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. XE-22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J.
EDWIN
RADIO

CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
Tmk(s) E
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TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5. D C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Loesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6188
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8520

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610 Eye St., N. W.
Washington, D. C.
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military
Rd.,C. N. W.,
Wash., D.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Bex 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone State 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineer*
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(■ Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Bex 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irectorv

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

contact

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among
them,
the decision-making station
owners
and managers, chief engineers and technicians— applicants for am, fm, tv
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

Bernard Weinberg (20%), Arthur A. Dresser
(20%) and Harold B. Garfield (20%). Prior
to assignment, each owned 25%. Mr. McKinnon is presently sole-owner of Alvarado
Tv Inc.,
N.M.
Ann.licensee
Aug. of
24. KOAT-TV Albuquerque,
KCBQ
San
Diego,
— Seeks
of control of 80% of Calif.
KCBQ
from transfer
Bartell
Bcstrs. Inc (Wisconsin) (Gerald A. Bartell,
et al.) to Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. (Delaware).
Ann. Aug. 21.
KYA-AM-FM
San ofFrancisco,
Calif. — Seeks
transfer
of control
80% of Golden
State
Bcstrs. Die. from Bartell Bcstrs Die. (Wisconsin) (Gerald A. Bartell, et al.) to Bartell
Bcstrs. Inc. (Delaware). Ann. Aug. 21.
Colo.H.— Seeks
assignment
of KHIL
licenseBrighton,
from Arline
Steinback
to Mile
High Broadcasting Corp. for the assumption
and
payment
of station's
$70,000.
Principals
are Clydeliabilities
W. Millertotaling
(51%)
president and Arline H. Steinback (49%)
secretary-treasurer. Neither has other
broadcast interests. Ann. Aug. 26.
WAKE
Atlanta,Bcstrs.
Ga. — Seeks
transfer
of con-A.
trol of WAKE
Die. from
Gerald
Bartell, et al). and transfer of control of
80% of WAKE Bcstrs. Die. from Bartell
Bcstrs. Die. (Wisconsin) to Bartell Bcstrs.
Inc. (Delaware). Ann. Aug. 21.
KGEM Boise, Idaho — Seeks assignment of
license from Idaho Bcstg. & Tv Co., wholly
owned subsidiary of Gem State Bcstg. Corp.
to Gem State Bcstg. Corp. for $10. Ann.
Aug. 20.
KLIX-AM-TV Twin Falls, Idaho — Seeks
assignment of license from Southern Idaho
Bcstg. and Tv Co. wholly owned subsidiarycial
of KLIX
Corp. to
consideration.
Ann.KLIXAug.Corp.
20. No finanWCAT
Orange,
Mass.
—
Seeks
assignment
of license from Millers River Bcstg.
Corp. to
Tri-State Radio Die, wholly owned by
William R. Sweeney. Mr. Sweeney received
FCC approval for transfer of control of
Millers River
Bcstg.
Corp. Consideration
to himself as was
individual on July
15, 1959.
$65,000. Ann. Aug. 25.
KOAT-TV
Albuquerque,
transfer
of control
of Alvarado TvN.M.Inc.— Seeks
from
Clinton
D.
McKinnon,
to Mr. McKinnon (40%), present
Bernardsole-owner,
Weinberg
(20%), Arthur A. Dresser (20%), and Harold
B. Garfield (20%), through stock merger
with Arizona Bcstg. Inc., licensee of KVOATV Tucson, Ariz., in which principals each
presently
Aug. 24. have one-quarter interests. Ann.
WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, New York— Seeks
assignment of license from Greater Erie
Bcstg. Co. to Radio Buffalo Inc. for $250,000,
exclusive of trans, site plus agreement not
to compete for five years. Purchaser is
Grelin Bcstg. Co., of which Radio Buffalo
Inc., is subsidiary. Melvin C. Green, (31%)
is general manager of WWRI Rhode Island.
Lester W. Lindow (31%) is executive director of Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters. Ann. Aug. 24.
WOV of
New80%York,
N.Y. — Seeks
control
of Bartell
Bcstrs. transfer
Die, Newof
York (Gerald A. Bartell, et al.) from Bartell
Bcstrs. Inc. (Wisconsin) Gerald A. Bartell,
et al.) to Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. (Delaware)
(Gerald A. Bartell, et al.). Arm. Aug. 21.
WIBS Ticonderoga, New York — Seeks assignment of license from Olean Bcstg. Corp.
to
H. Pelzer director
Jr. for $85,000.
Pelzer Bernard
is administrative
of RadioMr.Press,
International. Ann. Aug. 24.
City,H.H.
Okla.Huntley
— Seeks to
assignment
ofKBEK
licenseElkfrom
Bob D.
Garrison. After transfer, Mr. Garrison will
be sole owner. No financial consideration.
Dissolves partnership. (See KHHH Pampa,
Texas). Ann. Aug. 25.
KRWC Forest Grove, Oregon — Seeks assignment of license from F. Demcy Mylar
and Robert M. Kines, equal partners, d/b/a
Christian Bcstg. Co. to Triple G Bcstg. Co.
for $47,500. Purchasers are Lester L. and
Dorothy R. Gould, Esther L. Plotkin and
Leroy A. Garr, all equal partners. Mr. Gould
is director of Greater Carolinas Tv & Radio Industries Inc. Mr. Garr is lawyer. Ann.
Aug. 25.
WTRO
— SeeksBcstg.
transfer
of control Dyersburg,
of SouthernTenn.
General
Inc.
through relinquishment of one share of
stock by John M. Latham, president (50%) to
Hamilton
Parks, treasurer
cial consideration.
Ann. Aug.(38%).
21. No finanKWAM Memphis, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license from KWEM Inc. to TransAmerican Bcstg. Corp. Assigment is through
lease arrangement ($1,666.67 per month).
Sole owner is H.C. Young. Mr. Young has
half interest in WENO Madison, Tenn. Ann.
Aug. 21.
KHBR
Hillsboro,
Texas —Radio
Seeksto assignment of license
from KHBR
KHBR
Radio Inc. for $10. Change to corporate form
of business. No change in ownership involved. Ann. Aug. 24.
— Seeks assignment
of KHHH
license Pampa,
from BobTexas
D. Garrison
(50%) and
H.H. Huntley (50%) d/b/a Garrison-Huntley
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Enterprises to H.H. Huntley (100%). No covering installation new ant. (increase
height) and ground system.
financial consideration. Dissolves partnerWAGR Lumberton, N.C. — Granted license
ship. (See KBEK Elk City, Okla.) Ann.
covering
changesant.in system,
facilities;studio
DA-2 location;
to nonAug.
25.
DA;
KDYL-AM-FM
Salt
Lake
City,
Utahremotechanges
controlin permitted.
Seeks transfer of control from TFL Bcstrs.
Inc. to Columbia Pictures Electronics Die.
WWPB covering
(FM) change
Miami, in Fla.
— Granted
litrans,
for $3,100,000 (including KTVT [TV]). Prin- locationcenseand
increase ERP
to 9.2 and
kw. studio
cipals
representing
Columbia
Pictures
Electronics Inc. are A. Schneider, president
WTMJ-FM
Wis.— Granted license for fm Milwaukee,
station.
(1%) and A. Montague, executive vp (.58%).
Ann. Aug. 26.
WOKO
Albany,
N.Y.—
Granted
mod. of
KTVT of(TV)
Salt from
Lake TFL
City,Bcstrs.
Utah— Inc.
Seeksto license to change name to WOKO Inc.
transfer
control
WPDQ
Jacksonville,
Fla.
—
Granted
cp to
Columbia Pictures Electronics Die. for $3,- install new trans.
WFGM
Fitchburg,
Mass.
—
Granted
100,000 (including KDYL-AM-FM). Prin- install old main trans, as alternate cpmainto
cipals
Columbia president
Pictures Electrans, at present main trans, site.
tronics Inc.representing
are A. Schneider,
(1%)
and A. Montague, executive vp (.58%). Ann.
*WBOE
(FM) ERP
Cleveland,
ed cp to increase
to 15 kwOhioand— Grantinstall
Aug. 26.
new trans.; ant. 360 ft.
KARIment of Blaine,
Washington
—
Seeks
assignPhiladelphia,
Pa.
—
Granted
mod.
license from Birch Bay Bcstg. Co. ofWDAS
cp to install new trans.
to Birch Bay Bcstg. Die. No financial conWAZY Lafayette, Did.— Granted mod. of
sideration. Change to corporate form of
business. Ann. Aug. 24.
cp to install new trans.
KAAB
Hot
Springs,
Ark.
— Granted
WKWK-AM-FM Wheeling, W.Va.— Seeks
cp toinstall
increase
power
from
250 w tomod.
500
transfer of control of Community Bcstg. Inc. wof and
new
trans.
from Corinne Anderson Reynolds, executrix
Watertown, N.Y.— Granted mod.
of estate of John B. Reynolds, deceased, to ofWOTT
cp to install new trans.
Lewis W. Dickey for $55,000, for 70% interest
WXLI Dublin, Ga. — Granted mod. of cp
in station.
Mr.
Dickey
has
no
other
broadto install new trans.
casting interests. Ann. Aug. 21.
Boaz, Ala. — Granted mod. of cp
WOKY Milwaukee, Wis. — Seeks transfer of toWAVC
install new trans.
control ofconsin)80%
(WisWPEN-FM Philadelphia, Pa. — Granted
(GeraldofA. Bartell
Bartell Bcstrs.
et al) Inc.
to Bartell
mod. of quencies
SCAfrom 49to andchange
Bcstrs. Inc. (Delaware). Ann. Aug. 21.
67 kc sub-carrier
to 26 and 65 frekc.
KSTN
Stockton,
Calif.
—
Granted
Hearing Cases
sion of completion date to Oct. 3. extenOTHER ACTIONS
Actions of August 20
Commission, by board composed of Comr.
Granted
followingN.C,
am staR.E. Lee, took following actions:
tions:licenses
WKSK West forJefferson,
and
By order, Commission corrected hearing
change type trans.; WGOH Grayson, Ky.,
issues in consolidated hearing on applicaand
WELZ
Belzoni,
Miss.
tions of Birney Imes Jr., West Memphis,
WAYZ-FM
Pa.— kw.
Granted liArk., etc., involving use of 730 kc. Ann.
cense for fm Waynesboro,
station; ERP 3.21
Aug.
20.
Howell B. Phillips, Williamsburg, Ky.;
KPEN covering
(FM) Atherton,
license
increase in Calif.
ERP —to Granted
35 kw;
WMCV nated Inc.,
Tompkinsville,
— Desigchange ant. height to 1,080 ft.; change in
for consolidated
hearing Ky.
applications
trans, location and ant. and installation
for new am stations to operate on 1370 kc, new
trans.; remote control permitted.
1 kw, D — Phillips with DA. Ann. Aug. 20.
WSOL Tampa, Fla. — Granted license covering
auxiliaryin trans.;
Routine Roundup
cense installation
covering increase
power, and
changeliant. -trans, location, make changes in ant.
Commissionpointments to FCC
announces
following
18
ap(increase height) and ground system and
unit of National Defense
new trans.
Executive Reserve: Warren E. Baker, for- installation
WDAK Columbus, Ga. — Granted license
mer general counsel of fCc, lawyer, Washcovering installation new trans, as alternate
ington, D.C. Joseph E. Baudino, vice pres- main
nighttime and auxiliary daytime.
Westinghouse
Inc.,member
Washing-of
ton,ident,
D.C. Martin
B. Bcstg.
Campbell,
WBOY
Clarksburg,
— Granted
license covering
changesW.Va.
in ant.
system by
Area Educational Tv Foundation, Dallas,
mounting tv ant. on top of am tower and
Tex. F. Stanley Hoffman, business manager,
change remote control point.
Gettysburg College, Gettysburg, Pa. James
L. Howe, president and owner, WIRA Fort
WLEC Sandusky, Ohio — Granted license
covering side-mount fm ant. on am tower
Pierce, Fla. Harold R. Huntley, chief engi- and
make changes in ant. system.
neer, AT&T, New York, N.Y. Louis E.
Kearney, communications engineer, Assn.
WINZeringMiami,
license covAmerican Railroads, Chicago, 111. Dr. RichinstallationFla.
new— Granted
main trans.
ard T. Mara, professor of science, GettysKPLKeringDallas,
Ore.power
— Granted
covburg College, Gettysburg, Pa. LeonaTd H.
increase in
and license
installation
Marks, lawyer, Washington, D.C. John J. new trans.
McCoy, vice president, Storer Bcstg. Co.,
WHAW Weston, W.Va.— Granted license
Miami Beach, Fla. Lt. Gen. Willard S. Paul covering
in facilities,
installation
(ret.), president, Gettysburg College, Getnew trans,changes
and changes
in ground
system,
Pa. Kempster
Warren Pyle,
change type trans.
eral tysburg,
manager,
KSIR Wichita,
Kan. genDr. andW73AB
Littleton,
N.H.
—
Granted
license
George R. Town, director of engineeing
for tv translator station.
research, Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa.
KOJM
Havre,
Mont.
—
Granted
license
James P. Veatch, manager, RCA Frequency
covering installation new trans.
Bureau, Washington, D.C. A. Prose Walker,
KTLQ Tahlequah,
license
manager, engineering department, NAB,
covering
increase in Okla.
power— Granted
and installation
Washington, D.C. Vincent T. Wasilewski,
new trans.; remote control permitted.
manager, government relations department,
WTTR Westminster, Md. — Granted license
NAB, Washington, D.C. Lawrence Webb,
covering installation auxiliary trans.
manager
and director,
Station
tives Association
Inc., New
York,RepresentaN.Y. Jack
KJR Seattle, Wash. — Granted license covS. Younts, president and general manager,
ering installation new trans.
WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.
WWCC Bremen, Ga. — Granted license
Additional appointments are being pro- new
covering
increase
power and
installation
trans.;
remotein control
permitted.
number. cessed to bring total to 25, its maximum
K74AS,
Virginia,
Minn.72 —toGranted
mod.
of cpsK70BN
to change
from ch.
ch. 70;
FCC prised
andof former
other government
agency unitsofficials
are comchange trans, location, type trans, and type
and
ant.
and
changes
in
ant.
system;
change
qualifiedpriatemen
in
other
branches
of
approtrans, location, change in trans., type ant.
industries and professions to train
and make changes in ant. system.
for handling problems of their respective
agencies in event of national emergency.
WYLD
New 16Orleans,
La. — Rescinded
action of July
which granted
application
BROADCAST ACTIONS
for cp to change ant. -trans, location from
near Gretna,
La. toand0.5 Outfall
mile s.e.
of interBy Broadcast Bureau
section of Lonner
Canal,
New
Actions of August 21
Orleans, La., and make changes in ground
WHYEment of license
Roanoke,
Va.
—
Granted
assignto Joseph Mullen and Jon
Actions of August 19
system.
A. Holiday, partners.
WCLA Claxton, Ga. — Granted assignment
KBMIment of license
Henderson,
Nev.
—
Granted
assignof license to Evans County Bcstg. Inc.
to 1400 Corp.
KRCO
Prineville,
Ore.—byGranted
acquisiGranted licenses for following am station of positive
control
C. R. Matheny
tions: WIOS Tawas City-East Tawas, Mich., through
purchase of stock from N. A.
and
specify
type
trans.;
WGOG
Walhaila,
Miksche by Radio Central Oregon.
S.C., and WEZJ Williamsburg, Ky.; remote
WAGC Chattanooga, Tenn.— Granted cp
control permitted.
to
change ant. -trans, location and make
KFBIeringWichita,
Granted trans,
license (day)
covchanges in ant. -ground systems.
installation Kan.
new —auxiliary
and alternate main trans, (nighttime).
Continued on Page 110
WCRW
Chicago, 111. — Granted license
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Opening for manager in medium sized,
middle west competitive market; only those
with a good sales record will be considered.
Please ences.
sendOur station
your qualifications
and ofreferpersonnel know
this
advertisement.
Box
351P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager with proven sales ability for
California station. Must have record of
longevity and good references from former
employers. Box 387P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
Top rated 10,000 watt independent formula
station
in Florida's
growing
radio
market wants
young, fastest
aggressive,
A-l salesman. Don't wait, apply now. Box 288P,
BROADCASTING.
$150-$200izationweekly
organthat has commissions
sold over 400with
successful
community booster campaigns for leading
stations in every city of U.S. Campaign
manager $12,000-$15,000 annually. Wives free
to travel and capable of writing copy,
office
weekly.Write
Working
now indetail
Ohio, etc.,
N.Y.,$75-$80
and Penna.
Box
330P, BROADCASTING.
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Network radio station in central Ohio has
opening for time salesman. Opportunity for
aggressive salesman to make real money.
Box 349P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced fm sales staff needed immediby one of nation's
pioneer
broadcasterstionately
in formidwest
market soon
of
million
populafm operation
to hit air.
FM
field fertile. Excellent opportunities. Unique
programming such as stereo-spectaculars,
etc. Elaborate promotional support. All reING. plies confidential. Box 352P, BROADCASTSalesman
— Western
Pennsylvania
independent. Better
than $6,000
a year guarantee.
Good man should build to $10,000 and more.
Complete
CASTING. details to Box 367P, BROADCalifornia, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
California — Hard work, long hours. Proof
of ability to sell local accounts required.
Salary plus bonus offers top money to a
man who can produce. Send full details
plus
picture first letter. KLOK, San Jose,
California.
Hawaii's top station has opening for salesoutdoor
fastest
growingman. World's
state best
in U.S.
Needliving
fullyin experienced man in bustling, competitive market.
Compensation open. Send full background,
photo, salary requirements to KULA, Box
1479, Honolulu.
Connecticut. Sales representatives. 1000 watt
independent. Salary plus draw. WBZY,
Torrington.
Security, good opportunity, creative self
starter as second salesman in 2 station
market over 100,000. Tom Talbot, Manager,
WJJL, Niagara Falls, N.Y.
Excellent opportunity for radio times salesman with announcing experience. Perfect
set-up
for man willing
to work.
Base N.C.
salary
plus commissions.
WLTC,
Gastonia,
Salesman-possibility of managemement-liberal compensation WVOS, Liberty, N.Y.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales
If you have sales ability and are looking
for a good income and security, contact
Bob Howard at WPGC, Washington 19,
D.C. This high-rated 10,000 watt station
is easy 2to salesmen
sell and will
really
clients.
be pays
hired offon fora
draw-commission basis. Write or phone
JOrdan 8-6677.
I want a man with confidence enough to
sell for a new station, not yet operating,
with no guarantee, and build himself a
gross, that will eventually make him commanager.3808
If you're
the Austintown,
man, prove
it! Lou mercial
Skelly,
Chaucer,
Ohio.
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
the to
finest
ing
per djweek
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Top rated 10,000 watt formula daytimer in
Florida's
fastestman
growing
radio market
wants
morning
with mature
voice.
Send tape and resume immediately. Box
289P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Established
network affiliate with emphasis on good
radio. Good pay for good performance.
Midwest. Box 296P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or salesman with first ticket.
Will ingtrain
beginner
hard picture
workstationambitious
in Michigan.
Send intape,
and resume. Box 298P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: An experienced "morning man",
who doesn't rely on tricks or stunts, to do
a steady, service
type with
show. intelligence
Not a "top and
40"
operation.
Must read
have anland.easy
to take
personality. New EngBox 343P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. Must have good knowledge
of standard and pop good music. No r&r,
r&b, c&w or top 40. Must have mature voice
and delivery for solid air salesmanship.
Program own show, some news. Daytimes,
1 kw, serving metropolitan market in
north-central Kentucky. Send resume, tape,
and recent photo. State previous earnings.
Box 350P, BROADCASTING.
All night dj, first phone. No maintenance,
36-hour week. 5 kw, eastern market. Send
tape and salary required. Immediate work.
Box 403P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening in the Carolinas for
youngcialman
withandgood
voice,to good
delivery,
ability
handlecommernews,
sports, and outside the station interviews.
Position is permanent and offers advancement. Box 412P, BROADCASTING.
Daytime independent has announcer opening.encesSend
tape, Low,
photograph,
to Boxresume,
606, Show
Arizona. referExperienced combination c&w disc jockey
and time salesman. Approximately 20 hours
mike work weekly. Hottest 5000 watt full
time western facility in southwest. Excellent starting salary commensurate ability
for air personality and 15% on sales with
no
on earnings.
Don'tto earn
apply $7,000.00
unless
you limit
are capable
and desire
to $10,000.00 yearly. Fall season is ripe for
big pickings. Send tape and resume to
Smokey Joe Barnes. Manager, KAMQ, P.O.
Drawer 2828, Amarillo, Texas.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Sports and general announcer to work complete high-school
season.Squaw
Set upValley
lines, winter
feeds,
schedules.
Also work
Olympics. Phone or write Churney, KHOE,
Truckee, California.
Good, fast paced dj for top music station in
midwest area. Send tape, picture and rehoma. sume to Bob Pool, KLTR, Blackwell, OklaStaff announcer for good pop music station,
40-hour week,
insurance
hospitalization paid.with
Starting
salaryand$90.00
per
week. Must have broadcast experience.
K-PEL, P.O. Box 855, Lafayette, Louisiana.
Combo-staff announcer with first class
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G. C. Packard, KTRC, Sante Fe, New Mexico.
New Mexico five kilowatter needs morning
man for music and news format. Send tape,
salary requirements and resume to KWEW,
Box 787, Hobbs, New Mexico.
Immediate opening for young, aggressive
announcer. We program to adults. No r&r,
c&w. Good salary, benefits, opportunities to
right man. Send photo, tape, resume to
Jim
Holston, WANE Radio, Fort Wayne,
Indiana.
Williamsburg, Virginia new station needs
young announcer. Experience preferred.
Unlimited advancement possibilities with
new multi-ownership company. Personal
interview necessary. Write WBCI, Box 2376,
Williamsburg, Virginia.
Wanted — Experienced announcer for 5,000
watter. Must be able to cover local news
beat, and do play-by-play sports. Ideal
working conditions in one of North Caroindependents.
completeN.
resumelina'sandleadingreturnable
tape Send
to Greeley
Hilton, Manager, WBUY, Lexington, N.C.
Announcer-lst phone for new small town
fm operation.
Immediate. WFAW, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin.
Wanted — Disc jockey who is strong on news
for top station in leading southeastern
market. Salary open. Send tape, resume
and
photo to Lou Morton, WGST, Atlanta,
Georgia.
Radio station needs announcer and announcer-copywriterState
. This is a age,
progressive
Michigan 5 kilowatter.
salary,
qualifications. Enclose tape and picture.
Only adult prestige programming. WJBL,
P.O. Box 808, Holland, Michigan.
First phone announcer wanted immediately
for NBC outlet. No maintenance. Emphasis
on announcing. Call Claude White, WJMA,
Orange, Virginia, 7263.
Announcer, young, ambitious, looking for
a future with growing small station chain
who has strong, fast moving, pop personality. Must be able to handle record library
and to write copy. WKUL, Cullman, Alabama.
Announcer wanted with first phone, and
top forty operation experience for number
one night time show at WLOF, Orlando,
Florida. Immediate position, top money if
you are ground
the resume
rightto man.
tape andFlorida.
backWLOF,RushOrlando,
Announcer, WREB, Holyoke, Mass. Send
tape and resume.
105

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers

Combo man
time-500
wattneeded
on airSeptember
2 years.
working
equipment. Excellent
WNBP, Newburyport,
conditions,
Mathers, General Manager.

Day15th.
New RCA
and living
Mass. Joe

for a top
Wanted! An announcer looking
calibre community station. New gmodern
Outstandin huntair-conditionedandfacilities.
tape
area. Rush
boating WPNC,
ing, fishing
Plymouth,
and resume or phone 3-4104.
North Carolina. SWan

station
Immediately, announcer previousYork.
experience. WVOS, Liberty, New
cer who
a good announ
nity forone
Fine opportu
of the top salaries
can sell Will pay
a good man plus lucrative
in this area for
commission. E. H. Whitehead, Rusk, Texas.
Technical

g for hard-working chief
Immediate inopenin
Age
large midwestern city.
eneineer
Fulltime.
ent. 5000 watts. good
25-4t I New equipmering
for
but
job
No fancy engine
es in
with increas
$150 to start,
right man Box
NG.
CASTI
BROAD
318P,
3 months
new
Need chief engineer. 24 hour 250 ammaintetive
preven
primarily
equipment,
DeTarget
fm.
kw
1
nance and install
depart-?
and buildm
boss new
are am-fm job
head, Youpermanent
ment cember.
growing! Reply urgent. Bob
soon We're
Barber, KTOP, Topeka, Kansas.
to work
Announcer with first class license
shift;. $90 per week. WOOF,
daytime Alabama
Dothan,
r for daytime
Experienced first-class enginee
ance and a little
kilowatt; mostly mainten
a, Ark.
phone Magnoli
light boardBillwork;
Bigley, General Manager.
CE 4-5862,
dayr for litan
engineemetropo
ass York
enced
Experitime
in New
stationsfirst-cl
capable
and
board
at
adept
be
area. Must
Ernest Manance.r, Write
mainteEnginee
some Chief
of
. Herald Tribune
chanic Networ
ton Ave., Mt.
Lexing
440
k,
Radio
Kisco, N.Y.
Production — Programming, Others
Graduate home economist with broad foods
fiffor dailyinterprepare script
ound to
backgr
general
progra
radio
s testing
include
Jobm of
kers.
homema
estteento minute
, conmodern kitchen
s in ultra
of receipe
repre-y
foodmaturit
and and
s nt
station
tact with radio
judgme
sentatives. Sound
. Write:.Box 365P,
positionING
for thisAST
l ADC
essentia
BRO
j within
Copy-promotion director for station
City. Send backhundred miles New York
368P, BKOAUcopy Box
ground, sampleIN
G.
CAST
station in market ofman50,000,
UDDer midwest sleeve
we
editor. The
desires a shirt
an experienced
are looking for isa mature,
and
news backgroundduties
broadcaster with delivery.
His prime
an authoritative
will be editorial development and public
Adknit community
relations in a closely
containdress inquiries with audition tape
as delivery.
ing sample of writing as well
of background and experiEncloseence.resume
Box 409P, BROADCASTING.
for
in the Carolines
Permanent position
director
combination news andto program
increase its news
with station preparing
format. Job must be filled by a station man
Box 413P, BROADto work.G^
who is willing
TIN
CAS
Must be authoritative, capaNews bledirector:
on-the-air man with propensity for
director assumPresentitiesnews
harding work.
with us. Send tape,
new responsibil
to
salary requirements
kine, and
photo or
General Manager, KCRG
Redd Gardner,
Stations,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Send
Experienced copywriter, man or girl.
D. Loers,
application to Lloyd
complete
KGLO, Mason City, Iowa.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Top-flight news man to replace news man
moving up. Must write and air local news.
Should be mature in judgment to handle
editorials.
opening,
fringe WABJ,
benefits, salary Immediate
open. Contact
Don Dean,
Adrian, Michigan.
Immediate opening for young woman . . .
in radio
traffic Home
with opportunity
for lucrative air work.
economics background
advantageous. Send photo, resume and tape
audition to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Copywriter, male or female. Will train inexperienced person if qualified and amto announce,
sell, program.bitious.
Write Opportunity
fully. WHIT,
New Bern,
N.C.
Radio newsman, experienced, to gather,
write and broadcast news. Send personal
data, experience, references, audition to:
Larry Payne, WPON, Pontiac, Michigan.
Newswriter — To gather and prepare local
newscasts.mediateSome
preferred.WSTC,
Imopening. experience
Call for interview.
Stamford, Conn.
Gal qualified for traffic manager job. Must
also write copy, be receptionist, and take
a little dictation. Will pay well. Enclose
snapshot with letter to Art Tacker, WTYM,
Box 898, Springfield, Mass.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Aggressive broadcast executive with 18
years experience now available. Experience
includes 13 years as working sales manager,
and general manager in radio and television
in medium and metropolitan markets. Extremely able, capable, best references,
married, dential.
college
age 43. ConfiBox 955M,graduate,
BROADCASTING.
General/sales
manager,
successful
in present position, seeks
greater
challenge
and
opportunity
in
medium
market.
Box
999M,
BROADCASTING.
Impeccable references 17 years (lyi sales)
broadcasting;
authenticated
ability, aggressiveness. General
manager; assistant;
sales.
Marginal operation needing stimulant only.
Box 199P, BROADCASTING.
Absentee owners: Versatile couple available
relocation station management. Offer thirtyfive years combined experience, ideas and
ability to build — profit and community good
will at minimum expense. Excellent in sales
and production. First phone. Box 209P.
BROADCASTING.
Give me a chance! 10 years experience.
Announcer, program director-sales-copy.
Ready tionfor
management.
small staon guarantee
plus Desire
percentage.
Let
me
prove
it!
Let's
talk
business.
Box 276P,
BROADCASTING.
8 years manager experience, strong sales,
knows modern radio now available. Proven
profit maker. Prefer west. Write Box 320P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager/sales manager — Young, aggressive
family man. 12 years radio background.
Currently sales manager west coast station.
Want better opportunity. West coast replies only. Box 340P, BROADCASTING.
15 years all phases radio-tv. Would like to
manage your station. Complete information
on request. Box 362P, BROADCASTING.
Mature station manager. Years of proven
experience. Can manage entire operation
and sell. Box 369P, BROADCASTING.
Owner-operators highly recommend former manager. He greatly increased billing.
Looking
good,about
conscience
Let us for
tell a you
him. radio
Box man?
373P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager - management experience. Now
sales manager. Will relocate as full-fledge
manager only. West coast and western states
replies
Young, solid family man.only
Boxconsidered.
381P, BROADCASTING.
Ready to invest as station manager in small
midwestern
CASTING. town only. Box 406P, BROAD-

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Addressing station owner of facility in
pleasantmunity
living,
or manager-heavy
medium comconsideringsmall
working
on sales.encedEnergetic
sales
producer,
experiall phases, persuasive adaptable
salesman, cost conscious administrator, good
personnel
relationships,
excellentoperation,
broadcaster, handle
all details station
create, execute, saleable ideas, stations interestsalesforemost.
Married,
earlyhighly
30's. Presently
manager,
5 years
competitive multi-station market. Let me hear
from you. Box 377P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Proven on sales, promotion
immediately. Arne
G. programming.
Peterson,Available
2410 State,
Salem,
Oregon.
Sales
Salesman-engineer with first phone. Capable, hard worker. Salary and commission
basis. Box 370P, BROADCASTING.
Top announcer with license wants to sell,
too.
Minimum
Available
October,
Box $110.
384P, Denver-west.
BROADCASTING.
Attention station managers in Arizona:
Salesman with proven sales record available in six or eight weeks. Must move on
doctor's dition.
advice
to son's Write
asthmatic
Presentlydueemployed.
Box con698,
Morganton, N.C.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
California:
Here's your man!
Announcerprogramence. director-copy.
10 years
experiBox 274P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-program director-copy. 10 years
experience. Desires larger market in adult
programming
station. Box 275P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer: Massachusetts resident. College,
radio school graduate. Operate board, single,
veteran. Tape, resume available. Box 342P,
BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced announcer. Strong dj,
news, play-by-play
all BROADCASTING.
sports. Available
immediately.
Box 346P,
Staff announcer, ■ graduate professional
broadcasting school, dependable, experienced,
seeking permanent position. Boxmarried,
347P,24,BROADCASTING.
Anything, short of murder, to get into
radio. Operate board, south. Box 353P,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer desires permanent staff
position. Opportunity knocks but once,
here's yours. Versatile, sober, reliable.
Some ences.
Chicago
and tv. Best referBox 354P,radio
BROADCASTING.
Northeast announcer with experience, and
broadcasting school graduate, operate
board. Box 356P, BROADCASTING.
7 yearstion inwant broadcasting
— now in tv No
producback in announcing.
r&r,
tops on news or easy music. Prefer west,
southwest. Box 361P, BROADCASTING.
Negro personality-dj with ability, deep
resonant voice. Professionally trained in
all phases of broadcasting. Seeking chance
to prove his worth in small station. Can
operate board. Married, veteran. Will travel.
Tape on request. Box 366P, BROADCASTING.
Combo with first class ticket. Capable technician.
$100 week minimum.
Box Versatile
371P, announcer.
BROADCASTING.
Announcer: 5 years experience. References.
Sober. Gathering and writing news, copy,
dj,
traffic,
programming.
like good
market
under
permanent Would
conditions.
Box
379P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced announcer-music-news-sports,
sales,
football,immediately.
basketball.
Married.play-by-play
Veteran, available
Box 380P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. IV2 years experience. 21 years
old. 3 years college. Very dependable. Have
swinging mike, will travel. Top 40 stations
preferred. Box 382P, BROADCASTING.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Outstanding
announcer, commercials,
capable, convincing, 3 years experience
news,
dj, sports, tv shorts, tops in all kinds of
music
—
operates
own
board
—
age
26,
prefers
midwest, immediately available. Box 383P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. Good music record. CurrentlyferCBSFlorida.
affiliate.
yearsBROADCASTING.
in profession. PreBox 12390P,
Wish to leave wintry Wisconsin for warm,
arid area. Easy-to-listen-to, middle of the
road music. Four years experience announcing. 26 years old. Salary requirements:
$100.00. Box 396P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, 1st phone, available immediately. No maintenance, $85, no car. Box
398P, BROADCASTING.
Fast paced dj, 5 years experience, knows
music, family. Box 399P, BROADCASTING.
Personality
dj — Good
ratings station.
in market
over one million
with medium
Four
years experience. College grad. Will go
Storz or format. No hurry. Box 402P,
BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced, hard working announclooking404P,
for BROADCASTING
a job. You name it. I'll do
it. erBox
Announcer-dj.
start Box
in radio
will
take first Looking
offer (ifforany).
407P,—
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, newsman, six years experience,
first phone, good voice and delivery, cooperative, tape. Box 410P, BROADCASTING.
Humor, creativeness, intelligence! College
graduate, UCLA; degree in theatre arts,
radio-tv; age 23. Just out of Navy. Desire
position as dj or what-have-you? In radio
or tv. Comedy
is my offorte.
standing of all types
musicGood
and undersports.
Have done many shows through high school
and college. Very much at ease with live
audience; could do record-hops. Realize I
need experience; therefore, experience
takes priority, salary secondary. Joel Matus,
1317 Lincoln, Santa Monica, California.
Announcer
— WantsNovember
job, eight1, years
ence. Available
1959. experiStuard
Lesley Pack, Box 621, St. Paul, Virginia.
Experienced commercial announcer and
(or) dj. 24 years old. l'A years radio and
tv experience.
exempt,board
goodoperator,
knowledge of music,Draft
excellent
and capable
of
your
format.
Best
references. Prefer midwest but will consider
all
replies. $100 minimum. Best offer accepted.
Dave Reaban, 3206 N. Prince, Clovis, N.M.,
PO 3-5804.
Technical
Chief engineer — 5 kw am da-high power fm.
Remote control - installation - maintenance.
Prefer chief 1 kw or staff job large station.
Best
ING. references. Box 229P, BROADCASTExperienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv,
chief, remote control, and 5 kw directional
svstem. Prefer south, will consider other
offers. Box 316P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer, eighteen years in electronics, intwelve years
am-fm. available.
Single, sober,
salary iscludingopen.
References
Box
341P, BROADCASTING.
Three years am chief, 2y2 fm maintenance,
8 years combo. Light announcing, if any.
Family man, best references. Midwest. Box
363P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer. Experienced. Installation
and maintenance. Fine background. Top
salary
ING. required. Box 372P, BROADCASTFirst phone engineer. 12 years experience,
2V2 years as chief. 250 through 5000 watts
including directionals. Particularly interested west or south-west. Presently employed. Box 374P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer, 5 years experience, strong
on maintenance and construction. Have had
experience with directional antennas and
powers to 5 kw. No announcing. Desire to
locate within 400 miles of Washington, D.C.
Box 385P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
Chief engineer-or-staff.
years radio,
experienced to 5 kw. WillTenrelocate
anywhere
for job ately.
with
good
future.
Available
immediBox 394P, BROADCASTING.
Have reached top salary as chief engineerassistant manager in this market. Desire
advancement. Nine years radio experience.
Married
CASTING. family man. Box 395P, BROAD1st phone, light announcing, board, maintenance, some tv. Non-driver. Would even
homestead
CASTING. in Texas. Box 405P, BROADConscientious chief engineer. Experienced
in maintenance of transmitter, studio, remote and directional equipment. Midwest
preferred. Box 411P, BROADCASTING.
Engineer available, first phone, will work
combo. Experienced. Call Bill Cordell,
Radio Station WRIM, phone 682 or 683
Pahokee, Florida.
Chief engineer, good salesman and capable
announcer, desires permanent position.
Presently employed as manager and chief.
6 years experience, both directional and
construction. Would like job with opportunity for future management. Call "EngiMaumee,neer" Toledo,
Ohio. TW 3-3245 or write Box 125,
Production-Programming, Others
Quality ready
small formarket
women's
editor
largerstation
market.has Maintains
rating of 10 plus in three station market.
Excellent appearance, background, experience. Strong sponsor loyalty, top billings,
excellent voice and friendly air approach.
Would consider radio, tv or both. Box 263P,
BROADCASTING.
Quality-quantity newsman. Florida stations,
radio-tv. Capable director, now in Florida.
Full details. Box 358P, BROADCASTING.

SALES
RCA

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Production - programming - management experience. Currently sales management. Wish
to re-locate permanently as production or
program man, good operation. Early thirties,
family man. Top announcing voice for dj,
commercials, ad lib, play-by-play, etc. Returning to first love in radio — reason for
anticipated change. Could participate sales
if
desired.
Solid interview
all-around,desired.
reliable Prefer
radio
man. Personal
replies from California, or western states.
Employed
California now. Box 378P,
BROADCASTING.
Program director — 11 years all phases program ing. 30, married, production minded.
Presently assistant program director. Best
references. Consider good morning spot or
tv news. $8000. Box 389P, BROADCASTING.
Writer-announcer:
years radioplusexperience writing and Six
announcing,
four
years experience as agency writer. Desires
to
join
radio
or
radio-tv
staff.
Box
401P,
BROADCASTING.
Program director available September 15th.
10 years radio production, programming
both networks and independents. Give me
a liberal hand with programming and supervision of production personal in return for
top ratings. Want quality station with tight
production standards in medium to large
market. Will consider small market station
management Wayne Harris, Box 391, Canton, North Carolina.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Wanted: Topflight television station manager-salesman. Must be able to promote
and sell on local and regional level —
southern city of 50,000. Market area 500,000 — salary open. Prefer family man, 30 to
45. Must have proven background to be
considered.
Apply Box 329P, BROADCASTING.

REPRESENTATIVES

Broadcast

Studio

Systems

Excellent sales positions are open at RCA to men with experience in Broadcast Studio
Systems and their applications.
As an RCA Sales Representative, you will work directly with radio stations, TV stations
and recording studios. Systems can include TV installations, (either black and white, or
color), AM-FM, Hi-Fi and stereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobile or closed
circuit systems. Listed among components are the latest RCA cameras, mikes, consoles,
audio and video tapes, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multiplexors, etc.
If you are a professional salesman interested in exercising your ingenuity as well as
your systems and applications knowledge to best advantage, don't delay in finding out
how this position with RCA can boost your selling career to new heights.
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

WITH SALES MANAGEMENT

Please send resume to:
Mr. W. W. Ingham, Dept. ZC-14HB
Professional Placement
RCA, Bldg.2, 10-1
Camden
N. J.

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Sales manager for N.W. 200,000 watt vhf
CBS station in single station university
town of 40,000. Must supervise 2 or 3 sales
people, and handle major house accounts.
Send
photo, references, etc. to Box 348P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced
tv salesman
in large
vhf market. An excellent
opportunity.
A very
good
salary tocounts,get10% commission
you started on
withallpresent
acsales plus
many fringe benefits. Send complete resume and photo to Martin Giaimo, General Sales Manager, WILX-TV, Channel 10,
236 West Michigan Avenue, Jackson, Mich.
Opportunity knocks. Texas vhf seeks local
commercial manager. If you can sell local
accounts,
we'llunique
pay youopportunity
top money.forStart
and
provide
increased earnings
in growing market.
Will
consider man with agency background. Send
full details
first letter.
All replies confidential. inBox 414P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Experienced staff announcer with good
sports background. Permanent position.
NBC Basic station, central Michigan. Send
full
information to Box 279P, BROADCASTING.
VHF all networks needs all-around tv announcer for on-camera commercial news,
mc, etc. Prefer background in secondary
market tv. Opportunity to advance in production and directing. Top radio man without tv experience could qualify. Must be
20-30 years of age. Send letter with full
background,
tape and snapshot. Apply MarTexas. shall Pengra, KLTV, channel 7, Tyler,
Technical
Wanted: Chief
engineerstation.
for newPrefer
uhf southwestern educational
man
with ence.
RCAMonthsstudio
and
transmitter
vacation with pay plus experichance
for
ING. advancement. Box 307P, BROADCASTHave opening tv studio maintenance, some
operation. All Dumont equipment and
Ampex video tape. Right man will be
sent to Ampex school. Contact me. Box
355P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: (2) Studios and/or transmitter
engineers. Thriving southwestern city.
Must have first phone and good technical
background. Reply in full with references
to Box 376P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted first class licensed engineer tv
studio-transmitter. Experience desirable
but not necessary. Immediate opening
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska. Phone W.
M. Greeley, WYman 5-5952.
TV engineer — Leading vhf has opening for
transmitter operator with first class license.
Actual tv experience not required.
Prefer young man with fundamental
knowledge and aptitude who can learn
quickly
under proper
TV, Savannah,
Georgia.supervision. WSAVGulf coast vhf studio engineers needed,
prefer
someAlsomaintenance
Salary open.
phone, Box
noexperience.
experience
for
transmitter.
J.1stSmith,
840, Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Production — Programming, Others
TV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples,
salary Director,
requirements to Paul resume
Carter, and
Creative
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
TELEVISION

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General manager, tv, eight years in sales,
good programming knowledge. Presently
commercial manager ready to move up. Box
364P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
11 years tv sales and management experience. 7 years top sales New York office
major tv station representative. 3 years
sales New York tv station. Tripled national
billing in one year as sales manager major
midwest market. Desire sales with N.Y.
office of tv representative company. Have
returned ondary
eastconsideration
for this topurpose.
SalaryKnow
secopportunity.
most advertising agencies. Most agencies
know me. Experienced, sober, hard-working man, married with 2 children, will increase your station's sales. Write Box 397P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer — Experienced. Also writer-production-sales. Industrious, enthusiastic.
Draft exempt. Box 375P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Television studio technician, 1st phone.
Presentlyin employed,
4 years in radio —
trained
CASTING. television. Box 344P, BROADStudio engineer, 2 years experience, 1st
ticket,
employed,
desiresarea.
position
in
tv orpresently
allied fields
in N.Y.C.
Box
408P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Talented tv announcer-director-personality.
Six years tv. Am artist-cartoonist with successful recordonin news-interviews.
children's and weather
shows.BoxGood
grad.
191P, BROADCASTING. College
I have ideas, enthusiasm, and interest if
you have an opening. Presently program
director,
market. Box
Will 285P,
step
back
for small-medium
chance to advance.
BROADCASTING.
Production manager-producer-director with
10 years
tv desires
Experience in inevery
phase toof relocate.
television.
Box
324P, BROADCASTING.
Northwestern University radio-tv graduate
with experience in writing, producing, announcing, and directing, desires initial fulltime
in tvBox
production.
Age 24 —
veteranopportunity
— references.
345P, BROADCASTING.
TV-director or director announcer. 7 years
experience
majorbackground,
markets. Topincluding
references,incomplete
video tape. Box 360P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced director, announcer, newsman,
cameraman, photographer, copywriter. Now
employed
as no
production
managerto inrelocate
small
market with
future. Desire
in larger market with future. Some college, married, veteran, highest references.
Box 386P, BROADCASTING.
Due to station going black on 4 September, we have the following personnel seeking employment: One program director;
combination announcer - production man;
personality-director and copy-writer (husband-wife). Al are of top quality and will
relocate. If you can place one or all,
write, wire, or phone WBPZ-TV, 132V2 Main
Street, Lock Haven, Penna.
Experienced television director-producer
desires employment with progressive station. Married, veteran, 26. College education plus television schooling at New York
University. Full knowledge of tv operation's. Best
references.
mediately.
Write H. G. Available
Michelson, im198
North Crest Road, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management
Station manager, r/tv. Capable, programming and sales. Proven record. Box 180P,
BROADCASTING.
Production
— operations
years
in
commercial
network tvmanager,
in major 10eastern
market. Reference and resume on request.
Box 254P, BROADCASTING.
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Equipment
Windcharger
#300pylon,
galvanized
190 foot
am-fm
tower, 35 foot
beacon,
obstruction
lights. Box 238P, BROADCASTING.
235 ft. Truscon self-supporting tower; perfect condition. Make offer. W-CAR, Detroit,
500 Temple Avenue, Detroit 1, Michigan.
TE 3-8100. Mr. Cook.

FOR SALE
Equipment
(Cont'dUsed
) only 6
Custom build
mobile — studio.
months. 2OV2 feet long; 7V2 feet wide; liy2
feet high;sulated;
weight
4000 studio
pounds. room
Fully with
indouble glass
acoustic tile; heated. Gates console and two
turntables; PA with all-weather outside
horns; fully wired for mikes, lights, telephone line, external 110-volt-AC. Completephones.
for on-the-air
use, except
Price is fob Rochester,
New microYork.
Wire or write General Manager, WHAM.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel. Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.
FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everything in broadcast equipment. Urgently want 250w-10kw fm, am, tv,
etc.
N.Y. Call Mr. Charol, Technical Systems
Corp., 12-01 43rd Ave., Long Island City,
400 foot porting
model
Blaw-Knox
self-suptower. H-40
Excellent
condition,
will
support
12
bay-super
turnstile
tv
antenna.
Call or write Tower Maintenance Co.,
Inc.,
410-7th Ave., N.E., Glenburnie, Maryland.
Phone Southfield 6-0766.
3-bay, Channel 2 antenna, RCA TF-3EL,
completelycessories.
assembled,
feed
linesvisual
and side
aclOkw Diplexer,
12.5kw
band filter. Brand
new. Used
4 weeks
while
moving main antenna. Cost $20,957. On
groundfalo,ready
to move.
Make offerTelevision
fob BufNew York.
Transcontinent
Corporation, Karl B. Hoffman, 70 Niagara
Street, Buffalo 2, New York. MOhawk 2300.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Three qualified broadcasters seek ownership
opportunity. Interested in Penna., Ohio, Indiana,withMichigan
area.No Substantial
downreplies
payment
terms.
brokers. All
confidential. Box 321P, BROADCASTING.
Topflight manager-salesman with first
phone wants to buy part interest in radio
station in Oklahoma, Kansas, Missouri,
Arkansas or Colorado. Box 392P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced group wants to buy station
priced up to $75,000 and located within 250
miles
of North Alabama. Box 393P, BROADCASTING.
We believe Chapman Company can save
you
effort,
and money
the sale
your time,
station.
A single
meetingin will
outlineof
this
for
you.
Give
us
a
call
and
"we'll
come
running."
You will
under no information
obligation.
You will then
have beadditional
on which to plan the future. Chapman
Company,
telephone Atlanta
TR 4-7821,
or write,
1182 West Peachtree,
9, Georgia.
Our client interested in investing in radio
stations or allied field. Strictest confidence
assured. Harris. Kerr, Forster & Company,
Att: L. J. Reade. 18 East 48th Street, New
York 17, N.Y., PL 5-7870.
Local southwest station. Please advise
price and
terms.
All 3209
prices Canton
held confidential. Cecil
White,
Street,
Dallas, Texas.
Equipment
Wanted — complete 1 kilowatt uhf station
equipment
satellite
operation. Send details to Boxfor391P,
BROADCASTING
TV
unit, partially or wholly equip5-4734.mobile
ped. Phone: Washington, D.C., Columbia
Wanted
to buy
rent:frequency
Federal field
sity meter
with orhigh
loops.intenP.O.
Box 1479, telephone Lincoln 9-1589, Missoula, Montana.
UHF studio-transmitter equipment for new
tv station — all items. WFAR, Sharon, Pa.
Audio console — used console or consolette
Jersey.
in good condition, WNNJ, Newton, New
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six weeks.
instruction
by master
teacher.GuarG.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information, references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue, Burbank, California.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W..
Atlanta, Georgia.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funnyphone-modern
radio's station
new andand successful fun game! Promotes
dj.
13 entertaining weeks (5 days per week)
of instantaneous audience reaction. Complete package of 650 clever Funnyphone
questions and answers; formats; teasers;
promos, $100. If purchased weekly, $10 per
week. Funnyphone, Box 388P, BROADCASTING.
The office of the United States Attorney,
St. Louis, is attempting to locate Leonard
Phillip Frankel also known as Leonard Fox.
Mr. Frankel is a witness in a case set for
September 14, 1959 at St. Louis, Missouri.
All
having ofinformation
concerning
the persons
whereabouts
Mr. Frankel
should
write Mr. Robert E. Brauer, Assistant U.S.
Attorney, St.
Louis, Missouri. All correspondence is confidential.
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
Top Washington news stories covered $3/
phone call collect. Special assignments invited. Call LI. 4-0450 any hour or write,
wire Sam Smith, 125 Fifth St., N.E., Washington, D.C.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
MANAGER
FOR STATION
Top 100 Markets
Outstanding opportunity for person
with administrative ability, strong
on sales and promotional ideas,
willing to work toward his own and
station's
future.
Experience
necessary in both
AM and
FM. Excellent
salary plus extraordinary incentive
plan. Send photo, complete resume
first
dential.letter. Replies strictly confiBox 357P, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted—
Technical(Cont'd)

Live in Fabulous Orange County
Regional Sales Manager Position
Open Now
Great opportunity
for right man.
Send full resume to Ben Paschall.
Radio KWIZ, Santa Ana, California.

STUDIO ENGINEERS
For design, test, and field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive
company. All benefits, PLUS rapid advancement for qualified engineers.
Foto-Video Laboratories, Inc.
CE 9-6100
Cedar Grove, New Jersey
TELEVISION

WANTED— PERSONNEL
Multiple station group needs salesmen, engineers, combo men, announcers, news men for new independent located in Brazil, Indiana.
Not a top 40 operation. Apply to
Dennis J. Keller, WITZ, Jasper, Ind.

CCA EXPANDING
SALES

EXECUTIVES

NEEDED
In our policy of providing more, better
and closer superivsion and service to our
clients,executives.
we are always looking for more
sales
30-45 years old, good appearance, car,
willing to relocate and travel five days
a week. "Stand
Type" salesman, personable, forceful,Upexperienced.
This is $15-20,000,
first year—
commission
and incentive
bonus. draw plus
Complete resume ; current income, pics
and section of the country in which you
are interested — first letter. No "floaters"
or "crew deal operators" considered.
Openings with headquarters in Boston,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Birmingham,
Louisville, Little Rock, Omaha, Denver
and Los Angeles areas will be filled in
October and November. Preference given
broadcasters from general area.
BOYD W. LAW LOR
GENERAL SALES MANAGER
COMMUNITY CLUB
SERVICES, INC.
20 East 46 Street
New York 17, N.Y.

Announcers

/or
Dollar
you can't beat a
classified ad in getting
top-flight personnel
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959

Production-Programming, Others
TV NEWS DIRECTOR
Currently supervising News Department in large 3 station market desires change. Excellent on-camera
presentation is highest rated newscast
in area. 15-years experience in radio
and TV provides the know-how and
where-to in directing aggressive, successful news operation.
Box 359P, BROADCASTING
Help Wanted
Production — Programming, Others
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
NEEDED
by WFMY-TV
Greensboro,
No. Car.
If you are experienced as a program
director or operations manager . . .
If you have administrative ability
and can
ment . . . supervise a big departIf you know programming at the
local level . .
If you know film purchasing . . .
If you are truly creative . . .
If you have
ment . . . sound, mature JudgWe have an excellent opportunity
for you . . .
We have one of the top markets in
the southeast . . .
We have a 10-year-old CBS station
with fine equipment in new million
dollar plant . . .
We have a competent staff . . .
We have
salary for this market .. good
.

In major midwest market
needs two jockeys. Send
tape, resume and photo.
Salary open.
Box 415P,

What are your requirements?
Our program director of nine years
is going into fulltime church work.
Would like to replace him by October 15.
If you think you are the man of
ability and character we want, write
Gaines Kelley, General Manager,
WFMY-TV, with complete information on your background and experience. Send photo.
If we think you are that man, we
will arrange personal interview.

BROADCASTING

All applications confidential.

LEADING

MUSIC

STATION
Dollar

Situations Wanted
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Continued from Page 104

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others

STATIONS
FOR

WANTED
CRACK

NEWSMAN

Top-flight reporter, writer, onair personality to join quality
TV news staff. Send kine, other
evidence, or bring lively body
to Bruce Palmer, News Director, KWTV, Oklahoma City.

FOR SALE
Equipment
VIDEO
Closed

MONITORS

Circuit

and Broadcast.

See Foto-Video Laboratories' ad
today on Page 97.
WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
TO BUY IMMEDIATELY
RADIO
1. Community station now doing $100,000.00 gross this year. Must have
three year history of no less than
$75,000 per annum.
2. Metropolitan station now doing
180 to $200,000.00 per annum. Must
have three year history of no less than
$120,000.00 annually.
(Note:substantial
Will consider
40" operations
with
growth"toppattern.
We are
not interested
stations currently
riding
the crestinof"Fad"
popularity.)
BROKERS REPLIES INVITED
We will consider any market. Location is unimportant. Send P&L sheet
and monthly expense breakdown to:
PRESIDENT
RADIO INVESTMENT CORPORATION
6301 West 44th Avenue
Denver 12, Colorado
Your reply will be treated with strictest
confidence.

SALE

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL SPORTSMAN
PARADISE
Old established 5,000 watt fulltime station in desirable market.
Excellent Real Estate included in
price of $175,000. $50,000 down
with balance over 15 years.
Box 400P, BROADCASTING

Fla.
N.Y.
S.C.
Fla.
Wash.
Pa.
NX.
Cal.
La.
Tenn.
Ky.

Single
Single
Single
Small
Small

500w

Terms
Terms
Cash
90M
Terms
$50M
115M
48 M
Terms
100M
95M Terms
78M Terms
175M Terms
85M Terms
158M
Terms
175M Terms
250M Terms
Terms
98M Terms
135M
235M Terms
250M Terms
225M
275M Terms
Terms
450M Terms

lkw-D
lkw-D
250w
Second 5kw-D
lkw-D
Second lkw-D
500w
Second
Medium
Medium 250W-F
Medium
Medium lkw-F
Mich.
Monop.
Metro lkw-F
Rocky
Miss.
N.E. Metro lkw-F
250w
Large
lkw-D
lOkw
Fla.
Major
S.E.
S.W. Small
250W-D
AM
-TV
5kw-D
S.E. Small
VHF-TV
And others.
PAUL H .
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATEO
MEDIA BROKERS
Atlanta
Chicago
New York
San Francisco

Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.

Miscellaneous

WANT

Equipment
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(FOR THE RECORD)

WAEL Mayaguez, P.R. — Granted cp to
replace expired permit which authorized
change ant.-trans. location.
KVOG-TV Ogden, Utah— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to vis. 24.5 kw, aur. 12.3
kw, change trans, location, type ant. and
other equipment changes and ant. height to
750 ft.
KCHY Cheyenne, Wyo. — Granted mod. of
cp
to change
ant.-trans.
studio
location
and install
new location,
trans.; remote
control permitted.
WFAA-FM Dallas, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to decrease ERP to 23.5 kw, increase
ant. height
to 1,680
tion and install
new ft.,
typechange
trans. trans, locaFollowing
stations
were
extension of completion date as granted
shown: KDAD
Weed,
Calif,
to
Jan.
1,
1960;
KANT-FM
Lancaster, Calif, to Feb. 1, 1960; KPOD
Crescent City, Calif, to Nov. 17; KSFV
(FM) San Fernando, Calif, to Nov. 3; WPLM
Plymouth, Mass. to Jan. 7, 1960; KEYL Long
Prairie, Minn, to Sept. 15; WDVL Vineland,
N.J. to Sept. 30, and KSTH St. Helens, Ore.
to Dec. 31.
KBRI Brinkley, Ark. — Remote control
permitted. Actions of August 18
KLTF Little Falls, Minn. — Granted involuntary assignment of license to John H.
Lemme, individually and as administrator
of the estate of Oscar Lemme, deceased.
WSPB Sarasota, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license to WSPB Bcstg. Inc.
K70BI, forK76AP
Big Lake,stations.
Tex.— Granted
licenses
tv translator
KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif.— Granted cp to
replace expired permit which authorized
change in ERP, type trans, and ant. system.
K76AP,
Big Lake,
Tex.— 117
Granted
mod.
of cpsK70BI
to change
ERP from
w to
101 w, ant. system and change in trans, line.
WCTV
(TV)
Thomasville,
Ga.
—
Granted
mod. of cp to make changes in ant. system
and change ant. height to 1,028 ft.
Tenn. — Granted mod. of cp
to WEMB
install Erwin,
new trans.
WFMM-FM Baltimore, Md. — Granted
mod. ofcreasecpant.toheight
increase
ERP ft.,
to 19.5
deto 510
and kw,
change
ant. and trans.; remote control permitted.
KXRQof cp
(FM)to install
Sacramento,
Calif. trans,
— Granted
mod.
new type
and
make trolchanges
in
ant.
system;
remote
conpermitted.
WCRB-FM Waltham, Mass. — Granted
mod. ofcreasecpant. height
to decrease
3.3 kw,trans,
into 920ERPft., tochange
location, install new trans, and new ant.;
remote control permitted.
WDAC
(FM) Lancaster, Pa. — Granted

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa

Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.

LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida — ■
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property with them at this fantastic price:
3 to 4 feet; 25 for $20.00; 100 for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.
ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:

~~~~
FOR SALE
ed ~to
, design
al service
Ours is a STATIO
personNS
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

Canadian Hemlock, Rhododendron Maximum, and Mountain Laurel. 2 to 3 ft. 25
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.
W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through August 26
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Not 113
on air
For new station
Cps
153
AM
712
3,347
. 54
FM
591
44
74
125
103
TV
4681
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
Compiled by BROADCASTING
through August 26
VHF
TOTAL
10
UHF
441
Commercial
80
33
Non-commercial
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through July 31,AM1959
Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
stations)
CPs notauthorized
on ait- (new
Total
stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

54
3,334
125
476
3,513
202
678
615
112
727
2
1

DECREASE

500 WATTS
TO 1 KW
POWER
250 WATTS
TO 1 KW

r IVI43
585
160
788
42
28
27
69
5
33
0
1

250 WATTS
TO 500 WATTS

T\/
1V
100 5213
669
68
16
122
54
54
380 4681
2

1 KW
TO 500 WATTS
POWER
1 KW
TO 250 WATTS
INSTANTLY

OVERNIGHT

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
2 There
are, in addition,
38 tvhascp-holders
which
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
in operation
and one which
not started
operation.
3
There
have
been,
in
addition,
211
television
cps
granted,
but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
* There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 15 kw, increase ant. height to 550 ft., change trans,
location, specify studio location same as
trans, location and install new ant.
WOTT Watertown, N.Y.— Granted mod.
of cp to change both studio and trans location.
Following
stations date
wereas granted
sion of completion
shown: extenKNEV
(FM) Reno, Nev. to Dec. 31; WCAW Charleston, W.Va. to Dec. 10; KATY-FM San Luis
Obispo, Calif, to Dec. 3; WJUD St. Johns,
Mich, to Dec. 23; WPIT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa.
to Oct. 31; WRED (FM) Youngstown, Ohio
to Sept. 30; WFGM-FM Fitchburg, Mass.
to Dec. 31; WTVN-FM Columbus, Ohio to
Feb. 29, 1960, and KWWL Waterloo, Iowa
to Oct. 16.
Actions of August 17
KXII
(TV)
— Granted
mod. of cp to Ardmore,
change ERPOkla.
to vis.
214 kw,
aur. 107 kw, change trans, location, install
new trans, and make changes in ant. system and other equipment; ant. 1,030 ft.
KFI Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted mod. of
cp to operate auxiliary trans, by remote
control.
Ariz. — Granted mod. of cp
to KBLU
install Yuma,
new trans.
KDB Santa Barbara, Calif. — Granted cp
to change
ant.-trans.
location, and make
changeslocation,
in ant. studio
and ground
systems (decrease height); and operate
trans, tionby (second
remote
control
from point).
studio locaremote
control
Following
stations
were
granted
extension of completion date as shown: KXLA
Pasadena, Calif, to Dec. 31; KNFM (FM)
Midland, Tex. to Nov. 1; KTPA Prescott,
Ark. to Dec. 31.
*WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, Mich. —
grantedserveauthority
to remain
silent to obLabor Day, Sept.
7.
WLIR Garden City, N.Y.— Remote control
permitted.
ACTIONS
ON MOTIONS
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
petition by
Assoc. (KTAGTV)Granted
Lake Charles,
La.,KTAG
for extension
of time
to Sept. 15 to reply to all responses to its
appeal
from examiner's
ruling in Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
Action:
Aug. 18. La., ch. 3 proceeding.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Aug. 26 to file replies
or oppositions to petition for review of examiner's
opinion toandoppositions
order of
July 23, and
formemorandum
filing replies
to Sept. 8 in proceeding on applications of
Florida Gulfcoast Bcstrs Inc., et al., for tv
stations to operate on ch. 10 Largo, Fla.
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INCREASE

500 WATTS
TO 250 WATTS

43*

53a

SIX

Action. Aug. 18.
COMBINATIONS
By Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
Granted motion by Buckley-Jaeger Bcstg.
Corp. and WHDH Inc. for continuance without date hearing scheduled for Sept. 3. in
proceeding on their applications for new
fm stations in Providence, R.I., and Boston
Mass.,
respectively.
'19. Jr. for
Granted
petition byAction
Louis Aug.
M. Neale
dismissal without prejudice of his application for new am station in North Charleston,
S.C., and retained in hearing status remain- TRANSMITTER
20. applications in consolidation. Action
Aug. ing
Dismissed with prejudice for failure to
prosecute application of Mount Lassen Radio and Television Bcstg. Co. for new am
station in Red Bluff, Calif. Action Aug. 20.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
5 in proceeding on am applications of Tif17. fin Bcstg. Co. Tiffin, Ohio et al. Action Aug.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Granted motion by Sherrill C. Corwin
(KGUD-FM) Santa Barbara, Calif., for continuance of dates set for exchange of exhib250yi00W
its and for hearing in proceeding on application for modification of cp; continued
20Vf2
I
300J-2
hearing from Sept. 16 to Oct. 19. Action.
Aug. 21.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
5001/250 W
Scheduled commencement of further hearI
550A-1
ing for Oct. 19 in proceeding on application
of Northside Bcstg. Co., for new am station
1KW/500/250W
in Jeffersonville, Ind. Action Aug. 24.
Granted petition by Triangle Publications
Inc. (WFBG) Altoona, Pa., to re-open record in proceeding on am application and
that of Tyrone Bcstg. Co. (WTRN) Tyrone,
Pa., to receive three revised exhibits in evidence and closed record. Action Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Granted verbal request of Broadcast Bureau and rescheduled hearing now scheduld for 10 a.m., Sept. 2, for 2 p.m. same date
in proceeding on applications of Sheffield
Bcstg. Co. and J.B. Fait Jr., for new am
stations in Sheffield, Ala. Action Aug. 17.
Reopened record and granted petition by
WJPB-TV
Inc. agreement
for leave toentered
amend into
application to reflect
with
Telecasting Inc., in which Telecasting agreed
to dismiss its application and WJPB-TV
Inc., granted Telecasting option to acquire
50% of its common stock in proceeding on
their applications for new tv stations to
operate on Ch. 5 in Weston, W. Va.; closed
record. Action Aug. 17.
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Ready

to

roar

again

. . . thanks

to

Air

Express

Why wreck a sportscar's winning streak Just because of a broken fuel pump?
AIR EXPRESS hurries the factory-fresh part from manufacturer to race-track in a
flash. Cost of this amazing door-to-door shipping service that assumes all responsibility? For instance, only $6.11 for 15 lbs., Detroit to Daytona (890 air-miles).
Other rates similarly low. In whatever market you wish to win sales — 'Frisco,
Philly or anywhere between— it pavs to... think FAST. . . think AIR EXPRESS first.

JUR

EXPRESS

CALL AIR EXPRESS. DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY • GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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OUR

RESPECTS
Melvin

TO
Mai

The Bartell Family Radio Group
has one of its own to head its WOV
New York operation, the first broadcast property acquired by Bartell in
the nation's largest market.
He's Melvin Martin Bartell, born
in Milwaukee, Oct. 18, 1916, one of
four Bartell brothers, energetic and
able, whose broadcast experience takes
up both ends of a devoted operatic
career.
His resonant voice betrays years of
training as an actor and as a baritone
with an overseas opera company.
But an
hour's meeting
with Mel
Bartell
is sufficient
to convince
the
observer that it is as a broadcaster
that Mr. Bartell is making tracks.
A bright button in his career is continuing family tradition by putting
WOKY Milwaukee on the air as a fulltimer on Labor Day of 1950 and running it as general manager and as the
vice president of the Bartell group.
Mr. Bartell now is president and general manager of WOV, took over officially on Aug. 18, thus dramatizing the
entry of Bartell Broadcasters Inc. into
the metropolitan New York area — a
first in a 13 -year history of independent radio broadcasting
It is as if Mel Bartell has been
developing his knowledge in preparation for the helm job at WOV.
Knows Italy • For example, the station is noted for its programming 50%
of the broadcast day in the Italian
language. Mr. Bartell has both academic and practical knowledge of the
country, having lived in Italy and sung
in many of its finest operas.
New York, as a broadcast town, is
cosmopolitan. A cosmopolite and a
student of the city, Mr. Bartell here
also is eminently qualified.
"I'm glad to be back in New York,"
he smiles, "It's the most stimulating
city in the world, has so many cultural
and other opportunities."
Mr. Bartell's musical bents were well
underway when upon graduation in
1938 from the U. of Wisconsin with
a Ph.B. he traveled to Rochester, N.Y.,
to enroll in the Eastman School of
Music. There he received in 1941 his
bachelor of music degree and a performer's certificate.
Radio Experience • His first radio
connection was at that time when he
worked at WHAM Rochester as a
newsman, staff announcer and radio
actor. During World War II, Mel Bartell was in the Pacific with Armed
Forces Radio. In Tokyo at the war's
end, his was the first American voice
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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Bartell

on the Japanese Network, informing
American POWs of the surrender and
instructing them as to liberation plans.
Back from Japan, ex-Capt. Mel
Bartell was in New . York to resume
his musical pursuits. While acting in
radio shows on Mutual (Carrington
Players, who put on serials), he continued voice study. By 1948, he had
auditioned for, and sung, a role in
"Street Scene," a Broadway musical.
In the fall of '48, Mel Bartell landed
with Covent Garden Opera when the
general manager was in New York
auditioning for the resident company.
During that season, the company
opened in Dublin and moved off to
France, Italy and Austria. (It was
then that he lived for nine months
to a year in Milan).
By 1950, his brothers Bartell in the
U.S. were applying pressure on Mel
Bartell to leave the operatic road and
come home and "settle down" in the
broadcast business. As he smilingly recalls, "it was almost coercion." His
brothers are Gerald, president of the
Bartell group; Lee, managing director
of the group and manager of KCBQ
San Diego, and David, general counsel, in Milwaukee.
There's a similarity between Mel Bartell and his older brother Gerald, who
heads the Bartell Group. They are nearly the same age, Jerry being 2Vi years
older than Mel. They have this in common: in their youth, they studied at the
same university (U. of Wisconsin),

Bartell Brothers' Mel
Made to order for WOV

trained at the university-owned WHA
Madison and acted on radio at school
and in network serials.
(The Bartell family took over its first
station in 1947, then a day timer on
1430 kc which later moved to 920 kc
and went fulltime in 1950. That was
WOKY Milwaukee, the fount for other
station additions, and an operation
tions.)
keyed to research and talent promo(The Bartell Group of six radio stations in major markets also includes
WAKE Atlanta, WYDE Birmingham
and KYA San Francisco, plus Bartell
International, which operates tv stations in the West Indies).
Still Sings • Though his energies now
are directed to broadcasting, his singing career hasn't been shelved. He has
made a few appearances in Milwaukee
with the local opera company, sang
in "Tosca" last April and hopes to
continue his musical work.
He is president of the Florentine
Opera Company, past president and
board member of the Civic Music
Assn. and on the executive board of
Miller Theatre (arena stage that is
known nationally), all in Milwaukee.
His comments are brief but to the
point. On radio, he says: It is for the
whole family, with music for the
family. The concept of the Bartell
Group is something of interest for
everybody, of music, features, news
and editorials. At WOV the Bartells
hope to develop the facility to its greatest potential.
"As a real companion, radio has
become important as a service and information channel — it literally reaches
the most people in the shortest time."
He says there's proof enough in the
very existence of Conelrad, the radio
network warning system.
On Music • Music has the effect of
"civilizing." For the children it provides
the "sensitivity and discipline" developed in a musical organization.
Mr. Bartell expands a bit on his
theory of music as a therapy for children. He believes participation in an
orchestra or other musical organization
can be used as a safety valve for youngsters to blow off steam — "Give a kid
a horn to blow," he advises, continuing, "There's the aspect of consideration of others when playing an instrua musical married
organization."
Melment in Bartell
the former
Dorothy Kinkel, a Coloradan, in 1942.
That was during his army singing tour.
A pianist, Mrs. Bartell filled in as his
accompanist in Cheyenne when his
ownThepianist
had have
"shipped
out." a home
Bartells
purchased
in Scarsdale, N.Y., a Westchester
County suburb of New York City.
Their children are Stephen 13, and
Gregg 2.
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EDITORIALS
The play off
ONE of the most persistent and odious rumors that radio
has to contend with can be summed up in the word
"payola." The charge that stations, and especially their
deejays, are in the pay of record companies — companies
offering money and other worldly goods to insure the
plays needed to turn their releases into big sellers — has
been made so often and so indiscriminately that the unwitting might think the blight afflicts the entire industry.
It is a rumor that badly needs tracking down. If true,
this fact should be brought into the open and dealt with.
If not true, its falsity should be demonstrated.
This magazine has made a start in that direction. It
assigned a team of reporters to make an investigation which
has extended over many weeks. Their report is presented
elsewhere in these pages. It is not conclusive, nor was it
intended to be; a conclusive report would have to be based
on an investigation at virtually every station. But it is a
start which stations individually should pursue to its logical
end — their own operations.
Readers of this report can hardly fail to reach the conclusion that the opportunities for payola are abundant. It
is also obvious that some personnel succumb to the blandishments of pay-for-play promoters. But there is no evidence that the practice is anywhere near as widespread as
the nagging rumor would make it seem. To the contrary,
there is much evidence that music policies, record-selection
systems and other controls employed at many major stations constitute a barrier which can be surmounted only
with ingenuity if at all.
No general investigation, however, no matter what the
findings, can do the job that needs doing on payola. The
task can be finished only by the stations themselves. Each
management should undertake a thorough investigation of
its own. If payola is found, it should be eliminated and
safeguards erected against recurrence. Programming responsibility belongs to the station; so does commercial responsibility. Management cannot shirk one, and it should not wish
to have diluted the profits that go with the other.
The

last test

IT is a part of our daily job to read a bushel of publicity
releases distributed by radio and television stations.
Many of those releases are based upon claims of journalistic enterprise. Station WZZZ will report, and hope to see
it printed, that it was first on the air with the news of a bank
robber's capture. KYYY will announce that its mobile unit
got to an accident scene before the ambulance arrived.
Good for WZZZ and KYYY, we say. Spot news is important, and the medium which consistently reports it first —
with accuracy — is bound to become the medium which most
people turn to consistently when they want to know what's
going on at that moment.
But spot news alone does not make a mature medium of
journalism. There is more to contemporary history than the
denting of a fender at Main and Elm. Indeed most of the
news worth the public's attention today cannot be gathered
by chasing the calls on the police radio. The issues, the
events, the personalities which are apt to have an important
effect on the lives of the people will remain obscure unless
illuminated by competent journalists. Are we arguing for
more news-in-depth, more extensive digging, more careful
presentation of the news on radio and tv? We are indeed.
But even more we are arguing for a general improvement in
the attitude of radio and television management toward its
news responsibility.
On the evidence at hand, it is not unkind to say that the
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prevailing attitude of broadcast management toward news
is flabby. With exceptions made the more conspicuous by
the lethargy of their fellows, broadcasters have ignored their
biggest chance to assert their position in the world of
journalism. In a fight for a change in a law which pertains i
exclusively to radio and television, newspapers have carried
the
theirattack
money.while most broadcasters stayed at home counting
We refer, of course, to the fight for relief from Sec. 315,
the political broadcasting law.
THE principle at stake in the controversy over Sec. 315 is
fully understood by newspaper editors. It is the principle
of forbidding government to exercise control over journalistic
expression. The principle is so basic that it was written
into the very first part of the Bill of Rights by the founders
of the American government.
For all the quarter-century it has been a law, Sec. 315
has denied broadcasters the right to cover political campaigns intelligently. It was written, and has been retained,
by legislators who were willing to flout the First Amendment for the selfish purpose of laying claim to time on the
air to advance their own candidacies.
In the past few months more than 500 daily newspaper
editorials have argued for reform in Sec. 315.
In the same time one network, CBS, and perhaps a
dozen stations have broadcast editorials on the subject.
Another score or so of broadcasters have gone on record
with the House and Senate to urge relief. If others have
privately advised their legislators of a desire to change
the law, we are unaware of it.
A conference committee of Senate and House has now
proposed a compromise amendment to Sec. 315. It is
not the relief which must be ultimately won if broadcasting
is to become a true instrument of journalism. But it is an
improvement over the existing law.
The amendment faces opposition on the floor of both
Senate and House from legislators who are unwilling to
relinquish their control over radio and television. The test
may come this week. There is no time for leisurely letter
writing. Broadcasters who pretend to be involved in journalism should telegraph their support to their senators and
congressmen.
If the managers of WZZZ and KYYY dispatch those
wires now, their future reports of being first with a flash or
speediest with an accident report will have more meaning.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid His
"I'm getting awfully tired of all the violence on tv."
BROADCASTING, August 31, 1959
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THE PIEDMONT INDUSTRIAL CRESCENT

J^TANBURG

the

FURNITURE

creates

buying

power

in the

industry

Piedmont

. ..

Industrial

Crescent

The South's giant furniture industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant
selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . .
and sells ... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000
people live, work and buy.

uif
my
- C.tv
GREENSBORO,
N.
'NOW IN OUR 10th YEAR OF SERVICE"
Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit

T5

£1

we've
our

hung
slxingle

RADIO
CORPORATION

out
in

!

TELEVISION

!
i
i

CORPORATION

In recognition of the growing importance of St. Louis as a time-buying center, the Weed
organization is pleased to announce the opening of an office in that city under the able
management of Ed Podolinsky. The Weed St. Louis office is located at 915 Olive Street.
Advertisers and agencies in the St. Louis area will receive the prompt, accurate and
dependable service that has characterized Weed representation of leading radio and television stations for more than a quarter of a century.
The opening of our ninth branch office — following closely upon the establishment of
our new Marketing and Research Division — is still another indication of Weed's constant
expansion of facilities and client service!
NEW YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, ST. LOUIS, BOSTON, ATLANTA, DALLAS, SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES
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Merchandising
1. FEATURE FOODS MERCHANDISING
2. COMMUNITY

CLUB AWARDS

3. IN-STORE FOOD

DISPLAYS

4. IN-STORE DRUG

DISPLAYS

5. IN-STORE FOOD DEMONSTRATIONS, SAMPLING, COUPONING
6. STORE WINDOW
NBC-TV
BASIC
Tom Tinsley
President
Irvin Abeloff
Vice Pres.

7. BARGAIN

DISPLAYS

BAR PROMOTIONS

8. MAILINGS TO RETAILERS
9. PERSONAL CALLS ON JOBBERS,
WHOLESALERS, RETAILERS
o
10. REPORTS TO FOOD ADVERTISERS
11. PROMOTIONAL
12. NEWSPAPER
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of

Richmond
&

Central

Virginia

ADS

National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington
Clarke Brown Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans;
Daren F. McGavren Co. in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on West Coast

WHEELING:

37s

One

The

Station

Reaching

No. 13 IN A SERIES:

TV Television
MARKET
Magazine

Booming

Upper

Ohio

Valley

CHEMICALS

With the deep salt wells supplying the essential brine,
and the broad Ohio River furnishing economical transportation facilities, a rich, thriving chemical industry
has arisen in the bountiful WTRF-TV

area. Typical is

this Columbia-Southern Chemical Corporation plant located
at Natrium, W. Va., just south of Wheeling. Here more than
1,000 employees are engaged in the production of chlorine,
caustic soda, chlorinated hydrocarbons, ammonia and
titanium tetrachloride.

More than $5 million annual payroll dollars of the ColumbiaSouthern Chemical Corporation help make the WTRF-TV area a
super market for alert advertisers ... a 39-county area where 2
million people have a spendable income of %1Yi billion annually.

For availabilities, call Bob
316,000 watts ^ [] (] network color
Ferguson, VP an.6 Gen. Mgr.,
or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
al CEdar 2-7777.
National Rep., George P.
WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA
Hollingbery Company.
eaching

a market

that's

reaching

new

*

wtrf

importance!

V
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PREFERRED
. . . by the
who

Adult

spend

the

Radio

Listeners

most
in Baltimore

WCBM
adult-level programming offers the most to the listeners
who spend the most ! Month after month adult listenership surveys*
prove our point! That's why WCBM is preferred by advertisers in
all fields when they want to reach the people with money to spend
in this huge and growing market!
Nielsen Adult Listenership

Surveys.
A CBS

Radio

10,000 Watts
oooo
PETERS, GRIFFIN,
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WOODWARD,

Baltimore

inc., Exclusive National Representatives

Affiliate
on 680

KC

13, Maryland

in the

Great

DALLAS -FORT

The

Latest

WORTH

MARKET

Nielsen

proves continued superiority
Monday through Friday . . .
6 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Sunday through Saturday .
6 p.m. to Midnight

COMPARATIVE
STATION
KRLD-TV

delivers

107.0%
48.5%
38.3%

CIRCULATION:

TOTALS

more audience than Station D
more than Station C
more

than

Station

// you buy any other station in the Dallas-Fort
Market, we both lose money.

B

Worth

represented nationally by the Branham Company

TIMES
C\wmd4,Va!lM
MAXIMUM
POWER

HERALD
John W. Runyon
Chairman of the Board

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Rembert

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts
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Tax bite • Major tv station in topbracket market has been hit by Internal
Revenue Service ruling out of San Francisco office, requiring tv feature films
to be amortized on strict unit basis.
This is second such ruling out of San
Francisco (Broadcasting, May 18).
IRS unit's ruling is in conflict with entertainment industry practice of attaching prime importance to first-run
showings. Under IRS district formula,
tv station leasing 500 films from one
distributor, with five showings permitted
each film, can only amortize 1/ 2,500th
of total lease value for each showing.
Common practice is to ascribe some
60% of film's total value to first run.
If IRS San Francisco formula were
generally applied, many tv stations
would face claims for millions in back
taxes.
IRS Washington headquarters has
never faced question of tv film amortization bystations, top official said. It
has Tax Rulings Division which can
issue advance rulings on prospective
transactions or current-year situations
not reflected on taxpayer's return. In
addition, taxpayer can ask district review; appeal to Tax Court, or pay tax
and go to U.S. District Court or Court
of Claims.
Regional rally • In process is regional
broadcasters organization to defend
class II and class III radio stations from
demands of daytimers for 6 a.m. to
6 p.m. operation on all channels without directional antennas which regional say would affect their coverage
Spearheading effort is Payson Hall,
treasurer of Meredith Publishing Co.
and director of its radio and tv operations (KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City;
WHEN-AM-TV Syracuse; KPHO-AMTV Phoenix; WOW-AM-TV Omaha
and KRMG Tulsa). Project contemplates Washington representation of
group to resist any moves which might
degrade existing service. Clear Channel
Broadcasting Service, organized three
decades ago, has consistently fought
inroads.
One immediate effort will be to counter opposition of Daytime Broadcasters
Assn. to ratification of NARBA treaty
and Mexican agreement governing allocation ofam channels among North
American nations. Special Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee postponed
ratification this session (Government,
Aug. 10) with announcement that it
will not act until next January, despite

CIRCUIT

urgings by FCC and State Dept. that
approval is essential if chaos is to be
avoided in broadcast band.
Olympic contract • Organizing Committee for Winter Olympics in San
Francisco is considering possibility of
suing for alleged breach of contract.
ABC originally had rights to broadcast
winter games from Squaw Valley, Calif.,
but surrendered them and they have
been picked up by CBS, which also has
acquired rights to summer Olympics in
1960. ABC reportedly withdrew when
CBS landed summer games, claiming it
had first-refusal rights but was not
given opportunity to bid. Organizing
committee retort is it made no such
pledge and is exploring legal avenues
to ascertain if suit is possible.
Air check • Dept. of Justice investigators on trail of Alexander L. (Sandy)
Guterma's involvement with Generalissimo Trujillo of Dominican Republic
(see page 68) had their job made easier
by Mr. Guterma's high-flying habits.
Some of telephone calls mentioned in
grand jury indictment were placed from
his private plane en route between U.S.
and Dominican Republic. Records of
calls showed both party calling and
party called as well as fact that he was
traveling at time. Information segregated calls from others on company's
phone bills.
Ch. 2 in, ch. 7 out • There will be no
hearing on Miami ch. 7 case until after
conclusion of Mack-Whiteside jury retrial, under FCC order last Friday.
Hearing was tentatively scheduled for
Sept. 14 in Philadelphia before Judge
Horace Stern, but FCC saw logic in
motion of Mack counsel seeking postponement on ground that it might prejudice interests of former FCC Comr.
Richard A. Mack. Octogenarian Judge
Stern had selected his home town of
Philadelphia rather than Washington or
Miami for ch. 7 proceeding involving
alleged ex parte influences in decision
which gave facility to Biscayne
(WCKT) headed by Niles Trammell,
former NBC president, over three competing applicants.
In same action which effects deferment ofMiami ch. 7, FCC expedited
proceedings on St. Louis ch. 2 (KTVI),
involving alleged improprieties in shifting that channel from Springfield, III.
It instructed FCC Counsel Ed Holtz to
complete preparation of case to "pro-

ceed forthwith" before Judge Stern.
Whether this proceeding will be held in
Washington, St. Louis, Springfield or
Philadelphia, is up to Judge Stern.
Affiliate elections • Four new faces
slated to join lineup of CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.'s board of directors at meetting Sept. 22, eve of affiliates convention in New York. In election results to
be announced shortly, E.K. Hartenbower, KCMO Kansas City, named District 7 director to succeed Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha; A.R. Hebenstreit,
KGGM Albuquerque, succeeds J.C.
Kellam, KTBC Austin, Tex., in District
8; J.W. Wright, KSL Salt Lake City,
succeeds Westerman Whillock, KBOI
Boise, Idaho, in District 9. Terms of
Messrs. Fogarty, Kellam and Whillock
are expiring. Meanwhile, board has appointed Ames Brown Jr., WPRO Providence, to District 1 seat vacated by
resignation of Creighton Gatchell,
WGAN Portland, Me. Three directorsat-large to be elected at Sept. 22 meeting along with chairman, vice chairman
and secretary-treasurer.
P&G specials • Procter & Gamble,
whose tv advertising strategy has been
light on specials, plans to step up pace.
Company, for its Crest toothpaste, has
entered verbal order for sponsorship of
both ends of NBC-TV's "What Makes
Sammy Run," scheduled Sept. 27 and
Oct. 4. Crest also will be advertised on
that network's Tales of the Plainsman.
Agency is Benton & Bowles, New York.
Franchise? • Does tv station have
rights to local World Series coverage,
under rules of Baseball Comr. Ford
Frick's office, if it's been telecasting
regular season games of team that appears in fall classic? WGN-TV Chicago says yes and has appealed to Gillette Co. through its agency, Maxon
Inc., for local rights apart from NBCTV coverage if White Sox win.
Entrepreneur • F.M. (Scoop) Russell,
who has spent 30 years in broadcasting
(29 as NBC's Washington vice president and past year as RCA-NBC consultant) last week entered station ownership ranks — by marriage. Mrs. (Phoebe)
Russell acquired 15% stock ownership
in WICO Salisbury, Md., with FCC approval of transfer of 500 w daytimer on
1320 kc to Delmarva Broadcasting Co.
for $80,000. Principal stockholder (85%)
is Robert Doyle, Washington manager
of TelePrompTer and former radio-tv
producer.
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in DETROIT

YOU

KNOW

WHERE

YOU'RE

GOING

WITH

CBS PROGRAMMING • CHANNEL 2
WJBK-TV
Sales are UP in booming
Dept. Store Sales
New Car Sales
Factory Payrolls. .
Car and Truck Output

Detroit
UP 17.5%
UP 76.5%
UP 26.3%
UP 66.7%

And UP is definitely the word for
WJBK-TV viewers
June and July ARB ratings
were both 35.2% of audience.
August is Up to 36.5%— 28% higher
than any other Detroit station.
(the highest CBS station in any
4-or-more station market.)
You know where your audience
and sales are going with WJBK-TV—
They're going UP!
cSTORER

station

CALL

KATZ

STORER NATL SALES OFFICES
625 Madison •Ave., N.Y. 22
or
230 N. Michigan
Ave.
Chicago 1
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WEEK

Mr. Lee

IN

HELP

BRIEF

The power concept wins converts • The dribble-anddrab method of spreading advertising budgets too thinly
over too many markets is criticized by a Chicago advertising agency executive. Rather, to win converts to your
brand and away from competitors, advertisers must
pump power into their punches through volume and
frequency. This is what Keith H. Lee, vice president,
D'Arcy
Adv., Page
Chicago,
day Memo.
25. talks about in this week's Mon-

Detroit to the living room • Auto makers' introductory period to be
lucrative one for broadcast media. As for tv, network spending is on
the increase. A report on what the auto business is up to in radio and tv.
Page 33.
Brewers, drug advertisers go for tv • Drug advertisers spent a record
$59.5 million on network and spot tv the first half of this year and
nation's beer firms invested record of more than $22 million in first half,
according to TvB reports. Page 40.

YOURSELF
to a

TRIPLE

SCOOP
in
MICHIGAN

BATTLE
CREEK

Sense at last in equal time • Senate and House pass amendment to
political broadcasting law to eliminate news programs of all kinds from
political broadcasting law. Presidential approval expected. Page 46.
Catv, booster bills clear committee • Senate Commerce Committee
puts stamp of approval on bills to place catv under FCC jurisdiction and
legalize vhf boosters constructed without official sanction. Page 52.
Blackout of 20 million homes? • Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample study shows
how proposed antitrust exemption for baseball and other sports would
deprive public of weekend telecasts. House subcommittee hears broadcasters oppose legislation. Page 56.
TIO: Job seeks man • Functions of new Television Information Office
spelled out as committee starts first round of interviewing for director's
post. Headquarters space signed, drive for station support starts with
more than $400,000 already pledged to industry-wide PR program.
Page 60.
New Guterma conspiracy charged • Federal grand jury says ex-Mutual
president and his associates — for a $750,000 fee — pledged facilities of
that network to Generalissimo Trujillo of the Dominican Republic to be
used for propaganda broadcasts. Legal counts revolve around failure to
register as foreign agents. The story behind it involves MBS commentators, a congressman, playboy-diplomat Rubirosa and other front page
celebrities. Part of the alleged conspiracy involves questionable stock
certificates on the network said to be in the hands of the Dominican
dictator. Page 68.
48.1 million-dollar July • For tv networks, gross time purchases go
17.1% higher than same month a year ago. CBS-TV alone is up 19.2%.
Page 80.
DEPARTMENTS
AT DEADLINE
BROADCAST ADVERTISING
BUSINESS BRIEFLY
CHANGING HANDS
CLOSED CIRCUIT
COLORCASTING
DATEBOOK
EDITORIAL PAGE
EQUIPMENT & ENGINEERING
FANFARE
FATES & FORTUNES
FOR THE RECORD
GOVERNMENT
LEAD STORY
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JACKSON

Dip in with WHX-TV! Get a
generous stoop in three major
metro areas — Lansing, Battle
Creek and Jackson. At each
point of Mthigeffrs Golden
Triangle, WILX-TV operates
"live" studios, delivers citygrade signal and leads with
dominant NBC programming.

Mark These WILX-TV
MARKET FACTS:
POPULATION}
11th largest
in the U.S.
(according to SRDS Consumer Market Data)
RETAIL SALES: 72th largest
in the U.S.
(according to Sales ManPower) agement Survey of Buying
TV HOMES: 28th largest in
the U.S.
(according to Television
Age 100 Top Markets data)
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.

WILX-TV
Channel
1©
Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON— Pontiac

UNPRECEDENTED
*SEPT. 15. 10-11 AM— LIVE: KHRUSHCHEV'S ARRIVAL. WITH DAVID BRINKLEY. • SEPT. 15, 9-9:30 PM— "THE VIP (i)." KHRUSHCHEV'S FIRST DAY IN THE U. S..WI l'H FRANK1
McGEE. • SEPT. 16, 1:30-3:15 PM — LIVE: KHRUSHCHEV AT THE NATIONAL PRESS CLUB. WITH DAVID BRINKLEY. • SEPT. 17, 7:30-8 PM— "THE VIP (il)." KHRUSHCHEV IN NEw'
YORK. WITH MARTIN AGRONSKY. • SEPT. 18, 3 PM— LIVE: KHRUSHCHEV AT THE U.N. WITH FRANK McGEE. PAULINE FREDERICK. • SEPT. 19. 9:30-10:30 PM— "THE VIP!
(III)." KHRUSHCHEV IN LOS ANGELES. WITH MARTIN AGRONSKY AND DAVID BRINKLEY. • SEPT. 20, 6:30-7 PM— "CHET HUNTLEY REPORTING." DETAILED REPORT AND)
INTERPRETATION OF THE KHRUSHCHEV TOUR. • SEPT. 21, 7:30-8 PM— "THE VIP (IV)." KHRUSHCHEV IN SAN FRANCISCO. WITH FRANK McGEE AND DAVID BRINKLEY.
• SEPT. 23, 10:30-11 PM— "THE VIP (v)." KHRUSHCHEV VISITING IOWA. WITH FRANK McGEE AND MORGAN BEATTY. • SEPT 24. 7:30-8 PM — LIVE: KHRUSHCHEV IN WASH-:
INGTON. WITH RAY SCHERER. RICHARD HARKNESS. • SEPT. 27, 4-5 PM— LIVE: KHRUSHCHEV'S NEWS CONFERENCE IN WASHINGTON.* SEPT. 27, 6:30-7 PM— "CHET HUNTLEY
REPORTING." COMPLETE SUMMARY OF THE KHRUSHCHEV VISIT. • DATES AND TIMES FOR THE SPECIALS ON THE EISENHOWER VISIT TO THE USSR TO BE ANNOUNCED.

I

For the mighty, history-making events represented by

on all regular NBC

Television Network news programs,

these two men -the most comprehensive news coverage Interpretive comment by NBC Newsmen, including overseas
ever undertaken by a television network.
correspondents specially flown in from their foreign posts.
Twenty-five NBC News Specials— 30 minutes to two hours Between September 15th and 27th, twelve NBC News
in length, many in prime evening viewing hours — to keep Specials, featuring live and in-depth reports and analyses j
millions of Americans at the center of the historic drama, of Khrushchev's coast-to-coast journey through America.*
Graphic sight-and-sound reports from the world's largest Vast, thorough, fast-moving... unprecedented. The answer of
and most experienced broadcast news organization, carried the network of Total Television to an historic challenge.
NBC

TELEVISION

NETWORK

Michigan's

Leading

Sports

Station

WKMH
carries
in the

the

ball

rich

for

Detroit

big

gains

market

Says Van Patrick — "Detroit is one of the greatest sports towns
in America!" And WKMH — Detroit's dominant sports station —
carries the BEST in football. It's smart strategy to key your Fall
campaign to Detroit's big enthusiastic football audience. Let WKMH
carry the ball for BIG GAINS ... at the lowest cost per thousand.

UNIVERSITY

OF

MICHIGAN

(all games -at home
and away)
PLUS 8 SPORTS PROGRAMS DAILY
WITH VAN PATRICK AND FRANK SIMS
Represented by
(EdwardVPetry & |Co., Inc.]
WKMH
DETROIT- DEARBORN

The Original Station Representative
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
(* Indicates firsf or revised listing)
SEPTEMBER
*Sept. 9-11 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, National Education Assn. Building,
Washington, D.C., Conference on feasibility and
role of state and regional networks in educational broadcasting.
Sept. 10 — Advertising Research Foundation seminar in operations research, on 13 consecutive
Thursdays starting this date. Further information
from ARF.
*Sept. 10-11 — NBC Radio sales and programming
meeting
for Mart,
network's
owned-operated stations,
Merchandise
Chicago.
Sept. 11-12 — Country Music Assn. Board of Directors, Springfield, Mo.
Sept. 11-13 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Shamrock-Hilton Hotel, Houston, Tex.
Sept. 12-13— Annual fall meeting, Illinois News
Broadcasters Assn., Hotel Leland, Springfield.
Sept. 13-16 — Assn Canadienne de la Radio et
de la Television de Langue Francaise, annual meeting, Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Quebec. Reservations through Andre Daveluy, CKAC Montreal. On
agenda will be discussion of Board of Broadcast
Governors'
proposed regulations (BROADCASTING, Aug. 10).
Sept. 15 — Premium Advertising conference, Hotel Astor, N.Y.
'Sept. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society luncheon, Grand Ballroom, Hotel Roosevelt,
New York. Robert F. Kennedy, chief counsel, Senate Select Committee on Improper Activities in
the Labor & Management Field, speaks on racketeering and other abuses in the communications
industry.
Sept. 16-18 — Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, fall
convention. Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
& Laboratories of Canada, Montreal.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
Sept. 17-18 — Institute of Radio Engineers, engineering symposium, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Also annual awards meeting.
Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly Fm Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — Eighth Chicago stereo/hi-fi show,
Palmer House, Chicago. Public can hear stereo
music being recorded. More than 100 U.S. and
European temanufacturers'
products on display. Atndance of 35,000 expected.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Adolphus, Dallas, Tex.
Sept. 18-20
Press Sawbill
International
casters Assn.— ofUnited
Minnesota,
Lodge, BroadTofte.
Sept. 20siana,
— UPI
Broadcasters-Telecasters
of
Louiorganizational meeting, Hotel Frances,
Monroe.
Sept. 21rectors
— AP
Radio & AP
Tv Assn.'s
of diannual meeting,
Bldg., 50board
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Frances Hotel, Monroe- Speakers include €d Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting" and Fred A. Palmer,
Worthington, Ohio, sales consultant, who will
speak on "Put Your Best Foot Forward."
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 23 — Comments due on FCC proposals to
add vhf channels to Fresno, Bakersfield and
Sacramento-San Francisco. Reply comments due
Oct. 8. Dockets 11759 (Fresno-Bakersfield) and
12946 (Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno).
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 23-26 — National Sales Executives-InterGermany. national sales-marketing congress, Berlin, West
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept.
Valley 25-26
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting,
public relations,
duction,publicity
marketing and and
merchandising,
media, proart
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
Buchen
Co. (agency), is general workshop chairman.
;Sept 29 — Wisconsin Fm Clinic, fourth conference, Center Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
Sept. 30-0ct. 1 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2 — National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, constitutional convention, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No. 13,085.
Oct. 2-5 — National Sales Executives-International, board of directors meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Oct. 3 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Press Club of
Ohio, Columbus.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct.
5-7 Communications
— Institute of symposium,
Radio Engineers'
fifth
national
Hotel Utica
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television

DAN

THE

DAILEY

FOUR

JUST
MEN

JACK

HAWKINS

RICHARD

VITTORIO

DE

CONTE

SICA

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TOD A Y!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
11

WCSH-TV
6
NBC Affiliate
Portland, Maine

Five straight years of surveys taken in our
service area have shown that you get a bigger,
more receptive audience on "6".
This combination of superior coverage and
viewer preference was most recently confirmed
in the April '59 area ARB.
Ask your Weed

TV

man for the details.

Remember, a matching spot schedule on
Channel 2 in Bangor saves an extra 5%.

A
BROADCASTING

MAINE
SYSTEM

STATION
12 (DATEBOOK)

WCSH-TV (6), Portland
WLBZ-TV (2), Bangor
WLBZ-Radio, Bangor
WCSH-Radio, Portland
WRDO-Radio, Augusta

Engineers,
convention, StatlerHilton Hotel,86thNewsemi-annual
York.
Oct. 5-9 — llth annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field, including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 10 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, Columbus.
*0ct. 12-14 — National Electronics Conference,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn.'s annual awards at international convention
(see above).
Entries
in the Sept.
contest1. must be postmarked before
midnight,
Oct. 15— Beginning of the eight annual NAB
Fall Conferences. For full list of dates and places,
see special listing below.
:0ct. 15-16 — American Assn. of Advertising
Agencies, central region annual meeting, Drake
Hotel, Chicago.
*0ct. 16 — I'Alliance Radiophonique Francaise,
panel discussion, Jesus Mary Auditorium. Reception-banquet, White's Restaurant, Fall River,
Mass.
*0ct. 18-20 — Texas Fm Broadcasters, Driskill
Hotel, Austin. Cocktail party-ball, Oct. 17.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20— Sheraton Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23— Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20 — Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11 — The Greenbrier, White Sulphur
W. Va. Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 14-15 — Springs,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra
Beach,
Sept. 17-18— Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6— St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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THE

COMMERCIAL

THAT

MADE

HISTORY

Cato the Elder ended every speech before the Roman Senate with a "eommerciaT"Cartbage must be destroyed." (It was.) Today's commercial is more complicated,
but often less effective— completely overshadowed by the show. ... For sales with
profit, you must look upon broadcasting as a selling business. N. W. AVER & SON, IHC
The commercial is the payoff

-OPEN
YOU

Record payola story
Editor:

KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

I was very much impressed with the
lead piece Broadcasting ran in the
Aug. 31 issue on "payola." Naturally,
I was flattered that my material from
the deejay convention was considered
important enough to use as the tag
for it.
I hope that the people reading it
will not get a wrong impression of
what I said in Miami. I meant that I
would "find better jobs for disc jockeys at larger outlets" and not that I
would find them better jobs than disc
jockeying. I think perhaps that my
statement left a little room for ambiguity and perhaps confusion, and
I would prefer that were not the case.
The article was certainly as all-inclusive as it could have been and many
of the points that I knew were correct
were covered thoroughly and fearlessly.
One more point that occurred to me
about single record sales was this: In
addition to hearing the record so often
on a "top 40" station that they don't
need to buy it, kids today tape the
records off the air from that same type
outlet. They know if they stand by a
"top anything" station long enough,
they can tape the whole batch of
"what's hot" tunes. Deejays, trying to
circumvent this, often talk over the
beginning or end of a disc.
Buddy Basch
Buddy Basch Office
New York
Retailers and radio
Editor:

NO DUPLICATION!
our Central Texas viewers
are our own (not shared with
overlapping programming)
and they're more

of 'em!

J!
CHANNEL
KCEN-TV
TEMPLE • WACO
BLAIR
14

TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

Please convey my heartiest congratulations to David P. Thomas (radio-tv
director, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick,
Washington) for his well-written, hardhitting analysis of just what the hell
is wrong with radio (Monday Memo,
Aug. 24).
I know his observations will come
as bitter- vetch to virtually all of the
"'modern" radio men who, by now,
have flooded you with cries of "foul."
I say,
Mr. "skoal!"
Thomas' Monday Memo was
placed on the required reading list for
our employes and is now framed and
hanging in the reception office. . . . Mr.
Thomas in one page summed up all
the basic mis-thinking of years of
broadcasting.
Cameron (Bud) Lee
President
Radio Investment Corp.
Denver, Colo.

MIKE
Editor:
... I have tried to get with David
P. Thomas' reasoning, but can't, unless
I hypothesize that the whole article
was tongue in cheek.
Not only is it laced with massive
generalities, but Thomas frequently
contradicts his own pronouncements.
Example: "Local radio has a potential goldmine in its personalities.". . .
"Thank heaven for the ET."
What has the ET got to do with helping the gold mine come up to its potential? Isn't every one played a deterrent to personal sell?
Example: "But these personalities
should be themselves." "How do they
(radio advertisers) want the public to
judge them? Dynamic? Authoritative?
. . . Tone of the commercial should reflect the personality of the sponsor."
What happens when a flip, breezy
performer being himself is given the
copy of a dynamic, authoritative
sponsor?
Example: "Some local managers
hireOfperformers
by price
alone."
course, Mr.
Thomas
is being
facetious here. Or is he? In any event
the industry is indebted to him for a
marvelously simple method of doing
away with auditions, interviews and
all that fol-de-rol. Voila! lust hire the
man who promises to work the
cheapest.
Example: "Naturally copy is blamed.
I believe it's a combination of poor announcers and poor copy."
This implies that writers and performers are equally culpable for poor
results, with, if anything, the edge
going to the writers. If you think this
is true contact any station manager
about the number of copy writers he's
fired compared to the number of announcers.
. . . Also, leave us face it, some national agency copy is so vapid, so designed to please and not offend so
many people in so many different situations that radio continuity departments
are constantly being called on by local
co-op advertisers to goose it up, to
add a little fire. Thank heaven for locally originated continuity!
... I could go on and on but if I
did I might take Mr. Thomas' joke
seriously
and I'm sure that's not what
he intended.
Art Roberts
WXLW Indianapolis
Queen of giveaways
editor:
Thanks a million for the way you
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A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating — through the facts as we see them
— a fuller understanding of the oil industry.

That

27t%

in the

27t%

Oil Depletion

Allowance

Gulf Press Conference 1 — is the first of a series. While
these meetings on the printed page take the form of

few: keep questions and answers frank and factual
and leave the conclusions to you.

paid advertising, our intent is not to advocate a viewpoint. Itis to add to your understanding of the oil

One current problem is the 27J/2% Oil Depletion
Allowance. It is now under reappraisal by Congress.

industry and its problems. For, in the end, this understanding best serves all of us. Our ground rules are

And much of its understanding hangs on a decep-

Q. First, let's define our terms. What is a
depletion allowance?
A. First of all, it's not an "allowance."
It is a tax deduction granted by Congress.
It is applied only to exhaustible natural
resources already produced. As such, it
is an incentive to encourage further discovery of these resources.
Q. Why is the oil industry singled out for
such consideration?
A. Oil is only one of over 100 extractive
industries which qualify for this incentive— the mining of coal, clay, sulfur
and gravel, to name a few.
Q. Why was oil's incentive set at 27V2%
in the first place?
A. Congress agreed the fair way to encourage discovery was to base its incentive on the value of what was discovered.
But before it set the 27J/2% figure in
1926, all of its study pointed to one fact.
There seemed no practical way of putting avalue on discovered oil deposits.
Q. Do we assume, then, the final figure
was pulled from the air?
A. Quite the opposite. Congress did find
that the value of oil in the ground was
about one-third of the price somebody
would pay for oil brought to the surface.
So this one-third of oil's income at the
wellhead became Congress' basis for the
incentive it finally set up.
Q. But that one-third figure still doesn't
match up with 2iy2%.
A. True. And, if today's Congress were
to refigure the problem, today's facts
would make the one-third figure itself
higher. As for the 27%%, it was a compromise between the one-third figure and
the inclination of a cautious Congress.
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tively simple-looking question: why 271/2%? . . .

Q. Is the oilman subject to any limitations in taking his 27i/2%?
A. Yes. Two of them are fairly obvious.
The oilman can apply the incentive only
to crude oil and raw gas production, not
to any other phase of operations. And
he must actually have production to
qualify. Dry holes don't count.
Q. You said "two of them." Are there
limitations beyond these?
A. The third is the most important of
all. It means that what we know as the
27i/2% incentive usually turns out to be
less than 27y2 %. In fact, it may end up
being no incentive at all.
Q. If Congress set the incentive at 27 i/i % ,
how can that happen?
A. Congress also provides that the oilman may not deduct more than a 50%
deduction on his net income if this is the
lesser deduction. And before he gets his
oil to the surface and realizes his incentive, he faces many costs. A well must
be checked and worked over regularly,
for example. These costs reduce his net
income enough so that, even when it is
multiplied by 50%, his deduction usually
comes out to less than 27 Vi% of gross
income.
Q. You keep mentioning Congress. Why
should it be involved at all?
A. Congress' stake is, of course, the
nation's stake. And that means having
an adequate, continuing supply of oil to
meet very basic needs. Our energy needs,
our everyday product needs, our national defense needs.
Q. But even some Congressmen say the
27%% incentive should be reduced or
eliminated. Shouldn't oil really be its own
incentive?

A. When you look beyond the fact that
oil is an exhaustible resource — and a vitally needed one — you quickly run into
another reason for the 27 Vi% incentive.
It's the risk and cost of finding oil.
Q. Any business man faces risks. What is
so special about oil's?
A. When you start looking for oil, the
odds are 9 to 1 against finding any oil,
44 to 1 against breaking even, 991 to 1
against bringing in a truly profitable discovery. You pay just as much to drill the
dry holes, too. And with our "easy oil"
largely found, drilling gets deeper, riskier
and costlier year after year.
Q. But is it fair to eliminate these risks
with the 271/2% incentive?
A. The incentive does not eliminate risk.
Bear in mind the limitations built into it.
Remember, too, the incentive is merely a
deduction on a portion of taxable income— not cash the government hands
out. But the real answer is found in the
figures. In the most recent year surveyed
— 1955 — the industry was allowed a deduction ofabout $1,800,000,000. In that
same year, it spent about $5,100,000,000
in cash alone in searching out and denew for
oil.the incentive
Q. How veloping
does America's
the need
shape up in the future?
A. That brings our need for oil back in
the picture. We estimate that, between
now and 1967, our supply of U. S. crude
oil will increase by 20%. But in that
time, our need for oil will increase by
30%. And narrowing that gap means
encouraging discovery.
We welcome further questions and comment.
Please address them to Gulf Oil Corp.,
Room 1300, GulfBldg., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.

SECURITIES AND EXCHANGE COMMISSION
Washington 25, D. C.
Office of the
General Counsel

July 16, 1959

Mr. Dick John
News Director
Station WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Dear Mr. John:

I have been advised recently by Judge Allred, our
Regional Administrator in Fort Worth, of the splendid job
done by you and your staff in connectionw^hy^uriri^^l
, •"' 1
It was
investigation and public expose 1 of f

as a result of the program which you produced at your station
that this whole scheme came to the attention of our Commission. The initial work which you did in your comprehensive
interviews with officers and directors and other representatives of the company who were engaged in soliciting and
obtaining funds from the public, made it possible for this
Commission to move rapidly to obtain an injunction against
future violations in the offer and sale of these securities.
It is rare indeed when Commission counsel has in effect
a ready-made case presented to him and even rarer when that
case is referred to him in the form of film and tape for a
Although we were able to obtain
retelecast in a court room.
the injunction by consent of the defendants, such consent
would probably not have been forthcoming had it not been for
the fact that the defendants knew we were fully prepared and
In large measure
ready to present the issues to the court.
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We are very much indebted to you and your associates
for making it possible for us to proceed as quickly as we did
and grateful indeed for your willingness to give freely of
your time without concern for expense in offering to appear in
Please accept
court to present the retelecast of your program.
I frankly
done.
well
ly
my congratulations on a job extreme
Commission
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at
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instanc
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no
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wherein a radio or television station has made
laws.
ies
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contribution to the enforcement of the federal
Yours sincerely,

•/nomas G. Meeker
General Counsel

cc:

Judge Allred

WK Y axi) WKYTV
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
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P. Bagwell

handled the Queen for a Day story in
Broadcasting Aug. 10 (page 36, "A
perennial outlet for the prize guy").
Robert C. Temple, Pres.
Queen for a Day, Hollywood
News stories wanted
editor:

WSYR-TV
MORE

ALONE

HOMES

DELIVERS

THAN

44,287

ITS COMPETITOR

A new audio-visual-educational television column in the magazine of the
California Teachers Assn. (CTA Journal) is looking for information or news
stories.
We are looking for releases which relate to the educational field, whether it
is straight audio-visual equipment or
films, or items dealing with the use
of closed-circuit television, or production of educational tv films.
Vivian L. Toewe
CTA Journal
1705 Murchison Drive
Burlingame, Calif.
Pet Milk's radio story
editor:
In your fine story "Why Pet Milk
buys small market radio" (page 46,
Aug. 17) you have Ernest Tubb's name
As the
man who first sent Ernest
spelled
"Tubbs."
from WBAP Fort Worth to Hollywood
for a jumping tintype in 1942, make it
"Tubb."
Elbert Haling
Internal Revenue Service
Dallas, Tex.
Mighty explosion
editor:

WSYR-TV
WSYE-TV,
HOMES

AND

ITS

DELIVER
THAN

ITS

SATELLITE,
73,089

MORE

COMPETITOR

Granted that the verbal blow-by-blow
preview of the impending network
donnybrook was "illuminating reading"
("Strategy for a program battle," page
27, Aug. 17). the question still remains
— "What's going to happen when 'stability' meets 'totality of service' meets
'counter-programming'?" Could be such
a coaxial mixup that the Budapest
String Quartet might sidle into the 89 p.m. Sunday slot! But then again, ad
men can take heart — the whole media
will be "emulsified" anyway.
John V. Chervokas
Copy
DirectorInc., Boston
Ray Barron
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 354 per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.

narrrr--rrrrrrcr^TXTTTn[C
100 KW
Channel 3 • SYRACUSE, N. Y.
Plus WSYE-TV channel 18 ELMIRA, N. Y.
Get the Full Story from HARRINGTON,
18

RIGHTER

& PARSONS

SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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FRESNO
(California)

FIRST TV STATION IN FRESNO
KMJ-TV

KMJ-TV . . .
first TV station in
The Billion-Dollar
Valley of the Bees

KMJ-TV news programs are tops
and viewers make it a habit to see
them — the two highest-rated
news programs in the area are on

coordinates with McClatchy

newspapers for complete up-to-theminute reporting. The local scene is
also covered on a 24 -hour basis with
sound and silent film cameras.

KMJ-TV*.
•ARB - April - May - 1959
THE
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"Some

of our

most

profitable

presentations

are made

the stations

we

SAYS

to

represent"

We chart the progress of the stations we work for
. . . their sales potential and sales, their audience,
their CPM
want

and their competition . . . because we

to know

how

we are doing, and how

we

can do better.
They welcome

this information and often ask for

our counsel on their product, their prices and their
promotion.
Is this PGW

service profitable? We

think that

these stations are in the best position to tell you
of our work in that area. Don't you?
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Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
ATLANTA
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
SAN FRANCISCO
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1. Quality Audience
You'll
in the find
KCRA"spending
audience.power"
Last
Audience Composition
Radiopulse for Sacramento
shows high adult audience—
number one in the 6 A.M. to
12 midnight average.
2. Volume Audience
Sound ratings in all time
periods that translate into
low CPM. (Ask your Petry
man for specific figures. )
Pulse Cumulative Report
also shows KCRA with most
undiiplicated homes both
daily and weekly.
3. Real Merchandising
A full time merchandising
department with the biggest
in-store chain tie-ins in the
Sacramento Valley ... a
merchandising bonus with
provable pay off!

BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff
Mi
BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

When

you've

a BIG

got

job

in Cincinnati . .

Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
Special Projects Editor . .David Glickman
Associate Editor
Harold Hopkins
Assistant Editors: Dawson Nail, Jacqueline Eagle; Staff Writers: George Darlington, Malcolm Oettinger, Myron Scholnick, Jim Thomas; Editorial Assistants:
Bob Forbes, Rita Cournoyer, Patricia Funk;
Secretary to the Publisher: Gladys L.
Hall.
BUSINESS
V.P. & General Manager Maury Long
Sales Manager. .Winfield Levi (New York)
Southern Sales Manager Ed Sellers
Production Manager George L. Dant
Traffic Manager
Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Doris Kelly
Advertising Assistants: Merilyn Bean,
John Henner, Ada Michael.
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Assistant Auditor
Eunice Weston
Secretary to Gen. Mgr Eleanor Schadi
CIRCULATION & READERS' SERVICE
Manager
John P. Cosgrove
Subscription Manager. . Frank N. Gentile
Circulation Assistants: Charles Browne,
Gerry Cleary, David Cusick, Christine Harageones, Charles Harpold, Marilyn Peizer.
BUREAUS
New York: 444 Madison Ave., Zone 22,
Plaza 5-8355.
Editorial
Senior Editor
Rufus Crater
Bureau News Manager ... Donald V. West
Associate Editor
David W. Berlyn
N. Y. Features Editor . . . Rocco Famighetti
Staff Writers: Richard Erickson, Mary
Hurley, Janet Lantz, Benjamin Seff.
Business
Sales Manager
Winfield R. Levi
Sales Service Mgr. . . . Eleanor R. Manning
Eastern Sales Manager Kenneth Cowan
Advertising Assistant. . . .Donna Trolinger
Chicago: 360 N. Michigan Ave., Zone 1,
Central 6-4115.
Midwest News Editor
John Osbon
Midwest Sales Mgr.. .Warren W. Middleton
Assistant
Barbara Kolar
Hollywood: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Zone 28,
Hollywood 3-3148.
Senior Editor
Bruce Robertson
Western Sales Manager Bill Merritt
Assistant
Virginia Strieker
Toronto: 11 Burton Road, Zone 10, Hudson
9-2694. Correspondent: James Montagnes.

DO

IT!

BIG Y has AUDIENCE AND POWER
. . . the BIGGEST metropolitan audience of any Cincinnati station (AprilMay 1959 Nielsen) and 50,000 WATTS
of SELLING power to reach all the
Cincinnati area.
We are doing a BIG job every day for
our
Here's what a few say
aboutadvertisers.
us:
"With WCKY. we set an all-time
record for SOHIO station openings in
Cincinnati and in Ohio." Elmer Horstmeyer. Hyde Park Sohio Service
"We WCKY
can honestly
say thewere
results
our
broadcasts
the from
best
promotions
we ever
iner, Pres. Jems
Shoe had."
Stores Saul Mar''Our account. Jennings Buick, has
asked me to express to you how pleased
he is with the result of his WCKY
broadcasts
we are a firm
believer in the aggressive grass roots
showmanship that WCKY does so
well."
Art Radkey, V.P. Keelor &
Stites Co.
Let BIG Y work for you in Cincinnati!
Call Tom Welstead at our New York
office, Eldorado 5-1127, or AM Radio
Sales in Chicago and the West Coast.

BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
BROADCASTING*
— The News Magazine of the
Fifth Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932,
Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953.
• Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.
22
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over
Publication "B
920% over
Publication "C

3,300% over
Publication "D

*" What's a "Million Dollar
Buyer"? It's an agency executive responsible, directly
or indirectly, for the placewent of over $1,000,000
yearly in broadcast advertising. Among 460 respondents
in this ARB study, more than
8- out of 10 were.

HOW DO WE KNOW?Because this was another of the searching questions asked in
our newest readership study by American Research Bureau, Inc. The jury polled by
ARB included the most important executives who make the major broadcast advertising decisions at the 50 biggest TV-radio agencies in the country. You can have
ALL their answers on ten trenchant queries about TV-radio business publications
if you'll let us send you a copy of "What Do the Million Dollar Buyers Think?" —
just off the press.
BROADCASTING
THE

Businessweekly

of

Television

and

Radio

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington S, D. C.
New York ■ Chicago • Hollywood

Prior to July, 1959, WPLO call letters were WAGA
a/i</ lAe&e o//i*>i SP/otitj/i ZP/a/ionA:
Radio Baltimore Radio Boston
Radio Chicago Radio Memphis
WiJIi
24
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from KENT H. LEE, vice 'president, D'Arcy Adv. Co., Chicago
The

power

It seems to me that a lot of people
in the advertising business have forgotten that advertising, whether in radio, tv or print media, is only a substitute for personal selling.
How fortunate the food manufacturers would be if they could send a
salesman into each retail outlet across
America and have this salesman stand
beside the shelf constantly pushing the
benefits of his brand. Any manufacturer
would find his sales immediately on the
ascendency. For at the point of sale,
at the point of decision, the extra
power behind the selling message
would be at work to sway decisions
in favor of this particular brand.
But we can't afford millions of personal salesmen, so we must rely on
advertising and we must buy power.
Advertising or salesmanship has two
primary jobs to do. In the majority of
cases, it has to attract new customers to
your brand and it has to hold the old
customers of your brand. All of the
advertising concepts about image building, improving the financial concept of
the company etc., are all true, but if
you don't first sell the merchandise,
they're not worth much.
In nearly all of the brands of highfrequency-of-sale merchandise there is
a tendency to be competitive in advertising impact in radio, tv and other
media . . . but only competitive. In
other words, everybody's watching his
competitor instead of watching his potential customer.
Making Them Switch • The only way
that an established brand can get
new customers is to take them away
from a competitor. It takes more advertising power in broadcast and print
media to get a customer away from a
competitor than it does to hold a customer. Yet too few of us are willing
to go into the ring and throw a Sunday
punch that will knock this competition
through the ropes.
Too many of us are taking our
budgets, large or small, and distributing
them more or less evenly by classes of
markets across our marketing, territory.
This dribble-and-drab method of spending ad dollars may look good on departmeMak charts but it usually doesn't
even come close to affecting the j total
brand .switching <hat is possible by a
more aggressive -policy
_ ~J
It takes power advertising to put a
little germ of an idea into the mind of
a man or a woman about to make a
purchase. Little "anti-bodies" are imBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

concept

wins

mediately sentoff
out that
by irritating
the prospect's
mind to brush
germ
of an idea which will cause some inconvenience or some change of habit
from established purchasing grooves.
If the advertiser doesn't immediately
send helpers to that little fighting germ
of an idea, it will die before it can get
a good hold, before it can generate help
of its own. Millions of dollars are being
spent each year sending out little motivating impulses which strive to get a
foothold within the gray matter of millions of prospects, but they don't have
the strength, by themselves, to get a
firm grip and they are thrown out.
Power Brings Results • By putting
all of your dollars to work in carefully
selected media with full power in one
or more markets, as you can afford to
do, a good advertising campaign can

Kent Lee, after graduating from Western Reserve U., Cleveland, joined
Campbell-Ew aid's production department in New York in 1934. Later,
after operating his own New York advertising office, he joined Geyer, Cornell & Newell as copy chief on Kelvinator. He also handled advertising and
sales promotion for Sears, Roebuck &
Co. and managed store and dealer advertising for Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Co,.. That) led to his association with
D'Arcy Adv. Co. and the General Tire
account. Jle became co-manager of
■D' Arey-s-1 Detroit office and vp and account executive on Packard. Today,
he's vp and account executive on
D'Arcy's Standard Oil (Ltd.) account
in Chicago.

customers
quickly stimulate so much consumer
business the jobbers and retailers will
start clamoring for your brand. Your
salesmen won't be knocking on doors
and getting down on their knees to get
an interview with key buyers. When
customers clamor for goods, the big
buyers come to you.
The power concept also is 100%
against the prevailing popular opinion
that it takes 250 rating points to impress
a major market but it only takes 100
rating points to impress a secondary
market. The fact that competitive advertising volume in the secondary
markets may be much less than in the
major markets doesn't mean that it
takes less advertising to influence Joe
Public. inThePeoria
poweris concept
a man's
mind
just as says
impregnable
to change as a man's in Chicago.
Reach and Frequency • A great deal
of tv and radio programming today has
a limited reach. You can prove that the
"buy" is good on a cost-per-thousand
basis, but too few people are listening.
Today you need reach and frequency
to be more
competitive.
believe it's
better
to have
reach andWefrequency
in
one market until you dominate that
market and until you have completely
captured that market. Soon you will
find you can hold your position in that
market with reduced expenditures,
while you take your newly made dollars from your increased sales and devote them to getting new customers in
the next most important market.
So it all adds up to this: there are
many advertisers who will continue to
spend a lot of money in a lot of
markets. But if they would take a good
look, they would find they are spending
a little money in a lot of markets, which
adds up to a lot of money corporatewise, but there's no power there. In
each of these markets they are going
into the competitive ring and throwing
weak punches against their competition.
Then there are other advertisers who
study a market thoroughly, line up
their distribution, knock with confidence on the doors of jobbers, distributors and retailers and tell them how
they are going to invade one or more
important markets, and then live up to
those promises. As a result, the merchandise which the buyers move in is
quickly moved out.
That's the power concept and I still
believe it is the best one for a whale25
of a lot of products.

i BJ
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Thompson R. Watt, DENVER
POST Television and Radio
Editor conducted his own "TV
Attitude Test" strictly by asking for mail and with no television station affiliation. This
overwhelming

preference

reported for KLZ-TV has also
been reflected in the ARB and
Nielsen reports.
KLZ-TV continues to be first

CBS

from sign-on to sign-off seven
days a week in all surveys!
Surveys reveal that KLZ-TV
has the widest margin of
leadership ever reported in
the Denver market!

DENVER

TELEVISION
channel
REPRESENTED

26
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AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS

TV
Rep.

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE

'NOT
Celler

HURTING'
views

problems

Minor league baseball is "dying on
the vine because of a diverse number
of reasons" and not because of game
telecasts, Chairman Emanuel Celler
(D-NY.) of the House Judiciary antitrust subcommittee said Thursday at
second day of sports hearing (early
story page 56). Chairman Celler termed
"untrue" the charge that tv is ruining
the minors.
Proposed legislation providing antitrust exemptions that would permit
blackouts of major games in minor
leagues was described by the chairman
as "a selfish scheme to feather the nests
of baseball magnates." He suggested
the majors look to colleges for players
instead of the minors.
Testimony of four broadcasting witnesses Thursday provided one of the
finest industry presentations he has ever
heard, Chairman Celler said.
The Senate anti-monopoly subcommittee approved Thursday a bill
(S 2545) to exempt professional football, basketball and hockey from antitrust prosecution. The bill goes to the
full Judiciary Committee. The chairman said he hopes for favorable committee action. In such case, he hopes
the Senate itself will pass it before
adjournment.
Equality Provision • Under the bill
the three listed sports would enjoy the
same antitrust exemptions now held by
baseball. "There is an urgent need for
this legislation, particularly by professional football," Sen. Kefauver said.
"Without it, every act of the National
Football League is suspect under antitrust laws." The legislation is based on
a Supreme Court decision holding baseball is exempt from antitrust laws
whereas football is not exempt.
The subcommittee wants to give
more study to baseball's "complexities
so there will be an orderly transition
from its present status of almost complete exemption from the antitrust laws
to a status of limited exemption similar
to that of the three sports covered in
this bill," Sen. Kefauver said.
Sen. Kenneth B. Keating (R-N.Y.),
sponsor of legislation that would include baseball as well as the other three
sports, said he will try to add baseball
to the bill in committee. If he fails,
he will make the effort on the Senate
floor, he said. The Kefauver subcommittee held extensive hearings in 1958
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

BASEBALL
of minor

leagues

on professional sports exemption from
antitrust laws.
The subcommittee bill would legalize equalization of competitive playing strengths, apparently by use of college or amateur drafting procedures;
reservation, selection or assignment of
player contracts; exclusive franchise
rights within a five-mile radius of the
playing site in cities over 2 million
population; league agreements for 75mile blackouts on telecasts on the day
of a regular game; agreements to share
telecast revenues of one team in the
viewing area of another.
NBC

political

plans

NBC has formed new political broadcast unit that will coordinate sale of
time for political broadcasts on both
radio and tv networks, on owned and
operated stations, and on regional networks set up during 1960 election
year. Assigned to direct operation was
William S. Hedges, NBC vice president
in charge of general services, according to announcement by David Adams,
NBC senior executive vice president.
Network says it hopes to get away
from "static form" identified with political broadcasts in past by acquainting

Stanton

telegram

CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton sent following telegram to
affiliates Thursday following Senate approval of equal time bill
(see story, page 46) :
"It is our view that the bill
represents a significant step forward in permitting radio and television to operate in the public interest and more fully to use their
special tools in informing the
public in the democratic processes. We are determined to exercise these important new freedoms solely for the purpose of
fuller and more comprehensive
broadcasting in the public interest.
"I am grateful for your help,
without which these important
rights and responsibilities, which
are now ours, could not have
been won."

DEADLINE
OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 33

and encouraging candidates to make
better use of visual aspects and production techniques. Mr. Hedges, broadcast
veteran of 37 years, will maintain close
liaison with NBC News & Public
Affairs.
KROD-AM-TV
to Vaugn

and

is sold
Trigg

Sale of KROD-AM-TV El Paso by
Dorrance Roderick's El Paso Times to
Jack Vaugn, Dallas industrialist and
station owner, and Cecil L. Trigg, Texas
broadcaster, for in excess of $3 million announced late last week. Transaction, subject to customary FCC approval, will terminate 20-year identity
of Roderick family in broadcasting.
Ch. 4 KROD-TV began operation in
1952, while KROD, on 600 kc with
5 kw full-time, began operation in 1940.
Both are CBS affiliated.
Mr. Vaugn controls ch. 7 KVII(TV)
Amarillo, with Mr. Trigg holding
4.25% Mr. Trigg owns 80% of ch. 7
KOSA(TV) Odessa, of which he is
president and general manager.
Val Lawrence, vice president and
general manager of El Paso stations and
vice prsident of El Paso Times, will continue with new ownership in consulting
capacity.
KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore., was sold
by W. Don Miller, executor for estate
of late W. D. Miller, to Riley Gibson,
Doug Anderson, George McConnell
and March Hanan for $145,000. Purchasers own KXOA Sacramento and
formerly owned KXO El Centro, Calif.
KFJI is on 1150 kc with 5 kw day,
1 kw directional night. Transaction was
handled by Edwin Tornberg & Co.
KSDA Redding, Calif., was sold by
Van C. Newkirk to Paul Patrick and
Wilford Moench for $40,000. Sale was
handled by Wilt Guzendorfer & Assoc.
KSDA, on 1400 kc with 250 w, has
been off air since February 1958 and
Mr. Newkirk purchased it from bankruptcy last May.
Ziv world

sales

up

Ziv Television Programs, New York,
reported last Friday (Sept. 4) that international sales for fiscal year ending
Aug. 31, 1959, rose 46% over record
previous 12 months. Ed Stern, head of
Ziv's international division, noted that
"while the foreign market has been
growing, it still involves tremendous investments inre-voicing that will make it
some years before foreign profits equal
those in the domestic market."
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AT

DEADLINE

BBDO

releases

on in-store

report

displays

Servicing to advertisers by stations
of in-store display is increasing, BBDO
claims in public release of report that
compiles in 279 pages lists of 185 radio
and 81 tv stations, along with their
merchandising plans, which include
supermarket display space for advertisers.
This is third such survey made in
past three years for BBDO, this one
initiated last March and taking four
months to complete. In past, agency
had kept such reports confidential, but
this year report is being offered at $5
per report to cover publishing costs.
Compilation was made by BBDO's
media merchandising division of marketing department under direction of
Louis Kruh, who heads division, and
Paul Freyd, vice president in charge
of marketing.
Researchers working on merchandising reports in past have noted increase of service though they report
lack of "statistical comparison" because this year's survey, unlike past
reports, was expanded to include crosscheck system of stations and their representatives. While report primarily
covered supermarket displays, drug
stores were included also in some cases.
For most stations, names of cooperating chains are listed along with minimum expenditures necessary for an
advertiser to participate. Report says
station cooperation "generally ranges
from fair to good."
Rounded

ratings

Television Advertising Representatives Inc., which represents tv outlets
owned by Westinghouse Broadcasting
Co., announced Friday (Sept. 4) it has
adopted formally "rounded rating concept" in spot tv buying. TvAR noted
that when company began operation
luly 1, it introduced this policy for
period of 60 days and, after gathering
reactions from advertising agencies, has
formalized plan under title of "Drop the
Decimal."
Larry H. Israel, vice president and
general manager of TvAR, (see Our
Respects to, page 105), explained that
when company submits ratings to agencies, it rounds to nearest whole number (for example, ratings from 17.5 to
18.4 are shown as 18, while those from
28

'Voice'

welcome?

Voice of America officials are
hopeful Russia will begin to relax jamming policy with Sept. 16
broadcast VOA will beam behind Iron Curtain. Speaker will
be Russian Premier Nikita
Khrushchev from National Press
Club in Washington. VOA also
plans to broadcast into Russia
Premier's address Sept. 1 8 to
U.N. General Assembly and other
speeches while Mr. Khrushchev
is in U.S.
Russians have jammed U.S. addresses by leading communists in
past, including U.N. speech by
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
A. Gromyko. Reason for the
continuous jamming, the Russians
claim, is because Voice broadcasts "lie." VOA plans to promote upcoming Khrushchev
speeches with repeated announcements on Russian-language programs starting this week.
18.5 to 19.4 are listed as 19). TvAR's
position is that decimal fluctuations
have "little statistical significance."
Four

tv translators;

educational

permit

FCC Thursday (Sept. 3) announced
following tv actions:
• Richardson Independent School
District, Richardson, Tex., granted
construction permit for new educational tv station on ch. 23 (Dallas allocation). Authorized power will be
0.575 kw with antenna 230 feet above
ground.
• Williams-Ash Fork Assoc. Tv
Committee, Williams, Ariz., granted
construction permit for translator station on ch. 70 to repeat programs of
KOOL-TV Phoenix.
• San Luis Valley Tv Inc., Romeo,
Colo., granted new translator station
on ch. 76 to repeat signal of KOATTV Albuquerque, N.M. Station will
serve cities of Romeo, La Jara and
Manasa. all Colorado.
• Wallowa Valley Tv Assn., Wallowa
Valley, Ore., granted new translator
station on ch. 81 to translate programs
of KREM-TV Spokane, Wash.
• Lower Valley Tv Assn.. ProsserWhitstran, Wash., granted construction

permit for translator station to operate
on ch. 74, repeating signal of KHQTV Spokane.
• Designated for comparative hearing competing applications of Island
Broadcasting Corp., Supreme Broadcasting Co. of Puerto Rico and Virgin
Islands Broadcasting System for tv station on ch. 10 in Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas, V.I.
FCC
denial

actions

include

of Fresno

sta

Petition by ch. 47 KJEO (TV) Fresno, Calif., for temporary operation on
ch. 2 was denied Thursday (Sept. 3) by
FCC. Commission has proposed to add
ch. 2 to Fresno as drop-in and KJEO
sought operation on vhf pending final
determination of rulemaking. Comments are due Sept. 23 with replies
by FCC
Oct. 8.
also stayed Aug. 24 effective
date of shifts in allocations table assigning chs. 3 and 9 to Columbus, Ga.,
in lieu of ch. 4 and shifting ch. 4 to
Dothan, Ala., instead of ch. 9. Commission said it needed more time for
review of matters raised in petition for
reconsideration filed by ch. 9 WTVY
(TV) Dothan.
WTVY claimed that it could not be
ordered to shift from ch. 9 to ch. 4
without public hearing, as would be required under FCC order released in
July. Under rulemaking, ch. 4 WRBLTV Columbus would shift to ch. 3
and ch. 28 WTVM-TV Columbus
would get ch. 9.
Am-fm proceeding started in 1954
was made final by FCC when part
three of its rules was amended to provide bandwidth definitions and emission limitations for am and fm stations. New rules, designed to cut down
interference, will not affect existing
stations except where interference is
actually shown to exist. They will go
into effect Jan. 1, 1960, and all stations constructed after that date must
install equipment meeting new standards.
Allott for boosters
Sen. Gordon Allott (R-Colo.) Thursday (Sept. 3) urged FCC to issue new
administrative order assuring continued
operation of vhf boosters. In letter to
Chairman John C. Doerfer, Sen. Allott said there is little hope for Senate
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

action this session on bill (S 1886)
legalizing boosters constructed without
FCC sanction. He said approval of
bill last week by Senate Commerce
Committee makes intent of Congress
very clear, however (see story, page
56. Present authority for continued
booster operation expires Sept. 30.
Rep.

Kasem

House

bill seeks

radio-tv

airing

Rep. George Kasem (D-Calif.) introduced resolution last Thursday (Sept.
3) which would lift ban of Speaker Sam
Rayburn (D-Tex.) against radio-tv coverage of House proceedings. "I can
see no reason why we should draw
the line on making the meetings of
the House 'public' only to the few
who can visit Washington and the
House gallery," Rep. Kasem said in
introducing his measure (H. Res. 377).
"The only contact 99% of the people
of the U.S. have with our proceedings is in the press, where reports are
sometimes incomplete or are subject
to a reporter's bias on occasion," he
said. Rep. Martha Griffiths (D-Mich.)
is author of similar proposal and House
Rules Committee has denied her request for public hearing on measure.
House

report

Executive

raps

secrecy

"unjustifiable"
spread
of secrecy
in The
the Executive
branch
of the
federal
government is exposed in the latest report of the House Government Information Subcommittee, according to
Rep. William L. Dawson (D-Ill.), chairman of the House Government Operations Committee.
In a statement last Thursday (Sept. 3),
Rep. Dawson said, "The report documents arecord showing the administration ishiding the facts which the American people need to know about their
government." The subcommittee is
headed by Rep. lohn E. Moss (DCalif . ) . Other members are Reps. Dante
B. Fascell (D-Fla.) and Clare E. Hoffman (R-Mich.).
The subcommittee report, adopted
Tuesday (Sept. 1) and filed with the
House last Thursday concluded, under
a heading "The Divine Right of the
Executive Branch":
"Neither the Constitution nor the laws
enacted by Congress, nor the decisions
of the courts provide any basis for the
claim of 'executive privilege' now imposed upon the public and the Congress.
The 'privilege' of secrecy ... is nothBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

ing more than an insidious resurgence
of the divine right of an all-powerful
executive — a doctrine rejected more
than a century and a half ago by the
American Revolution and the Constitu."
In tiona. . minority
statement, Rep. Hoffman stated the right to know was limited by the Constitution when provision
was made for a separation and division
of governmental powers between the
executive, legislative and judicial
branches of the government. He suggested the judicial branch of the government would "seem to be the proper
one to lay down broad, general rules
for the guidance" of the executive departments and Congress.
Sees

catv

solution

Community antenna i vs. local tv
problem is "not insoluble" in opinion
of Comr. Rosel H. Hyde, who returned
to Washington last week after having
spent week in Montana, Wyoming and
Idaho on vexing problem. Solution,
however, will come only if "free tv"
operators, as well as catv owners, recognize need for working relationship
under which both could provide service, he felt. Comr. Hyde met with
tv broadcasters, catv operators, servicing people, as well as public officials,
during trip which was part of 30 day
tour made by Broadcast Bureau Chief
Harold C. Cowgill and lames B.
Sheridan, bureau economist.

U.S. sets

farm

census

The first census of American agriculture in five years will be conducted
in October and November by the U.S.
Census Bureau. Enumerators will open
their farm checking Oct. 7 in Wyoming, Montana and Florida, continuing into late November.
A count of tv sets on farms is not
included in the census but will be part
of the 1960 decennial census. Question aires to be filled out by farmers
will be mailed by the bureau a fortnight before the enumerators come.
They
visitto all
nation's
million will
farms
aid ofin the
filling
out the4
forms. Last week the bureau mailed
lists of broadcast promotion material to
stations. Question-answer and spot
transcriptions and slide announcements
are voiced by outstanding artists along
with announcer and interview copy.
Calif, fm

rep formed

Western FM Broadcasting has been
organized by Miss Bj Hamrick, formerly an fm station sales manager,
as sales and sales promotion representative of seven Southern California
fm stations: KBCA (FM) Beverly Hills,
KDUO (FM) Hollywood, KDWC (FM)
West Covina, KGLA (FM) and KHOF
(FM) both Los Angeles, KUTE (FM)
Glendale, KVFM (FM) San Fernando.
Western FM has offices at 1680 N. Vine
St., Hollywood.

Three days of 'warning,' no music
offering $10,000 to person identiA new "modern radio" station
fying the KRLA man-in-street was
began in Los Angeles last week, heralded by three days in which it started.
broadcast call letters, no programs,
Purport of all this sound and fury
no news, no music — only continual
was that KXLA Pasadena had been
stream of announcements. Thursday
acquired by Eleven-Ten Broadcastmorning,
"Radio
Eleven-Ten"
was
ing Corp. Headed by station repreidentified as KRLA and regular
sentative Donald R. Cooke, call was
changed
to KRLA, its daytime
began with "KRLA's
programming
top
50" tunes, Rocket News (chiefly power upped from 10 kw to 50 kw
one-sentence bulletins, delivered in (nighttime power remains at 10 kw)
40%
high-pitched staccato and separated
and rates boosted by better than
and "electronic
by wailing
time"
signals.whistles)
Contests included cash for answering telephone by saying "ElevenTen", respondents names read on
air, an all-out search for location of
"Golden Key," with $50,000 prize
offered to finder. (Police intervention
was required to prevent damage to
station transmitter, plus other sites
in city, by seekers of prize.) After
station identified itself, new contest

How Los Angeles will receive
KRLA's new sound remains to be
answered. KFWB, whose President
Robert Purcell brought the first
"contemporary radio" to Los Angeles on New Year's Day, 1958, has
been phenomenally successful.
KLAC, which also tried "top 40"
programming, abandoned it after
few months as dismal failure.
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Colo, syndicator
Alexander Film Co. of Colorado
Springs, pioneer in tv custom film production in Rocky Mountain area, is in
process of producing first syndicated
series. Called Love Is the Problem, it's
daytime strip dealing with advice to
lovelorn. Company, recently under new
management, is headed by Keith Munroe, president, former management consultant in Cleveland. Vice president and
general manager is Jay Berry.
Pat Dougherty dies
Marguerite Dougherty Hunter, 62,
former agency supervisor of Your Hit
Parade and radio-tv daytime serials as
Pat Dougherty, died last week in New
York's Memorial Hospital. As copy
writer for Lord & Thomas advertising
agency in early 1930s, she became first
agency representative to supervise radio
show when assigned to Hit Parade. Her

WEEK'S

quiz scandal will begin Oct. 6 (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 17).
Agencies,

note:

Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president
now touring Far East with AB-PT
President Leonard Goldenson, in
note to friend last week reported
that in Bangkok half hour of
prime evening time and program
costs less than $100. Only 35,000
tv homes in city of 1,750,000 —
"but one offer brings 70,000 Colgate box tops," Mr. Treyz wrote.
most recent work on tv was on Portia
Faces Life, which went off air in 1955.
Mrs. Hunter is survived by her husband and daughter.
Tv quiz probe Oct. 6
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee Chairman Oren Harris (DArk.) Friday announced hearing on tv

• Business

briefly

Kellogg repeats • Screen Gems, N.Y.,
has sold second half-hour cartoon show
to Kellogg Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
New series, Quick Draw McGraw, is by
Bill Hanna and Joe Barbera whose
Huckleberry Hound is running for Kellogg on some 175 stations at present.
Quick Draw is slated for 150 outlets. It
uses animals to take off on tv westerns,
private eyes and situation comedies.
Hanna-Barbera Productions also has
cartoon NBC-TV Ruff & Reddy. Kellogg agency: Leo Burnett, Chicago.
Culver buying • Alberto Culver (hair
preparations), Chicago, through Geoffrey Wade Adv., same city, negotiating
for Lawless Years on NBC-TV, Thurs.,
10:30-11 p.m. EST, effective Oct. 1.

HEADLINERS

Lansing B. Lindquist, from 1950 to 1956
vp in charge of radio and tv at Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh, rejoins
agency as vp with general responsibility
for all broadcast and media activities. For
past three years, he has been vp and associate tv director at McCann-Erickson,
N.Y. Mr. Lansing, who is chairman of
program committee of Radio and TeleMr. Lindquist
vision Executives Society of N. Y., entered
broadcasting in 1931 and has served as artist, announcer,
writer, producer, program director and station manager. He
will divide his time between New York home and offices.
Edgar J. Donaldson, vp, tv-radio, and William B. Phillips,
director of media for KM&G, continue in charge of their
respective departments.

chandising and licensing of subsidiary program rights including music and book publishing and sale of film prints to
educational and service organizations. NBC's theatrical activities include financial interest in number of Broadway
productions and ownership of Hudson Theatre, now being
expanded for stage use. Mr. Stern continues to report to
J.M. Clifford, executive vice president, administration.

Tooke
Mr. Tooke
Mr. Allen
Boston joined
stationWestinghouse's
in 1955, was
previously general manager of KYW, its Philadelphia outlet
at that time. Prior to that, he had been program manager
and general manager of WOWO Fort Wayne, Ind., and had
headed program department of KDKA Pittsburgh. Mr. Allen was previously advertising and sales promotion director
of WBZ-TV, promotional and publicity director for Crosley
Broadcasting Corp. and editor of several publications.

Jerome Hyams, vp in charge of syndication of Screen Gems Inc., N.Y., appointed
vp and general manager and elected to
board of SG, assuming former responsibilities of Ralph Cohn, late president,
who died last month (Broadcasting, Aug.
10). A. Schneider, president of Columbia
Pictures, of which SG is subsidiary, takes
title of president, but Mr. Hyams will
function as administrative head. Mr.
Mr. Hyams
Hyams was appointed director of syndication for SG in
1956 when company absorbed Hygo Television Films, N.Y.,
of which he was president and founded in 1950. Earlier
he had been vp and sales manager of Commonwealth Pictures, NY., 16 mm distribution company.
John S. Hansen, local sales manager of
KCOP (TV) Los Angeles, appointed manager of KPTV (TV) Portland, Ore. Both
stations are owned by Nafi Corp., pending
FCC approval of KCOP purchase (see
Broadcasting, Aug. 17). Before joining
KCOP, Mr. Hansen was general manager
of KABC Los Angeles. He now reports to
Alvin G. Flanagan, vp of broadcast diviMr. Hansen
sion of Nafi in charge of its tv station (see
Week's Headliners, Aug. 24).

Alfred R. Stern, NBC director of international operations
and chairman of board of NBC International Ltd., has also
been given supervision of NBC theatrical activities. Robert
E. Kintner, president of NBC, making the announcement,
listed these additional areas being assigned Mr. Stern: mer-

Commercial managers of three Tri-Buy Southern California radio stations owned by Kenyon Brown have been elevated to general managers: Joe Klass of KITO San Bernardino, Thomas L. Papich of KFOX Long Beach, Warren
C. Ward of KSON San Diego.
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FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Franklin A. Tooke, general manager of WBZ-TV
Boston, appointed vp in
charge of Cleveland area
for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. James E. Allen, WBZ-TV sales manager, succeeds him. Mr.
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KPHO

RADIO
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ADVERTISING
AGGRESSIVE
IN THE FAST-GROWING
PHOENIX,

ARIZONA

TV

OFFERS
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MARKET!
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ZEPHYR

Off CKER1

I
#

SYSTEM

/Ff s

A brand-new, pre-tested service maintained exclusively by KPHO Radio and
Television in the entire A. J. Bayless Chain and other top grossing food markets.
ADVERTISERS LIKE THEM
GROCERY STORES LIKE THEM
The two-sided I8V2 by 6V2 inch Checkerlite panels
over each check-out stand catch the eye, get results!
KPHO Radio and Television Advertisers rate exposure
for full 15 day intervals on all lights simultaneously.
Message ties-in with TV for double impact.

Zephyr System Checkerlites not only enhance the appearance ofthe stores, but provide a means of speeding the flow of carts to "working" checkstands through
a system of blinking lights.

YOU'LL LIKE THEM
This exclusive hard-hitting service is now in operation
ready to serve you where other displays of any kind
cannot even be purchased.
Represented by
THE

KATZ

AGENCY

RADIO
KPHO

AND

TELEVISION

MEREDITH

FAMILY

PHOENIX
STATIONS

»l» Newspaper, magazine, radio, TV, direct mail, outdoor, window display, marquee, personal appearances - among many other bonus promotions for KPHO Radio/TV advertisers
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PROOF:
In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan market, total
retail sales within WSJS-Television's Grade A Coverage
area come to $1,396,079,000. Only WSJS-Television
offers this strong signal strength in its industrially
rich Piedmont market.

television
Winston-Salem/

32

Greensboro

CHANNEL 12
Headley-Reed, Reps.
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TV'S
With

THE
exciting

biggest

MAGIC
model

billings

ever

The U.S. automobile industry is betting millions that tv can lead the car^
buying public into showrooms across
the nation.
Just how many tv dollars Detroit
will spend is a secret guarded by each
manufacturer, and even the ad men
are unable to say just how their tv
ad budgets will wind up.
Although the steel strike, Detroit's
introduction of economy or "compact"
auto models and continuing competition from foreign cars are factors in
making budgets uncertain, one thing is
sure: a near-victory for tv in the fight
among media for the auto national ad
dollar. Auto-makers are spending more
in television than ever before.
Network Dominates • In tv, auto
manufacturers are using network exten-

year

WORD

in prospect,

in television;

IN

automakers

radio

at least

sively, and in some cases, exclusively.
Spot tv will be used by most auto makers to supplement network, and in some
cases, as independent efforts. Radio figures in most auto advertising but with
varying degrees. Tv for Detroit appears
as a glittering mosaic of cars and stars,
with big tv talent rosters and time purchases, and NBC-TV getting the most
blockbusters.
Ford Motor Co., with $29-30 million record plans for network tv time
and talent, is putting more than 50%
of this (a reported $15-17 million) into
Startime — Tv's Finest Hour, a special,
running 39 weeks on NBC-TV, Tuesdays, some at 9:30-10:30 p.m., others
at 9:30-11 p.m., starting Oct. 6.
Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New
York. Startime is the most expensive

Covey of Corvairs • These models of General Motors'
entry in the compact car field, the Corvair, were photographed on a parking lot outside the Chevrolet plant at Willow Run, Mich., where they are being built. The Associated
Press, which serviced the photo, did not explain how the
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

DETROIT
are

placing

to hold

own

single tv venture by any auto manufacturer to date.
Tv's glitter also has pervaded the
foreign car field with Renault, the
French import, taking half-sponsorship
of The Moon and Sixpence, an expensive one-time dramatic show on NBCTV starring Sir Laurence Olivier.
Buick has Bob Hope and the writings
of Ernest Hemingway; Plymouth has
Steve Allen and his name guests; Oldsmobile will be backing Art Carney specials; Chevrolet returns with Dinah
Shore and Pat Boone; Mercury-Edse!
and Lincoln have Leonard Bernstein
and the New York Philharmonic;
Dodge has Lawrence Welk again, and
Pontiac will have Victor Borge and
others.
Here is a detailed summary of the

photographer took the forbidden picture of cars which will
not be put on public view until next month. Introduction
of economy cars by all three major motor manufacturers is
expected to add unusual excitement to the 1960 model year
in U.S. auto marketing.
33

1960 broadcast plans, expected debut
date and positioning (according to latest
new car registrations compiled by
Automotive News):
American Motors Corp.: For this
company the car that counts is Rambler, the first of the U.S. -produced small
autos to capture the imagination and
pocketbooks of the public. New models
are expected on Oct. 14.
In broadcast media. Rambler continues its spot tv Friday night plan and
to dovetail into the introduction period
will place campaigns in two nights —
four weeks in October and again in December— in 88 markets. (Rambler began its Friday night saturation plan in
tv last April, has found it successful
both with consumers and dealers. Originally it was placed on 170 stations in
76 markets, with an average of five
eight-second ID's hitting in prime time
and two 60-second commercials following up later in the evening (Broadcasting, May 4).
Though Rambler has no network
television in its plans, it is reported to
be "looking at network properties."
Network radio plays a big role in
Rambler
It's expected
Americanadvertising.
Motors will
increase that
its
weekend participation in Monitor (NBC
Radio) and, it's learned, is fattening its
allocation to newspapers as well. As
for radio spot, Rambler reports only
"isolated" use. Agency is Geyer, Moyer,
Madden & Ballard Inc., New York.
Rambler in new car registrations
ranked No. 7 in 1958 and is up to
No. 6 so far in 1959. The American
Motors' product had shot up to No. 3
in June but failed to keep its positioning, a development its spokesmen attribute to an inability to keep production up to demand.
Chrysler Corp.: Its cars are Chrysler, Imperial, DeSoto, Dodge, Plymouth
and Valiant (compact car).
Chrysler-Imperial network tv is unresolved, though its Detroit spokesmen
say they expect the car to be "in network" in 1960, well after introduction.
No spot tv is contemplated, but "radio
is in the mix." Introduction will be
about Oct. 16. Chrysler slipped from
No. 11 to No. 12, Imperial was No. 16
both years. Agency: Young & Rubicam,
Detroit and New York.
DeSoto is on the low-scale in total
sales. And its limited advertising budget
shows it. Some spot — radio and tv —
is in the offering for new models but
schedules will "vary." DeSoto in the
first half of 1959 was relatively heavy
in
and there's
it may
lookspot
at tv
network
tv as aa report
consideration.
BBDO, New York and Detroit,
handles DeSoto. It was No. 12 last
year and was down to No. 14 at last
reckoning this year. Debut date: about
Oct. 16.
34

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

Lawrence Welk on ABC-TV once
again is Dodge's entry. The car will
debut about Oct. 9, has a Dart model
(about the size of the Plymouth). Dodge
slipped from No. 9 No. 10.
Big news at Dodge is its assignment
of a key role to radio at introduction
time, particularly for the Dart, with
greater frequency and wider coverage
than Dodge has ever used before. Advance word is for 20% of the announcement-period budget to go to radio
though details as to the spot and network ratio are not settled. Dodge intends to cover the top 200 markets for
its teaser campaign with the number of
stations to exceed this figure. The campaign runs from October to January
in three phases: teaser, then saturation
introductory and finally follow-up.
Spot tv is not in the Dodge media
mix, the Welk show taking slightly
less than half of the Dodge budget (on
a 52-week basis and now going into a
fifth year for that Chrysler division).
Grant Adv. is the agency.
Plymouth has the Steve Allen Show
on NBC-TV Monday nights for 52
weeks. The former Welk - advertiser
consequently has had to increase its
network tv budget 25% over last season. Plymouth also will break with an
extensive spot radio campaign at introduction time (about Oct. 16). That
campaign will run about 13 weeks according to preliminary plans. Plymouth
is holding down the No. 4 spot in newcar registrations, was No. 3 last year.
N. W. Ayer, Philadelphia and New
York, is agency.
Valiant is coming out at the end of
October. For the present, plans are for
the Valiant to be quite heavy in spot
radio and spot tv. BBDO, New York
and Detroit, is the agency (via DeSoto
Div.).
On the whole Chrysler Corp.
should spend under par in tv, though
any future network buys would fatten
its budget. Of the big three manufacturers, it can be expected to boost
broadcast expenditures the least.
Ford Motor Co.: To a great extent,
Ford has instituted a corporate approach to buying its tv as exemplified
by Startime. The roster of stars already set for this Tuesday night series
of specials on NBC-TV is a Hollywood
press agent's dream. Among those
signed are Ingrid Bergman, Ethel Merman, James Stewart and Alec Guinness. Rosalind Russell, Maurice Chevalier, Kate Smith, Jack Paar, Polly
Bergen, Eddie Hodges, Jerry Lewis,
Art Linkletter, George Gobel, Tony
Curtis, Marian Anderson, George
Burns, Eddie Cantor, George Jessel,
Jack Benny, Frank Sinatra and Mickey
Rooney will appear in either featured
or supporting roles in programs now
set for the season.

All of the Ford cars will participate
in this series of 39 weekly specials.
The Ford car thus far has been designated the top position. The new
Falcon will participate as will MercuryEdsel, through Kenyon & Eckhardt,
and Lincoln, via Foote, Cone & Belding. Ford car and the Falcon are
handled by J. Walter Thompson, New
York and Detroit. Ford's other network tv vehicles: Ford car (via Ford
Div.) and possibly also the Edsel and
Mercury in Wagon Train (NBC-TV)
for which Ford Motor is committed to
an alternate-week hour, and the Ford
Div.'s half-hour weekly Tennessee Ernie
Ford, also NBC-TV.
Ford Motor was a top investor in
spot radio this year and has been in
network radio. As for the 1960 auto
year, Ford Div. will use spot radio
for about three weeks in the introduction period but has plans for network. Spot tv is out of the picture
(Ford dealers, however, also placed by
JWT, is rapidly expanding its budget
to an even bigger size for 1960). The
Falcon advertising plans fit closely to
the Ford car with spot radio apparently
receiving a special nod. Ford passenger car is in the No. 2 ranking in new
car registrations, behind its traditional
rival Chevrolet.
Mercury and Edsel will back Leonard
Bernstein's hour-long New York Philharmonic telecasts (four or five next
season) on Sunday
afternoons on
CBS-TV with performances taped in
Moscow, London, Vienna, Puerto Rico
and one other city. Lincoln also is
slated to participate in these. The
three cars can be expected to break
with spot campaigns at introduction.
Debut dates for all three are about Oct.
15. For both years, Mercury rode in
8th place, Edsel in 13th while Lincoln
remained in 15th.
General Motors Corp.: GM is upping its tv budget overall, spearheaded
by increased network tv expenditures.
(During the year it hired Gail Smith
from P&G's tv operation as its director of tv, a newly-created post). The
GM auto family includes Buick, Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac
and the new Corvair.
Chevrolet is GM's and the country's
top automobile in sales. The 1960
model is slated for an early October
(possibly Oct. 2) introduction. Its network tv budget is up, continuing with
the Dinah Shore Show on NBC-TV
and Pat Boone on ABC-TV. Chevrolet
is adding a special on CBS-TV on
Oct. 9 that will feature Red Skelton.
No spot tv.
In radio, Chevrolet will tour the
U.S.A. in spot and network. Its spot
barrage on Keystone stations and 12
newscasts on CBS Radio which started
this summer will continue, and it is
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959
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FORD
SHOWS
FALCON
ON
The drums are already beating for U.S. economy cars.
Ford Motor Co. previewed its Falcon last week to newsmen in 21 cities, in what was said to be the first closedcircuit tv news conference of its kind.
A strategy of whipping up interest with a good look
at the car well in advance of the date when dealers will
be stocked is quickly being put into action by the Falcon
people.
obvious,
in Falcon's
broadcast
The
car It's
is slated
to betoo,
in Monitor
on NBC
Radioplans.
this
week, fully a month before actual debut, with test
drivers reporting Monitor-style on a Falcon cross-country
run (Closed Circuit, Aug. 17).
Even before the Falcon's closed-circuit preview was
underway, a Ford representative had announced that tv
and radio stations were receiving film and radio tapes on
the Falcon unveiling.
First news pictures of the Falcon will be in afternoon
papers — and on tv if stations so elect — tomorrow (Sept.
8). The other compact cars are General Motors' Corvair
with its air-cooled engine in the rear, the only U.S. car so
designed, and Chrysler's Valiant. The Corvair will be
shown in early October; the Valiant late that month.
Economy Theme • Falcon's theme is gas economy, low
sales price and low cost and ease of repair. The car has
a wheelbase 8.5 inches smaller and overall is 16.9 inches
shorter than the 1959 Ford car. The Falcon weighs
2,366 pounds compared with 3,758 pounds for the Ford.
The Theatre-Network-Television staged closed circuit
news conference originated at Dearborn, Mich., where
Ford executives traced the development and design of
the Falcon and showed a film as well as live shots of the
car in action. By two-way voice circuits, reporters in
each city asked questions which were answered by the
Ford executives in Dearborn.

adding sponsorship of 22 newscasts on
Mutual.
The Chevrolet Div. is marketing
GM's new compact car, the Corvair,
expected to be introduced at the same
time as the Chevrolet, and Corvair
generally will participate in Chevrolet
broadcast buys. Campbell-Ewald, Detroit and New York, is the agency for
Chevrolet and Corvair.
Buick has had tough going in sales
this year (new car registrations down
from No. 5 ranking of last year to a
current No. 7). And this company,
along with agency McCann-Erickson,
has been deep in an inter-media wrangle. Oriented early in the year to considerable tv use, Buick roused the wrath
of the newspapers, now has been conducting special tests in the print media.
For the 1960 model, Buick will spend
about $4 million in gross time and
talent on six Bob Hope specials on
NBC-TV and four adaptations of
Ernest Hemingway works on CBSTV. Buick is said to be upping its
budget $2 million for its model year.
Next season Oldsmobile (down a
notch from fourth to fifth place) is
backing a regular weekly series, The
Dennis O'Keefe Show on CBS-TV with
a station clearance now set at about
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

CLOSED-CIRCUIT

TV

Henry Ford II on Closed Circuit
Henry Ford II, president of the Ford Motor Co., predicted that Detroit would sell 750,000 to one million
units of the compact cars (includes all three U.S. manufacturers) inthe 1960 auto year which starts next month.
Ford executives also asserted the Falcon would outstrip the Rambler in fuel economy.
Each of the compact cars has an estimated $10 million advertising support. Falcon is handled by Ford
Div. through J. Walter Thompson, Valiant by the DeSoto Div. of Chrysler through BBDO, and Corvair by
Chevrolet Div. of General Motors via Campbell-Ewald.

230 stations. (Oldsmobile people
stress station lineups, maintain they
buy network to "put a broadcast signal
into each Oldsmobile dealer's town").
The auto maker will have Bing
Crosby in two specials plus a pick-up
of the annual Crosby Pebble Beach
golf tournament in January, all on
ABC-TV. Its plans anticipate spot tv
to be "not as big" as the last auto
year and will continue to be used as
a "fill in." Oldsmobile's network radio
includes Lowell Thomas and the news
five days weekly on CBS Radio (had
been in Monitor on NBC Radio and
in CBS Radio strips).
Though Oldsmobile actually will
debut in showrooms on Oct. 1, the car
will have a tv unveiling on the Sept.
29 Bing Crosby vehicle and the second
in the series of O'Keefe shows. D. P.
Brother, Detroit, is the agency for Oldsmobile. Brother also is handling the
A. C. Sparkplug Div. of GM halfsponsorship (other half is by United
Motors Service, also GM, and through
Campbell-Ewald) of specials starring
Art Carney (eight for the season), one
per month starting Oct. 2 in the Friday night hour set aside for specials
on NBC-TV (shows will alternate each
month in length, hour and 90 minutes).

Pontiac has been pulling away
from its medium-priced-field competitors shooting up from No. 6 to this
year's
Pontiac
will be out
about No.
at the3 position.
same time
as Oldsmobile.
For the introductory campaign,,
Pontiac will augment its Pontiac Star
Parade series of specials on NBC-TV
with a spot tv blitz of top markets. It
will start Oct. 1 on approximately 150
stations and last five or six days, using
about nine spots a day per station. The
cost comes to about $500,000. Pontiac
ordinarily is not a radio user and plans
no spot except to produce commercials
through agency, MacManus, John &
Adams, for dealers. It will sponsor,
however, the Notre Dame football
schedule on ABC Radio.
Parade returns with an hour special
monthly starting Oct. 16, 10-11 p.m.
with Victor Borge. In November it
will present fresh talent (Mort Sahl
may be anchor man), and the December edition, already on color tape, feaKelly Lawrence.
with Donald
O'ConnorturesandGeneCarol
Time
and
talent run about $450,000 per show
(to run monthly through May).
Cadillac will continue to have all of
its broadcast money in radio, a medium
Cadillac traditionally favors. The ad-

vertiser is lining up a thousand stations, including fm, for a two or three
week campaign at a probable $200,000 cost. Music and lyrics of the spots
created by Mark Lawrence, MJA's
radio-tv vice president, employ 44
musicians and 14 singers, the score to
be conducted and arranged by Norman
Paris. Three-channel stereo engineering
is used (with special tapes available to
stations grouped for stereo) for the kit
of six Cadillac commercials in various
versions and lengths. Verbal continuity
is by Charles F. Adams, MJA vice

you'll find
TARLOW
TOWER
from
England

% a TARLOW TOWER stands for
AUDIENCE
PROGRAMMING
TALENT
RESULTS
"'Associated with WLOB and The Maine
Lobster Network, Portland, Me.; WHIL,
Boston-Medford, Mass.; WARE, Ware,
Mass.; WWOK, Charlotte, N.C.; WJBW,
New Orleans, La.
TARLOW ASSOCIATES
SHERWOOD J. TARLOW, PRESIDENT
WHIL — National Rep.: Grant Webb Co.
WWOK, WJBW — WLOB
National Rep.: Richard O'Connell Co.
WARE —
National Rep.: Breen and Ward Co.
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president who handles Cadillac copy.
Cadillac, which usually does well in
sales, has even a better record this
year, up from No. 10 to No. 9.
Kaiser Industries: The continuing
sponsor of ABC-TV's Maverick (via
Willys
in a "success"
class out
all
its own.Div.)
Thisis spring
Willys came
with a jeep station wagon model named
the "Maverick." Willys' sales are up,
the division for the six months ending
last June 30 showing a $5.3 million
profit compared to the previous period's
$709,000 profit. Jeep sales increased

Renault excepted, imports aren't air-minded
The growing foreign car market in A spokesman for Erwin Wasey,
the U.S. is one that broadcasters
Ruthrauff & Ryan, Hillman's agency,
said the New York spot tv effort
have not penetrated to any appreciable extent. Automakers forecast
was "satisfactory," and that discusthat as many of 500,000 imports
sions are being held between client
will be sold in 1960, but ad budgets
and agency on the possibility of
are generally skimpy and the printed
market expansion. Among the proposals are straight sponsorship by
media are favored by most comHillman in an undetermined numpanies that are advertising-oriented.
Some dealers, however, have made
ber of markets or a cooperative aruse of spot radio and tv with laudrangement with dealers. If the extension is decided upon, the agency
able results and are expected to continue such activity.
said, the spot tv campaign in areas
One broadcast-minded import is other than New York will start in
Renault Inc. which allocated about
late fall or early winter.
50% of its expenditures in 1959 to
Volkswagen of America, Engleradio-tv, and is expected to earmark
wood Cliffs, N.J., U.S. representative for Volkswagen, plans to deapproximately 60% of a slightly expanded budget to the air media in
velop an expanded group of radio1960.
tv commercials for use by its 400
dealers throughout the country. A
Sullivan & Sixpence • Through
its new agency, Kudner Adv., New
spokesman said that the only national advertising in the U.S. is in
York, Renault will sponsor the special 90-minute Ed Sullivan telecast magazines, but last year the comover CBS-TV on Sept. 8; a new
pany made available a limited number of radio-tv commercials for
half-hour western, The Plainsman,
over NBC-TV and (with RCA) a 90- local purchases by dealers. He added
that dealers who reported on their
minute color special, "The Moon
and Sixpence" over NBC-TV. On
advertising
activity campaigns.
were "pleased"
NBC Radio, Renault has bought
with the radio-tv
This
year,
under
its
new
agency, Doyle
NBC News on the Hour, a fiveDane Bernbach, New York, Volksminute, across-the-board program
carried on 185 stations.
wagen will enlarge the number of
its commercials and will appoint adDoherty Clifford, Steers & Shenvertising representatives in each of
field, New York, reported there are
no plans for the agency to use its 14 distributor areas to oversee
the distribution of radio-tv commerradio-tv for Triumph 1960 models,
cials and assist dealers in their local
as the Triumph budget is invested in
magazines and newspapers. A advertising programs.
Other foreign car manufacturers
spokesman noted that some of the
automaker's 700 dealers, during the either are not considering radio-tv
at all or are planning to
past season, had bought radio-tv spot advertising
make commercials available to local
campaigns locally, but the agency
has no data available on the ex- dealers for their purchase of time.
tent of these investments as dealers
Companies which have had limited
are not obliged to report their ad- radio-tv exposure in the past and
may undertake similar efforts this
vertising expenditures.
During the past season, Hillman
year are: Simca (a French car distributed in the U.S. by Chrysler
cars used spot tv in the New York
area and present plans are to con- Corp.), Volvo (Sweden), Citroen
(France), Fiat (Italy) and Saab
tinue spot tv there and perhaps extend the schedule to other markets.
(Sweden).
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LET'S
SOME

DISH

BRASS

UP
TACKS!

Look at the record! In the recent past, three different
services — ARB, NSI, NCS No. 3 — have pointed to
WHO-TV as the top station in Central Iowa.
NCS No. 3 gives WHO-TV more daily circulation in
57 counties than any other station, daytime and nighttime. In the NSI Report for 27 Iowa counties (March,
1959) WHO-TV delivers more homes in more quarter
hours than any other station. Finally, ARB (see below)
proves WHO-TV's

hometown popularity.

One of the big reasons for this outstanding showing
is WHO-TV's star-studded library of film packages*.
Films from this great library are featured eack weekday
on WHO-TV's Family Theatre (Noon-2 p.m.), Early
Shoiv (4:30 p.m.-6:05 p.m.) and Late Show (10:30
p.m.-Sign-Off ).
Sit down soon with your PGW
"brass tacks" about WHO-TV
in Central Iowa television!

Colonel and talk

— by all odds, the best

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

* WARNER BROTHERS "Feature" and "Vanguard" * MGM Groups
1 and 3 -jr NTA "Champagne," "Rocket 86," "Dream," "Lion,"
"Big 50" ★ SCREEN GEMS "Sweet 65" ★ HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Constellation" + Al and A ALEXANDER "Imperial Prestige" ir ABC's "Galaxy 20" and others.

^'WHO-T^
WHO-™
1 WHO-T>
WHO-™

WHO-™
ARB SURVEY
METROPOLITAN DES MOINES AREA
(March 16- April 12, 1959)

WHO-TV
Station K
Station W
Ties

FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS
Number Reported
Percentage
1 -Week
1-Week
4-Week
50.0%
233
40.0%
227
6.0%
186
197
27
4.0%
42
20
0

WHO-™
WHO-™
WHO-TV
of Total
4-Week
48.7%
42.3%
9.0%
0

WHO-TV
WHO-TV

WHO-Tf
Channel

13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate

WHO-TV is part of Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates
WHO Radio, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
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Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
37

44% in those first six months.
Last July, Kaiser ran a full-page
advertisement in publications with this
blurb under a picture of star James
Garner handling a card deck: "75%
of America's tv homes see a jeep demonstration at least every six weeks.
Over 15 million homes see one every
week. (Does tv sell? Look at the Willys
sales curve out in front and still climbing)." Young & Rubicam, New York
and Detroit, handles Kaiser.
Studebaker-Packard Corp.: Radio
tv will get only a "slight" increase over
the comparable introductory period (first
three months of the new car year) although the advertising budget has been
virtually doubled for that time for the
Lark and Hawk models. Current think-

ing, which D'arcy Adv., New York,
agency for the auto maker, says is subject to revision, is radio-tv spot for the
introductory period running from midOctober through mid-December, utilizing apossible lineup of 1,300 stations
for spot radio and participations on
NBC-TV's The Jack Paar Show. (Car
debut is about Oct. 15). The increased
budget will be allocated largely to print
and outdoor. Studebaker's ranking has
shot up to No. 1 1 from its former 1 4th
position in new car registration.
The new auto models are beginning
to come off the assembly line now, with
the bulk of new makes going on sale in
early October. The industry prognosticators indicate a good year in sales. In
1955, a high-water mark, a record 7.2
G.E. Theatre
Joseph
MaverickCotton
Real McCoys

TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Aug
TOTAL AUDIENCEt
Rank
No. Homes
(000)
1. All Star Baseball
17,489
2. Gunsmoke
14,285
3. Wagon Train
13,929
11,481
4.5." 77
11,036
HaveSunset
Gun, Strip
Will Travel
6. Rifleman
10,680
10,680
7.
a Secret
8. I've
DesiluGotPlayhouse
10,191
9. Ed Sullivan
10,191
10. Alfred Hitchcock Presents
9,968
Rank
1. All Star Baseball
40.1
homes*
2. Gunsmoke
32.7
3. Wagon Train
31.8
27.4
4. 77 Sunset Strip
25.3
5. Have Gun, Will Travel
6. Rifleman
24.9
24.4
7.
I've
Got
a
Secret
8. Desilu Playhouse
24.3
9. Peter Gunn
23.6
23.3
10. Ed Sullivan
Homes reached by all or any part of the
programs, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.

TOP 20 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for June-July JulyRating
Once A Week
Wagon Train
Gunsmoke
77 Sunset Strip
Playhouse 90
Alfred Hitchcock
Ed Sullivan
Have Gun, Will Travel
Peter Gunn
Desilu Playhouse
Loretta Young
Frontier Justice
Rifleman
Perry Presents
What's
My LineBest
Father Knows
Wyatt Earp
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24.4 June
24.9
24.2 26.2
22.2 24.6
21.1 24.2
20.8 23.1
20.7 20.7
20.4 22.4
19.9 22.8
19.7 20.6
19.7 22.2
19.5
22.4
19.5
19.3 22.4
19.2
19.0 21.4
19.0 22.6

million units in U.S. auto sales were
chalked up. Thereafter the going was
spotty,
slid in back
the 1958
"recession"
but
havesales
bounced
in 1959
with a
projected 6.2 million units. Detroit for
1960 is optimistic, expecting 6.8 million
unit sales.
As for the marketing problems, Detroit spokesmen say inventories of 1959
models may be high but the pause before
the 1960 onrush should deplete stocks,
make room for new models; compact
cars should swell the sales volume, whittle away at the large sales slice billed
by
cars; there's
enough
steel,foreign-made
despite the strike,
for production
to keep abreast of demand at least
through October and for many automakers even into 1960.

Mon.-Fri. 1:30-2 p.m.
CBS7:15-7:30
News (CBS-163):
various sponsors, Mon.-Fri.
p.m.
Concentration (NBC-163): various sponsors, Mon.Fri. ll:30-noon
Multi-Weekly
Cotton (CBS-193): General Foods (B&B),
July June Joseph
Mon.
9:30-10 p.m.
NBC News
8.6
Playhouse (CBS-121): Westinghouse (M-E),
Guiding Light
8.5 9.1 Desilu
Mon.
10-11 p.m.
Jack Paar Show
8.4 7.9
8.3 9.0 Father Knows Best (CBS-155): Scott (JWT), Lever
Search For Tomorrow
Bros. (JWT), Mon. 8:30-9 p.m.
CBS News
8.9 Frontier Justice (CBS-200): General Foods (B&B),
Concentration
8.0 8.0
Mon.
9-9:30 p.m.
9.9
Price Is Right
8.5
7.8
GE Theatre (CBS-148): General Electric (BBD0),
American Bandstand
7.9
8.2
Sun. 9-9:30 p.m.
8.0 8.3
Love Of Life
As The World Turns
7.2 8.7
8.0 Guiding Light (CBS-132): Procter & Gamble
(Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:45-1 p.m.
Copyright 1959 The Pulse, Inc.
Gunsmoke (CBS-194): Liggett & Myers (D-F-S),
Remington Rand (Y&R), Sat. 10-10:30 p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-172): Lever Bros.
(JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:30-10 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-182): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-194): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Love of Life (CBS-162): various sponsors, Mon.Fri. 12:00-12:30 p.m.
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Markham (CBS-116): Schlitz (JWT), Sat. 10:30Tv report for Aug. 1-7
11 p.m.
Rank
% Homes
Maverick (ABC-137): Kaiser, Drackett (both
1. Gunsmoke
Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
27.2
26.4
NBC News (NBC-150): Texaco (C&W), Mon.2. Wagon Train
77 Sunset Strip
26.0
Fri. 6:45-7 p.m.
25.7
Jack Paar (NBC-138): participating sponsors,
4. I've Got a Secret
Mon.-Fri. 11:15-1 a.m.
5. Rifleman
25.2
25.1
6. Desilu Playhouse
Perry Presents (NBC-160): various sponsors,
7. Loretta Young
24.8
Sat. 8-9 p.m.
24.6
Peter
Bristol-Myers (DCS&S),
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
Mon. Gunn
9-9:30(NBC-176):
p.m.
24.1
9. Markham
23.9
10. Playhouse 90
Playhouse
90
(CBS-157):
various sponsors, Thur.
9:30-11 p.m.
Rank
No. Homes
Price
Is Right
(NBC-157):
various sponsors,
Mon.-Fri.
11-11:30
a.m.
Price
Is
Right
(NBC-148):
Lever
Bros. (0B&M),
1. Gunsmoke
11,500
Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
2. Wagon Train
11,000
Real McCoys (ABC-156): Procter & Gamble
3. 77 Sunset Strip
(000's)»
10,400
(Compton), Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.
10,700
4. I've Got a Secret
Rifleman
(ABC-129): Miles Labs (Wade), Rals5. Rifleman
10,100
ton Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble (B&B,
6. Desilu Playhouse
10,400
Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
7. Loretta Young
Search For Tomorrow (CBS-l30):Procter &
10,300
8. Have Gun, Will Travel
10,100
Gamble (Compton), Mon.-Fri. 12:30-12:45
9. Markham
10. Playhouse 90
9,300
10,400
77
Sunset Strip (ABC-143): American Chicle,
from
first
evel
"Listed in sequence of rating
Carter Products and Whitehall (all Bates),
table.
Harold Ritchie (K&E), Fri. 9:30-10-30 p.m.
Ed p.m.Sullivan (CBS-180): Eastman-Kodak (JWT),
Copyright 1959 Videodex Inc.
Lincoln-Mercury (K&E), Sun. 8-9 p.m.
BACKGROUND: The following programs, in 21 Beacon Street (NBC-185): Ford (JWT),
Thur.
9:30-10 p.m.
alphabetical
appearroundup.
in thisInformaweek's
Wagon Train (NBC-176): Ford (JWT), R. J.
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
Reynolds (Esty), National Biscuit Company
tion is in following order: program name, net(M-E), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
work, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
What's My Line (CBS-149): Sunbeam (Perrin
Paus), Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:30-11 p.m.
All Star Baseball (NBC-175): Gillette (Maxon), Wyatt Earp (ABC-141): General Mills (D-F-S),
Procter & Gamble (Compton), Tues. 8:30-9
Aug. 3, 6:45-10 p.m.
American Bandstand (ABC-Ill): Procter & GamLoretta Young (NBC-144): Procter & Gamble
ble (Compton), Thurs. 8:30-9 p.m.
As the World Turns (CBS-140): various sponsors,
(B&B), Sun. 10-10:30 p.m.
18.4
18.4
Rating21.2
18.4
18.3

p.m.
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WHERE

THE

SPOT

DOLLARS

The broadcast citadels of New York in the East, Chicago in the Midwest, and Los Angeles and San Francisco
in the West, account for most of the national spot advertising placed on the country's radio and tv stations.
The New York-Chicago dominance — together they are
the geogrophical source for more than three quarters of
all national spot placed through station representatives —
has been evident in the past. But it is even more so now.
The breakdown of spot business by source cities was
prepared for Broadcasting by Station Representatives
Assn. The analysis shows spot business origination to be
similar to what it was three years ago [Broadcasting,
July 23, 1956]. In the 1956 analysis, SRA combined radio and tv. This year figures are shown separately for
radio and tv.
Some Changes • There have been some changes, how-

DRUG,
TvB

BEER

reports

on

TV
new

An all-time record high of $59.5
million was spent by drug advertisers
on network and spot television in the
first half of 1959, Norman E. Cash,
president of the Television Bureau of
Advertising, reported today (Sept. 7).
The 1959 total exceeded the 1958 first
half by almost 29%, he said.
Network TV gross time billing for
drugs in the first half of this year
amounted to $33,073,160 as against
$25,814,000 in the corresponding period of 1958 (source: Leading Nation40 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

FOR

ORIGINATE

ever, among the lesser source-cities. The cities of Los
Angeles and San Francisco, for example, now supply more
national spot in radio than they did in 1956, while in tv
they are about the same. St. Louis, on the other hand, has
slipped considerably as a source, as have Boston and
Detroit.
The percentages in the SRA analysis do not mean that
all the business indicated for any city came from agencies
located there. Station representative offices in Chicago, for
instance, serve agencies and accounts as far away as Minneapolis-St. Paul; San Francisco offices handle business
from agencies in Portland, Ore., and Seattle, etc
The chart shows each city originating spot business with
the radio percentage indicated by triangle (A), tv by
block (■), and the 1956 percentage where available in
parentheses.

BILLINGS

records

RADIO-TV

in both

RISE
groups

al Advertisers - Broadcast Advertisers
Reports). Spot television gross time billings were placed at $26,419,000 for the
1959 period, and $20,401,000 for the
first
half of 1958 (source: TvB-Rorabaugh).
"In a hard-sell industry, where results from advertising are expected
quickly, television continues to be the
basic medium for this group of advertisers," Mr. Cash commented. "Interestingly, television drug expenditures also
outpace the general growth in advertis-

ing revenue in spending
all media."more than $1
Advertisers
million in behalf of drug and remedies
on network television and their * expenditures in this classification were:
1 . American Home
Products
$9,862,334
2. Sterling Drug Co. 6,548,362
3. Pharmaceuticals Inc. 3,958,526
4. Miles Laboratories 3,453,968
5. Bristol-Myers Inc. 3,206,330
6. Drug Research Corp. 1,126,088
7. Carter Products Inc. 1,105,014
* Tabulation includes only drug and
remedy expenditures and is not the total
expenditure in network television for
these advertisers. (1st half of '59.)
Beer & Ale Time Buying • The nation's brewers invested a record high of
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959
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more than $22 million in spot tv for the
first half of 1959, according to another
TvB report, issued last Thursday (Sept.
3).
Based on TvB-Rorabaugh figures, the
bureau placed beer and ale expenditures
at $22,043,000, said to be almost 15%
more than the $19,236,000 total in the
first half of 1958.
The report stated that AnheuserBusch, which has distribution in all 48
states, led in spot tv expenditures with
$1,976,000 during the first half of 1959
and was followed by Jacob Ruppert, a
regional brewery covering nine northeastern states, which invested $1,466,800.
The top ten beer and ale spot tv advertisers inthe first half of 1959, as reported by TvB-Rorabaugh, were:
1. Anheuser-Busch $1,976,600
2. Jacob Ruppert
1,466,800
3. Pabst Brewing Co. 1,198,800
4. Carling Brewing Co. 1,135,800
5. Falstaff Brewing Co. 1 ,077,300
6. Theo. Hamm Brewing 941,200
7. Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Co.
890,500
8. Piel Brothers
884,600
9. National Brewing 683,700
10. P. Ballantine & Sons 651,300
Ruppert

may

to another

switch

agency

The Jacob Ruppert Brewery (Knickerbocker beer), New York, is restless.
For some time, the brewery has
been reported to have been interviewing advertising agencies. The company,
which is a heavy user of spot radio and
spot tv in its New England and Metropolitan New York areas, has an ad
budget of about $2 million. (Also see
ranking of breweries spending in spot
tv, above.)
When the reports were first circulated— Knickerbocker now is at Compton Adv. — Maurice E. Atkinson, Ruppert's advertising manager, acknowledged that agencies were always making
presentations but denied that the account was about to shift.
Last week, Mr. Atkinson reported
that the status quo existed for the
present. He said he had no comment to
make about an impending move but
that an announcement would soon be
forthcoming. The matter will then be
resolved, he said.
Maryland
to test

Club

Coffee

introductions

Two different promotion techniques
— one involving the use of television —
will be tested by Maryland Club Coffee
in introducing its product in Colorado
and Minnesota. At the end of the introductory campaign, costs and results
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

ARB
Fri., Date
Thur.
Sat.,
, Aug.2827
Sun., Aug.
Aug. 29
Aug. 30
Tue.,
Mon. Aug. 31
Sept. 1

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking television network shows forRating
each
day of the week Aug. 27-Sept. 2 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron
instant ratings of American Research Bureau.
16.0
Network
Program and Time
17.0
Masquerade Party (10:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
18.6
ABC-TV
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
22.8
CBS-TV
20.1
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
17.4
CBS-TV
Wyatt Earp (8:30 p.m.)
ABC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

will be compared by its advertising
agency, Clay Stephenson Assoc. Inc.,
Houston, Tex.
In the Minnesota promotion, an
hour-long fashion spectacular, "Fashions in Coffee," has been scheduled for
presentation on all network stations in
the Minneapolis-St. Paul area (KSTPTV, WCCO-TV, WTCN-TV) on Sept.
11. On the show, New York models will
display new fashion creations while
leading designers provide commentary.
The show is considered a means of
establishing the "prestige brand image
which has made Maryland Club one of
the best-selling coffees in the SouthThe Minnesota campaign includes insertions in Vogue, Harper's Bazaar and
west." Beautiful. Maryland Club's adHouse
vertising inall media seeks to establish
it as a prestige product through close association with social leaders of note and
leading fashion designers.
On a local level, heavy tv schedules
in prime nighttime hours and newspaper ads are planned.
The Colorado campaign is called "a
direct
selling program" and will use no
tv
advertising.
Several hundred guests representing
the social, civic and philanthropic life of
the Twin Cities, as well as Hollywood
personalities have been invited to the
fashion spectacular which will be telecast from the Interlachen Country Club.
Food

companies

head

radio

spot

elite

sales

Food companies were the leading
category of spot radio advertising during the second quarter of 1958, according to a report released today (Sept. 7)
by the Radio Advertising Bureau. RAB
stated that the food field accounted for
19.1% of all brand advertisers using
the medium. Others, in order, included
gasoline companies (11.4%); automotive (10.8%); tobacco (10.5%); ale,
beer, wine (9.3%), toiletries (7.0%),
drugs (6.7%); agriculture (3.4%);
transportation and travel (3.3%); cleansers (3.1%).

Granco

starts

fm

push

with $1 5,000 time buy
Granco Products Inc. Long Island
City, N.Y. (manufacturer of fm radio
sets), will launch an ad campaign this
month designed to educate the public
on the advantages of fm reception.
"We're driving hard for a mass market for fm radio sets," Henry Fogel,
president of Granco said, "so the
emphasis of our campaign will be fm
first and Granco second."
Initially the campaign will be concentrated inthe New York market. Beginning Sept. 22 an estimated $15,000
will be spent on two New York am
stations, WCBS and WRCA. Weiss &
Geller Inc. will handle the point-ofsale material and Robert D. Eckhouse
& Assoc., both of New York, will undertake public relations programs.
The ad format calls for a series of
one minute spots to be delivered by
band leaders Skitch Henderson and Jose
Melis, who state their preference for
fm when listening to music, plus symphonic music showing the clarity of
fm transmission.
Next year's plans call for the promotion to extend to other key fm areas,
including Chicago, Boston, Los Angeles, Philadelphia and San Francisco.
• Business
Time sales

briefly

Rayco spot-heavy • Rayco Mfg. Co.,
Paterson, N.J., launches extensive spot
radio-tv campaign today (Sept. 8) to
advertise its expanded line of automotive products, including shock absorbers
and mufflers as well as seat covers and
convertible tops. The campaign will
consist of more than 2,500 one-minute
commercials per week over 87 radio
stations in 70 markets and 260 oneminute filmed commercials per week
on 53 tv stations in 50 markets.
Agency: Mogul Lewin Williams & Saylor, N.Y.
Bowl buying • Gillette Safety Razor
(BROADCAST ADVERTISING) 43

Co. following annual custom, will sponsor the Blue-Gray and Rose Bowl football games on NBC-TV and NBC Radio.
The Blue-Gray game presents northern vs. southern collegiates in the
Cramton Bowl, Montgomery. Ala.,
Saturday, Dec. 26. The Rose Bowl on
New Year's Day at Pasadena, Calif.,
features champions of the Big Ten and
Pacific Coast region. Gillette, through
Maxon Inc., N.Y., is sponsoring the
Rose Bowl for the ninth year on NBC
Radio and NBC-TV, the Blue-Gray
game for the sixth year on NBC-TV
and the fourth on NBC Radio.
Ivy gate • WCBS New York has sold
its Saturday-and-Thanksgiving card of
Ivy League football games to Time
magazine, N.Y. The sale, described as
one of the radio's largest in the New
York area in recent years, involved in
excess of $30,000, it is understood.
Games begin the afternoon of Sept. 26.
Time agency: Young & Rubicam, N.Y.
Next million • Another $600,000 in
net sales has been marked up by NBC
Radio since a $2 million report handed
in for the one-month period ending
Aug. 19. On the new report: Renault
Inc. (through Kudner Agency) reported
new to network radio, with quarter
sponsorship of News on the Hour for
13 weeks; Marion-Kay Products Co.
(through Biddle Co.), announcements
on Alex Dreier, Man on the Go; Florists
Telegraph Delivery Assn. (Keyes, Madden & Jones), participations in News on
the Hour, Dreier and Monitor; Beltone
Hearing Aid Co. (Olian & Bronner Inc.),
four-week schedule on News of the
World; Church & Dwight (J. Walter
Thompson), quarter sponsorship of
News on the Hour for six weeks, and
Sunsweet Growers Inc. (Long Adv.), an
eight-week schedule of announcements.
Broadway exposure • "Schubert Alley," special set by NBC-TV for Friday,
Nov. 13 (10-11 p.m. EST), will be
sponsored by Sinclair Refining Co.,
N.Y., through Geyer, Morey, Madden
& Ballard, N.Y. Singers Andy Williams,
Doretta Morrow and Alfred Drake head
the cast, with Mr. Williams hosting a
musical tour of the Broadway theatre
district.
Tv-radio walk on • National Shoes
Inc. (independent shoe chain), N.Y.,
says this fall will launch the most extensive ad campaign in its history. Store
chain will use all four media (newspaper, radio, tv and magazine) to cover
38 markets where it operates 170 stores.
For its campaign, National has a new
jingle, will place its strongest effort in
radio (one minute announcements) for
heavy placement in all markets on either
39- or 52-week schedules. Tv program
participations will be confined to
44 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

WNEW-TV New York, and a new 20second animated commercial has been
prepared for spot use. Mogul Lewin
Williams & Saylor, NY., is agency.

Reeves Adv., Minneapolis, and Colgate's for Palmolive shaving creams
and Wildroot Cream Oil through Ted
Bates, N.Y.

ITC down Mexico way • Independent
Television Corp. has sold Four Just
Men tv film series for firm 52 weeks
to Mexican division of Chrysler Motor
Corp. (Fabrica Automex S. A., via
Publicidad General, Mexico City, advertising agency) which paid $40,000
for series in all four tv markets in that
country. Foreign sales for Four Just
Men now total $840,000, says Abe
Mandell, ITC's director of international
sales. (It brought in $500,000 in England, $200,000 in Canada and $100,000 in Australia).

Agency appointments
• Competition Motors Distributors,
L.A., distributor of Volkswagens for
Southern California, Southern Nevada
and the State of Arizona, has appointed
Doyle Dane Bernbach, L.A., to handle
its advertising, effective Oct. 15. In the
past, the $425,000 annual advertising budget has gone chiefly into tv and
newspapers. DDB handles the Volkswagen advertising nationally.

At the half • Schick Safety Razor Co.,
N.Y., has taken quarter sponsorship of
the 1959 National Collegiate Athletic
Assn. football games on NBC-TV.
NCAA Game Of The Week begins
Saturday, Sept. 19, with Louisiana
State U-Rice game from Baton Rouge,
La. The 10-game card, also quartersponsored by Cluett, Peabody & Co. for
Arrow shirts. Schick Agency: Compton
Adv., N.Y.
Teamed for sports • General Mills,
Minneapolis, and Colgate-Palmolive,
N.Y., will alternate as sponsors of
The World of Sports, quarter-hour
show scheduled preceding national college football telecasts on NBC-TV. The
seven-time sports program will be seen
Saturdays Oct. 17-Dec. 5, plus Thanksgiving Day. General
purchase
is for Wheaties
cereal Mills'
through
Knox

Tv 'newsbreaks'
Station-break time on WNTATV Newark is now slotted with
so-called "newsbreak" programs
of news and weather. The station
introduced this programming concept some weeks ago and announced last week that General
Foods Corp. (Maxwell House
Coffee), White Plains, NY., has
signed for 25 hourly "newsbreaks" per week. The breaks
run about one minute just before the hour when competing
stations are running closing program credits and commercials.
Malcolm C. Klein, vice president and general manager, pointed out that "newsbreaks" provide
spot news regularly, a rarity on
tv, and are likely to attract viewers who flick the dial at the end
of a program. The agency for
Maxwell House is Ogilvy, Benson & Mather, New York.

• Scudder Food Products, L.A., has
named Campbell-Mithun, L.A., as
mediately.for all products, effective imagency
• George Blaufuss & Son, Napa, Calif.,
has named Barnes Chase Co., L.A., as
agency for Saxon fruit juice products.
New campaign, to start about Oct. 1,
will utilize television as its major
medium.
• George W. Luft Co., Long Island
City, NY., for Tangee lipstick and
other cosmetics names Albert FrankGuenther Law Inc., N.Y. The firm,
with current business 21% ahead of
last year, plans expanded advertising
in all media next year.

• Also

in Advertising

Commercial suggestions • George
Burkhardt has written a 31 -page mimeographed compendium on the art of
writing humorous radio commercials.
Titled "Touch Me Lightly," it outlines
the "do's and don't's" of combining humor with sales pitch. The price is $5,
and it is available from Special Events,
714 Castillo St., Santa Barbara, Calif.
Enlarged
• Needham,
LouisHollywood
& Brorby office
has announced
substantial enlargement of its Hollywood office, moving from 9100 to 9130
Sunset Blvd. The expansion is attributed
to a continuing increase in business handled by the newly-aligned tv-radio programming and creative departments
(At Deadline, Aug. 3). Michael W.
Gradle, vice president, continues as
manager of the NL&B Hollywood office,
handling programming and production,
while Kenneth C.T. Synder, tv-radio
creative manager, will supervise NL&B
Hollywood creative activities. In
Week's Headliners, Aug. 31, the
agency was incorrectly connected with
a story on the transfer of LP. Katz, Leo
Burnett, to broadcast supervisor, to
Burnett's New York office.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959
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Nationally by Boiling Co.
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GOVERNMENT
CONGRESS
News

program

VOTES
exemptions

Broadcasters last week were emancipated from some of the federal control
which the government has exercised for
32 years over political broadcasting.
The Senate and House passed and
sent to the White House an amendment
which will free broadcasters from the
need to give equal time to rival candidates on all kinds of news programs,
including interviews like Face the Nation and Meet the Press. Presidential
approval was considered a certainty.
The amendment to Sec. 315, the political broadcasting section of the Communications Act, passed the Senate on
a voice vote Thursday (Sept. 3) after
45 minutes of debate.
The day before it had passed the
House by a standing vote of 142-70
after a stiff floor fight, with the opposition led by Reps. John Moss (DCalif.) and John Dingell (D-Mich.).
Both floor actions were on a joint
conference-approved version of a Senate bill. The conference report was
submitted a week before (Broadcasting, Aug. 31).
Pastore the Leader • Sen. John O.
Pastore, (D-R.I.), chairman of the Senate communications subcommittee led
the Senate floor discussion of the conference report last Thursday. He emphasized the conference insistence on
a rule-of-thumb formula to guide enforcement. This provides that panel and
similar news programs must have a
regular, scheduled format, come under
control of the broadcaster, and not
advance the cause af any candidate.
Sen. Clair Engle (D-Calif.), who
was concerned about local broadcast
programs rather than national shows,
said he intendedof "to
closely"
administration
the watch
act. FCC
will the
be
expected to submit regular reports, Sen.
Pastore said.
Sen. Engle added, "I would not
want to see the broadcasting industry
be in a position to give us the kind of
business we get from the newspapers
of the nation. Getting on the air is a
privileged business and we ought to
insist that the treatment of our airwaves
be fair. That is the last refuge some of
us have so far as 'electability' is concerned. This business goes to the jugular vein of Democrats who run for
office." He claimed that panel programs
can still be rigged but Sen. Pastore saw
little danger of this, reminding that the
fair-treatment obligation remains in the
act.
46

SEC.
put

31

into political

Sen. Spessard L. Holland (D-Fla.)
voiced concern over dangers of abuse
by broadcasters.
Answering an observation by Sen.
Barry Goldwater (D-Ariz.) that Sen.
Hubert H. Humphrey (D-Minn.) had
been denied time on the CBS Face
the Nation because other candidates
might ask equal time, Sen. Pastore said
he
felt CBS
"far afield"
consider
that had
Sen.gone
Humphrey
was toa
presidential candidate. CBS was "gunshy" because of the Lar Daly decision,
he added, and took "superlative precautions" not to violate the law. He
said the incident showed the "ridiculousness" of the Lar Daly decision.
The joint Senate-House conference
compromised differences in equal time
amendments which had been approved in separate actions by the two
houses (Broadcasting, Aug. 31). As
The

new

5

law

Here is the text of the amendment
to Sec. 315 passed last week by both
Senate and House:
That sec. 315(a) of the Communications
Act of 1934 is amended by inserting at
the end thereof the following sentences:
Appearance by a legally qualified candidate on any
(1)
bona— fide newscast,
(2) bona fide news interview,
(3) bona fide news documentary (if
the appearance of the candidate
is incidental
to theor presentation of the subject
subjects
coveredtary), or by the news documen(4) on-the-spot coverage of bona fide
news events (including but not
limited to political conventions
and activities incidental thereto),
shall not be deemed to be use of a broadcasting station within the meaning of this
subsection. Nothing in the foregoing sentence shall be construed as relieving broadasters, in connectionnewswithinterviews,
the presentation of cnewscasts,
news
documentaries, and on-the-spot coverage
of news events, from the obligation imupon them
operateposedin the
public under
interestthisandActto toafford
reasonable opportunity for the discussions
of conflicting views on issues of public importance.
Sec. 2 (a) The Congress declares its
intention to reexamine from time to time
the amendment to section 315(a) of the
Communications Act of 1934 made by
the first section of this act, to ascertain
whether such amendment has proved to
be effective and practicable.
(b) To assist the Congress in making
its reexaminations of such amendment, the
Federal Communications Commission shall
include in each annual report it makes to
Congress a statement setting forth (1) the
information and data used by it in determining questions arising from or connected with such amendment, and (2) such
recommendations as it deems necessary
in the public interest.

REVISION
broadcast

law

approved last week by the House,
S 2424 exempts from political equal
time demands bona fide newscasts, bona
fide regularly scheduled news interviews, bona fide news documentaries (if
the appearance of a candidate is incidental to the news) and on-the-spot
coverage of bona fide news events.
The bill also contains a "standards
of fairness" statement and provides for
a continuing congressional study of the
equal time amendment, with the FCC
charged with making annual reports to
Congress.
Very Clear Guide • Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of the House
Commerce Committee and one of the
conferees, was the principal spokesman
for passage of the bill during House
debate Wednesday. He said the conference report gives broadcasters a
"very clear guide" to follow in interpreting Sec. 315. He made it very clear
that such news interview-panel shows
as Face the Nation and Meet the Press
are meant to be exempt from equal time
demands.
He said the phrase "panel discussions" was deleted from the original
House language because it was too hard
to define and there was a feeling this
would go too far. Rep. Harris said
there had been a pattern over the years
to exempt newscasts and news interviews, reversed by the Lar Daly deciruling.sion, and S 2424 merely writes into law
the practice prior to that February
"We have done the best we could to
try to resolve this issue," Rep. Harris
said of the conference. "We have a better bill than that passed in the House
and a better bill than was passed in the
other body." Reps. John Bennett (RMich.), J. Arthur Younger (R-Calif.)
and William Avery (R-Kan.), all members of the conference committee, endorsed Rep. Harris' statements. Rep.
Bennett pointed out that Congress is
attempting to legislate in "a most difficult area" and that it would be impossible to incorporate language answering all questions which will arise.
Safeguards Incorporated • Rep. Harris maintained that the bill contains adequate safeguards against abuse by stations for the candidates. In support of
this contention, he cited this language
from the report: "The intention of the
committee of conference is that in order to be considered bona fide a news
interview must be a regularly schedBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

A

little

bit

of

liberty
an
editorial
bers of House and Senate. We think it not at all unreasonable to say that without his work and that of key CBS
executives like Joe Ream, Dick Salant and Kidder Meade,
there would have been no action last week on Sec. 315.

LIBERTY is never won easily —
. not even a little bit of liberty. Broadcasters last week got
a little bit of liberty they had
never had before in the presentation of political news. They
got it because some of them
worked to get it.
In the accompanying story reporting the significant amendment of Sec. 315, the political
broadcasting law, we have listed
the broadcasters who went to the
trouble of formally presenting
Frank Stanton
the case for amendment or repeal of the section. There were others who aided the
cause informally by private discussions with members of
Congress. Still others broadcast editorials on the subject.
All of these broadcasters must be regarded as the leaders
of their field, the men who have the vision to recognize
the potentials of broadcast journalism and the courage
to face — and welcome — the responsibilities that accompany journalistic power.
It in no way diminishes the importance of these contributions to say that the man who did the most to obtain
relief from Sec. 315 was Frank Stanton, CBS president.
He testified before both Senate and House committees,
as did many. He broadcast a persuasive editorial, as did
some. But beyond those functions he spent much of his
time in recent months in personal work among key memuled program. It is intended that in
order for a news interview to be considered bona fide, the content and format thereof, and the participants, must
be determined by the licensee of a station and by the network . . . and the
determination must have been made by
the station or network ... in the exercise of its bona fide news judgment
and not for the political advantage of
the candidate for public office."
The Commerce Committee chairman
also cited this paragraph of the bill as
providing additional protection for candidates and the public: "Nothing in the
foregoing sentence shall be construed
as relieving broadcasters, in connection
with the presentation of newscasts, news
interviews, news documentaries and onthe-spot coverage of news events, from
the obligation imposed upon them under this [Communicatons] Act to operate in the public interest and to afford
reasonable opportunity for the discussion of conflicting views on issues of
public importance."
Back-Door Repeal • Rep. Moss, the
only member of the 11 -man conference
committee who did not sign the report,
told his colleagues that "we are making
a back-door repeal of Sec. 315. . . ."
He maintained that S 2424 "has no
safeguards . . ." against abuse by broadcasters.
He said the standards of fairness
clause has no meaning because a station
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

THE new Sec. 315 under which broadcasters will operate is a distinct improvement over the old Sec. 315.
It gives broadcasters the freedom to exercise their own
editorial judgment in the presentation of news about
political candidates. It also imposes new responsibilities.
It was hard to make mistakes in political broadcasting as
long as it was conducted according to explicit federal
law. Those whose interest in avoiding mistakes exceeds
their interest in practicing informative journalism will
not welcome their new liberty. But for those who wish
to lead radio and television into a position of greater
influence in the world of journalism, the new liberty
will be an invitation — indeed a command. The broadcast coverage of the election campaign of 1960 ought
to create the most informed electorate in the history of
the republic.
It is on the record of radio and television performance
in that campaign that broadcasting must base its case for
even more freedom from the restrictive effects of federal
editorial control. Radio and tv cannot assert their full potential as journalism media until Sec. 315 is repealed.
A long step toward repeal was taken in the House and
Senate last week. If there is to be a next step, it must be
taken by broadcasters themselves in the form of amassing a commendable record under the new Sec. 315.

comes up for renewal of its license only
once every three years. By then, Rep.
Moss said, there is no recourse for the
candidate who has been wronged. He
pointed to the indictment of three former Mutual executives (see story, page
68) as proof no protection is afforded
against network abuse because they are
not licensed.
The Californian charged that the
conferees were "clearly inconsistent"
because they said the criteria "incidental" to the news was of no value (this
provision applied to all exemptions in
the original House-passed bill and was
language incorporated in committee by
Rep. Moss) yet applied it to interviews.
He also hit as inadequate, as did others who spoke against the bill, the requirement that news interviews be "regularly scheduled." "What is a regularly
scheduled program?" he asked. "There
is no definition ... ." he said, and maintained that a broadcaster can call a program "regularly scheduled" for a few
days or weeks before an election and
then drop it.
Local Problem • Rep. Moss told the
congressmen to stop thinking in terms
of Meet the Press and other network
shows because "this becomes an issue
in your local district on your local
station . . . This is wide open to
abuse . . ." because it is impossible for
a candidate to prove a broadcaster has
acted in bad faith.
"It is our responsibility to see that

abuse does not take place . . .," Rep.
Moss stressed. "I urge most sincerely
that the House not approve this conference report."
Rep. Dingell maintained that S 2424
eliminates the requirements for fair
play under Sec. 315. He charged the
bill makes it possible for stations and
networks to give preferred treatment
to one candidate over another. "The
property [spectrum] of the American people is too sacred a thing for
careless
use of words," Rep. Dingell
said.
Rep. Harris, in answer to a question
posed by Rep. Charles Brown (DMo.), said that when broadcasters go
beyond the spirit of the law it will be
detected immediately. "I fear we are
asking for further trouble," Rep.
Brown, a former broadcaster and program syndicator said. He said a regularly scheduled program is open to a
great many interpretations while an
"incidental to the news" proviso leaves
no question.
As he did during the first House debate on passage of the bill (Broadcasting, Aug. 24), Rep. Charles Vanik
D-Ohio) asked if station-endorsement
of a candidate would be covered under
the bill. Rep. Harris replied that this
is not covered but that he felt it would
be a "clear abuse." He pointed out that
only 2-3 stations have editorialized in
favor of a political candidate.
The final 142-70 vote for passage
47
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was by head count only and there was
no record made of individual votes.
However, all of the 70 votes against
S 2424 were cast by Democrats with
all the Republicans present on the floor
voting for the equal time amendment.
Written Appeal • On Monday of last
week, prior to floor consideration of
the conference report, Reps. Moss and
Dingell sent a letter to House members
urging rejection of the bill. In support
of their arguments, they made these
I've

no

got

beef

with
f
///
San
Francisco,
r
\~

Smidley.

(1) The conference language is a
points:
complete rejection of the House bill
requiring that a candidate's appearance
on newscasts, news interviews and documentaries be "incidental to reporting
of bona fide news."
(2) The conference bill "replaces
the objective requirement of the House
bill that the appearance be incidental
to reporting of the news with the subjective test that the newscast, or news
interview be bona fide — a purely subjective test almost impossible to
(3) The conference report offers
prove.
." and novel exemptions
"entirely. .new
from Sec. 3 1 5 to panel shows and news
interviews never before allowed. . . ."

Sure, it takes a four-station network to do it

The

. . . but there are more gas station sales in

of equal-time issue
Before last Feb. 18 the average
American had never heard of Sec. 315
of the Communications Act and its political broadcasting requirements. However on that date, the FCC issued a

the Cascade market than in San Francisco.
More food sales than in Toledo. Look at it another way, Smidley. The Cascade network is
the only television reaching the entire market.
A smart buy? It's a "must" buy in the Pacific
Northwest.

TEfl
KIMA-TV
KBAS-TV

ESflflCI
YAKIMA, WASH.
EPHRATA,
MOSES LAKE, WASH.

PASCO, HICHIAND.
KEPR-TV KENNEWICK, WASH.

For Facts and figures:
ISTON, IDA.
|^£yy_jyPacific IEWNorthwest:
National Representatives:
GEORGE P. HOUINGBERY Company
MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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hectic

8 months

4-3
decision word
which inmade
"equal homes
time"
a common
American
and newspapers.
The Commission, by a 4-3 vote, ruled
that perennial candidate Lar Daly was
entitled to equal time after his incumbent opponent for mayor of Chicago
appeared on regularly-scheduled newscasts (Broadcasting, Feb. 23).
CBS Inc. President Frank Stanton
immediately labeled the action as "perhaps the most severely crippling decision handed down with regard to
broadcast journalism." He was joined
in general condemnation by other network executives, broadcasters, lawmakers and the nation's newspapers.
Rep. Glenn Cunningham (R-Neb.) was
the first member of Congress to introduce abill reversing the Lar Daly
ruling (Broadcasting, March 16).
A powerful ally was gained shortly
thereafter when President Eisenhower,
noting Dr. Stanton's remarks, called
the decision "ridiculous" and asked
the Justice Dept. to make an inquiry
into the situation (Broadcasting,
March 23). The same week at the NAB
convention in Chicago, FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer called for outBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

How

much

not

does

it cost

go to college?

Everybody deplores the high cost
of going to college.
But the rapid and exciting scientific developments of recent years
make one thing obvious. It is vitally
important
thateducated
America's
young
people be well
to meet
the
challenge of the future.
For quite some time, American
business has been aware that the
high cost of going to college is not
nearly as high for the nation as the
cost of not going to college. The cost
of not going to college could be a
critical weakening of democracy itself. The nation cannot afford that

It's a familiar sight at Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, to see the
school's
Dr. William
chatting president,
with students.
Shown Spoelhof,
here with
him are Wilma L. Hagedorn of Midland
Park, New Jersey, and Carroll W. De

W. W. Mixon of Hammond, Indiana, is a
physics major at the University of Chicago. He holds a National Merit Scholarship. Aid to students and■He colleges is
another way in which business
helps
assure America's strength and security.

Kock of Prairie City, Iowa, who hold
scholarships awarded by American business.
Dr. Spoelhof:
"By aiding
leges Says
and students,
business
helps colto
develop America's most precious resource— well-educated young people."

Dr. Paul H. Giddens, president of Hamline
University, St. Paul, Minnesota, says:
"Financial assistance to students by
business places a premium on scholastic
achievement and serves to increase the
future supply of talented leaders."

STANDARD
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To help promising students and
privately-financed liberal arts colprice! leges, we and many other companies
give financial aid in various ways.
Standard Oil, for example, has made
funds available which provide for 34
graduate fellowships and undergraduate scholarships in science and
engineering.
tutions selectThe
thoseeducational
who receiveinstithe
awards. Four-year scholarships
awarded through the National Merit
Scholarship Corporation also are included in the program. Supplementary grants are made to schools
chosen by the Merit Scholarship
winners.
In addition, Standard Oil has
made funds available from which
$175,000 is paid yearly, through the
State Associations of Colleges, to
aid privately - financed liberal arts
colleges in the Midwest and Rocky
Mountain areas.
At Standard Oil, where so much
of our planning concerns the future,
we believe there are few things more
vital to America's security than a
well-educated public. And we think
that industry should back up such
beliefs with substantial aid to colleges and students.
WHAT MAKES A COMPANY
A GOOD CITIZEN?
For one thing — the way it looks
ahead, for the good of all. In years
to come, America will gain strength
and security through the combined
efforts of business and colleges today in making higher education
more available to more people.

OIL COMPANY
(INDIANA)

THE SIGN OF PROGRESS.
THROUGH RESEARCH

right repeal of Sec. 315 and the NAB
took an official stand against the law.
Sentiment in Congress for a change
in political broadcasting laws continued
to rise and the first corrective bills were
introduced in the Senate early in April
(Broadcasting, April 13) by Sens.
Gordon Allott (R-Colo.) and Spessard
Holland (D-Fla.). Justice Dept. then
cracked FCC's knuckles publicly for
the Lar Daly decision (Broadcasting,
May 11).
Sen Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) then introduced the broadest of all Sec. 315
amendments and gained the cosponsorship of 12 other senators. The freshman
from Indiana, a member of Commerce
Communications Subcommittee, also
began an all-out campaign for hearings
by that body, headed by Sen. John O.
Pastore (D-R.I.).
Sen. Pastore began five days of hearings in mid- June (Broadcasting, June
22). House hearings followed the week
after Senate sessions closed with both
committees reporting out amended and
somewhat different bills. A total of eight
bills were introduced in House and five
in Senate.
First Senate passage came late in
July following 2Vi hours of floor debate (Broadcasting, Aug. 3) with
House action coming three weeks later
(Broadcasting, Aug. 24). The bill was
debated 3V2 hours by the House with
passage in both bodies on a voice vote.
A conference committee settled the differences in the two versions.
The following broadcasters either
testified in person or submitted statements during hearings:
John F. Lewis, WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore; Ralph Renick, WTVJ (TV) Miami;
Robert Swezey, WDSU-AM-TV New OrHarold Fellows, NAB;
Donald McGannon,leans;Westinghouse
Broadcasting
Co.;
Robert Sarnoff, NBC; Dr. Frank Stanton,
CBS; John Daly, ABC; Lawrence H. Rogers, WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W. Va.;
Victor A. Sholis, WHAS-AM-TV Louisville.
Walter J. Brown, WSPA-AM-FM-TV
Spartanburg, S.C.; Tom Chauncey, KOOLAM-TV Phoenix; Rex G. Howell, KREXAM-FM-TV Grand Junction, Colo.; F. Van
Konynenburg, WCCO-AM-TV Minneapolis:
Robert B.anapolis;
McConneU,
WISH-AM-TV
Lamar A. Newcomb,
WFAX IndiFalls
Church,
Va.;
John
B.
Johnson,
WWNY-W.
WCNY (TV) Watertown, N.Y.; Paul
Morency, WTIC-AM-FM-TV Hartford.
Joseph J. Jacobs, ABC; Francis N. Littlejohn,
Charles Co.;
C. Woodard,
house ABC;
Broadcasting
Joseph H.WestingReam,
CBS; Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt, KING-AM-FMTV Seattle; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co.; Eugene C. Pulliam, WIRE Indianapolis; William D. Rogers, KDUB-AMTV Lubbock, Tex.; James A. Byron, WBAP
Ft. Worth.
Robert D. Ellis, KKTV (TV) Colorado
Springs;
John E. Fetzer,
FetzerWKRG
Broadcasting Co.; Kenneth
R. Giddens,
(TV)
Mobile, Ala.; William Grant, KOA-TV Denver; Cliff Hendrix, KCSJ Pueblo, Colo.;
Russel Shaffer, KBOL Boulder, Colo.; Hugh
B. Terry, KOA-AM-TV Denver; James R.
Agostino, KXLY Spokane, Wash.; Charles
K. Bundlie, KNOX-AM-TV
Grand Forks.
Charles H.N.C.;
Crutchfleld,
(TV)
Charlotte,
Frank WBT-WBTV
Edwards WTTV
(TV) Bloomington, Ind.; Harry Hoth, Colorado Broadcasters & Telecasters Assn.;
W. Hanes Lancaster Jr., WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.; H. Moody McElveen
Jr., South Carolina Broadcasters Assn.:
Harlan B. Snow, KSIS Sedalia, Mo.; Fred
E. Walker, New Jersey Broadcasters Assn.
and WTTM Trenton; William H. Weldon,
KRCG-TVAsheville,
JeffersonN.C.City, Mo.; Leo Willette,
WLOS
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ACTION
Senate

ON

committee

little hope

VHF-CATV
looks

for consent

The Senate Commerce Committee
last week acted favorably on two bills
designed to license vhf booster stations
and to place community antenna tv
systems under direct regulation of the
FCC. Both bills were amended in committee [Broadcasting, Aug. 31], with
the catv measure to be introduced as
a new committee bill.
Sen. Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) originally introduced a catv bill (S 2303) but
the committee version, while accomplishing much the same purpose, bears
little resemblance to the original
language. The new bill (1) defines catv,
spelling out that the systems constitute broadcasting and are not common
carriers; (2) places catv under direct
FCC regulation with grants to be made
under "public interest, convenience
and necessity;" (3) provides that, at
local
of catv
that
stationstation's
must berequest,
carried signals
on local
system;licensing
(4) contains
clause
currently "grandfather"
existing catv
operations who apply with the FCC
within 30 days after enactment of bill;
(5) prohibits the use of catv for pay tv.
In addition, the Commission would
be charged with the duty of taking into
account "the desirability of facilitating
the continued operation of a television station which is providing the
only available locally originating television broadcast program service" in
licensing catv. This would include, the
bill spells out, placing restrictions on
the wired service that will "significantly
facilitate" continued local tv and protection against catv duplication from an
outside station of the programs of the
local station.
More Time Needed • Sen. Monroney
reportedly felt that the bill, as amended,
should not be reported out until members of the committee could study at
greater length its provisions (the amendments were given to committee members less than one week before last
week's action) . He said he was not sure
himself just what the bill accomplishes.
Another committee member spoke out
in the closed meeting against reporting
the bill until industry comments and
desires could be solicited. No record
vote on approving the measure was
taken in the closed committee meeting,
with the favorable report coming when
it was obvious a majority of the senators favored this action.
The second bill, S 1886, was sponsored by Sens. Frank Moss (D-Utah)
and James Murray
(D-Mont.). As

BILLS

favorably

on

both;

agreement

on

catv

amended in committee it would (1)
license vhf boosters constructed without FCC sanction, and (2) repeal the
provision that a licensed operator must
be on duty at a broadcast station.
These provisions were requested by the
FCC and S 1886 did not face the opposition as that bucked by the catv
bill. The Commission itself does not
want catv placed under its jurisdiction.
Chances for Action • Observers were
predicting that the Senate would act
on the booster bill before adjournment,
expected within the next two weeks.
The same is not true of the catv bill
because of its controversial nature, according to several senators. One member said that backers doubted they
could secure consideration of the bill
under the consent agreement (barring
debate), which it was felt, would effectively kill the bill for this session.
Report due soon
from FCC team
Back last week from a 30-day tour
of a six-state area of the far Northwest were Broadcast Bureau Chief
Harold G. Cowgill and James B. Sheridan, bureau economist, who made the
trip to observe at first hand the impact of community antenna systems,
vhf boosters and translators on local
tv broadcast stations.
They expect to make a formal report to the FCC — which ordered the
inspection trip at congressional urging
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3) — within two
weeks on the problem of how to furnish at least one signal to everybody
in the area and multiple signals to as
many as possible while continuing to
foster and encourage small-market tv
broadcast stations for local expression.
didn'tsaidfind
a "magic (Sept.
answer,"
Mr.They
Cowgill
Wednesday
2),
but hope to furnish information gained
at first hand from their talks with management of tv stations, catv systems,
boosters and translators and with the
public and from their observations of
all these types of tv transmission in
operation.
They visited Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming and Colorado
in that order. Their itinerary included
16 operating and two "dark" tv stations,
10 catv systems, a number of translators and "at least" one unauthorized vhf
booster (at the invitation of Wyoming
Gov. Joe Hickey).
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

t
fortissimo:
m
KXTR comes on strong in Kansas City with 58,200
watts of power.

andante!
m
KXTR flows smoothly into the homes and hearts of
Kansas Citians . . . programming classical and
semi-classical music exclusively.

r
allearoi
m
KXTR is the brisk, lively new sound on Kansas
City's FM dial . . . broadcasting daily from 6 a.m.
to 11:30 p.m.

1

"station

f
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ABC

loses

in 770

Air photo by Wahl's Photographic Service

WHEC
STANDS

FOR

ITY
QUAL
IN
RADIO

REPRESENTATIVES:
EVERETT McKINNEY INC.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO
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BASIC

CBS

AM-TV
ROCHESTER

kc

appeal
dispute

WABC New York (ABC-owned) last
week lost another move in the 18-yearold dispute between the New York 50
kw outlet and KOB Albuquerque, N.M.
over the use of 770 kc. The FCC denied
ABC's petition for rehearing of the
Commission's decision a year ago
(Broadcasting, Sept. 8, 1958) which
ordered WABC and KOB to operate on
the frequency, both with 50 kw and directional antennas.
But the FCC emphasized last week
that KOB is not to go to the 50 kw unlimited power (it presently operates on
770 kc with 50 kw day, 25 kw night,
non-directional) until June 1, 1960, the
date WABC's license normally expires
(WABC now operates on 770 kc with
50 kw unlimited, non-directional).
WABC must file within 30 days for
renewal of license to implement the
terms of the September 1958 order.
WABC had asked for a stay of the renewal order or similar relief, but this
was denied by the FCC last July
(Broadcasting, July 6).
The conflict between the two stations
started in 1941. In March 1941 KOB
was assigned 1030 kc with 10 kw, but
later that year was placed on 770 kc
with 50 kw day and 25 kw night by
special service authorization. WABC
has opposed this sharing of 770 kc ever
since, and two appeals courts decisions
ordered the FCC to (1) give WABC a
hearing and (2) furnish WABC protection at night (by directionalizing KOB).
The FCC on June 24 had issued instructions looking toward denying
WABC's request for rehearing of the
September 1958 order.
The FCC decision of Sept. 3, 1958,
maintains 770 kc as a Class I U.S. frequency, thus protecting it from use by
high-powered Mexican or Canadian am
outlets under present agreements.
Agree

on

labor

bill

to limit union power
New labor legislation striking at
union boycotts and organizational
picketing was agreed upon Wednesday
(Sept. ferees
2) after
by weeks
Senateof and
House
debate
and contwo
years of hearings. The conference bill
(S 1555) contains some of the House
provisions restricting union activities
during disputes.
An amendment to the Taft-Hartley
law is aimed at banning secondary
boycotts by unions. It also restricts
organizational picketing and provides
for state control in certain labor disputes not eligible for consideration by
the National Labor Relations Board.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959
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THE

COLLINS
TT-400/200

LABEL
TURNTABLES

In a little over a year, these turntables have
become the popular choice. Here's why.
• rugged: built of heavy cast aluminum.
• simplified: only three moving parts in drive
mechanism.
• convenient operation: gear shift speed selector;
indentation for 45's, requiring no adaptor;
on-off switch with reverse on synchronous
motor models.
• efficient: simplified drive with double-ball
thrust bearing.
• four models: TT-400, 16" with 4-pole motor;
TT-400S, 16" with synchronous motor;
TT-200,synchronous
12" with 4-pole
with
motor.motor; TT-200S, 12"

TURNTABLES

FOR

MODERN

STATIONS

COLLINS
CEDAR

RAPIDS

• DALLAS

• BURBANK

TV
Say

MEN
anti-trust

FIGHT
exemption

Organized baseball wants a law that
would allow blackouts of 20 million
tv homes but broadcasters showed last
week they won't let this happen without a fight.
A half-dozen bills to exempt baseball, football, hockey and basketball
from antitrust laws were considered
Wednesday and Thursday by the antitrust subcommittee of the House Judiciary Committee.
The two days of hearings brought
arguments from Ford Frick, baseball
commissioner, on behalf of the antitrust exemption. These were countered
by broadcaster testimony and by sharpshooting questions from Chairman
Emanuel Celler of the subcommittee
and full committee.
Pay tv received limited attention but
testimony and questioning left the definite impression that organized baseball
wants the right to impose blackouts so
it can switch major league telecasts to
a fee basis some time in the future.
D-F-S Survey • Easily the high spot
of the hearings was a blackout survey
conducted by Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, agency for Falstaff Brewing Co.
(see bottom of page).
The agency's study, introduced in a
letter sent the subcommittee by NAB
President Harold E. Fellows, showed
how a 75-mile blackout to protect
minor league teams would affect 12.8
million tv homes all of the time and
6.5 million homes 50% of the time.

How

D-F-S

SPORTS
won't

people

A list of cities affected by 50-mile
and 75-mile blackouts to protect minor
leagues was included in the DFS study.
The list covered over six typed pages.
It brought a challenge from Mr. Frick,
who angrily termed it misleading. He
also challenged a nationwide blackout
map introduced by NAB. Cities incorrectly listed because clubs have
dropped out since the survey was conducted include Phoenix and Tucson,
Ariz., Denver and parts of Arkansas
and Michigan, Mr. Frick said. He
claimed similarly that a blackout map
compiled by Robert A. Bicks, acting
antitrust chief of the Dept. of Justice
(Broadcasting, July 21, 1958), was inaccurate.
Whole Lotta Shoutin' • Chairman
Celler had Mr. Frick shouting denials
and lack of jurisdiction as he shot
questions. "Why didn't the major
leagues allocate some of their radio-tv
money to minors?" the chairman asked.
Mr. Frick said the Justice Dept.
wouldn't allow it and added that majors
had sent a million dollars to minors for
development of talent.
"Do you want pay tv contracts exempt from antitrust laws?" Chairman
Celler asked. Mr. Frick said he personallylation
doesn't
tv but feels
legisshouldlike
not pay
be enacted
to hinder
its possible development in the future.
Herbert Maletz, subcommittee counsel,
and Chairman Celler couldn't sway
Mr. Frick from his opposition to any
provision that would take away black-

interprets

the proposed tv blackout
Nearly 23 million tv homes would be blacked out from
major league baseball telecasts because of minor league
games under proposed legislation, according to DancerFitzgerald-Sample, agency for Falstaff Brewing Co.
The legislation, subject of House Judiciary Committee
hearings last week, threatens to force networks, stations,
and advertisers from network baseball telecasting, a DFS
survey shows. The survey was introduced Sept. 2 at the
committee hearing (main story above). It was accompanied by a list of cities that would suffer blackouts.
Text of the summary submitted by DFS follows (based
on CBS-TV network stations that carry Game-of-theWeek) :
Under proposed legislation, a station within a radius of 50 miles or
75 miles of a minor leaque city must black out the program when the
minor league team is scheduled to play a home game, whether day
or night. Under past and current procedure, a station is blacked out
in a minor league city only when a minor league game is then and
there in progress.
The following chart illustrates the possible effects of this legislation in terms of the number of stations affected:
56 (GOVERNMENT)

make

BLACKOUT
into baseball

out powers over free tv. The commissioner and his counsel, Paul A. Porter,
discussed legal aspects of the bill's language but Chairman Celler insisted the
bills give the commissioner control over
Five identical House bills (HR 237074) tv.
are before the subcommittee, plus
pay
two others (HR 8658 and HR 2266).
Six of the bills grant limited antitrust
exemption to the four team sports on
a "reasonably necessary" basis. HR
2266 grants complete antitrust exemption. Chairman Celler said the subcommittee does not plan to act on the bills
this session.
Industry witnesses were Robert D.
Swezey, executive vice president,
WDSU-AM-TV New Orleans; C. Robert Thompson, general manager of
WBEN-AM-TV Buffalo; Joe M. Higgins, general manager of WTHI-TV
Terre Haute, Ind., and Thad M. Sandstrom, general manager of WIBW-AMTV Topeka, Kan.
325,000 to 400 Ratio • Mr. Swezey
estimated the WDSU-TV baseball audience on a weekend day at 325,000
viewers, this major league audience
running considerably higher than any
other type of daytime program. A similar situation exists in Baton Rouge "in
which both our station, WAFB-TV,
and the NBC affiliate, WBRZ (TV),
carry baseball schedules on both Saturday and Sunday," he added.
Popularity of teams and competitive elements affect audience size, he

Policy
Current
Blackout
# Stations
130
Never affected
53
Affected on
occasion
183

fans

Never affected
Affected
50%
of time
Affected 100%
of time

50 Mile
Blackout
# Stations
83
53
47
183

75
Mile
Blackout
# Stations
35
58
183

Of more significance is the translation of the above station blackouts
90
into homes. We have estimated that the total potential tv audience
in non-maior league cities (major league cities are always blacked out
because of local baseball broadcasting) is 22,800,000 tv homes. The
following chart will illustrate the untenable position in which proposed
stations,
and telecasting.
advertisers, so untenable legislation
as to forcewillall place
three networks,
from network
baseball
Policy
Current
Blackout
75 Mile
Blackout
50 Mile Blackout
tv Homes
Tv Homes Tv Homes
(000)
(000) (000)
Never affected
5,150.0 3,450.0
Never
affected
5,150.0
Affected
50%
Affected on
of time
occasion 17,650.0
Affected
100% 10,000.0 6,500.0
of time
7,650.0 12,850.0
22,800.0

22,800.0 22,800.0
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Fine lettering is almost a lost art, having given way

to many

new

and

beautiful type faces. And yet, it is still
sought after by those who

recognize
WFAA

and value the "quality touch" it contributes! This same quality touch has
its counterpart in today's better radio
and television station operations . . .
a "plus factor" of immeasurable
in any advertising campaign!

radio & television • dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

value

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING

NEWS

■ EDWARD

RETRY & CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES
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WILL

GET

YOU

WIL
ST. LOUIS
NOW ONE WIL BUY WILL GET
YOU ALMOST TWICE AS MUCH
AUDIENCE AS THE NEXT TWO
STATIONS COMBINED!
C. E. HOOPER, INC. • JULY, AUGUST, 1959
7 A.M. TO 12 NOON 12 NOON TO 6 P.M.
25.0
30.2
21.4
14.4
13.7
17.8
16.0
8.7
12.6
9.4

STATION
WIL
Network A
Independent A
Independent B
Network B

First, too, in Pulse, Nielson and.
Trendex!
sold nationally by
ROBERT

E. EASTMAN

WIL
BUY Radio when you buy media
BUY Balaban when you buy radio
BUY WIL when you buy St. Louis
and you BUY the people who BUY
WIL

St. Louis

KBOX

Dallas

WRIT

Milwaukee

in tempo with the times
THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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said. WDSU-TV and WWL-TV in New
Orleans buy $2,200 worth of tickets
each, he explained.
Mr. Swezey argued that modern living patterns, including air-conditioning, affect attendance at the minor
league Pelicans' home games, with
New Orleans apparently losing interest
in the team. He doubted if a majorleague baseball blackout "would actually result in forcing them back to the
local ball park." He recalled the Pelicans had a revived gate early in 1959
before hitting a slump and estimated
recent attendance at fewer than 400
persons per game.
The Pelicans top brass has been
quoted as saying the future of minor
league baseball "is strictly dead," he
recalled. He questioned whether several
hundred thousand tv viewers within a
75-mile radius should be deprived of the
games so "this weak club can eke out a
bare existence." Tv viewers seeing one
game far exceed total home attendance
of the Pelicans any year, he reminded.
Mr. Swezey said the "expectation"
of pay tended
tv can't
conSubsectionbe 4 ignored.
of the He
identical
bills would give organized baseball
"absolute control" in contracting with
networks and stations but also would
permit the sport to refrain from dealing with them in any respect, making
its product available only to pay tv.
Sports — Big Business • Mr. Thompson supported Chairman Celler's point
that any one of a half-dozen minor
teams in the Buffalo area could prevent
any tv station within 75 miles of the
city from carrying a game "any time
during an entire day" when one of the
minors had a game.
All professional sports are business
enterprises, he said, and "are entitled
to the normal protection afforded all
Mr. Thompson quoted John Stiglbusiness."
meier, president of the Buffalo Bisons,
as follows:
"Radio and television have not
harmed organized baseball. If television
and radio discontinued broadcasting and
televising and otherwise supporting
organized baseball, baseball clubs soon
would be seeking their support." In
addition, he said Mr. Stiglmeier believes, "The automobile is the largest
single factor for any trouble which
minor league baseball might find itself
in today. The attendance figures of the
Bisons speak for themselves and I think
if you study them you will see that
television and radio have not done our
business any harm."
Noting that the Batavia, N. Y., team
will have total attendance of 27,000 for
the season, according to Gus Berglund,
club business manager, he asked, "Are
we to deny the millions who watch big

league games weekly on television so
that a minor league team might increase its attendance from 27,000 to
the maximum of 67,000 which attended the Batavia games in 1946."
Meeting the argument that major
league telecasts spoil the public appetite for inferior
he said,
"If
this factor
were to baseball,
be considered
in the

field of drama or music, then the
legitimate theatre in various cities such
as Buffalo would have the same right J
to object to the television of Broadway

Little League Competition • Mr. Higgins said WTHI-TV's audience could
not enjoy major league baseball on
weekends if minor league teams were '
playing (day or night) in Paris and
Mattoon,
plays." 111., and Indianapolis. The
cities are all inside the WTHI-TV service area, he said. He added, "It is quite
possible that the minor league games in
these cities would be so scheduled that
WTHI-TV could not telecast a single- I
game-of-the-week
during our entire |
The Terre Haute minor league team
had bad years or didn't even operate
season."
long
before WTHI-TV took the air in
1954, he said, citing such factors as
poor public relations, parking, inadequate facilities and the advent of Little
League, Babe Ruth League and other
programs for youngsters.
Mr. Higgins said the game-of-theweek telecasts provide good entertainment for older people, of which the
area has a heavy share; help develop
youngsters into players and fans; provide economic aid to both WTHI and
WTHI-TV and balanced programming;
encourage advertisers "to think more
kindly towards our station"; encourage
excursions to major-league cities.
Tvcasts Help Mentally 111 • Mr.
Sandstrom pointed to the folly of the
75-mile rule by citing the case of St.
Joseph, Mo., with a minor team.
WIBW-TV Topeka would be blacked
out from a CBS-TV major league telecast at noon, along with Fort Riley,
50 miles west of Topeka and 110 miles
from St. Joseph, and several other
military installations even if the St.
Joseph minor team played a night
He suggested
a Kansas City Athletgame.
. two driving
ics game,
hours away, will
have more Topeka fans in the park
than a game of the Topeka Reds minor
league club. Kansas has only one minor
league team, the Reds, he said in discussing the lack of local and regional
rivalry in Topeka.
About 100,000 to 125,000 fans see
a weekend major league telecast in the
WIBW-TV area, he said, compared to
total 1958 attendance of 43,624 at
Reds games. This year Reds attendance
will exceed 50,000, he predicted.
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NOW!

WAPl-TV
OWNS

Birmingham

EVERY

MAJOR

FEATURE

High Noon
Bells of St. Marys
30 Seconds Over Tokyo
Mutiny on the Bounty

FILM

PACKAGE

For Whom the Bell Tolls
King Kong
Hunchback of Notre Dame
Going My Way
plus hundreds of others!

Hollywood Hit Parade
Monday-Friday
12 noon to 1:30 p.m.
The Early Show
Monday-Friday
4:30 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
World's Great Movies
Sunday-Friday
10:30 p.m. to conclusion
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Office rented, operations defined,
didn't name
a director
for last
the
newThey
Television
Information
Office
week, but revealed for the first time
were details of what his job will encompass.
This disclosure of operating objectives (see text, below) shows heavy emphasis on research into television's
role, impact and influence; ideas, materials and other assistance for stations
to use at the local level, where "a major
part" of the information campaign
should be conducted; regular mailings
to opinion leaders and other special
groups; keeping all news media informed about tv developments; arranging for industry speakers to appear before educational, professional, industry,
civic and similar bodies — and devising
ways to tell television's story on television itself, "the greatest coverage and
impact" medium of them all.
In addition, some print campaigns
will be used to tell "selected groups"
about programs of special interest to
them. TIO also will (1) consider the
feasibility of local and national forums
discussing TV's role in society and perhaps dealing with national and international questions; (2) investigate the
possibility of television sponsorship of
projects aimed at solving urgent national or other "great public interest" problems, and (3) consider setting up a
library where tapes, films and kinescopes of "memorable television performances" can be kept and shown.
Job Interviewing • Coincident with
release of the program, the Television
What
Here
of the
released
by the
mittee:

the

tv

is the full text of "The Program
Television Information Office"
for publication today (Sept. 7)
Television Information Com-

1. Why television needs
an information program
Television, as a social, cultural and
entertainment medium, speaks with
many voices. Through its network
broadcasts, through broadcasts over its
local stations, it functions in a variety of
ways. Each network and each individual
station has a profile uniquely its own —
shaped by the personalities it presents
and its total programming philosophy.
These very differences of approach to60

TAKES
search for boss

Information Committee interviewed
some half-dozen prospects for the TIO
directorship during an all-day meeting
in New York last Wednesday. Others
will be interviewed later. Next meeting
was set for Sept. 16. Some committee
members said it could be weeks before
they settled on the "right" man; some
looked for a quicker decision.
Those interviewed Wednesday, it
was learned, included: Theodore F.
Koop, CBS Washington director of
news; Howard London, former radiotv director of March of Dimes; Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., former ABC vice
president just resigned as vp and assistant to the chairman of Edward
Petry & Co., station representative, and
Richard Krolik, operator of a New
York public relations firm whose clients
frey.
have included CBS star Arthur GodThere are others under consideration, including some late entries. One
of the most prominent of these, although it was not known whether he
was available, was Louis Hausman,
vice president in charge of advertising
and sales promotion for CBS, radio.
Also Prospects • Others who have
been reported under consideration are
Lester W. Lindow, executive director,
Assn. of Maximum Service Telecasters;
Richard Pack, programming vice president for the Westinghouse stations;
Fred Kugel, Television Magazine, and
George Rosen, Variety.
Although its operating head was still
unchosen, TIO was pronounced officialimage

office

ly
off the ground with these developments:
• Leasing of headquarters space at
New York's fashionable new 666 Fifth
Ave. Building, effective Sept. 1. Officials months
expected that
less"
than six
TIO within
would "much
have about
10 full-time employes.
• Adoption
the official "program"
outlining
the oforganization
of TIO,
specifying its objectives and laying out
guides to their attainment.
These actions were taken by the
nine-man TIC, which formulated TIO
and will have responsibility, under the
NAB Television Board, for its operation. The committee is headed by Clair
R. McCollough of the Steinman stations. He and other committeemen
gave a progress report in a news conference during the luncheon break in
Wednesday's sessions.
Drive Is On • More than $400,000—
out of an expected $600,000 to
$750,000 a year — already has been
committed to TIO through sponsorships taken out by NAB, the networks
and committee members and solicitations with full details "will be on the
desk of every television station" in the
country by today (Sept. 7). Station and
network supporters are "sponsors"
(payments: highest one-time quarterhour rate four times a year). Payment
formula for "associate sponsors" (station reps, production firms, etc.) will
be determined shortly. Eligibility or
status of pay-tv organizations has not
Continues on page 62

is supposed

ward a common goal of service are, and
should continue to be, a sign of health
and growth for the industry.
An industry information program can
be an asset if it is predicated on the
conviction that "television" is not an
all-embracing entity with a single expression, but rather a generic framework within which each network, each
station, each responsible broadcaster
seeks to meet successfully his own responsibilities inthe programs he presents to the American public. This
fundamental responsibility cannot be
assumed or absorbed by a central
agency. It is a singularly individual objective.
Any industry-wide information effort

SHAPE
goes on

to

do

must, therefore, supplement and not
replace individual effort. Only by
recognizing individual difference, can
such an effort bring results which will
redound to the benefit of all concerned.
The sum total that any informational
effort can, or should, achieve is a better understanding of the objectives and
policies behind individual programming,
along with the dissemination of wider
knowledge of the substance of such
programming. The sum and substance
of public opinion about, and reaction
to, the television industry is almost
wholly a result of the manner in which
it meets its programming obligations to
Continues on page 62
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NBC, ABC, MGM, Warner Brothers-plus Paramount! The
best of this major producer sweetens the pot for
WSOC-TV advertisers. Puts more starch in the formula
that's changing viewing habits of Charlotte television !
WS
C
TV
Here in America's 25th largest tv-homes market you get
more for your dollar on Charlotte's expanding WSOC-TV...
one of the great area stations of the nation.
CHARLOTTE 9— NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton

Tv

PROFIT..

DULUTH
SUPERIOR

•\b

/
........
VIGOROUSLY
GROWING

Mm-

CONTINENT
SEAPORT

IN SIZE ONLY TO
THE TWIN CITIES
IN MINNESOTA AND
MILWAUKEE IN WISC.
(?<xve%ed cMtfUetety and
*hvic effectively

NBC
A 3 BILUON DOLLAR MARKET
Duluth
& HmUSuperior
AfliKaud with CKjluii
•nd Nm-Ttitainc
ffl PETEns. Griffin. Woodward.
^^^^ Cic/imrt /TafMAaf HtpmMtHrtt
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image

project

takes

been considered — but will be, Mr.
McCollough asserted.
He said research probably would be
one of the most important TIO projects
at the outset, probably employing both
independent firms and the TIO staff.
One of the first studies, he said, will be
to determine what the public thinks
about television. This is in addition to
similar studies being done by CBS. The
findings of both projects will be shared
under an exchange arrangement.
C. Wrede Petersmeyer of the Corinthian stations, TIO member and head
of the committee which formulated the
original recommendations, stressed that
TIO is not in competition with TvB, a
sales organization. Rather, he said, it
will deal with "the substance of television"— its programming — and will work
with "anyone interested in television,"
including stations, networks, TvB, NAB.
the NAB code committee, the Academy
of Television Arts & Sciences, probably
the American Assn. of Advertising

shape

continued

Agencies, and others. TIO is seen as a
permanent operation, he emphasized.
The TIO program, released for publication today (Sept. 7), recognizes programming as the main determinant of
public opinion about tv. Since programming isthe responsibility of stations and
networks individually, the industry-wide
effort must "supplement and not replace individual effort." How TIO is
empowered to do this is spelled out in
the accompanying official text.
All TIO members were on hand for
Wednesday's meeting except John
Hayes. Washington Post stations. Others
are chairman McCollough; Mr. Petersmeyer; Kenneth Bilby, NBC; Roger W.
Clipp, Triangle stations; Michael Foster,
ABC: Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZTV Huntington, W.Va.; Charles Steinberg. CBS-TV network, and Willard
Walbridge. KTRK-TV Houston. President Harold Fellows headed the NAB
delegation.

Text: what tv image office is to do continued
its audiences.
as well as externally. There is almost
Many of the basic problems faced
as great a need for facts and informaby both networks and stations today
tion for broadcasters as there is outside the industry.
stem from lack of understanding. This,
in turn, stems from a dearth of inforWith such necessary and relevant inmation. The reason is not that the inforformation available, all elements within
mation which would clarify many comthe industry can concentrate on meetplex issues is not available. The reason
ing both common and individual probis that the several entities making up the
lems, on discussing the many challengindustry have not established and maining concepts, ideas and values that make
tained adequate communication with
up the whole of television broadcasting.
significant groups of the general public An adequate reservoir of public under— particularly those articulate groups
standing isa basic essential of any effecwho are critical of the medium.
tive informational program.
As other industries have learned, the
The purpose of establishing adequate
communication should not be either to most effective method of conducting
abort or preclude criticism. This is such a program is to supplement the
efforts of individual segments of the
neither possible nor desirable in a democratic society. On the contrary, in- industry with a coordinated industryformed criticism serves a healthy and
wide effort. This must be planned, orvital function. Informed criticism is
ganized, and conducted on a sustained
helpful, rather than prejudicial. The
basis. And this requires: a positive promedium can grow only if it is responsgram, an organization to implement it
ive to the opinions of informed groups
[and] financial support.
and individuals.
While it is our basic conviction that 2. A statement of convictions
and beliefs: the basis of
the case — good or bad — for television
must be made by its programs, it must
the information program
be recognized that there are areas of
1. The vast scope, impact and acceptignorance, that there are gaps in unance of television imply profound social
derstanding, that there is a need for
responsibilities
and opportunities. This
wider dissemination of broad industry
facts and information.
places upon each component of the industry aheavy responsibility to be selfThe committee believes, therefore,
critical and to analyze continuously the
that its primary task is to assist in creatprograms it offers the public.
ing a more informed atmosphere than
2. Television is a mass medium now
now exists among many groups, both
serving virtually every home in
lay and professional, of the general
America. Most of its programming efforts, therefore, must serve the desires
public. This applies within the industry.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

YOU

N\ AY

NEVER

PLEASE NOTE! As shown below, WKZO-TV delivers 94.9% more homes than Station "B,"
Sunday through Saturday, 9 p.m. to midnight!
NSI SURVEY— KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA
(Jan. 25-Feb. 21,1959)
STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK
HOMES DELIVERED
WKZO-TV
Mon. thru Fri.
6 a.m.-9 a.m.
17,600
9 a.m. -Noon
55,500
69,400
Noon-3 p.m.
68,000
3 p.m.-6 p.m.
Sun. thru Sat.
148,700
6 p.m.-9 p.m.
9 p.m.-Midnight 134,300

PERCENT OF TOTAL
STATION B
STATION B
WKZO-TV 49.6%
36.8%
50.4%
33.7%
63.2%
17,300
44.5%
66.3%
32,300
55.5%
34%
35,200
54,500
39
.2%
66%
60.8%
95,500
68,900

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO — GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM — GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV — LINCOLN, NEBRASKA
Associated with
WMBD RADIO — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
WMBD-TV — PEORIA, ILLINOIS
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

BUT...
Campaign

WKZO-TV

Puts Your

At Full Throttle

In Kalamazoo -Grand

Rapids!

WKZO-TV will put you in the winner's seat in the
important Kalamazoo-Grand Rapids market with its
commanding lead in coverage and popularity.
WKZO-TV holds a big 94.9% lead over Station 'B'
(see NSI Survey at left) in homes delivered, Sunday
through Saturday (9 p.m. to midnight).
And to top it
off, a 9-county ARB Survey (April 17-May 14, 1959)
covering 300,000 TV homes gives WKZO-TV first place
in 74.6% of all quarter hours surveyed!
Remember — if you want all the rest of outstate Michigan
worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac, to your WKZO-TV
schedule.
*Roger Ward won the 1959 Indianapolis 500-Mile Speed Classic with a
record average of 135.587 MPH.

lOOO' TOWER
3 • V
CHANNEL
• O
WATTSinZ
100,000
K
W
Studios
Both Kalamazoo
andT
Grand Rapids
For Greater Western Michigan
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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and interests of the great majority of
the American people. Yet broadcasters
also recognize and undertake the important function of serving the specialized tastes and desires of minority audiences.
3. Television is an instrument of entertainment, information, culture, and
education. While its major programming mission, as demanded by the
American people is to entertain, substantial parts of the schedule are devoted to informational, cultural and educational ends. Television must present
a full variety of program types so the
public itself can make a choice.
4. Television has demonstrated unique
power in marketing products and, therefore, serves as a powerful and constructive force in our economy. It
functions most effectively, both for the
viewer and the advertiser, when it adheres to the standards set forth in the
NAB Television Code.
5. While broadcasters take pride in
the accomplishments of television, they
also recognize an even greater potential
still to be fulfilled. Each broadcaster,
at the station and at the network level,
must constantly and critically reexamine his programs to raise individual standards, to create and expand
program concepts and to enhance the
diversity and balance of his whole

schedule so that television may continue to advance in greater service to
all.
3. The objectives of the
tv information program
1. To assist in bringing to all elements of the American public a greater
understanding
of serve
television's
obligation and desire to
the interests
of
all segments of the American audience.
2. To assist in informing the general
public as well as specialized publics of
the full range of television service.
3. To assist in demonstrating that
television, within the framework of its
basic responsibility to program for the
majority of the people: (a) seeks to be
responsive to the desires of minority interests, through balanced programming
which blends cultural, informational and
educational presentations with popular
entertainment programming, and (b)
strives actively to encourage greater
exposure of minority-interest programming to the broadest possible audience.
4. To assist in establishing that the
audience for television is a selective
audience and that the American public,
by its control of the television dial, actively selects the programs of its choice.
5. To assist the American broadcaster on both network and local levels

ND"
"KNO
NO,
NorthE-LA
Louisiana,
South
(embracingTHIS
industrial,IS
progressive
Arkansas, West Mississippi)
JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Represented by
Channel 8
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo: Westinghouse
Corporation. Lighting
Division Plant.
Vicksburg,andMississippi,
fluorescentElectric
and incandescent
lighting equipment
for commerce
industry. producers of
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in the fulfillment of his role as a responsible citizen whose continuing aim
is the development of the best possible
television service for the American
A program designed to meet these
people.
broad objectives should be informational not propagandistic or sloganeering; affirmative, not negative. Television need not, and should not, engage in
quarrels with rivals or critics. Rather,
it should speak out confidently, temperately and responsibly. It should base
its case on facts, presented with impact
and conviction.
Within the framework of the above
objectives, the program must effectively
communicate information about:
(a) The scheduling of programs of
outstanding quality and interest. Too
many programs are being missed because "I didn't know it was on." The
public should be better informed of the
large number and variety of programs
of outstanding quality available to them
on all stations and networks.
(b) The fact that entertainment serves
a public need. The television industry
provides entertainment that serves an
important psychological and social
function.
(c) The extent of programming in
the areas of culture, education and public affairs. Attention must be focused on
the accomplishments of television in
non-entertainment areas.
(d) The fact that television broadcasters are consistently striving to find
and develop new talents, new techniques
and new programs, and to improve the
"blend" of entertainment, cultural, educational and informational programs.
The television industry is not content
merely to maintain the status quo but is
constantly seeking to improve its service.
(e) The fact that television must serve
all segments of society, and therefore the
viewer must select from its wide range
of programs those which best serve his
individual interests and tastes.
(f) The fact that the American public
has shown an unparalleled acceptance
of television as a communications medium.
(g) The fact that television advertising, in only a decade, has become a
major and essential factor in maintaining and expanding the American economy, through the increased efficiencies
it has brought to American marketing.
Television advertising has made an
enormous contribution in raising the
standards of living of the American peo4. The different publics
to be reached
1. The General Public: Broad public understanding is essential to the efple. BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Grain boat unloading in Buffalo River
When you advertise on WBEN-TV, your sales message
takes on added momentum and impact and hits hard
right in the nation's breadbasket !
Buffalo is the world's largest milling center. Its strategic
location and port facilities — first as a major port on
the Great Lakes, and now as America's newest World
Port since the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway —
makes the Buffalo area, more than ever, one of the
major markets on the North American continent.

-TV
N
EIN
CBS
BUFFALO
WB

And it's "dead reckoning" of the most infallible and precise kind when you choose
WBEN-TV to reach this important and growing market. The clearest sales voice CH
in sight and sound, your TV Dollars count for more on . . .
REPRESENTATIVES:
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

HARRINGTON,

RIGHTER & PARSONS
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RCA
THESAURUS
TURNED
THE

TOWN

UPSIDE
DOWN!

fectiveness of all aspects of the television information program. Within the
general public are specialized groups
which are of particular importance.
2. Specialized Groups: (a) Newspaper and magazine publishers and
editors; (b) professional television
critics and columnists; (c) government
on all levels: federal, state and local,
including legislative and administrative
bodies; (d) cultural, religious, educational, business and community leaders;
and their organizations and publications
[and] (e) all relevant groups within the
television industry.
5. Activities involved in
reaching these publics
To reach all of these publics effectively, itis necessary to conduct a continuing nationwide Television Information Program. This program should be
aimed at creating an enduring two-way
informational bridge between the industry and those from whom it seeks more
understanding. The Committee recommends the following activities:
Phase I. Organization of the Office:
(a) Setting up lines of communication
with all relevant sources of information;
(b) defining areas and categories of
necessary information; (c) collecting
available information in these areas; (d)
establishing machinery for the continuing acquisition of this information; (e)
classifying information in an orderly,
systematic and meaningful way; (f) setting up appropriate machinery for the
continuing distribution of information.

Things are bubbling at WETU,
Wetumpka, Alabama ! Ed Morgan,
General Manager, sends us the
story of how RCA Thesaurus'
"Sell-Tunes" applied a bit of hard
sell and quickly brought in big soft
drink business to the station :
"Happy to report sale of 1800
announcements to Nehi-Royal
Crown Cola Bottling of Montgomery, using Thesaurus jingle
St-603A-2. Bottling Company
'highly pleased'. . . sale primarily
because of the excellent jingle . . .
$3600.00 in brand-new billing."
Add sparkle to your sales story.
Write for all the refreshing details about RCA Thesaurus today !
THESAURUS
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N.Y.
ChicagcNashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
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Phase II. Development and Implementation of the Program:
(a) Research: Because the information effort must be operated on a solid
factual basis, an integral part of the program and budget should be research
projects which would shed light on the
role, impact and influence of television
and fairly evaluate its accomplishments
and shortcomings in areas of special importance.
The program should make such research available, as a service to educational and other interested institutions.
The research should also be designed to
assist broadcasters in improving as well
as evaluating television programming.
(b) Mailings: A continuing mailing
program tailored to reach special groups
with information about programs and
television activities in the various areas
of American social and cultural life.
This should include such informational
instruments as television study guides
for the nation's schools and colleges.
(c) Information To News Media: The
Television Information Office should

keep all news media fully informed with
data it develops concerning the industry.
(d) Assistance to Stations: A major
part of the program should be activity
on the local level, conducted by station
management in its own community. The
Television Information Office should
service stations with ideas and materials for local distribution, and should
assist in arranging for local forums,
discussions, etc. The Television Information Office should serve as a source
of material for local industry groups.
(e) Speakers: The Television Information Office should assist in arranging
for industry speakers to appear before
educational institutions, professional
and industry organizations, local civic
bodies and comparable groups.
(f) The Use of Television: Because
television offers the greatest coverage
and impact of any medium, the Television Information Office should develop
ways in which television's own story
might best be told on television itself.
Phase III. Evaluation of Special
Projects:
(a) Print Advertising: Budgetary reasons preclude large-scale national print
campaigns at this time. However, print
campaigns, based on the totality of television service, should be designed to
acquaint selected groups with programs
of interest to them.
(b) Forums: The Television Information Office should consider the feasibility of forums, both local and national,
to discuss questions relating to television's role in society. It should also consider the possibility of the television industry serving as host at major forums
dealing with questions of national and
international importance.
(c) Other Public Interest Projects:
The Television Information Office
should investigate the possibility of the
industry directly sponsoring projects
designed to aid in the solution of urgent
national problems or in the furtherance
of specific activities of great public interest.
(d) Television Viewing Center: The
Television Information Office should
consider the establishment of a television viewing center where tapes, films
and kinescopes of memorable television
performances can be maintained in a
library and made available for showing.
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SELF

RISING
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SAN

DIEGO

KFMB-TV
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Uo
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FROM/HOME

THAN
ANYTHING!

Represented by
EdwardYPetry & Yco., Inc.
77ie Original Station Representative

\FMBC>TV
SAN
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INDICTS

selling

A federal grand jury charged last
week that the Mutual Broadcasting system had been pledged and used by exowner Alexander L. Guterma and his
associates as an instrument of propaganda for the Dominican Republic and
its dictator. Generalissimo Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molinas. Price for the
alleged sell-out: $750,000. Reported
guarantee on the deal: a lien on the
network itself.
This was the latest in a series of
indictments involving Mr. Guterma,
(earlier he was charged with various
stock manipulations and corporate
frauds) and Mutual was not the only

MBS

as

GUTERMA

Dominican

party involved. Behind the headlines
and the grand jury indictment, but due
to come out when the case reaches
court, is a bizarre story of international high finance and political intrigue involving such figures as an international playboy and diplomat, an
agent of the Dominican dictator. Wellknown Mutual commentators and even
a U.S. congressman were unknowingly
used in broadcasts arranged by Mr.
Guterma.
It was the latest in a series of indictments involving Guterma & Co.
that have cast their shadow on Mutual's
determined attempt to get back on its

propaganda

TRIO
vehicle

feet. This one came just a day before a federal court was due to settle
bankruptcy proceedings which Mutual
hoped would rid it forever of the financial troubles which beset it in the
wake of Mr. Guterma's departure.
From a legal point of view, the
charges leveled by the grand jury in
Washington last Tuesday (Sept. 1) were
that Mr. Guterma, ex-president as well
as controlling owner of Mutual, had
failed to register as an agent of a
foreign power. Named as co-defendents with him were Hal Roach Jr.,
ex-head of Hal Roach Studios and exchairman of Mutual, and Garland Culpepper, ex-secretary and vice president
of the network and a Guterma business
associate. All three denied the charges.
Named as co-conspirators but not
defendents were Mutual itself, Otto
Vega, identified as an aide to Generalissimo Trujillo, and Radio News Service Corp., MBS subsidiary alleged to
be the propaganda vehicle.
From the broadcasting industry's
point of view, the even more serious
accusation was that the chief executives of a U.S. network were charged
with
having
pledged government
that network's
facilities
to a foreign
as a
propaganda medium for a price.
From Mutual's point of view, it
had been maliciously victimized and
used cialasgain.a pawn for past owners' finanDetails of the Indictment • U.S.
Attorney General William P. Rogers
announced Tuesday that a federal
grand jury in the District of Columbia
had returned a three-count indictment
against Alexander L. Guterma, Hal
Roach Jr. and Garland L. Culpepper
Jr., as defendents, for violation of the
Foreign Agents Registration Act of
1938 "and for conspiracy to violate

Did he 'buy' a U.S. network? Generalissimo Rafael Trujillo, Dominican dictator,
is alleged to have paid $750,000 to ex-owner of Mutual to get pro-Dominican
publicity on the American air. As surety on performance the dictator assertedly
was given a lien on network stock.
68 (THE MEDIA)

The Justice Dept. said the indictthe Act."
ment charged that the three defendants obtained $750,000 from the government of the Dominican Republic
on or about Feb. 6. 1959, in the
Dominican Republic with the understanding Mutual would disseminate
"political propaganda" favorable to the
Dominican Republic.
The first count charges Messrs.
Guterma and Roach were "agents of
aJan.
foreign
on this
or about
30 to principal"
about Junefrom
30 of
year.
It also charges that Mr. Guterma, as
MBS president, and Mr. Roach, as
board chairman of the network, agreed
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

International playboy • Porfirio Rubirosa, onetime husband of Barbara Hutton, sometime escort of many a glamor
girl, is said by the U.S. government to
have figured in the Guterma-Trujillo
deal to broadcast Dominican propaganda on Mutual. He is now the Dominican
Republic's ambassador to Belgium.
to act as "publicity agents" for the
Dominican government in return for
the payment of $750,000.
The first count said that because of
the agreement both Mr. Guterma and
Mr. Roach were required to file a foreign agent registration statement" with
the Attorney General and both "unlawfully and wilfully failed to file."
Count two named Mr. Culpepper as
well as Messrs. Guterma and Roach and
claimed the three defendents had an
obligation to register MBS as "an
agent of a foreign principal." The indictment said this requirement arose
because of the Guterma-Roach agreement with the foreign principals and
again
charged
that they "wilfully" failed
to file.
The third count charged thaf Messrs.
Guterma, Roach and Culpepper "conspired" with the co-consp'irators (Otto
Vega, Radio News Service Corp. and
MBS) "and with divers other persons
to the Grand Jury unknown" to evade
the registration and disclosure requirements of the registration act.
'Conspiracy' Activities • Justice Dept.
said the following activities were alleged to be a part of the conspiracy
agreement :
"(1) The three defendants would
enter into a contract with officials of
the Dominican Republic and with
Vega 'whereby the facilities of the
Mutual Broadcasting System would be
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

These were happier days • Alexander L. Guterma (left) congratulated Hal Roach
Jr. (center) last May when Mr. Guterma's Scranton Corp. acquired all of the
outstanding stock of Hal Roach Studios in Hollywood in an undisclosed partcash, part exchange-of-stock deal, said to total $15.5 million. Scranton vice
president Garland L. Culpepper looks on. But last week, a federal grand jury
in Washington indicted the trio on charges of conspiring to evade the foreign
agents registration law when they allegedly agreed to use Mutual to sweeten
the U.S. taste for Trujillo.
utilized to disseminate within the U.S.
political propaganda on behalf of and
favorable
to the
Republic'
In
return for
this Dominican
the three defendants
were to be paid $750,000 by the Dominican Government.
"(2) The three defendants would
cause the creation of a New York corporation to be known as the Radio
News Service Corp. That corporation
was to be the ostensible contracting
party with the foreign principal.
"(3) The defendents would cause
Mutual to disseminate the propaganda
'under the guise of bona fide and
genuine news items'. The fact that
the propaganda actually was provided
by the foreign principal in the Dominican Republic and that the Dominican
Republic government paid the defendants $750,000 was to be concealed.
"(4) The three defendants would
wilfully fail to register as agents under
the Registration Act and would wilfully fail to cause Mutual and the
Radio News Service Corp. to register
as Justice
agents under
the Act."
said the
maximum penalty
for violation of the registration act
is five years imprisonment and a
$10,000 fine. The maximum penalty for
violation of the federal conspiracy
statute involved in count three is the
same.
'Overt Acts' charged • The indictment said that "in pursuance and fur-

therance ofsaid conspiracy and to effect
the object thereof, the defendants and
their co-conspirators did commit,
among others, in the District of Columbia, and elsewhere," the following:
"1. On or about Jan. 30, 1959, the
defendants Alexander L. Guterma, Hal
Roach Jr. and co-conspirator Otto Vega
did meet and confer in the Dominican
Republic.
"2. On or about Feb. 1, 1959, defendants Guterma, Roach and Culpepper did have a conversation on a plane
traveling from the Dominican Republic
to the U.S.
"3. In or about February 1959, defendant Guterma did make a telephone
call from New York City to an official
of Mutual ... in the District of Columbia.
"4. In or about February 1959, defendant Guterma did make a telephone
call from the Dominican Republic to
an official of Mutual ... in the District
of Columbia.
"5. In or about February 1959, MBS
did cause to be made radio broadcasts
in the District of Columbia.
"6. In or about February. March
and April, 1959, MBS did in the District
of Columbia and New York City receive from the Dominican Republic political propaganda material.
"7. On or about Feb. 2, 1959, defendant Guterma in the Southern District of New York, did instruct one Saul
69

Nevins to form a corporation.
"8. On or about Feb. 2, 1959, defendants Guterma and Roach did travel by air from New York to the Dominican Republic.
"9. On or about Feb. 6, 1959, defendants Guterma and Roach did travel
by air from the Dominican Republic to
New York.

would be called World News Inc., the
story said, and would feed stories to
subscribers over Mutual's leased lines
at times when they were not in use for
regular programming.
Asked if this plan might have been
the same service referred to in the indictment as Radio News Service Corp.,
Mutual officials said no.

"10. On or about Feb. 2, 1959, defendant Guterma in the Southern District of New York did order stock
certificates to be printed.
"11. On or about February 1959,
defendant Culpepper did make a telephone call from New York City to an
official of Mutual ... in the District
of Columbia.
"12. On or about Feb. 6, 1959, in
the Dominican Republic, Otto Vega, a
co-conspirator herein, did give to Alexander L. Guterma and Hal Roach Jr.,
defendants herein, the sum of about

According to Mr. Hurleigh, the
World News Inc. idea was considered
initially during early 1958 when the
network was still owned by Armand
Hammer. Discussions about it had continued within the network up until the
time of Broadcasting's story. In his
opinion, it was only coincidence that
led to publication of the story at the
same time the indictment alleges Mr.
Guterma was setting up Radio News
Service Corp.

$750,000 in cash."
All three defendants were to be arraigned in the U.S. District Court in
Washington last Friday (Sept. 4) and
had said they would appear voluntarily.
Merely Coincidence • Broadcasting,
in its Feb. 2 issue this year, carried a
story saying that Mutual was contemplating setting up a wholly-owned subsidiary to sell a specialized national and
international news program service. It

Investigating the matter last week,
Mutual officials found in their files a
letter from Blair Walliser, then executive vice president of the network,
dated Feb. 12, and sent to members of
the Mutual Affiliates Advisory Committee. The letter described the World
News Inc. idea, but used the name
"Broadcast News Service" instead. In
another letter dated April 6, Mr. Walliser again referred to the proposed
company
"Broadcast
Service."
This
last as
letter
said thatNews
the idea
had
been temporarily put aside.
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How Guterma Used Mutual • In January this year Mr. Guterma directed
that Mutual press credentials be put at
the disposal of Saul Nevins, the New
York attorney cited in the indictment as
having been instructed to form Radio
News Service Corp. Mr. Nevins was to
seek an interview with deposed Cuban
Dictator Fulgencio Batista, in exile in
the Dominican Republic. Mutual complied with the request and Mr. Nevins
on Jan. 26 telephoned a beeper report which was broadcast on the network.
The report was to the effect that
Batista was persona non grata in the
Dominican Republic and that public
opinion there was in favor of his leaving. (Mutual said last week that the
Nevins report was picked up several
days later by U.S. news services.) Mr.
Nevins told Broadcasting he got his
information after reading Dominican
newspapers' comments on the subject,
from his personal observations and during conversations with Porfirio Rubirosa, international playboy and Dominican diplomat. As an aside, he mentioned that he at first had feared going
to the republic because he had represented Dominican revolutionaries during the Galindez mystery (see page 76),

Asks money back
The Dominican Republic
doesn't feel it got a fair shake
in its "publicity consultantcy"
deal with MBS-subsidiary Radio
News Service Corp. and wants
its $750,000 returned. The island
government has retained Washington attorney Edward L. Carey
to try to get it— on grounds of
"non-performance."
Mr. Carey expressed disappointment Wednesday that the
Justice Dept. failed to mention
in its news release that the Dominican Republic cooperated with
FBI investigators and Justice
Dept. attorneys in the case and
supplied them with the Feb. 6
contract the Dominican government now wants to void. He said
the present officials of Mutual
refuse any responsibility for the
agreement.
Mr. Carey said he could not
divulge details of the contract,
except to confirm that it gave
MBS full discretion to accept or
reject any material submitted. He
said the purpose was to provide
an outlet for legitimate news in
the U.S. Mr. Carey said the
Dominican government wished to
emphasize
its strong anti-communist attitude.

but that he had gone on Mr. Rubirosa's
personal assurance that all was well.
Mr. Guterma next alerted Mutual to
stand by for a study that would break
from the Dominican Republic on Feb. 1.
Mr. Nevins called again that day, saying he was speaking for Mr. Guterma
and that he had a story to be used on
the Walter Winchell Show. The item
said that Hal Roach Studios would film
motion pictures on location in the Dominican Republic with Porfirio Rubirosa as producer. Mr. Winchell, assured
that this story came in under auspices
of
president, ran the item
on the
his network's
show.
During that same week in February,
Mr. Guterma called again from the
Dominican Republic, this time saying
that he had with him Rep. Gardner R.
Withrow (R-Wis.), who had some interesting observations to make about
that country. Mutual took about 40
seconds of Congressman Withrow's
remarks, again by beeper, and put it
on the network.
Rep. Withrow's Story • Rep. Withrow told Broadcasting, last week that
he was on a personal trip to the republic in February and that while
having lunch at the presidential palace
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Nine hundred eighty-seven miles and one
split second by co-ax west of this scene is
Iowa. Have you ever considered how unlike
Manhattan Iowa looks?
And how much like the inside of a New
Yorker's head the inside of an Iowan's head
looks?
Perhaps you have never smelled the fragrance of new-mown hay tedding on rolling acres, or watched the clean steel of a

soil produce, among an abundance of other
things, something like ten percent of the
nation's food supply, and contribute to the
high per capita wealth of lowans.
Yet agricultural Iowa is considerably less
than half the story. Personal income derived
from agriculture accounts for about 25% of
the total; income derived from manufacturing, trades, services and other sources,
accounts for the rest.

plow slipping through Iowa's fertile black
soil. Dvorak, after visiting Iowa, made
powerful music for his New World Symphony from such ingredients. We, with a
television station to grind, are more interested in powerful buying power; we prefer
to listen to the music made by the seasonal
finale — the clunk of hard ears of corn hitting a backboard — the hiss of a thresher

We adduce these fascinating data to suggest
that (1) lowans are neither exclusively
farmers nor exclusively manufacturers; (2)
they are exclusively people. The wonders of
communication in general and television in
particular have made lowans as aware of
new products and new ideas as the most
sophisticated cosmopolite.
WMT-TV covers over half of the tv fam-

spewing kernels of wheat for tomorrow's
bread. Iowa's 34.8 million acres of tillable

ilies in Iowa, and dominates three of Iowa's
six largest cities.
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and punch characteristic of superb pictures. By 'taping it RCA" you get live picture
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Who

really

profited

Steelworkers'
owners'

in

increased

dividend

It is no panies
surprise
to anyone
the frenzied
nation's first
steelhalf
com-of
earned larger
profits that
in the
this year than in the first half of the recession-ridden year
of 1958. After all, under pressure of strike fears, customers bought
a lot more steel — nearly 3Vi billion
dollars worth
more.
But would it surprise you to learn that for every dollar
of increased dividends received by the owners of the steel
companies this year, the steelworkers received $86 in
increased wages and benefits?
Well, that is the fact!
Out of the increased profits the owners of steel companies received $7 million more in dividends this year
than they did in the first half of last year.
The steelworkers, however, received $603 million
more in wages and benefits.
And that increase, in any man's arithmetic, is 86 to one
in favor of the steelworkers. But it still isn't enough for
the Union leaders. They want more and more— and more.
When
what word
is
then they
left describe
to describesteeltheprofits
gains asof "fantastic,"
the steelworkers?
Let's Look at the Facts
The steel companies have no complaint whatever to make
about the greatly increased prosperity of the steelworkers.
But they do protest vigorously when Union leaders— concealing the fabulous gains of their members— seek to distort, magnify and misrepresent the profit picture in a
brazen effort to foist another disastrous round of wage
inflation upon the American people.
We think the time has come, therefore, to look at the
sober facts about payrolls and profits, and to put them
in perspective.
One Million Owners Got $268
Million Total Dividends
The steel companies are owned by more than one million
stockholders whose invested savings have provided the
tools, the plants, and other capital facilities needed to
make steel. As payment for the use of these facilities,
which cost in excess of $16 billion, the stockholders received $268 million in dividends during the first six
months of this year.
607,020 Employees Got
$2,251,000,000 in Payrolls
In this same period, the steel companies employed an
average of 607,000 men and women who provided the
brains, energy, skill and judgment necessary to produce
and market the steel. For their services, they received a
total of $2,251 million in wages and salaries— more than
eight times as much as the owners received.
Steelworkers' Average Earnings
Jumped $29.38 a Week
More than 75 percent of the total payroll went to 491,000
hourly-paid workers, whose average weekly earnings
have risen steadily, in every quarterly period, since the
beginning of 1958. In these eighteen months alone the
steelworkers' earnings jumped from $105.64 a week, to
$135.02-a gain of $29.38 a week.

steel
pay

increase

this

year?

outstripped
by 86

to 1

Companies Sold $91A Billion Worth of Steel
You have been told that the steel companies made record
dollar profits in the first half of this year; and that is true.
What you were not told is that production and sales— and
payrolls,
taxes and other costs— also established new
record highs.
During this period the companies sold $9V4 billion
worth of steel. And after covering their payrolls, taxes
and other costs— all record highs— they showed a profit of
$783 million, less than 8'/2 cents on each dollar of sales.
Let's see what happened to this profit.
One-Third Was "Phantom Profit."
Roughly one-third of the profit was "phantom profit"
which had to be used to cover the inflated cost of replacing worn-out tools and facilities. This one-third provided
nothing for the owners— nothing for expansion. It had to
be used just to stand still.
Otherwise the steel industry would die a little each year
as its plants wore out. And so would the jobs of its over
600,000 employees and the invested savings of its more
than one million shareowners.
One-Third Was Reinvested
Another third or so of the profit went to meet the continuing need for improved or enlarged plants and equipment,
necessary working capital, new sources of raw materials,
new research facilities, and to improve productive
efficiency generally.
This was the "re-invested profit" that provides for
America's
industrial
growth, of
sustains
security,
and
steadily raises
the standard
living job
of the
American
people. One-Third Went to the Owners
What was left of the profit — $268 million — went to the
owners of the steel companies in the form of dividends.
This was the only payment they received from their companies for the use of all the tools that their savings have
provided; and it represented an annual return of about
3 percent on the present market value of their investment.
That is about the same return you get on your savings
account at the bank— less than on a Government Bond.
Not exactly "fantastic" is it? . . . Especially since the
companies— in order to attract the new savings they must
have— must compete in the financial market place against
all other security issues.
Remember This All-Important Fact
This, then is the simple, sober truth about steel profits and
payrolls in 1959; and from it you may draw your own
conclusions. But there is one all-important fact that
should never be lost in the smokescreen of confusion
that the Union leaders have sought to create around
profits. And that fact is this:
Any increase in steel wage costs at this time will
give another dangerous twist to the upward spiral
of inflation.
This is because steelworkers are already leading the
wage parade, and a further increase now will force other
unions in every branch of industry and trade to redouble
their will
efforts
up."and
Thusso will
wagestheand
costs
risetoon"catch
all sides;
cost production
of almost
everything you buy.

THE STEEL COMPANIES COORDINATING COMMITTEE
375 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
This advertisement sponsored by REPUBLIC

STEEL

a member of the committee

Republic Steel is the nation's third largest steel company. Its products go into every sinew of our national life. For homes Republic
makes steel windows, doors, downspouts and gutters, steel
kitchens, pipe and galvanized sheets for ventilating ducts; walls,
roofs, lockers and equipment for schools; every kind of iron and steel for autos-from the pig iron for the engine block to
the stainless steel for the decorative trim. Republic Steel makes the world's widest range of standard steels and steel products.
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he met an official of the Mutual network. Later that day the official — he
had forgotten the name Guterma until
Broadcasting mentioned it — called
him and invited him to participate in
a three-way call with Rep. Donald L.
Jackson (R-Calif.) and a Mutual newsman. Rep. Jackson, he said, was unable to participate, so Rep. Withrow
went on alone. He recalled he was interviewed about local conditions, which
he found "surprisingly progressive, with
the people contented." Rep. Withrow
said he never met Mr. Guterma again
and was unaware of the grand jury
action until told by Broadcasting.
Also during this period Mr. Guterma called MBS Commentator Fulton
Lewis jr. with a news item, which Mr.
Lewis used on his program, to the effect that Castro forces in Cuba were
planning attacks against both the Trujillo Dominican government and Haiti.
Even after Mr. Guterma left the network, pro-Trujillo material continued
to come in, most of it in the form
of news releases. It is not clear whether
any of this material was used by the
network in its news programs, but the
sentiment is that it was not. In fact, the
releases became a standing joke at the
network, with one set put on the desk
of Commentator Cedric Foster with
the staff-added notation, "To Cedric
Foster, my good friend and admirer,
/s/ General Trujilo."
When Mutual officials asked Mr.
Guterma about the Dominican motion picture tieup, he told them that the
pictures would bring money into the
company and that some of this money
would be used for Mutual. He also is
said to have remarked at one time that
"we've got to be good to the Dominican
Republic or they'll throw us out of
the country."
The Smell Goes Sour • First confirmation of Mutual officials' growing belief that all was not on the up and
up came after Otto Vega, the Trujillo
aide named as co-conspirator in the
grand jury indictment, invited Robert
Hurleigh (then senior vice president,
now president of Mutual) and/ or Fulton Lewis jr. to attend a celebration
in the Dominican Republic celebrating
"The Year of Trujillo." Mr. Hurleigh,
curious to find out what had happened to the motion picture deal, accepted. And there Mr. Vega outlined the details of the $750,000 arrangement with Mr. Guterma. Mr.
Hurleigh immediately reported the
situation to Malcolm Smith, then
owner of the network, to Mutual's attorneys and through them to the Securities & Exchange Commission. No
broadcasts about the celebration were
carried by Mutual either at that time
or later.
In addition to the beeper broadcasts
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

ADVERTISED IN EASTERN IOWA ON KCRfi TV, CHANNEL
Continental Baking Co. is one of many

9

successful

national advertisers using KCRG-TV. Channel 9 is a necessary part of effective selling in the Cedar Rapids-WaterlooDubuque market. Your Branham Company representative
will tell you why. Minneapolis; Harry S. Hyett Co.
ABC
IN IOWA'S NUMBER 1 TV MARKET
Channel
CEDAR RAPIDS
KCRG-TV
Joseph
F. Hladky, Jr., President
Redd Gardner, General Manager
Eugene E. McClure, Commercial Manager

Mutual acknowledges having received
$90,000 at the time the money was alleged to have changed hands. A check
for that amount came in early in February drawn on the Inland Credit Corp.,
made out to Mr. Guterma and endorsed
over to Mutual. The first instructions
said to credit the money as having
come from Comficor, one of Mr. Guterma's corporations. Later word said to
credit it to the F.L. Jacobs Co., parent
of the Guterma complex, and still later
word said not to do that either. It's
now just a problem for Mutual accountants, who can only be sure that
the money did not go back out.
Guterma's Side of It • Richard Wels,
Mr. Guterma's attorney, last week
quoted the financier as saying, "This is
nonsense." He said Mr. Guterma would
plead not guilty to the charges, that Mr.
Guterma said he had not served as an
agent of the Dominican Republic, and
that he had never agreed to serve as
one. Mr. Wels also pointed out several clauses of the registration act under
which Mr. Guterma is charged. One of
them, he said, specifically exempts news
services from provisions of the act.
Another, according to Mr. Wels, says
that the reports the government contends Mr. Guterma did not file are due
"within 10 days." Mr. Guterma left
the network within six days after the
time the government alleges he made
the deal, Mr. Wels points out. Still
another provision specifically exempts
agents of foreign powers whose defense
on this point. Mr. Roach's explanais deemed officially essential to the detion of his part in the Dominican
fense of the U.S., Mr. Wels said, adding that he recalled several instances in
trips was represented as being that "I
spent most of my time sleeping," and which the Dominican Republic rethat he was not aware of any deals.
ceived military aid under the Military
Assistance Act.
Where the Money Went • Officials
Mr. Wels said Mr. Guterma told him
are not clear on the whereabouts of all
of the $750,000 Mr. Guterma is alleged
he had been involved in some "purely
to have gotten out of the deal. Of- commercial transactions" while he was
ficials believe Porfirio Rubirosa re- in the Dominican Republic, but that
ceived $250,000 of the amount as a they had nothing to do with matters al"finder's fee" and that $90,000 went
leged in the grand jury indictment.
Mr. Wels also said that when Mr.
into the Mutual treasury. The remaining
Guterma first heard the government was
$410,000 is unaccounted for.

carried on the network, it's understood
several other reports were taped but
not used.
The Lien on Mutual • The Justice
Dept. reportedly will seek to prove
that Mr. Guterma gave Trujillo a lien
on the Mutual network as a performance guarantee on the propaganda
deal. This is said to be a stock certificate supposedly representing control of the network. Mutual officials
deny that the certificate could be valid,
saying that the real stock certificates
are in the network's safe.
One Justice Dept. official was
quoted as saying, "The validity of the
certificates is a question that will have
to be decided by a court." Asked if
the current bankruptcy proceedings
would have any effect on the validity
of such a lien, other officials said no,
pointing out that the bankruptcy was
merely an agreement with creditors on
what they would accept as payment
from the network, and that the question of who actually held legal title
had not been adjudicated.
Still another participant in the proceedings likened Mr. Guterma's giving
the stock certificate to Trujillo to
"selling him the Brooklyn Bridge."
It is understood the stock certificate
and/ or certificates involved were signed
both by Mr. Guterma and by Hal
Roach Jr., then chairman of the network. Neither Mr. Guterma nor Mr.
Roach could be reached for comment
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investigating the Dominican situation,
he volunteered to appear and testify before the grand jury. The offer was not
accepted, Mr. Wels said. It could not
be determined whether the offer to
testify was made before or after the
grand tionsjury
had on
concluded
its deliberaand voted
the indictment.
Mutual's Position • Mr. Hurleigh
went on closed circuit to affiliates last
Tuesday, the day the indictment was released, pointing out that the Justice
Dept. had said it had no information
linking current management to the
Guterma dealings. "Mutual was named
as a co-conspirator," he said, "because
in the period covered by those activities officials then in control offered the
use of its facilities to carry out the purposes of the conspiracy." He also said
that the alleged conspiracy was accomplished without the knowledge of
present officials and that "had Mr. Guterma any minimal knowledge of network operations he would have known
the alleged plot could never have been
executed without the cooperation of
newsmen of long-standing reputations
and unquestioned integrity."
Mr. Hurleigh went on to say that the
present reorganization under the bankruptcy laws wasliabilities
"necessary
overcome
the financial
withto which
the
network found itself saddled following Mr. Guterma's resignation and to
remove every vestige of past involvements." He concluded by saying that
Mutual "is a victim of the alleged malpractices and manipulations of Mr.
The Bankruptcy Action • In another
area,
Mutual went before Federal DisGuterma."
trict Court in New York last Wednesday for what was to have been the final
hearing on its bankruptcy proceedings.
But the formal acceptance of the financial reorganization was postponed until
Sept. 14 when MBS Counsel Benjamin
Weintraub advised the court that Mutual had received a last-minute tax
claim from New York City.
Referee Asa Herzog offered to go
ahead with the reorganization closing
despite the tax matter, but Mutual said
it preferred to clear the question before
final settlement of the creditor claims.
The tax lien is understood to be "in the
neighborhood
of $100,000."
offer to creditors
was based, Mutual's
for the
most part, on 10-cents-on-a-dollar.
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The Dominican Republic was the
subject of what it considered very unfavorable publicity on U.S. radio in
1957 in connection with the Galindez
mystery.
In May 1957 the talents of Edward
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R. Murrow and author Eric Ambler
teamed to do the story of the GalindezMurphy case on CBS Radio. Called
"A Chronicle of Terror: The GalindezMurphy Case," the program documented the disappearance of Columbia U. Professor Dr. Jesus de Galindez, a refugee from the Trujillo
regime. The program aroused the ire
of Dominican Republic officials, who
termed the show as being "apparently
prejudiced" and not in the public interest. (Broadcasting, May 27, 1957).
CBS Public Affairs Director Irving
Gitlin responded at that time by stating that "Chronicle" was a "fair and
objective report" and that Dominican
Republic requests for equal time on
Network "looked dim."
theInCBS
a later statement, Mr. Gitlin
reiterated the CBS position and also
disclosed that CBS attempts to obtain
information from Dominican officials
prior to the broadcast had been ignored. Although Dominican Information Center representatives approached
NBC and ABC exploring the possibilities of buying time on either of the
networks, no rebuttal to the Murrow
show was ever aired.
Nafi acquires studio
Broadcast Division of Nafi Corp.,
owner-operator of KPTV (TV) Port-

Only
can

an

land, Ore., has acquired the McGowan
Studio Building at 915 N. La Brea
Ave., L.A., for approximately $500,000
from McCann-Erickson. For years the
studios were used for two tv film series
handled by the agency, Death Valley
Days, sponsored by Twenty Mule Team
Div. of U.S. Borax & Chemical Co.,
and Sky King, for Swift. For the past
year they have housed the tv-radio programming and commercial department
of McCann-Erickson which will now
rejoinfice atthe
of the Blvd.
agency's L.A. of3325restWilshire

Changing
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

hands
following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 94).
• WSFA-TV Montgomery, Ala.: Sold
to Broadcasting Co. of the South
(WIS-AM-TV Columbia, S.C., WIST
Charlotte, N.C.) by WKY Tv System
Inc. for $2,225,000. WSFA-TV is on
ch. 12, operating with a maximum
power of 316 kw. It is affiliated with
NBC-TV (primary) and ABC-TV
(secondary).
• WFRL Freeport, 111.: Sold to Triad
Tv Corp. by Freeport Broadcasting

expert

appraise

accurately
The nationwide staff of
Blackburn
& Company
is qualified to appraise
and evaluate your broad
cast property for any requirement. For action,
contact the nearest office of:

JBlackJbtwn
&
Qmtfl&ru/
RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WEST COAST
James W. Blackburn
H. W. Cassill Clifford B. Marshall
Colin M. Selph
Jack V. Harvey
William B. Ryan Stanley Whitaker
Calif. Bank Bldg.
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave. Healey Building
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Washington Building
Chicago, Illinois Atlanta, Georgia
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Sterling 3-4341
Financial 6-6460 JAckson 5-1576
CRestview 4-2770
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Inc. for $275,000. WFRL
kc with 1 kw, daytime.

is on 1570

• WDRF Chester, Pa.: Sold to WDRF
Inc. (Ogden R. Davies and others) by i
Eastern Broadcasting Inc. for $250,000.
Mr. Davies has minority interests in
WNAR Norristown and WKAP Allen- |
town, both Pennsylvania. Comr. Robert Bartley dissented. WDRF is on 1590
kw with 1 kw.
• KFNF Shenandoah, Iowa: Sold to
KFNF Broadcasting Corp. (Nicholas
and Victor J. Tedesco) by Capital |
Broadcasting Co. for $125,000. Purchasers own 40% of KCUE Red Wing,
Minn. KFNF is on 920 kc with 1 kw,
daytime.
• KLTI Longview, Tex.: Sold to E. W.
Mahone Jr., Mildred J. Malone, H. A.
Bridge Jr., and H. A. Bridge Sr. by LeTourneau Radio Corp. for $100,500.
Purchasers own KMHT Marshall, Tex.
Comr. Robert Bartley dissented. KLTI
is on 1280 kc with 1 kw, daytime.
WLOL-FM
takes pulse
A survey of the Twin City audience
informed WLOL-FM Minneapolis that
their average listener is between 21 and
30, makes $7,800 a year, lives in a
family with 2.8 children, owns his
home, has a college degree and invests
in stocks. It was revealed that 41%
of the audience lives in Minneapolis,
23% in St. Paul, 26% in suburbs of
those cities and 10.5% outside the area.
Women reported listening to WLOLFM as much as 8 to 16 hours a day;
all
listeners
The
station
found averaged
that 70% ~iVi
had hours.
patronized
i
sponsors during the past year.
KMOX

in new

building

KMOX St. Louis, Mo., began operating from its new $750,000 build- i
ing
Monday
31). that
It's CBS
the first
construction in(Aug.
20 years
has |
put up to house radio-only facilities
[Broadcasting, Nov. 3, Dec. 8, 1958].
Featuring three separate studios and
control
rooms,
home contains
the KMOX's
latest in hightwo-story
fidelity
broadcasting equipment.
The 15,500 sq. ft. building is at
1144 Hampton St. in west central St.
Louis.

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
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NBC-owned

stations

to meet Sept. 10-11
Executives of NBC-owned radio stations will exchange ideas on common
problems in a meeting called last week
for Sept. 10-11 in Chicago. P. A.
(Buddy) Sugg, executive vice president in charge of NBC-owned stations and NBC Spot Sales, said that
"the resurgence of radio has led to
the development of many new approaches," and that the conference will
be an "interchange of information in
the areas of news and public service
programming, music programming, ratings, audience and sales promotion,
merchandising, publicity and sales
planning."
Speakers announced for the seminar
include George Dietrich, director of
NBC Radio Spot Sales, and Nicholas
Gordon, manager of rates and rating
analysis for the NBC-owned stations
div. Rudi Newbauer, WMAQ Chicago sales manager, is planning the
agenda and Lloyd E. Yoder, NBC vice
president and general manager of
WMAQ and WNBQ (TV), will be host.
Others slated to participate: Herman
Maxwell, national sales manager, and
Steve White, program manager, WRCA
New York; Richard Johnson, WMAQ
program manager; Harry A. Karr Jr.,
sales manager, WRC Washington;
Lewis Johnson, sales manager, and
Robert Benson, program manager,
WRCV Philadelphia; Stephen J.
Rooney, general manager, and Frank
Maruca, promotion and program coordinator, WAMP Pittsburgh, and
George Fuerst, general manager,
KNBC San Francisco.
SDX promotion asked
Sigma Delta Chi has called on its
members to help gain recognition for
the national professional journalistic
fraternity's
50th anniversary observance.
In a letter to the membership, James
R. Brooks, chairman of SDX's public
relations committee, sought electronic
and print journalism support for a move
to salute Sigma Delta Chi during its
anniversary observance. Included with
the letter were suggested news features
or anniversary editorials for use by
newscasters and editors. Harshe-Rotman, Chicago, has been retained by the
fraternity volunteer public relations
agency for the campaign [Closed Circuit, Aug. 24].
SDX will officially observe the anniversary at its national convention in
Indianapolis Nov. 11-14 with a special
ceremony at Greencastle to commemorate its founding.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

MONITORS
Foto-Vjd

V-92A

PLUG-IN
CHASSIS
s
UTILITY
MONITORS
V-36C-14" V-96A-17"
V-98A-21" V-92A-24"
ALL MONITORS COME IN METAL
CABINETS AND INCLUDE HIGH
AND LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLIES
(Professional Models also Available)
FEATURES
• Field-Proven in Government and
Broadcast TV Stations
• Superior definition
• Excellent focus and interlace
• Video response flat to 8 mc.
• Distortion free DC restorer
• New highflection system
efficiency linear de• Positive operation of all controls
• Silicon rectifier power supply
• Aluminized picture tube with gray
face plate
• Bridging input with built-in terminating resistor and switch
• Broadcast quality construction,
terminal boarded
• Plug-in chassis modules
• Every Unit Specification-Tested
Write, wire or phone
O-r/^f®
CEDAR GROVE,

DESCRIPTION
The Foto-Video Monitors are highly
reliable display units for broadcast
and closed circuit use. They are designed for the continuous presentation ofwith600highlinebrightness.
picture information
The Video Amplifier, Deflection
Generator, High Voltage Supply,
and Low Voltage Supply, consist
of individual plug-in-sub-chassis
for optimum accessibility. The
front panel is removable for cleaning the picture tube face and safety
The high gain, wide band video
glass.
amplifier
incorporates DC restoration to maintain black level regardless of picture content. Silicon
semiconductor rectifiers provide
very reliable
imum of heat.DC power with a minfor full information.

LABORATORIES,
NJ. CEnter 9-6100

INC.

Westinghouse

meets

on media topics
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and
Gov. Edmund G. (Pat) Brown of California will be principal speakers at the
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Public
Service Programming Conference this
month at Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
The meeting is Sept. 21-23, with an expected attendance of 400. Donald H.
McGannon, WBC president, will be
keynoter.
Richard M. Pack, Westinghouse programming vice president and producer
of the conference, has announced panel
sessions on the following topics:
"Relationship of the Progam Manager to his Associates and the Management," with Gordon Davis, general manager, WIND Chicago, as chairman;
"Creativity," Frank Tooke, vice president of Cleveland area, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co.; "Radio and Tv News,"
Ray Moore, news director of WSB-TV
Atlanta, tv chairman, and Jim Snyder,
WBC Washington news chief, radio
moderator, with Dr. Bergen Evans,
Northwestern U. professor and tv personality, participating in both news
$48.1

MILLION

AT

sessions; "Religious Programming," featuring the Rev. John Debrine, co-pastor,
Ruggles St. Baptist Church, Boston.
"Techniques of Tv Production,"
Lewis Freedman, director, Dore Schary
Productions, chairman; "How to Make
Research More Meaningful and Creative," Melvin A. Goldberg, WBC Research director, chairman; "Radio Station Images and Types of Operation,"
Dom Quinn, program manager, WIND
Chicago, chairman; "Public Service
Formats," Herbert B. Cahan, program
manager, WBZ-TV Boston, chairman.
"Broadcaster Relationships with National Service Organizations," George
Mathiesen, general manager, KYW-TV
Cleveland, chairman; "International Tv
Programming,"
Basil Thornton,
execu-of
tive director, Broadcast
Foundation
America, chairman. Yashio Takashima,
Engineering Bureau Chief of Mainchi
Broadcasting System, Osaka, Japan, and
European tv broadcasters will participate; "Editorialization," Robert Forward, programming vice president,
KMPC Los Angeles, chairman. This is
listed as the subject most requested by
delegates. Previous Public Service Program Conferences have been staged by
Westinghouse in Boston and Baltimore.
TV

NETWORKS

That's tv time charges for July
Network tv time charges in July
lion in July 1959, a 19.2 per cent climb
totaled $48.1 million, up 17.1% from
over the same month last year. ABCTV rose 18.5% to $8.3 million, while
the $41.1 million of July last year.
For the January-July period, the net- NBC-TV picked up 13.9% to maintain a $17.8 million total.
work's billing hit $357.5 million, and increase of 10.3% over the like period of
For both ABC-TV and NBC-TV,
a year ago.
the summer billing sag had set in durThe networks' continuing stride was
ing July as the figures for each month
reported last week by Television Bureau
of
the
show. As for CBS-TV, July
of Advertising. Compilation was by billing year
was favorable for the year, two
Leading National Advertisers and
other months (June and February) havBroadcast Advertiser Reports.
ing fallen below the summer mark.
Each of the tv networks scored a
Each of the networks for the sevensubstantial gain in billing in the July
comparisons. CBS-TV led the three month period were ahead of last year,
networks both in billing and in per- ABC-TV by nearly 19%, CBS-TV by
more than 8%.
centage rise. The network hit $21.8 milNetwork Tv Gross Time Billings
July
Jan. -July
%
1959
Change
1959
1958
1958
ABC-TV
$ 7,083,555
$ 21,861,217
8,391,470
$ 142,380,341
58,701,356
$ 154,358,042
69,813,986
CBS-TV
18,332,925
+ 18.5
15,702,029
NBC-TV
17,883,111
123,108,261
133,364,262
++13.9
19.2
■1959
TOTAL
$41,118,509
$48,135,798
$357,536,290
+ 17.1% $324,189,958
NBC
Month
by
MonthABC
CBS
January
$10,647,078
$19,299,853
$22,129,248
February
10,024,460
20,806,220
18,053,828
March
11,565,031
20,728,315
23,265,395
19,739,816
10,309,263
22,093,785
22,590,135
9,946,570
19,674,494
April*
21,612,042
17,984,845
8,930,114
JJuulMynaey1*'
17,883,111
21,861,217
8,391,470
Figures Revised as of Aug. 26. 1959
LNA-BAE: Gross Time Costs Only
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THIS

IS

It's a matter of taste. But the fad
remains that residuals are the egg in
the beer that just about everybody
wants! That's why the smart money
bets on film—then you're ready for
thing!
reruns, syndications. Ready for anyActually, film does three things for
you ... 3 big important things:
1 . Gives you the high-polish com-:
mercials you've come to expec^
. . . fluff-free . . . sure.
2. Gives you coverage with full
pre-test opportunities.
3. Retains residual values.
For more information write:
Motion Picture Film Department
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.
East Coast Division
342 Madison Ave.
New York 17, N.Y.
Midwest Division
1 30 East Randolph Drive
Chicago 1 , Hi.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood 38, Calif,

+ 18.9
+ 8.4
++ 10.3
8.3
TOTAL
$52,076,179
48,884,508
55,558,741
52,142,864
52,211,199
48,527,001
48,135,798

W. J. German, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films
Fort Lee, N. 4-;or Chicago, III.;
Hollywood, Calif.

Mways

shoot on EASTMAN

. . You'll be glad you didl

FILM

Tucson

tv outlets

seek joint tv site
Agreement for construction of a new
transmitter building to be shared by
KOLD-TV and KVOA-TV Tucson,
Ariz., has been announced by E. S. Mittendorf and Fred Vance, general managers of the respective stations. Application to be filed with FCC shortly.
The two groups (Old Pueblo Broadcasting Co. and Arizona Broadcasting
Co.) have requested permission from
U.S. Dept. of Agriculture Forestry
Div. for use of the site. Subject to Commission approval, the parties hope to
have the new building and common
transmitting tower in operation soon
after Jan. 1, 1960.
Eastman

expansion

Expansion of the Robert E. Eastman
Co. station representation firm both in
its New York headquarters and through
the opening of a seventh office is being
announced today (Sept. 7) by President
Eastman.
The addition of Gerald Gibson, for
the past seven years with Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Schenfield, to the New
York office, has brought the sales staff
there to nine.
The company's seventh office is in

Detroit, at 1033 Book Bldg. It will be
headed by Frank Boyle, for several
years local sales manager of WJR
Detroit. Mr. Eastman said a Detroit
o.Tice was deemed essential in view of
an expected step-up in the advertising
activities of automotive accounts there.
The Eastman company has been in
business a little more than a year. It
started June 2, 1958, with four client
stations and offices in New York, Chicago and San Francisco. The station
list now totals 28 and offices have been
added in Dallas, St. Louis and Los Angeles as well as Detroit.
Mr. Eastman also said that his firm
p'.ans shortly to launch a creative campaign designed to promote spot radio
as a whole.
• Rep appointments
• KCSR Norfolk, Neb., names WalkerRawalt, N.Y.
• KMGM Albuquerque, N.M., names
Gill Perna Inc., N.Y.
• Paul B. Mowery (tv consultant) has
opened office at IV2 E. 81st St., N.Y.
Telephone: Yukon 8-7171.
• WWTV (TV) Cadillac, Mich., has
named Avery-Knodel, New York, as
national sales representative.

MIDWEST— 250 watt fulltimer. Will gross about
$130,000.00
1959. Valuable
000.00
with inminimum
of 29% real
down.estate. Price $210,-

WEST TEXAS— Two Daytimers and a fulltimer.
Prices range from $75,000.00 to $90,000.00 and down
payments from $25,000.00 to $30,000.00. The $90,000.00
station
is a good
moneyis inmaker
otherandtwoneeds
are
in the black.
Fulltimer
a fineand
market
an
owner-manager.
In
the
black
now,
but
billings
could be doubled. Terms available on all three.

HAMILTON-LANDIS
& ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.

CHICAGO

DALLAS

SAN FRANCISCO

Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis John F. Hardesty
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street 111 Sutter Street
Executive 3-3456
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175 EXbrook 2-5671
NATIONWIDE
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• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

• APPRAISALS

• Media

notes

WTCN thanked • WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul received a special American
Legion award for its cooperation in the
Legion's national convention in Minneapolis.
Charitable KTTS-TV • KTTS-TV
Springfield, Mo., helped raised more
than $50,000 in an 18-hour telethon in
aid of the local YMCA and Boy Scouts
Aug. 22-23. Milburn (Doc) Stone and
Amanda
Blake of
Gunsmoke (Kitty)
were among
the CBS-TV's
200 acts
taking part. The show, also carried by
KGBX Springfield, originated at a local
theatre before an estimated 15,000 audience.
KNUZ expanding • KNUZ Houston
is constructing a $60,000 addition to
its studio-office building. Renovation
and remodeling of the present building
also is being undertaken. Reasons for
the expansion are to make room for a
new tape commercial-producing facility
plus programming and business departments.
New Detroit address • Avery-Knodel
Inc., N. Y., station representative, has
moved its Detroit office to 2226 Guardian Bldg., Griswold and Congress Sts.,
Detroit 26. Phone and teletype numbers are unchanged.
C-C takes over WISK • Crowell-Collier Publishing Co.'s Broadcasting Division officially assumed control of
WISK Minneapolis last week in a transaction attended by Robert M. Purcell,
head of the broadcasting division, Eugene J. McCaffrey, C-C vice president,
representing the buyers, and Nicholas
and Victor Tedesco, representing the
sellers. The FCC approved the $625,20). sale in July (Broadcasting, July
000
KDKA at carnival • About 2,000
mental patients at the Mayview State
Hospital, Pittsburgh, watched a show
sponsored by KDKA there and the hospital Aug. 30. The program, part of
the station's project to get organizations acquainted with the mental institution, was at the hospital's annual
carnival. (Since spring, KDKA personalities have been conducting tours of
the hospital.)
FargoFargo,
targetN. date
11 KXGOTV
D., is• Ch.
to start
Oct. 1.

WNJR
negro radio for
mefro new
york
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Ground was broken last month for
construction of the new station. Its
tower and transmitter are near Sabin,
Minn., about 13 miles southeast of
Fargo.
Mutual service • WNTA Newark,
N. J., has become a special affiliate for
news and special events of Mutual,
with the station carrying network
newscasts and features from 7 a.m. to
6 p.m. WOR New York earlier signed
an affiliation contract with Mutual for
its nighttime schedule of news and
special events broadcasts.
Philadelphia move • Schweitzer &
Torrey, market research firm, has
moved to new and larger quarters at
1515 Locust St., Philadelphia.
NBC-TV in Lufkin • Satellite KTRETV Lufkin, Tex., will become a full
time affiliate of the NBC-TV network
on Oct. 1, 1959 according to Richman
Lewin, vice president and general
manager. The ch. 9 station has
carried NBC-TV programs from KPRCTV in Houston for the past four years.
Letter to WLCY • WLCY St. Petersburg, Fla., received congratulations
from Postmaster General Arthur E.
Summerfieid for its campaigning to rid
the mails of obscene literature. Mr.
Summerfieid said that WLCY's efforts,
". . . stimulate more restrictive and

New tenant • Milton F. (Chick) Allison (third from 1), vice president and
general manager of CBS Radio Spot Sales, receives keys from John Blair,
president of the Blair Cos. (radio and tv representatives) as CBS Radio
Spot Sales takes over the old Blair offices at 415 Madison Ave. The Blair
firms have moved to new quarters at 717 Fifth Avenue. Watching the key
ceremony: Jules Dundes (1), CBS Radio vice president in charge of station
administration, and Edward P. Shurick (r), executive vice president of
Blair-Tv.
sterner legislation . . . only through an
informed public . . . can we hope to
obliterate
this multi-million dollar

racket." The station has helped to organize local campaign committees on
the west coast of Florida.

With More Utility Monitors In Broadcast
Than Any Other Manufacturer
Now Our New "INSTRUMENTATION SERIES" Exceeds
Broadcast Requirements — Resolution And Stability
9 Designed For Critical Military Space Application
• Regulated Power Supplies
• Heavy Duty Metal Cabinet
• 800 Line Aluminized Kine
1
• Excellent Video Tape Sync Stability
j
• Single Chassis Or Plug-in Construction
Optional
A Complete Line For Every Application, Broadcast, Closed-Circuit, Military

See
Page
533
In E.E.M.

K59/21M
U
i

i

MIRATEL
CONELRAD
W
EQUIPMENT
f

L59B/17"

4

Manufactured By MINNESOTA RADIO AND TELEVISION, INC.
1080 DIONNE ST., ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
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EQUIPMENT
Sylvania,

Roulette

stock-bond

YOUR SALES MESSAGE
HITS THE 50,000 TV HOMES
covered by
KMSO-channel 13
THINGS BEGIN TO HAPPEN
IN WESTERN MONTANA
BECAUSE . . .
KMSO programs the best of all 3 networks . . . plus VIP treatment for ALL
commercials.
and that goes for
KGVO RADIO TOO
CBS — ABC — NBC
ask FORJOE or
KMSO-KGVO — MISSOULA, MONT.

PAN-ATLANTIC
SEA-LAND SERVICE
PICKS
JACKSONVILLE

gets

to Conley

t4 AND JACKSONVILLE PICKS
WFGA-TV
|| NBC and ABC Programming.
j|i Peters,
Represented
nationally
byInc.
Griffin,
Woodward,
(Eighth of a Series)
WFGA-TV
Channel 12
FLORIDA'S

Jacksonville, Florida
COLORFUL STATION

|
|
;|
j:|

offerings

Sylvania Electric Products Inc., New
York, last week filed a registration
statement with the Securities & Exchange Commission seeking to offer $25
million in sinking fund debentures to
the public. Interest rate, public offering
price and underwriting terms are to be
announced later. Underwriters are to be
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis and
Halsey, Stuart & Co.
Proceeds will be used in part to prepay 5% promissory notes due in 1962
($10 million outstanding) with the balance to be applied on short term notes
due in October and December.
Roulette Records Inc., New York,
has proposed to offer 330,000 shares of
common stock to the public at $3.50
per share through Chauncey, Walden,
Harris & Freed Inc. The underwriter
also will receive warrants to purchase
100,000 shares at $3 per share for a
four-year period beginning 13 months
after completion of the public sale.
Roulette, organized in January 1957,
now has 1,430,000 common shares outstanding. Proceeds of the stock sale will
be used as follows: $150,000 for construction and installation of sound
studios; $90,000 for executive offices
(at 1631-37 Broadway, New York);
$90,000 for technical equipment and
machinery, and $455,000 for working
capital.
Collins

The Pan-Atlantic Steamship Corporation
has picked Jacksonville as a new port of
call for its trailerships to serve the Southeast. The Pan-Atlantic Steamship Corporation's selection of Jacksonville shows their
faith
of Florida's
Gateway
City . in. .the
and State
the citizens
of Jacksonville
enthusiastically welcome this new addition
to
the rapidly expanding North Florida
economy.

8

rights

tape

unit

A franchise for use and sale of continuous, one-reel, automatic tape magazines, utilized in the broadcast station
equipment field, has been obtained by
Collins Radio Co. from Conley Electronics Corp., Skokie, 111.
John M. Rau, president of Conley,
announced the agreement as the first
in a series of franchise grants for applications of his company's Fidelipac
magazine, for which he claims Conley
has secured exclusive worldwide
manufacturing and sale rights. Conley
was formed recently to serve as a
parent group for several firms in the
development, production and merchandising of electronic equipment for
consumer, industrial and military
markets.
Collins already turns out an automatic tape control record-playback unit
designed for 24-hour use in radio-tv
station control rooms. The Fidelipac

ENGINEERING
magazine, containing and playing magnetic tape, is used in the Collins system. In addition to the advantage of
convenience, about two hours a day of
tape threading and re-cueing is saved
by the system, according to a Collins
spokesman.
Mr. Rau indicated that Conley is
considering other applications for tape
magazine franchises "in various fields
at this time."
Communications
best

fare

in worker

safety
Disabling injuries hit employes of
the communications industry less frequently than those in other manufacturing groups in 1958, according to a
report by the National Safety Council.
Workers employed by all NSC member companies were, in fact, hurt less
often in 1957 but their injuries generally were slightly more severe. These
and other data are reported in the
council's newly-published statistical
yearbook, Accident Facts.
Among 40 basic industry classifications, communications registered the
lowest frequency rate — .97 disabling
injuries per million man-hours, or a
3% drop from 1957. (Disabling injuries are those which incapacitate a
worker for at least 24 hours, or result
in permanent impairment.) Communications also ranked, for the third
straight year, as the best in severity of
injuries with an 85 (time charges in
days per million man-hours). Ranking
behind communications in low employe
injury frequency rate were electrical
equipment (1.76) and aircraft manufacturing (2.18). Service industries
and electrical equipment were immediately behind in the severity rate.
• Technical

topics

Semiconductor prices • Allied Radio
Corp., Chicago, has published edition
number five of its A Hied Semiconductor
Directory. It is a pricing guide to transistors, diodes and rectifiers produced
by 16 leading domestic manufacturers.
More than 2,100 types are in the book
including the latest high speed switching, high current power, zener and diffused junction mesa types. Micro-diodes, variable capacitors and photo sensitive devices are also listed. Requests
for the directory may be sent to the
company at 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80.
Research for Magnavox • The MagBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

GATES "TWINSISTOR"
Remote Amplifier

Geiger-Counter Radio • Kevin B. Sweeney, president of the Radio Advertising Bureau, points to the radiation dial on a new portable radio developed
as an experimental security device for household use in case of nuclear
attack. The Geiger counter, incorporated into a transistor portable, is one
of 25 models turned out by RCA for the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.
RAB is showing the unit at Regional Management Conferences this month
and next in eight cities around the country. The bureau will report to
AEC on station managers' reaction to the defense unit. With the Geigercounter radio, a family could measure bomb contamination in its immediate area and follow broadcast Civil Defense reports.

navox Co. (stereophonic high fidelity
radio, tv sets), Fort Wayne, Ind., is
constructing a $1.5 million research
center in Torrance, Calif. Further plans
call for facilities four times the size
of this first structure with an outlay of
more than $5 million on the 10-acre
site.
Tape duplicator • Magnetic Recording Industries, New York, now makes
Model 10 MRIA, a tape duplicator

WNJR

negro radio for
mefro new
york

that produces 150 copies in eight hours.
Using the horizontal mandrel principle,
it makes three high-speed duplicate
copies simultaneously. Model 10 is designed for educational, studio and industrial applications. Operating at 30
ips Model 10 can duplicate 1,200 ft. of
tape in IV2 minutes. Duplicate tapes
over this length reportedly will not differ from the master by more than one
inch. Price: $4,950.
New lavalier mike • American Microphone Manufacturing Co., Rockford, 111., has introduced Model
D-12, an omnidirectional lavalier mike.
The instrument measures 3-25/32
inches in length, has a plastic alloy diaphragm for protection against wind
blast, necktie clip and lavalier cord.
Frequency response: 70 to 12,000 cps.
Impedance: 50 ohms. Price: $59.50.

The only transistorized two-channel
remote amplifier built today, the
"TWINSISTOR" is widely known for
its incomparable qualities. Efficient,
long-life, temperature stabilized
transistors, give the "TWINSISTOR"
reliability never before attained.
Handling is no problem; the
"TWINSISTOR" is so light and small
it can be easily carried by hand. Low
current, long-life mercury batteries
eliminate power lines. Operating at
10,000 cycle response, 78 db gain
and 60 db noise reduction, response
exceeds and distortion is less than
most grade A telephone lines. Simple
to operate, amplifier turns on when
headphones are inserted in jack.
The "TWINSISTOR" comes with
camera-type carrying case that
holds amplifier, headphones, average microphone and cable.
"TWINSISTORS" are in stock . . .
ready for your immediate delivery.
jmTl.M^ GATES RADIO
H'UJUJJJ
COMPANY
P**^"******^
Intertype
of BarrlsSubsldiarj Corporation
■
'HBBi QUINCY,
~~
BH'^H
ILLINOIS
I Offices in:
I NEW YORK, HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.
I International division:
I 13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
, In Canada: CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY
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PROGRAMMING

EXPERIENCED
BROADCASTERS
Choose
Stainless

TOWERS

John W. Boler, President

KXJB-TV
VALLEY CITY, N.D.

California

Studios

enters programming
California Studios, for the past seven
years a purely production facility, is
embarking on a program of pilot production for tv network programming,
owner Philip N. Krasne, announced last
week. An initial budget of $800,000
has been earmarked for 16 pilot films
scheduled for production during the
next 12 months jointly by California
Studios and other participants.
First participation arrangement has
been signed with Bernard Girard, Emmy award winner, whose exclusive longterm agreement calls for him to create
and develop new properties for pilot
production. He will have a share in the
ownership of eight properties, beginning with a half-hour melodramatic
series tentatively titled The Searchers,
now being cast, with production to start
in Japan early next month. Mr. Girard
wrote the pilot script which he will direct.
As part of its expanded operation,
California Studios, has rescheduled production of Rogue for Hire starring
Jerome Thor. In addition to the pilot
which has been completed and is now
being edited in Hollywood, three more
pilots will be produced abroad: one in
England, one in Europe and the third in
Japan. Mr. Girard will direct the Japanese Rogue pilot when he completes
The Searchers, probably in late October. Seton I. Miller, who created the
Rogue format, will continue to participate in the series. Paul Mantz, precision pilot, also remains as technical
advisor and supervisor of aerial photography.
Mr. Krasne is to be in New York this
week for meetings in connection with
other joint production ventures for California Studios.

Lloyd R. Amoo
Vice Presidsnt, Engineering
And for good reasons, too:
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NT A shuffles
sales operations
National Telefilm Assoc. last week
announced realignment of its sales operation resulting from the planned move
of the company's headquarters from
New York to Beverly Hills, Calif., the
weekend of Sept. 25-28.
Under the new organizational structure, Harold Goldman, president of
NTA International, will direct sales of
feature films; first and subsequent film
programs on a market-by-market basis
and "living tape" presentations from the
Beverly Hills headquarters. E. Jonny
Graff, NTA vice president in Chicago,
will move to New York where he will

:OLORCASTIN(
Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
ship.
Sept. 7-11, 14-16 (4-4:30 p.m..) Truth
or Consequences, participating sponsorSept. 7, 14 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party,andPharmaceuticals
through Lennen
Parkson Adv.
P. Lorillard through
& Newell.
Sept.sage, 8sustaining.
(7:30-8 p.m.) Northwest PasSept. 8 (8:30-9 p.m.) Jimmy Rodgers
Show,
Erickson.Liggett & Myers through McCannSept.through
9, 16 Ogilvy,
(8:30-9 Benson
p.m.) Price
Is Right,
Lever
& Mather.
9, 16 Dave
(9-9:30
MusicJ.
HallSept.
Presents
King,p.m.)
KraftKraft
through
Walter Thompson.
Sept. 10 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, Block Drug through Grey Adv.
Sept. 12 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show, Continental Baking through Ted
Bates.
Sept. 12 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Borden through Benton &
Bowles and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Sept. 12 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Sept. 13 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
supervise station sales under Mr. Goldman. Marvin Lowe has been named acthead ofYork,
NTA's
Chicago
office.
IningNew
Michael
M. Sillerman,
president of NTA Program Sales, will
be responsible for national network, regional and group stations sales of firstrun half-hour programs. NTA Program
Sales Vice Presidents Arthur Spirt and
Walt Plant will make their headquarters
in the company's New York and Los
Angeles offices respectively, with the
former heading up the regional and
group station sales division in New
York and the latter functioning in a
similar capacity in Los Angeles.
NTA's move to Beverly Hills, disclosed several months ago, (Broadcasting, July 13), is designed to integrate
its activities with those of the parent
company, National Theatres & Television Inc., which makes its headquarters
on the West Coast.
WGA
strike threat
The screen branch of the Writers
Guild of America, West, threatened independent motion picture studios with a
strike Aug. 31, if satisfactory negotiation could not be reached. Among the
issues was residual payments to writers of post- 195 8 films sold by the indies to tv and payment to writers in
case of possible pay-tv arrangements.
The Guild has authorized its board to
call the strike at its discretion. Major
studios are not currently involved in
the dispute.
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• Program

notes

Coast production arm • Bernard L.
Schubert Inc., N. Y., has formed a
Hollywood tv production unit in conjunction with Adrian Samish, formerly
director of programming, MGM-TV.
Properties in the works there: David
Harum, starring Chill Wills, to be
aimed for network sale; David Harding, Counterspy, 39 half-hour episodes
starring Reed Hadley, planned for national syndication; Alexander the
Great, based on Saturday Evening Post
stories about earthworm tractor salesmen, for network sale, and Interior
Command, created by Mr. Samish and
J. Donald Wilson, co-owned by Schubert and dealing with the U.S. Dept.
of the Interior.
New to old • WMAL-TV Washington
starts a 28-week course for college credit on the Old Testament (Sat. 11 a.m.noon) Sept. 19. Last year WMAL-TV
telecast The Life and Teaching of
Jesus, a course on the New Testament.
The non-sectarian series is produced
by WMAL-TV, Council of Churches
(National Capital area) and American
U. Alternate views will be presented
FATES

&

Broadcast Advertising
• William R. Kellett, executive vp,
and G. Kenneth Crowell, vp and
secretary, elected president and executive vp, respectively, of Kimberly-Clark
Corp., Neenah, Wis., maker of Kleenex, Delsey toilet tissues and other products. John R. Kimberly re-elected
chairman of board and chief executive
officer. Lewis E. Phenner and Andrew G. Sharp elected senior vps;
William J. French named vp of sales
for consumer products and William
W. Cross, vp of sales for industrial
products. Roger A. Baird, assistant
secretary, promoted to secretary.
• Harry D. Barger, vp and principal
in Baker, Tilden, Bolgard & Barger
(formerly Wherry, Baker & Tilden),
Chicago, to Wilson & Co., that city,
as advertising and sales promotion
manager for both parent meat packing
company and its subsidiary, Wilson
Sporting Goods Co., effective Sept. 8.

AMPEX All professional recorders
readily available in stock-including
300's & 350's. SHIP ANYWHERE IN U.S.A.
~V:
DIRECT TO YOU AT FACTORY PRICES

on points where there are serious differences of opinion. Study guides and
registration forms to the course are
obtainable from Educational Television
Office, American U., Massachusetts
and Nebraska Aves., N.W., Washington.
law' in Spanish • Fremantle International Inc., New York, has started
releasing a Spanish-dubbed version of
its syndicated series entitled I'm the
Law, starring George Raft. Early buyers of the series are WKAQ-TV San
Juan, P.R., and the CMQ Network in
Cuba. A Portuguese version of the
same series will be released this month,
Fremantle reported.

and

a

Confidence
Builder
- JrJfcl

MacGregor film • A pictorial, stepby-step history of the golf ball, "The
Center of Attraction," has been produced as a 21 -minute film by the MacGregor Co. for free tv and private
showing, MacGregor announced week
before last. The film was made at the
U.S. Golf Assn.'s Golf House in New
York and the MacGregor Cincinnati
plant. The firm's offices: 4861 Spring
Grove Ave., Cincinnati.
FORTUNES
• Kenneth L. Horstmyer, formerly product marketing manager ofDiv.Franco-American
of Campbell
Soup Co., Camden,
N.J., joins Lennen &
Newell, New York,
as vp and account exMr.
ecutive.
horstmyer
• Robert J. Lyon, formerly director
of advertising and related activities with
American Medical Assoc., Chicago, to
Ted Bates, N.Y., as account supervisor
on Wallace Labs (division of Carter
Products).
• Anderson F. Hewitt resigns as senior vp and member of executive committee at Kenyon & Eckhardt, N.Y.,
effective Oct. 1.
• Lester A. Weinrott, formerly creative consultant to Arthur Meyerhoff
& Assoc., Chicago, appointed vp in
charge of marketing at Reach, McClinton & Pershall, that city. He was
also named to agency's plans board,
headquartered in New York.
• Fred M. Farwell, formerly executive vp of IT&T's U.S. Group operations, appointed to new post of vp, marketing, of RCA, N.Y.
• Thomas W. Casey, assistant to president of Gillette Safety Razor Co., Bos-
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ton, named new products manager. He
is succeeded by Robert S. Perry, vp
and director of marketing research.
Paul M. Cuenin Jr., assistant director
of marketing research, assumes post of
director.
• Ben J. Peters, art director of Hutchins Adv., Rochester, N.Y., elected vp.
• Samuel C. Klores, formerly vp of
William Von Zehle, N.Y., to Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline, that city, as vp
and account executive.

BUY
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FUTURE
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• Blake Chatfield, formerly manager
of film promotion with NBC, L.A., joins
tv program promotion department of
Young & Rubicam.
• Fred Brogger, for past five years
with CBS-TV in production, cost analysis and continuity acceptance, joins tv
department of Lennen and Newell, Beverly Hills, Calif., as program supervisor
on Adventures in Paradise, Johnny
Ringo and Riverboat.
• W. Pearse Casey, group advertising
manager for beverages and dog foods,
Post Div. of General Foods Corp.,
White Plains, N.Y., to GF's Birdseye
Div., as assistant general manager for
marketing.
• Lucy Sokole, copy supervisor at
Young & Rubicam, N.Y., named head
of tv casting department. Mary Green,
member of casting department staff,
named associate casting director.
Grace Lurton, copywriter at Y&R.
N.Y., named copy supervisor.
• Tena Cummings, formerly director
of radio and tv for Sanders Adv., Dallas, appointed media director of Clarke,
Dunagan & Huffhines, that city.
Gloria Danbom, pr director of A.
Harris & Co., Dallas department store,
and Bill Sturgeon, program director
of KMAC San Antonio, Tex., join
CD&H as copywriters.
• Emmet O'Neill, director of marketing and member of board of Comet
Rice Mills, Dallas, elected vp.
• Ralph Zeuthen, president of Zeuthen, Thomas and Hulbert, Minneapolis
advertising agency, appointed program
manager of "Live Better Electrically"
program of Edison Electric Institute,
N.Y. Mr. Zeuthen will head $2.5 million program previously known as "National Electric Living" with promotional efforts in tv and print media.
• John M. Anderson, director of advertising and promotion, Tea Council
of the U.S.A., N.Y., named executive
director.
• Edward J. Grant, maintenance
product sales manager of S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis., maker of
Johnson's Wax, promoted to service
products sales manager.

• John V. Chervokas named copy director ofvertising
Ray agency.
Barron Inc., Boston ad• Keith Oka, art director of Virgil A.
Warren Adv., Spokane, Wash., to
Showacre, Coons, Shotwell Adv., that
city, in similar capacity.
• John F. McElhinney, formerly advertising and sales promotion director
of R. G. LeTourneau, industrial and
construction equipment manufacturer,
named director of creative department
of Craig & Webster Adv., Lubbock,
Tex.
The Media
• Arnold F. (Doc)
Schoen Jr., executive vp of Cherry
Broadcasting Co.,
owner
of WDBOAM-FM-TV
Orlando,
Fla., assumes active
managership of that
station succeeding
Mr. Schoen
Harold P. Danforth
Sr., who resigns but will continue to
serve as administrative consultant. Mr.
Schoen was previously manager of
WPRO-AM-FM-TV Providence, R.I.
• Allin Slate promoted from program director to general manager of
KIEV Glendale, Calif., succeeding E.
C. (Cal) Cannon, who resigns to enter another business.
• Bill Galvin, program director of
WSRO Marlboro, Mass., promoted to
station manager. Dick Beach, air personality, succeeds him.
• Mrs. A. K. Redmond, formerly general manager of WHP-AM-FM-TV
Harrisburg, Pa., named vp of WHP Inc.
• W. F. (Wes) Wachtel, chief engineer and announcer with WKTF Warrenton, Va., named general manager,
succeeding Robert J. Greiner, who
resigns. Appointment was announced
by Harry Wismer, president of WKTF
Inc., and Dr. Fred J. Crescente, chairman of board.
• Larry White, formerly director of
programming at Benton & Bowles, N.
Y., to CBS-TV, that city, as director of
daytime programs.
• Mal Ewing, sales manager of KXLA
Pasadena (now KRLA), appointed
manager of KPRO Riverside and commercial manager of Imperial Broadcasting System, comprising KPRO,
KROP Brawley, KREO Indio and
KYOR Blythe, all California.
• Gerald O. Jones, national sales manager of KBUC Corona, Calif., appointed general manager of KASK-AM-FM
Ontario, Calif. He succeeds Ed Jansen,
who resigned to build station in Sparks,
Nev.
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• James F. Simons,
general sales manager
of KFWB Los Angeles, appointed acting general manager
of WISK MinneapolisSt. Paul. Both are
Crowell - Collier stations. (For sale of
Mr. Simons
WISK
see Broadcasting, July 20, page 66.)

of MBS'
producer
Baer,Show
Norman
•Walter
and The World
Winchell
Today, named director of Mutual's
New York news bureau. He also continues as producer.
• Richard R. Levy named sales manager of KXL Portland, Ore.
• Bertram Berman, director of daytime program development for CBStransfers to network's HollyTV, N.Y.,
wood office, in similar capacity.
• Lee Bryant, commercial manager of
KARK-TV Little Rock, Ark., promoted
to new post of director of sales of
KARK-AM-TV.
• Lee Allan Smith, commercial manager of WKY Oklahoma City, named
assistant manager.
• Bob Early, formerly manager of
KNCO Garden City, Kan., appointed
sales manager of KOMY Watsonville,
Calif.
• Eugene A. Ackerley, formerly general manager of KCUB Tucson, Ariz.,
to KTAN, that city, as assistant manager in charge of sales and promotion.
• Jack B. Prince named assistant sales
manager of WTAR Norfolk, Va.
• Pat McCaughey, air personality,
named program director of WAQE
Baltimore.
• George Singer, formerly program
director of KYA San Francisco, appointed national program director of
Holiday Broadcasters Inc., owner of
KMGM Albuquerque, N.M.
• Merle Block, formerly assistant promotion director of KAKE-TV Wichita,
Kan., appointed promotion manager of
KFI Los Angeles.
• Paul Ruhle, formerly with WSIX
Nashville, Tenn., appointed program
director of WCAE Pittsburgh.

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new york
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Mr. Riley

• Robert M. Riley,
formerly national sales
manager of WMBDTV Peoria, 111., named
sales manager of
KTHS Little Rock,
Ark. Mr. Riley joined
WMBD Radio in 1948
and was previously
with
KCKN Kansas

Unusual
Pickups
No

Are

Problem

City, Kan.
• William T. Corrigan, manager of
Washington, Bureau of CBS Newsfilm
for past six years, appointed director of
news with KNXT(TV) Los Angeles
and CTPN. He succeeds Sam Zelman,
now assistant to John Day, news director of CBS News, N.Y.
• Bud Curry, news director of KOWH
Omaha, named program director, succeeding Don MacKinnon who resigns
to join KABC-AM-FM-TV Los An•geles.
Don Shauer, formerly with sales
staff of San Francisco Examiner, joins
Adam Young Co., station rep, S.F., as
account executive. He succeeds Dell
Simpson who transfers to St. Louis as
firm's office manager there.
• Wins Hoehner appointed program
director of WABJ Adrian, Mich., succeeding Phil Donahue, who resigns to
join news staff of WHIO Dayton, Ohio.
• Rudy Paolangeli, formerly with
WKBW Buffalo, to WAUB Auburn,
both New York, as assistant manager.
• James R. Hoel, previously sales manager of WTCN-TV Minneapolis-St.
Paul, to staff of NBC Central Div. Tv
Spot Sales in Chicago as account executive. He was formerly with The Katz
Agency, station rep, in Chicago.
• Donovan Haislet, account executive with KFMB San Diego, promoted
to Los Angeles sales representative of
Marietta Broadcasting Inc., comprised
of KFMB-AM-TV and KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.
• Richard P. Jones, news director of
KXLY-AM-TV Spokane, Wash., to
WQTE Monroe, Mich., in similar
capacity. Eddie Chase, formerly air
personality with CKLW Detroit-Windsor, Ont., also joins WQTE.
• Robert Cutting, formerly general
manager of KLMO Longmont, Colo.,
and Tom White, formerly sales manager of KMYR Denver (now KICN),
named account executives of KOSI
Denver.
• Gary Neilan, formerly with WNAX
Yankton, S. D., to WDAF-AM-TV
Kansas City as associate farm director.
• Bill Ellis, formerly with promotion
department of WSPA-TV Spartanburg,
to WLOS-TV Asheville, N. C.-Spartan-
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burg-Greenville, S. C, as promotion
director. He succeeds Jack Winters,
who moves to WLOS-TV's sister station WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., in sales
promotion capacity.
• Ray Carnay, mobile news director
of WSAI Cincinnati, promoted to news
director.
• Sandy Jackson, air personality with
KOIL Omaha, appointed production
supervisor.
• Art Foley, formerly trade press editor for ABC, N.Y., to Biderman, Tolk
& Assoc., that city, pr consultants, as
account executive. He is succeeded by
George F. Hoover, who has been
with ABC's press information department since April.
• N. Gary Eckard, sales representative,
in Washington home office of American Research Bureau, appointed midwestern regional account executive to
handle Chicago office of station sales
department.
• Maj, Garland W. Powell, 67, director emeritus and, since 1927, director of U. of Florida's WRUF Gainesville, died Aug. 29 in Jacksonville,
Fla. Maj. Powell was father of National Flag Code and director of American
Legion's National Americanism
Commission.
• Judith Lawton, director in charge
of sales promotion, advertising and
publicity with KFI Los Angeles, resigns.
• Rolland C. Bourbeau, formerly
merchandising district supervisor for
NBC, covering southeastern and middle Atlantic states, named account executive with WCAO Baltimore.
• Alan V. Bickley, newscaster with
WKY-AM-TV Oklahoma City, to
WFBM-TV Indianapolis in similar capacity.
• Judy

Marks,

air

personality of

WITI-TV Milwaukee, to WTMJ-AMTV, that city, in similar capacity.
• William Coben, formerly station
manager of KFKF Bellevue, Wash, to
KNOB (FM) Long Beach, Calif., as
account executive.
• Warren Graves Fugitt, formerly
consultant with U.S. Dept. of Defense,
joins public relations staff of Gray and
Rogers, Phila.
• Scotty Day, formerly air personality
with WWDC-AM-FM Washington, to
KYA-AM-FM San Francisco in similar
capacity.
• Gail McCosh promoted from assistant supervisor to supervisor of continuity acceptance at NBC Central Div.
and network's WNBQ (TV) and
WMAG Chicago.
• Dick Shepard, formerly air personality with WCBS New York, to
WABC, that city, in similar capacity.
• Del Raycee, program manager of
WPOP Hartford, Conn., assumes additional duties of air personality on
new, all-night show, with advent of
WPOP's 24-hour broadcast service.
• Hugh L. Brooks, formerly with
WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, named to
WBUR (FM) assistantship, wihle
studying
ton U. for Master's Degree at Bos• Bob Bennett joins WQAM
Fla., as air personality.

Miami,

• Don Hedges joins KISN PortlandVancouver, Wash., as account executive.
Programming
• Stanley Levey, formerly sales executive with Television Programs of
America, N. Y., which was acquired by
Independent Television Corp. in September, 1958, appointed general sales
manager of Arrow Productions (ITC
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sales and program counselling on reters. run division), with Chicago headquar• Robert H. Hill, vp of NTA in
charge of west coast sales, with headquarters in San Francisco, moves to
Hollywood as vp of California Studios,
where his major function will be to coordinate production of tv filmed programs with needs of advertisers who
may sponsor them either as network
series or as national spot programs.

* ">J~

5 t1
|

executive
production ofhead
20thof Cen-

tury-Fox Television,
Bfj|fc'||
■HIHC^Z
'
come
activeproduction
in thea»
trical
film
■5
,
at studio, with plans
Mr. Man
ulis to
produce three top
budget motion pictures within three
years under his independent unit, Martin Manulis Productions Inc. He had
intended to enter feature film production late last year when he left Playhouse 90 to join 20th-Fox, but subsequently became production head of
company's tv subsidiary. Before moving, Mr. Manulis is scheduled to create
and prepare organization's film programming for 1960-61 season.
• Nat B. Eisenberg, formerly senior
producer of NBC's Telesales, N.Y., to
Elliot, Unger & Elliot, that city, (commercial production division of Screen
Gems), as manager of video tape operations.
• Eugene S. Jones, associate producer
of NBC-TV's Today show, promoted
to program manager. Norman Kahn,
segment producer on NBC Radio network's Monitor program and Paul J.
Cunningham, managing editor of Today, named associate producers of that
show.
• Bill Gaughan, formerly vp of Galbreath Pictures, Fort Wayne, Ind., and
previously marketing consultant for
The Magnavox Co., to Cincinnati office
of Wilding Inc., film production firm,
as account executive. He will cover
Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky and represent all Wilding services, including tv
commercials.
• Richard P. Morgan, formerly vp in
charge of administration and business
affairs for ABC Films, N. Y., to CBS
Films, that city, as assistant to director
of business affairs.
• Sheldon Nemeyer, formerly sales
manager at Audio Films, N. Y., to
MGM-TV, that city, as director of industrial sales.
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NAB

committees

Membership of two NAB
standing committees for 1959-60
was announced last week by NAB
President Harold E. Fellows.
Robert L. Pratt, KGGF Coffeyville, Kan., was named chairman of the new Radio Public Relations Committee. Other members are Frank Gaither, WSB
Atlanta; Simon Goldman, WJTN
Jamestown, N.Y.; Boyd Kelley,
KTRN Wichita Falls, Tex., and
Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG
Hollywood. All are NAB board
members. The committee will
meet Sept. 29 at NAB Washington headquarters.
Ben Strouse, WWDC - FM
Washington, was named chairman of the Fm Radio Committee.
Other members are N. L. Bentson, WLOL-FM Minneapolis;
Everett L. Dillard, WASHFM Washington; Raymond S.
Green, WFLN-FM Philadelphia;
Michael R. Hanna, WHCU-FM
Ithaca, N.Y.; Merrill Lindsay,
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.; Richard H. Mason, WPTF-FM Raleigh, N.C., and Fred Rabell,
KITT (FM) San Diego, Calif.

vp of Capitol Record Club. Stephen
H. Strohman, acting operations manager of Capitol Records Distributing
Corp., elected vp.
• Bob Gallion, air personality with
WABB Mobile, Ala., joins sales promotion staff of Acuff-Rose Artists Corp.,
Nashville, Tenn.
• J. Burgi Contner, 25-year veteran
of tv and theatrical cinema cinematography, whose most recent tv film
series credit was Naked City, joins
Robert Lawrence Productions, N. Y.,
as director of photography.
• Chuck Barclay, formerly sales manager of Gold Swan, N. Y., (jingle writing firm), to The Jingle Workshop, that
city, in similar capacity.
Equipment & Engineering
• Zambry P. Giddens, formerly assistant to president of
Servo Corp. of
America, New Hyde
Park, N. Y., and executive vp of Electronic Switch and

Mr. Giddens
executive vp.

Signal Co. (SCA subsidiary), joins Dynamics Corp. of
America,
N.Y., as

• Neal K. McNaughten, manager of Arasional ProductsProfesDiv.,
pex Corp.'s
Redwood City, Calif.,
appointed vp of company.threeBoardother
also Amelevated
pex executives to vice
Mr.
presidential status:
McNaughten
John Jipp, manager, Instrumentation
Div.; Herbert L. Brown, manager,
Ampex Audio; Walter T. Selsted,
director of research, and John M. Leslie Jr., manager, Orr Industries, Ampex tape manufacturing subsidiary.
• Russ Malloy, executive director of
Bel Canto Stereophonic Recordings
Inc., producer of stereo tapes and discs,
named president. Bel Canto has been
acquired by Thompson Ramo Woolridge Inc., L.A., electronics research,
development and manufacturing firm.
• H. Randolph Maddox, personnel vp
of American Telephone & Telegraph
Co., N.Y., since Jan. 1954, resigns, effective Dec. 31. He is succeeded by
Sanford B. Cousins, vp, pr. James W.
Cook, marketing vp, assumes vp, pr
• Carl E. Barrie, sales engineer in
General Electric's Boston apparatus
post.

• John Ercole, formerly with Peter
Elgar Production, N. Y., joins Transfilm, N. Y., as director of photography.
• Jim Stanley, formerly director of
radio-tv publicity at Creative PR, Inc.
(public relations division of Anderson
& Cairns), N.Y., to Broadcasters Information Bureau, that city, as director.
BIB (service of Public Relations Aids
Inc.) produces and distributes program
features to special-interest radio-tv
shows.
• Bob Holt, for past three months with
television publicity department of Warner Bros., Burbank, Calif, to California
Studios, Hollywood, tv production company, as public relations director.

• Jerry Briskin, formerly with James
L. Saphier agency, L.A., to Screen
Gems, that city, as producer of Manhunt tv series.
• Richard Goode, director and program developer of several CBS and
NBC tv series, including Lux, Matinee
and Kraft shows, to department of radio
and television of United Presbyterian
Church in the U.S.A., in charge of tv
programming.
• Geoffrey F. Racine, administrator
of operations for subsidiaries, of Capitol Records Inc., Hollywood, elected
BROADCASTING, September 7, T959
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sales office, named district sales manager of new office of GE's Power Tube
Dept. in that area at 701 Washington
St., Newtonville, Mass. Jack Heidenreich, specialty component sales engineer for aviation and defense industry sales, appointed district manager of
new power tube office in Dayton, Ohio,
at 2600 Far Hills Ave. Alfred F. Kendrick and Henry L. Tate named
sales managers in Los Angeles and
Clifton, N.J., offices, respectively.
• Roger A. Swanson, product sales
specialist with semiconductor division
of Sylvania Electric Products Inc., Woburn, Mass., named to new post of
product sales manager — microwave
diodes.
• Chester F. Faison appointed southwestern sales engineer of Prodelin Inc.,
Kearney, N.J., manufacturer of rf antennae and transmission line systems.
• Thomas M. Linville, manager of research operation department of General
Electric Research Lab, Schenectady,
N.Y., named member of National Research Council.
• Col. Bernt Balchen U.S.A.F. (Ret.)
joins planning and requirement staff of

General Precision Lab, Pleasantville.
N.Y.
International

tive vp of Bureau of Broadcast Measurement, Toronto, succeeding Charles
C. Hoffman who joins Encyclopaedia
Britannica's Canadian office.

i

• Bob Bambury, formerly of CJCB
Sydney, named acting production manager of CJCH Halifax, both Nova Scotia. Gerry Parsons, formerly of
CHNS, that city, appointed program
director of CJCH.

• William Gillis, sales representative I
of CFOR Orillia, Ont., to similar position with CKCO-TV Kitchener, Ont.
Don Scott, formerly of CKSL LonTV. don, Ont., joins sales staff of CKCO-

• F. K. Campbell named chief timebuyer of MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.

• Mike McMahon, announcer of
CJCS Stratford, to CHEX Peterborough, both Ontario, in similar capacity.
• Peter Mazeikis named announcer
with CKGB Timmins, Ont. Jim Prince,
newcaster of CJNR Blind River, Ont.,
also joins CKGB.
• Marjorie Lundin, music director of
WUOM (FM) Ann Arbor, U. of Michigan station, granted year's leave to
serve as producer for International
Service of Radio Sweden, preparing
programs of Swedish music and culture
to be broadcast in U.S.

• George Davies, formerly program
director and broadcast manager of
CJOB Winnipeg, appointed assistant
manager of CKGM Toronto, slated
to go on air in October. Other
CKGM appointments: Walter Walsh,
fashion photographer, to promotion
and merchandising department; Patricia Driver, formerly assistant to
chief news editor, CBC Winnipeg, joins
production department; Don Wall,
formerly with sales division of Radio
Representatives in similar capacity, and
Sandra Graves, formerly with creative
department of NBC, N.Y., to creative
and production staff.

• Frank A. McCall, formerly regional manager of RCA International in
Latin America, appointed sales manager
of consumer products in Europe, and

• Charles A. Burton named execu-

Near and Far
East,
with Motorola's international
operations.

FANFARE

Radio's ups 'n' downs
In recent weeks, radio stations around
the country have resorted to the heights
and depths in their promotional stunts.
In Las Vegas, KENO went to the
depths of the Twin Lakes Lodge swimpool,awhere
its announcers
castmingfrom
U.S. Navy
deep sea broaddiving

Off to win listeners • KOL Seattle has entered into a project which its
management calls "listener activity integration." This imposing phrase means
that the station is playing an active part in the activities which interest a large
segment of the local population, whether listeners or not.
In Seattle hydroplane racing dominates the hearts and minds of local
citizenry throughout the summer and long after the winter rains begin.
KOL's listener integration naturally caused the station to take an active
part in this popular pastime.
KOL made a financial deal with Seattle hydrobuilder and driver Bob
Gilliam to sponsor two boats, "KOL-roy" and "KOL-roy Too." The fact
that all other competing media in the Seattle market cover the hydroplane
races leading to the Gold Cup race convinced the KOL officials that they had
made a sound investment.

unit. The station claims the 48-hour,
15-minute period of underwater broadcasting sets a new "world's record."
KISN Portland- Vancouver, Wash.,
d.j. Jim Tate finally descended from his
perch 40 feet above the Oregon Centennial Exposition in Portland, to greet
the millionth visitor to the exposition.
Three weeks earlier he climbed to his
cage, promising not to come down until
the 1 -million attendance figure was
reached.
In Houston, Tex., and Omaha, Neb.,
automobiles hoisted into the air by
cranes provided broadcast studios.
KOIL Omaha announcer Jim Hummel is airborne in an air-conditioned
station wagon 50 feet above average
terrain. Attempting to dramatize the
seriousness of the traffc fatality toll in
Nebraska, which is 10 ahead of last
year, "Space Man" Hummel will not
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959
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come back to earth from "KOIL
Komet" until this year's fatalities are
less than last year's.
In Houston, KRCT was on the air,
in the air for a two-day period to promote the opening of an automobile
dealership in suburban Pasadena, with
programming conducted from the rear
of a truck hanging from a crane, 40
feet in the air.

Black gold • Several KDKA Pittsburgh, listeners "struck oil" when the
station observed the oil industry's 100th
birthday, Aug. 27. Twelve listeners during the day received certificates awarding them 100 gallons of gasoline. Over
20,000 post cards were received from
listeners hopeful of winning the motor
fuel. Twelve different oil companies
were represented.

Comic page ads
WRCV Philadelphia has deserted the
radio-tv pages of local newspapers for
the comic pages in its promotional advertising efforts. Done in comic-strip
style, the ads feature WRCV's slogan,
"The Whole Family Listens to 1060."
William J. Stevenson, advertising and
promotion director, commented that
surveys show the typical listener sets
his dial at a single station and seldom
changes it. He said, "That means we
have to promote overall programming
. . . we promote our 1060 call letters
just as a retail store promotes its address."
Mr. Stevenson said WRCV picked
the comic page because of the tremendous lineage used by tv stations' ads
on the radio-tv pages, and because of
the comic pages' high readership.

Bag collectors • In a campaign to rid
homes of death dealing plastic bags,
KICN Denver has received over 15,000
discarded bags from its listeners. To
stimulate the safety effort, the station
offers a free record from its current
"top 50" list for each five bags brought
to its studios.

Listening recipe
Favorite recipes of the stars — from
Ray Anthony to Efrem Zimbalist Jr. —
make up a booklet. "Cook with the
Stars," which is being distributed by
KMPC Los Angeles. Compiled by
KMPC disc jockey Ira Cook (whose
hobby, appropriately, is cooking and
collecting recipes), the booklet contains
the favorite foods of 33 stars. In addition, the center spread is devoted to
the recipe that makes "KMPC delectable fare, too." Directions include: "Take
a dollop of direct, exclusive news . . .
flavor with only the freshest local news
. . . splash with exciting sportscasts . . .
stir with humor and sprinkle with stars
[and] serve — to everyone — by tuning
710 on your radio dial."
Theatre pajama party
More than 2,000 Bostonians braved
the August heat wave to attend a theatre party in their pajamas. The occasion
was the opening night performance of
the musical hit "Pajama Game" at a
Framingham, Mass., tent theatre. The
p.j. clad audience was guest of WBZ
Boston at the "World's Largest Pajama
Party."
The wearer of the most unusual "evening clothes" received a mattress and
box spring set for his creation.
During intermission a fashion show,
featuring the latest pajama styles from
the world's fashion centers were paBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Pajama Muster
WBZ's Dave Maynard checks attire
raded by local models and WBZ disc
jockeys.
Usherettes, members of the orchestra,
and even stage hands, also wore pajamas.
Prior to the party, two models in baby
doll pajamas visited Boston ad agencies with personal invitations for executive and staff members. The invitations,
in the form of pajamas and with a pajama string attached, read: "Here is a
pajama string. You'll have to wear your
own pajamas to the World's Largest
Pajama Party as guest of WBZ."
• Drumbeats
Gold in them hills • A brochure prepared by the radio division of AveryKnodel, station representative, underscores the continuous growth of the
western area covered by the Intermountain Network, citing statistics on
population, income and retail sales. The
report utilizes a Pulse survey to bolster
its claim that the Intermountain Network has achieved audience leadership
in 38 out of the 45 radio markets
covered by the regional network. Copies
of the brochure are available from
Avery-Knodel at 720 Fifth Ave., New
York, 19, N.Y.
Lucky eleven • Lady Luck smiled on
the Green Bay, Wis., area last week.
A vigorous campaign in all media
heralded the change in call letters of
WMBV-TV to WLUK-TV. The station
was personified by "Lady Luck," a
cartoon character described by her admirers as "a combination of cuteness
and sex appeal." Slogan of the campaign was "You gotta' have LUK."
WLUK-TV operates on ch. 1 1 — as diceplayers would say, "a natural." Agency
for advertising and promotion was Advertising Inc., Milwaukee.

New do-it-yourself
kit •sponsored
A build-yourown
fallout shelter,
by
WFYI Mineola-Garden City, NY.,
was opened for inspection at Roosevelt Field, the Long Island shopping
center where WFYI's studios are located. Built according to Civil Defense
specifications, the shelter is designed to
fit in a corner of the average basement.
It costs $150-200.
Howdy pardner • KURL Billings,
Mont., which commenced operation
last month, posted a 3-column, 12-inch
long "thank you" to KOOK there in a
local newspaper after KOOK had broadcast a warm welcome to the new station.
Sister stations co-sponsor • KLZ-TV
Denver and WTCN-TV Minneapolis,
both Time Inc. outlets, underwrote the
appearance of Denver's Blue Knights
drum and bugle corps when it played
at the American Legion convention in
the Twin Cities.
Oldies a sellout • KMLB Monroe,
La., celebrated its 30th anniversary by
playing 78 rpm records dating as far
back as 1930. A mystery disc was
played each half hour during the day.
It was presented to the first listener who
phoned in the name of the artist. KLMB
was sold out for the day by sponsors
that were in business when it went on
air in 1930.
Gold rush • KRON-TV San Francisco
made the first of its annual "Golden
Pick" awards to the Peters, Griffin,
Woodward Colonel, who does the fanciest job of prospecting sales for the
station, to Otis Williams, account executive of PGW's New York office. He was
presented with a plaque bearing a small
golden pick and a citation making him
a member of the Ancient Order of
'49ers, a "Miner — over 21" and an honorary citizen of the historic territory of
San Francisco.
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Oregon bean blast • Bean pickers had
a field day in the Pacific Northwest

when KPLK Dallas, Ore., held the
"First Annual International Blue Lake
Bean Picking Contest." From hundreds
of bean fields in the area, pickers converged on the contest to vie for cash
prizes and trophies. Mrs. Pat Voight
of Salem, Ore. picked her way to the
$300 first prize.

Safety
safety
contest, quiz
WNBH• InNewa two-week
Bedford, Mass.,
proved
its listeners
their widely
state's
motor vehicle
laws, know
but held
divergent views on the national number
of disabling injuries over a two-and-ahalf year period. Guesses ranged from
700 to 16 million. The answer, according to the National Safety Council, 3.35
million. In a telephone quiz on state
motor vehicle laws, 100% correct answers were received. $15,000 worth of
prizes were distributed in the cam-

Auto fashion show • The news department of WWVA-AM-FM Wheeling, W. Va., will present, for the fifth
consecutive year, a salute to new cars
on The Automobile Show of the Air.
Each program will feature a different
make as it is introduced to the public,
with regional and district managers
from the Pittsburgh district describing
the features, style and performance
of their new models. Complete promotion packages are supplied to each
dealer by the station. Show is presented
as public relations and public service
activity.

Station

The Arthur Club • President Arthur Hull Hayes of CBS Radio
shows a poster heralding Arthur
Godfrey's return to network radio Sept. 28. Fans throughout
the country are signing them.
Signatures are to be forwarded
to the star as he resumes Arthur
Godfrey Time on CBS (Mon.Fri., 9:05-10 a.m.).

Polio clinic • KQV Pittsburgh, sponpaign.
sored a five-day Polio Shot Clinic in
cooperation with the local public health
department. An estimated 10,000 persons took advantage of 504 polio shots
after hearing of their availability

FOR

paign.
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Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

August 27 through September 1. Includes data on new stations, changes in
existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
Existing TV Stations
CALL, LETTERS ASSIGNED
KLYD-TV Bakersfield, Calif.— Kern County Bcstg. Co. Changed from KICU (TV).
KXGO-TV
Fargo, N.D. — North Dakota
Bcstg.
Inc.
WBEY-TV
Escanaba,
Mich. — Norbertine
Fathers.
KNDO (TV) Yakima, Wash. — Yakima
Valley Television Co.

EDWIN

Existing Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
WJBB Haleyville, Ala. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Aug. 25.
WNLK Norwalk, Conn. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 500 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1350 kc). Ann. Aug. 25.
WBRD Bradenton, Fla. — Cp to change
hours of operation from daytime to unl.,
using power of 1 kw and change from employing DA-D to DA-2 (1420 kc). Ann.
Aug. 28.
WBIW Bedford, Ind. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1340 kc). Ann. Aug. 28.
WJBK Detroit, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime
10 kw changes
to 50 kw;
install newpower
trans, from
and make
in DA
system (1500 kc). Ann. Aug. 25.
KCLV
Clovis,
daytime power
from N.M.
250 —w Cpto to1 kwincrease
and install
new trans. (1240 kc). Ann. Aug. 25.
WCVI Connellsville, Pa. — Cp. to increase
daytime
stall newpower
trans. from
(1340250kc).w to
Ann.1 kwAug.and 28.in-

TORNBERG

& COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS
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NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531

through KQV's energetic spot cam-

WMPT daytime
South Williamsport,
increase
power from 250Pa.w —toCp1 kwto
and install new trans. (1450 kc). Ann. Aug.
WMYB Myrtle Beach, S.C.— Cp to change
25.
frequency from 1450 kc to 1480 kc; increase
power from 250 w, unl., to 1 kw, N and 5
kw,
install
trans, Ann.
and
changeD; ant.
-trans,DA-N
and and
studionewlocation.
Aug.
25.
WHLP Centerville, Tenn. — Cp to change
ant. -trans., studio and station location from
Centerville, Tenn., to Nashville, Tenn., installcrease
new trans.,
make changes in ant. (deheight)
Ann. Aug.
25. and ground system (1570 kc).
Existing Am Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KBRI Brinkley, Ark— Tri-County Bcstg.
Co. Erroneously listed in Aug. 24 edition
as Brinkley, Ariz.
KDXE North Little Rock, Ark.— Arkansas
Valley Bcstg. Co. Changed from KNLR.
KRLA Pasadena, Calif .—Eleven Ten Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from KXLA.
WOWY Clewiston, Fla. — Peoples Bcstg.
Service.
WRMS Beardstown, 111. — Beardstown
Bcstg. Co.
KFRA Franklin, La. — Lionel B. De Ville.
Farmington, Me.
— WKTJ
FranklinFarmington-West
Bcstg. Corp.
KBUB Sparks, Nev. — Lakeside Bcstrs.
WWOW Conneaut, Ohio— Louis W. Skelly.
KBUY from
Amarillo,
Changed
KAMQ. Tex. — Bcstrs. Ltd.
KKAS Silsbee, Tex. — Hardin County
Bcstg. Ltd.
WBUC Buckhannon, W.Va.— Upshur County Bcstg. Manati,
Co.
WMNT
P.R.— Arecibo Bcstg. Inc.
New Fm Stations
APPLICATIONS
Dallas, Tex.— The McLendon Corp. 98.7
mc, 16.5 kw. P.O. address 2104 Jackson St.,
Dallas, Tex. Estimated construction cost
$33,000, first year operating cost $15,000,
revenue Ann.
$15,000.
is owner of KLIF
Dallas.
Aug.Applicant
31.
Aurora, 111.— Russell G. Salter 92.1 mc, 1
kw. P.O. address 914 S. Catherine Ave.,
LaGrange, 111. Estimated construction cost
$36,650, first year operating cost $20,000,
revenue $28,000. Applicant is sole owner of
WBEL Beloit, Wis. Ann. Aug. 31.
Santa Barbara, Calif. — KDB Bcstg. Co.
93.7 mc, 5 kw. P.O. address Radio Square,
Santa tionBarbara,
Estimated
construccost $8,000, Calif.
first year
operating
cost
$1,000, revenue none. Applicants are Lucie
Menard and Rube Goldwater, co-owners of
KDB Santa Barbara. Ann. Aug. 31.
Carmel,
IU— Albert
mc,Mt.3.28
kw. P.O.
address A.316Barnhard
Market 94.9
St.,
Mt. Carmel, 111. Estimated construction cost
$25,600, first year operating cost $50,250, revBROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Offices
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSalet St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver
Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

P . MAY
RUSSELL
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evam
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, 0. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D C.
Oliver 2-8520

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W ,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ale
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P O Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline
Denver 22, Colorado 6-1603

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Toylor St.
Son Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-fv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston. W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irector

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

j

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY
1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broadcast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses.
WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
LAKESIDE 8-6188
Member AFCCE
GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

COLLECTIONS
For the Industry
OVER THE WORLD
TV—ALLRadio—
Film and
Accounts ReceivableMedia
No Collection — No Commissions
STANDARD
ACTUARIAL
WARRANTY
CO.
220 West 42nd St., N. Y. 36, N Y 95
LO 5-5990

Equipping
Radio

a
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Get More

Coverage

With The New RCA
500- and 1000-Watt
AM

Transmitters

The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1 R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needs—
SEE RCA FIRST!

?

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 1
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR Cps
Not 103
on air
Lie.
For new stations
150
712
AM
3,350
61
125
103
FM
593
45
TV
4681
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
81
Compiled by BROADCASTING
through August 1026
VHF
TOTAL
UHF
Commercial
441
Non-commercial
33
80
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
As reported by FCC through July 31, 1959
43
FM
TV
100
Licensed (all on air)
54
CPs on air (new stations)
585
125
160
CPs not on air (new stations)
476
3,334
78828
669
Total authorized stations
16
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
27
202
68
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
3,513
122
69
678
Total applications for new stations
615
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
425
54
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
727
33
54
Total applications for major changes
1122
0
0
Licenses deleted
1
1
CPs deleted
382
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their 4681
licenses.
2 There
are, in addition,
38 tvhascp-holders
which
were on the air at one time but are no
longer
in operation
and one which
not started
operation.
3
There
have
been,
in
addition,
211
television
cps
granted,
but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
4 There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
enue $50,250. Mr. Barnhard is lawyer. Ann.
Aug. 31.
Portland, Ore. — Wm. B & Cathryn C.
Murphy 93.9 mc, 3 kw. P.O. address
Box 1483
Ore. year
Estimated
construction costPortland,
$4,800, first
operating
cost
$12,000. revenue $18,000. Mr. and Mrs. Murphy
are
co-managers
of
KPVA
Camas,
Wash. Ann. Aug. 31.
Calif.
Valley
Co.Coachella,
93.7 mc, 25
kw.— Coachella
P.O. address
1694 Bcstg.
Sixth
St., Coachella,
Calif.
Estimated
construction cost $16,550. first year operating
cost
$15,425,ward revenue
Sole 27.owner is EdW. Gorges. $16,000.
Ann. Aug.
N.J. address
— Frank 7 H.Broad
Accorsi
mc,Red1 Bank,
kw. P.O.
St., 106.3
Red
Bank, N.J. Estimated construction cost not
available, first year operating cost $26,000,
revenue $29,000. Mr. Accorsi, sole owner, is
in recording
and 27.program production business. Ann. Aug.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KRENand (FM)
Calif. — Elbert H.
Dean
RichardFresno,
E. Newman.
KBBM l FM) Hay ward, Calif.— Bay Shore
Bcstg. Co.
*WMTH High
(FM)School.
Park Ridge, 111.— Maine
Township
America's

WJWK
(FM) Terre Haute, Ind.— William
John
Kulinski.
WMRT (FM) Lansing, Mich.— Herbert T.
Graham.
KADI (FM) St. Louis, Mo.— KADY Inc.
Ownership Changes
APPLICATIONS
KNOG Nogales, Ariz. — Seeks assignment
of license from Carleton W. Morris to Robert Baltrano (49%) and Lloyd Burlingham
(51%) for $40,000. Mr. Baltrano is editor of
traveling magazine. Mr. Burlingham owns
KCVR Lodi, Calif. Ann. Aug. 28.
KASK-AM-FM
Ontario,
assignment of license
from Calif.—
Jerene Seeks
Appleby
Harnish (51%), Andrew B. Appleby (22%),
Walter W. Axley (5%), James Quay House
(3%), Philip A. Sawyer (2%) and others,
d/b/a The
Daily
Report
to sold
samehisprincipalstoexcept
Mr. Sawyer
House Co.
who
3%
interest
Mr.
(5%)
for
$29,381.
Ann. Aug. 28.
KCJH San Luis Obispo, Calif. — Seeks assignment of license from Christina M. Jacobson
interestTheandValley
LeslieElectric
H. Hacker
interest% d/b/a
Co. to\'3
Christina M. Jacobson and Leslie H. HackContinued on Page 102

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. Y-22 Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA

When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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JARET
CORP.
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 Pcr word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25 i per word — $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads #20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• AH other classifications 30/ per word— $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager with proven sales ability for
California station. Must have record of
longevity and good references from former
employers. Box 387P, BROADCASTING.
Southern Michigan station is looking for
young man to groom for management.
Should
be experienced
announcer-salesman.
Box 453P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager can buy 49% of estabsmall Balance
market canCarolina lished
stationmoney
for making
$5000 down.
be
earned from profits. Good background a
must. Box 457P, BROADCASTING.
Sales
. . . thement reason
this atad our
isn't 4under
manageis because
metropolitan
southern independent stations, we adhere
to a policy
from within.
going
to needof promoting
3 more managers
in the We're
next
3 years.
We've
built
4
tremendously
successful stations — either No. 1 or No. 2 audience
rated.
think inyou'd
someone youto
prove We
himself
salesexpect
first before
promoted them — just as we do. Once you
become a manager — possibly in 2 years —
it's a lifetime job. Perhaps we're looking
for
each aother.
Why don't you
send
your
resume,
photograph
your 571M,
philosophylate
of radio
tonight and
to Box
BROADCASTING.
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$150-$200izationweekly
organthat has commissions
sold over 400with
successful
community booster campaigns for leading
stations in every city of U.S. Campaign
manager $12,000-$15,000 annually. Wives free
to travel and capable of writing copy,
office indetail
weekly.Write
Working
now
Ohio, etc.,
N.Y.,$75-$80
and Penna.
Box
330P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced fm sales staff needed immediby one of nation's
pioneer
broadcasterstionately
in formidwest
market soon
of
million
populafm operation
to hit air.
FM
field fertile. Excellent opportunities. Unique
programming such as stereo-spectaculars,
etc. Elaborate promotional support. All reING. plies confidential. Box 352P, BROADCASTSalesman — Western Pennsylvania independent. Better than $6,000 a year guarantee.
Good man should build to $10,000 and more.
Complete
CASTING. details to Box 367P, BROADSales representative wanted to sell class dj
show in mission.
NewBox 438P,
York BROADCASTING.
City market. Top comTime salesman experienced. Local station.
Draw plus car expense. Opportunity for
sales managership. Write Box 472P,
BROADCASTING.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
California: Sales/announcer KIKK, Bakersfield, 910 Chester Ave., Bakersfield, Calif.
Connecticut. Sales representatives. 1000 watt
independent. Salary plus draw. WBZY,
Torrington.
Security,as good
opportunity,
self
starter
second
salesman creative
in 2 station
market over 100,000. Tom Talbot, Manager,
WJJL, Niagara Falls, NY.
Excellent opportunity for radio times salesman with announcing experience. Perfect
set-up
for man willing
to work.
Base N.C.
salary
plus commissions.
WLTC,
Gastonia,
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Help Wanted — Sales
Excellent opportunity for good salesman.
Some announcing if capable. Good living
and working
conditionsStarting
with rapid
advancement opportunity.
salary
$100.
Write
Jimmy
Childress,
Box
1114,
Sylva,
North Carolina.
If you have sales ability and are looking
for a good income and security, contact
Bob Howard at WPGC, Washington 19,
D.C. This high-rated 10,000 watt station
is
easy 2to salesmen
sell and will
really
clients.
be pays
hiredoffon fora
draw-commission basis. Write or phone
JOrdan 8-6677.
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling,conditions,
offering a swinging
the tofinest
ing
per djweek
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity
knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer or salesman with first ticket.
Will ingtrain
beginner
hard picture
workstationambitious
in Michigan.
Send intape,
and resume. Box 298P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: An experienced "morning man",
who doesn't rely on tricks or stunts, to do
a steady, service
type with
show. intelligence
Not a "top and
40"
operation.
Must read
have anland.easy
to take
personality. New EngBox 343P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer-dj. Must have good knowledge
of standard and pop good music. No r&r,
r&b, c&w or top 40. Must have mature voice
and delivery for solid air salesmanship.
Program own show, some news. Daytimes,
1 kw, serving metropolitan market in
north-central Kentucky. Send resume, tape,
and recent photo. State previous earnings.
Box 350P, BROADCASTING.
New daytimer in upstate New York to be
airbourne October 15 needs 4 announcers
including one or two with 1st ticket. Send
tape, resume, and salary requirement to
Box 422P, BROADCASTING.
Personality top 40 dj with ideas. To live and
work in the sunshine state. Must be bright
sounding
and swimming,
aggressive. No
floaters.
rific boating,
fishing
and Terbest
working conditions with new operation.
Tape,
photo
and
resume.
Box
428P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer for leading midwest fine arts
radio station. Should be familiar with foreign language pronunciation and classical
music. Send tape and biographical data to
Box 434P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced morning man for new Vermont
independent. Immediate opening. Salary dependent upon experience and ability. Send
resume, tape, photo, salary requirements.
Box 437P, BROADCASTING.
1st phone announcer, must be top air salesman.station.
Needed Noimmediately
for Start
central$125.00
Illinois
maintenance.
per week. Send full details and tape. Box
439P, BROADCASTING.
Eastern first ten major market independent
pop music station offers terrific challenge
for top dj to become nationally known. If
you're rush
exciting,
savvy,
your enthusiastic
tape now. Ifand
you plenty
think
you're ready, if you know you're really good
. . . one of America's first ten major marING. kets awaits you. Box 443P, BROADCAST-

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Eastern Pa. needs morning man. Good salary. Profit sharing. Top potential. Send
tape. Box 449P, BROADCASTING.
New Jersey, News-man announcer, experiHere's your
to livetape.in
suburbanenced. New
York.opportunity
Send resume,
Box 452P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced only for top morning show. Also available to work in as
program director. Must be good. Salary on
ability. Send tape, resume, salary expected. Box 465P, BROADCASTING.
Swinging pop music station western New
York state needs two personality deejays
in
you'reand
goodresume.
and notBox
a drifter,
senda hurry.
tape, Ifphoto
469P,
BROADCASTING.
Straight staff announcer. Mature, cooperative, congenial, sober and willing to follow
straight format. Tape, resume, salary first
letter—
Ralph Hooks, KDLA, DeRidder,
Louisiana.
Have ately
permanent
position
immedifor announcer
with available
good background
in announcing production and sales. Send
audition tape, resume and photo to Jack
Hinman, KPRK, Livingston, Montana.
Looking for a new staff. Announcers, engineers, sales, combos. Immediate opening.
Good pay. Experienced. 1000 watt daytimer.
Now under new owner and management.
Contact Jim Risner, Radio Station KRMS,
Osage Beach, Missouri, Fireside 8-2411.
Combo-staff announcer with first class
ticket. No maintenance. Contact G. C. Packard, KTRC, Sante Fe, New Mexico.
New Mexico five kilowatter needs morning
man for music and news format. Send tape,
salary requirements and resume to KWEW,
Box 787, Hobbs, New Mexico.
Texans: Oklahomans: Modern music and
news fulltimer wants program director for
positiontages.with
benefits deejays
and advanMust hireunusual
and supervise
and
newsman handle format, creative, clever
production work, breaks, etc. Rush tape,
complete resume and salary requirements
today to KWON, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Announcer-copywriter. Send complete reand tape first letter. WCHI, Chillicothe, sume
Ohio.
Announcer salesman for Michigan station.
Good
opportunity. M. Wirth, WHMI, Howell,
Michigan.
Wanted immediately,
announcers with or without2 experienced
first class ticket.
Good ticket. Good salary. One must know
rock and roll. Phone or wire WHNC, Henderson, N.C. No collect calls.
Announcer-salesman: Do you have the ability and ideas to produce commercials You
can sell? Do you want to keep your "hand
in"
and board
work 10-15in hours
per announcing
week? Hundreds
of prospects
very
fast growing Charlottesville, Virginia. Send
tape, pic and history to Don Heyne, WINA
am and fm.
Number one station on Florida's Gold Coast
has opening for young experienced top 40
dj.
aircheck
and resume. WIRK, West
PalmSendBeach,
Florida.
Wanted: An all around announcer for
WGGO, Salamanca. Send audition tapes,
resume, and salary requirements to George
Pfleeger, Program Director, c/o WJTN,
Jamestown, New York.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Real swinger, WHOT serving a million
from opening
nation'sfor33rdfastandpaced
verymodern
hep market;
has
music
dj. Top salary for top talent, no second
stringers please! Plenty of opportunity to
expand angle
to Group.
top 10
market with Youngstown,
Golden TriWHOT/WRED
Ohio. WJET, Erie, Pa., WEEP, Pittsburgh,
Pa. Rush tape to Myron Jones c/o WJET,
Erie, Pa. No phone calls please.
Announcer wanted with first phone, and
top forty operation experience for number
one night time show at WLOF, Orlando,
Florida. Immediate position, top money if
you are the right man. Rush tape and background resume to WLOF, Orlando, Florida.
Wanted! An announcer looking for a top
calibre community station. New modern
air-conditioned facilities. Outstanding hunting, fishing and boating area. Rush tape
and resume or phone WPNC, Plymouth,
North Carolina. SWan 3-4104.
Immediately, announcer previous station
experience. WVOS, Liberty, New York.
Number one independent formula station
in Denver now auditioning for all night dj.
Only experienced format men need apply.
Interested in young, good looking, live
personality. Send tape, resume, and picture
immediately to P.O. Box 1408, Denver 14,
Colorado. Night man never had it so good.
Control board operator. General studios
work. Duties include among other tasks,
control board operations, keep, transmitter
programsnouncelogged.
Index programs,
file records,
anstation breaks,
weather
and shut-up. Split shift, 42 hours, $50 to
start. Send
taped
name,resume,
weather,age,onepicture,
commercial only.
Written
education, true name, former employers.
Box 898, Atlantic City, New Jersey.
Announcers, experienced. Openings now
near New York, Eastern markets and elsewhere. Send tape and resume to : Disk
Jockev Placement Center, 100 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N.Y.
First phone-announcer. Light maintenance.
1 kw ence.
daytimer.
year beminimum
Salary open.1 Must
married, experiunder
35, reliable
This details
is a chief's
position
for and
rightcapable.
man. Send
with
tape of air work or call Weston, W. Va.,
1555. Mgr. Ed Doyle.
Technical
Experienced
announcer
tionals
am fmengineer
maintenance.
Box direc450P,
BROADCASTING.
California: Chief engineer/announcer capable of putting new station on air — reply
to
KIKK
Radio, 910 Chester Ave., Bakersfield,
California.
Expanding
chain of stations
seeks engineer with maintenance
and construction
experience. Advancement opportunities
good. Salary open. First phone ticket required. Personal interview required. Contact Dan Spitzer, Technical Director,
WCHV, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Announcer with first class license to work
daytime shift; $90 per week. WOOF,
Dothan, Alabama.
Production-Programming, Others
Graduate home economist with broad foods
background to prepare script for daily fifteen minute radio program of general interest to homemakers. Job includes testing
of receipes in ultra modern kitchen, contact with radio stations and food representatives. Sound judgment and maturity
essential
for this position. Write: Box 365P,
BROADCASTING.
Upper midwest station in market of 50,000,
desires a shirt sleeve editor. The man we
are looking for is mature, an experienced
broadcaster with a news background and
an authoritative delivery. His prime duties
will be editorial development and public
relations in a closely knit community. Address inquiries with audition tape containing sample of writing as well as delivery.
Enclose resume of background and experience. Box 409P, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Florida station needs a mature intelligent
newsman-deejay combination for fastest
growing market in country. Require man
with nose for news, excellent presentation,
and desire to serve adult listeners. Send
tape and resume — all inquiries promptly
screened
CASTING. and answered. Box 429P, BROADNews editor for top 5000-watt east coast
independent. Must be aggressive leader,
with ability to gather, write and deliver
brief commercial newscasts. Send tape of
news and commercial presentation. Box
442P, BROADCASTING.
Idea man — capable of creating and producing steady flow of contests, gimmicks, promotions, for national chain of seven stations, all in highly competitive markets.
Must be a live wire with continuously
fresh ideas and ability to produce them.
Send samples, background, expected minimum salary. Box 468P, BROADCASTING.
Program director, handle anything from
sales sive
to sweeping,
to sports.
midwest singlecopystation
collegeProgrestown.
No
tapes.
Letters
only.
Box
473P,
BROADCASTING.
Program director wanted. Mature, experienced in radio,
to work
announcers, writers,able
salesmen
and with
to take
part in community activities. Send resume,
tape, recent photograph, salary required.
Interview will be necessary. Vern W. Williams, General Manager, WCLO, Janesville,
Wisconsin.
Immediate opening for young woman . . .
in radio
traffic Home
with opportunity
for lucrative air work.
economics background
advantageous. Send photo, resume and tape
audition to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Copywriter, male or female. Will train inexperienced person if qualified and amto announce,
sell, program.bitious.
Write Opportunity
fully. WHIT,
New Bern,
N.C.
Newsman: Radio and television, capable leg
and airman with small market station experience, who can gather, write, and air
news: journalism education background
preferred; veteran; stable and dependable
with good references; one who wants a
permanent berth in a news department
which has twice received national recognition. Scale starts at $85.00 for 40 hours.
Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Write or phone, W. P. Williamson,
WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
Radio newsman, experienced, to gather,
write and broadcast news. Send personal
data, experience, references, audition to:
Larry Payne, WPON, Pontiac, Michigan.
Newswriter — To gather and prepare local
newscasts.mediateSome
preferred.WSTC,
Imopening. experience
Call for interview.
Stamford, Conn.
Gal
Friday —recpt.
write Send
copy, sample
some traffic,
air work,
copy, some
tape,
photo. WSTU, Stuart, Florida.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
8 years manager experience, strong sales,
knows modern radio now available. Proven
profit maker. Prefer west. Write Box 320P,
BROADCASTING.
Ready to invest as station manager in small
midwestern
CASTING. town only. Box 406P, BROADManager — small local station, who wants
to be big local station. Married, college
degrees, willing to locate anywhere with
a future. Six years in broadcasting. ExcelING. lent references. Box 426P, BROADCASTFourteen years in small market radio. Desires managerial
with full-time
operation
in one position
or two station
market.
Box 430P, BROADCASTING.
Couple, experienced broadcasters, guaranteetion;
listenable,
profitableAskcommunity
staminimum expense.
year contract.
Box 441P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
General manager-sales manager, fifteen
years
in radiooperation
sales, retail
and regional.
Know station
thoroughly.
Highest
industry
references.
Box
446P,
BROADCASTING.
Solid radio management background. Wish
to
relocate management. Box 454P, BROADCASTING.
Is your station in trouble? Can you prove
it? Do you want to make a profit never
before realized? Try this thoroughly experienced, well educated pair. Combined talents,
manager, commercial manager, Program director, chief engineer, two top announcers.
Major market as well as small markets.
Combined 19 years experienced. Make
money — act now — tell all. Will consider
lease or investment on right terms. Box
461P, BROADCASTING.
Station manager, r/tv. Capable. Programming and sales. Proven record. Box 476P,
BROADCASTING.
Station Manager or commercial manager.
Twenty successful years experience in all
phases of broadcasting. All offers considered.Center,
Contact 100
through
Disk St.,
Jockey
ment
West 42nd
New PlaceYork
36, N.Y.
Experienced manager. Proven on sales, promotion
immediately. Arne
G. programming.
Peterson,Available
2410 State,
Salem,
Oregon.
Sales
Attention station managers in Arizona:
Salesman with proven sales record available in six or eight weeks. Must move on
doctor's dition.
advice
to son's Write
asthmatic
Presentlydueemployed.
Box con698,
Morganton, N.C.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play.
Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, graduate professional
broadcasting school, dependable, experienced,
seeking permanent position. Boxmarried,
347P,24,BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer desires permanent staff
position. Opportunity knocks but once,
here's yours. Versatile, sober, reliable.
Some ences.
Chicago
and tv. Best referBox 354P,radio
BROADCASTING.
Negro personality-dj with ability, deep
resonant voice. Professionally trained in
all phases of broadcasting. Seeking chance
to prove his worth in small station. Can
operate board. Married, veteran. Will travel.
Tape on request. Box 366P, BROADCASTING.
Single man would like announcing position
in New England, experienced. Box 420P,
BROADCASTING.
Negro announcer presently employed in
radio and television. Tops. Travel. Box
424P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer three years experience, age 26,
married, veteran, available now. Prefer
midwest. Sharp board operator, likes news.
Box 425P, BROADCASTING.
Personality
with excellent
record*
in
medium dee-jay
market desires
opportunity
in
larger sible.
market
with
some
television
if
posFourteen years radio experience. Box
431P, BROADCASTING.
Doggone Martians! Replaced by two headed
Fleeb!
only oneideas.
head Personality
but a thousand
voices I've
and million
deejay.
Seek
return
to
earth,
Wisconsin, Illinois, area. Box 447P. BROADCASTING.
Announcer dj . . . Vet, married, college,
second phone . . . grad. radio school. Seeks
job with future . . . anywhere. Five years
sales — (non-radio) . . . Operate board. Box
448P, BROADCASTING.
Country/western dj, 1st phone. Writes
copy,
do farm news. Box 451P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
I love sports and play-by-play . . . and
permanency . . . will sell if establishment requires . . . 2nd love — an all-nite
shift
. . . Try me. Box 455P, BROADCASTING.
Nine years experience. Solid references.
Know standard and formula radio. Veteran
with college. Knows news and music. Box
463P, BROADCASTING.
Recent graduate professional broadcasting
school. Dj, news. Personality. Married.
Responsible. Prefer east coast. Box 464P.
BROADCASTING.
So am Relaxing
I! Let's getsound
together.
6Going
yearsplaces?
experience.
that
sells! Deejay
and
news.
Northeast
ferred. Married, 26. Presently employedpre-in
major market. Start Oct. 26. Hesitation
hath no reward! Box 466P, BROADCASTING.
Sports announcer, play-by-play experience.
and professional broadTwo years college
casting school. Box 467P, BROADCASTING.
type, write
Negro young lady. Fine air show,
Box 471P, BROADReferences. G.
. TIN
commercials
CAS
"Character"
dj. only.
Also Top
capable
"straight".
Major
markets
earnings.
Box
475P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, first phone, $85.00, no car.
Berkshire 7-6721 after 5:00 P.M. Walter
Piasecki, 2219 N. Parkside, Chicago.
Due to health, must find job in Calif, or
Arizona. 7 years in radio and tv, C&W.,
Pop, R&R, dj. Announcer, plus entertainer
Jubilee. Salesman also. MarOzark
with ried,
one child, age 24. Jack Rene, Box 51,
Bloomfield, Iowa, Ph. 667. References on
request.
Young man, single, looking for experience.
broadfrom professional
Just graduated
casting school. Prefer
south. Willing and
able to learn more. Write Larry Evans,
Aimwell, Louisiana.
Combo enced
manwould
— first
like phone
eveningannouncer
or nightexperiwork
small town ok. 4405 Antha, Houston, Texas.
OX 7-0841.
Young man, professionally trained, no experience. Looking for place to start. Will
work hard. Write, Chuck Hamilton, Box 74,
Clintonville, Wisconsin.
Technical
Experienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv,
chief, remote control, and 5 kw directional
system. Prefer south, will consider other
offers. Box 316P, BROADCASTING.
First phone engineer. 12 years experience,
2y2 years as chief. 250 through 5000 watts
including directionals. Particularly interested west or south-west. Presently employed. Box 374P, BROADCASTING.
Chief engineer-or-staff. Ten years radio, experienced to 5 kw. Will relocate anywhere
for job with good future. Available immediately. Box 394P, BROADCASTING.
First phone available immediately for radio
or tv. Two years experience in both. Frank
Smith,
56575. 524 Lilian, Ft. Wayne, Indiana. AHave reached top salary as chief engineerassistant manager in this market. Desire
advancement. Nine years radio experience.
Married
CASTING. family man. Box 395P, BROADHave just graduated from 24 month course
in broadcast engineering. First phone
ticket. Desire immediate employment in
radio
Can't announce.
Kenneth
Brister, or409 tv.
E. Hamilton
St., Jackson,
Miss.
Need man with first class ticket? Many
young mennouncingregistered
Someneeds.
with Disk
anability. Tell now.
us your
Jockey Placement Center, 100 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N.Y.
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
First phone. Desires position at transmitter,
or as engineer-announcer. Presently employed asconstruction,
engineer-announcer,
nance,
remotes. Boxmainte433P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone. Plenty of theory, no experience.
Quick learner. Former television repairman. Harry Fields, 2210 Daley Street, North
Las Vegas, Nevada.
Combo man — first phone announcer experienced would like evening or night work
small town ok. 4405 Antha, Houston, Texas.
OX 7-0841.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
VHF all networks needs all-around tv announcer for on-camera commercial news,
mc, etc. Prefer background in secondary
market tv.
advance
production andOpportunity
directing. Topto radio
man in without tv experience could qualify. Must be
20-30 years of age. Send letter with full
background,
tapeKLTV,
and snapshot.
Marshall Pengra,
channelApply
7, Tyler,
Texas.
Immediate need for live and board announcer. Please rush tape and picture
KREM-TV, Spokane, Washington.
Technical
Wanted: (2) Studios and/or transmitter
engineers. Thriving southwestern city.
Must have first phone and good technical
background. Reply in full with references
to Box 376P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted first class licensed engineer tv
studio-transmitter.
but
not necessary.Experience
Immediate desirable
opening
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska. Phone W.
M. Greeley, WYman 5-5952.
Gulf coast vhf studio engineers needed,
prefer
someAlsomaintenance
Salary open.
phone, Box
noexperience.
experience
for
transmitter.
J.1stSmith,
840, Corpus
Christi, Texas.

Production — Programming, Others
Newsman. Thoroughly experienced editor,
reporter, writer and newscaster. Prefer
east. Box 440P, BROADCASTING.
News director with No. 1 station in top
30 market desires position in larger competitive market. Experience gamut: typewriter to microphone. Box 462P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales
Opportunity knocks. Texas vhf seeks local
commercial manager. If you can sell local
accounts,
we'llunique
pay you
top moneyforstart
and provide
opportunity
increased earnings in growing market.. Will
consider man with agency background.
Send full details in first letter. All replies
confidential. Box 414P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv salesman in large vhf market. An excellent opportunity. A very good
salary to get you started with present accounts, 10% commission on all sales plus
many fringe benefits. Send complete resume and photo to Martin Giaimo,- General SalesMichigan
Manager, Avenue,
WILX-TV,Jackson,
ChannelMich.
10,
236 West

SALES
RCA

Production-Programming, Others
News bledirector:
authoritative,
on-the-air Must
man bewith
propensitycapafor
hard work. Present news director assuming new responsibilities with us. Send tape,
photo or kine, and salary requirements to
Redd
Gardner,Cedar
General
Manager,
TV Stations,
Rapids,
Iowa. KGRGTV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples,
salary Director,
requirements to Paul resume
Carter, and
Creative
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

REPRESENTATIVES

Broadcast

Studio

Systems

Excellent sales positions are open at RCA to men with experience in Broadcast Studio
Systems and their applications.
As an RCA Sales Representative, you will work directly with radio stations, TV stations
and recording studios. Systems can include TV installations, (either black and white, or
color), AM-FM, Hi-Fi and stereo audio equipment, terminal equipment, mobile or closed
circuit systems. Listed among components are the latest RCA cameras, mikes, consoles,
audio and video tapes, loudspeakers, projectors, amplifiers, transmitters, multiplexors, etc.
If you are a professional salesman interested in exercising your ingenuity as well as
your systems and applications knowledge to best advantage, don't delay in finding out
how this position with RCA can boost your selling career to new heights.
FOR AN APPOINTMENT

WITH SALES MANAGEMENT

Please send resume to:
Mr. W. W. Ingham, Dept. ZC-141
Professional Placement
RCA, Bldg.2, 10-1
Camden
N. J.

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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TELEVISION

FOR SALE

Situations Wanted — Management
TV salesmanager— experienced in tough
competitive situations. Seeking money and
advancement based on results. Box 264P,
BROADCASTING.
Sales

Equipment — (Cont'd )
400 foot model H-40 Blaw-Knox self-supporting tower. Excellent condition, will
support
12 bay-super
turnstile tv Co.,
antenna.
Call
or write
Tower Maintenance
Inc.,
410-7th Ave., N.E., Glenburnie, Maryland.
Phone Southfield 6-0766.
3-bay, Channel 2 antenna, RCA TF-3EL,
completelycessories.
assembled,
linesvisual
and side
aclOkw Diplexer,feed
12.5kw
band filter. Brand new. Used 4 weeks while
moving main antenna. Cost $20,957. On
groundfalo,ready
to move.
Make offerTelevision
fob BufNew York.
Transcontinent
Corporation, Karl B. Hoffman, 70 Niagara
Street, Buffalo 2, New York. MOhawk 2300.
Commercial crystals and new or replacement crystals for RCA, Gates, W.E., Bliley
and J-K holders, regrinding, repair, etc.
BC-604
crystals.
Also amtestimonials
monitor service.
Nationwide
unsolicited
praise
our products and fast service. Eidson Electronic Co., Box 31, Temple, Texas.
Used guyed type towers. (1) 150', (2) 200',
(3) 300' U.S. Tower Co., Petersburg, Virginia.
WANTED TO BUY

11 years tv sales and management experience. 7 years top sales New York office
major tv station representative. 3 years
sales New York tv station. Tripled national
billing in one year as sales manager major
midwest market. Desire sales with N.Y.
office of tv representative company. Have
returned east for this purpose. Salary secondary consideration to opportunity. Know
most advertising agencies. Most agencies
know me. Experienced, sober, hard-working man, married with 2 children, will increase your station's sales. Write Box 397P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer — Experienced. Also writer-production-sales. Industrious, enthusiastic.
Draft exempt. Box 375P, BROADCASTING.
Sports director-staff. Ten years experience,
all phases, commercials, news ad-lib shows.
Desires opportunity to build good sports
presentations, with some play-by-play preferred. Top man, will earn good pay in
leading market, radio and/or television.
Ready on short notice for big fall season
producing for you. Top references. Box
423P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Have ticket, will travel! Young, ambitious,
tv school grad with first phone and BA.
in broadcasting seeking position as studio
engineer. Box 458P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced director, announcer, newsman,
cameraman, photographer, copywriter. Now
employed as production manager in small
market with no future. Desire to relocate
in larger market with future. Some college, married, veteran, highest references.
Box 386P, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv news director currently supervising news department in large 3-station
market. Excellent on-camera presentation
highest rated newscast in area, including
local and network newscast. 15 years experience provides
know-howsuccessful
and where-to
in directing
aggressive,
news
operation. Box 432P, BROADCASTING.
Writer-producer-director.
Practical
experience, local, regional. Creative,
versatile.
Box
477P, BROADCASTING.
Due to station going black on 4 September, we have the following personnel seeking employment: One program director;
combination announcer - production man;
personality-director and copy-writer (husband-wife). Al are of top quality and will
relocate. If you can place one or all,
write,
wire,
or
phone WBPZ-TV,
132y2 Main
Street, Lock Haven,
Penna.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Complete equipment for 250 to 1000 watt
station
for part interest. Box 421P, BROADCASTING.
550 footDesigned
Blaw Knox
H-21
tower.
for fmself-supporting
and tv antennas.
Dismantled,
ready
to
ship.
Box
459P,
BROADCASTING.
Collins 737A 5 kw fm transmitter Collins
5 ring fm antenna now in use. Make offer.
Also havemission400
ft. l5/8"
rigid transline. Box
460P,andrew
BROADCASTING.
Cheap. 255 foot guyed antenna in excellent
condition . . . uniform cross section (wind
charged). Standing $1000.00. Call or write
Radio Station
WNVY . . . Gene Pfalser,
Pensacola,
Florida.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel. Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.
100

Stations
Half interest and participation in eastern
seaboard tential.
dayBox 435P,
or fulltimer
with growth poBROADCASTING.
Responsible broadcaster wants to buy CP
or station in medium or major Florida
Market. Reolies Confidential. Box 456P,
BROADCASTING.
Our client
investingconfidence
in radio
stations
or interested
allied field.in Strictest
assured. Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company,
Att: L. J. Reade, 18 East 48th Street, New
York 17, N.Y., PL 5-7870.
Local southwest station. Please advise
price and
terms.
All 3209
prices Canton
held confidential. Cecil
White,
Street,
Dallas, Texas.
Equipment
Wanted — complete 1 kilowatt uhf station
equipment
satellite
operation. Send details to Boxfor391P,
BROADCASTING
Good Gates consolette or other console.
WDNG, Box 1280, Anniston, Alabama.
Audio console — used console or consolette
in
good condition, WNNJ, Newton, New
Jersey.
Wanted: one used General Electric synchronizing generator, model 4PG2B-C or D.
Must be in good condition. Two used pedestals for tv cameras, either Houston-Fearless counter-weighted model TD-3 or gear
driven TD-1; or DuMont pneumatic type
camera pedestal. Must be in good condition.
W. G. Egerton, P.O. Box 2171, San Antonio
6, Texas.
Wanted: Used fm kilowatt transmitter and
allied equipment. Send price and details,
Don Martin, WSLM, Salem, Indiana.
Standard fm frequency and modulation
monitor. State price first letter. WYSO,
Yellow Springs, Ohio.
FM willing
frequency-modulation
monitor.StateWould
be
to make some repairs.
age
and condition. Harold Parshall, R.R. 1, OxINSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics.
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Sept. 2, Oct. 28, 1959, January 6, March 2,
1960. For information. references and
reservations write William B. Ogden, Radio
Operational Engineering School, 1150 West
Olive Avenue. Burbank, California.

INSTRUCTIONS— (Cont'd)
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved.School,
Request2603brochure.
Elkins Dallas,
Radio
License
Inwood Road,
Texas.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School
of
Atlanta.
1139
Spring
St.,
N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funny phone
-modernPromotes
radio's station
new andand successful fun game!
dj.
13 entertaining weeks (5 days per week)
of instantaneous audience reaction. Complete package of 650 clever Funnyphone
questions and answers; formats; teasers;
promos, $100. If purchased weekly, $10 per
week. Funnyphone, Box 388P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted:
to invest Northwestern
in "sleeper"
situationBank-roller
in substantial
market with weak radio coverage. Will
mean
group AM
withapplication.
top area Talented
contacts broadcast
will run
operation on equity-earning or lease-option
to buy basis. You earn top return, terrific
growth
potential. For details. Box 470P,
BROADCASTING.
The office of the United States Attorney,
St. Louis, is attempting to locate Leonard
Phillip Frankel also known as Leonard Fox.
Mr. Frankel is a witness in a case set for
September 14, 1959 at St. Louis, Missouri.
All persons having information concerning
the whereabouts of Mr. Frankel should
write Mr. Robert E. Brauer, Assistant U.S.
Attorney, St. Louis, Missouri. All correspondence is confidential.
Miss America Pageant reports — beeper
phoned collect to your station starting September 8th, direct from Atlantic City. Two
minute reports ideal for newscasts. $5.00
per feed. Call Resort Radio Productions.
Atlantic City— 2-7870.
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
STATION MANAGER
Baltimore metropolitan area. Must be
well acquainted with Baltimore agency.
Strong on Sales. Experienced in station
operation. Salary plus percentage of
profit. All replies confidential. Contact
P.O. Box 186, Washington, D.C.
Sales
WANTED — PERSONNEL
Multiple station group needs salesmen, engineers, combo men, announcers, news men for new independent located in Brazil, Indiana.
Not a top 40 operation. Apply to
Dennis J. Keller, WITZ, Jasper, Ind.
Technical
SALES ENGINEER AUDIO PRODUCTS
Immediate opening for broadcast engineer experienced in all phases of
audio equipment and audio systems.
Responsible position in sales office of
leading broadcast equipment manufacturer. Limited travel. Complete company benefits. Send complete resume
and photo.
Box 602M, BROADCASTING
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Production — Programming, Others
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTS
SALES PROMOTION WRITERS
Two creative sales promotion jobs
now open in New York office of
expanding representative firm. If
you can write copy that sells, send
resume, mentssamples,
and tosalary requirein first letter
Box 444P, BROADCASTING
Situations Wanted — Announcers
★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★★a
I'VE NEVER MADE $50,000 A YEAR!!
As a matter offrom
fact,radio
I've alone.
never Seems
made
$25,000 a year
that every pd and station manager in the
country feels that I'm a high priced man
whom
theyaskcouldn't
bother to
me if Iafford.
am or They
not. Inever
can
offer you a lot of high priced service,
I'm aon hard
a reasonable
though,
worker 7at days
a week, wage.
not only
the
air, but also with outside activities like
record hops, church carnivals, civic events,
children's and veteran's hospital visits, PTA
meetings
you are
interested and
in a store
man openings.
who is a Ifdeejay
for
—
air
the
on
hoursCALLhe'sME! However, ifDON'T
the TO
just
BOTHER
you
want a fulltime deejay who is completely
let's you and
wrapped up in his work, then years
I've
In 13
talk.and
andradio
I get 3together
just
onehadis
the
one jobs
fromin which
I wantthisto 4th
eventually
step into the management end. I will go
along
long as Iit have
isn't
directedwith
at a12 formula
year oldas children.
turned down several good offers just because Iwouldn't
living Ifin you
the
cities which
the have
stationslikedserved.
can offer me a good time slot in a major
market, I'd like to hear from you. Current
photos, resume and tape available for the
asking.
TOM EDWARDS
8025 Parmenter Drive
Cleveland 29, Ohio
TUxedo 4-6462.
INSTRUCTIONS
in RADIO-TV
Train Choose^Career
to be an announcer,
writer, producer,
program
director,
control
board positions.
operator.
Graduates in demand for interesting
Free placement service. New terms start Jan.,
June,vateOct.
lessons.Also
25th intensive
yr. Write! short courses, priNATIONAL0 ACADEMY OF BROADCASTING
Alice B. Keith, President
3338 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C.

RADIO — TV — ADV.
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk Jockeys • Copywriters
News Directors
• Salesmen
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Peachtree Arcade
Atlanta, Ga.
Sam Eckstein
JA 5-4841

Top
•
•
•

EMPLOYMENT

SERVICE

IMMEDIATE
openings for outstanding men and women
in Florida, Georgia, Virginia, Alabama,
South Carolina, Tennessee, and North
Carolina. Rush to Johnny S. Robinson,
Southern Radio and TV Personnel Service,
P. O. Box 1027, N. Miami 61, Florida,
"ONE OF THE SOUTH S MOST RELIABLE PLACEMENT SERVICES."
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Wanted

LOVELY DOGWOOD TREES:
Finest of native trees is Cornus Florida —
(White Flowering Dogwood). Cover your
property with them at this fantastic price:
3 to 4 feet; 25 for $20.00; 100 for $65.00,
200 for $110.00.

N.Y. FM Station

Owner of three "FM' stations desires to purchase FM class B station
in N.Y. city area. Confidential.
Box 474P, BROADCASTING

ORNAMENTAL EVERGREENS:
Canadian Hemlock, Rhododendron Maximum, and Mountain Laurel. 2 to 3 ft. 25
for $20.00, 100 for $65.00, 200 for $110.00.
Limited Offer. So RUSH your order TODAY.
Will make shipment when same is wanted.

Equipment
MODULATION
TRANSFORMER
for RCA-BTA-5-E transmitter. Air
cooled or oil filled with reactor.
Wire price and condition. WPDQ,
Jacksonville, Florida.

W. R. McGuire
Milligan College, Tenn.

FOR

STATIONS

.GUNZENDORFER,
A money maker netting almost
$30,000 a year. A 250 watt fulltimer
in Arizona. This attractive income
producing station can be bought for
$72,500 down. Balance in 10 years
Exclusive.
WILT GUNZENDORFER
AND ASSOCIATES
Licensed Brokers — Consultants
8630 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST
REGIONAL SPORTSMAN
PARADISE
Old established 5,000 watt fulltime station in desirable market.
Excellent Real Estate included in
price of $175,000. $50,000 down
with balance over 15 years.
Box 400P, BROADCASTING

RETIRING
exclusive market bor10 year old es.
exclusive
WW daytime middering 2 states.
500
ire 500
billing
west.
6
figure
billing.
Principals.
Make best cash offer.
Box 436P, BROADCASTING
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.
Davenport, Iowa
STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either en
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th«
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279

SALE

X
j
^
|

SOUTHWEST LOCATION
FOR SALE
FM RADIO STATION
A goingtrenched iFM
station firmly
enn the multiplexing
business
with a considerable number of excellent accounts. Reason for selling
— other interests demanding more
attention. Contact:
Box 445P, BROADCASTING
Ky.
Cal.
Fla.
SC.
Cal.
Fla.
Ky.
Ariz.
N.C.

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small

250w
lkw-D
500w
250w
lkw-D

100M
65M
39M
50 M
115M
33 M
100M
70M
78M
175M
250M
150M
195M
225M
475
98 MM

Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms

5kw-D
Small 250w
lkw-D
500w
Second
Second
Medium
Medium lkw-F
Metro
Metro lkw-D
5kw-D
Mid
Major
lkw-D
Major
others.
PAU l_ H.
5kw-D
CHAPMAN
COMPANY
INCORPORATHO
MEDIA BROKERS
Chicago
Atlanta
Please address:
1182 W. Peachtree
New York
Atlanta 9, Ga.
San Francisco
Cal.
Mich.
La.
Ala.
Miss.
:.>9lM
S.E.
And
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(Continued from Page 96)
er,
partners consideration
d/b/a Radioinvolved.
Station
KCJH.equal
No financial
Ann. Aug. 31.
WCQS Alma, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license from Queen City Bcstg. System to
Queen City Bcstg. System Inc. No change
of ownership
or financial
consideration involved. Ann. Aug.
31.
WHAB Baxley, Ga. — Seeks assignment of
license
from Inc.
Tri-City
Bcstg.of System
WHAB Radio
No change
ownershipto
or financial consideration involved. Ann.
Aug. 27.
WEKY from
Richmond,
Ky. — Seeks
control
Kelly Rogers
(47V2%)transfer
to T. of
C.
Quisenberry
(47y2%)
and
Hattie
berry (5%) d/b/a WEKY Inc. for Quisen$14,725.
Upon transfer Mr. Quisenberry will hold
90%
27. and Mrs. Quisenberry 9.5%. Ann. Aug.
WAAF of
Chicago,
— Seeks
transfer
control111. from
Wardinvoluntary
A. Neff
(84%), deceased, to First National Bank of
Chicago
Ann.
Aug.and27. Adah W. Neff, co-executors.
KGAN
Bastrop,
assignment
license from
GeorgeLa. H.— Seeks
Goodwin
and Willisof
G. Newcomer, equal partners d/b/a Bastrop
Bcstg. Co. to Nathan Bolton, A. R. McCleary, George H. Goodwin and W. G. Newcomer, equal partners d/b/a Bastrop Bcstg.
Co. for $28,000. Messrs. Bolton and McCleary agree to sell their ownership of
KTRY Bastrop, La. before consummation
of deal. (See KTRY, listing, this page.) Mr.
Bolton is publisher of The Bastrop Daily
Enterprise newspaper. Mr. McCleary is
druggist. Ann. Aug. 31.
KTRY Bastrop, La. — Seeks assignment of
license from Nathan Bolton and A. R. McCleary, equal partners, d/b/a Morehouse
Bcstg. Co. to Paul R. Schilling for $30,000.
Sale of station contingent upon Messrs.
Boltonship inand
McCleary
KGAN
Bastrop,purchasing
La. (See partnerKGAN,
listing, this page.) Mr. Schilling is employe
of Natchez Democrat Newspaper, Natchez,
Miss. Ann. Aug. 28.
KMSP-TV
Minneapolis,
Minn. —Telefilm
Seeks
transfer
of control
from National
Associates Inc. to Twentieth Century Fox
Miscellaneous
Media Investments Company
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Specializes in serving the general
financial needs, buying and selling
of stock, floating issues for purchase or expansion of radio and
TV businesses.
Personnel Service
r

FINGER ON THE PULSE
Who? What? Where?
Experenced personnel for radio and
television stations — everywhere.
Write, phone or wire
PAUL BARON, Manager Broadcast Dept.
MAUDE LENNOX PERSONNEL SERVICE INC.
(Agency)
Rockefeller Center — 630 Fifth Avenue
New. York 20, New York
Circle 6-0276
Return postage required with audition tapes

Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER JOB?
Employers and Applicants Contact
DISK JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing in
BROADCASTING • ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
TONY JAMES, Managing Director
100 Weit 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.
TWX-N.Y.-1-4059
or Telephone
Wisconsinwith7-6322
( Enclose
return postage
tapes)
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(FOR THE RECORD)

Television Inc. for $3,500,000. Twentieth
Century Fox Television Inc. is wholly
owned subsidiary of Twentieth Century
Fox
Aug. Film
27. Corp. of Hollywood, Calif. Ann.
N.D. Eubanks,
— Seeks assignment
of KQDI
licenseBismarck,
from Robert
Darrel W.
Holt, D. Gene Williams and Delbert Bertholf,
equal
partners
d/b/a
Dakota
casters to Darrel W. Holt (37V2%), D. MusiGene
Williams (37M>%) and Delbert Bertholf
(25%) d/b/a Dakota Musicasters for $5,000.
Ann. Aug. 31.
WISR from
Butler,AbePa. H.
— Seeks
assignment
license
Borisky,
trustee of
of
Testimentary Trust, created by Sara E.
Rosenblum (44%), deceased, to Joel W.
Rosenblum
Afterwilltermination
trust Joel W. (28%).
Rosenblum
own 51% andof
Ray H. Rosenblum 49%. No ownership
changes involved. Ann. Aug. 31.
— Seeks
transferR.
of WMCP
control Columbia,
from B. C.Tenn.
Eddins
and John
Crowder,
equal
partners,
to
B.
C.
Eddins,
John R. Crowder and T. Earl Williford
(33V3%) each, for $19,797. Mr. Williford will
serve as station manager of WMCP. Ann.
Aug. 28.
WMMT McMinnville, Tenn. — Seeks assignment of license from McMinnville
Bcstg.
Co. to Regional
Bcstg.R. Co.
$82,500. Principals
are William
Vogelfor (78%)
and others. Mr. Vogel is manager of Regional Bcstg. Corp., Loveland, Colo. Ann.
Aug. 28.
WSVA-AM-FM-TV
Harrisonburg,
Va. —
Seeks transfer of control of Shenandoah
Valley Bcstg.
Transcontinent
Television Corp.Inc.andfrom
Hamilton
Shea, equal
owners, to Evening Star Bcstg. Corp.
(51%) and Hamilton Shea (49%) for $850,000. Mr. Shea will continue as general manager of WSVA-AM-FM-TV. Evening Star
Bcstg.
Corp.
WMAL-AM-FM-TV
Washington,
D. C.owns
Ann. Aug.
28.
WHAP
Hopewell,
Va.
—
assignment
of license from HopewellSeeks
Bcstg.
Inc. to
WYSR Inc. for $80,000. Principals are S. L.
Goodman and Charles E. Springer, equal
partners. Mr. Goodman has interest in
WYTI Rocky Mount, Va. Mr. Springer is
majority
owner
of WRON Ronceverte, W.Va.
Ann. (84%)
Aug. 28.
WISC-AM-FM Madison, Wis. — Seeks assignment of license from Radio Wisconsin
Inc. to Heart O'Wisconsin Bcstrs. Inc. for
$350,000. Principals are William E. Walker
(60%), William R. Walker (20%), Charles
R. Dick oft (16%) and John D. Harvey (4%).
William E. Walker is 25% owner of WKTL
Sheboygan, Wis., director of Beaver Dam
Bcstg. Inc. and minority stockholder of
WSJM St. Joseph, Mich. Mr. Dickoff is
minority stockholder in Beaver Dam Bcstg.
Inc., WSJM St. Joseph, Mich., and Lima
Quality Radio Corp. William R. Walker is
25% owner
WKTL inSheboygan
and &minority interestof holder
Valley Radio
Tv
Inc. Mr. Harvey has minority interests in
KCLN Clinton, Iowa, and WKTL Sheboygan. (See also WEAU, These listings.) Ann.
Aug.
31. Eau Claire, Wis. — Seeks assignWEAU
ment of license from Central Bcstg. Co. to
Bcstrs. Services Inc. for $350,000. Principals
are William E. Walker (60%), William R.
Walker (20%), Charles R. Dickoff (16%) and
John D. Harvey (4%). William R. Walker
is 25% owner of WKTL Sheboygan, Wis.,
director of Beaver Dam Bcstg. Inc. and
minority stockholder of WSJM St. Joseph,
Mich. Mr. Dickoff is minority stockholder
in Beaver Dam Bcstg. Inc., WSJM St. Joseph, Mich.,
and Lima
Quality
Corp.
William
R. Walker
is 25%
ownerRadio
of WKTL
Sheboygan,
and
minority
interest
in
Valley
Radio and Tv Inc. Mr. Harvey has minority
interests in KCLN Clinton, Iowa, and
WKTL
(See also
listing, Sheboygan.
this page.) Ann.
Aug. WISC-AM-FM,
28.
Routine Roundup
BROADCAST ACTION
Commission, by board composed of Comr.
R. E. Lee, took following action on Aug. 31 :
By memorandum
Commission dismissedopinion
protest andby order,
St. Croix
Bcstg. Inc., directed against July 1 grant of
assignment
of license
of WSTN
tine, Fla., from
Stanmark
Inc., St.
to AugusHarold
William Critchlow. Action Aug. 31.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of August 28
KGEM Boise, Idaho — Granted assignment
of license to Gem State Bcstg. Corp.
KLIX-AM-TV Twin Falls, Idaho — Grantof licenses and cp to The
KLIXed assignment
Corp.
*WKAR East Lansing, Mich. — Remote
control permitted.
*WKAR-FM East Lansing, Mich. — Granted cp to change ant. -trans, location, de-

crease ERP from 74 kw to 61 kw, and increase ant. height from 270 ft. to 930 ft.
WGTC
Granted
cp to
install newGreenville,
trans, to N.C.—
be used
as auxiliary
trans.
WGOR Georgetown, Ky. — Granted mod.
of
cp to tochange
ant. -trans, location, studio
location
same
install new
trans. as ant. -trans, location and
Following
stations dates
wereas granted
extensions of completion
shown: WCNL
Newport, N.H., to Apr. 15, 1960; WCBT
Roanoke Rapids, N.C., to Nov. 15; KLFM
Long Beach, Calif., to Dec. 31; KARA Albuquerque, N.M., to Dec. 21; WQAL PhiladelPa., to31;Nov.
WFAA-FM
Tex., tophia,Dec.
WSBB19; New
Smyrna Dallas,
Beach,
Fla., to Dec. 19, and WEEB Southern Pines,
N.C., to Nov. 15; KIXZ Amarillo, Tex., to
Dec. 22; KLYD-FM Bakersfield, Calif.
Actions of August 27
WPRO Providence, R.I. — Remote control
permitted
using Tex.
non-DA.
KDUB-TV while
Lubbock,
— Granted cp to
install ment;
new
ant.
system
and other equipant. 829 ft.
KGNS-TV Laredo, Tex.— Granted mod. of
cp to change ERP to vis. 6 kw, aur. 3 kw,
type trans., redescribe trans, location (no
change in coordinates), change ant. structure and ant. height to 170 ft.
WCRC Scotland Neck, N.C. — Granted
mod.
of cp
changenewstudio
location
andto install
trans.and ant. -trans,
WJBL Holland, Mich.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
KORN-TV
Mitchell,dateS. D.
Granted
extension of completion
to —Feb.
1, 1960.
Actions of August 26
WNCN New York, N.Y. — Granted requested authority concerning use of certain
type exciter units with auxiliary trans, and
with either main or auxiliary trans.
WBKV West Bend, Wis.— Granted authority to sign-off at 7 p.m. CDT, for period
Sept. 1 to Sept. 26, and sign-off at 5:30 p.m.,
CST. Sept. 27 to Sept. 30.
WONG Oneida, N.Y. — Remote control
permitted.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KLFYTV Lafayette, La., to Mar. 24, 1960; WIRT
Hibbing, Minn., to Jan. 15, 1960; WKY-TV
Oklahoma City, Okla., to Dec. 30; WSAVTV Savannah, Ga., to Mar. 18, 1960.
- STATION
*t

ENGINEERS!

Here's a Trim, Thrifty

1 KW

FM

TRANSMITTER
Easy, Front Panel Tuning . . .
Takes as little floor space
as your office chair!
FM-1000A
AND LOOK AT THESE OTHER FEATURES:
* Accessible, Vertical Chassis Design
* Low Cost Tubes
* Multiplex Operation
* Conservatively Rated Components
Operating in FM stations across the country,
this cool beauty is running up new highs
in performance, economy and reliability.
Why not check into these ITA designs.
PRICE:
Including Factory
$4395.00 I Installation Service!
Your Best FM Buy
By Far
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355
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Actions of August 25
KIMA-TV Yakima, Wash.— Granted sureflecting corrected geoperseding license
coordinates.
graphical
WSAM-AMWKMH-AM-FM and WKMF,
Mich.—
Saginaw,
andpositive
, Flint
Dearborn
FM
control by
Granted acquisition of
transfer of
Frederick A. Knorr through and
William
from Harvey R. Hansen
stockMcCoy.
H.
N.H.— Granted
Keene,tio
n. license ..for,
sta
amWKBK
Pa. — Granted
*WHY Y-TV Philadelphia,name
to WHYY
mod.
Inc. of license to change
KTEM Temple, Tex. — Granted cp to
make changes in
change trans, location, height),
and make
(increase
system
ant.
changes in ground system.
mod.
WPIT-FM Pittsburgh, Pa— Granted
cp to make changes in trans, equipment;
of
condition.
extenwereas granted
ng stations
Followi
shown: KRAK
on dates
sions of completi
to Dec. 1; WEAN , Dover,
Stockton, Calif., and
WHOT Campbell Ohio,
23,
to Dec.
N JSept.
to
30.
Actions of August 24
Cambridge
WTAO-AM-TV, WXHR (FM)
and Boston, Mass.— Granted assignment of
licenses to Harvey Radio Laboratories Inc.
— Granted assignOrange,to Mass.
WCATment of license
Tri- State Radio Inc.
— Granted cp to
Tex.
KBUY Amarillo,
install new trans, to be used as alternate
trans, and
nighttime
main time
trans, site.daymainas auxiliary
trans, at present
Granted cp to
WSOY-FM Decatur, 111.—
change frequency to 102.9 mc.
Orange, Va. — Granted mod. of cp
to WJMA
change type trans.
WBIE-FM Marietta, Ga.— Granted mod. of
cp to install new type trans.
extenwere granted WWILFollowing stations
completion dates as
Oct. 1; WNCN
to shown:
FM Ft.sions ofLauderdale, Fla., 5;
WXYZ Detroit,
New York, N.Y., to Nov.
Miami-South
Mich., toFla.,Oct.to 27,
Miami,
Dec.and15. WFAB
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
The Commission on Aug. 31 granted reDepartment
questcationbyforGeorgia
31 to
from Aug.of Eduof time
extensionState
Sept. 10 to respond to petition by WTVYAla., for reconsidera
Inc (WTVY), Dothan, and
tv ruleorder inColumbus,
report involving
17proceeding
tion of July
making
Ga.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted petition by Veterans Bcstg. Co.,
for extension to Oct. 12, to file exceptions
to initial decision in proceeding on its apTeleviCapital toCities
plication and thattv ofstations
on
operate
ch. 10 sionin Corp.,
VailforMills,
N.Y. Action Aug. 28.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 18 to file responses to petition by Triad Television
Corp. to enlarge issues in proceeding on its
application for new am station in Lansing,
Mich., et al. Action Aug. 28.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 23 to file replies
to motion by Eastern Idaho Bcstg. and
Television Co. to enlarge issues in proceeding on its application and that of Sam H.
Bennion for new tv stations to operate on
ch. 8 in Idaho Falls, Idaho. Action Aug. 31.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 11 to file responpleadings Inc.,
to motion
by Island
radio siveService
Charlotte
Amalie,TeleSt.
Thomas, V.I., to clarify or enlarge issues in
proceeding on its am application and that
of WPRA Inc. (WPRA), Guaynabo, P.R.
Action Aug. 31.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 1 to file replies
to petition by Tampa Telecasters Inc., for
review
memorandum
opinion ofandexaminer's
order, andJulyto 23Sept.
11 to file
replies to oppositions, in Largo, Fla., ch. 10
proceeding. Action Aug. 31.
By Acting Chief Hearing Examiner
Jay A. Kyle
Granted petition by Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp. for extension of time to Sept. 4 to
file suggested corrections to transcripts of
hearing in Beaumont, Tex., tv ch. 6 remand
proceeding. Action Aug. 25.
Granted petition by United Bcstrs. Inc., to
dismiss without prejudice application for
am facilities in Muncie, Ind., and retained
in hearing status remaining applications in
consolidation. Action Aug. 27.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
23 in proceeding on applications of WBUD
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Inc., and Concept Network Inc., for new
fm stations in Trenton, N.J. Action Aug. 18.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
15 in proceeding on application of Birney
Imes Jr., for new am station in West Memphis, Ark., et al. Action Aug. 24.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
3view
in proceeding
on applications
of PlainRadio and Star
of the Plains
Bcstg.
Co., for new am stations in Plainview and
Slaton, both Texas. Action Aug. 24.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Reopened record to take evidence on Issue
No.
8 added
by Commission's
opinion
and outstanding
order
released
Aug.memorandum
4, and
celled
order, released
Junecan30,
regarding filing of proposed findings of fact
and conclusions, and any ruling directing
or permitting them to be filed in proceeding
on application
of Video
atres Inc. for mod.
of cpIndependent
of KVIT The(TV)
Santa Fe. N. Mex. Action. Aug. 19.
On joint oral request of Fisher Bcstg. Co.
and Tribune Publishing Co., and without objection by Broadcast Bureau, extended from
Sept. 8 to Oct. 9 time for filing initial proposed findings of fact and conclusions and
from Oct. 8 to Nov. 9 for filing replies in
proceeding on their applications for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 2 in Portland,
Ore. Action Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
On petition
by Farmington
Bcstg. for
Co.. new
accepted amendment
to application
tv station to operate on ch. 12 in Farmington, N.M.,
to show
of merger
agreement between
it andterms
competing
applicant,
Four Corners Bcstg. Co. Action Aug. 17.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
18 in proceeding on application of South
Minneapolis Bcstrs. for new am station in
Bloomington, Minn. Action Aug. 19.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
8 in am proceeding on application of Booth
Bcstg. Co. (WSGW) Saginaw, Mich. Action.
Aug. 19.
Scheduled hearing for Sept. 3 in proce ding on applications of Farmington Bcstg.
Co. and Four Corners Bcstg. Co., for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 12 in Farmington, N.M. Action. Aug. 21.

By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Granted petition by Upland Bcstg. Co. for
extension of time from Aug. 26 to Sept. 4 to
file depositions taken in Los Angeles, Calif.,
on Aug. 17, and continued hearing from
Sept. 3 to Sept.
10 in proceeding
am applications of Upland
Bcstg. Co.,on Upland,
Calif., et al. Action Aug. 27.
On own motion, continued hearing scheduled for Sept. 15 to date to be determined
at prehearing conference to be held at 2
p.m., Sept.
15, inHaven
proceeding
applications of Grand
Bcstg. onCo.am (WGHN),
Grand Haven, Mich., et al. Action Aug. 28.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
On own
motion,toordered
that oral duces
argument on motion
quash subpoena
tecum filed by F. Demcy Mylar (respondent), president and principal stockholder in
Gospel Bcstg.
Co., assignee,
will for
be Sept.
held at1,
beginning
of hearing
scheduled
re application of Broadcasters Oregon Ltd.,
for consent to assignment of licenses of stations KPAM and KPFM Portland, Ore. Action Aug. 26.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
On ingown
motion,
further
hearfrom Sept.
10 tocontinued
Sept. 23 in
proceeding
on applications of Frank James and San
Mateo Bcstg. Co., for new fm stations in
Redwood City and San Mateo, Calif. Action
Aug.
27. petition by Rollins Bcstg. Co.
Granted
(WBEE), Harvey, 111., to amend program
proposal and denied various petitions to
amend engineering proposal; application is
in consolidated proceeding with applications of Radio St. Croix Inc., New Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Aug. 27.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
1 in proceeding on applications of Bald
Eagle-Nittany Bcstrs. and Suburban Bcstg.
Corp., for new am stations in Bellefonte
and State College, Pa. Action Aug. 25.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
23 in proceeding
application
National Bcstg. Co. on
Inc.am(WRCA),
New ofYork,
N.Y. Action Aug. 31.
PETITIONS FOR RULEMAKING FILED
WVET-TV allocation
Rochester,
N.Y. (8-24-59)— ReN.Y. Ann.questsAug.
28. of ch. 7 to Binghamton,

AMCI

...

• Omnidirectional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Directional TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Tower-mounted TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Standby TV
Transmitting Antennas
• Diplexers
• Coaxial Switches
. . . have been proven
in service.
Write for information
and catalog.
A

L

FORD

Manufacturing Company
299 ATLANTIC AVE., BOSTON, MASS.
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A

moderate

low-fat
well-balanced

breakfast

a

woman

of 23

for

years

The basic cereal and milk breakfast as shown below is
well balanced because it provides "Women, 25 Years"
with approximately one-fourth of the recommended
dietary allowances 1 of complete protein, important B
vitamins, essential minerals; and provides quick and
lasting energy. This breakfast is moderately low in fat

because its fat content of 10.9 gm. provides 20 per cent
of the total calories. The Iowa Breakfast Studies proved
for young women that a basic cereal and milk breakfast
maintained mental and physical efficiency during the
late morning hours and that it was superior in doing so
when compared either to a larger or smaller morning meal.

recommended dietary allowances* and the nutritional contribution of a moderate low-fat breakfast
Menu : Orange Juice — 4 oz. ;
Cereal, dry weight — / oz.;
Whole Milk — 4 oz.; Sugar — 1 teaspoon;
Toast {white, enriched) — 2 slices;
Butter — 5 gm. {about 1 teaspoon);
Nonfat Milk — 8 oz.

Nutrients
Totals supplied by
Basic Breakfast**
Recommended Dietary1
Allowances — Women, 25
Years (58 kg.— 128 lb.)
Percentage Contributed
by Basic Breakfast

Calories

Protein

Calcium

503

20.9 gm.

0.532 gm.

2300
21.9%

58 gm.
36.0%

0.8 gm.
66.5%

^Revised
Food andD.C.Nutrition Board, National Research
Council* 1958.
Washington,
"Cereal
Inc.: Breakfast Source Book. Chicago: Cereal
Institute,Institute*
Inc., 1959.
Watt, B. K., and Merrill, A. L.: Composition of Foods — Raw,
Processed, Prepared. U.S.D.A. Agriculture Handbook No. 8, 1950.

Vitamin
Iron
A
Thiamine
Riboflavin
0.80 mg.
0.46
mg.
2.7 mg.
588 I.U.
H.8%
153
.5 .3mg.%
38.3mg.%
1 2 mg.
1.2
22
.5%
5000 I.U.

Niacin Ascorbic
equiv. Acid
65.5 mg.
7.36 mg.
43 %
1 7 .3
mg.
70 mg.
93.6%

lThe allowance levels are intended to cover individual variations
among most normal persons as they live in the United States under
usual environmental stresses. Calorie allowances apply to
individuals usually engaged in moderate physical activity. For
office workers or others in sedentary occupations they are excessive.
Adjustments must be made for variations in body size* age.
physical activity, and environmental temperature.
CEREAL
INSTITUTE,
INC.
135 South La Salle Street, Chicago 3

A research and educational endeavor devoted to the betterment of national nutrition
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OUR

RESPECTS

Larry

TO

.

.

.

Herbert

July 1, 1959 marked the culmination
of six months of intensive labor for
Larry H. Israel, a tall, energetic man
whose sense of responsibility toward
any task he undertakes served him most
notably this year. That date was the
deadline for opening the doors of his
new office as general manager of Television Advertising Representatives Inc.,
New York, house rep for Westinghouse
Broadcasting
Co.'s five television stations.
Mr. Israel's background of 12 years
in broadcasting not only shaped his
prowess in organization but also is
paying off in experience and knowledge
necessary to keep up with developments
in the tv industry, and if possible to get
a couple of jumps ahead. His active
mind is a match for this fast-moving
medium. "One must continually anticipate," he says, "because yesterday's
answers
do not
more than
whatmeetwe today's
do nowneeds,
will any
be
adequate tomorrow. The only way to
lead is to be alert to changing industry
whims."
Newspaper Beginning • Philadelphia
was the scene of the native-born Pennsylvania's (McKeesport, Nov. 4, 1919)
breakthrough from the newspaper
medium to broadcasting. Following his
graduation from the U. of Missouri's
School of Journalism he joined the staff
of the Philadelphia Inquirer, a fortunate
position since the company also operates WFIL-AM-TV in that city. In late
1947 the new reporter began editing
the tv newsreel, supervising the radio
news schedule and covering special
events for both stations.
The following year he joined the newborn WDTV (TV) Pittsburgh, which
later became KDKA-TV, and stayed
five years, serving successively as news
and special events editor, operations
manager, sales manager and exercising
his talent as an all-around idea man.
One of his innovations was the
launching of WDTV's Swing Shift
Theatre, which reached an audience of
workers in Pittsburgh's round-the-clock
industries, and also accommodated
many sponsors who couldn't get on the
station during the normal broadcast
day. Pittsburgh was a one-station
market at the time. This successful programming venture terminated after a
year only because the station ran
out of film.
Cross Country Commuter • Having
seen WDTV grow into a prosperous,
stable outlet, Mr. Israel accepted the
challenge to put a second Pittsburgh
BROADCASTING, September 7, 1959

Israel

channel into a similar position. He became vice president and general manager of WENS (TV), a uhf station.
He also donned a second hat and began what is probably one of the industry's longest regular commutation
schedules. He logged some 2,000 miles
each week between Pittsburgh and
Minneapolis, where he served as general manager of KMGM-TV until
July 1957.
Equipped with the experience of giving life to three new tv stations, Mr.
Israel moved into the role of life restorer to an already established, but
slipping, station. Westinghouse had
taken over ownership of WAAM-TV
Baltimore, which it changed to WJZTV, and named Mr. Israel general
manager. He brought in specialists who
had overlapping skills developed
through a 10-year average of tv experience. With the benefit of this flexibility and the new leadership, the station rose from a poor third to become
a hot contender in the market. Emphasis
was placed on locally-originated programming. He recruited well-known
Baltimore d.j.s and newsmen to develop adistinctive local personality for
the station, which according to Mr.
Israel, needed special character to set
it apart from the sameness of other
stations in the area.
Believing that WJZ-TV should reflect
the life of the community, he assigned
two-thirds of the schedule to local programming, divided equally between live
and film. One live remote show which
proved popular with the citizenry was

TvAR'S Israel
He starts things rolling

a morning strip entitled Baltimore
C lose-Up, originating from various
points of interest in the city.
Logical Choice • Having demonstrated his ability to start new projects and
follow through with admirable results,
Larry Herbert Israel was the man
picked to get WBC's new tv sales representative company off the ground.
"Give people the chance to do things
their own way," says Mr. Israel, referring to the philosophy that guides
thinking at TvAR. He had this in mind
when interviewing more than 400 candidates for the seven chief posts in the
New York headquarters.
Mr. Israel has firm ideas about the
functions of a station representative.
Spot tv is the fastest growing part of the
medium and we should start "putting
things in for tomorrow." At TvAR he
is placing great emphasis on a market
research program, based on the belief
spot tv's effectiveness is still handi-*
capped by the lack of research. Audience characteristics and product preferences are being explored under the direction of Bob Hoffman, director of research at TvAR.
Contrary to many broadcasters' and
advertisers' opinions, Mr. Israel has
faith in the saleability of public service
programming. WBC's national sales
arm furthers the concept that this programming can be entertaining to the
audience as well as profitable to the
station.
Ratings Skeptic • He has praise for
the programming scheduled by the three
tv networks for the new season, calling
it "a step in the right direction." Sales
representation business depends on
good network programming to exist, he
adds. But if the accent is not taken off
ratings, he warns, we'll be selling
"tonnage," not quality programs.
One of the first installations Mr.
Israel asked for, and got, when looking
over TvAR's posh quarters at 666 Fifth
Ave., was a complete video tape operation, in addition to film facilities. TvAR
was reported to be the first representative company to use video tape. Clients
are able to screen, test and preview
programs and commercials for WBC
stations and their competitive stations.
"This helps us to be the eyes and the
ears of the station," he explains, but
adds that "we can only advise and suggest to station management." To give
his new staff the true flavor of WBC's
stations, last May he took the group on
an 18-day get-acquainted junket.
Mr. Israel resides in Scarsdale, N.Y.,
a commuting arrangement that seems
like a breeze after that PittsburghMinneapolis stint. He is married to the
former Audrey Westerman of New
Kensington, Pa. They have two children— Susan, 5, and Howard, 3. 105

EDITORIALS
The hidden persuader
IT is said that examining the teeth of a gift horse is a mark
of ingratitude. We must reject that notion, however, in
the case of ASCAP's announced offer of lower music-license
rates to 2,000 radio stations. At least a routine examination
is indicated, if only on the theory that some day we may
wish to know what bit us.
When a big block of ASCAP radio licenses expired last
Dec. 31, ASCAP moved obliquely to raise the rates. The
licenses were worth up to twice what was being paid for
them, the society argued, but time was short and in the
interests of amity and orderliness it would permit renewal
at the old rates for one year while the new terms were being worked out.
Whether ASCAP actually expected to get the rates increased isa question which later developments made moot.
Some 700 stations, who had banded together in formation
and support of the All-Industry Radio Music License Committee, elected to fight. They won an approximate 9%
reduction in radio's total payments and their victory is slated
to be made official by court signature under the ASCAP
consent decree any week now.
Meanwhile, back at the society, some 970 stations had
signed one-year renewals and 1,050 others held licenses
which did not expire Dec. 3 1 . And now ASCAP has offered
to these stations the same benefits won by the 700 (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
This, in our view, is as it should be. ASCAP modestly
explains that under its consent decree there is no other
course. But there are other legal experts, not paid by ASCAP,
who have said such generosity is not necessary. We have
here the reverse of the usual situation in litigated matters.
When lawyers voluntarily interpret the law in a way that
will cost their clients money, as ASCAP's have done, our
faith in immutable principles is shaken and we begin to look
for hidden meanings.
Can it be that ASCAP is looking ahead to the time when
there will be other negotiations involving broadcasters, who
undoubtedly will again elect a committee and solicit industry-wide support? Is it planting the thought that stations
which support such efforts are wasting their money — that
the benefits, if any, will come to them anyway? Is this a
divisive tactic, calculated to separate such committees from
the money they must have to operate, and thus in effect to
eliminate organized opposition?
Perhaps it would not be fair to say that the answer to
all these questions is "yes." We've had so little experience
with ASCAP gift horses that we find it hard to evaluate
them. But the intent doesn't matter if the result is the same.
Stations would be idiotic if they allowed themselves to be
hoodwinked, intentionally or not, into thinking they need
not stand together on matters such as these. In the meantime the 2,000 would do well to remember that they are
in the debt of 700.
Death

and

In Ohio, a "right to advertise" law has been adopted.
This also presents a handy vehicle to inculcate in all state
governments the essentiality of advertising in our exploding
economy. Other states should follow the Ohio lead, through
keting.
state and local groups identified with advertising and mar-

taxes

BROADCASTERS, along with others doing business in
interstate commerce, will be spared the harassment of
facing the tax collectors in all 50 of these United States,
thanks to legislation in the final processes last week.
Senate and House conferees have produced a compromise
bill to prohibit levying state income taxes against out-ofstate firms maintaining only salesmen in the states involved.
The effect is to negate a Supreme Court decision of last
February.
106

decision, if invoked, could have loaded stations, along with
all those with whom they do business, with the worst tax
burden since federal taxes were imposed. Fortunately there
were alert legislators who saw the grave threat, particularly
to smaller businesses, and the possibility of double-taxation
of profits from the same transaction.
While this major threat appears to have been parried, it
is by no means the only one confronting broadcasters and
other media groups. Still caught in Internal Revenue Service
involvements is the West Coast IRS ruling of last May on
amortization of feature films on tv, which could run into
millions in back payments if applied nationally (Broadcasting, May 25). There's also the IRS ruling on institutional advertising as a legitimate business expense which, if
sustained, could put a crimp in literally tens of millions in
advertising in all media, and which flies in the face of the
First Amendment guarantee of freedom for communications media.
Robert M. Feemster, chairman of Dow Jones & Co. (Wall
Street Journal) and past chairman of the Advertising Federation of America, told the American Bar Assn.'s convention in Miami last month of the encroachment on the public's right to be informed through the government's entry
into advertising restrictions. In addition to the IRS rulings
against institutional advertising, he cited, among others, the
denial of the right to deduct dealers' advertising allowances
prior to reckoning manufacturers' excise taxes; discriminatory municipal and state taxes on advertising, and state bans
on advertising of certain businesses or professions.
With all these passes at advertising — at federal, state and
local levels — it's clear that a job needs to be done to educate
all government on the soundness of .legitimate advertising.
Under the action taken by the Congressional conferees on
the restriction of powers 6f the states to tax interstate business, aCongressional study of that problem by the Senate
Finance and the House Judiciary Committees, either jointly
or separately, is proposed. It is to be hoped that these committees will give consideration to the whole area of media
taxation and at all government levels.

As we observed following the court's 6-2 ruling, the

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Cleverest idea our agency has come up with for some time!"
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Two

kinds

of husbands

...

one

kind

Husbands come in all shapes and sizes. So does KPRC television. Leave
it to the program-wise wife to select the right KPRC television for her
husband. One glance at the bias-cut says KPRC-TV will sell when he
watches, never bind when he turns away. Always comfortable. Assorted
sizes, in programs, spot announcements, participations.

of television!

KPRCTV
HOUSTON

Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives
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Welcome aboard ! This is a listening mood— a receptive mood. And
this is where you come in, with
the right Spot Radio schedule.
These 29 great radio stations can
make clear sailing out of selling.
KOB, Albuquerque WSB, Atlanta WGR, Buffalo
WGN, Chicago WFAA, Dallas-Ft. Worth KOSI, Denver
WKMH, Detroit WANE, Fort Wayne WSVA, Harrisonburg KPRC, Houston WISH, Indianapolis KARK, Little
Rock WINZ, Miami WISN, Milwaukee KSTP, Minneapolis-St, Paul WTAR, Norfolk, KFAB, Omaha WIP,
Philadelphia KPOJ, Portland WJAR, Providence
WRNL, Richmond KCRA, Sacramento WOAI, San
Antonio KFMB, San Diego KOBY, San Francisco
KMA, Shenandoah KREM, Spokane
WGTO, Tampa-Orlando KVOO, Tulsa

3RK • CHICAGO • ATLANTA ' BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • ST. LOUIS

T

R

I

your key to 94%
This huge audience is within 1/2 MV/M coverage triangle
K-FOX, the only 100% country and western
. . . KSON, the popular music-news format . . . KITO, most
Complete coverage plus local programming

of all Southern Californians.
of the 3 TRI-BUY STATIONS.
format in Southern California
powerful station in the Valley.
make this YOUR BEST BUY!

TRI-STATION BUY:
15% discount applicable
each station on
comparable schedule
in all 3 markets.
2-STATION
BUY :
10% discount.

We proudly announce the appointment, as exclusive representatives, of

George
P.
Hollingbery
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
ATLANTA
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE

Co

to Houston
. The vast, dynamic Oil, Gas, and Petro-chemical
industries have made Texas' largest city the "Oil Capital of the
World." Their presence is vital to the spectacular Houston economy . .
supporting an important share of the city's families.
Vital to Houston also is the service KTRK-TV brings to all
of the Houston families who depend on us in ever
greater numbers for news, public l/Tni/ Til
Channel 13
STATION
service and family entertainment. I\ I IfTHEIV™CHRONICLE
If
P. O. BOX 12, HOUSTON 1, TEXAS-ABC BASIC • HOUSTON CONSOLIDATED TELEVISION CO. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: GEO. P. HOLLINGBERY CO., 500 FIFTH AVENUE,
MEW YORK 36, N. Y. • GENERAL MANAGER, WILLARD E. WALBRIDGE; COMMERCIAL MANAGER, BILL BENNETT.

COMMONWEALTH OF PENNSYLVANIA
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION
BOX 911. HARR1SBURG
SUPERINTENDENT
August 4, 1959

Mr. Clair R. McCollough
President and General Manager
Station WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pennsylvania

Dear Mr. McCollough:
On behalf of the 40,000 students and over 1,100
nonpublic school teachers in the Lancaster viewing area I
extend sincere thanks and appreciation for the cooperation
WGAL-TV in televising the science program during the past

public and
wish to
of Station
school year.

It is gratifying to know that your station will again provide students and teachers with public service time during the coming
school year. You may be Interested to know that, with the two programs
your station is planning to show, we estimate that close to 85,000
students in the public and nonpublic schools in the twenty-county area
will be viewing these telecasts during the school year 1959-1960.
This increase is due to the fact that we are offering a science program
for the intermediate school (Grades IV, V, and VI) and a speech improvement program for the primary grades .
It should be gratifying to you to know that as far as we have
been able to ascertain the science series which reached approximately
40,000 children last year was one of the most comprehensive projects
which had been undertaken by any commercial television station in the
nation.
You certainly are to be commended for your complete cooperation in making the public service features of your station available
for school instruction purposes.
Sincerely yours

Charles H. Boehm

WGAL-TV
These weekly programs are two
of the many educational series
regularly telecast by WGAL-TV.

CkcuutM
Lancaster,
V

STEINMAN

Representative: The MEEKER

Company, Inc.

New York

•

Chicago

NBC

and CBS

STATION

.

£
Pa.
V

• Clair McCollough, Pres.

• San Francisco
Los Angeles
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CLOSED
Fm for NBC? • What might be most
radical innovation network-level radio
has seen in years is under preliminary
study at NBC. It would be special
broadcasting service for physicians
(and would be in addition to NBC Radio's regular network service). Beyond
fact that such a thing is under study by
small staff — and that explorations
haven't yet gone far enough to indicate
what decision may be — NBC authorities aren't talking. But deduction buttressed by semi-educated speculation
from other sources suggests it would involve fm, probably multiplexed, to receivers located in doctors' offices. Hugh
M. Beville, as vp for planning as well as
research, presumably heads up medicalradio staff assigned to think it through.
Tourist trade • Soviet Premier Khrushchev, it's learned, has compiled list of
things he wants to take back, based
largely on what he observed at American Exhibition in Moscow. Close to top
of list is Videotape recorder, which
popped his eyes when he saw instantaneous playback of his animated debate with Vice President Nixon (Broadcasting, Aug. 3). There's at least one
problem: Ampex VR-1000 is on Dept.
of Defense restricted list and would
have to be cleared for export.
Tv's secret stations • At least 1,000
unauthorized vhf boosters are operating
in West — nearly twice number of legal
television stations in whole nation.
That's
of Harold Bureau,
G. Cowgill,
chief ofopinion
FCC Broadcast
who
just returned from month's survey of
community antenna and booster operations in several western states. Mr.
Cowgill and James B. Sheridan, Broadcast Bureau economist who accompanied him on tour, actually plotted
150 boosters in Montana alone.
Extent of booster development astonished Broadcast Bureau surveyors.
"Sometimes I had the feeling there was
a booster behind every hill out there,"
Mr. Cowgill said. Most installations are
cheap (well under $1,000 for complete
rig, including antennas, converting-amplifying gear, pole and wiring). They receive one vhf signal, retransmit it on
another vhf channel with little power.
Early models boosted signal on same
channel, but this proved to have technical bugs. Mr. Cowgill will, submit report to FCC in two weeks or so, is
working hard to come up with recommendations on what he says is one of
most perplexing problems he has encountered.

CIRCUIT*

Out of the park • NBC-TV may have
troubles to iron out in its coverage of
World Series if, as seems probable, either Los Angeles Dodgers or San Francisco Giants win National League pennant. Because of time differential. West
Coast games would not start until 4
p.m. or 4:30 p.m. (EDT) and could
well run into beginning of prime evening time. NBC's sports department is
aware of possible predicament but acknowledges: "We just haven't come to
any decision as yet."
Personal and private • Best guess on
eve of NAB Tv Code Board's Sept. 1516 meeting in New York is that watered-down summary of personal products investigation will be made public,
minus sponsor or product names. Special subcommittee studying depilatories,
corn cures, under-arm items, razors and
similar personal specialities meets day
ahead of full board. Other topics concerning code enforcers are overcommercialism (backdrops and desk signs),
plus sex and violence in programming.
Drop-ins • Don't write off possibility of
Congressional hearings (Senate or
House or both) on FCC's failure to
provide additional tv services in lessthan-three-station markets. It's being
talked up on Hill and it's no secret that
ABC is particularly unhappy about
FCC's inertia in providing new services, notably where no great violence
would be done to mileage separations
under existing criteria. Kenneth Cox,
Seattle attorney who has served as special counsel of Senate Commerce Committee, soon will return to Capitol in
connection with allocations and related
tv inquiries.
Robert H. Hinckley, ABC executive
committeeman and board member, who
retired last July as network's Washington vice president, was back last week
and spent considerable time on Capitol
Hill. While FCC has taken steps looking toward drop-ins in under-served vhf
areas (Fresno, Bakersfield, Birmingham,
Columbus, Ga., Hattiesburg - Baton
Rouge) and has instituted preliminary
studies in such critical markets as Providence, Louisville, Syracuse and Grand
Rapids-Kalamazoo, there's no prospect
of any additional service getting underway this fall season.
Sour note • There's been unpublicized
hitch in harmony that seemed to
exist between ASCAP and All-Industry
Radio Music License Committee after
their agreement few months ago on
terms for new ASCAP radio music li-

censes— but it may be smoothed out
by this week. ASCAP has come up
with proposal that committee claims
was not part of deal agreed upon before Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan and
awaiting formal signature (in accord
with ASCAP consent decree procedures). Proposal would make talent
charges part of station revenue base
on which ASCAP fees are computed
unless they're billed separately to advertiser and are in addition to ratecard time charges. It's estimated that,
if accepted and enforced, proposal
could cost radio stations $1 million per
year, or about $300,000 more than
payments made in 1957 even though
new terms otherwise anticipate 9% reduction in total radio payments.

Another ASCAP proposal which
committee is resisting as being outside
earlier agreement would bring violations
of ASCAP licenses under court jurisdiction. This means that if station fell behind in payments to society, ASCAP
could file suit in New York and station
management or counsel would have to
appear in New York to defend procedure that could become expensive nuisance. All-Industry Committee, headed
by Robert Mason of WMRN Marion,
Ohio, with Emanuel Dannett as chief
counsel, was to appear along with
ASCAP authorities before Judge Ryan
Friday afternoon (Sept. 11) for discussions including this and talent-charge
proposal.
Geneva progress • While reports from
International Telecommunications Union sesions at Geneva are spotty, it's
learned from informed observers that
engineering sessions are well in hand
despite efforts of Russia to assert voting
control through recognition of Soviet
satellites. These were successfully resisted by Western nations led by FCC
Comr. T. A. M. Craven, chairman of
U.S. delegation, as were other oblique
moves to go beyond previously agreedto agenda. Geneva sessions began last
month.
As agenda stands, only matter of interest to U.S. broadcasters pertains to
international (shortwave) area and proposed reallocation among have-not nations. Tv allocations per se are not involved because these are regional in
character, but question of lack of uniformity intransmission standards might
arise in light of impending global transmissions. U.S. uses 525 lines, Great
Britain, 405, and most of European continent 625 lines.
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Is

advertising

keeping

the

with

up

customers?

The brain that can find a lost meson
or send a monkey into space is
going to get pretty fidgety if it tunes
in advertising that was aimed at a
less informed and more naive generation.
But mental maturity isn't confined to a few thought leaders any
longer.
The number of persons, ages 5 to 24, who are
in school has risen from 26 million to more than
45 million since 1940. During the same period,
the percentage of people over 25 who have completed four years of college has nearly doubled.
And it is estimated that by 1970 there will be
11 million college graduates in this country.
If advertising hopes to sell to the
consumer of the "Grown-up Sixties",
it needs to do a little growing up on
its own hook.
In the Sixties, more than ever before, advertising that talks down to
people will wind up beneath their
notice.
We work for the following companies: Allstate Insurance Companies * American Mineral Spirits Co.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway Co. * Brown Shoe Company * Campbell Soup Company » Chrysler Corporation Commonwealth
*
Edison Company and Public Service Company * The Cracker Jack Co. * The Electric
Association (Chicago) • Green Giant Company * Harris Trust and Savings Bank * The Hoover Company * Kellogg
Company » The Kendall Company * The Maytag Company * Motorola Inc. * Philip Morris Inc. * Chas. Pfizer & Co.,
Inc. * The Pillsbury Company * The Procter & Gamble Company * The Pure Oil Company * The Pure Fuel Oil
Company * Star-Kist Foods, Inc. * Sugar Information, Inc. • Swift & Company • Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc.

LEO

BURNETT

CHICAGO, Prudential Plaza
6

• NEW YORK

• DETROIT

CO.,

• HOLLYWOOD

INC

• TORONTO
• MONTREAL
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Mr. Young

IN
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Rx for triple-spotting: imagination • It's not how many
commercials are piled up in sequence that's important,
it's how good they are. This creative competition is good
for advertising, according to James W. Young, creative
director, M. Belmont Ver Standig Inc., Washington, because abad commercial won't sell even when standing all
alone. Mr. Young talks about the problem in this week's
Monday Memo. Page 17.

BBDO on network tv • The appeal, advantages and use of a medium as
seen through one top agency's "eyes and ears" department. Page 35.

LANSING
MARKET
IS
MOVING

UP

. . .

now ranked f\Q
ISRDS — May, 1 959) \J ^

th

New account to SSC&B • Lipton is agency's new cup of tea. It's worth
between $3-4 million a year in billing. Page 40.
Ifs foods by $148 million-plus • That's the total in gross time billing
compiled by foods advertisers in the first half of 1959. TvB totes up the
figures. Page 40.
Tv tape at local stations • Syracuse U. study questions vtr equipped
stations on video tape's uses, advantages and problems. Page 46.
Dominicans file MBS suit • Gen. Rafael Trujillo's government goes to
court to recover $750,000 it claims it paid Alexander Guterma and Hal
Roach Jr. to obtain a "news" outlet via MBS. Messrs. Guterma, Roach
and Garland L. Culpepper plead not guilty to grand jury charges they
failed to register under foreign agent law. Page 48.

. . . and the very best
buy to serve and sell
its 313,100 residents is

What labor law means • New legislation gives broadcasters protection
against blackmail picketing and secondary boycotts. An analysis of first
major labor legislation in more than a decade. Page 60.
More talk than action • First Session of 86th Congress follows customs
of predecessors by doing a lot of talking about broadcasting legislation
but taking very little action; only one bill, the equal time amendment,
passes both houses. Page 64.

8
Wl

niV
LS

No baseball pay tv planned • Baseball's Ford Frick tells House Antitrust Subcommittee that his office has not negotiated with pay tv sponsors; hearings completed on sports bills with antitrust exemptions tabled
in House until next session. Page 88.
A matter of typing • Slowness in transcribing grand jury minutes may
force postponement of scheduled October testimony of some witnesses
in House Legislative Oversight unit's investigation of tv quiz programs.
Page 90.
NTA's new "brainchildren" • To build up daytime viewers, NTA is
offering tv stations a double-barreled concept — a 54-hour live programming format and installation of tv receivers in out-of-home locations in
supermarkets and other traffic-building centers. Page 100.
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if, Michigan's
now boasts capital city market
• 91,960 households
• $366,285,000 retail sales
• $588,989,000 spendable
income
Represented by VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNEU, Inc.
WILS is
associated with
NBC • CHANNEL 10
WILX-TV
studios
Lansing
Jackson -inBattle
Creek—
and WP0N-P0NTIAC

YOU

KNOW

WHERE

YOU'RE

Gl

Any way you look at it ... A Storer station is a cinch for increased sales.
Take the case of the Big Three Buyers of airtime: Colgate, Procter & Gamble
and Lever Brothers. Between them and their advertising agencies, hundreds
of research people are employed. They microscopically examine everything
they buy. And all three buy consistently on Storer stations, Radio and TV.
What better guide to best results? What better proof that you know where
your sales are going when you buy Storer? You can bet your bottom media
dollar, with Storer they're going up!

Famous on the local scene cr.yet known throughout the nation • Storer Broadcast

STORE

R

STATIONS
RADIO
PHILADELPHIA
WIBG
50,000in watts
— First, by far
Philadelphia
•
DETROIT
WJBK
WJBK-Radio is Detroit
CLEVELAND
WJW
Wonderful, just wonderful!
Tops in network — Tops in local
•
WHEELING
WWVA
Only full-time CBS
Network Station in
Pittsburgh- Wheeling area
TOLEDO
WSPD
It only takes one
to reach All Toledo

TELEVISION
DETROIT
WJBK-TV
2 — CBS
Your Ch."Must"
Station
to Cover Detroit
CLEVELAND
WJW-TV
TopCBS
NewsProgramming
— Top Movies
TOLEDO
WSPD-TV
1st in Toledo
Covers 2,000,000

WAGA-TV
More Top Movies
More News — More Coverage

WITS-TV
CBS
Programming
Top Movies
'ttional Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498

music being recorded. More than 100 U.S. and
European temanufacturers'
products on display. Atndance of 35,000 expected.
Sept. 18-20 — Southwest stereo/hi-fi show, Hotel
Adolphus, Dallas. Tex.
Sept. 18-20— United Press International Broadcasters Assn. of Minnesota, Sawbill Lodge, Tofte.
Sept.
20
— UPI Broadcasters-Telecasters of LouiMonroe. siana,
organizational meeting, Hotel Frances,

DAN

THE

DAILEY

FOUR

JUST
MEN

JACK

HAWKINS

RICHARD

VITTORIO

DE

CONTE

SIC A

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TOD A Y!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
488 Madison Ave. • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100
10

A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
('Indicates first or revised listing)
Sept. 13-16 — Assn Canadienne de la Radio et
de la Television de Langue Francaise, annual meeting, Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Quebec. Reservations through Andre Daveluy, CKAC Montreal. On
agenda will be discussion of Board of Broadcast
Governors'
ING, Aug. 10).proposed regulations (BROADCAST'Sept.ucts14-16
— NAB(14th),
TV NAB
Code Tvpersonal
prodsubcommittee
Code Review
Board (15th and possibly 16th), Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co. offices, New York.
Sept. 15 — Premium Advertising conference, Hotel Astor, N.Y.
*Sept. 15 — League of Advertising Agencies
seminar meeting, Belmont-Plaza Hotel, New
York. Emil Mogul, president of Mogul Lewin
Williams & Saylor, New York, speaks on "The
Problems of Profit."
Sept. 16 — Radio & Television Executives Society luncheon, Grand Ballroom, Hotel Roosevelt,
New York. Robert F. Kennedy, chief counsel, Senate Select Committee on Improper Activities in
the Labor & Management Field, speaks on rackindustry. eteering and other abuses in the communications
'Sept.
16-19 — Michigan
Assn. Gaylord.
of Broadcasters,
fall
convention,
Hidden Valley,
Sept. 17 — Assn. of Motion Picture Producers
& Laboratories of Canada, Montreal.
Sept. 17 — Assn. of National Advertisers sales
promotion workshop at Hotel Sheraton-East, New
York. Program on "incentive selling methods" to
include panel discussions, case histories and presentations byrecognized authorities. Horace Barry,
merchandising manager, The Nestle Co., is program committee chairman.
*Sept.
Nationalfor Committee's
executive17-18
group— Republican
on arrangements
1960 GOP
political convention, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Group will inspect auditorium and Hotel
facilities and meet with radio, tv, newsreel,
newspaper, periodical and other media representatives in formal hearings on their particular convention requirements.
Sept. 17-18 — Institute of Radio Engineers, engineering symposium, Sheraton-Plaza Hotel, Boston.
Sept. 17-19 — Mutual Adv. Agency Network, second in series of three-day workshop-business sessions under new format calling for three (instead
of four) annual meetings, Bismarck Hotel, Chicago.
Also annual awards meeting.
*Sept. 18 — Public Relations Society of Amerton. ica Inc. seminar, Hotel Statler-Hilton, Washing*Sept. 18 — American Women in Radio & Tv
Chicago chapter social event (splash party, cocktail party-buffet supper) opening 1959-60 season, Sheraton Towers Hotel, Chicago. Fee: $4.50
per person.
Sept. 18-19 — National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters
(formerly Fm Development Assn.) convention,
Palmer House, Chicago.
Sept. 18-20 — Eighth Chicago stereo/hi-fi show,
Palmer House, Chicago. Public can hear stereo

*Sept. 20-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters convention, Hotel Frances, Monroe. Invitation
Golf tournament on 20th. Fred A. Palmer, sales
consultant, Worthington, Ohio, on "Put Your
Best Foot Forward," on 22nd.
Sept. 21—
Radio & AP
Tv Bldg.,
Assn.'s 50board
of directorsAP
annual meeting,
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Frances Hotel, Monroe- Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting" and Fred A. Palmer,
Worthington, Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put
Your Best Foot Forward."
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
"Sept.
22 — NAB
Convention Committee,
Conrad-Hilton
Hotel,Board
Chicago.
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, NJ.
Sept. 23 — Comments due on FCC proposals to
add vhf channels to Fresno, Bakersfield and
Sacramento-San Francisco. Reply comments due
Oct. 8. Dockets 11759 (Fresno-Bakersfield) and
12946 (Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno).
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 23-26 — National Sales Executives-InterGermany. national sales-marketing congress, Berlin, West
Sept. 24-26— AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 25-26
Valley
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting,
public relations,
duction,publicity
marketing and and
merchandising,
media, proart
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, S5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
man.
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chair*Sept. 28-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors
holds public hearings on new broadcasting station applications and power increases at Board
of Transport Commissioners Hearing Room,
Union Station, Ottawa.
Sept. 29 — Wisconsin Fm Clinic, fourth conference, Center Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3— Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
Sept. 30-0ct. 1 — Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2 — National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, constitutional convention, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

MAN-O-WAR

(FRIGATE)
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Florida

By Wallace Hughes, FLORIDA WILDLIFE Magazine
Florida Game and Fresh Water Fish Commission

WCKT-TV7,

Miami
. . . Found

Only In 424,000

South Florida TV Homes

!

For reprints of this painting and for availabilities — N.B.C. Spot Sales

Why
bowl

the
of

cherries,

Tom?

f^Life is really a bowl of cherries in the Fargo area,
these days, for advertisers on WD AY- TV — our new
1206' tower is giving our advertisers 96% more coverage area ... a 60% larger audience . . . and retail
sales volume increased by 100% !

ffYes Sir, that's a bowl of cherries — tremendous
extra audience, among people with tremendous extra
Yours,
buying power. What more could
you want? 99

^You can imagine what this means to our dozens of
top national advertisers. They were happy, even
before we gave them this tremendous bonus. Now

Tom Barnes

most of 'em say WD AY-TV is the best buy in America !
^As a matter of fact, the Market Data Section of
Standard Rate & Data shows that Fargo is the No. 1
Retail-Sales-Per-Household Area in the United States
. . . with an average purchasing power of $5,970, as
compared with the national average of $3,944!
12

WDAY-TV
FARGO, N. D. • CHANNEL
»

6

Affiliated with NBC • ABC

Kj^y PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, Inc.
Exclusive National Representatives
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Philco in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No. 13,085.
Oct. 2-5 — National Sales Executives-International, board of directors meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
*0ct. 3 — Hotel,
AP Broadcasters
Marshall
Richmond. of Virginia, John
Oct. 3 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Press Club of
Ohio, Columbus.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 5-7 — Institute of Radio Engineers' fifth
national Communications symposium, Hotel Utica,
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, developments and achievements in the audio field, including stereo.
Oct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
""Oct.tion6-11
— Hearings
tv quiz show
investigaby House
Legislativeon Oversight
Subcommittee,
New Office Bldg., Washington.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct.
— Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, 10Columbus.
Oct.
Hotel
Oct.
15th

12-14 — National Electronics Conference,
Sherman, Chicago.
12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman, Chicago, with expectancy of 10,000 attendance and some 266 display booths. Sessions will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves, space electronics, television, transistors, and communication and navigation, among
other topics.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23— Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11 — Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 2-3 — Princeton Inn, Princeton, N.J.
Sept. 10-11— The
Springs,Greenbrier,
W. Va. White Sulphur
Sept. 14-15 — Beach,
Ponte Fla.
Vedra Inn, Ponte Vedra
Sept. 17-18— Arlington Hotel, Hot Springs, Ark.
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25— Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6— St.
Clair,Clair,
Mich.Inn and Country Club, St.
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COMPETITORS,

YES...

Ed Mollison
General Manager
AlBirmingham
Dement Chevrolet
BUT

Don Blankenship
General Manager
Long Lewis Ford
Bessemer

THEY'RE
ON

WAPI

BOTH

SOLD

RADIO

"For the past 18 months, our
advertising schedule on
WAPI has steadily increased
and so have our sales, as a
result of the Job WAPI is
doing for us. Leland Childs

"We now know the strength of
WAPI personality selling. We
have just renewed sponsorship of
Tom Hamlin's "Sports Digest",
15 shows per week, for another

and his 'Early Risers' Club'
brings 'em in to Al Dement

26 weeks."

Chevrolet'.1

00, watts* ABAMA
50,0
AM
BIRMINGH
AL

REPRESENTED

NATIONALLY

BY HENRY I, CHRISTAL

CO., INC.
"5,000 Nights
13

LOCAL

PRODUCTS:

Embassy

and
/A

Parties

.

WMAL-TV
ABC

IN

THE

NATION'S

Protocol regiments embassy parties,
determines who sits below the salt.
WMAL-TV's entire audience occupies the place of honor: in front of
a tv set.

CAPITAL

tention of great numbers of citizens
with top entertainment from ABC,
plus local personalities like Louis
Allen, Del Malkie, Pete Jamerson
and Bill Malone.

Taxi drivers, "a most reliable
source," are authority for many
party rumors. WMAL-TV, with onthe-spot camera-mike units, presents
news as it breaks.

Embassy parties are gay affairs, possibly because they offer so much for
so little.

Embassy gatherings are sometimes
planned to gain the attention of one
diplomatist. WMAL-TV gains the at-

give advertisers sensibly-priced oneminute
spots in most time classifications.

Washington Means

WMAL-TV is nice that way too
... its programming is arranged to

American l-eadership

wmel-tv
Channel 7
Washington, D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, inc.

. . ,o(xL

Prepared with a toss by Johnny Conrad at The Sazerac Bar in The Roosevelt Hotel
WWL-TV.
NEW

. . new

ORLEANS
FAVORITE

The New Orleans television trend is all in favor of WWL-TV,
a two-year-old "upstart" on the local scene.
You want a station that delivers the audience today and

Place ice cubes in old fashioned
glass. Pour in two dashes Angostura bitters, 1 dash Peychaud
bitters, 3 dashes simple syrup,
one ounce rye whisky. Stir until
thoroughly chilled. Coat inside
of second old fashioned glass
with one dash of absinthe substitute. (Try tossing glass upward
with a twist to coat glass thoroughly.) Strain contents of first
glass into second— drink!

16

tomorrow— that's WWL-TV.
Sunday thru Saturday
WWL-TV
%
42
July Nielsen 6-9 p.m.
47
July ARB

6-10 p.m.

40.3
46.8

Station B
%
42
43
42.3

Station C
%
15
8

45.3

16.4
8.3

Your Katz man will tell you about the New Orleans trend.

NEW
L-TV
WWORLEANS
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MONDAY

MEMO

from JAMES W. YOUNG, creative director, M. Belmont Ver Standig Inc. Washington, D.C.

Rx

for

triple-spotting:

Triple-spotting today . . . maybe
quadruple-spotting tomorrow.
Multiple-spotting is growing by leaps
and bounds and advertising men should
be embarrassed to complain about it.
Indeed, it should constitute heresy to
complain about competition in a creative field.
Doesn't it sound strange to hear those
who shout the loudest against "regulative interference" in advertising suggest
that there should be some regulation of
the ways the broadcasting industry isn't
already regulated? I don't think television or radio stations need any further
regulating, by edict or by advertiserpressure.
While television and radio may be undernourished with entertainment and
overfed with commercials in some instances, inmy opinion these relatively
infrequent instances shouldn't occupy
the advertising industry's attention to the
extent that it does — certainly not to the
extent our own failures should occupy
our attention.
What's Really Desired • Let's draw
an analogy between programming and
commercials. Radio long ago discovered
that while folks said they wanted "live"
shows, they would really rather hear
Guy Lombardo's familiar records than
listen to Lombardo or any other band in
an indifferently produced show. Tv programming has gone to the West, just
as radio went to the recording studio,
because people there know how to produce entertainment that has continuity
(a blessed word long missing from the
world of show business).
Let the columnists decry the disappearance of bumbling, loosely-knit
"live" tv shows . . . where Moe was
Joe's guest one week and Joe was Moe's
guest the following week . . . where
audience patience and six figures of a
client's money were widely separated by
six minutes of a conga line in which nobody could dance the conga. One thing
about Hollywood: when Mister Dillon
shoots a sinner, the gunshot and the gun
reach the eyes and ears simultaneously,
which is generally more than could be
said for many live productions.
Let those who will complain long and
loudly about the 'injustice" of triplespotting. Poorly produced, unimaginative commercials wouldn't be any better
standing alone than were erratically produced shows.

not
BROADCASTING, It's
September 14,
1959

imagination

In fact, it is possible that being "sandwiched in" between two good commercials may even win viewers for an advertiser's not-so-good slides. Just as
newspapers and other print media don't
produce ads for advertisers buying
space, or sell a half-page with a guarantee of no other ads on the same page
simply because the advertiser's agency
doesn't use compelling copy, art and
typography, neither is television going
to be so "pressured."
Trend for the Better • To prove how
wrong adversaries of triple-spotting can
be, watch the current trend toward more
and better advertising production. And
in my opinion, good commercials aren't
necessarily the costliest. It was no sur-

James W . Young is a North Carolinian
who has devoted almost 25 of his 43
years to advertising. He has worked in
sales, program direction and sports announcing for WWNC Asheville, N.C.;
WIS Columbia, S.C.; WJHP Jacksonville, Fla.; WTMA Charleston, S.C.,
and WW DC Washington, D.C, where
he met M. Belmont Ver Standig, then
that station's sales chief. When Mr. Ver
Standig established his agency in 1944,
Mr. Young was second man through the
door. In addition to his creative work,
Mr. Young serves as the agency's copy
chief and executive tv and radio
producer for such clients as Wilkins
Coffee and Hot Shoppes Inc. and supervises "muppet" commercials produced for clients of out-of-town agencies (Broadcast Advertising, Dec.
15, 1958).

how

many,

but

prise to me that a west coast tv station planned a 30-minute show of "commercials only." A midwestern radio station aired a quarter hour "commercials
only" program for years . . . with a
waiting line of advertisers.
I'm not surprised that our Wilkins
Coffee "muppet" commercials attained
record-setting ARB ratings and the demand that their schedules be published
in newspapers never subsides. Yet these
little 8-second "muppet" commercials
are on the tail end of some of the worst
spots you ever laid a bloodshot eye on.
Furthermore, the station ID has to be
hurled in on top of them.
Why do viewers in our area know
our "muppets" as well as Marshall Dillon? They not only tickle the funnybone but give folks an emotional closeness to an advertiser who can laugh at
himself. For example, one muppet
points a cannon at the other and demands, "Okay buddy . . . whaddya
think of Wilkins Coffee?" When he
replies, "Never tasted it," he is boomed
into eternity and the protagonist for
Wilkins Coffee turns the cannon to the
audience and asks patiently, "Now,
what do you think of Wilkins Coffee?"
Sympathetic Identity • Again, when
National Bohemian's empathy-provoking "little man" appears with an enormous necktie and says wistfully, "the
taste . . . that's what you'll like about
National Bohemian," and an off-stage
voice challenges him with "where'd you
get the necktieV, bringing the retort
"The sponsor gave it to me," one realizes that the ad man's capacity for understanding people has finally been reawakened.
Bert and Harry tossing around everything on the subject of Piel's Beer . . .
the Lestoil character saying "now, this
is a dirt ... I, too, was once a dirt" —
this is imaginative, creative; this is advertising atits best.
"They don't sell" you say? Don't you
bet on it! Look down the national and
local ARB ratings at the most highly
preferred radio and television commercials and try to find even one client who
could
saleswise.be called a "village half-wit"
It's not how many commercials that
counts . . . but how good. Imagination
— not regulation — should be advertising's prescription for the triple-spotting
ailment.

how

good
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IN

MEMPHIS...

It Takes

WW

AMERICA'S

ONLY

to

50,000

Complete

40%

Wmm0

the

WATT

mLAP^^l.

NEGRO

RADIO

STATION

Picture!

of the Memphis

Market

is NEGRO

and

you

need

one

medium

—

only
to sell

it-

WITHOUT
OF

WDIA
. . . YOU'RE
MISSING
THE MEMPHIS
MARKET!

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:
1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!
2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!
3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen — to WDIA!
MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL
FORCE IN MEMPHIS — AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE

40%

ADVERTISING
MARKET!

Let us send you proof of performance in your field!
Egmont Sonderling, President
Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President
Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

TWO

MORE

BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

SONDERLING

O, IT'S
IN CHICAGO,
IT'S
PA

STATIONS!
IN OAKLAND,

IT'S

KDIA

The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
Featuring Chicago's greatest
greatest Negro
Negro
air salesman . . . "Big
Hill
Big Bill" Hill
communities in the San Francisco-Bay area. "
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO.. INC.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B. INC. — TIME SALES
18
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AMERICA'S
ALL

WDIA
50,000

SONDERLING

SAN

NEGRO

Watts
we/comes

FOREMOST
STATION

Memphis

another

INDEPENDENT

FRANCISCO— OAKLAND

NEGRO

STATION

KDIA
(formerly

KWBR)

The highest-powered, and ONLY Full-time Negro Program Station delivering a
primary signal to each and every Negro Community in the 7 Bay Counties.

stars
DON

the

"FABULOUS

BARKSDALE

BOUNCIN

SWINGIN'

BILL

DEACON

FIVE

Ail-American and Olympic Basketball Star, the Bay
Area's most popular Negro personality.
Effervescent, lovable, Rhythm and Blues expert, who
has an uncanny ability to pick the music listeners
prefer most.
The Bay Area's Greatest Disc Jockey, returning after
an absence of 3 years to delight his audience with
the antics they like so well.

JEAN

IE

Adorable, and gorgeous Mistress of Ceremonies of
"Jeanie's Women's World."

TED

BYRD

Beloved throughout the Bay Area for his inimitable
manner of presenting spiritual and gospel programs.

THE GREATEST ARRAY OF NEGRO TALENT EVER PRESENTED IN THE WEST. PROGRAM
TAINMENT TO CONFORM WITH 1959 DYNAMIC RADIO.

guarantees
KDIA
OAKLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
EGMONT

TOP

NEGRO

RATINGS

1st- in the afternoon
Perfect Coverage
Super

Market

1st

Merchandising

SONDERLING, President and General Manager — WALTER CONWAY,

Manager

National Representatives
Bernard Howard & Co., New York • Chicago • Atlanta — B.N.B. Inc.-Time Sales, Los Angeles
SONDERLING STATIONS — WDIA, Memphis — WOPA, Chicago/Oak Park — KDIA, San Francisco/Oakland
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ENTER-

OPEN

MIKE.

Sec. 315 victory
editor:

WSYR

Delivers

Radio

Homes

Mo.

2

In an area embracing

85%
Than

More
The

'Middlemen in giveaways'
editor:

Station
18 counties, 402,670 homes, 1.5

million people with a $2.5 billion buying-power . . .
WSYR
THE

DELIVERS
NEXT

TWO

MORE

HOMES

STATIONS

THAN

COMBINED

Top programming .... Top facilities ....
Top personalities .... make the difference.

Fred Hillegos

Ed Murphy

20

We are interested in your article entitled "The busy middlemen in giveaways" in your Aug. 10 issue. We are
developing a piece on the prize giveaway
business from the public relations point
of view. May we have your permission
to quote from your article and also to
reprint the list of prize collectors which
appeared on page 34 ... ?
Charles H. Prout
Editor and Publisher
PR Reporter
Evansville, Ind.
[EDITOR'S NOTE: Permission granted, providing material is not quoted out of context and full credit is given.]
'Payola' in the record business
editor:
Congratulations. A well handled,
beautifully written article on a most
elusive problem (page 35, Aug. 31).
Hope it helps to erase the stigma of
"payola"' from the broadcast industry.
Chuck Blore
Vice President and Program
Director
KFWB Los Angeles
Must pay for records
editor :

The greatest salesmen in Central New
York sparkling in news, good music,
sports, top entertainment, public service.

Represented Nationally by
THE HENRY I. CHRISTAL CO., INC.
NEW YORK • BOSTON • CHICAGO
DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

. . . The one journal in this business of broadcasting that led the attack on Sec. 315 [the political broadcasting law] is Broadcasting. The industry can be thankful for its editor
and his wisdom and leadership . . .
Frank Stanton
President, CBS Inc.
New York

"All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage

At my station, KENY, as well as
other stations in the area, we have to
pay the distributors and manufacturers
to get music to promote for them. I
have arranged to get some free releases
— the incongruity is that the small companies are cheerful about sending us
everything, but Columbia, RCA Victor,
Capitol, Decca, Coral, MGM and Mercury, just to mention a few; the older,
established companies, want us to pay
for them.
Most of the stations in the large
cities won't
play anything
tributor in Seattle
told me new.
that. AIt dishas
to be top 40. It's the grass roots stations that expose and start the ball rolling on most of the records. . .
I would like to see sufficient nationwide support of free records for everyBROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

PLUS...

Fact
Fact

#1:

#2:

WTOP
WTOP

quarter-hour
stations
study

combined

has earned
wins

than

in the Pulse

of the Greater

Conclusion:

is a 50,000 watt

station.

more
all the other
20-county

Washington

the IMPORTANT

area.
station

remains

WASHINGTON, D. C.
Lo
&
r
p
e
f
affiliate of the CBSa
Radio
Network
UAn
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales
perated by THE WASHINGTON POST BROADCAST DIVISION
i
WTOP Radio. Washington, D. C.
WTOP-TV channel 9 , Washington, D. C.

WJXT channel 4, Jacksonville, Florida

body. It would do the industry good.
Paul Schuett
Program Director
KENY Bellingham, Wash.
Radio, copy & retailers
editor:
Back-to-back home runs! That's
exactly
how I'd
term Monday
the score of
your
two most
recent
Memos
("How often must you change radio
copy?" by Joseph Stone, J. Walter
Thompson Co., page 29, Aug. 31; "Retail dollars await the 'effective sell' " by
David P. Thomas, Kal, Ehrlich & Merrick, page 23, Aug. 24).
The Casey Stengels of this business
could certainly use more of these scores
as effective radio sales tools in both
landing accounts and sustaining the effectiveness of the account's message
and impressions.
Carl Meyers
WGLI-WTFM (FM) Babylon,
N.Y.
World wide exposure

An' I'm not talking about square
miles. Check the figures if you must,
Smidley. You'll find there are more
drug sales in the Cascade network
market than Dayton, Ohio. More gas
station sales than San Francisco.
And on and on. Then, just remember, the Cascade four-station network alone reaches the entire market and that beats the daylight out
of a four, three or even a two-station
market.

editor:
... As a result of an article in
Broadcasting Aug. 24 on Trand
Assoc. and its five minute radio show
Celebrity Talk, Armed Forces Press,
Radio & Tv Service has asked to be put
on the subscription list.
This means that in addition to the
279 stations already covered by this
show, some 180 more stations on an
international basis will be added.
Larry Penzell
519 Madison Ave.
New York
Small market radio impact
editor:
I [wish] to compliment you and your
staff for the well written, concise and
accurate Pet Milk Grand Ole Opry
story (page 46, Aug. 17). We feel that
this reporting shows the value of the
small market.
Edwin R. Peterson
Senior Vice President
Chicago Broadcasting System
Keystone

KIMA-TV

YAKIMA, WASH.

KENNEWICK, WASH.

IEWISION, IDA.
IVDHJ'I
V MOSES EPHRATA
LAKE, , WASH .
l/DAC T\l
5ichtAHD
KLEW-TV
KEPR TV fAsc°For facts and figures:
National Representatives: Pacific Northwest:
GEORGE P. HOLUNGBERY Company
MOORE & ASSOCIATES
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(OPEN MIKE)

^m^m
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.
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COMING

UNITED

THIS

AIR

FALL...

LINES

BRINGS

THE

WORLD'S

NEWEST

THE

DCS

MAINLINER

JET

YOU

AND

FINEST

COMFORT-CONTROL SEATS— lean back
and your light leans with you. Cooling, ventilation, cal button at your finger tips.

THE FAMOUS RED CARPET* ROOM on United Air Lines new DC-8 runs
the full width of the cabin — offers the relaxed comfort of a living room aloft.
You'll find it a favorite gathering spot for jet age travelers.
Newest, biggest, roomiest, quietest of all the jets.
This is United Air Lines new DC-8 Jet Mainliner.
Bigger than any other jet now flying or being built

JET,

best jet service for you— First Class or Custom
Coach. Make your reservations now coast-to-coast.
Call your travel agent or United Air Lines.

. . . roomier than any other jet with special comfort control seats . . . quieter than any other jet
thanks to special soundproofing inside and out.
United Air Lines took extra care to make this the

UNITED

UET MAINLINER, BY DOUGLAS
*
Carpet is a service mark owned and used by United Air Lines, Inc.
EXTRA
CARE
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HAS

MADE

IT

THE

BEST

OF

THE

JETS

Akron — Rubber Capital of the World.

WAKR

DOMINATES

In Akron, WAKR is first by far. First
in audience ... in advertisers ... in

AKRON

Dave Bell, District Manager for
Peoples Service Drug Stores reviews Fall ad plans with Hudson.

On the spot telecast of the finalist for the
All American Soap Box Derby.

local appeal! WAKR's lead in Akron
is so great that no other station even
comes close. And, don't let anyone tell
you that Cleveland stations influence
Akron buyers ... it just ain't so. The
latest Hooper Index for Akron, AprilMay, 1959, shows that from 7 A.M.
to 6 P.M., Monday through Friday
WAKR has 55% coverage of the Akron
market . . . more than all other Akron
stations combined. To increase your
sales in Akron, America's 44th market
with an estimated population of
496,200, call your McGavren man for
up-to-the-minute data.
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FOR

FACTS

YOU

USE

ABOUT

.

the

.

. ask

man

As a service to stations represented by
Daren F. McGavren Co., a McGavren
man visits each market and works at
the station level in all phases of station
operation, visiting retail stores . .
ing with wholesale distributors . .
ting first-hand knowledge of
industries and studying market
in detail.

. talk. Getlocal
data

AKRON

who

WAKR

DAREN

knows!

We feel that this is the only way to be
sure that your Rep knows your local
story as well as the rating picture. At
the end of his "in the field" training
the McGavren man prepares a full report on the market and your station.
The report is sent to all McGavren
offices and to all Time buyers.

Ken Keegan, V. P., Gen. Mgr. and
Roger Hudson discuss local and national sales activity.

Roger Hudson becomes local salesman for a week, and gets feel of
WAKR impact in Akron.

CAN

Staff meeting coordinating station
operation with representative.

represented nationally by

F. MCGAVREN
am/ ^neoitim

CO.,

INC,

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS

. . . ask
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the

man

who

knows!
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SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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ON

(in San Francisco)

KOBY delivers the audience in San
Francisco! So when you tell your
story on KOBY, you give your products and services maximum sales
push. KOBY listeners are a loyal
audience — and they're in a buying
mood. That's why sales soar when
you buy KOBY!
LET PETRY put you on the KOBY
bandwagon— the most effective vehicle for reaching more of the San
Francisco market.
(Incidentally, when you're in Denver, etay
at the Imperial Motei, 1728 Sherman
downtown, convenient.)

in
10,000 Watts

5000 Watts • 860 KC
BROADCASTING* Magazine was founded in 1931
by Broadcasting Publications Inc., using the title:
BROADCASTING*
— The News Magazine of the
Fifth
Estate.
Broadcast Advertising* was acquired in 1932,
Broadcast Reporter in 1933 and Telecast* in 1953
* Reg. U. S. Patent Office
Copyright 1959 by Broadcasting Publications Inc.

sales

KOBY

San Francisco

For Greenville, Mississippi — WGVM
MID-AMERICA
BROADCASTING COMPANY
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are

thes

influential

people
talking

about
YOUR
STATION?

Agency
the numberman:
one "Definitely
station in
the market by every measure."

Sponsor: "They achieve
exceptional results. Our !
sales are at an all time j

Broadcasters know what it means to be
called "top rated" — "the station with the
quality sound" — "highly dependable" — "a
great sales stimulator." So to achieve this
ultimate in fidelity, reliability, and coverage, they turn to Gates . . . and in the 5 K W
field, the Gates BC-5P-2 transmitter is by
far their number one choice.*

high."

Housewife: "They cerjtainly do sound good — I
just never change dial po-j
i sitions."

Typical of a man who would not settle for anything but
the finest is Mr. Marshall W. Rowland, president of the
Rowland Broadcasting Company. Mr. Rowland purchased
a Gates BC-5P-2, and his comments are valid testimony
to the hundreds of Gates 5 KW AM transmitters in operation across the nation:
"As owner and manager of WQIK, I have never seen such
enthusiasm as shown by my entire staff (including our
engineer). The new sound, the quality, plus the coverage
we are now getting with our new Gates equipment can
be described in only one word. TREMENDOUS. Not one
minute of air time has been lost by any of our new equipment. This, combined with the excellent tone quality we're
now getting from our new Gates 5 KW transmitter really
surpasses any of our expectations."
Let us tell you the complete story of the new Gates BC-5P-2 . . .
truly a new distinction in AM broadcasting. Write today for detailed technical information . . . yours for the asking.

HARRIS
INTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-hitertypn Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
International division:
Offices in:
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.

•■Over 50%mittersofpurchased
all new
KW trans-1,
since 5 January
1959 were manufactured by Gates.
Statistics compiled through August
31, 1959, from 5 KW sales records
maintained
Gates, which are assumed to bebyaccurate.
GATES
In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

Whether you sell autos or weenies, ask your PGW Colonel for details on the terrific sales job being done for advertisers
by the powerful *50,000 Watt Selling Voice of WRVA-RADIO . . . Virginia's largest single advertising medium.

AT

LATE NEWSBREAKS
Senate

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES

bill legalizes

illegal tv

boosters

FCC Thursday (Sept. 10) extended
"grace" period for vhf boosters now operating without licenses to Dec. 31 on
heels of Senate approval of bill to legalize existing illegal operations. Commission originally had ordered illegal operations to go dark by the end of this
month but in last week's announcement
FCC said it needs more time to study
problems posed by proposals to license
stations.
The Senate passed by voice vote late
Sept. 9 S 1886 which would authorize
FCC to license vhf boosters previously
constructed without authorization. The
bill, introduced by Sens. Frank Moss
(D-Utah) and James Murray (DMont.), also authorizes the Commission to sanction operation of boosters
without a licensed operator on duty at
all times.
Actual language of S 1886 was supplied in the form of an amendment by
the Senate Commerce Committee as a
substitute for the original text. As introduced, the Moss-Murray measure
would have required catv systems to get
permission of a station before rebroadcasting its signal and to carry the programs of a local station.
These requirements were stricken
from S 1886 and now are contained in
a committee bill, S 2653, reported to
the Senate floor last week. S 2653 also
places catv systems under direct Commission regulation and defines them as
broadcasting stations, not common carriers (Broadcasting, Sept. 7).
FCC had recommended last April enactment of the provisions of S 1886.
The bill now goes to the House, where
similar measures are pending before the
House Commerce Committee. Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.) said the
committee has no plans to report the bill
this session.
CBS

• DETAILED COVERAGE

gets

licenses

Licenses of CBS-owned WBBM-AMFM-TV Chicago were renewed Thursday (Sept. 10) by FCC without prejudice to such action as Commission may
take on ( 1 ) conclusions and recommendations of Network Study Staff, (2) related studies and inquiries now being
conducted and (3) pending antitrust
matters.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented.
Still pending are license renewals of
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

Still room on tv
Tv stations with availabilities
on their hands and upset at reports of tv having been "sold out"
for fall and winter got sympathetic statement Friday (Sept. 11)
from Television Bureau of Advertising President Norman E. Cash.
Number of spot tv availabilities
existed as of week of Sept. 6 despite reports at that time of alltime record business signed by stations for upcoming season, said
Mr. Cash who canvassed 27 key
stations. He counted these availabilities: 180 20-second spots, 291
10-second spots and 69 one-minutes. He said spot periods also are
available in "good number" in
daytime hours.
NBC-owned Chicago stations, WMAQ
and WNBQ (TV) (Closed Circuit,
Aug. 3).
House

subcommittee

may air DBA plea
FCC Chairman John Doerfer was
called to Capitol Hill last week to discuss in executive session the plight of
daytime stations with the House Commerce Communications Subcommittee.
Indications are that that body will hold
public hearings sometime next year.
Petitions by the Daytime Broadcasters Assn. for longer winter hours (6
a.m. to 6 p.m.) have been turned down
twice by FCC with the latest refusal
coming early in July (Broadcasting,
July 13). DBA took its case to a Senate
Foreign Relations Subcommittee and
was successful in getting a postponement in ratification of the Mexican
broadcasting agreement, which would
foreclose casting,
the Aug.day
31).timers' hopes (BroadComr. Doerfer appeared before the
congressmen with charts showing why
FCC thinks it cannot grant the daytimers' request because of nighttime interference. However, a subcommittee
spokesman said that so many station operators have complained to members of
Congress that the subcommittee feels a
hearing should be scheduled to explore
all possibilities.
Two bills are pending before the subcommittee, headed by Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.), which would authorize daytime stations to operate from local sun-
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rise to sunset or from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
whichever is longer. They are HR 6676,
introduced by Rep. George Shipley (D111.), and HR 6868 by Rep. Morgan
Moulder (D-Mo.).
Stripped of teasers
FCC Thursday (Sept. 10) denied request of NAB that stations be permitted
to conduct "teaser" advertising campaigns without identifying sponsor each
time. Commission said such advertising
would be inconsistent with Sec. 317 of
Communications Act which states:
"All matter broadcast by any radio
station for which service, money or any
other valuable consideration is directly
or indirectly paid, or promised to or
charged or accepted by, the station so
broadcasting, from any person, shall, at
the time the same is so broadcast, be
announced as paid for or furnished, as

the case may be, by such person."
NAB pleaded that effectiveness of
such ads are destroyed by sponsor identification and that teasers are "designed
merely to stimulate interest in future
announcements" which do identify
product or sponsor (Broadcasting,
May 25).
WDOT,
KFHA
sold
Station sales reported Thursday:
WDOT Burlington, Vt. • Sold by Val
Carter and associates to Fortune Pope
and others for $140,000. Mr. Pope
owns WHOM-AM-FM New York and
publishes // Progresso It alio Americano.
WDOT is on 1400 kc with 250 w. Sale
was handled by Blackburn & Co.
KFHA Tacoma, Wash. • Sold by
Adlai C. Ferguson Jr. and Robert E.
Hall to KFHA Inc. (Paul R. Smith,
61%, president; William A. Searle,
19.2%, and two others) for $100,000.
Mr. Smith is vice chairman of Fletcher,
Richards, Calkins & Holden Inc., New
York agency. Mr. Searle is general manager of KGLC Miami, Okla. Robert
Smith, brother of Paul Smith, will manage KFHA under new ownership. Station is 1 kw daytimer on 1480 kc. Jack
L. Stoll & Assoc. was broker.
Agency name change
Change in name of Mogul, Lewin,
Williams & Saylor Inc., New York, to
Mogul, Williams & Saylor Inc. is being
announced today (Sept. 14) by Emil
Mogul, president and chief executive
officer of agency. A.W. Lewin, who had
been board chairman, left company several months ago.
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NAEB

SHOOTS

Tv

educators

future

HIGH

discuss

requirements

Members of the National Assn. of
Educational Broadcasters, meeting in
Washington last week, discussed existing and projected state and regional
radio and tv networks in terms of their
usefulness to meet the educational requirements ofthe ever-expanding number of school-age children.
Although the educators were worried, as always, about money to advance their educational broadcasting
projects, they were full of plans about
how they will use $2.7 million worth
of Ampex video tape recorders to supplement existing and planned networks.
Several machines have been delivered
of the 50 donated by the Ford Foundation and all 44 existing educational
tv outlets are expected to have them
by the end of the year.
NAEB conferees heard from Hartford Gunn Jr., WGBH-FM-TV Boston,
how the first interstate, interconnected
(two-station, off-air) tv network is
operating between Boston and Durham,
N.H. (WENH-TV). A regional, fourstation educational fm network also
is in operation in the Northeast, with
three more stations planned.
Philip Coombs, Fund for Advancement of Education, discussed the
fund's preliminary studies on how to
make more tv signals available to a
given area so more televised courses
may be transmitted simultaneously.
Revive 'Airborne Tv' • Among possibilities being considered to overcome
the spectrum shortage in a given area,
he said, are (1) "airborne tv" — an airplane receiving as many as six uhf
signals while in flight and rebroadcasting them, because of its height, to a
radius of 150 to 200 miles; (2) narrow
band transmission.
There were several reports on existing state radio and tv networks with
plans envisioning multi-state educational tv networks.
Reporting on their respective states
were Dr. Kenneth Christiansen, tv director, U. of Florida; Raymond D.
Hurlbert, general manager, Alabama
Educational Tv Commission; Richard
B. Hull, Ohio State U. radio-tv director, and William G. Harley on Wisconsin's educational fm radio network.
Discussing plans for educational tv
regional networks were William Bowden, tv coordinator. Southern Regional
Education Board (Florida, Georgia,
30

'Went that-a-way'
Commercial television programmers in Britain have announced they will drop all westerns from their schedules on general election day, Oct. 8. "We
don't want to keep voters from
going man to
the polls," a spokessaid Thursday.
Alabama); Loren B. Stone, manager
of the U. of Washington's (KCTS (TV)
Seattle, on the West; Jack McBride,
NAEB vice president, on Midwest tv;
Lawrence Frymire, manager, Michigan
State U.'s WKAR-AM-FM East Lansing, on Midwest radio; Dr. John
Schwarzwalder, director, Twin City
Area Educational Tv Corp., U. of
Minnesota, on a planned six-state, 10station educational tv hookup.
The NAEB conference opened Wednesday (Sept. 9) with a welcome from
Arthur S. Flemming, secretary of
Health, Education & Welfare.
NAEB members discussed the problems of the increasing number of education-age children, how to raise more
funds, costs of equipment and broadcast operations, and how to improve
educational broadcasting by use of
video tape, fm off-air relays, tv microwave, satellites and translators, closed
circuit tv and community antenna systems. The sessions ran through Friday
noon (Sept. 11).
Virginia
Jansky

firm
&

buys

Bailey

Inc.

Acquisition of the Washington consulting engineering firm of Jansky &
Bailey Inc. by Atlantic Research Corp.,
Alexandria, Va., was announced Thursday. Price was undisclosed, but it is
understood the transaction was multimillion dollar deal.
Atlantic Research is fast-growing research and development company specializing inspace and astronautics programs, with emphasis on development
of solid propellants fuels for rocket
power. Company is headed by Dr.
Arch Scurlock. Dr. Arthur W. Sloan
is the second man in the organization.
Transaction was through General
Communication Co., Boston, which in
1955 bought the radio-tv and communications engineering firm. Atlantic Research also acquired 16% of General
Communication stock, with options
permitting it to acquire more than
25% in five year's time.
Key personnel of Jansky & Bailey,

including founders C. M. Jansky and
Stuart L. Bailey, will remain. They are
also acquiring stock interests in Atlantic Research. Jansky & Bailey was
founded in 1930. Personnel now numbers more than 120. Current operations
are at an annual rate of approximately
$1.5 million.
ARC's annual business currently is
in excess of $10 million. The company
employs over 650 people and in recent
months acquired the Prewitt Aircraft
Co. in Philadelphia and the A. M.
Martin Co. in Los Angeles.
RTNDA

considers

Canadian affiliate
A movement for establishment of a
Canadian newsmen's organization as an
affiliate of the Radio-Tv News Directors
Assn. will receive consideration at the
latter 's 14th International Convention in
New Orleans Oct. 14-17.
Recommendations of a three-man
steering group, set up at a meeting of
Ontario and Eastern Quebec news editors last June 3, have been submitted to
Canadian newsmen and will be explored
at a meeting during the RTNDA parley.
Key member of the group is Hugh Brenner, CFPL London, Ont.
Consensus of many Canadian newsmen is that the U.S.-dominated RTNDA
"leaves something to be desired," in
terms of serving Canadian interests. According to Mr. Brenner, Canadian news
directors desire their own organization,
as a separate autonomous RTNDA affiliate, for meeting such key issues as
freedom of information and equal news
access (Canon 35) as may arise. He
stressed it would continue to work closely with, and Canadian newsmen would
retain individual memberships in, the
U.S. organization, which claims about
50 on its rolls.
Already set for the RTNDA convention are radio and tv workshops, including telecast of a mock trial in a Louisiana civil court, along with presentation
of the annual awards (Broadcasting,
Aug. 3). Among scheduled speakers at
the parley, to be held at the St. Charles
Hotel, are FCC Chairman John C.
Doerfer on Broadcast news and Rep.
John E. Moss (D-Calif.) on Freedom
of Information. Prof. Baskett Mosse,
Northwestern U.'s Medill School of
Journalism, has reported a five-fold increase in the number entries submitted
for the N.U. - administered RTNDA
awards competition.
Among highlights of the Oct. 15 session are a scheduled report by John F.
Lewis, WBAL
Baltimore, from reBROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

suits of a survey on "The Extent of
RTNDA's freedom of information committee"; Art Barnes, U. of Iowa, on results of a survey on "The Extent of
News Suppression" at state, county and
municipal levels in Iowa; and keynote
speech by Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford.
Sarnoff
BPA

to keynote

convention

Robert Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will deliver keynote speech at
opening day luncheon of Broadcaster's
Promotion Assn. convention in Philadelphia Nov. 2-4, it was announced
Sept. 10 by Charles A. Wilson, sales
promotion and advertising manager of
WGN-AM-TV Chicago and BPA president.
Other plans for fourth annual conclave at Warwick Hotel are nearing
completion under convention program
chairmanship of James M. Kiss, WPEN
Philadelphia. Other opening day speakers: Wrede Petersmeyer, president,
Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. Stations
("Relating Promotion and Public Service"); Frank Shakespeare, general manager, WCBS-TV New York ("How to
Win Awards"); Max Buck, manager,
WRCA-TV New York, and Emil Mogul, president, Mogul, Williams & Saylor ("How to Manage the Merchandising Maelstrom"); R. C. (Jake) Embry,
vice president, WITH Baltimore ("How
to Create a Station Image"); Henry J.
Kaufman, president, Henry J. Kaufman
Assoc., and David Kimble, account executive, Grey Adv. Agency ("How to
Make Trade Ads Pay Off").
Army

declares

Armylastdeclared
on
a The
radioU.S.
station
week. "war"
At issue
are "hot" cranes.
Judge Advocate General of the
Army on Thursday filed petition with
FCC asking that license of KSAY
San Francisco not be renewed. Formal request asks that a hearing be
held to force the Grant Wrathallowned station to do something to
relieve a technical problem at Oakland Army Terminal.
It seems that KSAY's antenna array is near enough to the Army depot so that when giant cranes are in
certain positions they become "hot"
through induced electrical current.
This has been happening since the
10 kw daytimer KSAY went on the
air (on 1010 kc) early in 1958.
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Channel

changes

proposed by FCC
Allocations matters announced by
FCC Thursday:
• Proposed to assign ch. 3 to Corpus
Christi, Tex., in addition to present chs.
6 [KRIS-TV], 10 [KZTV (TV)], 22
[KVDO-TV], *16 and 43.
• Proposed to add uhf channels for
educational use in Alabama as follows
■— Andalusia, change ch. 29 to *29 (in
addition to present reserved ch. 2 there);
Birmingham, change ch. 48 to *48 (in
addition to present reserved ch. 10
there); Clanton, substitute ch. 14 for
present ch. 77; Demopolis, change ch.
18 to *18; Dothan, change ch. 19 to
*19; Florence, add reserved ch. 21 (from
Gadsden); Munford, add reserved ch.
24 (plus reserved ch. 7 there now);
Opelika, change ch. 22 to *22; Skylacauga, add reserved ch. 15 and delete
present ch. 24; Tuscaloosa, add reserved ch. 14.
• Dismissed petitions by Fisher BroadTribune
Co'.
to limit casting
theCo. and
use of
ch. 3 Publishing
in Salem, Ore.
Both petitioners are competing applicants for ch. 2 in Portland, Ore.
• Denied petition by ch. 12 KTVH
(TV) Hutchinson, Kan., to shift ch. 12
to Wichita, Kan.
Sen.

McCarthy

program

hits

cancellation

Sen. Eugene J. McCarthy (D-Minn.)
took floor of Senate Thursday (Sept.
10) to protest plans of WMAL-TV

'war'

on

KSAY

The situation became so dangerous, said the Army, that it ordered
the cranes not to be used in daylight
hours while KSAY was operating.
The Army called attention to the potential dangers to loading personnel,
as well as to the handling of explosives.
Correspondence between FCC and
the Army indicated that the Commission feels it can do nothing about
the matter, since KSAY is operating
according to proper FCC authority.
At one point the FCC suggested that
private litigation might be the answer.
Mr. Wrathall, formerly a radio consulting engineer who has been in
broadcast ownership for the last decade, received the grant for KSAY
in 1957.

FCC
log week
Composite week for stations
whose licenses expire in 1960 and
who must file program log analyses
in connection with renewal and
other applications announced
Thursday by FCC. All dates are
1959 except Sunday, which is
1958. Dates are: Monday, Feb. 2;
Tuesday, March 10; Wednesday,
April 29; Thursday, May 21; Friday, July 17; Saturday, Sept. 5;
Sunday, Dec. 14, 1958.
Washington to drop Sunday afternoon
Celebrity Parade in favor of "a day-old
football game." WMAL-TV will cancel
five-year-old program, featuring Joseph
McCaffery interviewing prominent
guests, Sept. 27 in favor of videotaped
play-by-play
of Saturday afternoon
football.
"Steps should and must be taken
to assure that our broadcast media
exercise in full that responsibility to
serve the public interest, a responsibility they incur when they are licensed
to broadcast," Sen. McCarthy said. He
maintained he was not advocating program censorship, but that when a station license renewal comes up, the FCC
should raise the question "of whether
a station actually is operating in the
Previously,
public
interest."Sen. Mike Mansfield (DMont.) had praised Mr. McCaffery
and Celebrity Parade in decrying fact
show was being dropped. Sen. Mansfield noted show is one of most popular
among lawmakers and that over 40
members of present Senate had been
interviewed by Mr. McCaffery. Program is sponsored by Retail Clerks International Assn.

Option
'straddle'
endorsed
by SRA
Stick with your "straddle" proposals,
Station Representatives Assn. told FCC
Thursday in filing reply comments in
Commission's proposed ruling which
would cut back option time to 2V2
hours and would count any network
program which begins in option time
and extends beyond (or vice versa) as
all option time.
FCC's proposals
areReply
due comments
tomorrow.to Comments
were
filed July 30.
SRA said its response was based on
comments filed by networks and affiliates regarding straddle time proposals.
3T
Gist of SRA point is that station has
no alternative in selling uncalled op-

tion time because it can be recaptured
by network on 56 days notice. Therefore in essence, organization pointed
out, where this time is at tail-end of
option time — or just before beginning
of option time — this means stations
are barred in actual practice from
selling this time to local or non-network
sponsor or for non-network program.
Pet

foods

urged

makers

to use

radio

The inherent waste in pet food advertising today can be eliminated by
greater use of radio in order to reach
the actual prospects — pet owners —
with brand advertising, said Robert
Alter, manager of sales administration,
Radio Advertising Bureau Inc., in
his address Thursday (Sept. 10) before
the Pet Food Institute meeting in the
Drake Hotel, Chicago.
the pet
industry's
sales
willAlthough
total some
$350foodmillion
in 1959,
Mr. Alter stated, surveys show only
41% of U.S. homes own dogs and
only 29% own cats, making it difficult
to target brand messages. A pet foods
radio campaign can be pre-checked to
reveal with accuracy the percentage of
actual buyers of pet foods that radio
can reach within given time periods, he
said.
Pet food advertising, the RAB executive declared, must be carried by a medium that is functional in three ways:
(1) by market area; the growth of the
pet population is directly proportionate
to the growth in suburban areas where
home ownership is highest. (2) By purchaser, pointing out that 80% of pet
food purchases are made by women and
that radio reaches them during the crucial hours before they buy. (3) By creative approach, which Mr. Alter demonstrated with a series of taped examples
of outstanding pet food radio commercials.

WEEK'S

Wine 'idea* drive
Backed by largest fall and holiday advertising and promotion
budget in its history, Manischewitz Wine Co., through Lawrence
C. Gumbinner Adv., New York,
has mapped out intensive campaign to start in October in television, radio and print. Ad theme
centering on promotion of new
wine drink ideas — "in a wine
glass . . . on-the-rocks ... in a
highball"- — -is expected to win
new wine users. Saturation spot
tv drive will be launched in some
60 markets. Saturation radio spots
will enter 25-30 markets. All
spots tie into copy theme to be
carried in series of four full-page
color ads in Life magazine. Campaign details were revealed Sept.
10 at news preview of color film
to be shown to distributor and
trade groups throughout U.S.

• Business

Candy campaign • Peter Paul Inc.
(Peter Paul Mounds), Naugatuck,
Conn., is reported to be launching spot
tv campaign in undetermined number
of northern and southern markets end
of September using minute participations in children's programs. Agency:
Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, N.Y.
On the bandstand • New advertisers
signing sponsorship of Dick Clark's
American Bandstand on ABC-TV
(Mon.-Fri., 4-5:30 p.m. EDT) include
following: Best Foods Div. of Corn
Products Inc. for Nucoa margarine
starting Oct. 12 through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample; starting same day,
Speidel Co. via Norman, Craig &
Kummel for watchbands, men's jewelry

Tennis, anyone? • Union Oil Co.,
L.A., through Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff
& Ryan will sponsor broadcast of 33rd
annual Pacific Southwest Tennis Tournament on 22-station regional tv hookup, 3-4:30 p.m. Sept. 20 and 4-6:30
p.m. Sept. 27.
Aluminum spots • Young & Rubicam,
San Francisco, has engaged Freberg
Ltd., L.A., to create two one-minute
and two 30-second tv commercials for
Kaiser Aluminum Foil for use on
Maverick starting with its Oct. 18
broadcast on ABC-TV, Sun. 7:30-8:30
p.m. Additional campaign to start Feb.
1, 1960, calls for three one-minute tv
spots plus six one-minute radio spots
to be used in key metropolitan areas.
Noxzema in twelve • Noxzema Chemical Co. (skin cream and lotion), Baltimore, breaks with spot tv campaign in
12 major markets using 5-10 spots per
week starting Sept. 21. Drive will run
10-13 weeks. Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., is agency.
Coty campaign • Coty Inc., N.Y., for
its lipstick is starting spot tv drive that
will cover 20 major selected markets
cross-country with about 15 spots per
week and will run from four to five
weeks starting Oct. 1. Agency: BBDO,
N.Y.
Socony buying spot tv • Socony Mobil Oil Co., N.Y., has set spot tv campaign in about 50 markets starting Oct.
1, using prime time station break announcements. Agency: Compton Adv.,
N.Y.

HEADLINERS

Amos T. Baron, general sales manager of
KCOP(TV) Los Angeles, appointed director of sales for television of Broadcast
Div. of Nafi Corp. He will continue in
his KCOP post in addition to his new duties. Mr. Baron was previously general
manager of KABC Los Angeles. Al
Browdy, chief engineer of KCOP, named
Mr. Baron
director of engineering and industrial relations for both radio and tv of Nan's
Broadcast Div. Dan Miller, account executive with KCOP
promoted to local sales manager succeeding Iohn S. Hansen, appointed general manager KPTV(TV) Portland,
Ore. (Week's Headliners, Sept. 7). Nafi Corp. is licensee
32

briefly

and bracelets; Philco Corp., through
BBDO, starting Nov. 18 for radios and
phonographs; Seven-Up Co. starting
Nov. 20 through J. Walter Thompson
Co. and Plough Inc. starting May 19,
1960, through Lake-Spiro-Shurman
Inc., Memphis, Tenn., for Coppertone
sun tan products, Mexsana Powder
and Solarcaine.

of KPTV and awaiting FCC approval of transfer of KCOP
and radio station KOBY San Francisco.
Richard E. Krafve, group vp — commercial, of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass.,
elected executive vp. Under company's
organization plan, Mr. Krafve joins President Charles F. Adams and Senior VP
Percy L. Spencer to make up three-man
Office of the President. He joined Raytheon in March of this year, was previously vp of Ford Motor Co., Dearborn,
Mr. Krafve
Mich. Prior to that he had served in various executive posts with Ford, helping to decentralize company's manufacturing and directing defense operations.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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per dollar
sales-power
more
Most motormakers feel Television
only to stations but also to all Adwas born for their special benefit.
vertising and to the businesses dependent on it for volume and profit.
And with good reason ... for nothFrom the first, our list has been
ing else matches Television's dramade up of stations and markets
matic power to present beauty in
motion.
we felt in position to serve most
effectively. Today these stations
Along with heavy network investments, Detroit makes effective
are located in 25 of America's
greatest markets. Together they
use of Spot Television to focus sellcover 56 percent of its population,
ing power on especially responsive
virtually 60 percent of its effective
markets. Their decisions in placbuying power.
ing spot demand up-to-the-minute
In its area, each of these stations
data on markets and stations —
stands as a powerhouse of selling
data instantly available through
force. To help advertisers and their
Blair-TV's Detroit office.
agencies
make most profitable use
Blair-TV
operates
on
this
basic
GABRIEL DYPE has charge of Blair-TV's
Detroit office — one of ten offices providing
of
that
force,
is the constant objecprinciple:
that
alert,
informed
repfast, outefficient
tive of our entire organization.
the Unitedservice
States.to Advertising throughresentation isa service vital not
RESULT:

A NATIONWIDE

ORGANIZATION

UL.mil

I

1

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

BLAIR-TV
WABC-TV-New York
W-TEN —
Albany-Schenectady-Troy
WFBG-TV — Altoona
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati
WEWS- Cleveland
WBNS-TV- Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth
WXYZ-TV- Detroit
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KFRE-TV- Fresno
WNHC-TVHartford-New Haven
KTTV-Los Angeles
WMCT- Memphis
WDSU-TV-New Orleans

Omaha-Council Bluffs
WOW-TVWFIL-TV — Philadelphia
WIIC- Pittsburgh
KGW-TV- Portland
WPRO-TV- Providence

KGO-TV-San Francisco
Seattle-Tacoma
KING-TV
—
KTVI-St. Louis
Tampa-St. Petersburg
WFLA-TV33

LAN
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COVER

W

I T H SELLS

YOUR

PRODUCT

ON

You

get the selling power of
mate station . . . plus the selling
merchandising station. Write,
sales-proven merchandising plans:
• FEATURE FOODS
•

• COMMUNITY
THE

Tom Tinsley, President

CLUB

AIR

AND

IN THE

STORES!

Baltimore's liveliest, most intipower of the nation's greatest
phone or wire for details on these
SPOTLIGHT

AWARDS

COMPLETE

THE

SELL

• CHAIN

DRUGS
STORE

. . . ONLY

PLANS

ON

Radio Baltimore
R. C. Embry, Vice President
National Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washington; Clarke Brown
Co. in Dallas, Houston, Denver, Atlanta, New Orleans; Daren F. McGavren Co. in Chicago, St. Louis, Detroit and on West Coast
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SWING
Growing

TO

bullishness

An intense, continuing study of daytime network television has been under
way at BBDO for several months. It
has already resulted in an expansion
of daytime investments by some of the
agency's clients.
The growing interest of BBDO in
daytime network tv is considered significant. The agency was fourth among
all agencies in broadcast billings last
year. It placed $73 million in television,
two-thirds of it in network.
A two-fold reasoning is behind the
BBDO-inspired-and-conducted analyses
of network daytime tv: (1) the agency's
management thinks there may be opportunity for its clients in the medium
because of the flexibility of buying
daytime schedules and (2) clients can

DAYTIME
at BBDO

is leading

TV

BUYING?

clients

be brought into tv for the first time
through this avenue, or if already in
nighttime, they can be encouraged to
supplement or augment with daytime
sponsorships.
Already, BBDO's efforts are bearing
fruit. Philco Corp. has bought into
the afternoon American Bandstand
(Dick Clark Show) on ABC-TV. At
an estimated $85,000 cost, Philco will
promote record players and transistor
radios to the teen-age audience. This
purchase,
BBDO Division,
for Philco'sis
Radio andthrough
Phonograph
short-term
and seasonable (six quarter
hours).
The Philco buy runs from midNovember through Christmas, a first
result of BBDO's newly-instituted

to day

schedules

method of compiling details on daytime tv and circulating the information
to its key executives.
Reasons for Study • Why get up a
head of steam on this subject? "The
[advertising] business has become so
big, so complex and involved, that it
is necessary to keep account men appraised on developments," explains William J. Hoffmann, who supervises the
daytime network tv operation at BBDO.
He alsowork radio.
is the agency's director of netIt is Mr. Hoffmann's job to keep
abreast of the medium and turn out
reports to agency account or media
people, as well as, when requested, to
provide a fill-in for client and agency
executives, acting as a liaison between

How BBDO rates networks • Here's a brief, generalized
evaluation of each television network's daytime status as
presented in BBDO reports and in subsequent interviews at
the agency:
• ABC-TV: Does not "at least now" compare in ratings
or share of audience with the other two networks but it's
coming up fast. Cited: re-runs of nighttime shows like
Restless Gun, Gale Storm Show, Bob Cummings Show. The
network offers franchises, low prices, but these "will go
up soon." In audience participation programs, ABC-TV delivers "between 1 and 2 million homes, depending on the
program." Its American Bandstand featuring Dick Clark
(see picture) delivers a teen-age audience almost equal that
of the average nighttime program "but at a fraction of the
cost."
• CBS-TV: Is nearly sold out in daytime for fall. But On
the Go and several other shows are available for periods
shorter than the usual 13-week minimum. Network is strong
in daytime dramatic serials in the afternoon, "delivering
approximately 3-4 million homes per broadcast, depending
on the show." BBDO calls attention to the Woman daytime
specials, the next of which, "Is the American Woman Losing
Her Femininity?", is set for Sept. 17, 2-3 p.m., with Esther
Williams (see picture) as hostess.
• NBC-TV: Is strong in morning "game" shows, some
of which reach as many as 3.8 million homes. Morning bloc
is built around programs like The Price Is Right featuring
Bill Cullen (see picture). NBC-TV has some problems in the
afternoon, but that schedule should be strengthened by
such new offerings as Split Personality and House on High
Street.
All three networks offer attractive daytime rates and
flexibility, in the view of BBDO. These can be used to advantage for advertisers with several different kinds of problems— to supplement nighttime exposure, to reach the
specialized daytime audience, to break into tv when nighttime costs are beyond the advertiser's means.
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ABC-TV's Dick Clark

NBC-TV's Bill Cullen

CBS-TV's Esther Williams
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account executive and media buyers.
When should the advertiser consider
daytime network tv? BBDO is aware
that there can be any number of reasons but the agency, nevertheless, finds
a pattern.
BBDO's reports emphasize that daytime network tv is ripe for the picking
for an advertiser who seeks any of the
following: young housewives, large
families, an extension of a nighttime
tv effort, network frequency in television that's perhaps prohibitive in the
nighttime, as additional tv advertising
in between occasional evening specials
or as messages for women as against
the mixed audience.
As Mr. Hoffman explains, daytime
tv is a selective medium appealing to
the adult female in the home. It should
hold an attraction for the advertiser
who seeks those women who are influential in either buying or in using the
product. This objective contrasts with
the nighttime buy seeking both men
and women, a massive audience or a
buy in the terms of prestige, with consumer and with dealer.
What Daytime Has • BBDO is painting this broad picture of the medium:
for the advertiser primarily interested
in reaching women audiences, daytime
network tv offers "an excellent variety
of efficient, relatively low cost opportunities." The average daytime tv show
audience has approximately 65% "adult
females" while large and young families account for the heaviest viewing.
(Nielsen, says BBDO, indicates 25%
of the average daytime audience falls
within the 16-34 year-old age bracket,
of which 87.2% watch an average of
more than 12 hours weekly).
The programming appeal, continues
the agency, is to women, citing the
preponderance of programs in the audience participation, game, dramatic
serial and personality categories along
with a new trend to re-runs of former
network nighttime hits.
BBDO is telling its clients that even
the nighttime tv advertiser can use network tv in the daytime hours with
success. For example, it's a vehicle to
supplement and carry over the popularity of a nighttime special. Daytime advertising can remind the audience of
both the product and the program
special and it can take advantage of
frequency.
An advertiser usually schedules a
nighttime special at a peak advertising
period, often as a focal point of a tiedin advertising, merchandising or promotional push. If the advertiser spreads
his specials, promotional tv peaks are
created over the period of a year. Daytime can move in to fill up the gaps by
reminding viewers of the product and
of the advertiser's shows.
Case History • BBDO client E. I. du
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Pont de Nemours & Co. illustrates the
theory in practice. The company sponsors Show of the Month on CBS-TV in
prime evening time and in daytime sustains its advertising impact on the
strength of seasonal demands for products marketed by its various divisions.
(For division
example, during
its men's
and women's
wear
the Easter
season
will participate in American Bandstand
on ABC-TV and Today on NBC-TV.)
A nighttime advertiser sponsoring a
program on an alternate 26-week basis
over 52 weeks might similarly contract
on the same network in the daytime
hours thus earning a full 52-week discount of about 10% on both schedules.
Consequently, this discounting brings
down the cost for both the nighttime
and daytime sponsorship.
BBDO's clients already engaged in
this procedure include U.S. Steel and
Lever Bros. Armstrong Cork Co.,
which has the 26-week Circle Theatre
on CBS-TV nights, reportedly may follow suit. Another BBDO client in daytime network tv is General Mills and
Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co. is expected to follow.
Series of Reports • Over a few
months, starting in June, Mr. Hoffmann's office has issued several "white
papers" which
are further
usable asevaluation.
a springboard toward
Among the subjects covered: Participations, personality shows, promotion and

Daytime tv specialist • William L.
Hoffmann has been assigned by BBDO
to the specialized study of daytime network television. He has been on the
assignment since June, has already
issued a number of special reports
which are being used by the agency and
its clients.

merchandising of specials, daytime specials, short-term opportunities and the
stand). audience (via American Bandteen-age
These periodic bulletins supplement
a first report, issued within the agency
as a memo last June 15, on the status
of the medium.
The tv medium has matured, Mr.
Hoffmann observes. "It has adopted
flexibility," that is "loosened up" for
those advertisers who want to buy tv
on a short-term basis or at low cost.
Essentially, BBDO explains, daytime
tv rates of CBS-TV and NBC-TV are
50% of the nighttime hourly rate. Each
daytime quarter hour is at 40% of the
hourly daytime rate, with each added
quarter hour sponsored thereafter coming to about 20% of the daytime hourly rate. On ABC-TV (where "Operation Daybreak" still is in effect), the
rate is about $7,200 for time and talent
per quarter hour compared with the
one-time gross $27,000 per quarterhour rate on CBS-TV and NBC-TV
(though if bought along with a nighttime schedule, the quarter hour on
these two networks reduces to about
$15-16,000 in time and talent).
Individual Care • Mr. Hoffmann
stresses, however, that daytime sponsorship is not, and should not, be a "blind
entry." Shows are evaluated for the
client with the product to be advertised
in mind. The audience that the show
will attract also is studied. Usually, the
agency seeks compatibility of product
with show and it may be that personal
selling becomes a factor.
In the final analysis, it's the client's
objective that counts. Does he want to
"reach heads" in the daytime hours
and thus go for the highest-rated show,
or does he want something else that
is not so strong on ratings but aimed
for a particular audience.
Exploring prices still further, BBDO
in a summary of only a few weeks ago
again found a welcome sign for the
short-term advertiser. It's "sometimes
possible," BBDO notes, to buy quarter hour schedules on all three tv networks for less than 13 weeks.
As examples: ABC-TV offer of a
single quarter hour (3 minutes commercial time) at $9,743, a price that
plummets to $7,219 for each quarter
hour when seven or more quarter-hour
periods are purchased.
CBS-TV has Jack Linkletter's On
The Go program currently available
without talent cost for 26 weeks at a
cost per commercial minute of less
than $4,400. Mentioned similarly are
NBC-TV's offerings on a less than 13week rate. (Also see how BBDO summarizes the general status of daytime
tv at each of the three networks in
report on preceding page.)
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to attain sponsor identity for a participating advertiser.
first commercial, spotlighting
The
S
liSt
Teen VOCa
Jeannie Thomas, was presented on Big
Sell National ShoeS
Beat on Sept. 2, and others were scheduled for last week. The commercials are
Ever hear of Jeannie Thomas, Dick taped at WNEW-TV and, whenever
Roman, Laurie Loman or Tommy possible, Armando Noel, producer of
Mara? If not, your teen-age daughter Big Beat attempts to arrange for an inand son will reassure you they're "real pers0n appearance
the vocalist on the
cool" and "the ancients" at the Na- tv show at the same oftime
his or her comtional Shoe Co., New York, and its mercial is scheduled,
agency, Mogul, Lewin, Williams &
On other occasions, the lead-in to the
Saylor, New York, agree wholehearted- commercial is a weH-known record of
ly with them.
the personality's. Mr. Noel works closeJeannie, Laurie, Dick and Tommy iy witn Sanford Semel, tv director at
are what officials at MLW&S call "rock MLW&S, in selecting appropriate talent
'n' rocalists" — singers whom the young- to deliver the commercials and they ater set idolizes. During a recent strategy tempt to choose vocalists who are near
session concerning the National Shoes the top rung of the "rock 'n' roll" ladder
account, Milton Guttenplan, MLW&S during any given period,
senior vice president and account super- Mr. Guttenplan is already pleased
visor and Myron Mahler, senior vice with preliminary results. He acknowlpresident and creative director of air edges that the young singers are not
media, exchanged ideas on the teen- "polished announcers or salesmen" but
age market for shoes and on the most they do generate "believability and sineffective way of reaching this big (and cerity" that teen-agers recognize. One
important) audience.
immediate aftermath is that National
The result: Sponsorship by National Shoes, starting in October, will slot
Shoes of two to three one-minute an- "Rock 'n' Roll" radio commercials in
nouncements per week on WNEW-TV 37 markets in the northeast and hopes
New York's Alan Freed' s Big Beat to persuade local stations to integrate
daily program with (and this is the announcements with the personality's
twist) commercials to be delivered by records.
"rock 'n' rocalists," who are known to
The agency also plans to arrange
teen-agers, and who might be available for in-person appearances by "rock 'n'
for personal appearances at National rocalists" at National Shoes outlets in
Shoes outlets. This strategy is designed the various areas.
SINGING

SALESMEN

TV

CAN

Higher

SELL
electric

pet foods

sold

IT
rates,
via tv

Whether it's cat food or higher
electric rates, television can sell it.
Leading executives in both these fields
got the message last week from Norman E. Cash, president of TvB.
Addressing the Public Utilities Advertising Assn. of Milwaukee on September 9, he cited the American Gas
Assn.'s successes in tv and also advised utilities companies to get behind
color for their own financial good. Before the Pet Food Institute in Chicago
the next day he hailed television as the
easiest way for an individual producer
to get
ahead in this violently competitive field.
Tv Power Bill • Mr. Cash said the
four-state area represented at the Milwaukee utilities meeting — Wisconsin,
Minnesota, South Dakota and Iowa —
currently pays $25 million a year to
utilities companies for power to drive
its television sets. If these were color
sets, he added, the bill would be $14.5
million higher.
Advising public utilities firms to go
more heavily into direct promotion and
sale of appliances, including color sets,
he quoted Ernest Laws, advertising
manager of the Philadelphia Electric
Co., a heavy promoter of appliance
and home entertainment instruments,
as praising
the impact
of color in PEC's
home
economics
and cooking
programs.
Mr. Lewis also was quoted as predicting that "Through the united effort of
the tv stations, electric utilities, manufacturers, distributors and dealers,
color tv can and will become the universal system of [tv] broadcasting and
The TvB head singled out AGA's
success in reversing slumping sales patreception."
terns by promoting gas appliances on
television, and added: "With the local
use of television by many companies
. . . Tv is fast emerging as the basic
selling medium to accomplish the sale
of more appliances, to encourage consumption of power in periods when industrial plants are not operating at full
capacity and to make the public aware
of the necessity of raising rates to keep

Rock V roll planning session • Discussing commercial scripts for National
Shoes teen-age tv campaign prior to taping session are (1. to r.) Dick Roman, a
teen-age favorite; Milton Guttenplan, senior vice president and account supervisor
at Mogul, Lewin, Williams & Saylor, New York; Myron A. Mahler, senior vice
president
vocalist. and creative director of air media and Laurie Loman, rock 'n' roll
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pace with rising costs."
Tv Biggest • At the Pet Food Institute, Mr. Cash complimented this industry for its acumen in putting more
than 50% of its advertising budget into
television. He estimated the total budget would come to $26-$27 million this
year, with $15 million in tv.
Ralston-Purina, whose Dog Chow
rose from obscurity to No. 1 in the dryfeed end of the business in two years,
was cited as an outstanding success
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

Beechnut Baby Foods • Camel Cigarettes*;
♦.^feef.Boy Ar Dee • G. M. A. C. •_Gulf
Oil Products • Coca-Cola • FAB • Chevrolet Kinney Shoes • Upton Tea •
Robert Hall • A & W Root Beer • Hum
•v Parliament Cigarettes ♦ Mass. Co-op
Banks Hew England Tel. and Tel. •
Pepsi Cola • Pittsburgh Paint • Wonder
Bread • Sifverdust •--.Staffer Tissue •
Soilax • Texaco • Ehlers Coffee • Dutch
Boy Paint • Westinghouse • Atlantic
Refining Co. • Illinois Meat • Profile
• Bread • Gold Bond Mattresses • Valspar
- • Winston Cigarettes • Pabst Beer ♦
Butchers Wax • Clapp's Baby Foods • :
My-T-F'me Desserts • Newport Cigarettes
• Hotpoint Appliances • Red L Frozen
Foods • S & H Green Stamps • Old Gold
Cigarettes • Campbell Soups • Carfing
Brewing Co. • Coldene • First National
Stores • Chrysler Cars • Continental
Wax • Hires Root Beer • Eveready Batteries • Motts Foods • Seabrook- Farms
Foods • White Owl Cigars • Bon Ami
• Vermont Maid Foods • Brioschi •
Cadillac Cars • H. B. Cough Drops •
Syivania ♦ Schlitz Beer • Kent Cigarettes •Edsel Cars • H. P. Hood & Sons
• Uncoln-Mercury • Borden's Starlac •
Crispy Pizza • Norge Appliances • L &
M Cigarettes • Pharmaco • Rheingold
Beer • Pail Mall • Chicken of the Sea
Tuna • Philip Morris • DeSoto • Rival
Dog Food • Gulden's Mustard • Blue
Cross - Blue Shield • Tip Top Bread •!
Dorann Farms Foods •
for these and other
smart advertisers last
year on

WSpR
1000 Watts
J. 1270

KC

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

NATIONAL

No. 1 Billing
• REGIONAL • LOCAL

Call Hotlingbery or
Kettell-Carter for
rates and availabilities
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story for both market planning and
television selling. In 1958, he noted,
85% of its budget was in television and
this year, with a total budget close to
$3 million, tv again is getting the bulk.
Mr. Cash also had a word of advice
for the producers of pet food commercials: "Get more emotional involvement
into them," he said; otherwise the full
impact of television will be missed.

(1) the number of brands using spot and
network radio increased 17.2% during
the second quarter, compared to the
first quarter of 1959; (2) the number of
companies using radio increased 12.9%
during the same period.

Lipton names SSC&B
Thomas J. Lipton Inc., Hoboken,
N.J., announced the appointment of
Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles,
Radio selling tops
New York, to handle its Lipton tea
and Lipton instant tea products bewith top advertisers
ginning Oct. 19.
Young & Rubicam, New York,
With few exceptions, leading U.S. • which had serviced the Lipton account
advertisers are including radio in their
advertising expenditures this year, ac- for 22 years will continue to handle
cording to a tabulated report issued last Lipton soup mixes. As the account shift
was announced last week, Lipton beweek by Radio Advertising Bureau.
gan placing a new spot tv campaign
RAB points out that 90.6%, or more
than 9 out of 10 of the top 100 adver- through Y&R starting in mid-October,
tisers in 1958 put money in either spot just before the agency changeover becomes effective.
and/ or network radio advertising durSSC&B made room for Lipton in
ing the first six months of 1959. (Four
of the top 100 advertisers are liquor August (At Deadline, Aug. 10) by
companies and therefore banned from
resigning the Salada - Shirriff - Horsey
broadcast media.)
Ltd., Toronto, account estimated at
close to $2 million. The agency said a
Compared to the first nine-months
of 1958 (the only previous data avail- "growing conflict" among Salada tea
able), when 85% of the top 100 used products and those to be marketed by
radio, this current midyear total reflects other SSC&B clients was the basic
a 5.6% net increase.
cause of the resignation. The Lipton
Other radio upsurges noted by RAB:
account is estimated to be $3-4 million.

FOOD

FIRMS

BUY

TV

HEAVILY

TvB reports $148 million for half of '59
crease of 36.9%, and $58,288,152 in
Foods advertisers pull the most
weight in national television. Statistics network, or 9.6% more.
based on the first six months of the
General
Foods
High10 •among
TvB's foods
rundown reviews
the top
year and detailing the extent of foods'
advertisers in network television. Leadgross tv expenditures are released today
ing the group is General Foods with
Adof
Bureau
Television
by
14)
(Sept.
more than $10.2 million. General Mills
vertising. The bureau has access to compilations by Rorabaugh for spot tv is second with over $6 million; Standard Brands is third with over $3.7 miland by Leading National Advertiserslion. A fourth place advertiser is NaBroadcast Advertiser Reports for network.
tional Biscuit with a little over $3.2
Combining spot and network, the tv million; cereal-maker Kellogg Co. is
fifth with a little more than $3 million.
spending rate by national (and regional)
Sixth through tenth place is filled by
foods advertisers now comes to nearly
$300 million a year. Tv thus surpasses
advertisers spending amounts ranging
all other media combined in expenditures from the foods classification, says from $2.7 million down to $2.2 million for foods. They include: Lever
Norman E. Cash, president of TvB. The
Bros., Pillsbury Mills, National Dairy
bureau based its prediction on expenditures of national foods advertisers in Products, Campbell Soup and Procter
newspapers, magazines, radio and out- & Gamble.
door.
Mr. Cash points up a few basic
reasons
for foods success on television
For the first half of this year, tv
saying, "For new products, tv acquaints
gross time billings from foods advertisers hit an excess of $148 million
the public rapidly. For established
compared with $119 million in the first products, television keeps the product in
regional
half of last year, or an increase of the forefront. And for local or
possible
it
makes
companies, television
24.4%. During that period, the adverinan
tisers spent $89,806,000 in spot,
to achieve a national market."
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Tribal chieftain to world conqueror— by the power of positive salesmanship. Timujin — The Genghis Khanerable mongol tribes under a single horse-tail banner, then led them in a victorious sweep to the gates
ienna. His salesmanship was a dominant force in the medieval world for more than a generation. Warrior,
t above all The Genghis Khan was a Salesman. Domination by the power of positive salesmanship is
key-word of Balaban policy in every market. WIL is a dominant force in St. Louis— a powerful voice to sell
:
your products and services with maximum
Buy
Buy
Buy
you

impact and positive efficiency. Above all — WIL is a Salesman.

RADIO when you buy media g,.*"^ THE BALABAN STATIONS
BALABAN when you buy radio
kbox
in tempo with the times
WIL when you buy St. Louis and
-^Kir John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
BUY the people who BUY Milwaukee Sold Nationally by Robert E. Eastman

!

THE VOICE

OF LONG

ISLAND'

• Business
Time sales

briefly

Magazine radio push • Curtis Publishing Co. (Ladies Home Journal),
Phila., is spreading a two-day advertising push (Sept. 29-30) on ABC Radio
and CBS Radio in promotional campaign for its October issue. Buys include
Don McNeill of ABC Radio, Arthur
Godfrey, Art Linkletter, and serials Ma
Perkins, Dr. Malone and Helen Trent
on CBS Radio. BBDO, N.Y., is Curtis'
agency.

the only station that delivers
New York State's

LARGEST
MARKET!
(Nassau-Suffolk)

WHLI dominates greater Long Island ... and
its huge, quality adult-buying audience!
Reaching 5,668,100 people ... at an
amazingly low cost-per-thousand!
(Total primary coverage)
Delivering total coverage of the "Big Income
Big Spending" adult-buying audience
(Nassau-Suffolk)
BUYING INCOME
$4,392,349,000
RETAIL SALES
$2,620,895,000
whli has the Largest Daytime Audience in
the Major Long Island Market . . . Bigger
than any network or independent station!
Pulse
"—

More spots, more stores • Robert Hall
Clothes Inc., N.Y., is to follow up its
"Back-To-School" radio-tv spot schedule on 278 stations with further use
of air media in new drive to run through
Christmas. Including addition of 30
more stations, Robert Hall fashion news
and promotions will be heard in more
than 10,000 radio announcements and
1,500 tv spots each week in 150 cities.
Total broadcast budget runs 15% over
fall of 1958. Special local radio-tv activities will spotlight openings this month
of new stores in 1 1 cities. Agency: Arkwright Adv. Co., N.Y.
Hotels on radio • Handlery Hotels is
placing spots on 25 radio stations in
California, Oregon, Washington and
Honolulu for 26 weeks as part of its
fall-winter advertising. Agency: Beaumont & Hohman Inc., San Francisco.
Fruit for Christmas • Mission Pak,
L.A., will launch a $350,000 tv-radio
pre-Christmas campaign Nov. 15 in
California, with 90% of the budget
being allocated to the Los Angeles and
San Francisco markets. Stanley Pflaum
Assoc., Beverly Hills, Calif, is the
agency.
Tidy tape buy • Tidy House Products
Co. Shenandoah, Iowa, will sponsor
Polka Parade on what is reportedly the
largest regional station group to date in
video tape syndication: 34 midwestern
markets. Program originates at KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, where it is sponsored
locally by Clougherty Packing Co., L.A.,
(Farmer lohn meats). Since this sponsor uses integrated commercials during

Date
> 10,000

WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
IONC ISLAND. N. Y.

WATTS
AM IIOO
f M 98 3

Wed., Sept. 2
Thur., Sept. 3
Fri., Sept. 4
Sat., Sept. 5
Sun., Sept. 6
Mon., Sept. 7
Tue., Sept. 8

Culver's $8 million
Alberto Culver, has added new
lustre to its hair care advertising
by grooming itself with additional
network tv properties.
The Chicago-based company
(VO-5, Rinseaway, Command for
men) last week purchased particiin NBC-TV's
pating
sponsorship
Lawless
Years
and Cummings
ABC-TV's
Black Saddle,
Bob
Show and American Bandstand,
while also increasing its spot tv
schedules in major markets. The
buys boosted A-C's broadcast advertising to"well over $8 million"
(over $5 million network, $3 million in spot). Alberto Culver now
has part of 14 network tv programs, 10 of them daytime shows.
In 1955 the account, handled
by Geoffrey Wade Adv., Chicago,
spent a mere $100,000 for advertising, all in print. A year later it
switched almost exclusively to tv
utilizing what President Leonard
Lavin describes as the "rifleshot"
technique and "ricocheting" results.
Standard's $10 million
D'Arcy Adv. Co., Chicago, will
shortly submit a $10 million advertising budget, about half in
broadcast media, to Standard Oil
Co. of Indiana for calendar 1960.
An estimated $5 million will be
for sports telecasts, radio and tv
weather and news programs in a
15-state regional marketing area
represents
about same sum as for
1959.
Standard has purchased half of
NCAA regional football telecasts
on six NBC-TV stations in Michigan this fall.
the local telecast, KTLA is producing
an additional half-hour version for Tidy
House for its household cleansers. Guild
Bascom & Bonfigli, S.F., is the agency.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed below are the highest-ranking
television network shows forRating
each
day of the week Sept. 2-8 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Program and Time
Network
17.1
Bat Masterson (9:30 p.m.)
22.1
17.6
Groucho Marx (10 p.m.)
NBC-TV
17.5
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
NBC-TV
19.9
Gunsmoke (10 p.m.)
ABC-TV
19.9
Colt 45 (9 p.m.)
CBS-TV
Peter Gunn (9 p.m.)
ABC-TV
21.2
NBC-TV
To Tell The Truth (8:30 p.m.)
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
CBS-TV

Represented by Gill-Perna
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THE

DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN

GOOD
TWIN

AND

GREAT

CITY

TELEVISION

Unlike the oyster . . . good only in
months containing an "R," they say . . .
and great when it contains a pearl, WCCO
Television is great month after month,
year after year . . . and the pearl is
always there.

IN

IS...

average of 25% more sets in use,
sign on to sign off, every day of the
week, than its nearest competitor.
The difference between good and great in the highly
competitive, four channel Minneapolis - St. Paul

This Twin City oyster is credited with an

market is Channel 4's consistent deliverance of the
great bulk of audience.

JULY '59 Nielsen Total Audience

Represented by Peters, Griffin and Woodward
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IN ANSWER TO REQUESTS
FROM STATIONS ALL OVER THE
COUNTRY, NT A NOW MAKES
AVAILABLE 10 OUTSTANDING
TEMPLE FEATURE FILMS
Here comes a festival of feature films
with the greatest little audience stealer of
all time. Here's Shirley Temple.. . at the
height of her universal appeal. And she's
yours. She's yours for that extra
programming energy you want for local

_

television excitement. She's yours in
brand new first runs such as: "Dimples','
"Stowaway',' "Just Around the Corner"
"Bright Eyes',' and she's yours in first-timeoff-netivork success stories such as
"Captain January',' "Poor Little Rich Girl','
"Wee Willie Winkie',' "Heidi',' "Rebecca
of Sunnybrook Farm',' plus "Little Miss
Broadway'.' Yes it's Shirley Temple
and she's yours! Get in touch with your
NT A representative immediately!
NT A INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Coliseum Tower, 10 Columbus Circle, New York 19, Judson 2-7300
Beverly Hills-Crestview 4-8781, Boston-Liberty 2-9633, DallasRiverside 7-6559, Pittsburgh-Poplar 6-5300. MinneapolisFederal 8-1682, Chicago— Michigan 2-5561, Memphis-Jackson 6-1565

"NATURALLY,

I
LISTEN TO KFWB"
"When I'm surfing, I enjoy
the thrill of coordination,
speed and personal accomplishment.
When I'm listening to radio,
I want the same zestful
feeling, the same personal
pleasure that surfing gives
me... so, naturally, I listen
to KFWB."

HOW

THE

MEDIA

STATIONS

ARE

Utilization,
reported

advantages,

in survey

Does the purchase of a video tape
recorder result in new business and
clients for a tv station? Of 56 stations
answering a survey conducted by the
Syracuse U. Television Center, (Lawrence Myers, research director) 45 (or
81%) responded in the affirmative.
The survey (researched by Philip H.
Burrell of WSYR-TV Syracuse, N.Y.,
as part of his work for a Masters degree) was based on the results of questionnaires mailed to all vtr-equipped
stations. A 62% return was received.
Of the respondents, 45% regularly
run at least one of 15 syndicated tv
tape programs. Most used of the syndicated shows are Divorce Court (11
stations), Juke Box Jury (6 stations)
and Magic Circus (4 stations). Syndicating local shows on a national or
regional basis is contemplated by 38%
of the stations, while 13% (6 stations)
report they are already syndicating
local shows.
Delayed Network Shows • Network
shows are taped for delayed broadcast
by 30% of the network affiliated stations. However, 35% of the network
affiliates report they have had requests
to video tape a program denied by their
networks. The majority of network
shows taped for delayed broadcast have
been in the news and special events
fields.
Several stations maintaining soundon-film equipment report that the addition of vtr has drastically curtailed the

The KFWB audience gives
you more men, more women, more children . . . more
everybodies . . . than any
other Los Angeles station.
Buy KFWB . . . first and fast
in Los Angeles.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28/ HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL, President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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Night school
Executives at KOOL-TV Phoenix are thinking of starting a
course in video tape for public
officials. Such education is necessary, they feel, after a harrowing
experience trying to convince an
official of the state labor department that they were not violating
state labor laws in using children
in a commercial broadcast in the
late evening hours. Trying to explainwere
by telephone
the atchildren
not in the that
studio
the
time although they appeared to be,
that the spot had been taped during daytime hours, that taping
is like filming, to a skeptical state
employe
experience
like
not towasgo anthrough
again.they'd

USING

VTR

problems

by Syracuse

U.

use of motion-picture equipment. Soundon-film is now used almost exclusively
for news coverage while vtr is used
for commericals and interviews.
Vtr facilities of 81% of the stations
are available for outside contract tape
work. These stations have published
rate cards for the service, ranging from
a low of $25 an hour to $460 per vtr
hour. Average hourly rate is $192 per
hour.
Union problems resulting from tv
tape practices have been experienced
by 15% of the stations. Dominant
causes include limitations imposed by
the musicians union, jurisdictional
problems and disputes over payments
to announcers and talent. Talent fees
or residuals are paid to announcers for
repeated plays of tv commercials by
64% of the stations.
Tape Exchange • Approximately
half of the vtr-equipped stations exchange taped programs and spots with
other stations. Less than half (41%)
maintain a library of their video taped
At the time of the survey (July
programs.
1959), 4% of the stations had three
or more tv tape recorders, 32% had
two, and 64% had one. Additional
machines are in the plans of 74%.
A portable model, when it becomes
available, might be purchased by 31%,
while able43%
are undecided about portvtr.
Vtr's chief advantages are (1) improved scheduling and flexibility of
crew and facilities, (2) better production control and elimination of errors
and (3) expansion of "live" local programming via tape. Effects on working hours include shorter work hours
for talent, more productive working
hours and cuts in weekend scheduling.
With only one station equipped with
color tape facilities at the time of the
survey, 49% plan the addition of color
tv tape in the near future.
New

fm

group

slates

organizational meet
Three areas in which fm has been
most noticeably shorthanded — research,
sales and marketing — will be explored
this week when the new National Assn.
of FM Broadcasters holds its organizational meeting in Chicago.
Election of a board of directors and
officers will be first on the agenda when
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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the two-day session starts Friday (Sept.
18) morning at the Palmer House. The
organization is successor to Assn. of
FM Broadcasters, set up last spring
as successor to FM Development Assn.
Speakers for the Friday afternoon
session include Alfred Politz of the research organization bearing his name;
Arno Johnson, vice president and senior economist of J. Walter Thompson
Co., who is scheduled to discuss marketing, and Art Bellaire, vice president
in charge of radio-tv copy for BBDO,
on a creative approach to selling fm.
The Saturday (Sept. 19) agenda includes a report by Dr. Sydney Roslow,
director of The Pulse, on fm audience
research, and a luncheon address by
Harold E. Fellows, president of NAB.
The association, authorized by the
AFMB board as AFMB's successor,
currently is in the hands of an organizational committee composed of
William B. Casky, WPEN Philadelphia; Lawrence Gordon, Beam Cast,
Buffalo; T. Mitchell Hastings Jr., Concert Network Inc., Boston, who is
serving as organizational coordinator;
Frank Knorr Jr., WPKM (FM)
Tampa; Fred Fabell, KITT (FM) San
Diego, and William Tomberlin, KMLA
(FM) Los Angeles.
Reservations and registrations may
be made through NAFMB, One Park
Ave., New York 16.
RAB

starts

for auto

drive

dollars

Radio Advertising Bureau, New
York, sees a big sales opportunity in
this year's automobile competition. Accordingly, itis furnishing more than
1,000 member stations with material to
present dealers at new-model time.
It may turn into the biggest radio
campaign ever aimed at a single group
of advertisers, RAB thinks and says
chances for new auto billing have
never been better. With the automotive big three introducing "compact" cars, dealers — in both standard
domestic and foreign makes — are prepared for a hard-fought season, RAB
members are reminded. The bureau
goes on to list such dealer difficulties as
low profit percentage on sales and
dealer mortality.
RAB's answer to these problems is
a 24-page presentation "Radio: Miles
Ahead for Auto Dealer Advertising."
The title assumption is documented
with data on radio's full-market reach,
delivery of the decision-making male,
excellence in the important suburban
market and ability to reach "the auto
dealer's best prospects, present carowners, right while they're driving their
outmoded model."
48 (THE MEDIA)

DOMINICANS
Seek

to recover

FILE

$750,000

The Dominican Republic has gone
to court to recover the $750,000 it
claims was paid to Alexander Guterma
and Hal Roach Jr. for the use of MBS
as a "news" disseminator and says it
holds a collateral guarantee in the form
of a stock certificate purporting to represent all of the network's outstanding
stock (Broadcasting, Sept. 7).
The damage suit names Messrs. Guterma and Roach as former officials of
Mutual, plus the network itself, Hal
Roach Studios and Mutual's Radio
News Service Corp. It was filed Sept.
4 in the U.S. District Court at Washington, D.C., concurrently with Messrs.
Guterma, Roach and Garland L. Culpepper'sLuther
appearance before
District
Court Judge
W. Youngdahl
there to plead innocent to charges of a
federal
grandto jury
they Trujillo
had "sold"
the
network
Gen. that
Rafael
and
his government for use as a propaganda
vehicle and had failed to register with
the Justice Dept. under the Foreign
Agents Registration Act. Their trial is
scheduled Nov. 16.
Mutual, however, denies that the stock
certificate could be valid since all legal
certificates are locked up in its safe in
New York. Mutual has had two changes
of ownership since the Guterma group
was in control earlier this year — Malcolm Smith and then Robert F. Hurleigh. Mr. Hurleigh is making an effort
to salvage the network with the financial
backing of industrial-investor Albert
McCarthy. Mr. Hurleigh is to continue
as owner pending resolution of a voluntary bankruptcy proceeding and a 10cents-on-the-dollar settlement.
Agreement Not Fulfilled • The Do-

MBS
from

SUIT

Guterma

et al

minican Republic's damage suit, filed by
Washington attorney Edward L. Carey,
claims that Messrs. Guterma and Roach
made an agreement with the island republic early this year under which Radio News Service Corp. was obliged to
transmit "news, news items and commentary" to Mutual and its affiliated
stations. The suit contends this agreement has not been carried out.
The Dominican suit claims a collateral guarantee was given — a stock
certificate for 1,100 shares in Mutual,
issued to Hal Roach Studios, endorsed
by "Hal Roach Jr." with the signature
guaranteed by the "New York Trust
Co." The certificate was believed to
represent all of MBS' outstanding stock.
Mr. Roach sold his Hollywood tvmovie studios last May to Mr. Guterma's Scranton Corp. in an undisclosed
part-cash, part exchange-of-stock deal.
The grand jury indictment alleges
propaganda material actually did get on
the air earlier this year. The Dominicans, however, deny that "propaganda"
was involved and contend only legitimate news was to be aired, with the network reserving the right to accept or
reject the material submitted.
'Conspiracy' Alleged • The grand
jury indictment charges Messrs. Guterma, Roach and Culpepper with failing to
register Mutual under the foreign agent
law and also charges Messrs. Guterma
and Roach with personally failing to
register. The indictment alleges that the
trio "conspired" to enter into an agreement with officials of the Dominican
Republic to cause Mutual to be used
to disseminate propaganda "under the
guise of bona fide and genuine news.

On Courthouse Steps: Guterma (l) & Roach
They appeared in Washington to enter pleas of not guilty
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NOW—
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and

lRD

30th

WHIO-TV

MARKET

NATIONALLY

(up from 38th)
$1,400,214,000 Consumer Spendable Income
(28th in the nation)

30th in the USA
That's right, in population, Dayton now
outranks Birmingham, Indianapolis, Columbus, Ft. Worth, Memphis and Phoenix.
30th in population

now 650,400

28th in consumer spendable
income
$1,400,214,000
16th in consumer spendable income
per household
.... $7,268

3rd in OHIO
Dayton is now Ohio's 3rd market —
3rd in population
3rd in consumer spendable income
3rd in consumer spendable income
per household
WHIO-TV

Best way to reach this rich market —
WHIO-TV*
*1st in DAYTON
Today

Associated with WSB, WSB-TV, Atlanta, Georgia
and WSOC, WSOC-TV, Charlotte, North Carolina.

as always, your best buy is

WHIO-TV, one of America's great area
stations. Reaching and holding 2,881,420
people in 41 counties of 3 states.
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♦SPECIAL PULSE
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the PACESETTER
for Houston

. . .

items" and to conceal payment of $750,000 for such use. All three defendents
have denied these allegations.
The grand jury indictment also
namedself,asRadio"co-conspirators"
Mutual and
itNews Service Corp.
Otto Vega, a Dominican official.
District Judge Youngdahl set bond
for Mr. Guterma at $5,000 despite pleas
of Justice Dept. Counsel for a $25,000
bond on the ground the higher amount
was necessary to discourage Mr. Guterma from leaving the country. Nathan
B. Lanvin, Justice attorney, said Mr.
Guterma already was in a "sea of
trouble" from other federal indictments.
Bond for Mr. Roach was set at $3,000
and Mr. Culpepper $2,500.
In New York Sept. 9 Mr. Guterma
pleaded innocent in another federal
court to an indictment charging that he
and five others, including Lowell M.
Birrell (now in Brazil), conspired to violate the anti-fraud laws in the sale of
United Dye and Chemical Corp. stocks.
Meanwhile the Securities and Exchange Commission postponed to Oct.
12 a hearing scheduled last week on
whether or not to suspend or withdraw the listing of F.L. Jacobs Co. on
the New York Stock Exchange. The
firm, controlled by Mr. Guterma and at
one point the owner of Mutual itself,
was charged with failing to submit required SEC financial reports. Jacobs
Co. now is in bankruptcy reorganization.
L.A.

MUSIC!

Rival

NEWS!

KRLA

EQUIPMENT!

BACKFIRE
employes
debut

claim

prizes

KRLA Pasadena, splashing into the
Los Angeles market under its new Donald R. Cooke ownership with a double
wave of big-prize listener contests (At
Deadline, Sept. 7), last week found
competitive station employes claiming
both major prizes.
KRLA spent three days billboarding
its debut Sept. 3, airing only promotional announcements. Then on the
National Reps.:
THE KATZ
AGENCY, Inc.
• Chicago
•• New
Detroit Yor'K
• Atlanta
• St. Louis
• San Francisco
•• Los
DallasAngeles

K-NUZ

^
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J

IN HOUSTON,
CALL DAVE MORRIS
JAckson 3-2581

opening day it heralded a $10,000 contest to find on the city streets its new
personality Perry Allen. The prize
money was to become less each day as
clues to his whereabouts became easier.
On Sept. 4, for example, KRLA aired
this announcement: "Go out on the
streets of Los Angeles today. Take a
hint: go to a Los Angeles restaurant,
look for a guy in a bow tie and say,
'KRLA 1110 L.A.' And if you say this
to me, the newest member of KRLA's
ever lovin' 1110 men, Perry Allen, you'll
be richer by $9,000 in cash. So go."
Unexpected meeting • At just about
that time, Charles Arlington, newsman
of KFWB Los Angeles, and Joseph
Zingelli, salesman at WISK MinneapoBROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

One

shopping
Shopping for time and
talent on the CBS Radio
Pacific Network's a snap.
You buy a lot of stations
with the ease of a one
station buy. What's more,
you enjoy supermarket
convenience and a choice
variety of top brand
radio names.
Say you want to cover
the West. You want to
reach women. Or men.
Or both. It's simple with
our one stop shopping
plan. Pick the shows you
want — Art Linkletter,
Harry Babbitt, Frank
Goss News, the Daytime
Serials, Gunsmoke and
other great weekend
dramas. Pick the times
you want. Mornings,
afternoons and evenings.
You can get real impact
with real economy ! If the
ringing cash register
is music to your ears, the
CRPN can play your
melody. Ask your CRPN
or CBS Radio Spot
Salesman for the details.

Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

If
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You're

lis, found Mr. Allen. But the scene was
not a Los Angeles restaurant. It was in
a studio of WKBW Buffalo where Mr.
Allen was completing his work before
leaving to join KRLA.
Queried by Broadcasting last
Wednesday, Robert M. Purcell, president of WISK as well as KEWB San
Francisco and KFWB Los Angeles (radio stations owned by Crowell-Collier
Publishing Co. whose broadcast division Mr. Purcell heads), said that he

missing

almost

3

of your audience
unless

you 0t/y
in the

WJACTV

JOHNSTOWN-ALTOONA
market!

WJAC-TV is the established leader in the Johns to wn-Altoona area, with nearly a 3 to 1
margin over Station B, its closest rival.
WJAC-TV--71 .9
Figures are from ARB, November, 1958;
Station B--28.1
Proof that WJAC-TV delivers the audience.
HOP

30 SHOWS
ON
WJAC-TV^H
Johnstown- Altoona Trendex, Feb., 1959
Buy the station that guarantees
more viewers, from sign-on to
sign-off, all week long. People
prefer to watch the best. . .
WJAC-TV

Ask for all the
details from
HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.

1735

BROADCASTING
■ THE 8USINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington
6, D. C.
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SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for —
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
$ 7.00
HI 52 weekly issues and Yearbook published in September 11.00
□ Payment attached
□ Please Bill
name

title/ position

company name
address
city
Send 10 home mddress — —
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had been listening to KLRA "as a
matter of course to check on the programming of this new station and see
what kind of competition it might offer
KFWB.
"I was astounded when I heard them
say to look for Perry Allen in Los
Angeles when I knew he was in Buffalo," Mr. Purcell continued. "So I called
Charlie Arlington who was in Minneapolis helping to set up the news operation of WISK and instructed him to go
to Buffalo immediately to claim the
$10,000. He and Zingelli took a plane
to Chicago, caught another to Cleveland
and hired a limousine to take them to
Buffalo. Picking up a reporter for the
Buffalo Evening News and a photographer, they went to WKBW, saw Mr.
Allen and delivered the requisite message and asked for the money."
Surprise Reaction • "As I get the
story, Allen didn't quite know what to
do, so Arlington telephoned KRLA and
talked to Jack Cooke and said he was
from Southern California and asked for
the prize." Zingelli also got on the
phone and identified himself as a salesman for WISK. Mr. Cooke suggested
that they both fly to Los Angeles with
Allen for a big publicity splash.
Mr. Purcell continued, "perhaps I
should've let them do it and pulled the
rug out from under them at the airport.
Instead,
of we
Arlington's
connectionthey
withwere
KFWBtold and
sat back
to see what would happen next. When
nothing happened, I instructed our attorney to make an official request to
KRLA that they deliver $10,000 to
KFWB. This he did earlier this week."
KRLA is owned by Donald Cooke,
station representative, who last week
was in his New York headquarters. His
brother Jack Kent Cooke, who was in
Los Angeles, is a Canadian broadcaster,
owner of CKEY Toronto. He disclaimed any official connection with
KRLA and referred questions to E.V.
Schulz, KRLA general manager.
On Wednesday afternoon (Sept. 9)
Mr. Schulz issued- a statement which
explained that one of the new deejay
personalities, Perry Allen, had not yet
arrived at the time of KLRA's debut.
It said that "to promote Mr. Allen's
arrival in Los Angeles and his new
KRLA radio show, we began a 'Find
Perry Allen' contest, directed to KRLA
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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president; Bob Farrar, vice president; Dick

Morrison, general sales manager.
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listeners in our coverage area. A cash
prize of $10,000 decreasing daily as
clues to Mr. Allen's whereabouts became easier, was offered to the first
KRLA listener in Southern California
to find Mr. Allen . . ."
After Mr. Arlington had claimed

REALLY
GENE
Starring

AUTRY
ROPIN' IN
RATINGS!

in 56 HOUR FEATURES

ROY

ROGERS

Starring

in 67 HOUR FEATURES

Scranton-Barre
Wilkes
New Orleans
Milwaukee
Albuquerque
Boston
Knoxville
Fort Wayne
Houston
Miami
Indianapolis
Madison
Kansas City
Cleveland
Fresno

"The group of 123 films is the best of its kind on
the market today." — WFBM-TV, Indianapolis,
April 9, 1959.
"Almost always sold out."
WFBC-TV, Greenville,
S. C. April 28, 1959

Nashville
Source: ARB

18.1
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15.3
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mca
TV FILM SYNDICATION

WESTERN

REGIONAL

In outstanding major market. Fulltime Independent.
This very successful property is showing a high profit
and will pay out within a reasonable time. Approximately one-half cash required. Exclusive with

RADIO
WASHINGTON, D. C.
James W. Blackburn
Jack V. Harvey
Joseph M. Sitrick
Washington Building
Sterling 3-4341
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Company

- NEWSPAPER

MIDWEST
H. W. Cassill
William B. Ryan
333 N. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460

The opinion."
Other Contest • In addition to
legal
the "Find Perry Allen" contest, KRLA
had also been exhorting its listeners to
find the "golden key" to the station's
new 50 kw transmitter and broadcasting clues to the key's location. Prize
for finding the key started at $50,000
and was lowered as clues became more
explicit.
This prize reached the $5,000 mark
Labor Day, when the key was found
near Marineland by Patricia Beer, wife
of William Beer, newsreel cameraman
at KHJ-TV Los Angeles.
Changing
hands
Announced • The following sale of station interests was announced last week,
subject to FCC approval:

$1,000,000

J&lacfcbtwn
&
Incorporated

the
prize,
stated, "we
learned
thatMr.
he Schulz
is an employee
of
Crowell-Collier Pub. Co., owner of
KFWB . . . that Mr. Arlington had not
been in Southern California while the
KRLA 'Find Perry Allen' contest was
running . . . that Mr. Arlington had received telephoned instructions from his
employers to go to Buffalo from Minneapolis in order to find Perry Allen.
Since it is now clear that Mr. Arlington did not himself hear or listen to
KLRA while the Perry Allen contest
was being broadcast, and that he went
to Buffalo under the direction and control of his employers, the CrowellCollier Pub. Co., we have referred the
entire matter to our attorneys for their

BROKERS

SOUTHERN
Clifford B. Marshall
Stanley Whitaker
Healey Building
Atlanta, Georgia
JAckson 5-1576

WEST M.COAST
Colin
Selph
Calif. Bank Bldg.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Beverly Hills, Calif.
CRestview 4-2770

• KFJI Klamath Falls, Ore.: Sold by
the estate of W. Don Miller to Doug
Anderson, George McConnell, Mark
Hanan and Riley Gibson for $145,000.
All buyers are associated in the ownership of KXOA Sacramento, Calif. Mr.
Gibson, who arranged for acquisition of
KFJI, will manage the station upon
FCC approval of the purchase. KFJI is
on 1150 kc with 5 kw daytime and 1 kw
nighttime power.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 123).
• KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles,
Calif.: Control sold to Trans American
Broadcasting Corp. by Albert Zugsmith, Frank Oxarart and John D.
Feldman for $1,250,000. Trans American is headed by Robert A. Yeakel who
is also a 24% owner. Others in the
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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Our TIME BUYER friend has had a bit of a shock.
His ideas about the Miami radio market have been
blasted wide open by a hard hitting/ promotion and
merchandising minded new station which in just
seven months has roared to second place in Miami.
Hooper says we're a dominant NUMBER TWO now
with an average Monday through Friday 17.8 % share
of audience (52 % more audience than the #3 station).
WAM-E

|
,

(Whamm-y)

WAM-E
Chamber of Commerce
Miami, Florida
FRanklin 3-5533
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So-o-o-o, MR. TIME BUYER, take a second look at the
Miami market and you'll see WAM-E. Or have a chat
with our National rep, Daren McGavren; our Regional
rep. Clarke Brown, or Station Mgr., Murry Woroner.
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WDBJ -TV covers 53 counties . . . where there are over
400,000 television homes,
$2 billion in retail sales. You
can buy into this rich market
economically and effectively,
for WDBJ-TV furnishes highly
rated shows at comparatively
low cost to you.
For example, Anne
PANORAMA,
most Howard's
popular
women's show in the area, has
an average daily rating of 14.7,
and delivers viewers for only
82 cents per M on a 10 Plan;
$1.05 on a 5 Plan.* Powerful
sales-producing merchandising
support provided, too!
It will pay you to take a
closer look at PANORAMA
and other "best buys" offered
by WDBJ-TV.
■all cpms based on March, 1959 NSI
\SK

YOUR

PGW

COLONEl

FOR

CURRENT

AVAILABILITIES

buying corporation are Paul Anka,
singer; Bob Fox, KRKD sales manager;
E. L. Brooks, KRKD account executive; Dawkins Espy, broadcasting consulting engineer; Robert Smith, MGM
writer-producer. As a result of the
transfer, Mr. Zugsmith ownership is
reduced from 55% to 20% and those
of Messrs. Oxarart and Feldman from
22.5% to 14.5%. KRKD is on 1150
kc with 5 kw daytime, 1 kw nighttime
The fm outlet is on 96.3 mc with 54 kw.
• WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.: Sold by William F. Johns Jr., Penrose H. Johns
and Frederic W. Renshaw to Value
Radio Corp. for $144,575. Value Radio
Corp. is headed by William E. Walker
who with others own or control WBEV
Beaver Dam, WKTL Sheboygan,
WMAM and WMBV-TV Marinette,
all Wisconsin; KCLN Clinton, Iowa;
WSJM St. Joseph, Mich. The Walker
group is also buying WEAU-AM-FM
Eau Claire, and WISC-AM-FM Madison, both Wisconsin, from Morgan
Murphy-Walter C. Bridges interests.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented to
the WOSH sale. WOSH is on 1490 kc
with 250 w.
• KIHO Sioux Falls, S.D.: Sold by
James A. Saunders and William F.
Johns Jr. to KIHO Broadcasting Co.
for $70,000. KIHO Broadcasting Co. is
equally owned by H. N. Cardoza,
Richard K. Powers, and Milton D.
Price. Mr. Cardoza owns KATE Albert
Lea, Minn.; Mr. Powers has interests
in WCMP Pine City, Minn., and
WDBQ Dubuque, Iowa; Mr. Prifee has
an interest in WDBQ. KIHO operates
on 1270 kc with 1 kw.
• WMIN Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn.:
Control transferred to William F. Johns
Jr. through purchase of remaining
80% ownership from his parents for
$43,051 and assumption by licensee of
$28,705 note due tranferors. WMIN
operates on 1400 kc with 250 w.
Illinois meeting

Maximum Power • Maximum Height
ROANOKE, VIRGINIA

Midwest

making

told
news

Heavier emphasis on CBS news staff
coverage out of the midwest, particularly in radio, has been reported by
Bernard Eismann, Chicago bureau
manager and correspondent for CBS
News, to the Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn. this past weekend.
Mr. Eismann, who took over his new
post this past June, cited an increase in
area "depth" stories out of CBS Central Div. and in increased number of
network cut-ins for both radio and tv.
In radio, CBS Chicago now feeds some
10 cut-ins per week on regularlyscheduled news programs, while in tv
the number has been boosted to a
minimum of three.
Mr. Eismann addressed the opening
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Tough

nuts
for

Fall promotion plans for your product got you up
a tree? Don't bury the problem and wait till winter. If yours is a big-ticket item, health or food

to

crack

call

"AutumnAction"

2. You get ABC's "4-Most" Marketing Plan, a
complete, coordinated merchandising package,
covering all market groups essential to the successful promotion of your product.

product, consider these facts about ABC's great
"AutumnAction" promotion . . .

That's "AutumnAction"

l. Your commercial is next to editorials on your

the lowest cost per thousand in any national me-

type, of product, to build listener "wants" - leaving all your commercial time for selling your brand.

dium. (You can continue your campaign to Christmas at a discount for the extra period.) For full

You get support in other time spots, too.
ABC

RADIO

in a nutshell. And all for

information on "AutumnAction,"

write or call:

NETWORK

7 W. 66th St., New York 23, N. Y., SUsquehanna 7-5000
A reprint of the above illustration, suitable for framing, is available on request.
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day luncheon of the INBA fall meeting
in Springfield's Hotel Leland Saturday
(Sept. 12). Afternoon panels were devoted to discussions on handling particular news stories and whether radiotv news is meeting "today's challenge."
Among panelists were Frank Jordan,
NBC Central Div. (WMAQ and
WNBQ [TV]); Bill Miller, WTAX, and
Robert Brown, WMAY, both Springfield. Spizz Singer, WTAX farm director, discussed his recent tour of Russia.
Election of officers and other business were scheduled for Sunday (Sept.
13), along with a luncheon talk by M.
L. Harney, superintendent of Narcotic
Control Division, State of Illinois' Department of Public Safety. United
Press International held its semi-annual meeting and joined with Associated Press in hosting hospitality suites.
Illinois Lt. Gov. John H. Chapman
was special guest at the Saturday evening banquet for INBA members.
MBS starts briefings
Southern affiliates of MBS last week
heard testimony by visiting station
managers on the Mutual "news-pluslow-option-time operating formula."
The first in a series of regional affiliate
sessions drew 80 station owners
from seven Southern states to At-

lanta's Dinkier-Plaza Hotel Thursday
(Sept. 9).
On the rostrum: Sam W. Sloan of
WOHO Toledo, who said MBS newscasts helped him make more than
$20,000 in new sales since July 1;
Irving Lichtenstein of WNTA Newark,
N.J., whose staff has sold several news
strips since Aug. 3 1 ; Harvey Hudson of
WLEE Richmond who finds Mutual
offers "the most service at the least
possible cost," and Fred E. Walker of
WTTM Trenton, N.J., heard on tape
to the effect that in two weeks following affiliation with MBS, sales were up
16.3% and 20.1% over comparable
weeks last year.
THE

PCP

CBS

affiliates

has

it high

PLAN

on

meet
agenda

CBS Radio's nine-month-old Program Consolidation Plan is expected to
be one of the main topics when the network's affiliates convene in New York
next week, and convention planners
have arranged an agenda to accommodate the subject.
President Arthur Hull Hayes, long on
record as expecting PCP to get the network into the black, will present a panel
of station executives to discuss "How

We Operate Under PCP" at Wednesday's (Sept. 23) opening session. He
also plans to introduce the 18 new affiliates signed since PCP went into effect Jan. 5 (in which time approximately the same number of other stations
have disaffiliated.
The PCP panelists will be Odin
Ramsland, KDAL Duluth; Larry Haeg,
WCCO Minneapolis; Lee Fondren, KL
Denver; Tom Dillahunty, KOSY Texarkana, Tex., and C. Robert Thompson, WBEN Buffalo.
Godfrey, Stanton speakers • Principal luncheon speakers for the two-day
convention will be Arthur Godfrey on
Wednesday and CBS Inc. President
Frank Stanton on Thursday. The banquet Wednesday night will include entertainment byPat Buttram and Bob &
Ray, CBS Radio stars. Tina Robbin
and the Goofers, a comedy quartet,
will also perform.
David Schoenbrun, CBS News Paris
correspondent, will address the affiliates
Wednesday afternoon on "World Affairs" and introduce a special "CBS
News remote
Around pickups.
The World" presentation
with
A closed meeting of affiliates will open
the second day's sessions at 10 a.m. It
will be followed by a question-answer
period with network officials. Presidents
of the various divisions of CBS Inc., and

TRANSCONTINENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION
Offices: 15 East 47th Street, New York City, PLaza 1-3030 • 70 Niagara Street, Buffalo, MOIiawk 2600

CBS news correspondents from the U.S.
and overseas will be guests at the final
luncheon.
Frank Fogarty, WOW Omaha, heads
the committee planning the convention,
to be held at the Waldorf-Astoria with
attendance of approximately 300 expected.
The convention will be preceded by a
meeting of the Board of Directors of
the CBS Radio Affiliates Assn. on Tuesday (Sept. 22).
• Media

reports

KTLA (TV) plans • The new fall schedule at KTLA (TV) Los Angeles calls
for lllVi hours of programming a
week, of which 84V2 hours, (72%),
will be live. Jim Schulke, vice president
in charge of Paramount Television
Productions and general manager of
KTLA, announced that 33 hours of
filmed programming includes only six
hours of theatrical motion pictures
during evening hours. Virtually all of
the station's new live shows also will
be video taped for syndication through
Paramount Television's distribution
department.
CBS-TV agency shift • CBS-TV is moving its advertising account, estimated
at more than $1 million a year, to
BBDO after some 12 to 14 years with

Buffalo, N. Y. WGR-TV,
Scranton-Wilkes-Barre,

McCann-Erickson. The appointment
was announced Wednesday (Sept. 9) by
network President Louis G. Cowan.
He gave no reason for the move but
said it was effective immediately. CBS
Radio's advertising is handled by
Doyle Dane Bernbach.
XETV (TV) relocates • XETV (TV)
Tijuana-San Diego will move from
Park Blvd. to new, enlarged quarters
on the second floor of the El Cortez
Travolator Hotel, San Diego, by Oct.
1.
NBC additions • WQDY Calais, Me.,
and WMOA Marietta, Ohio, have
joined NBC. WQDY is on 1230 kc with
250 w, owned by St. Croix Broadcasting Co., John H. Vondell Jr., vice
president and general manager. WMOA
is on 1490kc, 250w, owned by Marietta Broadcasting Co., R. Sanford
Guyer, general manager.
Summer gains • Radio Advertising
Bureau Inc., N.Y., swelled its membership roster by 113 stations during the
months of June, July and August, it
was announced last week by Warren J.
Boorom, RAB vice president and director of member service. The total
represents a 68% gain over the same
period a year ago. Reaching the 1,000
station mark in June, RAB expects to

WGR

Pa. WNEP-TV

San Diego, Calif. KFMB-TV,

KFMB

meet its goal of 1,150 station members
by the end of 1959, Mr. Boorom added.
WGN-TV rate card * WGN-TV Chicago has issued Rate Card No. 18.
Some of the data: Increase of Class I
and II for spots to four (Class AA, A,
B and C) and those for programs from
three to four (Class A, B, C and D).
Ladies' choice • American Women in
Radio and Television Inc., N.Y., formerly located at 501 Madison Ave.,
has moved its national headquarters to
75 E. 55th St.
• Rep appointments
• KGHL-TV Billings, Mont., appoints
Devney Inc., N.Y., as national sales
representative.
• KCMK (FM) Kansas City, Mo.,
names Good Music Broadcasters Inc.,
N.Y.
• KIEV Glendale, Calif., names
B-N-B Inc. Time Sales for West Coast.
• WLAM Lewiston, Me., appoints
Everett-McKinney Inc., N.Y.
• KNGS Hanford, Calif., names
B-N-B Inc. Time Sales, LA. for West
Coast.

• Rochester, N. Y. WROC-TV
• Harrisonburg,

Va. WSVA-TV,

• Bakersfield, Calif. KERO-TV

WSVA
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THE

LABOR

It promises

relief from

Important new safeguards against
blackmail picketing and secondary boycotts, problems that have haunted
broadcasters for years, are provided in
new labor legislation passed by Congress.
The labor bill (S 1555) was on President Eisenhower's desk late last week
awaiting his signature.
Passage of the bill followed some
of the most explosive hearings and
pressure lobbying in Washington history. The hearings were sparked by
racketeering revelations before the investigating committee headed by Sen.
John L. McClellan (D-Ark.) and by
less spectacular House and Senate committee investigations into broad labor

Meet

the

needed and to come up
able amendments to the
ley Act," he said. "This
structive law which meets

pressures

with suitTaft-Hartis a conthe mini-

AND
unions

RADIO-TV
have

relations problems.
In its final form, the legislation included most of the provisions voted
by the House. These provided language
dealing with loopholes in the TaftHartley Act by which unions were able
to apply economic weapons against
sponsors — neutral parties in broadcast
labor disputes.
Both Sides Benefit • The legislation
provides protection for both broadcasters and union members, according
to Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel
relations - economics manager. "The
Taft-Hartley law contained a ban
against secondary boycotts," Mr. Tower
said. "At the time the law was enacted
in 1947 it was clear that Congress in-

writers

Two members of the House of
Representatives drew up the legislative language that gives broadcasters, along with all American business and industry, protection against
blackmail picketing and secondary
boycotts: Phil M. Landrum (D-Ga.)
and Robert P. Griffin (R-Mich.).
They took the lead in hearings before a House Education & Labor
Subcommittee, at which Rep. Landrum presided. They led the floor
debate as the House overwhelmingly voted legislation providing real
relief as against a Senate bill that
was mostly silent on picketing and
boycotts. Finally they held their
ground in the Senate-House conference where final language was set.
Youngest of the pair is Rep. Griffin, 35, serving his second term >in
the House. A lawyer, he comes from
the Michigan district that includes
Muskegon and Traverse City. This
district is heavily industrialized, serving the automotive industry around
Detroit; jNearly half of its voters are
union men.
Not Anti-Union • He gets rednecked when union lobbyists describe the new law as a union-busting bill sponsored by the National
Assn.
Manufacturers.
"Our were
job
was to offind
what corrections
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of the

new

labor

mum needs laid out by President
Eisenhower and Secretary of Labor
James P. Mitchell."
Rep. Griffin carried the brunt
of the House and conference fight
on boycott-picketing provisions. This
critical language almost broke up
the Senate-House conference. Lastminute rewriting and earnest leadership saved the conference and probably the whole effort to enact desperately needed labor legislation.
Rep. Landrum's role as chair-

put on

sponsors

tended to do away with all secondary
boycotts.
"Loopholes began to appear in the
law's boycott protection. One of these
seriously affected broadcasters by allowing unions to put certain types of
economic pressure on sponsors. In
secondary-boycott lingo the sponsor is
a secondary or neutral employer when
the station becomes involved in a primary strike. Economic pressure on
such a neutral is a secondary boycott."
Asked for an example of the way
this secondary boycott operates, Mr.
Tower said:
"Radio station WWW
(fictional)
becomes involved in a primary collective bargaining strike. The striking

legislation
man of the House investigating subcommittee was an important factor
in the legislative campaign. Like
Rep. Griffin and a vast majority of
House members, he resisted the
blatant and subtle maneuverings and
pressures of union lobbyists in his
desire to plug gaps in the labor laws.
Aged 49, Rep. Landrum is in his
fourth House term. On occasion, he
is heard referring to himself as "a
country lawyer from the North
Georgia hills."

Rep. Landrum
Rep. Griffin
They led the crusade for new labor legislation
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

CONSOLE CONVENIENCE
10-SECOND
PRACTICAL

SPOTS
AND

-

PROFITABLE

WITH

AN

AMPEX

Spot commercials pay off. And even 10 -second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*
Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible . . .
• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel . . . measures in hours, minutes and seconds
. . . lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue-in for programming the 10-second spot.
• 2 -SECOND START
a safety margin.

Recorder is in full, stable speed fast., .permits even a 2-second cue with

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading of next commercial in seconds.. . reels lie securely without locks. Table top provides extra work space.
• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling . . . tape pulls easily for fast
threading — without tape stretch or crease.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

Ampex
934 CHARTER ST.

TM AMPEX CORP.
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• REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

VIDEOTAPE

CORPORATION

professional
products
division
Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World

union goes to a retail store that buys
time on WWW
and threatens to organize a customer boycott against the
store unless it stops its WWWW advertising.

WNTA
RADIO
brings high fidelity
to commercial radio with
'LISTENING

MAN'S

FILTER'

BLONDER-TONGUE
AUDIO

BATON

One of the nation's fastest growing AM and
FM stations has scored an outstanding success with its listeners by bringing high fidelity sound to commercial radio. WNTA refers
to the secret ingredient responsible for this
as the "Listening Man's Filter". WNTA station manager, Irv Lichtenstein recently announced that the "Listening Man's Filter" is
actually the Blonder-Tongue Audio Baton.
The station'sthe
chiefAudio
engineer,
H. L.asDabrowski,
described
Baton
follows:
"L-M-F, the 'Listening Man's Filter' (Audio
Baton) is an electronic device that emphasizes or de-emphasizes certain critical frequencies throughout the audio spectrum. It
is a very refined form of tone control without the limitations of the average tone control device. The usual device tends to mask
frequencies, other than those for which it is
set, in the audio spectrum. L-M-F allows
complete control of nine frequencies individually without any of the masking difficulties
encountered in the past."
Not only does WNTA Radio use the Audio
Baton during its daily broadcasts, but every
hour on the hour, it dramatically merchandises this new sound... by demonstrating the
difference between a musical selection played
with and without the Baton. The difference
is so striking that enthusiastic listeners have
applauded it as a step forward to better
musical broadcasts. Engineers, too, have
deluged WNTA Radio with requests concerning the identity of the "Listening Man's
Filter". Now, the secret is out — it's the
Blonder-Tongue Audio Baton.
Perhaps you, too would like to improve the
quality of musical broadcasts or recording
at your station, the Audio Baton is a lowcost solution. Only $119.95.
Sold through distributors,
or write direct for further details.

"This is a secondary sponsor boycott. It is a secondary boycott, pure
and simple, because it involves economic pressure (or the threat of such
pressure) directed towards a neutral
employer to force him to stop doing
business with the station.
"This type of secondary boycott was
not covered by the language of the
Taft-Hartley Act. That law prohibits
the inducement of employees to refuse to perform work. It does not
prohibit the inducement of customers
to refuse to buy."
Depends on Interpretation • Mr.
Tower was asked if the new law will
take care of this problem.
"We hope and believe that it will,"
he said. "Certainly it will take care
of certain types of secondary pressure
directed at a sponsor. There's no way
of stating flatly how far this relief will
go in the case of broadcast stations.
The exact amount of protection will
depend on the way courts interpret the
new law and the decisions of National
Labor Relations Board."
How will this protection work?
"Even under the Taft-Hartley Act,"
Mr. Tower said, "a union could not
induce the employes of a sponsor to
refuse to perform work merely because
the sponsor did business with a struck
station. But the new law prohibits
other types of economic pressure on
a sponsor such as a picket line in front
of a department store's customer entrances.
"It will also prevent harassing tactics
such as switchboard jamming and telephone threat campaigns. We also believe the law, if properly construed,
will prevent all types of inducement
of consumers to refuse to buy from
a sponsor who does business with a
struck
The station."
new law gives protection to
economic strikers (employes who
strike over wages, hours or working
conditions). "Economic strikers will
now be allowed to vote in a representation election," Mr. Tower said, "even
though they have been permanently replaced provided the election takes
place within 12 months after the be"Underginning of athestrike."
new legislation union
members receive certain safeguards
in regard to disciplinary actions by
their unions as well as the right to
be heard at meetings and the right

systems • industrial TV systems . FM-AM radios
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held election."
vote in a fairly Relief
to No-Man's-Land
• Mr. Tower
explained the new review language this
way, "Several months ago the NLRB,
in setting up jurisdictional standards,

New

law

in brief

Secondary Boycotts • All employers, including broadcasters,
get more protection against boycotting of neutral parties (sponsors, for example).
Blackmail Picketing • A coercive picketing designed to force
employes to choose a union is
greatly restricted.
No Man's Land • There is no
longer a no-man's land where National Labor Relations won't take
a case and the states cannot.
Representation Cases • Regional NLRB directors now have the
power to decide such cases as
well as conduct hearings.
Reporting • Employers as well
as unions must file certain types
of reports.
Rights of Unions • Members of
unions now have a guarantee of
fair play in internal union affairs.
Economic Strikers • They will
vote along with their replacements during a 12-month period
following the strike.
declared it could not takes cases involving radio or tv stations doing less
than $100,000 a year. Before passage
of the new law, such stations had no
place to go in terms of a forum that
would handle either elections or unfair
labor practices. The new law allows the
states to act in such cases."
He added, "broadcasters as businessmen and citizens, and employes both
have a real stake in a democratic and
honest labor movement. The new law
provides advantages for both management and personnel."
Management's position in collective
bargaining will be helped, according
to Mr. Tower. "The law will not radically affect management-labor negotiations," he said. "Rather it is designed
to eliminate some types of coercive
tactics used by unions in setting up
new bargaining units. This will not
affect legitimate organizing activities.
"The effect should be to make unions
more democratic but they still have all
their basic rights to bargain collectively
— and do an aggressive job of it.
"Organized labor now realizes that
an aroused public will rise to demand
correction where abuses prevail.
"It's both a good and a moderate
law. The bulk of the language represents an attempt to guarantee democracy in unions and to make life difficult
for gangsters and hoodlums who find
their way into labor organizations. It's
designed to strike at force and corruption in organized labor."
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

I

THE

86TH:

In Congress'

MORE

first session:

The 86th Congress, nearing adjournment, has amassed this record on broadcasting matters:
• It introduced more than 250 bills
affecting radio-tv.
• It collected thousands of pages of
testimony at hearings on broadcasting
subjects.
• It passed one measure of historic
significance, amending the political
broadcasting law to exempt all kinds
of news programs from equal time
rules.
(For an account of what still another action — the labor bill — means to
broadcasting, see page 60.)
The session began last January amid
predictions that it would smash the
records of its immediate predecessors in
investigations of broadcasting (Broadcasting, Jan. 5). Although there was
a radio-tv matter before one committee or another almost weekly, these
expectations never quite materialized.
Several major broadcasting matters
slated for public scrutiny never
reached the hearing rooms. These included such subjects before the Senate
Commerce Committee as the ratings
investigation of Sen. A. S. (Mike)
Monroney (D-Ala.), a continuing tvallocations study begun five years ago,
and a promised look into the Chicago
network-labor squabble.
In spite of the 1958 disclosures of

much
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OF

THAN

broadcasting

the House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee, nothing was done by either
body about the 20-odd bills introduced
to correct alleged failings in the Commission and regulated industry. No
public sessions were held on pay tv, although Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
chairman of the House Commerce
Committee, held several private meetings with the FCC and successfully
stopped plans for an all-out test.
Sen. William Proxmire (D-Wis.)
made known his plans to introduce a
bill abolishing the FCC but as yet it
has not been placed before Congress.
Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.),
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee, did nothing publicly about
the several FCC reform proposals lodging in his committee, including one
drafted "ripper" bill.
The Senate did pass Sen. Magnuson's
bill (S 1965) which would keep a commissioner in office after his term expired and until a successor could be
appointed by the President and approved by the Senate (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10). The House has taken no
action on the bill. Several other communications bills were passed by the
Senate with the House taking no action.
The One Action • The only measure
acted on by both bodies, S 2424, exempts newcasts, news interviews, news

BROADCASTING

WEEKS

TALK

AND

HEARINGS

THE

ACTION

activity,

only

one

bill

documentaries and on-the-spot cover- 1
age of news events from Sec. 315
(equal time
of the Communications Actdemands)
(see below).
In prior Congresses, a network regulation bill had been lodged in the
Senate but last February, Rep. John
Bennett (R-Mich.), introduced a bill
(HR 5042) in the House to give the
Commission direct licensing power over
the networks (Broadcasting, March 2).
Congressional adjournment will not
give broadcasting a respite, however.
Both Commerce Committees have announced investigations into the tv quiz
scandal with the House Oversight Subcommittee
planning public hearings
the week of Oct. 6 (see below). Late
fall hearings are a probability for a
special small business subcommittee
established to investigate the availability of tv programming to small advertisers (Broadcasting, March 23). This
subcommittee
is headed
by Rep.
Charles Brown (D-Mo.).
Major industry matters aired during
the first session of the 85th Congress
follow:

!
j
i
I
j
i
!
j
I
I
I

I

Equal time • The only change in i
broadcasting regulations the 86th Congress has made to date was one of vital
concern to radio-tv news coverage. !
S. 2424, as passed by both houses, ex- I
empts newscasts, news interviews, news
Continues on page 81
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:

WHDH-Radio

reaches

an audience

dred thousand families.
STUDY

On

of over one million five hun-

the following

pages

is an IMAGE

of more than one million unduplicated families
listen to 50,000 Watt WHDH
every week.

who

This is a New Era of Radio.
There are now three radios for every
family in the United States — car radios
in seven out of ten automobiles — ten
million portable radios — a staggering
total of 146,200,000 radios that reach
an audience EVERYWHERE.
Yet in this New Era of Radio there is a
vast difference among radio stations. It
is a measurable difference. It is a difference that is the result of management,
programming, personnel and attitude. It
is a difference that attracts a different
audience to different stations. It is a
difference of tremendous importance to
advertisers. To measure this difference
and to determine the character of the
WHDH audience, Pulse, Inc. has recently
completed an Image Study Of The New
England Radio Audience.
The study was conducted in the WHDH
25 county coverage area where during
the past seven years 663,800 Pulse interviews have been completed. These interviews have consistently shown WHDH
to have the largest audience of any
New England station.
It was this area that formed the basis of
the recent WHDH study "Radio's Five
Years Of Great Change" published in the
summer of 1958. The extensive interest
in our original research was the determining factor in our decision to further
"Probe In Depth" the character of the
more than one million five hundred thousand families who listen to WHDH. Of
the 8,000 families surveyed in the 1959
WHDH area study, a representative sample of 1,000 men and women 15 years of
age and older were interviewed in depth.
This research was undertaken to answer
the question generally asked as to what
kind of people listen to any given radio
station. The results of this study, the
first of its kind ever undertaken, are
shown on the following pages.
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|hE tyoREThAtJ

OilE

^ILLiOli

469.800

SPEND

EVERY

1

WEEK

MORE

FOR

THAN

FOOD

HOW MUCH MONEY DID YOU (YOUR WIFE, LADY OF THE HOUSE)
SPEND FOR FOOD AND GROCERIES IN THE PAST SEVEN DAYS?

WHDH
Less than $21.00
$21.00 to $29.00
1 $30.00 to $39.00
1 $40.00 & Over

| $30.00 & Over

252,200
319,900
297,900
171,900
469,800

* AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
214,900
219,980
183,360
98,200
281,560

* WBZ — WCOP — WEEI — WMEX

J

»p |hB

HoreTHa'H

Ome

^liLiES'WKoListr

\\hi\<$

M Jo

VNdvpLic/ited

'WllDH

EjerV

Wee£

632,400
MAINTAIN
ACCOUNTS

CHARGE
IN

OR

CREDIT

DEPARTMENT

STORES

SOME PEOPLE FIND IT MORE CONVENIENT TO USE CHARGE
ACCOUNTS TO PAY BILLS BY THE MONTH WHILE SOME PEOPLE
PREFER TO PAY FOR EACH PURCHASE AT THE TIME THEY BUY.
DO YOU, OR ANY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY HAPPEN TO HAVE
A CHARGE ACCOUNT OR CREDIT PLAN IN ANY DEPARTMENT
STORE?
AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS

WHDH
632,400

Have an Account

382,200

518,900

MAINTAIN

A

CHECKING

ACCOUNT

DO YOU HAVE A CHECKING ACCOUNT?
J— — — — M— MM— M— — ■■III! ■■■■^M— I
AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
WHDH
BOSTON STATIONS
Have Checking Account

518,900

286,500
OWN

STOCKS

AND

BONDS

SOME BIG CORPORATIONS PRIDE THEMSELVES IN KNOWING'
HOW MANY AMERICANS OWN STOCK IN THE COMPANY. DOl
YOU, OR THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY OWN STOCKS OR BONDS
OR SECURITIES IN ANY COMPANY?
AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
WHDH
BOSTON STATIONS
Owner
286,500
158,620

278,380

Of

|he floReThAN

Owe"MiLtIo^

RiiiLiES'WhoLi^EiiTo

VllDH

l/NdvpLic/Aed
E^erWeek7

542,800

EARN

$5,000

Q

A

YEAR

Less than $2,000

28,100
77,100
362,600

$2000 to $2999
$3000 to $4999
$5000 to $7499

368,800
174,000

$7500 or More
$5000 & Over

542,800

433,400

Home Owner

THEIR

WHDH
433,400

MORE

WHAT IS THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF YOUR ENTIRE FAMILY INCOME
A YEAR? THAT IS, THE SALARIES OF ALL THE WORKING MEMBERS AND THEIR INCOME SUCH AS INVESTMENTS AND BUSINESS OPERATIONS.

WHDH

OWN

OR

OWN

HOME

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
297,020

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
28,700
64,600
297,840
239,260
68,580
307,840

Of

|hE floREThAW

OiiE~Hiui<Al

RiliUEsVfhoListBil

Jo'WljDIj

ihdvpLicjital
Ei/erV

WeeK

838,800

OWN
AN

AUTOMATIC
OR

EITHER
WASHER

OR

DRYER

BOTH

Dt> YOU HAVE IN YOUR HOME OR APARTMENT;
(A) AIR CONDITIONING (CONDITIONER)?
(B) FREEZER?
(C) DISHWASHER?

WHDH
Air Conditioning
Freezer
Dishwasher
Washing Machine
Laundry Dryer

12,500
57,300
37,500
712,700
126,100

(D) WASHING MACHINE?
(E) LAUNDRY DRYER?
AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
5,260
32,860
23,640
461,680
66,840

Of

Jhe I^okeTHaN

O'He

tyiuidrl

U'rfckfpLiC/ited

826,200

OWN

THEIR

OWN

DO YOU, OR ANY MEMBERS
MOBILE?

AUTOMOBILE

OF YOUR FAMILY, OWN AN AUTO-

3
WHDH
Have Automobile

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS

826,200

484,280

491.600

BOUGHT

WAS

New
Used

THEIR

IT BOUGHT

CAR

NEW

NEW OR USED?
WHDH

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS

491,600
334,600

243,540
240,740

Of

|he I^okeTKaH

One

RiiiLiES'WhoListEil

fliuio*J

VffckipLic/ited

JoWljDH

Ei/erVV/eek

322,200

OWN

A

1956
OR

Ot

WHAT YEAR

MODEL

AUTOMOBILE

NEWER

MODEL?

1958-1959
1956 1957

WHDH
101,600
220,600

1954-1955
1952 1953
1950 1951
1949 & Under
1 1956 1959

166,900
142,900
125,600
68,600
322,200

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
56,280
97,100
119,820
101,360
64,220
45,500
153,380

I.

Of

|he I^OReTHaM

\\hi\<%

Owe

lJ~rl<KfpLic/itEd

516,800

TRAVELLED

ON

THEIR

VACATION

8W8jj|BIBB|BM
DID THE HEAD OF YOUR FAMILY (OR YOU — IF THE HEAD IS
INTERVIEWED) TAKE A VACATION OR PLEASURE TRIP ANYTIME
LAST YEAR, 1958 (EXCLUDING WEEKENDS)?

WHDH
516,800

Made Vacation Trip

AVERAGE OF THE
NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
317,780

114.200

SPENT
THEIR

Q

MORE

$500.00

VACATION

ABOUT HOW MUCH

DID THE ENTIRE TRIP COST?
WHDH

$200.00 to $499.00
$100.00 to $199.00
Under $100.00
Not Reported
$500.00 & More

THAN
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United States
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50 & Over
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SPORTING
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DO YOU GO TO SEE SPORTING EVENTS SUCH AS
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HOCKEY, BASKETBALL, ETC?
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BOSTON STATIONS
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Regularly
Occasionally
Seldom
Never
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Some Grade School Or Less
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NEXT FIVE LEADING
BOSTON STATIONS
57,620
87,280
178,500
294,220
98,780
393,000
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either body, Hill "pressure" succeeded
documentaries and on-the-spot coverin getting the FCC to back down sevCommunicathe
of
efforts to force "illegal"
315
eral times on off
agetionsfromAct. Sec.
the air. (Community
vhf boosters
antenna systems serve subscribers by
The "who's who" of broadcasting
wire. Boosters are unauthorized vhf
descended on Washington in large numSenate
repeaters, of simple design and low
bers during both House and
hearings on several bills reversing the cost, which pick up, amplify and rethestation.)signal of a distant auFCC decision that a candidate is en- broadcast,thorized
titled to equal time when his opponent
Last January, a Senate Commerce
appears on a news show. The furor
Committee staff report, authored by
started last February when the Comspecial counsel Kenneth Cox, hit FCC
mission made its ruling in the Chicago
mayor's race (Broadcasting, Feb. 23). for its "haphazard manner" of handling problems related to providing tv
Members of Congress and broadcastservice to sparsley populated areas
ers decried the decision as one which
would keep the American public ig- (Broadcasting, Jan. 12). The report
maintained the Commission has the aunorant of vital election issues through
thority and must exert control over catv
a forced cutdown of radio-tv coverage
and
that
the FCC should take imCunning
of electioneering. Rep. Glenn
mediate action to legalize boosters.
ham (R-Neb.) introduced the first bill
Periodic outbursts were made on
(Broadcasting, March 16) reversing
the
floors of both houses against FCC
the 4-3 FCC ruling.
edicts
telling the boosters to go dark.
dethe
called
President Eisenhower
Sens. Frank Moss (D-Utah) and
cision "ridiculous" and FCC Chairman
Murray (D-Mont.) introduced
John Doerfer plumped for outright re- James
S 1886 to legalize vhf boosters. Sen.
peal of Sec. 315 (Broadcasting, March
Mike Monroney (D-Okla.) sponsored
23). A score of other legislators soon
legislation
(S 2303) which would place
introduc
in
joined Rep. Cunningham
catv under FCC control.
Sen.
with
on,
ing corrective legislati
The committee held hearings on the
Vance Hartke (D-Ind.) urging a
two
bills in July (Broadcasting, July
of
reversal
a
change going far beyond
20), with a stream of broadcasters,
the Chicago-Lar Daly decision.
Sen. Hartke was the prime force be- catv operators and present and former
hind efforts to get hearings on the leg- members of Congress testifying. The
FCC has resisted all efforts to give it
islation, with Sen. John Pastore's (Djurisdiction
over catv, maintaining comaCommunic
e
Commerc
R. I.) Senate
munity antennas are a common carrier
tions Subcommittee beginning a 5-day
and not a broadcasting service. The
airing in June (Broadcasting, June
22). That same week, in the face of catv operators asked for federal regulation but denounced proposals which
stiff opposition by the Justice Dept.,
FCC reaffirmed its equal time ruling.
would require them to receive permission from a station before repeating its
Rep. Harris' House committee held
programs — a condition sought by most
hearings the week after Sen. Pastore
tv station operators who testified.
closed his, with both chairmen promSen. Magnuson's committee favorising broadcasters a change would be
ably reported both bills to the full
made. Senate passage followed late in
July (Broadcasting, Aug. 3) and the Senate a fortnight ago after adding farHouse approved a slightly different reaching amendments to the catv bill
(Broadcasting, Sept. 7). Thirty-nine
version three weeks later (Broadcastcatv
and booster bills were introduced
votes.
voice
on
both
ing, Aug. 24),
in
the
House but no hearings were held
turned
followed
The conference that
in that body.
into a stormy session with Rep. John
Moss (D-Calif.) objecting to language
Spectrum investigation • A tugin the report making it clear that such of-war over who, if anybody, would
conduct an investigation of frequency
programs as Face the Nation and Meet
the Press would be exempt from equal space assignments continued between
time demands. Rep. Moss refused to the legislative and executive branches
sign the conference report and led an of government. The White House proposed that a committee appointed by
unsuccessful fight against the amendment when the conference version was
the President conduct the study (Broadcasting, Feb. 9). This proposal met
before the House. It passed 142-70 on
immediate
and violent Hill opposition
Senate
the
day
next
Sept. 2 and the
again approved by a voice vote and Rep. Harris asked for, and secured,
$150,000 from the House for a study
(Broadcasting, Sept. 7).
by
his Communications Subcommittee.
Community antennas and boostCongress
has two motives in pushing
y
•
communit
in
activity
Senate
ers
for a spectrum investigation:
antenna and booster legislation began
(1) A desire to make more vhf
in the first week of the new Congress
and continued until the final days. Al- space available for tv.
(2) An accounting of what space is
though no legislation was passed by
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SALESMANSHIP

SHOWMANSHIP

SCHOLARSHIP

MAKE
A
BARTELL
SCHEDULE
A
CAMPAIGN
Six stations in six cities. Each
with a snap, a sound, a "feel" jigsawed
within its own community. Yet each has a
quality of creativity that is akin to all others
and common

only to Bartell Family Radio.

SALESMANSHIP

is ingrained in every

air personality and a part of the Bartell station
acceptance that puts every campaign in orbit.
SHOWMANSHIP

is in the production

that arrests, sparks and entertains.
SCHOLARSHIP is inherent
in the thought, planning and pre- testing
of every unit of sound that is broadcast.
These qualities are
contagious! From station
level to Group headquarters,
to each Adam Young
office, you'll find more
than receptivity — or even
sympathy
you'll get
good ideas!
(Ask — Needham
Louis & Brorby in Chicago.)
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assigned the military and how that
space is being utilized.
Many congressmen, led by Rep. William Bray (R-Ind.), feel that much
government space is being wasted
while at the same time the military
hopes to appropriate additional frequencies now used by broadcasting and
other non-government services. They
fear a White House investigation will
be "stacked" in favor of the military.
Rep. Harris' subcommittee held a
two-day panel discussion on the spectrum last June (Broadcasting, June
15) with participants from the industry,
government and military. Several favored the creation of a new authority
to make both government and nongovernment assignments. Under the
Communications Act, the President is
charged with the responsibility of allocated space to the government while
the FCC makes all other assignments.
Following the panel, Rep. Harris introduced a new bill (HR 8426) which
would establish a Federal Allocations
Board with authority to divide the
radio spectrum among all users —
government and non - government.
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3). He said
hearings would be held on this measure but a date has not been announced.
Legislative oversight • After its
headline investigations of a year ago,
the House Subcommittee on Legislative
Oversight was relatively quiet during
the past eight months. This uneasy
calm will likely be shattered, however,
when the subcommittee begins its Oct.
6 hearings into the tv quiz scandals
(see story, page 90).
The subcommittee began the year
with its report on the 1958 investigations, which recommended sweeping
changes in many FCC functions and
activities (Broadcasting, Jan. 5).
Rep. Harris, subcommittee chairman,
introduced HR 4800 carrying out
many of these changes but no action
has been taken. The chairman has announced that hearings will be held on
the bill early next year.
Over 20 other bills dealing with ex
parte contacts, improper influence, FCC
procedures and other corrective legislation were introduced as a result of
the Legislative Oversight disclosures.
All still are lodged in various committees.
The oversight subcommittee was officially revived in February with a
$200,000 appropriation. New members
appointed included Reps. Walter Rogers
(D-Tex.). William L. Springer (R-Ill.)
and Steven B. Derounian (R-N.Y.).
Robert W. Lishman was reappointed
chief counsel.
Late in July, Rep. Harris announced
the subcommittee's tv quiz investigaBROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

WSM-TY's recently completed tower (tallest in the Central
South) is merely one more step in an engineering policy
which constantly asks one simple question;
"What does it take to send a better picture to more people!"
As partial answer to this continuing quest, WSM-TV has
given the Nashville market a unique series of engineering
firsts . . . micro-wave relays, key effects equipment, zoom
lenses, color equipment, live remote units . . . The list is long.
The results impressive. The Central South has come to count
on WSM-TV for clearer, more professional telecasting . . .
Ask Hi Bramham or any Petry man how better engineering
adds volume and tone to the WSM-TV symphony of sales.
It's hi-fi listening if you want to ring cash registers in the
Nashville market.

Nashville, Tennessee
Represented

by PETRY

OWNED AND OPERATED
BY THE NATIONAL
LIFE AND ACCIDENT
INSURANCE
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V'S

KHRUSHCHE

THIRD

VISIT

When Mr. Khrushchev sets foot on American soil for
the first time, you will be two long steps ahead of him.
Thus far, you know more about him than he does about
you. You have seen him in different moods and circumstances. You know how he walks and talks and laughs
and looks. And on the basis of this eyewitness experience you have been able to form an impression of how
he thinks.
Your first meeting with him was on the memorable
face the nation interview in the Kremlin, broadcast
over the CBS Television Network on June 2, 1957.
The decision to present this broadcast was an extremely important one for electronic journalism. For it
was clearly predictable there would be people who would
consider that enabling Mr. Khrushchev to face our nation was a propaganda victory for the Communist world.
It was decided, nevertheless, that the American people,

During the next two weeks you will have a third opportunity to penetrate the nature and personality of the
leader of the Communist world.
As Mr. Khrushchev travels through our cities and
towns and factories and farms, we hope he receives as
clear and objective an impression of us as we will receive
by reading our free newspapers and watching him on
our free television screens.
Whatever comes of this historic visit, network television will make its unique contribution by providing
the kind of information and understanding that can
only- result when people can see for themselves.

in Thomas Jefferson's words, could be "safely trusted
to hear everything true and false and form a correct

CBS NEWS will report Mr. Khrushchev's visit fully on
35 regularly scheduled network news broadcasts. The
network will also break into its schedule with special
broadcasts whenever important events demand immediate coverage.
Seven of these special broadcasts will be sponsored by
the Firestone Tire and Rubber Company as part of a

between them."
judgment
It was an event that was acclaimed almost without

series of 14 that began with the President's recent visits
with the heads of state in Europe and will conclude with

exception as the most useful, enterprising and extraordinary achievement in the history of electronic journalism.
Your second searching look at Mr. Khrushchev occurred only last July when all the television networks
brought you his rough and tumble tour of Moscow with
Vice President Richard M. Nixon. Though you might
have read every word in your newspaper that passed between Mr. Nixon and Mr. Khrushchev— you could never
have understood them so clearly as when you observed
every gesture, expression and inflection of their voices.

his projected trip to Moscow.
In joining forces with CBS NEWS, Firestone can be
confident that it is working with the most experienced
and celebrated news organization in television today.
By helping the American people become an eyewitness
to history, Firestone is one of a growing number of important American companies who recognize that good
citizenship and good business can proceed from a single
act of sponsorship.
THE
CBS
TELEVISION NETWORK®

"SUNNY"

is the

The Western Coast of Florida,
that is! If you're shootin' for
adults in this territory, better
hire the top gun . . . WSUN !
"Sunny" is No. 1 in adult listenership, per 100 homes,
throughout the entire 24 hour
broadcast day! And Pardner,
WSUN delivers more homes,
at the lowest cost per home
of any station in the heart of
Florida!**

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS
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tion, just hours before the Senate Commerce Committee made known its plans
to explore the same fertile field
(Broadcasting, Aug. 3). Both
committees received court authority for
access to secret New York grand jury
testimony.
Sports antitrust exemption • Both
arms of Congress again wrestled with
legislation exempting professional team
sports from antitrust laws — and, as in
1958, broadcasting was outspoken in
opposing the bills which would authorize ablackout of radio-tv coverage.
The first of many bills similar to
those which died in the 85th Congress
were introduced early in the new session. Most would authorize a blackout of radio-tv coverage within 75
miles of the location of a team
on the days that team plays at
home. In addition, the bills gave the
four sports — baseball, basketball, football and hockey — an unqualified exemption from antitrust laws in certain geographical areas. It was this
provision which caused great concern
among broadcasters late in the session
( Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
Sen. Estes Kefauver (D-Tenn.),
chairman of the Senate ludiciary Subcommittee, introduced a bill placing
the sports under antitrust laws and
then spelling out areas of exemption.
The FCC would be responsible for
ruling that a sports blackout would be
in the public interest under the Kefauver bill.
Hearings were held by the Kefauver
subcommittee in late luly (Broadcasting, Aug. 3) and as a result a
new committee bill was drafted excluding baseball. Sen. Kefauver pointed out
that baseball already has been ruled
exempt by Supreme Court decisions and
that more study is needed before a
bill can be drafted including that sport.
The latest bill was approved by the
Antitrust Subcommittee and now is
before the full ludiciary Committee.
Three days of House hearings were
held on sports legislation early this
month by the Judiciary Antitrust Subcommittee, headed by Rep.
Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.). During these
hearings, emphasis was placed on the
radio-tv provisions of the six pending
House bills.
FCC housekeeping • Last winter,
the FCC sent seven recommended
changes in the Communications Act
to Congress. The Senate passed five of
them, plus a sixth compromise bill between the FCC and the Federal Communications Bar Assn. (Broadcasting,
Aug. 31, 24).
The bills now are before the House
Commerce Committee awaiting approval by that body, whose chairman
has given no indication whether the

bills will be taken up next session. The
measures which passed the Senate:
S 1735 — repeals commissioners' authority to accept honorariums.
S 1736 — removes the provision that
certain documents and applications
must be sworn before being filed with
Commission.
C 1737 — authorizes FCC to levy
small fines in the common carrier,
safety and special fields for violations
of its rules.
S 1738 — gives commissioners more
latitude in use of the review staff.
S 1740— clarifies FCC authority to
regulate rates of common carriers in
their use of microwave for radio communications just as wire services are
regulated at present.
S 1898 (Federal Communications
Bar Assn. proposal) — establishes a
"pre-grant" procedure for protestants
to follow. S 1898 was accepted by the
Commission after the FCBA agreed to
withdraw its opposition to S 1738.
The FCC also had recommended that
all ex parte contacts be banned
(S 1734) but this measure was passed
over because of an investigation into
the same subject by the Senate Subcommittee on Administrative Practices
& Procedures. The Communications
Subcommittee of the Senate Commerce
Committee held hearings on all the
bills in June (Broadcasting, June 15).
Senate oversight • Last February,
the Senate Judiciary Committee established a permanent Subcommittee on
Administrative Practices & Procedures
amid rumblings it would constitute the
Senate's answer to the House Legislativecasting,
Oversight
Subcommittee (BroadFeb. 16).
The subcommittee, its enabling legislation said, was to conduct "a full and
complete
and investigation"
governmentstudy
departments
and agencies.of
Sen. John Carroll (D-Colo.) is the
chairman with Sens. Everett Dirksen
(R-Ill.) and Philip Hart (D-Mich.)
members of the three-man body.
During the subcommittee's first and
only hearings to date on ex parte contacts, Sen. Dirksen caused an uproar
when he said off-the-record conversations with commissioners are the "most
natural thing in the world." The hearings were on S 2374, an American
Bar Assn. proposal to ban off-the-record
contacts with commissioners, and S 600
to establish an office of Federal Administrative Practice.
No action has been taken on either
bill and the subcommittee has not announced afuture course of action.
International treaties • The North
American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement fared no better during the
first session of the 86th Congress than
in every other Congress since 1 950.
Ratification by the Senate was held
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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Yes, WPRO really has the 'pros' — and how they can put zing into
your sales messages!
Long recognized as the great station of Southern New England, WPRO
is moving steadily forward under the Capital banner. Making spectacular gains
in metro Hoopers. Maintaining top-position in the six-county Area Pulse.

,or •ZffL,
PRO-FORMAN
CE
In just three months after introducing a bright new pattern into afternoon programming —with Jack Spector as chief 'pro' at the mike from 2:30 to 6 —
WPRO has more than doubled its afternoon audience. Gain to date — 135%.
For sales-effectiveness in Providence and its million-plus market, you can
always depend on WPRO. Get the new exciting story about this great station
and its market from your John Blair man. And let WPRO put real POWR into
your New England advertising.
Owned

and operated

by Capital Cities Television Corporation

on radio use

on television use

W-TEN
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Schenectady
ROW
W
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up because of opposition by the Daytime Broadcasters Assn. to the U. S.
treaty with Mexico, signed in 1957. A
special Senate Foreign Relations Subcommittee, headed by Sen. Wayne
Morse (D-Ore.), held a one-day hearing
on the two treaties in July (Broadcasting, July 13).
In August, the subcommittee tabled
any action because of DBA efforts to
obtain longer winter broadcast hours
on Mexican clear channels, prohibited
under the 1957 treaty (Broadcasting,
Aug. 10). Sen. Morse said further hearings would be held early next January
and that the subcommittee would make
a definite recommendation soon thereafter.
Educational tv • First hearings on
broadcast legislation in the 86th Congress were held on etv in late January
by the Senate Commerce Committee.
The bill in question, S 12, would allocate up to $1 million to each state for
etv. Such a federal subsidy is one of the
pet projects of Sen. Magnuson, who introduced the bill.
Senate passage of the bill came in
April with the only opposition coming
from the administration for budget
reasons. The Senate had passed the
same measure late in the 85th Congress
and Sen. Magnuson had promised early
action in the 86th Congress so the
House "would have plenty of time."
The reluctant House, however, failed
to share the Senate's enthusiasm. After
brief hearings by the House Commerce
Committee, the bill was tabled until
that body could make its own field
study of etv. Several members of the
committee plan to tour several cities
and stations this fall under the leadership of Rep. Kenneth Rogers (D-Ala.),
one of prime House backers of the proposal.
Other measures • Listed below are
the major radio-tv-FCC bills introduced
in the 86th Congress not mentioned
above. Over 50 were introduced in the
Senate and just over 200 in the House,
many of them not relating to broadcasting alone. There also were many
bills identical or very similar in nature
— over 35 relating to catv-boosters and
15 to equal time. All of the bills introduced in the first session will remain in
committee and alive for consideration
during the second session beginning in
January.
S 591 (Sen. Langer, D-S. D.)— prohibit pay tv (in Commerce Committee).
S 658 (Sen. Javits, R-N. Y.)— to
establish a code of ethics for executive
and legislative branches of government
(in Committee on Labor & Public
Works).
S 965 (Sen. Keating, R-N. Y.)— to
provide that newsmen may not be
forced to disclose their news sources
(in Judiciary Committee).
88 (GOVERNMENT)

S 1640 (Sen. Williams, D-Del.) — to
strengthen the law with respect to
bribery
mittee). and graft (in Judiciary ComS 1641 (Sen. Williams)— to prohibit
former government employes from
representing private clients in matters
before their former agency (in Post
Office & Civil Service Committee).
HR 51 (Rep. Boland, D-Mass.)— to
repeal excise tax on uhf sets (in Ways
& Means Committee).
HR 68 (Rep. Celler, D-N. Y.— to
prohibit pay tv (in Commerce Committee).
HJ Res 130 (Rep. Harris, D-Ark.)
— to prohibit, except for technical tests,
pay tv by radio or wire (in Commerce
Committee).
H. J. Res 292 (Rep. Bray, R-Ind.)—
to establish a commission to investigate
frequency space assigned to the government (in Commerce Committee).
HR 311 (Rep. Abernethy, D-Mass.)
— to exempt employes of small radio-tv
stations from requirements of the Fair
Labor Standards Act (in Education &
Labor Committee).
HR 2524 (Rep. Walter, D-Pa.)— to
repeal a Supreme Court decision that
individual states may tax firms doing
business in interstate commerce (a
similar proposal passed both houses of
Congress).
HR 480 (Rep. Collier, R-Ill.)— to
repeal excise tax on communications
(in Ways & Means Committee).
HR 1977 (Rep. Udall, D-Ariz.)— to
revise the federal election laws (in Administration Committee).
HR 1998 (Rep. Wright, D-Tex.)— to
prohibit use of subliminal advertising
on tv (in Commerce Committee).
HR 2221 (Rep. Siler, R-Ky.)— to
prohibit advertising of alcoholic beverages in interstate commerce (in Commerce Committee).
HR 6676 (Rep. Shipley, D-Ill.)— to
allow daytime stations to operate from
6 a.m. to 6 p.m. during winter months
(in Commerce Committee).
HR 7714 (Rep. Foley, D-Md.)— to
require that tv servicemen in District
of Columbia be licensed by federal government (in District Committee).
HR 8259 (Rep. Blatnik, D-Minn.)—
to place certain restrictions on the advertising of cigarettes in interstate commerce (in Commerce Committee).
Lamb

wins

dismissal

A suit asking $500,000 in legal fees
from Edward Lamb, Toledo industrialist and broadcaster, and Dispatch Inc.,
one of his corportations, has been dismissed by Toledo Common Pleas Judge
Thomas J. O'Connor. Suit was filed by
Russell W. Brown, attorney who formerly was a member of law firm of
McGrath & Brown. Mr. Lamb claimed

he had paid the law firm in full
and submitted receipts.
Judge O'Connor in dismissing the
action Aug. 28, termed it "scurrilous,
vexatious pleading without merit." Suit
was based on the lengthy 1954-57 FCC
proceeding involving Lamb station licenses. Dan McCullough, attorney for
Mr. Brown, said he will appeal dismissal.
Mr. Lamb's stations are WICU-AMTV Erie, Pa., and WM AC-TV Massillon, Ohio.
SPORTS
Frick

says

HEARING
no

pay

tv

in baseball's plans
Baseball Comr. Ford Frick told the
House Antitrust Subcommittee that he
has had no negotiations with anybody
looking toward charging a fee to view
baseball telecasts in the home. Comr.
Frick's statement came on the final day
(Sept. 4) of hearings by the subcommittee on radio-tv provisions of several
bills which would exempt professional
sports from
the7).antitrust laws (Broadcasting, Sept.
He said he knew of no talks by individual clubs with pay tv promoters and
denied specifically that International
Telemeter had presented a baseball-paytv plan to his office. Mr. Frick denied
any knowledge
of a letter
from Telemeter Vice President
Paul McNamara
to Rep. Emanuel Celler (D-N.Y.),
subcommittee chairman, relating to pay
tv discussions with individual clubs.
Under questioning by Herbert Maletz,
subcommittee counsel, the commissioner said that Irving Kahn, president
of TelePrompTer Corp., had approached him (Mr. Frick) on the possibility of placing the World Series on
pay tv. Mr. Frick said he told Mr. Kahn
that under no circumstances was he interested "at this time" in such a plan.
Mr. Frick said that this was the only
discussion he ever had with anybody on
pay tv. He also denied that his office
had a 1955 survey made on the feasibility of pay tv but admitted there may
have been "one little question" on the
subject in the study.
Radio-tv contracts are the concerns
of individual clubs and he never interferes in such matters, Mr. Frick maintained. He said radio-tv has increased
interest in baseball but at the same time
has cut attendance.
Conflict of interest • Paul Porter, attorney for the baseball commissioner,
also is legal counsel for Telemeter, it
was pointed out by the subcommittee.
Mr. Porter denied that he has ever
talked pay tv with any baseball club in
attorney.
his
capacity of International Telemeter
Rep. William E. Miller (R-N.Y),
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

Buildings.

.. Color.

. . and

Going up — the horizon-hugging Trimline, newest product of our
Stran-Steel Division, newest demonstration of National Steel's
consistent leadership in the development of fine steel buildings.
Leadership that has also brought to pre-engineered structures an
outstanding hallmark: factory-applied protective coating in color
— in long-lasting Stran-Satin blue, green, rose, bronze, white,
gray or any combination.
But there's more to Stran-Steel buildings than meets the eye.
Take the low-cost, low-upkeep new Trimline — designed for

supermarkets, warehouses, bowling alleys and the like. Its lowpitch roof lowers heating and cooling costs. Its safety engineered
framework stands up to extremes of stress and strain. Its columnfree interior gives optimum space for the dollar. A Stran-Steel
building is your best buy for economy, beauty and service.
Want More Facts on Stran-Steel Buildings?
For complete illustrated literature on □ commercial, □ industrial
or □ farm buildings in beautiful Stran-Satin color, write today to
Stran-Steel Corporation, Department NSF-13, Detroit 29, Mich.

NATIONAL STEEL CORPORATION, GRANT BUILDING, PITTSBURGH, PA.

one of the sponsors of the legislation
and a member of the subcommittee,
said that the testimony of C. Robert
Thompson, general manager of WBENAM-TV Buffalo, N.Y. (Broadcasting,
Sept. 7), had convinced him that a
change should be made in tv blackout
provisions.
As now drafted, many of the pending measures provide for a tv blackout
within 75 miles of a minor league team
on the day that team plays at home. Mr.
Thompson pointed out that there are
four minor league teams (in three different leagues) within 75 miles of Buffalo and this would result in a daily
blackout of major league tv.
Rep. Miller said this should be amended so that the restriction would apply
only to days when the Buffalo team
played at home.
Following three days of testimony,
Rep. Celler adjourned the hearings subject to the call of the chair. He said
that there were still several witnesses
who had asked to be heard (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 24) and would be called
at a later date. No more hearings are
planned for the first session of the 86th
Congress, which means that no action
on the bills can be taken before next
year.
AFL-CIO
stations

charges
with

bias

The AFL-CIO last week charged
WTTG (TV) Washington and WNEWTV (both Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp. stations) with "prostitution of the
concept of public service broadcast" in
airing a program, Special Report on Labor Corruption, on Aug. 25.
The labor group declared that newsman Matthew Warren, in his interview
of Sens. John L. McClellan (D-Ark.)
and Sam J. Ervin (D-N.C), put questions to the senators that were "onesided, based on premises that were false
and were not designed to seek out the

WEST TEXAS
TELEVISION NETWORK
KDUB-TV
LUBBOCK, TfXAS
KP AR-TY
ABILENE - SWEETWATER
KE D Y-TY
BIG SPRING, TEXAS
K I C A-T Y
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
NATIONAL REPRESENTEE
THE BRANHAM COMPANY
W. D. "Dub" Rogers, President and Oen. Mgr.
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AFL-CIO asked the FCC to carry out
antruth."
"immediate and full investigation"
and that the complaint be put in the
respective FCC files of the two stations.
The union said it felt it was "likely"
that the National Assn. of Manufacturers "or some other like body" subsidized the broadcasts on the two stations.
AFL-CIO noted that WTTG made
kinescopes of hearings by the McClellan Committee last year which
were distributed by NAM free to a
number of tv stations, most of which
were censured later by the FCC for
failing to identify NAM as the organization furnishing the kinescopes. When
Walter P. Reuther, president of United
Automobile Workers and an AFL-CIO
vice president, appeared before the

Senate committee, WTTG stopped telecasting the hearings, the union charged.
AFL-CIO said the McClellan-Ervin
interview discussed certain of the exposes by the McClellan Committee and
legislative proposals supported by the
two senators. The senators urged adoption of the House-passed LandrumGriffin bill in preference to the Senatepassed Kennedy bill, AFL-CIO said,
and the discussion was supplemented by
film clips "designed to heighten the dramatic impact." "Misstatements of facts"
by the senators were allowed to stand
unchallenged and the film clips were
not designed to provide information for
viewers, but rather to aid in "propagandizing one point of view on a controversial issue," the union said.
An FCC spokesman said the complaint will be investigated.
TV

QUIZ

HEARINGS

Stenographic

chores

block definite plans
Just how far the House Legislative
Oversight Subcommittee is able to go
in its hearings on the tv quiz scandal,
scheduled to begin Oct. 6 (At Deadline, Sept. 7), may hinge on a group
of stenographers in New York.
Rep. Oren Harris (D-Ark.), subcommittee chairman, said last week that
transcribing of the secret grand jury
testimony, which a New York court
ordered turned over to the subcommittee (Broadcasting, Aug. 3), has been
progressing slowly. Because of this, the
congressional investigators have not
been able to look at the jury testimony
of some of the witnesses they plan to
call in October and their appearance
may be put off.
The chairman said he hoped to conclude the hearings in one week, with
both morning and afternoon sessions
scheduled in Washington. The subcommittee is interested in charges that
some contestants on the tv quiz shows
were supplied with answers in advance.
The programs were highly successful
for several months but most faded from
the scene soon after the New York
grand jury began its inquiry a year
ago.A complete list of witnesses for the
October hearings has not been compiled as yet, Rep. Harris said. They
will include former contestants, program producers, network officials and
representatives of the FCC and Federal Trade Commission. He said that
no subpoenas have been issued to date
but that they will be if any prospective
witnesses balk at testifying.

Rep. Harris pointed out that both
the FCC and FTC have denied jurisdiction in this area, which he said
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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This four-leaf clover
is worth looking over!

MISSOURI'S 3rd TV MARKET
151,400 TV HOMES*
Lucky KODE-TV, Jopiin, Mo., is 28% taller, 29%
more powerful than the nearest competition.
And KODE-TV covers: • a 4 state area • 151,400
TV Homes • 669,800 people with $776,919,000
buying power.
KODE-TV
CHANNEL 12
JOPLIN, MISSOURI CBS-ABC
Rep. by Avery-Knodel • A member of the Friendly Group
me
*TV Mag., June '59

THE
HIGHEST

CLOWN

RATED

children 's STRIP
IN LOS ANGELES
6- 630 M
KTLA
MOM -FBI.

SOLD IN
90 MARKETS
FILMS CORP.
ajtti ST., NEW YORK 17, N Y. MUrray Hill 8-2636
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constitutes a fraud on the American
public if the shows were rigged. He
said this may be a "grey area" where
no agency has jurisdiction and this is
one thing the subcommittee wants to
determine. "There is no thought of any
censorship of tv programming involved," he emphasized.
Indicating the subcommittee has a
great deal of evidence now in its files,
Rep. Harris said of the upcoming hearings: "I think it will be interesting.
. . ." He said the House group has
an "understanding" with the Senate
Commerce Committee, which also has
received court permission for access to
the grand jury minutes. The two committees are sharing the cost of transcribing the testimony.
The Senate body, headed by Sen.
Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.), has given
no indication of its future plans regarding the quiz shows.
KTTV

(TV) contestant

yells 'foul' to FCC
An unhappy contestant last week
charged that he submitted the correct
answer to a question in a quiz contest
conducted on the air by KTTV (TV)
Los Angeles on Aug. 22, but that so
many other people also answered the
question correctly that the station drew
lots to select a single winner.
Chester Matson of Palm Springs,
Calif., who said he formerly was a
broadcast time salesman, claimed he
answered correctly a question on the
KTTV program, Cavalcade of Spots.
But because of the many other correct
answers, he said, the station "resorted
to lottery" to determine the single winner. Mr. Matson said he feels all who
answered correctly should have received
the prize — a $50 U.S. savings bond.
An FCC spokesman said Wednesday
that although he has not seen the complaint— which Mr. Matson said he made
to the FCC — the Commission's standard
procedure in such matters is to write a
letter to the station asking for its version
of the facts in the case.
Duopoly rule cited
The FCC last week told the parent
company of one radio-tv station that it
could not elect to its board a man who
is a director of the company which is
the majority stockholder of another
radio-tv station in the same city.
In a letter to Paul C. Buford, president of the Shenandoah Life Insurance
Co. (WSLS-AM-FM-TV Roanoke,
Va.), the Commission said that it could
find no justification for a waiver of the
duopoly rule which forbids ownership
of more than one broadcast property in

the same city. Shenandoah Life Insurance Co. wished to elect to its board of
directors Stuart T. Saunders, a director
of the First National Exchange Bank of
Roanoke. The bank is majority owner
of WDBJ-AM-FM-TV that city.
FCC Chairman John C. Doerfer and
Comr. Robert E. Lee dissented to this
interpretation.
Tv

stations

sued

by catv operators
Charges of conspiracy to restrain
trade have been hurled at a group of
western broadcasters by two community television systems and an intercity,
microwave system seeking FCC permission to feed tv signals to a catv operation in Twin Falls, Idaho.
In a treble damage $1.5 million antitrust suit, Cable Vision Inc., Twin Falls,
Idaho; Helena Tv Inc., Helena, Mont.,
and Idaho Microwave Inc. have
charged that eleven tv stations and
associated interests have "harassed"
them
"unfair
and illegal"
means.
The bysuit
was filed
in U. S.
District
Court in Boise, Idaho, two weeks ago.
Named as defendants were:
KSL-TV, KTVT (TV) and KUTV
(TV), all Salt Lake City; KID-TV
Idaho Falls, KLIX-TV Twin Falls,
both Idaho; KXLF-TV and KOPR-TV
Butte, KMSO-TV Missoula, KOOK-TV
Billings, all Montana, and KWRB-TV
Riverton, KTWO-TV Casper and
KFBC-TV Cheyenne, all Wyoming.
Also named in the suit were E. B.
Craney, George C. Hatch, A. L. and
Gordon Glassman, William C. Grove,
Mildred
J. Mosby.V. and Joseph P. Ernst, and A.
The suit charged that the defend• "Improperly" attempted to induce
local and state governments to deny
catv ants—
franchises and "sought to intimidate, to coerce and improperly to -influence" . . . state and local governments, the FCC and members of Con• Put pressure on Mountain States
Telephone & Telegraph Co. to refuse
gress.
needed pole line rights.
• "Aided and abetted" the construction of unlicensed vhf boosters.
• Disseminated "false and misleading" advertising, publicity and propaganda about catv operations.
• Threatened litigation.
One of the basic charges is that the
broadcasters "by agreement with networks, program packagers, producers
and syndicators," have imposed "unreasonable and unlawful" restraints on
broadcasting of programs and reception
by the public. The complaint alleged
that these practices include "first call"
rights, "must buy and minimum buy"
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

Competitors say, "It can't be done!"

Frank Headley of H-R Television, Inc. says, "I think it can be done!"
Ollie Treyz of ABC says "It might be done!"
Ashley L. Robi son of WHYZ-TV says, "IT WILL BE Done!!"
and backs his contention with $5,000 in prizes.
WHAT DO YOU THINK?

DOLLARS

SAYS

WE

CAN

BEAT

THE

ODDS

!

WHYZ-TV DULUTH BETS 5,000 DOLLARS IT BEGINS OPERATION IN SEPTEMBER
All Timebuyers and Media Executives Eligible for Prizes
in Airdate Contest. Win vacations to Bermuda — Las Vegas —
Florida and valuable merchandise prizes. RULES: 1 All agency timebuyers, account executives and their
assistants may enter the contest. 2 Fill out coupon below. 3 You may enter as many times as you like, but please
use a separate post card or letter for each entry. 4 List the date, hour, minute and second between Sept. 20th and
28th, inclusive, you think WHYZ-TV will hit the air with its test pattern. 5 Keep a record of your estimate. 6 Run off
for ties. 7 Decision of judges final. Winner will be announced in the trade papers. 8 Mail entry to. IAI|B%5<7 TBI
WHiMW
CHANNEL 10 316,000 watts BASIC ABC National Representative: 4^HRt*«..., /„.-. 310 W. 12 Street
DULUTH, MINN.
CLUES — THE FOUR WALLS
FOR THE CENTER PORTION
OF THE BLDG. FOR THE
TRANSMITTERROOM
AND ARE
PROJECTION
ERECTED.
ROOF
COMPLETED SEPTEMBER 2, AND
FLOOR POURED SEPTEMBER 4. SCHEDULED DELIVERY - GENERAL ELECTRIC
FULL POWER 316,000 WATT
TRANSMITTER, SEPTEMBER
10. 1959. GENERAL ELECTRIC STUDIO EQUIPMENT,
SEPTEMBER 20, 1959.
STAINLESS 800 FT. TOWER
INSTALLATION TO BEGIN
SEPTEMBER 10TH. MICROWAVE INSTALLATION BEGAN AUGUST 28, 1959.
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TEAR OFF AND MAIL
MY ESTIMATE FOR THE TIME OF THE FIRST TEST PATTERN TELECAST ON WHYZ-TV
IS:
DATE

1959, HOUR AND MINUTE

A.M

P.M. SECOND

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY

AGENCY

.

provisions and participation in "option
time" agreements in network affiliation
contracts.
The complaint also asked the court
to rule that broadcasters have no copyright rights in their tv signals.
The matter of property rights in a
broadcast is the subject of a separate
legal action brought by the three Salt
Lake City tv stations against the catv
operator in Twin Falls, Idaho (Broadcasting, May 14).
Miami,

GET

YOUR

BIGGEST
SHARE

OF THE #1 MARKET IN KANSAS!
WITH
WICHITA'S
#1 HOOPERATED AND
PULSRATED
STATION
KWBB

NOW OPERATING
DAYTIME ON

5000
WATTS
(Nights — 1000 watts)
■■WE'RE A PERSONALITY STATION !H
KWBB's outsize share of the
Wichita audience reflects its A#l
talent — all with outstanding audience loyalty!
D. J.'s Jim Stowe, Billy Dee, Lee
Nichols, Dick Jones, John
Campbell, Jim Curran
NEWS Jim Setters, John Wagner,
George Langshaw, and
Tom Atkins
FOR A BIGGER RETURN ON YOUR ADVERTISING DOLLAR BUY THE BEST
buy — kwbb ... and get the #1
share of the prosperous "recessionproof" Wichita market
First in Hi-Fi Music • News and Sports
, , George P. Hollingbery Co.
y Southern-Clark-Brown Co.
IN WICHITA
• DIAL 1410

KWBB
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Orlando

cases

WBC

seeks

Daly

action

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. last
week asked the FCC to "reconfirm" its
Aug. 14 denial of a petition by Lar
Daly, perennial political candidate, for
"equal time" on all the radio and tv
networks and on 23 tv stations to "answer" programs on these facilities
which Mr. Daly claimed, editorialized
on the recently-passed bill to exclude
newcasts from the equal time provisions
of Sec. 315 of the Communications
Act.

face further delays
The Miami ch. 7 and Orlando ch.
9 re-hearing cases — on which hearing
proceedings are to be held up pending
retrial of former FCC Comr. Richard
A. Mack and his friend Thurman A.
Whiteside — may be delayed even further, since Mack-Whiteside defense
maneuvers are considered likely to
delay the start of the criminal conspiracy trial, now scheduled for Nov. 3.
FCC Associate General Counsel
Edgar W. Ffoltz, assigned to conduct
the ch. 7 and 9 cases, was asked by the
FCC to request Special Hearing Examiner Horace Stern to postpone hearings until the end of the criminal trial
(Closed Circuit, Sept. 7), and the
former Pennsylvania Supreme Court
chief justice agreed last week and said
the hearing wlil be held in Philadelphia.
Both the ch. 7 and ch. 9 rehearings are
thus being held up to avoid prejudicing
the trial, since both cases involve allegations of ex parte activities during Mr.
Mack's tenure on the FCC.
The Mack-Whiteside defense has
appealed to the U.S. Appeals Court
in Washington on grounds it was illegal
for the U.S. District Court in Washington to set a new trial. The Justice
Dept., which is prosecuting Messrs.
Mack and Whiteside on charges they

WBC said the FCC's denial of Mr.
Daly's petition "clearly and concisely
sets forth applicable law and FCC
policy" on the question and that Mr.
Daly has brought forth no new facts in
his
FCC petition
ruling. for reconsideration of the

conspired to obtain the FCC's 1957
grant of Miami ch. 10 to Public Service
Tv Inc., has asked the appeals court
to dismiss this defense move.

present the "truth about America" was
issued by Sen. Stuart Symington (DMo.) in a speech to the AMVETS national convention in Grand Rapids,
Mich. He said, "We have not made full
use of our creeds and religious convictions as a weapon in this Cold War.
Through broadcasts, we could do much
more in emphasizing the strength of our
faith." Sen. Symington said U.S. psychological warfare expenditures of $150
million annually were inadequate when
compared
lar" efforts.to Russia's "multi-billion dol-

Mr. Whiteside's attorney has filed an
objection to the Justice motion and Mr.
Mack's attorney is expected to file a
similar objection today (Sept. 14). The
defense attorneys are asking oral argument, which Justice opposes.
Mr.
Whiteside's
attorney
alsostrike
has
moved in
the district
court to
its order for a new trial, holding that
court has no jurisdiction over the case.
Argument on this point was to have
been held last Friday (Sept. 11).
If these Mack-Whiteside moves fail,
defense attorneys plan to move for a
change of venue to Florida for the
retrial.
The first Mack-Whiteside trial began
last April and ended in July with a
hung jury (Broadcasting, July 13).

• Government

notes

Coos Bay vhf • FCC Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond on Sept. 2 issued an
initial decision looking toward granting
the application of Pacific Tv Inc. for a
new tv station on ch. 1 1 in Coos Bay,
Ore. Eugene Tv Inc., sole owner of
Pacific Tv Inc., is licensee of KVALTV Eugene, Ore.
Translator decision • The FCC has
affirmed the Feb. 6, 1957 grant
of applications for construction permits
for two tv translator stations to Palm
Springs Translator Station Inc. The stations, K70AL and K73AD, will operate
on chs. 70 and 73 in Palm Springs,
Calif. The Commission also granted applications to modify the construction
permits to increase power and make
changes in the antenna system.
Propaganda toffensive
• A call for "inensification" ofU.S. broadcasting
behind the Iron Curtain, which would

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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This

Pittsburgh

Roy Face, great Pirate
hurler . . . typical of the
fresh
young spirit
put Pittsburgh
waythat's
out in front.

Sterling Yates, Atlantic
Weatherman, goes on for
KDKA-TV five nights a
week with the liveliest
presentation of weather
ever. He helps keep the
big audiences in the
tri-state area
watching KDKA-TV.

Wayne Klotsky,
construction
man on the new
Gateway Center
project and one
of the U-5 million
people in
KDKA-TV's
orbit big
of
influence,
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There's no middle ground for Pittsburghers. Sell 'em, and
they go all out. The fanfare for the Pirates is one example.
KDKA-TV's following another. Year after year, it's the No. 1
station there. Let us show you how to create more fanfare
for your product in Pittsburgh.

A
WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.
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PROGRAMMING
Power

Ratings!

The NUMBER
ONE
RADIO STATION
in SAGINAW-BAY CITY
for the 5th CONSECUTIVE
YEAR
Power

-(Pulse)-

Personalities!

Bob Dyer
Dave Skinner
Art Allen
Dwayne Riley
-fr Dave Kushler

Power

^atiy Porterfield
Phil Boiler
Mike Chamberlain
Dave Millan
Dick Davis

Coverage!

A Giant New MICHIGAN MARKET
of more than 1,000,000
High-Income People

ITC

SALES

50%

increase

WATTS

Outstate Michigan's Most
Powerful Radio Station

WKNX
SAGIN AW,

M I C HI G A N

Represented By GILL-PERNA
NEW YORK— CHICAGO— LOS ANGELES
DETROIT— SAN FRANCISCO— BOSTON
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over

TPA's 1958 figures
Independent Television Corp. has
ended its first year's operations (as of
Sept. 1) with $13,989,787 in gross
revenue, a 50% increase over the
previous year's sales of Television
Programs of America which ITC purchased last year.
In a report released today (Sept.
14), Walter Kingsley, ITC president,
also counted off these advances:
ITC is providing
programming a week
advertisers in the U.S.
half-hours throughout
world.

1,200 hours of
to stations and
and 188 weekly
the rest of the

The company "has been operating
in the black since Ian. 1" after three
months of organizing sales and staffing.
Each quarter of the first year's operation showed a "marked increase" over
the previous one.
During the last half of this year,
ITC sold The Gale Storm Show— Oh!
Suzanna to ABC-TV for $2.5 million
(Warner-Lambert Pharmaceutical Co.
is the sponsor); Fury was renewed in
its fifth year by General Foods and
Bordens and five new syndicated properties were released to tv. These include Cannonball now in 105 markets;
Sergeant Preston of the Yukon in 95
markets; Jeff's Collie in 167 markets;
Brave Stallion in 102 markets, and
Ding Dong School in 75 markets. Mr.
Kinksley said ITC will add four more
to its list within six months.
Arrow Productions (re-run division)
has 11 programs in its sales program
and was 21% ahead in the first six
months of this year compared to last
year's comparable period. ITC is owned
jointly by The lack Wrather Organization, Beverly Hills, and Associated
Television Ltd., London.
MP-TV

10,000

REPORT

SRT

to update

sound

effects

MP-TV Services, affiliate of Radio
Recorders of Hollywood, has acquired
the sound effects library of Standard
Radio Transcriptions and the SRT library of commercial aids and jingles,
according to a joint announcement
from G. Howard Hutchins, president
of Radio Recorders, and M. M. Blink,
president of Standard Radio Transcription Services.
From the SRT base sound effect
library of 214 double-faced 10-inch 78
rpm and 10 10-inch 33 rpm micro-

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Sept. or14-18,
21-23 (4 -4:30
p.m.)
Truth
Consequences,
participating
sponsorship.
Sept. 14, 21 (10-10:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray Party, Pharmaceuticals Inc.
through Parkson Adv. and P. Lorillard
through Lennen & Newell.
Sept Lever
16, 23through
(8:30-9Ogilvy
p.m.)Benson
Price Is&
Right,
Mather and Speidel through Norman,
Craig & Kummel.
16, 23Dave
(9-9:30
MusicJ.
HallSept.
Presents
King, p.m.)
Kraft Kraft
through
Walter Thompson.
Sept. 17 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Sept. 19 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Bates.
Show,
Continental Baking through Ted
Sept. 19 (10:30-11:30 a.m.) Ruff &
Reddy Show Borden through Benton &
Bowles and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Sept. 19 (4:45 p.m. conclusion) NCAA
Football Game. Arrow Shirts through Lennen & Newell and Schick Safety Razor
Co. Through Compton Adv. will sponsor
one half of game (network). Esso Standard Oil through McCann-Erickson, Humble
Oil Co. through McCann-Erickson, Standard Oil of Indiana through D'Arcy, Genthrough
LaVene eral
& Petroleum
McKenzie,
PhilliesStromberger,
Cigars through
Werman and Schorr, will sponsor one half
of game (Regionally).
Sept. 19 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza,
RCA through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Sept. 20 (8-9 p.m.) Sunday Showcase,
sponsor to be announced.
Sept. 20 (9-10 p.m.) Summertime
Chevy
Ewald. Show, Chevrolet through CampbellSept. 22 (9-10:30 p.m.) Toast To
Jerome Kern, U.S. Brewers Foundation
through J. Walter Thompson.

groove discs, MP-TV plans to create
a new sound effects library. New effects, such as turbo-jet planes, rocket
missiles, etc., will be added each year.
Within three years the company expects
to have a complete new microgroove
sound effects library. Records will be
available through retail record shops
in major markets. Sunland Music Co.
is now setting up a distribution system
that includes Canada, Mexico, Puerto
Rico, Australia and England as well
as the U.S.
MP-TV also plans expansion of the
supply of more than 400 tracks of
commercial aids and jingles. This material covers commercial spots for accounts in 22 categories of business,
plus tailor-made weather reports. Station ID's will be added, as well as
time signals, recorded on an open-end
basis to permit their use by local advertisers in various communities.
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"Gobbledygook"
—the
do

technical

not

jargon

policyholders

find in letters from

To help keep letters brief, readable and clear,
mony regularly reviews all of its correspondence— a practice started 16 years ago. mony
also maintains an up-to-date correspondence
manual for use by employees. This serves as
a guide to content, style and tone and shows

MONY

how to avoid ''gobbledygook." mony even
retains a nationally known authority to conduct periodic correspondence clinics.
The result? Greater understanding of
Mutual Of New York's services and benefits
by everyone who receives letters from mony.

Op
NewYc
The Mutual Life Insurance Company Of New York, New York, N. Y.
Sales and service offices located throughout the United States and in Canada
For Life, Accident & Sickness, Group Insurance, Pension Plans, MONY TODAY MEANS MONEY TOMORROW!
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WBC

GIANT

GIVES

MARKET

YOU

ALL THREE

. . .

GREENVILLE
SPARTANBURG
ASHEVILLE
. . . with total coverage area
greater than that of Miami,
Jacksonville, Birmingham or
New Orleans

82-County Data (within the 100
UV/M contour) S. M. Survey May
10, 1959

POPULATION
2,946,600
INCOMES
$3,584,180,000
RETAIL SALES . . . $2,387,606,000
HOUSEHOLDS ...... 751,900
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names

for program

panels
meeting

The program and participants in the
third annual Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. Public Service Programming
Conference at Palo Alto, Calif., Sept.
21-23, were announced last week by
Richard M. Pack, WBC programming
vice president and producer of the conference.
Approximately 400 owners of stations, program managers, educators
and public officials are expected to
attend the conference on the campus
of Stanford U. The keynote address will
be delivered by Donald H. McGannon,
WBC president.
An agenda of 12 panels is set:
"Creativity and the Individual and
His Ideas." Panelists: Marc Connelly,
Pulitzer Prize-winning playwright; Dr.
Frank Baxter, professor at the U. of
Southern California and tv program
lecturer; Robert Foreman, executive
vice president in charge of creative
sources, BBDO, New York; Martin
Manulis, executive producer in charge
of 20th Century-Fox Television Productions; Fred Friendly, executive
producer for CBS, and Saul Bass, designer-producer.
"Segmented Public Service and Public Service Within Commercial Formats." Panelists: Don McCune, producer and host of Captain Puget on
KOMO-TV Seattle; Sunnie Jennings,
co-producer and hostess of Home
Fare on WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
N.Y.; Robert L. Rierson, program operations manager for WBTV (TV) Charlotte, N.C., and Dale E. Hart, program manager of KOTV (TV) Tulsa,
Okla.
"Religious Programming." Panelists:
Joseph F. Gamble, president, KJOY
Stockton, Calif.; Ken Welsh, program
and public service director, WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Theodore McDowell, tv program manager and director of public service, WMAL-AMTV Washington, D.C., and the Rev.
John DeBrine, co-pastor, Ruggles Street
Baptist Church, Boston.
"Editorialization." Edward Breen,
president, KVFD Fort Dodge, Iowa;
Bruce Palmer, news director, KWTV
(TV) Oklahoma City; Ben Strouse, president, WWDC Washington, D.C.; John
McClay, general manager, WJZ-TV
Baltimore and William Whiteley, director of public affairs, KNXT (TV) Los
Angeles.
"Radio and Television News Techniques." Panelists: Gabe Pressman, roving reporter for WRCA-TV New York;
Clark Pollock, program director, KVTV
(TV) Sioux City, Iowa; Wanda Ramey,
news reporter, KPIX (TV) San Francisco; James Schulke, vice president,

KTLA-TV Los Angeles; Martin Ross,
program manager, WPTR Albany,
N.Y.; Jerry Landay, news director,
WBZ Boston; Martin Weldon, director of news and special events, WNEWAM-TV New York, and William Small,
news
ville. director, WHAS-AM-TV LouisOther sessions will be held on the
techniques of tv production; "Meaningful and Creative Research;" the various
types of operations among radio stations; broadcasters' relationships with
national service organizations and international television. Mr. Pack will announce the participants shortly.
N.Y. to resume
boxing inquiry

The New York State Attorney General's office was scheduled to resume
questioning of witnesses last Friday
(Sept. 11) as part of its inquiry to determine if the state's antimonopoly
laws were violated in the disposition
of the television, radio and motion picture rights to the recent Ingemar Johannson-Floyd Patterson heavyweight
championship bout.
Martin Baron of the attorney general's staff reported that the investigation probably will continue through
this week. On Sept. 3, the interrogation
of several witnesses was completed, including William Rosensohn, promoter
of the bout; Irving B. Kahn, president
of TelePrompTer Corp., which was
awarded the radio, tv, film rights for
$300,000; Monroe Riskin, an assistant
treasurer of TelePrompTer, and Vincent
Velella, an attorney, who gained control of the Rosensohn Company after
the bout.
New York Attorney General Louis
Lefkowitz described the objectives of
the investigation in these terms:
"In essence, we are seeking to see if
any competition was eliminated and
whether people or firms or corporations were prevented from bidding, not
only for the fight itself but for the ancillary rights, consisting of the movies,
the radio and tv."
There have been reports that Theatre Network Television, a closed-circuit tv outfit, had offered to pay $450,000 for the ancillary rights to the
championship fight. Mr. Baron disclosed
that Tom Gallery, NBC director of
sports, had said his company was interested in those rights but had not
been given the opportunity to bid.
Mr. Baron declined to reveal the
names of witnesses who were to be
called during the resumption of the
inquiry. He said there had been "several new developments" since the questioning of witnesses on Sept. 3 but
could not discuss them at this time.
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PLACES

GEORGE

WWJ-TV's

COLORFUL

GLOBE-TROTTER

Bold, imaginative programming once again gives you a winning showcase
on WWJ-TV,

Detroit.

From 5:00 to 5:55 P.M. every weekday, famed impresario George Pierrot
enthralls a huge family audience by presenting renowned travelers in
person, relating their exciting adventures and showing exclusive color films
of far-away places.
Ratings, renewals and audience composition prove you can really go places
with George Pierrot. A limited number of availabilities are still open.
Phone your PGW Colonel today.
Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network

WWU-TV
YOUR

TICKET

TO

SALES

14.3
Cumulative Rating
5.9
Average Quarter Hour Rating
*ARB, Detroit, July, 1959

lf|j]aj|jLp5g

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.
Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit News
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NTA

•J.WIE"

GORDON

Designed

Salulos
FOODS

GORDONS
"MAGIC-PAK"
POTATO
CHIPS

Gordon Foods has joined the Honor
Roll of Advertisers who chose
WFGA-TV to carry its sales messages to more than a quarter-million Florida-Georgia TV homes.
Gordon Foods is using a spot schedule in Popeye Playhouse, and these
spots — combined with WFGA-TV
programming — will provide top selling power for Gordon's "MagicPak" Potato Chips.
"Jaxie" is proud to have Gordon
Foods and the Kirkland, White &
Schell advertising agency of Atlanta on its growing list of prestigs
advertisers.
NBC and ABC Programming
Represented nationally by
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

WFGA-TV
Channel
12
Jacksonville, Florida
FLORIDA'S
COLORFUL
STATION
i 00 (PROGRAMMING)

STOREVISION
to service

out-of-home

tv viewer

Ely A. Landau, board chairman of
National Telefilm Assoc. disclosed details of a new company operation called
NTA Storevision Inc. and a 54-hour
live programming service called "Day
Watch" last week.
Storevision will equip away-fromhome locations with tv sets, license tv
stations for receivers and programming
service, and provide counsel on over-all
operation. He said Storevision has licensed stations in nine cities (in addiark). tion to NTA-owned WNTA-TV NewStarting on Nov. 1, WNTA-TV will
program "Day Watch" on a Mondaythrough-Saturday basis from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m. The programming, according to
station officials, will not exceed oneminute in length and will include
news bulletins, constant time reports,
illustrated weather news, menu suggestions and best buy lists.
Storevision will have tv receivers installed in 400 major supermarkets and
300 laundry centers.
Advertisers will have to purchase a
schedule calling for at least 54 tensecond announcements for each week,
one an hour. This will cost $2,160 but
"charter" advertisers will be able to
purchase this time for $1,080 — a 50%
discount, a company executive said.
ASCAP
need

surveys

updating:

Justice

The methods used by ASCAP in
monitoring radio and tv music performances are virtually obsolete, the
Dept. of Justice has said.
The government allegation was made
in a 30-page brief filed two weeks ago
in U.S. District Court in New York.
The Justice Dept. document was filed in
support of a proposed amendment to
the 1950 consent decree and is now
under study by federal Judge Sylvester
Ryan.
At issue are the internal organization
and income distribution methods of
ASCAP.
In commenting on ASCAP's survey practices — and these results are
used to base distribution of income to
members — the Justice Dept. charged
that ASCAP put a premium on network performances and does not adequately take into account the "thouradio sands
andof performances
tv stations. daily" over local
ASCAP logs each commercial network performance and multiplies it by
the number of affiliates, the govern-

ment said. In contrast, it added, ASCAP
logs less than one-fourth of 1% of
the total local broadcast hours.
Every radio performance is multiplied by 20, Justice said, and every tv
performance by 60.
Quarter of Income • License
fees from radio - tv account for
only onemestic
- fourth
of ASCAP's
doincome, the
Justice Dept.
pointed out, but ASCAP distributes almost two-thirds of its income on the
basis of network performances.
ASCAP samples 32 radio stations
and 22 tv stations for a three-hour period per station, the government pointed
out. The results are taped. The same 22
metropolitan markets (not identified)
are used daily, Justice said. A roving
corps of 14 monitors sample other
areas.
The present system, the government
averred, samples only about one out of
every 500 music performances on local
radio and tv.
The new survey plan, prepared by
Joel Dean & Assoc. and reviewed by
Bureau of Census experts, calls for a
50% increase in the size of the local
radio samples and more scientific selection of stations. It also contemplates a
survey of other media. It is due to be
placed into operation early in 1960.
Ziv's 'Man
sold in 91

Dawson'
markets

ZIV Television Programs, New York,
has sold This Man Dawson in 91 markets. On the latest sales report:
Anheuser-Busch, which bought the
police series for its home market of
St. Louis; Brown & Williamson, cosponsoring with Lincoln Income Life
Insurance in Louisville; H. P. Hood
& Son (milk, ice cream), Boston; Sego
Milk for seven markets in the Mountain states; Tendercrust Baking, Amarillo; Vietti Foods in Nashville; Drearier Packing, Columbia, S.C.;
Super Food Stores, Shreveport, La ;
Household Finance for Philadelphia
and Schenectady - Albany; Alabama
Farm Bureau Insurance Co. for Birmingham and Montgomery; Gate City
Savings, Fargo, N.D.; Security Federal Bank, Nashville, Tenn.; Iowa
Electric Light & Power Co. for Des
Moines and Ames; South Carolina
Electric & Gas for Augusta, Ga.
Standard Oil of Indiana for Kala-

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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"Our clearer signal is invited into hundreds of thousands of Detroit area homes like
these" says John Pival, Vice-President of Television WXYZ, Inc., Detroit.

"The

new

improve

1,073'
our

taller

signal,

tower

broaden

by
our

Dresser-ldeco
market

helped

coverage."

"Now there are 1,879,500 families in our sales area" reports John F.
Pival, WXYZ-TV Vice-President. "Our stronger signal, broadcast from
the new tall-tower height of 1,073', markedly improved signal quality
and expanded our coverage area. Our grade B coverage now extends
south to Toledo, west to Jackson, northwest to Flint, northeast to Port
Huron. WXYZ-TV is a welcome guest in homes throughout our $8.1
billion retail sales market."
A taller tower by Dresser-ldeco can pay off for your station in these
two ways. Your clearer signal wins greater audience loyalty . . . greater
coverage expands your market area. Each of these gains attracts advertisers.
Dresser-ldeco is far and away the leader in tall towers. We've built
more than half the lOOO'-plus television towers in service today. That's
in addition to hundreds of smaller towers for TV, radio and microwave
communication. This experience saves you both time and money. John
Pival reports, "Dresser-ldeco delivered our tower on schedule, everything
was organized so that the entire job went along at a fast pace. There's no
wiser investment than an experienced tower designer-builder." You, too,
are assured of this money-saving, time-saving attention to detail when
you work with Dresser-ldeco. Talk to your station equipment representative or write us direct. And ask for Tower Catalog T-57.
John F. Pival, Vice-President, WXYZ,
Inc., is another booster of DresserIdeco's new tower elevator. In fact,
finding that their own elevator saved
maintenance time and cost, and assured uninterrupted
service,
WXYZ-TVto
recommended
a similar
installation
WTOL-TV, Toledo. It was recently put
into service.

Dresser-ldeco
Division of Dresser Industries, Inc.

Co mpany

TOWER DIVISION, DEPT. T-91
875 MICHIGAN AVE., COLUMBUS 8, OHIO
Branch: 8909 S. Vermont Ave., Los Angeles 44, Calif.

CARTOON
CLASSICS
SERIALS

mazoo, Mich, (added to its original
purchase of Indianapolis); Sun Oil for
Richmond; Fuller Ford, San Diego;
Case Tractor, Oklahoma City; Redd
Pest Control and Bevis Construction
Co. in Jackson, Miss., and Bowden
Bros., Davenport-Rock Island.
The series was also purchased by 31
stations.
Creemens
Community

"NEW ADVENTURES OF THE SPACE EXPLORERS." Kids loved "THE SPACE EXPLORERS." They'll be mad about this
thrilling sequel told in 26 brilliant new
cliff-hanger episodes. Brings total "Space
Explorer" episodes to 52.
Announcing great new sequel
to "THE SPACE EXPLORERS"

"NEW

ADVENTURES
OF THE

"
LOR
E EXP
SPAC
Even more
thrilling,
moreERS
timely
than "The Space Explorers"
Rejoin the stars of "The Space
Explorers," Nordheim,
Young Jim inPerry
and
Professor
thrilling
new adventures in the distant
reaches of outer space.
With technical supervision by Dr.
Franklyn M. Branley, Associate
Astronomer of the AMERICAN
MUSEUM — HAYDEN PLANETARIUM, "NEW ADVENTURES
OF THE SPACE EXPLORERS"
cannot be compared to any other
space or science-fiction motion picture. Never before has there been
a drama so authentic in its portrayal of adventures in outer space !
Never before so brilliant a series of
fully animated cliff-hanger episodes! "NEW ADVENTURES OF
THE SPACE EXPLORERS" is
heartwarming, realistic, so timely
for your all-out exploitation.
TOTAL OF 208 CARTOON CLASSICS SERIALS NOW AVAILABLE to hypo your program
ratings. Only in this thrill-packed
cliff-hanger series of 5% minute
episodes do you get full animation
plus high entertainment plus enlightening overtones, plus school
tie-in promotion plus an impressive
proven record. Order now!
Produced by RADIO AND
TELEVISION PACKAGERS, INC.
Distributed by
©1959
BANNER FILMS, INC.
527 Madison Ave., New York 22
Wire or call collect
Charles McGregor, PLaza 5-4811

suing
Club

George Creemens Adv. Inc., Des
Moines, has filed civil damage suits
against Community Club Services Inc.,
New York, and its president, John C.
Gilmore. (Both companies conduct
"proof of purchase" radio-tv merchandising campaigns.)
One suit asks $5,000 plus $4,999.99
exemplary damages for Mr. Gilmore's
alleged slander of Creemens' business
reputation. The second suit says Mr.
Gilmore "willfully and maliciously" interfered with Creemens' copyrighted
"Cash Club" contracts with Miller Supermarkets (adivision of National Tea
Co.) and KIMN Denver. For this
Creemens asks $6,093.18 to reimburse
lost revenue.
A CCS official said "there is no
basis for this suit. Our attorney in Denver is handling the matter."
9-month Spanish class
KGLO-TV Mason City, Iowa, started
a 38-week telecourse in Spanish last
Tuesday (Sept. 8).
The series is underwritten by seven
county boards of education, with
schools buying their own tv sets. Nearly
3,000 sixth-graders are expected to participate.
Tv Elementary Spanish (Mon.-Fri.
9-9:30 a.m.) is conducted by Salvador
Siqueiros of El Paso, Tex., who was
hired by the school board. KGLO-TV
is not charging the board its regular
time rate, but only for the cost of additional personnel and operating live
cameras.
• Program

notes

Mt. Idy Lobby
origination
Weaver's
Hobby
starts •onCharley
ABC-TV
Sept.
30 (Wed., 8-8:30 p.m. EDT) for Mogen David Wine Corp. Cliff Arquette,
originator of the Weaver character
from "Mt. Idy, Ohio" will present
guests in hobby demonstrations. The tv
show is based on the radio Hobby Lobby which Don Fedderson Productions
bought from the originator, Dave Ellman. Agency: Edward H. Weiss & Co.,
Chicago.
Domestic drama • NBC-TV has scheduled House on High Street, series based

on cases in domestic relations courts,
Mon.-Fri., 4-4:30 p.m. EDT, starting
Sept. 28. replacing Truth or Consequences. House on High Street is a Dorelco production in association with
NBC, Roger Gimbel executive producer
and John Haggott producer.
Horse show • My Friend Flicka starts
on ABC-TV Wed., Sept. 30 (5:30-6
p.m.) in the network's weekday afternoon strip of cartoon, action and adventure shows (others in the slot are
Rin Tin Tin Mon., Tue., Fri., and
Rocky and His Friends Thur.). General
Mills has bought sponsorship in the strip
through Dancer - Fitzgerald - Sample.
Stars of Flicka are Anita Louise, Gene
Evans and Johnny Washbrook. The
series is based on Mary O'Hara's book.
Desilu renames center • Desilu Productions Inc., Hollywood, Calif., has
renamed Motion Picture Center there
"Desilu-Cahuenga." The new name follows the tv production company's
policy of naming its studios after the
street location. Desilu owns 95% of
the Motion Picture Center stock.
Desilu-Cahuenga has nine sound
stages and covers seven acres. Some
products filmed there: Danny Thomas
Show, Love & Marriage and The Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz Show.
Religious scripts • To stimulate new
religious program material, the Union
Theological Seminary and NBC are
sponsoring a competition for a new play
on a religious theme. Robert E. Seaver,
director of the Program in Religious
Drama, which was inaugurated in 1956
by a Rockefeller Foundation grant, directs the project. The play on a religious theme cannot run longer than
an hour, must be unpublished and
written since last Jan. 1. Prizes: First,
$250; second, $100, and third, $50.
Deadline is Jan. 1, 1960. NBC reserves
rights to the play's first tv and radio
performance while the Seminary's program in religious drama has first stage
performance
rights. TheNew
Seminary's
dress: 3041 Broadway,
York 27.adMore school time • The eight school
systems participating in the DelawareMaryland-Virginia tv classes originating at WBOC-TV Salisbury, Md., are
extending etv time to IY2 hours a day.
Starting Sept. 16 the fall term will have
four classes between 1:30-3 p.m.
Daily slot • The Thin Man, a Friday
night fixture on NBC-TV for three seasons, moves to weekday afternoons,
following purchase by the network of
72 episodes from MGM-TV at $1 million for a year. The comedy-mystery
series starring Peter Lawford and Phyllis Kirk will be seen starting Sept. 21 at
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

WeeReBel, Columbus, Ga., shows replica of Confederate Uniform
to Mary Dwyer, time buyer, Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York.

Have

you

heard
said

to

what

the

Keayoa

&

UleeReBeL
Eckhardt?

"We have the highest per family income in Georgia."
You'll miss the highest per family income in Georgia, if you don't put Columbus on
your schedule. Metropolitan Columbus' family income is $6,855 annually compared
to the Georgia figure of $5,002. And 83% of the families in this high-income
area own TV sets. They view WRBL-TV the most! Check HOLLINGBERY for
availabilities on WRBL-TV and WRBL Radio.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000

WATTS

a

coiumBus,
en.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co
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VIGOROUSLY

CONTINENT
SEAPORT

IN SIZE ONLY TO
THE TWIN CITIES
IN MINNESOTA AND
MILWAUKEE IN WISC.
(Zoveted canifrtetety and.
mote effectively 6y . . .

NBC
A 3 BILLION DOLLAR MARKET
Duluth
& HeraldSuperior
Affiliated with Duluth
and Ncwi-Tribune
£5 PETEns.GRiFFiN. Woodward, inc.
^QStf^ ficluur* JV»tfMf Rtpttttnfthes
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Radio urges kids:
Two local radio stations in two
different points of the country have
conducted "Finish High School"
campaigns directed at their teenage
audiences. WMCA New York and
WIND Chicago both broadcast appeals by air personalities. Show
business celebrities and government
officials also participated.
WMCA's campaign, which ran
through Sept. 10, was an effort to
reduce the yearly (28%) percentage
of students who do not graduate
from the city's high schools. Gov.
Nelson Rockefeller, Mayor Robert
Wagner and recording stars Pat
Boone and Jill Corey aired appeals
to the station's teenage audience.
2:30-3 p.m. EDT., Monday-Friday.
Ziv's 'half-sales' • Ziv Television Programs, N.Y., reports that it has achieved
a "sell-off" in 54 of the 59 markets in
which the American Tobacco Co.
(Lucky Strike cigarettes) had contracted for half-sponsorship of Lockout
and This Man Dawson half-hour tv
series. To complement American Tobacco's half-sponsorship in the 59 markets, sales were completed to 40 stations, which will make series available
for local sale, and to 14 advertisers,
Ziv Tv said.
Audio affiliate • Pathescope Productions, N.Y., has affiliated its industrial
film department and tv commercial
services with Audio Productions. The
companies will carry on under the Audio banner, with the exception of
Pathescope's
educational
division which
will retain that
name.
Marco Polo for Interstate • Interstate
Television (subsidiary of Allied Artists
Productions Inc., Hollywood, Calif.), is
to produce 39 segments in a Marco
Polo tv series.
Psychology and shows • Does a play
have more meaning for audience, critics
and actors if a psychoanalyst explains
it first? Yes, substantially more, was the
answer the M-R (motivational research)
Theatre, Hollywood, and the Communications Div. of the U. of Southern
California learned in an experiment.
After testing an act from Terence Rattigan's "Separate Tables" on two different audiences, selected by invitation,
Oliver McGowan, head of M-R Theatre
and originator of the experiment, reported that greater interest and understanding was exhibited by the group
which had a pre-showing psychological explanation from analyst Dr. Barnet Sherin. He feels the experiment
could save time and effort for tv directors, as well.

go back to school
WIND initiated a saturation drive
of 40 to 50 spot announcements
urging teenagers to "start school
when school starts." Basis of the
drive was alarming statistics released
by school officials which show a 40%
decline in enrollment between the
10th and 12th grades.
The climax of WIND'S campaign
was a $200 prize for writing a "back
to school" essay, which was presented at the Pan American Games
in Soldier's Field. Messages were
also recorded by state and local officials. Gov. William G. Stratton,
Mayor Richard J. Daley and Sens.
Everett Dirksen (R-Ill.) and Paul
Douglas (D-Ill.) participated.
WGAL-TV teleclasses • WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa., has started Talking Town
(Tues. 9:30-9:45 a.m.), 32 programs
in primary grade speech improvement
Oct. 6. Today (Sept. 14) WGAL-TV
kicks off 30 elementary science lessons
(Mon. 9:30-9:45 a.m.). The courses are
in cooperation with the Pennsylvania
State Dept. of Public Instruction. About
85,000 children will watch the series.
Radio-tv IDs • Custom Identifications
Inc., 24-64 45th St., Long Island City
3, N.Y., has available animated, musical IDs for radio-television stations.
The corporation succeeds the former
Station Identification Inc., which specialized in radio IDs. Custom Identifications is headed by Manny Lits,
formerly
vice
of Station Iden2-0200. tification Inc.president
Telephone: Yellowstone
50 stars in Hawaii • KPOA Honolulu
sponsored the ceremonies for the raising of the first 50 star flag at the local
Punchbowl National Cemetery. In attendance were the king and queen of the
island's Aloha Week, Major General
Fred W. Makinney, adjutant general of
Hawaii and David Mendelsohn, president of Radio Hawaii, KPOA's owner.
'Midnight' on market • MCA-TV,
N.Y., is making Johnny Midnight, halfhour mystery film series, available for
regional and local sponsorship. An early
customer is P. Ballantine & Sons, which,
through William Esty agency, has
bought the new show for 26 markets
covering most Eastern states. Johnny
Midnight stars Edmond O'Brien.

WNJR

negro radio for
york
metro new
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WGY

YOUR
PRODUCT
HARDER

■J

Co

WGY will sell your product harder
in the rich market area it serves:
Albany — Schenectady — Troy,
plus Northeastern New York and
Western New England. We can
back this up with a file of sales
success stories — for details, contact your local Henry I. Christal
man or call WGY, Schenectady,
New York.
982-12
50,000 Watts • NBC Affiliate • 810 Kilocycles
A GENERAL

ELECTRIC

STATION

EQUIPMENT
PRODUCTION,

&

ENGINEERING

SALES

PACE

GOOD

Current year's radio-tv set figures
ahead of 1958, according to EIA
Radio and television set production
and retail sales for the first seven
months of 1959 are running far ahead
of the same 1958 period, according to
Electronic Industries Assn.
Radio production for the first seven
months of this year totaled 7,936,621
sets, including 3,154,921 auto sets, compared to 5,212,135 sets, including
1,650,898 auto radios, in the comparable months of 1958.
Output of fm sets, 247,976 for the
seven months, more than doubled the
113,318 sets in the same 1958 months.
July radio output totaled 829,035
sets, including 254,725 auto models,
compared to 592,972, including 186,DO

IT!

BIG Y has AUDIENCE AND POWER
. . . the BIGGEST metropolitan audience of any Cincinnati station (AprilMay 1959 Nielsen) and 50,000 WATTS
of SELLING power to reach all the
Cincinnati area.
We are doing a BIG job every day for
our
Here's what a few say
aboutadvertisers.
us:
"With WCKY. we set an all-time
record for SOHIO station openings in
Cincinnati and in Ohio." Elmer Horstmeyer, Hyde Park Sohio Service
"We WCKY
can honestly
say thewere
results
our
broadcasts
the from
best
promotions
we ever
iner, Pres. Jems
Shoe had."
Stores Saul Mar"Our account, Jennings Buick, has
asked me to express to you how pleased
he is with the result of his WCKY
broadcasts
we are a firm
believer in the aggressive grass roots
showmanship that WCKY does so
well."
Art Radkey, V.P. Keelor &
Stites Co.
Let BIG Y work for you in Cincinnati!
Call Tom Welstead at our New York
office, Eldorado 5-1127, or AM Radio
Sales in Chicago and the West Coast.
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379 auto models, in July 1958.
Radio sales at retail (auto sets not
included) totaled 3,685,708 from January to July compared to 3,177,679 in
the same 1958 months. July radio sales
totaled 526,827 sets compared to 465,545 in the same 1958 month.
Tv output totaled 3,133,075 sets in
the first seven months of 1959 compared
to 2,442,929 in the like 1958 months.
July tv output totaled 350,360 sets (21,022 with uhf tuning) compared to 274,999 (23,205 with uhf) in July 1958.
Tv sales at retail totaled 2,634,532 for
the January-July period compared to
2,456,662 in the same months last
year: 370,575 in July compared to
279,010 in July 1959.

Raytheon

expects

half billion earnings
Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., will
approach half a billion dollars in sales
in 1959, according to Charles F.
Adams, president of the electronics
firm. The rapidly-expanding company
has prime contracts for the Hawk and
Sparrow III missiles, radar and sonar
equipment and has plans for sky stations to hover miles above the earth
(Broadcasting, Aug. 10).
Mr. Adams noted that both sales and
earnings in the first half of this year
were at record levels and predicted
that "1959 should be the best year in

on

to hear
spectrum

control
as chairman
of EIA's
Spectrumlegislation
Committee.
This group
plans
to file comments and recommendations
with Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.),
of the House Commerce Committee,
author of frequency control legislation.
David R. Hull, Raytheon Mfg. Co.
vice president and EIA president, will
preside at a Sept. 24 meeting of the association's board. Marion E. Pettegrew,
Sylvania Electric Products, will preside
at a meeting of the Consumer Products
Division which will hear reports on the
current autumn promotion for tv receivers. The promotior began Aug. 15
and ends Sept. 15.
Ampex

our history."
EIA

tronics Corp., will discuss frequency

report
study

Progress of an Electronic Industries
Assn. subcommittee studying spectrum
allocation will be reviewed Sept. 22-24
at the EIA's autumn conference, to be
held at the Traymore Hotel, Atlantic
City. Military and consumer products
committees along with other electronic
industry units will meet during the conference.
James D. Secrest, EIA executive vice
president, said the special tv film showing how the electronics industry functions will be previewed at Atlantic City.
The film was prepared jointly by EIA
and National Assn. of Manufacturers
and will be sent to the 265 tv stations
for NAM's Industry on Parade.
H. Leslie Hoffman, of Hoffman Elec-

ships

vtr

to six etv outlets
The Professional Products Div. of
Ampex Corp., Redwood City, Calif.,
shipped Videotape
recorders
six educational tv stations
at the to
beginning
of the month. They are part of the $2.5
million Ford Foundation grant to the
National Educational Television & Radio Center, Ann Arbor, Mich., (Broadcasting July 27) to provide 43 tv recorders to etv outlets.
These are the first to receive recorders under the grant: KUHT (TV) Houston, WUFT (TV) Gainsville, FJa.;
WTVS (TV) Detroit, KTCA-TV St.
Paul-Minneapolis, WMVS-TV Milwaukee, and WOSU (TV) Columbus, Ohio.
Stations that were to reecive recorders last week include WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, WTTW (TV) Chicago, WYES
Tampa and WETV (TV) Atlanta.
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Finest way to speed to Europe . . . that's KLM!

YEARS

Fast flights whisk you

non-stop across the Atlantic. Friendly flight attendants treat you to worldfamous Royal Dutch service— the most thoughtful, attentive service you'll
find anywhere! Contact your travel agent or KLM office. KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.
KLM non-stop to
you're treated royally
. . . you're in Europe
WHOOSH before you know it! WW on Royal Dutch Airlines! BO Europe . . . and beyond!
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THE WORLD OVER
KLM
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising
• William J. Peterson resigns as vp
in charge of west coast radio-tv for
Cunningham & Walsh, Hollywood. Edward H. Calhoun, marketing supervisor at C&W, N.Y., appointed senior
vp and director of marketing services.
• Warren W. Schwed, formerly advertising and pr director of EurekaWilliams Corp., Bloomington, 111. (vacuum cleaners) , to Grey Adv., N.Y., as
vp and manager of pr department.
• Donald A. Wells, management supervisor at BBDO, N.Y., and Louis J.
Rolle, account group supervisor at
agency's San Francisco office, named
vps.
• Roy Passman, formerly manager of
network program administration with
NBC-TV, N.Y., to J. M. Mathes Inc.,
that city, as associate director of radiotv.
• Thomas S. Thompson, product manager for Instant Maxwell House Coffee
at General Foods, White Plains, N.Y.,
named
Maxwell national
House sales
Div. manager of GF's
• Robert P. Engelke, formerly with

&

FORTUNES

ABC, to Ted Bates, N.Y., as media
supervisor.
• Vincent R. Bliss,
formerly president of
Earle Ludgin & Co.,
Chicago, appointed vp
and assistant to president ofCampbellEwald. Mr. Bliss, who
was with Ludgin for
20 years, will have
Mr. Bliss
"responsibility of expanding
[C-E's]
branch
office services."
He will divide his time between
Detroit
and his Chicago headquarters.
• Charles Shaffran appointed account executive with Lavenson Bureau
of Advertising, Philadelphia. He was
previously assistant to executive vp and
announcer with WFIL, that city.
• David L. Phelps, sales training director of Ice Cream Merchandising
Institute, Washington, to Fessel, Siegfriedt, Dooley & Moeller, Louisville,
Ky., as account executive.
• Don Lilly appointed account supervisor and vp in charge of creative department of S. L. Brown & Assoc., advertising agency, Houston.
• Burton Wasserman, formerly research director of Chicago office of
Campbell-Mithun, named to new post
of marketing research director in
charge of supervising media and research activities with George H. Hartman Co., Chicago.

Capitol
THE

CLOWN

rHIGHESTPATED
MOWING
IN

STRIP

DETROIT

WWJ-TV 930-IO'AM
MON-FRl.

• George T. Clarke, associate professor of marketing, New York U., named
director, Bureau of Education and Research, Advertising Federation of
America. He will continue in present
post at N.Y.U. Mae Keenan, secretary to AFA president, appointed assistant director of education and research.
• Maurice E. Atkinson, advertising
manager of Jacob Ruppert Brewery,
N.Y., appointed to broadcast advertising committee of Assn. of National Advertisers Inc.
• Armela Selsor, formerly assistant
media director at North Adv., Chicago,
to Edward H. Weiss & Co., that city,
as space buyer.

SOLD IN
90 MARKETS
tRK FILMS CORP.
i ST., NEW TORI 17, N.Y. MUrray Hill 8-2636

• A. J. Lappin, plant manager of Dynamics Corp. of America's Winsted
Hardware Mfg. Div. (Waring Blendor,
Shavex shaving accessories and others),
Winsted, Conn., named vp of that division.
• Bill Trader, formerly with sales staff
of XEAK Tijuana, Mexico, to Tullis

108

Co.,
Hollywood agency, as account executive.
• Evans Young
Wyatt, formerly vp
and account executive
at Ted Workman,
Dallas advertising
agency, opens own
agency in that city at
5635 Yale Blvd.
Phone:
1762. Mr. Emerson
Wyatt, who3-

Mr. Wyatt
was previously with Pitluk Adv. and
Conroy Adv., both San Antonio, announces that his office will specialize in
southwest advertising.
The Media
• Richard H. Gurley Jr., formerly
national sales coordinator with WBZTV Boston, named assistant sales manager of KDKA-TV Pittsburgh. Both
are Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations.
• John F. Burk, national sales coordinator of WJZ-TV Baltimore, appointed
assistant sales manager.
• Joel Fleming, station manager of
WTKO Ithaca, N.Y., elected vp of
Radio Ithaca Inc., company which
owns station.
• Harry Wilber, account executive
with WLS Chicago and formerly sales
promotion manager of WBBM that
city,
WBEE appointed
Harvey, 111.station manager of
• Jack Cosgrove, national sales manager
of WTCN Minneapolis-St. Paul, appointed sales manager.
Norman Page,
WTCN
account exBBP^te^ Jam
ecutive, promoted to
^
regional sales manMr. Cosgrove ager. Both men have
been with station for past five years.
• J. P. (Jim) Hayes Jr., formerly national sales manager of WGAC Augusta, appointed manager of WLAQ
Rome, both Georgia.
• Charles Hendrickson, on sales staff
of KARD-TV Wichita, Kans., promoted to local sales manager.
• Robert M. Miller, formerly with
WERE-AM-FM Cleveland, named program manager of WERC-AM-FM Erie,
Pa. Other WERC appointments: John
Luther, announcer, to news director;
Jerry Glenn, formerly with WARDAM-FM Johnstown, and Tom Silver,
formerly with WACB Kittanning, both
Pennsylvania, as air personalities.
• Eugene L. Reilly, director of sales
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IN

MEMPHIS...

A.R

.

IT'S

CHANNEL

by

3

/
I

In Survey

After

Survey—

At

Here are the latest Memphis Surveys, showing leads in
competitively-rated quarter hours, sign-on to sign-off,
Sunday thru Saturday:
A.R.B.

Pulse

Pulse

Nielsen

Apr. 17-May 14, 1959 May 1959
July 1959
(Metro Area) (Metro Area)
(Station Area)
WREC-TV
250
309
276
Sta. B
80
79
64
Sta. C
68
7
56

by
i

MONTHLY
TV REPORT
4

WREC-TV
Channel

3

Memphis
Nielsen
Nielsen Station Index

^^^^^^^^^^^^^

Represented Nationally by the Katz Agency
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Watching

habit

in Fresno
(California)

KMJ

first station in Fresno
KMJ-TV
Fresno, California
The Katz Agency
National Representative

CHECK Vand
DOUBLE

CHECK]/

V
WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand
of all Indiana TV
stations!
VV
One hundred and eleven
national and regional
spot advertisers know that
the Terre Haute market is
not covered effectively
by outside TV.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL IO • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
Represented Nationally
by Boiling Co.
110

(FATES & FORTUNES)

"So it's all set!" • J. Fred Muggs, tv
rangements for his new television series
WNTA-TV Newark, N.J. Mr. Muggs is
vp in charge of NTA station operations.
Monday through Friday evenings.
of Trendex Inc., N.Y., named vp in
charge of sales.
• John Logan, account executive with
CBS Radio Spot Sales, Detroit, named
tv spot sales manager there. George
R. Swearinger, account executive for
CBS Radio Spot Sales, N.Y., transferred
to similar position in tv spot sales, Atlanta office.
• Leo Kovner, tv columnist, critic and
reporter with Hollywood Reporter, to
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles as assistant
director of publicity. Judy Morrow, of
Larry Alexander Adv., also joins KTLA
publicity staff.
• Bruce J. Bloom, formerly assistant
director of public relations with
WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y., appointed
publicity director of WCAU-TV Philadelphia.
• Donald W. Richardson, CBS Newsfilm, syndication manager, Washington,
named manager.
• Lionel Van Deerlin appointed
newscaster and news director of XETV
(TV) Tijuana-San Diego.
• Aaron Cohen, formerly with media
research department at William Esty
& Co., N.Y., to WPIX (TV), that
city, as research analyst and assistant
to supervisor, sales development department.
• Robert Joseph Wade Sr., 51, tv
scene designer, died last week at his

personality (left), makes final arwhich starts today (Sept. 14) over
conferring with Ted Cott (right),
Series will be televised 6-6:30 p.m.

Larchmont, NY. home following surgery. He was first art director of NBCTV and won 1955-56 Christopher and
Robert Sherwood awards.
• Samuel L. Eadie, formerly account
executive with Weed Television Corp.,
Chicago, station rep, to WGN-TV, that
city, in similar capacity.
• Dick Carr, formerly with WBNY
Buffalo, N.Y., appointed program director of WCUE-AM-FM Akron, Ohio.
Also joining WCUE: Don Fortune
and Art Knight, air personalities, who
were with WINE Buffalo and WARM
Scranton, Pa., respectively.
• Richard J. Fischer, formerly with
news department of WBBM-TV Chicago, appointed news director of WLW
and WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
• Fred S. Fischer named manager —
credit control for CBS Inc.
• Norris Kalar, formerly account executive with WOL Washington and
WITH Baltimore, to WTTG (TV)
Washington in similar capacity.
• Ralph A. Barnes appointed news di-

WNJR
negro radio for
metro new
york
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Check

these

that make
in FM

advanced

Standard

Electronics

TRANSMITTING

features
your best buy

EQUIPMENT

n
^} Provision for multiplexing
as standard equipment, with 30
to 15,000 cps on both main and
subchannel for FM/FM stereo
broadcasting.
□

SERRASOID® modulator
for inherent stability— permitting
unattended remote operationsimple design and operation, low
first cost and upkeep.

□

Built-in PATCHOVER protection,
pioneered
by S-E
TV, now
able for the
first intime
in FMavailto

Compact,
accessible
design
saves as much
as 45% of the
space required
by other mitters
transof the

keep you gencies.
on the
air matched
despite emerImpedance
units
permit connecting driver direct to
antenna in seconds in event of
trouble in amplifier.

same rating. All
parts are readily
accessible for
easy servicing.

J Semiconductor rectifiers,
with unlimited life, cut tube replacement costs, power consumption, heat dissipation, space requirements.
□ ADD A-UNIT expansibility,
another TV-proven feature, now
offered exclusively by S-E to let
. you start with an economical FM
transmitter, later add an amplifier
when you-'re ready to boost power.

Standard Electronics Division Radio Engineering Laboratories, Inc.
29-01 Borden Avenue, Long Island City 1, N. Y.
I'm interested
in uppingequipment.
my station'sPlease
earning
your
new
FM transmitting
sendpower
me with
the data
checked:
fj FM 5 kw Multiplex Transmitter,
□ FM-MUX SERRASOID Multiplex
Exciter, type 936
2012
□ FM 250 watt Multiplex Transmitter, f~| type
FM 10 kw Multiplex Transmitter,
type 930
□ type
FM 3 2013
kw Amplifier, type 938
□ FM 1 kw Multiplex Transmitter,
□
FM 10 kw Amplifier, type 941
type 940
Name
Title
Station
Address

STANDARD
RADIO

und economy,exciter using
SERRASOID
All-aro
| | with
fewer, receiving type tubes; final
amplifier of 5 kw transmitter using
the tube complement of other
5 kw transmitters.
Features like these give you outstanding value in S-E
transmitters, amplifiers and exciters for FM. For complete information, check the coupon or call your
Standard Electronics engineering representative:
JIM CAMPBELL, Washington, D.C., REpublic 7-2246
"HUTCH" HUTCHINS, Davenport, Iowa, 24040
WALT STYLES, San Francisco, Calif., PRospect 6-1078
REED HAYTHORNE, Tucson, Ariz., AXtell 8-0053
JOHN HILLEGAS, Atlanta, Ga., DRake 7-1606
BILL RAPPOLT, New York City, STillwell 6-2100

ELECTRONICS
Division of

ENGINEERING

LABORATORIES,

INC.

29-01 Borden Avenue, Long Island City 1, N.Y.
STillwell 6-2100
Teletype NY4-2816
Distributed throughout Canada by NORTHERN ELECTRIC COMPANY LIMITED, overseas by CBS INTERNATIONAL.
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TVH

POWER

K

SELLING

A

A

S

• Edward McMullen, formerly account executive with WINS New York,
to
WNEW-TV,
that city, in similar
capacity.

EXCLUSIVE
UNDUPLICATED
CBS-TV
COVERAGE

BLAIR 1 TELEVISION ASSOCIATES, INC.

• Joseph M. Higgins, general manager
of WTHI Terre Haute, appointed to
fill unexpired term of Carl W. Vandagrift, formerly general manager of
WOWO Fort Wayne, now in similar
position with KYW Cleveland, as
president of Indiana Broadcasters Assn.
E. Berry Smith, general manager
of WFIE-TV Evansville, named secretary-treasurer, succeeding Roy L.
Hickox, president of WLRP New Albany, who resigned following sale of
his station. John R. Atkinson, manager of WHBU Anderson, and Joseph
Edwards, WAMW Washington, named
to fill two vacancies on board for balance of current term.

MONITORS
EARLY DELIVERY

• Warren S. Park Jr., formerly program director of WMUR-TV Manchester, N.H., joins WGBH-TV Boston,
educational station, as producer-director.

WICHITA
to
^

SELL

KANSAS

More people view

KTVH

than any other

Kansas

TV (Nielsen;

June, 1958).

BROADCAST QUALITY

BUY
kTVh
STUDIOS IN HUTCHINSON AND WICHITA

• Hal Raymond, formerly
Denver, named operations
KISN Portland- Vancouver,
Star stations. Ken Lomax
as account executive.

V-92A

PLUG-IN CHASSIS
UTILITY MONITORS
V-36C-14" V-96A-17"
V-98A-21" V-92A-24"
ALL MONITORS COME IN METAL
CABINETS AND INCLUDE HIGH DESCRIPTION
AND LOW VOLTAGE
SUPPLIES
The Foto-Video Monitors are highly
reliable display units for broadcast
(Professional Models also Available)
and closed circuit use. They are deFEATURES
signed for the continuous presenta• Field-Proven in Government and
tion of 600 line picture informaBroadcast TV Stations
tion with high brightness.
• Superior definition
The Video Amplifier, Deflection
• Excellent focus and interlace
Generator, High Voltage Supply,
• Video response flat to 8 mc.
and Low Voltage Supply, consist
• Distortion free DC restorer
individual plug-in-sub-chassis
o New high efficiency linear de- of
for optimum accessibility. The
flection system
front panel is removable for clean• Positive operation of all controls
ing the picture tube face and safety
• Silicon rectifier power supply
• Aluminized picture tube with gray
glass.
face plate
The high gain, wide band video
• Bridging input with built-in ter- amplifier incorporates DC restoraminating resistor and switch
tion to maintain black level regard• Broadcast quality construction,
less of picture content. Silicon
terminal boarded
semiconductor rectifiers provide
• Plug-in chassis modules
very reliable
imum of heat.DC power with a min• Every Unit Specification-Tested
Write, wire or phone for full inf ormatioyi .
"W(Q-¥lllDIMQ LABORATORIES,
CEDAR GROVE, NJ. CEnter 9-6100
112

(FATES & FORTUNES)

rector of WLOB Portland, Me., succeeding James Nields, who resigns to
join UPI Boston.
• George R. Elliot, formerly western
manager for Daniel Starch and Staff
(research service), joins National Field
Service (affiliate of Alfred Politz Research), N.Y., as manager of new business development.

INC.

with KICN
manager of
Wash., both
joins KISN

• Don R. Hughes, formerly director
of news with Public Radio Corp.
(KIOA Des Moines, Iowa; KAKC
Tulsa, Okla.), to KJR Seattle, Wash.,
in similar capacity.
* Walter E. Moore,
for past two years
account executive in
Atlanta office of CBS
TV Spot Sales, ap-

Mr. Moore
TV there.

pointed sales manager of WPLO, that
city. He was previously local account executive with WAGA-

• Lane Weiss, formerly San Francisco
sales manager of Radio-TV Guide, apof new office of B-N-B
pointed manager
Inc., station
rep, in that city, at 681
Market St. Phone: Exbrook 7-3997.
• Milton Kahn, formerly advertising
manager of Food Machinery and
Chemical Corp., Lakeland, Fla., to
as national acWTVJ count(TV)
executive.Miami
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

c Philip Brestoff
account executive
with KABC Los Angeles, named sales
manager. Mr. Brestoff
was previously in executive position with
WXYZ Detroit.

Another thriller-diller from WJRT

• Diane Neugarten, traffic manager
of WINS New York, to WIP Philadelphia as director of operations.
• Eddie Smardin, formerly western
sales manager of Jayark Films, N.Y.,
appointed account executive with KHJTV Los Angeles.
• Robert W. Dickey, vp and account
executive with Price & Price, Pittsburgh advertising agency, and previously air personality and account executive with KDKA, that city, returns to
station in latter capacity.
• James Greer, formerly with office
NAB

committees

Two committees for the 195960 term were announced last
week by NAB President Harold
E. Fellows — Membership and
Board Convention Committees.
Co-chairmen of the convention
group are Thomas C. Bostic,
KIM A Yakima, Wash., and Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing
Co., Radio-Tv Div. The committee will meet Sept. 22 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago. Serving with the co-chairmen are Fred
A. Knorr, WKMH Dearborn,
Mich.; J. R. Livesay, WLBH
Mattoon, 111.; Robert J. McAndrews, KBIG Hollywood;
D wight W. Martin, WAFB-TV
Baton Rouge, La.; W. D. Rogers,
KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex.; G.
Richard Shafto, WIS-TV Columbia, S.C.; F. C. Sowell,
WLAC Nashville, Tenn., and
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRKTV Houston.
Co-chairmen of the Membership Committee are Mr. Rogers
and Ben Sanders, KICD Spencer,
Iowa. Other members are Joseph
E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; John S. Booth,
WCHA Chambersburg, Pa.; Joseph M. Higgins, WTHI Terre
Haute, Ind.; Boyd Kelley,
KTRN Wichita Falls, Tex.; Mr.
McAndrews; C. Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian Broadcasting
Corp.; Hugh O. Potter, WOMI
Owensboro, Ky., and Mr. Walbridge.
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Listen, admen, and you shall hear— plenty! That
WJRT is the single-station way to reach the other big
Michigan market. That you get Flint, Lansing, Saginaw and
Bay City with one buy and a grade "A" or better signal.
That you're right where things happen with WJRT's insideout coverage of mid-Michigan and its nearly half-million
TV households. If you're aiming at Flint, Lansing, Saginaw
and Bay City, WJRT is your bull's-eye buy. Come on in—
it's open season on sales.

JRTFLINT
W
CHANNEL

ABC

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta 113

services division of CBS, N.Y.. to
WVOS Liberty, N.Y., as announcer.
• Eddie Dillon, formerly air personality with KVOR and KWBY, both Colorado Springs, to KEYT (TV) Santa
Barbara, Calif., in similar capacity.
• Roger Erickson, formerly with
WAVN Stillwater, Minn., to WCCOTV Minneapolis-St. Paul, as announcer
and tv personality.
• Virgil Clemons joins KFMB
Diego as account executive.

San

• Henry Elliott, previously news director of WORL and on staff of WBZTV, joins WTAO-WXHR (FM), all
Boston, as account executive.
• Alfred F. McCabe, formerly account executive with WGLI-WTFM
(FM) Babylon, N.Y., to WOV New
York in similar capacity.
• Peter Schachte, son of Henry
Schachte, executive vp of Lever Brothers Co., N.Y., joins production staff of
WKTV (TV) Utica, N.Y. He is recent
graduate of Emerson College, Boston,
majoring in broadcasting.
• Dick Abell, formerly with HeadleyReed, station rep; Larry Larson, with
Curt Adv., L.A., and Shayle Ray, formerly with KGFJ Los Angeles, join
sales staff of KRLA Pasadena, Calif.,

Capitol
THE
100%
IN

SOLD

CLOWN
OUT

BOSTON

BEFORE
WHDH-

DEBUT/

ink fiLms corp.
4th ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2636

(FATE3 & FORTUNES)

• Norman Norton, graduate of Northwest Schools, Portland, Ore., moves
from KOZI Chelan, Wash., to KG AY
Salem, Ore., as announcer-salesman.
Other Northwest graduates' appointments: Donald Boyd, formerly with
KWIZ Moses Lake, Wash., to KVAS
Astoria, Ore., as air personality; San
Bernhard to KITI Chehalis, Wash.,
as account executive.
• James Mullins appointed acting
news director of WKBN Youngstown,
Ohio, succeeding Sid Davis.
• Stan Bohrman, announcer and newscaster with KNXT (TV) Los Angeles,
to WNAC Boston as air personality.
• Ed Sullivan, tv personality and
columnist, elected to board of J. J.
Little & Ives, Co., N.Y., educational
publisher. Mr. Sullivan has contract
with company to sponsor series of hi-fi
records to be sold in supermarkets.
• Don McKinnon, formerly program
director of KOWH Omaha, to KABC
Los Angeles as air personality.
Programming
• Floyd (Irish) Blankenship, formerly with ABC Films, named special
sales agent for Crosby-Brown Productions, covering Minnesota, Wisconsin,
South Dakota, Iowa and Nebraska for
that tv syndication firm from headquarters in Minneapolis.
• Bill Gibbs, script-writer with MGMTV, N.Y., named creative director of
industrial film department.
• Joe King, voice of 20th Century Fox
News and Colgate's "Mr. Gardol,"
joins WOR-TV New York as narrator
of new film series King of Adventure.
• Wally Robinson, previously with
UP, Variety and Columbia Records, to
public relations department of Broadcast Music Inc., N.Y.
• Leo Silber, house counsel of Official
Films Inc., N.Y., resigns effective
Oct. 1.

TV

SOLD IN
90 MARKETS

114

which was KXLA. Armand Lamont,
on sales staff of KXLA nine years,
transfers to KRLA.

• Brown Meggs, staff assistant for
public relations with Capitol Records,
appointed director of public relations,
new position. Vic Rowland, press relations manager, resigns and is succeeded
by his assistant, Fred Martin. Under
reorganization, press relations department becomes division of new pr department. Bob Klein, sales manager
of Miami branch of Capitol Records
Distributing Corp., named national
popular album merchandising manager.
Michael L. Jacobs, operations supervisor of Philadelphia branch of distrib-

uting company, to operations manager
of Indianapolis branch, succeeding
Jack McCarty, who transfers to Detroit office in similar capacity.
• Albert McCleery, formerly producer-director with NBC-TV, with
Hallmark Hall of Fame and NBC
Matinee Theatre series among his
credits, signs long-term exclusive contract as producer for CBS-TV, N.Y.
Equipment & Engineering
• Homer

R. Old-

field, vp and manager of government
equipment division of
Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., elected
to new post of group
vp — ■ electronic components and devices,
effective Oct. 1 .
Stuart D. Cowan,
vp and executive
committee
member at
Donahue & Coe,
N.Y., named to new
post of director of
commercial marketing services
Raytheon. Mr.forCowan
Mr. Cowan has been account supervisor on Raytheon for past 10 years.
• Barry J. Shillito, formerly sales
head of Hughes Aircraft Co., Culver
City, Calif., appointed executive vp
and general manager of Houston Fearless Corp., L.A., manufacturer of film
processing systems and precision audiofilm equipment. Edgar A. Rabey, formerly assistant to director of advertising and pr of Litton Industries, Inc.,
L.A., electronics firm, named director
of advertising and pr for Houston
Fearless.
• Rolland V. Robison, manager of
product planning, Semiconductor Div.
of Sylvania Electric Products, Woburn,
Mass., named product sales manager —
transistors, for that division. John H.
Skehan Jr., supervisor of receiving
tube merchandising, Sylvania Electric
Products, Emporium, Pa., transfers to
company's New York office as manager
of sales training for Electronic Tubes
Div.
o Jack Houseman, assistant to sales
manager of Packard-Bell Electronics
Corp., L.A., named Southern Califor-

WNJR
negro radio for
meiro new
york
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channel

WB

EN-TV

land

In this busy area . . .
most television viewers
watch WBEN'TV
most of the time
The domination of WBEN-TV
of the 14 county Western New
York and Canadian Niagara
Peninsula market is attested to
by all audience studies.
Which one do you read? Check it
and see how the quality programming,
the foremost network shows from CBS,
plus prestige local programming for
balanced entertainment for the entire
family put WBEN-TV on top. Add to this
the perfect pictures and perfect sound, the
result of more than a decade of television
pioneering, and you have the sum total of outstanding leadership and audience loyalty, day in day
out, month after month.

A R R E N

E L K T

Consistently, TV viewers of Buffalo, Western New York, nearby
Pennsylvania and the Canadian Niagara Peninsula vote overwhelmingly in favor of the entertainment educational, cultural, and
informative programs . . . presented as a community responsibility
by WBEN-TV on Channel 4.
Reason enough that in WBEN-TV land your TV dollars count for
more on Channel 4.

WBEN-TV
A SERVICE
OF
THE
BUFFALO
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HARRINGTON, RIGHTER and PARSONS
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EVENING

P O T T E
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M c K E A N

NEWS

the nation's top network
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Executive reservists • These 13 members of the FCC
unit of National Defense Executive Reserve received
certificates of service after attending a two-day communications seminar, a phase of "Operations Alert," near
Gettysburg, Pa. (Broadcasting, Aug. 31). L. to r: Kempster W. Pyle, KSIR Wichita, Kan.; Louis E. Kearney,
communications engineer, Assn. of American Railroads;
Dr. George R. Town, engineering research director, Iowa
State College; Martin B. Campbell, Area Educational Tv
Foundation, Dallas; Warren E. Baker, Washington at-

HOTEL
WNewWestoh
MADISON AT 50TH
English Lounge
Meeting place
of show business

,

torney and former FCC general counsel; James P. Veatch,
manager, RCA Frequency Bureau, Washington; Joseph
E. Baudino, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. vice president; James L. Howe, WIRA Ft.. Pierce, Fla.; Jack S.
Younts, WEEB Southern Pines, N.C.; Vincent T. Wasilewski, NAB government relations manager; Harold R.
Huntley, chief engineer, AT&T; Lawrence Webb, manager, Station Representatives Assn. and John E. McCoy,
Storer Broadcasting Co. vice president. Five other members are not shown.

nia district sales manager for P-B's
home products division.
• George A. Weiss, formerly civilian
assistant to chief scientist and special
assistant to commanding general, U.S.
Army Electronic Proving Ground at
Fort Huachuca, Ariz., joins TelePrompTer Corp. as west coast manager
of group communications division.
John R. Barrington, formerly partner in Irwin N. Rosee Co., N.Y., (pr
firm), joins TelePrompTer, that city,
as pr director.
Government

So dm dtkani
So
fd
Two of the finest hotels in New
Yorkfrom
are CBS,
just "around
the NBC.
corner"
Dumont or
Beautifully decorated rooms
and suites for permanent
or transient residence.
Ideal headquarters.

• Kenneth W. Miller, FCC Conelrad supervisor, has received U.S. Air
Force's exceptional service award for

helping develop Conelrad into "effective
instrument for civil and air defense."
• Robert McMahon, 32, former staff
member of House Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee, died in Lafayette, Ind.,
Sept. 4, following heart attack. Mr. McMahon, who left the subcommittee
Jan. 1 to teach, specialized in communication matters, was author of
comprehensive report on legislative history of regulation of broadcasting.
International
• Peter McDonald and Gunnar Rugheimer, top executives of Englishlanguage tv network of Canadian Broadcasting Corp., resign to join MCA-TV
Ltd., Toronto. Mr. McDonald has been

FsWlNG
lEMWim
355
CUSTOM MADE
55
VP
Wl

HOTEL
Berkshire
MADISON AT 52ND
Barberry Room
Where the celebrities
go after theatre

s

(FATES & FORTUNES)

—

*SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE
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ON CONTRACT
ONLY^0
U.S. only

JINGLE

MILL

• 203 W. 49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730
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with CBC for 14 years in both production and administrative fields, was director of CBC's English-language tv network when he resigned. Mr. Rugheimer,
assistant director of tv network and
previously its commercial representative joined CBC 11 years ago on the
Scandinavian shortwave service, has
been tv news director for network.

Bfe>
P»f^Pjfe~ .

• John T. Ross, executive vp of Robert
Lawrence Productions
Ltd., Toronto, named
president, effective
Oct. 6. Prior to joining RLP-Canada, Mr.
Ross was radio-tv pro-

Cockfield,
MonBrown
Jucer &at Co.,
Mr. Ross *
treal advertising agency.
• Guy F. Herbert, retired executive
vp of All-Canada Radio & Television
Ltd., Toronto, named executive consultant of Trans-Video Productions
Ltd., that city.

Nems* Clarke
FIE

Type 120-E
LID

INTENSITY
METER

£\ portable instrument for measuring the
wide range of radio signal intensities from
540 to 1600 kc. Its range is from 10 microvolts to 10 volts per meter, making it equally
effective for interference studies at low signal
strengths and close-in measurements on highpower directional arrays.
Accuracy is assured by a calibration method
that compensates for variations in tube characteristics and for voltage variations in the
self-contained battery power supply. Operation is simple— measurements made rapidlydirect reading on all ranges— requires no
charts or multiplication factors— no warm-up
period necessary.
NEM

COMPANY
ON OF VITRO CORPORATION OF AMERICA919 JESUP. BLAIR DRI
SILVER SPRING. MARYLAND < JUNIPER 5.1000
Precision Electronics Since 7909

Judge Weinman

Judge Henley

The Senate has approved President Eisenhower's
of J. Smith
Henley appointments
and Carl A.
Weinman, both prominent in the
broadcasting industry, to federal
judgeships. Mr. Weinman was appointed district judge for the
southern district of Ohio. He is
secretary-treasurer and director
of WSTV-AM-FM-TV Steubenville, Ohio, and director of WPIT
Pittsburgh.
The new judge holds an L.L.B.
from Michigan U., is a member
of the Ohio and American Bar
Assns. and has written legal articles for various magazines. He
was a common pleas judge for
Jefferson County, Ohio, for 12
years.
Judge Henley was named roving judge in the eastern and western districts of Arkansas, actually
appointed in February 1958
(Broadcasting, March 3, 1958).
He joined the FCC's general
counsel's office in 1954 and the
next year was named associate
general counsel. He left that post
in 1956 to head the Office of Administrative Procedure in the
Dept. of Justice.

MIDWESTERN DAYTIMER— Good frequency with
1000 watts power. Station needs aggressive management. Price $110,000 with $55,000 down. Liberal terms
on balance.

SOUTH-CENTRAL CALIFORNIA— 250 watt fulltimer serving market of 35,000. Grossing $3,000-pius
monthly and capable of doing much better. Total
price $60,000 with $20,000 down.

HAMILTON-LAND
IS S, ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
CHICAGO
DALLAS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
Executive 3-3456
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
NATIONWIDE

NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardesty
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

• APPRAISALS
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FANFARE

JUST
AROUND
THE
CORNER
(could be YOUR corner!)
A HAZARD THAT
NEVER SLEEPSthe accusation ot
LIBEL-SLANDER
PIRACY -PLAGIARISM
INVASION OF PRIVACY
COPYRIGHT VIOLATION

KDKA-AM-TV

Directed at Station, Staff,
Speaker, Talent, Sponsor
You can't recapture the WORDS
but you CAN INSURE
and hold possible Dollar Loss
within non-embarrassing limits.
Learn about our UNIQUE
EXCESS POLICY
which does the job
at surprisingly low cost.
FOR DETAILS AND RATES
WRITE
EMPLOYERS
REINSURANCE
CORPORATION
21 WEST TENTH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO.
New York,
San Francisco,
107 William
100 Bush
St.
St.
Q»O«O«O«O»O«O»OOC«O*O«O«O»O«OtO*O«O*0OO»|}
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0
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slaps

Pittsburgh's Face
Baseball's Elroy Face has been "defaced" by KDKA and KDKA-TV at a
time when the Pittsburgh Pirates ace
pitcher is just two games away from a
modern record for consecutive wins.
It happened when the Westinghouse
stations in Pittsburgh spun the promotion wheels just a bit faster by arranging for the reliefer (with 17 wins
and no losses this year) to participate
in the annual baseball game between
KDKA-AM-TV and the Pittsburgh
Press. Game was played in Forbes Field
prior to a regular contest between the
Pirates and Philadelphia Phillies.
Unlike many other press-broadcaster
games, this one followed a carefully
prearranged script that entailed seltzer
water squirting melees; custard pie barrages; curvaceous girls in the first and
third base coaching boxes to divert base
runners; arguments with paper mache
bats; painted peaches for baseballs,
and countless other gimmicks.
Script climax arranged for Elroy
Face to take over pitching chores for
the press team in the last inning of a
scoreless game. Then Sterling Yates of
the broadcasters team tapped a weak
grounder to the infield which proceeded to boot the ball back and forth
and finally into the Phillies dugout
while the winning run circled the bases
against Elroy Face. The Pirates ace
was led "sobbing" frqm the field,
dabbing his eyes with a special nineinch sponge.
For weeks prior to the game, gag
stories and pictures were carried in the

local press (283 inches in all) while
the contest was given on-the-air plugs
by KDKA-AM-TV
Copies of the game script with details of the gimmicks are available
from KDKA-TV.
No funeral bills in WARL's mail
An offer of a free funeral to listeners
killed in auto accidents over the Labor
Day holiday brought over 100 applicants to WARL-AM-FM Arlington, Va.
And, three days after the holiday,
cards and letters were still being received. Fortunately, for the station
and listeners alike, the station is receiving no funeral bills. One application
came from Houston, Tex., as a result
of nationwide publicity given the promotion. The free funeral offer, to dramatize the need for safe driving, was
made by the four stations of the Continental Broadcasting Co. (Cy Blumenthal stations): WABB Mobile, Ala.;
WCMS Norfolk, Va.; KCKN Kansas
City, Kan. and WARL.
Where

were the Boy Scouts?

A "courtesy cop" from WHEN-AMTV Syracuse, N.Y., had to go on overtime to reward shoppers for acts of
courtesy. The stations dressed an actor
in a Keystone Cop costume and armed
him with 50 one-dollar bills and instructed him to distribute the dollars to
tesy.
shoppers who performed acts of courThe bargain hunters were evidently
more intent on saving money than winning it, however, as very few were helping old ladies across busy streets or
opening doors for package-laden women. After his 10-hour tour of duty was
passed, the "courtesy cop" was put on
overtime, and before the day was over
he managed to find 50 courteous
shoppers.
Programming-safety promotion
Over the Labor Day weekend, strategically placed road signs promoted
both traffic safety and the impending
ABC-TV affiliation of KOMO-TV
Seattle, Wash.
The signs contained safety messages
from ABC-TV personalities, such as
"Rin Tin Tin says watch for us dogs,"
and "Lawrence Welk says drive safely

Showerbound Elroy
KDKA-AM-TV turned on tap

• Drumbeats
friends."
Flaming beauty • The St. Louis Fire
Dept. and KPLR-TV, that city, are
searching for a red-haired beauty to
serve as "Miss Flame" during next
month's Fire Prevention Week. The
winner will be selected on the basis of
her hair color, poise and personality.
She'll be the fire department's o.Ticial
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

An

open

invitation

Join

to the

Steel

us

in

forward
Steel companies are spending billions of dollars
to modernize mills, methods and products.
But America, the world's greatest steel user,
can never enjoy the full benefits of this multibillion dollar program until the steel companies'
labor agreements are as modern as the machinery
in the mills.
The steel companies extend this invitation to
the Union :
Join us in taking a forward step to help
reduce wasteful, out-of-date practices;
help pave the way for increased production, improved productivity, and resulting savings which can be shared by
employees, stockholders and the public
— without contributing to inflation.
Specifically, we have asked the Union to cooperate
with us in:
1. Improving the language and the spirit of the
labor agreements to bring them up-to-date with
modern operations and to reduce causes of misunderstanding and friction that have developed
in the past;
2. Protecting thousands of innocent workers by
discouraging irresponsible acts of a lawless few
who engage in unauthorized or "wildcat" strikes;
3. Retarding further inflation by dropping the
experimental cost-of-living adjustment clause in
the 1956 agreements. This clause, intended to
spare steelworkers from the effects of inflation,
has proven to be itself inflationary and thus selfdefeating. All of the 17 <t an hour added to wage
rates under the clause since 1956 would
be retained.

Union:

a

step

These contract changes, accompanied by a cooperative attitude on the Union's part, would, we
believe, pave the way to enable the companies to
generate new economic progress to be shared with
their employees.
Accordingly, in return for agreement
on these contract changes we have
offered to negotiate a non- inflationary
two-year agreement providing an
increase in pension and insurance benefits this year, and a modest increase in
wages next year.
Such an agreement would place the steel companies in a stronger position to compete with other
materials and with imports of foreign-made steel
. . . It would give employees improved benefits,
higher wages and greater job security ... It would
help hold the line against inflation.
This proposal does not threaten the basic rights
of Union members in any way.
The companies recognize that the Union has a
responsibility — and a legal right— to represent the
interests of its members. The Union, on its part,
should recognize that the companies have the right
and obligation to manage their plants to the
maximum benefit of employees, shareholders, and
the public.
In these modern times, with great progress
already achieved and even greater progress visible
on the horizon, cooperation — not opposition — is
the mark of real leadership.
Only with a cooperative attitude on the part
of the Union and its leadership can the steel
industry fully meet the needs of America and help
curb inflation.
We urge the Union to join us in taking this
forward step.

THE STEEL COMPANIES COORDINATING COMMITTEE
375 Lexington Avenue, New York 17, New York
This advertisement sponsored by REPUBLIC

STEEL

a member of the committee

Republic Steel makes many versatile fabricated items. Metal Lumber®, for instance, is strong, sturdy steel angles with ingeniously placed slots so that they can be bolted together to form shelving or stands or framing. They can be unbolted and
reassembled for other uses. Metal Lumber is only one of hundreds of versatile products from Republic's world's widest
range of standard steels and steel products.
Inflation

means

a backward

step

for everyone
11
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9

rick Theatres and the Tacoma Star.

hostess at various fire prevention functions. Contest rules do not bar participation by those whose hair is red
through artificial means.

Hula holiday • WSB Atlanta's air personality Jerry (Music Man) Vandeventer was host on a two-week tour
of Hawaii Aug. 16-30. The trip, promoted by the station, was arranged in
conjunction with Northwest Orient
Airlines, with 32 passengers accompanying the disc jockey, who was special
emissary of Georgia's governor and carried letters to Hawaiian dignitaries inviting
easternthemFairtoin Atlanta's
October. annual South-

Gesundheit • Daily prizes are being
awarded to the "worst hayfever sufturn up
studios ferer"
of toWINS
Neweach
York.day at the
Beauties galore • WRCA-TV had
more than 3,000 contestants for its
"Miss Channel 4" beauty pageant.
Prizes for the beauty contest, which
WRCA-TV claims was the largest of
its kind, included a South American
trip, a $1,000 treasure chest of jewelry
and guest shots on WRCA-AM-TV.
The loudest youngster • Jack Dorr,
promotion manager of WBNS-TV
Columbus, Ohio, won the Lone
Ranger's second annual "Hi, Ho, Silver" contest by corraling "America's
Loudest Child" in competition with
50 other tv stations. His prize is a
three-day trip to Hollywood. The "loudest child" was nine-year-old Larry
Hutcheson who won three days in Disneyland, with his mother.
Dummy waiter • Basil, dummy and air
personality, and his sidekick, ventriloquist Rod James, barnstormed western
Washington in the KTVW (TV)
Seattle-Tacoma
"Snak Wagon," dis-

STANDARD
Super
SOUND

EFFECTS

jNow available exclusively through
MP-TV SERVICES INC.
An affiliate of

Santa Monica Blvd.
Hollywood, California
The accepted leader for 25 years,
STANDARD RADIO SUPER
SOUND EFFECTS, .TINGLES,
AND COMMERCIAL AIDS. ^
are now added to Radio
Recorders AUDIO AIR
CHECK for a complete service to
broadcasting and
allied industries
OR
I FORMATION
Hollywood
3-3282
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Flamingo frolics • A flamingo, apparently dissatisfied with his contract,
fled from a bevy of tv commercial
makers at Cypress Gardens, Fla. and
took off on a 10-mile flight. WGTO,
that city, alerted the citizenry to be on
the look-out for the pink fugitive, who
was finally apprehended at a gas station by a state trooper. The policeman
called the station which dispatched its
flamingo-catcher in an air-conditioned
station wagon in time to complete the
commercial.
Trumpet time • KEX Portland, Ore.,
is co-sponsoring a concert by Louis
Armstrong and ensemble at the local
Paramount Theatre this evening (Sept.

Airborne • New York ad agencies
got the movie word first hand from
WJBK-TV Detroit Storer station.
A 13-foot circus performer made
personal visits along agency row to
ballyhoo the showing of Paramount movies over the station
this month. Accompanying him
are Bob Edell (1), WJBK-TV
promotion manager and Robert
Buchanan (r), national sales manager of WJBK-TV.

14.) Also on the bill: "The KEX
Solid Seven," septet of station disc
jockeys led by Barney Keep. The Solid
Seven debuted at an Armstrong concert several years ago and now appear
regularly on the local convention, civic
and fraternal meeting circuit.

pensing goodies and entertainment to
kiddies. The station estimated that
5,000 youngsters thronged the travelling delicatessen on its 15 trips; nearly
1 ,000 homes were visited. Sponsors this
year of the annual "Snak Wagon" were:
Archway Cookies, Dr. Pepper, Phillip
Morris Cigarettes, TV Guide, Chex
Chlorophyl Mints, Sioux Honey, Nalley's, Brown & Haley Candy, HamAmerica's

Space sickness? • KICN Denver d.j.
Tom Looney, managed to stay suspended from a crane 40 feet above
ground in an air-conditioned station
wagon for two weeks. However, he had
to return to earth ahead of his ballyhooed goal when the power system
went out and Mr. Looney became ill,
from the heat. A doctor summoned to
the scene, refused to climb up to the
sick spaceman, so the perspiring d.j.
abandoned his floundering "space-

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling
ship." Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
D AV I D
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600

JARET
CORP.
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You can use Pulse's
CUSTOMER-SLANTED
IMllilliHiitt|mM«^

totally new dimensions
facts for comparing the

for profitable buying!
201 TV network shows

Typical example: FAMILY-APPEAL SITUATION COMEDY, FILMED. Co-sponsored by "small" agency of $7 million
billing in all media and by top agency whose TV billing alone is over $100 million.
U.S. PULSE TV
FEB. RATINGS. 22
MAJOR MARKETS
24.0
ATLANTA
BALTIMORE
BIRMINGHAM
26.3
25-0
18.5
BOSTON
22.5
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
16.7
30.2
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
26.5
COLUMBUS
24.9
32.3
DAYTON
20.2
DETROIT
LOS ANGELES
17.2
21.5
MILWAUKEE
MINNEAPOLIS20.2
ST. PAUL
11.9
NEW ORLEANS
12.7
NEW YORK
26.2
PHILADELPHIA
26.0
PROVIDENCE
22.9
ST. LOUIS
SAN FRANCISCO 20.2
28.9
SEATTLE
WASHINGTON
17.9

AUG

7%
7
smoke
cigarettes:
higher than
average
for all

SEPT
209
VIEWERS per
100 homes
75 men
88 women
19 teens
27 children

OCT
VOLUME
CONSUMPTION
have
82%
teenagers
children

NOV
SPENDERS!
FOOD
GROCERIES

40%
above
average

DEC
ACTIVE!
USING AUTO
DAILY

above
drugs for
average
49%

The network rating alone is no measure of the tremendous total value!

169
15.6
14-3
NECESSARY TO HAVE

HEALTH &
BEAUTY
CONSCIOUS

FEB
YOUNG!
HOUSEWIFE
VIEWERS

68%

programs

IT16.4
,S NOT

JAN

17-5

toiletries
cosmetics

18-34

26%
34-49

4%
3
18.8
18.9
SUCCESS!

R BIG but HOW SMART makes
Pulse QUALITATIVE NETWORK facts for SALES results! Plainly Aillustrating
thatNGnot FO
HOW
BIG RATI
for profitable buying! Pulse qualitative data like these for ALL network programs. Subscribers also receive FILMS standings in
the 22 top markets- 126 quarter hour, half hour, and hour SPOT FILM PROGRAMS reported for February, 1959!

100,000

FAMILIES
ARE

INTERVIEWED

minimum

samples:

20,000
different families
per daytime TV strip
5,000

different families

once-a-week TV program

MONTHLY

THROUGHOUT

Charted above is a single, highly successful show. Not an impressive network rating, true, but a block-buster for selling
help, market by market. Pulse subscribers get this vital information monthly, for
all programs. Every important category
of products being covered, with adequate
repeats to measure progress. Brand tabs
are available on order!

THE

U.S.

Effective with April reports for all markets and network, Pulse interviewing will
be conducted daily all month— 365 days
a year of interviewing in America's key
markets! This is the qualitative assistance leading advertisers want. You can
put it to work, not just for time and program buys, but for advertising, selling,
promotion, basic marketing.

Complete details on request. Please write or phone JUdson 6-3316.

730 FIFTH AVENUE
NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
ULSE,
. interviews families
in their homes

LOS ANGELES

Inc.

• CHICAGO • LONDON

LARGEST SCIENTIFIC SAMPLING —"ONLY U. S. CENSUS TALKS WITH MORE FAMILIES" • MORE THAN 220 MARKETS 1258 — STILL MORE FOR '59
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INTERNATIONAL
Beer-liquor

'HIGHEST RATE&
CHILDREN'S STRIP
IN LOS ANGELES
KTLA

6- 630 m

kRK FILMS CORP.
i ST., NEW YORt 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 6-2636

advertising in newspapers and magazines to combat the heavy inundation of
such advertising in U.S. publications
coming into Canada.
Ireland

Brokers and Financial
Consultants
Television

Stations

Radio Stations
50 East 58th Street
New York 22, N. Y. ELdorado 5-0405

tv

Over half of the population of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland can now
watch commercial television, according to a report by Television Audience
Measurement Inc.
There are more than 26 million
viewers of the commercial video product in more than 7 million homes, it
was reported. When commercial television first began, in the autumn of
1955, there were less than three-quarters of a million viewers in less than
200,000 homes.
Holding

-HOWARD E. STARK,

code

weighed by Canadians
Prohibition of radio and television advertising inCanada is understood to be
in the code of the Assn. of Canadian
Distillers, which was presented in a
brief to the ten provincial liquor commis ioners at a meeting held at Murray
Bay, Que. In addition, drinking scenes
on tv should be allowed, the brief stated
as showing "proper and moderate use
of The
the product."
distillers however want product

North
SOLD IN
90 MARKETS

ad

rate

line

Southern Tv (England) has announced that it will not increase its
rates for the next half-year as other
British program contractors have
stated they would (Broadcasting, Aug.
24). British advertisers were reported
to be in strong disagreement with the
tv rate hike. Graham Dowson, Southern Tv sales director, stated that his
organization will not increase its rates
for the next seven months "at least."
New

Nassau

studios

ZNS Nassau, Bahamas, opened its
$115,000 studios and offices Aug. 31.
The building, in Nassau's Centreville
district, includes two studios, a master
control room (doubling as a third
studio) and another control room that
may be used for tape or disc recording while the other is in operation.
ZNS, on 1540 kc, soon will increase
power from 5 kw to 10 kw.
In the Radio-TV Publishing Field
only BROADCASTING is a
member of Audit Bureau of
Circulations and Associated
Business Publications
122

• Abroad

in brief

RCA-Victor to JWT • RCA-Victor
Canada Ltd., has appointed J. Walter
Thompson Co., Toronto and Montreal,
to handle its advertising as of Jan. 1.

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Toronto, has handled the account for about three and
a half years.
September debut • CJSS-TV Cornwall, Ont., has set target date of late
September for the start of operations.
The new ch. 8 facility will be represented in the U.S. by Weed & Co., N.Y.
Million-dollar Toronto studio * Robert Lawrence Productions Ltd., Toronto,
Ont., on Oct. 6, will open its new $1
million studio at 38 Yorkville Ave. in
downtown Toronto. It will be one of
the most highly integrated production
plants in Canada. The new studios are
designed to permit making tv programs
and theatrical features. There will be
25,000 square feet of space, with film
and tape facilities strategically located
between two main stages. An independent sound, company, Eastern Sound
Co. Ltd., will offer complete sound recording facilities on the premises.
Receiver
sales upin• the
Radio
sales
in Canada
firstreceiver
seven
months of this year totalled 300,043
units compared with 269,956 in the
same period last year, according to the
Electronics Industries Assn. of Canada.
The gain was in all types of receivers,
including those with fm reception. Tv
receiver sales were almost equal to
those of last year (191,447 units this
year compared with 191,884 in the
January- July period 1958).
Canadians prefer U.S. shows • U.S.
television network and film shows continue to lead in popularity with Canadian viewers, according to the August
Teleratings of Elliott-Haynes Ltd.,
Toronto, Ont. Leading the top 10
shows in 12 Canadian cities was the
Ed Sullivan Show with a rating of
45.3, followed by Have Gun, Will
Travel 42.2, Desilu Playhouse 40.7,
December Bride 40.6, Perry Como
Presents 39.6, The Millionaire 38.7,
Naked City 38.5, Kraft Music Hall
Teaser

spots

A 21 -year-old girl will take
off an article of clothing each
week for 13 weeks in a variety
series on ITV (British commercial tv). The blonde stripper from
Germany says she will intersperse
her act with jokes. "I want the
whole thing to be amusing," she
explains. The program's producerdirector says "the show is scheduled to run 13 weeks. I don't
know how many items of clothing [she] wears, but we're hoping
everything will run out."
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

38.4, Great Movies 38, and Cannonball 38.
Armchair critics • Kate Aitken, Canadian broadcaster and a director of the
Canadian Broadcasting Corp., has started a survey of CBC programs among
2,000 viewers and listeners across Canada, the panel to be picked by mayors,
reeves, service clubs and other organizations. The amateur critics are to be
asked to fill out cards of criticism of
programs and state their preferred categories: music, drama, sports, variety or
talks. CBC's audience research department will handle the answers and tabulate the results. Actors' unions and professional survey firms are up in arms

about the amateur survey for different
reasons. The actors are afraid CBC
may void their contracts if the armchair
critics turn thumbs down on their programs. The survey firms feel that such
a survey is not based on proper techniques for a cross-section of the audience.
Russians wanted cash • Four members of a Russian festival dance troupe
refused to appear on Canadian Broadcasting Corp.'s early evening interview
program Tabloid, at CBLT Toronto, on
Aug. 25 when they were told they had
to each pay $10 union dues and would
not receive their $50 pay till after they
got back to Russia. The troupe, in ToFOR

Station

THE

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

September 1 through September 8. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power. . vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megac
y
c
l
e
s
.
—
D
day. N— night.
— local sunset,
mod. — modification,
trans. — LStransmitter,
unl.
—unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA- —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
*Dallas, Tex. — Richardson Independent
School District. Granted uhf ch. 23 (524530 mc); ERP 0.575 kw vis., 0.398 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 179 ft.,
above ground 121 ft. Estimated construction cost $16,150, first year operating cost
$22,500,way,
P.O.Richardson,
address Tex.
747 S.Studio
CentralandExpresstrans,
location 109 Mimosa Ave., Dallas. Geographic coordinates 32° 56' 15" N.Lat., 96°
42' 40" drew.
W.Long.
Electron,
AnConsultingTrans.
engineer
Electronant.Corp.,
Dallas. Ann. Sept. 3.
APPLICATION
Wausau, Wise. — Wausau Telecasting Co.
vhf ch. 9 (186-192 mc); ERP 19.23 kw vis.,
8.89 kw aur.; ant. height above average terrainmated
1860 ft.,
above cost
ground
428 first
ft. Esticonstruction
$40,124,
year
operating cost $70,000, revenue $100,000. P.O.
address 9729 Shoreview Road, Dallas 18,
Tex. Studio location 2nd St. & Scott Sts.
Trans, location 3.8 mi. N NE of Hatley.
Geographic coordinates 44° 56' 33" N.Lat.,
89°
21' 00"
Prodelinengineer
DSBU
14, ant.
RCAW.Long.
TF12AH.Trans.
Consulting
Electron Corp. Tv Engineers, Dallas Tex.
Applicant
is John H. ofFreeman.
Mr. Free-tv
man is distributor
closed circuit
equipment. Ann. Sept. 2.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KJEO waiver
(TV), ofFresno,
Calif.—
denied
Sec. 3.607
of By
rulesletter
and (1)
(2)
dismissed request for temporary authority
to operate on ch. 2 pending finalization of
certain rulemaking matters. Action Sept. 3.
*WNED-TV, Buffalo, N.Y.— Waived policy
and tion
granted
temporary
authorizato operatespecial
on regular
program
basis,
pending the filing of license application,
from Sept.thorized in 8outstanding
to Dec. 6, cp;
withwillfacilities
operate auon
noncommercial educational basis. Action
Sept. 3.
WLUK-TV, Marinette, Wis.— Designated
for hearing application to increase ant.
height from 980 to 1,310 ft., make changes
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

in ant. system and equipment and reduce
vis. ERP; made Navy and Army and Federal
AviationSept.
Agency
parties to proceeding.
Action
3.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KFSA-TV Ft. Smith, Ark.— American
Television Inc. Changed from KNAC-TV.
KNAC (TV)
Hot Springs,
Ark. — Southwestern Operating
Co. Changed
from
KTLG (TV).
WDAM-TV
Laurel,
Miss.—
Laurel
Television Inc. Changed from WTLM (TV).
KNBSwest Bcstg.
(TV)System
Walla Inc.
Walla, Wash.— NorthTranslators
Williams-Ash Fork Associated, Williams,
Ariz. — Granted cp for new tv trans, station
on ch. 70 to translate programs of KOOLTV (ch. 10), Phoenix. Ann. Sept. 2.
San Luis Valley Television Inc. Romeo,
Colo. — Granted cp for new tv trans, station
on ch. 76 to translate programs of KOATTV (ch. 7),, Albuquerque, N. M., to serve
Romeo,
Jara, 2.and Manasa, all New Mexico. Ann.La Sept.
Wallowa Valley TV Assn., Inc. WaUowa
Valley, Oreg.
cp for new
tv trans,of
station
on ch.— Granted
81 to translate
programs
KREM-TV (ch. 2) Spokane, Wash. Ann.
Sept.
Lower2. Valley Translator Assn., Inc. Prosser-Whitstran
— Granted
cp for
new tv trans, area,
stationWash.
on ch.
74 to translate
programs of KHQ-TV (ch. 6), Spokane. Ann.
Sept. 2 .

EDWIN
&

ronto for a three day series of performances, had been asked to have four stars
appear on Tabloid for an interview.
When they learned that union regulations required they had to pay $10 each
and that CBC would not mail their pay
checks until 14 days after the show,
they turned the offer down. The union,
Assn. of Canadian Radio & Television
Artists, refused to waive the work permit requirement and CBC could not get
payment through faster. CBC producer
Ted Pope, in charge of Tabloid, was
not informed of the difficulties until it
was too late to get the four artists. He
offered to pay the $40 union fees himself if necessary.

New Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Pomona - Claremont, Calif. — Intrastate
Bcstrs.— Granted 1220 kc, 250 w DA, D.
P.O. address Saul R. Levine, 6399 Wilshire
Blvd., Los struction
Angeles
48, Calif.
Estimated
concost $24,445,
first year
operating
cost $48,000, revenue $50,000. Owners are
Harriscope Inc. (Calif, corp.). Abbott London and Saul Robert Levine (each V3). Harriscope Inc. has owned KTWO-TV Casper
and
KTWX-TV
Sheridan,
bothconstruction
Wyoming.
Mr. Abbott
has real
estate and
interests. Mr. Levine is 25% owner KCAL
Redlands, Calif. Ann. Sept. 2.
Easton, Md. — Easton Bcstg. Co. — Granted
1460 kc, 500 w DA, D. P.O. address 3855 N.
30th St.,
Va. year
Estimated
construction costArlington,
$21,900, first
operating
cost
$38,000, revenue $45,000. Owners are Mary
and Richard Cobb (50% each). Mother and
son are in frozen foods. Ann. Sept. 2.
Madison,
ed 1390 kc, S.D.
500 — wMadison
D. P.O. Bcstg.
addressCo. —BoxGrant615,
Madison. Estimated construction cost $14,843, first year operating cost $45,000, rev$52,000.Air
Owners
Donald
Vanderhoof, enueU.S.
Force,are 75%
and R.Catherine
Muggly, registered nurse, 25%. Ann. Sept. 2.
San Antonio,
Inc. —
Granted
1480 kc, Tex.
500— wTopD. Bcstrs.
P.O. address
1712
Nat'l
Bk.
of
Commerce
Bldg.,
San
Antonio. Estimated construction cost $24,056, first
year
operating
cost
$87,600,
revenue $96,000. Charles J. Katz (50%) is in
oil and shoes; Samuel J. Riklin (25%) is in
advertising, and Arthur L. Riklin (25%) is
in shoes. Ann. Sept. 2.
Cheyenne,
ed 1480 kc, Wyo.
1 kw— Robert
D. P.O.Howsam
address— GrantBears
Stadium, Denver, Colo. Estimated construction cost $18,725, first yeaT operating cost
$35,000,
revenue $42,000.
sam is licensee
of KINTSoleEl owner
Paso, Mr.
Tex. Howand
holds 16%% of KTLN Denver. Ann. Sept. 2.
APPLICATIONS
Lake,kw Calif.
— Big
Bear Box
Bcstg.
Co.Big1050Bear
kc, 250
D. P.O.
address
70,

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7:4242
WEST COAST .
915 North Commerce St.
Stockton, California
HO ward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
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Equipping
Radio

Station

Get More
With

a

Coverage

The New

RCA

500- and 1000-Watt
AM

Transmitters

The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red.
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needs—
SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. YB-22 Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
Of AMERICA
Tmk(s) ©
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Fawnskin, Calii. Estimated construction
cost $15,221, first year operating cost $39,408,
revenue
is William
W.
Booth. Mr.$53,655.
Booth Applicant
is electronics
technician
for railroad. Ann. Sept. 3.
Lompoc,andCalif.
H. Ison,1410James
A.
McCulla
Paul— Aubrey
C. Masterson
kc, 500
w D. P.O. address Aubrey H. Ison, 5030 Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles 36, Calif. Estimated
construction cost $25,062, first year operating cost $48,000, revenue $60,000. All equal
partners. Mr. Ison is sole owner Radio-Tu
Log, Los Angeles. Mr. Masterson is sales
executive for KABC-TV Los Angeles. Mr.
McCulladucer.isAnn. freelance
Sept. 3. announcer and proFrostproof, Fla. — J. G. Minard 1580 kc, 250
w D. P.O.vannah,address
Wilmington
Island, cost
SaGa. Estimated
construction
$11,200, first year operating cost $20,000,
revenue $25,000. Mr. Minard is in real estate.
Applicant has no other broadcast interests.
Ann. Sept. 4.
Ellijay, Ga.— Ellijay Bcstg. Co. 1320 kc, 1
kw D. P.O. address Ellijay, Ga. Estimated
construction cost $24,453, first year operating
cost $30,000, revenue $35,000. Principals are
A.E. Harrison, W.H. Sailors, C.B. Teal Jr. and
C.E. Hyde, equal partners. Mr. Harrison
owns Vz interest in Ellijay Telephone Co.
Mr. Sailors
operates
motel. Mr.
is physician. Mr. Hyde
is attorney.
Ann.TealSept.
8.
Westernport, Md. — Cumberland Valley
Bcstg. Corp. 1350 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address
Box 51, Cumberland,
construction cost $36,160, Md.
first Estimated
year operating
cost $37,000, revenue $40,000. Principal applicant is Arthur W. German who is 90%
stockholder in WTBO Cumberland, Md.
Ann. Sept. 4.
Hamilton, Mont. — Bitter Root Bcstg. Co.
980 kc, 1 kw D. P.O. address Box 389 Hamilton, Mont. Estimated construction cost $14,004, first year operating cost $18,000, revenue
$24,000. Applicants are Theo. H. FuUerton
(25%), Lou Torok (16%) and others. Mr.
FuUerton is in plumbing and heating. Mr.
Torok is sales manager ©f KCAP Helena,
Mont. Ann. Sept. 4.
Blauvelt, N.Y. — Rockland Bcstg. Co. 1300
kc, 500 w D. P.O. address 178 Middleton Rd.,
Nanuet, N.Y. Estimated construction cost
$2,343 nuefirst
operating arecostGeorge
$25,000, Dacre,
reve$38,000.year
Applicants
Sidney Fox, Harry Edelstein and Phillip G.
Levine, equal partners. Mr. Dacre is news
editor of WLNA Peekskill, N.Y. Mr. Fox is
chemist. Mr. Edelstein is lawyer. Mr. Levine
is president of fabrics corp. None have other
broadcast interests. Ann. Sept. 3.
Tulsa,Inc.
Okla.1550— kc,
Oral 1 Roberts
Evangelistic
Assoc.
kw D. P.O.
address
Tulsa, Okla. Estimated construction cost
$44,000,enue notfirst
year
operating
cost
$48,000,
revavailable. Rev. Roberts is principal
applicant,
with
no
other
broadcast
interests.
Ann. Sept. 4.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
WFPA Fort Payne, Ala. — Granted renewal
of license. Comrs. Robert Bartley and R. E.
Lee dissented. Ann. Sept. 2.
KTIM San Rafael, Calif.— Designated for
hearing application to change trans, site;
made KAFP
ceeding. Ann.Petaluma,
Sept. 2. Calif., party to proWTTB mission
VerodeniedBeach,
letter,of ComrequestFla.for— By
waiver
Sees.
3.21 (c) and 3.28 (b) of rules to accept for
filing application to increase daytime power
from 250 w to 1 kw, and returned application. Ann. Sept. 2.
WMGR Bainbridge, Ga. — Granted change
on 930 kc from 5 kw D to 500 w-N, 5 kw-LS,
DA-N; engineering conditions. Ann. Sept. 2.
KASO Minden, La. — Granted mod. of license (1240 kc, 250 w, S.H.) to change hours
of operation from specified to unl. Ann.
Sept. 2.
WBSM New Bedford, Mass.— Granted increase of daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw,
change from DA-1 to DA-2, continuing operation on 1420 kc, 1 kw-N; engineering
conditions. Ann. Sept. 2.
KUDI creaseGreat
Falls,
Mont.from
— Granted
of daytime
power
250 w toin-1
kw. continuing operation on 1450 kc. 250
w-N; engineering condition; remote control sented.
permitted.
Corar.
Ann. Sept.
2. Robert Bartley disMartin
Karig,
Johnstown,
nated for hearing application N.Y.
for —newDesigam
station to operate on 930 kc 1 kw, DA-D;
made WIBX Utica, N.Y., party to proceeding. Ann. Sept. 2.
WJW Cleveland, Ohio — Granted increase
of daytime power from 5 kw to 10 kw, continuing operation on 850 kc, 5 kw-N, DA-2;
engineering conditions. Ann. Sept. 2.
KURY Brookings, Ore. — Granted increase
of power
Ann.
Sept.on2. 910 kc-D, from 500 w to 1 kw.
KWJJ Portland, Ore. — Designated for
hearing application to increase daytime
power from 10 kw to 50 kw, continuing op-

eration on 1080 kc, 10 kw-N, DA-2; made
KSCO Santa Cruz, Calif., party to proceeding. Ann. Sept. 2.
KGDN Edmonds, Wash. — Granted increase of power from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 630 kc, D. Ann. Sept. 2.
APPLICATIONS
KGEE Bakersfield, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 500 Sept.
w and3. install newspower
trans.from
(1230250kc).w Ann.
KSLV Monte Vista, Colo. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kwSept.and8. install newpower
trans. from
(1240 250kc).w Ann.
WBBQ
Augusta,
Ga.
—
Cp
to
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kwincrease
and install
new trans, for daytime use (2 main trans.).
(1340 kc). Ann. Sept. 3.
WJOC Jamestown, N.Y. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1340 250
kc). w Ann.
3. inWJOY Burlington, Vt. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw (1230
kc). Ann. Sept. 8.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
WEZB Bessemer, Ala. — Bessemer Bcstg.
Inc. Changed from WENN.
WENN Homewood, Ala.- — John M. McLendon & Assoc. Inc. Changed from WEZB.
KICY Nome, Alaska — Arctic Bcstg. Corp.
WAYR Orange Park, Fla.— Dan Richardson.WMIC St. Helen, Mich. — Frank Tefft.
Changed from WFDT.
KQTE Missoula, Mont. — Montana Bcstg.
Inc. Changed from KBTK.
Co.WBTC Farmville, N.C.— Farmville Bcstg.
WTTF Tiffin, .Ohio— Malrite Bcstg. Co.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Los Angeles, Calif. — M. W. Hall d/b as
Hall Bcstg. Inc. Granted 102.7 mc, 13.6 kw
unl. P.O. address 6363 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif. Estimated construction cost
$19,620, first year operating cost $24,000. Mr.
Hall, owner KLAC Los Angeles, will be sole
owner. Ann. Sept. 3.
APPLICATIONS
Sylacauga, Ala. — Marble City Bcstg. Inc.
98.3 mc, 0.63 kw. P.O. address Box 511 SylaAla. Estimated
$3,250, firstcauga,year
operatingconstruction
cost $4,000, cost
revenue
$7,300. Marble City Bcstg. Inc. operates
WMLS Sylacauga. Ann. Sept. 2.
— Tri-State
Inc. Bldg.,
93.3 mc,Reno,
1.6
kw.Tempe,
P.O. Ariz.
address
200 Ryland
Nev. Estimated construction cost $8,745,
first
operating
cost $18,000,
revenue
$22,000.yearPrincipal
is John
L. Breece.
Mr.
Breece owns KTMP Tempe. Ann. Sept. 3.
Tulsa,
Okla.
—
Video
Independent
Theaters
Inc. 95.5 mc, 2.96 kw. P.O. address Box 1334,
Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Estimated
construction cost $20,072,
first year
operating
cost
$18,000, revenue $30,000. Applicant is Henry
S. Griffingpendent(50%)
and
others.
Video
IndeTheaters Inc. owns KWTV (TV)
Oklahoma City. Ann. Sept. 4.
Philadelphia, Pa.— David L. Kurtz 100.3
mc, 9.4 kw. P.O. address 800 S. State St.,
Ephrata, Pa. Estimated construction cost
$18,000, first year operating cost $18,000, reve$18,000.5.Applicant is electrical engineer.
Ann. nue,
Sept.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KMLA
(FM)to Los
Granted
mod.
of SCA
makeAngeles
changesCalif.—
in subscriber
service vided
provided
on
26
kc
sub-carrier,
prosystem shall not be used as paging
service or for other purposes unrelated to
broadcast operation. Ann. Sept. 2.
KSMA-FM Santa Maria, Calif. — Granted
SCA tiontoon multiplex
engage in basis.
functional
music 2.operaAnn. Sept.
WVCG-FM Coral Gables, Fla. — Granted
SCA tiontoon multiplex
engage in basis.
functional
Ann. music
Sept. 2.operaWSJG (FM) Miami, Fla.— Is being advised
that, unless within 20 days it requests hearing, its application for additional time to
construct fm station (94.9 mc) will be dismissed, cp cancelled,
and call letters deleted.
Ann. Sept.
2.
WEBH (FM) Chicago, 111.— Granted SCA
to engage basis.
in functional
music
multiplex
Ann. Sept.
2. operation on
WFBM-FM Indianapolis, Ind. — Granted
SCA tiontoon multiplex
engage in basis.
functional
Ann. music
Sept. 2.opera"KTJO-FM Ottawa, Kan.— Granted license
with same terms and conditions of expired
license. Ann. Sept. 2.
SCA
Omaha, Neb.—
to KCOM
engage (FM)
in functional
music Granted
operation on
multiplex basis. Ann. Sept. 2.
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executivs Offices ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and Laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STeriing 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, 0. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
FLeetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
O Liver 2-8820

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING
ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E. Quincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phena STote 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
61 7 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snewville Read
Brecksville, Ohio
(■ Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckton 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio t Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestview 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

er vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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KEAR & KENNEDY

PETE JOHNSON
A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
ry
TELEVISION and RADIO
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
Applications — Field Engineering
420 Taylor St.
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281
PR. 5-3106

ir ect

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado
MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

contact
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KCVR-FM Lodi, Calif.— Lloyd Burlingham.
(FM) from
Sacramento,
Cailf .— Audiolab
Co.KSFM
Changed
KSRM (FM).
WQXI-FM
Atlanta,
Ga.
—
Rounsaville of
Atlanta Inc.
WSLM-FM Salem, Ind.— Don H. Martin.
WRBS (FM) Baltimore, Md. — John B.
Reynolds.
WNSL-FM
New
South Inc.Laurel, Miss. — Voice of the
WEAV-FM
Bcstg. Corp. Plattsburg, N.Y. — Plattsburg
WGCB-FM Red Lion, Pa. — John M.
Norris.
WTTC-FM Towanda, Pa. — Vical Bcstg.
Co.WDIA-FM Memphis, Tenn.— WDIA Inc.
KHBR-FM
Hillsboro, Tex. — Nelson W.
Galle.
WEMP-FM
Milwaukee,
Wis. — Milwaukee
Bcstg. Co.

f
BROADCAST

NEED

A COLLINS
HIGH FIDELITY MICROPHONE
TELECAST • STUDIO • REMOTE
Choose from high quality, advanced
design models of wide range fidelity.
Collins microphones offer performance
that best fits your specific broadcast
purpose. Contact Collins for further
information.
COLLINS
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
CEDAR RAPIDS • DALLAS • BURBANK
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Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KJNO
Juneau,
Alaska —B.Granted
transferG.
of control from Joseph
and Frances
Mangan to Dorothy D. Wheeler; consideration $2,500. Ann Sept. 2.
Ala. — Granted
of WJAM
license Marion,
from Kathleen
W. andassignment
Elizabeth
H. Neely to Radio Marion Inc. (J. Dige
Bishop, president, has interest in WCTA
AM-FM Andalusia; WJDB Thomasville,
and WABT Tuskegee, all Alabama; WBMK
West Point, Ga., and WTOT Marianna, Fla.);
consideration $47,500. Comr Robert Bartley
dissented. Ann. Sept. 2.
WSFA-TV of Montgomery,
— Granted
assignment
license to TheAla.Broadcasting
Co. of the South (WIS-AM-TV Columbia,
S.C., and WIST Charlotte, N.C.); consideration $2,225,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
KTPA Prescott, Ark. — Granted assignment
of cp from D. R. James Jr. to Eulis W.
Cochran (KCCB Corning, and half owner of
KCCL Paris, both Arkansas); consideration
$1,250. Ann. Sept. 2.
KFIL (FM) Santa Ana, Calif— Granted
assignment
of Ann.
cp to Sept.
Gus S.2. Malpee; consideration $2,000.
KRKC
King
City,
Calif.
transferH.
of control from James —H.Granted
and Hazel
Rose, eteration
al.,$28,000.
to Ann.
RobertSept.T. 2.McVay; considKFSG Los Angeles, Calif. — Granted assignment of license to International Church
of the Foursquare Gospel; consideration $1.
Rolf K. McPherson, assignee president, is
also officer of assignor, which will continue
to operate KGLA (FM) Los Angeles. Ann.
Sept.
WFRL2. Freeport, 111. — Granted assignment
of license to Triad Television Corp.; consideration $275,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
WILO Frankfort, Ind. — Granted assignment of license to Vernon J. Kaspar; consideration $76,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
KFNF Shenandoah,
assignment of license to Iowa
KFNF— Granted
Bcstg. Corp.
(Nicholasgether,and
Victor
J.
Tedesco
who,
tohave 40% interest in KCUE Red
Wing, Minn.); consideration $125,000. Ann.
Sept. 2.
WICOment of license
Salisbury,
and Md.
cp to— Granted
Delmarva assignBcstg.
Co.; consideration $80,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
KARA Albuquerque, N.M. — Granted assignment of cp to Kara Inc. (Nicholas W.
White, president) ; consideration $15,000 for
expenses. John P. Gallagher, vice president,
has interests in WOOW Washington, N.C.;
KDUB-AM-TV
Lubbock, KPAR-TV Sweet2.
and KEDY-TV
Springs, Ann.
all Texas.
Comr. water,
Robert
Bartley Big
dissented.
Sept.
KTMC McAlester, Okla. — Granted acquisition of positive control by William Cloyd
Pool (as family group) through purchase of
7% interest from Elmer Hale Jr., for $1,333,
thereby increasing his interest to 30%
which,
together with
his daughter's
22%
interest,
in positive
control (52%).
Ann. Sept.resulted
2.
KSPI-AM-FM Stillwater, Okla.— Granted
(1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of
control ceafrom
of C. R.
Bellatti,
desed, to Jamesestate
R. Bellatti,
et al.,
as family
group; stock transaction. Ann. Sept. 2.
KDOV Medford, Ore. — Granted acquisiof negative
Ralph purchase
J. Silkwood tion(now
25% control
owner) by
through
of additional 25% stock from K. C. Laurance
for $6,250. Ann. Sept. 2.
KPRBment of license
Redmond,
— Granted
assignfromOre.Orlo
M. and Thelma
D. Bagley
to Donald
and Ritaconsideration
M. Anderson, d/b under
same S. name;
$26,000 and agreement to lease real estate
for $150 per month for 10 years with option
to buy for $20,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
WDRF Chester, Pa. — Granted assignment

of license to WDRF Inc. (Ogden R. Davies,
president, has interest in WNAR Norristown, and WKAP Allentown) ; consideraed.tionAnn.$250,000.
Sept.Comr.
2. Robert Bartley dissentWJAY Mullins, S.C.— Granted transfer of
control from Maymie T. Smith as executrix
of estatevolves
of William
G. Smith to former; inestate. Ann. transfer
Sent.of2. stock in settlement of
KLTI Longview, Tex.— Granted (1) reand (2)Technical
transfer Institute
of controlnewalfromof license
LeTourneau
of Texas to E. W. Mahone Jr., et al. (KMHT
Marshall, Tex.); consideration $100,500.
Comr. Robert Bartley dissented. Arm. Sept.
KGRI Henderson, Tex. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by James T.
Reeves through sale of 50% of stock to Tom
E. and Billie J. Ferryman; consideration
$25,000. Ann. Sept. 2.
KOQT Bellingham, Wash. — Granted assignment of cp from Willis R. Harpel and
Stephen terestC.in KEOK
Wray to Payette,
A. V. Bamford
inIdaho, (has
KXXI
Golden, Colo., and KHEY El Paso, Tex.);
consideration $4,400. Ann. Sept. 2.
WOVE Welch, W.Va.— Granted assignment
of license to South C. Bevins, tr/as McDowell County Bcstg. Co.; consideration
$27,500. Mr. Bevins owns WMLF Pinesville,
Ky. Ann. Sept. 2.
APPLICATIONS
KINS Eureka, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
negative control of Eureka Bcstg. Co. from
H. G. Fearnhead (50%) and Wendell Adams
(10%) to Timothy J. Crowley (20%) and
Wendell Adams (40%) for $16,193. After
transfer Mr. Adams will be president and
continue as active manager of KINS. Mr.
Crowley will be sales manager. Ann.
Sept. 3.
KYOS Merced, Calif.— Seeks involuntary
transfer of minority control of KYOS Inc.
from Glenn E. McCormick (50%) deceased,
to Lou C. McCormick, executrix. Mrs. McCormick has been elected vice president
of KYOS Inc. Glenda Lou McCormick replaces the deceased as a director. Frank
Flynn (50%) is president. Ann. Sept. 8.
KCOP(TV)
Los from
Angeles,
Seeks
transfer
of control
KCOPCalif.—
Television
Inc. to NAFI Corp. for 1,500 shares of Class
A voting stock and 75 shares of Class B
nonvoting stock of KCOP Television Inc.
in exchange for 44,000 shares of NAFI
Corp. capital stock, par value $1. NAFI
also will
of KCOP Brown,
Television Inc.assume
totalingliabilities
$931,020. Kenyon
president, and Harry L. (Bing) Crosby Jr.
chairman of board of KCOP Television
Inc. will continue in their capacities. NAFI
also owns KPTV(TV) Portland, Ore., and
KOBY San Francisco. Ann. Sept. 2.
KPAP Redding, Calif.— Seeks transfer of
control of High Fidelity Stations Inc. from
P. Dalporto (50%) and C. E. Chamberlain
(25%) to Victor Milnes (40%), P. Dalporto
(40%) and James R. Hampton (20%) for
$3,700.
Mr. Hampton
is manager of KPAP.
Ann. Sept.
8.
KSDA Redding, Calif. — Seeks assignment
of license
from B.VanMoench
C. Newkirk,
er to Wilford
(60%) sole
and ownPaul
B. Patrick (40%), principals d/b/a Radio
Redding Die. for $40,000. Mr. Moench is
automobile dealer. Mr. Patrick is sports
announcer for KTYM Inglewood, Calif. Ann.
Sept. 3.
KVRH Salida, Colo. — Seeks assignment of
licenseliam from
Regional
WilJ. Murphy,
sole Bcstg.
ownerCorp.
for to$37,500.
Mr. Murphy
is
sales
rep
for
WJOB
Hammond, Ind. Ann. Sept. 3.
WMDF Mt. Dora, Fla. — Seeks assignment
of license
from Frank
Taylor, sole
owner to Hellmutt
E. andA. Dorothy
C. Lippmann (50% each) for $42,000. Mr. and Mrs.
Lippmann are in retail record business.
Ann. Sept. 2.
KWIK ofPocatello,
— Seeks
control
PocatelloIdaho
Radio
Inc. transfer
from Donof
W. Burden and Charles S. Crabtree principals to Harlan E. Miles (50%) and William T. Woods
(25%) and
for $125,000. Both
Mr. Woods
and others
Mr. Miles
work
for Sears, Roebuck & Co. Ann. Sept. 2.
WLRP New Albany, Ind. — Seeks transfer
of control from Roy E. and Mildred M.
Hickox principals, to Ohio Valley Bcstg.
Inc. for $43,500. Principals are Morris and
Orville Brown (42%) each. Brown brothers
are partners in real estate. Ann. Sept. 4.
Kan. — Seeks
ofKBKC
licenseMission,
from Mission
Bcstrs.assignment
to Radio
Station KBKC Inc. for $400,000. Principals
are Public Radio Corp. (92%) and Charles
M. Gaitz (8%). Public Radio Corp. owns
KIOA Des Moines, and KAKC Tulsa. Mr.
Gaitz is doctor. (Contingent upon grant of
assignment
Mission
low). Ann. Sept.
4. Bcstrs. See KBKC beKBKC Mission, Kans. — Seeks assignment
of license from Mission Bcstrs. Inc. to MisContinued on page 132
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 204 per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• AH other classifications 304 per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Southern Michigan station is looking for
young man to groom for management.
Should
be experienced
announcer-salesman.
Box 453P,
BROADCASTING.
Aggressive, hardworking sales manager in
mid-30's to become one of three working
ownerstion. of
prosperous,
well-established
staMust have
ideas for
himself and other
members of the sales staff. One owner
plans to retire in five to seven years and
you can become 50% owner if you have
what it takes. Good opportunity for multistation
interviewoperation
necessary.toAlldevelop.
replies Personal
confidential.
Write Box 508P, BROADCASTAING.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
$150-$20Oizationweekly
organthat has commissions
sold over 400with
successful
community booster campaigns for leading
stations in every city of U.S. Campaign
manager
Wives copy,
free
to travel$12,000-$15,000
and capableannually.
of writing
office
detail
etc.,
$75-$80
weekly.
Working
now in Ohio, N.Y., and Penna. Write Box
330P, BROADCASTING.
Mature ambitious man who will represent
us creditably as well as produce outstanding
results from established list. Major station
in large northwest market. Advancement
opportunities excellent thru affiliation with
several other top stations. Box 506P,
BROADCASTING.
Sales representative desired for quality
market area in southern Connecticut. Excellent opportunity for advancement. Write
Box 529P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Account executive who wishes to
advance with completely new operation in
one of the top twenty markets. Excellent
draw against commission. Send resume and
photograph to Box 530P, BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman with announcing experience. Perfect set up for man willing to
work. 250 watt north central Wisconsin.
Good hunting and fishing. Will hold position comparable to sales manager. Box 563P,
BROADCASTING.
Sensational
new Generous
operation draw
needs based
top account executive.
on
background and proven ability. Ambitious
man interested in substantial future, contact
Commercial Manager, KANS, 43 Blue Ridge
Center, Kansas City 33, Missouri. Fleming
3-8600.
Excellent
for good market.
radio salesman in fastopportunity
growing industrial
15%
with liberal guarantee. Jim Hairgrove,
KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
California: Sales/announcer KIKK, Bakersfield, 910 Chester, Bakersfield.
Announcers
Announcer-dj. Must have good knowledge
of standard and pop good music. No r&r,
r&b, c&w or top 40. Must have mature voice
and delivery for solid air salesmanship.
Program own show, some news. Daytimes,
1 kw, serving metropolitan market in
north-central Kentucky. Send resume, tape,
and recent photo. State previous earnings.
Box 350P, BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Winter will be here before you know it
then you will wish you had answered this
ad. This is your opportunity to trade your
overcoat in for a palm tree. Florida is calling, conditions,
offering a swinging
djweek
the to
finest
ing
startworkand
relaxation
on $125
the per
beach.
Location?
Not
Miami, but between Miami and West Palm
Beach. Air mail your tape and resume now
and be the wise one who realizes that
opportunity knocks but once. Box 698M,
BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
KBUD,
Athens, Texasannouncer.
has immediate
ing for experienced
Salary openopen.
A real friendly, down-to-earth type announcer for early bird shift in growing central Oregon market. Relaxed style is best
for
us.
Chance
for extra loot through sales.
2-5611.
Great
and fishin'
country.
Contact
KGRL, huntin'
P. O. Box
590, Bend,
Oregon.
EV

Swinging pop music station western New
York state needs two personality deejays
in
a hurry.
you'reand
goodresume.
and notBox
a drifter,
send
tape, Ifphoto
469P,
BROADCASTING.

Looking for a new staff. Announcers, engineers, sales, combos. Immediate opening.
Good pay. Experienced. 1000 watt daytimer.
Now under new owner and management.
Contact Jim Risner, Radio Station KRMS,
Osage Beach, Missouri, Fireside 8-2411.
New Mexico five kilowatter needs morning
man for music and news format. Send tape,
salary requirements and resume to KWEW,
Box 787, Hobbs, New Mexico.
Texans: Oklahomans: Modern music and
news fulltimer wants program director for
position with unusual benefits and advantages. Must hire and supervise deejays and
newsman handle format, creative, clever
production work, breaks, etc. Rush tape,
complete resume and salary requirements
today to KWON, Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
Top air salesman, minimum two years commercial experience. Must have warm personality. Opportunity to grow with expanding radio chain. Write Manager,
WBRB, Mt. Clemens, Michigan.
Announcer salesman for Michigan station.
Good
opportunity. M. Wirth, WHMI, Howell,
Michigan.

Top salary
for top
man for number
station in major
midwestern
market. one
Modern
fast paced
station
wants
personality
announcer who can project and hold audience.
We are not a format operation and you will
be given free rein. Mail tape, photo, resume
to Box 519P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer-salesman: Do you have the ability and ideas to produce commercials you
can sell? Do you want to keep your hand
in"
and board
work 10-15in hours
per announcing
week? Hundreds
of prospects
very
fast growing Charlottesville, Virginia. Send
tape,
pic
and
history
to
Don
Heyne,
WINA
am and fm.

Announcer for leading midwest fine arts
radio station. Should be familiar with foreign language pronunciation and classical
music. Send tape and biographical data to
Box 434P, BROADCASTING.
1st phone announcer, must be top air salesman.station.
Needed Noimmediately
for Start
central$125.00
Illinois
maintenance.
per week. Send full details and tape. Box
439P, BROADCASTING.
Eastern Pa. needs morning man. Good salary. Profit sharing. Top potential. Send
tape. Box 449P, BROADCASTING.

Announcer with first phone. Must be good
announcer with minimum of engineering.
Tennessee
station. Box 526P, BROADCASTING.
Illinois killowatt daytimer expanding to
night time has opening for experienced
staff announcer with news gathering and
writing experience for combination duties
of deejay and newsman. Also versatile
deejay with perience.
severalPermanent
yearspositions.
of solid radio
exPleasant
community. Format station emphasizing
standard and pop tunes with strong melody.
No top 40,no norhythm
rock 'n'
no Sports
country playand
western,
androll,
blues.
by-playviewbackground
helpful.
Personal
interrequired. Free life, hospital, medical
insurance, sick pay, bonus, pension plan.
Starting cation,
salary
$100 weekly.
List experience
age, edufamily status,
references,
in detail. Box 551P, BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for experienced staff
announcer
news. Must
be versatile and bewith
ablesome
to handle
late afternoon
and early evening dj show. Good pay, plus
many tween
benefits,
market
beNew York inandcompetitive
Albany. Send
tape and
resume
immediately
to
Box
554P,
BROADCASTING.
Personality dj for swinging better music
station's
Send Ridge
photo,Center,
tape,
and resumenewto operation.
KANS, 43 Blue
Kansas City 33, Missouri.

Announcer needed — Must be versatile and
experienced. Contact Station Manager,
WMMT, McMinnville, Tenn.
Immediate
"Top 40."member
Station of
11
years
old opening.
with newNo studios;
large southern chain. 48-hour week. Send
tape and resume. WNAG, Grenada, Mississippi.
Announcer. For medium paced station to
work mornings, afternoons. Mostly music;
no
rock 'n' roll. Send tape, picture and
resume
Indiana. to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart,
Immediately, announcer previous station
experience. WVOS, Liberty, New York.
Number one independent formula station
in Denver now auditioning for all night dj.
Only experienced format men need apply.
Interested in young, good looking, live
personality. Send tape, resume, and picture
immediately to P.O. Box 1408, Denver 14,
Colorado. Night man never had it so good.
First phone-announcer. Light maintenance.
1 kw daytimer. 1 year minimum experience. Salary open. Must be married, under
35,
reliable
This details
is a chief's
position
for and
rightcapable.
man. Send
with
tape
of airEdwork
1555. Mgr.
Doyle.or call Weston, W. Va.,
Announcers! Experienced broadcasters only.
Send tapes, resumes for positions in many
markets to Paul Baron, Manager, Broadcast
Department, Maude Lennox Personnel
N.Y.
Agency,
630 Fifth Avenue, New York 20,
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
California: Chief engineer/announcer capputting 910newChester,
station Bakersfield.
on air — reply to
KIKK able ofRadio,
Combo.equipment,
Chief engineer-announcer
wanted.
New
minimum maintenance,
1000 watt. Daytime operation. Send tape,
photo, personal history first letter. WBLA.
Elizabethtown, N.C.
Expanding
chain of stations
seeks engineer with maintenance
and construction
experience. Advancement opportunities
good. Salary open. First phone ticket reinterview
required.
Contactquired.
Dan Personal
Spitzer,
Technical
Director,
WCHV, Charlottesville, Virginia.
Announcer/engineer. Good salary and hours
for experienced man. First phone required,
announcing secondary. Send tape and resume
to WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia, or call for
interview.
Engineer for radio and television operation.
Supply brief of education, experience and
a snapshot. No telephone calls, please. Send
to Stokes Gresham, Jr., WISH-TV, 1440 N.
Meridian St., Indianapolis, Indiana.
Engineer — First class license. Single, car.
Salary commensurate experience and
knowledge. Board and room furnished.
Some straight announcing. Mountain-top location western N. C. Send full details, references, photo2,to N.WMIT,
ing, Charlotte
C. Commerce BuildCombo man needed Sept. 15th. Daytime —
500 watt — on air two years. New RCA equipment. Excellent working and living conditions. WNBP, Newburyport, Mass. Joe
Mathers, General Manager.
Announcer with first class license to work
daytime shift; $90 per week. WOOF,
Dothan, Alabama.
Production-Programming, Others
Upper midwest station in market of 50,000,
desires a shirt sleeve editor. The man we
are looking for is mature, an experienced
broadcaster with a news background and
an authoritative delivery. His prime duties
will be editorial development and public
relations in a closely knit community. Adinquiries
with audition
containingdress
sample
of writing
as welltape
as deliveryEncloseence.resume
of
background
and
Box 409P, BROADCASTING. experiFlorida station needs a mature intelligent
newsman-deejay combination for fastest
growing market in country. Require man
with nose for news, excellent presentation,
and desire to serve adult listeners. Send
tape and resume — all inquiries promptly
screened
CASTING. and answered. Box 429P, BROADNews editor for top 5000-watt east coast
independent. Must be aggressive leader,
with ability to gather, write and deliver
brief commercial newscasts. Send tape of
news and commercial presentation. Box
442P, BROADCASTING.
Needed, a continuity writer who can write
hard-selling, imaginative copy and who has
the ability to use the many different copy
tools wements andhave.
you tofilllive
these
wouldIf like
in arequiresmall,
lively southeastern community, please send
a resume and photo. Broadcasting ability
would help. Box 481P, BROADCASTING.
250 watt network station in metropolitan
area wants a PD with experience. A solid
community station in the northeast. Box
486P, BROADCASTING.
Program director looking for a future in
small resort and agriculture community in
north central
Must and
be sharp
nouncer with Wisconsin.
program ideas
willing an-to
work. Salary commensurate with ability
. . . experience. Box 564P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman who specialized in news exclusively for modern fast paced operation.
Must be news gatherer with experience.
Send tape, photo, resume to Fred Epstein,
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Immediate opening for young woman . . .
in radio
traffic Home
with opportunity
for lucrative air work.
economics background
advantageous. Send photo, resume and tape
audition to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman: Radio and television, capable leg
and airman with small market station experience, who can gather, write, and air
news; journalism education background
preferred; veteran; stable and dependable
with good references; one who wants a
permanent berth in a news department
which tion.
hasScaletwice
national
startsreceived
at $85.00
for 40recognihours.
Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Write or phone, W. P. Williamson,
WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Impeccable references 17 years (V/2 sales)
broadcasting; authenticated ability, aggressiveness, General manager; assistant; sales.
Marginal operation needing stimulant only.
Box 199P, BROADCASTING.
8 years manager experience, strong sales,
knows modern radio now available. Proven
profit maker. Prefer west. Write Box 320P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager with investment: 20 years sales experience. Last 11 in radio management.
Prefersive market
and larger.
ExtenNew York ofand50,000
Chicago
major agency
contacts. References. Box 489P, BROADCASTING.
Couple — Experienced broadcasters guaranteetion;
listenable,
profitable,Askcommunity
staminimum expense.
year contract.
Box 556P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced manager. Proven on sales, promotion
immediately. Arne
G. programming.
Peterson,Available
2410 State,
Salem,
Oregon.
Sales
Salesman/announcer. Ambitious. Knowledge
radio sales.
Announce.
Run board. Anywhere. Box 482P,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman, announcer, copywriter, mature
voice. Atlanta or 90 mile radius only. J.
Benjamin, 1181 Stewart Ave., S.W., Atlanta
10, Ga.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
All around announcer, 27, operate board
wishes to locate in midwest. Tape on
request. Box 246P, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer, graduate professional
broadcasting school, dependable, experienced,
seeking permanent position. Boxmarried,
347P,24,BROADCASTING.
I love sports and play-by-play . . . and
permanency . . . will sell if establishment requires . . . 2nd love — an all-nite
shift . . . Try me. Box 455P, BROADCASTING.
Female announcer. Plus all around gal. Intelligent. Reliable. Versatile. Box 497P,
BROADCASTING.
Personality dj. Adult music. Creative gimmicks, commercials. Cooperative. Tape
available. Box 498P, BROADCASTING.
Northeast, broadcasting school graduate
with experience. Announce, operate board.
Single. Box 501P, BROADCASTING.
Country/western deejay. Have talent. Can
sell.
there's opportunity. Box
502P, Anywhere
BROADCASTING.
Proven, creative, energetic, radio-tv performer programer, personality, 17 years experience all phases. Seeks permanent opportunity in progressive operation. Box
504P, BROADCASTING.
Alert young announcer, experienced in news
and combo operation, 3rd class license,
single
— free to travel. Write Box 510P,
BROADCASTING.
Ambitious announcer . . . dj. Good news
. . . commercials, some experience . . .
present radio school grad. Box 511P,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Available immediately — announcer 1st
phone, two years experience, strong news,
commercials — currently employed. Seek
permanence west. No top 40. Wire or write.
Tape,
resume, photo. Box 514P, BROADCASTING.
Desire position. Small N.C, S.C. station.
First phone in three months. Box 520P,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director looking for place to settle,
raise family. Midwest preferred. Box 521P,
BROADCASTING.
Two announcers. Sincere pitch, skillfully
trained. One prefers south. Both tapes sent
promptly. Box 524P, BROADCASTING.
Midwest or Florida: Announcer, dj, IV2
years
25-year-old
vet.
Operateexperience.
own board,Married.
mobile news
unit, news.
Box 527P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. 12 years experience radio.
Wants staff plus special events am or tv or
combination
both. Go anywhere. Box 534P,
BROADCASTING.
Young, ambitious, fast-paced, personality
deejay. Has gimick, but can do straight. Am
capablewest. of
almostBROADCASTING.
any show. Prefer midBox 538P,
Announcer, programming, have sold, understand radio, five years experience, 26, completed military as officer, college graduate,
well traveled and informed, sincere, serious, solvent, looking for permanency, challenge, advancement, interesting area, employed, expect good salary. Resume and
references
CASTING. available. Box 539P, BROADSmooth, believable style presently em100,000BROADCASTING.
market. Married, bi-lingual. Boxployed in541P,
Announcer-sales. Year experience. Reliable,
mature, conscientious. Opportunity to prove
ability. Box 542P, BROADCASTING.
Attention good music or formula station.
Experienced, mature announcer-pd seeks
larger midwest market as staff-dj. Good
voice-air
sell. No screaming 40's. Box 543P,
BROADCASTING.
Deejay salesman! Your valuable time used
effectively. Work with clients for better
presentation. 6 years experience. Prefer
northeast. Present employer approves. $125
start November 1. Box 544P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, experienced, know board. No
floater, no prima donna, married vet, will
travel. Box 546P, BROADCASTING.
Versatile announcer, five years radio-tv,
now pd 1000 indie. Married. Have unique
good taste show. Want nite spot on any
coast. Box 557P, BROADCASTING.
Are yougrate intoa that
radio fatally
lemming?
Then don'tbright
miovercrowded,
modern-sound lake. Get this offbeat humorcommentary-record show with onhand au3-year offbeat
personality
insiduously diences.
adlib
sells hisairway
into brains
and pocketbooks of countless, high quality,
buying,
neglected,
listening
listeners. hard-to-get,
28, University
graduate,
law
school, misanthropic, excellent voice, appearance, draft exempt, combos and bites
nails. Sends listeners to the encyclopedia
and the stores. Call HE. 4-5390, Jersey City.
Box 560P, BROADCASTING.
Capable, diately
versatile
staffman
immeavailable. radio-tv
Experienced
all phases
radio, deejay and tv on-camera programming. Best references fror.. present employers. Box 566P, BROADCASTING.
Want
man.
copy.
show
with

job that's tough to fill. All around
Bright dj. Strong news and believable
2biz.
yearsLooking
N.Y.C. for
area.reasonable
Previous 6money
years
potential. Box 567P, BROADCASTING.

Ownership and policy change makes available Erie's top radio personality in fourstation
We radio
recommend
Paul"
for yourmarket.
modern
— "King
6 years
experienced, married,
2 format
children.
Contact
WLEU, Erie, Pa.
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Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Available pernow
for top
market.
exience, al phases
radio.
Johnny14 years
Andrews,
210 Joyce Court, Elkhart, Indiana.
Ohio employed IV2 years bright wake up
show. Head announcer. 25, single, ambitious, dependable, versatile. Desire relocate
home state Illinois. Gene Drager, Box 10,
Bellefontaine.
Young man just graduated from professional
broadcasting school. College degree in
speech andperience.
English.
One or
yearwrite
teaching
exReliable. Call
Richard
Hanson,
826
S.
Wabash
Avenue,
Chicago
5,
Illinois.
Tom Edwards still available. See my ad in
last
week's Ohio.
Broadcasting? TUxedo 4-6462,
Cleveland,
Announcer desires south. Ray Hayes, Box
343, Clarksburg, West Virginia.
Young man. 19 first phone, no experience
would likenouncer,
jobengineer,
in radio
or tv station
as ancameraman,
etc. Nathan
Osbourn, Box 62, Ensign, Kansas. PH. 56.
Technical
Chief engineer. Experienced. Construction.
Maintenance. Directionals. Measurements.
Field work. Want permanency with reliable
organization. Box 483P, BROADCASTING.
First class engineer 6 years experience tv,
am, fm, studio and transmitter, multiplex,
remote control, construction and maintenance. Seeking stable situation. Box 488P,
BROADCASTING.
Engineer, 1st phone. Responsible and able
to maintain equipment and take charge
of engineering department. Have tv and
radio experience. No announcing. Box 513P,
BROADCASTING.
Topnotch combo man; a sixteen year veteran easily capaple chief engineer, program
director, or both. Want absolutely permanent job and decent living and salary.
Write Ben Greenhaw, Engineering Staff,
WJBK-TV, 7441 2nd Blvd., Detroit, Michigan. Home phone, DUnkirk 2-8386.
Engineer/announcer.
years experience in radio. One Over
year ten
broadcast
work.
Can sell and write copy. Extensive dj
training. Will relocate. Write: G. Ricketts,
406 East 140th Street, Bronx 54, New York.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program director. Topnotch major market
deejay wants to get out of the big city,
ratrace and settle down in small but progressive community. Twelve years extensive
experience.
StrongBROADCASTING.
on ideas, production, news.
Box 548P,
Ad
experienced
radio, tv media,
seeksagency
radiogirl,
traffic
work. References.
Box
558P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Kelp Wanted
Announcers
TV announcer strong on news. College
graduate. Young. Newspaper experience desirable. $85 to $100 week. Key network affiliate in southeast. Send photo, references,
background.
No film or tape. Box 537P,
BROADCASTING.
A strong NBC station in the midwest is
looking for a daytime booth announcer. On
the camera experience helpful. Send photo,
resume
CASTING. and tape. Box 540P, BROADImmediate need for live and board announcer. Please rush tape and picture
KREM-TV, Spokane, Washington.
Need two experienced announcers. Would
consider experienced radio men who would
like to get in television. Some live camera
work, news and spot commercials. Send
full particulars in first letter to Wendell
Elliott, Dodge City, Kansas.
Technical
Wanted: (2) Studios and/or transmitter
engineers. Thriving southwestern city.
Must have first phone and good technical
background. Reply in full with references
to Box 376P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted first class licensed engineer tv
studio-transmitter. Experience desirable
but not necessary. Immediate opening
KHOL-TV, Holdrege, Nebraska. Phone W.
M. Greeley, WYman 5-5952.
Gulf coast vhf studio engineers needed,
prefer some maintenance experience. Salary open. Also 1st phone, no experience for
transmitter. J. Smith, Box 840, Corpus
Christi, Texas.
Production-Programming, Others

Production-Programming, Others
News director with No. 1 station in top
30 market desires position in larger competitive market. Experience gamut: typewriter to microphone. Box 462P, BROADCASTING.

TV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples,
salary Director,
requirements to Paul resume
Carter, and
Creative
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

Available immediately. Top flight news director. Journalism degree, five years experience covering all phases of gathering,
writing, and airing news in a medium size
market. Mature, judgment, young enough
to do the job. Box 490P, BROADCASTING.

Situation Wanted — Management

College graduate, family, 28, good announcer. Notfind
a "tramp"
I can
a place butto soon
settle.could
Wantbe tounless
join
a station desiring a young man with adebecome
a "real"
director.quateIfability
youto are
agreeable
to a program
personal
interview, will give a contract and will
pay
$150.00
weekly,
contact
Box
509P,
BROADCASTING.
Doesmidwest
a reputable
or
station news-conscious
need newsman Rockies
to bolster or supervise news operation? 30, BSJ.
Three years
UPI
including
federal,
lative and management experience. legisBox
518P, BROADCASTING.
Working news director fifteen years radiotv. Good ad-lib, on spot-coverage. Experienced capitol reporter, net feeds. Not a disc
jockey.
Top market only. Box 533P,
BROADCASTING.
Newsman — skilled in use of tools of electronic journalism. Sound, mature news
judgment. Can write, gather, deliver. Married, B.S. Box 536P, BROADCASTING.
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

TELEVISION

Station manager, r/tv. Capable. Programming and sales. Proven record. Box 499P,
BROADCASTING.
General manager am-tv operation now
carrying full management responsibility including labor change.
negotiations,
it neces-in
sary to make
Solid finds
background
national sales, networking, regional and
local saleserences.
supervision.
Sound time.
industry
refAvailable reasonable
Address
replies Box 517P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer — Experienced. Also writer-production-sales. Industrious, enthusiastic.
Draft exempt. Box 375P, BROADCASTING.
Sports director-staff. Ten years experience,
all phases, commercials, news ad-lib shows.
Desires opportunity to build good sports
presentations, with some play-by-play preferred. Top man, will earn good pay in
leading market, radio and/or television.
Ready on short notice for big fall season
producing for you. Top references. Box
423P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Currently employed tv-radio announcer
seeking challenging position. Versatile; excellent delivery, appearance. College graduate; nine years tv, prefer good talent setup.
Personal interview only. Box 512P,
BROADCASTING.
3 years experienced radio and television.
Married, 30 years old. Serious sell, weather,
M.C.,
seeks permanent change. Box 553P.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced tv-radio announcer, on and off
camera and disc jockey. Married, vet. No
children,
would like to settle. Box 562P
BROADCASTING.
Technical
Tv studio engineer— first phone, presently
employed. Family. Looking for permanent
position.
Complete resume on request. Box
507P,
BROADCAST
ING.
Assistant chief-supervisor. Supervisor experienced in construction, operation, maintenance, am and tv. Hard worker, stable,
married.
Excellent
references. Box 522P
BROADCASTING.
W2 years experience all phases studio operation. 1st ticket. Seeking permanent position.
Please
CASTING.state salary. Box 525P, BROADExperienced. Prefer switching or directing.
Some maintenance. First phone. East or
central. Box 561P, BROADCASTING.
Production — Programming, Others
Promotion manager— mature, imaginative,
will swap ability and ambition for good
salary and a future. Experienced tv and
radio, seeking progressive operation in top
50. Strong on audience promotion-exploitation (allences.
phases)
award winner, best referMarried, family,
31, go anywhere
for right opportunity. Presently employed.
Box 313P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced newsman: Heading tv newsroom, extensive am background. News-indepth specialist, excellent delivery, record
of boosting ratings. Seek news director
good staff job. Box 480P, BROADCASTING.
Radio-tv writer — Creative, award-winn
consumer and retail copy, prize-winniing
ng
ideas, programs, scripts, and continuity.
top
for
Five years as program executive
Agency
creator/pro
am-tv ground,
ducer. with
and
stationsbackheavy experience
network. Strong program and commercial
production. Also print, direct mail, PR,
sales promotion, client contact. In Chicago;
will consider relocation, particularly Denver or San Francisco. Box 492P. BROADCASTING.
News! Professional. Reporting. Commentary,
Editor-director.
Major city or overseas. Box
500P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced director. Family. Creative.
Alert. tion.AllBox 523P,
phases BROADCASTING.
commercial, ETV producTelevision-radio production man. B.A.,
M.A. UCLA. Veteran 26 years old. Desires
position
CASTING.with a future. Box 528P, BROADMarried vet, 23. Graduated top tv school.
Seeking any position in tv or related field.
Some
ING. experience. Box 545P, BROADCASTTelevision director experience in every
phase of television production looking for
promising or progressing station. Box
547P, BROADCASTING.
First phone, tv education, two years radio
combo, production, sales, direction, promotion, etc. are qualities of young conscientious family man who will move anywhere.
Ed
Graham,
282 Summer
St., Buffalo 22,
New York. Lincoln
1989.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter channels
2-6. Also 25 kw tv power amplifier channels 7-13. Write for details. Box 535P.
BROADCASTING.
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FOR SALE
Equipment — (Cont'd )
Pro Junior Tripod $60; 70DA Filmo, case.
Needs
spring, dismantled, $50. Box 550P,
BROADCASTING.
1 PT-6 and
portable
complete
with1
cases
3 mikeMagnecorder,
channel mixer.
$350,000.
Presto 6-N disc recorder in case. $250.00.
1 RCA 76-B consolette. $495.00. All in good
operating condition. Contact: Feinstein,
Chief Engineer, KMED, Medford, Oregon.
Three Radio-Music Corporation model A-16
tone arms, complete with model EL-2B
filters lent
andcondition.
verticalContact
pickups Chief
@ $50.00.
ExcelEngineer,
KSIG, Crowley, La.
Cheap. 255 foot guyed antenna in excellent
condition . . . uniform cross section (wind
charged). Standing $1000.00. Call or write
Radio Station WNVY . . . Gene Pfalser,
Pensacola, Florida.
250 foot cluding
Ideco
tower
inbeacon self-supporting
and side lights,
flasher,
photocell. Excellent condition. $3900 as is;
$5900 taken down. Call Dick Johnston,
Woodland 4131, Santa Barbara, California.
400 foot model H-40 Blaw-Knox self-supporting tower. Excellent condition, will
support
12 bay-super
turnstile tv Co.,
antenna.
Call or write
Tower Maintenance
Inc.,
410-7th Ave., N.E., Glenburnie, Maryland.
Phone Southfield 6-0766.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel. Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.
3-bay, Channel 2 antenna, RCA TF-3EL,
completelycessories.
assembled,
linesvisual
and side
aclOkw Diplexer,feed
12.5kw
band filter. Brand new. Used 4 weeks while
moving main antenna. Cost $20,957. On
groundfalo,ready
to move.
Make offerTelevision
fob BufNew York.
Transcontinent
Corporation, Karl B. Hoffman, 70 Niagara
Street, Buffalo 2, New York. MOhawk 2300.
Used guyed type towers. (1) 150', (2) 200',
(3) 300' U.S. Tower Co., Petersburg, Virginia.
WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Half interest and participation in eastern
seaboard tential.
dayBox 435P,
or fulltimer
with growth poBROADCASTING.
Regional radio station in the midwest. Substantial down payment with terms. All replies strictly confidential. Box 487P,
BROADCASTING.
Two experienced broadcasters, both active
with 50 kw station, one heavy in administrative and sales experience — other in programming. Seek 100% active ownership am
station with growth potential. Substantial
family man. Will invest to $25,000 as down
payment with balance on terms to be agreed
upon. Highest
references.
All reolies confidential. Box 491P,
BROADCASTING.
Experienced party desires southern daytimer with attractive terms. Send complete details. Replies confidential. Box 503P,
BROADCASTING. ,
Specialist
reviving
radio stations. Willin invest
as run-down
working partner
or
buy outright. Now engaged as radio management
consultant.
Box
549P,
BROADCASTING.
Local southwest station. Please advise
price and
terms.
All 3209
prices Canton
held confidential. Cecil
White,
Street,
Dallas, Texas.
Equipment
250
to 1000 watt
fm transmitter,
modulation
monitor
and antenna.frequenceReply to
Box 531P, BROADCASTING.
TV six bay channel 7, 8, or 9 antenna. Used
2Vs inch transmission line. All types of tv
studio
gearsyn
— stabilizing
amplifier,
cameras,
switcher,
generator,
projectors,
etc.
Also guyed tower suitable for 350 feet. Box
565P, BROADCASTING.
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WANTED

TO BUY

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Wanted: M170I6-A-fm exciter for RCA TT5A Transmitter. Otis Freeman. WPIX Inc.,
220 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N.Y.
Wanted: one used General Electric synchronizing generator, model 4PG2B-C or D.
Must be in good condition. Two used pedestals for tv cameras, either Houston-Fearless counter-weighted model TD-3 or gear
driven TD-1; or DuMont pneumatic type
camera pedestal. Must be in good condition.
W. G. Egerton, P.O. Box 2171, San Antonio
6, Texas.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
Texas.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden, Radio Oepartional
Engineering School, 150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed
personalRadio
instruction
Brazil, Pathfinder
Service,by510Waldo
16th
St., Oakland, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funnyphone-modern
radio's station
new andand successful fun game! Promotes
dj.
13 entertaining weeks (5 days per week)
of instantaneous audience reaction. Complete package of 650 clever Funnyphone
questions and answers; formats; teasers;
promos, $100. If purchased weekly, $10 per
week. Funnyphone, Box 388P, BROADCASTING.
Top Washington news stories covered $3/
phone call collect. Special assignments invited. Call LI 4-0450 any hour or write,
wire Sam Smith, 125 Fifth St., N.E., Washington, D.C.
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Announcers

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

ED—WHO:
MAN
WSNT
A NEWA
Can air news intelligently . . .
Can evaluate news . . .
Can write in radio news
style . . .
Has at least 3 years experience
gathering, writing and broadcasting news . . .
Wants to move up to one of
the Eastations ..coast's
top news oper.

AIRMAIL TAPE AND
COVERING LETTER
IMMEDIATELY TO:
Box 493P
BROADCASTING

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
J
NEGRO DISC JOCKEY
j A rare opportunity in one of the top
j 5 markets in the U.S. with a negro
population of over 600,000. Must
l' have
of conducting
show experience
and be a personality
— not own
just
another staff announcer. Please state
age, experience, background and presI ent earnings. Write to:
Ii
Box 516P, BROADCASTING
Technical
CHIEF ENGINEER
NEEDED
Progressive station in major market.
Looking for right man to give station good clean sound. Send resume.
Box 532P, BROADCASTING
SALES

ENGINEER
Florida

The
Major midwest broadCompany: facturer.
cast equipment manuThe
travPosition: Sales
el andengineer
call onto radio
stations in the entire
state of Florida. Techsential. nical background esOpportu- Unlimited. Salary, exnities: penses and incentive
bonus system provides
high earning potential
for aggressive
sales-A
minded
individual.
permanent position
with an excellent future.
Send complete resume to Box 552P,
BROADCASTING

We are looking for men who want
commercial or military field engineering assignments in the installation
and servicing of television systems at
domestic and overseas locations. Excellent starting salaries and living
allowances.
Applicants should be thoroughly
grounded in overall television station
or radar system maintenance, have
two or more years accredited technical
school training and three years experience.
All replies held in strict confidence.
Send resume to Supervisor, Field Engineering.
Dage Television Division
Thompson Ramo
Woolridge Inc.,
Michigan City, Ind.
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Technical
SALES ENGINEER AUDIO PRODUCTS
Immediate opening for broadcast engineer experienced in all phases of
audio equipment and audio systems.
Responsible position in sales office of
leading broadcast equipment manufacturer. Limited travel. Complete company benefits. Send complete resume
and photo.
Box 602M, BROADCASTING

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

STAFF ANNOUNCER
This station has an opening for an experienced staff man who is a staff man.
A man who can do news, sports, weather,
and on-camera salesman, plus a good
booth man who has a thorough working
knowledge of the audio board. No kids,
drunks, or floaters need apply. Send
photo, tape and resume, first letter.
Box 496P
BROADCASTING

STATION OWNERS
MANAGEMENT-PROGRAMMING TEAM AVAILABLE
Presently running
highly successful radio
station in 500,000 class
market. No. 1 Pulse-Hooper
was 4th one year ago.
Volume increased 75%.

Production-Programming, Others

TV NEWSMAN
NBC basic station on east coast building
a news reputation wants an experienced
tv newsman. Must be capable of directing news gathering staff in getting the
local news on quickly and professionally.
This is a real challenge, if you have what
it takes, let us hear from you. Send
resume,
reply. tape, pic and/or SOF with first
Box 494P, BROADCASTING

BOX 559P, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales

CLOSED
CIRCUIT
TELEVISION
FIELD SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
The rapid expansion of closed circuit television has created several
attractive openings for qualified field
sales representatives. These positions
offer top salaries, plus liberal sales
incentive compensation.
Applicants should hold a scientific
or engineering degree, or have
equivalent practical experience in
the installation, operation and maintenance of broadcast or closed circuit television equipment.
Please send inquiries to:
Mr. W. W. Ingham, Dept. ZC-14J
Professional & Administrative
Placement.
RCA, Building 10-1
Camden 2, New Jersey
Radio Corporation
of America
Industrial Electronic
Products

TIONS

FOR

SALE

5000 WATT DAYTIMER
In Florida city of 100,000 population.
Now billing better than $90,000 a
year, but the station has an unlimited
potential. Price $200,000 terms available. Principals only. Write:
Box 555P, BROADCASTING
Ky.

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management

57:4

DIRECTOR WANTED
Not just any director, but a conscientious man who has imagination.
A man who can light a chunk of
coal in a coal mine. A man who
can take an ordinary commercial
and make it look like a network
production. A man who can do his
own ingpunching,
and Ifdoesn't
bea detail man.
you aremind
of this
breed, and have the background,
send pic and resume to:
Box 495P, BROADCASTING
TELEVISION

Cal.
Fla.
S.C.
Iowa
Ky.
Cal.
Ariz.
La.
N.C.
Ala.
Miss.
And
S.E.
Mid

Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Small
Single
Small
Second
Medium
Metro
Metro

250w
500w
lkw-D
250w
lkw-D

100M

lkw-D
250w
lkw-D
lkw-D
lkw-D
5kw-D

78M
150M
195M
225M
475 M
98 M

50 M
65M
39M
116WI
33 M
100M
70 M

Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms

Major
5kw-D
others.
lkw-D
500w
Paul h .
C h i A P M A N COM P A N Y
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
ress:
Chicago
Atlanta
Please add
York
W. Peachtree
1 182Atlanta
9,
Ga.
Francisco
New
San
THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Situations Wanted
Production-Programming, Others
PROMOTION MANAGER
Solid professional with 16 years experience. Accustomed to working
with reps, brokers, agencies and
media. All around ability including
sales and audience promotion, publicity, research, trade paper advertising and public relations. Excellent
references.
BOX 515P, BROADCASTING
WANTED

TO BUY

Texas
510,000
plus
monthlyregional
makingdaytimer
good billing
profit
$137,500.00
firm.
Southwest
regional
daytimer
billing
$13,000
monthly
making
money
$225,000.00.
Southern
fuiltimer West
majorCoast
marketregional
making moneyregional
fuiltimer
big$225,000.00.
money 29maker
available
real
estate
Sl.OOO.OOO.OO,
percent
down.
Contact
Patt McDonald,
BoxJack9266,
Austin,
Texas.
GLendale
3-80SO
or
Koste,
60
East
42nd
Street, New York 17, New York. IMU. 2-4813.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced
Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bldg.

Davenport, Iowa

Stati
Wanted

N.Y. FM Station

Owner of three "FM' stations desires to purchase FM class B station
in N.Y. city area. Confidential.
Box 474P, BROADCASTING

BIG GROWTH AREA
So. Calif, city of 100,000
$100,000 down
Vernon Paine with L. H. Paine,
843 E. Fifth St., Pomona, Calif.
131
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sion and granted application of Easton
Bcstg. Co. for new am station to operate on
1460 kc, 500 w, DA, D, in Easton, Md. Ann.
Sept.
2.
By decision,
Commission (1) affirmed Feb.
6, 1957 grant of applications of Palm Springs
Translator Station Inc., for cds for two new
tv translator stations (K70AL and K73AD)
to operate on chs. 70 and 73 in Palm Springs,
Calif.; (2) granted applications to modify
those permits to increase ERP and make
changes in ant. system, subject to condition
that adequate equipment is installed to insure compliance with Sec. 325 (a) of Communications Act and Sec. 4.784 of Commission rules, and (3) dismissed applications
for licenses to cover stations K70AL and
K73AD, mission
without
prejudiceof toconstruction
their resub-in
upon completion
accordance with modified cps and condition
attached thereto, Chmn. John Doerfer absent. Jan. 6, 1959 initial decision looked
toward this action. Ann. Sept. 2.
By order, Commission granted request by
Top Bcstrs. Inc., for leave to withdraw its
petition to enlarge issues, as moot, made
effective
30 initial
sion, andimmediately
granted Top July
application
for decinew
am station to operate on 1480 kc, 500 w, D,
in San Antonio, Tex. Ann. Sept. 2.
. By order, Commission, on petition by
Virginia Beach Bcstg. Corp., severed from
consolidated tohearing
granted ofVirginia's
application
changeandfacilities
WBOF
Virginia Beach, Va., from 1600 kc, 1 kw, D,
to 1550 kw, D, effective immediately. Initial
Hearing Cases
decision of March 26 looked toward grantFINAL DECISIONS
ing WBOF
application
and denying
appliBy order. Commission made effective imcation of Cy
Blumenthal,
tr/as Denbigh
mediately July 21 initial deicision and
Bcstg. Co., for new station on 1570 kc, 250
granted application of Sussex County Bcstrs.
w, D, in Denbigh, Va. Ann. Sept. 2.
Inc., to increase power of WNNJ Newton,
By order,mediatelyCommission
made decision
effective and
imN.J., tionfrom
500
w
to
1
kw,
continuing
operaan April 21 initial
on 1360 kc D. (Applicant was formerly
May 1sion,supplement,
as modifiedof byHallCommisSussex County Bcstrs.) Ann. Sept. 2.
and granted application
Bcstg.
Inc. for new Class B fm station to operate
By order, Commission made effective imon 102.7 mc in Los Angeles. Calif. Chmn.
mediately July 15 initial decision and granted application of Permian Basin Radio Corp.
John Doerfer absent. Ann. Sept. 2.
to change orjeration of station KHOB Hobbs,
INITIAL DECISION
N.M., from 1280 kc, 1 kw, D, to 1390 kc, 5
kw, D, subject to condition that KHOB
shall not be authorized program final tests
Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond issued initial deicision looking toward granting apuntil KGFL Roswell, N.M., has been authplication of Pacific Television Inc., for new
orized program tests on frequency other
tv station to operate on ch. 11 in Coos Bay,
than 1400 kc and KOB not be granted a li- Ore.
Action Sept. 2.
cense until KGFL is granted license on frequency other than 1400 kc. Ann. Sept. 2.
STAFF INSTRUCTIONS
Commission gave notice that July 10 initial decision which looked toward granting
Commission
on Sept. 2 directed preparaapplication of Intrastate Bcstrs. for new am
tion of document looking toward granting
station to operate on 1220 kc. 250 w, DA, D, petitions
of
Binder
- Carter - Durham Inc.
in Pomona, Calif., became effective Aug. 31 (WAMM), Flint, Mich.,
and Michigan
Northern City,
Inpursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Ann. Sept. 2.
diana
Bcstrs.
Inc.
(WIMS),
Commission gave notice that June 2 in- Ind., for severance from five-party
proitial decision which looked toward granting
ceeding, and for immediate grant of their
application of Southland Bcstg. Co. to applications
to
by finalizachange frequency of station WLAU Laurel,
tion
of
that
partincrease
of May power
26 initial
decision
Miss., from 1600 kc to 1430 kc, continuing
which proposed grant of their applications.
operation with 5 kw, D, became effective
Ann.
Sept.
2.
July 22 pursuant to Sec. 1.153 of rules. Ann.
Commission
on Sept.
2 directed
Sept. 2.
tion of document
looking
toward preparagranting
By order, Commission adopted and made
application
of
Plains
Bcstg.
effective immediately July 23 initial deciam station to ODerate on 1220Corp.
kc, 250forw,newD,
in Independence, Iowa. June 19 initial deci2. sion looked toward this action. Ann. Sept.
OTHER ACTIONS
STATIONS
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied
petition Inc.
by American
Paramount
Theatres
(WABC),Bcstg.
New FOR
SALE
York
for
rehearing
of Commission's
Sept. 3,City,
1958
decision
in proceeding
on ap*~ «~"~ STATIONS FOR SALE
plications of Albuquerque
Bcstg. Co. (KOB),
Albuquerque, N.M., involving use of 770 kc,
Ours is a personal service, designed to
but ordered that nothing contained in that
decision be construed to contemplate or
fit your finances, your qualifications and
authorize
operation
of station
KOBto inJune
man-1,
your needs.
ner specified
in finding
22 rjrior
If you are in the market for either on
1960. Ann. Sept. 2.
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in th»
By order. Commission, on its own motion,
country be sure to contact us at once.
stayed until further order the Aug. 24 effective date of that portion of its July 17 reJACK L. STOU & ASSOCIATES
port and order in docket 12054 which
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
changed tv table of assignments in ColumLos Angeles 28, Calif.
bus, Ga., from chs. 4, 28 and *34 (educational) to chs. 3, ch.
9, *284 in
(educational)
34
Hollywood 4-7279
and substituted
lieu of ch.and9 in
Dothan, ditional
Ala.time The
Commission
requires
adfor review of matters raised
XX
XX
XX=XX7i
in petition for reconsideration filed by
WTVY Inc. WTVY [TV]), Dothan. Ann.
SOMEONE GETTING YOUR
3.
SHARE?
II Sept.
By memorandum opinion and order,
Commission
O'Neill
Co. (1)
(uhfdenied
KJEOrequest
[TV]),by Fresno,
5 Our full share of attention is always ? Bcstg.
Calif., that memorandum opinion and order,
adopted
Board void,
consisting
paid to your problem of buying (or
Comr. R. Aug.
E. Lee,14 bebydeclared
etc.; (2)of
dismissed as moot further request that same
selling) . To buy or sell in the dystayed; (3) affirmed order insofar as it
* namic west, contact George E. Wil- * be
established dates of Sept. 23 and Oct. 8
son & Associates in Spokane. Box 751,
for ly,filing
commentson and
replies,changes
respectivein proceeding
proposed
in tv
table of assignments affecting Fresno-BakSpokane 10, or call MAdison 4-3921.
ersfield
(Docket
11759)
and
San
Francisco■^V
*d
Sacramento (Docket 12964), and (4) extended time for filing responses to show cause
132 (FOR THE RECORD)
Continued from page 126
sion Bcstrs. Principals will surrender stock
in change to partnership. Ann. Sept. 4.
WFDS-FM
Baltimore,
Md.— Seeks assignment of license
from Audiophonic
Corp.
to the Hearst Corp for $70,000. Hearst Corp.
owns WBAL-AM-TV Baltimore, WISN-AMTV Milwaukee, WCAE Pittsburgh and. 50%
of WTAE(TV) Pittsburgh.
WATP Marion, S.C.— Seeks transfer of
control of Pee Dee Bcstg. Co. from A. G.
Stanley, Harold L. Gillis, Mrs. H. D. Stanley and Shelton S. Stanley to James Harpring (51%), Joel E. Cole and Walter Molic,
24^2% each for $48,000. Mr. Harpring is
employe of WKAT Miami, Fla. Mr. Cole
is radio
engi-8.
neer for sales
WQAMengineer.
Miami, Mr.
Fla. Molic
Arm. isSept.
WAGCment of license
Chattanooga,
Tenn.
—
Seeks
assignfrom WAGC Bcstg. Inc. to
Middle Georgia Bcstg. Co. for $65,000. Principals are C. R. Rader (662/3%) and George
W. Patton struction.
(33I/3%).
in conMr. PattonMr.is Rader
generalis manager
of WBML Macon, Ga. Neither have other
broadcast interests. Ann. Sept. 8.
KRCT Pasadena, Tex.— Seeks transfer of
negative control from John H. Touchstone
(50%) todustrial
Leroy
Gloger
(50%)
Bcstg. Co.J. for
$45,000.
Mr. d/b/a
Gloger In-is
vice president and general manager of
KRCT. Ann. Sept. 3.

orders in Docket 11759 to Sept. 23. Ann.
Sept. 3.
Commission scheduled following am proceedings for oral argument on Sept. 25:
Tomah-Mauston
Bcstg. Co. Inc. (WTMB),
2.Tomah, Wis.; Jack
L. Goodsitt (WTOJ),
Tomah, Wis.
By memorandum opinion and order. Commission denied petition by Fairview Bcstrs.,
Rensselaer, N.Y., for enlargement of issues
in hearing on its apolication and that of
Sanford L. Hirschberg and Gerald R. McGuire, Cohoes-Watervliet, N.Y., both seeking new am stations on 1300 kc. Ann. Sept.
Island Bcstg. Corp., Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas, V.I.— Designated for consolidated
hearing applications for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 10. Ann. Sept. 2.
Routine Roundup
Commission finalized rule making and
amended Part 3 of its rules and engineering standards to provide bandwidth definitions and emission limitations for am and
fm broadcast stations, effective Jan. 1,
1960. All transmitting apparatus which is
installed after that date, or type accepted
prior to that date whether by existing
stations or new permittees, must meet new
requirements. Ann. Sept. 3.
Commission, on petition by Texas Technological College for reconsideration of report and order reserved vhf ch. 5 for
educational use in Lubbock, Tex., instead
of ch. 20, making latter available for commercial use there. Texas Technological College holds cp to operate noncommercially
on ch. 5 in Lubbock. Ann. Sept. 3.
ACTION
ON MOTIONS
BY THE
FCC
Commission granted renewal of licenses
of Southwest Kansas Television, Inc., KTVC
(TV)requirements
and, by letter,
reminded
station
of
for full
identification
of source and/or sponsor as result of its
telecasting of kinescope summaries of
the "Kohler hearings." By separate letter
(no renewal
wise remandedapplications
WPIX Inc.,involved)
licensee oflike-tv
station WPIX (TV) New York. Ann. Sept. 2.
By memorandum opinion and order, the
Commission directed KHON Bcstg. Inc.,
to, within 30 days, show cause or request
hearing on why the call letters KPOI, assigned to its Honolulu, Hawaii, station on
May 1, should not be rescinded because
of confusion with KPOA (Radio Hawaii
Inc.) in same city. Chmn. John Doerfer
and Comr. Robert Bartley dissented. Ann.
Sept.
2.
Commission
on Sept. 3. granted petition
by
Capitol
ch. 20),
Montgomery,Bcstg.
Ala., Co.and(WCOV-TV,
extended time
to
file reply comments from Sept. 8 to Sept.
18 in tv rulemaking proceeding involving
Montgomery,
and State
Birmingham, Ala.;Selma,
Tupelo, Tuscaloosa
Columbus and
College, Miss. Action Sept. 4.
Commission on Sept. 3, granted motion
by
Radio
[TV] Scripps-Howard
ch. 5), Cleveland,
Ohio,Inc.
and (WEWS
Trebit
Corp., licensee of WFDF Flint, Mich., and
extended the time from Sept. 8 to Sept.
18 to file oppositions to petition by WoodCo. (WTOH-TV,
79), Toledo,wardfor Bcstg.
rulemaking
involving ch.Toledo
and
Cleveland, Ohio, and Erie, Pa. Action
Sept. 4.
By Commissioner Robert E. Lee
Granted
by Huntington-Montauk
Bcstg. Inc.,petition
for extension
of time to Sept.
18 to file exceptions and supporting briefs
to the initial decision in proceeding on
application and that of The Riverside
Church in the city of New York, for fm
facilities in New York and Huntington,
N.Y. Action Aug. 31.
petition
by toBroadcast
forGranted
extension
of time
Sept. 21 Bureau
to file
responsive pleadings to petition by Radio
Crawfordsville Inc., Crawfordsville, Ind.,
and Grundy Bcstg. Co., Morris, 111., to modify issues in proceeding on their am applications which are in consolidated proceeding with
St. Action
Croix Inc.,
mond, Radio
Wis., et al.
Aug. New
31. RichBy Acting Chief
Jay A.Hearing
Kyle Examiner
Upon request by WMAX Inc. (WMAX),
Grand Rapids.
Mich.,from
changed
exchange of exhibits
Aug. date
25 toforSept.
8, and continued hearing from Sept. 17 to
Oct. 1,
proceeding
on am application. Action Sept.
2.
On own motion, continued without date
hearing scheduled for Septmber 10 in proceeding on am Va.,
applications
John Bcstg.
Laurino, Ashland,
and The of
Capital
Co. (WNAV) Annapolis, Md.; the latter
requested postponement. Action Sept. 3.
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SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 8
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR
Not 108
on air
Lie.
Cps
For new stations
/ ID
146
AM
3,350
61
126
FM
593
50
103
TV
4681
53
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
84
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 8
VHF
1 U 1 AL
80
Commercial
441
UHF
10
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through July 31,AM1959
T\/
r IV143
585
Licensed (all on air)
100
1 V 521s
125
CPs on air (new stations)
3,334
788
160
CPs not on air (new stations)
54
Total authorized stations
42
476
669
Applications for new stations (not In hearing)
3,513
27
68
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
202
12216
69
678
Total applications for new stations
54
28
38
615
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
112
5
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
4681
33
Total applications for major changes
7272
0
0
Licenses deleted
1
1
2
CPs deleted
54
1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.
'There
have been, in addition, 211 television cps granted, but now deleted (44 vhf and 167
uhf).
'There has been, in addition, one uhf educational tv station granted but now deleted.
By Hearing Examiner J. D. Bond
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
5 and continued to date to be fixed hearinging now
scheduled forof Oct.
5 in proceedon applications
Cookeville
Bcstg.
Co., Cookeville, Tenn., et al.; Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for extension of
time to Sept. 18 to file replies to separate
petitions by Star Group Bcstg. Co., Jackson, Miss., to enlarge issues and for rederation and for dismissal
of application of Radio consiMississippi,
Jackson,
or for
alternative relief, and petition by Dixieland Bcstrs., Tampa, Fla., to clarify or enlarge issuesplicatioin
proceeding on
their am with
apns in consolidated
proceeding
Cookeville Bcstg. Co., Cookeville, Tenn.
Action Aug. 31.
By Hearing Examiner Thomas H. Donahue
Granted petition by Audiocasting of
Texas Inc., for continuance of hearing from
Sept. 11 to Sept. 18 in proceeding on its
application and that of Horace K. Jackson,
Sr., for new am stations in Waco and
Gatesville, Texas. Action Sept. 2.
Scheduled certain procedural dates in
proceeding
on new
application
of Inter-Cities
Bcstg.
Co., for
am stations
in Livonia,
Mich.; continued hearing from Sept. 8 to
Sept. 28. Action Sept. 2.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
On own motion, continued to date to be
set by subsequent order hearing scheduled
for Sept.
9 in proceeding
on amCo. applications of Granite
City Bcstg.
Mount
Airy, N.C., et al. Action Sept. 3.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Continued without date hearing scheduledtionsfor ofSept.
2 in Bcstg.
proceeding
Sheffield
Co. onandapplicaJ. B.
Fait, Jr., for new am stations in Sheffield,
Ala. Action Sept. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
Granted motion by Dixon Bcstg. Co. for
various corrections to the record in proceeding on its application
new Aug.
am station in Dixon,
111., et al. for
Action
27.
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 1 prehearing conference;
continued hearing from Oct. 7 to Dec. 2
in
proceeding
applications
Bald EagleNittany
Bcstrs.on and
Suburban ofBcstg.
Corp.,
for new am stations in Bellefonte and
State College, Pa. Action Sept. 1.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Sept.
10 at 2 urban
p.m.,
application
SubBcstg. onCo.amInc.
(WVIP), ofMount
Kisco, NY. Action Sept. 2.
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Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 11 in proceeding on am applications
of Beacon Bcstg. System Inc., GraftonCedarburg, Wis., et al. Action Sept. 2.
Dismissed as moot petitions by Publix
Television Corp. and of South Florida
Amusement Co., Inc., for enlargement of
issues in Perrine-South Miami, Fla., tv
ch. 6 proceeding Action Sept. 2.
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 17 in proceeding on am application
of Bloom Radio (WHXM) Bloomsburg, Pa.
Action Sept. 3.
Scheduled further prehearing conference
for Nov. 10 and continued to date to be
determined at further prehearing conference hearing now scheduled for Sept. 21
in proceeding on applications of Plainview
Radio and Star of the Plains Bcstg. Co..
for new am stations in Plainview and
Slaton, Tex. Action Sept. 3.
Denied motion by Laird Bcstg. Inc.
(KHAK) Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to quash
notice of taking depositions in Monticello,
Iowa, by Telegraph Herald, respondent, in
proceeding
tion Sept. 3.on Laird's am application. AcBy Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Granted petition by Town and Country
Bcstg. Inc. (WREM), Remsen, N.Y., for
leave to amend its am application to substitute certain pages and exhibits, etc.; application is in consolidated proceeding with am
applications of Mid-America Bcstg. System,
Inc., Highland Park, 111., et al. Action
Sept. 1.
On petition by Carter Publications, Inc.
(WBAP-TV ofch.time
5) to
FortfileWorth,
Tex., and
for
extension
comments
for Texas State Network Inc. to respond
to show cause order in tv rulemaking proceeding involving Fort Worth and Denton,
the Commission on Sept. 1 extended the
time from Sept. 8 to Sept. 30 to file comments and for Texas State to file its response to order to show cause directed
to it, and from Sept. 18 to Oct. 12 to file
replies. Action Sept. 1.
Commission on Sept. 1, granted request
of WGAL Inc. (WGAL-TV ch. 8), Lancaster, Pa., for extension of time from
Sept. 1 to Sept. 21 to file comments in
response to new proposal in Aug. 17
"counter-petition"
by 15),
Triangle
Publications
Inc.
(WLYH-TV ch.
Lebanon,
Pa., in
tv rulemaking proposal involving Harrisburg. Action Sept 1.
Granted petition by KSOO TV Inc.
(KSOO-TV), Sioux Falls, S.D., for leave
to amend its application by incorporating

renewed bank commitment. Action Sept. 3.
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 1 prehearing conference;
continued hearing from Oct. 7 to Dec. 2
in
proceeding
applications
Bald EagleNittany
Bcstrs.on and
Suburban ofBcstg.
Corp.,
for new am stations in Bellefonte and State
College, Pa. Action Sept. 1.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Scheduled prehearing conference for
Sept. 15N.C.,
at tv
11 a.m.,
Greensboro-High
Point,
ch. 8 inproceeding.
Action
Sept.
1.
Granted petition by George T. Hernreich
for continuance of procedural dates in proceeding on his application and that of
Patteson Brothers, for new tv stations to
operate on ch. 8 in Jonesboro, Ark.; continued from Sept. 16 to Nov. 3 date
for commencement of evidentiary hearing
and introduction into evidence of applicants' written cases. Action Sept. 3.
Granted petition by Farmington Bcstg.
Co.. for leave to amend its application for
purpose of showing change in the distribution of stock of corporate stockholder, in
proceeding on its application and that of
Four Corners Broadcasting Co., for new
tv stations to operate on ch. 12 in Farmington, N.M. Action Sept. 3.
License Renewals
stations were granted renewal
43*Following
of
license: KOLJ Quannah, Tex.; KCTV
San Angelo, Tex.; KCNY San Marcos, Tex.;
KIXL (and alt main) Dallas, Tex.; KLVT
Levelland, Tex.; KUKO Post, Tex.; KOGT
Orange, Tex.; KDNT Denton, Tex.; KRBA
Lufkin, Tex.; KEPS Eagle Pass, Tex.; KTXO
Sherman, Tex.; KRYS Corpus Christi, Tex.;
KJAY Topeka, Kan.; KBEN Carrizo Springs,
Tex.;
Amarillo, Tex.; KVOU
53a KFDA-TV
Uvalde,
Tex.; KNOW Austin, Tex.;
WHMA-AM-FM Anniston, Ala.;
KTW Seattle, Wash.; KVWM Show Low, Ariz.- WPTW
Piqua,
Ohio.; Wyo.;
KALG KAYT
Alamogordo,
NM.*
KATI Casper,
Rupert, Idaho:
KCLS Flagstaff, Ariz.; KDYL Salt Lake
City, Utah; KFBC Cheyenne, Wyo.; KFUN
Las Vegas, N.M.; KFXD Nampa, Idaho;
KGAK
Gallup, N.M.;
N.M.; KID
KGFLIdaho
Roswell,
KHOB Hobbs,
Falls, N.M
Ida- •
ho; KIDO Boise, Idaho; KIFI Idaho Falls,
Idaho; KIFN Phoenix, Ariz.; KIKO Miami,
Ariz.; KMOP Tucson, Ariz.; KRIZ Phoenix,
Ariz.;
KRPL Moscow, Idaho; KRXK Rexburg, Idaho;
KSIL Silver
Santa Fe, N.M. Ann. Sept.City,
2. N.M .; KVSF
NARBA Notifications
List of changes, proposed changes, and
corrections in assignments of Canadian
broadcast stations modifying appendix containing assignments of Canadian broadcast
stations attached to recommendations of
North American Regional Broadcasting
Agreement engineering meeting.
590 kc
Fort St. John, B.C.— 1 kw, DA-N, unl..
III. EIO 7-15-60. New.
630 kc
CHLT Sherbrooke, P.Q. — 10 kw D, 5 kw
N. DA-2, unl., III. EIO 7-15-60. (PO: 630 kc,
5 kw DA-1.)
980 kc
CKGM Montreal, P.Q.— 10 kw, DA-1, unl.,
III. Assignment of1150
callkcletters.
CKTR Three Rivers, P.Q.— 5 kw D, 1 kw
N, DA-2, Unl., III.1230
Nowkc in operation.
Kanloops, B.C.— 1 kw D, 0.25 kw N, ND,
unl., IV. EIO 7-15-60. New.
1250 kc
Dartmouth,
N.S.—
EIO 7-15-60. New. 5 kw, DA-1, unl., III.
1280 kc
7-15-60.
Estevan,New.Sask.— 1 kw, DA-1, unl., III. EIO
1290 kc
CFAM Altona, Man.— 10 kw D, 5 kw N,
DA-1, unl., III. EIO 7-15-60. (PO: 1290 kc,
5 kw DA-1.)
1350 kc
CKTR Three Rivers, P.Q.— 1 kw, DA-1,
unl., III. Delete assignment.
7-15-60.
Joliette,New.
P.Q.— 1 kw, DA-1, unl., III. EIO
1500 kc
133
Duncan,New.B.C.— 1 kw, DA-1, unl.. III. EIO
7-15-60.

Now...

tempting

Anaconda

dishes
right

The rigid foil containers above have two
things in common: All were made to hold
baked or frozen food. All were made of
Anaconda Aluminum Foil. In 1958 alone,
Anaconda produced hundreds of millions
of aluminum foil containers of all shapes
and sizes.
Versatile aluminum foil brings so many
advantages to the food field. It makes
packaging far more convenient and attractive, besides being moisture-proof, tasteproof, odorproof and lightweight. The list
of products packaged better with aluminum grows steadilv longer. Take frozen

Aluminum

from
into

the

world's

your

Foil

brings

finest

chefs

home

foods, a prime user of foil: last year,
frozen foods alone rang up total sales of
close to four billion dollars. By 1965, economists tell us, Americans will be buying
five to six times more! Truly, this foilinspired packaging revolution is just
getting started.
Joining vigorously in the development
of America's aluminum future, Anaconda
has blended all its aluminum facilities

from alumina to pig and ingot through to
the fabrication of commercial products
such as foil, coiled and flat sheet, rod, bar,
structurals, tube and extruded shapes.
In addition, substantial quantities of
wire ingot are supplied to another Anaconda subsidiary, Anaconda Wire and
Cable Company, for the production of a
wide range of aluminum wire and cable
electrical conductors.

into one new subsidiary, Anaconda Aluminum Company. The result is an integrated organization embracing almost
every phase of aluminum production —

Anaconda's growth in aluminum is a
typical example of a development program
that seeks to offer better products and
59175 A
services to both industry and consumer.

NACONDA
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LUMINUM
General Offices: Louisville 1, Kentucky
Reduction Plant: Columbia Falls, Montana
Fabricating Plants: Terre Haute, Ind. - Louisville, Ky. • Fair Lawn, N. J. • San Gabriel, Calif.
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OUR

RESPECTS

TO

Robert

"I'm proud of our programming at
KFWB," Robert M. Purcell, president
of this Los Angeles radio station and
director of the broadcast division of
Crowell-Collier Publishing Co., declared
last week.
I'm . . . proud that our 'contemporary radio' format provides for effective public service programming as well
as for the most popular music.
"Yes, I'm proud of the childish voice
saying 'I'm Janie Jones and I'm six
years old and I go to Greenleaf School,
so please drive carefully so I can stay
alive.' It's terse, easy to hear and hard
to forget, much more effective with today's radio audience than the 1 5-minute
or half-hour public service shows of
yesteryear.
Let's Communicate • "We in radio
today are not only in the entertainment
business, we're primarily in communications and in my book the message from
Janie Jones truly communicates."
Bob Purcell's radio book is a big one,
starting back in 1926, when, at the age
of 14, he sang into the microphone of
WHAM in his native Rochester, N.Y.
(The city's
officialPurcell
records entered
show that
Robert
Mumford
the
world on May 11, 1912). His progress
from singer at WHAM to president of
KFWB followed no direct up-the-radioladder route, however. It includes such
by-paths as a doorman's job at the Paramount Theatre in Syracuse, N.Y., to
help defray his expenses at Syracuse U.
Type Casting • "With my height —
6 feet, 5 inches — I made a good doorman" Bob recalls. But he didn't stay on
that job very long. In 1931, 5:30 p.m.
was the usual end of the workday and
theatre admission prices changed at
6 p.m. Bob got the idea of printing pay
envelopes with a notice that their recipients could get into the Paramount
at afternoon prices up to 6:30 p.m. As
a result he was promoted to assistant
manager, but he lost that job when he
won an amateur contest at the rival
RKO Keith-Orpheum Theatre. The conductor of the orchestra there was also
staff conductor at WSYR Syracuse and
he got Bob a job there as an announcersinger-salesman, at $15 a week, not
bad for those depression days.
Transferring to the Westminster
Choir School with the idea of becoming
a choir director ("I soon dropped it,
too sanctimonious"), Bob sang bass in
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959

Mumford

Puree!

the school's traveling choir (I'd made
the first team, so to speak") and studied
for a straight B.A. with a major in
music. But times were tough and 1933
found him in Chicago working as a
barker for "Chyrene, the Girl with the
X-Ray Eyes" at the World's Fair, plus
handling the midnight-to-six shift at
WEDC, foreign-language station.
This led to Bob's first full-time, regular-pay staff job in radio, at WCFL
Chicago, where among other duties he
conducted one of the earliest deejay
shows, Make Believe Danceland. He
stayed with WCFL for eight years.
Then, while on vacation in Los Angeles,
he went to work for the Earle C. Anthony stations KFI and KECA (this
was before the FCC's anti-duopoly rule)
as writer-director-producer and special
events reporter, a post he remembers
fondly for the chance it gave him to
see international diplomacy at work at
close range when he covered the first
United Nations Assembly meeting in
San Francisco in 1945.
Into Tv • Came now a five-year period of freelancing, during which Bob
Purcell wrote and produced and directed countless radio programs and announced, acted and sang in countless
others. Meanwhile, television had appeared on the broadcast horizon and
aroused Bob's interest. So, in 1949, he
joined the staff of KTTV (TV) Los
Angeles as a director-writer-announcer,
more for the experience than the $75-

Crowell-Collier's Purcell
The main job: to communicate

a-week salary. ("They let me continue
some of my radio work and play bit
parts in motion pictures, so I could get
by.") Soon, he was made program director and, subsequently, director of operations of the station.
When he left KTTV it was to form
a consultant firm, "Robert M. Purcell
Television," which handled administrative, legal, labor and creative problems
for such diverse accounts as Hoffman
Radio & Television, United States Air
Force, General Electric broadcast equipment division, the tv workshop of Pasadena Playhouse and Massachusetts Bay
Telecasting, applicant for channel 5 in
Boston, whose grant to WHDH-TV
{Boston Herald-Traveler) is now being
reviewed. (He holds a 5% interest in
MBT.) At this time, he also became
half-owner and president of KEYD
(now KEVE) Minneapolis.
Back to Radio • In October 1956,
Mr. Purcell was appointed assistant for
radio and television to Paul Smith, then
president of Crowell-Collier, with plans
for the acquisition of a major group of
broadcast properties. Before the end of
the year, Mr. Smith had resigned, having brought only one radio station into
the C-C fold, KFWB Los Angeles, of
which Mr. Purcell became general manager. In June 1957, he was elected
president of KFWB Broadcasting Corp..
wholly-owned C-C subsidiary. On Jan.
1, 1958,
he brought
"color
radio" of
to
Los
Angeles,
introducing
a format
"modern" programming so well suited
to Los Angeles ears that KFWB skyrocketed tothe top of the rating charts.
This spring, Mr. Purcell negotiated
the purchase of KLX (now KEWB)
Oakland, Calif., and WISK Minneapolis for Crowell-Collier and has become
president of each of these stations as
well as of KFWB. He is also director
of the C-C broadcast division, which
plans its further expansion to the full
extent of station ownership permitted
by the FCC, in television as well as
radio. (With the addition of WISK to
KEVE.)
the
C-C stable, he sold his interest in
Bob Purcell lives with his wife, the
former Jane Lindberg, and two Siamese
cats in a Hollywood apartment. His two
daughters by a previous marriage, Linda,
21, and Paula, 19, are both in college.
His hobbies range from guitar playing
135
and folk singing to Chinese calligraphy.

EDITORIALS
Rep

pep

AN

oft-debated question is whether the exclusive national
representative is more productive than the branch office
in the sale and development of national business. Newspapers and magazines were grappling with this problem,
with inconclusive results, long before radio and television
became competitors for the national advertising budgets.
The recent announcement that five major newspapers
have joined in setting up a selling organization in key
markets to create new business is a new manifestation of
newspaper dissatisfaction with old-line general representation. It may be significant, too, that three of the five papers
(Milwaukee Journal, Washington Star and St. Louis PostDispatch) are owners of thriving radio-tv properties. One
of the others, the Philadelphia Bulletin, last year sold
WCAU-AM-FM-TV to CBS for $20 million.
It is true that in times past the representation issue has
arisen in both radio and tv. But it is no earth-shaking problem now. Exclusive national representatives in both radio
and tv, for the most part, are both creative and resourceful
in the development of new spot business.
Long ago, the sales representatives of the broadcast
media learned that if they were to thrive they would have
to do more than merely take orders. They invested in solid
research. Hardly a week passes without the development
by one or more organizations of a new campaign involving
a new approach which may benefit the clients of others as
well as his own.
It is this brand of creative selling that is keeping broadcast spot gains ahead of the print media. Then there's the
natural advantage of representing live, vibrant entities that
with each passing day grow in stature and public acceptance.
The

labor

miracle

SCANT six months ago there were few in Washington
who could see any hope that Congress would provide
protection for business in the field of secondary boycotts
and blackmail picketing. Broadcasters have been especially
vulnerable to these labor practices, made possible by confused court decisions and interpretations by the National
Labor Relations Board.
But a miracle happened — -a miracle that had the momentum of shocking union tactics as revealed by Sen. McClellan's investigating committee and effectively reported
by live broadcast pickups.
Important protection to all business and industry is
provided in the secondary-boycott language of the LandrumGriffin House bill, most of which went into the final conference bill sent to the White House. NAB has been working seven years on behalf of this relief. President Harold
E. Fellows and Charles H. Tower, labor-relations economist,
took key roles in the effort to obtain legislative help.
But the influence that puts over this type of legislation
must come from the public — the voters back home. Broadcasters worked hard, led by Ward Quaal, WGN-AM-TV
Chicago, chairman of NAB's Labor Advisory Committee,
and Leslie C. Johnson, WHBF-AM-FM-TV Rock Island.
111., a member of the committee.
Members of the House were deluged with letters and
wires from voters as well as from union sources. Their
overwhelming vote for relief-giving legislation amazed
many in Washington who realized that a big majority of
Congressmen had been elected last year with union support. Four factors were mainly responsible for the sur136
A

prising House vote — public indignation, President Eisenhower's radio-tv talk, the back-firing of the wildest labor
pressure-tactics within memory and the sheer merit of
the legislative proposals.
Rep. Robert T. Griffin (R-Mich.), whose highly unionized constituency in the Muskegon, Mich., area posed a
risk to his political future, led the House floor fight and
the conference maneuverings. The crowded House galleries reflected public excitement during floor debate and
helped sway the final conference decisions.
Mr. Tower put it this way, when the final conference
report was
adopted
by both
"The tolegislation comes
as close
as a House
labor and
law Senate,
can come
the
will of the people."
Mutual

victimized

ALL

broadcasting is injured because of the latest disclosure of alleged transgressions by Alexander L.
Guterma during his short reign as owner of Mutual. A
grand jury has indicted the promoter and his associates
for the ugliest of all journalistic sins — a sell-out whereby
the network would be used as a propaganda outlet for the
Dominican Republic and its dictator, Generalissimo Trujillo.
At this point it is only an indictment. It remains to be
determined whether Mr. Guterma and his associates are
guilty or innocent. Even if they are exonerated, however,
a good deal of damage will have been done. The mere
fact that three principal executives of a national network
were formally accused of a crime will itself provide a talking point for critics of broadcasting.
Mutual has survived two changes in ownership since
the multi-indicted Guterma moved in. It was on the verge
of settling bankruptcy proceedings when the grand jury
acted. Whether the network can recover from this latest
blow is a serious question. It certainly deserves a better fate
because its present ownership and management seem determined to provide the kind of service desired by its
affiliates.
If there is one lesson to be learned from the GutermaMutual debacle it is that broadcasting is a profession. It
subsists and develops when in the hands of broadcasters.
Promoters, manipulators and those looking for a quick
financial gain do not belong.
f

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"Paw's moonshine has improved a heap since he's been
studying chemistry!"
BROADCASTING, September 14, 1959
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CHANNEL
9
KMBC-TV
. . . reaches 36,316 more homes with Class "A" coverage than does
its nearest competitor.
KMBC-TV is the most powerful station in its huge coverage area . . .
316,000 watts from its "Tall Tower" ... serving 1,674,978 people!
KMBC-TV is the most popular station in the Kansas City market.
High-rated, station-produced programs are liberally laced with an
ever-growing number of sparkling ABC-TV shows destined to
capture a still greater majority of the area's top network
program ratings.

KMBC-KFRM
The Kansas City Trade Area

Cm

25,500
Kansas.
Tower"
nearest

RADIO
Team

. . . serving the Kansas City Trade Area with twin transmitters and
10,000 watts power . . . blankets a prosperous area of four million
population — western Missouri plus ALL of Kansas as a BONUS.
You get KFRM free when you buy KMBC! Deftly balanced
programing features the Midwest's TOPular broadcasting
personalities. Their audience-oriented music, live news and sports,
farm service and women's shows deliver
terrific listenership and turn advertising
impact into sales. Top personalities plus
top programing with "the Top 10,000
Tunes" create TOPularity.
^Kansas City Metropolitan area has risen to 17th in
the nation in TOTAL NET EFFECTIVE BUYING
INCOME, according- to Sales Management 1959
"Survey of Buying- Power." (Kansas City has recently been rated by a national investment authority as having the greatest growth potential of any
city in the United States!)

*n Kansas

KMBC-TV's 0.1 mv contour covers approximately
square miles in rich western Missouri and eastern
Class "A" coverage from the 316,000-watt "Tall
reaches 36,316 more homes than does its
competitor!

Note how closely KMBC-KFRM 0.5 mv coverage fits huge
Kansas City trade area (shaded) as defined by industrial
economists of 10th District Federal Reserve Bank. Area's
VA million families (about 4 million persons) possess
buying power exceeding $6V2 billion annually!

DON DAVIS, President
JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vice Pre
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pres. & Sales
ED DENNIS, Vice President
MORI GREINER, Television Manager
the s™™g * &
DICK SMITH, Radio Manager
|<
(
M
B and
Kansas City's Most Popular
TV
Station
C Most"Powerful
T V
Q
Peters.GriffiivI
and in Radio the Swing Is to
fa
Woodward, INC.
Excllllivi National Rtprritntal
KMBC V Kansas City — KFRM fa* the State of Kansas
with 10,000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitters
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PEOPLE

work

WHO

—

LIVE

RADIO!
by
Radio Reaches From 18% to 35% of the Total Radio

Audience in 93"lowa

WHO
SCHEDULE

play —

Plus"Counties, Sign-On to Sign-Off!

PINNING or primping, radio entertains and informs her
— even when she can't take her eyes from the job at
hand. There's no time to interrupt her daily chores for
reading or viewing. Radio sells more economically, more
completely, more often.
WHO is the big-audience radio station in Iowa. It is
aggressive, alert, alive — and it invests tremendous amounts
of
time, energy and money to attract and beep the big
audience.
The 9 3 -county area Pulse Report (Feb. -March,
1959) gives WHO Radio from 18% to 3 5% of the
total radio listening audience — first place in every
quarter hour surveyed — the balance being divided
among 88 other stations!
You can SELL "Iowa Plus" through WHO Radiowhere you get the very best programming in the State.
Ask your PGW Colonel for the details on Iowa's believable, big-audience station.
WHO Radio is pan of Ccmral Broadcasonft Compji
which also owns and operates
WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport
I WHO
for Iowa PLUS!
Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts
NBC Affiliate
Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.,
National Representatives
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THE

KRLD-TV

All three of the latest, nationally recognized and respected surveys*
show an outstanding viewer preference for KRLD-TV, Channel 4 in
Dallas. To reach the 675,000 TV Homes in the great Dallas-Fort Worth
Market, choose the BONUS

BUY . . . KRLD-TV. Ask a Branham man.

*Telepulse, June '59; Nielsen, July '59; and ARB, August '59

represented nationally by the Branham Company
THE

TIMES

HERALD
John W. Runyon
Chairman of the Board

MAXIMUM

4

POWER

STATIONS
Clyde President
W. Rembert

TV-Twin to KRLD radio 1080, CBS outlet with 50,000 watts.
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CLOSED
Directors' merger • As a result of
protracted discussion, merger of Screen
Directors Guild of America (Hollywood), Screen Directors International
Guild (East Coast) and Radio & Television Directors Guild (live and taped
programs and commercials) is reported
to be set. One giant union will emerge
covering total of about 2,500 film directors on both coasts and radio and tv
directors throughout country. Move will
have effect of presenting solid front by
directors in negotiations with networks,
stations and producers of both live and
film product.
Policy change • If ABC-TV follows
course outlined by Leonard H. Goldenson, president of parent AB-PT, in
closed circuit preview of fall programs
Sept. 17, it will mark major change in
network program policy. Mr. Goldenson said faciliites of news and public
affairs department would be expanded
and first special documentary, "The
Splendid American," study of U.S.
foreign service, would be broadcast
Sept. 27, Sunday, in prime time of
9:30-10:30 p.m. Until this season
ABC-TV has made no secret of its primary concentration on entertainment
type programming, paying scant attention to less salable information features.
Mr. Goldenson, however, has not
lost his commercial interest. He means
to drum up support for organized effort to develop foreign markets for
U.S. television programs as movies
have done (see special report page 33).
In next week he plans meetings with
heads of major Hollywood programming companies like MCA. He's out to
create tv counterpart of movies' Johnston Office which has done much to develop market for pictures abroad.
RWW revs up • Radio World Wide,
incorporated in June to develop national radio program service, is coming
down to wire on program plans — and,
apparently, there've been some changes
made. Job of drawing up definite specifications has been turned over by managers of subscriber-stations (who thus
far are undisclosed) to their working
news directors and program managers
(who have just completed this job). Details won't be announced until RWW
executive committee passes on them,
but reliable sources confirm that original programming blueprint has been
substantially overhauled.
Revisions in RWW

program struc-

CIRCUIT.

ture apparently stem from subscribers
who' re ex-NBC or CBS Radio affiliates,
based on their first months' experience
as independents. Number of entertainment programs to be offered has been
cut back sharply while news, public affairs and news-related programming
— which already held No. 1 priority —
are being expanded further. Concept of
handling also is being revised. Next
executive committee meeting is to be
held in October. Before then, although
no date for start of RWW operations
has been indicated, it's expected that
screening of applicants for executive
and creative posts will be started and
some decisions reached on offerings
from "several organizations" that would
like to supply components of RWW's
proposed service.
Better face • It's no news that many
Congressmen don't trust broadcasters to
handle news properly. Some of them
said so during recent floor debates on
Sec. 315, and Senate has set up "watchdog" committee to "insure . . . fairness
and impartiality" in radio-tv news
(story page 72). But extent of this
mistrust will be emphasized by Rep.
Oren Harris (D-Ark.), chairman of
House Commerce Committee, in speech
scheduled today (Sept. 21) before
Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters. If he
follows advance plans, Rep. Harris will
tell broadcasters there is serious need
for improvement of their image in
Washington.
Face maker • Looming more importantly in search for executive head for
Television Information Office is Ernest
Lee Jahncke Jr., who recently retired as
vice president and assistant to chairman
of Edward Petry & Co. and prior to that
was vice president of ABC. He has developed formidable support in recent
days. New name reportedly under consideration isthat of Eugene Carr, president of WHBC-AM-FM Canton, Ohio,
owned by Brush-Moore Newspapers.
Mr. Carr was formerly manager of
WGAR Cleveland and was identified
with Office of Censorship during last
war. Still another name being discussed
is that of Carl Burkland, onetime manager of CBS Spot Sales and now executive vice president of WAVY-AM-TV
Norfolk-Portsmouth, Va.
Among others whose names had
been advanced but who were unavailable were: Theodore F. Koop, CBS
Washington director of news, and William H. Fineshriber Jr., former net-

work executive and more recently vice
president of Screen Gems in charge of
international division. Louis Hausman,
CBS Radio vice president in charge of
advertising and sales promotion, also
has been under recent consideration.
Boost for Livingston • NBC board,
at next meeting Oct. 2, is expected to
approve new, long-term contract of
Alan W. Livingston as vice president
in charge of tv programming, Pacific
division, at substantial salary increase.
He joined NBC in June 1956 as president of subsidiary Kagran Corp., now
California National Productions, later
assuming present post. Before joining
NBC he was executive vice president of
Capitol Records.
Out of town • FCC soon will face
another period of below-strength operation. With Comr. T.A.M. Craven now
in Geneva as chairman of U.S. delegation to International Telecommunications Conference, and with Comr. Rosel
H. Hyde scheduled as vice-chairman of
the Plenipotentiary Conference leaving
next month, third member — Comr.
John S. Cross— was scheduled to leave
yesterday (Sept. 20) for Honolulu. He
will be FCC participant in air-sea rescue
demonstrations in Hawaii on Sept. 30Oct. 1, and will return to Washington
mid-October.
Clear channels • Look for appointment this week of director of Clear
Channel Broadcasting Service, position
that has been vacant since Hollis M.
Seavey resigned early this year to assume ownership and management of
WCUM Cumberland, Md. Ward Quaal,
WGN Chicago, member of CCBS
executive committee, interviewed select
list of candidates in Washington last
week. Choice probably will be made
this week by executive committee whose
members are E.W. Craig and John DeWitt, WSM Nashville; Harold Hough,
WBAP Fort Worth; Victor Sholis,
WHAS Louisville, and Mr. Quaal — who
was CCBS director before Mr. Seavey.
Study abroad • Senate Commerce
Committee, in its continuing study of
foreign commerce embracing problem
of competitive imports, has embarked
on plan of enlisting services of U.S. citizens traveling abroad to assist in its surveys. Chairman Warren G. Magnuson
(D-Wash.) last week, designated Sol
Taishoff, editor-publisher of Broadcasting, to serve as\special consultant. Mr.
Taishoff left Sept. 16 for Europe.
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GOT A STORY UP YOUR SLEEVE?
Put it to profit with 1,022,610
more

acceptance

radio families in WCCO's 114
county basic service area in four
states. Top acceptance through
full-size programming. Lowest
cost per thousand because
WCCO Radio has more listeners
than all other Minneapolis - St.
Paul stations combined.
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WCCO
R
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MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL
The Northwest's
Only 50.000-Watt
1-A Clear Channel
Station
Represented by CBS Radio Spot Sales

Source: Nielsen
Station Index,
Jan. -June, 1959
Station Total,
6 AM-Midnight,
7-day week.
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IN
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HELP

Television's 'nine lives' • With the hoped-for level-off
of network tv at the $130,000 hour (for awhile), producers of tv shows ought to be considering how they
can cut down those costs. One way to do it, says
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove vp Lansing B. Lindquist
in this week's Monday Memo, is re-runs and re-re-runs
of network shows. But the show has to be good and
must be able to leap gracefully from selling soap (nationally) today to beer (regionally) tomorrow. Page
Mr. Lindquist 15.
Tv sets sights overseas • Stepped up interest in foreign markets, and
plans to do something about the barriers which separate U.S. tv interests
from sales abroad, showed up in two areas last week. Long-nurtured plan
for "Johnston Office" for tv trade takes first step with decision to hire
executive secretary. ABC's Goldenson and Treyz, back from Far East
swing, pledge that network's support to overseas expansion. Page 33.

YOURSELF
to a

TRIPLE

SCOOP
in
MICHIGAN

BATTLE
CREEK

The markets they're aiming for • Exclusive interview with seven NBC
foreign correspondents details state of television oustide the U.S. today.
Page 36.
Personal products guide • NAB Tv Code Review Board submits do'sand-don't's catechism for intimate items after lengthy study of commercials. Suggestions designed to elevate character of this type of advertising
based on lengthy study. Page 52.
Spot plays duchess to duke • New "high-filtration" Liggett & Myers
Tobacco cigarette is introduced with heavy radio-tv spot saturation. Latest
comer in the cigarette brand war. Page 60.
Radio programming pointers • Contemporary radio is explored and
its effects on a station's image analyzed in new manual prepared by
George Skinner of The Katz Agency. Page 64.
Khrushchev 'captures' U.S. radio-tv • Pooled telecast upon Soviet
premier's arrival kicks off two-week round of intensive broadcast coverage of his historic visit. Electronic journalists invest more than $1
million in reporting the story of 'Mr. K.' Page 66.
Justice Dept. strikes at UA • Government files antitrust suit against
United Artists, charges acquisition of feature film assets of Associated
Artists and C&C constitute lessening of competition and violate Sec. 7
of Clayton Act. Page 82.
ASCAP deal comes unglued • Judge opens way for talks on new and
potentially expensive ASCAP proposals for radio station music license
contracts. But interim fees are brought down to lower pay formula, which
is unaffected by reopening. Page 85.
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JACKSON

Dip in vrith WSLX-TV! Get a
generous scoop in three major
metro areas — Lansing, Battle
Creek and Jotksan. At each
point
of WILX-lV
Michigan's operates
Golden
Triangle,
"live" studios, delivers citygrade signet! and leads with
dominant NSC programming.

Mark TlfHWlLX-TV
MARKljlACTS:
POPULATIONS Mth largest
in the U.S.
(according to SRDS Consumer Market Data)
RETAIL SALES: 12th largest
in the U.S.
(according to Sales ManPower) agement Survey of Buying
TV HOMES: 28th largest in
the U.S.
(according to Television
Age 100 Top Markets data)
contact
VENARD, RINT0UL & McCONNELL, INC.

V
LX-T1©
WI
Channel
<>£B*

Associated with
WILS — Lansing
WPON — Pontiac
7

o

The central control panel of the RCA TV Tape
Recorder puts all operating controls at your fingertips.
Major control features are illustrated on the panel,
zoned in 15 areas as follows: (1) Variable Speed
Rewind; (2) Single Control Playback; (3) Independent
Control of Video, Audio and Cue Record; (4) LocalRemote Operation; (5) Automatic Shoe Position
Control; (6) Capstan Speed Control; (7) Video Head
Current Indication; (8) Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker
Selector; (9) Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Playback Level Controls; (10) Built-in Monitoring
Speaker, and Speaker Volume Control; (11) Master
Erase Current Meter; (12) Control Track Current
Meter; (13) Control Track Phase Adjustment;
(14) Head Hour Meter; (15) Sync Selector.
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©

Variable Speed Rewind
Fast forward, fast reverse. Rewinds 90 minute reel in 4J4
minutes. Rapid cue any point on tape. Tape speed can be
varied until audio or cue channels become intelligible.

©

Single Control Playback
A single push button activates playback functions. Automatically stops at the end of the tape. A stop button is provided for manual operation.

©

Independent Control of Video, Audio and
Cue Recording
A set-up switch activates all electronics, placing the recorder
in operation without running tape through. This enables
operators to checkout circuitry prior to recording or playback.

©

Local-Remote Operation
Selector switch delegates basic record/playback functions
for local or remotely controlled operation.

©

Automatic Shoe Positioning
The tape shoe position is automatically controlled during
playback to prevent skewing effects. In the record mode,
operation is electrically switched to manual— head-to-tape
pressure can be adjusted using calibrated dial.

©

Capstan Speed Control
Manual override of normal operating speed to permit synchronization oftwo machines.

©

Video Head Current Indication
Switchable to indicate recording current in each of the four
heads or total current in the head assembly. Permits quick
diagnosis of performance during recording.

©

Multi-Purpose Meter/Speaker Selector
Provides instantaneous check of input, record and play
functions, and erase in either audio or cue channels.
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©

©

©
©
©

©
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panel!

Independent Audio/Cue Record and
Playback Level Controls
Standard RCA broadcast audio amplifiers associated with
these controls are interchangeable.
Built-in Monitoring Speaker, and Speaker
Volume Control
For monitoring audio or cue channel input, record or playback output. Built-in RCA BA-24 Broadcast Monitoring
Amplifier will also drive external speaker.
Master Erase Current Meter
Shows master erase circuit is operating by indicating current
in master erase head.
Control Track Current Meter
Provides continuous indication of current in servo-control
track head.
Control Track Phase Adjustment
Dual control provides coarse and vernier adjustments.
Coarse adjustment is for slipping any of the four heads on
to any given recorded track. Vernier adjustment is for centering the heads precisely on that track.
Head Hour Meter
Indicates number of hours on video heads during actual
recording and playback.

© Sync Selector
For locking equipment to power line or local sync generator.
Such outstanding operating features assure the most efficient
utilization of television tape equipment, reducing operating and
maintenance costs. And there are many other reasons why RCA TV
Tape Equipment
yourRCA
requirements.
So don'tor
settle
for less thanwilltheprove
best.right
Seeforyour
Representative,
write to RCA, Dept. YD-22, Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In
Canada: RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
( * Indicates first or revised listing)
Sept. 21rectors
— AP
Radio & AP
Tv Assn.'s
of diannual meeting,
Bldg., 50board
Rockefeller
Plaza, New York.
Sept. 21-22 — Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters,
Frances Hotel, Monroe. Speakers include Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago,
Charles H. Tower, NAB personnel-economics manager, who will speak on "Labor Problems and
Solutions in Broadcasting" and Fred A. Palmer,
Worthington, Ohio, sales consultant, on "Put
Your Best Foot Forward."
Sept. 21-23 — Westinghouse Broadcasting Co
Third Industrywide Public Service Programming
Conference, Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif.
*Sept. 22 — Special preview of "Television '59'60," live closed-circuit telecast produced by TV
Guide,
will Club
be presented
New York's
Sales
Executives
at Hotel from
Roosevelt,
highlighting
top network executives and personalities, 11:15
p. m. (EDT). Among executives: Oliver Treyz,
ABC-TV; James T. Aubrey Jr., CBS-TV, and Walter
D. Scott, NBC-TV. Personalities: Dick Clark, Arthur
Godfrey and Jack Paar. Joining in closed-circuit,
besides N. Y. Sales Executives Club, will be Broadcast Advertising Club of Chicago (at Sheraton
Towers) and Cleveland Advertising Club.
Sept. 22 — NAB Board Convention Committee,
Conrad-Hilton Hotel, Chicago.
Sept. 22-24 — Electronic Industries Assn. fall conference, Hotel Traymore, Atlantic City, N.J.
Sept. 23 — Comments due on FCC proposals to
add vhf channels to Fresno, Bakersfield and
Sacramento-San Francisco. Reply comments due
Oct. 8. Dockets 11759 (Fresno-Bakersfield) and
12946 (Sacramento-San Francisco-Reno).
Sept. 23-24 — CBS Radio Affiliates Convention,
Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept. 23-26 — National Sales Executives-InterGermany. national sales-marketing congress, Berlin, West
"Sept. 24 — NAB Television Film Committee, Plaza
Hotel, New York. New NAB Associate Member
Film Distributor's Liaison Group will meet with
committee.
Sept. 24-26 — AFA 10th District convention, Hotel
Texas, Fort Worth.
Sept. 25 — Advertising Research Foundation, fifth
annual conference, Waldorf-Astoria, New York.
Sept.
Valley 25-26
City. — North Dakota Broadcasters Assn.,
Sept. 25-26 — Ninth annual Broadcast Symposium,
Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical Engineering, Willard Hotel,
Washington.
Sept. 26-27 — American Women in Radio & Television, southwestern conference, Shamrock Hotel,
Houston.
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series

sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting,
public relations,
duction,publicity
marketing and and
merchandising,
media, proart
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chairman.
Sept. 28-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors holds
public hearings on new broadcasting station applications and power increases at Board of Transport Commissioners Hearing Room, Union Station,
Ottawa.
Sept. 29 — Wisconsin Fm Clinic, fourth conference, Center Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
Sept. nual30-0ct.
1 — Illinois
Assn. anmeeting, St.
Nicholas Broadcasters
Hotel, Springfield.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2 — National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, constitutional convention, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco13,085.
in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No.
Oct. 2-5 — National Sales Executives-International, board of directors meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
Oct. 3 — AP Broadcasters of Virginia, John Marshall Hotel, Richmond.
Oct. 3— AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Press Club of
Ohio, Columbus.
Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
Oct.
— Institute of symposium,
Radio Engineers'
fifth
national5-7 Communications
Hotel Utica,
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers,
convention, StatlerHilton Hotel,86c'n
Newsemi-annual
York.
Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 6-11 — Hearings on tv quiz show investigation by House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
New Office Bldg., Washington.
Oct. 7-9 — Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting
area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, and
Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 10 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, Columbus.
Oct. 12-14 — National Electronics Conference,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
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Here indeed are two MUSIC MEN — each a leader in his
field. Just as Mitch Miller has his enthusiastic fans,
WKMH's Robin Seymour has an immense and loyal
following. Robin was recently named one of the top 10
radio personalities in America. Why not let Mitch and
Robin make sweet music for YOUR sales in the rich
Detroit market?
THE
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00
The Original
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ON
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DETROIT

15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
*Oct. 13 — Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., University Club, Boston.
*Oct. 15 — Regional MBS affiliates (Mid-Atlantic
and Northeast) meeting, Philadelphia.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
"Oct. 19-22 — RCA television studio equipment
seminar, including
recorder,
color tv, transistorized switching,tape
cameras,
new projectors.
RCA
Bldg. 2-1, Camden, N. J.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
*Oct.
Madison.24 — AP" Radio & Tv Assn. of Wisconsin,
*Oct. 24-26 — National Educational Tv & Radio
Center, annual meeting of etv station managers,
10 Columbus Circle, New York.
*Oct. 27-30 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters,
annual convention, Hotel SheratonCadillac,
Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
seminar, for promotion, research and merchandising executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
Hotel,castPhiladelphia
conjunction with BroadPromotion Assn. (inconvention).
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Va.
Nov. 8-11 — Annual fall meeting, Assn. of National Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
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Nov. 9-10 — Institute of Radio Engineers, radio
fall meeting. Syracuse Hotel, Syracuse, N.Y.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
15-16 — Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
19-20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
29-30— Dinkler-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
RADIO ADVERTISING BUREAU
REGIONAL MANAGEMENT CONFERENCES
Sept. 21-22 — Mark Thomas Inn, Monterey, Calif.
Sept. 24-25 — Harvest House of Boulder, Colo.
Sept. 28-29— The Villa Moderne, Deerfield, III.
Oct. 5-6— St. Clair, Inn and Country Club, St.
Clair, Mich.
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St. George

made

things

happen

in Macedonia.

. . and

WPEN

WPEN

is the only radio station in Philadelphia

broadcasting

up-to-the-minute

traffic re-

ports directly from our own hel i copter. These
authoritative, on-the-spot reports of traffic
conditions are broadcast
Police Department

traffic experts. In Public

Interest— and in Sales— WPEN
Happen

-mm

mm

by Philadelphia

Makes Things

In Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by GILL— PERN A
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit
CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT, Tampa

IN

INLAND

CALIFORNIA

tLINb>

(and Western

Nevada)

RAD,°

• Modesto, in the heart of Inland California irrigated by
mountain water, thrives under sunny skies. About 90
percent of Modesto's Stanislaus County farms are irrigated, which gives the county this record in the nation:
first in peach production, second in dollar value of dairy
products sold, fourth in number of cattle and calves on
farms, fourth in turkey raising and fifth in grapes
harvested.
This is typical of the Beeline area,
JVJ \
which contains 3 of the top 5 agricultural counties in the nation, including
Fresno, the leader, Kern and Tulare.
KOH O RENC
Get your message into the Modesto
KM J O fSESNO^
KFBK O SACRAMENTO
area and throughout Inland California
and Western Nevada with the Beeline.
KBEE ° MODESTO
As a group, they give you more radio
homes than any combination of competitors ... at by far the lowest cost
KERN ° BAKERSFIEID
per thousand. (Nielsen & SR&D)
Huge irrigation canal carries vital
water to land in Modesto area

/UteClodbdUAj
PAUL H. RAYMER CO.,
14

&{ioadcourtJAAXi
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

Cototf>a*"f
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MONDAY

MEMO

from LANSING B. LINDQUIST, vice president, Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, Neiv York
Stability

in

To hear an agency man moan in a
Monday Memo about the high cost of
television certainly isn't newsworthy. It
usually brings the prompt rebuttal that
we in the agencies, with our highhanded insistence on the same small
group of talent, the same small group of
writers, the same dependable studio and
production crews, have brought about
these high costs.
It is certainly true that the law of supply and demand has come to bear more
expensively on television than on most
other branches of advertising or show
business. And it would follow that the
world's largest advertising medium
would demand the world's highest
prices.
Agency men and advertisers firmly
agree with that and wonder what to do
to make the spiral stop spinning upward, or at least slow down. Long ago
it began to be impossible to rob Peter to
pay Paul, to pull funds out of radio and
newspapers and magazines to support
rising television costs. The television
costs simply exhausted Peter's pocketbook and created an advertiser's dilemma: now that television is absolutely indispensable to our corporate economy,
how in the world can we afford it?
The Plateau Is in Sight • I believe
there is hope in expecting some considerable stability in time costs and in the
size of networks. When the television
universe reaches toward 45 million
homes, there is reason to believe the
seven-league-boots period of growth is
past and more normal expansion is the
order of the day. It would seem, therefore, that the gross network hour will
plateau, for a while at least, at about
$130,000-$ 135,000.
With three of these $130,000 hours
fighting it out tooth and nail nearly
every evening of the week this fall, it
would follow that there is very little
hope that talent costs will go down.
Most of us can remember when the
battle was between the station-relations
men; the network with the longest lineup got the most audience. Now that
ABC-TV has emerged as a full-fledged
competitor, the battle is quite simply between the writers, producers and programmers. And because program budgets tend to be equated with quality
(imagination is no longer a pure substitute for money; it helps, but it will not
replace it) they tend to continue upward. We over-use the same people, for
safety's sake. We cannot afford to experiment. Itis ridiculous to slough over
the fact that we must reach the largest
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

tv

costs

is

possible

possible audience, simply because the
medium is geared to these numbers.
There are some experimenters, thank
heaven, but far too many programmers
grow steadily toward the great middle
ground of mass appeal, which is often
more mediocre than not. After all, mediocre means just what it says— a middle ground, a mean, an average. It does
not mean inferior. It especially does not
mean superior!
Superior Results in Longevity • Still,
the more superior the product, the more
longevity it has and the less expensive
it becomes as a result. Heaven only
knows how many times Lucy Ricardo
has been set aboard the lie de France,
or how many times the Ricardos have
encountered their distant cousin Ern, or
how many million laughs in the "cume"
on the Lucy repeats could have been tallied. The Lucy shows are classic examples of superior television craftsmanship
and they may never run out of steam.
All this is to hope that producers, especially on filmed shows, will take the
long, long view and make shows so
good that they will work for a dozen repeats for a hundred sponsors. The
eighth rerun ought to be as useful as the
first; the result will be that all the runs,
including the first, could be a little less
expensive for everyone involved.
This means the
producer needs to
be careful about
the long-range
commercial utilization. A brewer
friend of mine told
me the other day
that he wished television would lay
off the tavern industry. Said he, "In
most of the cloakand-dagger shows,
the bad guys always get together
in a tavern to play
their skulduggery."
This may not seem
important to the
average viewer, but
there are 234
brewers in this
country and a good
90% of them use
television in some
manner. My friend
uses first-run syndication material
now, but could
change to repeats

now

(first run off the network, to be more
polite about it) if they offered an ingredient he wanted.
Regional Potential Is Large • The
beer people are an extreme example,
but there are many others almost equally large; almost network, but not quite.
Gasoline companies, large public utilities, regional dairies, are only a few.
The best shows, sensational on the network the first time out, can continue to
whirl around their successive runs like
dervishes, making money, sales and
friends
forthealloutset.
their sponsors, if we're
careful at
I don't quite know who "we" are,
charged with the responsibility to make
sure a show continues to be useful in all
its several incarnations. Certainly the
producer has the first financial interest.
It may be a dream to hope that first run
costs will go down because such carefully produced subsequent runs are possible. It is probably naive to hope so.
But this kind of foresight only builds
quality into the first run, too, so it is a
harmless dream at worst and naivete
that tends to raise network ratings and
lower
costs. cost-per-thousand, if not actual
Lay your nefarious little plots in the
alley, boys; the second run may be a
large regional beer.

Lansing B. Lindquist, b. July 3, 1910, at Spirit Lake, Iowa.
Educated Drake U., Des Moines. Was in radio programming at WHO, KSO and KRNT, all Des Moines. Joined
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove in Pittsburgh in 1951 and
served as radio-tv director until he left in 1956 to take post
of vp and associate tv director at McCann-Erickson, N.Y. At
KM&G, he organized NCAA football, professional football
and national political convention sponsorship for Westinghouse Electric. Early this month, he rejoined KM&G as
vp with general responsibility for all broadcast and media
activities. His wife is former Kay Wanner, traffic manager,
NBC's Army Hour during World War II.
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Operated by The Washington Post Broadcast Division:

\\

WJXT

Channel 4, Jac ksonville, Florida WTOP

Radio

Washington, D. C. WTOP-TV

Channel 9, Washington, D. C.

Television is virtually all things to most
Americans — teacher for the intellectually curious, boon for the spectator
sportsman, nirvana for the shut-in, whipping
boy for the snide, frigate for the vicarious
traveller. It's a love-story in the early afternoon, a nursery in the late, a news bulletin
anytime. It's a walk in the park, forum for
the thoughtful and microscope slide for political candidates. It's an empathetic counsellor,
a weather report, a shot in the dark and a
trek across hostile Indian country. It's jazz at
the Philharmonic and a Verdi opera.

And yes, to some, unfortunately, it can
be too many spots back-to-back, or a quiz
show with omniscient contestants; to others,
a tired old Class B movie in place of creative local programming and public service.
To us, television is a medium with
endless vistas and inherent responsibilities.
We try to meet those responsibilities wholeheartedly and with imagination. Our audiences— and the number and calibre of our
clients— give us reason to believe we are
achieving that goal.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

OPEN
Joseph Stone's mailbag
EDITOR :
Thanks for your excellent treatment
of my Monday Memo (page 29, Aug.
31, "How often must your change radio
copy?")
.
The flood
of mail I've received from
stations, advertisers and agency people
was surprisingly large.
I've also had many requests for copies
of the article.
Joseph Stone, Vice Pres.
J. Walter Thompson Co., N.Y.
Dividing men from boys
EDITOR :
Now that I have retired from active
broadcasting, I'd like to tell you how I
used Broadcasting in conducting secret tests over several years — both at
WFLA Tampa and KABQ Albuquerque.
I kept current issues of three magazines on my office table, one a pictorial
weekly, one a weekly fiction magazine
and Broadcasting. I watched my boys
to see which turned to Broadcasting
and which picked up either of the other
two in their spare moments. Do you
know, the most valuable man invariably
picked up Broadcasting? And I'll admit I gave them the breaks.
But here's the point that will interest
you. Of the boys who turned first to
Broadcasting, one is now a CBS vice
president, one is owner-manager of a
New Mexico station, two manage top
stations in Florida, one manages a station in California and two announcers
have advanced to the positions of program directors at two of New York
City's largest stations.
No question about it, Broadcasting
helped me separate the men from the
boys — and the men have gone places.
Bert Arnold
Clearwater, Fla.
Colorado tv too
editor:
In the Sept. 7 issue, page 43. there is
a story about the introductory campaigns in Minnesota and Colorado for
Maryland Club coffee in which it is
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's occupation required. Regular issues 35tf per copy; Yearbook Number $4.00
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.

MIKE
stated that in the Colorado campaign
no tv advertising will be used. . . .
Maryland Club uses spot television consistently in every market where it promotes and Colorado is no exception. . .
Clay W . Stephenson
Clay Stephenson Assoc.
Houston, Tex.
editor:
Deejay 'confession'
Probably because I'm not dishonest
enough to become involved in "booze,
broads and bribes" ("Payola," page 35,
Aug. 31), I'm no longer a d.j. myself . . . The implication, however, that
this "payola" thing is running rampant
is
fact. I'm sure, though,
it not
does necessarily
exist.
I, too, was approached while dj'n at
a kilowatt fulltimer in California's
Mojave desert back in '56 by one female artist who, though no money was
involved, did make a personal "invite"
to her chalet-of-sorts in Las Vegas
where I'd be welcome any time. I often
wondered after that how many "buddies" I'd have run into had I gone over
there. (Her record was never a hit and,
in fact, I never heard the name afterwards.) She was as brazen (and beautiful) as they come!
On the other hand, sometime back in
late summer of '54 while dj'n at a "coffee pot" in West Texas, a gentleman
was escorted into my control room
handing me a copy of "I Don't Care if
the Sun Don't Shine." He meekly and
humbly, without much tact, endeavored
to explain his desire that I play it if it
so pleased me and with all the graciousness he possessed departed forthwith.
His name was Elvis Presley. The record
was a Sun Label. I'd heard of neither
one, but he so impressed me with
his humility I wore the record out
shortly thereafter . . .
John Arthur
St. Paul, Minn.
WAFM
editor: (FM) is in Miami
While leafing through Broadcasting
(Aug. 31, page 68), I noticed with
keen interest that WAFM is owned by
that enterprising tycoon, S. I. Newhouse. Speaking for the staff of WAFM,
I can only say that we are not. WAFM
is an independent fm station owned
and operated
casting Corp. by the Bayfront BroadRichard L. Lapidus, Pres.
WAFM (FM) Miami, Fla.
[EDITOR'S
NOTE: callMr.at Newhouse
up
the WAFM (FM)
BirminghamgaveSept.
28, 1958, substituting WAPI-FM. It had been
used there 12 years. We regret that an outdated station call list was used in writing
the story about Mr. Newhouse expanding
his publishing interests.]
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BROADCASTING PUBLICATIONS INC.
President
Sol Taishoff
Vice President
Maury Long
Vice President
Edwin H. James
Secretary
H. H. Tash
Treasurer
B. T. Taishoff
Comptroller
Irving C. Miller
Asst. Sec.-Treas Lawrence B. Taishoff

Picture
*What's

your WOODquotient ?

What's
the secret of moving goods in Greater
WOODIand?
RANTING MERCHANDISING HYPNOTIZING
(sjivo.jojnqutsip jo js.yojf) juuos
-J3d puv uii^jpiQ Bhj(J-/ij330jq 'dipunq
'QOO 11 -SplV BWlSlpUl)1{0U9tU 3JlSS3j6Bl>

Would you believe it. this radio newsman . . .
IS AIRING EDITORIALS HAS A COLD
THINKS FOR HIMSELF
(UDBitfdiffi UJ3
'IS9A\ Ul SjVllOJlp* \D30l fijUO 31(1 S9alB UO)J3
■•mo 4°ia s.Kv-dooA\ /«? nv)
How to
0 right—
1-2 right
3 right —
4 right —
'WOOD-AM

Q

Ahem! Regarding adult audience, surmise if
you can to what extent WOOD-AM leads those
.hours.
. . ah . . . "other"
20% stations
30% during
40%ante-meridian
,iuorir>is pjiiji sift uvyi id)Vdi& %ZS
'uojlvjajjnpv
puoj?*
sift uvif}3Bdj3.iv
j3fD3jtisj\[Y
%0*i QOOA\
sl 33U3i >
-ipnv
Bulujom

How does
power compare with
other
Grand WOOD-AM's
Rapids stations?
SECOND-BEST EQUAL HIGHEST
irumjvjs J37JIO 3aif j]v umf) j3Buoj;s ji savour
J3.twd Jo j3.noi no.Ti-OOO' S s,I\[V-(IOOA\
{ip3uiquioj >

rate your WOODquotient:
Edison had his setbacks, too
— Maybe you'd do better with a Rohrschach test
Good! Now send us your schedule
Obviously you're a Katz man

is first — morning, noon, night, Monday through Sunday
March '59 Pulse Grand Rapids — 5 county area
AM
WOOD
TV
WOODIand Center, Grand Rapids, Michigan
WOOD-TV — NBC for Western and Central Michigan:
Grand Rapids, Battle Creek, Kalamazoo, Muskegon and Lansing.
WOOD — Radio — NBC.
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THE BUSINESS WEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
Executive and publication headquarters:
Broadcasting • Telecasting Bldg., 1735
DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. Telephone: Metropolitan 8-1022.
Editor and Publisher Sol Taishoff
Managing Editor
Edwin H. James
Senior Editors: Rufus Crater (New York),
J. Frank Beatty, Bruce Robertson (Hollywood), Fred Fitzgerald, Earl B. Abrams,
Lawrence Christopher.
Special Projects Editor . . David Glickman
Associate Editor
Harold Hopkins
Assistant Editor: Dawson Nail; Staff
Writers: George Darlington, Malcolm Oettinger, Jim Thomas, Leo Janos; Editorial
Assistants: Bob Forbes, Rita Cournoyer,
Patricia Funk; Secretary to the Publisher: Gladys L. Hall.
BUSINESS
V.P. & General Manager Maury Long
Sales Manager. .Winfield Levi (New York)
Southern Sales Manager Ed Sellers
Production Manager George L. Dant
Traffic Manager
Harry Stevens
Classified Advertising Doris Kelly
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John Henner, Ada Michael.
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Irving C. Miller
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Eunice Weston
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Senior Editor
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Associate Editor
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Staff Writers: Richard Erickson, Mary
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When you
gotta
the
show get
on the
road . . .

IT'S

THERE

AND
24

HOUR

HOLIDAYS

COSTS
SERVICE. ..7 DAYS

IN

HOURS...

YOU

LESS!

A WEEK...

TOO! Your packages go anywhere Greyhound
goes... and Greyhound goes over a million miles a
day! That means faster, more direct service to more
areas, including many places not reached by other
public transportation.
Packages get the same care as Greyhound passengers... riding on dependable Greyhound buses
on their regular runs. And you can send C.O.D., Collect, Prepaid— or open a Charge Account.
Call your nearest Greyhound bus station or write to
Greyhound, Dept. 59/ 5600 Jarvis Ave., Chicago, III.
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The

PGW

COLONEL

facts of Spot
are often

SAYS:

Broadcasting

its best salesmen

-

but a lot of the best people
don't
Within the last year, PGW

know

the facts,"

has carried the story

of spot broadcasting to 55 advertising centers from
coast-to-coast. We
medium
etmmammmfimmm
iiiiiiiiwiiiiiiii

presented the facts of our

to advertisers, to agencies and to people

on the local scene concerned

with the sale of

nationally advertised products.
We

believe in presenting the facts everywhere

to

get business. Don't you?

P

JETEJRS

G

MFEIN.

W

.

OOBWATRD,

inc.

Pioneer Station Representatives Since 1932
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT HOLLYWOOD
ATLANTA
DALLAS
FT. WORTH
SAN FRANCISCO

PAIR

OF

In Football:

The

In Southwest

POWERHOUSES
Big

Red

of

Advertising:

Oklahoma

KRMG,

.

.

University!

Tulsa!

You certainly call the right play when you back
X&MG- SO.OOO WATTS
TC/LSA, OKLAHOMA
O.S MV/M CONTOUR 740 k~C.

VI O.

your line with Regional KRMG, Tulsa. KRMG's
power-packed 50,000 watts on 740 serve a loyal
audience
annually. in 5 states which spends $2,740,000,000

KAJNS.

O KLAHOMA
ARK.
TEXAS
26

24 hours every day, people tune to KRMG for balanced programming. Pick a powerhouse — pick
KRMG, CBS for Tulsa and all Oklahoma.
KCMO
The Katz Agency
KANSAS CITY
KCMO-TV
The Katz Agency
WHEN
SYRACUSE
KPHO
WHEN-TV
The Katz Agency
PHOENIX
WOW
KPHO-TV
— Blair-TV
OMAHA
John Blair
& Co.
WOW-TV
KRMG
John Blair & Co.
TULSA
Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With
BETTER HOMES & GARDENS • SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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—AT
LATE NEWSBREAKS
BIG
Agency

ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE

YEAR
crystal

GETTING
ball gazers

BIGGER
say

fortunes

of spot tv on sharp upward billing climb
Lawrence Webb, director of Station
With spot tv registering a big gain
in the second quarter of 1959 (see Representatives Assn., sums up opinion
page 46), predictions from buyers and by predicting flatly that spot tv will do
sellers of time are that the medium
better in the second half of the year
than it did in the first six months. He
will experience an even bigger fourth
quarter as well as a record year in ex- cites foods advertisers, "new car
cess of earlier optimistic forecasts.
money" and toy manufacturers' entry
in spot as factors helping to drive the
Only qualification, or rather warning,
expressed: while spot tv volume is spiral up. But he, too, warns though
availabilities have become scarce in
climbing, the picture will vary from
market to market and station to station.
certain secondary markets (especially
BBDO acknowledges that spot tv for minutes), some smaller markets may
still be hurting for business.
from its viewpoint is on the increase.
The prognostication there: third quarter in spot will be better than last Johnson heads ARF
Arno H. Johnson, vice president and
year's corresponding period though
lighter than the second quarter of this senior economist, J. Walter Thompson
year. As for the fourth quarter, the Co., New York, elected board chairman
response was "wham — it should be of Advertising Research Foundation
high." BBDO clients in spot are in the Inc., New York. He succeeds Ben R.
Donaldson, who automatically vacates
medium in a "substantial quantity."
The agency notes that it expects newpost because of his resignation from
to-spot clients to invest during the Ford Motor Co., ARF member organfourth quarter.
ization. Mr. Johnson has been serving
At Ted Bates, another top spot tv as board vice chairman and also has
agency, the conservative estimate is been ARF treasurer. He has been assothat its tv spot billing this year will
ciated with JWT for 33 years.
be up 10% over last year. It's emphasized that the fourth quarter in parNo 'short* contract
ticular shows special promise. Agency
Democratic National Committee has
media spokesmen warned that the lack assured advertising agencies that if they
of desirable availabilities (mostly in are chosen to handle 1960 Presidential
upper medium markets) is a "distresscampaign for Democratic nominee they
ing" development with markets becomwill not be dumped before Election Day
ing tighter.
1960. This assurance was contained in
Young & Rubicam echoes BBDO
resolution
adopted by Democratic Naand Bates sentiments. The agency says
tional Committee last Wednesday at
it has "maximum purchase in spot tele- meeting in Washington.
Resolution declares that advertising
vision" this year, that it is buying as
"much as we can." Fourth quarter
contract
will be "binding upon the Combilling will be excellent. Among many
mittee for the period extending from
the date of execution ... to the date
reasons behind today's spot tv push:
introduction of new products; flights for
promotion periods; more economical
for certain advertisers who cannot
SSC&B's
record
budget $3-4 million for network.
13-Year high-mark of more
September Rush • Representatives
than $50 million billed annually
with the larger share of spot tv billing
claimed by Sullivan, Stauffer, Colare confident. But here the warnings
well
& Bayles on eve of two-day
are sounded that what's good for one
annual management meeting Sept.
station may not necessarily hold for
18 at Westchester (N.Y.) Counanother in the same market. One reptry Club. SSC&B now has 375
resentative said September billing came
people, its staff expanding by
in with a rush, after a relatively "soft"
50% over past three years. MeetJune, July and August period (although
ing was attended by 85 executives
the June-August period was ahead of
who discussed new trends and delast year's pace). Another reported that
velopments in advertising and
billings caught fire in spot tv starting
marketing.
with August and September because
fall business had been placed early.
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of such presidential election, Nov. 8,
1960." Number of advertising agencies
have evinced interest in $3 million
national account plus unknown collateral state and local budgets (Closed
Circuit, Aug. 31), but some fear had
been expressed that candidate might
bring own
in new
want
agency.personnel who would
ABC

heralds

CBS

and

NBC

ratings;
act shy

Tv networks were having their differences over ratings again late last
week. This time they differed over
whether such nose-counts should be
publicized. NBC-TV and CBS-TV said,
generally, no; ABC-TV took opposite
tack, notified radio-tv editors that "the
value of a network lies in part in how
much it is viewed" and that "our policy
is to make available all rating information, whether we win or lose."
ABC-TV's announcement, in telegram sent by President Oliver Treyz,
said Nielsen's first September ratings in
three-network markets gave ABC-TV
35% share of audience to 33.9% for
CBS-TV and 24.8% for NBC-TV. It
said publication of ratings was started
by old-line network "before ABC-TV
existed"; it found "this sudden de-emphasis" by other networks "odd."
Spokesman for CBS-TV said its policy was not to issue publicity on ratings,
but that it would give out information
on request and even tip newsmen in
cases where program itself had news
value. NBC-TV authority said policy
there was against ratings publicity; that
issuance of ratings reports might work
against NBC's "totality of service" concept since some programs that contribute to "totality" are not such sure-fire
audience builders as, say, westerns and
other action-adventure shows. Ratings
have their place, he said, and NBC will
continue to give them to its salesmen.
ABC

picks

new

agency

ABC has appointed Doyle Dane Bernbach, New York, as its agency. ABC-TV
portion of account alone comes to about
$1.5 million per year. Dean Linger, director of advertising and promotion,
ABC-TV, reported Sept. 18 that appointment was made after network had
contacted and talked to more than 30
agencies. ABC account was resigned
two weeks ago by BBDO in surprise
move of accepting CBS account. DDB
resigned CBS Radio account to accept
ABC's business. McCann-Erickson had
serviced CBS-TV.
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New association told of need for promotion
Some advertisers are unaware that will be providing important but diffm stations accept advertising, Arthur
ferent services."
Citing growing interest in fm, Mr.
Bellaire, vice president in charge of tv
Fellows said Hamilton Watch Co. is
and radio copy at BBDO, New York,
investing about 80% of its budget in
asserted in talk prepared for delivery
fm, with N.W. Ayer & Son as agency.
Saturday (Sept. 19) at first annual conHe estimated fm sets in use at 15 milvention of National Assn. of Fm Broadlion and fm homes at 12 million.
casters inChicago. There are still others
in the business who know fm stations
accept advertising, but are confused as NSRC
panel sets up
to what is acceptable, he said.
tests for best stereo
First business scheduled at opening
session Sept. 18 was election of board
Tests designed to show best techof directors. T. Mitchell Hastings, Conniques for stereophonic broadcasting
cert Network, NAFB coordinator, prehave been approved by Panel 1 (syssided.
tems specifications) of National StereoMr. Bellaire urged fm broadcasters to
phonic Radio Committee. Six NSRC
"sell" themselves — "make more noise
panels
are
working on proposals for
in the industry . . . this convention is
compatible stereo broadcasting.
a good beginning." He also called on
Out of extensive experiments and
fm stations — preferably as a group — to studies will come proposed transmislet advertisers know what policy they
sion specifications for each form of
adhere to on commercials. He urged
broadcasting
stereo along with over-all
stations to consider jingles if they do
not accept them now, suggesting they evaluation of system performance cov"remain flexible regarding jingles rather
than banning them entirely." Reason:
"while advertising can live without
them, jingles give many products disMr. K gets Top 25'
During New York City's retinctive personalities," and jingles can
ception for Soviet Premier Nikita
be "tastefully-prepared."
Khrushchev
(see story page 66),
Suggestions for Fm • Among suggesRichard C. Patterson, Commistions Mr. Bellaire gave to fm stations
sioner of Dept. of Commerce and
were these: Give advertising awards at
end of each year, serving to publicize
Public album
Events,ofpresented
K.'
with
25 most 'Mr.
typical
fm interest in "good" commercials and
American songs as selected by
"get better acquainted with the agency
WNEW New York listeners. Alcopywriter" because nature of medium
bum contains Russian translations
might spur copywriter idea that will
of lyrics of songs. Five most popublossom into new budget or special
lar songs in WNEW album are,
budget to test it.
He warned that as fm stations go
in order: "White Christmas," "St
more commercial they will have to
Louis Blues," "When the Saints
face problem of repetition in commerCome Marching In," "01' Man
River" and "Star Dust." One of
cials— "The fm station can legislate
against an irritating commercial, but
songs in top 25: "The Theme
is it willing to legislate against how
From
Peter Telefilm
Gunn." Assoc., New
National
often the commercial is to be played in
York, is announcing today (Sept.
the course of a week's time?" he asked.
21) that company has reached
"What is more significant, you are going
agreement with Soviet Union for
to New
slowlytrade
alterassociation
your personality."
exchange of both tv filmed shows
for fm should
and theatrical films under culbe devoted to sales promotion rather
tural exchange program. NTA
than general types of service, NAB
President Harold E. Fellows said in
claims it is "first tv organization"
to effect such agreement with
address prepared for Sept. 19 delivery.
Soviets. Oliver A. Unger, NTA
Mr. Fellows said he felt group would
president, said that programming
be "ill-advised to invest your time and
from each country will be
your talent in an effort that would
screened shortly and terms covermerely duplicate those things that are
ing each individual transaction
now being done for you by the NAB.
will
be
negotiated separately.
Your support is needed for both associations (NAB and NAFB) because both
28

ered by specifications. Electronic Industries Assn. set up NSRC earlier in
year, with panels going into ways of
producing stereo sound by am, fm and
tv. Final report will be made available
to FCC, public and electronic industries.
Study of fm-fm stereo will be set up
by Murray Crosby, of Crosby Labs.;
Harold Parker, Calbest Electronics, and
William N. Halstead, Multiplex Services Corp. Minimum bandwidth for
good stereo broadcasting and optimum
compromise bandwidth for combined
stereo and background music will be
determined.
Characteristics of fm-am stereo will
be analyzed by another group. Tests
thus far indicate best signal-to-noise
radio for such system is given by methods using suppressed carrier amplitude
modulation. Six of these methods use
that approach. Another proposal not
suppressing the carrier is said to be
marked by receiver simplicity. A receiver panel is studying that phase of
the stero problem.
Study group evaluating fm-fm vs fmam systems is headed by Bruce T.
Bogert, of Bell Labs., and Norman
Parker, Motorola. They will evaluate
on theoretical basis relative merit of
fm or am subcarrier for fm stereo.
All three groups are to report by end
of month.
ABC-TV
adds

two

previews

fall,

affiliates

ABC-TV previewed its fall program
lineup Sept. 17 in hour-long closed-circuit telecast to station affiliates and
newsmen across country. Leonard H.
Goldenson, president of American
Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres Inc.,
asserted network would be stronger in
news and special events coverage;
Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV president, cited
ABC-TV's audience gains, while
Thomas W. Moore, vice president in
charge of tv programming, detailed
plans for specials and sports events.
Program, with taped segments from
Hollywood and New York, featured 42
stars of 15 new and 11 returning shows.
New primary affiliates signed last
week by ABC-TV are KNDO-TV Yakima, Wash., and KRDO-TV Colorado
Springs, Colo., making current total of
99 primary stations for network.
KNDO-TV, owned and operated by
Yakima Valley Television Co., joins
network Oct. 1, day new station starts
operations. Effective date for KRDOTV, which is owned and operated by
Pike's Peak Broadcasting Co., is Oct. 4.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Zenith's Truesdell
cites import defense
American industry can best meet
Japanese competition on transistor portable radios and other products by stressing quality, performance and value instead of cheapening merchandise and
cutting price, L.C. Truesdell, Zenith
Radio Corp. executive vice presidentmarketing, told American Marketing
Assn. Sept. 17. He addressed Chicago
chapter, which honored him as "marketing man of the year" for sales record
which was compiled by Zenith during
1958.
Mr. Truesdell urged industry to
"close up shop in the national bargain
basement" and reject emphasis on "bigger tradeins, special deals and give-away
programs." He reported Zenith portable
radio sales to dealers through August
are up 35% over same period last year,
despite doubling of Japanese imports
and introduction by some American
electronic producers of cheap transistors
using Japanese parts.
In presenting award, Al J. Kinard,
AMA Chicago chapter president, noted
Zenith achieved No. 1 position in tv
receiver sales and increased share of
radio-tv industry volume during "recession" year 1958 while overall industry
sales hit nine-year low and were down
20% from 1957.
Japanese

transistors

target of El A inquiry
Inquiry into growing imports of
Japanese transistors and other semiconductor products to determine if they
threaten American security asked Sept.
18 by Electronic Industries Assn. in
application filed with Office of Civil &
Defense Mobilization.
EIA President David R. Hull, Raytheon Corp., said transistors are one of
nation's major electronic inventions in
recent years and are vital to defense
program. Low Japanese production and
marketing costs place American manufacturers in difficult position because
imports are sold at lower cost, 80 cents
or less compared to $1.35 for comparable American product, he pointed
out.
Rising imports will have adverse effect on growth of electronics industry
producing transistor products, impairing efforts of American producers to
provide capacity for existing and potential security requirements, according to
application. Third of U.S. transistor
output is used in military equipment, it
was stated.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

y' $2.3
ic 'kitt
TrustMus
payments
totaling
million were made to 154,000 participating musicians during firsthalf of 1959 from music performance trust funds of recording
industries, according to Samuel
R. Rosenbaum, trustee. Report
shows fund allocations for musicians services have grown from
$900,000 in fiscal 1950 to $6.3
million in 1959.
During 1958, fund paid $5.2
million to musicians. Trust grew
out of project set up in 1947 by
which recording companies, and
later tv film makers, contribute
on basis of their use of music by
members of American Federation
of Musicians. Musicians Guild of
America, which has attacked
method of trust fund payments,
last week filed $10.95 million
damage suit against AFM (see
story page 82).

D.C.

engineering

includes

TASO

meet

session

Full morning session on results of
Television Allocations Study Organization is scheduled as one of features of
Ninth Annual Broadcast Symposium
co-sponsored by Institute of Radio Engineers and American Institute of Electrical
Washington's
Willard Hotel Engineers
next at
Friday
and Saturday
(Sept. 24-25).
TASO session set for Saturday with
Dr. Robert M. Bowie, Sylvania Research Labs., as moderator.
Also scheduled for presentation is
paper by Dr. William L. Hughes, Iowa
State, on slide and color tv experiments
using Land two-color technique.
Dr. Alfred H. LaGrone, U. of Texas,
will receive Scott Helt award at banquet
Friday night. Principal speaker at banquet will be Andrew G. Haley, Washington attorney and active in international astronautical affairs. Toastmaster
will be Dr. Frank G. Kear, Washington
consulting engineer.
Three
include

station
Clovis

sales
tv

Sales of stations announced Thursday, all subject to FCC approval:
• KICA-AM-TV Clovis, N.M.: 50%
sold by Mae Strauss and Frank Lesley
to Texas Telecasting Inc. (KDUB-TV
Lubbock, KEDY-TV Big Spring and

KPAR-TV Sweetwater) in return for
assumption of $170,000 in liabilities.
W. D. Rogers, president of TT, will
have voting control. KICA is on 980 kc
with 1 kw directional night. KICA-TV
is on ch. 12 with 30.2 kw visual and is
CBS-TV affiliate.
• WMDN Midland, Mich.: Sold by
Rich Publishing House Inc. (Philip T.
Rich, president) to Julius Sherman and
sons Donald A. and Robert I. Sherman,
Leonard Siskin, Robert Jaffe and Peter
A. Wolf, all 16%% each, for $100,000. WMDN is on 1490 kc with 250 w.
• KQAQ Austin, Minn.: Sold by
George A. Hormel III to KQAQ Inc.
for $30,000. KQAQ Inc. is headed by
Lester L. Gould, veteran broadcaster
who recently bought KRWC Forest
Grove, Ore. (Broadcasting, Aug. 24).
Other KQAQ purchasers are Leroy
Garr, associated with Mr. Gould in
ownership of KRWC; Esther L. Plotkin, Frances F. Arent, Charlotte K. Fox
and Rosalyn M. Hirsch. Messrs. Gould
and Garr own 25% each; others 15.7%
except Mrs. Hirsch who owns 2.9%.
KQAQ is on 970 kc with 5 kw daytime.
ABA

Sec.

315

panel

Panel on "Political Candidates and
Sec. 315" is scheduled for next Friday
afternoon (Sept. 24) at Federal Bar
Assn. annual convention in Washington's Hotel Statler. Harry M. Plotkin,
former FCC assistant general counsel,
will be moderator with following members: Martin Agronsky, NBC news
commentator; Robert A. Bicks, acting
chief, antitrust division, Justice Dept.;
Frederick W. Ford, FCC commissioner;
Joseph L. Rauh Jr., Washington attorney, and Richard S. Salant, CBS vice
president. FCC Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith is chairman of this committee.
Store r vtr meet
Executives of five Storer Broadcasting Co. stations will meet Sept. 23-25 at
studios of WJBK-TV Detroit to exchange program and production ideas
in use of Ampex Videotape recorder.
George B. Storer Jr., vice president for
Storer tv, said each station is preparing
tapes of selected local programs. Ewald
Kockritz, vice president for tv programming, will conduct sessions.
Durocher

leaving

NBC

Leo Durocher, who joined NBC-TV
in September 1955 as talent relations
executive and sports commentator,
leaves network Oct. 1. Rumor has it he
is returning to organized baseball. He
was manager of New York Giants prior
to joining NBC.
29

Radlo-tv plane ban
Federal Aviation Agency published
emergency temporary order Sept. 17
banning all helicopters and light aircraft from flying within one mile of
Khrushchev motorcade, reportedly to
forestall stations' plans to cover tour
by air at Los Angeles, San Francisco
and Des Moines (early story page 66).
Pulse counter-suit
Pulse Inc. filed counter-suit in Chicago Federal District Court Sept. 17
charging WKFM (FM) Chicago and
owner Frank Kovas with "false, scandalous, malicious and defamatory" actions and seeking $1 million damages.
Motion was filed by attorney Thomas
J. Carroll to dismiss original complaint

by WKFM (FM) last May (seeking p.m. EST). Agencies: Sullivan, Stauf$576,000 damages) which alleged fer, Colwell & Bayles, N.Y., for Block
Drug, and J. Walter Thompson Co.,
Pulse intentionally omitted station
from audience measurement report and N.Y., for Pharma-Craft.
thus impeded its opportunity to comOn Parade • Ideal Toy Corp. and
pete in interstate commerce. Pulse brief Lionel Toy Corp., both N.Y., and both
contends Mr. Kovas "maliciously in- through Grey Adv., N.Y., will cotended to injure" Pulse and bring it sponsor NBC-TV's telecast of 33rd aninto "public scandal" by actions benual "Macy's Thanksgiving Day Patween May 26 and June 5.
rade" on Nov. 26 (11 a.m.-noon EST).
New York parade sponsorship is fifth
• Business briefly
for Ideal and first for Lionel.
Take Assignment • Block Drug Co.,
Western Sale • Stroh Brewery Co., DeJersey City, N.J., for its Nytol, Politroit, understood to have completed
dent and Poli-Grip products, and
Pharma-Craft Co., Cranbury, N.J., for negotiations to sponsor Ziv Television
Programs Tombstone Territory series in
Coldene Liquid cold products and Fresh
large lineup of midwestern markets.
deodorant products, will co-sponsor
NBC-TV's Richard Diamond, Private
Agency: Zimmer, Keller & Calvert, Detroit.
Detective, starting Oct. 5 (Mon. 7:30-8

WEEK'S

HEADLINERS
• Eugene Accas, associate media director,
Grey Adv., N.Y., since 1958, appointed to
newly-created post of vp for network relations at agency. Post was formed, company said, because "Grey's expanding activity in the network field requires continuous and important contact with all
networks." Mr. Accas previously was with
ABC as administrative vp and as sales deMr. Accas
velopment vp; with Television Bureau of
Advertising as vp of operations, and with NBC in its radio
sales development department. Mr. Accas will continue to
report
strategy.to Dr. E. L. Deckinger, Grey's vp-director of media
• Donald J. Wilkins, for seven years vpmanager of Washington, D.C., office of
Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan Inc.,
named to head new Washington office of
Advertising Federation of America. Transfer of AFA offices from New York to Capital was announced last spring at organization's Minneapolis convention (Broadcasting, June 15), with completion of
Wilkins
move targeted at September 1960. Mr.
Wilkins, selected from field of 30 candidates, has been in
advertising 25 years. During World War II he served in
Air Force and SHAEF pr posts. In Korean conflict he directed recruiting ad programs of Army and Air Force. He
assumes AFA post Oct. 1 at 1320 G St., Washington 6.
Telephone: District 7-8245.
• Robert D. Swezey, executive vp-general manager,
WDSU New Orleans, resigns. Louis Read, vp-commercial manager, succeeds
him. Mr. Swezey, who has
20% interest in WDSU
Broadcasting Corp., will
continue to serve corporaMr. Swezey
Mr. Read
tion as vp-director and as
vp-director of Modern Broadcasting Co. (WAFB-TV Baton
Rouge) in which WDSU has majority interest. Mr. Swezey,
who says he has reduced his activities to pursue other in-

terests, has held vice presidency at WDSU for 10 years.
Mr. Read, who owns 10% of WDSU, has been vp-commercial manager since 1953.
• Terry H. Lee, managing
director, WITI-TV Milwaukee, named managing director, WAGA-TV Atlanta,
succeeding J. Robert
Kerns, vp-managing director, who has resigned.
Joseph W. Evans Jr.,
WITI-TV commercial manEvans
ager, succeeds Mr. Lee as
managing director at Milwaukee.
• Charles T. Ayres, eastern sales manager ABC-TV,
named eastern division tv network sales vp. Mr. Ayres
joined ABC in March, 1948, as account executive. Omar F.
Elder Jr., ABC-TV general counsel, named vp-general

Mr. Ayres

Mr. Elder

Mr. Melnick

counsel. Mr. Elder joined ABC in 1947 as attorney. Daniel
Melnick, ABC-TV program development director, named
program development vp. Mr. Melnick joined ABC-TV in
1956 as program development manager.
• Charles Woodard Jr., administrative
assistant to Donald H. McGannon, president of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
elected vp-assistant to president. Mr.
Woodard joined WBC in 1957, having
served with CBS, Hollywood, in 1950 and
New York in 1953 as senior tv attorney
and later as assistant attorney. Mr. Woodard's area of broadcast experience centers
Woodard
on legal and business. Apart from WBC
duties, Mr. Woodard is mayor of Hastings-on-Hudson, N.Y.
FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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rolling with
powerful new
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ABOARD!

fall programs
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WTCN-TV BANDWAGON is on the move!
Local and national advertisers alike know it
. . . they're buying time now like never before.
WTCN-TV is hitting a new high this fall with
ABC-TV and local blockbusters on Channel 1 ]
Added: Bourbon Street Beat, Hawaiian Eye,
The Alaskans, and all the great new ABC shows.
Returning: top shows like Rifleman, Real
McCoys, 77 Sunset Strip and Maverick. Continuing: highly rated Movie Spectacular
with Paramount, MGM, Warner Bros., and
United Artists films.
It adds up to bigger audiences to help you
sell the Twin Cities market. Better see your
Katz man for remaining availabilities.

HOP ON OUR BANDWAGON

TODAY

AND
ABC
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STATIONS

FOR

MINNEAPOLIS

RADIO

• ST. PAUL

I

tell you that in every single TV audience
survey made in Shreveport, KSLA-TV
has come out 'way on top.
But there's more ... an intangible you'd have to come
to Shreveport to grasp a sort of
first-name friendliness, a confidence, a loyalty.
This feeling is reflected in the ratings, of course,
and in the results advertisers tell us they get.
Still, the real measure of it is the man who stops
us on the street or the child who calls on
the phone. They feel like it's their station, and
they're right!DOAddhave
that everything.
to dynamic ratings, and you
Don't you agree?

I
i

shreveport,

la.

r?WJm
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Move

U.S.
on

TV,

A

for organization

U.S. television program interests,
which have been making eyes at the
foreign tv market for some time, started
courting seriously last week. From two
sources came evidence of (1) an increasing desire to tap the profit potentials abroad and (2) an intention to
break down the barriers that stand in
the way of those profits.
On Sept. 21 Oliver Treyz, ABC-TV
president just returned from a 5-week
far eastern swing, issued a statement
calling for a tv industry "State Department" or "Johnston Office" to negotiate with foreign governments and
broadcasting interests to allow more
U.S. programs in and more dollars
out. Next day Leonard Goldenson,
president of the parent AB-PT and Mr.
Treyz' companion on the Far East
junket, called a news conference to
put across the same point of view.
The day after that word came that
such an organization was almost ready
to go to work. This from Merle Jones,
president of the CBS Stations Div.,
who for the past year has headed the
executive committee of a group of film
distributors trying to mount an organization much like one Messrs. Treyz
and Goldenson described. Mr. Jones
said an executive secretary would im-

COMMODORE
to open

markets

mediately be hired to start the project
rolling, with a director expected to be
named within six weeks.
The proximity of the two developments was laid to coincidence.
Why They're Interested • The Goldcnson-Treyz proposal was motivated by
this viewpoint (presumably shared by
others interested in foreign markets):
1. U.S. television audiences are near
their peak.
2. For that reason, the prices networks and program suppliers can
charge for their product are nearing
the maximum.
3. Yet program suppliers say the
price of their product must go still
higher if values are to be improved
beyond current levels.
4. The only direction to expand is
abroad, meaning more audience, more
revenue, and, the argument goes, more
money to spend in enhancement of
program according
product. Today's
market
abroad,
to ABC tvestimates:
27 million sets. The potential: 100 million sets.
Mr. Goldenson likened the situation
to that which faced the motion picture
industry in the 1930's. Movies solved
it by turning heavily to the foreign
market, so much so that 50% of the

Mr. Goldenson
First-hand
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foreign

appraisals

to U.S.

programs

movie industry's current revenues come
from abroad. The Motion Picture
Assn. of America, headed by Eric
Johnston, is given large credit for
effecting that foreign distribution.
What's in the Way • Standing between U.S. distributors and sales
abroad are trade barriers which decree both the price and number of
American shows which can be sold in
various countries. It is these barriers
which would be attacked by the
"Johnston
ment" of tv.Office" or "State DepartOne of the most troublesome barriers is that in Japan. It restricts imported product to nine 30-minute
shows a week on stations in Tokyo and
Osaka and more importantly, sets the
price maximum at $300 for a half-hour
show, $600 for an hour show or a
feature of an hour or longer. There
are no "quota" restrictions outside the
two largest Japanese markets.
Another important barrier to U.S.
tv men is in Britain, which has no
price restrictions but limits the amount
of foreign products to 14% of air
time. One U.S. distributor said this
amounts roughly to one hour per day
perThestation.
Philippines

Mr. Treyz
of television

PERRY?

abroad:

are completely

Mr. Jones
page
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE
LONG

GREATER

ISLAND

MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

-SELLSMORE
THAN

FOOD

IS EATEN

IN

MILWAUKEE
AND

NEWARK

PUT

TOGETHER!

FOOD

STORE

SALES

$764,361,000
(Sales Mgt.)
WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market
Delivers MORE Audience than any other
Network or Independent Station!
(Pulse)

>10,000
WHLI
HEMPSTEAD
IONC ISLAND. N. Y.

WATTS
AM 1100
f M «• )

Represented by Gill Perna
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(SPECIAL REPORT: TV'S FOREIGN MARKETS)

frozen in dollar exchange. This means
that an American distributor wanting
to sell his product there receives his
payment in the monetary unit of that
country and even then cannot get it
out. Rather, it is deposited in a Philippine bank and it's then up to the U.S.
company to try to negotiate it out. Similar dollar barriers are cited in Brazil
and Argentina.
Canada recently set up a quota of
55% minimum for local product and
45% maximum for foreign. Canada is
still considered a "good" market for
U.S. tv films as the quota is considered generous.
Germany has neither quota nor dollar restrictions, according to several tv
film officials. But networks there are
"selective" and appear to eschew many
of the westerns and crime programs in
syndication.
Distributors say that the "quota
system," although irksome, can be
"beat." For example, companies that
engage in co-production deals with
British producers circumvent the quota,
since the product then is considered
"local". Screen Gems, National Telefilm Assoc. and the Jack Wrather Organization all are active producers in
Britain, using both American and
British artists.
Some distributors feel that the problem of "frozen dollars" is not as serious now as it was. They say this restriction has been eased considerably in
the past two years, so that payment now
generally is made in dollars. Australia,
which had a so-called "dollar allocation" until last year, now pays U.S.
companies in American currency and
is regarded as a prime market for
U.S. product.
The Tv "Export" Group • The organization now being formed by Mr.
Jones and the other distributors would
not function to sell a specific product,
but rather to make it easier for individual U.S. distributors to sell abroad.
It will serve as liaison between member
companies and foreign users.
The organization, thus far looselyorganized, stemmed from an offer
made by the motion picture industry's
Johnston Office last year. The initial
proposal was that the movie office
would serve the tv industry as well, but
later it was decided that tv should go
ahead on its own. Mr. Jones emphasized last week that his organization
would not be connected with the Johnston Office.
It will be set up under the WebbPomerone Act, which exempts foreign
trade associations from the antitrust
laws. Those laws would prohibit U.S.
distributors from banding together to
sell product in this country. An imthe proper
first few
weeks'
work willportantbepart of
to file
qualifying

papers, adopt constitution and bylaws,
etc. Members of the executive committee will be participants, and other
companies with similar interests will be
invited to join.
Executive committeemen include, in
addition to Mr. Jones, Herb Golden of
United Artists, Ed Smith of ABC, Al
Stern of NBC, Maurie Schrier of MCA
and Bill Fineshriber, formerly of Screen
Gems.
Industry Reaction • A check on leading tv film producers-distributors indicated there is a need for a representative in the international field, but, curiously many were not inclined at this
time to go on the record openly in support of the Goldenson-Treyz proposal.
NBC-TV President Robert Kintner,
another recently-returned world traveler, was not prepared to comment on
the proposal. He said he had not yet
thought the idea through. Robert Sarnoff. chairman of NBC, is currently
visiting Far East tv markets.
Paul Talbot, president of Fremantle
Inc., a company that is active solely
in the international tv film field, agreed
that "a high-class, public-relationstype executive" is required to tell the
industry's story abroad and help improve the business climate. He indicated that at least one earlier attempt
to launch the project failed because of
a lack of financial support for a highpowered operation.
But Mr. Talbot cautioned that the
tv film industry should not expect its
growth to parallel that of the motion
picture business abroad. It is his contention that television "is a much more
intimate medium than motion pictures
and foreigners are going to expect to
see more of their own product, reflecting their own customs and culture."
Nevertheless, he added, there is room
for expansion in the foreign field and
appointment of a representative would
be "a step in the right direction."
Apropos of the quality of tv films
exported to the international market,
Charles Michelson, president of Charles
Michelson Inc., U.S. representative for
several stations abroad, recommended
that more of "our quality network programs and specials be sold to foreign
countries so that they'll see some of the
wonderful productions we have on U.S.
television." Mr. Michelson explained
that until recently such programs as the
Perry Como Show and Dinah Shore's
Chevy Show (both NBC-TV) were offered for sale abroad. He explained that
new conditions imposed on the network
by the talent unions (meaning schedule
of fees) have had the result of withdrawing such programs from the international market. ,
First-hand appraisals
of tv abroad: page 36
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The Charlotte-WBTV television market totals 632,070 homes.
Its nearest competitor in the Southeast, Atlanta, has 579,090.
WBTV's set count exceeds that of the second Charlotte station by
43%- — delivering 189,380 more television homes!
Buy WBTV as your first, biggest step to television coverage
of the Southeast. Contact CBS Television Spot Sales or WBTV
for the full fabulous coverage and dominance story.
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WBTV-Charlotte
Atlanta
Louisville
Birmingham
Memphis
Charlotte Station "B"
Miami
New Orleans
Nashville
Norfolk-Portsmouth
Richmond

MARKETS:
632,070
579,090
509,480
587,800
453,240
442,690
434,800
380,020
366,560
337,580
311,680
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Global look at tv • NBC news correspondents from overseas, in New York for a special roundup program, reported
on television development in the countries they cover in an
exclusive group interview with Broadcasting editors. In
picture above, reading clockwise beginning with man indicated by arrow, are Irving Levine, NBC Rome; John
Rich, NBC Berlin; Edwin Newman. NBC Paris; Joseph C.
Few people are as familiar with the
state of international television as the
broadcast newsmen whose job it is to
cover the world beats. For one thing,
their primary job is to know the important things taking place in the countries
they cover, and television is important.
For another, it's their own medium, and
they understand its terms and its problems.
The report on international television
which appears below comes from seven
of those newsmen. They are the chief
correspondents of NBC, brought home
to headquarters the week before last to
telecast a special report on the world
situation. Broadcasting editors took
advantage of their being back home to
set up the exclusive interview published
below. A summary of each country's
tv development has been condensed
from each newsman's description.
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MAJOR

NATIONS

Harsch, NBC London; Welles Hangen, NBC Cairo; Joseph
Michaels, NBC Moscow; Don West and Rocco Famighetti,
Broadcasting; Ray Scherer, NBC Washington, who covered
Vice President Nixon's recent tour behind the Iron Curtain;
and Rufus Crater and David Berlyn, Broadcasting. Cecil
Brown, NBC Tokyo, was interviewed after this picture was
made.

BRITISH TELEVISION
Joseph C. Harsch, NBC London
How tv stands: 10 million sets. Both
commercial and non-commercial systems, former represented by Granada,
Associated Rediffusion and ITV, latter
by BBC.
"Britain is a country that has come
from the Stone Age
to the Brass Age in
the short span of
three years — from the
Harsch
Stone Age of symphony concerts on the BBC to / Love
Lucy, Gunsmoke and Dragnet in commercial television. It's been a wildly
raucous
change
BritishC. social
So comments in
Joseph
Harschlife."
on
the
in England
sincetelevision
the advent"revolution"
of commercial
tv. But

the revolution is not yet complete, he
adds. "You can still establish your
upper class status in Britain by not
having
tv set."
BBC's a transmitters
cover virtually all
of the United Kingdom, but its audience in competitive areas has dropped
far behind that of commercial tv (where
there's a choice it's commercial two
to one, he says). The success of the
commercial channels is documented
even further in terms of money. "The
profits are so vast that it's staggering," Mr. Harsch observes. "In 1958
each of the three independent companies made more money than ABC.
CBS and NBC combined." One of the
operators was quoted as saying that "a
license to operate commercial tv over
here is a license to mint your own
This "enormous profitableness" is an
acute source of embarrassment to the
money."BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Better than half the viewing families — 52.6% — watch
WRGB. The May, 1959 ARB total area survey shows
Channel 6 delivers more homes than the other two stations
combined in the Northeastern New York and Western New

SIGN-ON
TO
SIGN -OFF

England market. Contact your NBC Spot Sales representative for the complete story.
WRGB

CHANNEL

6 ...

A GENERAL

ELECTRIC STATION

STATION
OF AUDIENCE* 18.2%
31.2%
52.6% SHARE
SUNDAY
THROUGH
SATURDAY
STATION C
WRGB
STATION B
* Source: Total Area ARB, May, 1959
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ALBANY-SCHENECTADY-TROY

government, Mr. Harsch says, for this
sort of thing isn't supposed to happen
in a welfare state. It's also leading the
government to thoughts of starting a
government-operated commercial system.
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Although the commercial tv operations lead in entertainment programming, BBC has the edge in sports coverage. It sewed up the rights to major
sports events before the commercial
operations started, and has them under
long-term contract.
All this commercial success has led
to many changes in the traditional BBC
way of doing business. Among other
changes, the BBC has come to recognize sex. Mr. Harsch reports it was
the first network in the world to show
women playing tennis nude to the waist.
"An extraordi nary thing," he comments.
JAPANESE TELEVISION
Cecil Brown, NBC Tokyo
How tv stands: 2.5 million sets. Stations in all major cities, six in Tokyo,
six in Osaka. Inter-city links by microwave; no co - axial
cable. Commercial.
In terms of growth,
tv is probably the
No. 1 industry in
Japan today, reports
Cecil Brown. And it's
growing up as a carbon copy of the U.S.
Mr. Brown
model in all respects
— programming, staging, story lines
and commercials.
Not only do the Japanese buy American programs, but they then proceed
to imitate them as well. They have the
U.S. Superman program and produce
their own version too. And they have
westerns — only in eastern terms, with
a Samurai warrior and his sword replacing the American cowboy and his
six-gun.
The tv boom began in 1950, mainly
through the efforts of Matsutaro Shoriki, head of NTV (Nippon Television
Corp.), the country's largest commercial operation. He started out by setting
up receivers in strategic locations all
over the country: subway stations, railroad terminals, at important crossroads
and at sports events. Thousands would
gather to watch these programs, Mr.
Brown relates, and soon after that
sponsors were clamoring to get on.
Now Mr. Shoriki is repeating his
system with color tv sets, with such
success that Mr. Brown foresees the
possibility that in a relatively short
time Japan will have more color sets
in use than the U.S. The Japanese advantage is that color came along before the country's set potential had
been realized in black-and-white. Mr.
Brown estimates the set potential at

20 million, which leaves a 17.5 million market for the color set makers.
The labor situation in Japan is quite
different from that in this country,
which
that the
can'
bring inmeans
a program
for Japanese
far less than
it would cost here: About $3,000 for
a show costing $30,000 in the U.S.,
for example. The labor laws are such
that the Japanese use three to five
people to do a job that one person
would do in this country. When their
radio or newspaper reporters descend
on a story it's "like a mob scene," Mr.
Brown says, commenting that some of
the major papers have 500 to 600
people on their editorial staffs.
The radio-tv performers are correspaid. A master
of ceremonies forpondingly
an low important
quiz program
might receive $50, or a featured dancer
$25 including rehearsals.
Japanese commercials are not as
"hard sell" as American versions, Mr.
Brown reports, but otherwise are as
carbon copy as the programs in which
they appear. Most of them are produced by the Dentsu Advertising
Agency, ninth largest in the world,
which handles every airline in the country and every automobile company.
RUSSIAN TELEVISION
Irving Levine, NBC Moscow
(recently moved to Rome)
How tv stands: 3 million sets. Tv
stations in all major cities, about 40
in all. Two
channels in Moscow.
Broadcasts four hours
on week nights, six
hours Saturday, seven
to eight hours Sunday. Programming
30% movies, 20%
live sporting events,
20% special events
(visits of foreign digMr. Levine
nitaries, "Egyptian
Friendship Week," etc.) the other 30%
miscellaneous. No networks, but there
are plans for linking some stations.
Non-commercial.
Don't be fooled by the relatively
small number of tv sets in the U.S.S.R.,
cautions Irving Levine. Although three
million aren't many by U.S. standards,
they're
quiteresources
a few when
considerto
the limited
Russiayoudevotes
consumer goods. That there are even
this many Mr. Levine sees as an indication of the importance Russian
leaders place on television as a medium
of indoctrination and entertainment.
Mr. Levine also counsels against
falling for the notion that tv is purely
a propaganda medium in the U.S.S.R.
He points out that although the Russians are not noted for subtlety, they
have not been as heavyhanded with tv
propaganda as many believe.
The people like tv, perhaps even
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

there's

more

life in

LIVE
programming
And WJR has it! Live programming
that's custom tailored for the many
different tastes and needs of the
17,000,000 people within sound of
our voice.
WJR

broadcasts 29 different live

shows, most of them daily. In addition, there are two 15-minute
sportscasts and nine 15-minute
newscasts every day. All these
programs are written and produced
by WJR, and starWJR personalities.
Fact is, our staff of 134 people is
probably the largest of any single
radio station in the country.
For years our policy has been
live, imaginative programming,
specifically directed at adults, serving adult interests. This pays off
for the listener . . . and the advertiser, since his message goes first
class to the people who are most
likely to buy what he sells.
WJR is the wide-awake, hustling,
bustling, "buying power" station
in the Great Lakes area.

WJR

there's

more

everything

of
in

COMPLETE-RANGE
PROGRAMMING
daily
NEWS
Nine 15-minute newscasts
"Business Barometer"
"President's News
"Washington
Report"
— Jack Hamilton
Conference"
"Your Government"
"City Hall Reports"
SPORTS
"Bob Reynolds Show"
"Sports Final"
Night major league baseball
Professional football
College football
Major golf events
High school basketball
LIVE MUSIC
& VARIETY
"Dinner Date"
— Jimmy Clark Quartet
"Guest House"
"Composite"
Wally Schaefer Trio
"Mother's Album"
"Jack Harris Show"
'Renfro
Gatherin'
HarryValley
Safford
and the"
WJR Studio Orchestra
RECORDED MUSIC
"Showcase"
"Wake Up Show"
"Music Hall"
"Time Out for Music"
"Music before Midnight"
"Night Flight"
"Country Style Jamboree"
"Choral Cavalcade"
"Broadway Musicals"
"Holiday
Hi-Fi"
FINEin ARTS
"Spectrum"—
"Summer
Symphony"
Detroit
Symphony
Orchestra
"Great Operas"
"Adventures in Good Music"
"Sunday Symphony"
"Symphony Hall"

FARM
"Voice of Agriculture"
"Weekly Farm Review"
"Farm Forum"
"Farm Roundup"
"Farm Digest"
RELIGION
"Sunday Hymns"
"Layman's Hour"
"Religion in Action"
"Hymns of Faith"
"The Chapel Hour"
"Sunday Choir"
VOCALISTS
Fred Kendall
Jan Wynn
Judy Carroll
Jack Harris
WOMEN'S DEPT.
"Mrs. Page"
"Show
Business"
— Marjorie
Gibbs
HUMOR
"The Sunny Side
"The
of Guest"
of theBest
Street"
YOUTH
"Make Way for Youth"
"Junior Symphonic Band"
"Junior Town Meeting"
"Your Story Hour"
NEWS ANALYSIS
"Points and Trends"
"Topic for Today"
"Public Affairs"
"Press Club Presents"
EDUCATION
"You and Your Health"
"Animal Land"
"You are the Jury"
"Don't You Believe It"
"The Answer Man"
"Ask the Professor"
"Portrait of Cities"
"Sunday Supplement"
"America's Economic Future"

|^jcr ... covering major portions of Michigan, Ohio, Indiana
and Southwestern Ontario. More than 17,000,000 people
live here. Nearly 200 radio stations can be heard in parts
of this area. Only WJR reaches it all.

W63lthy

in America.
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• • • ^ne
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and retail
sales,
this area
accounts In
for population,
about 10%
of the entire U.S. market. With one single advertising
buy, you've covered the heartland of the Great Lakes.

3Clult

" " " ^ne Pe0P'e with purchasing power listen to WJR for
"Radio with Adult Appeal." WJR broadcasts a skillful
blend of entertainment, information and education,
tailored to adult tastes.

r6Sp0nSiV6

in prothe most
providesrespect
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• • • a radiogramming,station
gets the most
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It's just good sense — when they like what they hear,
they're more inclined to take action on the advertising
that comes along with it.
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more than the typical U.S. viewer because of the dearth of other diversions
offered the people in the Russian way
of life. Their reactions to it are quite
like some American reactions, he says.
The papers frequently carry letters
criticizing tv for running too many old
movies, ruining children's eyes, killing
off conversation. The skylines of major
Russian cities attest to this popularity,
too. Tv antennas are a prominent feature. The Russian equivalent of the tv
set in the local bar in the U.S. is a set
in the local palaces of culture, centers
customarily attached to factories and
farm communities.
Mr. Levine notes that Russian tv
sets are built much more ruggedly
than their American counterparts,
chiefly because maintenance is almost
impossible to obtain. The standard 12
inch set (there are some 14 inch sets,
and still many 6-inchers) costs about
$250.
Russian tv people place little importance on production values. Many
of the live events are "reported" rather
than "presented"- — that is, the camera
just moves in on a performance of the
Bolshoi Ballet or some other stage attraction and shoots it head on, rather
than trying to enhance its values with
elaborate camera work or other embellishments. Programs never begin or
end on time, Mr. Levine notes.
MIDDLE EAST TELEVISION
Welles Hangen, NBC Cairo
How tv stands: Estimated 50,000
sets. Four stations: Baghdad, Iraq;
Beirut, Lebanon; Teheran, Iran; Dhah-

Mr. Hangen Hangen, whose beat
extends outside Egypt to most of the
Middle East except Israel, says the
Baghdad
station isstation
"the nearest
to
a communist
outsidething
the
Iron Curtain."
Program material on that station is
almost exclusively devoted to proceedings of the
court."
Sessions
are held
for "people's
three to four
hours
each
evening, and consist of having enemies
of the regime brought before the court
and condemned to death, Mr. Hangen
reports.
Although most of the program fare
is of that grisly nature, there are lighter moments. Belly dancers (but not the
good ones) appear regularly on the
Baghdad station, Mr. Hangen testifies,
along with old Tarzan pictures and
other old American films.
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Latin

expansion

American Broadcasting-Paramount Theatres has purchased a
minority interest in a vhf that will
go on the air in December as
Costa Rica's first tv station.
The announcement was made
jointly by AB-PT President Leonard H. Goldenson and Rene Picado and Carlos M. Reyes, coowners and managers of Televisora de Costa Rica Ltda., San
Jose. The ch. 7 station will have
its transmitter six miles from the
capital city atop a 6,000-foot
mountain.
It was pointed out that the decision for a privately-owned station came after five years of uncertainty in Costa Rica over
whether tv would be privately or
governmentally owned. The purchase was another step, said Mr.
Goldenson, in AB-PT's program
of aiding tv development in foreign markets by investment and
technical and administrative assistance. AB-PT has a minority
interest in News Limited of Australia and its tv station (NWS-TV)
in Adelaide.
A commercial station went on the
air in Beirut in July this year, but it's
having a lot of trouble, Mr. Hangen
observes. It broadcasts on two channels, one in Arabic, the other divided
between French and English. This station uses a lot of BBC and United
States Information Service programming, as well as some French shows.
There are plans for a second commercial station in Lebanon and some talk
about a government-operated system.
Mr. Hangen characterizes the commercial station in Teheran as "limping
along," but thinks it will survive.
The fourth Middle East station — in
Dhahran — was set up by the ArabianAmerican Oil Co. primarily for its employes in the oil fields of Eastern Saudi
Arabia. Besides carrying a lot of American entertainment products it has
many programs concerned with instruction in oil field techniques, safety campaigns and language instruction.
The most ambitious plans for television in the Middle East are those
of the Nasser government, Mr. Hangen reports. They encompass a proposed six-station network which would
blanket the United Arab Republic with
programming centers in Cairo, Alexandria and Damascus. The problem for
Nasser is money, which his government doesn't have. Offers to set up
the program have been extended by
RCA in this country, from the Japanese and from a consolidated commu-

nist combine in Poland, Czechoslovakia
and Hungary. The Egyptians prefer
the American offer because of its superior equipment, Mr. Hangen says,
but the decision depends on whether
Washington is willing to finance the
venture.
GERMAN TELEVISION
Jonh Rich, NBC Berlin
How tv stands: 2.5 million sets.
Loosely-organized network with stations in Berlin, Hamburg, Cologne and
Munich.
Tv is growing tremendously, particularly in West Germany, reports John
Rich. There are quite
a few American programs and a little
commercial tv on a
Mr. Rich
local basis.
As in most European countries, sets
are licensed, with fees going to the
Post Office which in turn runs the
television system. The amount of television, and the quality, are consequently determined by the density of the
population and the amount of money
collected in the area.
The Germans, too, are casual about
the finer points of television production. They aren't much concerned with
switching programs on the hour or
half hour, and quite frequently will
simply flash a picture of a pretty girl
on the screen for five minutes or so
between programs.
Although the greater number of sets
is in West Germany there are more
hours of programming in the East, Mr.
Rich reports. This is a handy thing
for western correspondents who frequently are denied permits to cover
news events there. They simply tune
in the East German stations.
FRENCH TELEVISION
Edwin Newman, NBC Paris
How tv stands: 1 .25 million sets. 45
stations, of which at least four (Paris,
Lvons Marseilles, Strasbourg) do their
own production work
— others pick up programming from these
four. Broadcasts about
five hours daily, one
hour in mid-day, rest
at night. Many old
movies, some variety
programs, certain
amount
of music.
Most popular programs are soccer or
football games. Non-commercial.
Tv does not occupy a large part of
French life, reports Ed Newman. For
one thing, it's too expensive. A 12-inch
set costs the equivalent of $300 American, "far more than the average Frenchman dreams of making a month." For
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Mr. Newman

MIAMI

another, the housing shortage is so bad
that few people like to spend a lot of
time at home, preferring to go out at
night to a bar or restaurant or sidewalk
cafe. As the housing situation improves,
however, Mr. Newman expects tv to
become more popular.
Another measure of tv's relative unimportance inFrance is the scarcity of
play given to it by French newspapers.
"You never see a front page story about
something that happened on television,
although you're very likely to see that
in London," Mr. Newman comments.
The French government, however, is
taking increasing notice of the medium,
and President DeGaulle has begun to
make "fireside chats" via the medium.
Radio is far the more important broadcast medium in that country, he says,
with three radio channels, all presenting a "tremendous amount" of music to
listeners.
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JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population
1,520,100
Drug Sales
$ 40,355,000
Households
423,600
Automotive Sales
$ 299,539,000
Consumer Spendable Income
General Merchandise $ 148,789,000
$1,761,169,000
Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000
Food Sales
$ 300,486,000
KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On to
Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to 100%, and for
278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.
CBS • ABC
A James A. Noe Station
KNOE-TV
Channel 8
Represented by
H-R Television, Inc.
Monroe, Louisiana
Photo:
Natchez Mill, Natchez, Mississippi, which
producesInternational
dissolving andPaper
paperCompany's
pulp.
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ITALIAN TELEVISION
Joseph Michaels,
NBC Rome
(recently moved to Moscow)
How tv stands: 1.5 million sets. 40 or
more stations, one network that blankets the country. Programming originates in Milan, Bologna, Rome and Naples.
"Italy is a beautiful, wonderful, exciting country with some
of the dullest television in the world."
That's Joe Michaels' summation of
Mr. Michaels the tv picture there.
But despite that opinion, he finds it
very popular with the Italians. The program structure is quite like the general
European pattern, he found, with a lot
of sports programming, the usual quota
of old movies, "pretty good kids' programs" and a "fair number of lipsynced American products.
All tv in the country is subject to
strong censorship, which extends to
such things as a young lady's neckline.
If it gets too low the reaction is heard
instantaneously, he says, due to the
strong role the church and its opinion
play in setting public standards.
News on Italian tv is on the BBC pattern. Itis not exactly slanted toward the
ruling Christian Democrat party, Mr.
Michaels says, but "the news writers are
cautious." Stringers and staff cameramen and reporters are all over the country, he reports. In addition, according
to the NBC foreign correspondent,
there's a great deal of programming
being provided that is originated from
mobile units throughout the country.
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RCA-6474
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RCA-5820

RCA-6474 has long been a leader in color-TV programming because of the high quality picture it
produces and its long life. But did you know that
it is also a superior camera tube for black-and-white
TV? It has excellent tonal values and provides good
uniformity of sensitivity over the entire scanned
area. These features plus its outstanding uniformity
of background and extremely high signal-to-noise
ratio have gained RCA-6474 acceptance for blackand-white use.
RCA-6474, as well as RCA-5820, incorporates
the RCA developed SUPER-DYNODE and
MICRO-MESH. These do away with dynode burn,
eliminate the need for defocusing to eliminate mesh
pattern and moire effects, improve picture signal
Another way
RCA serves the
Broadcasting Industry
through Electronics

Image

Orthicons

output and reduce tube cost per hour of camera
operation through increased longevity.
As for RCA-5820, it needs no introduction. This
famous Image Orthicon has been setting performance records ever since the original design was introduced in1949. Best known of all black-and-white
camera tubes, its typically long-life provides low
tube cost per hour of operation.
Both these leading Image Orthicons, RCA-6474
and RCA-5820, are available from your RCA Electron Tube Distributor. He's set up to serve all your
camera tube needs. He's also ready and able to
handle your audio needs including high quality RCA
Sound Tape. Call him for prompt delivery.

RADIO CORPORATION
OF
Electron Tube Division

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.
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UP
22^
Auto spending accounts for big chunk of increased revenue
Spot tv gross hit nearly $159 million
in the second quarter of this year.
This news reported by Television
Bureau of Advertising today (Sept. 21)
puts national spot tv gross revenue
22% over the same period of last
year. The figures were developed by
the bureau in cooperation with N. C.
Rorabaugh Co. and reflect reporting
by 347 stations compared to reporting
in the second quarter 1958 by 329 stations of more than $130.3 million.
TvB-Rorabaugh compared those stations (total of 311) which reported both
years and found an increased gross
expenditure of 16.7%
High Spots • As summarized by the

bureau these were the highpoint trends
in national and regional advertiser investment inspot.
• Automobile spot tv spending in
the second quarter more than quadrupled the same period of 1958. Car
spot advertising in the second quarter
totaled a little over $4 million compared to $917,000 in the 1958 quarter.
In the top 100 list: American Motors
Corp. with $541,100; Chrysler Corp.
(regional dealers), $381,200; Ford
Motor Co. (regional dealers), $1,191,300, and General Motors (also regional
dealers) $725,700. (The Ford dealers
are set to go heavy in spot television
again during the new model year and

Spot buying by products in the second
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
DENTAL PRODUCTS
$3,176,000
NATIONAL AND REGIONAL
Dentifrices
2,239,000
SPOT TELEVISION ADVERTISERS
Mouthwashes
682,000
Miscellaneous
255,000
AGRICULTURE
$ 410,000
DRUG PRODUCTS
9,966,000
Feeds, Meals
248,000
Cold Remedies
995,000
Miscellaneous
162,000
Headache Remedies
2,061,000
ALE, BEER & WINE
12,826,000
Indigestion
Remedies
2,556,000
Beer & Ale
12,044,000
Laxatives
747,000
Wine
782,000
Vitamins
1,033,000
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT 268,000
Weight Aids
596,000
AUTOMOTIVE
5,744,000
Miscellaneous Drug Products 1,714,000
Anti-Freeze
1,000
Drug
Stores
264,000
Batteries
42,000
FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS 43,240,000
Cars
4,080,000
Baked Goods
7,857,000
Tires & Tubes
485,000
Cereals
3,930,000
Trucks & Trailers
98,000
Coffee, Tea & Food Drinks 8,787,000
Misc. Accessories & Supplies 1,038,000
Condiments, Sauces, Appetizers 2,026,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT
Dairy Products
2,684,000
FIXTURES, PAINTS
1,240,000
Desserts
270,000
Fixtures, Plumbing, Supplies 148,000
Dry Foods (Flour, Mixes,
Materials
237,000
Rice, etc.)
4,888,000
Paints
665,000
Fruits & Vegetables, Juices 2,556,000
Power Tools
79,000
Macaroni,
Noodles,
Chili,
etc.
428,000
Miscellaneous
111,000
Margarine, Shortenings 2,493,000
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS
Meat, Poultry & Fish
2,666,000
ACCESSORIES
4,025,000
Soups
81,000
Clothing
2,983,000
Miscellaneous Foods
1,753,000
Footwear
835,000
Miscellaneous Frozen Foods 318,000
Hosiery
57,000
Food Stores
2,503,000
Miscellaneous
150,000
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT 369,000
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS 7,783,000
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS 7,196,000
Confections
2,819,000
Gasoline & Oil
6,656,000
Soft Drinks
4,964,000
Oil Additives
436,000
CONSUMER SERVICES 4,908,000
Miscellaneous
104,000
Dry Cleaning & Laundries 10,000
HOTELS,
RESORTS,
RESTAURANTS
112,000
Financial
745,000
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS,
Insurance
874,000
CLEANSERS, POLISHES,
Medical & Dental
48,000
WAXES*
13,582,000
Moving, Hauling, Storage 204,000
Cleaners, Cleansers* 10,815,000
Public Utilities
2,148,000
Floor
&
Furniture
Polishes,
Religious, Political, Unions 451,000
Waxes
1,360,000
Schools & Colleges
35,000
Glass Cleaners
120,000
Miscellaneous Services 393,000
Home Dry Cleaners
453,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES 13,349,000
Shoe Polish
616,000
Cosmetics
2,854,000
Miscellaneous Cleaners 218,000
Deodorants
2,058,000
HOUSEHOLD
EQUIPMENTDepilatories
43,000
APPLIANCES
1,365,000
Hair Tonics & Shampoos 2,904,000
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS 767,000
Hand & Face Creams, Lotions 1,138,000
Beds, Mattresses, Springs 472,000
Home Permanents & Coloring 1,684,000
Furniture & Other Furnishings 29^ 000
Perfumes, Toilet Waters, etc. 229,000
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS 9,740,000
Razors, Blades
317,000
Bleaches, Starches
2,116,000
Shaving Creams, Lotions, etc. 343,000
Toilet Soaps
1,560,000
Packaged
Soaps, Detergents* 7,147,000
Miscellaneous
477,000
Miscellaneous
219,000
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have been increasing their spot tv
budgets each year [Broadcasting, Sept.
7]).
• Procter & Gamble was the top
spot spender among national-regional
advertisers in the second quarter. P&G
spent over $11.7 million. Second-ranking Adell Chemical Co. (Lestoil allpurpose household liquid detergent) invested more than $4.5 million. (Of interest, Texize Chemicals Inc., Adell's
competitor in the field— principally in
southeastern markets though expanding
into other regions — spent $1.3 millionplus in spot tv).
• Largest increase in spot tv activity
in the quarter occurred in the daytime

quarter of 1959
HOUSEHOLD PAPER PRODUCTS $1,428,000
Cleansing Tissues
107,000
Food Wraps
548,000
Napkins
39,000
Toilet Tissue
407,000
Miscellaneous
327,000
HOUSEHOLD, GENERAL
2,245,000
Brooms, Brushes, Mops, etc. 153,000
China, Glassware, Crockery,
Containers
375,000
Disinfectants, Deodorizers 377,000
Fuels (heating, etc.)
45,000
Insecticides, Rodenticides 802,000
Kitchen Utensils
52,000
Miscellaneous
441,000
NOTIONS
171,000
PET PRODUCTS
1,647,000
PUBLICATIONS
50,000
SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS 825,000
Bicycles & Supplies
7,000
Toys & Games
732,000
Miscellaneous
86,000
STATIONERY, OFFICE EQUIPMENT 20,000
TELEVISION, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 319,000
Radio & Television Sets
126,000
Records
33,000
Miscellaneous
160,000
TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES 7,770,000
Cigarettes
6,990,000
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco
659,000
Miscellaneous
121,000
TRANSPORTATION & TRAVEL 1,082,000
Air
587,000
Bus
285,000
Rail
206,000
Miscellaneous
4,000
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS 1,121,000
Cameras, Accessories, Supplies 504,000
Clocks & Watches
1,000
Jewelry
34,000
Pens & Pencils
543,000
Miscellaneous
39,000
MISCELLANEOUS
2,160,000
Trading Stamps
205,000
Miscellaneous Products 921,000
Miscellaneous Stores
1,034,000
TOTAL
$158,904,000
♦Starting with the 4th Quarter 1958, liquid
cleaners (i.e. Lestoil) now included in subclass, "cleaners, cleansers."
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American's
New

707

York,

Los

Washington-Baltimore,

Jet

Flagships— now

Angeles,
San

Fly American— Jet leader across the U. S. A., with
more flights being added constantly !
In American's 707 Jet Flagships, you'll find true
living room comfort at nearly 600 miles an hour.
Spacious and silent, the 707 brings real enjoyment
to transcontinental travel.
Enjoy American's magnificent meals aloft, as you
AMERICAN

Boston,

Francisco,

serving

Chicago,
Dallas-Ft.

Worth

relax in air conditioned, radar-guided comfort. Seats
are wider, deeper, softer.
Every Jet Flagship flight offers you the choice of
deluxe Mercury or economical Royal Coachman accommodations. When you get there, you'll find your
bags waiting. American's Baggage Expediter System
has your bags ready without delay.

AIRLINES
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On the football field, nothing gains so much ground so
fast as a smooth-working aerial offensive.
On the far bigger field of today's retailing — whether
local, regional or national — the direct route to selling
that scores is also via the air. Well-aimed Radio campaigns are carrying more and more advertisers' messages
over the
competition's
fields where
sales
are made. line, into profitable backThe renaissance of Radio in the face of dour prophecies
from the sidelines is a matter of record. Last year, Radio scored a gain of approximately 10% in dollar volume — proportionately more than any other major
medium — and also upped its share of total advertising
appropriations by over 5%. In short, the once-mourned
ghost has never been so solid and substantial as it is
today.
If you haven't lately examined the bulging dimensions of the Radio medium at the kick-off of its 1959-60
season, the following facts belong in your program :
.there are now 4,032 broadcasting stations (3,399
AM; 633 FM) on the air.
.49,320,000 U.S. homes have one or more Radio sets
— representing almost 97% national coverage.
.last year, 14,777,000 more sets were sold.
48

•37,900,000 automobiles now have Radio receivers,
RAB reports.
•excluding out-of-home listening, the average home
spends nearly two hours a day tuned in to Radio.
.1958 was one of Radio's biggest years yet, with
$616,000,000 of advertisers' money invested in this
medium.
.during the first half of 1959, RAB reports 90.6%
of the top 100 advertisers (excluding liquor) used
Radio — and more than 1,500 national and regional brands were being sold by Radio.
Just as on the gridiron, statistics don't necessarily tell
the whole story about a team or the kind of game it i
plays. For in its three-and-a-half decades of existence,
the character of Radio as a medium has changed drastically— and, most of all, in the past few years. So
omnipresent and all-pervasive is its force that millions
(including advertisers) often take it for granted.
Yet Radio is the only true "24-hour medium". It has
moved out of the parlor into every part of the home,
The multiple-set household has become the rule rather
than the exception. Radio awakens people in the morning, joins them at breakfast, rides with them to work
or shopping, helps lighten housekeeping tasks, fills the
final moments before bedtime. Radio travels to beaches
and lakes and picnics; its voice is heard in shops and
factories and business places.
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am

TAKE

AIR...

TO

Compacted into tiny transistorized "personal radios"
it becomes standard equipment in purses and pockets.
It beguiles teen-agers and octogenarians alike. It supplies the nation's major source of hour-by-hour news,*
the latest scores, the newest tunes. Radio has something for everyone — and virtually everyone is a Radio
listener !
Despite its quiet power and universally-proven influence, the medium of Radio won only six cents out of
every advertising dollar spent during 1958. This year,
the share promises to be greater. But it is still less than
the selling potential of America's most all-embracing
instrument of communication truly deserves.
Have you looked at Radio's advertising merits lately?
Have you evaluated its renewed vigor ... its remarkable economy ... its realistic ability to sell and keep
sold more people at less cost than any other medium
in the whole roster of advertising methods?

WE

BELIEVE

IN

RADIO

That's why we are publishing this advertisement in its
behalf. Since 1931, Broadcasting Magazine has been THE
authoritative reporter of everything new and significant in
the field of electronic media and broadcast advertising.
With the largest (by far) editorial and news-gathering staff
in its field . . . the most extensive background of knowledge about every phase of broadcasting . . . and the prestige
of having literally "grown up"''' with this multi-million dollar
business — it is only logical for Broadcasting to be recognized as the most authentic, most widely-read journal in
the fast-moving realm of Radio (and Television).

Maybe you're missing something. Maybe, in fact, you're
missing out on one of the biggest sales-builders at the
command of today's businessmen. Why not find out for
sure before somebody else does? Because Radio, you
see, is a daily friend of more customers than any other
advertising medium in all of America !

BROADCASTING
Example? An RAB survey shows that 55.8% of
*** the public would seek to verify a war rumor by
tuning in Radio. Only 23.3% said they'd rely on
newspapers; 20.9%, television.
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THE BUSINESSWEEKLY

OF TELEVISION AND RADIO

1735 DeSales Street, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
A member of the Audit Bureau of Circulations
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periods where expenditures reached
over the $59 million mark compared to
the $44.5 million level in last year's
second quarter. Nighttime spot also
increased: $80.4 million compared to
$73.1 million. As for late night, the rise
was $19.2 million compared to $12.6
million in last year's quarter.
• Spot announcements accounted for
the most spot activity. Over $120.6
million was spent for announcements.
• Food and grocery products came
in as No. 1 single classification.
Amount here was $43.2 millions.
Six advertisers appeared in the top
100 listing for the first time in any
quarter. These were American Motors,
General Motors Regional Dealers,
Philco Corp., Purex Corp., Revere
Camera Co. and Sonny Boy Co.
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES OF
SECOND QUARTER 1959
(Source: TvB-Rorabaugh)

RANK
1. Procter & Gamble
$11,764,800
2. Adell Chemical Co.
4,581,700
3. Colgate-Palmolive Co.
3,839,100
4. General Foods Corp.
3,831,700
5. Lever Brothers Co.
3,276,400
6. Continental Baking Co.
2,801,000
7. American Home Products Corp. 2,348,300
8. Miles Laboratories, Inc.
2,004,300
9. Warner-Lambert Pharma. Co. l'99o!200

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
52.
51
54.
53.
55.

Brown & Williamson Tob. Co. 1,889,200
Borden Co.
1,739,200
Kellogg Company
1,662,600
J. A. Folger & Co.
1,463,300
International Latex Corp. 1,409,100
Texize Chemicals Inc.
1,345,800
Revlon Inc.
1,323,000
Philip Morris Inc.
1,301,900
Ford Motor Co., Regional Dlrs. 1,191,300
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 1,189,500
Bristol-Myers Co.
1,162,800
Corn Products Co.
1,140,900
Anheuser-Busch Inc.
1,129,400
Carter Products Inc.
1,115,000
P. Lorillard & Co.
1,107,400
General Mills Inc.
1,098,300
Coca-Cola Co. Bottlers 962,700
Avon Products Inc.
945,800
Standard Brands Inc.
943,900
Robert Hall Clothes
894,500
Andrew Jergens Co.
876,400
Sterling Drug, Inc.
859,200
Pepsi Cola Co. Bottlers 850,500
Ward Bakinq Co.
842,700
Lanolin Plus Inc.
799,700
American Tobacco Co.
793,200
Welch Grape Juice Co.
738,200
Pam Enterprises Inc.
729,000
Food Mfgrs., Inc.
727,500
General Motors Regional Dlrs. 725,700
National Biscuit Co.
707,500
Jacob Ruppert
703,000
Drug Research Corp.
638,000
Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. Inc. 679,500
Pabst Brewing Co.
679,400
Carling Brewing Co. Inc.
670,600
Gillette Co.
664,200
Purex Corp. Ltd
663,100
Wesson Oil & Snow Drift 657,100
Shell Oil Co.
634,500
Continental Wax Corp.
617,100
Tidewater Oil Co.
612,500
B. T. Babbitt Co. Inc.
611,800
Norwich Pharmacal Co.
601,900
Falstaff Brewing Corp.
589,900
Sun Oil Co.
585,400

57.
Hamm Brewing Co.
56. Theo.
58.
Pharma-Craft
Hertz Corp. Co.
yi. American Motors Corp.
61. Helena Rubinstein Inc.
60.
Standard Oil Co. of Calif.
63.
62. Parker Pen Co.
Sonny Boy Company
64. Wm. Wrigley, Jr. Co.
Esso Standard Oil Co.
66. U. S. Rubber Co.
67.
Form Brassiere
69.
65 Exquisite
68.
U. S. Borax & Chemical
Co.
Alberto-Culver
Co.
70. Ralston-Purina Co.
Helene Curtis Industries
73. Associated
Inc.
72.
74.
71. E. F. Drew Products
Co. Inc.
Standard Oil
Co. Co.
of Ind.
American
Chicle
75
77. National Cranberry Assn.
79.
76
Duffy- Mott Co.
E. Schlitz Brewing Co.
78. Jos.
Atlantic
Refining Co.
81.
80 Revere Camera Co.
Chock-Full-0'Nuts Corp.
82. Wilson & Co. Inc.
84.
83 Armour
M. J. B.& Co.Co.
86.
85 Max Factor & Co.
Safeway Stores Inc.
S. C. Johnson
& SonCo. Inc.
89. American
Bakeries
Pacific Tel. & Tel. Co.
90.
87 P. Ballantine & Sons
88
Chrysler Corp. Regional Dlrs.
Glamorene Inc.
91. Salada-Shirriff-Horsey
Inc.
Bon Ami Co.
96.
93.
92 Dr. Pepper Co. Bottlers
Interstate Bakeries Corp.
95. National Brewing Co.
Block Drug Co.
98.
97.
99. Philco
Beech-Nut
Corp.Life Savers Inc.
94
100.

582,200
542,100
573,000
541,100
530,000
527,900
516,200
507,900
481,000
495,900
472,500
465,300
470,900
461,300
461
100
455,500
457,700
448,800
442,400
440,600
439,200
437,800
439,100
435,900
432,200
421,500
421,300
418,700
418,400
416,700
408,800
393,300
391,300
388,600
383,500
381,200
376,000
375,600
368,900
366,500
358,200
356,900
354,600
356,300
354,200

Textiles 'wear well' on television
The first exclusively textile indusWith June Ally son on CBS-TV
called "confident and at ease any(Mon., 10:30-11 p.m. EDT).
try-sponsored major weekly network
where," as she pours coffee from a
Below is a scene from one of the
show gets underway tonight (Sept.
thermos
bottle
for her husband's col21) when E.I. duPont de Nemours &
lege chum at their annual college
program's first three commercials.
Co., Textile Fibers Dept., Wilminghomecoming celebration.
Wearing a sweater made of duPont's
ton, Del., starts its duPont Show
"Orion" acrylic fiber, the model is
The minute-long commercial is
one of a series for various textile fiber
products prepared and written jointly
by duPont and its agency, BBDO,
New York. It was produced and
filmed by Screen Gems Inc., Hollywood, under the direction of Phil
Patton.
Some 650 executives of textile
mills and converters attended duPont's "Look to the 60's" presentation last Monday (Sept. 14) at New
ill -#4fir»111 M ^^SlySflKtafP^
York's Plaza Hotel ballroom. Honored guest was June Allyson, who
will serve as hostess for all programs
in the dramatic series, narrator of
some, and star of one-third of the
shows. She appears in the premiere
show entitled "Those We Love." Series producer is Alvin Cooperman. Four Star Films Inc..

I dreamed I went to homecoming in my Orion sweater
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Hollywood,Dick
headed
by Miss
Allyson's
husband,
Powell,
handles
physical production of the series. Miss
Allyson's hostess wardrobe, also featuring duPont fiber textiles, will be
designed by Howard Shoup. Jack
Smight is series director.
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FOUR

In Shreveport, one of America's fastest
growing markets, you get a lot more for
your money when
Channel 3.

you specify KTBS-TV,

TIMES
All Nielson surveys show KTBS-TV the
dominant station in a market over four
YOUR

times larger than Shreveport's metropolitan area in population and income. Here
is coverage that really counts— 1,318,600
people with $1,661,784,000 to spend.

MONEY'S
WORTH
Ask your Petry man for the story on the FULL
Shreveport market. You'll find KTBS-TV not
only gives you your money's worth, but more,
lots more.

ABC
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TURNING
Tv

code

board

'UGH'

issues

The armpit, runny nose and titillating
torso are overdue for a tv clean-up, according to NAB's Television Code Review Board.
Over the weekend the board issued
a series of do's and don't's designed to
remove the stigma from some tv commercials for laxatives, deodorants, dipilatories, toilet tissues, cold and headache remedies, corn and callous cures,
and foundation garments.
The set of suggested rules is designed
to guide broadcasters, advertisers, agencies and related groups in their tv promotion for intimate products (see text
of rules, this page).
After months of study, preceded by
years of monitoring and review, the
code board has developed a guide it
hopes
take the public
off telecasters'
necks will
by removing
resentment
against
personal products commercials. Taking
the thesis that tv is a fine medium for
personal products and most of these
commercials are in good taste, the board
indicated fear this type of advertising
might get out of hand unless something
is done. The remedy it recommends is
based on five months of study by a special personal - products subcommittee
headed by E. K. Hartenbower, KCMOTV Kansas City.
Sit-Down Strike • The code board
took its most drastic step to purify personal products
advertising last June

new

guide

INTO

for personal

when 30 stations either quit the code or
were booted out for carrying commercials for Preparation H, a hemorrhoid
remedy of American Home Products
(Whitehall Labs.) (Broadcasting, June
20). Ted Bates, New York, is agency
for the product.
The intimate personal products class
at which the new guide is directed runs
about $50 million a year in tv advertising. Preparation H alone is a $1 mil24). lion tv account (Broadcasting, Aug.
Donald H. McGannon, Westinghouse
Broadcasting Co., code board chairman,
voiced hope the do's and don't's will improve the calibre of tv commercials. He
is a member of the three-man Hartenbower subcommittee along with Gaines
Kelley, WFMY-TV Greensboro, N.C.
The subcommittee's report, as made
public,
summarizes
its findings.
"It onis
vital to all
that advertising
presented
this powerful yet intimate medium be
compelling and effective and, at the
same time, welcome in the living room
of
said.any home in America," the report
It recalled a special national survey
on audience attitudes conducted late
last year. The results are kept secret but
the subcommittee revealed it showed
"negative opinions of the viewing public that should be of great interest to

ON TELEVISION
PERSONAL
A guide to good taste in personal- the arm pit or the actual application of
the deodorant, those which demonstrate
products advertising on television was
the deleterious effects of perspiration
issued Sept. 20 by the NAB Television
Code Review Board (see story this on clothing, settings connected with unpage). The guide covers advertising of
pleasant odors.
laxatives, deodorants, depilatories, toilet
Seek: Clinical words like "perspiratissue, cold and headache remedies, corn
tion," visual devices like the "silhouette"
and callous remedies and foundation
technique which lend an impersonal
garments. The text follows:
air, techniques which imply cleanliness
and good grooming after use of the
LAXATIVES
product.
Avoid: Techniques which overDEPILATORIES
dramatize the discomfort of one requiring a laxative, which emphasize the
body lotions,
(Including
razors and electric
shavers.) women's
speed or efficiency of the laxative,
Avoid: Wording or camera shots
which duplicate the mechanics of elimination bycharts or props.
which depict axillary or body hair as
Seek: Techniques which demonstrate
"unsightly" or "bristly," camera emphathe pleasant after effects of the product,
sis on the arm-pit area, scenes which
and dramatic settings connected with
show the actual process of hair removal
from legs or face, settings or costuming
places other than the family bathroom.
over-emphasizing sexual attraction.
DEODORANTS
Seek: Situations, settings and descriptions which dwell on high fashion or
"sweat"
like
words
Avoid: Graphic
good grooming, which are associated
and "odor," camera shots which show
52 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)
HOW

TO

GET

ON

'AHH'
product

TV

commericals

responsible advertisers, their agencies
and to broadcasters."
Customer Conferences • During the
summer the subcommittee held a series
of meetings with Assn. of National Advertisers Federation of America and
American Assn. of Advertising Agencies. These were designed to get advertising industry views on personal products, especially the intimate ones, and
on the problem of keeping tv advertising at a high level.
The code officials have noted a steady
increase of critical comment from the
public. "Comment within the broadcasting industry has been frank and
often disturbing," the subcommittee
added, citing one unnamed broadcaster
who spoke
"the progressive
deterioration of ourofcommercial
standards
. . .
a deterioration that in certain areas has
reached almost scandalous proportions."
The broadcaster continued, "Even more
dangerous is the prospect of the loss of
respect of our viewers for our medium.
Once gone it will be difficult to regain.
Can't we clean this up now?"
Convinced that public, broadcaster
and press comment showed the need
for action in the personal products field,
the subcommittee recalled that an interpretation (No. 4, 1956) of the code defined hemorrhoid remedies and femiCONTINUED on page 54

with the purchase or after effects of the
TOILET TISSUE
product.
This category seems the most "sensitive" of the seven product categories in
the study. With rare exception most
television advertising for toilet tissue
was found to be in excellent taste, undoubtedly because of the need of special decorum and delicacy in treating
the product.
Avoid: More blunt terms for the
product such as "toilet paper," direct
descriptions and demonstrations of its
softness, strength or tearing qualities,
settings associated with its actual use.
Seek: Techniques which have a fantasy or fictional air, settings associated
with the purchase or storage of the
product, devices which describe or compare the tissue indirectly.
COLD and HEADACHE
REMEDIES
The committee studied commercials
for the popular analgesic
headache
CONTINUED
on pagerem56
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The

MEN!

party's on Joe, Larry
WIN
A
GRAND
IN

WORLD

SERIES

and
OUR

Scoreboard

Tony!

CONTEST!

You've dished out lots of contest prizes yourself. Now it's your turn to be on the receiving end of the money.
$1,000.00 Cash!
Simply forecast the score of the forthcoming World Series, in accordance with the rules printed below. You
may use the scorecard on this page, or any old office form. The Contest is open to all advertising agency
personnel; all client advertising personnel (including marketing, research, brand managers); and all network
personnel. One winner — one prize! $1,000.00 in cash! One entry to a customer, please.

KEL-O-LAND
tv
103 counties, 246,000 tv homes
KELO-TV Sioux Falls, plus boosters:
KDLO-TV Watertown- Aberdeen-Huron
KPLO TV Chambcrlui n-Pierre-V alentine
JOE FLOYD, President
EVANS NORD, General Manager

IP

Represented by H-R

CONTEST RULES-.
The $1,000.00 cash prize will be awarded to
the entrant forecasting nearest correctly the
total runs scored by both teams combined in
the entire Series. In the event of ties, the
nearest correct total Series score of each
team will count. Should there still be tieing
entries, the tie-breakers will be, in this order
— the nearest correct number of games
played as shown on your scoreboard; and the
nearest correct scoring, game by game.
Mail your entry to WORLD SERIES CONTEST,
in care of WLOL RADIO, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Entries must be postmarked no later than
September 28, 1959.
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KSO
Radio
Des Moines and Centraliowa

WLOL
AM/fm
Minneapolis-St. Paul
The Twin Cities' Livewire Station!
Topping All Independents!
LARRY BENTSON, President
WAYNE 'RED' WILLIAMS, Sales Manager
Represented by AM SALES

Radio on the GO!
Now topping three network stations!
Most quarter-hour gains of all stations!
And you still get that low, low cost
per mmmmmm.
Phone TONY M0E
IP

at KSO or contact H-R Reps.

WORLD SERIES CONTEST
c/o WLOL RADIO, Minneapolis 2, Minn.
Please check my World's Series scoreboard, and send me the "grand.'
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Total

AMERICAN LEAGUE
NATIONAL LEAGUE
My' Name........
Position
Company.
Address
S3

CONTINUED from page 52
nine hygiene products as "intimately
Personal products create special tv
problems requiring special emphasis on
ethics
and canons of good taste, the repersonal."
port continued, cautioning against material describing or dramatizing distress
or morbid situations involving ailments
whether by spoken word, sound or visual effects.
For example, the report said, the
average American adult or child is accustomed to seeing toilet tissue, deodorants and laxatives on open display
whereas feminine hygiene products are
wrapped in plain paper. Rectal suppositories or applicators are usually concealed from display, it said, adding:
"In print media, advertising of intimately personal products usually is set
in agate type surrounded by other copy
or art on the inside pages. In television,
FURTHER

PROOF

. . . that one day's headlines are the next day's
lunch wrappers! The world doesn't stand
still — and neither have we since Conrac Plant
No. 2 went up in flames!
Here's What We're Doing
• New

quarters have been leased for production

of the Conrac monitor line.

• Shipments of monitors will start in September —
less than six weeks after the fire!
• Construction of a big, modern plant for
increased capacity, is already underway.
Be patient for a short time

have monitor

equipment that lasts a long time and gives you
dependable, trouble-free operation . . .
that's Conrac, of course. Place your orders now!

AAMMM/W\A/Ww^—
/%/%Mf
£M£f*

^
I

Glendora,

Makers of Fine Flccl wood Home Television Systems
Telephone: Covina, California, EDgewood 5-0541
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the only thing available is the 'full page',
if you will, 'the front page', with nothing
competing for eye attraction. All presentations must be treated with special
Gray Area • Some of the code problems center around the elusive standards
of good taste, influenced by age, sophistication, education, geography, incare." dividual preferences and many other
factors. The set of do's-and-don't's is
based on "common-sense guideposts,"
the report explains, and recognizes the
need for flexibility.
Mr. McGannon pointed out that a
Hollywood office has been opened by
the code board because film firms supply "over 40% of the program material
used on television." He said commercial
monitoring has been greatly increased,
covering all major and medium markets.
Code board members will review the
whole problem at each of the eight NAB
Fall Conferences starting in Washington
Oct. 15.
"Personal" and "intimately personal"
products involve different problems, it
is emphasized in the subcommittee report. Broadly the latter group involves
products deemed "unsuitable conversational topics in mixed social groups."
The subcommittee found "repeated exbad taste.posure" often is more annoying than
The full code board met Tuesday
(Sept. 15) in New York after a Monday
session of the subcommittee. Attending
the meeting besides the subcommittee
were the other two members, Mrs.
A. Scott Bullitt, KING-TV Seattle, and
Joseph Herald, KBTV (TV) Denver.
Attending for NAB were President
Harold E. Fellows; Thad H. Brown Jr..
tv vice president; Douglas A. Anello.
chief counsel; Edward H. Bronson and
Harry Ward, director and assistant director of tv code affairs.
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Big, new

50,000-watt KRLA

a big, new

sound

— Modern

Angeles — into America's
market.

Radio booms
Radio

Los

fastest-moving

It's new, it's power

packed

and

For a franchise in prime

time, at lowest

cost, on a 50,000-watt leader in the nation's
number-one radio market, buy now!
MODERN

RADIO I LOS ANGELES

it's smack at 1110, dead center on the dial.
New, million -dollar selling personalities!
New audience impact! New million -dollar
coverage throughout Southern California
—99 99/100% perfect! KRLA

is a must-buy

in Los Angeles radio. And the availabilities are prime. Your future is right now
on KRLA

. . . Modern
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Radio Los Angeles.

KRLA
I DIAL

1110 I 50,000

WATTS

6381 Hollywood Boulevard., Los Angeles 28, Hollywood 2-7388
Ed Schulz, General Manager
Represented Nationally by Donald Cooke Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco.
Jack Heatherington, St. Louis

CONTINUED from page 52

"ha

edies, nasal sprays and decongestants.
In its opinion most unfavorable reaction
from the viewing audience comes from
annoyance after repeated exposure
rather from any offense to good taste.
Avoid: The overuse of visual devices
of the circulatory, digestive or nasal
systems, sound effects or copy which
describe discomforts morbidly.
Seek: Audio and video techniques
which show the pleasant after-effects
and relief gained from the product, visual demonstrations which rely on the
abstract rather than graphic.

ve

he
"Colorfulyo
Cutie's
3rdrd
in '
the
u (KQDE) a
'
billion and a half dollar Seattle ..
market. . . ! Hooper, July- August says so!"
". . . Cutie outrates all three
50,000 Watt Seattle stations . . .
has lowest cost per thousand to

CORN and CALLOUS REMEDIES
(Including
athlete's
tions and foot
powders)foot prepara-

reach Seattle's 400,000 homes . . ."
"... I gotta go . . . gotta date with FORJOE!"
"About Cutie?" . . . "Uhhuh!"
'I'm callin' Wally Nelskog and get on Cutie's log!"
r
KQDE
Seattle

Problems of taste in the six preceding categories have centered on techniques which might tend to disgust or
repel the viewer. Commercials for
foundation garments, bras and girdles,
because of their real or implied association with sex, can create problems of
offense to propriety or decency. The
committee emphasizes the need for special care on the part of the advertiser
in creating the commercial and great
caution on the part of the broadcaster
in scheduling it.

ALpine 5-8245

"muSt"

reading

advertisers

and

from

KWTV

for

agencies...
The KWTV Community—
a 54-county area — is a
community created and held
together by SERVICE.
The variety, depth and quality
of KWTV programming
and promotion services are
key factors in its leadership.
Within the pages of this
brochure, you will find
reasons for — and evidence of
— the remarkably keen
communitywide interest
which the KWTV brand of
service generates.
Write for your copy . . .
you'll
find market
it a helpful
in making
coveragetool
decisions.

Represented
by
Oklahoma
city

■MSB
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Avoid: Words like "itching" and
"burning," visual dramatizations of foot
discomfort, presentations showing the
product in actual use.
Seek: Means of demonstration by
comparison and techniques which show
the product as an adjunct to good
grooming or well-being.
FOUNDATION GARMENTS

Avoid: The use of "live" models unless fully clothed, copy appeals or camera shots emphasizing sexual allurement, copy appeals to teen-agers, demonstration with the human hand, overuse of close-ups.
Seek: Copy appeals of style and
fashion, the use of "dummies" or visual
devices like the "ectoplasm" technique
which demonstrate the garment rather
than the body.
Any self-examination must contain
negative elements. The committee reemphasizes that it is among the strongest proponents of commercial television. It believes without question that
television is ideally suited for the advertising of most personal products. It
has found that the great majority of
these products are presented tastefully
and effectively, are indeed welcomed
into the home. The committee's prime
object
is to encourage such television
advertising.
To do so requires the ingenuity and
cooperation of advertiser, agency and
broadcaster, an unbeatable combination
working together and moving toward
the same objectives.
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Highest
tower
in the south

WLOS-TV
IS

THE

OF

MONARCH

ALL

NO MATTER

WHAT

THE

MEASUREMENT

SURVEY

YOU PICK, YOU'LL FIND WLOS-TV REIGNS
SUPREME IN THE RICH, 62-COUNTY, SIXSTATE CAROLINA TRIAD!
According to NCS

#3, only WLOS-TV
NORTH
CASJOISNA

delivers all of this billion-dollar-plus
market.

It has the highest total circulation, including the largest night-

time weekly circulation. ARB
WLOS-TV

with airing 7 of the Triad's

top 10 programs. And
WLOS-TV

credits

Nielsen shows

in first place in daytime

GREENVILLE, SPARTANBURG,
SOUTH
SC' CAROLINA
S.C.

television every day of the week. Have
your PGW
WLOS-TV

Colonel show

you what

can do for your clients in

the Carolina Triad!
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WLOS

-TV
Unduplicated ABC in

Greenville • Asheville • Spartanburg
WLOS

Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
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AM-FM

Inc. • Southeastern Representatives: James S. Ayers, Co.
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ADVERTISER
Prominent executives in advertising and broadcasting appear as
"'talent" in The Sword and The Quill,
a special half-hour film produced by
CBS public-affairs for telecast Sept.
27 on CBS-TV (5:30-6 p.m.). EDT.
the "story"
ing tell
of The
The program
Advertiswill
Council by a
case history approach of the better
schools campaign conducted by the
council over a period of years. Recreated was the original meeting
held in 1947 by the U.S. Commissioner of Education at which leaders in communications and advertising were briefed on the nation's
critical school problem.
Among those who initially attended the meeting (and who appear
in the film) are CBS President Frank
Stanton, NBC President Robert
Kintner; T.S. Repplier, president of
the council; William R. Baker Jr.,
board chairman, Benton & Bowles,
the volunteer advertising agency for
the council for more than 10 years.
Paul West, president of the Assn. of
National Advertisers; Roy Larsen,
Time Inc. president; Edwin W. Ebel,
General Foods vice president and
chairman of The Advertising Council's radio-tv committee, and Thomas

&

MEDIA

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

TURN

TALENT

Ready for shooting • Camera crew member leans over to adjust hidden microphone before filming of Benton & Bowles account group meeting on ad council's
campaign. Behind the desk is William R. Baker Jr., board chairman, Benton &
Bowles, and with him are agency's Annette Talbert, vice president and creative
supervisor, and John Morris, vice president and account supervisor.
D'Arcy Brophy, former board chairman of Kenyon & Eckhardt.
The CBS film crew shot "on location" at Benton & Bowles and other
places in the city. Recreated were account group meetings and a record-

Recreating the beginning • Original huddle with the
U.S. Commissioner of Education had prominent men in
the communications-advertising business in attendance.
L to r: Thomas D'Arcy Brophy, former board chairman,
Kenyon & Eckhardt; Robert Kintner, NBC president;
Frank White, senior vice president, McCann-Erickson;
58

MEN

ing session on a better schools spot
tv commercial. Walter Cronkite,
CBS newscaster, narrates; Fred
Freed is CBS producer; Craig Fisher,
associate producer, and John Fuller,
director.

Philip Everest, vice president, Transportation Displays;
Louis N. Brockway, chairman, executive committee,
Young & Rubicam; William Reydel, senior vice president,
Cunningham & Walsh; Dr. Kerry Smith (back of head in
foreground of photo), who formerly was with the U.S.
Office of Education.
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This

has

gone

Okay — there are more U.S. citizens in Roanoke,
Va. than in London, England. That makes Roanoke bigger than London.
Okay — there are more Virginians in Roanoke
than in Chicago. That makes Roanoke bigger
than Chicago.
Okay — we won't tell you that Roanoke has
420,000 tv families. That was the number of tv
families in the greater Roanoke market.
You're right — 420,000 is wrong. The latest report
shows 448,001.
Careful buyers who plan tv schedules for results
get what they plan for with WSLS-TV. With full

far

enough.

power on Channel 10, a healthy assist from NBC,
strong local programming, and a fat signal that
starts out in life from a 3934 ft. mountain top,
WSLS-TV welds a 58-county area into the greater
Roanoke market of 448,001 homes.
For more information, watch for our model model.
Meanwhile, check Blair Television Associates.

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television
Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.
A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)
of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company

CIGARETTE
Don't make
mistake

the same

King

twice—

for L&M's new entry
A king-size saturation radio-tv campaign has been swung into position to
support Liggett & Myers' introduction of
Duke-of-Durham, a new high-filtration
cigarette.
The new Duke filter-tip cigarette will
be widely vertisedad-in a

BUY

NEGRO
THIS

RADIO

TIME!

Mistakes can be costly! This time remember this PROVEN fact! You best
Negro Radio. It's
with and
Negroes
to
sell
true some read papers
magazines and
some watch TV, but 95% of all Negroes
listen to radio! Rounsaville Radio programs 100% to Negroes with Negro performers. All six Rounsaville stations are
Number-One Rated by BOTH Pulse and
Hooper! Get the facts on the tremendous
rise in income, increase in population,
standard of living and best of all — the
BUYING POWER of the Rounsaville
Negro Markets . . . $824,219,000 AFTER
taxes in the Rounsaville coverage area!
Experience is the best teacher. Experience
Rounsaville Radio— one of the oldest and
largest in Negro Radio!
Personal Letter
Don't be misled that Negroes
will buy anything. Negroes
are intensely loyal to products in which they believe.
One vital fact is that they do
believe what they hear on
their own radio. And with believability comes
sales. So, no matter what your budget for
these six important markets ... a proper part
MUST go to Negro radio or you're missing this
market! Try Rounsaville
—ROUNSAVILLE,
you'll see!
ROBERTRadio
W. Owner
- President
FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS
WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)— Cincinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!
WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WMBM 5,000 Watts— Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!
WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all
Negro-Programmed Station!
WYLDNegro-Programmed
1,000 Watts— NewStation!
Orleans' only full
time
WTMP 5,000 Watts— Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!
BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!
FttirR
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO
STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA
ROBERT W ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.
JOHN E. PEARSON CO.
DORA-CLAYTON
Nal'l Rep.
Southeastern Rep.
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size

DERBY

"crash pro-

campaign

i mi.

i

"
gram" ■— as
L & M people ~~— — ~~E==- EF
~T~~ ^_=£ ft
=S=
phrase it —
ate-s
appr
two week
ly oxim
after the hifi entry is introduced in
each market.

As ismoncomwith
new cigarette
introduction ,
Liggett &
Myers Tobacco Co., New York, is
breaking consumer ground initially in a
few selected markets to be followed by
the inevitable nation-wide expansion
resembling the rippling effect of shock
waves that follows an explosion.
Details made known to Broadcasting last week would appear to bear
out an L & M spokesman who alluded
to the Duke introductory use of radiotv as "very heavy" and running into
"millions of dollars."
Campaign Opener • For Duke, the
selected advance markets are Atlanta,
Boston and Cincinnati where distribution started last week. In these cities
as will be the practice of all new
Duke markets, radio-tv schedules begin
about two weeks later, that is on Sept.
28, through Duke's agency, McCannErickson, New York. (McCann also
handles Chesterfield and Oasis. DancerFitzgerald-Sample, New York, is the
agency for L & M filters.)
About 2,000 spots will be on Boston
radio and tv for the several weeks
introductory period (approximately
three months). In Atlanta and Cincinnati, the spot total comes to approximately 1,500.
In all of the Duke spot schedules,
about 2 and one half radio commercials
will be heard to each tv message seen.
Commercial lengths are not static: tv
for instance will have one-minute, 20second and 10-second spots.
Campaign Unfolds • Distribution
starts Sept. 28 in New York and Chicago with the radio-tv kick-off two
weeks later. In New York, the spot
saturation will hit over 2,200 in the
approximate three-month introduction
and about 1 ,500 in Chicago. The drive

then spreads to other parts of the country— on Oct. 13, distribution begins in
Philadelphia, Los Angeles, Detroit, San
Francisco - Oakland, Cleveland, St.
Louis and Washington, D.C., with
radio-tv saturation launched two weeks
later (Oct. 26). Schedules will vary in
intensity but will fall generally into the
1,500-2,000 bracket.
As for other markets, starting dates
depend on "the degree to which production schedules keep pace with the
orders anticipated," according to Liggett & Myers.
The Duke cigarette has been
machined by L & M to compete with
the high-filtration brands of the cigarette companies. These would include
such "best-sellers" as Kent (P. Lorillard), Parliament (Philip Morris), Herbert Tareyton (American Tobacco) and
the new Life (Brown & Williamson).
How They Classify • Over the past
few years, new "classifications" have
sprung up in the cigarette field as new
makes have come off the tobacco industry's assembly line.
For example, to name a few of the
"older brand" filters: Brown & Williamson's Viceroy, Reynolds' Winston,
Philip Morris' Marlboro, Liggett &
Myers, L & M. P. Lorillard's Old Gold
filter tips, would be representatives of
this class.
The newer "high filtration" or lowtars came later, Duke and Life are new
brands, Kent, Tareyton and Parliament
are newer versions of older brands.
Tobacco makers also have been
giving their attention to creating mentholated brands. Original or "heavy
mentholated" grandads are Brown &
Williamson's Kool and Philip Morris'
Spud. The light-mentholated filters are
represented by such brands as Brown
& Williamson's Bellaire, R. J. Reynolds' Salem, P. Lorillard's Newport
and Liggett & Myers' Oasis.
A combination light-menthol highfiltration filter is represented by such
new brands as Lorillard's Spring, Philip
Morris' Alpine and American Tobacco's Riviera. And with this new classification have come new spot money
for radio-tv (Broadcasting, July 27).
Liggett & Myers' for its Duke cigarette isclaiming a larger or real "kingsize" filter, cleaning the smoke with the
extra length. As do certain other "hifi's" Duke has a recessed tip and "aircooled" paper.
In its advertising, which also includes newspaper and outdoor schedules, the Duke cigarette will appear via
"local cut-ins" on three of the nine network tv show lineup in which Liggett
& Myers participate this fall. The three
are Laramie (NBC-TV), The Untouchables (ABC-TV) and Black Saddle
(also ABC-TV).
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Growing

by

leaps

and

bounds

!

Perhaps not so fast in the formative
months. But now the average share of audience for ABC Daytime Television is really
sprouting. In fact, the final Report for
August was 24.1! ABC Daytime has added
weight, too. The 770,000 homes delivered
in October, 1958, have more than doubled
to 1,650,000. Good size for a growing network, but nowhere near full growth!
(For good measure, the cost is only
$7,200 per quarter hour, lowest in network
television. No wonder sponsor buys have
shot up, tool)

ABC"

TELEVISION

Source: National Nielsen Ratings, Average Share of Audience, Mon-Fri, 1-4 PM, All Rated Programs. *Average for II August. **lncludes "Day in Court" at 11 AM.
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IN

PROVIDENCE

WJAR

is

UP t

In twenty-eight out of fortynine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.
to 6:00 P.M., Monday through
Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.
June '59) WJAR shows an
increase.

WJAR

is

UPf

Twelve out of twenty traffic
periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00
A.M., Monday through Friday
(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)
WJAR shows increases.

WJAR

is

UP!

Thirty-eight of the forty-nine
daylight hour segments, 6:00
A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58
vs. June '59) WJAR shows
increases.

WJAR

is

UP!

In twenty-three of twenty-four
traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,
and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,
June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET
BUY
BUY

RESULTS
.'
ADULTS!
WJAR

Sister station of WJAR-TV
Represented proudly by Edward Petry & Co
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AGENCIES

ON

Tape

used

for

being

1 5.5%

VTR

of tv spots

Prior to video tape, tv commercials
were divided between filmed and live
spots on roughly a two-to-one basis
(63% filmed, 37% live). Today, about
half (53.5%) of all tv commercials go
on film, approximately a third (32%)
are live and nearly one-sixth (15.5%)
are being put on tape.
That's what 66 advertising agencies,
which responded to a vtr questionnaire,
told Jack Denove, head of Jack Denove
Productions, Hollywood. He reported
his findings Tuesday (Sept. 15) in a
talk to the Advertising Club of Los
Angeles.
These agencies — 40% with billings
under $25 million a year, 31% with
billings between $25 and $75 million
and 29% whose annual billings exceed
$75 million — anticipate that a year
from now,
share
of theto tv
mercial tape's
business will
double,
27%com-of
the total. Film's share will rise slightly,
to 55%, while the volume of live commercials will drop to 18%, the agencies
opined.
Of agency respondents, 76% reported
taped commercials are less expensive
than those on film (with 18% finding
the costs about the same and only 6% —
none in New York or Los Angeles —
finding tape more costly than film). This
is undoubtedly a major reason for the
anticipated increase in the volume of
taped commercials in the months ahead.
Advantages and Drawbacks • Chief
advantages of tape, according to the
agencies answering the Denove questionnaires, are: speed of production
(mentioned by 33 respondents, 50% of
the total), economy (31 mentions),
better quality (16), spontaneity (13),
instant playback (12), flexibility (11).
Chief drawbacks of tape were listed
as: limitations of effects and opticals
(18 mentions), editing difficulties (17),
not enough stations (15), limitations on
technique (10), high cost of release
prints (9), limitations on location (8),
no animation (6) .
Of the agencies answering the questionnaire, nearly three-fourths (74% )
reported they had produced taped tv
commercials within the past six months.
Of New York agencies, 95% had done
so, but for Los Angeles the figure
dropped to 53%, with the 18 other markets covered by the survey having an
average of 75% of agencies answering
that they had put commercials on tape
in the previous half-year. On the average nationally, 31% of all agencies said
they contract for taped commercials as
they do lor filmed commercials (the figure rises to 37% for New York agencies, drops to 20% for Los Angeles

agencies, is again 37% for agencies in
the other cities); 43.5% rent facilities
and more or less assume the functions
of producer (37% in New York, 40%
in Los Angeles, 53% elsewhere);
25.5% divide taped production about
equally between contracting for production of taped commercials or doing their
own producing (26% in New York,
40% in Los Angeles, 10% elsewhere).
For the long pull, only 22% thought
that tape will virtually replace film for
all tv commercials within three years.
Here, there was no significant difference
among replies from New York (21%
felt tape will replace film), Los Angeles
(23%) and all other cities (23%).
Magazines

dwarf

tv

in new citrus budget
The Florida Citrus Commission last
week approved a record eight-month
expenditure of $3.1 million in advertising, with magazines taking over from
television as the key medium in the
schedule. The new program covers the
period from Nov. 1, 1959 to July 1,
1960, and added to the current $705,000
summer and fall program, will bring the
fiscal year spending to over $3.8 million.
As outlined by Benton & Bowles Inc.,
and approved by the Citrus Commission,
the eight-month program will be spearheaded by $1,458,000 worth of color
ads in magazines. Another $390,000
will go into color ads in supplements,
and $450,000 into black and white
newspaper space. Tv buying will be limited to nine
on What's
My Line
for participations
around $325,000,
while
the remainder of the budget — nearly
$500,000 — goes for production and
trade advertising.
Just a year ago, the commission was
in the process of setting up a somewhat
smaller program which was dominated
by a CBS-TV package deal which called
for expenditure of nearly $1.5 million
for participation in What's My Line,
Perry Mason and Doug Edwards News.

Table

talk

Howard Bright, salesman with
WJPS Evansville, Ind., sold a
package of spots to a surgeon
while he was on the operating
table this month. Mr. Bright was
under a local anesthetic having an
operation on his ear when he
heard the doctor mention he had
an investment in a local bowling
lane. The WJPS staffer immediately sold him on the idea of promoting the bowling alley on the
station.
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Not only can you put all your eggs in one basket
in the KERO-TV market — it's the wise thing to do!
KERO-TV is the only single advertising medium that
reaches all of the more than a million prosperous
people who live well and buy lavishly in the
great Southern San Joaquin Valley — California's
SUPER-market. And, KERO-TV does more than
just reach these people. It delivers your sales message with full impact. Entertainment and
advertising production is in keeping with
the size, sophistication and spending
power of the audience. KERO-TV faciliim t'es are big-time and are manned with
■ a big-time staff. Presentation of both the
programs and the commercials can
stand the scrutiny of the most critical agency and client. You getthe
WHO

SAYS

YOU

full treatment, too, with merchandisingand marketingaids.

CAN'T . . . ?

So when the Petry man calls,
heap the KERO-TV basket high!
KERO-TV
CALIFORNIA'S

REPRESENTED

BY EDWARD

PETRY & CO., INC.

SUPER-market
BAKERSFIELD
NBC
CHANNEL 10

• Business

briefly

Time buys
Proctor's pitch • Proctor Electric Co.
(irons, toasters), Phila., is launching saturation spot tv drives as part of $1 million ad campaign set for next six
months. Spot tv gets $180,000 share.
With number of spots ranging from
10 to 20 per week in each market,
eight-week drives are being spread over
10 weeks in 24 markets. First drives
started Sept. 7, about three or four
will be added Sept. 28 and final launching in one market occurs Oct. 5. Agency: Weiss & Geller, N.Y.

Spaghetti-potato buy * R. T. French
Co., Rochester, N.Y., is buying heavy
17-week spot tv schedule in 20 markets,
as part of its intensive magazine campaign, to promote its instant potato and
spaghetti sauce mix. Markets: New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, Baltimore, Detroit, San Francisco, Seattle, Providence, St. Louis, Buffalo, Cleveland,

NEW

'RULE

Date
10
Wed., Sept. 9
Thur., Sept.
Fri., Sept. 1113
Sat., Sept. 12
Sun., Sept. 15
Mon., Sept. 14
Tue., Sept.

ARBITRON'S DAILY CHOICES
Listed blow are the highest-ranking television network shows for each
day of the week Sept. 9-15 as rated by the multi-city Arbitron instant
Rating
ratings of American Research Bureau.
Network
Program and Time
20.8
19.1
Bat Masterson (9:30 p.m.)
21.0
NBC-TV
Groucho Marx do p.m.)
NBC-TV
77 Sunset Strip (9:30 p.m.)
22.3
34.7
ABC-TV
M iss America (10 p.m.)
24.9
CBS-TV
What's My Line (10:30 p.m.)
Desilu Playhouse (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
17.6
Alcoa Presents (10 p.m.)
CBS-TV
ABC-TV
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau

Washington, D.C., Dallas-Fort Worth,
Indianapolis, Minneapolis-St. Paul, Columbus and Cincinnati. Agencies: J.
Walter Thompson Co. (for instant potato) and Compton Adv. Inc. (for spagetti sauce mix) .
Howard howitzer • Howard Stores
Inc., N.Y., is launching a 14-week spot
radio-tv campaign today (Sept. 21) in
New England, Middle Atlantic and midwestern markets, with copy theme inilding" concorporating an "image-bu
particular items of
cept and featuring

BOOK'

THE

MEDIA

FOR

RADIO

Katz program manual cites do's and do not's
"It is far better for a station to fail that radio stations that fight for a cause
or otherwise promote civic betterment
occasionally than never to do anything."
This is representative of what George
"not only build prestige and audience
Skinner, director of radio programming
but enables the station to assume a posiservices, The Katz Agency, advises racommunity
Thetion ofKatz
executiveleadership."
warns stations to
dio stations in a manual of "contemwatch
out
for
boiler-plate
panaceas in
porary" radio programming which the
station representation firm issued last
"someconcepts because
programming
Wednesday (Sept. 16).
one always is improving
a technique,
or
The manual, entitled "The Nuts and
wearing out one that has served the industry well. Accepted practices become
Bolts of Radio," is being distributed this
month to Katz-represented stations, and
trite through overuse." He advises stations that there's no single solution for
is based on Mr. Skinner's experience
all situations and intimates each station
gained over a two-year association with
Katz. During that time, Mr. Skinner as should adopt those techniques applicathe Katz radio programming expert has
ble to the station's "local situation."
worked with and analyzed station opIn a brief discussion of selecting curerations throughout the country.
rently popular music, Mr. Skinner sides
What Mr. Skinner attempts to do in with those stations which use record
59 pages is to describe the whys and
sales figures and juke box plays bewherefores of radio programming and
cause these '"are the most effective
yardsticks
for measuring the true emothen recommend the "currently acceptable way of assembling them into an eftional appeal of any given selection." To
aid the station along these lines, he outfective broadcast pattern."
lines procedure in determining the popWhy News • Emphasis is on news beular music of the moment.
cause "in radio today it is what's beTenderfoot vs. trends • Mr. Skinner
tween the music that counts." He treats
also discusses judgment in selecting and
separately the functions of gathering,
pacing music. On music repitition, there
preparing and evaluating news and studies news period scheduling, the use of is this interesting observation: "the tenderfoot in modern radio psychology
bulletins, production aids and presentausually is bewildered by the frequency
tion techniques. The author advocates
editorializing by stations, observing that with which popular tunes are repeated
radio "is uniquely equipped to carry the on the air. In the old days of broadcasting, it was a capital crime to repeat
editorial touch." Mr. Skinner asserts
64

merchandise. Agency: Mogul, Williams
& Saylor, N.Y.
Calumet big buy * General Foods,
White Plains, N.Y., on behalf of Calumet Baking Powder is opening up this
week with major spot campaign on both
radio and tv. Covered will be 100 markets through southern and central sections of U.S. using high frequency of
spots per week. Drive will continue for
six months, through Foote, Cone &
Belding, N.Y.

the same number within a week."
Mr. Skinner advocates the full, enthusiastic approach in radio programming because "nothing will cause a
station to stumble more quickly than a
half-hearted approach to whatever proDouble

gramming concept it has adopted."
exposures

verboten at WABC-TV
WABC-TV New York has announced last week it will no longer accept orders for "double exposure" of
syndicated shows in that market. "Double exposures" are programs run concurrently on two stations in a market,
usually on different days and in different
time periods.
Joseph Stamler, vice president-general manager of the station, said that
"we have found that double-exposure
weakens the effect of a program regardless of how superior it may be. ... It
tends to confuse — and diffuse — audience.
a station's
effortsIttoseriously
build uphampers
a following
for the
program, and it cuts down the effect of
advertising and promotion possibilities."
The move apparently was motivated
by disenchantment with the results of
the Sea Hunt double exposure on
WABC-TV and WPIX (TV) New
York. Combined ratings of the two stations for the show do not match the
single rating the show commanded
when it was on WCBS-TV, a station
spokesman said. WABC-TV, however,
will not discontinue Sea Hunt. The new
ruling applies only to future business.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Ask yourself, where else in the Carolinas can you find
so potent a line-up of audience builders? NBC, ABC,
Paramount, Warner Brothers-plus the best of MGM, all on
Charlotte's WSOC-TV ! With this program strength your
choice of stations for selling America's 25th largest
tv-homes market becomes clear. Buy WSOC-TV. . .one of
the great area stations of the nation.

CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959
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MR.

K:

Mike,

MILLION-DOLLAR

camera

capture

When Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev swooshed into Washington last
week for his two-week "'good-will" tour
and official talks with President Eisenhower, U.S. tv and radio met him with
a million-dollar gift of time and facilities for coverage of his historic visit.
Although critics described the event
as providing the world's No. 1 Communist with a free propaganda springboard
into virtually every American living
room, other observers noted that radiotv allowed a first-hand eyewitness observation of "Mr. K." Americans could
judge for themselves, they explained,
as the medium of electronic journalism permitted them to tour with the
Soviet official, stand by his side and
watch his every reaction as no other
medium could do.
The Premier and Soviet Ambassador
Mikhail Menshikov Wednesday afternoon, in a brief break in their busy
agenda, were reported watching a Blair
House tv set for coverage of reaction to
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top

Russian's

COVERAGE

every

his National Press Club talk.
Big Show Begins • When the mammoth Soviet TU-114 landed at Andrews Air Force Base near Washington
shortly after noon Tuesday, it touched
off a pooled telecast coordinated by
NBC and carried by all three tv networks. Itwas described as perhaps television's biggest remote event to date —
or at least since President Eisenhower's initial inaugural (see picture next
Thus began a running barrage of
page).
special reports, pickups and features
on the three tv networks, the four
radio networks and independent stations across the nation — prefaced by
the days and weeks of advance coverage reports by networks and stations
leading
up to Mr.
arrival.
Both CBS-TV
and Khrushchev's
NBC-TV estimated
last week that during the first two days
of Mr. Khrushchev's visit they each
invested about $200,000 in coverage.
All three tv networks also carried

action

in U.S.

live Mr. Khrushchev's two-hour talk
and question-answer session at the National Press Club Wednesday, and the
four radio networks fed the premier's
first major talk to affiliates.. Independent stations and affiliates also carried
excerpts
or full playbacks at other
times.
Comparable full-scale coverage locally (and considerable national feed) was
expected when the Soviet party arrived
in New York Thursday (for a fortyfive hour visit) and Los Angeles Saturday, based on advance plans reported
by networks and stations.
Security Comes First • This virtual
step-by-step,' word-by-word account by
radio-tv of the Russian leader's visit
impressed even those behind-the-scenes
and familiar with the unusually-tight
security restrictions imposed by the
U.S. State Dept. These space-and-time
limitations (some observation points
had access time cut-offs) were extra
hurdles for newsmen and technicians
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THE

TOUCH

The expressive f lamenco . . . one of the
more difficult and beautiful of stringed
instruments! For certain, it takes a
"quality touch" to capture the full
range and challenging aspects of this
vivid instrument. To capture the
admiration and attention of the
television audience also demands a
"quality touch"!
Represented by

The Original Station Representative
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WFAA

TELEVISION
abc ■ channel 8 ■ dallas
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market
TELEVISION SERVICE OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Television's 'composing room' • Before this battery of tv
monitors at NBC-TV's master control in Washington last
Tuesday, some 30 producers, directors and newsmen from
the three tv networks gathered to "edit" and "make up"
television's chronicle of the historic arrival of Russia's
Nikita Khrushchev in the United States. They were part of
the combined crew of more than 150 tv journalists and
technicians required to man the equipment for what is
described as perhaps the medium's "biggest" single live remote event to date — or at least since that of the first inauguration of President Eisenhower.
The 1-hour and 44-minute pool telecast was coordinated
by NBC, but it required sharing of 19 live tv cameras and
other equipment by all three tv networks at nine fixed sites
in Washington, plus NBC-TV's turret-topped mobile unit.
The car accompanied the President's limousine for live
pickup while the caravan was moving along the route from
Andrews Air Force Base to Blair House, the official guest
to jump along with the obvious language and unexpected-schedule-change
obstacles common to such coverage.
ABC-TV believes it struck "a coup"
when it engaged Nicholas W. Orloff,
a Russian-language interpreter at the
United Nations for 12 years, to provide running translations of Mr.
Khrushchev's speeches. The network
claimed it has the only on-the-spot
translator.
ABC-TV is scheduling at least seven
special programs during Mr. Khrushchev's visit. Under the title of Mr.
Khrushchev Abroad, these half-hour
programs are being scheduled in late
evening time and constitute highlights
of the day's coverage. Don Goddard
and Quincy Howe are supplying the
68 (THE MEDIA)

mansion across from the White House.
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. engineers worked
a whole week to set up the complex of cables and microwave relays along the motorcade route to the control center.
AT&T used two dozen microwave antennas borrowed from
half as many cities around the U.S. for this single setup. By
6 a.m. Tuesday all 19 cameras and the mobile unit could be
"read" on these monitors.
Chief assignments for the pool telecast included: producer, Elmer Lower, NBC News, Washington; director of
operations, L. M. McClelland, WRC-TV Washington; chief
engineer, John Rogers, WRC-TV; director, Charles Jones,
NBC News, Washington; associate director, Don Ellis, NBC
New York; technical director, Don LeDuke, NBC Hollywood. Network coordinators were John Secondari, ABC;
Lew Shollenberger, CBS, and Mr. Lower, NBC.
Production costs for the pool ranged $50,000-$60,000,
not including fixed costs of salaries to the networks.

commentary. Four special half-hour
programs
of highlights
of the day's
coverage already
were scheduled
for
presentation on ABC Radio by last
Wednesday and others probably will be
added.
CBS News Friday (Sept. 18) aired
the third program in its Eyewitness to
History series devoted to coverage of
the Khrushchev tour and sponsored by
Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. on CBSTV. CBS-TV yesterday (Sept. 20) also
planned a special report on the daily
life of an average Moscow citizen.
CBS Radio is also airing frequent reports and analyses and is monitoring
Radio Moscow, planning to rebroadcast any significant Soviet domestic reactions to the premier's tour.
Mutual's regular pattern of 34

newscasts daily plus "newsbeat" inserts put it in what the network described as the unique position of
being able to provide affiliates with a
1 7-hour-a-day running story of the Soviet visit. MBS newsman Richard Rendell joined the Khrushchev party at
the airport when it landed. He is making color reports across the U.S. as
local affiliates' correspondents fill in
spot coverage. MBS likened its format
to that of the wire services and cited
flexibility as a paramount feature.
MBS expected its strength would show
best when the tour reaches the rural
areas where tv would face live line
handicaps.
NBC Hires a Plane • NBC News
chartered a Convair 440 to serve as
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

a flying newsroom for a 15-man commentator-reporter crew. They are covering for both radio and tv and travel
at night to be one jump ahead and
on hand in each city when Mr. Khrushchev arrives.

Minimize

Aside from various NBC-TV programs, NBC Radio is presenting 18
special news programs, including a
series of nightly half-hours, Khrushchev in America

tape

drop-outs,

breakage

with

On Sunday, Sept. 27, NBC-TV plans
to air in color Mr. Khrushchev's onehour report on his U.S. tour.
Charles Michelson Inc., New York,
international representative, reported it
arranged for tv film coverage of the
Khrushchev 10 stations it represents in
Australia, Bangkok, Lebanon and Japan. Charles Michelson, president, said
that at least two full hours of coverage will be flown by BOAC jets to the
stations, consisting of newscasts provided by CBS-TV, NBC-TV and the
United Nations. At the farthest point,
Australia, he estimates that the films
arrive in 28 hours after departure from
the U.S.
Radio-tv
swarm

newsmen

after

Mr.

K

Among radio-tv newsmen registered
at the State Dept. for the entire
Khrushchev tour, or a substantial part
of it, were a number from individual
stations or station groups. The major
networks, of course, had large crews
covering the tour along with floater
cards for local staffs around the country.
The list of registered newsmen was
not complete, since many last-minute
changes couldn't be documented, the
department said. Here is the best
available registration (excluding networks):
Fass,Assn.
American
Radio News
Service;
SamDonald
C. 'J.
Ross,
of Canadian
Independent
Radio Stations; Christopher Serpell and Gerald
Priestland, British Broadcasting Corp., Lovatt
Chave-Chinn, British Commonwealth International
Newsfilm Agency; James Minifie, Edward Higginson and Craig Armstrong, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.; Hugh Bremmer, CFPL London,
Ont.
Jim Monroe, KCMO-AM-TV Kansas City; John
H. Bennett, WLBA Gainesville, Ga. (sponsored by
Federal Savings & Loan Assn.); Bill Jorgensen,
WERE Cleveland and News Associates; Jeff St.
John and Joe Phipps, Deadline Washington Inc.;
Bill Sheehan and James Vinall, WJR Detroit;
Thomas Craven Sr., Louis Girolami, Bryce W.
Burke and Lester Mannix, Movietone News; San
G. Ross, Ottawa Radio News Bureau.
Harvey J. Tate, Plough Inc. stations; John Pasetti-Huntington, Radio Europe I (Paris); Jaroslav J. Endrst, Radio Free Europe; Jean-Paul
Darmstetter, Radio Geneve, Michael Ferry, Radio
Luxembourg; Ralphael Green, Ralphael Green
Travel Films; Joan Ireton May and George Burkhardt, Special Events, Santa Barbara, Calif.;
Tord Gustaf Wickbom, Swedish Broadcasting
Corp.; George Gerlach, George Sozio, Ronald
Weston, Harold Lions, Telenews.
James L. Snyder and D. Allison McDowell,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.; George A. Scott,
WCPA Clearwater, Pa.; Tom Powell, WDAU-TV
Scranton; Bruce Williamson and Donald Bordon
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for

broadcast

recording

applications

Famous RCA dependability is now available to you in your critical
broadcast recording applications. A premium quality product, RCA
SOUND TAPE minimizes drop-outs, tape breakage, distortion, and
the loss of air time. And the built-in dry lubricant Dimethyl Silicone
reduces friction and head wear for the life of the tape. Available on
hub or reel, splice-free acetate base tapes are supplied in 2400 and
3600 foot lengths, and splice-free Mylar* base tapes are supplied
in 2400, 3600 and 4800 foot lengths.
So for high tensile strength, essentially flat response throughout
the entire audio-frequency spectrum, and for uniformity of output
from reel to reel, always specify RCA SOUND TAPE for broadcast
recording applications.
Your local Authorized RCA Distributor carries the complete line
of RCA SOUND TAPE. For outstanding service and quick delivery,
give him a call today !
* DuPont Reg. TM
RADIO

CORPORATION

Electron Tube Division

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N. J.
(THE MEDIA) 69

WHIM Providence, R.I.; Mitchell Krauss, WIP
Philadelphia; Bob Flournoy, WKY Oklahoma City;
Russell Hearn, WNEW New York; George Thomas,
WTOB Winston-Salem, N.C., and other stations;
Roger Mudd, WTOP-AM-TV Washington.

'Voice'

TV FILM SYNDICATION

not jammed
The Voice of America was heard
clearly in Russia last week for the first
time in 10 years. The Soviets called a
halt to their expensive noise-making
transmission when Premiere Khrushchev's plane neared Washington Tuesday (Sept. 15). The Voice commenced
a detailed account in Russian of Mr.
Khrushchev's
visit, including live worldwide broadcasts
of his major speeches.
George V. Allen, director of the U.S.
Information Agency, said indications
that jamming was being discontinued
began to reach USIA about 1 a.m. Sept.
15 and later was confirmed by a telephone call from an American official in
Moscow. As of late Wednesday there
had been no resumption of the longstanding electronic interference. The
Soviets are said to spend more than
$100 million annually to produce the
jamming through some 2,500 transmitters.
On Wednesday, however, resumption
of minor jamming on frequencies normally employed to beam Voice broadcasts to satellite countries was reported.
Changing

Don't cross your bridges . . .

hands

Announced • The following sales of
station interests were announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:
• WABB Mobile, Ala.: Sold by Cy
Blumenthal to J.W. and Bernard Dittman, owners of retail appliance firm in
Cleveland, Ohio, for over $200,000.
Broker was Blackburn & Co. WABB is
5 kw on 1480 kc with ABC affiliation.

Wlien the bridge between seller and buyer is erected
by the nationwide firm of Blackburn & Company,
there is never any doubt about a firm foundation
and quality construction.

^Lackbutm

&
Incorporated

Company

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
WEST COAST
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
Colin Bank
M. Selph
James W. Blackburn
William B. Ryan
Calif.
Bldg.
Stanley Whitaker
Jack V. Harvev
Healey
Building
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Joseph M. Sitrick
Atlanta, Georgia
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
JAckson 5-1576
Financial 6-6460
Sterling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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• KVOW Littlefield, Tex.: Sold by J.C.
Rothwell, Ruth Kennedy and J. B. McShan to R.B. McAlister and GradyFranklin Maples, present owners of
KBYG Big Spring, Tex., for $75,000.
Transaction was handled by HamiltonLandis & Assoc. KVOW is 250 w on
1490 kc.
APPROVED • The following transfers
of station interests were approved by
the FCC last week (for other Commission activities see For The Record,
page 99).
• WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y.: Sold
by Leon Wyszatycki to Grelin Broadcasting Co. for $250,000 plus lease of
transmitter site for three years with option to buy for $37,500. Grelin, licensee
of WWRI West Warwick, R.I., is owned
by Melvin C. Green and Lester W.
Lindow. Mr. Lindow is executive direcBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

1

tor of the Assn. of Maximum Service
Telecasters. WWOL is 1 kw daytimer on
1120 kc. WWOL-FM in on 104.1 mc
with 750 kw.
• KODY North Platte, Neb.: Sold by
Hartley L. Samuels and associates to
George B. and Maxine R. Dent for
$197,500. Mr. Dent once owned onethird of station. KODY is a 250 watter
on 1240 kc.

'Celebrity Parade'
dropping explained
WMAL-TV Washington last week
gave its side of the story in the dropping
of Celebrity Parade, popular among
members of Congress, from its program
schedule (At Deadline, Sept. 14).
Fred S. Houwink, WMAL-TV general
manager, said that Sen. Eugene McCarthy (D-Wis.) "may not have received
full information on the facts surrounding the program's discontinuance" before he attacked WMAL-TV on the
Senate floor.
Mr. Houwink said the news-interview
show was being pre-empted from its
1:30-2 p.m. Sunday time slot and that
the sponsor. Retail Clerks International
Assn., had been offered the noon-12:30
period but declined. He maintained the
program was canceled by the sponsor —
not WMAL-TV — and that the station
plans to produce a similar program as a
public service featuring Joseph McCaffrey of Celebrity Parade.
In a letter to Sen. McCarthy, WMALTV's Program Director Theodore McDowell ponted out the show was owned
by RCIA, not the station. He said the
time was being pre-empted to carry a
one-hour delayed play-by-play of the
Notre Dame football games of the previous day, an ABC Network offering. He
told the senator that college football
rules prohibit a live telecast and that the
network program could be carried only
in the 12:45-1:45 p.m. period.
WNHC

dedicates

WNHC - AM - FM - TV New Haven.
Conn., celebrated the opening of its new
quarters at 135 College St., New Haven,
with a special program Sept. 11. The
simulcast included a tour of the new
facilities by Howard W. Maschmeier
general manager, and a dedicatory
speech by Connecticut Governor Abraham A. Ribicoff.
The move to new quarters culminates
lengthy proceedings before the FCC in
quest of premission to change transmitter location and increase antenna height.
Approval was granted by FCC on a reversal of an initial decision (Broadcasting, July 6).
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Man

bites

dog

news:

jazz featured on fm
Good music and fm seem to have a
peculiar affinity, but when an fm station announces that it is going to feature jazzismusic,
that's news.
This
the format
established for
KFMB-FM San Diego, scheduled to begin operating today (Sept. 21). The
California station is one of three Transcontinent Television Corp. fm outlets
which are being programmed independently of their am adjuncts.
The other two are WGR-FM Buffalo
and WROC-FM Rochester, both New
York. Both began operating Sept. 14
and are affiliated with the good music
QXR Network (WQXR New York
originated). WROC-FM is being managed by Charles W. Siverson, formerly
WROC-TV Rochester program manager.
Although rates were not announced,
fm charges are generally below that of
comparable am rates.
David C. Moore, TTC president,
commented on the growth of fm listenership by pointing out that one of every
three homes in each of the three metropolitan markets is equipped for fm reception. He added: "Penetration is ing at a healthy
rate."and the RochBesides creasinthe
fm stations

Betty

Clarke is a marvelous
sales woman to produce
the results she did
during a short-term campaign. And, three weeks
later, we wonder when
we will stop getting
direct results.
39
Woman-to-woman is the best way to sell
women. Thai's how WFDF's Betty Clarke
does it on her daily PARTY LINE show
from 2:00 - 2:30 P.M. For proof of success, check the
quote from Mr.
John Cole, Director Radio-TV
EN THE
COMPANY,
for
BUCHChicago.
refers toa He
FAMO
Recipe Booklet

ester tv outlet, TTC also owned WGRAM-TV Buffalo, WNEP-TV ScrantonWilkes-Barre, Pa., KFMB-AM-TV San
Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield, Calif.

offer made during June that
continued to

New

the schedule ended. He adds, "of course
we're delighted" and "slightly amazed."

UPI

tranmission

speeds up service
United Press International yesterday
(Sept. 20) inaugurated its all new
transcontinental wire system, which includes in its improvements and advantages aspeed-up in the flow of spot news
and
coveragestations.
to the nation's
radio feature
and television
Designed by Harry R. Flory, UPI
general manaeer of communications,
and engineered by a team from the
American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
under E. P. Gartner, division commercial manager of the long lines dept.,
the system includes two teletype wires
which will operate at 60 words per
minute utilizing present equipment and
supplanting many of the trunk and
regional wires now in use.
UPI's new "A" wire will carry only
top news of the day without any relay
points. It will operate 24 hours a day,
seven days a week, to UPI broadcast
news headquarters and to UPI newspaper clients. The "B" wire will carry
world news supplementing "A" wire
dispatches and every hour will be split
for 30 minutes into smaller circuits to
carry regional news.

draw mail response almost a month after

These "amazing" results are not unusual
for Betty's sponsors. They are, in fact,
her stock-in-trade. That's why, we say,
"if what you sell appeals to women, get
on the PARTY LINE for direct sales now."
The Katz Agency can give you a full account ofhow Betty's listeners use on-theair phone calls for lively question and
answer sessions on household problems.
And the Katz man can also tell you about
the limited availabilities for Fall. We suggest you call early.

WFDF
5 KW at 910 on the dial for Flint and
all of Northeast Michigan.
Represented nationally by the KATZ
Agency.

GOVERNMENT

'WATCHDOG'
Senate

CO

broadcast

Sen. Warren Magnuson (D-Wash.)
has
established toa three-man
subcommittee
investigate "watchdog"
charges of
unfairness in news broadcasts over radio-tv.
Appointed Sept. 11, the subcommittee is headed by Sen. Ralph Yarborough
(D-Tex.). Other members are Sens. Gale
Pa.).
McGee (D-Wyo.) and Hugh Scott (R-

, 00 1)
« .« 12 IS
o

will eye

COMMITTEE

-a |

(0

>>

No mention was made of the recent
congressional action in exempting certain news broadcast from equal time
demands in the announcement of the
subcommittee's formation and Sen. Yarborough denied that his group is a direct result. However, during floor debate
by houses on the Sec. 315 amendment,
several members expressed the fear that
there would be abuses by broadcasters
(Broadcasting, Sept. 7).
Sen. Magnuson said it will be the
duty of the subcommittee to "insure
freedom, fairness and impartiality in
the treatment of news by media operating under government license. The
subcommittee will receive information

news

CO

10

It's a long, long time from May
to September in the opinion of
KPOA Honolulu — and apparently the FCC agrees. The Commission has asked rival KPOI Honolulu to show cause why the
FCC's order of May 1 — authorizing KPOI to change its call letters from those it formerly had,
KHON — should not be rescinded.
KPOA, whose call letters were
assigned in 1946, complained on
June 15 that the similarity in call
letters has caused general confusion in the minds of the public
and the trade, and charged KPOI
with deliberate attempts to mislead listeners into thinking they
are listening to the "older and
more established station." KPOA
noted it has received phone calls,
visits, advertising material and
bills intended for KPOI. Although
the FCC said it could not entertain KPOA's complaint because
it was not filed within 30 days
after KPOFs new call letters
were assigned, the show cause
order is being issued on the Commission's own motion.

unfairness

and complaints concerning the operation of communications media. In this
sense the subcommittee will be a watchdog Yarborough
subcommittee." said that he knows
Sen.
of no complaints received to date by
the
Committee. and
"Thisa
is a parent
result Commerce
of public suggestions
general uneasiness among many senators concerning the fairness and objectivity of news communications," he
said.
Officially titled the Subcommittee on
Freedom of Communications, formation of the new body had been under
discussion for some time, Sen. Yarborough said. It will enforce the laws
and make sure stations fulfill their public service obligations, he stated.
The new subcommittee chairman,
who is not a member of the Communications Subcommittee headed by Sen.
John O. Pastore (D-R.I.), will not take
the place or do the work of Sen. Pastore's group, he said. Sens. Scott and
McGee both are members of the communications arm.
Ike signs

Confusion?

SET

Sec.

amendment

315

into law

Some of the curse was removed from
the Communication Act's equal-time
provision (Sec. 315) last week when
President Eisenhower signed relief legislation (S 2424) he had advocated during the spring. The revised law is regarded by broadcasters as an important
gain to freedom of speech though not
complete relief from demands of the
original equal-time language.
In signing the bill President Eisenhower voiced confidence that broadcaster will carry out the terms without
abuse or partiality. He said:
"I have today signed S 2424, which
amends the Communications Act to
make clear that a brief appearance of a
candidate for public office on a bona
fide news porgram or in the course of
radio or television coverage of important news events will not require the station to provide equal time to all other
persons who are candidates for the same
office.
"This law will make possible the continued full participation of radio and
television in the news coverage of political campaigns which is so essential to
a well-informed America.
"The legislation makes reference to
the continuing obligation of broadcastBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

How

to

cut

billions

from

Among the heated discussions of deficit financing,
further inflation and future heavy spending needs,
thoughtful people are raising the question, "What
federal expenditures can be cut?"
One sizable item is further spending for federal
government electric systems. Federally-owned "public power" has already drained $5,500,000,000 from
general tax funds. And spending of $10,000,000,000
more has been proposed.

future

federal

spending

they have the financing and construction resources
to do it. And they don't depend on taxes to build.
Nor does federal "public power" have public
support. A 1959 opinion poll shows that Americans
prefer business to federal government ownership of
their electric company.

This spending can't be justified by need. The independent electric light and power companies are

The public's lack of knowledge is probably the
main reason why "public power" spending goes on.
Though it taps everyone's pocketbook, most Americans have no idea they're paying to put the federal
government into the electric business.

able— and ready— to handle the nation's constantly
growing appetite for electricity. They've proved

Informed people can put a stop to it. Will you
help spread the word?

America's
BROADCASTING, September 2T, 1959

Independent

Electric

Light and Power Companies
Company names on request through this magazine

Louisville
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CONTINUITY-

I

ers to operate in the public interest and
to afford reasonable opportunity for the
discussion of conflicting views on important public issues. There is no doubt
in my mind that the American radio
and television stations can be relied
upon to carry out fairly and honestly the
provisions of this act without abuse or
partiality to any individual, group or
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
said, "Now that this requirement of the
lawparty."
has been modified, the broadcasting
industry is in a much better position to
serve our country through the dissemination of news ... I am sure all broadcasters join me in thanking the President
for this recognition of our approach
to the coverage of news and broadcasting's contributions to a well-informed
America."
$10.5

DISCOUNTS
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discounts up to 13%
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cycles
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Times

million

to FCC

for 1960 operation
President Eisenhower last week
signed HR 7040, which allocates $10,550,000 to the FCC for its fiscal 1960
operations. The $6.5 billion independent offices money bill, including appropriations for several other offices in addition to the FCC, was held up several
weeks because of a Senate-House disagreement on money for the Office of
Civilian & Defense Mobilization. Fiscal
period covered by the bill began last
July 1.
The final FCC appropriation is a
compromise of the $10.4 milion originally approved by the House and the
$10.7 million by the Senate. The President originally had requested $11 million during the fiscal year for the FCC.
FTC was appropriated $6.84 million
instead of $6,745,000 passed originally
by the House and $6,935,000 by the
Senate.
Largo record closed
The record was closed in the sixway hearing contest for ch. 10 in Largo, Fla. (Tampa-St. Petersburg), at the
FCC last week after Tampa Telecasters
Inc. withdrew its proposed amendment
of its application under which video
tape recorders, mobile units and associated equipment would have been used
on a leased basis.
Tampa submitted, and had accepted
without objection, a revised plan in
which equipment will be purchased
under a conventional plan from General Electric Co. Remote programming
which Tampa had proposed will be considerably curtailed under the new
amendment, it was understood.
Other applicants are Florida Gulfcoast Broadcasters Inc., City of St.
Petersburg, Suncoast Cities Broadcasting Corp., WTSP-TV Inc., and Bay
Area Telecasting Corp.

Monroney
stalls

on

says

FCC

allocations

The FCC has spent "five years of
deadcenter stalling" in failing to come
up with a solution to the allocations
problem, Sen. A. S. (Mike) Monroney
(D-Okla. ) charged last Monday (Sept.
14) on the Senate floor during the final
1959 meeting of the 86th Congress.
"I have been terribly disappointed
that the FCC . . . has been stalling for
a period of many, many years," the
outspoken Oklahoman said. He noted
that in the past he has been highly critical of tv programming (Sen. Monroney
has pushed an investigation of tv ratings, which he maintains is the cause
of
poorto tvmeprogramming)
and done
that "it
seems
nothing is being
to
improve
He saidthis
thatsituation."
possibly the only way tv
offerings can be improved is through
competition. "There are nearly a score
or more markets which have virtually
no competition among television stations," Sen. Monroney maintained. "I
believe the FCC should finally move,
after their long period of delay, toward
making possible the maximum use of
the . . . spectrum which are available
under new, modern engineering and
electronic techniques."
Sen. Monroney, in outlining fire
years of what he termed Commission
inactivity, charged that tv service is
being "artificially restricted by the manifest imperfections of the present allocations." He said it is useless to hope
that tv will gain additional vhf space
from a swap with the military and, even
if such an eventuality comes to pass, it
would be years before the extra space
could be utilized.
"Meanwhile," Sen. Monroney continued, "as the fruitless search for more
vhf space goes on, the FCC has done
nothing to expand the present system.
The FCC has just returned from a vacation lasting the entire month of August.
There is scant hope that the end of the
vacation will mark the beginning of acSen. tivity. ..Monroney
said that over 20
."
"important" markets still are without
competitive tv service. He stated that in
many of these markets — Syracuse and
Rochester, both New York, Birmingham, Ala., Fresno and Bakersfield, both
California, and Shreveport, La. — additional vhf channels could be added with
out a breakdown of mileage separations.
"It has been more than five years
since this problem of tv scarcity was
first recognized formally," he said.
"How long must the American public
wait before recognition leads to an effort toward solution of the problem?"
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Here's

our

secret,

Nikit

There's a capitalist-type Iowa farm on
Nikita Khrushchev's current itinerary
whose corn production is more than double the present national average.* Here's
how it's done.
1. Take good Iowa land.
2. Add potash and phosphate in late
fall. Listen to WMT.
3. Plow.
4. Disc and harrow the following spring.
5. Add liquid nitrogen. Listen to WMT.
6. Plant
in May.seeds (Iowa-developed hybrids)
7. Apply insecticides.
8. Apply herbicides to kill weeds. Listen
to WMT.
9. Add fertilizer.
10. Apply corn borer spray. Listen to
WMT.
1 1 . Let 'er grow.
12. Let 'er rain. Get weather forecasts on
WMT.
13. Pick while green (reduce droppage).
14. Force-dry in drum dryer15. Market.
Get market
reports on
WMT.
16. Optional in places not shown: Listen
to WMT.
*Corn production keeps climbing, in spite of
U.S. farm
effortsin to
While
land
used
in U.S.planners'
agriculture
the cutlastit.two
decades
has been reduced by 3 million acres, production
has increased about 40%. Average corn yield
per acre is now around 52 bushels; in 1939 it
was about 29.
WMT
CBS Radio for Eastern Iowa
Mail Address: Cedar Rapids
National Reps: The Katz Agency
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ACTION
says

FCC

IN

JANUARY

control of catv a must
second station and (4) prohibits the use
The catv problem "will be taken
care of immediately after the Congress
of catv for pay tv (Broadcasting,
Sept. 7).
convenes in January," Sen. Warren
A day prior to the floor exchange by
Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, assured
Magnuson-Mansfield-Keating (on Sept.
his colleagues on the final days of the
1 1), Sen. Frank Moss (D-Utah) said that
it was his understanding the catv and
First Session of the 86th Congress.
booster bills would be considered as
Sen. Magnuson's remarks were in companion measures by the Senate.
answer to a question posed by Sen.
Mike Mansfield (D-Mont.), majority
"This did not happen," he said. "The
whip, as to whether the catv bill (S catv bill is being held up by various
senators." (It had been predicted that
2653) would be brought up for conthe booster bill would be passed while
sideration on the floor. The Commerce
the catv bill would not [Broadcasting,
Committee chairman noted that the Sept.
7]).
Senate had passed a bill (S 1886) dealSen. Moss said that some form of catv
ing with "illegal" vhf boosters (Broadcasting, Sept. 14). "At one time the regulation is a must "or there will be
chaos in the broadcasting industry."
two bills were joined," Sen. Magnuson
He urged that catv be subjected to
said. "But later they were separated
because they affected each other only "the same regulations which are applicable to common carriers and public
indirectly."
utilities." Sen. Moss was a co-author of
He said the day is coming when
the orginial S 1886 which in addition to
catv systems "must" be put under di- legalizing boosters, also defined catv
rect regulation of the FCC (a provision
systems. The catv reference was killed
of S 2653) but that "we do not wish
by the Commerce Committee.
to be unfair to any of them [catv operators]." He said the bill was passed
Radio-tv exempted
over to give interested parties ample
opportunity to comment on its proviThe efforts of the California State
sions before Congress reconvenes in
Broadcasters
Assn. legislative commitJanuary. "There is no real rush on the
tee were responsible for exclusion of
matter because the important problem
was the booster problem and that has radio and tv towers from the provisions
of a new state law which has been ennow been taken care of," Sen. Magacted to require a state permit for strucnuson said. (While the Senate passed
tures higher than 500 feet, reports
the booster bill, the House took no acHarold P. See, general manager of
tion prior to adjournment. House ComKRON-TV San Francisco.
merce Chairman Oren Harris (D-Ark.)
California is one of several states
has indicated, however, that this will
which
have enacted laws or are conbe one of the first matters for considsidering measures to restrict the height
ary.
eration by that committee next Januand location of radio and tv towers as
potential air flight hazards (BroadAnswer for Keating • In reply to a
casting, July 13). The California law
question by Sen. Kenneth Keating (R- specifies that it does not apply to strucN.Y.), Sen. Magnuson said S 2653
tures which require approval of the
was reported unanimously by the comFCC or Federal Aviation Agency.
mittee with the understanding that it
would not be voted on by the full Senate before next year. He said some of Weston ch. 5 merger
the provisions and definitions (S 2653
An initial decision was issued last
defines catv as a broadcasting service,
week
by FCC Hearing Examiner Jay
not a common carrier as the FCC and
A.
Kyle
favoring the grant of ch. 5
others maintain) in the bill need to be Weston, W.Va.,
to WJPB-TV Inc. The
clarified.
recommendation resulted from a mer"It has been suggested that they
ger agreement entered into with commight be common carriers because
peting applicant Telecasting Inc. (comrates are charged ..." Sen. Magnuson
prising the same principals as off-air
noted. He particularly invited comments
WENS [TV] Pittsburgh, Pa.). Mr. Bond
recommended that the Weston ch. 5
on this phase of the bill.
Briefly, S 2653 (1) defines catv as a station not be permitted to engage in
broadcasting service, (2) places such
program tests until its principals had
systems under direct FCC regulation
disposed of present interests in ch. 35
Fairmont. W.Va. WJPB-TV Inc. is
with grants to be made under public
owned by J. Patrick Beacom. Weston is
interest standards, (3) requires systems
about 20 miles south of Clarksburg,
to carry signal of local station and
W.Va.
prevents duplication through signal of
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Automation
how

ITT's

early work

The dial telephone exchange was one of
the first examples! Today, automatic
switching and new electronic techniques
for automation are altering the operations of virtually every business and
industry.
It was natural that ITT System companies, pioneers in the first, should be
leaders in the second.
Customers have ranged from mailorder houses, railroads, libraries and oil
companies to the air forces of several
NATO governments.
There have been dramatic results.
One example is the automatic checkprocessing system developed by ITT
System companies for one of the nation's largest banks. It codes, sorts and
verifies checks. It performs all normal
bookkeeping and accounting operations
for demand deposits.
Another is the automacion system for

cut

its teeth

in telephony

aided

on

the

telephone

the advancement

a large steel mill which records the program of requirements for every job, then
feeds back information to production
control centers as each phase is completed.
Still another: the first automatic U.S.
post office, now under construction in
Providence, Rhode Island.
Hundreds of others could be cited.
Each required a complete understanding of automation from the design of a
simple switch to the functioning of a
fully-integrated electronic complex.
The ITT System has many specialists
in this field. Among them: Intelex Systems Incorporated in retained-document
automation; Kellogg Switchboard and
Supply Company in automatic switching; Airmatic Systems Corporation in
automatic-switch pneumatic tube and
document conveyor systems; anu ITT
Federal Division in automatic test

of automation

equipment, both military and industrial. ITT's European subsidiaries add to
this experience.
To learn more about ITT's abilities
in the area of automation, write for
further information.

. . . the largest American-owned world-wide
electronic and telecommunication enterprise,
with 101 research and manufacturing units, 14
operating companies and 130,000 employees.

INTERNATIONAL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH CORPORATION 67 Broad Street, New Vork 4, N. Y.
ITT COMPONENTS DIVISION • ITT FEDERAL DIVISION • ITT INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS DIVISION • ITT LABORATORIES • INTELEX SYSTEMS INCORPORATED
AIRMATIC SYSTEMS CORPORATION • KELLOGG SWITCHBOARD AND SUPPLY COMPANY • ROYAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • AMERICAN CABLE & RADIO
CORPORATION • FEDERAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • ITT COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS, INC. • INTERNATIONAL ELECTRIC CORPORATION • INTERNATIONAL77
STANDARD ELECTRIC CORPORATION • LABORATORIES AND MANUFACTURING PLANTS IN 20 FREE-WORLD COUNTRIES
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MORE
Reply

OPTION

comment

echos

The three tv networks, and affiliate
groups supporting them, lined up solidly last week against an FCC proposal
to reduce network option time from 3
to 2Vz hours per segment of the broadcast day.
In reply comment to the Commission, reiterating their stand against tampering with option time in comments
filed Aug. 3 (Broadcasting, Aug. 10,
3), they held that (1) network service
will deteriorate if option time is reduced, (2) an "opinion" by Justice
Dept.'s antitrust division that option
time violates antitrust laws is not "binding" on the FCC and that (3) the Commission's own findings are that option
time is "necessary and in the public
interest."
ABC, CBS, NBC and the affiliates
groups also denounced proposals by (1)
KTTV (TV) Los Angeles that option
time be abolished completely, (2) National Telefilm Assoc. that option time
from a single program source (i.e., a
network) on one or more stations in a
community be limited to 2Vi hours, (3)
Station Representatives Assn. that one
hour per segment be optioned to non-

TIME
earlier

views

COUNTERFIRE
on

FCC

network sources by a station in a threestation market for six days of the week
(30 minutes in two-station markets,
none in one-station markets) and (4)
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. that a
station may not regularly schedule network programs outside option time
hours, with specified exceptions for
public interest-type programs, sports,
etc.
KTTV, NTA Contentions • KTTV's
reply comments last week repeated its
charge that option time is illegal,
charged the networks with deliberately
seeking the "shield" of option time to
avoid competition with independent
program services and added that the
networks,
their "silence"
on
the antitrustthrough
issue involved,
are trying
to "sweep it under the rug."
NTA repeated its request for a halfhour of option time per segment for independent program suppliers, maintaining that option time should not be the
"sole property of the three networks."
NTA said the networks claim programs
from non-network sources as not as
good as network programs and that the
networks conclude that their "tools"

5000 WATTS
GREEN

BAY,

WISCONSIN

The brightest sound

formula

NOW
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and

REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY

proposal

(option time) "should not be shared
with others who might produce such a
In Answer • ABC said none of the
comments on Aug. 3 endorses the FCC
proposal
product." to reduce option time from 3
to 2Vi hours, although KTTV opposes
any option time. ABC said KTTV is
attempting to "rehash" arguments already rejected by the FCC in making its
finding that option time is reasonably
necessary and in the public interest.
NTA's suggestion, ABC said, would
not only jeopardize the economic base
of network operations by reducing the
option time available, but would put a
restriction on contractual relations between stations and non-network program suppliers where none exists at
present.
Both the SRA and WBC proposals
would infringe on the right of a licensee
to exercise its judgment in selecting
programs, ABC said.
CBS said the FCC's proposal on
"straddle" programs (that they be considered as being within option time)
has not been shown to be essential and
resubmitted the CBS alternative proposal that such programs be considered
as falling entirely outside option time,
which, CBS said, would dispose of the
"supposed difficulty" that such programs may be used by networks to extend option time.
CBS said the SRA plan would exclude networks "absolutely" from certain time periods, giving non-network
program sources an isolation not given
networks during option time periods because of various FCC and other limitations.
The WBC plan is a compulsory restriction against network programs that
is even more intensified, CBS said, adding that WBC did not attempt to establish the need for such a rule. The network declared that many stations are
financially unable to program all nonally. hours and require network prooption
gramming to remain strong economic-

in Green Bay radio...
The new WJPG
programming

revision

New York
Chicago
Detroit
St. Louis
Boston
Atlanta
Dallas
San Francisco
Los Angeles

CBS said NTA's plan won't help anybody since there is no FCC rule against
optioning time to non-network program
sources, anyway, and because FCC rules
already prohibit option time being exclusive as between networks. The plan
would amount to "rationing of option
time" among the various networks,
CBS said, and would foreclose, not enhance, competition.
Status of Hansen Opinion • CBS held
the Feb. 27, 1959, letter from Victor
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

VIDEO

TAPE
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ONLY

BY

3M

Your commercial is live as life. It's spontaneous. Fresh.
Clear. Even its lighting is that of a live commercial.
No goofs. Not a chance.
And
But—you know why: "Scotch" brand Video Tape. To date,
the only tape to accomplish the miracle of sight plus sound
— accurately. A product of the same 3M Research that
pioneered tape recorded delayed broadcasts 10 years ago.
Erasable, re-usable and without the time delay of film
processing.

video tape
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R. Hansen, then assistant attorney general to the FCC, opining that option
time "runs afoul" of the Sherman Act
has been considered by the FCC and
found lacking, both legally and persuasively. The FCC is not bound by this
opinion, CBS said, and the FCC's jurisdiction to determine the public interest
is "exclusive" and may not be disturbed,
even by the federal courts. CBS said
the Hansen letter gave "erroneous advice" and failed to consider, as did the
FCC, the "benefits" not only to networks but to those who compete with
them (independent program sources,
station representatives, non-network advertisers) aswell as to stations and ultimately the public.
The network cited court cases to
support its holding that Mr. Hansen
was wrong when he said option time is
an illegal "exclusive dealing" and "tying" arrangement.
NBC declared SRA and WRC proposals would restrict stations as to their
sources of programming. The network
said the Barrow Report showed that
stations are free to refuse network programs in non-option periods, based on a
1955-56 study showing network programs occupied less than a third of the
time, while syndicated and feature film
took up more than 40% of the time.
The WBC proposal would be far more
restrictive than any the FCC has suggested, NBC said, because it would result in a forced reduction in present
network programming.
NBC said it is "mystified" by the
NTA proposal, since there is no FCC
rule prohibiting non-network program
sources from obtaining options on station time. Option time does not fit the
syndication operation, however, NBC
said, because syndication does not provide a continuing program service to
stations. The station options its time to
a network for the "very substantial
values the station and public obtain in
return." the network stated.
NBC said that only "unreasonable
restraints of trade" are prohibited by
antitrust laws and antitrust considerations must be determined in light of
facts peculiar to the particular business;
therefore, since the FCC has found
option time "reasonably necessary" and
in the public interest, it cannot be a violation of the antitrust laws. KTTV "ignores completely" the fact that the Supreme Court approved the option time
practice in NBC vs. U.S. (1943), NBC
said.
Disastrous Consequences Seen • On
option time in radio networking, NBC
said reduction of option time would not
be supported by valid evidence. There
appears to be a surplus of time available to non-network program suppliers
and advertisers, with a declining trend
in radio network revenues and an in80 (GOVERNMENT)

crease in spot, NBC reported. The network charged that SRA, in proposing
total elimination of radio network
option time, is trying to put the radio
networks out of business.
NBC said rule changes in radio, as
proposed
televisionwould
wouldn't
be based
on
valid inevidence,
weaken
the
option time principle in radio and might
well be the final blow to kill network
radio, "which is struggling for survival
against many economic handicaps and
. . . [is] the basic framework for national
civil defense communications in time of
emergency.
The Select Committee of ABC-TV
Affiliates advanced reasons similar to
those of the networks for rejecting
KTTV's proposal to abolish option time
and the FCC proposal to reduce it.
NTA's proposal should be ignored, the
group said, because it is "self-serving"
and does not consider the "inability and
disinclination" of non-network program
sources to provide a comprehensive,
balanced program service — "a requisite
to satisfactory and effective network
service and the use of option time."
WBC and SRA ignore the function of
networks as program suppliers and
would jeopardize the ability of affiliates
to maintan the high quality of their existing service, according to the ABC-TV
affiliate group.
Notification Period • The committee
said it does not oppose placing straddle
programs inside option time provided
option time remains at 3 hours per segment of the broadcast day. The group
differed with the ABC-TV network and
NBC-TV affiliates by approving the
FCC proposal to change the length of
time from 56 days to 4-17 weeks in
which a network must serve notice to an
affiliate that it is exercising its option for
a given time period. The committee felt
there is no need to further clarify an
FCC proposal to give affiliates the right
to reject programs already accepted
from networks when they believe them
to be unsatisfactory or unsuitable.
Neither is there any need for further
clarification of proposal to give affiliates
authority by FCC rule to substitute for
network programs those programs they
feel to be of greater local or national
importance, the stations said.
CBS Television Affiliates said NTA's
plan is without merit (1) since non-network suppliers cannot give stations a
continuous, balanced program service
and (2) because there is little chance
the half-hour of option time would allow non-network sources to obtain options from stations since they cannot
provide services the networks provide.
The WBC plan would "arbitrarily" limit
network program service and would
directly injure stations in smaller markets which are dependent on network
programs, the group said. SRA's pro-

posal differs from WBC's only in degree, the affiliates unit said.
Right to Reject Shows • The CBS Tv
Affiliates said option hours should not
be reduced. They felt straddle programs
should be considered to be in option
time as long as option time hours are
not reduced; they hoped the FCC would
lengthen the network notice required
to an affiliate to permit the affiliate to
assure a non-network advertiser of a
13-week contract in a particular time
segment and that in any case the period
should not be shortened to less than
eight weeks. They felt affiliates should
be allowed to reject network programs,
already accepted, on "unsatisfactory"
or "unsuitable" grounds and that a station should be able to substitute for
network programs those programs it
considers of "greater" local or national
importance, as distinguished from the
present "outstanding" category provided
by the rules.
The CBS-TV-affiliated stations took
lengthy exception to KTTV's proposal
that option time be abolished. They
said option time is not illegal: that the
Justice Dept. letter is not binding, that
the practice is not a per se violation
and that option time is a reasonable
business practice and does not unduly
restrain competition. They did not believe the FCC is required to determine
the antitrust issue, but only to consider
policy underlying the antitrust laws as
a factor bearing on the public interest.
NBC Tv Affiliates opposed the NTA,
WBC and SRA proposals for reasons
largely similar to those given by networks and the other affiliate groups.
They saw no reason for adopting the
FCC proposal for changing the network
notice to an affiliate for option of a
time period. They reiterated approval
of the FCC proposals to give affiliates
more discretion to reject network programs, both those accepted and those
not accepted.
Answer to KTTV • The affiliates
group, answering KTTV, said FCC
"retention rather than prohibition" of
option time is the only course of action
consistent
the FCC's duty
enforce thewith
Communications
Actto and
give
attention"
to other
laws. "appropriate
The Hansen letter
is neither
binding nor entitled to persuasive weight,
the committee said, and even if the
FCC believed option time might be a
violation, it would be derelict if it
prohibited the practice at this time. The
FCC must enforce the Communications
Act, not the antitrust laws, and cannot
on a "tentative judgment" prohibit a
practice it has found essential to larger
and more effective use of tv in the
public interest.
The Hansen letter failed to consider
these findings, the group continued,
and was wrong in its "exclusive dealBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

ing" and "tie-in" analogies concerning
option time.
The affiliates said a recent Supreme
Court decision (U.S. vs. RCA) held the
FCC has no power to decide antitrust
issues as such, but only insofar as they
affect the public interest.
Because
• Government

notes

Labor bill signed * Legislation to
amend the Taft-Hartley Act (S 1555)
was signed Monday (Sept. 14) by
President Eisenhower. The bill provides important relief for broadcasters
from secondary boycotts and blackmail
picketing (Broadcasting, Sept. 14).
Test signal ruling • The FCC has
made final the technical details for the
use of television test and reference signals, prescribing the area within the
vertical interval during which these
signals may be transmitted. Conditions
were imposed to prevent degradation
of program content and to minimize potential interference to other stations.
The order becomes effective Oct. 4.
The use of test signals is permissive
and no standards have been established
as yet. Tv stations have been permitted
to transmit test signals during regular
programming hours on a temporary
basis since 1956.
Merger okayed • The way has been
cleared for grant of ch. 12 in Farmington, N.M., to Farmington Broadcasting
Co. following acceptance by FCC
Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
of a merger agreement between Farmington Broadcasting and the other applicant, Four Corners Broadcasting
Co., with each to hold 50%. Discussions of merger between the two began
last January. Farmington Broadcasting
also expressed the hope the FCC can
grant simultaneously its uncontested applications for ch. 6 Durango, Colo., for
a satellite station, and ch. 76 Cortez,
Colo., for a translator.
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Miami exception • The FCC has approved a relocated transmitter site
for a vhf outlet in Miami, Fla., which
is five miles less than the minimum
separations required by the rules. The
Commission approved the change for
educational ch. 2 WTHS-TV Miami. It
waived the mileage separation requirement when co-channel ch. 2 WESHTV Daytona Beach, Fla., stated that
it had no objection. There was one
condition imposed; that the effective
radiated power between bearings 320
degrees and 350 degrees true from the
antenna site should not exceeed 19.1
dbk (81.3 kw). The approval also permits WTHS-TV to increase antenna
height to 670 ft.
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The Justice Dept.'s trust busters
moved again last week against a distributor of feature films to tv.
The government filed, on Sept. 15
in New York federal district court, a
civil antitrust suit against United Artists. The charge was that the Hollywood producer by acquiring Associated
Artists Production Corp. and rights
from C&C Television Corp. had lessened competition in the field of films
lor tv.
The suit asked that the acquisitions
be found illegal and that United Artists
be required to divest itself of the assets
of the two companies.
The suit is the second in as many
vears filed against a major Hollywood
producer in the field of tv distribution
of feature films. In April 1958, the
Justice Dept. filed a similar complaint
against Columbia Pictures and its subsidiary Screen Gems Inc. when it acquired rights to distribute Universal
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Pictures' pre- 1948 films to tv (Broadcasting, April 14, 1958).
Block Booking Suits • In 1957 the
government filed antitrust suits against
six tv film distributors for allegedly
engaging in block booking. These were
filed against Screen Gems (Columbia),
Associated Artists Productions (Warner
Bros.), C&C Super Corp. (RKO),
Loew's Inc. (MGM), National Telefilm
Assoc- (20th Century-Fox), and United
Artists (UA). These are still pending.
In its latest suit, the Justice Dept.
stated that almost 5,000 feature films
from the libraries of major producers
are now available for tv. It said that
before October 1958, the eight major
film libraries were distributed to television stations by seven companies, all
independent of each other — except that
Columbia Pictures and Universal features were distributed by Screen Gems,
a Columbia subsidiary.
United Artists, the complaint
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charged, had distribution rights for
both theatrical and tv showing of more
than 250 feature films made by independent producers under UA auspices.
The complaint alleged that:
• In October 1958, Associated Artists Productions sold its film library of
750 pre-1950 Warner Bros, pictures to
UA subsidiary United Artists Associated. The price was reported to have
been $15 million.
• In April 1959, United Artists acquired residual theatrical and tv distribution rights to 750 pre-1950 RKO
film features for a reported $6 million
from C&C Television Corp. (Matthew
Fox). Mr. Fox acquired distribution
rights for a reported $15 million from
the parent producing company.
Decreased Competition • The effect
of these acquisitions, the government
said, may be to substantially lessen
competition in violation of Sec. 7 of
the Clayton Act. The Dept. of Justice
said that these actions has resulted in —
• Actual or potential competition to
UA in distributing and licensing feature films to tv has been and will be
eliminated.
• The number of competing sources
in this field has been reduced.
• The competition within this field
has been reduced significantly.
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"A substantial part of the broadcast
time of television stations is used to
broadcast feature films," Robert ABicks, acting Justice Dept. antitrust
chief remarked. "The acquisitions attacked in this case reduce the already
limited number of competitors for the
business of distributing such films and
giving United Artists a stock of films
twice as large as that of the next largest competitor."
MGA sues

AFM,

networks and others
Musicians Guild of America filed a
$10,950,000 damage suit last Monday
(Sept. 14) in U.S. District Court in Los
Angeles against American Federation
of Musicians, AFM Local 47 (Hollywood), ABC, CBS, NBC, Music Corp.
of America, Revue Productions, Capitol Records, Desilu Productions and
others. The suit charges a monopoly in
restraint of trade. It also asks for in'unctive relief to restrain defendants
from alleged monopolistic practices and
from blacklisting, boycotting and otherBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

1:45 P. M. on September 22, Mr. Khrushchev is coming to our town —
to see what he can see.

j

From halfway around the world he is coming to visit this bountiful
land for a few hours. Out here in the heart of America, he will see
Agriculture and Industry wed — blossoming into a tremendous
*v
capitalistic force for good and good things.
He will see the great rolling fields of hybrid corn stretching from here to your
breakfast table. He will see the John Deere Works whose massive daily
production of labor-saving farm machinery is an obvious testimonial for a
successful capitalistic venture. He will see the sprawling Firestone Tire & Rubber
plant which makes tires as big as a house or as small as a doughnut.
He will see one of our country's great insurance centers. He is going to visit a
great university dedicated to developing growing things, including people.
He is coming to see what he can see, and it's time he did. There's a lot
to see here. This is an important place.
Mr. Khrushchev's every reaction will be reported instantly by radio and television
stations everywhere. Before the world goes to sleep that first night of his
visit, the world will know more about Mr. Khrushchev and Mr. Khrushchev's
world will know more about us . . . because of electronic journalism.
In truth, "Big Brother" will have his eye on us and we'll have our eye on
"Big Brother." One of the first things Mr. Khrushchev will see as he flies into
Des Moines is the KRNT-TV tower right smack in the middle of town.
About the second thing, KRNT microphones and cameras.
There's so much to see here and so little time for him to see it! There's much to
know about our nation's radio and television setup, for example, and
it takes so long to appreciate its massive force.
Des Moines would be a good place for him to study free American radio and
television. We've got some of the best stations in the country here, and they
operate in the public interest, convenience and necessity, and not because
of any party line or edict. We're important to people.
Mr. Khrushchev should see our good KRNT newsmen in action, writing stories,
reporting facts regardless of who is involved — facts about public officials, for
example, not caring whether the public officials will be pleased or displeased . . .
newsmen broadcasting stories, caring only that the public gets the truth.
Mr. Khrushchev might learn to like American radio and television, all the music,
the drama, the comedy, the public service — FREE — just so someone can tell
about a product or a food or a service that people can buy to make their
living easier . . . selling things in this country that uncounted millions in
other parts of the world cannot buy. Let him see free American broadcasting,
born from free American competition.
Yes, Mr. Khrushchev is coming to our town, and the world's spotlight focuses on
this heart of America. Everyone should come see us. What we are doing out
here is important to people throughout the world. Come make your own
inspection trip. You'll like what you see.
Cowles Broadcasting Co.
KRNT, KRNT-TV
Des Moines, Iowa
Represent)!* by THE KATZ AGENCY
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wise interfering with employment opportunities of MGA members, said to
include more than 700 professional musicians inLos Angeles County.
Filed by Harry B. Swerdlow of
Swerdlow, Glikbarg & Nicholas, MGA
attorneys, the complaint charges AFM
and the other defendants with violating
the Sherman Antitrust Act by unlawfully "contracting, conspiring and combining" to restrict all employment of
musicians to AFM members, except in
the major motion picture studios, where
MCA
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KCEN-TV
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tv film and
that

derived

The preeminence of television films
and studio rentals as income makers for
MCA Inc., New York, was underscored
in a preliminary prospectus issued last
week by the company for its contemplated initial offering of public stock.
MCA has filed a registration statement with the Securities & Exchange
Commission covering 400,000 shares of
common stock. A spokesman for Lehman Bros., New York, underwriters,
said the securities may not be offered or
sold until the registration statement becomes effective.
long considered
an one
"octopus"
in MCA,
the entertainment
field and
which
guarded most details of its operations
zealously, revealed in the prospectus
that income from television films and
studio rentals (lumped together in its
financial statement) far exceeded that
from its activities as a talent agent. For
example, income from tv films and studio rentals in 1958 amounted to $38,656,767; in 1957, $30,426,098; 1956,
$23,757,144. For these same years, in
order, talent agency revenues totaled
$8,816,711, $8,452,147 and $7,634,975.
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around

Central Texas!
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MGA is the authorized bargaining agent
for musicians.
MGA is asking money damages of
$150,000 trebled to $450,000 under the
Clayton Act, and $3,500,000, trebled to
$10,500,000, for the individual MGA
members allegedly injured by the defendants. MGA also asks for preliminary and permanent injunctions to
prevent the defendants from interfering
or threatening to interfere with the employment of any of the plaintiffs and
with their joining and supporting MGA.

Company's Growth • The company's
rapid growth is traced in the prospectus.
In 1954, total income was reported at
$15.2 million, as compared with $48.4
million in 1958 and $30.1 million for
the first six months of 1959.
Earnings last year after taxes amounted to $4,328,000, equal to $1.18 per
common share, as against $4,121,000,
or $1.12 per share in 1957. Earnings in
the first half of 1959 were listed in the
prospectus at $2,457,000, or 67 cents
per common share as compared with
$2,381,000, or 65 cents a share, in the
first half of 1958.
In the field of tv film production, the
prospectus notes, MCA owns approximately 1,657 tv negatives which were
produced or acquired by the company.
It also has a co-ownership interest with
other producers in approximately 525

STOCK
studio
from

SALE

rentals
talent

fees

additional television film negatives.
The prospectus gives details of the
transaction whereby in February 1958,
through its subsidiary MCA TV Ltd.
the company purchased the pre- 1948
feature film library of Paramount Pictures for a minimum guarantee of $35
million. Additional contingent payments
up to $15 million are payable if proceeds derived from film rental agreements made on or prior to Dec. 31,
1973, exceed $51,250,000. As of June
30, 1959, the prospectus states, agreement had been made providing for
about $50 million in unbilled tv rentals,
from which payments of approximately
$2 million, representing amounts in excess of the minimum guaranteed purchase price, will be made to Paramount
when
lected. the respective rentals are colMCA will be collecting a minimum
$1 million yearly in rent from Universal Pictures for ten years, beginning last
February, in return for leasing to Universal some studio space and facilities
at Universal City, Calif. MCA purchased the studios from Universal last
February for $11,250,000. The prospectus adds the company currently is
constructing additional production facilities at a cost of about $4 million.
Reduce Bank Debt • MCA will apply
$6,250,000 of the net proceeds from
the stock sale to the reduction of $9,250,000 of bank notes. The balance
from the stock sale will be added to
MCA's working capital.
After giving effect to the sale of the
400,000 shares of common stock,
MCA's outstanding stock will consist of
3,995,735 no par value shares of common and 17,985 shares of $100 par
value preferred. The prospectus states
that Jules C. Stein, board chairman,
holds 39.7% of the outstanding common stock of the company and Lew R.
Wasserman, president and chief executive officer, 19.8%. It was said that
directors and officers of the company,
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Daily

screenings

In an unusual selling presentation for tv film product, Art
Theatre of the Air Inc., New
York, will initiate a series of daily
screenings of 52 post- 1955 feature
films to an audience of station
representatives, advertising
agency executives and station film
buyers at the Fine Arts Theatre in
New York, starting Oct. 5. For
the next six months, company
spokesman said, there will be a
screening each weekday at 10
a.m. of a different film. The titles
of the films for each day will be
announced the preceding week in
trade papers. The films, all produced abroad, star such performers as Ingrid Bergman, Brigitte
Bardot, Sophia Loren, Michele
Morgan, Claudette Colbert and
Silvana Mangano. As an added
filip, a continental breakfast will
be served each day to the visiting
buyers, agencymen and station
representatives.
as a group, hold 85.2% of the common
stock.
The prospectus points out that on
Sept. 1, 1959, a plan of reorganization
became effective under which five main
MCA companies were brought together
under one corporate structure under the
name MCA Inc. The companies, which
were made subsidiaries of MCA Inc.,
are Music Corp. of America. MCA
Artists Ltd., Management Corp. of
America, Revue Productions Inc. and
MCA TV Ltd. Inc. (The latter two are
the tv film production and distribution
arms respectively of the company. )
ASCAP
radio pact
runs into obstacles
"All that's fastened down is coming
loose." Members of the All-Industry
Radio Music License Committee, who
thought they had negotiated a deal with
ASCAP on new music licenses last
summer (Broadcasting, June 22), had
reason to reflect last week on this observation byDe Lawd in "Green Pastures." Not all, but some important
corners of the midsummer agreement
were coming unstuck.
Federal Judge Sylvester Ryan, before
whom the earlier agreement had been
reached (subject to formal approval
and signature), opened the way for
further discussion of new ASCAP proposals— including one that the committee estimates would cost radio broadcasters an extra $1 million a year. This
would be $300,000 more than they paid
in 1957 even though the new terms
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

anticipate a 9% reduction. This proposal would make talent fees a part of
the station-revenue base on which
ASCAP payments are computed, unless
the fees are billed separately to the
advertiser and are in addition to ratecard time charge (Closed Circuit,
Sept. 14).
The committee, with Robert Mason
of WMRN Marion, Ohio, as chairman
and Emanuel Dannett as legal counsel,
is resisting the proposal. It also is fighting an ASCAP bid to have musiclicense violations, including allegations
of nonpayment, brought under the
court's jurisdiction. This would mean
that ASCAP charges of nonpayment,
filed in New York, would have to be
defended in court in New York regardless of a defendant station's location.
Another meeting between the all-industry group and ASCAP officials, also
to be held before Judge Ryan, was set
for Oct. 23.
Authorities reported, however, that
the payment formula agreed upon earlier this year would not be reopened.
In addition, the committee won a point:
Interim fees, covering the use of ASCAP
music while new license terms are being worked out, were revised downward. Up to now the formula has been
the same used under the licenses which
expired last Dec. 31. From now on
(and retroactive to June 1), under an
order expected to be entered last Friday, the interim charges will be the lower ones agreed upon some months ago
as the basis for the proposed new fiveyear contracts. Thus the station blanket
commercial fee comes down from
2.125%, while the sustaining fees reduces from the quarter-hour rate to
twice the one-minute rate for stations
with annual net receipts between $50,000 and $100,000, and from the halfhour rate to 2 and one-half times the
one-minute rate for stations above
$150,000.
BMI
stock

reacquiring
from

NBC

NBC is giving up its stock in Broadcast Music Inc.
Its decision to follow the lead of
CBS and sell back to BMI the minority
interest it has held since BMI's formation 20 years ago was expected to be
announced by BMI over the weekend.
BMI bought back the 4,264 shares
(about 5.8%) held by NBC at the original purchase price of $5 a share, or
$21,320. Aware that CBS had been
criticized for selling its BMI stock at
cost, NBC took precautions. Barney
Young of Life Music, a persistent critic
and also litigant against networks, had
"offered" $3 million for CBS' BMI
stock at the CBS stockholders meeting
last April, shortly after CBS sold it

back to BMI for $35,000 (Broadcasting, April 13, 20). So NBC had its
stock appraised by Hornblower &
Weeks before selling. The appraiser's
report: the stock was worth $4.50 to
$5 per share.
Network and broadcast-station ownership of BMI has been a target of
critics in both congressional and judicial proceedings.
NBC, like CBS, was said to take the
position that there is nothing wrong
with network ownership of BMI stock
but that now there is little point in
holding onto the investment. NBC continues as a BMI licensee.
BMI was set up to establish a source
of music when ASCAP, then the only
major music-licensing organization, demanded fees which broadcasters deemed
exorbitant.
With NBC selling back its stock,
William S. Hedges, vice president in
charge of integrated services for the
network, has resigned his seat on the
BMI board.
ABC meanwhile holds about 4.5%
of BMI stock. Whether it will divest
itself was a moot question last week.
The rest of the BMI ownership is held
by individual stations and station
owners.
Mafia

films

postponed

at government request
Three tv network shows on the Mafia
were postponed at the government's request, itwas learned last week in pretrial proceedings in New York Federal
Court against defendants in the socalled "Apalachin meeting" of two years
ago.The programs will not be scheduled
until after the trial which begins Oct. 26
for 23 persons believed to be at the
meeting and charged with conspiracy
to obstruct justice by lying and falsifying stories about its true nature.
The networks are CBS-TV, which
had scheduled two shows, one entitled
"Meeting at Apalachin," and NBC-TV
which prepared a third program also on
the Mafia, a worldwide crime operation
that has its seed in Sicily.
The so-called "Apalachin crime convention," held in 1957 in Apalachin,
N.Y., was attended by underworld leaders.
Defense counsel had accused the government of inviting the telecasts so as
to continue a hostile climate for the defendants. This accusation promptly denied by the government also uncovered
the postponement request made of the
tv producers. The chief government
counsel, Milton R. Wessel, who had
made the request, did so because he
thought the tv shows would hamper the
paneling of an impartial jury. The tv
producers, Mr. Wessel said, acceded.
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BIG Y has AUDIENCE AND POWER
. . . the BIGGEST metropolitan audience of any Cincinnati station (AprilMay 1959 Nielsen) and 50,000 WATTS
of SELLING power to ^each all the
Cincinnati area.
We are doing a BIG job every day for
our advertisers.
Here's what a few say
about
us:
"With for
WCKY,"
set an
all-timein
record
SOHIO westation
openings
Cincinnati and in Ohio." Elmer Horstmeyer, Hyde Park Sohio Service
"We WCKY
can honestly
say thewere
results
our
broadcasts
the from
best
promotions
we ever
mer, Pres. Jems
Shoe had."
Stores Saul Mai"Our meaccount,
Buick,
has
asked
to expressJennings
to you how
pleased
he is with the result of his WCKY
broadcasts ....... we are a firm
believer in the aggressive grass roots
showmanship that WCKY does ' so
well."
Stites Co.Art Radkey, V.P. Keelor &
Let BIG Y work for you in Cincinnati!
Call Tom Welstead at our New York
office, Eldorado 5-1127, or AM Radio
Sales in Chicago and the West Coast.

BIG
WCK
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cut

in half

Emmy's figure is going to be streamlined in television for the 1959-60 season.
A plan for paring the Emmy awards
from 42 to 21 and placing greater emphasis on creativity in programming
was approved by the trustees of the
National Academy of Tv Arts & Sciences meeting in Chicago Sept. 11-13.
The new categories represent an amalgamation of proposals by NATAS' five
chapters — New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, Baltimore and Washington.
Walter Cronkite, NATAS president
and CBS commentator, announced the
new classifications after trustees from
all chapters met. The previous awards
system had drawn widespread criticism
after the 11th annual show (Broadcasting, May 11).
New Emmy awards categories are:
1. Program Achievement in the field of
humor. 2. Program Achievement in the
field of drama. 3. Program Achievement in
the field of music. 4. Program Achievement
in the ment
field
Program6. Achievein theof variety.
field of 5. news.
Program
Achievement in the field of public affairs
and education. 7. Achievement in the field
of children's
performance by programming.
an actor (lead8. orSingle
support).
9. Single performance by an actress (lead or
support). 10. Performance by an actor in
a series (lead or support). 11. Performance
by an actress in a series (lead or support).
12. Performance in a variety or musical
program or series. 13. Writing achievement
in the dramatic field. 14. Writing achievement in the comedy field. 15. Writing
achievement in the documentary field. 16.
Directorial achievement in drama. 17. Directorial achievement in comedy. 18.
Achievement in art direction and scenic
design. 19. Achievement in cinematography
for tv. 20. Achievement in electronic camera
work. 21. Achievement in film editing for
tv.
RPI

f m-to-am

relay

adds 13 stations
Radio Press International, New York,
last week reported 13 stations have become regular subscribers to its live
voice newscast service as a result of recent tests involving fm-to-am relays in
the southeastern U.S. (Closed Circuit,
July 27).
They are: WSLS Roanoke, Va.,
WGWR Ashboro, WRAL Raleigh,
WFMC Goldsboro, WFNC Fayetteville, WMIT (FM) Charlotte, WJNC
Jacksonville, WWGP Sanford, WKBC
North Wilkesboro, WATA Boone,
WTOB Winston-Salem, WBUY Lexington, all North Carolina, and WQOK
Greenville, S.C. Also signed, effective
Oct. 5, is WERC Erie, Pa., which will
receive the daily newsfeeds via fm relay
from Cleveland. RPI subscribers now
total 70.
In other new business developments
at RPI, a spokesman said a special news
package covering the Khrushchev tour
of the U.S. was completely sold out.

Here are the next 10 days of network
color shows (all times are EDT).
NBC-TV
Sept. 21 (10-10:30 p.m.) Sept. 29
(9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur Murray Party, P.
Lorillard through Lennen & Newell and
Sterling Drug through Dancer-FitzgeraldSamples.
Sept. Kern,
22 (9-10:30
p.m.) Foundation
Toast to
Jerome
U.S. Brewers
through J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. Lever
23, 30through
(8:30-9Ogilvy
p.m.)Benson
Price Is&
Right,
Mather and Speidel through Norman
Craig & Kummel.
23 (9-9:30
p.m.) Kraft
Kraftthrough
Music
HallSept.
Presents
Dave King,
J. Walter Thompson.
Sept. 24 (10:30-11 p.m.) Masquerade
Party, P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell.
Sept. 25 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Best of
Durante, Zerex through BBD0, WarnerLambert through Ted Bates.
Sept. 26 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Sept. 26. (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and
Reddy Show, Borden through Benton &
Bowles and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Sept. 26 (7:30-8 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Sept. 27. (8-9 p.m.) Sunday Showcase,
Procter & Gamble through Benton &
Bowles.
Sept. 27 (9-10 p.m.) Chevy Show,
Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
Sept. 28-30 (6:30-7 a.m.) Continental
Classroom.
Sept. 28-30 (12:30-1 p.m.) It Could
Be You, participating sponsorship.
Sept. 28-30 (4-4:30 p.m.) Truth or
Consequences, participating sponsorship.
Sept. 28 (10-11 p.m.) Steve Allen
Show, Plymouth through N. W. Ayer.
RPI is currently feeding its coverage to
30 stations from coast to coast. Limited
equipment facilities for the special
phone feeds prevented additional sales,
he said. A similar package deal will be
offered when President Eisenhower
tours the Soviet Union, it was reported.
Ziv sets

$21

million

production budget
Ziv Television Programs, New York,
has set a record production budget this
year of $21 million, covering 12 tv
film series, it was announced last week
by John L. Sinn, president of Ziv Tv.
The $16.5
figure,million
he said,fortops
last properties.
year's high
of
eight
Mr. Sinn noted that four network
and eight syndicated programs will be
produced this year. Two new network
entries are Challenge (NBC-TV) and
Men into Space (CBS-TV) while new
episodes will be produced for Bat Masterson (NBC-TV) and Tombstone Territory (ABC-TV). The eight syndicated
programs in production include four
whose titles have not been released, and
This Man Dawson, Lockup, Sea Hunt
and Bold Venture.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Dj group plans meet
The first international convention of
the new Disc Jockey Assn., will be held
March 4-6, 1960, in Los Angeles, DJA
President Jim Hawthorne (KDAY Los
Angeles announced. Scott Muni(WMCA
New York), first vice president is head
of the convention committee.
Business sessions of the convention
will be held at 20th Century-Fox studios where production will be underway
on "The Big Platter Parade", to be
filmed for theatre distribution, and featuring d.j.s. from around the world.
Promotion tie-in of producers and DJA
calls for inclusion of everyone at convention in at least one scene of the picture.
• Program

notes

Bomb coverage • KHOU-TV Houston, Tex., sent newsfilm of the scene at
a local school after a bomb had exploded there last Tuesday (Sept. 15)
to nine tv stations and three syndicated
newsreels. The explosion killed the man
who allegedly set it off plus four children and another adult and hospitalized
19. KHOU-TV shot 1,100 ft. of film.
This was telecast and sent to CBS-TV,
N.Y., as well as the nine stations requesting the coverage. Beep recordings
were fed to 75 am outlets. Within a
short time of the explosion, KHOU-TV
telecast a 45-minute special report of
the disaster.
'Ding Dong' in 27 areas • Ding Dong
School (tv kindergarten), distributed
by Independent Television Corp., N.Y.,
has been renewed in 27 markets before
the series makes its fall start in 76 markets, Henry G. Saperstein, packager of
the series, says. Production of the entire
series for the season has been completed and ITC has ordered 13 additional weeks of programs. The show's
star and producer is Dr. Frances Horwich.
Pharmacy Week kits • American Pharmaceutical Assn., Washington, D.C., is
distributing a tv kit to stations in connection with National Pharmacy Week
(Oct. 4-10). The kit includes 10- 20and 30-second announcements plus
telops for the visual part of the spots.
True danger series • Ross-Danzig Tv
Inc., Hollywood, Calif., is producing
Danger Zone, 26 filmed episodes about
people who have had dangerous experiences. The documentaries, hosted by
Gregory (Pappy) Boyington, are distributed nationally by Crosby-Brown
Productions, Hollywood.
WLIB's Negro emphasis • WLIB New
York added five hours per week to its
Negro programming Monday (Sept.
7), with 93% of the station's schedule
now devoted to this specialized audience.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

FOR

BEST

COVERAGE

IN

THE

NATION'S
47th
TV
MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa
— Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)
Here is a 42-county market with a fine balance of rich
farming communities and booming industrial centers
. . . the largest market between Chicago and Omaha . . .
Minneapolis and St. Louis . . . the 47th TV market in
the nation.
POPULATION
FARM POPULATION
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
GROSS FARM INCOME
RETAIL SALES

2,042,037,000*
'Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — ^959'
President
j Palme, Manager
WOC-TV is No. I in the
C.Resident
Sander
nation's
47th homes
TV market
— leading in TV
(438,480),
monthly coverage and weekly
circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson
Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,
1958. For further facts and latest availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!
WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central
Broadcasting Co., which also owns and operates
WHO- TV ond WHO Radio, Des Moines,
Iowa

THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF
ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINT

United

Press

Facsimile
United

322,300
1,632,100*
87,000 *
,306
79,5
,813
$2,2
$1

International

Newspictures

Press

Movietone

k

and
Newsfilm

Build Ratings

J

FATES

&

G. Darrow, executive copy director
there, named agency vps.

Broadcast Advertising
• G.F. Morrill, president, Borden
Co.'s Western Div., named chairman of
directors board. L.S. Merrill, Western
Div. vp, moves up to division president.

KT
C'
IN
TO
SD
YOUR
NECK
OUT!

• Harry R. Bender, chief of copy department, Jack M. Reeves and R. Forrest Rosenberger, senior account
supervisors, appointed vps of Ketchum,
MacLeod & Grove, Pittsburgh.

that delivers MORE
listeners per dollar
than ANY

other

station in
BUFFALO,

• Douglas Burch, formerly media director, Leo Burnett, Chicago, to Reach,
McClinton & Co., N.Y., in similar capacity, with responsibility for planningcoordination of all Media buying for
agency's clients.
• Jack Barnes, formerly president,
White, Berk &
Barnes Adv., to
Wunderman, Ricotta & Kline, N.Y., as

• Fred Lean, general manager, Miles
California Co., subsidiary of Miles
Labs, appointed vp, succeeding Frank
G. Clancy, who retired after 27 years.
• Doris T. Cornell named membership director of Retail Merchants Assn.,
N.Y. She joined company in 1956 as
executive secretary to executive vp.
• Calvin Morris, formerly assistant
research director, CBS-TV, N.Y., to
O.E. Mclntyre Inc., N.Y., as marketing
manager.

Buy the station

FORTUNES

• Nicholas J. Kockler, assistant industrial relations director of U.S. Potash
Co. Div. of U.S. Borax & Chemical
Corp., made corporate director of public relations of U.S. Borax, with headquarters inLos Angeles.
• Maitland Jones, senior vp and creative director of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden, N.Y., is leaving that
agency. He has been with Fletcher
Richards since before its recent mergers
with Calkins & Holden and Bryan
Houston.

N. Y.

Mr. Barnes

vp,
serving
as co-ordinator
of new
business.

• W.J. Berey, formerly advertising-promotion manager, Lassiter Corp., (packaging division of Standard Packaging,
N.Y.) to Smith, Hagel & Knudsen,
there, as senior account executive.
• Alvin Sarasohn,
vp-associate copy director, Kenyon &
Eckhardt, to
agency 's
Angeles
officeLosas
creative director.
•well
George
C. WisJr., formerly

Mr. Sarasohn

vp-director, Chambers, Wiswell, Shattuck, Clifford & McMillan, Boston, to Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, N.Y., as account executive-member of business development
group.
• S. William Aronson, formerly assistant to president, ABC, N.Y., to The
Meeker
Co., that city, as account executive.
• William P. Bee, salesman, Weed
Television Corp., N.Y., to Edward
Petry & Co. there as tv account executive.

WBNY

Best

Buy

in the
Buffalo
Market

Call Jack Masla
88

Mr. Garrison

Mr. Bachman

• Robert L. Garrison, vp-member
directors board, MacManus, John &
Adams, Bloomfield Hills, Mich., named
senior vp with responsibility for supervision of commercial and consumer
product account groups as well as commercial-retail supervision of Dow accounts. William B. Bachman Jr.,
MJ&A vp, named senior vp, continuing
as group head in charge of Bendix Aviation Corp. accounts-chairman of New
Business Dept.
• Joseph G. Standart Jr., supervisor
of Chrysler and Imperial accounts at
Young & Rubicam, Detroit, and Jerome

• Donald Roettger, account executive, Earl Ludgin, to John W. Shaw,
Chicago, in similar capacity for Morrell
meats.
• Leonard Rutstein, advertising manager, Eastern Div., Philco Distributors,
to Exquisite Form Brassiere Inc., N.Y.,
as advertising manager. Martin A.
Lave, production manager, Exquisite
Form and Silf Skin Inc., named advertising manager.
• Richard T. Stearns, accounting
manager, Hertz American Express International Ltd., Chicago, to similar
position with company's European
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

zone. Lynn W. Moore succeeds him as
accounting manager.
• George Blanda, Chicago Bears football player, to Spector Freight System
Inc. there as driver sales manager.
• Fred C. Walker, account executive
at Henderson Assoc., Greenville, S. C,
named account supervisor.
• Lon C. Hill III, formerly copy supervisor atN.W. Ayer & Son, Phila., to
J.M. Mathes, N.Y., as copy chief.
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The letter speaks for itself. If it's results
you're after, make sure you reach Nebraska's other big market — LincolnLand — through the one station that
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really coversYiil
it.liAvery-Knodel
will give
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you all the facts dc
onasKOLN-TV
— Offit Ma
cial Basic CBS Outlet
for South Central Nebraska
' Northern Kansas.
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KOLNTV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWER
COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive- National Sepreientatives

IS

• Alexander Stolley, vp. Farson,
Huff & Northlich, Cincinnati, named
executive vp.
• John Price, news director, WKAT
Miami Beach, Fla., to Scheaffer Adv.,
Miami, Fla., as radio-tv department
head.

TV

AlinRgO INC
AMve-rttis
TATHAd
..-.son eoui«v»»o
OHCASO 4, »U

• Lewis Griest, formerly account executive, WNEW-TV New York, to the
Katz Agency there as salesman. Fred
Delhay, formerly associate media director, McCann-Erickson, L.A., to
Katz radio sales staff there. William

• Edward Mandell, formerly copy
chief. Mack LeBlang Co., N.Y., to
Smith, Hagel & Knudson there in similar capacity.

OTHER

in cost-per-order

• Tom Allison, president, DaystromWeston Divs., Daystrom Inc., Newark,
N.J., named general chairman, 1960
annual conference of National Industrial Advertisers Assn., N.Y. (meeting
June 5-9, Shoreham Hotel, Washington.)
• Paul Hanna, formerly art director at
E. D. Kramer Co., L. A., to art staff
of Craig & Webster Adv., Lubbock, Tex.
• Milt Samuel, manager of Young &
Rubicam Hollywood tv publicity department, placed in charge of product
publicity and public relations for the
agency in Southern California, Pat Hogan, assistant to Mr. Samuel, succeeds
him as tv publicity manager.

Fallon joins Katz' Chicago radio sales
staff. Other Katz appointments in tv
sales staff capacity: Robert A. Lefko,
New York office; Justin Cassidy and
Charles D. Linton in Chicago, and
K. Layton Miller in Dallas.

24

BROADCASTING
THE BUSINESSWEEKLY OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. W. Washington
6, D. C.

• Burton E. Hotvedt, vp, Klau-Van
Pietersom, Dunlap Inc., Milwaukee,
named vp, Advertising Federation of
America and vice chairman of AFA's
council on advertising clubs. He succeeds Philip E. Nutting, New England
advertising manager of Holiday magazine, in both capacities.
The Media
• Robert L. Jones, sales manager,
Western States Radio, to KIST Santa
Barbara, Calif., as president-general
manager.

NEW

• E.K. Hartenbower, vp-general manBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Send t0 home address — —

SUBSCRIPTION

ORDER

Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING
$ 7.00
[~1 52 weekly issues and Yearbook published in September 11.00
□ Payment attached
□ Please Bill
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title/ position
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city
address
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ager, KCMO Kansas City, elected to
board of CBS Radio Affiliates Assn.
Others named to board: A. R. Hebenstreit, president, KGGM Albuquerque, N.M.; Jay W. Wright, president,
KSL Salt Lake City. Ames Brown Jr.,
general manager, WPRO Providence,
R.I., succeeds Creighton Gatchell,
WGAN Portland, Me., as district director of association.
• Donald Boyce, commercial-regional
sales manager, WSEE (TV) Erie, Pa.,
and Edward G. Zellefrow, WSEE
chief engineer, named station and technical managers, respectively. They replace Cecil Sansbury, now with WHPAM-TV Harrisburg, Pa.
• Michael Best named general manager, and George Preston, account
executive, of Hil F. Best Co., Detroit,
am radio representative.
• George Brooks, sales manager of
KOTE Fergus Falls, Minn., named general manager, succeeding Dale Rainsberger, who resigns because of ill
health. Mr. Brooks was previously manager of KMRS Morris, Minn.
• Joseph O. Jasmin, formerly radio operations coordinator of WPRO-AM-FM
Providence, to WKNE Keene, N.H., as
stations operations manager.

^ItATURALtY,

I

LISTEN7^W1J#B',
"When surfing
coordination aft
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Three

NAB

committees named
D. Brown, WTVL Waterville, Me.;
Three NAB standing committees
Frank Gaither, WSB Atlanta; James
— Television Film, Radio Standards
L. Howe, WIRA Fort Pierce, Fla.;
of Good Practice and Engineering —
William B. McGrath, WHDH Boswere appointed Sept. 14 by President
Harold E. Fellows.
ton; George J. Volger, KWPC Muscatine, Iowa; Jay E. Wagner Jr.,
Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S.D., was named chairman of WLEC Sandusky, Ohio, and Cecil
the film group which will hold its Woodland, WEJL Scranton, Pa.
first meeting Sept. 24 in New York.
A. James Ebel, KOLN-TV LinOther members are A. J. Fletcher,
coln, Neb., is chairman of the engineering advisory group. Other memWRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C.; William
bers are James H. Butts, KBTV (TV)
E. Goetze, KFSD (TV) San Diego,
Denver; A. L. Hammerschmidt, NBC;
Calif. ; Frederick S. Houwink, WMALHoward
T. Head, president, Assn.
TV Washington; Leonard J. Patricelli, WTIC-TV Hartford, Conn.; A. of Federal Communications Consulting Engineers; L. S. Learned,
Louis Read, WDSU-TV New Orleans; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV)
MBS; Carl L. Lindberg, WPIK Alexandria, Va.; Jerrold Martin, WKMH
Miami, and Eugene S. Thomas,
Dearborn, Mich.; Frank Marx, ABC;
KETV (TV) Omaha, Neb.
Cliff Gill, KEZY Anaheim, Calif., James D. Parker, CBS; John T. Wilwas named radio standards chair- ner, Hearst Corp., and Jay W.
Wright, KSL Salt Lake City.
man. Serving with him are Carleton
• Maury Farrell,
formerly local sales
manager Birmingham,
of WBRCAM-FM
Ala., appointed general manager of
WATV, that city. He
was previously with
WAPI there as sports
Mr. Farrell
director and director
of programs and public affairs.
• John T. Coy, San Francisco office
manager, The Boiling Co., station rep,
named West Coast manager.
• Carl H. Kohloff, account executive,
XETV (TV) Tijuana, to WITI-TV Milwaukee, as sales representative. Barbara Becker to WITI-TV as weathercaster.
• Pete McNee, national sales manager,
KWTX-TV Waco, named to represent
KWTX-AM-TV, KBTX-TV Bryan,
KNAL Victoria, all Texas, and KXIITV Ardmore, Okla. Stations are operated by TX Network.
• James J. Wychor, formerly general
manager, KLGA Algona, Iowa, to
WTRU Muskegon, Mich., as station
manager, succeeding Kenneth R. Chapin, who has resigned.

6419 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28 / HO 3-5151
ROBERT M. PURCELL. President and Gen. Manager
JAMES F. SIMONS, Gen. Sales Manager
Represented nationally by JOHN BLAIR & CO.
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(FATES & FORTUNES)

• Herb Adams of WKLM Wilmington,
N.C., to KTVW (TV) Tacoma, Wash.,
as promotion manager. Peggy Pessemier is assistant promotion manager.
H@ward Bogarte, Howard Bogarte
Adv., Salt Lake City, to KTVW as news
director.
• Tom Leahy, air personality, to KTVH
(TV) Hutchinson, Kan., as promotion

manager. Faye Graves, KTVH chief
director, named production supervisor.
• Charles Young, account executive
at KTTV (TV) Los Angeles for more
than eight years, promoted to national
sales manager as part of an overall expansion and reorganization of the station's sales department. Other promotions: Robert Bennett to local sales
manager and James Hoffman to assistant national sales manager. Both have
seven-year records in KTTV sales. Al
Pryor, sales development manager, is
named local account executive.
• Rex Hardin, formerly with KING
and KXA Seattle, to KISN Portland,
Ore., as account executive.
• Richard L. Levison, salesman, National Telefilm Assoc., to KPOP Los
Angeles as account executive.
• Leo Goren, account executive,
WOKY Milwaukee, to WXIX-TV there
in similar capacity. Ward Chase, air
personality, WBAY-AM-TV Green
Bay, Wis., to WXIX-TV in similar capacity.
• John Aldern, formerly account executive with KOA Denver, rejoins that
station in similar capacity after year as
manager of KZIX Ft. Collins, Colo.
• Charles M. Minnehan, merchandis-

"tvmarket
"tatcontemIon "
|\ "network
In large
southern
plates
opening
for several
engineers.
Excellent working conditions. Good
I pay. Send complete details and
| background
Box 640P,to: BROADCASTING

||i
•
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RAILROAD

FEATHERBEDDING

$500,000,000
TO

THE

NATION-INCLUDING

One of the greatest disasters of all
time was the San Francisco earthquake and fire of 1906. Property
damage of $350,000,000 shocked
the world.
Yet America's railroads suffer a
needless loss equal to that disaster
every nine months!
It's the loss from railroad featherbedding— pay for work not performed or
not needed — that costs the shipping
and traveling public in this country
$500,000,000 every year.

YOU—

Earthquakes cannot be prevented
but featherbedding can.
Everybody pays the hidden toll
of featherbedding. That's why the
forthcoming negotiations between
the railroads and the unions are so
urgently important to the whole
nation. The railroads will seek the
agreement of the unions in lifting
this featherbedding burden from the
American people so that our country may have the unexcelled rail service a dynamic economy demands.

AMERICAN
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LOSS
EVERY

YEAR

OBSOLETE WORK RULES
are responsible for featherbedding —
not the employees who must obey
them. Only the operating employees
are involved. For example:
Diesel freight locomotives, unlike steam locomotives, have no
fires to tend but featherbed
rules still demand a fireman —
the third man in the diesel cab,
since the head-end brakeman
also rides there.
Total cost for unneeded firemen-$200,000,000 each year.
— this is featherbedding!

RAILROADS
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both California), to KLAC Los Angeles
as account executive.

ing manager of KABC-TV Los Angeles, appointed account executive with
KABC Radio.

• Arthur A. Watson, senior operations analyst, NBC, N.Y., to WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia as business man-

• Donald N. Martin, formerly assistant to president in charge of pr for National Assn. of Broadcasters, Washington, D.C., has organized pr firm bearing
his name at 355 Lexington Ave., N.Y.
• John Rhodes, WRR Rockford, elected
president, Illinois News Broadcasters
Assn. for calendar 1960. Other New
officers: Bill Spangler, WFRX West
Frankfort, vice president; Dick Wright,
WCIA (TV) Champaign, treasurer;
Donald Brown, U. of Illinois School
of Journalism, fulltime executive secretary. Harold Salzman, WLS Chicago,
to board of director as immediate past
president. New directors: Bill Miller,
WTAX Springfield; Jim Koch, WHBF
Rock Island, and Bob Brown, WMAY
Springfield.
• Carl Bleiberg, promotion-merchandising director, American Institute of
Mens & Boys' Wear, N.Y., to WRC-TV
Washington as publicity-public relations
manager succeeding Edwin H. Peterson.
• George Whitney Jr., formerly Los
Angeles sales representative for Marietta Broadcasting Inc. (KFMB-AM-TV
San Diego and KERO-TV Bakersfield,

• Judith Friedlander, formerly with
pr staff at Elcano Tours Inc., NY., to
Good Music Broadcasters Inc., as New
York sales office manager.

ager.
• Bill Campbell, sportscaster, WCAUAM-TV Philadelphia, named sports director.

• Jim McGovern, sales promotion assistant, KNX Los Angeles, named program promotion-merchandising manager succeeding Marvin Katz who has
resigned to enter law school. Tom
Bernstein succeeds Mr. McGovern.

• Patrick Collins, engineer, WLWD
(TV) Dayton, Ohio, to Northwest U.,
Evanston, 111., as part-time instructorgraduate assistant, tv production.

• William Ray, newsman, has resigned
as news chief of NBC's Central Div.
to take over active managerial reins of
KASI Ames, Iowa, which he recently

• Claude Kirschner, formerly m.c,
Super Circus tv show, and Herb Sheldon join WOR-TV New York, as hosts
of Looney Tunes and Super Adventure
Theatre series, respectively.
• Claire Hughes, assistant manager,
KWKW Pasadena, Calif., re-elected
president, Radio & Tv Women of Southern California. Other 1959-60 officers:
Regina Lindenbaum, Filmcraft Corp.,
first vp; Helen Murray Hall, NBCTV, second vp; Vera Runser, KFWB
Los Angeles, treasurer; Gene Karaganis, KTLA (TV) Los Angeles, assistant treasurer; Dona Clark, J. Walter
Thompson Co., recording secretary;
Dolores Finaly, KRCA (TV) Los
Angeles, publicity director.

purchased.
• Don Martin, news director, KICN
Denver, to KGMC Englewood, Colo.,
in similar capacity.
• Jim Price, formerly program director,
KOOO
Omaha, to KBON there in similar capacity.
• Joe Sieferth, in charge of special
projects, WDSU-TV New Orleans, assumes responsibilities of Promotion Director Marion Annenberg while she is
on leave of absence.
• Paul Hansen, production crew,
WKBW-TV Buffalo named staff director. William H. Youngblood, news
director, WJHL Johnson City, Tenn.,
to WKBW in similar capacity.
• Jim Tate, operations manager, KISN
Portland- Vancouver, to KICN Denver,
Colo., as program director.
• Sid Brenner, assistant news director,
WNBF-AM-TV Binghamton, N.Y.,
named announcers' director, WNBFAM-FM-TV.
• Lou Miller, d.j. with KOMA Oklahoma City, Okla., to KMGM Albuquerque, N.M., as sales promotion director.
Vic Siman, sales manager, KABQ Albuquerque, toKMGM as sales director.
George Singer of KYA San Francisco
named KMGM program director.
• Stephen F. Kesten, formerly with
publicity staff, United Artists Corp., to
WNTA-TV Newark, N.J., as assistant
director of publicity.

MIDWEST VHF TELEVISION— in first 75 market—
250.000 TV homes. Profit between $275,000.00 and
$300,000.00
will
handle. annually. Price $1,800,000— $700,000 down
It is estimated that experienced TV operator can
cash in for over $1,000,000.00 profit in three year
period.

• Charles W. Siverson, program director, WROC-TV Rochester, N.Y, named
supervisor of WROC-FM.
HAMILTON-LANDIS
S, ASSOCIATES. Inc.
BROKERS • RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS • NEWSPAPERS
WASHINGTON, D. C.
CHICAGO
DALLAS
Ray V. Hamilton Richard A. Shaheen DeWitt 'Judge' Landis
1737 DeSales St. N.W. 1714 Tribune Tower 1511 Bryan Street
Executive 3-3456
DEIaware 7-2754 Riverside 8-1175
NATIONWIDE

• NEGOTIATIONS

•

FINANCING

SAN FRANCISCO
John F. Hardeity
111 Sutter Street
EXbrook 2-5671

(FATES & FORTUNES)

• George Finnegan, salesman, WEEK
Peoria, 111., to WTVH-TV there in similar capacity. Gary G. Gresham,
WTVH-TV
director, named promotion
director.

• APPRAISALS
.

92

• Charles F. Wister, salesman, Producers Assoc. of Tv, N.Y., to WIBG
Philadelphia in similar capacity.

I

• Tom Thornton, merchandising manager, KNX Los Angeles' Housewives
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Protective League, named national sales
coordinator for KNX and CBS Radio
Pacific Network. He succeeds Jack
Loughmiller who joins KNX-CRPN,
N.Y., as eastern sales representative.
• Will Lenay, d.j., WSAI Cincinnati,
to WCKY there in similar capacity.
• Dean Griffin, newscaster, WAKY
Louisville, Ky., to WCKY Cincinnati,
Ohio, in similar capacity.
• Jack Boonstra, student, Northwest
Schools, Portland, Ore., to KGUN-TV
Tucson in camera-floor position. He formerly was with KAVE-TV Carlsbad,
N.M. Kenneth Earl Read, Northwest
student, to WDHF-FM Evergreen Park,
111., as announcer.
• Hugh S. Downing, formerly with
WTVD (TV) Durham, N.C., joins
WDBJ-TV Roanoke, Va., as producerdirector.
• Bob Koolage, air personality with
WGAC Augusta, Ga., joins WINC
Winchester, Va., in similar capacity.
• Bob Kennedy, announcer-newsman,
WKNY Kingston, N.Y., to WOLF Syracuse, N.Y., as d.j.
• Frank Kahn, formerly announcer
with WASA Havre de Grace, Md., to
WDLC Port Jervis, N.J., in similar capacity.
• Kathy Godfrey, sister of Arthur
Godfrey, radio-tv personality, joins
WINF Manchester, Conn., as air personality.
• Jerry Esther, formerly program director of Armed Forces Radio in Manila, to WFYI Garden City-Mineola,
N.Y., as announcer.
• Ed St. Clair, formerly with WLOF
Orlando, Fla., joins WIBC Indianapolis
as air personality, succeeding Dick
Summer, who resigns.
• Dick Allen, WANE Fort Wayne,
Ind., to WALT Tampa, Fla., as d.j.
Ray Evans, formerly WTHR Panama
City, Fla., to WALT as salesman. Guy
Zwahlen named WALT regional sales
representative.
• Mrs. Robert Cleath to KIRO-TV
Seattle as tv teacher in Golden Rule
School (tv kindergarten).
• Terry Huntingdon, Miss U.S.A., is
daughter of Iola Huntingdon, program
director, KWSD Mount Shasta, Calif.
• Al Worth, meteorologist, WLW Cincinnati, to KWTV (TV) Oklahoma
City in similar capacity.
• Edmund J. Hughes Jr., local sales
manager of WWLP (TV) Springfield,
Mass., resigns to join staff of publication, Lollipop Kids.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

• Martha Ley, director of German language programs for WHOM-AM-FM
New York, awarded Knight's Cross of
Order of Merit, Federal Republic of
Germany, for her work on WHOM,
conferred during visit to Germany as
guest of government there.
Programming
• Edward D. Ropolo, assistant manager, broadcast promotion, NBC Pacific
Div., named manager.
• Stretch Adler, formerly in charge
of network syndication sales, Official
Films, N.Y., to Paramount Tv Productions there as director of network sales.

RCA
THESAURUS
TURNED
THE

TOWN

UPSIDE
DOWN!
/

• Rita Fischer, manager of interviewresearch department, Don Fedderson
Productions, N.Y., named associate
producer of Who Do You Trust?
(ABC-TV). She succeeds Mary Dodd,
who is named associate producer of
Charley Weaver Hobby Lobby (ABCTV).
• Seymour Berns, last season's director
of CBS-TV's Jack Benny Program,
named producer-director for 1959-60
season.
• Seymour D. Heffner, formerly director of programs, Metropolitan Educational Television Assoc., to CBS as
director of information program services for CBS.
• Mike Burnes, advertising sales director, Cincinnati Times-Star, to head
newly-opened Toronto, Ont., offices of
Ziv International.
• Robert C. Bennett, scriptwriter,
named creative director of MGM-TV
Industrial Film Div., N.Y.
• Andreas Duus Jr., Permacel Div.,
Johnson & Johnson, to Olin Films (part
of Packaging Div. of Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp.), as salesman of Olin
Cellophane and Polyethylene.
• Chris Hrushowy, chief film editor,
Industrial Film Maintenance, returns to
TelePrompTer of Canada Ltd., as salesservice representative.
• Henry La Cossitt, editor-radio commentator, named Gulf Oil Corp.'s
Washington public relations representative. He will write a bi-weekly analysis
of political news in terms of Gulf's interests.
• Louis Nye, Steve Allen's chief stooge;
Jim Backus, voice of "Mr. Magoo,"
and Louis Quinn, "Roscoe" on 77 Sunset Strip, have been added to personalities of KLAC Los Angeles and will be
starred in new weekend program, Variety 57.

The WBEC, Pittsfield, Mass., sales
department is delighted with the
"Department Store Radio Campaign Service" of RCA Thesaurus.
Program Director Paul Edwards
tells why WBEC is so very excited.

"Sold England Bros. 1000-spot,
52-week DEPARTMENT STORE
RADIO CAMPAIGN... income
over $7800 ! Jingles sold the sponsor, who hummed them all the way
through the tape demo . . . everyone here is very pleased !"
If you want more department
store business ... or any other kind
...in your town, write for complete RCA Thesaurus details now !
THESAURUS
155 East 24th Street • New York 10, N.Y.
Chicago,Nashville, Atlanta, Dallas, Hollywood
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Equipment & Engineering

WSYR
More
Than

Delivers
Radio
The

• Walter Ware Slocum appointed president of International
Resistance Co., Philadelphia, succeeding
Charles Weyl, who
moves man up
to chairof board.
Mr.

85%

Homes

No. 2 Station

In an area embracing 18 counties, 402,670
homes, 1.5 million people with a $2.5
billion buying-power . . .
WSYR DELIVERS
MORE HOMES
THAN THE NEXT
TWO STATIONS
COMBINED

Mr. Slocum

Mr. Weyl
Top programming Top facilities^
Top personalities make the difference.
* All figures NCS No. 2, weekly coverage
Represented Notionolly by
THE HENRY I. CHRIST AL CO., INC.

Weyl succeeds Ernest Searing, who has
retired. Mr. Slocum
was formerly vp in
charge of operations
with Daystrom Inc.,
Murray Hill, N.J. Before joining that company, he was president of his own management consultant
firm in Newark, N.J.

• Frank M. Folsom, chairman of executive committee, RCA, named director of Western Mortgage Corp., L.A.
Mr. Folsom is one of group headed by
H. Leslie Hoffman, president of Hoffman Electronics Corp., which has acquired control of Western Mortgage.
• Stanley Rosenberg, secretary-treasurer, Telectro Industries Corp., Long
Island City, N.Y., elected board chairman-chief financial officer.
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FREE
SERVICE

RELIGIOUS
PROGRAMMING

For Radio and TV Stations
Two series of 13-week, 15-minute programs featuring inspirational music and
messages on "The Ten Commandments"
and
Prayer"
... A stations
public
service"The
for Lord's
Radio and
Television
. . . Non-Denominational . . . Without
emotional appeals and commercialism
for the mature spiritual and cultural
needs of all communities.
■ CLIP and MAIL■ The Back to God Hour
, 10858 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 28, III.
i
I' ~Gentlemen:
I■
I Send Me □ TV Audition print □ Radio tape I
IJ Name
II Address• City_
-Zone StateIn...
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• Leo F. Leary, adviser on manufacturing techniques and controls, Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., named
manufacturing manager. Henry F.
Schunk, manager, Newton - Brighton
plant, moves to Lewiston, Me., to set
up new 140,000 sq.ft. plant for 2,000
workers. Ray T. Mijanovich, quality
control manager, named manager of
Massachusetts production facilities. Dr.
Walter F. Leverton, Research Div.
assistant manager, named Semiconductor Div. engineering manager. Raymond J. Barber, vp-treasurer-director,
Savage Arms Corp., named controller.
• Richard F. Leach, sales engineer at
General Electric apparatus sales office.
Boston, named district manager for sale
of GE receiving tubes with Newtonville.
Mass., headquarters.
• Henry F. Callahan, operations vp.
Sylvania Lighting Products, named vpgeneral manager.
• C. David Ohman Jr., public relationsadvertising-sales promotion department
head, Hawaiian Textron Inc., to marketing program-promotion department,
Ampex International, Redwood City,
Calif. He will be responsible for conducting sales promotion programs for
Ampex magnetic tape recorders in international markets.
• Robert G. Axtell. marketing con-

sultant, McKinsey & Co., N.Y., to Glen
keting.
Alden Corp. there as director of mar• William F. Bergeron, sales engineer. Sylvania Electric Products' Lighting Products Div., named industrialmilitary sales engineer, headquartering
at Teterboro, N.J. Joseph H. Ordbaugh
of Tung-Sol Electric Inc., named entertainment sales engineer, midwestern
region. Jeff R. Wheatley, sales engineer, Westinghouse Electric Co.,
named industrial-military sales engineer
for Pacific region, headquartering in
Los Angeles. J. Robert Peltz, field
engineer, Sylvania Electronic Tubes,
Emporium, Pa., named eastern region
sales engineer.
International
• F. K. Campbell to chief timebuyer
of MacLaren Adv. Ltd., Toronto.
• J. E. Smallwood, program director
of CFAR Flin Flon, Man., to manager
of CFAR succeeding C. H. Whitney,
appointed to the Manitoba provincial
government as Minister of Mines &
Natural Resources.
• Roger Baulu, freelance newscaster,
to CKVL Verdun, Que., as newscaster.
• Pat Freeman, vp-manager, Foote,
Cone & Belding Canada Ltd., elected
president. He joined FC&B Canada in
1956. Prior to that was general manager of Canadian Assoc. of Advertising Agencies. C. Burt Oliver, vp in
charge, FC&B's Canadian operations
since 1958, named managing director.
• Colin J. Smith, formerly of Kenyon
& Eckhardt Ltd., Toronto and Montreal, to manager of Montreal office of
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn.
John Brookman, formerly of Ruthrauff & Ryan Ltd., Toronto, named
seniorcity.account supervisor of BBDO,
that
o Don G. LeBlanc, commercial representative of Canadian Broadcasting
Corp., Halifax, N.S., to supervisor of
CBC information service at Halifax.
• Reg Stapley, formerly supervisor of
marketing of CKY Winnipeg, Man., to
senior account executive of Cockfield,
Brown & Co., Ltd., Winnipeg.
• Doug J. Davis, president of British
Columbia Food Brokers Assn., to marketing research director of KVOS
(Canada) Ltd., Vancouver, B.C.
• Jean M. Legault, formerly manager
of CKRN Rouyn, Que., appointed commercial manager of CFCL Timmins,
Ont.
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affecting

Maj. Edwin H. Armstrong won the
light of his life last week, five and a
half years after his death.
A federal judge in New York ruled
that his patents on fm were valid —
and had been infringed by Emerson
Radio & Phonograph Co.
Unless overturned on appeal to a
higher court, the decision could have a
multimillion-dollar effect on important
segments of the radio-tv manufacturing
industry.
The suit against Emerson was
brought by the inventor's widow, Mrs.
Esther Marion Armstrong. Similar suits
are pending against Philco, Admiral.
Du Mont, Bendix Aviation, Motorola.
Philharmonic Radio & Television, and
Fada. One against RCA was settled
some years ago for a reported $ 1 million.
Damages not set • Judge Edmund
L. Palmieri's 100-page decision in the
Emerson case did not award specific
damages, but left the sum to be determined by a special master. Emerson
has 30 days in which to file an appeal.
While the decision did not specify
what damages should be paid, it did
enumerate the total royalties Maj. Armstrong received from his fm inventions
during most of his lifetime. Counting
royalties from manufacturers of nonbroadcast as well as broadcast fm
equipment, the total came to $4,475.000 for the period from 1938 to 1953,
the year before his death. Of this.
$3,713,000 was in royalties from radiotv manufacturers and $168,000 from
fm broadcast station operators.
(The first Armstrong fm license was
issued to General Electric in 1938; by
the end of 1941, 14 companies had licenses. These called for payment to
Maj. Armstrong at the rate of 3% of
the "adjusted" selling price — the manufacturer's gross selling price for a complete receiver, minus certain deductions
and adjustments — of all receivers manufactured under the licenses. In 1945
the royalty was dropped to 2Vi%.
After World War II, the decision continued, Maj. Armstrong granted licenses to more than 300 fm stations at
rates ranging from $150 for a station
with 250 w operating power to $2,500
for those with power of 50 kw.
Judge Palmieri gave Maj. Armstrong
credit for opening up new fields
through the innovations which the inventor -spent much of his later life deBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

seven

fm

other

suits.

fending and promoting.
Nine-year period • The decision also
held that "the record is clear" that Emerson imitated and used the inventions
in question. It ruled that "Emerson's
exhaustive arguments based upon prior
art have been speculative, inconclusive
and unconvincing." Mrs. Armstrong, it
held, is entitled to an accounting of
actual damages from Dec. 29, 1948,
when Maj. Armstrong gave Emerson
"legally effective notice of infringement," to Sept. 20, 1957, when the reissue patent expired.
The court ruled against Mrs. Armstrong, however, on her claim for
treble damages. These, the decision
held, are awarded "only in exceptional
cases involving fraud or conduct tantamount to fraud."
Maj. Armstrong, who regarded fm
as the crowning achievement of many
radio inventions to his credit, filed the
suit against Emerson in December
1953. Less than two months later, at
the age of 63, he plunged to his death
from his 13th floor apartment in New
York (Broadcasting, Feb. 8, 1954).
His widow subsequently was substituted as plaintiff in the lawsuit.
IRE
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CHECK

patents;
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WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand
of all Indiana TV
stations!
One hundred and eleven
national and regional
VV
spot advertisers know that
the Terre Haute market is
not covered effectively
by outside TV.
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award
A. Norton

Kenneth A. Norton, sometimes controversial figure in fm and tv allocations,
has been named to receive the Institute
of
Radio Engineers'
Harry
Diamond
Memorial
Award. This
is the
honor
given to a government employe in the
field of radio and electronics. It will be
awarded at the IRE's annual convention
in New York next March.
Mr. Norton, a member of the technical information section of the FCC
from 1934 to 1942, is now chief of the
Radio Propagation Engineering Division of the National Bureau of Standards. He originally joined NBS in 1929.
Since 1946 he has been with the Bureau's Central Radio Propagation Lab.
in Boulder, Colo.
The citation with the award is "For
contributions to the understanding of radio wave
propagation."
Mr.
Norton
is considered one of the
principal protagonists in moving fm
broadcasting from 45 mc to its present
88-108 mc. This took place in 1945. He
participated as a representative of the

TV
Advertising
A Handbook of Modern Practice
By ARTHUR BELLAIRE
Vice President, Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn
*"I hope all my sponsors — past,
present and future — will give it a
thoughtful reading."
Here are explicit directions on
how to create television advertising
from the basic theme to the finished product.
"I am very much impressed by
the amount of practical and meaty
information he has compressed
into this book and how clearly this
information has —Otto
been organized
Kleppner,
."
The Kleppner Company
$6.50 at your bookstore or from
HARPER & BROTHERS, N. Y. 16
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Sylvania buys into
Italian tube firm
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.. subsidiary of General Telephone & Electronics, New York, is buying 50% of
Fabbrica Italiana Valvole Radio Elettriche, which Sylvania describes as Italy's leading producer of transmitting
tubes. FIVRE also makes
tv picture
tubes and special purpose tubes, semiconductors and other electronic com-

Wedding of rocket propulsion and electronics firms • Officers of Atlantic
Research Co. and Jansky & Bailey Inc. greet each other after the Alexandria, Va., research firm took over ownership of the Washington electronics
engineering company from General Communication Co. for an undisclosed,
multimillion dollar price (Broadcasting, Sept. 14). Shown above (1 to r) :
Dr. Arch Scurlock, president Atlantic Research; Dr. Arthur W. Sloan, Atlantic board chairman; C. M. Jansky Jr., Jansky & Bailey board chairman,
and Stuart L. Bailey, J&M president.
NBS in the tv allocations investigations
which took place during the 1948-52 tv
freeze, and more recently sparked a
reopening of the area concept of tv allocations with FCC Chairman John C.

Doerfer and CBS Vice President William
Lodge following publication of the results of the study undertaken by the
Television Allocations Study Organization (Broadcasting, April 20, 6).

Sylvania bought its share in the firm
ponents.
from the Italian set producer, Fabbrica
Italiana Magnetti Marelli which retains
the other half. Count Bruno Quintavalle continues as president of both
firms.

The acquisition was announced by
Don G. Mitchell, president of General
Telephone and chairman of Sylvania,
in an address before the American
Chamber of Commerce meeting in Milan. It was described as part of a continuing expansion in the European market. Sylvania has subsidiaries in Argentina, Brazil, Canada and Mexico and
associated manufacturers in Great Britain and Japan. General Telephone has
Italy.
subsidiaries in Belgium, Canada and

INTERNATIONAL
Canadian

liquor

has

1 target

April

code

Canadian liquor commissioners expect that by April there will be a
national code applicable for all types
of liquor in Canada's ten provinces.
Each province regulates its own beer,
wine and liquor advertising, and a
national code has been under discussion
for several years. The Assn. of Canadian Liquor Commissioners recently
held a meeting at Murray Bay, Que.
(Broadcasting, Sept. 14), and has
taken the problem up with the provincial governments. They hope to be
ready for a meeting of provincial governments on the subject at Ottawa with
the Canadian government by year end,
and to have a national code in operation by next April 1, according to
C. E. Woodrow, association secretary.
The Alberta Liquor Control Board
has asked Alberta breweries not to
advertise on television pending decision on the new advertising code. Only
Alberta brewery advertising on tv has
been Sick's Lethbridge Brewery Ltd.,
Lethbridge, which has cancelled its tv
advertising effective Sept. 15 as a result
of the liquor board's request.
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Snowmen
beware
The Nihon Educational Tv Co.
of Tokyo will send an expedition
to the Himalayas to search for
the famed web-footed "Abominable Snowmen" said to live in the
region. It will be the first Japanese group to take up the search;
numerous European and American expeditions have failed to
contact the legendary animals.
Ford

to Canadian

for 2.5

tv

million

The biggest entertainment package
in Canadian tv history — costing $2.5
million — was signed at Toronto, Monday (Sept. 14) by Ford Motor Co. of
Canada and the Canadian Broadcasting Corp. Startime, a 39-week series of
60 and 90-minute programs will feature
entertainment from both the U.S. and
Canada. The first three programs of the
series will come from NBC-TV.
Ford will also use two French-language tv network programs and cosponsor a western series, The Deputy

and the Tennessee Ernie Ford Show.
Three Toronto ad agencies worked
out contract details: Cockfield Brown
& Co., J. Walter Thompson and Vickers & Benson Ltd.
French-Canadian
broadcasters

meet

Market research in French-speaking
Canada featured the open sessions of
the French-language Assn. of Canadian
Radio and Television Broadcasters at
Alpine Inn, Ste. Marguerite, Que., Sept.
13-16. Leading French-Canadian broadcasters, advertising agency executives
and advertising officials of large corporations took part in the discussions
and panel sessions. It was decided to
start shortly a study of how today's
French-speaking Canadian lives.
Among speakers on the subject were
Phil Lalonde, CKAC Montreal, Que.;
Raymond Crepault, CJMS Montreal;
Jacques Bouchard, Labatt Breweries,
Montreal; Yves Menard, Young & Rubicam Ltd., Montreal; Charles Fenton
and Carl Steve, Broadcast Adv. Bureau,
Toronto, Ont.; and Geoff Stirling,
CJON-AM-TV St. John's, Nfld. Chairman of four-day session was association
President Jean Nadon. CJMS Montreal.
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FANFARE
End of summer

promotions

In summer's fading days, several
radio and tv stations staged promotion
efforts to draw people to local parks
and amusement arenas and at the same
time, proved once again the "power and
impact" of the media.
KMOX St. Louis reported a recordbreaking 125,000 attended its water ski
show and band concert in Forest Park.
Frankie Avalon, teen age singing
favorite, 13 other performers and seven
days of on-air promotion drew 85,000
to New Orleans' Pontchartrain Beach
for WTIX Appreciation Night.
More than 15,000 youngsters and
their parents went to Pittsburgh's Kenwood Park when KDKA-TV staged the
tenth major promotion of its "Summer
Fun for Everyone" campaign. All of
the station's personalities were at the
park to greet fans and sign autographs.
WGY-WRGB (TV) Schenectady,
N. Y., produced a full-house of over
5,000 for a local performance of the
Ice Capades. Station personalities offered listeners a discount of 50 cents on
all ticket orders sent to the stations
for the Aug. 25 performance.
WTRF-TV Wheeling, W. Va.. staged
a "water-parade" saluting its fall program lineup. The station estimates that
15.000 lined the banks of the Ohio
River to view the spectacle.
An aerial show, sponsored by the
Civil Air Patrol and WECT (TV) Wilmington, N. C, drew an estimated 70,000. The station began its publicity
build-up five months prior to the event.
Police didn't appreciate "Appreciation Night," staged by WHK Cleveland.
An estimated 60,000 persons created
a jam on highways leading to a suburban amusement park where WHK
was presenting a free rock and roll
show.
Ice countdown
Stations played it cool with a new
fad during the hot spell, depositing
chunks of ice and inviting listeners to
guess how long they would take to melt.
In Chicago, Les Lear, head of the
production firm bearing his name, collaborated with WMAQ disc jockey,
John Doremus, on such a stunt. They
set up a 41 -ton mountain of ice in
Chicago's Loop containing a $200 savings bond for the listener making the
most accurate prediction.
WBEL Beloit, Wis., also played it
cool, depositing a 4,400-pound chunk
on a downtown street. Melting time:
1,824 minutes.

'K' visit straw poll
More than 1,100 listeners sent postcards and letters to WRCV Philadelphia, when the station asked the
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

question, "Should Nikita Khrushchev
visit Philadelphia?" During a 10-day
period, the opinions were solicited on
the new public service feature, Opinion.
No prizes were offered- — only an opportunity to be heard on a matter of
community concern following an invitation issued to the Soviet leader by
Philadelphia Mayor Richardson Dilworth.
Of the 1,144 responses, 65.5% opposed the Philadelphia visit and 34.5%
favored it. The cards and letters were
sent to the U.S. State Dept. for review
by its Division of Soviet Affairs.
Drugs for Japan
A gesture of international goodwill
has been made by KYA-AM-FM San
Francisco, in cooperation with Parke,
Davis & Co., drug manufacturer. As a
part of the second annual Pacific Festival, they are presenting 50,000 capsules of Chloromycetin to the mayor of
Osaka, Japan. The donation represents
100 capsules for every person attending the recent KYA Youth Festival.
The drug is a synthesized antibiotic
used in treatment of typhoid fever, typhus, pneumonia and other diseases.
The donation is being made in the name

of the youth of San Francisco to patients in charity hospitals in Osaka.
Shopping 'mall' on radio-tv
Radio and television drew 50,000
to Kalamazoo's
Michigan
downtown shoppers
"mall" shopping
development when it was opened last month.
To celebrate the mall opening, the
downtown Kalamazoo Assn. of Merchants engaged R-Tv Enterprises, New
York, to stage one of its "Shop-a-Thon"
broadcast promotions. Individual merchants bought time for the event and
stations donated time to the association to cover the opening.
Kalamazoo's three am stations,
WLKZ, WKMI and WKZO, originated
about 75% of their schedules from the
mall on its first four days of business.
WKZO-TV Kalamazoo filmed a fashion show feature and presented it in a
special half-hour show. WOOD-TV
Grand Rapids, Mich., filmed opening
ceremonies for its own audience and
several other stations. John Reed King,
Shop-a-Thon master of ceremonies, and
guest star James Brown (Lt. Rip Masters of the ABC-TV Rin Tin Tin show)
also made appearances.
The Kalamazoo mall promotion was

Nothing is allowed to rush the slow process that gives presto discs their perfect
recording surface. Like fine wines, these discs are "aged" until they fully mature
—for the clearest engraving of the sound-impulses you will record on them. Anything that deserves to be heard deserves a hearing on a presto disc. Ask for
presto next time you record!
bogen -presto CO., Paramus, New Jersey. A Division of The Siegler Corporation.
Since 1934 the world's most carefully made recording discs and equipment97

produced by Jules Evan Baker, R-Tv
executive producer.
'Nothing' prize
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FUTURE
Monaural today — stereo tomorrow— .
handle both with finest quality results
on Ampex Multi-Channel :Recorders.
May be fully remote controlled. Now
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everywhere — -Write to Ampex for a
copy of Bulletin B.
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KYW-TV Cleveland, viewers were
offered "a years supply" to identify
late-night-movie m.c. Ronnie Barrett
from a group that included Mr. Barrett and distaff employes of the station. Responses came from 487 viewers,
and included two incorrect answers.
All who entered the contest received
a card notifying them they had won a
year's supply of the "finest in feature
films" on the station's Late Show and
Academy Awards Theater. The two
people who sent in incorrect answers
were declared the winners and were
awarded "a year's supply of yak
butter." sales money for spot tv
Budget
"Spot Tv . . . the Sales Managers Medium" was the subject of a slide presentation of KABC-TV Los Angeles,
and its national rep, the Katz Agency
Inc.
Presented at a luncheon for ad
agency timebuyers and executives, the
rep firm proposed that American companies and their sales managers earmark a percentage of their sales budget for market-by-market television in
addition to allocations for spot tv from
their advertising budgets.
The slide presentation was followed
by a preview of KABC-TV's fall programming plans.
Remote

marathon

A IV2 hour remote telecast from the
main street of Eau Claire, Wis., featured the WEAU (TV) Fall Festival.
Primary purpose of the festival was
to stimulate traffic to main street
stores. To attract shoppers, the station
presented popular and country-music
bands on specially constructed stages in
each block of the shopping district. An
estimated 40-45,000 persons jammed the
shopping area to participate in the remote telecasts, according to the merchants.
Shop owners called the festival the
"most productive" and "most unique"
ever attempted in the area. In all, 35
merchants participated.
More than 20,000 people entered a
WEAU contest which offered color tv
sets as prizes. They were asked to guess
the order in which station programs
would
survey. appear in an audience rating
Key to treasure hunt
Thousands of Baltimoreans turned
out for a giant treasure hunt, when
WITH Baltimore held a "Lucky Key"

contest. The searchers were hot on the
trail of the ignition key to a $3,800
1959 Chevrolet station wagon which
had been hidden in the city. At 15minute intervals throughout the day,
clues to the key's whereabouts were
broadcast. Newspaper ads and outside
bus cards focused attention on the contest. Throngs of searchers crowded city
parks, supermarkets, the waterfront and
other public places until the key was
found on the tenth day.
• Drumbeats
Apple polishers • KOIL Omaha, is offering its school-aged audience "an apple
for
Students
to send the
theteacher."
station the
name areof asked
their
favorite teacher. Each day, KOIL picks
a teacher to receive a 20 pound fruit
basket. It is delivered directly to the
classroom by a KOIL d.j.
When? • The date, hour, minute and
second that WHYZ-TV Duluth-Superior, hits the airwaves is the subject
of a national contest for timebuyers, involving $5,000 in prizes. The station expects to be on the air with regular
programming before the end of September. The station, on channel 10, will be
affiliated with ABC-TV.
Deflated d.j. • Rotund Rex Miller,
KLIF Dallas, disc jockey, who swamps
the scales at 280 pounds, has started
a crusade to lose 70 pounds. The listener coming closest to guessing Mr. Miller's exact weight on Dec. 1, will receive thedollars.
slenderized d.j.'s new weight
in silver
Streetwalkers • Maverick walking men,
outfitted in the black hat and coat of
ABC-TV's Bret Maverick are visiting
residential areas in San Francisco, Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland, Dallas, Pittsburgh and Boston, awarding prizes to
viewers of the ABC-TV program. In
the San Francisco area, homes watching Maverick Sunday, Sept. 13 were
awarded a transistor radio. At the end
of the evening, "walking men" compared notes and awarded a five-day
Las Vegas trip to the family with the
most people watching the show.
Music tonio,
for Tex.,hospital
• KONO
Sanentire
Anhas turned
over its
78 rpm record library to the Brooke
Army Hospital closed-circuit radio
station.
Polio prisoners • Two air personalities
of WAYX Waycross, Ga., locked themselves into the control room of the
station and emerged 67 hours later
after having played two records continuously. Al Morris and Joe Foster,
"prisoners for polio," raised $1,131 for
the local emergency polio drive.
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FOR
Station

THE

RECORD

EXPERIENCED

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

September 9 through September 15. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.
Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w — watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod. — modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
— unlimited hours, kc — kilocycles. SCA —
subsidiary communications authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Springfield, 111., Springfield Telecasting
Co., vis.,
uhf 0.490
ch. 26
mc);height
ERP above
0.705
kw
kw (542-548
aur.; ant.
average terrain 298 ft., above ground 280 ft.
Estimated construction cost $31,000, first
year operating cost $72,000 revenue $84,000.
P.O. address 2515 Kemper, Shaker Heights.
Ohio. Studio location corner of 5th St.
& Capitol Blvd. Trans, location same as
above. Geographic coordinates 39° 48' 9" N.
Lat.,
89c ant.
38' 56"RCAW. TFU
Long. 12BL.
Trans.Consulting
Electron
V-2050C,
engineer
Electron
Corp.,
Dallas,
Tex.
cant is Richard S. Cole. Mr. Cole isApplistock
broker with minority interests in KVOR
Colorado
Springs,
Colo.,
and
KTUR
Turlock, Calif. Ann. Sept. 9.
Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
*WTHS-TV Miami, Fla.— Waived Sees.
1.355(a) of rule)
30-day and
rulegranted
and 3.610
separation
mod.(mileage
of cp
to change trans, location, install new trans.,
increase ant. height to 670 ft., and change
ant. system and equipment, conditioned
that ERP between the bearings of 320 and
350 degrees true from its ant. site shall not
exceed 19.1 dbk. Ann. Sept. 9.
Columbus,
to WTVN-TV
make changes
in ant. Ohio—
systemGranted
and othercp
equipment to permit joint utilization of
ant. by WTVN-FM-TV. Ann. Sept. 1.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Wyandotte,
Mich. — Consolidated
Industries of Michigan,
850 kc. 5 kw.Bcstg.
P.O.
address 901 Livernois, Ferndale, Mich. Estimated construction cost $151,745, first year
operating cost $158,514, revenue $196,040.
Applicant is Stanley R. Akers (30%) and
others. Mr. Akers is president of research
company and steel safe concern. Ann.
Sept. 9.
Fort Montgomery, N.Y. — Harry Greenberg, 640 kc, 250 w. P.O. address Highland
Falls, New York, Estimated construction

EDWIN
&

cost $10,185. first year operating cost $20,400,
revenue
$26,160.
Ann. Sept.
10. Applicant is in real estate.
Florence, Ore. — Florence Bcstg. Co., 860
kc. 1 kw. D. P.O. address Rt. 2 Box 238,
Eugene, Ore. Estimated construction cost
$16,972, first year operating cost $28,000,
revenue $35,000. Applicants are Glen M.
Stadler (66%%) and Robert E. Leach
(33y3%). Mr. Stadler is majority owner of
KEED-AM-FM Springfield, Ore. Mr. Leach
is
employe
of KTVU-TV
San Francisco,
Calif.
Ann. Sept.
10.
Wundber,
Pa.—
Gosco
Bcstrs.,
1350 kc.
1.0
kw. D. P.O. address 1234 Luzerne
Street
Ext. Johnstown, Pa. Estimated construction
cost $21,400, first year operating cost $48,000,
revenue $60,000. Applicants are Fred Glosser, Isadore Glosser, Sydney Ossip and
Herbert Sinberg, equal partners. All are
employes of department store. Mr. Sinberg
has minority interest in WPAZ Pottstown,
Pa. Ann. Sept. 9.
Johnston, S.C.— The Edgefield-Saluda Radio Co., 1570 kc. 250 kw. D. P.O. address
% Franklin D. R. McClure. Box 1123, Sylva,
N.C. Estimated construction cost $13,215,
first year operating cost $24,000, revenue
$30,000. Clure,Applicants
are Jr.,
Franklin
R. McVan E. Edwards
James D.
H. Satcher
and Jessie C. Casey, equal partners. Mr.
McClure is employe of WMSJ Sylva, N.C.
Mr. Edwards is in real estate. Mr. Satcher
is in automobile business. Mr. Casey is employe of WKTC Charlotte, N.C. Ann. Sept. 4.
Centerville,
Trans-Air
Corn.
1150
kc. 500 wTenn.
D. —P.O.
address Bcstg.
% Warner
& Seligman.
Life
&
Casualty
Tower,
Nashville, Tenn. Estimated construction cost
$1,500,nue first
operating
$30,000,
reve$30,000.year
Principals
are cost
Samuel
J. Simon
(51%), Eugene N. Hester (44%). Mr. Simon
is majority owner of WHLP Centerville,
Tenn. Mr. Hester is in smelting and refining. Ann. Sept. 4.
Luray, Va. — Harry A. Epperson, Sr., 1??0
kc. 1 kw.matedD.construction
P.O. address
Ararat, first
Va. Esticost $19,800,
year
operatingplicant is sole
cost owner
$37,500, ofrevenue
$46,000.
ApWBRG Lynchburg.
Va. Other broadcast interests include cp
in Plymouth, N.C. (WPNC) and Lawrenceville, Va. (WLES). Ann. Sept. 9.
Kirkland, Wash.— Carl-Dek Inc., 1460 kc.
5 kw. D. P.O. address 1206 Malcolm Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. Estimated construction
cost revenue
$54,000, first
year Principal
operating annlicant
cost $120,-is
000,
$150,000.
Carl E. Haymond (51%) anr> others. Mr.
Haymond is majority holder of KIT Yakima,
Wash. Ann. Sept. 14.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KSIL Silver City, N.M.— Granted increase
of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continuing operation on 1340 kc, 250 w-N. Ann.
Sept.
KORE9. Eugene, Ore. — Granted increase of
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw, continu-
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ing operation on 1450 kc, 250 w-N. Ann.
Sept. 9.
WBCU Union, S.C.— Granted mod. of license to change specified hours during Sept.
through Dec, continuing operation on 1460
kc, 1 kw, DA-N. Ann. Sept. 9.
APPLICATIONS
KFAY from
Fayetteville,
Cp to
increase
power
500 w to 1Ark.
kw — and
install
new
trans. (1250 kc). Ann. Sept. 15.
KivlBY Monterey, Calif. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1240 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
KWG Stockton, Calif. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
WONNment of license
Lakeland,to Fla.
— Voluntary
assignWONN
Inc. (1230
kc).
Ann. Sept. 9.
WMAF Madison, Fla. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 11.
WVLD
Valdosta,
daytime power
from 250Ga. w— Cp
to 1tokwincrease
and install
new trans. (1450 kc). Ann. Sept. 11.
KLERfromOrofino,
increase
power
500 w toIdaho
1 kw— Cp
and toinstall
new
trans. (950 kc). Ann. Sept. 15.
WDWS Champaign, 111. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400 250
kc). w Ann.
9. inWVLN Olney, 111. — Cp to increase power
from 250
to 5Ann.
kw; Sept.
install11.DA-D & new
trans.
(740w kc).
WEOA Evansville, Ind. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400 250
kc).w Ann.
Sept.and9. inWTBO Cumberland, Md. — Cp to increase
daytime
w toAnn
1 kwSept.
and 9.install newpower
trans. from
(1450250kc).
WKLA Ludington, Mich. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and
install new trans. (1450 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
KWLM Willmar, Minn. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1340 250
kc).w Ann.
Sept.and9. inKFKUtime power
Columbia,
Mo.
—
Cp
to
increase
dayfrom 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. Sept. 15.
KBMY Billings, Mont. — Cp to increase
daytime
w toAnn.
1 kwSept.
and 9.install newpower
trans.from
(1240250kc).
WLDB Atlantic City, N.J. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1490 250
kc) wAnn.
15. inWGVA
Geneva,
N.Y.
—
Cp
to
increase
time power from 250 w to 1 kw; install daynew
trans. DA-D. 1240 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
WSKY Asheville, N.C. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1230 250
kc).w Ann.
Sept.and9. inWHKP Hendersonville. N.C. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1
kw and install new trans. (1450 kc). Ann.
Sent. 11.
WSIC Statesville, N.C— Cp to increase
daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install new trans. (1400 kc). Ann. Sept. 9.
WJER Dover, Ohio— Mod. of license to
change station location from Dover, Ohio to
Dover-New
Ann.
Sept. 11.Philadelphia, Ohio (1450 kc).
WTOL Toledo, Ohio— Mod. of cp (BP-12.
843, as location,
mod. which
trans.
makeauthorized
changes change
in ant. ant.and
ground systems. Install new trans, and
operate trans, by remote control) to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw
and change type trans. (Request waiver of
Section 3.28(c) of Rules & waives right of
309(b) notification). (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 15.
WKAP Allentown, Pa. — Cp to increase
daytime power from 1 kw to 5 kw; change
from DA-N to DA-2 and install new trans.
(1320 kc). Ann. Sept. 11.

WHUN Huntingdon, Pa. — Cp to increase
power from 1 kw to 5 kw and install new
trans. (1150 kc). Arm. Sept. 15.
WGET Gettysburg, Pa. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1450 250
kc). w Ann.
9. inWOLS Florence, S.C. — Cp to increase daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw and install
new trans. (1230 kc). Ann. Sept. 15.
WKGN Knoxville, Tenn. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1340 250
kc).w Ann.
Sept.and9. inWGNScreaseMurfreesboro,
Tenn.—
indaytime power from 250 wCp toto1 kw
and install new trans. (1450 kc). Ann. Sept.
11.KRIC Beaumont, Tex. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 kw
stall newpower
trans. from
(1450 250
kc).w Ann.
Sept.and11. inWDOT Burlington, Vt. — Cp to increase
daytime
to 1 Sept.
kw and
stall newpower
trans. from
(1400 250
kc) w Ann.
11. inNew Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Chattanooga,
— Radio
Dixie Box
Inc.
Granted
106.5 mc,Tenn.
68 kw
P.O. address
443, Seneca, S.C. Principal owner is J.A.
Gallimore. Ann. Sept. 9.
Lafayette,
— Purdue
Granted
99.1*West
mc, 36
kw. P.O. tad.
address
West U.Lafayette,
Ind. Purdue
U.
is
licensee
of
non-commercial WBAA (AM) West Lafayette. Ann.
Sept.
9. Ohio — William D. Shearer and
Oxford,
Harold F. Parshall.
Granted 97.7 mc, 260 w.
P.O. address Route 1, Oxford, Estimated
construction cost $1,050, first year operating
cost, $15,000; revenue $19,000. Mr. Shearer
(50%) is Bendix Aviation technician and
Mr. Parshall
(50%) 9.is radio-tv service technician. Ann. Sept.
Tulsa,
Okla.
Inc. Granted —95.5Video
mc, Independent
2.95 kw. P.O. Theatres
address
Box 1334, Oklahoma City, Okla. Estimated
construction cost $20,072, first year operating
cost $18,000, revenue $30,000. Principals are
Henry S. Griffing (50%), C.F. Motley (12%),
CO. Fulgham (12%) and others. Video owns
12i/2%
of KWTV prejudice
(TV) Oklahoma
City. action
Grant
made without
to whatever
Commission may deem necessary as result
of
its application
moveprotest
studioproceeding
and trans,on location
of KVITto
(TV), Santa Fe, N.Mex. Ann. Sept. 9.
Dallas, 103.7
Tex. mc,
— University
Advertising
Co.
Granted
26.5 kw. P.O.
address 3000
N. Harwood
St.,
Dallas
4.
Estimated
construction cost $18,393, first year operating
cost $5,400. Principals are Charles R. Meeks,
20.8%; Thomas W. Merriman, 15.6%; Melvin
W. Jackson, 15.6;% John J. Coyle, 19.8%;
E. Constantin Jr., 19.5% and others, UniversitylandAdv.Park,Co.Tex.
is permittee
of KVIL HighMessrs. Merriman.
Coyle
Constantin and Farrar are associated with
Commercials Recording Corp. which makes
recordings for broadcast stations. Ann.
Sept.
9.
Fredericksburg,
Va. — Fredericksburg
Bcstg. Corp. Granted 101.5 mc, 5.1 kw P.O.
address Box 269, Fredericksburg. Estimated
construction cost $11,950, first year operating cost $2,000. Apolicant owns WFVA
Fredericksburg. Ann. June 9.
APPLICATIONS
Ft. Lauderdale,
— Harold
105.9
mc, 3.5 kw.Fla.P.O.
addressH. Heminger,
305 South
Andrews. Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. Estimated
construction cost $12,785. first year operating
cost $18,000, revenue $24,000. Applicant is
employe
of publishing company. Ann. Sept.
10.
Detroit, Mich. — Fine Arts Bcstrs. Inc.,

105.1 mc, 28.7 kw. P.O. address 229 Eason
Ave., Highland
Park, Mich.
construction cost $23,196,
first Estimated
year operating
cost $27,600, revenue $32,100. Applicant is
Richard N. Hughes (75%) and others. Mr.
Hughes is in advertising. Ann. Sept. 9.
Louis,
Radio St.
97.9
mc,St.76.4
kw. Mo.
P.O.— address
BoxLouis
1440 Inc.,
St. Louis
Mo. Estimated construction cost $19,000,
first year operating cost $15,000, revenue
$20,000.
are, Jr.
Dick(20%)
J. Hasten
(1%),
Edward Applicants
E. Haverstick
and others.
Radio St. Louis Inc. owns KSTL that city.
Ann. Sept. 10.
Pittsburgh, Pa. — Golden Triangle Bcstg.
Inc., 107.9 mc, kc. 35.7 kw. P.O. address 220
N. Highland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Estimated
construction cost $18,900, first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $24,000. Applicant representing corporation is Myron Jones. Mr.
Jones holds majority interest in WJET Erie,
WEEP Pittsburgh, both Pa., WHOT Campbell and WRED Youngstown, both Ohio and
minority
in WTlV Titusville, Pa.
Ann.
Sept.ownership
4.
Existing Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KPSR (FM) Palm Springs, Calif.— Granted
cp
A onERP
92.1 from
mc to1
classto Bchange
on 100.7frommc; class
increase
kw to 4 kw; ant. minus 600 ft.; engineering
condition. Ann. Sept. 9.
WIFI (FM) Glenside, Pa.— Mod. of license
to change station location to Philadelphia,
Pa. (92.5 mc). Ann. Sept. 11.
WDSM Superior, Wis.— Waived Sec. 3.30 of
rules and granted mod. of license to change
main
location to Duluth, Minn. Ann.
Sept. studio
9.
Granted SCA for the following fm staengage in basis:
functional
music
operationtionsontomultiplex
Illinois
Bcstg.
Co.
(WSOY-FM) Decatur, 111.; Franklin Mieuli
(KPUP [FM]), San Francisco, Calif., and
Cherry
Fla. Ann. Bcstg.
Sept. 9.Co. (WDBO-FM) Orlando,
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
KDWD-FM San Diego, Calif.— Granted assignment of license from John K. Blanche,
Joseph
D. Worth
and Kenneth A. Ha mill to
E.
Edward
Ann. Sept. 9.Jacobson; consideration $16,000.
KRKD-AM-FM Los Angeles, Calif.—
Granted transfer of control to Trans American Bcstg. Corp. (Robert A. Yeakel, board
chairman and 24% owner); consideration
$1,250,000.
trans-to
ferors, Albert
will reduceZugsmith,
holdings one
fromof 55%
20%,
and
holdings
of
Frank
Oxarart
and
John D. Feldman will each decrease from
22V2%
to
141/2%
Ann.
Sept.
9.
WSRA Milton, Fla. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by James C. Smith III,
from
Ann. Eugene
Sept. 9. T. Sudduth; stock transaction.
WRGR Starke, Fla. — Granted assignment
of license from Rudolph M. and Dorothy L.
Chamberlin to Radio Starke, Inc. (Murray
C. Tillman, president, is half owner of
WARN,
Fort9. Pierce); consideration $36,500.
Ann. Sept.
KLEEment of license
Ottumwa,
Iowa —Radio
Granted
assignto WPFA
Inc. (WCVS
Springfield.
111.);
consideration
$62,383.
Ann.
Sept. 9.
WMIN St. Paul, Minn.— Granted (1) renewal of license and (2) transfer of positive
control to William F. Johns, Jr. (now 20%
owner) through purchase of remaining 80%
from his parents; consideration $43,051 and
agreement that licensee will pay $28,705
note owed to transferors. Ann. Sept. 9.
KQDIment of license
Bismarck,
N.D. —W. Granted
assignto Darrel
Holt, et al.,
d/b
under same name. Ann. Sept. 9.
WGUS North Augusta, S.C— Granted assignment of license from Howard C Gilreath to Broadcasting Associates of America, Inc.eration
(Hal
consid$60,000.Edwards,
Ann. Sept.president);
9.
WKWK-AM-FM Wheeling, W.Va.— Granted transfer of control from John B. Reynolds estate
W. Dickey; conditioned
considera$53,000toforLewis
that tion
transfer
not70%be interest:
consummated until
Dickey disposes of his less than 1% interest
in Storer Bcstg.
Co., which
operates WWVA
Wheeling.
Ann. Sept.
9.
KIHOnewal ofSioux
Falls,
S.D.—
Grantedof control
(1) relicense and (2) transfer
from James A. Saunders and William F.
Johns, Jr., to KIHO Bcstg. Co. (eouallv
owned by H.N. Cardoza, who owns KATE,
Albert Lea, Minn.; Richard K. Powers, who
has interest in WCMP Pine City, Minn., and
WDBQ, who
Dubuque,
and inMilton
Price,
also hasIowa:
interest
WDBQ);D.
consideration $70,000. Ann. Sept. 9.
WOSH Oshkosh, Wis.— Granted (1) renewal of from
license
and F.(2)Johns,
assignment
license
William
Jr. andof Sr.
Penrose H. Johns and Fredpric W. Renshaw
to Value Radio Corp. (William E. Walker,
president, and others have individual or colBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

AM
FM
TV

Commercial
Non-commercial

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 15
ON AIR
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
Lie.
Cps
Not on air
For new stations
53
107
.708
3,359
43
148
82
599
54
99
126
OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
4671
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 15
VHF
UHF
TOTAL43
441
80
521
33
10
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
As reported by FCC through August 31, 1959
AM

Licensed (all on air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearingl
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not In hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

55
3,351
107
478
3,513
217
695
590
172
762
0
1

FM40
596
148
78427
61
88
5
30
35
2
2

\

Equipping
Radio

a

Station?

TV
99
68
668
56
124
16
52 4671
36
1
0

1 There are, in addition, nine tv stations which are no longer on the air, but retain their
licenses.
•There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at one time but are no
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

lective interests in WBEV, Beaver Dam,
, WMAM and WMBV-TV,
WKTL Sheboygan
e, Wis.; KCLN, Clinton, Iowa;
Marionett
ion
WSJM St. Joseph, Mich.); consideratAnn.
dissented.
Bartley
Comr.
575.
$144
Sept. 9.
assignVt.— Granted
St. Albans,
WWSBment of license
I. Kimel and
to Robert
Ann.
$45,000.
tion
considera
Bessie W. Grad;
Sept.
9.
APPLICATIONS
Calif.— Seeks assignAngeles,
KBCAment of Los
from Radio Beverly HiUs
license
Bcstrs. Inc. for
Music
Good
nal
to Internatio
of notes totalling
$185,000 plus paymentSaul
R. Levine. Mr.
is
Applicant
$30,000. is
majority owner of corporation.
Levine
(See KBCO [FM] these listings). Ann. Sept.
14.
KBMS-FM Los Angeles, Calif.—
Seeks
from Robert V.
transfer of negative control
William
Gibson (10%) to Elias Schwartz and transfer,
$3,000. After
45% for
Scott, both
Messrs.
Schwartz
and Scott will own 50%
each. Ann. Sept. 9.
KLMAment of license
Los Angeles,
of KMLACalif—
Bcstg.Seeks
Corp.assignfrom
J.B. Kiefer (36%) and Albert Horton (54%)
and others to J.B. Kiefer (32%) and Albert
Horton (45%) and others, for $3,390 each.
Transfer volved.
of Ann.
stock;
Sept.no 10.ownership changes inKBCOment of(FM)
San Bay
Francisco
Seeks Inc.
assign-to
cp from
Fm —Bcstrs.
International Good Music Bcstrs. Inc. for
conof existing
$14,700 plus
tractualassumption
agreements. Principal
applicant is
Saul R. Levine. Mr. Levine is majority
owner of corporation. Ann. Sept. 14.
KLRO San Diego, Calif. — Seeks assignof cpChange
from E.F.
Weerts tobusiness.
Multi CastingmentCorp.
to corporate
No
financial
consideration
involved.
Ann. Sept.
9.
Calif. — Seeks
of KOFY
controlSanof Mateo,
Intercontinental
Bcstg.transfer
Corp.
to Tele-Bcstrs. Inc. (a Delaware Corp.) for
$25,000. Principal purchase is H.S. Killgore
of corportation.
president
(57%), Inc.
Bcstrs
owns KUDL
Kansas City, TeleMo.,
KALI ford,
Pasadena,
Calif.,
and
WPOP HartConn. Ann. Sept. 14.
Fla—Enterprises
Seeks assignment
ofWONN
license Lakeland,
from Noyes
Inc. (a
Delaware Corp.) to WONN Inc. for $125,000.
Purchaser is Duane F. McConnell (60%) and
others. Mr. McConnell is majority holder of
WBIL Leesburg, Fla. Ann. Sept. 9.
KSRA Salmon, Idaho — Seeks transfer of
negative control from Snake River Radio &
Tv Inc. (50%) and David G. Ainsworth
(50%) d/b/a Salmon River Radio & Tv Inc.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959
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to Mr. Ainsworth (50%), Snake River Radio
& Tv (25%) and others. No financial consideration involved. Ann. Sept. 14.
WNWC (FM) Arlington Heights, III. —
Seeks assignment of cp from John D. Morgan to Northwest Suburban Bcstrs. Inc. No
changetion of
ownership
or financial
considerainvolved.
Ann. Sept.
11.
KXMC-TV Minot, N.D.— Seeks assignment
of license from North Dakota Bcstg. Inc. to
KXMC-TV Die. for $1,040,000. Principals are
Chester Reiten (21%) president, and Lloyd
R. Amoo and W.L. Hurley,
and others. Mr
Reiten is manager of KXMC-TV. Ann
Sept. 10.
KFLW Klamath Falls, Ore.— Seeks assignment of license from Stulor Corp. to Caloretex
Corp. for $80,000. Principals are Joe D.
Carroll
(26%), Lois A. Carroll (25%) and
others. Mr. Carroll is general
manager
KMYC Marysville, Calif. Lois A. Carroll ofis
office manager that station. Ann. Sept. 9.
KBST Big Spring, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from Affiliated Newspapers
Inc. to the Snider Corp. for $80,000 Purchasers are Ted L. Snider and B. Winston
Wrinkle, 30% each and others. Mr. Snider
is program director of WTCN-TV MinneSept. 11.apolis. Mr. Winkle is in drug business. Ann.
KLTV (TV) Tyler, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from Channel Seven Co., to
Channel
Seven Inc. Change to corporate
business,
Ann. Sept.no10.ownership changes involved
KRLD-AM-FM-TV Dallas, Tex.— Seeks assignment of license from KRLD Radio Corp.
to the Times
Herald Printing Co. through
merger with parent company. No ownerconsideration inor
shipvolved.
changes
14.
Ann. Sept.financial
KBUH Brigham City, Utah— Seeks assignment of license from Revella M. Bone, sole
owner, to Wade M. Ebeling for $13,219 Mr
Ebeling is station manager of KBUH and
has no other broadcast interests. Ann. Sept
WDOT Burlington, Vt.— Seeks assignment '
14.
of license from WDOT Corp. to WDOT
for $140,000. Principal purBcstg. Corp.
chasers are Fortune
and Anthony Pope,
and others. Messrs. Pope own WHOM-AMFM New York, N.Y. Ann. Sept. 11.
WAGE Leesburg, Va.—
transfer of
control from Marion Park Seeks
Lewis, sole owner
is WHPurchaser
$73,000.
for
Die.
WAGE
to
liam T. Stubblefield. Mr. Stubblefiel
d is
owner of radio-tv management consultant
firm. Ann. Sept. 9.
WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va.— Seeks assignment of license of Petersburg Television
Corp. from Irvin G. Abeloff
(1.73%) to Lee
Bcstg. Corp. for $344, on exercise
of Class A

542
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The ability of these new 500- and
1000- watt AM transmitters to
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COLLINS
NEW
REMOTE

MICROPHONE

One hand-size unit combines the functions
of a one-channel remote amplifier and a
high quality microphone.
The new Collins Remote Microphone
gets you in the action faster, easier. Tie
into
any spot,
remotewithout
line and
you're
on theboxes
air,
on the
bulky
battery
or bothersome cables.
The Remote Microphone is entirely self
contained. It has a transistorized amplifier,
mercury battery and an ear-plug head set.
Features a 600 ohm balanced output, and
a microphone response of 60-20,000 cps.
Amplifier features a ± 1.5 db frequency
response from 60-15,000 cps. with less
than 2% distortion at 12 dbm output, and
a noise level of —119 dbm.
Get more out of your one-man, one-mike
situations. Specify a Collins Remote Microphone. Contact Collins for further information. Also ask about other Collins high
fidelity radio and TV microphones.
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(FOR THE RECORD)

stock option of 10 shares. After purchase
Mr. Abeloff will own 1.71%. Ann. Sept. 4.
KFHA
Lakewood,
Seeks assignmnt
of license
from Wash.
Radio — Station
KFHA
to KFHA Inc. for $99,000. Purchasers are
Paul R. Smith (61%), William A. Searle and
Dale W. Jensen, (19V2% each). Mr. Smith
is vice chairman of board of Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden Inc., New York, advertising agency.Bcstg.
Mr. Searle
ager of Miami
Co. Mr.is general
Jensen manis in
electrical contracting. Ann. Sept. 11.
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
issued initial decision looking toward granting applications
of Dixon
Bcstg.kc,Co.1 kw,
for new
am station
to operate
on 1460
DA.
D, in Dixon, 111., and WRAC Inc., to change
trans, site of WRAC Racine, Wis., to increase radiation, continuing operation on
1460 kc, 500 w, D, and denying application
of Russell
G. SalterAnn.Inc.,Sept.
seeking
cilities as Dixon.
14. same faHearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion issued
initial decision
looking
toward for
granting
plication of Paul
A. Brandt
new apam
station to operate on 1450 kc. 100 w, U, in
Gladwin, Mich. Ann. Sept. 15.
OTHER ACTIONS
By letter, Commission advised Paul C.
Buford, surance
president
Shenandoah
Life InCo. (whose of
wholly
owned subsidiary
is licensee of stations WSLS-AM-FM-TV in
Roanoke, Va. ) that it could find no facts to
justify waiver of or deviation from Commission's established
policy would
promulgated
under duopoly
rules which
enable
that tors
company
to
elect
to
its
board
direcStuart T. Saunders who is one of
of directors of the First National Exchange Bank
of
Roanoke,
TimesWorld
Corp.,majority
licenseestockholders
of Roanoke of stations
WDBJ-AM-FM-TV. Chairman Doerfer and
Comr. Lee dissented. Ann. Sept. 9.
KBRVvised that
Soda
Springs, to
Idaho
— Is license
being ad-to
application
assign
J.C. Wallentine indicates necessity of hearing. Ann Sept. 9.
By memorandum
Commission dismissedopinion
protestandbyorder.
Interstate
Bcstg.
Inc.
(WQXR)
New
York,
N.Y.,
directed against July 15 grant of cp to Patchogue
Bcstg. Inc., for new am station (WAPC) to
operate
on 1570
kc, 1 kw,Doerfer
DA. D, abstained
in Riverhead, N.Y.
Chairman
from voting. Ann. Sept. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied
petition
by Herman
loff, Newark,
Del.,
to clarify
or enlargeHandthe
307(b)
issue,
and
motion
by
Howard
man, West Chester, Pa., to enlargeWasserissues
in proceeding on their applications and
that of Alkima Bcstg. Co., West Chester,
Pa., for new am stations on 1260 kc. Comr.
Ford absent. Ann. Sept. 9.
By memorandum opinion and order, Commission denied petition by Tribune PubCo. for review
ruling
grantinglishingFisher
Bcstg. ofCo.examiner's
leave to amend
its application to reflect change in stock
ownership. Chairman Doerfer issued dissenting statement; Comr. Ford absent.
Tribunecants forand
are tocompeting
new Fisher
tv station
operate onapplich.
2 in Portland, Ore. Commission dismissed
joint petition by Fisher and Tribune for
reconsideration
of Commission's
June 5 actionscationsdenying
leave
to amend
to change
trans,
sites. their
Comr. appliFord
absent. Ann. Sept. 9.

COMPETING
Attention:

Commission scheduled following proceedings for oral argument on Oct. 8.
Herbert Muschel, Independent Bcstg. Co..
and New Bcstg. Co. Inc., applicants for new
Class B fm stations in New York, N.Y., and
The Bridgeport Bcstg. Co. (WICC), Bridgeport, Conn.
Routine Roundup
Commission granted renewal of licenses
of Columbia Bcstg. System Inc., stations
WBBM
(main& ant.,
and and
aux.),
(main trans.
aux. WBBM-FM-TV
trans. & ant.),
Chicago, 111. without prejudice to such
action as Commission may deem warranted
as result of its final determination (1) with
respect to conclusions and recommendations
set forth in the Report of Network Study
Staff (2) with respect to related studies
and inquiries now being considered or conducted by Commission; and (3) with repending anti-trust
Comr.
Bartleyspect todissented.
Ann. Sept.matters.
9.
American Bcstg. -Paramount Theatres Inc.
New York, N.Y. — Granted authority to
transmit programs to stations CFCF and
CBL and other stations of the Canadian
Bcstg. Corp., for period April 20, 1959 to
April udice20,to such
1960;further
authority
prejactionis aswithout
Commission
may deem warranted as result of final
determinations with respect to (1) report
of Network Study Staff; and (2) related
studies and inquiries now being considered
orCommission
conducted. Ann.
Sept. 3. its' :further
is continuing
study of the problems raised by proposals
that it license television repeaters, comvhf band.monly referred to as "boosters", in the
Additional time will be needed to complete consideration of the matter. Meanwhile it appears desirable to maintain the
status
quo operations.
with reference to existing vhf
"booster"
Accordingly, Commission is extending,
until December 31, 1959, the general period
of grace for such operations. It is hoped
that by that date Commission will have
been able to resolve remaining problems
raised byEveryproposals
to license vhf "boostAnn. ers".
Sept. 10.effort is being made to this end.
By memorandum
opinionbyandtheorder,
mission denied petition
NAB Comfor
rulemaking
to
permit
"teaser"
announcements to be made in am broadcasts without sponsor or product identification required by Sec. 3.119(e) of rules. Petitioner
defines "teasers" as short announcements
utilizing catch words, slogans, etc., designed to arouse public curiosity in a subsequent advertisement.
Commission held the proposal to be inconsistent with Section 317 of Communications Act which states: "All matter broadcast by any radio station for which service, ation
money,
or any other
valuable consideris directly
or indirectly
paid, or
promised to or charged or accepted by,
the station so broadcasting, from any person, shall, at the time the same is so broadcast, be announced as paid for or furnished, as the case may be, by such person." Ann. Sept. 10.
Commission finalized rule making in
Docket 11986 and amended Sees. 3.682(a)
and 3.699 of its rules to prescribe area
within vertical interval during which test
and reference signals may be transmitted
by tv stations under conditions designed
to prevent degradation of program content
and minimize potential interference to

WITH

TOP

FORTY

?

Station
Managers
Finding it difficult to
reach that "other" audience?
capture the mass adult market?
establish a unique listening format?
BHHHHB DON'T TRUST TO CHANCE!
Top commercial production man, currently with major film corporation, seeks
opportunity as key music and program
director with growing am/fm operation.
Situation must have good growth potential.
Dollars secondary at outset. H Box 631 -P |
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JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office* ME. 8-54)1
1735 DeSoles St., N. W.
Offices one) laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, D. C. FEderol 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press BIdg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey BIdg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLDG. Dl. 7-1319
WASHINGTON, 0 C
P. O. BOX 7037
JACKSON 5302
KANSAS CITY. MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Experience in Rodio
Engineering
1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner BIdg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton BIdg
Washington 5, D C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Engineers
Washington 6, D. C. Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave. Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

KEAR & KENNEDY

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D C
Oliver 2-8510

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., DN C.W
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
.Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jones
19 E Ouincy St. — Riverside 7-2153
Riverside, III.
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Alo.
Phone STate 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Box 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-5208

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee BIdg. Executive 3-4*1 <
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
6200 Snowville Read
Brecksville, Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22. Colorado

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N W.
Washington 6, D. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am.fm.tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601
Kanawha Hotel BIdg
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242 NEptune 4-9558

irect

FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENT
AM-FM-TV
WLAK Electronics Service, Inc.
P.O. Box 1211, Lakeland, Florida
Mutual 2-3145 3-3819

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
Accredited Technical Institute Curricula
3224 16th St., N. W.
Washington 10, D. C.
Practical
Broaacast, TVand Electronics
engineering
residence
courses. WritehomeFor study
Free Catalog,
specify course.

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE.
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
ciers,
ans— applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
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er

vice

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREOUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cheiry St. Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

other stations, effective Oct. 4. Use of the
test
is permissive,
and noOn standards
are signals
established
at this time.
Oct. 11,
1956, Commission
provided
authorizations to all tv stations toblanket
transmit
test
signalsming during
periods
of
regular
programfor purpose of developing and testing
the feasibility of such signals and to facilitateof instant
collection ofrule
data,making
and, since
institu-5,
tion
on April
1957. such temporary authorization has
been extended from time to time, last
extension expiring Oct. 3. Ann. Sept. 10.
By memorandum opinion and order and
noticesionofinvites
proposed
ruletomaking,
comments
proposalCommisto add
vhf ch. 3 to Corpus Christi, Texas, in addition
to
its
present
ch.'s
6
(Gulf
Coast
Co.. KRIS-TV), 10 (KSIX Television,Bcstg.
Inc.,
KZTV),
*16, 22 not
(South
Telecasting
Inc. KVDO-TV
nowTexas
operating),
and
Bend Teleby Coastal
43. Other
vision Co.proposals
(then licensee
of KVDO-TV) to
effect ch. changes in Corpus Christi area
AnInc. 2(KCOR-TV
and bytonio)KCOR
to assign
to10.Bandera,SanTexas,
were denied.
Ann.ch.Sept.
Commission invites comments on prorule making
looking
toward providing posed
additional
uhf ch.
for educational
use
in Alabama by following changes: Reserve
ch 29 (now commercial) in Andalusia, in
addition
its present in
ch. Birmingham
*2; reserve ch.
48
(now tocommercial)
in
addition
to
its
present
ch.
*10; exchange
ch. 77 for ch. 14 for commercial
use in
Clanton; make Demopolis ch. 18 and Dothan
ch 19 educational; add ch. *21 to Florence
by deleting it from Gadsden where it is
commercial; add ch. *24 to Munford in
addition to its ch. *7; reserve ch. *22 (now
commercial)
for from
use inSylacauga
Opelika; delete
commercial ch. 24
and assign
it
ch.
*75;
and
add
ch.
*14
to
Tuscaloosa.
Ann. Sept. 10.

Comorder, Bcstg.
and Fisher
opinion by
By memorandu
mission dismissedm petitions
Co., Portland, Ore., for rule making to subuse ofthat any
ject dition
tv ch.
3 atonSalem,
contrans,
that ch.Ore.,
be tolocated
at distance not less than that specified by
Sec. 3.610 of rules from any authorized or
trans, operation on ch. 2 in Portproposed
land, and by Tribune Publishing Co. seeking substantially same thing but specifying
Easier to tune
TYPE
FM-5000A

•

Easier to own

5KWFM
TRANSMITTER

that trans, site of ch. 3 in Salem be at
least 60 miles from trans, sites of three
existing tv stations in Portland. Fisher and
Tribune are competing applicants for new
stations on ch. 2 in Portland. Ann. Sept. 10.
By memorandum opinion and order, Comdenied petition Hutchinson,
by Wichita-Hutchinsonmission
Inc. KTVH(TV).
Kans.,
for reconsideration of Aug. 5, 1958 Report
and Order which denied KTVH(TV) previous petition for rule making to shift that
ch. to Wichita. Ann. Sept. 10.
Commission addressed following letter to
Lar Daly with respect to his petition for
ruling on his claim for double equal time
(not involving newscast) by reason of his
dual political candidacy in the Chicago
primaries:
"This is with reference to (1) your pleadings requesting a ruling that you were
entitled to time equal to that afforded Mr.
Timothy P. Sheehan on television stations
WBBM-TV and WBKB, Chicago, Illinois on
February 22, 1959; and (2) the opposition
filed by Station WBBM-TV.
"The facts on which your pleadings are
basedard J.appear
follows: candidate
Mayer RichDaley towasbe aasprimary
for
the Democratic nomination for Mayor; Mr.
Timothy P. Sheehan was a candidate for
the Republican nomination; you were a
candidate in both primaries; and the date
of the primary election was February 24,
1959.
hour
on the Mayor
above Daley
stationsreceived
and you one-half
were afforded
one-half ocratic
hourprimary.
as his
opponent
in
the
DemSince you were also Mr.
Sheehan s opponent in the Republican primary, he requested and received one-half
houf on both stations. Thereafter, you requested and were
timeyour
'to reply'
Mr. Sheehan.
The refused
basis for
claim tois
that you
were
in
the
position
of
two
arate candidates and were entitled to septhe
rights of two separate candidates. After
careful consideration of the above pleadings, the Commission has concluded that
your contentions are inconsistent with the
provisions, intent and purpose of Section
315 of the Communications Act. When Mayor Daley appeared on the above stations,
he created a right in you, as his Democratic opponent, for equal time. When you
exercised that right, you created a right
in Mr. Sheehan, your Republican primary
opponent, for equal time. That may not
have been your intention, but it resulted
from your own voluntary act of filing for
the Republican nomination. Refusal to
grant equal time to Mr. Sheehan would
have been contrary to Section 315 for, as
we pointed out in our Interpretive Opinion
of June 15. 1959 (FCC 59-565), it was the
Congress' primary and dominant purpose
in enacting
the equaloftime
equalize the advantages
radiostatute
and 'to
television
broadcasting to candidates . . .' Accordingly, mentwithof Section
Mr. Sheehan's
use, satisfied,
the require315 became
and
any additional use afforded you would have
created
further rights in Mr. Dalev and
Mr.
Sheehan.
"In your pleadings, you refer to the Commission's ruling held
that '.by. . one
primary
or conventions
partyelections
are to
be considered separately from primary elecor conventions
other parties
. . .'
That tions
ruling
has beenof applied
in entirely
different factual situations, e.g., where a
candidate
party's
sought
time for
equal one
to that
affordednomination
a candidate for another party's nomination for
America's

*
*
*
*

All Front Panel Tuning
Proved Performance
Conservatively Rated
High Quality,
Standard Components
These and other features at a price that
saves you the cost ol your spare tubes!
Including Installation
$9995.00
Supervision Service!
By Far
Your Best FM Buy
A.
INDUSTRIAL TRANSMITTERS
AND ANTENNAS
• UPPER DARBY, PA.
FLanders 2-0355
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(FOR THE RECORD)

the same public office. In the case before
us, you and Mr. Sheehan were competing
for the same primary nomination. Accordingly, Mr.
when youSheehan
obtainedbecame
time on entitled
the aboveto
stations,
equal
opportunities.
In light
of the above, we conclude that
in refusing
you time theequal
to that
afforded Mr. Sheehan,
actions
of Stations WBBM-TV and WBKB were consistent with the provisions of Section 315
of the Communications Act." Ann. Sept. 9.
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
BY FCC
Commission on September 8 granted
request by International Brotherhood of
Electrical Workers for extension of time
from Sept. 8 to Oct. 1 to file comments and
from Sept. 18 to Oct. 12 for replies in
Amendment
of Sec.
3.66 of Commission's
rules
remote
tation.relating
Action toSept.
9. control authorizaCommission on September 10 granted
request by Transcontinent Television Corp.
(WROC-TV)
for 18
extension
of time from Rochester,
Sept. 14 N.Y.,
to Sept.
to file
pleadings in response to petition of Great
Lakes Television Co., seeking addition of
vhf channel to Erie, Pa. Action Sept. 14.
By Acting Chairman Rosel H. Hyde
Granted motions by Broadcast Bureau
and by Star Broadcasting Corp., for various
corrections
to the transcript
of oralof argument in proceeding
on applications
Star
and History and Radio for new am stations
in Fredericksburg, Va. Action Sept. 8.
By Commissioner John S. Cross
Granted petition by Jose R. Madrazo for
extension of time to Sept. 11 to file his reply to opposition of Broadcast Bureau to his
petition for review in proceeding on Madrazo'sentalamBcstg.application
and that
of ContinCorp. (WHOA)
Guaynabo
and
San Juan, P.R. Action Sept. 10.
By James
Chief D.
Hearing
Examiner
Cunningham
Granted petition by David M. Segal to
dismiss without prejudice his application for
new am station in Boulder, Colo., and rein hearing statusAction
remaining
tionstainedin consolidation.
Sept. applica9.
Dismissed with prejudice, for failure to
file written appearance, application of Sam
H. Bennion and retained in hearing status
application
of both
Eastern
Idahotv Bcstg.
Television Co.,
for new
stationsandto
operate
on
ch.
8
in
Idaho
Falls,
Idaho.
Action Sept. 9.
Granted petition by The Enterprise Co. for
extension of time to Sept. 30 to file findings
of fact and corrections to the transcript of
hearingmandinproceeding.
Beaumont,
Texas,
Action
Sept.tv 11.ch. 6 reDesignated
Sternin as
presiding office inJudge
furtherHorace
hearings
Springfield, 111.Action
and Sept.
Orlando,
ings.
10. Fla\, ch. 9 proceedBy Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Pursuant to opinion
provisions
Commission's
memorandum
and of
order
of July 6,
reopened record and scheduled further
hearing for Sept. 22 in proceeding on applications of Donald W. Huff and Equitable
Publishing Co., for new am stations in
Lansdale, Pa. Action Sept. 8.
Scheduled hearing for Dec. 8 in proceeding ontionsamInc. application
of High Calif.
FidelityAction
Sta(KPAP) Redding,
Sept. 9.
Continued on page 110

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.

1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
ULster 2-5600
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word — $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 254 per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — $4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). All transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Aggressive, hardworking sales manager in
mid-30's to become one of three working
ownerstion. of
prosperous,
well-established
staMust have
ideas for
himself and other
members of the sales staff. One owner
plans to retire in five to seven years and
you can become 50% owner if you have
what it takes. Good opportunity for multistation
interviewoperation
necessary.toAlldevelop.
replies Personal
confidential.
Write Box 508P, BROADCASTING.
Manager/advertising combination. Thousand
watt Mutual station ten thousand population Kentucky city. Good town, good situation, attractive offer. Box 577P, BROADCASTING.
Eastern first ten major market modern
radio loves
operation
opening
manager
who
to sell.hasWell
rated for
station
with
all the tools needs a man who can show
agency's
direct
accounts
the Excellent
tremendous and
power of
modern
radio.
salary to start plus beautiful incentive plan.
Man selected will head up operation with
assistance of top programming team. Plenty
of room to grow, write us tonight it may
be
the best thing you'll ever do. Box 614P,
BROADCASTING.
Immediate opening for topnotch sales manager in large east coast city. Excellent wage
advancement opportunities. Age 23-40. Submit digest of experience and billings with
photo
for quick action. Box 621P, BROADCASTING.
Pennsylvania single station market needs
experienced manager who can sell. Progressive, modern station. Salary and commission. Send full information. Box 628P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager with proven sales
ability and administrative knowhow of station sales and program personnel for California 5000 watt station that is Number 1
in most beautiful section of state. Send
complete background and references to Box
633P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager to assist general manager
and be my successor. Good opportunity for
young man to move up. Minimum of 5
years exrjerience in sales. Apply Bob Ray,
c/o WBBB, Burlington, North Carolina.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Mature ambitious man who will reoresent
us creditably as well as produce outstanding
results from established list. Major station
in large northwest market. Advancement
opportunities excellent thru affiliation with
several other top stations. Box 506P,
BROADCASTING.
Radio time salesman with announcing experience. Perfect set up for man willing to
work. 250 watt north central Wisconsin.
Good hunting and fishing. Will hold position comparable to sales manager. Box 563P,
BROADCASTING.
I want a professional, there is an opening
in the northwest's fastest growing market
with
fastest
radio
station.theIf northwest's
you can sell
and growing
want to work
you can go as far as your talents will take
you. Incentive plan makes $15,000 income
easy
for top salesman. Box 580P, BROADCASTING.
Golden opportunity! Salesman, growing
multi-station
group.BoxTexas.
stop commercial manager.
581P, Next
BROADCASTING.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Sales
Announcer-salesman: Experience outside of
radio considered. Growing market. Box
582P, BROADCASTING.
For equal share in expanding midwest radio
operation, portunity
for thatfreedom
for opknocks on
oncetheinjob,
a lifetime,
active owners have right price for 25%
of stock for right man. Must be experienced
salesman. Box 588P, BROADCASTING.
Excellent
for good market.
radio salesman in fastopportunity
growing industrial
15%
with liberal guarantee. Jim Hairgrove,
KBRZ, Freeport, Texas.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Sales manager for KCOL, Fort Collins,
Colorado. Straight salary and bonus. Send
your sales record, photo, and references.
Fast moving Maine music and news station has immediate opening for salesman
or announcer-salesman. Rapidly growing
military community. Plenty of chance for
advancement. $75 weekly plus commission.
Write WCME, Brunswick, Maine.
Wanted — Radio time salesman. Good salary
plus commission.
Write or %call
MikeStation
Carmiohael,
General Manager,
Radio
KNCO, Box 247, Garden City, Kansas, or
telephone Bridge 6-4366.
Experienced radio program salesman with
executive sociateability.
Robert
s, 64 East 55th
St., G.
NYC.Jennings AsAnnouncers
Top salary
for top
man for market.
number one
station in major
midwestern
Modern
fast paced
wantsand personality
announcer whostation
can project
hold audience.
We are not a format operation and you will
be given free rein. Mail taoe, photo, resume
to Box 519P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first phone. Must be good
announcer with minimum of engineering.
Tennessee
station. Box 526P, BROADCASTING.
Illinois killowatt daytimer expanding to
night time has opening for experienced
staff announcer with news gathering and
writing experience for combination duties
of deejay and newsman. Also versatile
deejay with several years of solid radio experience. Permanent positions. Pleasant
community. Format station emphasizing
standard and pop tunes with strong m°lody.
No top 40,no norhythm
rock 'n'
no Sports
country playand
western,
androll,
blues.
by-playviewbackground
helpful.
Personal
interrequired. Free life, hospital, medical
insurance, sick pay, bonus, pension plan.
Starting cation,
salary
$100 weekly.
List experience
age, edufamily status,
references,
in detail. Box 551P, BROADCASTING.
Opening immediately. Experienced announcer, full or part time. Box 579P, BROADCASTING.
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $120.00 a week. Send
resume,
CASTING.tape at once to Box 591P, BROADTop 50 market — looking for a top 40 jock.
Excellent pay for right man. Send tape and
resume to Box 612P, BROADCASTING.
All night dj, first phone. 36-hour week, no
maintenance, 5 kw eastern market. Top
salary. Immediate work. Send tape. Box
618P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
Independent Carolina station is looking for
a young staff announcer to join production
team. Must have good voice, good news
delivery, good commercial delivery and be
ready to learn and work. Prefer man with
at least one year experience, but will consider all applications. Mail telephone number, along
tape, BROADCASTING.
photograph and references to with
Box 620P,
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station, Texas. Box
624P, BROADCASTING.
Take over programming and give our one
station Good
Pennsylvania
town usual
the swingin'
sound.
money. Send
full information. Box 629P, BROADCASTING.
KBUD, Athens, Texas has immediate opening for experienced announcer. Salary open.
A real friendly, down-to-earth type announcer for early
bird Relaxed
shift in growing
tral Oregon
market.
style is cenbest
for
us.
Chance
for
extra
loot
through
sales.
2-5611.
Great
huntin'
and
fishin'
country.
Contact
KGRL, P. O. Box 590, Bend, Oregon. EV
Minnesota single station market of 15,000
needs
versatile
announcer.Contact
First
ticket top-notch
desirable but
not necessary.
George Brooks, KOTE, Fergus Falls, Minnesota.
Full time country music daytimer needs
top afternoon dj experienced in all kinds of
production work. Straight voice, smooth delivery, hard hitting commercials. Send tape,
picture, resume of last three positions and
length of time employed along with credit
references to Walt Lawson, Radio Station
KPEP, P.O. Box 1350, San Angelo, Texas.
Need qualified staff announcer and news
reporter. Some photographic exrjerience
helpful. Prefer southwesterner. Complete
details should include picture, tape, minimum salary. Manager, KSWS Radio and
TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
11 year old Florida station has immediate
opening for experienced announcer with
first phone. Send taoe, resume and salary
requirements to WCNH, Quincy, Florida.
Experienced morning personality. Do not
applynay!
unless
you're tops
and can
command
top
Versatility
a must!
Music
to be
combination of top hundred and pop album
favorites, dominate!
but Applyairby personality
must
preletter only. No phone
calls! Give resume of self, background,
experience and references. Send tape. Paul
Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville, N.C.
Announcer needed — Must be versatile and
experienced. Contact Station Manager,
WMMT, McMinnville, Tenn.
dj's forandoner&b,
of theexperienced,
nation's top prefergroups
—Negro
religious
ably from the south. If you can do good
commercials and news, too, send tape,
resume and photo immediately to Mr. Al
Evans, WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson 7,
Miss.
Announcer. For medium pac°d station to
work mornings, afternoons. Mostly music:
no
rock 'n' roll. Send taoe. picture and
resume
Indiana. to Ed Huot, WTRC, Elkhart.
Experienced announcer for progressive station.
or with
South tobacco
Carolinamarkets
man preferredNorthfamiliar
and
all phases of announcing. Pav commensurate to ability. Contact WYRN, Louisburg, North Carolina.
For glib deejays only. 2484 gags, quips,
anecdotes. $1.00 plus 10# packing. Gags,
P.O. Box 1, Elkhart. Indiana.
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Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
-anopening
ImmediateWrite, call, for
Dean Holford,
wire disc-jockey
nouncer.
General Manager, Haynesville. Louisiana.
Technical
Experienced first phone combo man for
Chicago suburb good music station. Box
573P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/engineer. Good salary and hours
phone required,
for experienced man. First
announcing secondary. Send tape and resume
to WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia, or call for
interview.
Engineer experienced or beginner. Contact;
Disk Jockey Placement Center, 100 West
42 St., New York 36, N.Y\
TV studio engineers for design, test, and
Rapidly expanding profield engineering.
gressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
engineers. Fotoqualified
for
advancement
Video Laboratories, Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar
Grove, New Jersey.
Prod net ion -Programming. Others
250 watt network station in metropolitan
A solid
area wants a PD with experience.
in the northeast. Box
stationING.
community
486P, BROADCAST

Program director looking for a future in
small resort and agriculture community in
Must be sharp annorth central
program ideas and willing to
nouncer with Wisconsin.
work Salary commensurate with ability
. experience. Box 564P, BROADCASTING.

operation needs exmidwest
Top 40 typeperienced
formula production manager
with ideas who show.
can doSend
a fast
paced,back2\'z
resume,
hour afternoon
and
expected, picture
salary
tape,
ground,
references. Box 589P, BROADCASTING.
hard-sell copy
Copy gal to write creative
music-news station.
for leading eastern
Good pay and working conditions. Enclose
continuity
samples,
experience
ING.and snapshot. Box 622P,
BROADCAST
Newsman, desiring to enter sales. KEPS,
Eagle Pass, Texas.
Newsman who specialized in news exclusively for modern fast paced operation.
Must be news gatherer with experience.
Send tape, photo, resume to Fred Epstein,
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Immediate opening for young woman . . .
in radio
traffic Home
with opportunity
for lucrative air work.
economics background
advantageous. Send photo, resume and tape
audition to WFDF, Flint, Michigan.
Newsman: Radio and television, capable leg
and airman with small market station experience, who can gather, write, and air
news; journalism education background
preferred; veteran; stable and dependable
with good references; one who wants a
permanent berth in a news department
which has twice received national recognition. Scale starts at $85.00 for 40 hours.
Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Write or phone, W. P. Williamson,
WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
Continuity writer — girl Friday immediately!
Experienced only. A willing worker can
earn better pay than in large metropolitan
markets. Good, punchy copy needed at this
wide awake station. Tell all in first letter.
Paul Parker, WLAS, Jacksonville, N.C.
Girl copywriter, some office and air work.
Ideal working conditions in south Florida
seacoast resort town. WSTU, Stuart, Florida. Send sample copy, photo, tape.
Immediate opening for experienced radio
newsman. Gather, write, air news. $100.00
per week for qualified man. Contact Ron
Mires, '.VTTH, Port Huron, Michigan.
Copywriter
at once, male
or female, iv.ustwanted
have references,
experience,
alert and production minded. Call Bill Lipman, Olympic 7-6162, Kenosha, Wisconsin.
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RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Management and ultimate ownership of
small or medium power station in California
or eastern Florida coast desired by veteran
broadcaster with 25 years in all phases of
operation. Family man, mid forties, with
outstanding record of performance and
longevity. For the past 12 years with major,
clear channel
stationin station
as seniorwhere
account
executive. Interested
licensee
is a non-resident who will place entire operation in capable hands under a mutually
beneficial agreement which will eventually
ING.
lead to ownership. Box 570P, BROADCASTManagement — Experienced radio man,
ycung, solid, with excellent background.
Good management-sales experience. West
coast preferred, but will consider other
possibilities. Box 571P, BROADCASTING.
Two highly experienced broadcasters offer
economy
Accent
programming andoperation.
profits. First
phone.on Box
597P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager with an outstanding record of
success in small market operation wishes to
tackle larger market. Figures tell my story
best. Can give you facts, figures and employer references
you've
seen before.
Not that
a flytopby anything
nite promoter,
but solid family man who boosts profits
while boosting station and community. 10
years in last two management jobs. If you
have the opportunity, I have the ability.
Presently
earning over $12,000. Box 610P,
BROADCASTING.
Sales
Salesman/announcer. Ambitious. Knowledge
radio sales.
Announce.
Run board. Anywhere. Box 482P,
BROADCASTING.
Specialized
in farm
sales. Agriculture
degree. Station,
representative
or agency.
Box 595P, BROADCASTING.
Qualified sales
by successful
experience
localregional
management,
medium formarket.
Seeking potential station-management position in midwest. Ten years radio-television;
last four years in local-regional radio sales,
city
of 100,000. Age 30. Box 604P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
plav-bv-plav. Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Country/western dj, 1st phone. Writes
copy,
do farm news. Box 451P, BROADCASTING.
Available immediately — announcer 1st
phone, two years experience, strong news,
commercials
currently
emt>loyed.
Seek
nermanence —west.
No ton 40.
Wire or write.
Tape,
resume,
photo.
Box
514P,
BROADCASTING.
Sports director looking for place to settle,
raise family. Midwest preferred. Box 521P,
BROADCASTING.
Two announcers. Sincere pitch, skillfully
trained One prefers south. Both taoes sent
promptly. Box 524P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. 12 years experience radio.
Wants staff plus special events am or tv or
combination both. Go anywhere. Box 534P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer, programming, have sold, understand
five asyears
experience,
26, completedradio,military
officer,
college graduate,
well traveled and informed, sincere, serious, solvent, looking for permanency, challenge, advancement, interesting area, employed, expect good salary. Resume and
references available. Box 539P, BROADCASTING.
Young, experienced announcer. Available
immediately. Box 583P, BROADCASTING.
DJ flexible personality. Four years experience. Currently employed east coast. Box
601P. BROADCASTING.
Fast-paced perience.
personality
exGood ratings dj.in Four
majoryears
market.
College grad. Box 606P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Have ketclass,
will travel,
to major7 years
maronly. Available
as but
newsman.
experience as news director, newscaster,
writer, disc-jockey, staff announcer. Excellent
and Nonews
delivery.
Minimum $225commercial
per week.
frantic
ones, please.
Box 608P, BROADCASTING.
Disc jockey. Young. Intelligent. Well
trained. References. Tape shows talent. Box
609P, BROADCASTING.
Lonesome
show my
tive. Well gal
educated.
Fine speciality.
voice. BoxAttrac613P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer anyone? Desire nite good pop,
modern jazz show. Light good experienced,
tape, travel. Box 617P, BROADCASTING.
Pro presently employed dj in one of top
20 markets considering leaving top-rated
indie able,for13 years
radio-tv
operation.
Femily,
reliexperience
includes
2 years
tv.
Wants
stable,
permanent
position.
Will
ING.
consider all offers. Box 626P, BROADCASTGood announcer, 1st ticket, reliable, family
man, 26, presently employed as pd and
morning man. Like job, but looking for organizationBROADCASTING.
where ability opens opportunities Box 632P,
Recently released from army — Top morning
news enceman.
More than
few years position.
experiand looking
for a apermanent
Tape
and
photo
on
request.
Box
634P,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer.
industrious
salesman
and announcerMature,
seeks opportunity
to sell time. Good ad-libber. Prefer southwestern region. Speak fluent Spanish. Write
for complete resume and photo. Box 635P.
BROADCASTING.
Stop — 22, veteran, single, presently CBS,
ABC. South Arkansas good music station
with 2*2 months experience. Very much
want top 40. Box 637P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer,
tious, eager. dj,
Goodexperienced.
sell ability. Young,
Operate ambiown
board. College
background.
Will
travelBeller,
anywhere. Tane, resume, photo. Larry
1745 E. 55th Street, Chicago 15, Illinois.
Phone Butterfield 8-5404.
Professionally trained announcer with some
experience in Chicago fm. Married, 23. Will
work hard. Write Larry Dickson, 904 W.
Ainslie, Chicago, Illinois.
Announcer: 1\'2 years experience, young,
dependable,
hard working,
willingcompleted,
to learn,
available immediately.
Military
Pacific northwest preferred. Marvin Cope,
KBAR, Burley, Idaho.
This isatgetting
I'm still7 available.
Look
my adridiculous.
in September
issue of
Broadcasting.
Tom
Edwards,
TUxedo 4-6462,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Young
man, school,
just graduated
professional
broadcasting
college degree,
speech,
English,
1
year
teaching
experience.
Call
or write Richard Hanson, YMCA Hotel,
826 S. Wabash, Chicago 5, Illinois.
Young negro vet, professionally trained, no
experience.
Lookingmidwest.
for placeWrite
to start.
Will
work
hard. Prefer
Bob Lee,
6028 So. Drexel Ave., Chicago 37, Illinois or
phone Butterfield 8-5539 in Chicago.
Easily adaptable, ambitious, young man desires position or
as other
announcer-disc
jockey:Havein
Pennsylvania
eastern states.
practical experience. Tape and resume unon
request.
Write:
Francis Panar,
533 Philadelphia Ave.,
Barnesboro,
Pennsylvania.
Stations anywhere. Just completed course
Mile HighperienceSchool
Broadcasting. No
exbut lots ofof determination.
Course
included all phases formula and network.
Interested in opportunity for newscasting.
Start at minimum $85.00 weekly. Married,
no children, 35 years, intelligent. Call or
write
JohnLakewood,
Schmidt, Colorado.
Belmont 3-5032, 2450
Garland,
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Family man, negro professionally trained.
Looking for place to start as religious disc
jockey.sell, 1756
WillW. work
hard. Blvd.,
Write Chicago,
Henry RusJackson
111.
Canal 6-7089.
Announcer wants start in radio. Have some
play-by-play experience. Two years college
and professional
broadcasting
ried. Jerry Tye, Victoria,
111. school. MarTechnical
Engineer, 1st phone. Responsible and able
to maintain equipment and take charge
of engineering department. Have tv and
radio experience. No announcing. Box 513P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone-broadcasting
background.Married.
Available immediately. Good references.
Box 572P. BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
Available immediately. Top flight news director. Journalism degree, five years experience covering all phases of gathering,
writing, and airing news in a medium size
market. Mature, Judgment, young enough
to do the job. Box 490P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — skilled in use of tools of electronic journalism. Sound, mature news
judgment.
Can 536P,
write, BROADCASTING.
gather, deliver. Married, B.S. Box
Program director. Topnotch major market
deejay wants to get out of the big city,
ratrace and settle down in small but progressive community. Twelve years extensive
experience.
StrongBROADCASTING.
on ideas, production, news.
Box 548P,
Want tion.
pd Fiveposition
modern good
stavears experience.
Hardmusic
worker.
Currently 'employed. Box 574P, BROADCASTING.
Veteran Chicago radio-television personality desires change. Excellent background
and references. Have successfully handled
mc'ing,
dj'ing, etc.
on
sound man-on-street,
commercials. Location
open.Heavy
Box
578P, BROADCASTING.
News director — Background : 5 years of radio news broadcasting and newspaper journalism. Desires to relocate in a more lucrative position. Presently employed in one
of the top 50 markets. Family man — no
"drifter". Box 586P, BROADCASTING.
Newsman — accurate, fast coverage, profesfessional delivery, competent writer, 8
years
radio-newspaper
experience,
college,
best references,
interested
radio and/or
tv.
Box 592P. BROADCASTING.
News. Experienced
newscaster, director. Now reporter,
employed,editor,
but prefer
east. Box 593P, BROADCASTING.
Experie»ce# farm director looking for larger
market.
CASTING.Can also sell. Box 596P, BROADTopflight radio woman, currently grounded
rural market, wants out. Seasoned professional. Sustained record listeners followthru on sponsor products/services. Seeks
bonafide opportunity, metropolitan area, to
employ all professional skills building
profitable
station/client/community
relations. Prefer
southwest but invite inquiry
from any
station
pursuing
aggressive,
dynamic policies. Available customary notice.
Box 599P, BROADCASTING.
5 year* experience. Heavy on news. Also
play-by-play,
morning-service-type
show
(without timrnicks),
create and develop
production tapes. Do not want top 40, but
do want possible opportunity later at management level with progressive station.
Stable, prefer midwest or Florida. $110
minimum. Box 603P, BROADCASTING.
Experience*
relocate. No topprogram
forty. director
Married, wishes
family.to Box
627P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Man to head up Chicago office of major
tv rating service. Sales and research experience necessary. Address replies to
American Research Bureau, 435 North
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Announcers
TV announcer strong on news. College
graduate. Young. Newspaper experience de$85 to $100 week.
Key network
affiliatesirable.
in southeast.
Send photo,
references,
background.
No
film
or
tape.
Box
537P,
BROADCASTING.
NBC-ABC affiliated station in a fast growing two
needsAbove
an experiencedstation
on-camera market
announcer.
average salary and benefits to right man. Supply background, tape and photo in first
letter. Write 630P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-switcher with or without experience. Breakstation.
into television
at an chance
NBCinterconnected
Salary with
at talent. This is your opportunity to learn
every phase of telecasting. Contact Truman
Walrod, Station Manager, KRSD-TV, Rapid
City, South Dakota.
Need two experienced announcers. Would
consider experienced radio men who would
like to get in television. Some live camera
work, news and spot commercials. Send
full particulars in first letter to Wendell
Elliott, Dodge City, Kansas.
Technical
Grow with tv. Adding to staff, prefer recent tech school grad with 1st class license.
Experience not necessary. Complete resume
first letter. Interview will be arranged. Box
576P, BROADCASTING.
Growing small western concern needs able
man with good electronic background and
some tv station, microwave, and closedcircuit experience for planning, installing
and servicing tv program facilities. Send
complete record including references, expected salary, recent photograph. Box
623P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for stable, dependable engineer. Must have television experience or excellent radio background. Manager KSWSTV, Roswell, New Mexico.
Tv studio engineer first class license. Experience either DuMont equipment or Ampex video
acceptable.
Resume,
references andtape
snapshot
in letter.
No phone
calls. Chief Engineer, WRVA-TV, Richmond, Virginia.
Production-Programming, Others
TV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples,
salary Director,
requirements to Paul resume
Carter, and
Creative
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
TELEVISION
Situation Wanted — Announcers
Currently employed tv-radio announcer
seeking challenging position. Versatile; excellent delivery, appearance. College graduate;
nine
years interview
tv, prefer only.
good Box
talent 512P,
setup.
Personal
BROADCASTING.
Have mike, will travel. College and prep
school graduate seeks on air news position
in east. Eight years experience, tv and
am. Recent AP and Radio Press news
awards winner. Audition tapes, kines and
references. Box 607P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Assistant chief-supervisor. Supervisor experienced in construction, operation, maintenance, am and tv. Hard worker, stable,
married. Excellent references. Box 522P,
BROADCASTING.
1st phone studio technician 9 years tv excontrol- equipment.
and transmitter
with RCA perience.
andMasterDumont
Box
605P, BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Can you offer dry climate? Free lance artist
would like to learn tv art work. Can offer
five
years continuity,
experience in radio as program
director,
traffic, bookkeeping,
announcing
board.
Children's
health
necessitates and
change.
Excellent
references.
Box 585P, BROADCASTING.
Six years assistant pd and production manager one station wants own department.
Able to direct and do on-camera. Know
television 250,000 set market. Sales experienced. Box 615P, BROADCASTING.
Director,
5l/2 years.
Wants assistant
production director
progressive
station with
future. Box 619P, BROADCASTING.
Production man, two years experience:
cameraman, setting, lighting. Prefer west
coast or southwest. Will accept
engineer
training.
references. Box
600P
BROADCASExcellent
TING.
FOR SALE
Equipment
Complete 25 kw tv transmitter channels
2-6. Also 25 kw tv power amplifier channels 7-13. Write for details. Box 535P.

BROA
DCAS
Complete
TING
mobile
tv studio
. Two '
equipment.
vidicon studio camera chains,
cables, tripods, 6 lenses, monitor, switcher, headphone, separate power supplies, sync generator and camera controls.
Now operating as
a completely equipped studio. $6000 cash.
Original
cost
$18,500.
Box
575P, BROADCASTING.
Coax Andrew.
cable, 3>/8",Twenty
impedanc
ohms, type
562A
20e ft.50 length.
50%
tonio.
discount. Balthrope, KEEZ-FM, San AnRCA 1GContact
now on KLPW,
air $850.00 as-is, where-is
basis.
Union, Missouri
LUcerne 3-3355.
General Radio modulation monitor, type
731-B, 2-Gates program line amplifiers, 1
Grey line equalizer, 1 BC-221 frequency
monitor. $400 cash takes all. WDBC, Escanaba, Michigan.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original condition, only factory-approved
modifications, now operating. Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75
Scenic Highway. Asheville, N.C.

One 37M-4 fm antenna for 95.9mc frequency.
Unit has never been used and in original
packing crates. Cost $2295.00, but will sell
for $1300.00 to station needing it. Contact
J. F. Ramsey, WJAY, Mullins, S.C.
Cheap. 255 foot guyed antenna in excellent
condition . . . uniform cross section (wind
charged).
Standing
Call or write
Radio Station
WNVY$1000.00.
. . . Gene Pfalser
Pensacola, Florida.

AM transmitter Western Electric type
451 -A 250 watt complete with crystals,
operating tubes and spares. Price $500 00
FOB, WSGA, Savannah, Georgia.
Buy, sell, or trade new and second-hand
towers 27 used Stainless towers on hand
Ace
High Tower Erector, Greenville, North
Carolina.

PT6-J Magnecorder portable tape recorder,
i.p.s.). Excellent con7>/2. 15buys.
(33,4,
3 speeds dition.
Best offer
Truxillo, Houston 4, Texas. Joe Beck, 1004
Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. See 82.
Foto-Video Laboratories' ad todav
on Page

Production — Programming, Others
Experienced newsman: Heading tv newsroom, extensive am background. News-indepth specialist, excellent delivery, record
of boosting ratings. Seek news director,
good staff job. Box 480P, BROADCASTING.

Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II— $46.50, Air Alert I— $89.50. Miratel. Inc.,
1082 Dionne St.. St. Paul 13, Minn.

Photographer, employed, 10 years experience, 2 years tv, 35, family. Can handle
news, commercial, stills, slides, movies, reversal processing, supervisory ability. Box
598P, BROADCASTING.

400 foot porting
model
Blaw-Knox
self-suptower. H-40
Excellent
condition,
will
support 12 bay-super turnstile tv antenna.
Call or write Tower Maintenance Co., Inc.,
410-7th Ave., N.E., Glenburnie, Maryland.
Phone Southfield 6-0766.
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WANTED TO BUY
Stations
Regional radio station in the midwest. Substantial down payment with terms. All replies strictly confidential. Box 487P,
BROADCASTING.

Miscellaneous
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
RADIO

Specialist
reviving
radio stations. Willin invest
as run-down
working partner
or
buy outright. Now engaged as radio management
consultant.
Box
549P,
BROADCASTING.
Bought one, want another. Prefer midwest
or southwest. $100,000-$250,000 price range.
Confidential, please. Box 594P, BROADCASTING.

Help Wanted — Sales

Small station on or near coast or our island
possessions. Box 636P, BROADCASTING.
Our client interested in investing in radio
stations or allied field. Strictest confidence
assured. Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company,
Att: L. J. Reade, 18 East 48th Street, New
York 17, N.Y., PL. 5-7870.
Equipment
250
to
1000
watt
fm transmitter,
modulation monitor
and antenna.frequenceReply to
Box 531P, BROADCASTING.
Complete
station
for high-band
vhf
operation.
Box equipment
584P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted 500 w or 1 kw transmitter that can
be modified to 500. Also interested in other
transmitter and studio equipment. Send list
price to Box 590P, BROADCASTING.
1 RCA-BTA-250M broadcast transmitter. 2
RCA transcription turntables three speed,
type BO-2B. 1 RCA standard consolette
type BC-3C. 2 RCA transistor preamplifier
equalizer, type BA-26A. Please write Radio
Station XEEO, Box 1330, Monterrey, N.L.,
Mexico.
FM
frequency-modulation
monitor.StateWould
be willing
to make some repairs.
age
and condition.
Harold
Parshall,
R.R. 1, Oxford, Ohio.
INSTRUCTIONS
F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for our free 40-page brochure. Grantham
School of Electronics, 3123 Gillham Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St.. N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School, 150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
FCC first phone license in six weeks. Guaranteed instruction by master teacher. G.I.
approved. Request brochure. Elkins Radio
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood Road, Dallas,
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Funnyphone-modem
radio's station
new andand successful fun game! Promotes
dj.
13 entertaining weeks (5 days per week)
of instantaneous audience reaction. Complete package of 650 clever Funnyphone
questions and answers; formats; teasers;
promos, $100. If purchased weekly, $10 per
week. Funnyphone, Box 388P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted: Bank-roller
invest in "sleeper"
situation
in substantialto northeastern
market
with weak radio coverage. Will mean AM
application. Talented broadcast group with
top area contacts will run operation on
equity-earning or lease-option to buy basis.
You earn top return, terrific growth potenING. tial. For details, Box 470P, BROADCAST108

SALES

ENGINEER
Florida

The
Major midwest broadCompany: facturer.
cast equipment manuThe
trayPosition: Sales
el andengineer
call onto radio
stations in the entire
state of Florida. Technical background essential.
Opportu- Unlimited. Salary, exnities: penses and incentive
bonus system provides
high earning potential
for
aggressive
sales-A
minded
individual.
permanent position
with an excellent future.
Send complete resume to Box 552P,
BROADCASTING
see ad on page 110
33% TO 40% COMMISSION
to a radio time salesman who can
sell spots and programs on Suburban-Chicago stations to smaller
Chicago Area advertisers! An experienced "Closer" earns $300 plus
weekly. EX-MEMBER OF TRAVELING "PROMOTIONAL RADIO TIME
SALES" CREW COULD BE IDEAL
FOR OUR TEAM.
Professionally-made sample commercials on tape provided for every
prospect.
This is a permanent operation, not
seasonal or temporary. Absolutely
no ceiling on earnings!
Give full details Box 638P, BROADCASTING.
Production-Programming, Others
PD WANTED
If your a disc jockey ready to move up,
and if you know modern radio inside out,
we're
looking
you.little
This airjobwork
is forwitha
full time
P.D. for
— very
a.markets.
top station.
I'm
one
of
the
top 50
Send tape, photo and complete
resume to
BOX 611P, BROADCASTING
Announcers
CALIFORNIA CALLS
Multiple station group needs announcers, salesmen and potential
managers. Send complete resume,
photo and present salary. Announcer
applicants send tape, cut it A
world of opportunity for aggressive,
hard working, stable individual in
beautiful Monterrey and San Luis
Obispo counties. Address replies to
KSBW AM-TV, Salinas Valley
Broadcasting Corp., P.O. Box 1651,
Salinas. California.

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

SMAN
:
A NEW
WANTED —WHO
1. Can air news intelligently . . .
2. Can evaluate news . . .
3. Can write in radio news

.
4. style
Has at. .least
3 years experience
gathering,
writing
casting news
. . . and broad5. Wants to move up to one of
the Eastations ..coast's
top news oper.
AIRMAIL TAPE AND
COVERING LETTER
IMMEDIATELY TO:
Box 49 3 P
BROADCASTING

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Sales

CLOSED
CIRCUIT
TELEVISION
FIELD SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
The rapid expansion of closed circuit television has created several
attractive openings for qualified field
sales representatives. These positions
offer top salaries, plus liberal sales
incentive compensation.
Applicants should hold a scientific
or engineering degree, or have
equivalent practical experience in
the installation, operation and maintenance of broadcast or closed circuit television equipment.
Please send inquiries to:
Mr. W. W. Ingham, Dept. ZC-14J
Professional & Administrative
Placement.
RCA,
CamdenBuilding
2, New 10-1
Jersey
Radio Corporation
of America
Industrial Electronic
Products
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
CALIFORNIA CALLS
Multiple station group needs announcers, salesman and potential
managers. Send complete resume,
photo and present salary. Announcer applicants send tape, cut it 71/2A world of opportunity for aggressive, hard working, stable individual in beautiful Monterrey and San
Luis Obispo counties. Address replies to KSBW AM-TV. Salinas Valley Broadcasting Corp., P.O. Box
1651, Salinas, California.

PERSONNEL

Looking for . . .
QUALIFIED BROADCASTERS?
A BETTER JOB?
Employers and Applicants Contact
DISK JOCKEY
PLACEMENT CENTER, INC.
Agency Specializing in
BROADCASTING • ADVERTISING
PERSONNEL
TONY JAMES, Managing Director
100 West 42nd Street. New York 36, N.Y.
TWX-N.Y.-1-4059
or Telephone Wisconsin 7-6322
C Enclose return postage with tapes )

Top
•
••

Sam

N.Y. FM Station

Owner of three "FM' stations desires to purchase FM class B station
in N.Y. city area. Confidential.
Box 474P, BROADCASTING
MISCELLANEOUS
Mail Order Agents and Stations — ATTENTION
I confess — I did it
I OUTPULLED EVERY MAN IN RADIO
And I'll do it again
Take me now — for what it's worth to you
What's the deal — give me the pitch
Just the facts — the facts — that's ail
I'll write it and I'll go on record with it.
I'm the I one
for
admityou're
it— I looking
am
"The World's PUT Greatest
Mail
Order
Man"
ME ON TRIAL
Box 625P, BROADCASTING
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Dollar
you
can't ad
beatin a getting
classified
top-flight personnel

FOR

SALE

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.

Equipment

Wanted

for

STATIONS

FOR SALE

WANTED TO BUY
Stations

Choose a Career in RADIO-TV
Train to be an announcer, writer, producer,
program director, control board operator.
Graduates in demand for interesting positions. Free placement service. Term starts
September 28.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF
BROADCASTING
3338 16th St., N.W., Washington 10, D. C

RADIO — TV — ADV.
job
the dynamic southeast. placements
Hundreds of jobin openings.
Announcers • Engineers
Disk
•• Salesmen
Copywriters
News Jockeys
Directors
Free registration — Confidential
Professional Placement
458 Atlanta,
Peachtree Ga.Arcade
Eckstein
J A 5-4841

YOUNG MAN WITH CAPABILITIES
Looking for a future. Have college degree
in radio announcing and allied fields.
Willing to start at any level that will
give me the opportunity to prove my
potential. Ralph Frankel, 542 S. Dearborn,
Room 1109, Chicago 5, Illinois.

BACKGROUND MUSIC RECEIVERS
FOR SALE
Used . . . FM main channel, crystal controlled, 20 KC Muting (can be easily
changed). Tuners or receivers with 6V6
audio,pleteall
operating
condition.
with 13in tubes
less crystal.
Bids Comwill
be accepted in lots of 50 or more. Highest
bid over $25.00 per receiver takes. All
packing and shipping charges to be paid
by buyer.
Box 290P, BROADCASTING.

INSTRUCTIONS

Dollar

RADIO
Situations Wanted — Announcers

SERVICE

5000 WATT DAYTIMER
In Florida city of 100,000 population.
Now billing better than $90,000 a
year, but the station has an unlimited
potential. Price $200,000 terms available. Principals only. Write:
Box 555P, BROADCASTING

Texas Regional Day, nice profits, medium
market £143,000 29% — Southwest Regional Day, high profit operation. $225,000 29% — Texas local Day, small market money-maker, $48,000, 816,500 down.
Contact PATT McDONALD, BOX 9266,
AUSTIN TEX. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste, 60 East 42nd St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU 2-4813.

Ky.
100M Terms
Single
Single lkw-D
250w
65 M Terms
Single 500w
50 M Terms
39M Terms
Single
Single 250w
33 M Terms
lkw-D
ll&M
Terms
Small
100M Terms
Terms
Single
lkw-D
70M Terms
Small lkw-D
78M
lkw-D
Second 250w
150M Terms
Ala. Medium
195 M Terms
Metro lkw-D
Terms
Miss. Metro 5kw-D
Terms
225M
98
M
S.E. Major
475M Terms
Major 5kw-D
lkw-D
Mid
500w
And others.
PAUL. H.
COMPANY
CHAPMAN
INCORPORATED
MEDIA BROKERS
Cal.
Fla.
S.C.
Cal.
Iowa
Ky.
Ariz.
La.
N.C.

Atlanta
Chicago
New Francisco
York
San

Please add rest:
182Atlanta
W. Peachtree
9, Ga.

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION
STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential
Negotiations
Security Bldg.

~~~~~

Davenport, Iowa

STATIONS FOR SAIE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your
If youneeds.
are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 4-7279
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Continued from page 104
By Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
6 in Christiansted, St. Croix, V.I., tv ch. 8
proceeding. Action Sept. 10.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Continued prehearing conference from
Oct 5 tionstoof Tiffin
Oct. 6Bcstg.
in proceeding
on Ohio,
am applicaCo., Tiffin,
et al.;
granted motion by North Shore Bcstg. Corp.
(WESX) Salem, Mass., for leave to amend
its am application to correct minor errors
in coordinates respecting licensed site;
WESX is in consolidated proceeding with
Tiffin, et al. Action Sept. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Scheduled
hearing for
Sept. 21 inBcstg.
proceeding on applications
of Sheffield
Co.
and J.B. Fait, Jr., for new am stations in
Sheffield, Ala. Action Sept. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Forest L. McClenning
On own motion, continued hearing from
Sept. 8 to Nov.
18 in proceeding
am application of Laird
Bcstg. Inc.on (KHAK)
Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Action Sept. 8.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
Issued statement and order after prehearing conference in proceeding on applications of Binder-Carter-Durham Inc., et al.,
for newuled am
in Lansing,
Mich.,Sept.
schedhearingstation
for Nov.
3. Action
10.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Continued hearing from Sept. 21 to Dec. 1
in proceeding on am application of Booth
Bcstg. Co. (WSGW) Saginaw, Mich. Action.
Sept. 8.
Scheduled hearing for Dec. 14 in proceedingates
on applications
of Goleta and
Bcstg.
Associand Bert Williamson
Lester
W.
Spillane for new am stations in Santa
Barbara, Calif. Action Sept. 9.
Granted petition by Jack W. Hawkins,
Blanding, Utah, for continuance of hearing
from Sept. 14, at 2 p.m., to Sept. 25, at 10
a.m., in proceeding on his am application.
Action Sept. 10.
BROADCAST ACTIONS
by Broadcast Bureau
Actions of Sept. 11
WIDE Biddeford, Me. — Granted acquisition

AUDIO

of negative control by J. Alan Jasper and
M. Chester Ball, through sale of stock by
Louistreasury.
J. Borgatti to licensee, and retirement
to
WISR Butler, Pa. — Granted acquisition
of positive control by Joel Rosenblum
through termination of trust from Abe H.
Borisky,
trustee
of testamentary
trust created by Sara
E. Rosenblum
deceased.
N.D. — Williams,
Granted assignment
of KQDY
license Minot,
to D. Gene
et al., d/b
under same name.
WNEW-FM (main & aux.) New York,
N.Y. — Granted licenses covering increase in
ERP and installation of new trans., and to
use old main trans, as an auxiliary trans.
WPFB-FM
Ohio— Granted
cense for fm Middletown,
station and specify
29.4 kw. liWJBO-FM Baton Rouge, La. — Granted license covering change in trans, location to
2.5
new kw,ant.ant.andheight
trans. to 460 ft., installation of
KJML Sacramento, Calif. — Granted license
covering change of facilities, ant. system
and location.
Port Arthur, Tex. — Granted license
forKFMP
fm station.
WLOA-FM
Braddock, Pa.— Granted license for fm station.
KSFM
(FM)
Sacramento,
Granted
mod. to cp to increase
ERP Calif.
to 6.4— kw,
ant.
height to 290 feet, change trans, and studio
location, type ant. and type trans.
WBCI Williamsburg, Va. — Granted mod.
of cp toofmove
ant. -trans,
ft.
N.N.W.
present
location,location
change300type
trans.; remote control permitted.
Nelson
Hillsboro,
ed mod. ofW. cpGalle,
to change
type Texas
trans. — GrantKRBE (FM) Houston, Tex. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 79 kw, install new
trans., and increase ant. height to 310 ft.
WEEL Fairfax, Va. — Granted mod. of cp
to make changes in DA system.
WTMA-TV Charleston, S.C.— Granted mod.
of cp to change ERP to vis. 100 kw, aur 50
kw, install new trans., ant. system, and
make
in equipment and ant. height
to 380 changes
ft.
*KPEC-TV Lakewood Center, Wash.—
Granted mod. of cp to change ERP to vis.
22.4 kw, aur. 12.6 kw, change type trans.,
make changes in ant. system to accommodate
KCPS (FM)
duce height
to 210 ant.,
ft. ant. system and re-

PRODUCT

SALES

Immediate opening. Excellent position for broadcast
engineer experienced in all phases audio equipment
and systems.
Responsible position in Mid-West sales office of leading
broadcast equipment manufacturer.
Travel limited. Complete company benefits. For interview with Sales Engineering Management send resume
and photo to

BOX 639-P, BROADCASTING
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Actions of Sept. 1»
Following
stations
authority to operate
trans,were
by granted
remote control:
KFOR Lincoln, Neb.; WRNY Rome, N.Y.;
KQTY Everett, Wash., and KXGO Fargo,
N.D., to change remote control authority
unsing non-D ant.
Granted
for following
am type
stations: WLIZlicenses
Lake Worth,
Fla., change
trans.,
specify
studio
location
(same
trans, location), WJAN Ishpeming, Mich.,as
and specify studio location; WBTL Atlantic
Bcstg. Corp., Farmville, N.C.: WQDY Calais,
Me.; KBHC Nashville, Ark.; WPRN Butler,
Ala.; KYSS Missoula, Mont.,
WJOB Hammond, bid. — Granted license
to
presently licensed main trans, as an
aux.usetrans.
KPDQ Portland, Ore.— Granted license to
change ant. -trans, location.
WTOP Washington,
D.C.—
covering
installation of
newGranted
trans, license
to be
used as aux. trans.
WFOM Marietta, Ga. — Granted license to
operate old main trans, as aux. trans,
WNIK Arecibo, P.R. — Granted license
covering installation of new type trans, as
an alternate main trans, at main trans, site;
remote control permitted.
Granted licenses covering change in power and installation of new trans, for following am stations: WGHM Skowhegan,
Me.; WFSC Franklin, N.C. (delete remote
control);ington,WDOS
Oneonta, N.Y.; WZIP CovKy.
Granted licenses covering installation of
new type trans, for following am stations:
WJOB Hammond, Ind.; KFEQ St. Joseph,
Mo. and WTOP (main), Washington, D.C.
Following am stations were granted cps
to
new trans.; KAIR Tucson, Ariz.;
Tex.installManchester,
WWXL
Ky.; KULP El Campo,
KRKO
Everett,
Granted
cp totrans.
install old main
trans,Wash.—
to be used
as aux.
WSB Atlanta, Ga. — Granted cp to make
changes in trans, equipment.
WPJB-FM Providence, R.I.— Granted mod.
of SCA to change subcarrier frequency to
67 kc.
WLES Lawrenceville, Va. — Granted mod.
of cp to change studio location and remote
control point and change type trans.
KRKO Everett, Wash.— Granted mod. of
cp to change studio location (same as ant.trans. letelocation),
changeoperation
type trans,
remote control
(D). and deWFLI
Lookout,
Mountain,
Term.
— Granted
extension of completion date to Feb.
1, 1960.
WANN
Annapolis,
Md.—
Granted
sion of completion date to Nov. 30. extenActions of Sept. 9
*KDPS-TV Des Moines, Iowa — Granted license for noncommercial educational tv
station.
WKBW-TV Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted cp to
change ERP to vis. 91.2 kw, aur. 53.7 kw,
add power amplifier to trans, and make
changes in ant. system and other equipment
WBRK Pittsfleld, Mass.— Granted mod. of
cp to change type trans.
WRNY Rome,
— Granted
extension of
completion
date N.Y.
to Oct.
15.
Actions of Sept. t
WDSU-TV New Orleans, La.— Granted cp
to installcensed trans.
alternate main driver to the li*WIPM-TV Mayaguez, P.R. — Granted extension of completion date to Jan. 15, 1960.
KCCC-TVof completion
Sacramento,
extension
date Calif.—
to Dec.Granted
3.
Actions of Sept. 4
WGEZ Beloit, Wis. — Granted assignment of
license to Radio Beloit Inc.
KQDIment of license
Bismarck,
N.Dak. W.— Granted
assignto Darrel
Holt, et al.,
d/b
under same name.
Actions of Sept. 3
American Bcstg. - Paramount Theatres
Inc. New York, N.Y. — Granted authority to
transmit programs to stations CFCF and
CBL and other stations of the Canadian
Bcstg. Corp., for period April 20, 1959 to
April 20,
1960; further
authorityaction
is without
prejudice to such
as Commission may deem warranted as result of final
determinations with respect to (1) the report of the Network Study Staff; and (2)
related studies and inquiries now being
considered or conducted.
WYDE Birmingham, Ala., WOKY MilWOV New Calif.,
York, N.Y.,
AM-FM waukee,
SanWis., Francisco,
WAKE KYAAtlanta,
Ga.,
KCBQ
San
Diego,
Calif.—
Grant-A.
ed transfers of control from Gerald
Bartell, et al., to Bartell Bcstrs. Inc. (a
Delaware Corp.).
WTUC Union City, Tenn. — Granted reBROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

cancellat
quest tionfor
of call
letters.ion of license and deleCalif.— Granted license for
Likely,
K74AT
tv translator station.
cp
Calif— Granted
Berkeley,
)
changes
increase ERP to 59 kw and make ant.
to KPFA(FM
1,330
(increase height);
in ant. systemcontrol
permitted.
ft ; remote
Fla.— Granted cp to inWPKM
ant.
stall new Tampa,
Actions of Sept. 2
— Granted license covKTW Seattle, Wash.-trans,
location, changes
ering change in ant.
in ant. (increase height) installation new
by remote contrans,
trans, and operate
tr<KDOV
Medford, Ore. — Granted -license
am station.
, for
liAla. — Granted
Anniston, in
WHMA-FM
ERP and ant.
cense covering increase
ERP
location;
trans,
in
height
3 7 kw and change
license
WHMA Anniston, Ala. — Granted remote
covering installation of aux. trans.;
non-DA.
using
control permitted while Granted mod. of liKTW Seattle, Wash. — location and rechange
cense tocontrol
point.studio
mote
exGranted
Anniston,dateAla.to— Oct.
WHMA-FM
16.
tension of completion
Actions of Sept. 1
— Granted extenHenderson,to Nev.
KBMI authority
remain silent to Oct.
15 sion of
Wyo.— Granted
La Barge,stations.
K72AS, forK81AB
licenses
tv translator
K72AY Maupin, Ore. — Granted license for
tv translator station.
WTVN-TV Columbus, Ohio — Grantedother
cp
and
to make changes in ant. system
equipment to permit joint utilization of
WTVN-FM.
by WTVN-TV
ant.K79AJ
Redmond, andOre. — Granted cp to
of tv translator station
change frequency ERP
to 2928.0 w, primary
to ch 79; change
station to KGW-TV, ch. 8 Portland, Oresystem, and prinicipal
trans.,to ant.
type
include Prineville, Ore.
community
K76AA Prineville, Ore.— Granted cp to
trans., prinw; typeRedmond,
to 1748
changecipalERP
Ore.,
to include
community
ant. system.
trans,
in
changes
make
and
extenFollowing stations wereas granted
sions of completion
KKTV
9, 1960; KPHOMarch shown:
Ariz., todates
TV Phoenix,
(aux. ant.), Colorado Springs, Colo., to Feb.
29, I960.
, _ ... _
& Philo, Calif. — GrantK73AM
for tv translator station.
ed licenseBoonville
KCVN
Calif. — Granted cp to install newStockton,
type trans.
KEFC Waco, Texas — Granted mod. of cp
and increase height
change
to
to 220
ft. type trans,
WHIL-FM Medford, Mass. — Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 20 kw, and change
type trans.; conditions.
WFMK (FM) Louisville, Ky— Granted request for cancellation of cp and deletion of
call letters.
Va.— Granted auWYFI thority(FM)
to remainNorfolk,
silent for period ending
Nov. 2; condition.
WABQ-FM Cleveland, Ohio — Granted
mod. oflocation
cp to change
ant. changes
-trans, location,
studio
and make
in ant.
system; decrease ant. height to 42 ft.; condition.
Following
stations dates
were as granted
extensions of completion
shown: KNOB
Long Beach. Calif., to Nov. 20; WABQ-FM
Cleveland,
to March
WKDNFM
Camden,Ohio,N.J.,
to Oct. 14,23;1960;
KBCO
San
WMAM-FM
19;
Dec.
to
Calif.,
Francisco,
Marinette, Wis., to Dec. 21; WYNS Towson,
Md., to Nov. 3; WKVT Brattleboro, Vt., to
Dec. 1.; WSEB Sebring, Fla., to Oct. 12;
KNIA Knoxville, Iowa, to Jan. 14, 1960;
KUTI Yakima, Wash, to Oct. 30.
Actions of Aug. 31
WTRO Dyersburg, Tenn. — Granted relinquishment of positive control by John
M.
Latham,Parks.
through transfer of stock to
Hamilton
KSDA Redding, Calif.— Granted extension
of authority to remain silent for period
ending Nov. 1.
WKWK-FM Wheeling, W. Va. — Granted
license covering decrease in ERP from
16 kw to 10 kw.
KBCA(FM)
Calif.—toGranted
mod.
of licenseLosto Angeles,
change name
Mount
Wilson Fm Bcstrs. Inc.
*WHYY
(FM) to
Philadelphia,
mod.
of license
change namePa. —to Granted
WHYY
Inc.
*KDPS-FM-TV Des Moines, Iowa — Granted mod. of license to change name to Des
Moines Independent Community School District.
Cornhusker Tele. Corp. Lincoln, Neb.—
Granted cp & license for new low-power
(1 w) on 26.10-26.48 mc to be used with
KOLN-TV.
WQXT Palm Beach, Fla. — Granted cp to
BROADCASTING, September 21, 1959

make .changes in ant. system (increase
height)
KGBC Galveston, Tex.— Granted cp to
change cation,
ant.and-trans,
and studio loinstall location
new trans.
WYSR Franklin, Va. — Granted cp to make
changes in ant. system (increase height)
and
deletetrans.;
requestcondition.
for increase in power
and new
KSTN-FM Stockton, Calif.— Granted cp
to replace expired permit for new fm station.
WMTW-FM Mt. Washington, N.H.— Granted cp to move ant. 50 ft. east (same site)
and decrease height from 3,850 ft. to 3,820
ft.
KWCX Willcox, Ariz.— Granted mod. of
cp to
-trans, location
(2,450 ft.
N.
of change
present ant.
location),
make changes
in
ant. system (increase height) and ground
system.
WVLD Valdosta, Ga.— Granted mod. of cp
to change type trans.
KPON Anderson, Calif.— Granted mod.
of cp to install new trans.
WHFM
Rochester,
N.Y.— Granted
mod.
of SCA(FM)
to install
new equipment.
WEEL Fairfax, Va.— Granted mod. of cp
to
make changes in ant. system (increase
height).
KLSN(FM) Seattle, Wash.— Granted mod.
of cp to increase ERP to 19 kw, increase
ant. height to 1.070 ft., change ant. -trans,
location to Cougar Mt., 3.6 miles N.W. of
Issaquah, Wash., change studio location
and
mitted.install new ant.; remote control perWASA-FM Havre de Grace, Md.— Granted mod. of cp to decrease ERP to 2.85 kw,
increase ant. height to 360 ft., move trans,
location mitted
on fromsame
persame site;
site;remote
install control
new trans,
and ant.; condition.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: KGFL
Roswell, N.M., to Oct. 25; WIFE Dayton,
Ohio, to Dec. 21.
PETITION FOR RULE MAKING FIELD
*The Joint Council on Educational Television New York, N.Y. (9-2-59)— Requests
assignment
of vhf ch. of
9 tothat
Corning-Elmira,
N.Y.
and reservation
channel for
11.
noncommercial educational use. Ann. Sept.
License Renewals
Following stations granted renewal of license: KBAR Burley, Idaho; KSVC Richfield, Utah; KBIM Roswell, N.M.; KSWS
Roswell, N.M.; KCID Caldwell, Idaho;
KTAR Phoenix, Ariz.; KCLV Clovis, N.M.;
KTFI Twin Falls, Idaho; KGGM Albuquerque, N.M.; KTUC Tucson, Ariz.; KIXX
Provo, Utah; KVLV Fallon, Nev.; KLEA &
aux. Lovington, N.M.; KWEW Hobbs, N.M.;
KLER Orofino, Idaho; KWIC Salt Lake City,
Utah;
KLUK KOBE
Evanston,
Wyo.; KWRL
Riverton, Wyo.;
Las Cruces,
N.M.; KWYO
Sheridan, Wyo.; KORK Las Vegas, Nev.;
KYCA Prescott, Ariz.; KOTS Deming, N.M.;
KYTE Pocatello, Idaho; KOWB Laramie,
Wyo.; KYUM Yuma, Ariz.; KOY aux. &
alt. main, Phoenix, Ariz.; KGEI Belmont,
Calif. KPBM Carlsbad, N.M.; WRUL
Scituate, Mass.; KPHO & aux., Phoenix,
Ariz.; KOSA Odessa, Texas; KPOW Powell,
Wyo.; KUBO San Antonio Texas: KRAM
Las Vegas, Nev.; KDWT Stamford, Tex.;
KRLC Lewiston, Idaho-Clarkeston, Wash.;
KTFY Brownfield, Texas; KRTN Raton,
N.M.; K78AJ Broadbent, Ore.; KSOP Salt
Lake City, Utah; KHFI (FM), Austin, Tex.;
KSPT Sanpoint, Idaho; KNED McAlester,
Okla.; KSUN Bisbee, Ariz.; KIUN
Pecos,
2, Texas.
Texas; KDMC (FM) Corpus Christi,
Following dates will constitute composite
week for
log analyses inpreparation
connection of
withprogram
renewal
5, am, (and
other broadcast) applications for
fm
10,
and tv stations whose licenses21, expire in
1960. Attention is directed to the fact that
29, whereas,
date for Sunday is in year 1958,
all other
year 1959.
— inFebruary
Mondaydates are
17, 1959
—— March
1959
May
Tuesday
—— April
July
14, 1959
Wednesday
Thursday
1959
Friday
1959
Saturday
—
September
1959
Sunday
— December
1958
Attention of licensees is also directed to
Section IV, page 3, Item 10, of renewal
application which permits submission of
any additional program data that applicant
desires to call to Commission's attention, if,
in
applicant's
based
on
composite
weekopinion,
do not statistics
adequately
reflect
program service rendered.
Adopted: September 9, 1959

From the SEC record:
The following stock transactions by officers and
directors of companies in radio-tv and allied
fields have been reported by the Securities &
Exchange Commission. Sales, reported to SEC
between July 11 and Aug. 10 involve common
stock unless otherwise indicated.
Allied Artists Corp. — George N. Blatchford acquired 700 shares for 700 total. Albert Zugsmith
increased holdings to 94,800 by purchasing 1,000
shares.
American Electronics Inc. — Phillip W. Zonne
disposed of 1,500 shares decreasing his holdings
to 62,800
and L4,000
in trust 1,500
for hisshares
children. Charles
Jonesheldacquired
for 1,800 total.
Blaw-Know Co. — George E. Kopetz sold 1,000
shares with 2,108 shares remaining. William
maining.
Rodgers sold 500 shares with 5,751 shares reCrowell-Collier Publishing — R. Carl Chandler
disposed ofmaining.11,500
with 500 200
sharesshares
reWilliam J.shares
Seif acquired
for 400 total.
Decca Records Inc. — Milton R. Rackmil acquired 200 shares as co-trustee for 10,700 total.
Universal Pictures acquired 12,200 shares for
241,700 total.
Desilu Productions Inc. — Edwin E. Holly disposed of 2,000
leavingdisposed
2,000 shares
remaining. Martinshares
N. Leeds
of 5,000
shares leaving 35,100 shares remaining and 1,200
shares in trusts for sons.
General Electric Co. — Harold E. Strang acquired 2,650 shares for 11,303 total.
Hoffman Electronics — I. J. Kaar disposed of
total holdings of 3,000 shares. J. D. McLean
acquired 1,500 shares for 1,600 total.
Loews Inc. — Nathan Cummings acquired 1,000
shares for 57,550 total.
Loew's Theatres Inc. — Tisch Hotels Inc. acquired 45,300 shares for 385,400 total.
Motorola Inc. — Arthur L. Reese acquired 100
shares for 200 total.
Nafi Corp. — John G. Bannister acquired 1,000
shares for 4,333 total.
National Telefilm Assoc. — George K. Gold disposed of 9,411 shares in exchange for securities
of National Theatres Inc.
National Theatres Inc. — B. Gerald Cantor acquired 2,600 shares for 105,000 total. Cantor
Fitzgerald & Co. acquired 1,900 shares for
20,000 total. Ely A. Landow acquired 2,500
shares for 7,500 total.
Philco Corp. — Henry F. Argento acquired 3,000
shares for 3,876 total.
Radio Corp. of America — Martin F. Bennett
acquired 1,200 shares for 1,328 total. John L.
Burns acquired 20,000 shares for 20,411 total.
Ralston H. Coffin acquired 200 shares for 300
total. Rodolfo A. Correa acquired 200 shares for
286 total. David Sarnoff disposed of 10,000
shares with 5,000 shares remaining. Edward M.
Tuft acquired 1,200 shares for 1,855 total.
Republic Pictures Corp. — Association of Motion Picture Industry disposed of 216,349 shares
leaving no shares remaining. Victor M. Carter
acquired 249,383 shares for 347,720 total. Sidney M. Davis disposed of 500 shares leaving
none remaining. Douglass T. Yates disposed of
4,277 shares leaving none remaining. Herbert J.
Yates disposed of 74,469 shares leaving none
remaining. Association of Motion Picture Industry alsoferreddisposed
29,600 acquired
shares of29,600
prestock. Victorof M.its Carter
sharespreferred
stock through
Inc. andof Holmes
Manufacturing
Inc. Metalsmith's
for total of
30,000 shares.
Trav-Ler Radio Corp. — Isadore Edelstein acquired 100 shares for 2,500 total. Ellis Friedman acquired 2,500 shares for 21,540 total. Joe
Friedman acquired 10,000 shares for 236,233
total. D. J. F. Shea disposed of 600 shares
leaving none remaining. Isadore Edelstein disposed of 100 warrants for common stock leaving
none remaining. Joe Friedman disposed of 10,000
warrants leaving none remaining.
Zenith Radio Corp. — Frank A. Miller disposed
Ill
of 200 shares leaving 1,500 remaining.
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1 FOLDAMATIC Construction —"Heart" of the new Line-atime Copyholder. Folds over typewriter w hen not in use.
2 Variable Height Adjustment — Raises or lowers LlNE-Atime Copyholder to required individual eye level.
3 Space-celector Unit — Affords typists an infinite variety of space settings.
4 Transvue Line Guide— Tinted, transparent, underscores
line of copy to be typed and permits typists to see two
or three lines ahead. Has both an elite and pica Perfect
Positioning Scale . . .
. . . And many other dramatic features that make the new
Foldamatic Line-a-time Copyholder the greatest secretarial
aid since the invention of the typewriter.
Available in six office and typewriter harmonizing colors:
French Gray, Desert Sage, Honey Beige, Mist Green, Lime
Light and White Sand.
112

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
Room 1922,315 Park Avenue South, New York 10
I would like a free five day trial of the new Foldamatic
Line-a-time Copyholder.*

''Available only in cities with a Remington Rand office.
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OUR

RESPECTS
Daniel

TO

. . .

Waldemar

It can be asserted with a safe degree
of certainty that broadcasting would be
enjoying something less than its present
stature in the functions of news and
editorializing had not an 18-year-old
freshman at Cornell in 1935, Daniel
W. Kops, become intrigued with the
daily student newspaper and discarded
his plans to study medicine.
The love affair between Mr. Kops
and journalism has burned brightly
ever since, although he moved over to
broadcasting 10 years ago and today
is president of WAVZ New Haven,
Conn., and WTRY Albany-SchenectadyTroy, N. Y. In this span he has used
radio's flexibility and other advantages
to introduce journalistic concepts that
sometimes seem to begin only where
the traditional crusading newspaper is
forced to leave off.
Daniel Waldemar Kops' activities
well qualified him for his post as president of the Associated Press Radio &
Tv Assn., which meets today (Sept. 21)
in New York and which he helped
found three years ago after helping
nurse along a predecessor unit from
1952.
A native of New York City, he was
born Aug. 7, 1917, at Lawrence, N.Y.,
where the family was spending the
summer. He entered Cornell, at Ithaca,
and was awarded a BA degree with a
major in sociology in 1939.
College Try • As a freshman, he
was attracted to the Cornell Daily Sun,
student newspaper, and by the time he
was a senior was editor-in-chief.
As head Sun editor in 1939, Mr.
Kops helped establish a program of
university and local news on WESG
Elmira. That summer he went to the
Scripps-Howard Houston Press as a
reporter and then moved to the W. M.
Kiplinger newsletter service in Washington just before Pearl Harbor. Enlisting in the Army Air Force in 1942,
he became an officer and supervised
communications and electronics equipment activities at various AF installations.
Discharged in 1946 as a major, he
joined the Harrisburg (Pa.) Telegraph
and spent two years writing editorials
and working on the business side, leaving just before the Telegraph was sold
in a merger. In New York, he met Victor W. Knauth, who had been publisher
and minority stockholder in the Bridgeport (Conn.) Times Star, which also
had merged about the same time. Both
men were concerned about newspaper
mergers and resolved to go into radio
to try to restore competition in journalism through a rival medium.
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Kops

300-unit veterans housing project —
blocked for a year because the city was
using the land for a pig farm to dispose
of city garbage — Mr. Kops sent WAVZ
reporters to the scene with tape recorders. WAVZ editorials first carried
the voices of veterans on the waiting
list for houses. WAVZ then told listeners: "Now let's see who are the occuthis obtainable
land," squealing
followed
by thepants ofvoices
of grunting,

Choosing the Arena • The station
they selected was WAVZ, a daytimer
that had attracted little audience. The
two New Haven newspapers also were
under single ownership, which provided
them with their mission — to compete
pigs. After four days, the mayor stopped
in the news field.
the editorials by agreeing to condemn
The WAVZ purchase in December
the land.
1949 happily coincided with action by
Other WAVZ editorials helped get
the FCC revoking its earlier ban on
action
in establishing a parking facility,
editorializing. Taking a few months to
building new schools and organizing
size up the community and his newsfund raising campaigns into a federapaper opponent, Mr. Kops considered
these facts: New Haven, with great past
tion. Mr. Kops plunged into local politics by supporting editorially a reform
traditions, was slipping in its economic
candidate for mayor. Opposition party
competition with other New England
members threatened the first day to
cities. Its schools had not kept pace
pressure advertisers into a boycott of
with population expansion and some
WAVZ. The station promptly aired a
were 75 years old. The Community
Chest had met its goal only once in 19 second, similar editorial and there have
years. Downtown merchants were los- been no threats since.
The reform candidate, Richard C.
ing business because there were no offLee, was beaten in 1949, again destreet parking facilities. Post-war population movements to the suburbs made
feated (by only two votes) in 1951,
won by several thousand votes in 1953
problems still more complicated.
and was re-elected in 1955 and 1957
Mr. Kops discerned a general apathy
because past efforts at improvement ' by record pluralities. Mayor Lee has
had met defeat from conservative
since become widely known for setting
forces. The newspaper, too, had op- up an urban renewal and other revitalization projects in New Haven at a cost
posed such improvements as parking
and schools.
of more than $200 million, all supHe then began airing editorials, supported by WAVZ.
ported by research, which pounded on
Tri-City Try • WTRY, acquired
the doors of City Hall, urging improvein December 1957, is pursuing its own
ments. Editorials were focused on each
editorial campaign for redevelopment
of the problems, but their summary was
of the three major cities in its area.
Both WAVZ and WTRY now are fullthe same: "Things can be done in New
timers.
Animal Kingdom • The editorial
Mr. Kops is a missionary. His reHaven." incorporated the showmancampaign
ligion isnews and editorializing and he
ship, flexibility and immediacy peculiar
believes radio is the savior which hapto radio. To get action on a proposed
pened along at the right time to fill the
void in competitively-produced news
created by the thinning ranks of newspapers. He appears at large and small
meetings all over the country to urge
broadcasters to make news and editorializing a management level function to be exercised seriously and
often. WAVZ has received the Alfred
I. duPont and eight other national
awards for its news or editorials. Mr.
Kops last month was named so-chairman of NAB's Editorializing Committee. He is on his second term as NAB
director, was a founder and past president of Connecticut Broadcasters Assn.

Kops of WAVZ

& WTRY

When newspapers fold, he opens.

and belongsformation
to NAB's
of InCommittee. Freedom
He is active
in
several civic or cultural organizations.
Mr. Kops is married to the former
Nancy Nachman of Montgomery, Ala.,
and they have three children: Daniel
Jr. 11, Cynthia Anne 9 and Stephen 5.
He likes photography, reads mystery
113
stories and is a constant pipe smoker.

EDITORIALS
Tortured

freedom

IN THE last days of the first session of the 86th Congress
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson (D-Wash.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, created a new "Subcommittee
on Freedom of Communications" and with it a new exhibit
of political doubletalk.
Here is how Sen. Magnuson described the new subcommittee:
"It will be the duty and function of this subcommittee
to insure freedom, fairness and impartiality in the treatment of news by media operating under government license.
The subcommittee will receive information and complaints
concerning the operations of communications media. In
this sense the subcommittee will be a watchdog subcommittee."
This sort of thing needs translation. To judge it by its
title alone, we would be tempted to admire the purposes
of the subcommittee which Sen. Magnuson created. "Freedom of Communications" is indeed a worthwhile cause.
But that is not what Sen. Magnuson was talking about
at all. The subcommittee's function, he said, is to "insure
freedom, fairness and impartiality in the treatment of news."
At this point the doubletalk sets in. It is impossible to insure
both freedom and "fairness and impartiality." No communications medium can be said to be free if an arm of government isjudging its fairness and impartiality.
We suspect that Sen. Magnuson (and the colleagues who
inspired him to form the new unit) was applying here a
definition of "freedom" which differs radically from the
one the writers of the Bill of Rights had in mind. Too often
nowadays when politicians speak of "freedom of radio and
television" they mean freedom of politicians to get themselves and their views on radio and television. This corruption
of the debates
word "freedom"
was most ofwidely
used during
the recent
on the amendment
Sec. 315.
If Sen. Magnuson is truly interested in protecting the
freedom of radio and television, he will either disband the
subcommittee or redirect its course. As now constituted,
it cannot be anything but a deterrent to the development
of radio and television news.
Bad

laws

beget

bad

rules.

BAD laws beget bad regulations.
This was never more glaringly apparent than in the
action by the FCC denying a petition of the NAB for rulemaking to permit "teaser" announcements on radio without
sponsor or product identification required by its rules.
Teasers, be it known, are short spots utilizing catch words or
slogans designed to entice the audience to listen to what's
coming up.
The Communications Act (Sec. 317) states that "all matter broadcast . . . for which service, money, or any other
valuable consideration is directly or indirectly paid . . . from
any person . . . shall, at the time the same is so broadcast,
be announced as paid for or furnished, as the case may be,
by such person."
The FCC regulation (Sec. 3.1 19 [e] of the rules) interprets
that to mean that the sponsor must be clearly named in any
radio or tv commercial. Thus an archaic law has propagated
an archaic regulation.
The unfortunate fact is that unless it wished to violate its
own regulation, the FCC could not have given an affirmative
reply to the NAB petition.
This rule binds the Commission unreasonably and should
be rewritten to recognize contemporary advertising techniques. The original purpose of the law was to reveal the
identity of buyers of political time, and thus was a twin of
114

the controversial Section 315 "equal time" provision,
rectified by Congress only in the waning days of the current
session.
"Teaser" advertising is a tool of the advertising trade.
It is entirely ethical. Used properly, it is by no means deceptive. It is intended simply to arouse advance public interest
in the more detailed advertising messages that are to come.
The FCC has not been aggressive in recent years in enforcing the sponsor identification rule. But where a petition
such as that of the NAB is filed, or where there are complaints of violation, the FCC has no alternative but to adhere to the ridiculous rule based on an outmoded law.
The forum in which to attack the sponsor identification
rule so that it will be consistent with modern methods is in
Congress, not the FCC. We believe the FCC itself would
favor a less rigid rule, just as a majority of its members
favored a less rigid Sec. 315.
Doing business with Nikita
COINCIDENT with the arrival last week of Nikita
Khrushchev, the Soviet Union stopped jamming the
Voice of America programs. It was the first time in 10 years
that this verbal blockade had been interrupted.
The Soviet Union has been spending an estimated $113
million annually to jam the non-English language Voice
broadcasts — approximating the entire appropriation of the
United States Information Agency for all services. Obviously,
the
cessation
of jamming
the "live"
of the
Khrushchev
missionis to
to permit
reach Russia
and transmissions
its satellites.
Will the jamming resume with the departure of the Prime
Minister from our shores? We surmise this will depend entirely upon the success of his mission, according to Soviet
standards.
Thus, what happens in the jamming area may be the yardstick measuring the success or failure of the Khrushchev mission. The fact that jamming is an outright violation of international understanding and agreement has never disturbed
the Soviet. They turned off the jammers when Khrushchev
visited London in 1956, and turned them on full blast with
the Hungarian revolution that fall.
Any accord with the Soviet in any area is meaningless
without the cessation of jamming. We do not silence the Soviet transmissions to this country. There must be the free
flow of information in this shrunken world if there is to be
any degree of amity among nations. (So watch the jamming
stand.)
indicator
if you want to know where Khrushchev & Co.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hlx
"Tell Mr. Zacchini to take down the sign . . . the television
people said 'No'."
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Photograph by Charles Campbell, WDAF News

You've

Seen

This

Picture

Before

. . .

It was carried by practically all major newspapers after Kansas City's tragic gasoline fire in August, which injured more than 100 firemen, 6 fatally.
However, this picture was just a part of WDAF's coverage which, along with
several hundred feet of nationally aired film and tape, prompted NBC's Rueven
Frank to label it— "one of the year's top dramatic TV news spots."
This was extraordinary news, but we try to bring the same qualities to our everyday coverage . . . alertness, exceptional personnel, the best facilities, and the right
news policy. Altogether, they have made WDAF the top news station in MidAmerica.
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TOBACCO

HOOD DAIRY PRODUCTS
in 6 New England States
SEGO MILK PRODUCTS
in 7 Western markets

BY
WSAZ-TV
KIRO-TV
WSB-TV

- H untington
- Seattle
- Atlanta

WGN-TV

- Chicago

KVAR-TV

- Phoenix

WIEDEMANN BREWING CO.
in Cincinnati, Dayton, Columbus

KSTP-TV — Minneapolis-St. Paul

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE
in Philadelphia, Albany, Schenectady

WLOS-TV
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KERO-TV — Bakersfield
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Sales are UP in booming Detroit
Department Store Sales
New Car Sales
Factory Payrolls
Car and Truck Output

UP
UP
UP
UP

2

17.5%
76.5%
26.3%
66.7%

And UP is definitely the word for WJBK-TV viewers
August ARB UP to 36.5% of Audience! 28% HIGHER than
any other Detroit station! Among the three HIGHEST CBS
AUDIENCE SHARE in any 4-or-more station markets.

i|J3t

WJBK-TV continues its 10 year dominance of the
nation's fifth market:
1,900,000 TV homes . . . $9-billion in purchasing power!

aSTORER

.

'

J

t
^P*-,

station

^
KATZ
""x x,
'/-'"call
STORER NATIONAL
SALES orOFFICES
\
625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22 /
230 N.Michigan
Chicago 1 Ave.

MORE

OF

YOUR

SIOUX

CITY

CUSTOMERS

ARE

WATCHING

KVTV

Whether it's mid-morning or 4:00 P.M." when the KVTV Players stage one of their special production
intros to the "My Little Margie" show. Such quality programming results in more viewers.
No matter what time it is right now, call your Katz man. Ask to see his latest ARB
why KVTV is the best buy in Sioux City.

which proves

*The KVTV Players feature Roland King and are directed by Jim Henry. These talented players are available for the
production
Sioux City. of special "live spots" to add "more sell" to your sales message, thus increasing the sale of vour product in

MIDGETS , MERMAIDS

AND

ELEPHANTS

P.T.BMUM

An American legend in his own lifetime, Phineas Taylor Barnum styled himself "The Prince of Humbugs". His
advertising copy surpassed anything in the subsequent history of publicity in intensity and selling power. Here
was a salesman of gigantic stature, who sold the world such exotic oddities as Tom Thumb, the Fiji Mermaid
and Jumbo. Today, their very names are imbedded in the language we speak.

Barnum was a showman

but above all, Old P.T. was a salesman! Showmanship and effective selling keynote the Balaban policy. Original programming and dominant personalities make KBOX a powerful voice to sell your products and services
with maximum effect under the Big Top in Big D. KBOX is a showman — but above all, KBOX is a salesman!
wil
THE BALABAN
STATIONS
St. Louis
KBOX
In tempo with the times

WRIT
Milwaukee

Director
F. Box, Jr.,
JohnNationally
Sold
by Managing
Robert E.Eastman

of
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NBC
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and CBS

We

A

are pleased to announce,

as we enter the fall of

our 1 1th year, that finer programs
be broadcast on WGAL-TV.
and advertisers, we
adherence

than ever are to

To our friends, viewers

pledge for the future, a strict

to this long-established policy— program-

ming planned to improve, entertain, inspire, educate and satisfy the many communities we serve.
STEINMAN

Representative: The MEEKER
4
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Company, Inc., New York
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• Clair McCollough,
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Los Angeles

•
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CLOSED

For sale or trade • NBC executives
concerned with station ownership matters expect to be kept busy for some
time analyzing anticipated flood of sale
or swap propositions resulting from anti-trust consent decree divesting NBC
of Philadelphia stations. Markets which
NBC will find most attractive as alternatives to Philadelphia are San Francisco, Detroit and Boston. Network is
not under pressure to make quick deal.
It doesn't have to get out of Philadelphia until Dec. 31, 1962 (story page
35).
How much can NBC get for its
WRCV-AM-TV Philadelphia? Speculation last week went as high as $20 million. That was price CBS paid Philadelphia Bulletin last year for WCAU-AMFM-TV — -but that property had better
real estate than NBC's Philadelphia facilities. Footnote: There's one hitch —
probably slight one — that could stall
NBC sale of WRCV-AM-TV. Licenses
of those stations are now under protest
by Philco at FCC, and that matter has
to be cleared up before NBC can unload.

Day watch • Daytime television business— and business practices — are going to be scrutinized more extensively
than ever before. Broadcast Advertisers
Reports plans shortly to start expanding its daytime monitoring into 50 additional markets. These are same 50
that BAR added last year for nighttime
monitoring. It plans to add daytime
checking at rate of 12 to 15 markets
per quarter, starting in October. With
25 markets already monitored day and
night by BAR service, expansion will
bring total to 75. Monitoring averages
better than one week per market per
quarter.
CBS stereo • Am stereo system which
CBS Labs showed CBS Radio affiliates
last week (story page 30) has been kept
under wraps, and not much technical
information was given affiliates. But it's
learned total signal of both stereo channels is transmitted by am, so any standard set can receive normally. Signal
containing stereo component is sent in
special modulation (which CBS Labs
calls "modified quadrature modulation") which can be received only by
special gear hooked to standard set. Together, they add up to stereo. System
soon will be shown to FCC.
A uhf lobby? • There's speculation,
but solely in quizzical way, whether
FCC's engineering staff is trying to

CIRCUIT

"sell" uhf to commissioners. Question
first arose several months ago when
Chief Engineer Ed Allen submitted
paper on virtues of uhf, particularly
on how number of uhf transmitters
could cover larger metropolitan areas.
Question was revived with stronger emphasis last week when it became known
that Technical Information Chief William Boese had submitted suggestions
on complete overhaul of tv standards
(see page 108).
Floating turntable • Radio authorities
in Sweden and Denmark are trying — so
far futilely — to figure way to eliminate
competition from radio station on board
ship which stays in international waters
off their coasts. Floating station plays
U.S. recorded music, attracts audiences
in both countries, sells time which bothers non-commercial, government-operated radio systems of Sweden and Denmark. Ship has changed registry several
times, was under Panamanian flag at
latest check.
Gray reaction • Word now is that new
tint (as opposed to full-color) tv technique which RCA has been testing will
probably be put aside to simmer for
while. Tests were run via RCA-NBC's
WRCV-TV Philadelphia. Public reaction, solicited as part of tests, ran hot,
cold and in-between. It's not official, but
feeling seems to be that returns were
not exciting enough to warrant further
tests now. Process, called Electronic
Color Effects, causes pictures on conventional black-and-white sets to come
out in overall tint of red, blue or green,
depending on color information fed into
transmission.
Slow changes • Don't look for major,
one-gulp policy revision at FCC as sequel to Congressional amendment of
Sec. 315, political broadcasting law.
Way things stand now, FCC will apply
new law as cases develop — and some
commissioners expect there'll be problems in interpreting what constitutes
the types of news programs now exempted from equal time requirements.
Corner cotters • In revived negotiations with ASCAP over portions of new
radio music license contract (Broadcasting, Sept. 21), All-Industry Music
Committee is up against problem that's
making life difficult. ASCAP apparently isn't just talking when it charges that
some stations have been cutting corners by deducting, one way or another,
more than they're entitled to take off
their revenue totals before figuring payments due to ASCAP. Broadcasters say

this may be true in some cases, but call
them exception rather than rule and insist that ASCAP should not be allowed
to capitalize by penalizing non-guilty
majority, too.
Odd thing is that ASCAP apparently
is in bind on very same question. It's
allowed these infractions to go unchallenged for years. This raises in some
minds (including, reportedly, some
ASCAP minds) question whether, under
ASCAP consent decree's equal-to-all
requirements, all licensees must not be
allowed to make these same deductions.
Murrow's schedule • Edward R. Murrow, now in Europe, will undertake
maximum of 26 specials for CBS-TV
during 1960. That's outside limit he
has set, and in Copenhagen last week,
on tour of Scandinavia, Mr. Murrow
expressed some worry he could turn out
as many as that but said he would try.
Working with him will be long-time coproducer, Fred Friendly.
Hausman successor • With Lou Hausman leaving CBS Radio as advertising
and promotion vp to become TIO director (see page 29) first speculation
on his successor in network post centered on Louis Dorfsman, director of
art, advertising and promotion.
London tape center • NBC news has
hopes of stepping up flow of tv news
material from Europe by setting up
permanent video tape center in London.
Plans would call for various European
countries to feed film coverage on regular schedule to tape center where it
would be taped for transmission to
NBC New York via aircraft or by slowscan on transatlantic cable. Some of
NBC's coverage of President Eisenhower's recent European visit was handled in this fashion. Gene Juster, manager of NBC news film operations, attended European Broadcasters Union
meeting this month to talk with representatives from European countries
about participation.
30-minute future • Top media executive who asks anonymity, because of his
agency's client, sees long-range danger
of television "squeeze" developing on
national advertisers and their agencies.
On one hand, he points out, network
tv is pushing high-budgeted specials and
hour-long programs, while on other, advertisers appear to be seeking spot as
basic medium. He questions: Where do
these pressures leave advertiser of 30minute show? Is half-hour network program doomed?
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Untapped news market: those over 60 • There are
more people in the over-60 market than in the teenage
market, but the latter seems to get most of the attention
of radio programmers. Especially for news, there is a
big potential audience among the senior citizens, according to Marshall Hawks, vice president and radio-tv
director, Emery Advertising Corp., Baltimore. The sales
potential
Page 19. is explored in this week's Monday Memo.

NBC signs antitrust consent decree • Justice Dept. puts hobbles on
NBC station purchases and station representation; provisions in consent
judgment filed in antitrust suit order network to dispose of Philadelphia
stations, limits freedom to acquire new stations and to add new stations
to spot rep list. Page 35.
Whafs ahead in tv programs • Appraisal of over 30 tv programs set
for 1959-60 season indicates a trend that may be a formula for future
years: a large base of adequate, mass-appeal, commercial productions,
liberally sprinkled with high-budget, quality specials. Page 43.
Tv billings at a glance • More than $624.7 million at gross rates invested in network and spot combined in first half of year. Procter &
Gamble, Lever and American Home Products are heavy-spending trio
in July. Tabulations and reports by TvB. Pages 73 and 78.
What an agency wants • Ed Fitzgerald, J. Walter Thompson Co., says
rate trickery can put agency in an embarrassing position and make it
gun-shy in budget allocations. Page 80.
The place of public service • Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.'s third
local public-service program conference upholds the importance of individual creativeness and reviews ways to improve programs. Page 89.
Five famous voices • Noted figures in arts and science tell broadcasters
at Westinghouse public-service conference they are shaping destiny by
molding opinion and keeping public informed. Page 90.
Radio profits take a beating • Radio revenues for 1958 inch up to
$523.1 million, but profits slumped badly to $37.3 million — down 37.1%.
Total radio-tv broadcast revenues hit $1.6 billion, up 6.3%. Page 96.
New entry in clear situation • FCC asks comments on proposals to
duplicate all Class 1-A clear channels with widely scattered Class II
stations; terminates daytime skywave proceedings with additional presunrise-sunset protection for dominant stations. Page 106.
Staffer offers new tv approach to FCC • New suggestions made to meet
tv allocations problem; overall tv standards, or at least study feasibility
of this move. Improved techniques may breathe life into uhf, says FCC's
William C. Boese. Page 108.
WHDH vindicated on ch. 5 • Special Examiner Horace Stern finds no
wrongdoing by Boston Herald Traveler or by former FCC Chairman
George C. McConnaughey in 1957 tv grant, sees no grounds for setting
aside award in initial decision. Page 112.
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NEW

VHF IN 29th MARKET
COMES OF AGE

When WAST, ALBANY-SCHENECTADY^
TROY, switched to a VHF channel
several months ago, it took its first
important step toward achieving
dominance in New York State's
pivotal Tri-City market — the nation's
29th largest metropolitan area.*
Today, WAST presents a completely
unduplicated ABC lineup
(the only primary ABC outlet in the state
besides New York and Buffalo).
The station possesses more
first rate movie features than
both other stations combined:
Paramount, Warner Brothers, MGM,

ALBANY
TADY

SCHENEC

United Artists, NTA-20th Century Fox,
and hundreds of other top-notch titles.

TROY

Aggressive, all-out promotion
and skilled programming are bringing
this Channel 13, maximum power station
to its full potential as a major sales force
in this Four-State area.
*Sales Management, May 1959

t

ONE GOOD

CHANNEL

DESERVES

ANOTHER

Today, September 28, 1959, a new channel
takes to the air in DULUTH-SUPERIOR:
WHYZ-TV, CHANNEL 10
It follows closely another channel
— the St. Lawrence Seaway — which will
make Duiuth a deep-water port able to handle
world-wide shipping. The Seaway is expected
to more than double Duluth's present port tonnage
and catapult it into the major market listings.
WHYZ-TV, operating at maximum power
of 316,000 watts from a 1000 foot tower,
will bring the complete ABC lineup to
this burgeoning market, plus the finest
in feature c i
adicated films.

WHYZ-TV

and WAST

dflflWJfctxt

announce

the appointment

Television Inc.

as exclusive national representative,
effective immediately.

of

12 months are eligible for contest. Entry blanks
Chicago.
may be obtained from CADC, 6 E. Lake St.,

\
SALES

TIPS
KEBOO!
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Robert E. Eastman
President
Robert E. Eastman
& Co., Inc.

Salesmanship
A powerful and meaningful word
to all business and industry.
In the broadcasting field salesmanship is especially demanding.
Our product is an intangible. It
must be sold with an exceptional
capacity for interpretation.
And with ideas.
As
a salesis agent,
our company's
business
100% salesmanship.
We believe that the name "salesman" is a proud title.
We believe that skilled salesmanship is a rare and highly valued
accomplishment in business.
Continuously better selling is
needed in our business so we are
renting this space each week from
Sol Taishoff to express openly
our ideas on selling and our
medium.
We want your ideas, too. Please
send them to me. Let's make this
space a springboard for better
salesmanship.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
representing major radio stations
wnew • WIL • KLAC • KJR • KXL
KNEW • WRIT • CKLW • WHBQ • KXOL
KBOX • WING • WCOL • KDEO • WARM
KQEO • WPTR • W5BA • WAAB • WKLO
KLEO • WEEP • KTOK • WSAV • KSYD
WAMS • KXLR • WZOK
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A CALENDAR OF MEETINGS AND EVENTS
IN BROADCASTING
AND RELATED FIELDS
i "Indicates first or revised listing)
Sept. 27-29 — Assn. of Independent Metropolitan
Stations, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Sept. 28 — Start of eight-week workshop series
sponsored by Chicago Federated Adv. Club and
Women's Adv. Club of Chicago. Nine different
clinics are scheduled in such areas as radio-tv,
copywriting, publicity and public relations, production, marketing and merchandising, media, art
and layout, direct mail and industrial advertising.
Tuition for 1959 advertising workshop is $22.50
for single eight session clinic in each category;
additional clinics, $5 each. Advance registration
being handled at CFAC headquarters, 36 S. Wabash Ave. Lee Ahlswede, vice president of The
Buchen Co. (agency), is general workshop chairman.
*Sept. 28-29 — Radio Adv. Bureau regional manIII.
agement conference, The Villa Moderne, Deerfield,
Sept. 28-30 — Board of Broadcast Governors holds
public hearings on new broadcasting station applications and power increases at Board of Transport Commissioners Hearing Room, Union Station,
Ottawa.
Sept. 29 — Wisconsin Fm Clinic, fourth conference. Center Building, U. of Wisconsin, Madison.
Sept. 29-0ct. 3 — Affiliated Advertising Agencies
Network international convention, Somerset Hotel,
Boston.
Sept. 30-0ct. 1— Illinois Broadcasters Assn. annual meeting, St. Nicholas Hotel, Springfield.
Sept. 30-0ct. 2 — National Assn. of Broadcast
Employes & Technicians, constitutional convention, Sheraton-Blackstone Hotel, Chicago.
OCTOBER
Oct. 1 — Oral argument before FCC on protest
by Philco Co. against license renewals of WRCVAM-TV Philadelphia, owned by NBC. Philco claims
RCA-owned stations are unfair competition since
stations are identified with RCA, a competitor to
Philco13,085.
in the radio-tv and appliance fields. Docket
No.
•'Oct. 1 — Los Angeles Advertising Women Inc.,
monthly meeting, Carolina Pines, Hollywood. Panel
discussing pay-tv includes J. Neil Reagan, vice
president, McCann-Erickson Inc.; Paul McNamara,
vice president, International Telemeter Corp. (subsidiary of Paramount Pictures); Richard A. Moore,
president, KTTV (TV) Los Angeles. Moderator:
Ralph G. Tuchman, president, Harris-Tuchman
Productions Inc., Hollywood.
Oct. 2-5— National Sales Executives-International, board of directors meeting, Roosevelt Hotel, New York.
-Oct. 3— UPI Broadcasters of South Carolina,
Wade Hampton Hotel, Columbia.
Oct. 3 — AP Broadcasters of Virginia, John Marshall Hotel, Richmond.
Oct. 3 — AP Broadcasters of Ohio, Press Club of
Ohio, Columbus.
'Oct. 3— Deadline for entries in Chicago Art Directors Club's "best in advertising" awards, to be
presented in Grand Ballroom of Conrad Hilton
Hotel Nov. 23. All agency tv commercials produced for clients in area bounded by Pittsburgh
in east and Rockie Mountains in west in past

Oct. 4-6 — AFA 7th District convention, Roosevelt
Hotel, New Orleans, La.
*0ct. 5-6 — Central Canada Broadcasters Assn.
convention, Sheraton-Brock Hotel, Niagara Falls,
Ontario.
*0ct. 5-6 — Radio Adv. Bureau regional management conference, St. Clair Inn & Country Club,
St. Clair, Mich.
Oct.
— Institute of symposium,
Radio Engineers'
fifth
national5-7 Communications
Hotel Utica,
Utica, N.Y.
Oct. 5-9 — Society of Motion Picture & Television
Engineers, 86th semi-annual convention, StatlerHilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 5-9 — 11th annual convention and professional equipment exhibit, Audio Engineering Society, Hotel New Yorker, New York. Technical
papers from many nations have been submitted
for presentation, covering newest theories, develcludingopmentsstereo.and achievements in the audio field, inOct. 6-7 — Electronic Industries Assn., value engineering symposium, U. of Pennsylvania. Virgil
M. Graham, associate director; R. S. Mandelkorn,
Lansdale Tube Co., general chairman.
Oct. 6-8 — Conference on Radio Interference Reduction, auspices IRE, Signal Corps and Armour
Research Foundation, Museum of Science & Industry, Chicago.
Oct. 6-11 — Hearings on tv quiz show investigation by House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee,
New Office Bldg., Washington.
*0ct. 7 — Radio & Television Executives Society,
newsmaker luncheon. Dr. Howard A. Wilcox, deputy director of defense research & engineering,
Dept. of Defense, Washington, speaks on "Electronics and Broadcasting in the Space Age."
Roosevelt Hotel's Grand Ballroom, noon.
Oct. 7-9— Canadian Section, Institute of Radio
Engineers, annual convention, Automotive Bldg.,
Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto, Ont.
Oct. 8 — International Workshop, Assn. of National Advertisers, Savoy-Hilton Hotel, New York.
Oct. 8-9 — Advertising Federation of America
third district (North Carolina, South Carolina,
West Virginia), Poinsett Hotel, Greenville, S.C.
Oct. 8-10 — Alabama Broadcasters Assn. fall
meeting, U. of Alabama.
Oct. 9-10 — Indiana Broadcasters Assn., French
Lick, Ind.
Oct. 9-10 — North Carolina Assn. of Broadcasters
and American Women in Radio & Television, fall
meeting and area conference, respectively, Sedgefield Inn, Greensboro.
Oct. 9-11 — New York State members of American Women in Radio & Television conference,
Otesaga Inn, Cooperstown.
Oct. 10 — Ohio Assn. of Broadcasters, Athletic
Club, Columbus.
*0ct. 11-16 — American Institute of Electrical
Engineers, Morrison Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 12-15 — National Electronics Conference,
15th annual meeting and exhibit at Hotel Sherman,andChicago,
of 10,000
attendance
some with
266 expectancy
display booths.
Sessions
will
be held on antennas and propagation, audio, circuit theory, communications systems, computers,
microwaves,
space electronics,
tors, and communication
and television,
navigation, transisamong
other topics.
*0ct. 13 — Massachusetts Broadcasters Assn., University Club, Boston.
*0ct. 13 — Television Film Assn., monthly meeting, Masquers Club, Los Angeles. Eliot Bliss, engine r in charge of film quality control for CBSTV, Hollywood, will discuss transference of tv
tape to film.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio Television News Directors
Assn., 14th international convention, St. Charles
Hotel, New Orleans. Among speakers will be FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and Rep. John E. Moss
(D-Calif.), who will discuss broadcast news and
freedom of information, respectively.
Oct. 14-17 — Radio-Television News Directors
Assn.'s
annual awards at international convention
(see above).
*0ct. 15 — Regional MBS affiliates (Mid-Atlantic
and Northeast) meeting, Philadelphia.
!'0ct. 15 — Sixth annual publicity clinic sponsored
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by Publicity Club of Los Angeles, Statler Hotel
there.
*0ct. 15-16 — American Assn. of Adv. Agencies
annual central region meet, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
'Oct. 17 — UPI Broadcasters of Wisconsin fall
session, Milwaukee.
*0ct. 18-20 — Texas Fm Broadcasters, Austin.
Bonner McLane of Winn-McLane & Assoc. Inc.,
Austin, will describe local agency operation and
what it needs from fm stations to be able to
buy fm time. George Dillman of Business Research
Corp., will give a report on taking a pilot survey
of audience.
Oct. 18-21 — Western Regional Convention, American Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore and
Miramar Hotels, Santa Barbara, Calif. Agenda
includes day of closed sessions for member agency
management
delegates and day-and-a-half of open
sessions.
*0ct. 19-22 — RCA television studio equipment
seminar, including tape recorder, color tv, transistorized switching, cameras, new projectors. RCA
Bldg. 2-1, Camden, N. J.
*0ct. 21 — Connecticut Assn. of AP Broadcasters
annual fall meeting, Waverly Inn, Cheshire.*0ct. 21 — Associated Business Publications annual midwest conference, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Audit Bureau of Circulations, annual meeting, Drake Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Kentucky Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Phoenix Hotel, Lexington.
Oct.
— Midwest conference, Women's Adv.
Clubs,23-25
Milwaukee.
*0ct. 23-24 — Wisconsin Broadcasters Assn., annual fall meeting, Madison, Wis. FCC Comr.
Robert E. Lee will be featured speaker. New officers to be elected, including post of president,
now held by Mig Figi, WAUX Waukesha.
*0ct.
Madison.24 — AP Radio & Tv Assn. of Wisconsin,
*0ct. 24-26 — National Educational Tv & Radio
Center, annual meeting of etv station managers,
10 Columbus Circle, New York.
*0ct. 27-30 — National Assn. of Educational
Broadcasters, annual convention, Hotel SheratonCadillac, Detroit.
Oct. 29-30 — Electronic devices meetings sponsored by Professional Group on Electronic Devices,
Institute of Radio Engineers, Shoreham Hotel,
Washington.
Oct. 29-31 — New Jersey Broadcasters Assn., fall
meeting, Nassau Inn, Princeton.
"Oct. 30-31 — Missouri Broadcasters Assn., Muehlebach Hotel, Kansas City. Gov. James T. Blair is
luncheon speaker on 30th. Board of directors
meet evening of Oct. 29.
NOVEMBER
*Nov. 1 — Annual Edward Petry & Co. promotional
seminar, for promotion, research and merchandising executives of Petry-represented radio and tv
stations. Starts 3 p.m. Petry Suite in Warwick
Hotel,castPhiladelphia
conjunction with BroadPromotion Assn.(inconvention).
Nov. 2-4 — Broadcasters Promotion Assn. convention, Warwick Hotel, Philadelphia. Robert W.
Sarnoff, NBC board chairman, will be keynote
speaker. Other speakers: H. Preston Peters,
Peters, Griffin & Woodward; Adam J. Young,
Adam Young Inc., and James T. Quirk, Tv Guide.
Jim Kiss, WPEN Philadelphia, program chairman, said agenda will provide maximum exchange
of ideas. Panels will be restricted to two participants.
'Nov. 2-6 — National Sales Executives-International Chicago Field Sales Management Institute,
Pick-Congress Hotel there.
Nov. 4-5 — Eastern Annual Conference, American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies, Biltmore Hotel,
New York. Seven specialized workshops and
management events are scheduled.
Nov. 8-9 — Fall meeting, Texas Assn. of Broadcasters, Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 8-11 — Annual fall meeting, Assn. of National Advertisers, The Homestead, Hot Springs,
. Va.
NAB FALL CONFERENCES
Oct. 15-16— Mayflower Hotel, Washington.
Oct. 19-20 — Sheraton-Towers Hotel, Chicago.
Oct. 22-23 — Somerset Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-30— Dinkrer-Plaza Hotel, Atlanta.
Nov. 10-11— Texas Hotel, Fort Worth.
Nov. 12-13 — Brown Palace Hotel, Denver.
Nov. 16-17 — Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles.
Nov. 19-20— Olympic Hotel, Seattle.
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is loaded with advertisers who prove good copy
AIR just can't miss! Radio Catalina's new programming format is a potent sales weapon . . . hitting a responsive

and FRESH

audience throughout Southern California at an average 71%
less cost than other major B regional stations.

Now available . . .
complete new KBIG
reference file.

740 kc/10,000 watts
Radio Catalina
Jo-hn Poole Broadcasting Co., Inc.
6540 Sunset Blvd.,
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
Hollywood 3-3205
National Representative:
Weed Radio Corporation
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come
unglued,

Smidley!

Other timebuyers must have your problem.
You've just got to look at this Cascade market
a little differently. Sure, it takes a four-station
network to do it, but the Cascade's market has
more population than Kansas City or Denver.
More retail sales than Salt Lake City or Worcester. And don't forget this, Smidley, it's like
a giant single station buy. Cascade is the only
television serving the whole area.

YAKIMA. WASH.
KIMA-TV
l/nir
IV DA J* TW
I V MOSES EPHKATA.
LAKE. WASH

KENNEWtCK. WASH
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Interview:

(V

McCann Erickson, Broadcast, Media Supervisor tells why he selects
WLW-TV Stations and WLW Radio for Ajax Cleanser

'The Crosley Group can help clean up
many an advertising problem."

"For all-around know-how from
in-store merchandising
to on-the-air production the
WLW Stations certainly know
their business."

"No scouring around for service,
the WLW-TV- Radio Stations
are always willing to help."

Call your WLW Stations Representative . . . you'll be glad you did!'

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation, a division of AvGO
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LOCAL

PRODUCTS:

F.B.I.

Fingerprint

... and

WM

AL-TV
ABC

IN

THE

NATION'S

F.B.I, files hold the fingerprints of
individuals. WMAL-TV

holds the

interests of whole families.
F.B.I, fingerprints aid positive
identification. WMAL-TV

aids sales

in the Greater Washington Area.
No two fingerprints are alike.
WMAL-TV

FiJ

CAPITAL

ties, like Del Malkie, Joseph McCaffrey, Morrie Siegel, Bunny
Wneck.
F.B.I, fingerprint files perform
valuable services to the nation,
WMAL-TV

valuable services to advertisers, with programming

which

provides variety, too,

provides sensibly-priced one-min-

with news, special features and

ute spots in most time classifications.

events, as well as local personali-

^Nashington Nieans American leadership

-tv
wm
Channelal
7
Washington,
D. C.
An Evening Star Station represented by H-R Television, Inc.

MONDAY
from MARSHALL

MEMO
HAWKS, vice president and radio-tv director, Emery Advertising Corp., Baltimore

Untapped

news

The radio industry is enjoying a halcyon year of spot sales successes. While
there may be many reasons for the upsurge of spot activity, the happy program director or station manager is content (and understandably so) to reason
that the now humdrum music, news
and weather format is what both the
public and the advertisers want.
Be that as it may, this little article is
going to discuss the 15 minute newscast. The 10 or 15 minute newscast on
television is normal, usually placed adjacent to a network newscast of equal
length. However, the 15 minute local
newscast is becoming a rarity on radio.
The quick five minute newscast with
only 3Vi minutes of actual news has
become the norm.

market:

those

there were 14 million Americans between the ages of 60 and 75.
More oldsters than youngsters.
We talk so much about the teen-age
market. The same census showed only
10 million between 15 and 19 years of
age. We also like to advertise to the
"young marrieds." Again there were
only 12 million between 24 and 29
years.
Admittedly the peak earning years
are over for those over 60, but I maintain that any market of 14 million
people is worth cultivating.
Were I programming a station, I
would have a 15 minute newscast —
completely local in flavor except for
national headlines — in the late morning.

The oldest cliche in the advertising
business is to call something a "motherin-law survey." But a mother-in-law survey will indicate a strong need for programming of 15 minute local news programs on radio.
The simple reason for this need is
eyesight. Nearly any man or woman
over 60 is experiencing fading eyesight
to a certain degree. The unhappy result
is that the eight point type on the average newspaper page becomes painful or
impossible to read. Consequently they
lose touch with local news.
News-starved audience • Couple
this with increasingly more time alone
— time to think and wonder about local
news. The result is a news-starved audience which will become a strongly loyal
audience. On a personal note, I talked
to a woman in her 70s who was a regular listener to a 15 minute program.
She stated that she actively disliked the
voice and delivery of the announcer but
tuned in, year after year, because it
was her only source of local coverage
on radio.
The five minute newscasts only teased
her with headlines. They lacked details
of local happenings, political news,
human interest stories, etc.
But is the geriatric market worth
worrying about or, more important,
worth programming to?
According to the last official census

1 4

million
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over

60

the early evening and at around
10 p.m.
The station would find not only an
eager audience but an appreciative
audience. And I would further recommend that the news not be re-written
down to the aged, which is an unfortunate tendency of news rewrite men in
their early 20s. Straight news, human
interest, local political and so on.
Sports would not be important to them,
but weather certainly would. Millions
of the people are living, at least partially, on dividends, indicating a brief
stock market report as part of the
news.
Who will buy the news could be a
valid question.
If I were the national representative
or sales manager of a station with 15
minute newscasts for sale, I think I
would pay close attention to the geriatric market and go after the things
which elderly people do or must buy.
What you can sell. Here are just a
few: nearly any food product, medical
products such as tonics, backache
remedies, etc, hearing aids, travel services, funeral establishments, health insurance catering to the older groups,
and so on. In fact, the news could be
presented to its audience on a geriatric
basis for nearly any product except
expensive luxury products, automobiles
and
a handful
of more "youthful"
services
or products.

Marshall Hawks, prior to joining
Emery in 1957, had been account
executive with W.B. Doner & Co., Baltimore, and before that had operated
his own agency in that city. He has
been closely identified with broadcast
media and production for 15 years.
Emery handles both consumer and industrial accounts on the national and
regional level. Among its larger users
of radio-tv is Family Finance Corp. and
its subsidiaries.

oldsters

Again coming back to eyesight. The
older person discovers that television
tends to tire the eyes and they like to
retire early, but they often suffer from
mild insomnia and spend hours listening
to that difficult-to-sell nightime radio.
Certainly there are many advertisers
and their agencies with deep interest in
the 14 million geriatric market.
And certainly there are radio stations
who will capture this audience and the
advertising of those products which
that audience requires.
To add just a little frosting, there
must be millions of younger people who
do not receive a morning and afternoon
paper (who ever heard of an afternoon
Sunday paper) who would like full
news coverage of local events.

outnumber

teenagers 19

Another thriller-diller from WJRT-

OPEN

MIKE

Rx for triple-spotting
editor:
Re: "Rx for triple-spotting: imagination" (Monday Memo from James W.
Young, creative director, M. Belmont
Ver Standig Inc., Washington, D.C.,
page 17, Sept. 14). It's the best onepage article I've seen in years.
My son and I both announce on
radio. We watch tv commercials and
listen to radio commercials . . . We
immediately chose the Lestoil "I am a
dirt" and the "six seconds to tell you
... it can't be done" Wesson Oil
commercials as ones we wish we had
written.
It's a pity radio (and tv) doesn't
have more people like Mr. Young . . .
Kenneth Z. Turner
Commercial Manager
WFUL Fulton, Ky.
Small market radio impact
EDITOR :
Many thanks for your fine story
"Why Pet Milk buys small market
radio" (page 46, Aug. 17). [It's] just
another example of why "small stations" who program to the local popuuct. lace are the best medium for any prodRay Swafford
WBVL Barbourville, Ky.
If you want

land, lots of land: Flint, Lansing, Saginaw

and Bay City, to be exact— WJRT's

your baby. With each

of these big metropolitan areas getting WJRT's powerful
Grade "A" signal or better, it's the most efficient way to buy
Michigan's other big market. In all, you get nearly a half
million TV households with this single-station buy. That's
all of rich mid-Michigan, ready to hark to your message.
Whenever you're ready to send it, just say the word.

'Payola' and disc jockeys
editor:
A most illuminating report on "payola" (page 35, Aug. 31).
I am sure that with [news publications] such as [yours], we can always
depend on rocks being uncovered and
fresh air coming into some of the damp
spots.

Robert M. Purcell
President & General Manager
KFWB Los Angeles

Daytimers vs. NARBA
editor:

WJR
CHANNEL
'

ABC

>

FLINT

Primary Affiliate

Represented by HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS, INC.
New York • Chicago • Detroit • Boston • San Francisco • Atlanta
20

In an August 24 editorial you state
that "for the past two years the Daytime Broadcasters Assn., representing
about 150 of the some 1,300 daytimers,
has thrown the blocks . . ." against
ratification of the NARBA treaty. The
150 are leaders in the effort. My thanks
to them.
The three daytime stations in which I
have an ownership interest are not
among the 150, but some work has
been done throughout the past few
years in behalf of standardized hours
for daytimers. This work must be conBRO ADC A STING, September 28, 1959

Says Chief Engineer H. E. Brooks of WBAL-

TV about RCA- 61 6 6' s.

"In my opinion the 20,020 hours of service we've obtained from
one RCA-6166 is an economic milestone. This tube is one of twelve
we have in service that have been closely watched from the
day we put them in. We make regular voltage checks, inspect the
forced-air system, and keep all tubes clean. The tube, by the
way, never did fail ; it is still usable."
This is another example of what many television stations like
WBAL-TV are discovering: With proper care, their RCA power
tubes will frequently provide unusually long service. Performance
Chief Engineer Harrison E. Brooks
displays an RCA-6166 . . .
still usable after 20,020
hours of service.

like this pays big dividends in lower "per hour" tube cost of
operation, sharply reduced transmitter maintenance and downtime.
See your RCA Industrial Tube Distributor for RCA's
complete line of tubes for broadcast and television operations.
Call him for prompt, efficient service.
RADIO

CORPORATION

Electron Tube Division

OF

AMERICA
Harrison, N.J.

DAN

THE

DAILEY

FOUR

JUST
MEN

JACK

HAWKINS

RICHARD

VITTORIO

DE

CONTE

SICA

CHECK YOUR MARKET
TOD A Y!
INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

^2

488 Madison Ave. • N.Y. 22 • PLaza 5-2100

tinued for such reasons as these:
1. Nearly half of all the radio stations operating in the U.S. and applications on file for new stations are now
daytime stations. There is a need for
more such stations in the small cities of
our country that are presently without
such stations . . . There is a real need
for this service on a standardized basis
so that the many services rendered . . .
will not be disrupted, and especially
during those winter months when the
need is the greatest . . .
2. There is no real need for the signal
that will be replaced. The need is for
service, not for signals; and such service
can best be rendered by the home town
stations.
3. There is no need for Washington,
D.C., people to listen to New York
radio. The same is true all across the
land . . .
4. Radio is effective for all concerned, including the advertiser, when
it serves a need. Surveys of various
sorts, and coverage maps, may be used
in behalf of the sales effort; but radio
suffers when signal areas are sold
rather than service areas.
About half of our people reside in
the small city and its surrounding trade
area. The larger cities have their stations. The need for the additional service exists largely in the smaller cities
and such need should be faced in the
making of NARBA treaties. Radio has
changed, and will change more and for
the better, with the opportunity.
L. C. McKenney
McKenney Stations
Carthage, Mo.
San Francisco radio
editor:
May I offer congratulations on your
recent article on San Francisco radio
(July 20, page 50). It was the best objective reporting I've seen in some time
and a type of story we should see oftener. It's been pretty hard to live with the
bulk of the radio on the airwaves the
past some time, and I hope my prediction that we're in a new conversion
stage is correct.
Martin Deane Wickett
Chapin-Damm Adv.
Sacramento, Calif.
BROADCASTING
SUBSCRIPTION PRICES: Annual subscription
for 52 weekly issues $7.00. Annual subscription
including yearbook Number $11.00. Add $1.00
per year for Canadian and foreign postage.
Subscriber's
required.Number
Regular$4.00issues 35tf peroccupation
copy; Yearbook
per copy.
SUBSCRIPTION ORDERS AND ADDRESS
CHANGES: Send to BROADCASTING Circulation Dept., 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D.C. On changes, please include both
old and new addresses.

APPLE

AN
FOR

THE

TEACHER...

Ed Zack — Morning Mayor of the
Quint-Cities — presents a sack of
apples to the "Teacher of the
Day" ... a daily feature of Ed's
Music '59 Show — 6 to 9 a.m.
on WOC.
It's WOC and "Mayor" Ed Zack
saying, "Thanks," to one of those
very special people who look
after tomorrow's generation.
Another reason for the top listening interest of the right people
... to WOC.
To reach — and sell — these
"right" people, call your PGW
Colonel for availabilities.
Col. B. J. Palmer
President
Ernest C Sanders Manager
Pax ShafferSales Manager
Peters, Griffin, Woodward,
Inc., Exclusive National
Representatives
THE QUINT CITIES
DAVENPORT (
BETTENDORF I IOWA
ROCK ISLAND |
MOLINE

> ILL. AM

| FM

EAST MOLINE '
5000 WATTS AM
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in Green Bay
ANYWAY

YOU LOOK AT IT YOU GOTTA HAVE 'LUK!

Now the most powerful TV station in the rich Green Bay - Fox River Valley
market of Wisconsin is WLUK-TV. From its new half million dollar
power plant and tower overlooking Green Bay, WLUK-TV beams a steadier,
brighter, clearer picture into more than 435,000 TV homes —
reaches more than 1,500,000 people in 53 counties.
Want results? Then you gotta have WLUK-TV.
W

LUK

TV
I a
I CHANNEL
serving Green Bay Packerland and the Fox River Valley
Joseph D. Mackin, general manager

11

Capture the market on WLUC-TV, Channel 6, Upper Michigan's only TV station.
ONE BUY can get both WLUK-TV and WLUC-TV.

Represented nationally by Geo. P. Hollingberry

In Minneapolis see BHI Hurley.

We

are always happy

to receive

letters such as yours which point
up the WGN, Inc. by-words —
Quality and Integrity.

Our strict adherence
Code

to the NAB

and our dedication to the

community

which we serve, have

resulted in ever increasing recognition of our policy by agencies,
advertisers, our audiences — yes,
even our competitors.
WGN-TV
^Nil
9
441 N. Michigan Ave. • Chicago 11, Illinois

broadcast

advertisers

reports,

750 third avenue, new york 17, n.y., yukon 6-8410
July 27, 1959
Mr. Ward L. Quaal, General Manager
Television Station WGN-TV
441 N . Michigan Avenue
Chicago 11, Illinois
Dear Mr. Quaal:
Of the 235 television stations we now monitor, WGN-TV is one of those
which always gives advertisers a well-scheduled, clean run for their
money. I suppose no one in the business knows this better than BAR
since we've been monitoring stations all over the country for almost
six years .
Also, as you know, our Agency subscribers have used BAR to determine
"questionable station practices," and it seems to me that their attitude, if turned around, can be a considerable bonus for those stations
which are automatically opposed to clipping, product conflicts, overcrowding, and all other forms of spot nonsense.
Right now, with all the publicity that is developing on this, I think
you ought to do a hard-hitting "look how clean WGN-TV is" promotion.
It might pull more fall and winter business for you than any other
campaign theme.
Almost every station on the air can come up with some kind of rating
story but few can spotlight an operation as clean as yours and this
is what the agencies will be looking for right now.
Cordially,
BROADCAST ADVERTISERS REPORTS , INC.
Phil Edwards
Publisher

PE/lf

inc

PLAYBACK
QUOTES WORTH REPEATING
Handling delicate advertising

in

DETROIT

w
ou
kn
yo
re

whe

re
you'
g
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i
go
with

WJBK
radio
Sell 'em coming and going • Dominate
Detroit, the "market on wheels" • Capture the home audience, too • Go BIG
on the "Station on the Go" • Go Saturation on special low cost multi-spot
plan • Call KATZ for details
WJBK- Radio is DETROIT.

STORER
station

Advertising for Raid, chiefly tv advertising, is "memorable, unobstrusive,
selling advertising [that] has given a
distinctive product a personality and
made it a success," Douglas L. Smith,
advertising and merchandising director,
S.C. Johnson & Son, declared in a talk
before the Advertising Club of Los
Angles. Mr. Smith related:
Insecticide advertising in any language is a pretty deadly subject. Looking for drama for our television approach, we at first experimented with
the idea of highly magnified live film
pictures of real insects. But one look
at the enlargements frankly scared the
pants off us — not to mention what they
would do to women and youngsters
country. tv in living rooms across the
watching
They'd be memorable — but how?! Insects blown up look more terrifying,
more repulsive than any dragon or deep
sea monster the world can offer. So we
quickly mated
switched
to the conceptIt ofsolved
anicartoon commercials.
our illustration problem. We could make
our bugs funny little tough guys — not
too likeable — so we could knock them
off with impunity.
So for Raid we gave the deadly subject a light, humorous touch and came
out with bug-killing films that gave our
tv audience a laugh — as well as the
conviction that Raid really does the job.
Our copy, too, talked in the same tone
of voice as our animated cartoons.
When we promise that Raid will kill the
little pests — we don't let it go at that.
Our advertising says that Raid kills them
dead! Let other insecticides merely kill
them — Raid kills them dead! And we
see tombstones sprout up in our tv commercials wherever bugs had been standing before Raid hit them.
Of course our aerosol container gave
us an opportunity that we put to work
in our tv. It was not just a can to hold
the product. It had a live built-in action.
So in tv our product can become a
real live hero — a St. George who goes
after dragons. In our commercials, when
Raid arrives to compound the bugs — he
has arms and legs and a frowning countenance. He takes off his cap, presses the
button on top of his head and sends out
a lethal spray — that hunts bugs down
like radar and kills them dead.
For all of these reasons consumers
remember Raid vividly — and have no
difficulty recalling Raid when they go
to the stores for insecticides. They remember itso vividly that Raid House
and Garden became the largest selling
aerosol in America in the short space of
six months after going national.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

The national economy
has reached a level
well above the most
I optimistic predictions.
L no coincidence
F And
that it's
spot sales
| are also enjoying
| afallphenomenal
season —
its rate of increase
far exceeds
all other media.
Broadcast spot
has emerged
as the basic medium
of the marketing
revolution. Advertisers
know that
fast-breaking, flexible,
pin-pointed spot
is most adaptable
to the intricate

marke
H-R too
ting
egy. n
, strat
of moder
^ exige
ncies
has spearheaded
a revolution —
the vastly broader
. and deeper scope of
I
station
- modern
representation.
Although H-R's primary
emphasis is on sales —
and always will be —
it also provides
comprehensive
promotion, research,
publicity and
"We always services
advertising
to its stations.
send a man
to do a man's job"'/

Al JCir Representatives
jfifiSS T'T-TT? Television, Inc.

7
Sew York - Chicago • San Francisco 'Hollywood • Dallas • Detroit • Atlanta - Houston •
New Orleans • Da

THE
313,999
WITH

RESIDENTS
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$588,989,000
IN
LANSING

HIGAN'
MICT,
NEWS
VAS
MARKET AREA
WILL
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. . . AND

BUY
WHAT
YOU

HAVE

TO

SELL . . .

ON

WILS

WILX

tv

REPRESENTED BY
VENARD, RINTOUL
& McCONNELL
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LATE NEWSBREAKS

•
AT
DEADLINE
ON THIS AND NEXT THREE PAGES • DETAILED COVERAGE OF THE WEEK BEGINS PAGE 35

TELEVISION
It's Lou

FINDS

Hausman

who

After weeks of screening and consultation, Television Information Committee picked man last week to head
industry-wide tv information campaign.
It unanimously selected Louis Hausman, vice president in charge of advertising and promotion for CBS Radio,
in session Sept. 24 in New York. He
accepted, effective Oct. 12. Television
Information Office, of which he will be
director, already has headquarters space
leased at 666 Fifth Ave., New York.
(See Week's Headliners, page 32).
Mr. Hausman, veteran of 19 years
with CBS organization, is to get threeyear contract under agreement reached
with committee and approved by NAB
Television Board. Contract details are
to be worked out by Mr. Hausman and
NAB President Harold E. Fellows. It
was understood he will receive $35,000
in annual salary plus retirement and
other benefits expected to push total
above $40,000 or $45,000 per year. He
will have authority to pick his own staff.
Mr. Hausman, one of close to 109
prospects whose names were considered by committee and said to be only
one with whom it consulted at length
about its informational program during
screening process (Broadcasting, Sept.
7), will operate under supervision of
nine-man TIO committee, which is
headed by Clair R. McCollough of
Steinman stations. Committee's policies,
in turn, are subject to approval by NAB
Television Board and NAB president.
Creation of TIO was set in motion
at industry-wide meeting during NAB
convention last spring. As revealed few
weeks ago (Broadcasting, Sept. 7) TIO
program will seek to improve public
understanding of medium (and medium's understanding of what public
thinks about tv), conduct research, keep
news media and public informed about
television developments, provide assistance to local-level informational campaigns, arrange for industry speakers
to appear before educational, civic, professional, industry and similar bodies,
etc. It has sometimes been called campaign to improve television's public
image, but TIO leaders call it more of
informational effort, leaving image improvement tostations and networks individually, through their programming.
All TIO members were present except Roger Clipp, Triangle stations,
and Willard Walbridge, KTRK-TV
Houston, both of whom had been conBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

ITS
takes

IMAGICIAN
over

Oct.

12

sulted on appointment and concurred,
officials reported. Members present
were Chairman McCollough; John
Hayes, Washington Post stations;
Wrede Petersmeyer, Corinthian stations; Lawrence H. Rogers II, WSAZTV Huntington, W.Va.; Michael Foster, ABC; Kenneth Bilby, NBC, and
Charles Steinberg, CBS-TV Network.
Denver
for smut

d.j. suspended
broadcasts

Don Burden, owner of KICN Denver, has charged that Royce Johnson,
disc jockey for KIMN Denver, has
used "smut and suggestive" material on
air and claims he has tapes to prove it.
Charges were made in letter to FCC
Chairman John C. Doerfer and other
FCC commissioners.
Cecil F. Heftel, president-general
manager of KIMN, said Friday he had
investigated charges and found that Mr.
Johnson had made raw and offensive

Play ball!
No matter which team copped
National League Pennant, NBC
Radio and NBC-TV were prepared to carry all games of World
Series to conclusion — even if it
means pre-emption of scheduled
commercial evening programs.
Series, sponsored on NBC Radio
and NBC-TV by Gillette Co.,
Boston, through Maxon Adv.,
Detroit and New York, will be
held in Chicago on Wednesday
and Thursday (Sept. 30 and Oct.
1) starting at 2 p.m. EDT.
NBC had to prepare for commercial pre-emptions if either of
West Coast teams — Los Angeles
Dodgers or San Francisco Giants
— captured National League flag.
If West Coast entry won, NBC's
plans were to start third game
Oct. 3 (5 p.m. EDT to conclusion) and pre-empt commercial
network programs until contest
ends (this procedure would work
for game four and five too). If
Milwaukee Braves snared pennant, third, fourth and fifth contests would be staged there, starting at 3 p.m. EDT — and no preemption problems for NBC.

remarks on air. He termed them heavyhanded attempts at humor. Mr. Heftel
said he had immediately ordered Mr.
Johnson off air pending complete investigation ofallegations. ^
"I am shocked and grieved at this
situation," Mr. Heftel said. "I want to
offer my apologies to the community.
This is the first time in my six years in
broadcasting that anything like this has
In five-page
letter dated Sept. 23 to
happened
to me."
FCC, following remarks were among
those "quoted" by Mr. Burden and attributed toKIMN disc jockey:
"Here's Dee Clark with 'Hey Little
Girl' in the high school underwear."
"That's the one that gets them right
here — KIMN Song No. 7, the fertility
dance Teen Beat' by Sandy Nelson."
An introduction referred to " 'Hey
Little Girl' in the high school cheaters."
Following playing of record, Mr. Johnson was alleged to have said: "Hey
little girl, inflate those with helium and
you get that walking on air feeling . . ."
Another aspect of show to which Mr.
Burden claimed he took offense was
sound of toilet flushing on air. This
sound effect, Mr. Burden charged, has
been used while Mr. Johnson carried
on conversation with teen-age girls.
Mr. Doerfer was in touch with Mr.
Burden Sept. 24.
Under U. S. Criminal Code, obscenity on air is criminal violation. Commission can take action when it feels
that broadcasts are against public inhearing.terest by setting license for renewal
Acts

on

KGMB

option

KGMB-AM-TV Honolulu, KHBCAM-TV Hilo and KMAU-TV Wailuku,
all Hawaii, 75.45% sold by Hialand
Development Corp. (Arthur L. Wood,
president) to Honolulu Star-Bulletin
(already 24.55% owner and which has
held option to buy remaining stock
since December 1958) for $2,354,066
cash. Star-Bulletin is controlled by estate of Wallace R. Farrington. KGMBTV is on ch. 9 with 77.6 kw visual. Satellite KHBC-TV is on ch. 9 with 1 kw
visual and satellite KMAU-TV is on
ch. 3 with 5.89 kw visual. KGMB is
on 590 kc with 5 kw and KHBC on
970 kc with 1 kw. Hialand Development Corp. bought the Consolidated
Amusement Co. in 1958 at overall
price of $8.7 million for real estate,
motion picture theatres and the 75.45%
interest in the Hawaiian radio and tv
properties. Sale subject to FCC approval.
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AT

CBS

RADIO

Affiliates

told

HOPES
network

"Hope" that "resumption of adequate
compensation of affiliates in all time
blocks" might be made one of CBS
Radio's "definite objectives in 1960
and future years" was voiced by network's affiliates as they wound up twoday annual convention in New York
Sept. 24.
They adopted resolution taking note
of CBS Radio President Arthur Hull
Hayes' report that network expected to
turn profit in last quarter of this year.
This led them to suggest three objectives. "Adequate compensation" goal
was interpreted as meaning return to
something more akin to old system of
compensating in money, which was
used before free programs were made
primary form of payment under Program Consolidation Plan which went
into effect first of this year.
Other suggested objectives: "continuing improvement" in program quality
and intensification of sales efforts "at
rate levels that reflect the true values of
the medium." Critics have long argued
that networks are selling at prices so
low they depress all radio rates.
Change of Climate • PCP, which
was center of controversy immediately
following its introduction last year, was
hailed by President Hayes as successful
and also as practical way to maintain
"the service that . . . only a network
can provide." It also was subject of
panel discussion in which five affiliates
outlinedof "how
we operate
PCP."as
Tone
this session
was under
described
generally complimentary to PCP except
that one broadcaster, while describing
it as satisfactory stopgap, reportedly
maintained it should be modified or
abandoned in favor of cash compensation soon as possible. Panelists were
Tom Dillahunty, KOSY Texarkana,
Tex.; Lee Fondren, KLZ Denver;
Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis; Odin
Ramsland, KDAL Duluth, Minn., and
C. Robert Thompson, WBEN Buffalo.
Tranquility appeared to be chief distinguishing feature of annual gathering. Question-and-answer period with
network officials near end produced
only few, essentially bland questions
from stations. Peace-and-friendship air
contrasted
mood of
last year's
sessions whenwith
network
stunned
affiliates
by unwrapping PCP, surprising virtually all and leaving some angry enough
to disaffiliate.
One unheralded element of this
30

CONTINUED

DEADLINE

FOR
is almost

PROFIT
sold

out

year's sessions was closed-circuit demonstration of am stereo broadcasting
and reception technique being developed by CBS Labs. On-air tests via
CBS-owned WCBS New York (under
experimental license issued by FCC
some three months ago) have been described privately, by CBS officials having special equipment to receive them,
as producing excellent stereo quality.
Affiliates'
as favorable.reaction also was reported
Sales Volume High • There was encouraging news even apart from President Hayes' prediction that CBS Radio
would turn a profit in this year's final
quarter. George J. Arkedis, sales vice
president, said Arthur Godfrey Time
had only one unit left for sale over
next 26 weeks and undoubtedly would
be sold out when Mr. Godfrey returns
to program today (Sept. 28). He also
noted that sales to Niagara Therapy
and Amana Refrigeration mean Garry
Moore on Radio, which also starts today, is sold out. Howard G. Barnes,
program vice president, reported on
programming and said new shows are
being developed.
Signing of WJIM Lansing, Mich.
(1240 kc, 250 w), as CBS Radio affiliate was announced, effective Nov. 1.
WJIM currently is affiliated with NBC
and ABC Radio. WJIM is owned by
Gross Telecasting Inc., headed by Harold F. Gross.
Record attendance of some 300 stations and network executives was on
hand for convention. Frank Stanton,
CBS Inc. president, addressed Thursday luncheon. (all sessions were
closed). Arthur Godfrey spoke at Wednesday lunch, reminiscing over his 30
years in broadcasting and advising stations to search their markets for local
program material to supplement network programming. He denounced
rock-and-roll programming as irresponsible.
Other sessions heard Sig Mickelson
vice president of CBS Inc. and general manager of CBS News, and David
Schoenbrun, CBS News Paris correspondent, followed by closed-circuit
news show with live pickups from overseas and from Soviet Premier Khrushchev's Iowa visit.
Last-day resolution suggesting "objectives" for network also commended
it for "cordial hospitality, the comfort

Short tenure?
There was speculation around
CBS Radio Affiliates Convention
last week that tenure of Ames
Brown Jr., WPRO Providence,
R.I., as member of affiliates board
of directors may turn out to be
shortest on record. Twenty-sevenyear-old executive took seat on
board last week, but may give it
up almost
quickly.
receivedasscholarship
to He's
Harvard
Business School.

and convenience of the arrangements
and the valuable contributions to the
[convention]
program."
Another
resolution paid tribute
to Charles
C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria, 111., retiring as chairman of affiliates association after two
terms. "He has left a record of achievement that merits the thanks of all affiliates and in fact of the radio industry generally," his colleagues said.
John Hayes, WTOP Washington, was
elected to succeed him as chairman
(see page 124).
CBS,

eight

sponsors

face $10 million suit
Multi-millionaire industrialist Titus
Haffa Sept. 24 filed $10 million suit
against CBS Inc., CBS-TV and eight
sponsors of network's Playhouse 90
charging libel and defamation of character. Mr. Haffa claimed he was libeled
by Playhouse program, "Seven Against
the Wall," portrayal of 1929 St. Valentine's Day massacre of seven gangsters
in Chicago.
During program, suit alleges, newspaper headline was shown stating,
"Titus Haffa Gets Two Years," with
no other portion readable. Headline
referred to Mr. Haffa's conviction in
1929 for violation of prohibition law.
He served one year and then received
Presidential pardon, suit states. Mr.
Haffa maintained headline had no relation to program subject and left impression that he was involved in gangland killings. Mr. Haffa is board chairman of Webcor Inc.
Defendants in suit in addition to
CBS are Kimberly-Clark Corp., Allstate Insurance, American Gas Assn.,
Peoples Gas Light & Coke Co. of Chicago, Northern Illinois Gas Co., North
Shore Gas Co., Renault Inc. and R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co. CBS had no
comment on suit.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Standards

adopted

for tv film

data

Uniform information showing film
needs of tv stations will be gathered
and made available, in near future,
NAB's Film Committee and new NAB
associate member liaison group announced Sept. 24 at joint New York
meeting. Under new procedures, NAB
will provide additional publications and
information material to associate member film distributors.
Joseph L. Floyd, KELO-TV Sioux
Falls, S. D., Film Committee chairman,
said committee feels this first joint session will produce results helpful to all
parties in film and broadcasting industries. NAB President Harold E. Fellows
discussed plans for participation of film
distributors in 1960 NAB convention
(see convention story page 102). Distributors are assigned reception suites
but are not permitted to exhibit at convention hotel.
Film Committee members attending
New York meeting, besides Chairman
Floyd, were A. J. Fletcher, WRAL-TV
Raleigh, N. C; William E. Goetze,
KFSD-TV San Diego, Calif.; Frederick S. Houwink, WMAL-TV Washington; Leonard J. Patricelli, WTIC-TV
Hartford, Conn.; A. Louis Read,
WDSU-TV New Orleans; Lee Ruwitch, WTVJ (TV) Miami, Fla., and
Eugene S. Thomas, KETV (TV)
Omaha, Neb.
Members of liaison group at meeting were Sam Cook Digges, CBS Films;
Robert Friedheim, Ziv Television Programs; Burton Hanft, Screen Gems;
Richard A. Harper, MGM-TV; Walter
Kingsley, Independent Television Corp.,
and H. Weller Keever, California National Productions. Representing NAB,
besides Mr. Fellows, were Thad H.
Brown Jr., tv vice president, and Dan
W. Shields, assistant vice president, and
Douglas Anello, chief counsel.
Tv

tape

commercial

standards

endorsed

Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago, and NTA
Telestudios, N.Y., are announcing
today (Sept. 28) signing of basic standard practices agreement establishing
quality standards and procedures for
production of tape commercials. Agreement is said to be "first of its kind" in
tv tap industry, although practice is
standard in filmed commercial field.
Under agreement, NTA Telestudios
becomes "total package" producer of
tape commercials for Burnett and its
clients when agency signs with TeleBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

studios for specific commercials. It provides that after agency supplies basic
concept and script, NTA Telestudios
implements and augments this material
in creative production areas. Telestudios' spokesman explained that to date,
tape producer supplied agency primarily with facilities and technicians, but
now will provide all elements of activity, including talent payment, hiring set
designers and other creative personnel.
Agreement also provides for clarification of both producer's and agency's
responsibilities; it identifies specifically
every element included in production
price and it enables quotations to become clear-cut, firm bids and "reduces
paper work to a minimum."
Local

programming

stressed

by Storer

"Program
mustof beaudience
at the
local
level if emphasis
overall share
is to be maintained or increased,"
George B. Storer Jr., vice president
and director of tv for Storer stations,
told annual meeting of executives in
Detroit Sept. 24.
"The day of the network affiliation
alone determining the local station's
audience position in a competitive market is past," Mr. Storer said. "Local
programming and local promotion and
exploitation of that programming is
the way to share of audience leadership. He said that during new highly
competitive network season, station
that gives network shows strong leadins will be audience leader.
Opening of two-day meeting featured
review of local programming, with

Videotape samples, on Storer stations.
Edward Kockritz, Storer vice president
for tv programming, conducted sessions.
In addition to WJBK-TV, Storer executives also attended from WJW-TV
Cleveland, WAGA-TV Atlanta, WSPDTV Toledo and WITI-TV Milwaukee.
Colleges
by WBC

to benefit
spot campaign

Radio and tv spot campaign in interests of higher education was announced
Sept. 23 by Donald H. McGannon,
Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. president, at banquet which concluded threeday WBC Conference on Public Service
Programming (see early story page 89).
Meeting was held on campus of Stanford U., Palo Alto, Calif., whose
president, J. Wallace Sterling, expressed
strong interest in proposal.
WBC will sponsor and produce radio
and tv spots and make them available
without charge to rest of broadcasting
industry, Mr. McGannon said. He
pledged
full support
of WBC's 1 1 radio
and tv stations
to plan.
"The purpose of these spots," Mr.
McGannon explained, "will be to dramatize the problems of education, particularly higher education. The finest
education talents in the country will be
marshalled
for thisAward,
public service
. . ."
Paul Revere
silver bowl,
given
by WBC
"national
servicesannually
organization
whichto has
made
most effective use of local radio and
television during the preceding year,"
was presented to American Red Cross.
American Heart Assn. received special
citation.

McCann-Erickson

plans Australian tie
managership of co-founder and GovMcCann-Erickson's international
erning Director Sim Rubenshon,
operation has moved into Australia
Managing Director John Bristow and
for first time by effecting affiliation
General Manager William Lockley.
with Hansen Rubenshon, that counMr. Weaver, however, said Arthur
try's third largest agency. Agency
will be known as Hansen RubenshonL. Grimes, M-E's executive vice
McCann-Erickson.
president, will spend year in Australia to study needs of Australian
This new expansion overseas is
being announced today (Sept. 28). advertisers and to set up program
that will permit clients to draw upon
Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver Jr. met
McCann-Erickson services (part of
with newsmen Sept. 24 to detail
this program will feature intermove. Mr. Weaver earlier this year
change of personnel, including tv
was elected chairman of McCannErickson Corp. (International). Agenpeople).
McCann - Erickson International
cy selection, he said, came after
claims
to be largest in western hemthree-year M-E survey of Australian
market.
isphere and to
have "leadership"
continental
Europe.
Its operationin
Sydney-based agency was founded
services 500 overseas clients through
in 1928, has 40 clients, 140 employes
47 offices located in 21 countries.
and will continue to have active
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Louis Hausman, vp in charge of advertising and promotion, CBS Radio, named
director. Television Information Office,
N.Y. (see story, page 29). Mr. Hausman
joined CBS in 1940 serving in executive
capacities in advertising and promotion.
He was elected vp in charge of advertising and sales promotion of CBS in
Mr.
1950, administrative vp of CBS Radio in
Hausman
1951, vp of CBS-Columbia in 1953, vp
of CBS Inc. in 1955 and vp in charge of advertising and
promotion of CBS Radio in January 1957. Before his association with CBS, he was with American Safety Razor
Corp. and Remington Rand Inc. in advertising-promotion.
During World War II he was a consultant on special
projects for Office of War Information and in recent years
also served as treasurer of Brand Names Foundation. He
is graduate of Columbia College of Columbia U.
Robert F. Lewine, vp in charge of programs, NBC-TV, appointed to similar post
with CBS Films. He reports to Sam Cooke
Digges, CBS Film's administrative vp and
will divide his time for first year at least
between New York and Hollywood, eventually making permanent headquarters on
West Coast. He will be responsible for
staffing both new Hollywood office and
Mr. Lewine
counterpart operation in N.Y.; he fills
vacancy left when Leslie T. Harris resigned as vp, production, CBS Films to join Independent Television Corp.'s international operation (Week's Headliners, July 27). Mr.
Lewine joined Cine-Television Studios Inc., tv program
research firm, in 1945, was elected vp in charge of operations following year, left in 1947 to form Dudley Films Inc.,
Hollywood, for which he produced tv commercials and
served as eastern representative. Three years later, he joined
Hirson-Garfield agency as head of radio-tv department, joining ABC-TV in 1952 where he was elected vp in charge of
programming and talent in January 1956. In December of
that year, Mr. Lewine went to NBC-TV as vp in charge of
nighttime programs, later added duties of daytime programs
and in February 1958 was placed in charge of all programs.
« Guy della Cioppa, vp and program director, CBS-TV's
Hollywood office since April 1958, succeeds William
Dozier as vp, programs in Hollywood, Oscar Katz, CBSTV vp, network programs, announced Sept. 25. Mr. Dozier
leaves in two weeks to be vp in charge of West Coast operations, Screen Gems. Mr. della Cioppa, who joined CBS in
1937, served as assistant in N.Y. to CBS Board Chairman
William S. Paley. In 1949 he was moved to CBS' program
department in Hollywood where he became director of network programs in August 1951, subsequently vp in charge
of network programs, CBS Radio, and later director of programs, CBS-TV. Mr. Dozier left motion picture field in 1951
to associate with CBS on programming executives staff, later

moved up to head CBS-TV story department and became
executive producer in charge of dramatic programs in
1952. He left CBS in 1955 to become vp in charge of production, RKO Radio Pictures, returned to CBS in October
1957 as CBS-TV general programming executive.
• Glenn C. Jackson, formerly managing director of
WAGA-AM-FM-TV Atlanta and vice president of Storer
Broadcasting Co., appointed manager of WTTM Trenton,
N.J., succeeding Fred Walker, who has joined KYW Cleveland as sales manager. Mr. Jackson, 22-year veteran of
broadcasting, started career with WHIO Dayton as staff
announcer and later worked as manager of WMMN Fairmont, W. Va., before joining WAGA-AM-FM-TV in 1952.
Peter G. Levathes, vp in charge of
radio-tv, Young & Rubicam, N.Y., rejoins
20th Century-Fox Film Corp. as president
of its subsidiary 20th Century-Fox Television Corp. in next few weeks. He will
headquarter in New York. Mr. Levathes,
who only last January took over Y&R's
newly created radio-tv department, was
executive assistant to Spyros P. Skouras,
Mr. Levathes
president of 20th Century-Fox, from
1938-1947, and for six years afterward was in charge of
20th's tv activities. He joined Y&R in 1953 as vp in media,
added duties of media director in 1954. Mr. Levathes will
head subsidiary that plans production of tv film, sale and
distribution of tv programs worldwide and acquisition of tv
stations and production of commercials.
John Karol named director of special projects
for CBS Television Network Sales Dept. He has
been vp in charge of
planning and development for CBS Radio network since March 1959
and
was
vp in charge of
Mr. Karol
Mr. Judge
network sales for CBS
Radio since July 1951. Mr. Karol joined CBS in 1930 as
director of research, having served in that capacity with
Crossley Inc., independent research organization. Tom Judge
appointed director, production sales, Operations Dept.,
CBS-TV, succeeding Newell T. Schwin, who resigns. Mr.
Judge joined CBS in 1951 as account executive with CBS
Television Spot Sales, was later appointed midwestern and
then eastern sales manager of that division. In 1956, he was
appointed vp of sales for Closed Circuit Telecasting Inc.
and, subsequently national tv sales manager for Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. stations. He returned to CBS in September 1958 as account executive with WCBS-TV New
York.

.... FOR OTHER NEWS OF PEOPLE SEE FATES & FORTUNES
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Again in 1959, Spot Radio is selling iced tea. Single-handed!
For the third year The Tea Council of the U. S. A., Inc. is concentrating itsiced- tea budget on Spot Radio. Reason: in previous
summers, Spot Radio has built record tea sales in markets ranging
from New Orleans to Detroit, and from Boston to Los Angeles.
In many of these markets, Blair Stations carry a heavy share
of the advertising attack. The simple fact is: BLAIR STATIONS
SELL. Through applied audience-research, they have intensified
the elements that give radio its real selling power:
Local selling personalities,
who endow commercial messages with believability that
throughout the station's own
area in a personal way no
converts ratings into cashdistant source can equal.
register results.
Over 40 stations in major radio markets are represented by John
Blair & Company — by far the most important group of markets
and stations served by one representative firm. So when you're
thinking about radio, as most advertisers are, talk with Blair.
Local interest programming,
which serves listeners

and

Company

National Representative of Major Radio Stations
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instance

'$! Blair Stations
Sell
and these are the BLAIR STATIONS:
New York
Chicago
Los Angeles
Philadelphia
Detroit....!
Boston
San Francisco
Pittsburgh
St. Louis
Washington
Cleveland
Baltimore
Dallas-Ft. Worth

WABC
WLS
KFWB
WFIL
WXYZ
WHDH
KGO
WWSW
KXOK
WWDC
WHK
WFBR
KLIFKFJZ
Minneapolis-St. Paul WDGY
Houston
KILT
Seattle-Tacoma KING
Providence WPRO
Cincinnati WCPO
Miami
WQAM
Kansas City
WHB
New Orleans WDSU
Portland, Ore
KGW
Denver
KTLN

Norfolk-PortsmouthNewport News
WGH
Louisville WAKY
Indianapolis WIBC
Columbus
WBNS
San Antonio
KTSA
Tampa-St. Petersburg WFLA
Albany-Schenectady-Troy.WTRY
Memphis
WMC
Phoenix
KOY
Omaha
WOW
Jacksonville WMBR
Oklahoma City
KOMA
Syracuse
WNDR
Nashville WSM
Knoxville
WNOX
Wheelirjg-Steubenville WWVA
Tulsa
KRMG
Fresno
KFRE
Wichita.. KFH
Shreveport KEEL
Orlando
WDBO
Binghamton WNBF
Roanoke
WSLS
Bismarck
KFYR
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WAY

"The 'Sound of Quality' on WRC Radio
has been a most successful medium
of advertising for Safeway's quality products
in the Washington market for
over a decade." (signed) Burton R. Warner,
Advertising Manager, Safeway Stores Inc.
Washington, D.C.
Further proof that there are greater sales in
store in the nation's capital for advertisers who
rely on the "Sound of Quality" onTX7"D
NBC Owned-980 in Washington, D. C. V V JLVvy
Sold by NBC Spot Sales
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NOW
Some

key

TV
network

HAS
practices

The Dept. of Justice last week got itself into the regulation of broadcasting,
and the end results of the move are
still being debated by broadcasters and
government communications administrators.
The move was through a consent
judgment entered Sept. 22 in Philadelphia federal court and agreed to by
NBC-RCA and the Justice Dept.
Ending the antitrust suit against
NBC-RCA which resulted from the
1 955 exchange of stations between NBC
and Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
the consent decree puts the hobbles on
the network in two areas:
• NBC cannot buy or exchange any
of its stations for other properties without clearance with the Dept. of Justice.
This applies to the top eight markets.
• NBC cannot add any more stations
to its spot sales representative list (except its owned stations) without clearing
this also with Justice.
The nub of these clearances, according to the consent decree, is a simple
one: the Justice Dept. must be certain
that the network has not used its affiliation powers to "coerce" anyone else
into selling or exchanging stations or
into agreeing to appoint NBC Spot Sales
as representative. If Justice felt coercion had been used, it could refer the
question to the federal court for a determination.
By implication, the judgment approved— or at least did not decry — the
principle of spot representation by networks. Under terms of the judgment
spot representation would become objectionable only if it were achieved by
the
coercive use of the network's power
of affiliation.
This concept is in some degree of
conflict with a proposal now pending
before the FCC which would prohibit
networks from spot representation of
any stations other than those they own.
This was one of the recommendations made by the Barrow Report,
following the FCC's 1957-58 network
investigation.
Forced Sale • The consent judgment,
filed Sept. 22, obligates NBC to dispose
of the Philadelphia stations (WRCVAM-TV). NBC is given a period of a
little over three years to carry out this
divestiture. This would be until Dec.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

A

CONSENT

must

stand

antitrust

31, 1962.
The whole consent decree runs for
nine years from the date NBC disposes
of its Philadelphia stations, but not less
than 10 years from last Tuesday.
This means that NBC is answerable
to the court for that length of time
when any items specified in the decree
are involved.
The judgment specifies that the issues
have not been litigated and that the
terms of the agreement do not constitute an admission by NBC of the
truth of the allegations.
An official NBC statement, issued on
the same day that the consent agreement was filed, stated that it will acquire
stations in other major markets, "thus
maintaining the station ownership support needed for the continuation of an
effective network service."
It also said NBC network service to

How

tests

from

here

on

the Philadelphia area will continue without interruption.
The statement continued:
"The settlement comes at a time
when broadcasting is entering into one
of its most important periods — a period
of vastly increased use of the new medium of color television, of new programming concepts, and of expanding
activities. It is a period that calls for
NBC's undivided attention and fullest
energies in meeting the needs of the
public,
its affiliates
advertisers."
Attorney
General and
William
P. Rogers
hailed the consent judgment as the "successful conclusion of the antitrust suit."
The Origin • The suit was brought in
1956 on charges that NBC had coerced
Westinghouse into agreeing to the swap
of stations by threatening to withhold
or cancel NBC affiliations.
Westinghouse gave up its Philadel-

it happened

The history of the NBC-Justice
Dept. consent decree, filed last week
in U.S. District Court in Philadelphia, covers a span of more than four
years. A brief chronology follows:
May 16, 1955 • NBC and Westinghouse sign agreement to exchange
stations.
June 15, 1955 • Application for
FCC consent filed with Commission.
Dec. 21, 1955 • FCC approves
exchange after investigation of unofficial allegations that NBC used
power of affiliation to pressure Westinghouse into agreeing to exchange.
Vote is 6 to 1, with Comr. Robert T.
Bartley dissenting and calling for a
hearing. Mr. Bartley also raised question whether FCC approval would
debar Justice Dept. or other government agencies from acting against
NBC on antitrust grounds.
Dec. 27, 1955 • Justice Dept.,
which had been kept advised by FCC
of coercion rumors, advises FCC it
is "investigating" charges, but does
not ask Commission to refrain from
action.
Dec. 28, 1955 • FCC announces
approval.

DECREE

March, June and Oct., 1956 •
Subject of NBC-Westinghouse swap
taken up by Rep. Emanuel Celler
(D-N.Y.), chairman of House Judiciary subcommittee. Topic is discussed
by then FCC Chairman George C.
McConnaughey, then Assistant Attorney General Stanley N. Barnes
and Victor R. Hansen, and also before Senate Commerce Committee
by Donald H. McGannon, president
of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Dec. 4, 1956 • Justice files suit
against
ercion. NBC and RCA, charging coJan. 10, 1958 • District Judge
William H. Kirkpatrick rules Justice
Dept. filed antitrust suit too late; it
should have appeared as party before
FCC while Commission was considering case.
Feb. 24, 1959 • Supreme Court
reverses Judge Kirkpatrick, sends
case back for trial. The court said it
was the primary job of Justice, not
the FCC, to enforce antitrust laws.
Sept. 22, 1959 • Consent judgment filed in Philadelphia District
Court.
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phia radio and tv properties in exchange
for
NBC's The
Cleveland
properties
$3 million.
Cleveland
stations plus
are
now KYW-AM-FM-TV. The Philadelphia stations were Westinghouse's
WPTZ (TV) and KYW. Westinghouse
bought WPTZ from the Philco Corp.
in 1953, paying $8.5 million.
A highly placed NBC executive explained that NBC agreed to the consent
judgment when it became apparent that
the Justice Dept. was determined to use
this as a test case for the application
of Sec. 313 of the Communications Act.
This provides that a judge may, when
a broadcast licensee is found guilty of
an antitrust violation, order the revocation of the license of a broadcast station as well as other penalties provided
in law.
The fact that Justice apparently was
prepared to go all out to attain this
result, the network source explained,
convinced NBC that the risk was too
great — even though it felt sure it had
a strong defense in the case.
Keeping a Quota • Settlement of the
suit, it was pointed out, enables NBC
to retain its total number of licenses,
although it does have to move out of
Philadelphia for the period of the decree.
To fight the suit and lose, the NBC
executive explained, could have meant
the possible loss of all of NBC's owned
and operated stations.
This point, whether Sec. 313 permits
a judge to revoke all licenses of a party
found guilty of antitrust violations or
only the one involved in the suit, has

not been adjudicated.
What It Means • At the FCC and
among Washington communications
lawyers the news of the consent decree
was received with astonishment and
some expressions of dismay.
A tangle of conflicting authorities
over broadcast activities was foreseen
by some who studied the document.
This would come about, it was observed, because of the detailed requirements spelled out in the settlement
that give the Justice Dept. an official
position in NBC's activities involving
the purchase of stations and the addition of more stations to its spot representative list.
Heretofore, it was pointed out, this
has been the exclusive preserve of the
FCC.
One reason for dismay in some
circles was that one of the settlement's
provisions specifically says that NBC
must first clear with Justice on a purchase before it can file for FCC approval.
The astonishment was expressed at
the wide ranging scope of the settlement. NBC salvaged no relief on any
of the issues brought up by the government, itwas noted.
This observation was related in several instances to the settlement of the
government's antitrust suit against
AT&T several years ago. In this suit,
the Justice Dept. not only asked for
revision of Bell System's patent practices, but also for divorcement of Western Electric from AT&T ownership.
Western Electric is the manufacturing

In black at last • Arthur Hull Hayes, president of CBS Radio, had good
news to report as he opened the sixth annual convention of the CBS Radio
Affiliates Assn. last Wednesday in New York. He said the network will make
money in the last quarter of 1959, and predicted a business upswing in
the coming year. Shown at the speakers' table are (1 to r) William A.
Schudt Jr., vice president for affiliate relations; Howard G. Barnes, vice president for network programming; Mr. Hayes; Charles C. Caley, WMBD
Peoria, 111., chairman of the affiliates assn. board. For story covering convention activities see page 124 and At Deadline, this issue.
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arm of AT&T. In the settlement, AT&T
was permitted to retain ownership of
Western Electric.
Reaction of Regulators • FCC officials were guarded in their comments,
but definitely intrigued by the nature
of the settlement's details. Most commissioners were reluctant to comment
on the ground they had not studied the
consent decree yet.
One commissioner hazarded a guess
that there was bound to be some conflict between the Justice Dept. and the
FCC, since it appeared that the Justice
Dept. had substituted its judgment for
An FCC aide expressed the possibility
the FCC's.
that the Commission might consider the
settlement as a reflection on the character qualifications of NBC. The point
he made was that this was the first
antitrust settlement which directly involved broadcast activities. In other
antitrust decrees involving broadcasters,
it was some other business practice of
the licensee that was involved, not
broadcasting.
He recalled that the Lorain Journal antitrust case was the only other
one where broadcasting was involved.
There the newspaper refused to accept
advertising from merchants who advertised on the local Ohio radio station.
In several other newspaper cases,
where the newspapers owned radio or
tv properties {Kansas City Star, New
Orleans Times-Picayune), the antitrust
suits were aimed at newspaper practices, not broadcast practices.
The obverse of this viewpoint, the
same person noted, would be that if
NBC submitted a potential purchase to
the Justice Dept. and the court and
both approved the transaction, this
might be construed as "purging" the
network of the implications of disqualification in subsequent proceedings before the FCC.
As a side issue in the case, the outcome of the Philco protest against the
license renewals of the network's Philadelphia stations is in question. Philco
had protested NBC's ownership in
Philadelphia on the ground that it
gave the network's parent company,
RCA, town.
an unfair
overrefused
Philco'sto
home
The advantage
FCC at first
accept Philco as a party in interest, but
a U.S. Supreme Court decision earlier
this year reversed the Commission. An
oral argument on Philco's protest is
scheduled to be heard by the FCC en
banc Oct. 1.
Here's what the consent judgment
imposes on NBC:
• It orders divestiture of the Philadelphia radio and tv stations no later
then Dec. 31, 1962.
• It prohibits NBC from owning a
Philadelphia tv outlet until after termiBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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Miami

Picture

(Whamm-y)

5000

W.

on

1260

Don't wind up in the swamp, dear MR. TIME BUYER,
when you huy Miami. The picture has changed.
WAM-E (Whamm-y) has broken the Miami market
wide open and now is a dominant NUMBER TWO.

If it's cost per thousand that interests you, then
WAM-E is NUMBER ONE, delivering more audience
for less money than any other station covering the
fabulous Gold Coast. For fast action in covering

The new Hooper (July - August) leaves no doubt.
Whamm-y now has an average Monday through
Friday 17.8% share of audience (52% more audience
than the #3 station).

Miami get Whamm-y. Talk with our National Rep.,
Daren McGavren; our Regional Rep., Clarke Brown,
or Station Mgr., Murry Woroner.

WAM-E

(Whamm-y)

WAM-E
Chamber of Commerce
Miami, Florida
FRanklin 3-5533

....

Radio

Two

in

Miami

Bldg.
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WHAT

RCA-NBC
IV
NBC, and RCA during any period of time
when it directly or indirectly controls or has
a substantial ownership interest in a television strained
network,
from: are each enjoined and re(A) Coercing or attempting to coerce any
person to sell or otherwise transfer any ownership interest in any broadcast station to either
defendant, or to any person directly or indirectly controlled by either defendant or
in which either defendant directly or indirectly
has a substantial ownership interest, by terminating or threatening to terminate or refusing or threatening to refuse to enter into,
an NBC network affiliation agreement with
any other television broadcast station controlled by the same person or in which such
person has a substantial ownership interest;
(B) Acquiring directly or indirectly any
substantial
ownership
in any area
televi-of
sion broadcast
station interest
in the market
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit,
Boston, San Francisco, or Pittsburgh, unless
(1) defendants shall have given written
notice of the proposed acquisition to
plaintiff, affording plaintiff opportunity
to apply to this court within 30 days
after such notice for a determination by
the court as provided in clause (2)
hereof, and
(2) if plaintiff shall have so applied,
the court shall have determined that
the consent of the other party to the
proposed acquisition was not obtained by
acts or conduct of NBC or RCA relating
in any way to the negotiations for the
proposed acquisition, which acts or conduct constitute either (a) an unreasonable restraint of trade (as to which issue
plaintiff shall have the burden of proof)
or (b) a violation of subsection (A) of
this Section IV (as to which issue the
defendants shall have the burden of
proof);
Provided, however, that the shifting of a
television broadcast station from one channel
of the television broadcast band to another
channel in the same market area, when such
shifting results from a change in allocations
by the Federal Communications Commission,
shall not be deemed to be the acquiring of an
ownership interest in a television broadcast
station within the meaning of this subsection
(B); and, provided further, that any party
hereto
any time
10 days'
notice tomaytheat other
partiesuponapply
to thiswritten
court

nation of the antitrust judgment.
• It prohibits NBC from acquiring a
radio station in Philadelphia for the
next five years. After that it must
follow the procedure spelled out for tv
acquisitions in other of the top eight
U.S. markets.
• It prohibits NBC from acquiring a
"substantial" interest in any tv station
in the so-called seven largest markets,
other than Philadelphia, without notifying the Justice Dept. to permit it to ask
for court determination as to whether
the network used its affiliation powers to
coerce acceptance or to determine
whether the conduct may be an unreasonable restraint of trade.
These seven "largest" markets, taken
from the Bureau of the Budget's Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas, are:
New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, Detroit, Boston, San Francisco and Pittsburgh.
NBC already owns television stations
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Text sent
of decree:
key portions of the con-

CONSENTED
TO
for a modification of the list of the seven
market areas specified in this subsection (B),
when the list specified, with Philadelphia included, no longer represents the first eight
market areas in the United States in terms of
population of the respective areas; and
(C) Undertaking the national spot representation of any television broadcast station
other than those listed on Exhibit A hereto
unless
(1) defendants shall have given written
notice of the proposed spot representation to plaintiff, affording plaintiff opportunity to apply to this court within
30 days after such notice for a determination by the court as provided in clause
(2) hereof, and
(2) if plaintiff shall have so applied,
the court shall have determined that NBC
has not coerced the owner of such station to engage NBC for the national spot
representation of the station by terminating or threatening to terminate or refusing or threatening to refuse to enter
into, an NBC network affiliation agreement with the station sought to be represented or with any other television
broadcast station controlled by such
owner or in which such owner has a substantial ownership interest, defendants
having the burden ofV. proof.

any wayposedtoexchange,
the negotiations
prowhich acts foror the
conduct
constitute either (a) an unreasonable restraint of trade (as to which issue plaintiff shall have the burden of proof) or
(b) a violation of subsection (A) of Section IV of this final judgment (as to
which issue the defendants shall have the
burden of proof).
If such disposition is accomplished otherwise than by exchange, defendants shall give
plaintiff written notice of such proposed disposition at least 30 days prior to filing with
the Federal Communications Commission any
application
for the Commission's consent to
such disposition.
NBC and RCA are prohibited from acquiring any ownership interest in any television
broadcast station in the Philadelphia market
area until this final judgment shall terminate
and be of no further force and effect.
NBC and RCA are prohibited, for a period
of five years from and after the date of entry
of this final judgment, from acquiring any
ownership interest in any standard broadcast
station in the Philadelphia market area. Any
such acquisition after five years from the date
of entry of this final judgment shall be subject to the procedure provided in subsection
(B) of Section IV of this final judgment for
acquisition of television
broadcast stations in
certain market areas. VI.

Defendants are ordered and directed, on or
before Dec. 31, 1962, to sell, exchange or
otherwise dispose of all right, title and interest in WRCV-TV and WRCV to a person
or persons not controlled directly or indirectly
by either defendant and in which neither defendant has any substantial ownership interest.Such disposition, if accomplished by exchange, shall be an exchange for a station or
stations not in the Philadelphia market area
and such exchange shall not be effected unless
(1) defendants shall have given written
notice of the proposed exchange to plaintiff, affording plaintiff opportunity to
apply to this court within 30 days after
such notice for a determination by the
court as provided in clause (2) hereof,
and
(2) if plaintiff shall have so applied,
the court shall have determined that the
consent of the other party to the proposed exchange was not obtained by acts
or conduct of NBC or RCA relating in

Nothing contained in this final judgment
shall be construed to require this court to
pass upon any transaction of acquisition or
exchange by the defendants or any undertaking
by them of national spot representation except to the extent expressly stated in subsections (B) and (C) of Section IV and in Section V of this final judgment.
Defendants
shall not
apply tofortheconsent
Federal Communications
Commission
to any exchange or acquisition subject to the
provisions of subsection (B) of Section IV or
of Section V of this final judgment until after
expiration of the time within which plaintiff
may apply to this court for a determination
as provided therein or, if plaintiff so applies,
until after such determination shall have been
rendered by this court. In the event of an appeal from any determination rendered by this
court pursuant to subsections (B) or (C) of
Section IV or Section V of this final judgment, defendants shall not, during the pendency of such appeal, consummate the exchange or acquisition involved or undertake
the national spot representation involved.

in New York, Chicago and Los Angeles (and in Washington). It owns amfm radio facilities in San Francisco.
• The decree prohibits NBC from
acting as station representative for any
station not now represented by NBC
Spot Sales without permitting the Justice Dept. to ask the court to rule whether representation was secured through
"coercive" powers of affiliation.
NBC now represents its own stations
and KOA-TV Denver, KSD-TV St.
Louis, WCKT-TV Miami, WAVE-TV
Louisville, WRGB (TV) Schenectady
and KONA-TV Honolulu.
• The decree prohibits NBC from
applying to the FCC for consent to any
assignments or transfers until the network has complied with the provisions
relating to notification to the Dept. of
Justice and the possible determination
by the court.
• It requires NBC to permit Justice
Dept. agents to examine records and to

call for reports.
Exact Time Limit • The terms of
the consent decree run for nine years
from the date NBC disposes (through
sale or exchange) of the Philadelphia
stations, but no less than 10 years from
the date of the filing of the judgment.
The judgment was filed with Chief
Judge William H. Kirkpatrick in U.S.
District Court in Philadelphia.
Several provisions in the consent decree clarify NBC's rights. One refers to
the fact that the shifting of an NBC station from one channel to another
under the FCC's current allocations deliberations should not be construed to
mean
NBC provides
has "acquired"
station.that
It also
that eitheranother
party
to the suit can ask the court to take another look at the "top" eight markets
when they think changes may have
taken place in that lineup.
One section of the document declares that NBC is prohibited from
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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Leslie C. Johnson, vice-president and general manager of WHBF Radio and TV, looks over . . .

Letters

of GOOD

WILL-34

constitute

years

a productive

They are a gold mine of our most
treasured possessions — voluntary
tributes from laymen, and from
leaders in industry, education, religion and civic activities — attesting outstanding WHBF community
service for more than a third of a century!
2^f>>

They are, indeed, a continuing area-wide, factual
evaluation of WHBF community prestige. They
portray a picture painted by the HOME FOLKS
of a radio-television service — strong, deep rooted,
and PRODUCTIVE.

Another indication of listener confidence is evidenced bythe substantial leadership of WHBF in
the latest Nielsen NCS No. 2. WHBF still leads
all of the 68 downstate Illinois radio stations.
With the many advertisers, local and national,
who have helped build WHBF over the years,
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

in buildingPLUS

for WHBF

advertisers!

their association brings PRIDE, never apology!
That is a definite PLUS in productivity of any
sales relationship.

YOU can be sure that WHBF radio and television
quality productivity is available on a fair, honest
and efficient basis to all advertisers who desire
for their sales messages a friendly receptive audience in a climate of true family hospitality.
STRONG & PRODUCTIVE FROM DEEP ROOTS

WHBF
Covering Western Illinois - Eastern Iowa • RADIO & TELEVISION
Represented by Avery-Knodel
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using its network affiliation power to
"coerce"
anybody into selling its station to NBC.
Some interest was aroused by the
three-year-plus period given to NBC to
sell or exchange its Philadelphia outlets. This was explained by one Justice
Dept. official as representing a "reasonable" time for the network to dispose of
this property.
Suit Brought in 1956 • The government brought the civil antitrust suit
against NBC and RCA Dec. 4, 1956. It
alleged conspiracy in restraint of trade
and charged that NBC had coerced
Westinghouse into agreeing to the exchange of stations by threatening to
cancel or refuse NBC affiliations to
WBC stations. It also claimed that the
stations swap gave NBC a monopoly
position in five of the eight largest markets in the country.
In the exchange, NBC acquired Westinghouse's Philadelphia stations and
gave Westinghouse the network's Cleveland stations plus $3 million.
The government suit asked that the
transaction be abrogated and that NBC

TV

be divested of such assets as the court
deemed "proper and necessary."
Before bringing the charges to court,
the Justice Dept. submitted the case to a
grand jury sitting in Philadelphia. The
grand
ment. jury never brought in an indictThe government's action came virtually one year after the FCC had approved the swap.
The Commission's approval came
Dec. 21, 1955, by a vote of six to one.
Comr. Robert T. Bartley dissented, raising the question whether the Commission's approval might not prevent the
Justice Dept from bringing an antitrust
suit. This viewpoint was rebutted by
then Comrs. John C. Doerfer and Richard A. Mack, who maintained that FCC
action could not preclude action by
other government agencies.
The FCC kept the Justice Dept advised but was never asked to delay action on the transfer applications.
The FCC approved the exchange after investigating the charges of coercion
— although these were never made formally or publicly by Westinghouse.
In arguing in District Court, NBC

agreed.
Judge Kirkpatrick agreed with the
NBC-RCA position and early in 1958
ruled that the antitrust suit was too late.
He declared that the Justice Dept.
should have participated before the FCC
as a party in the case.
The Justice Dept. appealed this decision to the U.S. Supreme Court. In
February of this year the Supreme Court
over-ruled the District Judge.
In a unanimous seven-man decision
(Justice Felix Frankfurter and William
O. Douglas did not participate), the Supreme Court ruled that it is up to the
courts to decide antitrust charges, not
the FCC. The opinion, written by Chief
Justice Earl Warren, quoted extensively
from legislative history to bolster its
belief that the FCC was not organized
to pass on charges of antitrust violations— although the high court said it
could take such matters into account
when granting or denying applicants for
licenses.

PREVIEW
The

new

glamour

of support

For years women inflicted with so-called "tired legs" or
"leg fatigue" have had available to them stockings made
of rubber. These provided support and eased the tiredness. A sales drawback, however, has been the high cost
and not-so-fashionable appearance of rubber hose.
Supp-hose, a support stocking on the market (it is sold
through stocking manufacturers) made completely of
nylon, and fashionable, is on tv to convince American
women that their legs will look as dressed in Supp-hose
as they would be when encased in any nylon.
To get this across to women, Supp-hose, which is a
product of Kayser-Roth Hosiery Co., New York, makers
also of Esquire socks, Schiaparelli hosiery and Fruit of
the Loom socks, decided to show its prospective customers just how fashionable the product can be.
Parisian Cheesecake • A tv campaign goes on the air
starting today (Sept. 28) which uses the locale of top
Parisian fashion salons and features French women models wearing Supp-hose.
This idea — of bringing Parisian cheesecake to the
American tv screen — originated with Charles Goldschmidt, chairman of the board, Daniel & Charles, New
York, agency for the hosiery firm.
The agency sent its fashion coordinator Nadine Bertin
to Paris for two weeks in July to supervise filming of a
group of tv commercials during openings at the fashion
salons of Pierre Cardin and Frederic Senne.
The $1.5 million campaign will include spot schedules
and network participations (NBC-TV's Treasure Hunt,
Jack Paar Show, Young Dr. Malone and Leon Pearson's
news show). The campaign is set to run this fall and
into the winter. Included also in the spot plan is participation in 14will
women's
The 98%
agencyof estimates
the
commercial
reach anshows.
estimated
all tv homes.
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and RCA maintained that the Justice
Dept. was debarred from bringing the
suit because the FCC had approved the
arrangements. The government dis-

stockings

told

by

tv

Modeling with Supp-hose
Filming at the Pierre Cardin salon in Paris
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SILK ORGANZA GOWN BY LUIS ESTEVEZ — INTERIOR DESIGN BY MICHAEL GREER
Blending simplicity with sophistication, possessed of a gracious maturity, striving
unceasingly for ever higher accomplishments ... a "metropolitan" personality.

METROPOLITAN

York City^
BROADCASTING
CORPORATION
206 East 67 Street, New York 21, N. Y.

GULF

PRESS

A service of Gulf Oil Corporation in the cause
of creating — through the facts as we see them
— a fuller understanding of the oil industry.

CONFERENCE

Oil-hungry

America,

Oil is a huge business. It must be to meet America's
appetite for oil. Yet as swiftly as this appetite has
grown since Colonel Edwin L. Drake brought in
the first well 100 years ago — as enormous as it is —
it emerges more unknown than understood. These
days, how much oil is enough?

Q. Perhaps we should first ask this: how much oil do we
really have today?
A. Let's start with Colonel Drake as a reference point.
In 1859, he coaxed 2,000 barrels of oil from the ground.
Last year, America's total flow was 2,450,000,000 barrels. And the world's known proven reserves were
estimated at 252,000,000,000 barrels.
Q. That sounds like enough oil to keep us running for
quite a long while.
A. Not very long. If you limit the reserves to those in
America alone, the bect experts say that they offer us
less than a dozen years' supply.
OUThat brings us to our appetite for oil. Just how big is it?
A. To begin with, we really have more than one appetite. There is our need for oil as energy. There are our
consumer product needs. And not least, our national
defense needs.
Q. How importantly does oil figure in our energy requirements these days?
A^ You can accurately call oil the economy's number
one energy food. A century ago, we did 94% of our
work with muscle power. Today, in exact reverse, fuel
energies account for 94%. And over the 100 years, the
share of these energies supplied by oil and gas has
climbed to 72%. It is still climbing.
Q. To bring this job down to cases, what of oil in industry?
A. For one thing, our industrial output as measured in
gross national product has increased by 2,253% in this
century. And oil has played a key part not only in
moving industry's wheels, but also in lubricating them.
Oil heats some 700,000 factories— some 9,000,000 private homes as well.
Q. Let's turn to our transportation needs. What is oil's
role in supplying energy here?
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A. At last count, we had 56,000,000 cars and 1 1 ,000,000
trucks and buses on our roads. They were using gasoline at the rate of 53,000,000,000 gallons a year. Add
to these 17,923 oil-powered ships and 28,331 diesel
locomotives.
Q. You mentioned our appetite for consumer products.
Is this, strictly speaking, an oil appetite?
A. You judge. Oil is an essential ingredient in over
2,500 things we use every day. The list grows too fast
to keep count.
Q. What are some of the items we would find on this list?
A. One example is the insecticides we are using in almost three times the quantity we did ten years ago.
There is the asphalt we use on 80% of our paved roads
and will use on many of the 85,000 miles of new roadway we'll be needing soon.
Q. Don't a good many of these products come even
closer to home than this?
A. Oil lubricates from 25 to 30 electric motors in today's typical home. And beyond that, you may wash,
shave and comb wholly with oil-derived products. Oil
probably helped produce, transport and cook your last
meal. Oil not only moves your car — it makes possible
its tires, upholstery, glass, paint.
Q. That leaves national defense. Isn't this appetite for
oil a pretty obvious one?
A. Perhaps. But not so its extent. In World War I,
more than half the supplies our overseas troops asked
for and got were oil supplies. The figure often ran to
80%. And since then, our wars and war machinery
have greatly increased that appetite.
Q. Can you somehow put our defense needs today into
more specific terms?
A. As just one example, it takes five big 5,000-gallon
tanker trucks to fill up the tanks of one of our big jet
bombers.
Q. Taking our total appetite, what can we expect will
happen to it from here?
A. You can safely say an oil-hungry America is getting
even hungrier. In the next 10 years alone, we estimate
our oil needs will rise by 40%.
We cordial! v we/come further questions and comment. Please address th?m to Gulf Oil Corp.,
Room 1300, GulfBldg., Pittsburgh 30, Pa.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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A pattern for the future in network
television programming is being spun
in the 1959-60 season, currently in its
first weeks.
This conclusion becomes inescapable
after a look, completed last week, at the
new fall product. Broadcasting editors
were assigned to preview all new nighttime series scheduled for this fall. With
the cooperation of the networks this was
arranged for all film shows except a negligible number, most of which were still
in production (see previews starting on
the next page).
The final tally found, out of close to
three dozen new film entries, a halfdozen that were judged definitely weak,
an equal number that were rated superior, and the rest somewhere in between but within the range of adequacy
in terms of standards for the mass audience.
Formula • The findings back up the
theory, advanced before, that earlier
trends are being extended and solidified
WHAT

ON

THE

season

FALL

promises:

predictability

The formula has two essential eleyears.
ments. One is a huge bedrock of regularly scheduled programs of commercial
quality and general appeal. The other,
adorning the bedrock, is a festoon of
literally hundreds of big-budget special
productions appealing to more selective
and critical viewers as well as the mass
audience (see separate story on page
44).
The reasoning supporting the suggestion that this will be the formula for
the long haul is that television can
scarcely afford specials every hour, that
there has to be bread-and-butter programming to pay the freight, but that
in addition to these regulars there must
be big productions to give the medium
overall excitement and greater balance.
Rescheduling, too • In preparing
the bread and butter for 1959-60, network programs have come up not only

ALL

PROMISE
NEW

THIS

SERIES

YEAR:
BEGIN

The specials • An hour and a half dramatization of W. Somerset Maugham's
"The Moon and Sixpence" starring Sir Laurence Olivier (above) exemplifies the
lavishness of special offerings this season. Total cost for time and talent will run
nearly $500,000. It will be telecast in color on NBC-TV on Oct. 30, 8-9:30 p.m.
The production was done on video tape. Renault and RCA are sponsors for this
90-minute color special.
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with new offerings but with a rescheduling of the old. One network executive
reported last week that only one competitive time period this fall contains the
same three shows that were fighting one
another last year: (Wednesday at 1010:30: fights on ABC, Steel Hour and
Armstrong Theatre on CBS, This Is
Your Life on NBC).
Here, show by show, is the Broadcasting editors' rundown on all new,
regular scheduled evening series available on film. In each case, for consistency and fairness, the appraisal is
based on the one episode previewed,
even though some series are already on
the air and in a few instances the
episodes seen since might have produced
somewhat different reactions. The previewers' report also notes that while
a number of programs failed to come
up to the level of what might have been
expected from their original concepts,
several of them — even so — are above
the average in their category.
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The regulars • Laramie, weekly western hour on NBC-TV, is costlier-thanaverage sample of new network series.
It is 1959-60 variation on classic horse
opera theme and pretends to be nothing43
more than escapist entertainment.

SEASON

OF

THE

More than $100 million worth of specials are being strung
together to hang like unending yards of tinsel on this season's network television schedules.
Some 400 or more shows have been scheduled under
the "special" classification.
These productions, mostly big budget, range across a wide
spectrum, from big-name variety shows to classroom education to news and sports and public affairs. Drama, music,
comedy, history, dancing, biography, fairy tales, current
events — in the programmers' opinion, something for even
the most demanding viewer has been scheduled and with
top talent. Even television's print critics have given optimistic advance reports.
It is on these specials that the 1959-60 season is expected
to depend for excitement, color and glamor not usually attainable in the bread-and-butter programming of regularly
scheduled series.
Handful on ABC-TV • ABC-TV, while sticking basically
with regularly scheduled shows, nevertheless has a handful
of specials on its schedule. "The Splendid American," a
documentary of Americans working in embattled Laos, was
slated yesterday (Sept. 27). Shirley Temple's Storybook
Series resumes tonight (Sept. 28) and a Bing Crosby special
is set for tomorrow, featuring Frank Sinatra, Louis Armstrong, George Shearing, Joe Bushkin, Peggy Lee and other
guests with Mr. Crosby. The first of four Sinatra specials is
slated Oct. 19 with Mr. Crosby, Dean Martin and Mitzi
Gaynor among the visitors, and "Golden Circle," an hourlong story of music through the past 25 years, is on tap for
Nov. 25 with Eydie Gorme and Steve Lawrence featured.
Art Carney's "Peter and the Wolf" production of last year
will be repeated Nov. 29.
CBS-TV Plans • CBS-TV, counting up about 185 specials
on its agenda, has — among others — 15 Revlon specials running 90 minutes (starting Oct. 8 with Tallulah Bankhead,

The

new

ABC-TV
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SPECIALS

Sammy Davis Jr., Mort Sahl and Esther Williams among
the stars) and five of an hour apiece.
Jack Benny is down for three specials, Phil Silvers for
four, Red Skelton for one. Four Ernest Hemingway novels
will be seen in 90-minute dramatizations, beginning with
"The Killers" on Nov. 19. A humorous history of automobile progress called "Holiday on Wheels" will kick off a
series of Sid Caesar specials on Oct. 21. Three Special Tonight programs have been set, starting Oct. 27 with "Bells of
St. Mary's." Viewers will spend "Christmas at the Circus" on
Dec. 10 and see "The Fabulous Fifties," covering outstanding events of this decades in music, comedy, drama, and
dance, on Jan. 17. Du Pont Show of the Month, The Lucille
Ball-Desi Arnaz series, and Playhouse 90 are all back. A
number of news and public affairs specials are planned,
authorities report, and others will be inserted as world events
occur.
NBC-TV's Plans • NBC-TV is offering more than 200
programs under the banner of specials. Probably the most
ambitious group is the Ford Start ime series of 39 shows for
which Tuesday-evening hours have been reserved. NBC also
is scheduling specials on Sunday and Friday nights regularly,
and others throughout the week.
Sir Laurence Olivier's television debut in "Moon and Sixpence" isscheduled for Oct. 30 with Hume Cronyn, Jessica
Tandy and Geraldine Fitzgerald in the supporting cast.
"What Makes Sammy Run" is currently being dramatized
in two chapters, Sept. 27 and Oct. 4. There was an "Evening
with Jimmy Durante" last Friday (Sept. 25) and there'll be
another "Evening with Fred Astaire" (Nov.4). Bob Hope is
scheduled for six specials, starting Oct. 8 with Dean Martin,
Natalie Wood and the four Crosby brothers as guests.
"Life in the Thirties," reporting on the 1929-39 decade, is
set for Oct. 16. "Our American Heritage' will dramatize six
historic American figures, beginning with Thomas Jefferson

series

Adventures in Paradise
Production costs: $100,000.
Time: Monday, 9:30-10:30 (premiere Oct. 5).
Sponsor-agency: Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson, Reynolds Metals through Lennen & Newell, Armour & Co. through Foote,
Cone & Belding, Bulova through McCann-Erickson, Seven-Up through J. Walter Thompson,
Johnson & Johnson through Young & Rubicam,
Luden's through
J.M. Mathes,
through
Ted Bates,
Polaroid Warner-Lambert
through Doyle
Dane Bernbach, International Latex through
Reach McClinton, duPont through BBD0.
Production company: Martin Manulis Productions
for 20th Century-Fox.
Executive producer: Dominick Dunne; producer:
Richard Goldstone; associate producer: Peter
Nelson; directors and writers: various; based on
original stories written by James A. Michener.
Continuing cast: Gardner McKay and Weaver Levy.

play unreasonable bravery to hold the
respect of his unreasonable wife. It is
no credit to the rest of the film that some
of the most scenic shots occur in the
underwater fish-flight that almost costs
his life. Gardner McKay, the boat captain who is star of the series, manages
to save his life and his marriage. Fistfights, drinking bouts, amorous (almost)
escapades, close calls under water, hospital scenes and other adversities fill up
the rest of the time, but nothing happens to lift a potentially exciting hour
much above the prosaic.

The possibilities are there: stories
from James ("Tales of the South
Pacific") Michener which mix action
and adventure and sometimes a psychological problem or two against a lovely
South Seas background. But the potentialities remain to be realized. Even the
beauty of the islands is make-believe.
In the pilot episode, "Safari at Sea,"
a movie-star hero feels compelled to dis44 (SPECIAL REPORT)

The Alaskans
Production costs: $80,000.
Time: Sunday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 4).
Sponsor-agency: Bulova through McCann-Erickson,
Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson,
Armour & Co. through Foote, Cone & Belding,
National Carbon
through William
Luden's
through
J.M. Mathes,
Johnson Esty,
& Johnson
through J. Walter Thompson, Warner-Lambert
through Ted Bates, Corning Glass through N.W.
Ayer, duPont through BBD0.
Production company: Warner Bros.
Executive producer: William T. Orr.

Continuing cast: Roger Moore, Jeff York and
Dorothy Provine.
Conceived in dimensions appropriate
to our biggest and next-to-newest state,
this one brings off the illusion of magnitude only in its length and in the size of
its cast. For all the action it offers, it
leaves a viewer as cold as the wintry
wastes on which much of the plot is
dragged out.
Theme of the opening episode is
simple but its execution is complicated.
It might be called "Greed Does Not
Pay, Very Often." A dying sourdough
confides the location of his gold-laden
sled. This then becomes the grail of as
sneaky a group of double-crossing goldgrubbers as was ever organized to mush
across the Alaskan wilderness for ostensibly legitimate purposes. There were
a lot of people in the Klondike in 1898;
most of them seem to have roles in this
film. The characters are hard to sort
out. There is too much confusing nonessential activity. The clutter ought to
be cleaned out. As a half-hour show it
might be good; it would certainly be
an improvement.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Gene Kelly will star in Pontiac special, NBC-TV, Dec. 10
on Oct. 18, and Hallmark Hall of Fame will be back with
four dramatic offerings "Tempest," "Winterset," "A Doll's
House" and a repeat of "Cradle Song."
The roster of stars for NBC specials includes Maurice
Evans, Julie Harris, Ingrid Bergman. Sir Alec Guinness

Bourbon Street Beat
Production costs: $80,000.
Time: Monday, 8:30-9:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 5).
Sponsor-agency: Libbey-Owens-Ford through Fuller
& Smith & Ross, Phillips-Van Heusen through
Grey Adv., P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell, Warner-Lambert through Ted Bates,
Reynolds Metals through Lennen & Newell, International Latex through Reach, McClinton.
Production company: Warner Bros.
Executive producer: William T. Orr.
Continuing cast: Richard Long, Andrew Duggan
and Arlene Howell.
ABC-TV and Warner Bros, has transplanted 77 Sunset Strip to the deep
South this season. It turns up in New
Orleans with the following alterations.
Bourbon St. subs for Sunset Strip.
The Old Absinthe House subs for
Dino's Lodge.
Richard Long and Andrew Duggan
sub for Efrem Zimbalist Jr. and Roger
Smith.
Arlene Howell (an ex-Miss U.S.A.)
subs for Suzanne.
Van Williams subs for Kookie.
Beyond that, with allowance for some
colloquial changes, things are pretty
much the same. ABC-TV hopes the
ratings will match as well; it's pitting
Bourbon Street on Monday night against
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Ernest Hemingway and A. E. Hotchner who will adapt The
Killers, one of four Hemingway specials on CBS-TV
Shirley Booth, James Stewart, Tony Curtis, George Burns,
Frank Sinatra, Ethel Merman, Victor Borge, Art Carney,
Thomas Mitchell, Judith Anderson, Lee Remic. NBC also
has 40 news specials on its docket, and a total of 450 hours
of sportscasts.

four of its competitors' most popular
half-hours — Father Knows Best and
Danny Thomas Show on CBS-TV,
Wells Fargo and Peter Gunn on NBCTV.
The Detectives, Starring
Robert Taylor
Production costs: $50,000.
Time: Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 16).
Sponsor-agency:
ton & Bowles. Procter & Gamble through BenProduction company: Four Star and Hastings
Films.
Co-producers: Jules Levy and Arthur Gardner.
Continuing cast: Robert Taylor, Lee Farr, Tige
Andrews and Russell Thorsen.
Robert Taylor moves into television
in a police series that starts out with
advantages that might be summarized
as "the professional touch." If the story
isn't unique, as it isn't, it does have the
merit of having been competently written, acted and produced. This lifts the
result several cuts above some of the
other entries.
Mr. Taylor plays a police captain and
the structure is such that there is another hero handy in case he wishes a
respite from time to time. In this epi-

sode, about the murder of a wealthy and
stuffy man, the detection is based on believable clues, the production is polished
and the writers have gone to the trouble
to develop an ending that has a better
twist than is customary in such pieces.
There seems a good chance it will have
its viewers back the next week, same
time, same station.
Hawaiian Eye
Production costs: $80,000.
Time: Wednesday, 9-10 p.m. (premiere Oct. 7).
Sponsor-agency: American Chicle through Ted
Bates, Carter Products through Ted Bates,
American Home Products through Ted Bates,
Harold F. Ritchie Co. through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Production company: Warner Bros.
Executive producer: William T. Orr; producer;
Stanley Niss; directors and writers: various.
Continuing cast: Anthony Eisley, Bob Conrad, Connie Stevens and Poncie Ponce.
Advance information indicates this
will be the Hawaiian version of 77 Sunset Strip. As such viewers can expect
much the same kind of programming
they see in that series and its other new
version, Bourbon Street Beat. Hawaiian
Eye is still in production and was un-45
available for reviewing.

Adventures in Paradise, ABC-TV

The

weekly series continued
and deep enough to know where to go
John Gunther's High Road
for subject matter that is at once excitProduction costs: $38,000.
Time: Saturday, 8-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 7).
ing and informative.
Sponsor-agency: Raiston-Purina through Guild,
"Song of the Congo," the story of
Bascom & Bonfigli.
the primitive talent hunt behind the
Producer: Jerry Stagg; writers-associate producers:
Phillip Shuken and John L. Greene.
famed African Ballet, was a passable
Continuing cast: John Gunther, narrator.
and possibly good idea. Some of the
Only in a few random moments did
native dances were fascinating. But
the opening episode come anywhere
they began to seem repetitive. Some of
near to offering the absorbing sort of them should have been edited down, if
television held out by the idea of exnot out, to accommodate a better explanation of how the many problems
ploring with John Gunther. Mr. Inside has traveled far enough and long of molding talent from 20 diverse
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Hawaiian Eye, ABC-TV

The Rebel, ABC-TV
(SPECIAL REPORT)

tribes into a dependable ballet company
had been achieved. The overall production seemed incohesive — and incomplete. Quite likely, too, the majority
of viewers could have approached the
program more intelligently if Mr.
Gunther's closing explanations had
been given at the beginning of the program.
Man From Black Hawk
Production costs: $42,000.
Time: Friday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Oct. 9).
Sponsor-agency:
Labs through Geoffrey
Estey. Adv. and Miles
Wade
R.J. Reynolds through William

The Alaskans, ABC-TV
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Quaker Oats, Commonwealth Edison of Chicago and many other

JAMES MASON in
"A Sivord for Marius"

top advertisers and TV stations were quick to sign up for this outstanding series. More are joining the fast growing list every day!
As the "Alcoa-Goodyear Theatre" on the N.B.C. network this starstudded series garnered 7 Emmy nominations and 3 Emmy
awards. If you are looking for a winner, look no further ... this is it !
KIM HUNTER in
"The Dark File"
FOR DETAILS. CONTACT

KEENAN WYNN in
"Afternoon of the Beast"
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Bourbon Street Beat, ABC-TV

The Untouchables, ABC-TV
The new ABC-TV
Production company: Screen Gems.
Producer: Herb Meadow.
Continuing cast: Robert Rockwell.

weekly

The Man From Black Hawk is another so-so western. It stars Robert
Rockwell as an insurance investigator
for the Black Hawk Insurance Co.,
who spends his time uncovering fraudulent claims. It's a different sort of role
for Mr. Rockwell, who's best rememered as Mr. Boynton in the Our Miss
Brooks series.
The show is notable only for some
interesting plot devices that viewers
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Man From Black Hawk, ABC-TV
(SPECIAL REPORT)

series

continued

might find useful if they're ever up
against outlaws in the Far West — like
balancing a glass of water on a doorknob to betray intruders, or handcuffing one desperado to the bedpost
while you beat up the other one.
Taken as a whole, the impression is
drab.
Philip Marlowe
Production costs: $37,000.
Time: Tuesday, 9:30-10 p.m. (premiere Sept. 29).
Sponsor-agency: Brown & Williamson through Ted
Bates and American Home Products through
Ted Bates.
Production company: Goodson-Todman with Cali-

Gunther takes High Road. ABC-TV

fornia National Productions.
Producer: William Froug; directors: Irving Keshner, Jerry Hopper and Boris Sagal; writers: Jim
Moser,
Beaumont.Berne Giler, Stanley Niss and Charles
Continuing cast: Philip Carey.
Philip Marlowe is of the tough-andugly school of detective literature. As
the format sets it down, the ends justify
the means and it doesn't matter how
many skulls you crack as long as right
triumphs.
It's ably done. Philip Carey is ruggedly interesting in the title role, enhanced by a prominent scar as token
of his many battles with the lawless.
In the opener he's hired by a one-time
gangster, now gone straight, to keep

Philip Marlowe, ABC-TV
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

1
Long af ter store hours, WCAU-TV's "Late Late Show" continues to do business for Philadelphia advertisers. .•
Each week the "Late Late Shoiv" is seen by over 392,800 different Philadelphia-area families who stay up
to enjoy top motion pictures from WCAU-TV's library of the finest Hollywood hits.
That's better than 667,800 undwplicaied potential customers per week! And at an unduplicated cost-perthousand of only $1.05 when you use the economical '''Late Late Show" 7 -Plan.
Open for more business in Philadelphia ? Show your product on Channel 10's "Late Late Show. " For details, •
call your CBS Television Spot Sales representative or. . . CBS Owned Channel 10, Philadelphia WCAU-TV
Source; A RB, Jan - -July 395!)
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extra thought went into the writing and
his impressionable daughter from runproduction.
ning off with a "tennis bum."
The good guy is no sheriff, marshal,
Marlowe and the kid fight. Marlowe
wins. Then a small-time mobster who
deputy or even rich-but-honest rancher;
is an unpretty youngster — fresh
has a grudge against the girl's father he
from the war (Civil, whence derives the
supplies the kid with a pair of brass
knuckles and sets him against Marlowe
series' title) . His big weapon, at least in
again. They fight. Marlowe wins. But this episode, is a bomb which he uses
to blow the bad guys out into the open
in the excitement the mobster kidnaps
where they can have at it with more
the daughter and Marlowe gives chase.
conventional arms. The biggest gun,
He catches up, they fight, the mobster
is killed.
though, may be the star of the piece,
The production values are above par, played by Nick Adams, who seems the
capable type of young man that attracts
the acting likewise. Raymond Chandler, author of the Marlowe stories audiences these days.
adapted in the series, comes off much
The Untouchables
Production costs: $80,000.
better than some other authors who've
lent their names to tv series this season.
15). Thursday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. (premiere Oct.
Time:
The Rebel
Sponsor-agency: Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson, Armour & Co. through Foote,
Production costs: $40,000.
Cone & Belding, Warner-Lambert through Ted
Time: Sunday, 9-9:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 4).
Bates, Bulova through McCann-Erickson, CarnaSponsor-agency: Liggett & Myers through Dancertion through
through E'rwin
Ryan,
Fitzgerald-Sample, Procter & Gamble through
duPont
BBD0,Wasey,
Lewis Ruthrauff
Howe Co. &through
Young & Rubicam.
McCann-Erickson,
Luden's
through
J.M.
Mathes,
Production company: Goodson-Todman.
Procter & Gamble through Benton & Bowles.
Producer: Andrew J. Fenady; director: Irvin
Production company: Desilu.
Kershner.
Executive
producer: Quinn Martin.
Continuing cast: Nick Adams.
Continuing cast: Robert Stack, Abel Fernandez,
Jerry Paris and Nicholas Geogiadi.
Another western, but not just another
western, The Rebel introduces a welThis is another of this fall's shows
come modicum of freshness to this
that are so new they heaven't yet been
hard-worked classification. The pilot produced. It's based on a two-part
plot is a western basic: the good guy,
Desilu Playhouse performance on CBSreturning after a long absence, finds the TV last year and concerns a prohibition
bad guys in control of his home town
in the roaring 20's. The CBS-TV
and, after suitable difficulties, frees it agent
show was used as pilot on the ABC-TV
from their greedy grasp. But a little
production.
The new CBS-TV weekly series
Dennis the Menace
Considering the difficulties, this effort
can be rated commendable.
Production costs: $35,500.
Time: Sunday, 7:30-8 p.m. (premiere Oct. 4).
The plot doesn't matter much, so
Sponsor-agency: Kellogg through Leo Burnett.
long as it is connective. It is enough to
Production company: Screen Gems.
Executive producer: Harry Ackerman; director: say that everything Dennis touches turns
James Fonda; writers: William Cowley and to ruins. The pilot fable started slowly,
Peggy Chantler.
Continuing
cast: Jay North, Gloria Henry, Her- but picked up momentum. Biggest drawbert Anderson, Gil Smith and Joseph Kearns.
back probably is the casting of Dennis;
granted that the impertinent appearance
This young terror is a wow in carof the cartoon original cannot be duplitoons, where he was born. He doesn't
cated in life, it nevertheless is regrettranslate easily to television, chiefly because some semblance of a story line is
table that a somewhat more accomCONTINUED on page 55
needed to tie his escapades together.
AS
Here are the next 10 days ofIN
network
color shows (all times EDT). All NBC-TV:
Sept. 28-30,
Oct. 1,2,5-7 (6:30-7 a.m.)
Continental
Classroom.
Sept. 28-30, Oct. 1,2,5-7 (12:30-1
p.m.) It Could Be You, participating sponsorship.
Sept.Show,
28, Plymouth
Oct. 5 (10-11
Allen
through p.m.)
N. W. Steve
Ayer.
Sept. 29, Oct. 6 (9-9:30 p.m.) Arthur
Murray
Party, and
P. Lorillard
Lennen
& Newell
Sterling through
Drug through
Dancer, Fitzgerald & Sample.
7 (8:30-9
Is Sept.
Right, 30,
LeverOct.through
Ogilvy,p.m.)
BensonPrice&
Mather and Speidel through Norman Craig
& Kummel.
Sept. 30, Oct. 7 (9-10 p.m.) Perry

Como Starring in the Kraft Music Hall,
Kraft through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 1. (9:30-10 p.m.) Ford Show,
Ford through J. Walter Thompson.
Oct. 2 (8:30-9:30 p.m.) Art Carney
Show, AC/UMS through D.P. Brother.
Oct. 3 (10-10:30 a.m.) Howdy Doody
Show,
Bates. Continental Baking through Ted
Oct. 3 (10:30-11 a.m.) Ruff and Reddy
Show, Borden through Benton & Bowles
and Mars through Knox-Reeves.
Oct. 3 (7:30-8:30 p.m.) Bonanza, RCA,
through Kenyon & Eckhardt.
Oct. 4& (8-9
p.m.)through
Sunday Benton
Showcase,&
Procter
Gamble
Bowles.
Oct. 4 (9-10 p.m.) Dinah Shore Chevy
Show, Chevrolet through Campbell-Ewald.
6 (9:30-11
p.m.)Thompson.
Ford Startime,
FordOct.through
J. Walter
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The new CBS-TV
weekly series continued
Hennessey
plished reader of lines was not chosen
Production costs: $45,000.
for the part. But as a whole it comes out
Time:
28). Monday, 10-10:30 p.m. (premiere Sept.
pretty funny anyway.
Sponsor-agency: P. Lorillard through Lennen &
Newell and General Foods through Young &
Rubicam.
The duPont Show With June Allyson
Production costs: $45,000.
Production company: The Hennesey Co.
Producers: Don McGuire and Jackie Cooper; diTime: Monday, 10:30-11 p.m. (premiere Sept. 21).
Sponsor-agency: duPont through BBD0.
others. rectors: various; writers: Don McGuire and
Production company: Four Star.
Executive producer: Tom McDermott; producer:
Continuing cast: Jackie Cooper, Abby Dalton, Roscoe Karns, Henry Kulky.
Alvin Cooperman; associate producer: Shelley
Hull; directors and writers: various.
Continuing cast: June Allyson as hostess and occasional star, and others.
Jackie
Cooper's Choice).
second
tv Hennessey
series (the isfirst
was Peoples
One of the few new straight dramatic
offerings of the season, this venture
rates an accolade simply for that near-

He stars as a naval officer. Mr. Cooper's
production company, which owns the
show, refused to permit any pre-review-

Dennis O'Keefe Show, CBS-TV
uniqueness. Judging an anthology of this
sort on the basis of a single performance
is even more dangerous than weighing
a conventional series in terms of one
episode, because the quality of anthologies is more apt to rise and fall from
week to week. On merit alone, however,
the opening Allyson show deserves a
passing grade.
It is a story of a young widow (Miss
Allyson) who refuses to marry again —
or even to admit she is in love again —
because she feels that to do so would
deny her earlier love for her husband.
In the end her mother-in-law (Ann
Harding) talks her out of this notion.
The plot development leaves some questions unanswered, the script has its
share of cliches (and also one especially penetrating passage), and there
is some justification if a viewer sometimes has to reassure himself that he is
not watching a soap opera. But overall
it is a respectable job, holding promise.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

ing. The program goes on the air today
(Sept. 28).
Hotel de Paree
Production costs: $40,000.
Time: Friday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Oct. 2).
Sponsor-agency: Kellogg through Leo Burnett
and Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson.
Production company: CBS-TV.
Executive producer: William Self; producer: Milton Krims; associate producer: Del Reisman.
Continuing cast: Earl Holliman, Jeanette Nolan,
Strother Martin.
One of the most intriguing features of
this western newcomer is the name of
its hero, Sundance. Another is the name
of his dog, Useless.
The pilot story is a rambling sort of
thing in which Sundance saves from a
greedy western gang the hotel of the
title, owned by the daughter of a man
Sundance had killed in the course of
some foolish shenanigans several years
before. Sundance has served out his
debt to society for this misadventure

and therefore it is all right for him to
return and become a hero. This he does
amid scenes of bravery and violence
which will please the true western addict. Some, however, may come away
thinking
primarily of the dog's name,
before noted.
The Betty Hutton Show
Production costs: $50,000.
Time: Thursday, 8-8:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 1).
Sponsor-agency:
General Foods through Benton
& Bowles.
Production company: Hutton Productions.
Producer: William Harmon; directors and writers:
various (series created by Stanley Roberts).
Continuing cast: Betty Hutton, Gigi Perreau,
Richard Miles, Dennis Joel, Joan Shawlee and
Jean Carson.
This will be Miss Hutton's first regu-

Twilight Zone, CBS-TV
lar tv show. It was unavailable for reviewing because the producers changed
signals after making the pilot and decided to start anew.
The Lineup
Production costs: $90,000.
Time: Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept.
30).
Sponsor-agency: Vick Chemical through Ogilvy,
Benson & Mathers, Peter Paul through Dancer
Fitzgerald Sample, Brown & Williamson
through Ted Bates.
Production company: CBS-TV.
Producer:
various. Frank LaTourette; director and writers:
Continuing cast: Warner Anderson, William Leslie,
Tod Barton, Skip Ward and Rachel Ames.
The Lineup, which has been a popular member of the "authentic police department" programs on television, is
out to distinguish itself this year. It's
gone from a half-hour to an hour and
been moved out of Friday night into
hot competition on Wednesday opposite
NBC-TV's Wagon Train.
Until this season the show featured
(SPECIAL REPORT) 55
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Johnny Ringo, CBS-TV
series CONTINUED

The new CBS-TV
weekly
in trying to get the money to finance one
the work of two San Francisco detecwho happens to be available at the motives, Lieutenant Guthrie (Warner Anment.
derson) and Inspector Webb (Tom
Tully). This year Webb is out and
On balance, the script is above averGuthrie has been promoted to a more
age in laughs and the acting is adequate
and in some cases excellent. Dobie is
supervisory role in the department. He
appropriately awestruck by the essential
still runs things, but has some handsome young assistants who come in for importance of women, and his parents
a lot of camera play.
add a few bright spots in their reactions
to his plight. But unless the producers
More importantly, the shows themselves have been expanded in plot to are careful they may find the real hero
match the new length. The initial epi- is not Dobie, but a droll beatnik type
sode, concerning three beatniks who
high school student named Maynard
terrorize a philandering grocery store
who, when the financial situation is
manager and his paramour, came out
bleakest, offers such practical advice as
vividly. Too vividly, almost: a scene in
"maybe if we'd walk around town we'd
which the three abduct the grocer and
find like a wallet." Conceivably in
threaten his life shows as chilling an
"Dobie" CBS has found like one too.
account of cruelty as you're likely to Men Into Space
find in television.
Production costs: $50,000.
Time: Wednesday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Sept.
It's a professional job and succeeds
in its purpose of injecting excitement
30).
Sponsor-agency:
American Tobacco through BBD0,
and character into a hitherto routine
National Carbon (Prestone) through William
Esty, Longines-Wittnaur through Victor Benshow. Its hour is subject to some quesnett.
Production company: Ziv Tv.
tion: 7:30 seems a little early for such
Producer: Lewis Rachmil; directors: Charles Haas,
an adult show.
Lee Sholem and Walter Doniger; writers:
various.
Continuing cast: William Lundigan.
The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis
Production costs: $40,000.
The headlines made a program like
Time: Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Sept. 29).
Sponsor-agency. Philip Morris through Leo Burnett this inevitable and the universal preocand Pillsbury Mills through Campbell-Mithun.
cupation with space should assure it of
Production company: Martin Manulis Productions,
20th Century-Fox Television Inc.
a
ready-made
audience at the start.
Producer and director: Rod Amateau; writer: Max
Shulman.
The opening program deals with an
Continuing cast: Dwayne Hickman, Frank Faylen, experimental moon probe, from takeoff
Florida Freibus, Bob Denver, Tuesday Weld and
Herbert Anderson.
of the rocket and its three passengers
until their - safe return. Most of the
Like the teen-agers it depicts, this one
action
takes place inside the rocket as
has its good moments and its doubtful
it
speeds
through space; for the most
ones. Dobie's only concern, natch, is
girls. He wants one — any one. This epi- part it seems faithful to such basic facts
sode details the miseries he goes through
as are generally known about these matBROADCA STING, September 28, 1959
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ters. The script digs a little roughly for
pathos in having the family of one of
the space men wait out its vigil in public and what was held out as the main
problem at the outset — return of the
rocket — becomes secondary in the end.
Highlight of the story comes when one
of the rocketeers falls out into space.
If it all sounds a little improbable, for
an earth-bound layman, it is no more
so than many of the stories beneath the
headlines that inspired it.
Mr. Lucky
Production costs: $40,000.
Time: Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 24).
Sponsor-agency:
son & Mather. Lever Bros, through Ogilby, BenProduction company: Spartan Productions.
Producers: Don Sharpe and Blake Edwards.
Continuing cast: John Vivyan.
This new half-hour series will come
into the CBS-TV lineup late in October to replace Brenner on Saturday
nights. The initial episodes have just
gone into production. It is based in
general on the Cary Grant movie of
the same title some years back and is
about the adventures of a gambler.
The Dennis O'Keefe Show
Production cost: $40,000.
Time: Tuesday, 8-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 22).
Sponsor-agency: Oldsmobile through D.P. Brother.
Production company: Cypress Productions for
United Artists Television.
Producer: Leo Hafner; directors: various; writercreator: John Fentort Murray.
Continuing
cast: Dennis
O'Keefe,Eddie
HopeRyder.
Emerson,
Rickey Kalman,
Eloise Hardt,
The Dennis O'Keefe Show is no more
than it's supposed to be: a light, frothy.
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Loves of Dobie Gillis, CBS-TV
(SPECIAL REPORT)

series

continued

harmless situation comedy. It requires
of viewers only that they ask no more
than that; pity both if they should.
Mr. O'Keefe plays a stereotype newspaper columnist. The plot calls for a
bachelor, but in concession to television's current family kick they've made
him a widower with a small boy and a
housekeeper. In the opener the hero
gets boxed into escorting a glamourstruck teen-ager on a week of dates as
prize in a quiz contest. In the course of
it all Mr. O'Keefe is required to pull
some antics which must seem pretty
ridiculous to a grown man (like pantomining a stork and an ostrich from the
wings of the quiz show in an attempt to
help the other contestant and thereby
get out of being the girl's date).
There are some laughs, which is a
tribute to how well Mr. O'Keefe plays
out his improbable assignment. There
aren't enough, however, to justify the
shows' leading off CBS-TV's Tuesday
night schedule. It goes against the last
halves of opposing westerns on both
NBC-TV and ABC-TV and any audience that comes its way is more likely
to be due to the opposition's inadequacies rather than to this show's merits.
Johnny Ringo
Production costs: $45,000.
Time: Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Oct. 1).
Sponsor-agency: S.C. Johnson & Son through
Needham, Louis & Brorby and P. Lorillard
through Lennen & Newell.
Production company: Four Star.
Producer: Aaron Spelling; directors: various;
writer: Aaron Spelling.
Continuing cast: Don Durant, Karen Sharpe, Terrence deMorney and Mark Goddard.
Johnny Ringo, like the other Grade B
western product on tv, is neither very
good nor very bad. It's just there.
The plot and the performance are
hackneyed. The hero is one of the "fast
gun" types who can't outdistance his
reputation and therefore has to continually shoot it out with strangers who
come to town to test his hand. We can

Tightrope!, CBS-TV
The tightrope in Tightrope! is the
figurative one walked by a police undercover agent who works inside the mob.
Take it from there.
The story lines are predictable, albeit presentably executed. In the initial
stanza the hero joins a gambling syndicate to get evidence against Mr. Big. He
turns the trick by being meaner than
all the crooks and beating them at their
own game. In the process he has to fight
off both the mobsters and their molls,
although for different reasons. Like all
tv detectives, he's irresistible to women.
He's also got a "shtick"- — tv lingo
for a gimmick that sets him apart from
colleagues in other series. This one is
a gun secreted in the back of his cummerbund (tuxedoes are standard aptives).
parel for today's high-fashion detecOutlook: Middle of the road escapist
entertainment.

safely assume they're all going to lose.
The only distinguishable performance
in the opening episode was by guest star
Thomas Mitchell as a drunken deputy,
but he was killed so there's not much
hope there.
The most unforgettable thing about
Johnny
remember.Ringo is that it's so hard to

Twilight Zone
Production costs: $54,000.
Time: Friday, 10-10:30 p.m. (premiere Oct. 2).
Sponsor-agency: General Foods through Young &
Rubicam and Kimberly-Clark through Foote,
Cone & Belding.
Production company: Cayuga Productions.
Executive producer (for Cayuga Productions)writer-creator: Rod Serling; executive producer
for CBS-TV: William Self; producer: Buck
Houghton; directors: various.
Continuing cast: new stars for each episode.

Tightrope!
Production costs: $45,000.
Time: Tuesday, 9-9:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 8).
Sponsor-agency:
Pharmaceuticals through Parkson Adv.
Production company: Screen Gems.
Producers: Clarence Greene and Russell Rouse;
director: Russell Rouse; writers: Clarence
Greene, Russell Rouse and others.
Continuing cast: Mike Connors.

On the basis of its initial episode.
Twilight Zone is perhaps the best new
show out of CBS-TV this season and
certainly among the best of all the new
network entries. It is notable evidence
that talent rather than money makes
good entertainment.
Twilight Zone is an anthology series
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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Certainly nobody else but NTA could air-lift an entire executive
operation from New York to California — take to the air on a Friday
evening and be ready for your business on the following Monday
morning!* And it all happens without a single day's loss in serving you. That's right! We're all settled in Los Angeles now. As of
September 28, 1959 we're all set to serve you— like nobody else!
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STEP

UP

TO
KJEO-TY
RESULTS

We think you'll agree,
ratings are
meaningless if there are
no availabilities.
But like KJEO'S 60% of the
top syndicated shows in
Fresno, California's
$600,000,000 market,
and 8 out of 10 of the top
movie hours in this important

The Lineup, CBS-TV

Men Into Space, CBS-TV

The new CBS-TV
weekly series CONTINUED
written by award-winner Rod Serling, is "edge-of-your-seat" calibre, even
who also is executive producer. The first for the least enthusiastic space fan.
show concerned the panic of a man
(Interesting corroboration of the
who found himself all alone in the "talent shows" theory: the star of this
world. Until the last moments, when
episode, Earl Holliman, turned in a
you discover he was an air force volunbrilliant performance with Mr. Serling's
teer participating in some space re- script. The same star in his own series,
search, do you realize he was the only as Sundance in Hotel de Paree, is just
another cowboy.)
actor in the entire program. This show

3-station area,
you stand to get the
top result-getting
availabilities on KJEO.
Source: July 1959 Nielsen

THE BUYWHERE
FRESNO,
CALIFORNIA
BUYS— IS

channel
J. E. O'Neill — President
Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager
W.O. Edholm — Commercial Manager
See your H-R representative H'R-^C
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The new NBC-TV
weekly series
Bonanza
type; the youngest (Little Joe) is a
Production costs: $80,000.
fancy, temperamental cowboy bred out
Time: Saturday, 7:30-8:30 p.m.
of a French Lady in New Orleans.
Sponsor-agency: Liggett & Myers through McCann-Erickson and RCA through McCann-ErickPut 'em all together and you wouldn't
son.
believe it. You first see Little Joe pracProduction company: Revue.
ticing fencing with an epee in the ranch
Producer: David Dortort; directors and writers:
various.
house; the next thing you know he's
Continuing cast: Lome Greene, Pernell Roberts, fighting
off two bad-men in Virginia
Dan Blocker and Michael Landon.
City using an umbrella in the same way.
Some things just get out of hand. So Father Cartwright shouts the villains
with Bonanza.
down with such thunderations as "fire
and brimstone" and "Sodom and
What must have looked like a sure
Gomorrah."
Hoss keeps busy (1) eatwinner on the planning boards is just
ing, (2) lifting carriages single-handed
embarrassing
on the tv screen.
all and (3) tossing assorted villains around
about the Cartwrights,
a familyIt'sthat
controlled the Ponderosa country of like so many sacks of flour. It sometimes seems he's doing all three at once.
Nevada when Virginia City was a boom
Adam is the conscience of the crowd,
town. The patriarch is a proverb-spoutthough somehow he ended up necking
ing moralist whose past belies his thunwith the fancy lady in the opener.
derous righteousness: Back before the
Conceivably the program's planners
story begins he spawned three boys thought
this would be the western to
from as many mothers of as many
end all westerns. It just might.
temperaments. The oldest (Adam)
The Deputy
takes his granite personality from the
New England mother; the middle one
Production costs: $45,000.
(Hoss) is a gentle giant modeled
Time: Saturday, 9-9:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 12).
Sponsor-agency: Kellogg through Leo Burnett.
straight from Humphrey Pennyworth
Production company: Top Gun Productions.
of the Joe Palooka comic strip, who
Executive producer: William Frye; producer:
Michael Kraike; creators: Roland Kibbee and
owes his maternity to a Scandinavian
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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says Joe Bauer, General Manager
Bonanza, NBC-TV
WINK-TV
FORT MYERS, FLORIDA
"Once you begin doing business with U.A.A. you continue," says WINK-TV's
Joe Bauer. He enthusiastically exclaims :

' POPEYE and WARNER BROS.
Cartoons have terrific appeal
and POPEYE has held the top
rating in our area since it was
first presented. We are also
more than satisfied with U.A.'s
■52 AWARD GROUP' -it's the
best package of feature films
ever offered!"
Don't miss out another day
—cash in on TV's best, most
profitable products. Get in
touch with us today and
learn how U.A.A. caters
to every market,
sponsor !

every

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, inc.
NEW YORK. 247 Park Ave.. MUrray Hill 7-7800
CHICAGO. 75 E. Wacker Dr.. DEarborn 2-2030
DALLAS. 1511 Bryan St.. Riverside 7-8553
LOS ANGELES. 400 S. Beverly Dr.. CRestview 6-5886
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weekly series continued
The new NBC-TV
dison Richards, Harold Peary, Barbara Beaird
Norman Lear; directors and writers: various.
and Charles Lane.
Continuing cast: Henry Fonda, Allen Case, Wallace Ford and Betty Lou Keim.
Old radio friends of Fibber McGee
Henry Fonda makes an auspicious
and Molly are apt to be surprised by
start with his television debut in The
apt to like it. The ridiDeputy.
It's should
the best rank
new western
the this one:culousthey're
doings at 79 Wistful Vista were
season and
close to ofHave
converted to television remarkably well
Gun and Gunsmoke among the better
in the premiere. It carried a lot of
cowboy shows.
laughs.
The transition is difficult because
There's only one reservation. Mr.
Fonda is not the deputy. He's the chief
every fan of the radio show had his
marshal of the territory and apparently
own idea of what the McGee home, its
will bob in and out of the various epi- inmates and their neighbors looked like.
sodes. While he's there he brings new
They're going to have to reshape their
class to the area of westerns, but when
notions, of course. But on the whole
he's out of camera things seem to de- Bob Sweeney and Cathy Lewis play the
teriorate somewhat.
title roles brightly and pleasantly.
AllenotherCase
plays
the
deputy.
He's
anFibber wasn't invented to be believed.
reluctant but expert gunman who
His letting himself get talked into buyhas to be tricked or forced into putting
ing ahouse trailer when he went to buy
on his badge. This gambit is interesting
for awhile, but is certain to get old a luggage cart — and then trying to lie
his way clear — is as unbelievable as
rather quickly. Mr. Case comes through
ever, typical and delightful. Mayor La
as a sort of Pat Boone of the cowboy
set and his clean-cut innocence is an Trivia, Doc Gamble and Teeny are on
hand to help with the happy nonsense.
effective foil to Mr. Fonda's unshaven
characterization. Standing alone, his The famous McGee closet is there too,
but in sound only. The producers wiserole lacks in authority and it's to be
ly decided to wait a while before trying
hoped he won't have to carry too much
to depict the monumental clutter which
of the show's burden solo. Mr. Fonda
that familiar falling noise represents.
gets star billing and deserves it, but he
may have to stick around more than he Five Fingers
Production costs: $80,000.
apparently has in mind.
Time: Saturday, 9:30-10:30 p.m. (premiere
Fibber McGee and Molly
Oct. 3).
Production costs: $37,500.
Sponsor-agency: Warner-Lambert through Ted
Bates, Corning Glass through N.W. Ayer, Midas
Time: Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Sept. 15).
Mufflers through E.H. Weiss, Helene Curtis
Sponsor-agency: Singer through Young & Rubicam
and
Standard
Brands
through
J.
Walter
Thompthrough
Bristol-Myers
son.
Ogilvy, McCann-E'rickson,
Benson & Mather,
Sterlingthrough
Drugs
through Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Procter &
Production company: NBC-TV.
Gamble through Benton & Bowles.
Producer-director: William Asher; writer: Bill
Davenport; associate producer: Charles C. Production company: Martin Manulis Productions
Irwin Jr.
for 20th Century-Fox.
Producer: Herbert Bayard Swope Jr.; directors and
Continuing cast: Bob Sweeney, Cathy Lewis, AdBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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"It's no surprise to
me. I was one of the
smart ones who
bought KEWB

first.

Creative, businesslike management;
exciting programming and hardhitting promotion

Does Hooper tell Pulse? Look for yourself at
their July-August reports ... and see that both
services agree on the smashing, significant and
colorful increase in the KEWB "Big Bay Radio"
audience.
So buy KEWB first . . . and be big in the Bay Area.
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Bermuda Building • 2150 Franklin • Oakland 12, California • EX 7-2891 • TE 6-0910
ROBERT M. PURCELL, president
MILTON H. KLEIN, general manager
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jj^Li'GTHEBA KATZ AGENCY, INC., national sales representatives
A Service of Crow ell-C oilier
K FW B
ROBERT M.
KEWB
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President
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Channel
91
Los
Angeles
General Manager
San Oakland
Francisco
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36

24
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62,000,000
These are the pertinent dimensions of the young lady
from Natchez when she became
on the night of September

the new Miss America

12.

Because it happens at a time when a new television season
is just beginning, this annual contest has come to be a
measure of television itself.
The 62 million viewers who witnessed the coronation
of Miss America

(and the introduction of the new

products of the Philco Corporation) constituted the largest
audience in the history of the ceremonies.
At the time of the broadcast three out of every four
television homes in the country had their sets turned on
—and

two out of the three were watching Miss America.

In the past year the number

of television homes increased

again— by 2%. And the audience to this CBS Television
Network

broadcast was greater by 7%.

These measurements

of the first special broadcast of the new

season reflect not only television's constantly increasing
dimensions, but the ability of the CBS Television Network
to continue to attract the largest audiences in television.
It is the first clear sign that the nation's viewers and
advertisers will be getting more out of television this year
than ever before.

CBS®

The Deputy, NBC-TV

Tales of the Plainsman, NBC-TV

The new NBC-TV
weekly series CONTINUED
writers: various.
zi, are the main ingredients of this
Continuing cast: David Hedison, Luciana Paluzzi.
series. They make the 60 minutes pass
Action and intrigue, supplied by rather quickly.
David Hedison in the role of a counterIn the opening story the counterspy,
espionage agent, and a hefty chunk of working inside a Soviet espionage ring,
sex appeal embodied in Luciana Paluz- must break the code of a communist

WBNS

Radio

Columbus,

Ohio

John Blair & Co., Representatives

Pulse asked, "What station do you
tune to first for news?" 37% replied,
WBNSsecond
Radio."
Thisstation
is 21% inhigher
than
the
choice
Columbus.
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(SPECIAL REPORT)

Wichita Town, NBC-TV
radio transmission station on the Riviera. In this assignment he is repeatedly
distracted by suspicion, violence and
Miss Paluzzi. Of these three, by all odds
the most diverting is Miss Paluzzi. The
young Italian actress was imported especially for this series, a move whose
wisdom is demonstrated by the fact that
Eva Gabor, although mentioned in the
credits, goes unnoticed while sharing
the screen with Miss Paluzzi. Restaurateur Mike Romanoff and Singer Greta
Keller, however, are much in evidence
in secondary roles. The series, incidentally, takes its title from the counterspy's code name.
Laramie
Production costs: $85,000.
Time:
15). Tuesday, 7:30-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept.
Sponsor-agency: Liggett & Myers (one-third, alternate weeks) through McCann-Erickson and
Warner Lambert (one-third, alternate weeks)
through Ted Bates & Co.
Production
company:Richard
Revue Lewis;
Productions-NBC.
Executive producer:
producer: John
Champion; associate producer: James E. Newcorn; directors and writers: various.
Continuing cast: John Smith, Robert Fuller,
Hoagy Carmichael and Bobby Crawford Jr.
Western fans will find nothing serious
to complain about in this one, judging
from the premiere. It has bad men and
good men, fighting and shooting and
for a while its looks as if the good men
are done for, but justice triumphs in
the end
hour
long.and, what's more, it's a whole
The action centers around a combination ranch and stagecoach relay station
run by two brothers (one of them an
impetuous 14-year-old), abetted by a
handyman (played by Hoagy Carmichael) and a young drifter who has trouble making up his mind but finally decides for law and order. The plot is
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

TAMPA-ST.

PETERSBURG

. . . market

on the move !

2654 miles of giant pipeline, bringing natural gas to fuel-hungry
Florida, are in the final stage of construction! The boost it will give
to the Florida West Coast's already-booming economy is enormous!
Now assured of an ample supply of this wonder fuel, the country's
leading manufacturers are flocking to this dynamic area . . . bringing
new prosperity, new buying power to the MARKET ON THE MOVE
— now 26th in retail sales, 26th in automotive sales, 27th in drug sales!
Capture this rich market with the STATION - ON - THE - MOVE
— WTVT — first in total share of audience* with 34 of the top
50 programs! WTVT, with highest - rated CBS and local shows,
blankets and penetrates the MARKET - ON - THE - MOVE . . .
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG.
*Latest ARB

station on the move...
TAMPA
WTVT

- ST. PETERSBURG
Channel 13

THE WKV TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC.
WKY-TV Oklahoma City
WKV - RADIO Oklahoma City
WSFA-TV Montgomery
Represented by the Katz Agency
i
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The

new

NBC-TV

weekly

discernible and, if not new, at least is
professionally written and produced and
acceptably acted.
Love and Marriage
Production costs: $37,000.
Time: Monday, 8-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 21).
Sponsor-agency: Noxzema through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles.
Production company: Louis F. Edelman Enterprises-NBC.
Executive producer: Louis F. Edelman; producer:
P.J. Wolfman; director: Bob Sweeney; writers:
various.
Continuing cast: William Demarest, Jeanne Bal,
Kay Armen, Murray Hamilton, Susan Reilly,
Jennie Lynn and Stubby Kaye.
The announced intention here was to
create a family situation comedy with
music. It's the story of a music publisher (played by William Demarest),
his flighty daughter and her fairly
stolid husband. As a rule, the music is
on key, but the comedy falls flat.
In this particular episode the wife becomes so preoccupied with business
(her publisher-father's) that she forgets
her wedding anniversary, a lapse which
her husband fails to appreciate. In the
role of the publisher's secretary, Kay
Armen, an experienced vocalist, sang
them back together again, at least temporarily. Stubby Kaye appears as a
song-plugger in a performance that is
hard to account for. There are a few
bright moments when the publisher's
granddaughters sing "Anniversary
Waltz" for their embattled parents, but,
overall, viewers may have trouble reconciling Bob Sweeney's commendable

68

series

continued

performance in Fibber McGee & Molly
with this effort, as the director.
The Man and the Challenge
Production costs: $45,000.
Time: Saturday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Sept. 12).
Sponsor-agency: Chemstrand through Doyle Dane
Bernbach
and R.J. Reynolds through William
Esty.
Production company: Ziv Tv.
Producer: Ivan Tors; directors and writers: various.
Cast: George Nader, Joyce Meadows.
Like all shows which take space as
their subject, this one has a built-in interest factor. It doesn't let that stand
in
the
way
of turning science into melodrama.
The series concerns a space researcher and volved
thewith.various
inThe firstprojects
was a he's
balloon
ascension to the fringes of outer space.
Some of the films were from an actual
experiment conducted by space laboratories. So far so good. But it's not
enough to deal with mundane scientists; agood-looking girl is brought
into the picture as his assistant. To test
her reactions for such a job he takes
her on the rides at an amusement park,
secretly measuring her pulse during
roller coaster rides and the like.
Other episodes promise to stretch
the format to the limit to put a space
label on routine storytelling; for instance, one episode dealing with some
civilians trapped in an avalanche and
rescued by a team of volunteers testing
the endurance of skiiers, It doesn't

Luciana Paluzzi and David Hedison, Five Fingers, NBC-TV
(SPECIAL REPORT)

seem quite cricket, although the entertainment values are passable.
As one of two new space programs
this season, it comes off second best.
Riverboat
Production costs: $80,000.
Time: Sunday, 7-8 p.m. (premiere Sept. 13).
Sponsor-agency: Corn Products through Lennen
& Newell.
Production company: Revue Productions.
Producers: Jules Bricken, John Larkin and the
team of Norman Jolley and Richard Bartlett;
directors and writers: various.
Continuing cast: Darren McGavin and Burt Reynolds.
Riverboat is one of a trio of highbudgeted period pieces on which NBCTV has pinned high hopes for the fall
(the other two are Bonanza and Laramie). It is probably the most elaborate
regular series going on the air on any
of the networks. With all that behind it,
it should be much better than it is.
The story concerns a Mississippi
riverboat, its captain and first officer.
The three — and scores of extras — provide the permanent backdrop against
which imported guest stars act out new
dramas each week. In the opener, the
guests — headed by Aldo Ray and Barbara Bel Geddes — almost succeeded in
scuttling the series right from under
their hosts. They were aided and abetted by a plot line that at best was shaky
to the point of collapse. The continuing
stars played only secondary roles and
in this case, at least, parts without
enough meat in them to give much indication of what they can do.
The series has prospects, but needs
desperately to be developed.

Love and Marriage, NBC-TV
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Fargo

is

the

city

And

WDAY

SPENDINGEST

in

gets
in

this

the

by

far

S. A.

U.

the

biggest

54 -county

The Consumer Markets pages of "Radio Rates"
show that Fargo is the No. 1 city in the U.S.A.,

Survey shows that WDAY

is by far the top station

among 37 that compete for audience in our 54county area.
All this confirms the wisdom of you advertisers
who

have been choosing WDAY

area!

PULSE AREA REPORT (54 COUNTIES)
JAN. 19 - FEB. 13, 1959
SHARE OF AUDIENCE — IN-HOME & OUT-OF-HOME

for Retail Sales Per Family!
Also — the Jan. 19-Feb. 13, 1959 Pulse Area

audience

WDAY
STA. B
STA. C
STA. D
STA. E
STA. F
32 Others

6 A.M.-12 N.

12 N.-6 P.M.

24
12
9
8
6
3
38

23
15
10
8
6
4

10
8
6
3
33

34

since 1922!

There just ain't no station anywhere else in the
U.S. that does so much — for so many — for so
little! Ask PGW!

6 P.M.16-Mid.
24

WDAY
FARGO,

N.

D.

NBC • 5000 WATTS
970 KILOCYCLES
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD,
Exclusive National Representatives
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Riverboat, NBC-TV

Johnny Staccato, NBC-TV

The new NBC-TV
weekly series continued
ner;rectors
producer-story
Johnny Staccato
and writers: editor:
various. Peter Packer; diProduction costs: $40,000.
Time: Thursday, 8:30-9 p.m. (premiere Sept. 10).
This might be called an educated
Sponsor-agency: Bristol-Myers through Young & western. It stars a Harvard College
Rubicam and R.J. Reynolds through William
Esty.
graduate who also is an Apache Indian
Production company: Revue Productions-NBC.
— who also, for the sake of whatever
Executive producer: William Frye; directors and
writers: various.
story develops, is a deputy marshal.
Continuing cast: John Cassavetes, Eduardo CianThe series is a spin-off from the ABC
nelli, Chic Chandler and musicians Pete CanRifleman series, one of whose episodes
doli, Barney Kessel, Shelly Manne, Red
Mitchell, Red Norvo and Johnny Williams.
served as the pilot. Michael Ansara,
Cochise of the Broken Arrow program,
It would seem axiomatic that carbon
is the Ivy League Indian. The idea of
copies, while faithful to the originals,
casting a deputy as an Apache Harvard
are far less striking. So is the case with
man, or vice versa, is proof that imagJohnny Staccato, a private eye series
ination is not dead. Whether he can
modeled too close for comfort to NBCbeat the dial-tuner to the draw is anTV's popular Peter Gunn.
other question.
Both have strong jazz music backgrounds, with Staccato improving on
Troubleshooters
the original in that he plays (the piano)
Production costs: $40,000.
as well as listens. They both have their
Time: Friday, 8-8:30 p.m. (premiere Sept. 11).
Sponsor-agency: Marlboro through Leo Burnett.
base of operations in a booze-and-blues
Production company: Meridian Productions.
Executive producers: Richard Steenberg and John
hangout: Waldo's is to Staccato what
Gibbs; producer: Allen Rivkin; director: Robert
Mother's is to Gunn. They both have
Altman; writers: various.
police officers for straight men: StacContinuing cast: Keenan Wynn, Bob Mathias,
Carey
cato's Lt. Kovac vs. Gunn's Lt. Jacoby.
Allen. Loftin, Bob Harris, Bob Fortier and Chet
And the situations in which they get
involved are interchangeable.
The setting is different (Venezuela)
Apart from all these things. Staccato
and the members and problems of a
emerges as a not-bad detective story construction gang are not ordinarily
with some fairly impressive production
seen as the chief characters and motivavalues. The camera work is several cuts
tion of a television story. It's an enabove average and the portrayals are
couraging start. But change the uniadequate. It's regrettable the show must
forms, substitute a stagecoach for the
take a low score for originality.
truck and convert its cargo from nitroTales cf the Plainsman
glycerine to gold and you are looking
at another western. The first episode
Production costs: $37,000.
Time: Thursday, 7:30-8 p.m. (premiere Oct. 1). had the necessary Indians built in.
Sponsor-agency: Ansco Cameras through Benton
Hostile tribesmen push boulders
& Bowles, Sunshine Biscuits through Cunningdown the mountainside and stall the
ham & Walsh, Renault through Kudner.
Continuing cast: Michael Ansara.
crew carrying provisions inland. The
Production company: Four Star.
truck teeters on a cliff, and its extricaExecutive producers: Jules Levy and Arthur Gard70 (SPECIAL REPORT)

Fibber McGee and Molly, NBC-TV
tion becomes more suspenseful when
its load is found to include nitro. Then
the Indians start slinging their poison
arrows. Keenan Wynn as the crew
leader performs heavily from a heavy
script. Bob Mathias, decathlon champion, gets a chance to show his skill
in hurling a canteen full of nitro. The
Indians, and quite possibly the viewers, are routed.
Wichita Town
Production costs: $37,000.
Time:
30). Wednesday, 10:30-11 p.m. (premiere Sept.
Sponsor-agency:
ton & Bowles. Procter & Gamble through BenProduction company: Mirisch Co.
Producer:
various. Walter Mirisch; directors and writers:
Continuing cast: Joel McCrea and Jody McCrea.
Joel McCrea, like Henry Fonda, is
another Hollywood star who comes
over to television this year. Like Mr.
Fonda, it's in a western. Unlike Mr.
Fonda,
however,him.he doesn't have the
vehicle behind
The series begins with Mr. McCrea
as trail boss of the first herd to come
up to Wichita from Texas. As this
marks the nth time these cows have
made the trip, it's not surprising the
plot seems threadbare from the start.
When his exuberant cowhands shoot
up the town he's forced to step in and
restore order. He then decides to stay
on as marshal to keep things quiet.
It's old hat western fare and Mr. McCrea's competence in handling the role
cannot lift it much beyond that.
Jody McCrea. his son, is co-starred
He handles the role of the marshal's
young friend with a fair degree of skill.
If you expect out-of-the-ordinary
western fare, this isn't. If fair-to-middlin' is good enough, this will do.
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"CHICAGO,
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WNBQ!"

From 6 PM

to Midnight, Monday through Friday-when Chicago's largest audiences are

watching television-WNBQ's average share of audience is 34%. The next station's is 26.7%. A
27% lead for WNBQ?

WNBQ

■ CHANNEL

5 IN CHICAGO

NBC Owned ■ Sold by NBC Spot Sales
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BROADCAST
NATIONAL
$624.7

million

TV

ADVERTISING

GROSS

1 7%

ABOVE

1 958

in network-spot time bought in first 6 months
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATIONS
Advertisers' gross time expenditures
in national television (network and
Network & Spot — January-June 1959
spot) totaled more than $624.7 million
Percent
for the first half of the year, an increase
NETWORK TV TOTAL TV
SPOT
TV
change
'59
of 17.3 per cent over the comparable
AGRICULTURE
$ 946,000 $ 1,015,000
over '58
period last year.
578,000
Feeds, Meals
578,000
$ 1,961,000
Miscellaneous
+ 184.0
Combined spot and network tv time
1,015,000
368,000
1,383,000
12,761,000
T / T AAA
Al C bbbK
DCCD &S U/1WC
124,479,000
A A~J a a AA
27 240 000
investments in the January-June period
ALt,
WliMb
— 7.5
Beer & Ale
22,043,000
were reported last week by Television
24,804,000
2,761,000
Wine
2,436,000
2,436,000
+
12.7
Bureau of Advertising in a tabulation
: —221 000
408,000
629,000
AMUSEMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT
by product classification. N.C. RoraOA A AT AAA
22,847,000
AU 1 OMU I IV fc
7,560,000
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30,407,000
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1,000
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1,000
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a
a
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Cars
reports handled network compilations.
4,830,000
24,026,000
646,000
Tires & Tubes
1,016,000
1,662,000
799^000
Leading advertiser group was foods,
923,000
Trucks & Trailers
124^000
270,000
950,000
Miscellaneous Accessories & Supplies
advertisers spending a total $145.9 mil1,757,000
bVU,U0U
—
Automotive
Institutional
lion in network and spot ($89.8 million
690,000
BUILDING MATERIAL, EQUIPMENT
in spot and $56.1 million in network).
FIXTURES, PAINTS
1,663,000
8,107,000
Next highest was cosmetics and toi9,770,000
Fixtures, Plumbing, Supplies
275,000
19,000
256,000
Materials
372,000
letries with $65.1 million total, $25.4
2,863,000
3,235,000
743,000
+ 9.9
596,000
Paints
1,339,000
million in spot and $39.7 million in
—
87,000
Power Tools
87,000
277,000
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Miscellaneous
205,000
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...
—
Industrial Materials Institutional
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Drug products with $59.4 million total,
676,000
676,000
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ACCESSORIES
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313,000
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type in the foods group was in the
205,000
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181,000
Miscellaneous
217,000
coffee, tea and food drink category in
398,000
which the investment reached the $27.3
CONFECTIONS & SOFT DRINKS
15,342,000
24,105,000
8,763,000
Confections
13,884,000
6,403,000
7,481,000
million level. In cosmetics-toiletries,
Soft Drinks
10,221,000 + 25.3
2,360,000
7,861,000
hair tonics and shampoos took the lead
17,705,000
CONSUMER SERVICES
18 000
9,124,000
with $16.2 million. Headache and cold
8,581,000
—
18,000
Dry
Cleaning
&
Laundries
Financial
1,443;000
remedies brought in the most drug prod1,382,000
Insurance
QA 000 + 28.5
5 13461,000
000
uct business to national tv; the totals
6,776,000
1,642
000
Medical & Dental
91^000
91,000
475,000
236,000
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Moving, Hauling, Storage
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Tobacco products and supplies had
876,000
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1,013,000
a billing of $53.8 million, in which the
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39,744,000
COSMETICS & TOILETRIES
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Cosmetics
8,198,000
2,371,000
spot-network split was $15.8 million and
5,827,000
2,920,000
Deodorants
171,000 + 0.9
5,256,000
2,336,000
$37.9 million, and the total cigarette
77,000
Depilatories
94,000
16,205,000
expenditure, $49 million.
Hair Tonics & Shampoos
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Hand & Face Creams, Lotions
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4,315,000
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ShavingSoaps
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Toilet
8,852,000
3,562,000
501,000
Miscellaneous
611,000
Of the top categories, the first half1,112,000
year comparisons showed foods up
20,297,000
12,591,000
DENTAL PRODUCTS
7,706,000
11,711,000
16,365,000
Dentifrices
4,654,000
22.8%, cosmetics-toiletries rose 0.9%,
+ 18.5
Mouth Washes
2,915,000
374,000
2,541,000
drugs increased 28.7%, tobacco up
511,000
1,017,000
506,000
Miscellaneous
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33,073,000
26,419,000
DRUG PRODUCTS
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automotive and household laundry,
Cold Remedies
4,667,000
8,037,000
11,076,000
15,855,000 + 28.7
Headache Remedies
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8,928,000
5,554,000
Indigestion Remedies
3,374,000
Laxatives
5,513,000
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1,511,000
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Vitamins
4,655,000
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and regional) investments for the six
Weight Aids
Miscellaneous Drug Products
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Drug Stores
change for each product classification
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FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS
15,879,000
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8,050,000
total expenditures in product classifica27,384,000 + 22.8
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tions in which brand advertisers are re5,150,000
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classified into a common product groupDairy Products
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CONTINUES ON PAGE 76
ing, follow:
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1. Centralized control panel including metering of audio,
video, control track and master erase heads
2. Better width
thanvideo 36 db video signal-to-noise at wide bandwhen

you

ii
RCA"
TAPE 21 IT
OUTSTANDING
RCA FEATURES

3. Quadrature delay lines, record and playback
4. Built-in picture monitor and oscilloscope with push-button
selection of signals
5. Continuously variable winding speed
6. Foot-switch on reel brakes for easy tape threading
7. Air lubricated tape guides

Don't settle for less than the best. See your RCA
Representative, or write to RCA, Dept. YE -22,
Building 15-1, Camden, N. J. In Canada:
RCA VICTOR Company Limited, Montreal.
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Electronic

Best
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TAPES

ADVANCED

in
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RCA

Electronic quadrature adjustment, as offered by
the RCA TV Tape Recorder, assures the best
picture alignment in seconds, even in playing
back tapes made on recorders without the advantages ofRCA precision circuitry.
Two sets of four precisely adjusted electrical
delay lines are provided, one set of which is used
during the record operation, the other during
playback. Once set, the record delay lines need
not be changed until a new headwheel panel is
installed in the machine.

Seconds

THOUGH

TV

TAPE

MADE

a tape exhibits quadrature errors in playback.
The appropriate tap switches are adjusted until
horizontal displacement is corrected. All correction is accomplished quickly, during operation
of the machine. And adjustment for record error
can be made within a very few seconds after
playback starts.
A tape recording can be made on an RCA
machine with much more accuracy than with a
machine that is adjusted mechanically. That's
why we say, "For the picture of pictures, tape
it RCA and play it back on an RCA TV Tape
Recorder."

15. Complete cue channel facilities
16. Calibrated control for measuring remaining video head life
17. Automatic control of shoe positioning for protection
against skewing in pictures
18. Balanced shoe adjustment lor protection against scallops
in picture
19. Provisions for accurate tape splicing
20. Master erase head
21. Precision reel hubs for long bearing life

8.
9.
10.
11.

Space-saving rack mounted design
Four channel video equalizer
FM deviation meter
Coarse and fine adjustment of control track phase with
full 4-track range
12. Simultaneous playback of program audio and control
track during record
13. Playback tape speed control for synchronization of two
or more machines
14. Tape footage indicator

BROADCAST
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EQUIPMENT
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RECORDER!

The playback delay lines may be used at any time

RADIO

!
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 73
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATIONS
Network & Spot — January-June 1959
SPOT TV
FOOD & GROCERY PRODUCTS (Continued)
De sserts
flrtf ruuui
PflrtHc vr^PIaii*"
M Ivac r\i*.c,
D'ifa su.j
ate 1
ury
juur, ivuxcs,
rrulLs ot vcycLaUIci, JUICcb
Macaroni, Noodles, Chili, etc.
Margarine, Shortenings
Meat, Poultry & Fish
Soups
Miscellaneous Foods
Miscellaneous Frozen Foods
Food Stores
GARDEN SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
GASOLINE & LUBRICANTS
Gasoline & Oil
Oil Additives
Miscellaneous
HOTELS, RESORTS, RESTAURANTS
HOUSEHOLD CLEANERS, CLEANSERS
POLISHES, WAXES
Floor & Furniture Polishes, Waxes
Glass Cleaners
Home Dry Cleaners
Shoe Polish
Miscellaneous Cleaners
HOUSEHOLD EQUIPMENT— APPLIANCES
HOUSEHOLD FURNISHINGS
Beds, Mattresses, Springs
Furniture & Other Furnishings
HOUSEHOLD LAUNDRY PRODUCTS
Bleaches, Starches
Packaged Soaps, Detergents
Miscellaneous
uniKFuni n rMr
papfr rKUUUUI
ppnmirTQ j
nUUJtlnULU
Cleansing Tissues
Food Wraps
Napkins
Toilet Tissue
Miscellaneous
HOUSEHOLD GENERAL
Brooms, Brushes, Mops, etc.
China, Glassware, Crockery, Containers
Disinfectants, Deodorizers
Fuels (heating, etc.)
Insecticides, Rodenticides
Kitchen Utensils
Miscellaneous
NOTIONS
dpt
i i— 1 rDpnm
r\(J UUlitt'n1
PURL TfATIONS
SPORTING GOODS, BICYCLES, TOYS
Bicycles & Supplies
Toys & Games
Miscellaneous
STATIONERY, OFFICE EQUIPMENT
TELEVISION, RADIO, PHONOGRAPH,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Radio & Television Sets
Records
Miscellaneous
TOBACCO PRODUCTS & SUPPLIES
Cigarettes
Cigars, Pipe Tobacco
Miscellaneous
TRANSPORTATION & TRAVEL
Air
Bus
Rail
Miscellaneous
WATCHES, JEWELRY, CAMERAS
Cameras, Accessories, Supplies
Clocks & Watches
Jewelry
Pens & Pencils
Miscellaneous
MISCELLANEOUS
Trading Stamps
Miscellaneous Products
Miscellaneous Stores
76

TOTAL
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tqi i nnn
Q A^o nnn
A7, AoD<i,UUU
c; c AAA
1,049,000
5,199,000
5,103,000
473,000
3,526,000
558,000
4,975,000
631,000
12,511,000
11,719,000
638,000
154,000
221,000
24,977,000
?0 466 000
2,501,000
240,000
482,000
879,000
409,000
2,166,000
2,112,000
952,000
1,160,000
19 613 nno
3,519,000
14,912,000
1,182,000
c. , / JH , uuu
394,000
860,000
292,000
735,000
453,000
3,167,000
370,000
523,000
623,000
100,000
907,000
84,000
560,000
213 000
a ado Ann
382,000
1,411,000
7,000
1,279,000
125,000
85,000
820,000
288,000
168,000
364,000
15,879,000
14,619,000
1,041,000
219,000
2,266,000
1,513,000
341,000
395,000
17,000
1,269,000
553,000
2,000
46,000
625,000
43,000
4,068,000
322,000
1,696,000
2,050,000
$315,323,000

NETWORK TV
c; c/io nnn
£ c^n o nnn
665,000
3,458,000
1,243,000
2,339,000
2,764,000
103,000
289,000
2,304,000
2,155,000
149,000
33,000
11,045,000
s ooo
3,632,000
1,068,000
199,000
214,000
551,000
7,725,000
1,789,000
1,789,000
793,000
21,666,000
105,000
l 0A7
nnn
0, C-\J 1 ,uuu
513,000
2,348,000
1,095,000
1,169,000
1,082,000
3,730,000
410,000
2,098,000
41,000
676,000
16,000
489,000
o 190
cnA 000
nnn
J , DUO, uuu
1,299,000
25,000
324,000
950,000
444,000
3,335,000
2,209,000
365,000
761,000
37,927,000
34,463,000
3,418,000
46,000
715,000
61,000
628,000
26,000
8,264,000
4,513,000
2,368,000
1,040,000
343,000
970,000
970,000
$309,381,000

New
Percent

TOTAL TV change '59

1,714,000
8,657,000
6,346,000
2,812,000
6,290,000
661,000
4,975,000
920,000
14,815,000
13,874,000
787,000
154,000
254,000
36,022,000
25
847 000
M33;000
1,308,000
681,000
1,093,000
960,000
9,891,000
3,901,000
952,000
2,949,000
42 177 000
36,578,000
^l^OOO
1,287,000
P. Qdl OOO
907,000
3,208,000
1 387,000
1904,000
1,535,000
6,897,000
780,000
523,000
2,721,000
141,000
1,583,000
100,000
1,049,000
403,000
7 SQ4 000
382,000
2,710,000
32,000
1,603,000
1,075,000
529,000

+ 139.6
4.3
+ 48.3
3.0
i 21.1

16.5

76.8
-)28.5
+
70.6
+
90.8
70.3
27.0

4,155,000
2,497,000
533,000
1,125,000
53,806,000
49,082,000
4,459,000
265,000
2,981,000
1,574,000
969,000
395,000
43,000
9,533,000
5,066,000
2,370,000
46,000
1,665,000
386,000
5,038,000
322,000
2,666,000
2,050,000
$624,704,000

16.5
5.3

3.7

17.3
+

code

suggestions

panned by Peter Pan
First formal protest against the NAB
Tv Code Review Board's do's-anddon'ts suggestions for intimate personal
products was made Sept. 22 by Henry
Plehn, president-board chairman of
Peter Pan Foundations, New York.
At NAB headquarters it was stated
Mr. Plehn's telegram actually voices the
same philosophy toward girdle-corset
commercials as a report approved recently by the code board (Broadcasting, Sept. 21). The board sent him a
copy of the full report made by a special
subcommittee.
Text of Mr. Plehn's protest follows:
"Advice on foundation garment commercials from the NAB is immature
and unrealistic. Such an attitude toward
an acceptable and necessary item of
apparel only perpetuates old-fashioned
taboos. As long as the arbiters of good
taste insist on treating foundations as
suggestive garments, the female form
will continue to be shrouded in an atmosphere of implied impropriety and
indecency. Girdles and brassieres are
the basis of good fashion. They neither
suggest body functions or offensive display. The use of live models in television on commercials, when executed
with taste, in no way implies sex. We
would suggest, rather, that such inference is only in the mind of the beUse 1 0% ad budget
holder."
Katz meeting told
A spot tv salesman works at a low
wage, making calls at as little as 50tf
to $3.50 per thousand, compared to a
$20,000 cost-per-thousand calls for
automobile salesmen; he works evenings, weekends and holidays without
vacations, sick leave, expense accounts,
family distractions or 8^-a-mile. Thus
spot tv deserves not only more advertising dollars but 10% or more of the
annual sales budget of American manufacturers. That's the thesis of "The
Sales Managers Medium," slide film
presentation produced by The Katz
Agency and presented earlier this month
in Los Angeles by Halsey Barrett, manager of tv sales development for the representative firm, to more than 200 advertising executives. Co-host of the L.A.
luncheon was KABC-TV (represented
by Katz) .
The Katz presentation cites the rising cost of personal sales calls in recent years and the difficulties in finding satisfactory salesmen, even at the
retail level. It contrasts these discouraging facts with the many advantages
of tv selling.
BROADCASTING, S.pt«mber 28, 1959

TV

NETWORKS'
In July, P&G,

TOP
Lever,

Three advertisers spent nearly $10
million in aggregate for gross time purchases on the television networks last
July.
The sponsors were Procter & Gamble,
Lever Bros, and American Home Products Corp. Their total July expenditure
at gross rates: $9,977,595.
This high-budgeted investment in network television was revealed last week

CUSTOMERS

American

Home

• Tobacco companies made an impression in the list of the top 15 network brand advertisers. There were six
brands — five cigarette and one cigar —
among the 15, while P. Lorillard's Kent
cigarettes was the leading brand advertiser on network tv ($937,836 in July).
Three tobacco firms — R. J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., P. Lorillard Co. and Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. — scored
among the top 1 5 network company advertisers.

in Television Bureau of Advertising's
supplementary report on tv network
billings as compiled by Leading National Advertisers and Broadcast Advertiser Reports. Released were estimated expenditures by product classification, by top 15 company advertisers,
by top 15 brand advertisers and billings
by day parts.
Other highpoints in the tv network
billing breakdown for July:
• Of the top 15 network company
advertisers, 13 reached the charmed
circle of $1 million or more in monthly
gross billing. And Ford Motor and
Liggett & Myers Tobacco, the other
two advertisers, spent over the $900,000
level.

Network Television Gross Time Billings
by Day Parts
JULY
Percent
1959
Change
1958
$11,074,283 $16,308,089
Daytime
14,603,108
Mon.-Fri
Sat.
& Sun. 9,852,024
1,222,259
1,704,981 +47.3
31,827,709
Nighttime
30,044,226
48.2
Total
$41,118,509 $48,135,798 ++ 39.5

Estimated Expenditures
of
Top 15 Network Company Advertisers
July 1959
1. Procter & Gamble Co.
$4,032,786
2. Lever Brothers Co.
3,548,584
3. American Home Products Corp. 2,396,225
4. Colgate-Palmolive Co.
1,978,751
5. General Foods Corp.
1,523,360
6. R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. 1,485,242
7. P. Lorillard Co.
1,333,766
8. Gillette Co.
1,222,494
9. General Mills, Inc.
1,191,583
10. Bristol-Myers Co.
1,045,039
11. General Motors Corp.
1,031,290
12. Texaco, Inc.
1,004,402
13. Sterling Drugs, Inc.
1,001,923
14. Ford Motor Co.
922,425
15. Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co. 907,787
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
Estimated Expenditures
of
Top 15 Network Brand Advertisers
July 1959
1. Kent Cigarettes
$937,836
2. Annacin Tablets
850,619
3. Dristan
643,584
4. Colgate Regular & Aerosol
Dental Cream
574,086
5. Winston Cigarettes 542,353
6. Phillies Cigars
535,848
7. Ford Passenger Cars
525,022
8. Camel Cigarettes
500,726
9. Viceroy Cigarettes
452,562
10. Tide
442,926
11. Salem Ciaarettes
442,163
12. Lipton Tea
423,691
13. Texaco Dealer Service
421,849
14. Chevrolet Passenger Cars
409,328
15. Bayer Aspirin Tablets
404,127
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only

JANUARY-JULY
5.9
++ 17.1
Percent
1959
1958
Change
Daytime $ 93,332,144 $119,737,379
Mon.-Fri.
102,958,191 + 28.3
79,803,129
Sat. & Sun . 13,529,015
16,779,188
237,798,911
Nighttime
230,857,814
Total
$324,189,958 $357,536,290 +24.0
+29.0
++ 10.3
3.0
ESTIMATED EXPENDITURES
OF NETWORK TELEVISION ADVERTISERS BY PRODUCT CLASSIFICATION
July
Jan. -July
Jan.
-July
1959
1959
1958
Industrial Materials
Agriculture & Farming $
64,300 $ 1,112,440
$11,625,544
713,890
$10,695,455
Insurance
$1,201,811
$ 51,347
Apparel, Footwear &
157,045
Accessories
5,847,277
Jewelry,
Optical
Goods
&
2,982,002
4,103,632
2,793,512
Cameras
465,636
6,229,319
Automotive, Automotive Acces7,248,245
sories & Equipment
Office Equipment, Stationery
26,073,123
3,000,076
32,675,664
&
Writing
Supplies
Beer, Wine
467,712
2,211,082
3,228,253
249,913
3,648,076
4,031,759
Political
Building Materials, Equipment
& Fixtures
Publishing & Media
1,651„620
75,629
827,833
1,104,482
66,174
667,723
Radios, Television Sets,
Confectionery & Soft Drinks
6,884,066
5,257,445
Consumer Services
236,475
1,926,414
1,844,697
Phonographs,
Musical
Instruments & Accessories
146,292
Drugs & Remedies
41,141,550
31,529,057
5,667,519
3,047,666
44,116,665
Entertainment & Amusement
260,383
4,201,928
Smoking Materials
249,989
33,690,995
6,189,325
Food & Food Products
5,482
67,695,911
Soaps, Cleansers & Polishes
61,573,820
9,476,344
5,668,220
39,466,267
36,650,044
Freight, Industrial & Agrcultural
Sporting Goods & Toys
169,420
1,490,959
Toiletries & Toilet Goods
809,722
Development
235,587
8,293,650
57,891,446
60,288,757
Travel Hotels & Resorts
Gasoline, Lubricants &
715,062
1,569,351
Other Fuels
Miscellaneous
1,264,497
1,453,624
813,786
3,451,645
4,702,720
4,818,054
Horticulture
240,016
830,295
Household Equipment &
TOTAL
$48,135,798 $357,536,290 $324,189,958
17,828,746
Supplies
2,867,914
LNA-BAR: Gross Time Costs Only
13,759,364
273,139
Household Furnishings
2,064,290
1,832,874
Two

more

Bristol-Myer's Trig, a new men's
deodorant, has traced an increase in
sales and share of market to its use
of radio.
Another advertiser — Northwest
Orient Airlines — has shifted 85% of
its budget to spot radio.
These two testimonials were served
by CBS Radio Spot Sales to station
managers and other executives along
with a full-day meeting and a cocktail party at New York's Hotel
Pierre on Sept. 22.
Roger C. Whitman, advertising
coordinator for radio and print at
78
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document

radio

Bristol-Myers, told the annual meeting that "radio concentration" for
Trig (via BBDO) had been underway for the past few months and
that "the first full Nielsen period
report
shows
that it'sincrease
really working
. . . with
a definite
in sales
and share of market. . . ."
Northwest Orient's spokesman
was Gordon M. Bain, vice president
in charge of sales, who talked of
"instantaneous" response from radio
spot purchases in three markets. As
airline advertising must "hit individual passengers and put them on

results
the plane," ratings to Mr. Bain mean
nothing but "reaching the right audience does. No need to tell you
I'm
sold
on spot radio," he concluded.
Milton F. (Chick) Allison, vice
president and general manager of
CBS Radio Spot sales presided at
the meeting. During the day, internal
matters of sales, research, promotion, advertising and programming
for the coming year were discussed.
CBS Radio executives and heads of
spot sales departments were among
the speakers.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

are

these

influential

people
talking

about
YOUR
STATION?

...
Sponsor: "They achieve
exceptional results. Our
sales are at an all time

Broadcasters know what it means to be
called "fop rated" — "the station with the
quality sound" — "highly dependable" — "a
great sales stimulator." So to achieve this
ultimate in fidelity, reliability, and coverage, they turn to Gates . . . and in the 5 KW
field, the Gates BC-5P-2 transmitter is by
far their number one choice.*

high."

Housewife: "They ceri tainly do sound good — 1 1
just never change dial positions."

Typical of a man who would not settle for anything but
the finest is Mr. Marshall W. Rowland, president of the
Rowland Broadcasting Company. Mr. Rowland purchased
a Gates BC-5P-2, and his comments are valid testimony
to the hundreds of Gates 5 KW AM transmitters in operation across the nation:
"As owner and manager of WQIK, I have never seen such
enthusiasm as shown by my entire staff (including our
engineer). The new sound, the quality, plus the coverage
we are now getting with our new Gates equipment can
be described in only one word. TREMENDOUS. Not one
minute of air time has been lost by any of our new equipment. This, combined with the excellent tone quality we're
now getting from our new Gates 5 KW transmitter really
surpasses any of our expectations."
Let us tell you the complete story of the new Gates BC-5P-2 . . .
truly a new distinction in AM broadcasting. Write today for detailed technical information . . . yours for the asking.

HARRIS
NTERTYPE
CORPORATION

GATES
RADIO
COMPANY
Subsidiary of Harris-hitertype Corporation
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
International division:
Offices in:
13 EAST 40th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
HOUSTON, WASHINGTON, D.C.

' Over 50%mittersofpurchased
oil new
KW trans-1,
since 5 January
1959 were manufactured by Gates.
Statistics compiled through August
31, 1959, from 5 KW sales records
maintained by Gates, which are assumed to be accurate.

In Canada:
CANADIAN MARCONI COMPANY

RATE
JWT

JUGGLING

executive

says

Agency timebuyers crave security,
according to Ed Fitzgerald, chief timebuyer of J. Walter Thompson Co., Chicago— security from rate-juggling by
stations.
Addressing the Louisiana Assn. of
Broadcasters at Monroe, Sept. 21, Mr.
Fitzgerald said, "We feel real secure
when we can recommend a buy and not
find that our clients' distributor can buy
it cheaper."
Unfortunately, he said, it doesn't
always work out that way. He backed
the statement with the sad case of another timebuyer which he described as
having "a familiar ring."
Mr. Fitzgerald dramatized a series
of timebuying problems by describing
"a typical day in the life of Joe Timebuyer." The day included meetings with
station representatives, station men,
research personnel, on idea hunting, account and client meetings, writing recommendations and "selling time."
Under Observation • The agency, he
contended, is meeting "tighter and
tighter scrutiny on rising budgets" by
the advertiser. As a result timebuyers
have become more sales-oriented, "and
increasingly we have to pick up and
use the better sales approaches."
Here is Mr. Fitzgerald's version of
the case of the rate-juggling station:
"This summer in a small city his (a
key buyer's) agency had a schedule of
radio announcements running on two
stations comprising a total of 156 announcements at card rates for $345.
Shortly after the campaign was under
way their client's distributor wrote in
to his home office, not to criticize the
purchase but to seek approval on a
co-op allocation for schedules these
same two radio stations offered to him,
totaling 1,795 spots for $491. In other
words, what the agency bought cost
the advertiser an average of $2.21 per
spot and what they offered the distributor amounted to 27 cents per spot.
Imagine
agency'scalled
embarrassment
when thethat
advertiser
this wide
cost difference to their attention.
"Now I ask you, why do such stations bother to print rate cards, why
do they hire representatives, and how
in the world can they justify their signatures on AAAA contracts? Weren't
they offering to deliver the same people, via the same vehicles? Of course,
agency produced creative material
would be used.
"So what happened? The agency, disliking to test their negotiating ability
with these stations, cancelled their
schedules and recommended that the
advertiser appropriate the co-op money
SO (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

CONDEMNED

it chases

buyers

away

for the distributor. The national spot
money was also given to the distributor
and he placed that business too. Why
not? After all, the sales messages the
agency had contracted for cost the advertiser 818% more. The agency not
only wound up with egg on their face,
butReverse
a goose Impact
egg to boot."
• Mr. Fitzgerald
suggested
this
type
of activity
make an advertiser terribly
gun shy"can
for
spot radio." Advertisers can't understand "such a completely cockeyed situation where there is just no economic
relationship between prices," he said,
adding, "Who can?"
Television,
because toit'sa
about
sold out, probably
has this problem
minor degree, he said. "It is degrading
for a vibrant industry with such an unlimited future," he claimed. "Let's help
create a more healthy atmosphere with
honest, intelligent rate structures."
Mr. Fitzgerald lauded the role of the
radio station representative in timebuying. "This man is our business associate
who has our confidence, who gives us
us first-hand information about you
and your market," he said. "We see
this alert man daily as he keeps in
touch with the fast pace of activities
of national and regional advertisers.
With him, 'We know you're there.' He
knows the purpose and objectives of
our campaigns. Then knowing the station and market he can recommend
the right personality, participation
placements, etc., or even get your market on the list — because his foot is already in our door."
Mr. Fitzgerald called for more sales
research help "that we don't have to
re-do because of slight inaccuracies.

questionable sources, etc. Let us see
material that can be used directly,
without question, or forget it." He
called for promotions, "but no phony
promotions, please." He suggested
"ideas, reasons and times to sell for
you," including local events and festivals "related to client activity."
( Also see LAB stories, pages 106 & 122)
RAB

report

spot

ads

proves

sell cars

Techniques used by 10 individual
auto dealers for building sales success
through radio advertising are featured
in a report titled "Radio Motorama,"
prepared by Radio Advertising Bureau,
New York. The report reveals radio
approaches of dealers handling different makes of cars — Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler, Ford, Lark, Plymouth,
Pontiac and Rambler.
RAB gives two good examples of
dealers who had successful promotions.
Plaza Plymouth, New Haven, Conn.,
has a daily schedule of sports and spots
— two five-minute sports shows and up
to 40 announcements weekly on one
station, additional announcements on
another. Big objective: male commuters
in car pools, targeted by Plaza's 6:05
p.m. sport show — and both husbands
and wives, pinpointed by the agency's
late-night (11:05 p.m.) show.
Hull Dobbs Ford, Winston-Salem,
N.C., reported selling 75 cars as the
result of a three-day radio drive using
12 announcements each day. Total dollar volume gained approximately $220,000. Cost of campaign: $144.
Goodrich

shuffles

B. F. Goodrich Co., Akron, which
spends more than $11 million a year in
advertising, has reduced its agencies
from four to three, effective Jan. 1,

Criticism of the numbers game
A senior agency executive gave
Mr. McEvoy reminded his audimedia people some blunt advice last
ence that media must "compete for
week.
attention" and suggested that more
Newman E. McEvoy, senior vice emphasis on "attitude studies" was
for agencies and their
president and a di- necessary
clients to arrive at media decisions.
rector of Cunningham & Walsh,
As an example, he cited the good
music radio station which must comspoke Wednesday
pete for attention with popular
(Sept. 23) at a
music stations. He suggested that
meeting of Media
Research Directors
such a station might go further in
Assn. in New
the area of research if it sought out
York. He warned
the buying attitudes of its audience.
Mr. McEvoy
the researchers that For that station, "why get lost in
numbers?" he asked.
advertisers
believe
mented just
claims. don't
He cited
the undocuinstance
He pleaded, too, for simplified
of a tv station claiming over 1 mil- material — "Be terse in the wording"
— and for data that would be
lion families even though the station
was on the perimeter of the market.
"marketing oriented."
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1960, and in the process drops two
(McCann-Erickson and Cunningham &
Walsh) but adds one (Foote, Cone &
Belding).
The company has been light in tv
in recent years, spending a little over
2% of its overall budget in the medium.
The revamped policy, however, which
groups products and budgets, should
serve to increase national advertising
by its newly realigned agencies. Foote,
Cone & Belding, Chicago, gets new
home and family product group advertising as well as all product advertising
now handled by M-E and C&W; BBDO
retains passenger tire, international and
corporate divisions. Aviation products
go to Griswold-Eshelmen, Cleveland.
Best resigns Curtis
Gordon Best Co., Chicago, has resigned its part of $9 million Helene
Curtis Industries account (Shampoo
Plus Egg, Suave, Lentheric Products).
The company will start screening agencies this week for an estimated $2
million business. Other agencies handling Curtis — McCann-Erickson (with
Spray Net, Tempo) and Edward H.
Weiss & Co., (with Enden, Stopette,
King's Men and Lanolin Discovery) —
wont be affected, according to Curtis
spokesmen. Best will continue to handle
company's beauty division.

THE

AGENCY,
Common

MEDIA

problems

analyzed

What do agencies expect from broadcasters, and vice versa?
The needs and desires of each segment of the advertising industry were
brought together at the Sept. 16-19
meeting of Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, held at Hidden Valley, Gaylord.
Charles F. Johnson, head of Charles
F. Johnson Advertising, Grand Rapids,
said better understanding of common
problems "can improve the working
rapport between agencies and broadRussell J. Staffeld, of WSOO Sault
casters."
Ste.
Marie, offered a series of operating
standards agencies should meet in dealing with small stations.
Their exchange was one of a list of
featured talks and panels at the MAB
session, with James H. Quello, WJR
Detroit, winding up his presidential
term. (For new officers see Fates &
Fortunes, page 121.)
Mr. Johnson called radio and tv "undoubtedly our most vibrant media" but
said radio-tv are "lacking in commonly
accepted advertising practices that are
successfully practiced in other media."

USTTJIMIBEIR,

NEWS

SHARE

STORY

COUCH

at Michigan

meet

First he listed the problem of agency
recognition, calling on stations to draw
up a definition for the term "recognized
agency" as used on rate cards.
As to preparation of copy, he posed
this question, "Will you continue to
write copy for the account while paying
commission or do you expect the agency
to act only as selling agent?" He observed that some stations pay no commission on local and regional business
whereas others pay on certain time segments or "package buys". He added,
"This doesn't seem logical or even ethiMr. Johnson said he noted a fear of
the "parasite agency" — one that follows
station salesmen, waits until the contract is signed and gets the account on
the basis of "it won't cost you anything
extra, the
station paysshould
me." beHepaidcon-if
tended acommission
an agency
is
performing
the agency
cal."
service, whether the account is local or
national. He criticized double billing
and house-agency procedures.
Station Viewpoint • In reciting the
problems small stations face in agency
dealings, Mr. Staffeld defined an agency

I IN" DENVER

the Qamiltf Station
CHANNEL

RIFLEMAN \
NAKED CITY 2
MAVERICK ^
LEAVE IT TO BEAVER Q
LAWMAN

7

ALCOA PRESENTS Q
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PLACES
SIX IN TOP
SAYS NIELSEN FOR MAY

According to the Nielsen
Station Index . . . Denver's
ABC affiliate is tied for first
place in total homes
reached during the vital
6-midnite time segment!
JOHN C. MULLINS
President

TEN

So, with 6 of the top
10 and a tie for most
homes reached . . .
how can you cover
the Denver Market
without KBTV?
JOE HEROLD
Station Mgr.

YOUR
P G W SEE
COLONEL
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as "a professional advertising organization which, in cooperation with its
client, handles the preparation and
placement of advertising so that ultimate results can be obtained in sales of
product."
He gave this list of services small
stations are entitled to expect:
• Agency acceptance of the station
operator's
regarding
of
schedule;advice
he knows
his ownplacement
market
best.
• Agencies stop the "eternal rates
chisel and package buying." Only an
adverse reaction can occur and it may
even affect the agency itself in time.
• Agencies and clients handle their
own merchandising. "We can't afford
it."
• Agencies understand the local
broadcasters' problems when an announcement ismoved because of sports
or public-service broadcasts.
• Agencies process contracts and
statements on time.
Hal Waddell, WKBZ Muskegon, told
how the station revamped its nighttime
programming after a careful staff study
and community check. Standard popular classics and show tunes were
adopted, with minimum talk and commercials. The idea is producing sponsors and revenue, he said.
Formula Format • John Box Jr.,
managing director of the Balaban Stations, said the term "formula radio" is
widely misconstrued. Instead of top 40
tunes, he said, formula radio can be defined as a pattern or setting for basic
program elements, representing a discipline and order which marshals these
elements into their most effective use.
"As the top 40 stations and their imitators reach a saturation point. . . . and
the economic struggle of the 'alikes'
begins, dominance will go to the stations
and groups fortified with imaginative
and ingenious management teams."
Mr. Box said "no monotonous margin number can ever provide the balanced programming that will guarantee
constant, ever-increasing audience." He
urged broadcasters to editorialize, saying
it is "both the duty and the necessity of
every radio station to sustain a vigorous
editorial program."
Broadcasters should end their "internecine warfare" and start telling advertisers that "radio is better than all other
media," Mr. Box said. He outlined the
experience of the Balaban station after
a year of one-rate policy. "It isn't easy,"
he said, "when a major independent station in one of the top 10 markets sells
drive-time spots for less than $4. . . .
and independents aren't the only offenders. It saddens me to see networks selling
announcements to national advertisers
for less than $5. On our stations, we
wouldn't let an advertiser burp for $5."
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

... a showroom of audio products, and
associated professional gear, where you can see and hear
the finest, and latest, equipment.
ON DISPLAY AND IN OPERATION
altec
Mcintosh
a. k. o.
n agra
NEUMANN
AMPEX
AUDIO INSTRUMENT
PULTEC
DAVEN
RCA
ELECTRO- VOICE
STARBIRD BOOMS
E.M.T. ECHO CHAMBER SONV
FAIRCHILD

HARVEY

RADIO
CO., INC.

103 W. 43rd Street, New York 36 • JU 2-1500

1735

1

1

If you are in town during the
Audio Engineering Society show,
stop in and see our enlarged
audio facilities.

BROADCASTING
' THE BUSINESSWEEKLV OF TELEVISION AND RADIO
DeSales St., N. VV. Washington
6, D. C.

NEW
SUBSCRIPTION
ORDE
Please start my subscription immediately for—
□ 52 weekly issues of BROADCASTING $ 7.00
Q 52 weekly issues and Yearbook Number 11.00
□ Payment attached □ Please Bill
name

title/ position

company name
city
address
Send to home address — —

state
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i
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for 2 weeks ending Aug. 23
TOTAL AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. Homes
(000)
T A 1 n7
1.2. Gunsmoke
±t,
1 \J I
All Star Football
13 434
12 238
3.4. Have Gun, Will Travel
Wagon Train
1 ± ,Oj /
5. Rifleman
11,303
6.7. Ransom of Red Chief
11^259
Secret
10,591
8. I've
U.S. Got
Steela Hour
10,324
9. Best of Groucho
10,324
10. Peter Gunn
10,324
°o homes*
32.5
31.2
28.0
27.0
26.3
25.7
24.2
24.1
23.9
23.8

Rank
% homes*
1. Gunsmoke
30.8
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
26.0
3. Rifleman
24.3
4.
a Secret
21.7
5. I've
PeterGotGunn
21.5
6. Best of Groucho
21.3
7. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 21.2
8. Joseph Cotten
20.0
9. Wyatt Earp
20.0
10. Frontier Justice
19.8
Copyright 1959 A. C. Nielsen Co.
t Homes reached by all or any part of the
program, except for homes viewing only
1 to 5 minutes.
* Percented ratings are based on tv homes
within reach of station facilities used by
each program.
t Homes reached during the average minute
of the program.

BACKGROUND: The following programs, in
alphabetical
appear roundup.
in thisInformaweek's
BROADCASTINGorder,
tv ratings
tion is in following order: program name, network, number of stations, sponsor, agency, day
and time.
All Star Baseball (NBC-175): Gillette (Maxon),
Aug. 3, 6:45-10 p.m.
All Star Football Game (ABC-163): Carlings,
(Laing, Fisher & Stashower), Falstaff
(D-F-S), Liggett & Myers (D-F-S), Standard Oil of Ind., (D'Arcy), 6:45-10 p.m.
Best of Groucho (NBC-168): Lever (BBDO),
Toni (North), Wed. 10-10:30 p.m.
Joseph Cotten (CBS-193): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9:30-10 p.m.
Frontier Justice (CBS-200): General Foods
(B&B), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Gunsmoke (CBS-184): Liggett & Myers (D-

F-S),
Rand (Y&R), Sat. 1010:30 Remington
p.m.
Have Gun, Will Travel (CBS-168): Lever
Bros. (JWT), Whitehall (Bates), Sat. 9:3010 p.m.
Alfred Hitchcock (CBS-182): Bristol-Myers
(Y&R), Sun. 9:30-10 p.m.
I've Got a Secret (CBS-194): R. J. Reynolds
(Esty), Wed. 9:30-10 p.m.
Maverick (ABC-137): Kaiser, Drackett (both
(Y&R), Sun. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Peter Gunn (NBC-182): Bristol-Myers (DC
S&S), Mon. 9-9:30 p.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-152): various sponsors,
Mon.-Fri. 11-11:30 a.m.
Price Is Right (NBC-134): Lever Bros. (0B
&M), Speidel (Norman, Craig & Kummel),
Wed. 8:30-9 p.m.
Ransom of Red Chief (NBC-173): Rexall (BB
DO), Sun. Aug. 16, 10-11 p.m.
Real McCoys (ABC-156): Procter & Gamble

Rank
1.2. Gunsmoke
All Star Footi>all
3.4. Have Gun, Will Travel
Wagon Train
5. Rifleman
6. Ransom of Red Chief
7. I've Got a Secret
8. U.S. Steel Hour
9. 77 Sunset Strip
10. Alfred Hitchcock Presents

KNOW
Area

YOUR

RATING

for Improvement,

market

meeting

told

"Don't make advertising decisions
based upon a rating service which measures something you are not interested
in," W.M. Weilbacher, vice president
and research director of Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New York, advised delegates to the annual marketing conference of the National Industrial Conference Board Sept. 18. The seventh
annual marketing conference was held
Wednesday through Friday at New
York's Waldorf-Astoria. The marketing
meeting is one of many specialized
functions of the NICB, non-profit, scientific research body headquartered in
New York and supported by business,
labor, colleges and universities around
the country.
Covering rating methods current for
various media, Mr. Weilbacher listed
areas of need for more information.
84

AVERAGE AUDIENCE t
Rank
No. Homes
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
13,350
2. Have Gun, Will Travel
11,348
3. Rifleman
10,413
4.
a Secret
9,523
5. I've
PeterGotGunn
9,434
6. Best of Groucho
9,345
7. Alfred Hitchcock Presents 9,123
8. Joseph Cotten
8,722
9. Frontier Justice
8,678
10. Wyatt Earp
8,589

(BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

namely the number of people exposed
to the advertising message and the degree of awareness and predisposition to
action. Choosing tv ratings as an example, more or less applicable to other
media, he said: "The point made in this
example is that the current television
rating services, in terms of the threefold
question which I raised just a moment
ago, may not be measuring the right
things in terms of a final evaluation of
broadcast advertising effectiveness, may
be susceptible to distinct improvement
in such measurement, and clearly should
be measuring things which they are not
nowMagazines
measuring."have gone farther than
other media in measuring people exposed to advertising, the D-F-S research
chief said. As for qualitative impact of
various media, the ultimate measuring
device must be an indirect one, since
"we at Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample have
discovered in our own research, it is
virtually impossible to talk to magazine
readers or television viewers about the
qualitative impact that these media have

ARB
TOP 10 NETWORK PROGRAMS
Tv report for August
Rank
Rating
1. Gunsmoke
34.9
2. I've Got A Secret
30.0
3. Have Gun Will Travel
28.0
4. Wagon Train
27.8
5.
Line
27.2
6. What's
All StarMyBaseball
26.3
7. 77 Sunset Strip
26.1
8. Real McCoys
24.9
9. Rifleman
24.7
10. Price Is Right
23.8
No. Viewers
Rank
(000)
1. Gunsmoke
38,170
2. Wagon Train
32.090
3. All Star Baseball
29,990
4. Have Gun Will Travel
29,830
5.
A Secret
29,390
6. I've
Real Got
McCoys
29,380
7. Rifleman
26,430
8. 77 Sunset Strip
26,370
9. Maverick
26,020
10. Welk's Dancing Party
24,170
Copyright 1959 American Research Bureau
(Compton), Thur. 8:30-9 p.m.
Rifleman (ABC-131): Miles Labs (Wade), Ralston Purina (Gardner), Procter & Gamble
(B&B), Tues. 9-9:30 p.m.
77 Sunset Strip (ABC-145): American Chicle,
Carter Products and Whitehall (all Bates),
Harold Ritchie (K&E), Fri. 9:30-10:30 p.m.
U.S. Steel Hour (CBS-127): U.S. Steel Corp.
(BBDO), Wed. 10-11 p.m. alternate weeks.
Wagon Train (NBC-176): Ford (JWT), R. J.
Reynolds (Esty), National Biscuit Company
(M-E), Wed. 7:30-8:30 p.m.
Welk's Dancing Party (ABC-210): Dodge
(Grant), Sat. 9-10 p.m.
What's My Line (CBS-148): Sunbeam (Perrin
Paus), Kellogg (Burnett), Sun. 10:3011 p.m.
Wyatt Earp (ABC-141): General Mills (DF-S), Procter
8:30-9
p.m. & Gamble (Compton), Tues.

upon them. . . . Possibly, the differences
in the qualitative value of various media
can be only discerned by comparing,
under controlled conditions, the total
advertising effect for the same ad between various medium vehicles."
Mr. Weilbacher concluded on a note
of optimism for the future, comparing
present research methods with the simple circulation yardstick used 10 years
ago.
Bantob

claims

freeze

by five tobacco firms
Major tobacco companies have put
pressure on radio and tv stations as
well as newspapers to prevent successful marketing of "Vanguard," a cigarette-shaped and packed smoking product, according to a suit filed Sept. 23
in federal court. New York.
Bantob Products Corp., Vanguard
manufacturer, asked $15 million damages and a court injunction prohibiting
further interference with the advertisBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

IN

MEMPHIS...

It Takes

AMERICA'S

to

ONLY

50,000

Complete

the

WATT

NEGRO

RADIO

STATION

Picture!
MEMPHIS

40%

of the Memphis

Market

is NEGRO -

and

you

need

one

medium

only
to sell

it-

WITHOUT
OF

WDIA
. . . YOU'RE
MISSING
THE MEMPHIS
MARKET!

And here's why this is a market you just can't afford to miss:
1. Negroes in the Memphis Market have totaled up yearly earnings of $616,294,100!
2. They spend 80% of this big income on consumer goods!
3. And before they buy, these Negroes listen — to WDIA!
MORE THAN JUST A RADIO STATION . . . WDIA IS A POWERFUL
FORCE IN MEMPHIS

AMERICA'S 10th LARGEST WHOLESALE

40%

ADVERTISING
MARKET!

Let us send you proof of performance in your field!
Egmont Sonderling, President
Bert Ferguson, Exec. Vice-President
Archie S. Grinalds, Jr., Sales Manager
WDIA IS REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

TWO

MORE

IN CHICAGO,
WO

BY THE BOLLING COMPANY

SONDERLING

IT'S

PA

STATIONS!
IN OAKLAND,

IT'S

KDIA

Featuring Chicago's greatest Negro
. .
The only full-time Negro station serving all Negro
air salesman . . . "Big Bill" Hill v• communities in the San Francisco-Bay area.
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY: BERNARD HOWARD & CO., INC.
WEST COAST REPRESENTATIVE: B-N-B, INC. — TIME SALES
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ing and marketing of the product.
Named in the complaint are American
Tobacco Co., Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., P. Lorillard Co., Philip Morris
Inc. and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.,
which the plaintiff said make and sell
90% of the country's cigarettes.
The five tobacco companies are
charged with combining to threaten
media in the New York area with withdrawal of all tobacco advertising if they
accept Vanguard advertising. Similar
threats and intimidation were exerted
on property owners, equipment suppliers, and cigarette jobbers and dealers
to prevent distribution, the suit claimed.
Vanguard was described as a product of blended natural fibres containing "no tobacco tars, no nicotine and
no arsenic." It was tested in Dayton,
Ohio, last June, the complaint said,
arousing "widespread consumer interest." Plans had been made to introduce
Vanguard in the New York market last
Sept. 17, it added.
As a result of tobacco industry pressure, according to the suit, "no major
newspaper, radio or tv station . . . accepted plaintiff's advertising (substantially identical with that accepted by
newspaper, tv and radio media in Dayton) although said advertising media
had time, space and facilities available
for such advertising, and had advance
knowledge of plaintiff's scheduled Sept.
17 market opening." The complaint
charged that as a result of threats and
intimidation, plus Bantob's inability to
fulfill its commitment for an opening
advertising campaign, many jobbers,
distributors and dealers refused to buy
or distribute Vanguard and cancelled
firm orders.
Bowman Gray, president of R. J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co., said the charges
against his firm and the other major
producers were "ridiculous," denying
R. J. Reynolds had tried to prevent
marketing of Vanguards. New York
media interests were quoted as denying
the tobacco companies had exerted
pressure, claiming the proposed advertising did not meet standards of the
media or Better Business Bureau. Scare
copy was used, it was stated, and it
did not indicate the "smokes" contained no tobacco.
Small

agencies

to stress

urged

radio-tv

Expansion-minded small and medium-sized agencies were advised last
week by Emil Mogul, president of Mogul, Williams & Saylor, New York, to
develop broadcast media operations.
Mr. Mogul, speaking on the topic of
"Agency Management — People, Planning and Profits" before the first fall
seminar meeting of the League of Ad86 (BROADCAST ADVERTISING)

clared:

vertising Agencies in New York, de-

"The big advertising dollar today and
in the foreseeable future is in television,
and to a lesser extent, spot radio.
Agency managers with the growth outlook should be thinking of future expansion in terms of developing an air
media operation.
"If they fail to see the advantages of
getting their feet wet now, they'll not
only miss the boat— they'll never reach
the pier in the first place.
"In my opinion, it's a rare agency
that can make substantial progress without at least the beginnings of an airmedia operation. It's hard to understand
why persuasion should be necessary.
The coming-of-age of video tape, for
example, is opening up fantastic opportunities for advertisers, who, up to now,
have avoided even the thought of entering the medium. Isn't it possible that
some of your current clients may fall
into this category? And will you be able
to provide the service when the undeniable lure of tv propels one or two of
them into the medium?"
• Business
Time buys

briefly

Media dough • Bakers Franchise Corp.
(Lite Diet bread), N.Y., is launching
a three-month spot radio-tv campaign
today (Sept. 28), using 15 to 30 oneminute announcements per week on
150 radio stations and one-minute and
30-second filmed commercials on 30
tv outlets. Agency: Mogul Williams &
Saylor, N.Y.
Toy time • Mattel Inc., LA. (toys),
will sponsor Matty's Funday Funnies
starting Oct. 11 on ABC-TV (Sun.
5-5:30 p.m. EDT). New cartoon series
will feature such familiar characters
as "Casper, the Friendly Ghost," "Herman and Katnip," "Little Audrey"
and others. Two new characters, Matty
and Sisterbelle, have been created to
serve as host and hostess. Mattel's
agency: Carson-Roberts Inc., L.A.
Warmup • General Mills Inc., Minneapolis, for Wheaties breakfast cereal,
and American Tobacco Co., for Pall
Mall cigarettes, will co-sponsor World
Series Warmup, quarter-hour program
which will precede NBC-TV's telecasts
of 1959 World Series. Agencies: Knox
Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis, for
Wheaties; Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell &
Bayles Inc., N.Y., for Pall Mall.
Listerine backs comedy • WarnerLambert Pharmaceutical Co., Morris
Plains, N.J., for its Listerine product,
to sponsor new series of The Gale Storm
Show, starting Oct. 1 on ABC-TV
(Thurs. 7:30-8 p.m. EDT). Agency:
Lambert & Feasley Inc., N.Y.

Two for 'The Deputy' • General Cigar
Co., N.Y., through Young & Rubicam
Inc., N.Y., signed alternate-week sponsorship of new NBC-TV series, The
Deputy, which started Sept. 12 (Sat.
9-9:30 p.m. EDT). Previously named
co-sponsor is The Kellogg Co., via Leo
Burnett Co.
Tobacco
Nielsen

firms
Radio

head
Index

RJ. Reynolds and Liggett & Myers
sustained their domination of network
radio for the four weeks ending Aug. 9,
as shown by the National Nielson
Radio Index. In the latest commercial
ratings the two once again alternated
in the top two spots in terms of homes
reached and in total commercial
minutes delivered as they did in the
preceding
ing, Aug. Top
24). 20 report (BroadcastTime Inc. moved up several notches
to No. 3 spot in both categories, followed by Midas Inc. in No. 4. The
complete lists follow:
HOME BROADCASTS
Total Home
No. Delivered
B'dcsts
of
Rank Advertiser B'dcsts (000)
358
125,372
1 Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco
377
118,950
2 Liggett & Myers Tobacco
169
185 89,767
3 Time, Inc.
4 Midas, Inc.
5 General Foods Corp.
171 86,998
6 Ex-Lax, Inc.
157 79,027
7 Lewis Howe Co.
124 66,228
136
8 American Tel. & Tel. Co.
237
116
9 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors
58,504
79 60,344
43,619
10 Socony Mobil Oil Co.
35,220
11 Automotive-Amer. Motors
33,038
12 General Mills, Inc.
13 Armour & Co.
33,038
88 32,392
25,863
14
-Bristol-Myers
15 Grove
Hudson Div.
Vitamin
Products
31,161
64
16 Sterling Drug Inc.
48
104
80 24,931
17 Greyhound Coro.
18 Bristol-Myers Co.
24,581
50 23,587
19
Electronics-CBS,
23,393
20 CBS
Firestone
Tire & RubberInc.
22,898
37
COMMERCIAL MINUTES
No. Total
Rank
Advertiser Comm'l
Aired Comm'l
(000)
Del'd
1 Liggett & Myers Tobacco Mins.
283Min.83,356
2 Reynolds, R. J., Tobacco 223 72,388
3 Time, Inc.
135 62,271
4 Midas, Inc.
127 60,457
5 Lewis Howe Co.
94 41,955
6 Chevrolet-Gen. Motors 122 40,943
7 Ex-Lax, Inc.
101 39,931
8 General Foods Corp.
81 36,694
9 American Tel. & Tel. Co.
140 32,371
10 United Motors-G. Motors 68 32,192
11 Armour & Co.
79 31,057
12 Wrigley, Win., Jr. Co.
60 28,932
13 Automotive-Amer. Motors 66 23,207
14 General Mills, Inc.
66 23,182
15 CBS Electronics-CBS, Inc. 50 22,058
16 Staley, A. E., Mfg. Co. 67 21,632
17 Bristol-Myers Co.
36 21,539
18 Hudson Vitamin Products 96 21,355
19 Carter Products, Inc.
90 21,137
20 Sterling Drug Inc.
55 20,412
Ranked by Total Home Broadcasts Delivered and
by Total Commercial Minutes Delivered for Individual Advertisers by All Programs and Participation on all Radio Networks Used.
Copyright 1959 by A. C. Nielsen Co.
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The

Greatest

by

Audiences

a locally

originated

Chicago

Last

Tuesday,

TV

September

overwhelmed

22, WGN-TV

network

Recorded

program

history

cago White Sox-Cleveland Indian's
Ohio, from 7 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Results

Ever

in

! ! !

originated

game

premieres

from

and

the

Chi-

Cleveland,

specials!*

High half-hour rating 9:30-10 P.M.

WGN-TV

Sox/Cleveland/ 10th Inning
Network B

Share

56.5
3.3

89%
5

Network

C

1.1

2

Network

D

2.9

5

Nearly 8 times the combined

Average

WGN-TV

Rating

audience

of the three network

stations!

half-hour rating 7-10 P.M.**

Sox/Cleveland
Network B

Rating

Share

40.5
4.3

68%
7

Network

C

7.5

13

Network

D

7.3

12

other

0.1

—

More than double the combined audience of the three network stations in prime time!
* ARB Coincidental
** Competition
threeEarp,
hoursFibber
included
Dennis
O'Keefe,
Bronco, Rifleman,
Laramie,
To Tell the during
Truth, the
Wyatt
McGee
& Molly,
Tightrope,
Toast to Jerome Kern, Naked City, Andy Williams.

Proof

again

programming

that
they

WGN-TV
want

WGN
Chicago
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gives Chicagoans

the

type

of

to see!

-Television

-Channel

9

When

Khrushchev

Came

to Iowa

When Khrushchev came to Iowa, one heard the comment made:
They didn't show him Channel 2 or Khrushchev would have stayed.
Suppose he'd seen their ratings, say, their latest ARB1
He might have thought, "I like it here — there's no one watching me!"
Or let's just say, for instance, he had seen 2's lofty tower2.
He would have been impressed no end — this boy is hep to power.
Suppose he'd toured the station like a television
Seen the radar for the weather3, seen himself on
Seen the mammoth stock of movies5, had a word
He'd have been so damned elated he'd have never

star;
V.T.R.,*
with Marshal J.,6
gone away.

So it's really providential (in the State Department's view)
That when Khrushchev came to Iowa he bypassed Channel 2. 7

1.
2.3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

More viewers than ever.
Good
place for isSummit
Meeting
— 1.450'
above average
terrain.
The headdome
connected
to the
cameradome
(See Broadcasting,
July 28, 1958).
First station in Iowa to get it. You know — that solid gold tape stuff.
Including the M.G.M. package and the Paramount package, and a Hollywood dish.
Eastern Iowa's most popular cowboy (no kin to Marshal Zhukov).
State Dept. has given blanket clearance to time-buyers. See your friendly Katz man.

WMT-TV
Cedar Rapids — Waterloo
CBS Television for Eastern Iowa
Affiliated with WMT Radio; KWMT Fort Dodge
National Representatives: The Katz Agency
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PROGRAMMING
HOW
Prime

TO
time

MAKE
and

PUBLIC

individual

Public-service programs can be profitable in both money and prestige, and
they deserve the full backing of management with prime time plus sales and
promotional aids.
This conclusion was obvious to the
350 delegates who attended the third
Conference on Local Public Service
Programming, held Sept. 21-23 on the
campus of Stanford U. at Palo Alto,
Calif., under the auspices of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.
Over 100 speakers representing all
segments of broadcasting took part in
a series of panel discussions and
sampled dozens of programs demonstrating that public-service offerings can
be entertaining as well as instructive.
Many hurled the oft-voiced charge
that public-service programs frequently
get the worst of the scheduling and
creative facilities.
On the other hand, many speakers
said programs broadcast in prime evening time after ample preparation and
promotion are attracting peak audiences and often are sponsored by civic
as well as sales-minded local advertisers.

creativeness

SERVICE
are

power to draw distinctions between different kinds of ordinarily acceptable
programming." He said the solution
"lies in the good sense of the public
and the broadcasters, with the public as
supreme judge. If they want rest, escapism or relaxation after a day's work
with just a bare minimum of public
service programming, then there is
not much that you, your critics, the
FCC or Congress can do about it."
Bergen Evans, Northwestern U. professor of English and moderator of The
Last Word on CBS-TV, contended
broadcasters should be praised for their
use of the language rather than accused
of contributing to its corruption. "Radio
and tv commentators," he said, "like
advertisers, are in the forefront of the
testing of the language — continually
reaching for the more precise, the
more concise, the more appropriate
word, which is more than can be said
for some other users of the language
on Madison Avenue."
WBC dramatized its panels by in-

basic

PAY

elements

stalling an Eidophor projector in the
Stanford auditorium, hooked by closed
circuit to two tv cameras on stage.
Faces of questioners on the floor were
projected to a 15x20 foot screen at
the rear of the stage where audience
and
look. panel members could get a close
Three days of panels, lunches and
other sessions, sometimes running in
tandem, kept the delegates hopping.
Here are highspots of some of the
William J. Kaland, WBC national
panels: director, charged broadcasters
program
with the sin of "imitative creativity."
He defined "creativity" as a process, not
a product.
Individuals and Ideas • Marc Conplaywright,tosaid
puritanical
society nelly,
is scared
death"our
of the
theatre
(radio, tv, stage and screen), where truth
is spoken, and suffers from a fear of
doing
something
fresh."
Robert
Foreman,
vice president of
BBDO, contended "something is being

Individual Exalted • Special emphasis was placed during the three-day
conference on ways to develop and
encourage the creative potential of the
individual.
Setting the theme at the opening session Sept. 21, WBC President Donald
H. McGannon explained the individual
was chosen as conference keynote because broadcasting "is essentially a business of ideas and it is obvious that
ideas come only from individuals."
Management's job is to make "opportunities for ideas," he said, contending the individual "is too frequently bridled and stifled by an institutional jungle gym, that obstacle course
in children's playgrounds. . . . We have
to respond to the individual and in his
ideas or he will shrivel or be silenced,
and he will destroy his desire and
ability for creative development."
Five outstanding leaders in the
world of science and arts sent filmed interviews discussing broadcasters' opportunity to keep the public informed
(see page 90).
FCC Dilemma • FCC Chairman
John C. Doerfer said court decisions
give the Commission "some responsibility" for the programming of licensees
"yet none of these cases has squarely
decided the Commission has direct legal

In tower's shadow • Three principals in Westinghouse Broadcasting Co. publicservice conference stand before Hoover Institution at Stanford U., Palo Alto,
Calif. (1 to r): Philip H. Lasky, WBC West Coast vice president; J. Wallace
Sterling, president, Stanford U., and Donald H. McGannon, WBC president.
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FIVE

GREAT

CHALLENGES

Broadcasters have the facilities and the capacity to shape
the course of history, five world-famed men of art and
science agreed Sept. 21 in remarks addressed to the Local
Public Service Programming Conference sponsored at Palo
Alto, Calif., by W estinghouse Broadcasting Co.
In filmed interviews prepared for the conference they
voiced the widespread need for dissemination of knowledge
about the arts, science, politics and public events. Their
comments added up an eloquent tribute to the inherent
power of television and radio — and to a challenge for
better use of that power. Here are short condensations of
their observations:
ARCHIBALD MacLEISH, poet-playwright,
ex-Librarian of Congress
What you [broadcasters] do matters
more over the long run (if our civilization has a long run ahead of it) than
what anybody else does. Because you are
more persistently shaping the minds of
more people than all the rest of us put
together. . . .
The programs lumped together as entertainment have as great an influence on
the minds of the human beings who
watch them as programs which claim a more serious purpose. Indeed they have a greater influence. . . . Every program you put on is "doing" and will have a consequence,
whatever you may call it. It will work for harm if it doesn't
work for good. And nowhere can the harm or the good
be greater than in the area of art and above all, perhaps,
of dramatic art.
To quicken the imagination should be the great end of a
done" along this line. "There are advertisers," he said, "who put pride before purchase, who would rather sponsor thought-provoking programs than
formula-produced westerns but who
as practical businessmen must be convinced that such sponsorship is good
business.
"The agency's job is to convince the
willing but timid advertiser that high
ratings are not the only way to achieve
his purpose." Mr. Foreman's agency
has just contracted for Fred Friendly,
producer and a member of the discussion group, to produce a half-hour
series in prime evening time at $65,000
a week for 52 weeks. "If it gets onefifth the rating of Gunsmoke that will
be all right," Mr. Foreman added.
Mr. Friendly reminded that publicservice programming faces strong
commercial program competition in
prime evening time, but nobody will
ever take the programs seriously if they
appear only late at night, early in the
morning or Sunday afternoon. He is
putting on a tv program Oct. 27 on
missile launching. "If launching a missile isn't more interesting as well as
more important to the public than the
killing of a 19th Century villain, there's
90 (PROGRAMMING)
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RADIO

society which moves toward freedom. And no instrument
ever devised holds such promise for that quickening as
radio and television. If the word "entertainment" could
become a word not of defense but of purpose, and if that
purpose could include the presentation of great enfranchising works of human art, television and radio could
change the human future in this country.
EDWARD

STONE, architect
In our country we want to make art
the property of every man and woman,
and this is the great opportunity for television. Not that television has not in the
past exploited some of these opportunimocracy.
ties. Here lies the chance for art in de-

Obviously everybody wants to see all
these masterpieces, but through television
it could be brought to the home and I think improve and
exhilarate the whole cultural and spiritual life of our country, and I am sure that just as our other arts have developed, television will accept this challenge and we will have
a mature and beautiful medium of expression which will
reach everyone; and I think there lies an opportunity
unique in the 20th Century.
In judging television as a visual art, we must remember
that we have had some 2,500 years in western culture,
architecture, sculpture and painting whereas in television,
at the most, we have had only one decade to develop and
I think with patience and with the great creative talents
we have in this country it should be brought to bear in
this medium. The potentialities are unlimited.

really something wrong," he said.
Research Problems • The validity
and utility of audience measurement
were discussed at length by panelists.
Dr. Charles Y. Glock, head of the U.
of California's research center, said,
"The established basis of most broadcast research, that the stimulus of the
broadcast commercial produces the result desired by the advertiser, provided it reaches enough people, does
not extend to public service programming where who listens or watches
may be more important than the number of people reached." He criticized
broadcasters for sticking to audience
size measurements and not going into
new program research "as manufacturers have gone into new product research." Ben Gedalecia, vice president of the McCann-Erickson's Market
Planning Corp., also criticized the use
of ratings designed to measure the
audience for advertisers' sales messages
for public service programs.
These comments drew a prompt
audience response, "We're using the
yardsticks we have. If you'll give us
new yardsticks, we'll use them." Melvin
A. Goldberg, WBC research director,
called for a showing of hands of sta-

tion men who use college research facilities in their vicinities. About a fifth
of the broadcasters said they had used
the college services.
News Broadcasts • William Small,
WHAS-AM-TV Louisville, Ky., news
director, startled the broadcasters with
this statement, "American radio is not
the adolescent news medium it was
once accused of being; it is not that
good." He charged that radio news presented with horns, whistles and sirens
"is enough to make 19th Century yeljournalists
Onlow the
otherblush."
hand Jerry Landay,
WBZ Boston, saw "distinct signs that
news is emerging into first-class citizenship and no longer is considered by
some stations as a necessity so the deejay can go
wash hisKMPC
hand?.Los. . Angeles,
."
Hugh
Brundage,
said two helicopters and three mobile
units cover important news events but
Mr. Small said he couldn't think of
one story a month big enough for this
treatment. He termed it "manufactured
sensationalism to interrupt programming with helter-skelter direct reports
at the scene of fender-benders, halfalarm fires, and unseated pedestrians."
KTLA (TV) Los Angeles sent its
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

ROBERT MURPHY, Deputy Undersecretary of State
There once was a time when the world
loomed large. . . .The accepted form of
diplomacy in those days was secret diplomacy. With modern communications diplomacy has become public. You, as
communicators in the open society we
cherish, provide the vital and selective
liaison between governments and people,
people and events, events and ideas.
You indeed have major responsibilities in trying to establish anational sense of perspective. It is difficult to
overstate the importance of these responsibilities. You are
reporting, influencing and actually making history. I feel
you are doing a wonderful job.
Your electronic wonders are some of the finest instruments in the free world's possession; and if peace does
finally come to the world, it will be largely due to the fact
that mass communications have played a major role in
this great effort. You have made a brilliant and promising
start. But will you follow it through? Will you respond to
these challenges? I believe you will.
DR. JONAS

SALK, developer of polio vaccine
Can your conference consider not
merely the need for public awareness in
the field of medicine . . . but rather the
technique whereby the quality of the information communicated is enhanced as
well as the means for reducing and eliminating, if possible, the practices that
make scientists and physicians withdraw
from contact with those who seek their
help in public education via radio, television or the printed
word?
Is it possible . . . that in the future medical or scientific
Telecopter to the conference for inspection, snowing how it is used. The machine cost nearly $100,000 in research and equipment and its operation runs $100,000 a year, according
to Clete Roberts, of KTLA.
Mr. Landay said WBZ puts on a fiveminute newscast each hour because of
"the changing character of continuing
stories plus the huge volume of good
story and tape material pouring in from
our eyewitness reporters, telephones,
tipsters and stringers, and our national
and overseas bureaus." "There is no
such thing as a dull news day," he said.
Why Public Service? • William
Dempsey, WQED (TV) Pittsburgh, educational station, said he conducted a
survey that showed one out of every 20
public service telecasts is put on because the station hopes it will win an
award. "Slightly more, 6.1%, are preselected by outside organizations or
groups, the stations reported. Popularity was the chief reason for selecting
subjects for public service programs,
25.8%, followed by availability of
people and material, 22.4%.
Speakers agreed new terms are needed
to replace "public service" and "documentary," which have now become
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

programming or reporting will be done only by those accredited to do so? Would it not be reasonable ... to
protect the public and the medical scientist or physician
by not exposing them to the unskilled and often sensation-seeking reporter or writer or program director who is
not equipped to do good and by luck will do no harm?
There is need for what is frequently referred to as "a
creative approach" which merely means a new way to do
something in the field of medical communication to the
public. If your conference could establish this as an objective .. . you will have made a great contribution.
DR. EDWARD

TELLER, nuclear physicist
I would like to talk to you about a
very difficult job that is rightly considered as formidable — how to get science
across to the layman who wants to be
amused. I think it can be done and I
think that it must be done because we
live in a technical world where a man
cannot be called educated if he has not
understood what makes nature tick and
what makes it possible for us to change the world as we
have changed it.
I suggest that what you could do is to present on your
medium simple, straightforward and startling facts; and
these simple and straightforward facts, if startling enough,
can be amusing by their surprise — a collision of two galaxies that create a great deal of radio noise, for example, a
hundred billion light years away.
I see things far away like galaxies and close under our
hands like atoms; and everything in between these two
things can be made exceedingly interesting and amusing,
and if people get these amusing and small bits of information, this may help us to maintain and to create a spirit
from which a healthy technical civilization must live.

"practically epithets." Many emphasized good local public service programs can be sold to good local sponsors as readily as any other local shows.
Slap at Networks • An anonymous
taped exchange aired at the conference
took networks apart in strong language
because of their "encroachment beyond
the 7:30-10:30 p. m. hour." A group of
unnamed executives, who insisted on
anonymity, voiced "open dismay at attempts by the three networks to shrivel
station time," and also at some signs
of government tolerance of this desire.
Television tape is operating as a
leveller among stations, with many now
doing
couldn't produce
on
film,programs
accordingthey
to speakers.
At an international panel Hugh
Weldon, British Broadcasting Corp.,
said public-service programs are "the
most popular kind of programming in
England and are staffed by the best
brains available."
Editorializing or Not • A majority of
participants in an editorializing panel
advocated hard-hitting editorials. Ben
Strouse, WWDC Washington, described
the 10-a-day, one-minute editorials and
the results they are bringing.
Edward Breen, KVFD Fort Dodge,

la., said he broadcasts five-minute editorials at noon and again at 10:30 p. m.
plus shorter editorials by two staff
newsmen. John McClay, WJZ-TV Baltimore, described advantages of making
editorials as long as necessary to handle
the subject, editorializing only when
there is a need and having the general
manager as spokesman. Bruce Palmer,
KWTV (TV) Oklahoma City, who
broadcasts that station's editorials, said
KWTV started occasional editorials
over two years ago but shifted after a
year to a regular five-a-week schedule.
William Whitley, KNXT (TV) Los Angeles, disagreed with other panel members, saying few stations are equipped
to editorialize.
CBS Films' plans
CBS Film Inc. is planning a "substantial number" of tv properties for both
network and syndication sponsorship in
1960, Sam Cook Digges, administrative
vice president, said last week.
As the first step in expanding its
production facilities, the company will
open a production office in Hollywood
shortly after Oct. 15. It's new production executive — Robert F. Lewine (see
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Week's Headliners, page 32) will
start his CBS duties around that date.
Mr. Lewine is charged with staffing
both the Hollywood and New York
production offices.
The new production plans for 1960
will be worked out when Mr. Lewine
takes up his new post, Mr. Digges reported. At present, the company has
five pilot films "either in production or
completed for January sale."
NEW

BARTER

Governor

Tv

DEAL
develops

products for tv ads
The ancient merchandising concept
of barter will acquire a young wrinkle
under a plan to be implemented by
Governor Television Attractions, New
York tv film distributor.
Governor Tv, contrary to the usual
distributor practice of offering stations
films for time that eventually is sold to
an advertiser, is going to use the time
for consumer products created by its
own subsidiary companies on 25 stations, starting in two weeks. Arthur
Kerman, president of Governor Tv,
offered this explanation in an interview
with Broadcasting:
"Many stations in medium-sized and
smaller markets and the smaller station
in larger markets often had asked me
for a barter deal. They realized some of
the shortcomings of barter but for many
stations it was an economic necessity.
I thought about it for a long time and
then the idea struck me: if tv advertising via barter is successful for many
businesses, why couldn't I develop a
line of products and offer Governor Tv
programming in exchange for time?"
Mr. Kerman realized he had to develop household products that would
have "lasting appeal" and could be promoted on tv largely in fringe time, if
necessary. As his first offering, he decided on a make-up kit and engaged
Muriel Powell, who operates a charm
school in New Jersey, to select the
items. It consists of a "golderama" bag,
containing such items as comb and nail,
compact, eyebrow pencil, perfume and
other cosmetics. Mr. Kerman then selected various jobbers to provide the
products and decided upon the price of
$4.95. As an added inducement, consumers will be offered a booklet on
grooming tips, "The Beaut Generation,"
written by Miss Powell.
Subsidiary Formed • A subsidiary
called Eleanor Powell Inc. has been
established for the make-up kit. Mr.
Kerman will form another subsidiary to
offer records on the same basis as the
kit and hopes to expand to other marketable products.
Governor Tv already has signed up
92 (PROGRAMMING)

ITC's
Tv 'sneak show'
Adopting a technique long
used by Hollywood film studios,
Bernard L. Schubert Inc., New
York,
"sneak preview"
episodesplans
of itstoforthcoming
tv film
series (David Harding, Counterspy, Alexander The Great, and
David Harum) in various sized
communities in six key U.S. regions. The public will be invited
to attend showings, which will be
held either in tv station studios or
local movie theatres, after which
audiences will be asked to fill out
"comment cards."
Schubert's plan calls for simultaneous showings of an episode in
the six regions within 48 hours
following the final editing of the
segment in Hollywood. As many
as six episodes in each of its series
would be previewed in this manner while the series is still before
the cameras, it was reported. Resulting word-of-mouth publicity,
plus the availability of viewer
comments, is expected to increase
the interest of national advertisers
as well as to permit changes in the
series as suggested by the preview
audiences. First "sneak" showings
are planned for late September.

25 tv stations, according to Mr. Kerman. In return, they will receive all or
part of the company's tv film product,
covering 300 features, 52 cartoons and
200 two-reelers (the latter include
"Laurel and Hardy" shorts). Stations
are at liberty to pre-empt the time assigned to Governor Tv. At rate card,
Mr. Kerman estimates he already has
about $500,000 in time and he reports
the company's transaction with stations
are at card rate (a substantial portion
is Class B and Class C time).
At the outset, viewers may purchase
the make-up kit by writing the stations,
but Mr. Kerman later may introduce
a box number system or place the item
in retail channels. He intends to promote the advertising through contests
and perhaps through paid advertising in
newspapers.
None of the time assigned to Governor Tv will be "sold away" from the
station, Mr. Kerman insisted, adding
that the time will be used to advertise
only products of companies he controls.
"I've known for many years that television advertising is effective," Mr. Kerman declared. "I see no reason why tv
cannot help sell the items I'm going
to offer. I've got my fingers crossed . . ."

$4

first year:

million

abroad

More than $4 million in foreign sales
were rung up by Independent Television
Corp., New York, in its first year of
operations (ending Sept. 1), it was reported last week by Walter Kingsley,
ITC president. The total of $4,346,258
represents $1,721,890 in the Western
hemisphere and $2,624,368 in the Eastern hemisphere. The total includes the
combined sales activities of ITC and
its sub-distributor, ITC, Ltd. of
England.
ITC currently is providing 188 weekly half-hours of tv programs outside
of the U.S., with 19 properties now sold
and running in 39 foreign countries, Mr.
Kingsley said.
ITC is jointly owned by the Jack
Wrather Organization of Beverly Hills
and Associated Television Ltd. of
London.
UA

plans

antitrust

to deny
charges

Robert S. Benjamin, board chairman
of United Artists, said last week that
UA proposed to deny charges of Clayton Act violations alleged by the Dept.
of Justice in the government's antitrust
suit filed two weeks ago (Broadcasting,
Sept. 21).
He said UA has been advised by
counsel that the transactions by which
UA acquired Associated Artists Production Corp. (Warner Bros, films) and
residual rights to RKO feature films
from C&C Television Corp. do not
constitute a violation as charged by the
Justice Dept.
The government charged that these
acquisitions lessened competition in the
feature-films-for-tv field and asked that
UA be required to divest itself of these
assets. The complaint was filed Sept. 1 5
in New York U. S. District Court.

'Arrow'

lands

back

Broken Arrow, western series which
has had two previous seasons on ABCTV, returns to that network Oct. 11
(Sun. 4:30-5 p.m. EDT) under sponsorship of Mars Inc., Chicago. Agency:
Knox Reeves Adv. Inc., Minneapolis.

WNTA-TV

plans

\

six day-run dramas
A series of two-hour dramatic programs, The Play of The Week, will
be offered on WNTA (TV) Newark
starting Oct. 12. Each dramatic production will run for one week and will be
telecast from 8-10 p.m. MondayBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959 ,
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through-Saturday and 3-5 p.m. on Sunday.
Each play will be recorded on video
tape in advance. The production budget
for each drama was reported to be
about $35,000. First play "Medea," a
Greek tragedy, will star Judith Anderson. The second will be Graham
Greene's "The Power and The Glory."
Talent Assoc., New York, headed by
David Susskind, will serve as production supervisor of the project but other
producers will participate in the series.
They include Jean Dalrymple, director
of the New York City Center; Alexander Cohen, David Ross and others.
Series will include present Broadway
and off-Broadway productions, unproduced plays and television dramas.
• Program

shorts

Typewriter talk • Underwood Corp.,
N.Y., is furnishing some 300 radio stations with a five-minute series, Word
Detective, starring Basil Rathbone. The
show, dramatizing word origins, was
created and produced for Underwood
by Robert Jennings Assoc. and is offered as educational, public service programming.
'Dawson' distribution • Latest sales on
Ziv's
Man Dawson
total
to 103Thismarkets.
Added bring
to thethestation
roster: WTMJ-TV Milwaukee, WTVY
(TV) Dothan, Ala.; WNCT (TV)
Greenville-Washington, N.C.; WABT
(TV) Birmingham, Ala.; KFYR-TV
Bismarck, N.D., and WSOC-TV Charlotte, N.C.
'Grand Jury' sales • NTA Program
Sales, N.Y., reports the sale of more
than $1 million in contracts covering its
Grand Jury tv series, which has been
purchased in 51 markets by regional
and local advertisers and stations.
Among advertisers signed are D-X Sunray Oil Co., Savarin Coffee, Schlitz
beer and the Keefe Brewing Co.
'Mars' suit • Orson Welles, actor-producer, has filed a damage suit for $425,000 against CBS, Columbia Artists Inc.
and Westinghouse Electric Corp. in Los
Angeles Superior Court. The suit
charges unauthorized use of Mr. Welles'
1938 radio program, "Men From
Mars," as a tv show, "The Night the
World Trembled," broadcast Sept. 9,
1957, on CBS-TV under Westinghouse
sponsorship.
Progress report • Tele-Records Services, Hollywood, is now sending 8-10
films a month to some 200 tv stations
and expects to increase its output to
15 a month before winter. Progress has
been steady since the signing of agree94 (PROGRAMMING)

IRE

THE

HANDICAPPED
Tv helps handicapped • This
is one of the slides that have
been mailed to every U.S. tv station for use in the national Oct.
4-10 "Employ the Physically
Handicapped Week." NAB and
the Veterans Administration cooperated in the mailing. The
package includes announcements
for telecasting with the slides. The
annual Hire the Handicapped
campaign is handled by the President's Committee on Employment
of the Physically Handicapped.
ments with American Federation of
Musicians and Screen Actors Guild
(Broadcasting, June 8) which permitted the company to go ahead with
its plan of making musical films of recording artists singing their latest recorded tunes (lip-synchronized to the
original records) Mr. Lane said. Recording companies are making increased use of the service, for which
they pay flat fees of $1,800 for the
production of 16mm films and their
distribution to 200 stations that receive the films without cost for use on
video disc jockey programs. In a single
day, TRS reportedly produced films for
Decca, Capitol and Columbia in its
New York studios. Among artists whose
discs have been given TRS film promotion are Patti Page, Sal Mineo and
Johnny Horton.
Package sales • Sterling Television
Inc., N.Y., reports these film package
sales: Story Cartoons to WCPO-TV
Cincinnati, WBNS-TV Columbus,
WLWI (TV) Indianapolis, KCOP-TV
Los Angeles, KOIN-TV Portland,
KIRO-TV Seattle and WSJV (TV) Elkhart, Ind. Abbott and Costello to
WBNS-TV Columbus, WRAL-TV Raleigh, N.C, KELP-TV El Paso, Tex.,
and KFBB-TV Great Falls, Mont.
Time Out For Sports to WROC-TV
Rochester, N.Y., WDSU-TV New Orleans and WKBW-TV Buffalo, N.Y.
Crusade In the Pacific to WXIX (TV)
Milwaukee and WDBJ-TV Roanoke,
Va.
Late-night antics • Everything Goes,
new late-night program, has been sched-

uled to start in mid-October on WABCTV New York. Described as a "freewheeling comedy-variety show" and
planned as a major WABC-TV fall entry, it will be telecast live Mondaythrough-Friday (11:15 p.m.-12:15 a.m.
EDT). Starring in the presentation of
"humor, songs, dances, skits and mad
antics" will be Dayton Allen, Maurice
Gosfield, Harvey Lembeck and Allen
Melvin — each with previous comedy experience. The program was conceived
by Bob Rehbock, who will serve as producer, and developed with the WABCTV program department. Scriptwriters
are Jim Lehner and Bob Condon. Roger
Shope has been named director.
'Love' for sale • Alexander Film Co.,
Colorado Springs, Colo., and New
York, is selling a five-a-week film strip,
Love Is The Problem, with WABC-TV
New York signed as an early customer. The half - hour show offers
advice to the lovelorn by a panel and
famous guest stars. It is produced by
Jerry Fairbanks and directed by Harry
Wayne McMahon.

AP promises 'depth'
in radio-tv news
Although the primary purpose of the
AP's broadcast wire is to digest the
news, we are facing up to the changing
times by reporting more news in depth,
John Aspinwall, AP radio-tv news editor, said Monday (Sept. 21) in his news
committee's report to the board of directors of the Associated Press RadioTv Assn., meeting in New York.
"By squeezing here and squeezing
there we have been able to cram a very
respectable amount of 'in depth' reporting into an already tight schedule of
commitments," Mr. Aspinwall told the
board.
"Specifically, we are now making it
standard practice to deliver daily at
least one separate item of about 600
words developing, backgrounding and
explaining some facet of the top news
of the day," he said. Such coverage has
not infringed upon the interests of the
many stations which still place their
main dependence upon five-minute
newscasts and spots, Mr. Aspinwall reAmong recommendations in its reported.port the news committee was opposed
to a proposal to put datelines on fiveminute summaries. In a supplement to
its regular report the committee said
interest in sound transmissions or voicecasts warrants a continuing study of
this technique.
APTRA also elected officers for the
coming tunes,
year.
(See Fates & Forpage 123).
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Never before in Maryland TV history has a
client's message been placed in a more attractive setting. Never has so much production,
promotion and imagination gone into Fall programming. Never has so much power beamed
WBAL-TV shows to eagerly-waiting viewers.
WBAL-TV and NBC proudly present to alert
time-buyers an unprecedented opportunity to
reach so many people in so many local and fardistant areas — not only the big Baltimore buying public, but all of Maryland, Delaware, and
into Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Virginia.
WBAL-TV'S NEW FALL PROGRAMMING
and WBAL-TV'S NEW TOWER mean expanding coverage and expanding sales ! WBALTV HAS GREATER SELLING - POWER
THAN EVER NOW
Rmae^
WBAL-TV

BALTIMORE

Channel 11 • NBC

Affiliate the original station representative

NEVER!

BEFORE
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THE

RADIO
That's

REVENUES
report

from

Radio's
revenues
inchedtheup FCC
1%
over
1957 1958
to $523.1
million,
reported last week. Profits for am and
fm broadcasters, including four national
networks and three regional networks,
slumped heavily, however, down 31.7%
to $37.3 million. Profits are before
federal taxes.
The radio networks and their 23
owned stations, had total revenues of
$69.4 million, down 5.6%; and a resulting loss item of $3.6 million.
The 3,267 other radio stations showed
total revenues of $453.7 million, up
2.1%, with profits at $40.9 million,
down 25.1%.
Combined radio-tv total broadcast
revenues for 1958 was $1.6 billion, up
6.3% from 1957*s totals, with profits
at $209.2 million, down 2.5%. The television figures were reported last month
(Broadcasting, Aug. 17).
Radio time sales revenues were as
follows:
From network sales, $46.5 million,
down 8%; from national and regional
sponsors, $171.9 million, up 1.4%;
from local advertisers and sponsors.
$323.2 million, up 2%.
Other highlights of the 1958 radio
financial report:
• Of 3,066 am stations operating for
the full year, 2,053 reported a profit
(median profit, $16,000), and 1,013 sta-

FCC

on

MEDIA

UP,
1 958

PROFITS
station-network

tions showed a loss (median loss.
$15,000).
• The average revenues, expenses
and profits of the stations which operated for the full year were $156,393.
$140,733 and $15,660 respectively.
• Twenty am stations reported a
profit of $500,000 or more; three stations reported losses of $250,000 or
over.
• Tables supplied by the FCC showed
several interesting relationships —
Where stations reported less than
$25,000 in revenues, 26 made a profit
and 72 reported a loss.
Where stations reported revenues of
$1 million or more, 46 were profitable
and only two showed losses.
Of the 173 stations operating in
markets with 2 million population or
more, 136 reported a profit, 37 a loss.
In markets of 1 to 2 million population,
51 reported a profit, 23 a loss. In cities
with less than 2,500 population, 82 reported aprofit and 44 a loss.
• The average revenue for the 173
stations in markets with 2 million or
more population was $657,183. Average expenses were $528,706 and profit.
$128,477.
There were 625 stations in markets
with populations of 10,000 to 25,000,
the most of any grouping. Average for

► Radio and tv comparisons
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES AND INCOME OF NETWORKS AND
STATIONS OF RADIO1 AND TELEVISION BROADCAST SERVICES
1957-1958
($ Millions)
Percent Increase
or (Decrease)
Service
1958
1957
in 1958
Total Broadcast Revenues
Radio
$ 523.1
$ 517.9
1.0
Television
1,030.0 943.2
9.2
Industry Total
SI, 553.1
$1,461.1 6.3
Total Broadcast Expenses
Radio
$ 485.8
$ 463.3
4.9
Television
858.1 783.2
9.6
Industry Total
$1,343.9
$1,246.5 7.8
Broadcast Income (before Federal Income Tax)
Radio
$ 37.3
$ 54.6 (31.7)
Television
171.9 160.0 7.4
Industry Total
$ 209.2
$ 214.6 ( 2.5)
1 Includes AM and FM broadcasting.
NOTE: 1958 radio data cover the operations of 4 nationwide networks
and 3 regional networks, 3,197 AM and AM-FM and 93 independent
FM stations. Excluded are 99 AM and AM-FM stations and 18 independent FM stations whose reports were filed too late for tabulation.
1957 data are for the same networks and 3,097 AM and AM-FM and
67 independent FM stations. Excluded are 59 AM and AM-FM stations
whose reports were filed too late for tabulation. 1958 TV data cover
the operations of 3 networks and 514 stations. 1957 TV data cover
the operations of 3 networks and 501 stations.
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_

SLUMP
operations

these stations was — revenues. $90,249;
expenses, $83,972; profit, $6,277.
The average 50 kw unlimited clear
channel station took in $1,133,014 in
revenues, spent $920,881 on expenses
and made a profit of $212,133.
The average full time local station
(895 of them) took in $94,433 in revenues, spent $88,755 on expenses and
was left with a profit of $5,678.
Overall, the 3,066 stations which
operated for the whole year in 1958
took in on an average $156,393 in revenues, spent $140,733 in expenses, and
was left with a profit of $15,660.
• Of the 93 independent fm stations,
68 reported losses. Total revenues of
the 93 were $2.5 million; expenses, $3.2
million, with a resultant loss of $700,000
overall.
• There were 3,296 am radio stations operating in 1,806 metropolitan
areas and other communities. There
was only one radio station in 1,287
markets; two outlets in 271 markets.
• Investment in tangible property by
the radio networks and stations totaled
$333.3 million in original costs and
$168 million at depreciated values.
• The radio industry employed 48,812 persons, of which 9,185 were parttime. Networks and their owned stations accounted for 2,773 employes, of
which 49 were parttime.

Breaking down profit & loss
BROADCAST REVENUES, EXPENSES, AND INCOME OF RADIO
BROADCAST SERVICES 1957-1958
($ Millions)
Percent Increase
or (Decrease)
1958
1957
1958
Item
Total Broadcast Revenues
4 Nationwide networks and
3 regional networks (including owned and operated
1.0
73.5
69.4
444.4
2.1
stations)
453.7
Other
radio1 stations 2
Total
5.6)
517.9
523.1
Total Broadcast Expenses
4 Nationwide networks and
3 regional
(including owned networks
and operated
73.0
( 4.9
0.7)
73.5
412.8
Other
radio
stations
389.8
463.3
485.8
stations)
Total 1
Broadcast Income (before Federal income5.9 tax)
4 Nationwide networks and
3 regional networks (including owned and operated
stations) 1
($3.6)
$
.0
—
Other radio stations- 40.9 54.6 (25.1)
Total
$ 37.3
$ 54.6 (31.7)
1 Includes 21 network owned stations in 1957 and 23 in 1958.
- Includes 3,143 AM, AM-FM and Independent FM stations in 1957 and
3,267 in 1958.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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Trend:

networks

and

stations

COMPARATIVE

FINANCIAL DATA OF AM RADIO NETWORKS
AND STATIONS
1957-1958
(S Thousands)
Percent of
Amount
Increase
(Decrease)
Item
1958
Number of networks
71
Number of stations
3,197 2
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
( 8.7)
a. Nationwide networks
$ 42,786
( 1.6)
b. Regional networks
2,861
c. Miscellaneous networks and
8.7
stations
872
( 8.0)
Total
46,519
2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
2.0
1.4
and sponsors
171,939
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
323,207
1.8
Total revenues from nonnetwork time sales
495,146
0.9
Total revenues from time sales 541,665
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly
established agencies, representatives, brokers and others
59,620
( 2.7)
1.2
Net revenues from time sales. . 482,045
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
24,727
(( 0.4)
5.9)
Sundry broadcast revenues
13,825
Total revenues from incidental
broadcast activities
38,552
( 2.4)
Total broadcast revenues
520,597
0.9
C. Total broadcast expenses of networks
4.7
and stations .
482,607
D. Broadcast income (or loss) before Federal
income tax
$ 37,990
(31.0)
1 Includes 3 regional networks — the Yankee Network, Inc., The Don Lee
Broadcasting System and the Texas State Network, Inc.
- 3,097 stations reported in 1957.
Note: Excludes 93 independently operated FM stations.

►

How

stations

fared

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF AM RADIO STATIONS
1957-1958
($ Thousands)
Percent of
Amount Increase
Item
1958 (Decrease)
Number of stations
'.. 3A741
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Nationwide networks
$ 8,599
b. Regional networks
1,896
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations.. 872
Total
11,367
2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
and sponsors
149,676
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
311, 7562
Total revenues from non-network
times sales
461,432
Total revenues from time sales. . 472,799
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly
established agencies, representatives, brokers and others
46,219
Net revenues from time sales. . 426,580
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
13,220
Sundry broadcast revenues
11,439
Total revenues from incidental
broadcast activities
24,659
Total broadcast revenues
451,239
C. Total broadcast expenses of station
409,618
D. Broadcast Income (or loss) before Federal
income tax
$ 41,621

(18.2)
( 8.6)
8.7
(15.1)
2.2
2.2
2.2
1.7
( 2.2)
2.1
1.5
( 1.6)
2.0
5.8
(24.5)

Note: Excludes 93 independently operated FM stations.
1 3,076 stations reported in 1957.
- Some small amount of network and national non-network times sales
may be included here since stations with less than $25,000 time sales for
the year do not report detailed revenue breakdown.

With More Utility Monitors In Broadcast
Than Any Other Manufacturer
Now Our New "INSTRUMENTATION SERIES" Exceeds
Broadcast Requirements — Resolution And Stability
• Designed For Critical Military Space Application
• Regulated Power Supplies

See
Page
533
In E.E.AA.

• Heavy Duty Metal Cabinet
• 800 Line Aluminized Kine
• Excellent Video Tape Sync Stability
• Single Chassis Or Plug-in Construction Optional
A Complete Line For Every Application, Broadcast, Closed-Circuit, Military
MB—^K—H
III li III

0
0 •

•

MIRATEL
CONELRAD
EQUIPMENT

L59B/17"

2

Manufactured By MINNESOTA RADIO AND TELEVISION, INC.
1080 DIONNE ST., ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA
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How

networks

fared

COMPARATIVE FINANCIAL DATA OF AM RADIO NATIONWIDE AND
REGIONAL NETWORKS AND THEIR OWNED AND OPERATED STATIONS
1957-1958
($ Thousands)
Number of networks
7
Number of stations
23 1
Percent of
Amount Increase
Item
1958 (Decrease)
A. Revenues from the sale of time:
1. Network time sales:
a. Nationwide networks
$ 34,187
( 8.7)
b. Regional networks
965 16.0
c. Miscellaneous networks and stations. .
Total
35,152
( 8.2)
2. Non-network time sales:
a. National and regional advertisers
and sponsors
22,263
( 3.3)
b. Local advertisers and sponsors
11,451 1.1
Total revenues from non-network.
time sales
33,714
( 1.9)
Total revenues from time sales. . 68,866 5.2
3. Deduct — Commissions to regularly
established agencies, representatives brokers and others
13,401 2 ( 4.3)
Net revenues from times sales.. 55,465
( 5.4)
B. Revenues from incidental broadcast activities:
Talent
11,507
( 2.5)
Sundry broadcast revenues
2,386 (21.9)
Total revenues from incidental..
broadcast activities
13,893
( 6.5)
Total broadcast revenues
69,358
( 5.6)
C. Total broadcast expenses of networks and
stations
72,989
( 0.8)
D. Broadcast income (or loss) before Federal
income tax ."
($3,631)
1 Includes the operations of 21 network owned stations in 1957.
2 Of this amount $6,444,264 is applicable to the total sale of network time.

FLORinA

More

not in metropolitan areas will be published in
the next issue of BROADCASTING, that of Oct. 5.

►

The expense breakdown
BROADCAST EXPENSES OF 7 NETWORKS AND
3,197 AM
1958
STATIONS 1
Networks and Their
Owned and
Other
Total
Stations
Operated (2).
Stations
23
(4)
(3)
Type of Expense
(1)
7
7
Number of networks
Number of stations
(S Thousands)
3,174
164,310
3,197
123,590
$ 66,648
40,720
$ 57,637
76,179
$ 10,245
9,011
152,212
165,225
General and Administration
S409,618
86,424
$482,607
13,013
Total Broadcast Expenses
1 Includes 4 nationwide networks $72,989
and 3 regional networks and their 23
owned and operated stations.

• KGVO
SWO.OOO

&IOO.OOO

^Lacktowtm

FINANCING

APPRAISALS

&
Campmu/
Incorporated

RADIO - TV - NEWSPAPER BROKERS
MIDWEST
SOUTHERN
WEST COAST
WASHINGTON, D. C.
Clifford B. Marshall
H. W. Cassill
Colin M. Selph
James W. Blackburn
William
B.
Ryan
Calif.
Bank Bldg.
Jack V. Harvey
Stanley
Healey Whitaker
Building
Joseph M. Sitrick
333 N. Michigan Ave.
9441 Wilshire Blvd.
Atlanta,
Georgia
Washington Building
Beverly Hills, Calif.
Chicago, Illinois
Financial 6-6460
JAckson 5-1576
STerling 3-4341
CRestview 4-2770
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Changing

hands

ANNOUNCED • The following sale of
station interests was announced last
week, subject to FCC approval:

Fulltime top network affiliate that
has always shown a profit. 29%
down, balance on long term payout.
NEGOTIATIONS

week

stations in metropolitan areas and communities

A well established fulltime property
in single station market. Gross in
excess of $120,000 and consistantly
profitable. $45,000 down, $20,000
payable January 15, balance on long
terms.
NORTHWEST

next

cast revenues, expenses and income of individual

SIOO.OOO

ENGLAND

figures

The lists of selected revenue items and broad-

Fulltime major market facility. Currently operating profitably but offers
a real opportunity for much higher
grosses. $120,000 down, balance 10
years at 6 per cent.
NEW

financial

Missoula, Mont.: Sold by

Mosby's
Inc., to KGVO
Inc. for $145,000.
Buyer isBroadcasters
principally
owned by Dale G. Moore, general manager and stockholder in KCAP Helena
and KBMN Bozeman, both Mont.
KGVO is 5 kw on 1290 kc with a CBS
affiliation.
• KUEN Wenatchee, Wash.: Sold by
Dale R. Wood, Wynn Cannon and William Moeller to Joseph Sample and
Miller C. Robertson for $105,000. Mr.
Sample is principal owner of KOOKAM-TV Billings, Mont., and Mr. Robertson is former general manager of
KIRO-TV Seattle. Sale was handled by
Edwin Tornberg & Co. KUEN is on
900 kc with 500 w day.
APPROVED • The
of station interests
the FCC last week
sion activities see

following transfers
were approved by
(for other CommisFor The Record,

page 125).
• WKNB and WNBC (TV) New Britain, Conn.: Sold by NBC to a subsidiary
of Plains Tv Corp., licensee of WICS
(TV) Springfield, 111., and parent comBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

WJAR-TV- CHANNEL 10- PROVIDENCE, R. I.- NBC • ABC • REPRESENTED BY EDWARD
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pany of WCHU (TV) Champaign, 111.,
both uhfs, for $750,000. Sale is conditioned that option rights to buy part of
WNBC, held by WWLP (TV) (ch. 22)
Springfield, Mass. (a William L. Putnam station), cannot be exercised without FCC consent. Plains is owned 50%
by H & E Balaban Corp., which has
interests in WTVO (TV) Rockford, 111.
(ch. 39), WBMG (TV) Birmingham,
Ala. (ch. 42), WMCN (TV) Grand
Rapids, Mich. (ch. 23), WIL St. Louis.
KBOX Dallas and WRIT Milwaukee.
The other 50% of Plains is owned by
Transcontinental Properties Inc. (Herbert Scheftel and Alfred Burger, each
44.8%), which owns WFTV (TV) Duluth, Minn. (ch. 38). FCC denied petition by WHYN-TV Springfield, Mass.
(ch. 40) that application be designated
for hearing. Comr. Bartley dissented.
WNBC is on ch. 30 and is NBC-TV affiliate. WKNB is on 840 kc with 1
kw day.

for total $1,080,000 ($650,000 for
WKDA, $430,000 for KNOK), including $240,000 in consultants fees and
agreements
not to International
compete. Townsend's
holdings include
Growth
Fund (mutual fund) and controlling interest in Resort Airlines. It is making
its first entry in broadcasting and is
interested in buying other radio-tv properties. Mr. Kluge is chairman and president of Metropolitan Broadcasting
Corp. (WNEW-AM-FM-TV New York,
WTTG [TV] Washington and WHKAM-FM Cleveland) and owns 90% of
WINE-AM-FM Buffalo, N. Y., and
Class B stock (37%) of WLOF-TV Orlando. Comr. Bartley dissented. WDKA
is on 1 240 kc with 250 w. KNOK is on
970 with 1 kw day.
• WSVA-AM-FM Harrisonburg, Va.:
51% sold by Transcontinent Tv Corp.
and Hamilton Shea to Washington Evening Star (WMAL-AM-FM-TV Washington) for $700,000 (Mr. Shea will
hold 49%). WSVA is 550 kc with 5
kw day, 1 kw night, with NBC affiliation; WSVA-FM is 100.7 mc with 7.2
kw. WSVA-TV is on ch. 3 with 8.2 kw
and is affiliated with all three tv networks.

o WKNB New Britain, Conn.: Sold by
Plains Tv Corp. (see foregoing) to
Beacon Bcstg. Co. (Sheldon Smerling,
president) for $225,000. Comr. Bartley
dissented.
• WKDA Nashville, Tenn., and KNOK
Ft. Worth, Tex.: Sold by John W.
Kluge to Townsend Corp. of America,
Short Hills, N. J., and singer Pat Boone

o WEAU-AM-FM Eau Claire, Wis.,
and WISC-AM-FM Madison, Wis.:
Sold by Morgan Murphy-Walter C.

POWER
potent

your

selling

most

wedge!

Bridges-Ralph Immell group to William
E. Walker and associates for total
$700,000 ($350,000 each). Mr. Walker
owns WBEV Beaver Dam, WOSH Oshkosh and WKTL Sheboygan, all Wisconsin, and WSJM St. Joseph, Mo., and
KCLN Clinton, Iowa. WEAU is on
790 kc with 5 kw and is NBC affiliate
and WISC is on 1480 kc with 1 kw and
is ABC and MBS affiliate. Comr. Bartley dissented.
Oct.
on

6 date

Mutual

set
petition

Mutual's petition for reorganization
under Chapter 1 1 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Act will come up for confirmation on Oct. 6 before U.S. Referee Asa
Herzog in New York.
The confirmation of the reorganization plan, which has been accepted by
Mutual creditors, has been postponed
several times, because of claims by the
City of New York against MBS for
disputed back taxes. Latest delay was
directed by Referee Herzog during a
hearing on Sept. 18, at which time he set
Oct. 6 as the date for hearing arguments
forMorris
and against
New counsel
York City's
claims.
L. Heath,
for the
City
of New York, told the court that the
city would "much prefer settling this
situation through its own tax appeal
facilities. The legalities involved in this
dispute go beyond the Mutual network
and affect all the broadcasting networks
in Benjamin
the city." Weintraub, attorney for
MBS. argued, however, that "certain
legalities'" involving assessments and activities on which the city's tax claim
is based "merit full hearing before the
Referee Herzog, in a related action,
issued an injunction, enjoining the Dominican Republic from continuing
MBS
in a $750,000 recovery suit now
court."
pending in the Federal court in Washington, D.C. Referee Herzog, acting on
a motion by Mutual, transferred the
Dominican claim to his court, and set
Oct. 22 as the date on which he will
conduct a trial to determine if the Dominican government has a valid claim
against the radio network.

-and

in the Detroit

either
Rates
C

100

or both

of any other
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at the
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you get
Lowest
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K L W
• CKLW-TV
GUARDIAN BLDG. DETROIT
ROBERT E. EASTMAN & CO., INC. YOUNG TELEVISION CORP. j. E. CAMPEAU
Nail Radio Rep
Natl TV Rep
President
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Country dj's to meet
WSM Nashville's eighth annual country music disc jockey festival will be
held at Andrew Jackson Hotel, Nashville. Nov. 13-14, with Tennessee Gov.
Buford Ellington as opening speaker.
Festival coincides with 34th anniversary
of WSM's durable Grand Ole Opry and
delegates will attend birthday performance. Top names and labels in country
music field will participate in convention.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Finest way to speed to Europe . . . that's KLM!

Fast flights whisk you

non-stop across the Atlantic. Friendly flight attendants treat you to worldfamous Royal Dutch service — the most thoughtful, attentive service you'll
find anywhere! Contact your travel agent or KLM office. KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines, 609 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, New York.

IMF

. . . you're in Europe
before you know it!
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KLM non-stop to
. . you're treated royally
on Royal Dutch Airlines! SO Europe . . . and beyond!

THE WORLD'S

FIRST AIRLINE
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LIFE

IN YOUR
SALES

PROGRAM
BY

BUYING THE
RICH
MIDDLE GEORGIA
MARKET
. . . Retail sales up 11%
for first half, 1959
. . . New home
up 32%
. . . Employment

building

NAB

CONVENTION

PLANNING

Same place, same format as last March
troduced at the 1959 convention.
The 1960 NAB annual convention
NAB President Harold E. Fellows
will be much like the 1959 convention.
appointed
an Award Subcommittee to
First planning for the industry's meeting, to be held April 3-7, reveals it will recommend the 1960 recipient of the
resemble the one held last March in
association's Keynote Award for Disthese respects:
tinguished Service. The award winner
• It will be held at the Conrad Hilton
will be keynote speaker. The full NAB
Hotel, Chicago.
board will vote on the subcommittee's
recommendation.
• It will emphasize the participation
Members of the award group are
of top broadcast management.
• The exhibits will center around
Dwight W. Martin, WAFB-TV Baton
heavy equipment, with program and
Rouge, La.; G. Richard Shafto, WISTV Columbia, S. C; F. C. Sowell,
service firms occupying entertainment
suites.
WLAC Nashville; Payson Hall, Meredith Publishing Co. stations, and
• The 14th annual Broadcast EngiThomas C. Bostic, KIMA Yakima.
neering
Conference
will
be
held
concurrently.
Messrs. Bostic and Hall are co-chairmen of the Convention Committee.
The stress on the high executive level
and the exhibit format conform with
Other members, besides Messrs. Martin,
Shafto and Sowell, are Fred A. Knorr,
results of a delegate survey conducted
WKMH Dearborn, Mich.; J. R. Liveby Broadcasting during the 1959 meeting. This survey showed that nearly
say, WLBH Mattoon, 111.; Robert J.
McAndrews, KBIG Hollywood; W. D.
three out of four registered delegates
represented management (68% top Rogers, KDUB-TV Lubbock, Tex., and
management, 5.6% department heads)
Willard E. Walbridge, KTRK-TV Houston. All but Mr. Rogers attended the
and 21% represented delegates to the
engineering conference. (See survey re- committee meeting.
sults in Broadcasting, March 23.)
Representing NAB were President
Harold E. Fellows; Thad H. Brown
Preliminary planning for the 1960
convention got under way Sept. 22 at and John F. Meagher, tv and radio
vice presidents; Everett E. Revercomb,
a meeting
the NAB
ConventionofCommittee,
held atBoard's
the Conrad
secretary-treasurer; Howard H. Bell,
Hilton. Among its first actions was ap- assistant to the president, and John M.
proval of the programming format in- Couric, public relations manager.

up 39%

THEY'RE SPENDING
MORE
NOW
IN MIDDLE GEORGIA
SEE YOUR AVERY-KNODEL
MAN TODAY

NOW, WMAZ-AM and
WMAZ-FM offer Middle
Georgia its only Stereo
music programs
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Dedication ceremony • The new quarters of WNHC-AM-FM-TV New
Haven were dedicated Sept. 1 1 , with the ceremony brought to the public on
a special half-hour program simulcast by the three stations. Shown above
(1 to r): WNHC-TV General Manager Howard W. Maschmeier; Connecticut's Gov. Abraham A. Ribicoff; New Haven's Mayor Richard C. Lee, and
WNHC Radio's General Manager Alan Henry. The new radio-tv center is
located at 135 College St.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

CONSOLE CONVENIENCE
10-SECOND
PRACTICAL

SPOTSAND

PROFITABLE

WITH

AN

AMPEX

Spot commercials pay off. And even 10-second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*
Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible . . .
• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel. .. measures in hours, minutes and seconds
... lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue-in for programming the 10-second spot.
• 2 -SECOND START
a safety margin.

Recorder is in full, stable speed fast ... permits even a 2-second cue with

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading of next commercial in seconds . . . reels lie securely without locks. Table top provides extra work space.
• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling . . . tape pulls easily for fast
threading — without tape stretch or crease.
Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated
brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST.

*TM AMPEX CORP.
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REDWOOD CITY, CALIF.

Offices and Representatives in Principal Cities Throughout the World

FM
NAFMB
new

SOUNDS
war

national

BATTLE

plan

calls

ad

money

Fm broadcasters are priming for an
all-out battle to prove greater public
acceptance and woo many more national advertising dollars.
The battle cry was sounded at the
organizational meeting of the National
Assn. of Fm Broadcasters in Chicago
Sept. 18-19. Representatives of some
100 U.S. stations approved a plan to
raise a war chest of at least $250,000
for research, promotion and selling ammunition
Meeting in the Palmer House, they
also elected Fred Rabell, KITT (FM)
San Diego, as president, plus other officers and directors (see Fates & Fortunes) and heard spirited speeches
from leading agency, audience measurement, client, legal and engineering and
trade association leaders.
NAFMB will function as a successor
to the short-lived Assn. of Fm Broadcasters, formed at last spring's NAB
convention following the demise of Fm
Development Assn. AFMB disbanded
last July, authorizing its board to organize abroader and more comprehensive association embracing all industry
elements, including conventional and
background music fm operations. Some
members of the NAFMB organizing
group are holdovers from the previous
AFMB group.
Fund Raising Plans • A protracted
and sometimes lively floor discussion
characterized the Sept. 19 business session over how best to raise funds for
research, promotion, selling and facilities. As finally approved, NAFMB
would assess member stations $100 per
month (or $1,200 annually) or give
them the alternative of contributing at
least three spot announcements per day

for wooing
to the

CRY
listeners,

medium

for a specific client advertising campaign engineered by the trade organization. Put simply, this would constitute a
method for raising funds generally for
NAFMB needs. The proposal is based
on anticipated membership of at least
200 stations and is similar to one set up
by the old AFMB and employed by the
Southern California Fm Broadcasters
Assn.
Inherent in the spot-or-contribution
concept, it was learned, is a tentative
commitment whereby the complete lineup of NAFMB-member stations may be
delivered to a national advertiser on the
basis of a persuasive selling presentation.
A few fm broadcasters balked at the
plan, but members generally favored it
in principle. Dissidents cited company
policy, cost factors, the principle of
"barter" (time or money) and lack of
time availabilities for announcements.
By virtue of their attendance and registration atthe initial meeting, NAFMB
already claims some 100 members, for
which a dues structure also was outlined. Fm broadcasters will pay 25%
of their hourly rate or six times their
one-minute, one-time rate (with a minimum of $10 and maximum of $25 per
month). For multiple ownership groups,
a 50% discount would be allowed for
second, third and other stations. Associate members would be assessed $300
and educational stations $50 per annum.
Fm's Pr • Other recommendations
receiving favorable attention were recommended by C. Peter Davis, executive vice president of Public Policy
Assoc., New York. He discussed "How
a National Public Relations and Promotion Campaign Can Help Sell the
Fm Broadcasting Industry to the Public

and Advertisers." He suggested an im- •
mediate start on the two foremost projects: "research to get the facts" and
promotion to (1) "tell the fm story to
decision makers nationally" and (2)
"provide the information to help fm !
members sell more effective locally."
Committees have been appointed for

soliciting and gaining new members '
and studying multiplexing developments. The new NAFMB board approved any moves to "remove the i
onerous" connotation of background
music, noting this has become a "pub- j
lie relations
and NAFMB
political in
issue."
for
incorporating
New Plans
York
and maintaining headquarters at One
Park Ave., New York, also were apAmong other speakers during the
proved.
two-day organization meeting were Oscar Reed Jr., chief engineer, broadcast
division, Jansky & Bailey, and Edward
F. Kenehan, Wollenberg & Kenehan,
both Washington, D.C., covering legal
and engineering aspects of fm; Arno
Johnson, vice president-marketing, J.
Walter Thompson Co.; E. L. Jones,
consumer advertising manager, Hamilton Watch Co.; William Clay, account
executive, N. W. Ayer & Son; NAB
President Harold E. Fellows and Arthur Bellaire, vice president in charge
of radio-tv copy at BBDO (At Deadline, Sept. 21).

!
i
|
(

No NAB Conflict • In response to
Mr. Fellows' talk NAFMB officers emphasized the new organization would
in no way conflict with, or duplicate the
service of, the NAB, which it hopes to
complement.
Mr. Johnson felt fm stereo and high I
fidelity are "increasing manifestations" !
of the trend toward greater apprecia- i
tion of and participation in music as
part of a better standard of living.
• Media

notes

i
To MBS • K.IOA Des Moines, Iowa, to- i
day (Sept. 28) affiliates with Mutual
Broadcasting System. Prior to joining
network, KIOA provided it with on-theKhrushchev's
Nikita
scene
visit tocoverage
the states.of The
10 kw
station on
940 kc is owned by Public Radio Corp.
Lester Kamin is president and Jim Dowell is vice president and general man- j
ager.
♦SWINGLES are swinging jingles that sell your station, win audience loyalty.
COMMERCIAL SWINGLES, TOO. Complete custom-made — no open ends and no inserts.
SWINGLES are so good, over 700 stations have ordered, 98% re-ordered. Put this record to
work for you, too! Write, wire, or phone.
THE JINGLE
104 (THE MEDIA)

MILL

• 203 W.49 St., N.Y. 19, N.Y. PLaza 7-5730

board
planan• The
Approv
stingof - direcof Americ
tors es
Broadca
Paramount Theatres Inc. (Sept. 21) approved astock option plan for key executives and employes. The restricted
plan will be submitted to stockholders
for approval at a special meeting on
Nov. 24.
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How

Air

Express

speeds

solutions

by

electronic

brain

IBM computers are the new tools of business. AIR EXPRESS helps them sum up
complicated data — from all over the nation — with jet -age speed. Daily, AIR EXPRESS
gathers and forwards thousands of vital business and scientific statistics, recorded on
magnetic tapes and punched cards. These are then fed into IBM machines at key locations. Cost of this important service that assumes all shipping responsibility door-to-door?
Only $7.07, for instance, for 15 lbs., Kansas City to New York ( 1104 air-miles). Other
rates similarly low. Whatever you market. . . think FAST.. . think AIR EXPRESS first!

JUR
Mb

EXPRESS

CALL AIR EXPRESS. DIVISION OF RAILWAY EXPRESS AGENCY * GETS THERE FIRST VIA U. S. SCHEDULED AIRLINES
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Comments

ON

asked

The FCC last week took a definite
step toward a radical change in a 35year-old concept of how best to provide
nighttime broadcast service to the most
people.
Comments were invited on proposed
rulemaking to add Class II unlimited
stations on 23 of the 25 Class I-A clear
channels (see box, next page). The new
stations would be required to directionalize their nightime signals to protect existing dominant stations and
would be situated in specified geographical areas at least 1,250 miles away.
The FCC also, while confessing a
skeptical attitude, asked for comments
on proposals to increase the maximum
authorized power for clear channel stations above the present 50 kw.
At the same time, the Commission
disposed of the companion daytime skywave proceeding, begun in May 1947,
by adopting substantially a proposed
report issued in March 1954 (Broadcasting, March 15, 1954). The new
rules, effective Oct. 30, are designed to
protect Class I stations from excessive
interference during the hours immediately preceding sunrise and sunset.
Clear channel reservations were made
at the very beginning of voice transmissions because of the differences in
the way radio signals are transmitted
through the atmosphere. By day, the
signals travel by groundwave and are
limited to relatively short distances. By
night, the signals bounce off the earth's
ionisphere through skywave propagation and travel great distances on an
erratic and unpredictable course.
The outermost range of groundwave
signals is approximately
100 miles.

Harris

sounds

Sec.

315

There is a "strong undercurrent of
distrust of broadcasters ..." in the area
of political broadcasting among many
members of Congress, Rep. Oren Harris
(D-Ark.) last week warned the Louisiana Assn. of Broadcasters meeting in
Monroe (also see story page 80).
The House Commerce Committee
chairman said that it is necessary for
the industry "to fully realize the
strength of this feeling and the great
need which exists for efforts to change
such feeling. All members of Congress,
and particularly our committee, will
watch carefully how broadcasters per106

on

CLASS
proposed

1 -A

CHANNELS

rulemaking

on

23

clears

Nighttime skywave signals, however,
can and do travel in excess of 1,000
miles from a station's transmitter. These
differences made it imperative for the
FCC to establish different daytime and
nighttime allocation rules or utter chaos
would develop through mutual interference.
Class I-A and I-B stations, then,
were established on clear channels (with
strict nighttime protection to the clears)
to provide service to sparsely-populated
areas. Class II stations are either (1)
unlimited time outlets operating on clear
channels and required to protect the
dominant station at night by lower
power and directional antennas, or (2)
daytime-only stations on clear channels.
This type of station must accept
resultant interference from the Class I
outlet.
There are 25 Class I-A stations with
unduplicated nighttime coverage and
34 Class I-B outlets, operating in different areas of the country on 20 clear
channels. With this arrangement, the
FCC has attempted in the past to offer
the best possible nighttime service to
all parties in the U. S.
In the spring of 1958, the FCC had
proposed to duplicate half of the Class
I-A clear channels (Broadcasting,
April 21, 1958). This proposal was
junked in luly when the Commission
announced that it had instructed its
staff
27). to prepare the new rulemaking released last week (Broadcasting, July

would be situated in specific states, !
named by the Commission, where there
presently is little or no nighttime
service.
The only Class I-A frequencies left
untouched by the Commission rulemaking are 660 kc and 770 kc, both of
which already are occupied by two stations. WNBC New York and KFAR
Fairbanks, Alaska, are on the 660 kc
while WABC New York and KOB Albuquerque, N. M., occupy 770 kc. Also
undisturbed by the order are the 34
U. S.clear
stations
operating on the 20 Class I
I-B
channels.

Minimum of 10 kw • The 23 new
stations to be added to the clear channels would be Class II, unlimited, operating with a minimum of 10 kw. They

service
resulting
(no service
at all).in new "white areas"
A substantial number of counter- j
proposals were made, the Commission
noted, but all failed to accomplish any

warning
form under this recently enacted amendment [S 2424 (Broadcasting, Sept. 7)]
to the political broadcasting section."
Rep. Harris said the new law clarifies the equal time issue and gives the
FCC and broadcasters a clear guide to
follow. He pointed out that during floor
debate on the bill questions were raised
on station endorsement of a candidate
and that the Commerce Committee
will study this problem. "It not only
involves highly sensitive problems and
difficult questions of political practices
under our system, but constitutional
guarantees of free speech on which we

"The basic question to be resolved
... is what changes, if any, should be
made in the use of the clear channels of
the standard broadcast band . . ." to
realize the widest possible service, the
FCC said.
Skywave service now provided by
clears is the only nighttime signal now
available to approximately 26.5 million
persons in an area covering half of the
U. S., the FCC said.
Basic Problem • A fundamental conFCC pointed
out, the
lies service
in efforts flict,
to thesustain
or increase
of Class I stations and at the same time
increase the number of outlets permitted on these channels. The Commission said it received 104 comments and
replies to its April 1958 proposal which
showed that there indeed would be more
stations but also a substantial reduction
in existing groundwave and skywave

1
j

j
j

must
transgress."
Busynot1960
Schedule • The Arkansas
Democrat outlined a heavy schedule of
radio-tv legislation which his committee
will consider when Congress reconvenes
in January. First, he said, will be hearings on two reform bills — HR 4800
and HR 6774. The first bill was introduced by Rep. Harris following dis- I
closures of his Legislative Oversight
Subcommittee and the second is a proposal of the American Bar Assn.
"Another highly important problem
our committee has given attention to in
your field is the efficient utilization of
the spectrum," Rep. Harris told the
Louisiana broadcasters. "In my opinion, it is a sad state for this great natural resource to be utilized in such a
BROADCASTING. September 28, 1959

substantial increase in groundwave service to white areas. "Accordingly, it appears desirable in light of the comments
to secure additional data in response to
a further notice before proceeding
toward
of the proceeding."
the FCCa conclusion
said.
The FCC noted that its earlier rulemaking did not ask for comments on
possible power increases for clear channel stations but that seevral were received anyway. "While the Commission
is not persuaded, on the basis of the
present record, that the authorization of
higher power would be in the public
interest, we defer final decision on the
proposals . . . until we have an opportunity toreview the entire question
in the light of updated comments and
data," the agency said.
The many variables affecting skywave propagation offset to an extent
the arguments for higher powers, the
Commission said. Also, it was pointed
out, there are severe limits on the possibilities of reducing white areas by
creating new groundwave coverage.
All six commissioners participating
were in agreement with the rulemaking
proceeding. The seventh, Comr. T. A.
M. Craven, is in Europe.
Skywave Proceedings * The lengthy
skywave propagation books were closed
with several amendments to the Commission's rules. They recognize the
established fact that signals do not suddenly begin bouncing off the ionisphere
at sundown and then return to groundwave transmissions immediately after
sunrise. Essentially, the new rules:
(1) Lift the freeze on Class II daytime applications on several clear channels (1500, 1510, 1520, 1530, 1540 and
1560 kcs).
(2) Maintain the freeze on other clear
channels because of the relation to the
above rulemaking.
(3) Spell out permissible radiation
curves to protect Class I clear channel
stations from objectionable interference
slip-shod fashion. It is a commentary
on our administrative procedures."
He noted that the House authorized
$150,000 for a study by the Commerce
Committee. "Due to the failure to obtain cooperation from those having to
do with this subject — and especially the
White House and the military — little
progress has been made," Rep. Harris
said. Early 1960 hearings are planned
by the committee on HR 8426 (creating an independent agency to allocate
frequency space), introduced following
a June panel on the spectrum.
Rep. Harris said that hearings also
would be held on the daytime broadcasting problem (At Deadline, Sept.
14), catv and vhf boosters and the proBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

The FCC pattern for 1-A duplications
Cleveland
Colorado
HOOkc KYW
The FCC proposal would dupliKMOXSt. Louis
California or
1120kc
cate these Class 1-A stations in the
Oregon
1150kc
KSL
Salt
Lake
City
North or South
following Existing
states:
Carolina
WHAM Rochester Wyoming
Location of
1180kc
Station
New Station
1200kc W0AI San Antonio
Freq'cy
New York, Verrcnfla.,
IVIaryialia,
Dnnrn
H/l -i i , ■ i - ■ i ■ ,-,
New Hampshiremont,or Maine
\Ivv iiiryinia
vcir y i1 1n1 idi a ur vvcbi
1210kc WCAU Philadelphia Kansas, Nebraska
t\rti ana
6>50kc V V D 1VI 1 v ct M 1 V M 1 (.
or Oklahoma
iVIUMLdJla
THahn
670kc
1 LI d 1 lb
700kc WLW Cincinnati
No additional assignments would
720kc vv u iv on i l <ty u
Utah
Arizona
be made on the two remaining Class
750kc WSB Atlanta
760kc WJR Detroit
1-A clear channels — 660 and 770kc.
Idaho
780kc WBBM Chicago
Nevada
WNBC
New York and KFAR Fair820kc WBAP Fort Worthbanks, Alaska, now share 660 kc
WFAA Dallas
Washington
830kc WCCO Minneapolis California
while WABC New York and KOB
Alaska
840kc WHAS Louisville
870 kc WWL New Orleans Oregon
Albuquerque are on 770 kc. Until
880kc WCBS New York
North kota
or orSouth
Da- recently, 1030 kc was considered a
Nebraska
Chicago
890kc WLS
1-B channel, with KOB officially asUtah Mexico
1020kc KDKA Pittsburgh New
signed that frequency although the
Montana or
1030kc WBZ Boston
Wyoming
Albuquerque
station has been oper1040kc WHO Des Moines
Oregon or Washating on 770 kc for several years.
ington
of future Class II daytime or limited
time stations operating on those channels. This requirement is applicable
only to future stations and changes in
existing stations and has no effect on
existing outlets. The new stations would
be required to protect the dominant station's signal two hours preceding sunset and sunrise.
(4) Outlaw future limited time authorizations.
The skywave rules under which the
Commission now is operating were
adopted in 1938-39. The FCC noted its
objectives in applying the new rules are
to provide some service to all listeners;
provide as many services to as many
listeners as possible, and to provide local
service to as many listeners as possible.
The FCC found that co-channel skywave interference during transitional
hours is of a significant amount and
hence many Class II stations can cause

test provisions of the Communications
Act.
An advocate of sports antitrust exemptions and an outspoken foe of pay
broadcaste
called
Rep. Harris
tv,
the
in rs'
billsthepending
to several
attention
House Judiciary Committee exempting
team sports from antitrust laws (Broadcasting, Sept. 7). He said radio-tv
coverage of baseball and football figures importantly in the plans of promoters of pay tv. "Thus, it is important
to watch carefully developments in these
fields so that there will not be opportunity for some promoters or schemers to
take advantage of the American public
and to deprive them of some of the
most accepted programs viewed on the

interference during these hours to the
dominant station. Interference on adjacent channels is so slight as to cause
no problem, the Commission said.
After Sunset in East • In affirming a
majority of its 1954 report, the Commission reversed one tentative decision
and will allow Class II stations to continue to operate until local sunset at
the city of the dominant Class I outlet
when the latter is located west of the
Class II station. However, the Commission said, it will make no more authorizations of this type.
In a concurring statement, Comr.
Robert E. Lee said that the same restrictions on interference applied to Class II
stations also should be made applicable
to Class I outlets. He said rules should
not be construed to permit one class of
station to cause interference that ancausing.other class of station is prevented from

television screen," Rep. Harris warned.
The congressman asked broadcasters
to study the radio-tv legislation before
his committee so that industry spokesmen can present their views early next
Zeckendorf petitions
year.
to intervene in suit
William Zeckendorf, potential owner
of WJAR-AM-TV Providence, R.I., last
week petitioned the Rhode Island courts
for the right to intervene in a court suit
on the proposed sale of the stations to
Mr. Zeckendorf.
The WJAR-AM-TV buy is part of107a

$12 million purchase of the Outlet Co.
(department store), which owns the
broadcast properties. Joseph A. Sinclair,
grandson of the founder of the Outlet
Co. and WJAR executive, has blocked
the sale in the courts on the ground there
was an offer topping the $120-per-share
bid of Mr. Zeckendorf (Broadcasting,
July 27).
With his petition to intervene (a similar move was denied earlier by the
court) as a party in interest, Mr. Zeckendorf increased his offer to $125 per
share for the 55,230 shares he proposes
to buy. A hearing on the Zeckendorf
petition is scheduled for today (Monday) in Providence.
A lower court issued an injunction
stopping the sale last March on the
grounds trustees of the stock probably
failed to obtain the top price and also
because of a conflict of interest involvement by one of the trustees, the Industrial National Bank. The state Supreme Court upheld the injunction last
July.
Some of the stockholders had agreed
to accept the $120 per share price and
had deposited their stock with the bank.
However Mr. Zeckendorf has included
all stockholders in his increased offer.
No v's wanted
Two Pennsylvania uhf television
outlets last week supported the proposal by WLYH-TV Lebanon, Pa.
(ch. 15) (Triangle Publications) to
make central Pennsylvania all-uhf by
deleting ch. 8 at Lancaster (occupied
by WGAL-TV). WSBA-TV York (ch.
43) said WGAL-TV should be assigned ch. 21, for which WLAN-TV
Lancaster holds a construction permit,
and that ch. 37 could be added there.
WLAN-TV said ch. 8 can be deleted
and a uhf added without shifting
WGAL-TV to ch. 21.

NEW
Boese,

IDEA

FOR

FCC

engineer,

of Commission's

An all-encompassing proposal to review television's standards from stem
to stern has been submitted to the FCC
by one of its top engineering aides.
William C. Boese, who is chief of
the '"scientific" group within the Office
of the FCC's Chief Engineer, has submitted the extensive proposal for "A
New Look at the Television Problem."
The basis for his approach is that
(1) television standards are 20 years old
and (2) modern developments in engineering as well as in information transmission have virtually made obsolete
present tv standards.
His viewpoint is that it might be good
strategy to begin with color tv and if
successful in producing a new and superior service, use the uhf band to
"motivate" the public to buy uhf receiving equipment.
The study should be undertaken, Mr.
Boese recommends, by an outside research organization — but underwritten
by the government.
Mr. Boese's Proposal • The document was submitted to the FCC two
weeks ago. The Commission has not discussed the suggestions yet.
They were neither requested by a
commissioner, nor sponsored by any
official. The report was considered to
be that of Mr. Boese alone, although
he credits various members of his staff
and colleagues with aid in preparing
the document.
Extreme doubt was expressed by
some Commission sources that the FCC
would do anything with it. One viewpoint is that it conflicts too radically
with what the FCC is now trying to accomplish in the field of tv allocations.
These are (1) drop in more vhf chan-
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reception cool
nels in so-called critical areas even
though the minimum mileage separations must be compromised, and (2)
persuade the military to give up some
of its vhf space in return for uhf bands
so the Commission may extend the present 12-channel vhf television band to
about 35 contiguous channels.
A study group of FCC and Office of
Civilian & Defense Mobilization technicians have been working on this since
early in the summer.
No commissioner have evinced any
interest in the proposals, it was ascertained. Actually, the only FCC commissioner who has expressed the belief television should be moved to uhf is Comr.
Robert E. Lee.
The Allen Report • This is the second
engineering proposal submitted for the
FCC's consideration that leans toward
moving tv to the uhf. Last May, Chief
Engineer Edward W. Allen Jr. submitted an engineering report on the
virtues of uhf which was considered by
the FCC but never acted upon (Closed
Circuit, May 25).
It was observed that Mr. Allen merely "noted" the Boese document; he did
notMr.signBoese
it as is"approved."
chief of the Technical
Research Division of the Chief Engineer's office. He joined the FCC in 1937
as a radio inspector, later became a
member of the Washington engineering
staff. During World War II, he attained
the rank of Colonel in the Army's Signal
Corps. From 1956 to 1958, Mr. Boese
was a senior staff engineer with the
Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab.
in Baltimore.
Old Standards • The essence of Mr.
Boese's report is that tv standards are 20
years
old and it is time for a "new look"
at
television.
The direction in which the look is
directed is obviously toward the 470890 mc uhf band.
The eyes should be, Mr. Boese recommends, those belonging to the government— or at least under government
supervision and financial support.

The document, marked "limited distribution" (an FCC term meaning it is
not for publication), runs more than 30
pages of single-spaced typed lines. It is
divided into 22 sections, beginning with
an introduction and ending with acknowledgments— mainly staff members
of Mr. Boese's own office, plus colleagues in the Office of the Chief Engineer.
In his introduction, Mr. Boese sets
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

NOTICE TO EDITORS— For more than 30 years, Metropolitan Life
has sponsored advertising messages on national health and safety.
Because of public interest in the subject matter of these advertisements, Metropolitan offers all news editors (including radio news
editors) free use of the text of each advertisement in this series.

The text may be used in regular health features, health columns
or health reports with or without credit to Metropolitan. The
Company gladly makes this material available to editors as one
phase
public-service advertising in behalf of the nation's
health of
and itssafety.
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How

to

manage

your

emotions

and lead a healthier, happier life
All of us have emotional upsets now and
then. Fortunately, most of us — like the
man above — have hobbies or other recreations that ease our tensions . . . and divert
our minds from the things that cause us to
be worried or tense.
Some people, however, are more or less
constantly bothered by anxiety, vague fears
and other disturbing feelings. They don't
face their problems — big or little — openly
and realistically.
Persistent, unresolved emotional conflicts keep many of us from being as happy
and as healthy as we should be. That's
because your mind and your body are inseparably linked. Whatever affects one affects the other.
Unless we deal with our emotional con-

flicts intelligently, they bear down on our
spirits, drain away energy, and may cause
many physical symptoms or bodily disorders. These include heart palpitations,
digestive upsets, joint and muscular pains
and chronic fatigue. In addition, high blood
pressure, ulcers, and some allergies are
often of emotional origin.
In fact, a large percentage of all the
people who go to doctors have ailments
brought on or made worse by prolonged
or severe emotional turmoil. So doctors are
more alert than ever before to the role of
the emotions in all illnesses.
Treatment of illnesses which emotions
play a major part takes time and skill. The
doctor needs to know many details about
the lives of his patients — especially their

emotional responses to problems which
cause little trouble for most of us.
With this knowledge, he can often help
patients recognize those fears and worries
which are wholly or partly responsible for
their illness. And he can often help his
patients learn new ways of looking at and
handling problems that might keep them
tense, unhappy and ill.
Should you ever become overburdened by
emotional troubles, remember it's not wise
to keep them "bottled up." Discuss them
with your doctor. He, or a psychiatrist or
clinic recommended by him, may very well
get to the root of your troubles and restore
you to better mental health — that wonderful feeling of being on good terms with
yourself and your life.
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out the problem — and also suggests a
strategy. This is that if color tv can be
upgraded to a superior and in a sense a
new service (through revision of standards and the use of new theories on
color comprehension) and relocated in
the uhf without regard to compatibility,
the public might surge toward color receivers and thus voluntarily open up
the uhf band. The move of black and
white tv to uhf would then easily follow.
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Abandon Vhf? • Among the advantages cited by Mr. Boese are several that
imply serious shoals ahead for presentday vhf tv. One of these is that if the
move to uhf is successful it would permit the "ultimate abandonment of vhf
tv channels." The other is that if successful there will be "no interference"
to the National Defense.
The reference here is considered related to the present FCC conversations
with the Office of Civilian & Defense
Mobilization seeking an exchange of
additional vhf frequencies, now used
mainly by the military, for the uhf frequencies now assigned for television.
Mr. Boese's judgment on this "new
look" approach is summed up in one
paragraph. This reads:
"The 'new look' is not without its disadvantages. Acalculated risk is involved
together with a faith in scientific progress and the willingness of the general
public to support a better technical service. Implied also is the willingness of
the program producers and advertisers
to produce programs of sufficient interest so that tv will not suffer in comparison with other media of communication. Unfortunately, the tangible results of this program will not be recognized for a substantial period of time.
While the difficulty of effectuating other
solutions may become greater with the
passage of time, the risk involved in
this approach may be continuously evaluated without prejudice to another soluDiscussion Premises • Among the
points
tion." made by Mr. Boese in his document on why a "new look" is necessary
are the following:
• The present 1 2 vhf channels are not
adequate for a national competitive system.
• Uhf stations have not been able to
compete effectively with vhf stations.
• A more efficient use of vhf channels would inhibit even the limited success of some uhf stations.
• A transition from vhf to uhf under
present standards would require about
1 0 years, be extremely costly financially
to the public and broadcasters, and
would be extremely disruptive of the tv
service.
Consideration of the tv allocations
problem should include features other
than that of providing an adequate

number of competitive stations, the
FCC engineer points out. These other
factors, he specifies as: "the adequacy
of the received picture (including
color), pay television and the possible
use of multiple transmitters for efficient
What's Wrong • There is much fault
coverage."
to
be found in present-day television
engineering, Mr. Boese declares.
Among these are such deficiencies as:
• Excessive amount of station power
devoted to the synchronizing signal.
• Inefficient utilization of channel
width because of the large amount of
redundacy in the picture signal.
• Appreciable distortion in the picture signal because of the use of vestigial sideband transmission.
• Excessive power used for the sound
signal.
• Phase distortion effects, especially
objectionable in color signals, because
of the position of the sound carrier 4.5
mc above the picture carrier.
• Complexity and instability of the
color system because of the requirement
that it fit within established monochrome standards.
• Outmoded aspect ratio (4:3), established in1941 to meet primarily motion picture standards which have already been revised.
International Standards • Not the
least of the reasons for a review of tv
standards, Mr. Boese suggests, is that
there is a growing movement toward
an international standard. He refers to
the common standard recommended recently by the Consultative Committee
on International Radio (CCIR) — 625
lines. 50 field, with a total band width
of 7 or 8 mc.
Some of the recent developments in
color and the human eye are related by
Mr. Boese in his discussion of the advances in this field. This might involve,
he points out, a "new approach to systems design or through a better understanding ofcolor vision." As to this last
point, he refers to the recent experiments and theories of Edwin H. Land
of the Polaroid Corp. by which color
images are formed by projecting two
basic images — instead of three as is the
practice now.
In talking about wide screen television, Mr. Boese expresses interest in
the fact that the motion picture widescreen systems employ aspect ratios of
as high as 7:3 (Cinemascope) as well as
other values for other widescreen film
systems. He also refers to potential developments inpicture display devices —
electroluminescent panels and flat cathode ray tubes.
Provision should also be made, he
recommends, for stereophonic sound.
Multicasting • The possibilities of
multicasting or polycasting are also discussed by Mr. Boese. This is the methBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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BAND-AID

TRADEMARK
BAND-AID

ways

there's

to use

only

trademark

one

AID Adhesive Bandages! "BAND-AID" is actually a
trademark . . . one of the most widely known in the
world . . . recognized in more than 50 countries.
It means Johnson & Johnson, not the name of a
product . . . and it refers to a whole family of products
made only by Johnson & Johnson.
The "BAND-AID" trademark is always followed
by the product name, i. e. BAND-AID Plastic Strips,
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way

correctly.

Adhesive

Remember — all adhesive bandages are not BAND-.

adhesive
to use
. .please

say

Bandages

BAND-AID Plastic Tape, BAND-AID Butterfly Closures, BAND-AID Patch, Spot, Strip.
We appreciate your mentioning our products and
we hope you will continue to do so. But when you
do, won't you please use the full name correctly?

The most trusted name in surgical dressings
in

od, suggested by some engineers, for
covering a market area with one regular
transmitter and a series of boosters to
fill in shadow areas or to extend service
to the natural market area, or to cover
a community through the use of multiple, low powered transmitters sited so
their combined signals envelop the service area.
The intriguing possibilities of current
information transmission theory are
also discussed by Mr. Boese. These include the various off-shoots of pulsecode modulation and other developments resulting from the knowledge
that the human eye and ear do not require complete pictures or words.
In his review of transmission modulation Mr. Bose touches on the increasing use of single sideband modes, fm
and pulse modulation.
Other developments to which Mr.
Boese alludes include higher powers
available in the uhf bands, parametric
amplifiers which have reduced receiver
noise to virtually zero, the use of space
satellites for trans-oceanic relaying, the
potential of "high flying" airplanes
( Stratovision?) for transcontinental relaying.
35 Channels • Mr. Boese makes a
significant point in referring to published statements that 35 channels
would provide an adequate, nationwide
tv system. This has been estimated by
FCC commissioners and others as the
target for an all-vhf system, using the
present 12 vhf channels and 13 more
from government services.
If this is so, Mr. Boese speculates,
then the present uhf band could be
standardized on a 12-mc channel width.
If it were standardized on a 10-mc
bandwidth there would be 42 channels.
The use of newer and more efficient
modes of transmission, he points out,
might even permit the use of a 20-mc
channel and still provide 35 channels.
It might be possible, he suggests, that
the method of transmission be ascertained by laying a firm requirement, for
example, that there be at least five sta-
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tions in the first 100 markets.
While this review of tv standards is
underway, Mr. Boese says, present vhf
tv might be continued — but with some
limitations. For example, he suggests
that power and antenna heights be limited to reduce vhf coverage to that of
comparable uhf service.

Arnold Skrivseth, Harry Fine, Wilmar
K. Roberts and E. W. Chapin. All are
engineers in the Office of the Chief Engineer. Mr. Boese emphasizes, however, that the responsibility for the "synhimself. thesis" of the various ideas belongs to

Government Responsibility • How is
this new look to be undertaken? Mr.
Boese at this point apparently picks up
the recommendations of Dr. Edward
Bowles, MIT engineering professor,
who almost one year ago submitted special recommendations to the Senate
Commerce Committee on the tv allocations problem. The gist of these was
that the government should underwrite
a special study of what might be done
and how.
This is how Mr. Boese sees the studv:
First there should be a feasibility study.
Then the more practical work of design,
components, and, possibly, development. And, finally, the establishment of
a laboratory system to demonstrate the
practicalities.
The first phase, according to Mr.
Boese's
few weeksthinking,
to a few should
months last
and from
shoulda

BOSTON

be undertaken by a group of "experts."
The second phase would be undertaken by an "independent" research
organization with a committee of scienvise. tists and engineers from industry to adFive Year Process • If after the laboratory demonstration, the new principles seem feasible, the FCC might
then issue a formal rule-making proposal after which the industry probably
would reinstitute a committee similar to
the National Television Systems Committee of 1941-45.
The whole process, Mr. Boese estimates, should take not less than five
In his acknowledgments, Mr.
years.
expresses his thanks to such
workers as Edward Allen, FCC
engineer; Julian Dixon, Sydney

Boese
fellow
chief
Lines,

Decision
Stern

CH.

5

in order

announces

There was nothing improper about
the FCC's April 1957 grant of ch. 5 in
Boston to WHDH (Boston Herald and
Traveler), Special Hearing Examiner
Horace Stern said last week in issuing
an initial decision saying there are no
grounds for setting aside the tv award.
Judge Stern said nothing in the evidence presented at the court-remanded
re-hearing held last February and
March shows that WHDH President
and Herald-Traveler Publisher Robert
B. Choate made any improper overtures during two luncheons he had with
former FCC Chairman George C. McConnaughey. Nor does any evidence
indicate that Mr. McConnaughey did
anything that was improper or even
injudicious, the special examiner said.
The former Pennsylvania Supreme
Court chief justice made it exceedingly
clear that he does not feel Messrs.
Choate and McConnaughey discussed
the merits of the Boston ch. 5 case. And
he delivered a homily on how far he
thinks the relationship between a judge
and those judged (or a commissioner
and an applicant before the FCC) can
go
before it becomes an improper relationship.
Hearings and re-hearings • Judge
Stern's recommendation is subject to
final action by the Commission. The ch.
5 case was reheard after a remand by
the U.S. Court of Appeals, which did
not question the FCC's discretion and
authority in making the award, but sent
the case back on its own motion to look
into allegations in testimony before the
House Legislative Oversight Subcommittee in 1958 that ex parte representations had been made to FCC members
during the case's adjudicatory period.
In Boston last week, Mr. Choate said:
"The decision of Judse Stern is no more
than I expected. We have been ?iven a
100% vote of confidence bv the special examiner as to our conduct in the
ch. 5 case. For manv months, while
this case was before Judge Stern, we
have been subjected to most merciless
attacks, to which we could not reply.
We shall continue to operate the station with our same high sense of service to the community." (WHDH-TV
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

FAMOUS

MEASURING

INSTRUMENTS:

2

. his meter bar, made of an alloy
of 90% platinum and 10%
iridium, is the standard

Cf)
measurements

that governs all metric
of length in the United

States. It is Prototype No. 27 of the international standards kept at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures,
at Sevres, in France.
An accurate copy of the international standard, compared with it at
regular intervals to make sure it is still
accurate, this meter bar has engraved on
its surface two parallel lines. The distance
between them is the primary standard for
all metric measurements of length. This
meter bar is kept at the United States National Bureau of Standards, in Washington.
There are no such precise gauges in

The
standard

by

which

others

are

judged

the measurement of mass audiences in television. This is why such measurement is
difficult, at best. But American Research
Bureau, pioneer in the field, is regarded as
the ultimate in precision (within its own
rigidly defined limits), offering the most
precise measurements possible and reporting them to ARB clients with Accuracy . . .
Reliability . . . and Believability.
As a measurement of all television viewing
to all stations (direct, by community antenna or translator station), ARB's family
viewing diary is second to none. No other
data-gathering device approaches its careful preparation and field testing. But it is
not diary measurement alone that ensures
reliability. It is the manner of application,

I ARC TV NAtlOM.

with its many safeguards against distortion, that sets ARB's validity apart. Skilled
interviewer supervision and the experience
of many years in handling over 20,000
family viewing records per month have
established ARB's diary measurement
technique as the utmost in . . .
Accuracy . . . Reliability . . .
Believability

WASHINGTON

RESEARCH
^ AMERICAN
BUREAU, INC.
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

How
or

break in a station
puffs
many
when
does
sales resistance
become
resentment?

Here's another place where film comes into the picture
. . . because p re-testing is easy with commercials on film—
lets you test to your heart's content before you show them.
Important, too — film gives you full control of time and
station . . . keeps you in the driver's seat all the way.
Use black-and-white — or color . . . there's an Eastman
Film for every purpose.
Be sure to shoot in COLOR . . .

For complete information write to:
Motion Picture Film Department

has
1957.)been on the air since November
Judge Stern found that none of the
parties in the case (WHDH, Greater
Boston Tv Corp., Massachusetts Bay
Telecasters Inc. and Allen B. DuMont
Labs) brought any improper influences
on any FCC members, except Massachusetts Bay to a "somewhat minor extent"; that neither Mr. McConnaughey
nor any other commissioner was guilty
of "any indiscretion, impropriety, misconduct, or illegality"; and that no FCC
member was rendered unable to participate or vote with freedom and impartiality. Therefore, he said, action should
not be taken to set it aside "because of
any facts herein found."
Quote the Bard • Quoting Othello
from Shakespeare's play, Judge Stern
found that Mr. Choate asked Mr. McConnaughey only about procedure, not
about merits of the case, and —
"The very head and
front of my offending
Hath this extent, no
The special examiner said he saw no
impropriety in Mr. Choate attempting
to talk to more."
Mr. McConnaughey about
legislation to prohibit discrimination
against newspapers in tv contests and
that, even so, "it never ripened into
action." He added: ". . . Mere social
relations with public officials are not
taboo, for they . . . are not required to
live in ivory towers." There was no
"excessive hospitality," nor anything
"secretive or sinister" about the ChoateMcConnaughey luncheons, he said.
Judge Stern said Massachusetts Bay
Vice President Forrester A. Clark "may
have stepped somewhat out of bounds"
in naming — in a meeting with Mr. McCon aughey— some of MBT's prominent members.

East Coast Division
342 Madison Avenue, New York 1 7, N. Y.
Midwost Division
130 East Randolph Drive, Chicago 1, III.
West Coast Division
6706 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.
or
W. J. GERMAN, Inc.
Agents for the sale and distribution of
Eastman Professional Motion Picture Films,
Fort Lee, N.J.; Chicago, III.; Hollywood, Calif.

Inquiries Justified • Not one of the
parties had the "slightest claim" upon
Mr. McConnaughey, the examiner said,
nor was he torn between duty and personal obligation. There is nothing to
show he gave any consideration to "any
of these visitors" in matters bearing on
the award. FCC members who received
visits from principals of the Boston
Globe, which was opposing a grant to
WHDH, would have been "utterly discourteous" had they not received the
visitors, he said.
Judge Stern said it is plain Mr. McConnaughey telephoned Victor R. Hansen, then the Justice Dept.'s antitrust
chief, to ascertain the status of an investigation of charges by the Globe
against the Herald-Traveler, not to obtain facts or legal opinion, and that this
was in accordance with recognized and
public processes of adjudication.
He said he didn't believe Mr. McConnaughey intentionally made any inac-

Mr. that
Hansen's
statement curacies
to in reporting
the FCC, and
what
was
important
was to
thatfileJustice
didn't
intend,
at the time,
a complaint.
He said it was not improper for Mr.
McConnaughey to make inquiry of
Justice on the status of the case, since
the Supreme Court has ruled that FCC
decisions do not foreclose antitrust actions by Justice. Mr. McConnaughey
therefore was justified in asking if antitrust action was imminent and thus possibly avoiding a decision which "might
be promptly nullified," Judge Stern
said. He found "no basis" for charges
that Mr. McConnaughey consulted with
the FCC general counsel (then Warren
E. Baker) on diversification and antitrust issues involved.
Reply

comments

in tv channel

made

shifts

Parties concerned with the FCC's
proposed rulemaking to add vhfs in
Birmingham and Montgomery, Ala.
(Broadcasting, July 20), filed reply
comments last week holding to their
positions and pointing out what they
consider flaws in other comments.
The Washington Post Broadcast Division wants ch. 8 moved from Selma,
Ala., to Birmingham so it can apply
for the facility there.
Assn. of Maximum Services Telecasters is the only party to agree with
the Post, holding all other proposals
would violate mileage separation requirements. WSM-TV Nashville (ch. 4)
also objects to any mileage reductions
involving it and a new ch. 4 location.
WTWV (TV) Tupelo, Miss. (ch. 9)
wants to operate in Birmingham on ch.
4 and would move its ch. 9 to Columbus, Miss., for WCBI-TV there, shifting
WCBI-TV's ch. 4 to Birmingham.
The U. of Georgia wants to shift its
WGTV
Atlanta. (TV) (ch. 8) from Athens to

WSLA-TV Selma, which has held a
permit for ch. 8 since 1954, opposes
proposals to shift that channel to Birmingham or Montgomery.
ABC, which wants another vhf in
Birmingham for ABC-TV programs,
favors ch. 4 to ch. 8 in Birmingham
WBMG (TV) Birmingham, which
holds a permit for ch. 42, favors a shift
of ch. 4 from Columbus and wants
temporary authority to operate it.
WCOV-TV Montgomery, operating
on ch. 20, wants ch. 8 shifted there
from Selma so it can compete more
effectively against WSFA-TV (ch. 12)
there.
WTVY (TV) Dothan, Ala., whose ch.
9 would be replaced by ch. 4 under the
proposed rulemaking, objects to any
short separations involved and to any
vhf in Montgomery which would broadcast into areas covered by WTVY.
(GOVERNMENT) 115

CHICAGO
GOP,
ahead

PLANS

networks

look

to convention

Physical space requirements and credentials of radio-tv networks and local
stations will be substantially the same
for the 1960 Republican National Convention in Chicago as for the 1956
Democratic nominating conclave.
That is the indication given by the
executive committee of the GOP National Committee's arrangements group
during meetings with media representatives in Chicago, Sept. 17-18. Representatives of radio-tv, press, newreels,
periodicals and photographers presented
their requirements and inspected convention facilities during the meetings.
Total radio-tv industry credentials required for the GOP convention are
2,394, covering seats, platform, floor,
radio booths, tv film and photo stands,
podium photo stand and others. Among
networks, it was reported, CBS will
maintain about the same setup (housing
and personnel) as in 1956, with NBC
up a bit, and ABC and MBS perhaps
less. CBS reported it needs 220 for
housing and 212 for personnel, including 20 executives; 80 technicians; 30
correspondents and 40 editors, writers
and production-supervisory ( non-air)
representatives, plus secretarial and
other personnel.
Newsmen accompanied committee
members on a tour of the International
Amphitheatre and also inspected hotel
facilities. The national convention will
occupy 250,000 square feet (out of
grand total of 585,000), with seating
capacity of 4,850 on the ground floor of
the arena and 7,400 in boxes and the
balcony. The amphitheatre is completely air-conditioned.
Installation of permanent coaxial
cables and new line installations connecting microwave projectors atop the

auditorium will permit 20 simultaneous
telecasts (national and local) from the
convention. Amphitheatre telephone
equipment will be capable of handling
500,000 words an hour.
Ampitheatre facilities will be available, overall, to some 5,000 newspaper
reporters, publishers and editors; radiotv network and station commentators
and technicians, and magazines.
Radio booths will be conveniently
located to the convention stage, enabling listeners to receive "more intimate coverage" than in past conventions, according to amphitheatre spokesmen. The ampitheatre roof will house
two helicopters for use by tv networks
and newspictures services. The facilities
will be used to shuttle pictures and films
to Midway and O'Hare airports for national distribution to tv stations, newspapers and theatres.
Bill limits

licenses

to former

convicts

The last communications bill introduced in the First Session of the 86th
Congress places restrictions on the
granting of a broadcast license to persons having criminal records. HR 9271,
introduced by Rep. Samuel S. Stratton
(D-N. Y.), requires each applicant for
a broadcast license to state whether he
has a criminal record.
When an applicant has such a record, the bill states, "the Commission
shall not grant the permit or application applied for unless it first makes a
specific finding that notwithstanding
such criminal record or records the
public interest, convenience and necessity will be served by granting such permit or license." The bill was referred
to the House Commerce Committee
and it, along with over 150 other
broadcasting measures, will be pending
consideration when Congress returns in
January.

Telenet' service idea broached to FCC
Commercial Communications Co.
would be doubled for 24-hour service,
last week asked the FCC for authority
the application said. Mr. Patterson estimated there are 100,000 to 500,000
to establish a nationwide private comprivate firms and government agencies
munications system in competition with
AT&T and Western Union. The comwhich could use his proposed service.
pany, owned by John K. Patterson of Commercial Communications would
El Cerrito, Calif., would offer a tele- lease lines from the telephone company.
typewriter network service to business
TelePrompTer Corp. made a similar
proposal to the FCC several years ago
firms and government at "a low cost
comparable with first class mail."
but was turned down by a 6-1 Commission advisory opinion. TelePromTer
Mr. Patterson said his proposed
"telenet" would link all the major U. S. proposed to use AT&T facilities to
cities. Subscribers would rent teletypetransmit messages within the broadcasting industry. The firm still has not
writer equipment with a nine-hour daily
service costing from $195 to $375 per completely given up on the idea, a
month, plus mileage charges. Rates
spokesman said last week.
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• Government

notes

Coos Bay Tv Final • The FCC
adopted a Sept. 2 initial decision by
Examiner J.D. Bond and made effectve
immediately a grant of ch. 1 1 in Coos
Bay, Ore., to Pacific Tv Inc. Comr.
Robert T. Bartley dissented. Eugene Tv
Inc., owner of Pacific Tv Inc., is licensee of KVAL-TV Eugene, Ore.
Dual Market • KCMC-TV Texarkana, Tex. (ch. 6) was authorized by
the FCC last week to move its transmitter to a location about 40 miles
from Texarkana and 36 miles from
Shreveport, La., to increase its antenna height to 1,590 feet and make
other equipment changes. Comrs. Lee
and Ford dissented.
WLUK-TV seeks ch. 11 • WLUK-TV
Marinette, Wis. (ch. 11), last week
asked the FCC to shift ch. 1 1 to Green
Bay for operation by WLUK-TV
there, so it can compete more effectively with two vhf outlets in Green Bay.
It noted the other vhfs have the advantage of being in a larger market.
The move meets all mileage separation
requirements. WLUK-TV said.
WQXR loses plea • The protest by
WQXR New York against the July 15
grant for WAPC Riverhead, N.Y., to
operate on 1570 kc with 1 kw directional daytime only, has been denied
by the FCC. The Commission held that
the New York Times' outlet had not
established that it was a party in interest. WQXR, which occupies 1560 kc,
claimed even before the grant was
made that the new station would interfere with its transmissions. Chairman
Doerfer abstained from voting.
Set sales up • Upswing in radio-tv receiver and components sales in the first
half of 1959 is shown by the Internal
Revenue Service in its release of its figures on manufacturers' excise tax collections for the quarter ending June 30
and for the fiscal year ending June 30.
Collections for radio and tv sets,
phonographs, components, etc. for the
three months ending June 30, 1959
amounted to $38,994,000 compared
with last year's same quarter of $29,046,000. For the fiscal year ending
June 30, this year's amount was
$152,566,000 compared with last year's
$146,422,000.
Tax relief • A bill (HR 8725) relieving stations and networks from the
10% excise tax on intercity private
line telephone service was signed by the
President Sept. 21. Prior to 1958, leased
wire services were exempt from the tax
but it was inadvertently applied when
technical changes were made last year.
The law is retroactive to Jan. 1.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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One of a series of salutes to successful
radio and TV stations across the nation .
and to the Northwest Schools graduates
who have contributed to their success.

. M. Baisch, General Manager of WREX-TV, Rockford, 111.

ROCKFORD

SALUTE TO WREX-TV, Channel 13, Rockford, Illinois—
and CONGRATULATIONS to this Award Winning Station,
celebrating its 6th Anniversary on October 1st.
Neighborly giant of the rich Rock River Valley of Southern Wisconsin
and Northern Illinois, WREX-TV operates on 229,000 watts of power
from a tower 840 feet above downtown Rockford. This rich
industrial-agricultural billion dollar market has been dominated
by WREX-TV since October 1, 1953. Top-rated balanced programming
backed by aggressive promotion with strong emphasis on area public
service have brought leadership and success to WREX-TV.
Outstanding remote telecasts originated by Channel 13 include :
Vice President Richard Nixon —
National Guard Armory, Rockford, Illinois.
Installation of His Excellency,
Loras Lane, Bishop, Rockford, Illinois.
Confirmation of 1200 converts celebrated by five Bishops.
East- West High School Commencement Exercises
(for three consecutive years) .
Re-enactment of Lincoln-Douglas debate from Freeport, Illinois.

Harlan Meyer, Director, WREX-TV
Northwest grad receives this praise
from J. M. Baisch:
The
of "break-in"
time ofis aa
good length
indication
of the value
director's
trainingdirectorial
and experience.
Harlan assumed
duties
during his first week with a minimum of indoctrination. We have
assigned him to all our important
director's shifts with complete confidence in his ability. This is complimentary to him and to the fine
training he received at Northwest
Schools.

For further information
on Northwest traininn and graduates available in your area, write, phone or wire

NORTHWEST

SCHOOLS

1221 N.W. 21st Avenue, Portland 9, Oregon
Phone CApitol 3-7246
737 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago • 6362 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
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EQUIPMENT
EIA

WTHI-TV offers the
lowest cost per thousand of
all Indiana TV stations!

One hundred and eleven national
and regional spot advertisers
know that the Terre Haute
market is not covered
effectively by outside TV

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS— ABC
TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA
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group

&

endorses

Harris' spectrum bill
Legislation to set up an independent
government agency to allocate radio
frequencies among government and
non-government users was endorsed
Sept. 23 at the fall conference of Electronic Industries Assn. The meeting was
held in Atlantic City.
EIA's Spectrum Committee reviewed
the legislation, introduced by Chairman
Oren Harris, of the House Interstate
Commerce Committee (HR 8426).
Members of the EIA group plan to
discuss the bill with Chairman Harris
and to exchange specific ideas on its
provisions.
H. Leslie Hoffman, president of Hoffman Electronics Corp., was reappointed
chairman of the Spectrum Committee
by EIA President David R. Hull, Raytheon Mfg. Corp. The House Commerce Committee is expected to hold
hearings on the Harris bill at the next
session of Congress.
Serving on the Hoffman committee
are Robert C. Sprague, Sprague Electric Co., vice chairman; F. L. Ankenbrandt, RCA; Robert S. Bell, Packard
Bell Electronics; Paul L. Chamberlain,
General Electric Co.; W. Preston Corderman, Litton Industries; Donald G.
Fink, and David B. Smith, Philco Corp.;
I. J. Kaar, Hoffman Electronics Corp.;
William B. Lodge, CBS; Daniel E.
Noble, Motorola Inc.; Tom C. Rives,
and Dr. W. R. G. Baker (ex officio),
Syracuse U. Research Corp.; Philip F.
Siling, RCA Frequency Bureau; L. G.
Cumming {ex officio), Institute of
Radio Engineers.
EIA announced it had completely
reorganized its Parts Div. under William S. Parsons, Centralab. Vice chairmen are W. Myron Owen, Aerovox
Inc.,
Corp. and Allen K. Shenk, Erie Resistor
The Consumer Products Div. reported the recent month-long promotion campaign for tv receivers was successful and will be repeated next year
at an earlier date. NAB and other
organizations cooperated with EIA in
the campaign.
An EIA-sponsored quarter-hour tv
film, The Mighty Electron, was previewed at the meeting. It was produced
for the Industry on Parade series telecast by National Assn. of Manufacturers
and will be bicycled to stations carrying
the NAM series as well as shown abroad
under auspices of U. S. Information
Agency and sent to 22 U. S. Air Force
bases.
The film covers tv in education,

ENGINEERING
emphasizing the Hagerstown, Md.. experiment; electronics in medicine and
the role of electronics in space exploration.

Motorola

sales

up

A rosy sales picture was painted last
week for Motorola, by its president,
Robert W. Galvin — tv receivers up
50%, radio up 40% and a backlog of
orders for stereo equipment. He predicted sales and earnings in the third
quarter ending Sept. 30 will set new
highs
quiteexceed
comfortable
Sales"byshould
the best margins."
previous
third quarter of $60 million-plus in
1956 while earnings are expected to hit
over the $2.8 million high in 1950.
Last year third quarter sales and earnings were $52.6 million and $1.7 million, respectively.
• Technical

topics

Quarter earning • RCA, N.Y., is paying a quarterly dividend of 25 cents
per common share Oct. 26 to stockholders of record Sept. 18. At the same
time the board of directors has declared
a dividend of 87.5 cents per share on
first preferred for the period Oct. 1
to Dec. 31, payable Jan. 2 to holders of
record at close of business Dec. 7.
Emerson profits • Emerson Radio &
Phonograph Corp., Jersey City, N.J.,
reports 39-week consolidated net profit
of $3,184,548 before federal income
taxes, or $1,466,548 after taxes, equal
to 72 cents per share on 2,046,444
shares outstanding. For same 39-week
period last year, profit after taxes was
$397,888 or 19 cents per share on total
shares at that time.
Video switcher-fader • Dynair Electronics Inc., El Cajon, Calif., has introduced Model VS-60A, a video
switcher-fader. The model features six
video input channels with full lap, fade
and superimposition facilities. VS-60A
has illuminated push buttons and tally
light facilities. It is suitable for small
studio, remote trucks and educational
tv systems. Price: $980.
RCA gear • RCA reports shipments of
a traveling wave antenna to WGAN-TV
Portland, Me.; custom-built superturnstile antenna to KOLO-TV Reno; custom-built uhf-slotted antenna to Clover
Park Schools, Tacoma, Wash., for ch.
56; 25 kw transmitter to WSAV-TV
Savannah, and a monochrome tv tape
recorder to WISN-TV Milwaukee.
Camera remote control • Houston
Fearless, L.A., has introduced Cradle
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Head, a power-driven tv camera remote
control unit. It is powered by two separate motors which tilt the camera 30°
up, 38° down and rotates 370°. The
motors are housed in sound-proof housings. Manual operations of the head also
is possible. The camera's movement is
controlled by a joy stick that moves in
the same direction as the camera.

WHERE

ATHERE'S
FINE

Transistor handbook • Allied Radio
Corp., Chicago, 111., has published Understanding Transistors, which is designed to serve not only as an introduction to transistors but also as a reference
for those already acquainted with the
subject. The handbook begins with a
concise discussion of the properties of
germanium. The opening sections clarify important basic theory and provide a
foundation for succeeding chapters.
Subjects included: atoms and molecules;
germanium atom; electrons and holes;
current flow; junction transistors, etc.
There are more than 50 diagrams and
illustrations. Understanding Transistors
is available for 50 cents from the corporation at 100 N. Western Ave., Chicago,
111.

recommended tape is irish #277 . . .
and for uninterrupted recording,
irish #602 gives 50% more playing time
than standard tape on any given reel size.
Send for technical bulletin.

Tv developments • The Society of Motion Picture & Television Engineers will
hold two sessions on television equipment and practices during its 86th semiannual convention at the Statler Hilton
Hotel in New York Oct. 5-9. A total of
14 papers will be read during two sessions Oct. 8.
Multiplex line • Visual Electronics
Corp., N.Y., has been named exclusive
sales firm for Browning Fm Multiplex
equipment. The appointment, announced
by Gardiner Greene, president of
Browning Labs, Laconia, N.H., was
made to take advantage of Visual's nationwide field staff handling tv, fm and
microwave equipment.
Granco sales • Sales of Granco Products Inc.. Long Island City, N.Y., totaled $3,070,486 for the fiscal year
ended June 30, up 38% from $2,223,180 a year ago. The increase reflects
"the consistent growth of public interest
in fm radio," said Henry M. Fogel,
president of the electronics firm (stereo,
hi-fi, fm). Granco's net earnings for the
fiscal year were $49,152 (15 cents a
share), compared to $2,812 the year
before.
Portable tuner • General Instrument
Corp., F. W. Sickles Div., Chicopee,
Mass., has placed in production new
transistorized tv tuner for batterypowered tv sets. Tuners are available to
the entire tv industry, with current projection that 100,000 or more will be
produced in 1960 and 500,000 in 196162.
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0RR INDUSTRIES
Opelika, Alabama

INC.

SOUTHEASTERN 500 watt daytimer. Located in a rich
farm, industrial, and military market showing a profit of
$12,000.00 per year. Price $75,000.00 with $24,000.00 down.
MIDWESTERN fulltimer in rich market operating well in
black. Good volume to support selling price of $300,000.00
with $150,000.00 down payment.
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FATES
Broadcast Advertising
• Philip A. Cleland,
account supervisor on
Warner Bros., (foundation garments) U.S.
Tobacco and New
England Confectionery Co., at C.J. LaRoche & Co., N.Y.,
elected vp. Prior to
joining LaRoche in
1956, Mr. Cleland
was vp and member
of plans board at Benton & Bowles. Jerome
V. Roscoe, account
supervisor on Revlon
Products at LaRoche,
also elected vp. He
was previously with
Mr. Roscoe
J. Walter Thompson
as account executive on Pan American
Airways.
• Norman Cary, copy group supervisor at BBDO, N.Y., to Compton
Adv. as vp and creative director. West
Coast. He will headquarter in Los Angeles.
• Donald E. Booth, copywriter at Ted
Bates, N.Y., and previously with McCann-Erickson in similar capacity,
elected vp.
• Charles J. Neubauer promoted
from assistant sales manager to general sales manager of Cook Chemical
Co., Kansas City, manufacturer of
Real-Kill insecticide.
• George W. Irwin, vp at Heintz &
Co., L.A., and previously head of own
agency bearing his name, appointed account executive with Wade Adv.. L.A.
e J. H. Smith Jr., special consultant for
Howard Assoc. (pr firm), N.Y., named
senior associate. He previously directed
pr for NAB and was manager of corporate pr services for Chrysler Corp.
• William E. Steers, president of Doherty, Clifford, Steers & Shenfield, appointed chairman of new Marketing
Services Committee of Audit Bureau of
Circulations. Other committee members
include: Robert W. Boggs, advertising
manager. Union Carbide Corp.; Sidney
W. Dean Jr., vp, McCann-Erickson
and John H. Platt, senior vp, Kraft
Foods Co.
• Philip L. Worcester, radio-tv films
director. Fuller & Smith & Ross, Cleveland, to New York office as production
supervisor for Aluminum Co. of
America's tv commercials.
• Claude May, formerly head of own
advertising agency, to Max Factor &
120
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Co., Hollywood, Calif., as assistant advertising manager, international division.

director there, to creative staff of Weiss
& Geller, N.Y.

• John R. Bittner, on product management staff of Pet-Ritz Frozen Pies,
promoted to product manager, Frozen
Foods, for Pet Milk Co., St. Louis.
• Richard V. (Doc) Lombardi, formerly associate producer of Telavix
Film and Recording Studios, Boston, to
Hoag & Provandie, that city, as radio-tv
director.
• Ralph E. Head, formerly vp and director of marketing at BBDO, N.Y., to
Sales Communications Inc., that city, to
work on grocery accounts.
• James J. Cochran,
vp and account supervisor at J. Walter
Thompson, N.Y.,
since 1957, rejoins
Kudner Adv., that
city, as vp and account supervisor on
Renault Inc. Mr.
Mr. Cochran
Cochran left Kudner
in 1957 before agency lost $18 million
Cuick business. At that time, he was
vp and senior account executive on
Buick.
• Leck Dillman, Newark (N.J.) terminal manager, appointed director of
marketing services of Spector Freight
System (motor carrier), Chicago. He
will be directly responsible for advertising program and public relations. Company plans extension radio spot advertising from Boston to other key cities
and markets (Broadcasting, Aug. 31).
• Marvin L. Rand and Winston C.
Williams appointed vps in public relations department of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap, Milwaukee. They head
consumer-agricultural and industrial pr
activities for agency.
« Albert Brown, vp
for advertising of Best
Foods Div. of Corn
Products Co., N.Y.,
named head of new
advertising department combining that
division and Corn
Products Sales. Company's advertising
budget now exceeds $20 million for
such products as Skippy peanut butter,
Kasco dog food, Hellman's salad dressings, Nucoa margarine and others.
• Joel Cohen, formerly copy chief of
Davega Stores Corp., N.Y., and
Thomas T. McGowan, formerly art

Mr. Beyer

• George Beyer Jr.,
formerly product
manager and product
group
managerN.Y.,at
Lever Bros.,
where he handled Lux
Soap, Rinso. Spry
and Wisk among
others, joins Lennen &
Newell, that city, as

senior vp and management account supervisor on Cluett, Peabody account,
(Arrow shirts, etc.)
• Philip L. Hollow ay, vp in charge of
sales at Bevel Assoc., Fort Worth, Tex.,
advertising and pr agency, promoted to
executive vp. Jim Powell, formerly art
director of Mayfair Assoc., Dallas, to
Bevel art staff.
• Betty J. Speaks, formerly traffic
manager and public service director of
WVKO Columbus, Ohio, to Harry M.
Miller Inc., that city, (advertising
agency) as assistant account executive.
• Ann Smith, radio-tv director at The
Ralph H. Jones Co., Cincinnati advertising agency, and Betty Derie, timebuyer there, resign.
• Keith

Harrier,

formerly production
co - ordinator with
Warner Bros. Studio,
Burbank, Calif., aplilt
Mr. Harrier

rectorradio-tv
of Clay
pointed
diStephenson Assoc.,
Houston advertising

agency. Among Mr.
Harrier's credits is production of all
Kaiser Aluminum spots for Maverick.
• Bunker Jenkins, formerly with
Fletcher D. Richards, Calkins & Holden, N.Y., and prior to formation of
that agency, radio-tv manager at Calking & Holden, joins Richard K. Manoff,
N.Y., as writer-producer in creative
department.
The Media
• John M. McRae, sales manager,
KYA San Francisco and previously
general manager of KOBY, that city,
appointed general manager of KDWB
(formerly WISK) Minneapolis-St. Paul.
James F. Simons, who has been acting
general manager, returns to his post as
sales manager of KFWB Los Angeles.
• Arnold C. Johnson, general manager of WGEE Indianapolis, to WWOLAM-FM Buffalo, N.Y., in similar capacity, effective Oct. 1. Mr. Johnson
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was previously with WNAX Yankton,
N.D., and WIBC, WFBM-AM-TV,
both Indianapolis.
• Carl F. Hallberg, formerly manager
of WHIY Orlando, Fla., named radio
operations coordinator of WDBO-AMFM, that city, supervising programming
and sales activities.
• O. D. Carmichael. manager of
KGLD (TV) Garden City, Kans.,
named general manager of KNCO, that
city. Bill Myers, announcer with
KGLD, appointed KNCO's commercial
manager.
• Arthur W. Bagge,
midwest radio sales
manager, Chicago,
Peters, Griffin, Woodward Inc., station representation firm, elected vp. Mr. Bagge was
associated with American Weekly and A.
Mr. Bagge
C. Nielsen & Co. before joining PGW in 1948.
• Robert S. Helczer promoted from
program director to manager of WBRY
Waterbury, Conn., succeeding Sol
Robinson and replacing him as vp on
board of directors.
• E. James McEnaney Jr. elected vp
of WHIM Providence. He continues as
sales manager.
• Alex Kennedy, director of program
promotion for CBS-TV, N.Y., named
director of audience promotion. Linley
Stafford, copywriter in CBS-TV's advertising and sales promotion department, named manager of creative services, network on-air promotion.
• Paul M. Sciandra, program director
of WGR-TV Buffalo, named director
of programming and production with
WROC-TV Rochester, succeeding
Charles W. Siverson, who was named
supervisor of WROC-FM. All stations
are operated by Transcontinent Television Corp., N.Y.
IF YOU'RE
CHARGED

WITH
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• Albert M. Fiala Jr., formerly commercial manager of WROW Albany, to
Intermountain Network as national sales
manager of Denver office and KIMN,
network's affiliate in that city.
• William E. Moore named Pacific
Coast manager of radio division of
Avery - Knodel, radio - tv rep, N.Y.
David B. Meblin appointed manager
of tv division there. Robert Mohr,
senior account executive with KTLA
(TV) Los Angeles, named to take
charge of tv sales in that city, succeeding Douglas MacLatchie, who has
resigned.
• Donald K. Powers,
general manager of
Maine Broadcasting
System radio stations
(WRDO Augusta,
WLBZ
Bangor and
k Wjjp!
in
Mr. iBaHfe
Powers

WCSH Portland ) ,
sales
named local
t\t
t> WCSHmanager\x
TV.
Mr. ofPowers
is

president of Maine Assn. of Broadcasters.
• Paul E. Welcome, supervisor of
transmitters with WTAE (TV) Pittsburgh, appointed chief engineer of WISAM-TV Columbia, S.C., effective Oct.
1, succeeding Barnett Goldberg with
WIS-TV and John Watts of WIS Radio, who have joined Western Electric.
• William Clark, formerly with
WWCA Gary, Ind., named program director of WLEU Erie, Pa. Bob Ulbrich, formerly with WJET, that city,
appointed news director of WLEU.
• Frederick R. Griffiths, operations
manager of WJAR - TV Providence,
named program manager.
• Richard C. Harris, assistant local
sales manager of KMTV (TV) Omaha,
promoted to local sales manager.
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DOMINATES
CENTRAL NEW YORK

• David S. MacNeill, program director
of KCBH (FM) Los Angeles and previously in similar capacity with WCRBAM-FM Boston, rejoins latter stations
as news director.
• Jerry Lange, air personality with
KXLY Spokane, Wash., promoted to
program director. He had served in similar capacity with KRPL Moscow,
Idaho.
• Jack M. Williams, merchandising
manager of WSAZ-AM-TV Huntington, W.Va., appointed to direct both
promotion and merchandising.
• Harry Sherinian Jr., in production
department of KTVU (TV) OaklandSan Francisco, promoted to assistant
sales promotion director.
• Elmer Knopf, WFDF Flint, elected

WSYRTV A1QHI DELIVERS 44,287
MORE HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
WSVR TV AND ITS SATELLITE,
WSYE-TV, DELIVER 73,089 MORE
HOMES THAN ITS COMPETITOR
fc AM figures NCS No. 3 weekly circulation

iml 3 • SYRACUSE/ N. Y. • 100
Pluj WSYE-TV channel IB ELMIRA, N.Y.
, Full Si;, t„m HARRINGTON. RICHTER 4 PARSONS 121

president of Michigan Assn. of Broadcasters, succeeding James H. Quello,
WJR Detroit. Other officers: John
Pomeroy, WILX-TV Jackson, vp; Bob
Phillips, WSGW Saginaw, secretarytreasurer. New board members are:
Paul Haller, WELL Battle Creek;
Gene Ellerman, WWTV (TV) Cadillac, and Don DeGroot, WWJ-AMTV Detroit.
• Bernard C. Barth,
40, vp of Michiana
Telecasting Corp. and
general manager of
WNDU - AM - TV
South Bend, Ind., died
ul leukemia Sept. 22,
HHk ^JFHh Mr. Barth began his
nrali^HB broadcasting career in
Mr. Barth 1937 as announcer
with KOTA Rapid City, S.D. He served
in various capacities with WKRC Cincinnati, The Ralph Jones Co., that city,
WFIL Philadelphia, KRGV Weslaco,
Tex., WLOS Asheville, N.C. and WLW
Cincinnati. He was tv general program
manager of Crosley Broadcasting Corp.
until September 1954, when he joined
WNDU-TV, which he helped organize
and construct. Mr. Barth was also on
faculty of U. of Notre Dame, lecturing
on telecommunications.
• Richard J. Muller, manager of news
and special events with WNBC (TV)
and WKNB New Britain, Conn., joins
WDRC-AM-FM Hartford, in similar
capacity.
• Forrest H. Respess, formerly production manager of WTTV (TV)
Bloomington-Indianapolis, to WLWI
(TV) Indianapolis as news producer.
• Victor H. Skaggs, producer-director
with KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, appointed
assistant program manager.
• Fred Rabell, KITT (FM) San
Diego, Calif., elected president of newly
organized National Assn. of Fm Broadcasters. Other officers: T. Mitchell
Hastings Jr., Concert Network, Boston, vp; Frank Knorr Jr., WPKM
(FM) Tampa, Fla., secretary, and William Tomberlin, KMLA (FM) Los
Angeles, treasurer. Directors (elected
for one year with officers) : East —
Messrs. Hastings and Knorr and Ray
Green, WFLM (FM) Philadelphia;
Midwest — Walt Dennis, WBBM-FM
Chicago; Harold Tanner, WLDM
(FM) Detroit; H. W. Slavick, WMCF
(FM) Memphis; West — Tom Baxter,
KMFU (FM) Los Angeles, and Messrs.
Rabell and Tomberlin; At-Large — W.
J. Johnston, WLVL (FM) Louisville;
Educational — William G. Harley, U.
of Wisconsin.
• Jean Grant, assistant promotion
manager of KFSD-TV San Diego, to
122 (FATES & FORTUNES)

KSLA-TV Shreveport, La., as promotion manager.
• Dr. Charles Grady named station
manager of KOKH-TV and KETA-TV
Oklahoma
City,succeeding
public schools'
educational stations,
Dr. Robert
Shultz. Other appointments: Ted M.
Payne, production director; Joseph
Taft, continuity director; Don Noll,
director; Jerry Bell, director; Don
Medford, studio manager.

eral manager of KDKA-TV. vp in
charge of memberships; Tom Slater,
radio-tv director of Fuller & Smith &
Ross, that city, vp in charge of special
activities; Fred McCormack, radio-tv
timebuyer at Ketchum, MacLeod &
Grove, vp in charge of publicity; L. H.
Neiplin, president of J. Grant Agency,
treasurer; Dorothea M. Pefferman of
Gardner Assoc., secretary.
• Boris Frank, formerly tv producer of
Gotham Recording
Corp., N.Y., appointed program director,
Caribbean area, for
Bartell Group, with

• Thomas G. Pears, KVOL Lafayette,
elected president of Louisiana Assn. of
Broadcasters, succeeding Clarence E.
Faulk Jr., KRUS Ruston. Other officers: B. Hillman Bailey Jr., KNOC
Natchitoches, radio vp; Tom E. Gibbens, WAFB-TV Baton Rouge, tv vp;
Si Willing, KMAR Winnesboro,
treasurer. New board members are:
W. J. Bordelon, KAPB Marksville;
Douglas L. Manship, WBRZ (TV)
Baton Rouge: W. Eugene Jones,
KSLO Opelousas, and W. A. Patton,
KPEL Lafayette.

headquarters at Curacao, Netherlands West
Mr. Frank
Indies. Bartell plans
expansion into South American markets
with three tv stations now under construction. Mr. Frank was previously
production supervisor and executive assistant to David Susskind at Talent Assoc., N.Y.

• Scott Jarrett, news director of
WTVD (TV) Durham, joins WFMYTV Greensboro, both North Carolina,
in similar capacity.

• Francis W. Hunt, director with
KTVI (TV) St. Louis, named operations manager, succeeding late Carl Tinnon.

• Francis A. Ciccoricco, formerly
with nuclear research staff of AEC
project at U. of Rochester, to Syracuse Broadcasting Corp. (WNDR
Syracuse, WACK Newark and WPDM
Potsdam, all New York) as consulting
ing.
engineer
and coordinator of engineer• Henry Grossman,
formerly director of
facilities operations
with CBS-TV, N.Y.,
joinsfilmNational
Assoc., that Telecity,
as vp in charge of
technical operations
for NTA's owned and
Mr. Grossman
operated broadcasting
properties and NTA Storevision Inc.
• Richard J. Fischer, formerly news
editor and writer with WBBM-AM-FMTV Chicago, named news director of
WLW-WLWT (TV) Cincinnati.
• Mrs. Pierrina M. Rohde, publicity
director for Worcester, Mass., Community Chest and Council and previously
copy chief with WTAG-AM-FM, that
city, rejoins station as director of sales
promotion.
• Leslie B. Sterne, radio director of
Smith, Taylor & Jenkins Adv., elected
president of Pittsburgh Radio & Television Club. Other officers elected:
Don Ioset, vp of WPIT, vp in charge
of programs; Jerome R. Reeves, gen-

• Scott Hamley joins sales staff of
KSFO San Francisco as national sales
representative. He was assistant director
of trade relations for Personal Products
Corp., subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson
in Milltown, N.J.
• Robert S. Guyer, formerly manager
of WMOA Marietta, Ohio, named account executive with KRIZ Phoenix,
Ariz.
• Garfield Ricketts, formerly of
May Electronic Corp., N.Y., joins engineering staff of WPAC Patchogue,
N.Y.
• Mrs. Barbara Roberts named to new
post of sales service supervisor with
KTUL-TV Tulsa.
• Barbara J. Bobo appointed public
service director of WTOP-AM-FM
Washington.
• Len Miller, former musician-arranger, toWBBM Chicago as producerdirector, with responsibility for handling
all-live programming.
• Bob Jenkins, formerly sales manager
of KRNY Kearney, Neb., to KMNS
Sioux City, Iowa, as account executive.
• Frank Buetel, sportscaster with
WTCN-AM-TV Minneapolis-St. Paul,
adds duties with radio sales force.
• James J. Kilian, operations manager
of WJZ-TV Baltimore, appointed account executive.
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APRTA officers • Daniel W. Kops, WAVZ New Haven, Conn, (seated),
was re-elected, Sept. 21, president of the Associated Press Radio and Television Assn., at the annual meeting of the board of directors. Named vice
presidents (beginning at left) were Tom Eaton, WTIC Hartford, Conn.
(East); William W. Grant, KOA Denver, Colo. (West), and James M.
Gaines, WOAI San Antonio, Tex. (South). Richard Cheverton, WOOD
Grand Rapids, Mich., named vice president for the Midwest, is not shown.
Messrs. Eaton and Grant were re-elected. Oliver Gramling, AP assistant
general manager, and Robert Booth of AP (not shown) were re-elected
secretary and treasurer, respectively.
• Joe Sabia, formerly with KDYL Salt
Lake City, to WNAC Boston as newscaster.

ity director of KBTV (TV) Denver, to
publicity staff of KTLA (TV) Los An-

• John B. Gambling, air personality
with WOR New York for 34 years, retires Oct. 5. He will be succeeded by
his son, John A. Gambling.
• Clayton C. Dopp, formerly director
of sports with Lang, Fisher & Stashower, Chicago, to Sports Network
Inc., N.Y., as staff director and member of production department.
• Theodore D. Van Erk, formerly
with The Boiling Co., N.Y., to Peters,
Griffin, Woodward, that city, as tv
account executive.

•geles.
Jack Leithoff, formerly with Intermountain Theatres, joins KDYL Salt
Lake City as account executive.
• Loyd Evans, formerly farm service
director of KWTO, to KGBX, both
Springfield, Mo., as air personality and
farm account representative.

• Dr. D. Hugh Gillis, formerly senior program executive with Canadian
Broadcasting Corp., Toronto, appointed chairman of division of communication arts at Boston U.'s School
of Public Relations and Communications, succeeding Professor David R.
Mackey, who retires. Dr. Francis E.
Barcus, assistant, Institute of Communications Research, U. of Illinois,
named assistant professor of communications. John H. Lerch formerly with
CBC, to Boston U. as assistant professor of radio.
• Mary Freiberger, formerly continuBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

• James R. Mattes, formerly with Milwaukee sales staff of Youngstown Sheet
& Tube Co., to WISN, that city, as account executive.
• Bill Price to KFMB-AM-FM San
Diego as air personality.
• Don Boothman joins announcing
staff of WDON-WASH (FM) Wheaton, Md.-Washington.
• Ken Philips and Steve Geer, announcers, with WJJL Niagara Falls and
WHEN Syracuse, respectively, join
WBEN-AM-FM-TV Buffalo, all New
York.
• Donald A. Bowen, sales representative with WEIM Fitchburg, Mass., to
WSMN Nashua, N.H., in similar capacity.
• Dave Van Horn, formerly with
WHYE
Roanoke,
Va., and Lance
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Knight join WJBW
personalities.

Mr.
Wellington

New Orleans as air

• Gil Wellington,
formerly commercial
manager of KXA Seattle, Wash., appointed general sales manager of KTIX, that
city, effective Oct. 1.
Mr. Wellington was
previously partner in
Penman Neil advertising agency there.

• Duke Bowman, formerly air personality with KCMO Kansas City, to
KANS, that city, in similar capacity.
• Harry Chapman, formerly with
KOAT-TV Albuquerque, to KMGM,
that city, as air personality. Bill Reed,
formerly with KGGM there, joins news
staff of KMGM.
• Bob C. Wagner of
WBRX Berwick, Pa.,
to WHRV Ann Arbor, Mich., as station
manager.
• Edward S. Kaylin,
45, associate director
of advertising and
promotion for CBS,
Mr. Wagner
N.Y., died following
heart attack Sept. 19 in New York. He
had been with network more than 10
years.
w£*"

jp?

Miss Prestler

« Bertha C. Prestler, assistant secrete tary of Storer Broadcasting
Co.,
Miami
licach. and
associated
with that company for
3 1 Vi years, retires
Oct. 1 . She is Storer's
oldest employe, from
point of service.

• Mike Western joins KISN PortlandVancouver, Wash., as air personality.
• Jerry Lee, air personality, moves
from KOKE Austin, Tex., to KICN
Denver.
• James Blackston and Al Mangum,
graduates of National Academy of
Broadcasting, Washington, join WSNW
Seneca, S.C. Other Academy graduates'
appointments:
Arthur
Brosius to
WFMD Frederick, Md.; Ralph Gutierrez to WFAN (FM) Washington;
Eugene
Eike to WPTX Lexington
Park, Md.; Jack Ramsey and Charles
Nibert to WRFS Alexander City, Ala.
Al Streich to WCED Dubois, Pa.
Bill Hamby to WATS Sayre, Pa.
Steve Martin to WJOC Jamestown,
N.Y., and Dudley Giersbrook to
WJUD St. Johns, Mich.
124
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CBS

affiliates

John S. Hayes, WTOP Washington, was elected chairman of
the board of CBS Radio Affiliates
Assn. last week at a board meeting preceding the sixth annual
convention of the network's affiliates (see page 36). Mr. Hayes
succeeds Charles C. Caley,
WMBD Peoria, whose tenure as
chairman expired with the convention. Mr. Caley continues on
the affiliates board and its executive committee.
Larry Haeg, WCCO Minneapolis, was named vice chairman and E. K. Hartendower,
KCMO Kansas City, was elected
secretary-treasurer. Messrs. Caley,
Haeg and Robert McConnell,
WISH Indianapolis, were named
to the board executive committee. J. W. Wright, KSL Salt
Lake City, A. R. Hebenstreit,
KGGM Albuquerque, and Frank
Fogarty, WOW Omaha, were appointed as the convention committee for 1960. Mr. Fogarty,
this year's convention chairman,
was selected even though his term
as a board member was expiring.

Programming
• Clifford Hanna elected president of
Video Films Inc., Detroit, following recent issuance of articles of incorporation. William R. Witherell Jr. elected
vp and general manager and William
E. Lane secretary-treasurer. In addition
to above, Richard G. Dorn, George T.
Hall, Arthur G. Reeves: and J. L. S.
Scrymgeour were elected to board of
directors.
• William H. Fitzsimmons, formerly
general vp at Fallon, Brangham & Moon,
L. A., (advertising agency), named vp
of Filmercial Productions, commercial
division of Filmaster Productions, that
city.
• Hal Elias appointed studio manager of UPA Pictures, Inc., Burbank,
Calif. He was previously with MGM
for 25 years and last year was secretary-treasurer of Television Commercials,
Inc.,
at
Paramount-Sunset,
Hollywood.
• Ronald L. Krueger, formerly with
KDKA-TV Pittsburgh, named head of
Chicago office of Banner Films Inc.
• Bernard Stevens, tv producer with
Bert Claster Productions, Baltimore, to
John J. Pondfield Inc., that city, as production manager.

• Steven Clark named producer with
Animation Inc., Hollywood, animated
films and tv commercial producer.
• Jack McGuire, head of Chicago public relations firm bearing his name,
signed as producer and announcer for
new Dorothea Harris Beauty Clinic on
WFMQ (FM), that city.
• Robert J. Shafer, associate news director, WCCO-TV Minneapolis, and
Kendrick W. Williams, director-editor, Chrysler's motion picture service,
named radio-tv news supervisor, and
production supervisor of Chrysler
Corp.'s
picture, radio-tv service,
Detroit, motion
respectively.
• Ronald Reagan, host of General
Electric Theatre on CBS-TV nominated
for president of Screen Directors
Guild, post he held from 1947 through
1952. He would succeed Howard
Keel who declined renomination because of theatrical commitments, but
accepted nomination for the post of first
vp. Other official SDG nominees are:
Dana Andrews, second vp; Rosemary
Camp, third vp; Robert Keith, recording secretary, George Chandler,
treasurer.
• Herbert B. Leonard will produce
new one-hour tv film series, The
Searchers, in cooperation with Screen
Gems, with whom he is also producing
half-hour series, Three Man Sub.
• Max Shulman, best-selling novelist
and tv scriptwriter, joins Broadcast
Music Inc., N. Y., as affiliated songwriter.
Equipment & Engineering
• Harrison Johnston elected president
of Cetec Electronics
Co., Redwood City,
Calif., new manufacturer of electronic display equipment.
Mr.
Johnston
was previously general sales
Mr. Johnston
manager of Ampex
Corp., that city, managing director of
Ampex International and, most recently, president of Production Research Corp., Thorn wood, N.Y. Cetec
offices are at 1400 Industrial Way.
• Herbert W. Houston, one of founders of Houston Fearless Corp., L.A.,
returns to firm as vp in charge of new
product development, having operated
for past year Houston Motion Picture
Service, San Diego, acquired Sept. 12
by Houston Fearless.
• Albert H. Binash, formerly sales
manager of American Microphone and
GC Electronics Divs. of Textron Inc.,
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Rockford, 111., named distributor sales
manager of Semiconductor Div. of
Hoffman Electronics, L.A. Benton W.
Roberts, formerly sales engineer for
similar division of Raytheon Co., Waltham, Mass., named to similar post in
Hoffman's west central sales region.
• Walton T. Ayer promoted from
broadcast sales engineer to representative of government contracts division of
Gates Radio Co. (electronic equipment,
subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corp.,
Quincy, 111.) Don Udey, formerly engineering manager, Northeast Radio
Corp., Ithaca, N.Y., to Gates succeeding Mr. Ayer. Franz Cherny, formerly
chief engineer at KFNF Shenandoah,
Iowa, appointed manager of broadcast
transmitter sales at Gates.
• Edmund J. Nendick, equipment salesman, to CBS Electronics, Danvers,
Mass., as district manager headquartering in Chicago. Jack Lipnick, applications engineer, named field engineer,
eastern region.
• John L. Gray, district sales manager,
and A. B. Dall, special accounts manager, promoted to regional sales managers of Motorola Semiconductor Div.
in central and eastern regions respectively.

• George A. Hildebrand, coordinator
of field engineering for RCA Semiconductor and Materials Div., Somerville,
N.J., named administrator, micromodule and rectifier sales, for that division.
T. T. Patterson, in charge of preparation of technical publications for
RCA's electronic data processing engineering department at Camden, N.J.,
named administrative committee chairman for professional group on engineering writing and speech, Institute
of Radio Engineers.
• Frederic O. Spaid, supervisor of material control with General Electric
Co.'s tv receiver department, Syracuse,
N.Y., appointed materials manager of
that department.

• Bishop Martin John O'Connor.
president of Vatican's pontifical commission for cinema, radio and television, and rector of the pontifical North
American College, Rome, promoted to
titular archbishop of Laodicea of Syria.
Government
• Jack A. Gertz, formerly national director of public affairs
with Mutual Broadcasting System, ap-

international
• John Lachance appointed French
marketing supervisor at new Montreal
office of Leo Burnett Co. of Canada
Ltd. Mr. Lachance was previously head

ating cost $250,000, revenue $300,000. P.O.
address % Frohnmayer, Lowry, Hogan &
Deatherage,
200 Cooley
ford, Ore. Studio
locationTheatre
1 mile Bldg.,
west ofMedOld
Stage Rd. at Tex Nash Quarry. Trans, locacoordinates
05"
N.Lat.,tion same.
122° Geographic
58' 30" W.Long.
Trans. 42'
RCA20' TT11 AH, ant. RCA TF-6AH. Legal counsel
Cottone & Scheiner, 1001 Connecticut Ave.,
Washington, D.C. Consulting engineer Robert E. Leach, 1365 102nd Ave., Oakland,
Calif. Principals include James O. Wilson
Jr. and C. E. Wilson, 10% each. Mr. Wilson

&

times of radio-tv industry's committee
to coordinate major broadcasting activities with Congress and the President.

Jr. has minority interest in KAJO Grants
Pass, Ore. Mr. Wilson is sole owner of KBOY
Medford, Ore. Ann. Sept. 18.

September 15 through September 22. Includes data on new stations, changes
in existing stations, ownership changes, hearing cases, rules & standards
changes and routine roundup.

EDWIN

Mr. Gertz

pointed chief of Federal Aviation Agency's
Office of Public Affairs. Mr. Gertz was
elected chairman four

RECORD

Authorizations, Applications
As Compiled by Broadcasting

Abbreviations:
DA — directional antenna, cp — construction
permit. ERP — effective radiated power, vhf
— very high frequency, uhf — ultra high frequency, ant. — antenna, aur. — aural, vis. —
visual, kw — kilowatts, w— watts, mc — megacycles. —D day. N — night. LS — local sunset,
mod.— modification, trans. — transmitter, unl.
—subsidiary
unlimited communications
hours, kc — kilocycles.
SCA —
authorization.
SSA — special service authorization. STA —
special temporary authorization. SH — specified hours. * — educational. Ann. Announced.
New Tv Stations
APPLICATIONS
Alpena, Mich. — Gerity Bcstg. Co. vhf ch. 9.
(186-192 mc); ERP 65.3 kw vis., 32.7 kw aur.;
ant. height above average terrain 341 ft.,
above ground 389 ft. Estimated construction
cost revenue
$316,704, $185,000.
first yearP.O.operating
000,
address cost
2982 $175,Treat
Rd., Alpena, Mich. Studio location 2.2 miles
west of center of Alpena. Trans, location
same. Geographic coordinates 45° 03' 34"
N.Lat.,ant.83°RCA
28' 40"
Trans.counsel
RCA Harry
TT-11
AH,
TF-6W.Long.
AH. Legal
M. Plotkin, Ring Bldg., Washington, D.C.
Consulting engineer A. Earl Cullum Jr. Inwood Post Office, Dallas, Tex. Applicant is
James Gerity Jr. Mr. Gerity is in die casting and banking and is licensee of WABJ
Adrian, and WNEM-TV Bay City, both
Michigan. Ann. Sept. 2.
Medford, Ore. — Medford Telecasting Corp.
vhf ch. 10 (192-198 mc); ERP 62.4 kw vis.,
37.1 kw
ant. height
average
terrain 2469aur.;
ft., above
groundabove
290 ft.
Estimated
construction cost $275,597, first year operBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

• Clifford W. Slaybaugh, formerly in
charge of engineering products marketing, RCA international, to NBC International Operations, as associated companies manager.

• Donald E. Smith, sales engineer for
Semiconductor Div. of Sylvania Electric Products, Woburn, Mass., named
product sales manager — diodes and
rectifiers, for that division.

FOR THE
Station

of his own French-Canadian consultant
service and with Cockfield, Brown &
Co. Ltd. New office is located at 550
Sherbrooke St., West.

Existing Tv Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KTVH (TV) Hutchinson. Kan. — Granted
waiver of Sec. 3.652 (a) of rules to identify
itself with Wichita as well as Hutchinson.
Comrs. Bartley and Lee dissented. Ann.
Sept.
16.
WSJS-TV
Winston- Salem, N.C.— Granted
request for waiver of Sec. 3.652 (a) of rules
to identify itself with Greensboro as well
as
Comr. Bartley dissented
Ann.Winston-Salem.
Sept. 16.
WJHL-TV Johnson City, Tenn.— Granted
waiver of Sec. 3.652 (a) of rules to identify
itself with Kingsport and Bristol as well as
Johnson City. Comr. Bartley dissented as
to Bristol where there is no studio Ann
Sept. 16.

TORNBERG

COMPANY,

INC.

NEGOTIATORS FOR THE PURCHASE AND SALE
OF RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS
EVALUATIONS
k
FINANCIAL ADVISERS

NEW YORK
60 East 42nd Street
MUrray Hill 7-4242
WEST COAST
915 North Co mmerce St.
Stockton, California
HOward 5-7367
WASHINGTON
1625 Eye Street, N.W.
District 7-8531
125

Translators
Weed, Calif.
Nor-Sis TV Corp., Yrekaforandthree
new tv
s
—Granted application
and Weed;
Yreka
serve
to
stations
translator
protranslate
to
70
ch.
on
one to gramsoperate
of KBES-TV
5); Medford,
programsOre.;of
translate
ch. 74 to (ch.
another on
KVIP-TV (ch. 7) Redding, and other on ch.
78 to translate programs of KHSL (ch. 12)
Chico. Ann. Sept. 15.
The Zanesville Pub. Co., Marietta, OhioGranted application for new tv translator
station to serve Marietta, to operate on ch.
70 and translate programs of WTAP (ch.
15) Parkersburg, W.Va. Ann. Sept. 15.
New Am Stations
APPLICATIONS
Dadeville, Ala. — J. C. Henderson 910 kc,
500 w-D. P.O. address Box 392, Alexander
City,
Ala.year
Estimated
$16,703. first
operatingconstruction
cost $20,000,cost
revenue
$27,000. Mr. Henderson is director of WRLDAM-FM
Lanett,CityAla.,
and editor-publisher
of Alexander
Outlook,
Alexander City
and
Enterprise-Chronicle,
Alabama. Ann. Sept. 18. Goodwater, both
Houston, Mo. — County Bcstg. Co. 1250 kc,
500 w-D. P.O. address % Lane E. Davis,
Houston, Mo. Estimated construction cost
$14,965, first year operating cost $14,000, revenue $21,000. Applicant is Lane E. Davis.
Mr.
Davis Herald
is ownerandandHouston
publisher-editor
Houston
Republicanof
newspapers. Ann. Sept. 18.
Madill, Okla.— Herbert J. Pate 1550 kc, 250
w-D. P.O. address Madill, Okla. Estimated
construction cost $19,895. first year opercost $25,000,
ant is atingowner
of Therevenue
Madill $28,000.
Record,Appplicand is
in printing and publishing. Ann. Sept. 17.
Ogden, Utah — Executive Bcstg. Co. 1250
kc,
1 kw-D.
address %St.,John
Bradley.
155 P.O.
Montgomery
San Lockwood
Francisco,
Calif. Estimated construction cost $27,300,
first year operating cost $60,000, revenue
$72,000. Applicant is John Lockwood Bradley. Mr. Bradley is lawyer. Ann. Sept. 18.
Superior, Wis. — Radio Superior Inc. 970
kc, 500 w-D. P.O. address % William Haig,
9326 W. Sheridan St., Milwaukee, Wis. Estimated construction cost $21,918, first year
operating cost $60,000, revenue $75,000. Principal applicants are James and William
Haig, 45% each. James Haig is in advertising. William
Haig
of WRIT Milwaukee. Ann.
Sept.is employe
18.
Existing Am Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
KATZ St. Louis, Mo.— Granted renewal of
license without prejudice to such action as
Commission may deem warranted, if any,
as result of final determination in re application of Hoyt C. Murphy and G. Russell
Chambers, d/b as Carnegie Bcstg. Co.,
Carnegie, Pa\, for cp. Ann. Sept. 15.
KMCM McMinnville, Ore. — Granted application to increase specified hours of operation (1290 kc, 1 kw, DA-N) on Fridays
and Tuesdays during certain periods of the
year. Ann. Sept. 15.
WMVA Martinsville, Va. — Granted increase of daytime power from 250 w to 1 kw,
continuing
on 1450 kc, 250 w-N.
Ann. Sept. operation
15.
WINA Charlottesville, Va. — Granted
change of operation on 1400 kc from 250 w,
mil., 250 w-N, 1 kw-LS; remote control permitted; engineering conditions. Ann. Sept.
15.
WLBL Auburndale, Wis. — Granted mod. of
license to change from daytime only operaAmerica's

AM
FM
TV

SUMMARY OF COMMERCIAL BROADCASTING
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 22
CP
TOTAL APPLICATIONS
ON AIR Cps
For new stations
Lie.
Not 103
on air
153
713
3,359
57
1
599
44
99
128
4671
54

OPERATING TELEVISION STATIONS
80
Compiled by BROADCASTING through September 22
VHF
UHF
Commercial
441
10
Non-commercial
33
COMMERCIAL STATION BOXSCORE
AM
As reported by FCC through August 31, 551959
Licensed (all or air)
CPs on air (new stations)
CPs not on air (new stations)
Total authorized stations
Applications for new stations (not in hearing)
Applications for new stations (in hearing)
Total applications for new stations
Applications for major changes (not in hearing)
Applications for major changes (in hearing)
Total applications for major changes
Licenses deleted
CPs deleted

590
172
762
0
1

43
IUIAL
521

40
FM
148
59627
784
61
88
30
5
35
2
2

TV
56
68
99
668
12416

3610
52
longer on the air, but retain
but their 4671
1
There
are,
in
addition,
nine
tv
stations
which
are
no
licenses.
are no
one time
'There are, in addition, 38 tv cp-holders which were on the air at
longer in operation and one which has not started operation.

g operahours,Ann.continuin
specified5 kw.
tion toon 930
Sept. 15.
kc,
tion
APPLICATIONS
KPER Gilroy, Calif.— Cp to increase power
new
from 1 kw to 5 kw, install DA-D and
and delocation
ant. -trans,
translete change
remote control
(1290 kc).
Ann. Sept.
22.
WTCW Whitesburg, Ky.— Cp to increase
1 kw to 5 kw and install new
from
power
trans. (920 kc). Ann. Sept. 22.
KLPR Oklahoma City, Okla. — Cp to
change hours of operation from daytime to
inkw-D,
w-N, 1 in
of 500changes
usingDA-N power
unl., stall
and make
ground
system. Ann. Sept. 17.
WHLP Centerville, Tenn. — Cp to change
ant. -trans., studio and station location from
Centerville, Tenn.. to Nashville, Tenn., installcrease
new trans.,
changes
ant. (deheight) andmake
ground
system.in Amended
Sept. 15, 1959, to specify new site (1570 kc).
Ann. Sept. 22.
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
KLAN Lemoore, Calif. — Radio Lemoore.
KEYI Paradise, Calif. — Paradise Bcstrs.
WKBX Kissimmee, Fla.— Frank A. Taylor.
Changed from WRWB.
KWKY ofDesIowaMoines,
Iowa — General
Bcstg.
Services
Inc. Changed
from KWDM.
WCBQ
Fremont
(Whitehall),
Mich.—
Paul
A. Brandt. Changed from WBFC.
KDWB St. Paul, Minn. — WISK Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from WISK.

Leading

Business

Brokers

Interested in buying or selling Radio and TV Properties?
When your business is transacted through
the David Jaret Corp., you are assured of
reliability and expert service backed by over
36 years of reputable brokerage.
DAVID
1 50 MONTAGUE STREET
BROOKLYN 1 , N. Y.
Ulster 2-5600
126

107
3,351
478
695
3,513
217

31

JARET
CORP.

KOKL Okmulgee, Okla.— Okmulgee Bcstg.
Corp. Changed from KHBG.
KJAT Henderson, Tex.— Henderson Bcstg.
Corp Changed from KGRI.
KLUE Longview, Tex.— LeTourneau Radio
Corp. Changed from KLTI.
New Fm Stations
ACTIONS BY FCC
Phoenix, Ariz.— KOOL Radio-Television
Die. Granted 94.5 mc, 58 kw. P.O. address
511 W. Adams
Phoenix. Estimated construction cost St.,
$26,213, first year operating
cost
$3,300.
Applicant
licensee of KOOLAM-TV Phoenix. Ann.is Sept.
15.
Anderson, Ind.— Civic Bcstg. Corp. Granted 97.9 mc, 63 kw. P.O. address Loren F.
Bridges, 2000 State Rd., 67 West, Anderson,
Ind. Estimated
construction cost $5,500, first
year
operating
cost owns
$12,000, revenue $18,000.
Civic
Bcstg. 15.Corp.
WCBC Anderson.
Ann. Sept.
Taylorville, 111.— Keith W. Moyer. Granted
95.1 mc, lorville.
3.4 kw.Estimated
P.O.construction
address Box 481, Taycost $7,782,
first
year
operating
cost
$8,000, revenue $9,000. Mr. lorville.
Moyer
has
interest
in
WTIM
TayAnn. Sept. 15.
Detroit, Mich.— Taliesin Bcstg. Co. Granted
106.7 mc, 2.8 kw. P.O. address 6060 N. Ewing
St., Indianapolis 20, Ind. Estimated construction cOSt $10,061, first year operating cost
$22,500, revenue $26,500. Sole owner is Mary
W. Carpenter, housewife. Ann. Sept. 15.
Chattanooga, Tenn. — WDOD Bcstg. Corp.
Granted 96.5 mc, 13 kw. P.O. address Hamilton National
Bank Bldg.,
mated construction
cost Chattanooga.
$20,971, first Estiyear
operating cost $2,400, revenue $2,400. Applicant islicensee WDOD Chattanooga. Ann.
Sept. 15.
Spokane, Wash. — KHQ Die. Granted 98.1
mc, 47 kw. P.O. address Radio Central Bldg.,
Spokane 4. Estimated construction cost $32,550, first year operating cost $4,000. Applicant is licensee KHQ Spokane. Ann. Sept. 16.
APPLICATIONS
Anchorage, Alaska — Radio Anchorage Die.
102.1 mc, 1 kw. P.O. address Box 1960 Anchorage, Alaska. Estimated construction cost
$10,234. first year operating cost $18,000,
revenue $24,000. Principal applicants are
J.
Chester
JosephineInc.Gordon,
35.82<~r
each.
Radio and
Anchorage
owns KBYR
Anchorage
Fairbanks, both
Alaska. Ann. and
Sept. KFRB
16.
Mt. Carmel, 111.— WVMC 101.1 mc, 4.28 kw.
P.O. address Box 450, Mt. CaTmel, 111. Estimated construction cost $1,200, first year operating cost $3,000, revenue $6,000. Principal
applicants are Stephen B. Bellinger and
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

JANSKY & BAILEY INC.
Executive Office*
ME. 8-5411
1735 DeSales St., N. W.
Offices and laboratories
1339 Wisconsin Ave., N. W.
Washington, 0. C. FEderal 3-4800
Member AFCCE

JAMES C. McNARY
Consulting Engineer
National Press Bldg.,
Wash. 4, D. C.
Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

—Established 1926—
PAUL GODLEY CO.
Upper Montclair, N. J.
Pilgrim 6-3000
Laboratories, Great Notch, N. J.
Member AFCCE

GEORGE C. DAVIS
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
RADIO & TELEVISION
501-514 Munsey Bldg.
STerling 3-0111
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Commercial Radio Equip. Co.
Everett L. Dillard, Gen. Mgr.
INTERNATIONAL BLOG. Dl. 7-131*
WASHINGTON, D. C.
P. O. BOX 7037 JACKSON 5303
KANSAS CITY, MO.
Member AFCCE

A. D. Ring & Associates
30 Years' Engineering
Experience in Radio

GAUTNEY & JONES
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
1052 Warner Bldg. National 8-7757
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Lohnes & Culver

1710 H St., N.W. Republic 7-2347
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

Munsey Building
District 7-8215
Washington 4, D. C.
Member AFCCE

1302 18th St., N. W. Hudson 3-9000
WASHINGTON 6, D. C.
Member AFCCE

A. EARL CULLUM, JR.
CONSULTING ENGINEERS
INWOOD POST OFFICE
DALLAS 9, TEXAS
Fleetwood 7-8447
Member AFCCE

SILLIMAN, MOFFET &
ROHRER
1405 G St., N. W.
Republic 7-6646
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

LYNNE C. SMEBY
CONSULTING ENGINEER
AM-FM-TV
7615 LYNN DRIVE
WASHINGTON 15, D. C.
Oliver 2-8920

GEO. P. ADAIR ENG. CO.
CONSULTING ENOINHWS
Radio-Television
Communications-Electronics
1610
Eye St., D.
N. C.W.
Washington,
Executive 3-1230 Executive 3-5851
Member AFCCE

WALTER F. KEAN
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Associates
George M. Sklom, Robert A. Jenei
19 E. QuincyRiverside,
St. Hickory
III. 7-2153
(A Chicago suburb)

WILLIAM E. BENNS, JR.
Consulting Radio Engineer
3802 Military Rd., N. W.,
Wash., D. C.
Phone EMerson 2-8071
Box 2468, Birmingham, Ala.
Phone STote 7-2601
Member AFCCE

HAMMETT & EDISON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Bex 68, International Airport
San Francisco 28, California
Diamond 2-520$

Vandivere & Cohen
Consulting Electronic Engineers
617 Albee Bldg. Executive 3-4616
1426 G St., N. W.
Washington 5, D. C.
Member AFCCE

CARL E. SMITH
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
8200 Snowville Road
BretksviHe. Ohio
(a Cleveland Suburb)
Tel: JAckson 6-4386
P. O. Box 82
Member AFCCE

J. G. ROUNTREE
CONSULTING ENGINEER
P.O. Box 9044
Austin 17, Texas
GLendale 2-3073

JOHN H. MULLANEY
Consulting Radio Engineers
2000 P St., N. W.
Washington 6, 0. C.
Columbia 5-4666
Member AFCCE

A. E. Towne Assocs., Inc.
TELEVISION and RADIO
ENGINEERING CONSULTANTS
420 Taylor St.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
PR. 5-3100

PETE JOHNSON
Consulting am-fm-tv Engineers
Applications — Field Engineering
Suite 601 Kanawha Hotel Bldg.
Charleston, W. Va. Dickens 2-6281

RUSSELL
P. MAY
711 14th St., N. W. Sheraton Bldg.
Washington 5, D.C. REpublic 7-3984
Member AFCCE

L. H. Carr & Associates
Consulting
Radio & Television
Washington 6,Engineers
D. C.
Fort Evans
1000 Conn. Ave.
Leesburg, Va.
Member AFCCE

GUY C. HUTCHESON
P. O. Box 32
CRestvlew 4-8721
1100 W. Abram
ARLINGTON, TEXAS

ervice

JUirectory

COMMERCIAL RADIO
Monitoring Company
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASUREMENTS
A FULL TIME SERVICE
FOR AM-FM-TV
P. O. Box 7037 Kansas City, Mo.
Phone Jackson 3-5302
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CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM-FM-TV
445 Concord Ave.,
Cambridge 38, Mass.
Phone TRowbridge 6-2810

KEAR & KENNEDY

JOHN

B. HEFFELFINGER

8401 Cherry St.
Hiland 4-7010
KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI

VIR N. JAMES
SPECIALTY
DIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
1316 S. Kearney
Skyline 6-1603
Denver 22, Colorado
MERL SAXON
CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEER
622 Hoskins Street
Lufkin, Texas
NEptune 4-4242

NEptune 4-9558

PAUL DEAN FORD
Broadcast Engineering Consultant
4341 South 8th Street
Terre Haute, Indiana
Crawford 4496

NUGENT SHARP
Consulting Radio Engineer
809-11 Warner Building
Washington 4, D. C.
District 7-4443

coniaci
BROADCASTING MAGAZINE
1735 DeSales St. N.W.
Washington 6, D. C.
for availabilities

SPOT YOUR FIRM'S NAME HERE,
To Be Seen by 85,000* Readers
— among them, the decision-making station owners and managchief engineers
techni-tv
cians—ers,applicants
for and
am, fm,
and facsimile facilities.
*ARB Continuing Readership Study
127
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Equipping
Radio

a

Station

Get More

?

Coverage

With The New RCA
500- and 1000 -Watt
AM

Transmitters

The ability of these new 500- and
1000-watt AM transmitters to
achieve and maintain a higher
average level of modulation assures more program coverage.
Simplified tuning, ease of installation, built-in provisions for remote control, and low operating
cost make the RCA Type BTA500/1 R your best transmitter buy.
Color styling adds harmony to
station decor— a choice of red,
green, blue, or grey doors. Whatever your equipment needs—
SEE RCA FIRST!
Or write for descriptive literature to RCA, Dept. YE-22, Building 15-1, Camden, New Jersey.
RADIO CORPORATION
of AMERICA
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(FOR THE RECORD)

Morris E. Kemper, 30% each, owners of
WVMC Mt. Carmel, 111. Ann. Sept. 16.
Brainerd, Minn. — Brainerd Bcstg. Co. 95.7
mc, 14.89 kw. P.O. address 2700 East Oak
St., Brainerd, Minn. Estimated construction
cost $15,866, first year operating cost $3,000,
revenue $3,000. Applicant is E. T. O'Brien.
Mr.
O'Brien
is majority
ownerAnn.
and Sept.
general
manager
of KLIZ
Brainerd.
18.
Canton,
Ohio114.4
— Independent
Music Bcstrs.
Inc.
95.1 mc,
kw. P.O. address
546 E.
Florida Ave., Youngstown, Ohio. Estimated
construction cost $39,489, first year operating
cost $30,000, revenue $50,000. Principal applicants are George B. Hanna (65%) and
Hugh E. Johnston (22%). Mr. Hanna is in
insurance. Mr. Johnston is employe of
WBBW Youngstown, Ohio. Ann. Sept. 21.
Pittsburgh, Pa.— Golden Triangle Bcstg.
Inc. 107.9 mc, 35.7 kw. P.O. address 320 N.
Highland Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. Estimated
construction cost $18,000, first year operating
cost $24,000, revenue $24,000. Principal applicant is Myron Jones. Mr. Jones is majority owner of WJET Erie, Pa., WHOT
Campbell and WRED Youngstown, both
Ohio, and WEEP Pittsburgh. Ann. Sept. 3.
Existing Fm Stations
CALL LETTERS ASSIGNED
Inc.KLAC-FM Los Angeles, Calif.— Hall Bcstg.
KEFW (FM) Honolulu, Hawaii— E. F.
Weerts.
WDJDCo. (FM) Warwick, R.I. — Warwick
Bcstg.
KMHT-FM Marshall, Tex. — Harrison
County Bcstg. Co. Changed from KLUE
(FM).
WFVA-FM ericksburg
Fredericksburg,
Va. — FredBcstg. Corp.
Ownership Changes
ACTIONS BY FCC
WELB Elba, Ala. — Granted assignment of
license to James Wilson and James R. Dowdy, d/b as Elba Bcstg Co.; consideration
$18,000. Ann. Sept. 16.
KODY North Platte, Neb.— Granted assignment of license to KODY Bcstg. Co.
(George B. Dent Jr., and wife Maxine R.);
consideration $197,500. Mr. Dent once owned
third of station. Ann. Sept. 16.
WWOL-AM-FM Buffalo, N.Y.— Granted assignment of license from Leon Wyszatycki
to Radio Buffalo Inc. (stock wholly owned
by Grelin Bcstg. Inc., WWRI West Warwick,
R.I.); consideration $250,000 and lease of
trans,$37,500.
site for
with option to buy
for
Ann.3 years
Sept. 16.
APPLICATIONS
KCCC-TV Sacramento, Calif. — Seeks assignment of cp from Capitol Television Co.
to Capitol Television Inc. for $35,000 in
promissory notes and stock option rights
in assignee corporation to assignors as follows: Melvin Lucas and Clarence A. Holien,
267 shares each; Henry P. Deane 266 shares,
Harry Bartolomei 75 shares. Principals are
Melvin Lord (16.8%) and Messrs. Lucas, Holien and Deane (11.1%). Mr. Lord owns pet
shop. Mr. Lucas is in asphalt business. Mr.
Deane is car dealer. Mr. Bartolomei is employe of KSFO San Francisco. Ann. Sept. 17.
WICC-AM-TV Bridgeport, Conn. — Seeks
assignment of license from Bridgeport Bcstg.
Co. to Connecticut-New York Bcstrs. Inc.
Company merger. No financial consideration
or change of ownership involved. Ann. Sept.
WIOD from
Sanford,
SeeksIra assignment
license
ViolaFla.—
E. and
L. Eshlemanof
to Sanford-Seminole Bcstg. Co. for $56,000.
Principals are Joseph Horenstein, Margaret
Boros and Paul F. Adler, 33%% each. Mr.
Horenstein is general manager of WBABAM-FM Babylon, N.Y. Mr. Adler makes tv
motion pictures. FCC previously approved
assignment but it was never consummated.
Applicants
consent
corporation. request
Ann. Sept.
16. to reconstituted
WMDN Midland, Mich. — Seeks assignment
of license from Rich Publishing House Inc.
to Midland
Co. forDonald
$100,000.
Purchasers are JuliusBcstg.
Sherman,
A. Sherman,
Leonard Siskind, Robert Jaffe, Robert I.
Sherman and Peter A. Wolfe, all equal partners. Messrs. Sherman are in retail shoe
business. Mr. Siskind is in retail fur business. Mr Jaffe is in welding supplies Mr.
Wolfe is general manager of WMDN. Ann.
Sept. 18.
KICA-AM-TV Clovis, N.M.— Seeks transfer
of control from Mae Strauss and Frank Lesley, equal partners to Texas Telecasting
Inc. for $170,000. Principal purchaser is W.
D. Rogers Jr. Texas Telecasting Inc. owns
KDUB-TV Lubbock, KEDY-TV Big Spring
and
Sweetwater, all Texas. Ann.
Sept.KPAR-TV
18.
WOHPment of license
Bellefontaine,
Ohio Erie
— Seeks
from Lake
Radioassignand
Television Corp. (a Pennsylvania corpora-

tion) to Lake Erie Radio and Television
Corp. (an Ohio corporation) for $100,000.
Principals are James T. Sandonate (74.8%)
and Thomas W. Talbot (25%). Mr. Sandonate
is majority owner of WJJL Niagara Falls,
N.Y. Mr.
tion. Ann.Talbot
Sept. is16.minority owner, same staWVSC Somerset, Pa. — Seeks assignment
of license from Somerset Bcstg. Co. to
WVSCcialInc.
Change involved.
to corporation.
No financonsideration
Ann. Sept.
16. .
WATP Marion, S.C. — Seeks transfer of
control from Pee Dee Bcstg. Inc. to Joel
Eugene Cole, Walter Molic, 24>/2% each, and
James Harpring (51%) for $48,000. Mr. Harpring is employe of WKAT Miami, Fla. Mr.
Cole is sales engineer for radio equipment.
Mr. Molic is employe of WQAM Miami, Fla.
Ann. Sept. 16.
WAGE Leesburg, Va. — Seeks assignment
of license from Leesburg Bcstg. Corp. to
WAGEcialInc.
Change involved.
to corporation.
No financonsideration
Ann. Sept.
16.
WHTN-AM-FM Huntington, W.Va.— Seeks
assignment of license from Cowles Bcstg.
Co. to Geyer Bcstg. Co. for $100,000. Purchaser is Wayne W. Geyer. Mr. Geyer is
employe of Time Inc, Chicago, 111. Ann.
Sept.
KTXO18. Sherman, Tex.— Seeks transfer of
control from K. M. and J. P. Fisher, 26%
each to O'Conner Bcstg. Corp. for $20,940.
Principal purchaser is Harry O'Conner. Mr.
O'Conner
has interest
in KTXO Sherman,
Tex.
Ann. (see
Sept.KGKB
17. Tyler, Tex., these listings).
KGKB Tyler, Tex.— Seeks assignment of
license
from Corp.
Oil Center
Bcstg. Inc.
to O'Con-is
ner Bcstg.
for $125,100.
Purchaser
Harry O'Conner. Mr. O'Conner has interest
in KTXO Sherman, Tex. Ann. Sept. 17
Hearing Cases
INITIAL DECISIONS
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting applications of William Parmer Fuller
III, for new am station to operate on 630
kc, 1 kw, D, DA, in Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Cache Valley Bcstg. Co. to increase
daytime power of station KVNU Logan,
Utah, from 1 kw to 5 kw, continuing operation on 610 kc with 1 kw-N, DA-N. Ann.
Sept. 17.
Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
issued initial decision looking toward granting application
of Tri-County
for new
am station
to operate Bcstg.
on 1590Corp.
kc,
500 w, DA, D, in Plainfield, N.J., and denying
applications of Broadcasters Inc., for same
facilities in South Plainfield, N.J., and Eastern Bcstg. Inc., to increase daytime power
of WDRF Chester, Pa., from 1 kw to 5 kw,
continuing operation on 1590 kc, 1 kw, N,
DA-N. Ann. Sept. 21.
Hearing
Examiner
A. Kyle(1)issued
initial decision
lookingJaytoward
granting
application of WJPB-TV Inc., for new tv
station to operate
on ch. 5 intests
Weston,
W.Va1.,
conditioned
that program
will not
be
authorized until WJPB-TV Inc., has divested
itself of all interests in WJPB-TV (ch. 35)
in Fairmont, W.Va.; and (2) dismissing competing application of Telecasting Inc. (Apentered
ment.)plicants
Ann. haveSept.
16. into merger agreeOTHER ACTIONS
By
order,
Commission granted
petitions
of Binder-Carter-Durham
Inc. (WAMM),
Flint, Mich., and Northern Indiana Bcstrs.
Inc. (WIMS),
Michiganproceeding,
City, Ind., and
for severance from five-party
grantto increasedaytime
power
fromed applications
500 w to of1 WAMM
kw, continuing
operationcreaseondaytime
1420power
kc, DAfromand1 WIMS
inkw to to
5 kw,
with DA-2, continuing operation on 1420 kc
with 500 w-N, effective immediately. That
portion ofsolidated
Mayproceeding
26 initial
in con-of
looked decision
toward grant
these applications. Ann. Sept. 16.
By memorandum
and by
order.Livesay
Commission (1) deniedopinion
petition
Bcstg.tion Inc.,
for
review
of
examiner's
rejecof comparative coverage evidence, or
for enlargement of issues to permit such
showing, in consolidated proceeding on
Livesay
new andtv application
station on
ch.
10 in application
Terre Haute,forInd.,
of Wabash Valley Bcstg. Corp. for renewal
of license of WTHI-TV on ch. 10 in Terre
Haute;tion,and
(2) on Commission's
own mosoaminer,
enlarged
and allowed
exfor purposeissues
of determining
newly
added issue, to consider proposed coverage
of
if application
modification
of WTHI-TV
its ch. 10 permit
is filed.forAnn.
Sept. 16.
By memorandum
opinion
and
order,by Commission deferred action on petition
Jack
L. Goodsitt to vacate stay imposed Dec.
17, 1958 to grant of his application for new
am station (WTOJ) to operate on 1460 kc,
1 kw, D, in Tomah, Wis., pending decision
after hearing on Continued
protest by Tomah-Mauston
on page 134
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
(Payable in advance. Checks and money orders only.) (FINAL DEADLINE — Monday preceding publication date.)
• SITUATIONS WANTED 20* per word— $2.00 minimum • HELP WANTED 25* per word— $2.00 minimum.
• DISPLAY ads $20.00 per inch — STATIONS FOR SALE advertising requires display space.
• All other classifications 30* per word — -$4.00 minimum.
• No charge for blind box number. Send replies to Broadcasting, 1735 DeSales St., N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
Applicants: If transcriptions or bulk packages submitted, $1.00 charge for mailing (Forward remittance separately, please). AH transcriptions, photos,
etc., sent to box numbers are sent at owner's risk. Broadcasting expressly repudiates any liability or responsibility for their custody or return.
RADIO
Help Wanted — Management
Manager/advertising combination. Thousand
watt Mutual station ten thousand population Kentucky city. Good town, good situation, attractive offer. Box 577P, BROADCASTING.
Manager-sales manager with proven sales
ability and administrative knowhow of station fornia
sales 5000andwattprogram
for Cali-1
station personnel
that is Number
in most beautiful section of state. Send
complete background and references to Box
633P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted by expanding southwestern chain:
Men capable of assuming general manager
and commercial manager positions. We have
stations now in medium size markets and
are looking for bigger markets. We must
have men to fill key positions now open.
If
we're
looking for you, write us at Box
719P,
BROADCASTING.
Sales manager to assist general manager
and be my successor. Good opportunity for
young man to move up. Minimum of 5
years experience in sales. Apply Bob Ray,
c/o WBBB, Burlington, North Carolina.
Sales
Northern Ohio medium market needs 2 men,
building for top grosses, experienced men
only. Box 308P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager for new fm fine music southeast station — 247,306 fm radio homes in
coverage area. Experience should include
radio-tv mission
or plusagency
and combonus. sales.
Send Salary
background
and
photo to Box 653P, BROADCASTING.
If you can sell and service on an organized
basis, and are looking for an opportunity
to earn good money quickly, full particulars
and references to Box 657P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager. Major central Ohio market
top money and future for man who loves
to sell. Box 667P, BROADCASTING.
Major Ohio market of over 500,000 needs
one top radio salesman to round out a staff
of 4. All present men earned at least $10,000 last year. No draw artists. This is a
secure position at a happy station for a
producer. Box 672P, BROADCASTING.
Sales manager with general manager aspirations. Midwest station. Excellent opporunity,
five figure
for proven
radio knowhow from
ground income
up, with
sales
ability. Send complete resume, exnerience,
details. Confidential. Box 695P, BROADCASTING.
Wonderful opportunity for married couple
to take over sales and programming for
outstanding fm station. Box 5585, Tucson,
Arizona.
Wanted: Radio-tv and newspaper salesmen.
If you can produce. Make up to $350.00
per week! 601-705 Olive, St. Louis 1, Missouri. CH. 1-6656.
California, KCHJ, Delano. Serves 1,300,000.
Increasing sales staff.
Sales manager for KCOL, Fort Collins,
Colorado. Straight salary and bonus. Send
your sales record, photo, and references.
Ambitious, experienced salesman (white)
desiring to move to sunny Florida with
good guarantee
to sell colored-programmed
radio.
Contact WOKB,
Box 1308, Orlando,
or
call
collect
OL
6-3700, Winter Garden,
Florida.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Sales

Help Wanted—
Announcers(Cont'd)

If you would like to sell in the capital city
of fabulous Florida, representing the number one station, 5 kw, full-time, and you
are a good
write fullDeters,
particulars in salesman,
first letterthen
to Arthur
General Manager,
WTAL,
Drawer
A,
Tallahassee, Florida.

Swinging station in competitive three station market N.E. desires talented dj personality. Augmented top music format. We
build personalities to stay. Mail tape, resume
and
photo
CASTING. immediately. Box 713P, BROAD-

Experienced radio program salesman with
executive sociateability.
Robert
s, 64 East 55th
St., G.
NYC.Jennings AsAnnouncers
Top salary
for top
man for number
station in major
rmdwestern
market. one
Modern
fast paced
station
wants
personality
announcer who can project and hold audience.
We are not a format operation and you will
be given free rein. Mail tape, photo, resume
to Box 519P, BROADCASTING.
Illinois kilowatt daytimer expanding to
night time has opening for experienced
staff announcer with news gathering and
writing experience for combination duties
of deejay and newsman. Also versatile
deejay with perience.
several
yearspositions.
of solid radio
exPermanent
Pleasant
community. Format station emphasizing
standard and pop tunes with strong melody.
No
top 40,no norhythm
rock 'n'
no Sports
country playand
western,
androll,
blues.
by-playviewbackground
helpful.
Personal
interrequired. Free life, hospital, medical
insurance, sick pay, bonus, pension plan.
Startingcation,
salary
$100 weekly.
List experience
age, edufamily status,
references,
in detail. Box 551P, BROADCASTING.
Opening immediately. Experienced announcer, full or part time. Box 579P, BROADCASTING.
Southber 1 station,
Florida inmetropolitan
market,
beautiful city
three Nummiles
from the Atlantic ocean, with wonderful
living and working conditions, needs a
swinging deejay at $120.00 a week. Send
resume, tape at once to Box 591P, BROADCASTING.
All
night dj, first
36-hour
week, Top
no
maintenance,
5 kwphone.
eastern
market.
salary. Immediate work. Send tape. Box
618P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for married staff announcer.
Send resume. Network station, Texas. Box
624P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer with first class ticket. No maintenance. Adult programming station with
slightly higher than average religious
broadcasts. Excellent working conditions in
the
Michigan's water wonderland.
Box heart
649P, ofBROADCASTING.
Well established five kw in beautiful section of northeast needs experienced morning man-dj.
Small butsalary
livelyrequirements
market. Back-to
ground references,
Box 656P, BROADCASTING.
Combo man — with some announcing experience; first phone required. Needed about
the firstation, inoftown
November.
daytime
operof aboutNew10,000
in western
Pennsylvania. Send tape, resume, picture
and salary requirements at once to Box
685P, BROADCASTING.
Likeable, energetic air personality who
wants to prosper in small but swinging
Carolina station close Blue Ridge Mountains. Rare opportunity sales if want add
commission to salary. Send tape and resume. Box 689P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer or announcer/promotion director, fulltime, Wisconsin MBS adult listening good music station. Send qualification,
tape
ING. immediately. Box 690P, BROADCAST-

Announcers (2), experienced board, sales,
first ticket essential, by expanding am-fm
operation 50 miles from Los Angeles. $400
month salary, guarantee. 15% on sales.
Send side,
resume,
tape, pic. Box 2185, RiverCalif.
KBUD, Athens, Texas has immediate opening for experienced announcer. Salary open.
Need qualified staff announcer and news
reporter. Some photographic experience
helpful. Prefer southwesterner. Complete
details should include picture, tape, minimum salary. Manager, KSWS Radio and
TV, Roswell, New Mexico.
First announcers opening in four years.
Want good man to fit quality of rest of
staff. Must handle music (not top 40) and
news with imagination and taste. Tell all
first letter. WDEC, Americus, Ga.
Announcer-salesman. Salary plus commission. WHUC, Hudson. Two hours from New
York City. No beginners. At least two years
experience.
Announcer-salesman — $75.00 per week, plus
commission. Call collect WHYS, Ocala,
Florida, MArion 2-8174.
Immediate openings for two experienced
personality disc jockeys — one daytime, one
nighttime.formula.
Top rated
station,
fast-paced
modern
Air mail
details,
photo,
resume to me. Dick Clark, WMFJ, Daytona Beach, Florida.
dj's for
of theexperienced,
nation's top prefergroups
—Negro
religious
andoner&b,
ably from the south. If you can do good
commercials and news, too, send tape,
resume and photo immediately to Mr. Al
Evans,
Miss. WOKJ, P.O. Box 2667, Jackson 7,
Wanted! Experienced announcer with first
phone for new modern community station.
Light maintenance only. Excellent working
conditions in outstanding boating, fishing
and hunting area. Rush tape and resume
or phone WPNC, Plymouth, North Carolina.
Phone Swan 3-4104.
Announcer middle music station, no r and r,
no r and b. At least one year commercial
experience. Friendly, light style but must
sell. Tape, resume, references to Mai Morse,
WSUB, Groton, Conn.
Experienced announcer, good news delivery.
Excellent working conditions in a growing
community. Immediate opening. Phone
Cambridge, Maryland 1580.
Opening for experienced announcer capable
of handling traffic and some programming.
Good living and working conditions. $75.00
weekly. Write Jimmy Childress, Box 1114
Sylva, North Carolina.
Announcers with first class ticket. Register
now for good paying jobs. Send tape and
resume. Disk Jockey Placement Center,
100 West 42nd St., New York 36, N.Y.
For glib deejays only. 2484 gags, quips,
anecdotes. $1.00 plus 10<* packing. Gags,
P.O. Box 1, Elkhart, Indiana.
Announcers: Many immediate job openings
for good announcers throughout the S.E
Free registration. Confidential. Professional
Placement, 458 Peachtree Arcade, Atlanta
Ga.
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Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical
Combination engineer and announcer for
progressive gineering
station.
All new
equipment.ability
Enparamount.
Announcing
capable. Please forward engineering resume
and
audition tape to Box 647P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer/engineer. Good salary and hours
for experienced man. First phone required,
announcing secondary. Send tape and resume
to
WDDY, Gloucester, Virginia, or call for
interview.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Management
Two highly experienced broadcasters offer
economy operation. Accent on programming
and
profits. First phone. Box 692P, BROADCASTING.
General manager — 32, family, all-around radio operational background, emphasis sales
and promotion.
Currently
ager. Desire change
withgeneral
future.sales
Nowman-on
west coast. Box 698P, BROADCASTING.
Sales

Opening now for combo 1st phone engineerannouncer. WFAW, Fort Atkinson, Wisconsin.

Specialized
in farm
sales. Agriculture
degree. Station,
representative
or agency.
Box 595P, BROADCASTING.

Need experienced first-class engineer capaof handling maintenance
of 5 kw fulltime ble directional.
Send full particulars
and
salary expectation in first letter to : Arthur
Deters, WTAL, Drawer A, Tallahassee,
Florida.

Qualified sales
by successful
experience
localregional
management,
medium formarket.
Seeking potential station-management position in midwest. Ten years radio-television;
last four years in local-regional radio sales,
city
of 100.000. Age 30. Box 604P, BROADCASTING.
2 years experience as announcer, good references, wants to learn sales. Permanent,
married,
Alabama. 22, Joe Baker, 51 Lamar, Selma,

Need immediately, three first class engineers for fast growing regional network.
One to take charge of engineering dept. of
O & ance
O'dand station.
Other attwoflagship
for maintenboard work
station.
Contact Ernest Machanic, Herald Tribune
Radio Network, 440 Lexington Ave., Mt.
Kisco, N. Y., Phone MO. 6-5177.
Production-Programming, Others
250 watt network station in metropolitan
area wants a PD with experience. A solid
community station in the northeast. Box
486P, BROADCASTING.
Copy gal to write creative hard-sell copy
for leading eastern music-news station.
Good pay and working conditions. Enclose
continuity
samples,
experience and snapshot. Box 622P,
BROADCASTING.
News director wanted for metropolitan
market. Prefer experienced man now in
a smaller market. We are competitive, we
pay well and you have a future with our
chain of stations. Complete resume and
tape,
ING. salary open. Box 691P, BROADCASTNewsman who specialized in news exclusively for modern fast paced operation.
Must be news gatherer with experience.
Send tape, photo, resume to Fred Epstein,
KSTT, Davenport, Iowa.
Newsman: Radio and television, capable leg
and airman with small market station experience, who can gather, write, and air
news; journalism education background
preferred; veteran; stable and dependable
with good references; one who wants a
permanent berth in a news department
which tion.
hasScaletwice
national
startsreceived
at $85.00
for 40recognihours.
Salary commensurate with experience and
ability. Write or phone, W. P. Williamson,
WKBN, Youngstown, Ohio. STerling 2-1145.
Wanted!
Experienced
copywriter-announcer
for
new modern
community
station. Medium
paced music
format.
Excellent
ditions in outstanding boating,working
fishing conand
hunting area. Rush tape, resume and copy
samples or phone WPNC, Plymouth, North
Carolina. Swan 3-4104.
RADIO
Situations Wanted — Management
Manager with an outstanding record of
success in small market operation wishes to
tackle larger market. Figures tell my story
best. Can give you facts, figures and employer references
you've
seen before.
Not that
a flytopby anything
nite promoter,
but solid family man who boosts profits
while boosting station and community. 10
years in last two management jobs. If you
have the opportunity, I have the ability.
Presently
earning over $12,000. Box 610P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager - sales manager - programming. 20
years experience. Married. Will go anywhere. Available at once. Box 664P,
BROADCASTING.
Manager — that shows results. Also first
phone and announce. Experienced. Box
673P, BROADCASTING.
130

Announcers
Sports announcer, seven years background
play-by-play. Top references. Box 848M,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. 12 years experience radio.
Wants staff plus special events am or tv or
combination both. Go anywhere. Box 534P,
BROADCASTING.
Good announcer, 1st ticket, reliable, family
man, 26, presently employed as pd and
morning man. Like job, but looking for organizationBROADCASTING.
where ability opens opportunities Box 632P,
Recently released from army — Top morning
news man. More than a few years experience and looking for a permanent position.
Tape
and photo on request. Box 634P,
BROADCASTING.
Salesman-announcer. Mature, industrious
salesman and announcer seeks opportunity
to sell time. Good ad-libber. Prefer southwestern region. Speak fluent Spanish. Write
for complete resume and photo. Box 635P,
BROADCASTING.
Stop — 22,
single,
CBS,
ABC.
Southveteran,
Arkansas
goodpresently
music station
with 2V2 months experience. Very much
want top 40. Box 637P, BROADCASTING.
Staff announcer radio school graduate. Reliable, single, 21 years old. Free to travel
Box 654P, BROADCASTING.
First license announcer. No maintenance.
Within hundred miles Washington, D. C.
only. Box 655P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced, capable staffman immediately
available. Excellent board operation and
thorough erences
experience
phases. Box
Best 658P,
reffrom presentallstation.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced,
position
in central Arkansas area. desire
Box 663P,
BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Deejay. Staff. Write, report
news. Excellent background. Needs opportunity. Box 665P, BROADCASTING.
Woman announcer, voice that will get results. Can do homemaker shows, discjockeying,
etc. Tape upon request. Boxcopywriting,
669P, BROADCASTING.
Directionals attention. Announcer, 1st
phone, available
immediately,
$90, no maintenance. Box 670P,
BROADCASTING.
Negro dj. Mature voice, skillfully trained.
Tape available. Box 674P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer, production. Am pd with smart
1000 watter. 2 years experience. Good, unstereotyped voice. Quiet, underplayed wit
as dj. Experience runs gamut. Excellent
play-by-play. Excell production, promotion.
Ideas sprout like crab grass. 25, family,
university
graduate,
energy. Prefer
sizeable Khrushchev-like
market. Box 683P,
BROADCASTING.

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers
Can sell! Ad lib! Realize air salesmanship
means all. Brisk news reporting. Married,
will stay at job with future. Re-locate. College grad. Box 682P, BROADCASTING.
Personality, eight years, currently New
England's
3rd 40,
market.
Desire personality
show,
no top
top market.
Box 684P,
BROADCASTING.
First class announcer with first class ticket.
Three years experience, news, sales, morning ortions.
afternoon
dj and
community
relaMarried, vet,
26, highest
personal
commendations. Damn poor engineer but
have ability and experience in all other
phases
ING. of radio. Box 686P, BROADCASTPlay-by-play and news — young, aggressive,
presently employed in booming operation,
seeking advancement. 5 years experience.
Box 693P, BROADCASTING.
Fast paced dj, knows music, hard and soft
sell, family. Box 699P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer-copywriter. Mature college MA.
and broadcasting school. Experienced freelance adman. Sacrifice salary for opportunity. Box 700P, BROADCASTING.
College grad, speech-radio major. Strong
news, commercial, record shows. Mature
voice. Tape, best references on request. Box
707P, BROADCASTING.
Announcer. Adult music. News. Dj. ComCreative. Tape available. Boxmercials.
708P,Cooperative.
BROADCASTING.
Experienced dee-jay 10 years. Both formula
and standard sounds. Looking for top market slot. Most applicable. Live personality.
Authority
CASTING. on sports. Box 711P, BROADPersonality deejaycollege
with station
"voice"experience.
gimmick.
Non-commercial
Graduate professional broadcasting school.
Prefer midwest. Don Beckman, 2311 N.
Rutherford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois.
Sales and dj personality gal. Excellent
background,
versatile,
rience, vocal artist.
Radiocopy
or tv.writer,
L. Nai. expeP.O.
Box 4, Orange, New Jersey.
Morning man, sports, news: V/2 years ex22, married,
someNoe,college.
In
south, wantperience,same
area. Don
P.O. 264,
Philadelphia, Miss.
Technical
Engineer, 1st phone, 7 years experience
am-fm studio control room, transmitter
operation, remotes, routine maintenance.
Box 671P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced engineer. 7 years am, some tv,
chief, remote control, and 5 kw directional
system. Prefer south, will consider other
offers. Box 678P, BROADCASTING.
Need man with first class ticket? Many
young mennouncingregistered
Someneeds.
with Disk
anability. Tell now.
us your
Jockey Placement Center, 100 West 42nd
St., New York 36, N. Y.
Experienced engineer, twelve years am and
fm. Age 50, single, sober, salary is open.
Claude Thomas, 729 B. Street, San Diego,
California.
Production-Programming, Others
Newsman — accurate, fast coverage, profesfessional delivery, competent writer, 8
years references,
radio-newspaper
experience,
college,
best
interested
radio and/or
tv.
Box 592P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced farm director looking for larger
market.
CASTING.Can also sell. Box 596P, BROADUniversity graduate, English and dramatic
arts, 25, married, four years college radio
experience in writing, announcing, directing, production,
desires write
positionBox
with 652P,
potential. For resume,
BROADCASTING.
Gal Friday. Can tvpe. Write copy. Trained.
Handle
CASTING.show, board. Box 666P, BROADBROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Production-Programming, Others
Program director. No wild noises, no sirens,
no blasts off. Just adult programming. 14
yearscialexperience
of working
department will
enable mewithto commerprogram
your station for the buying adults. Do not
reply unless
position director.
carries full
sibility of program
Boxrespon706P,
BROADCASTING.
Program director. Strong news ability. Versatile. Administration. Announcing. Copy.
References. Box 709P, BROADCASTING.
Music director, college graduate, refugee
from schoolband snakepit pressures seeks
chance to learn broadcasting on job. Dependable, mature, conscientious. Excellent
musicing experience.
and booksLocate
background.
Some Indies.
writstates or West
Box 716P, BROADCASTING.
Programming, 18 years. Family man, 37.
Production spots, all phases radio, fast board
man. ers.Established
station, no juke box rockBox 720P, BROADCASTING.
TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management
Commercial manager with sales leadership
and administrative ability for vhf in large
southwestern
market. Box 705P, BROADCASTING.
Business manager-Accountant. West Texas
television station. Assume full responsibility
for general accounting, collections, budget
and control. Send complete resume including references and salary requirements.
Box 718P, BROADCASTING.
Sales

Help Wanted— (Cont'd)
Technical

Situations Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

TV studio engineers for design, test, and
field engineering. Rapidly expanding progressive company. All benefits, plus rapid
advancement for qualified engineers. FotoVideo
Laboratories,
Grove, New Jersey. Inc. CE. 9-6100, Cedar

Newsman — Major market, 10 years radio
and tv network news feeds. Top references.
ING.
Married. Family. Box 680P, BROADCAST-

Production — Programming, Others
Continuity director with speed and commercial creativity for vhf in large Texas
city. Box 702P, BROADCASTING.
Southwestern vhf needs excellent copywriter with experience in radio or television. Box 704P, BROADCASTING.
TV writer who writes copy that sells. Send
photo, samples, resume and salary requirements to Paul Carter, Creative Director,
KCRG-TV, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Producer-director for west coast independent. Much local live (studio and remotes).
Contact John Jarstad, KTVW (TV), 230
8th North, Seattle.
TELEVISION
Situations Wanted — Management
Young tv general manager of successful
fully staffed branch office seeks growth opportunity with agency, producer, etc. A-l
background in motion pictures, client service
and
education.
Box 697P, BROADCASTING.
General manager am-tv. Capable: programming, operations, sales. Immediate availability. Box 710P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
Announcer-director booth camera over 5
years. Tape, references, resume. Available
two weeks notice. Box 650P, BROADCAST-

National sales manager. Must also be able
to handle substantial number of local accounts. Texas vhf. Box 703P, BROADCASTING.
Announcers
NBC-ABC affiliated station in a fast growing two
needsAbove
an experiencedstation
on-camera market
announcer.
average salary and benefits to right man. Supply background, tape and photo in first
letter. Write 630P, BROADCASTING.
Experienced
commercial
tv announcer-director for working
supervisory
position.
Emphasis
announcing.
Midwest.
Send picture, details. Box 645P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
Grow centwith
tv. Adding
to staff,
prefer
retech school
grad with
1st class
license.
Experience not necessary. Complete resume
first letter. Interview will be arranged. Box
576P, BROADCASTING.
Opportunity for stable, dependable engineer. Must have television experience or excellent radio background. Manager KSWSTV, Roswell, New Mexico.
First class studio tv technician for central
Illinois most rapidly expanding station. Contact Jerry Merritt, WICS-TV, Springfield,
Illinois, phone LA. 8-0465.
Immediate opening for experienced video
engineer familiar with operation and maintenance tv control room equipment. Permanent position with progressive vhf station.
Contactgusta, Ga.Chief Engineer, WJBF-TV, AuTv studio engineer first class license. Experience either DuMont equipment or Ampex video
acceptable.
Resume,
references andtape
snapshot
in letter.
No phone
calls. Chief Engineer, WRVA-TV, Richmond, Virginia.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

Broadcast

&

Television announcer, 27 3'/2 years experience, college, service, wonderful wife,
eager
and prepared;
currently
employed
only interested
in stable
job with
future.—
Box 677P, BROADCASTING.
Most versatile commercial announcer, personality, news, sports,
dj in ofnation's
ber two market.
Thousands
network numand
local shows. Currently network staff. EmployerA#l
knows ofreference.
desire to10 -make
change
and gives
years current
market. Family man, 35 years old. Box
681P, BROADCASTING.
Technical
1st phone, RCA graduate, experienced studio, control-room. Presently employed in
New York as summer replacement, wishes
permanent
CASTING. position. Box 646P, BROADWanted tv engineer position with a solid
well equippedBoxoperation
in a good market.
References.
660P, BROADCASTING.
First phone: Combo-man or tv; trained in
all phases of broadcasting; tv; and video
tape.
prefer
western1453
states;
available now. Jack
Wismer,
Tamarind
9-1938. Married,
Ave., Hollywood. Calif. PH. Hollywood
Production-Programming, Others
Experienced newsman: Heading tv newsroom, extensive am
background.
depth specialist,
excellent
delivery,News-inrecord
of boosting ratings. Seek news director,
good staff job. Box 480P, BROADCASTING.
Comedy actor and writer. Entertainment
and radio dj
wouldBoxlike679P,
opportunitybackground
with tv station.
BROADCASTING.

Television

Equipment
SALES & MARKETING
The RCA Broadcast and Television Equipment Division has openings for:
BROADCAST FIELD SALES REPRESENTATIVES
To sell complete and highly accepted RCA Broadcast and Television equipment
line to station engineers and management.
TV STUDIO EQUIPMENT MARKETING
Home office sales positions, including sales promotion, product planning and
occasional customer contact, assisting in the sale of RCA Television Studio and
Microwave Relay equipment.
These positions offer a challenge to sales-minded, aggressive men interested in future
management opportunities. Experience with television broadcast equipment required.
Engineering degree or equivalent practical experience preferred.
For interview, send resume to:
Mr.
W. W. Placement
Ingham, Dept. ZC-14JA
Professional
RCA Building
Camden
2, New10-1Jersey

RADIO

CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Industrial Electronic Products
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FOR SALE

Situations Wanted— (Cont'd)
Production — Programming, Others
Program director, production manager, ten
years television experience, also film profilm work,
buying,best
filmreferences,
commercials.ducing,
Desireswriting,
agency
resume
on
request.
Box
714P,
BROADCASTING.

Equipment — (Cont'd )
Cheap. 255 foot guyed antenna in excellent
condition . . . uniform cross section (wind
charged).
Standing
Call orPfalser,
write
Radio
Station
WNVY$1000.00.
. . . Gene
Pensacola, Florida.
3 only Lenkurt 950 mc fm STL sets new.
Single chan or can be multiplexed. Late
equipment unused. Model 72B-1. Will go
fast.
Systems Corp., 12-01 43rd
Ave., Technical
L.I.C. 1, N.Y.

Film director-cameraman, presently employed,
Will locate anywhere.
Box married,
715P, family.
BROADCASTING.
Film editor, projectionist, can also direct.
Two years
experience.
immediately. H. Robert
Wheeler,Available
5724 Clark,
Des
Moines, Iowa. Phone CR. 4-3004.
FOR SALE

Buy, sell,
or trade
new and
towers
27 used
Stainless
towerssecond-hand
on hand.
Ace High Tower Erector, Greenville, North
Carolina.

Equipment
Auricon cine-voice with Mitchell 400 ft.
Magazine conversion, three lenses, tripod,
friction head, and dolly, used 2000 ft only.
$1300 f.o.b. DuMont dumitter channel 3.
never used. $300 f.o.b. Pancinor lense 20-60
mm.
Dakota.$100 f.o.b. KDIX-TV, Dickinson, North
Coax Andrew.
cable, 3Ya",Twenty
impedance
ohms, type
562A
20 ft.50 length.
50%
discount. Balthrope, KEEZ-FM, San Antonio.
RCA
TBA-250L
and condition.
type 1-k
kilowattcombined
transmitter.
Excellent
Price $1950 take away. KUTI, Box 261,
Yakima, Washington.
General Radio modulation monitor, type
731-B, 2-Gates program line amplifiers, 1
Grey line equalizer, 1 BC-221 frequency
monitor.
$400 cash takes all. WDBC, Escanaba. Michigan.
Collins 21A 5 kw transmitter maintained in
original
condition,
factory-approved
modifications,
now only
operating.
Excellent
quality. Ten years old. Price $4,000. Terms.
Address Radio Station WISE, Box 75,
Scenic Highway, Asheville, N.C.
One 37M-4
fm antenna
for 95.9mc
frequency.
Unit
has never
been used
and in
original
packing crates. Cost $2295.00, but will sell
for $1300.00 to station needing it. Contact
J. F. Ramsey, WJAY, Mullins, S.C.
Heavy duty 300 foot guyed tower, standing,
304 feet with beacon. Uniform triangular
cross section, has base insulator. Strong
enough to support side antenna. Excellent
condition. WKAN, Kankakee, Illinois.

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations — (Cont'd )
Manager-sales manager wants to buy all
or part interest eastern radio station. Box
651P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted
by east
successful
unprofitable station
or south.operator,
Substantial
cash
available. Write in confidence. Box 696P,
BROADCASTING.
Our client interested in investing in radio
stations or allied field. Strictest confidence
assured. Harris, Kerr, Forster & Company,
Att: L. J. Reade, 18 East 48th Street, New
York 17, N.Y., PL. 5-7870.

Video monitors. Closed circuit and broadcast. Foto-Video Laboratories, Inc. Cedar
Grove, New Jersey, CE. 9-6100.
Presto 6N recorder in console with equalizer A-l shape. $475.00 federal field strength
meter recently recalibratored. $350.00 Wayne
Marcy, 4007 Bellaire Blvd., Houston, Texas.
Weather warning receivers for Conelrad
and Disaster Weather Warnings Air Alert
II—
I— $89.50.
Miratel. Inc.,
1082 $46.50,
DionneAirSt.,Alert
St. Paul
13, Minn.

Equipment
250
to
1000
watt
fm transmitter,
modulation monitor
and antenna.frequenceReply to
Box 531P, BROADCASTING.

Ampex master
tape1 duplicator
slaves,terms
excellent condition,
year old, 2$7500
possible.
Call
Mr.
Sirchio,
TR.
9-1111,
New
York City.

Wanted: Low cost uhf transmitter for educational television station. Write to Box
661P, BROADCASTING.

FM, am, tv transmitters, studio consoles
cameras, everything in broadcast equipment. Urgently
am, tv,
etc. Call
Mr. want
Charol,250w-10kw
Technicalfm, Systems
Corp.,
N.
Y. 12-01 43rd Ave.. Long Island City,

3 kw RCA fm txmtr frequency and modulation monitor. 3JA" coax 4 or 8 bay side
mount
ING. antennae. Box 675P, BROADCAST-

WANTED

TO BUY

Stations
Specialist
reviving
radio stations. Willin invest
as run-down
working partner
or
buy outright. Now engaged as radio manCASTING. agement consultant. Box 549P, BROADBought one, want another. Prefer midwest
or southwest. $100,000-$250,000 price range.
Confidential, please. Box 594P, BROADCASTING.
Small station on or near coast or our island
possessions. Box 636P, BROADCASTING.

Complete
station
for high-band
vhf
operation.
Box equipment
584P, BROADCASTING.
Wanted 500 w or 1 kw transmitter that can
be modified to 500. Also interested in other
transmitter and studio equipment. Send list
price to Box 590P, BROADCASTING.

300
ft. self-supporting
tower,Pa.suitable for
uhf antenna.
WFAR, Sharon,
I wish to buy 2 transmitters. 1 kilowatt,
preferably RCA Victor with turntables and
antenna and fm equipment. Address Jesus
D. Gonzalez, Radio Station XEAW, Apartado 628, Monterrey, N.L., Mexico.
UHF 1 kilowatt — all items for new station
WFAR, Sharon, Pa. Phone Diamond 6-4171.
1 RCA-BTA-250M broadcast transmitter. 2
RCA transcription turntables three speed,
type BO-2B. 1 RCA standard consolette
type BC-3C. 2 RCA transistor preamplifier
equalizer,
type BA-26A.
write Radio
Station XEEO,
Box 1330,Please
Monterrey,
N.L.,
Mexico.
INSTRUCTIONS

THE
HOTTEST

KQV

STATION

IN

IN

THE

PITTSBURG

Is Looking for a
DISC

JOCKEY

Fast pace, modern

operation.

Send tape, air check, photographs
and resume to:
Chuck Dougherty, Program Director
KQV
Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania
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EAST

F.C.C. first phone license preparation by
correspondence or in resident classes.
Grantham Schools are located in Hollywood,
Seattle, Kansas City, and Washington. Write
for
our offree
40-page brochure.
Grantham
School
Electronics,
3123 Gillham
Road,
Kansas City 9, Missouri.
FCC firstanteed
phone
license
in six
instruction
by master
approved.
Request
brochure.
License
Texas. School, 2603 Inwood

weeks.
teacher.GuarG.I.
Elkins
Radio
Road, Dallas,

Since 1946. The original course for FCC 1st
phone license, 5 to 6 weeks. Reservations
required. Enrolling now for classes starting
Oct. 28, 1959. January 6, March 2, 1960. For
information, references and reservations
write William B. Ogden. Radio Operational
Engineering School, 150 West Olive Avenue,
Burbank, California.
Be prepared.
First phone
weeks. License
Guaranteed instruction.
Elkinsin 6Radio
School of Atlanta. 1139 Spring St., N.W.,
Atlanta, Georgia.
FCC license in six weeks. Resident classes
September 28, November 16, January 18.
Guaranteed personal instruction by Waldo
Brazil, Pathfinder Radio Service, 510 16th
St., Oakland, California.
MISCELLANEOUS
Custom radio
No jingles.
M-J Productions, 2899 spots.
Templeton
Road, Columbus,
Ohio.
BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959
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RADIO

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Help Wanted — Management
F~£/~-

Here's good news for married DJ's and
Newsmen looking for a secure future. The
Nation's newest radio chain is looking for
air personnel.
§

<-<£?~. '-cy^ '^Sj^i
THE CHANCE
YOU HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR
One of the fastest growing and most
successful major market radio group
operations is looking for a young man
to join its top management team. You
must have solid experience in sales and
/ or programming. You should understand and be enthusiastic about modern
radio. You must be creative, hard
working, loyal and possess sound judgment. If you have these qualifications,
are anxious to grow with an expanding organization, and have a reputation which will withstand the closest
scrutiny, you mayReply
be our man.
Box 701 P, BROADCASTING
-^y.
i*6?% ^C/~'

SECURITY
IN RADIO

f-&~-

Must be family men,
able to work as a
team. No stars, no
prima
no
rock anddonnas,
roll!
Modern Good Music format ready to move
into a major market of one million people.
Send tape, picture, and complete resume to
P.O. Box 8064, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

CALIFORNIA
ENGINEER

To travel in Wisconsin, Iowa, Nebraska, selling microwaves, translator, and Closed Circuit TV systems.
Salary, expenses plus commissions
provides high earning potential with
excellent future. Send qualifications
to K & M Electronics Co., 10 West
25th Street, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Announcers

CALLS

Multiple station group needs announcers, salesmen and potential
managers. Send complete resume,
photo and present salary. Announcer
applicants send tape, cut it iy2. A
world of opportunity for aggressive,
hard working, stable individual in
beautiful Monterey and San Luis
Obispo counties. Address replies to
KSBW AM-TV, Salinas Valley
Broadcasting Corp., P.O. Box 1651,
Salinas, California.
Production-Programming, Others

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

WANTED—
A NEWSMAN WHO:
Can air news intelligently . . .
Can evaluate news . . .
Can write in radio news
style . . .
Has at least 3 years experience
gathering, writing and broadcasting news . . .
Wants to move up to one of
the Eastations ..coast's
top news oper.

AIRMAIL TAPE AND
COVERING LETTER
IMMEDIATELY TO:
Box 493P
BROADCASTING

PR FOR BFR IN SF
Swinger only. W. K. background abilities a must. AdPub preference. Write George
Direct.
Box 687P, BROADCASTING
3iSC
WRITER, CONTINUITY
Bartell Group needs swinger in San
Francisco. Wire or phone quickly to :
Bob Brannon
KYA
#1 Nob Hill Circle

BROADCASTING, September 28, 1959

CALIFORNIA CALLS
Multiple station group needs announcers, salesmen and potential
managers. Send complete resume,
photo and present salary. Announcer applicants send tape, cut it ly^.
A world of opportunity for aggressive, hard working, stable individual in beautiful Monterey and San
Luis Obispo counties. Address replies to KSBW AM-TV, Salinas Valley Broadcasting Corp., P.O. Box
1651, Salinas, California.
TELEVISION

Are your ratings stagnant or declining
because of old hat sportscasters? Knowledge without voice or appearance, or vice
versa? authoritative
I'm looking background
for a top market
and
offer
in sports.
Also on camera personality, dee-jay and
special events, plus youth, voice and appearance. 12 years experience. I could be
your answer.
Box 712P, BROADCASTING
FOR SALE
Equipment
BACKGROUND MUSIC RECEIVERS
FOR SALE
Used . . . FM main channel, crystal controlled, 20 KC Muting (can be easily
changed). Tuners or receivers with 6V6
audio, all in operating condition. ComClete
with T3in tubes
will
e accepted
lots ofless50 crystal.
or more.Bids
Highest
bid over $25.00 per receiver takes. All
packing and shipping charges to be paid
by buyer.Box 290P, BROADCASTING.
WANTED

TO BUY

TELEVISION
Help Wanted — Management

I
i
ANNOUNCER-ENGINEER
I
i We want a man with management I
| ability, alert, sound ideas and a man |
f who wants to grow with an expanding f
I company. No maintenance. Successful # 1 1
| station in medium N. C. market with fine |
f staff and equipment. $85 to start, plus I
i sales and profit-sharing. Send tape and '
| resume.
Box 676P, BROADCASTING
I

Help Wanted — (Cont'd)
Announcers

Situation Wanted — Announcers

Sales

SALES

TELEVISION

MANAGER FOR TOP VHF
TV STATION
An outstanding opportunity for person with administrative ability, sales
and promotional ideas. Applications
will be accepted only from experienced, aggressive management personnel. Excellent salary plus incentive plan. Send photo, complete resume, first letter.
Box 659P, BROADCASTING

Miscellaneous
FUNNYPHONE
Radio's new and successful fun game!
13 entertaining weeks of instantaneous
audience reaction. 650 clever Funnyphone questions and answers; formats;
teasers; promos, $100. For more details, write or wire:
SPECIALIZED PROGRAMMING
SERVICES
Box 694P, BROADCASTING
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extension
of timedecision
to Sept.in30 proceeding
to file exceptions to initial
on
applications of Nick J. Chaconas for new
am station
tion Sept. 14.in Gaithersburg, Md„ et al. AcBy Chief Hearing Examiner
James D. Cunningham
Granted petition by Gulf Coast Bcstrs. to
extenttion forthat
dismissal
its applicanew itamseeks
station
in Mossof Point,
Miss.;
dismissed application with prejudice and retained
in
hearing
status
application
of
County Bcstrs. Inc., for new am stationTri-in
Lucedale, Miss. Action Sept. 18.
Scheduled for hearing following proceedings on the
dates shown:
Charlotte
Amalie,
St. Thomas,
V.I., Dec.
tv ch.3: 10;
M&M
Bcstg.
Co.
(WLUK-TV
ch.
11),
Marinette,
Wis.; Dec. 9: Howell B. Phillips and WMCV
Inc., for new am stations in Williamsburg
and Thompkinsville,
am ap-et
plications WACO RadioKy.;Co. Dec.
Waco,15:Texas,
al. Millington Bcstg. Co. (WHEY) Millington,
Tenn., et al.; Dec. 16: am applications of
Martin Karig, Johnstown, N.Y. Rodney F.
Johnson (KWJJ) Portland, Ore.; Dec. 18:
Marin Bcstg. Inc. (KTIM) San Rafael. Calif.,
to change trans, site. Action Sept. 11.
Dismissed with prejudice, for failure to file
written appearance application of B&M
Bcstrs Inc. (KLOS) and retained in hearing
status am application of CHE Bcstg. Co.
(NSL) both Albuquerque, N.M. Action
Sept.
15.
Dismissed
with prejudice, for failure to
file written appeaTance, application of Newhall Bcstg. Co., for new fm station in Newhall, Calif., which was in consolidated proceeding with application of American Bcstg. Paramount Theatres, Inc. (KABC-FM) Los
Angeles. Calif., et al. Action Sept. 15.
Granted petition by the Enterprise Co. for
extension of time to Sept. 30 to file findings
of fact
corrections
to transcript
hearing in and
Beaumont,
Texas,
tv ch. 6 ofremand
proceeding. Action Sept. 11.

Continued from page 128
Oral argument
Bcstg. Inc (WTMB), isTomah.
scheduled for Sept.
in
Sept. 16.
Ann. proceeding
25 this
Commission scheduled following proceedam apargument on Oct. 23: (WRUS)
ing for oral
plication ofSouth
Russellville.
Ky. Kentucky Bcstrs.
Lawrence W. Felt, Carlsbad, Calif., and
International Good Music Inc., San Diego,
Calif.— Designated for consolidated hearing
to operate
fm stations
applications
on
103.7 mc. for
Ann.newSept.
16.
Routine Roundup
ACTIONS ON MOTIONS
John S. Cross for
By Commissioner Broadca
st Bureau
Granted petition by
file replies to vato
follows
as
extensions
applicaon amGlouces
rious
ter,
Corp.,
Bcstg. ing
Countyin proceed
tions ofpetitions
Inc., to
Mass, et al.: by Transcript Press ing
prorequest
issues
enlarge
or
clarify
issues
ramming issues— Oct. 16, to enlarge
Oct.
issue—
ation
qualific
l
ing financia
request
issues directed to conformity
13 to enlarge
applica
of competi
ls ons
of two
of'
Oct.nts9;
rules—
3.35 of ng
of Sec.
provisi
withproposa
amendor
ation
clarific
for
Inc.5— Oct. 8; by Newton Bcstg
by WKOX
ment of issue
Co to enlarge issues requesting financial
aqualificng
qualifictionsations
two ofer competi
regardandto charact
issue in issue
d comparative
applicants, as well asto standar
delete issue— Oct. 5.
issues—
Sept. 6,18.and
Action Oct.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
extension of time to Sept. 16 to file remotion by
pleadingstoto change
sponsive Co.
nent Bcstg.
andMidcontienlarge
issues in proceeding on applications of
KSOO TV Inc. (KSOO-TV), Sioux Falls,
S.D. Action Sept. 17.
Granted petition by Broadcast Bureau for
-

STATIONS
Texas Regional Day, nice profits, medium
Remarket $143,000 29% — Southwest$225,operation.
high profit
000 29%gional—Day,Texas
local Day, small market money-maker, £48,000, #16,500 down.
Contact PATT McDONALD, BOX 9266,
AUSTIN TEX. GL. 3-8080 or Jack
Koste, 60 East 42nd St., N.Y. 17, N.Y.
MU 2-4813.

FOR

SALE

1000 WATT, DAYTIME
High ratings. Southwest major market,
population 240,000. Sale necessitated by
non-professional, absentee ownership.
All reasonable offers from responsible
parties will be considered. No brokers
please.Box 662P, BROADCASTING

Minn. Single 500w
85M
Ky.
Single
100M
65M
Cal. Single lkw-D
250w
45 M
Fla. Single 500w
S.C. Single
39M
lkw-D
Cal. Single 250w
33 M
116M
Iowa Small
lkw-D
Kj.
100M
Single
105M
Minn Single lkw-D
lkw-D
Ariz. Small lkw-D
70 M
78M
N.C. Second 250w
150M
La.
Medium lkw-D
Ala. Metro 5kw-D
195 M
Miss. Metro
98 MM
lkw-D
225
S.E. Major 5kw-D
475
M
Mid Major 500w
And others.
PAUL H .
CHAPMAN
COM P A

Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
Terms
N Y

MEDIA BRCKERt
Atlanta
Chicago
New York
San Francisco

Please add ress:
182 W. Peachtree
Atlanta 9, Ga.

THE PIONEER FIRM OF TELEVISION AND RADIO MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANTS
ESTABLISHED 1946
NEGOTIATIONS MANAGEMENT
APPRAISALS
FINANCING
HOWARD S. FRAZIER, INC.
1736 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington 7, D. C.
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(FOR THE RECORD)

NORMAN
& NORMAN
INCORPORATED
Brokers — Consultants — Appraisers
RADIO-TELEVISION STATIONS
Nation-Wide Service
Experienced Broadcasters
Confidential Negotiations
Security Bidg.
Davenport, Iowa

•^^-^-■STATIONS FOR SALE
Ours is a personal service, designed to
fit your finances, your qualifications and
your needs.
If you are in the market for either an
AM, FM or TV station anywhere in the
country be sure to contact us at once.
JACK L. STOLL & ASSOCIATES
6381 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles 28, Calif.
HOIIywood 4-7279
SOMEONE

GETTING YOUR
XS-C
SHARE?

Our full share of attention is always
paid to your problem of buying (or
selling) . To buy or sell in the dynamic west, contact George E. Wilson & Associates in Spokane. Box 751,
Spokane 10, or call MAdison 4-3921.
Mtv
hh
stv hk

Scheduled
hearing offorHi-Fi
Dec. 14 in proceedapplications
Co. andin
Radioing onHanover
Inc., for new Bcstg.
fm stations
York-Hanover, Pa. Action Sept. 17.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Denied informal request by attorney for
Donald W. Huff for continuance of Sept. 22
hearing
Huff's application
and thatin ofproceeding
Equitable onPublishing
Co., for
new am stations in Lansdale, Pa. Action
Sept.
17. petition by Belton Bcstrs. Inc. for
Granted
extension of time to Sept. 21 to file replies
to petition by Radio Bcstrs. Inc. for enlargement ofcations
issues
proceeding
for newin am
stations onin their
Beltonappliand
Waco, Texas, et al. Action Sept. 18.
By Hearing Examiner J.D. Bond
Continued prehearing conference from
Oct. 5 to Oct. 7 in proceeding on am apville, Tenn.plicationsetof Cookeville
al. Action Bcstg.
Sept. Co.,
16. CookeBy Hearing Examiner Basil P. Cooper
Scheduled Sept. 28 for Dodge City Bcstg.
Inc., Liberal, Kan . and Seward County
Bcstg. Inc., intervenor. to exchange with
all parties testimony in exhibit or documentary form, continued hearing from
Sept. 21 to Oct. 13, and dismissed as moot
petition by Dodge for leave to submit lay
testimony orally at evidentiary hearing,
comment on petition and motion for continuance of hearing and for further prehearing conference by Seward in proceedingtionon inDodge's
new am
Liberal, application
Kan. Actionfor Sept.
17. staGranted petition by Salina Radio Inc. for
continuance of time for exchange of affirmative exhibits by applicants from Sept. 15 to
Oct. 15 and from Sept. 25 to Oct. 27 for
further prehearing conference and notification of witnesses to be called for cross-examination in proceeding
on Salina's
tion and that
of Kansas Bcstrs
Inc., applicafor new
am stations in Salina, Kan. Action Sept. 14.
Pursuant to agreements reached at Sept.
14 prehearing conference continued from
Oct. 1 to Dec. 7 evidentiary hearing on applications of W.H. Hansen and Grabet Inc.,
radio enterprises for new am stations in
Tucson, Ariz. Action Sept. 14.
Pursuant to agreements reached at Sept.
15 prehearing conference, continued evidentiary hearing from Oct. 12 to Nov. 16 in
proceeding on am applications of Island
Teleradio Service Inc., Charlotte Amalie, St.
Thomas, V.I., and WPRA Inc. (WPRA),
Guaynabo. P.R. Action Sept. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Charles J. Frederick
Scheduled prehearing conference for 2
p.m., Oct. 19 in proceeding on am applicationland,of Rodney
Johnson
Ore. ActionF.Sept.
16. (KWJJ) PortContinued prehearing conference from
Oct. 5 tionstoof Tiffin
Oct. 6 in
proceeding
on am Ohio,
applica-et
Bcstg.
Corp., Tiffin,
al.; granted motion by North Shore Bcstg.
Corp. (WESX) Salem, Mass., for leave to
amend its am application to correct minor
errors in coordinates respecting licensed
site; WESX is in consolidated proceeding
with Tiffin, et al. Action Sept. 11.
By Hearing Examiner Millard F. French
Granted petition by South County Bcstg.
Co. for leave to amend its application for
new am station in Wickford, R.I., to increase
its tower height and length of its ground
system radials. Action Sept. 18.
Referred to Commission en banc for disposition petition by Camellia Bcstg. Inc.
(KFLY-TV) Lafayette, La., for leave to
amend its application to specify new ant.
site and increase the height of ant. in Lake
Charles-Lafayette,
Action
Sept. 17. La., tv ch. 3 proceeding.
By Hearing Examiner Isadore A. Honig
Denied petition by John W. Davis (KPDQ)
Portland, Ore., for sixty days extension of
various procedural dates in proceeding on
his am application, et al.; on own motion,
continued for thirty days all procedural
dates
now applicable
in proceeding
on Davis'
am application,
et al.;
continued from Oct.
21 further
to Nov.hearing
24. Action
Sept. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Annie Neal Huntting
Scheduled prehearing conference at 2 p.m.,
Oct. 2 in proceeding on application of
County
Bcstg.
Corp.,
for new am station in
Gloucester.
Mass.,
et al.
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
2 in proceeding on am application of Pioneer
Bcstg. Co., Spanish Fork, Utah, et al. Actions
Sept.
18. motion by Mon-Yough Bcstg. Co.
Granted
(WMCK)
McKeesport,
ord, received
in evidencePa.;its reopened
exhibit 4 recand
closed record; scheduled certain procedural
dates in proceeding on its am application.
Action Sept. 16.
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Granted motion by Beaumont Bcstg.
Corp. for various corrections to transcript
and afforded five days for objections in
Beaumont, Tex. tv ch. 6 remand proceeding.
Action Sept. 16.
By Hearing Examiner H. Gifford Irion
Granted petitions by North Shore Bcstg.
Inc., Madison, Wis., for leave to amend its
am application to change from unlimited
time to daytime only, power from 500 w,
DA-1, to 500 w, DA-D and ant. system from
six-tower array to one of four towers; application isin consolidated hearing with am
applications of Radio St. Croix Inc., New
Richmond, Wis., et al. Action Sept. 16.
Issued statement and order governing
hearing in proceeding on am applications of
Radio St Croix Inc., New Richmond, Wis.,
et al.; divided applicants into groups a, b,
and c, and scheduled hearings on engineering aspects for Nov. 24, 1959, Jan. 11, and
Feb. 1, 1960. Action Sept. 17.
By Hearing Examiner H Gifford Irion
Granted petition by Norman E. Kay and
continued hearing from Sept. 17 to Nov. 23
in proceeding on his application for new am
station in Del Mar, Calif. Action Sept. 14.
By Hearing Examiner Jay A. Kyle
Granted motion by Marshall County Bcstg.
Inc., for extension of time from Sept. 30 to
Oct. 13 to file proposed findings of fact and
conclusions and from Oct. 12 to Oct. 26 to
file
proceeding
on itsforapplication
and replies
that ofin Walter
G. Allen
new am
stations in Arab and Huntsville, both Alabama. Action Sept. 16 .
Scheduled prehearing conference for Oct.
13 in proceeding on application of Newhall
Bcstg. Co. for new fm station in Newhall,
Calif., et al. Action Sept. 17.
Scheduled
hearing for
Sept. 21 inBcstg.
proceeding on applications
of Sheffield
Co.
and J.B. Fait, Jr., for new am stations in
Sheffield, Ala. Action Sept. 11.
By Healing Examiner Forest L. McCIenning
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 10 prehearing conference in
proceeding on am application of Suburban
Bcstg. Inc. (WVIP) Mount Kisco, N.Y., and
continued hearing from Oct. 9 to Nov. 24.
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 11 prehearing conference
in proceeding on application of Beacon
Bcstg. System Inc., for new am station in
Grafton-Cedaxburg,
Wis.,15 et
al., 9.andActions
continued hearing from Oct
to Dec.
Sept 14.
By order, formalized certain agreements
reached at Sept. 17 prehearing conference
in proceeding on am application of Bloom
Radio (WHLM). Bloomsburg, Pa.; continued
hearing from Nov. 9 to Nov. 19. Action
Sept. 17.
By Hearing Examiner Herbert Sharfman
On request
by KSOO-TV
(KSOO-TV)
Sioux
Falls, S.D.,
continuedInchearing
from
Sept. 17 to Sept. 24 in proceeding on its
applications. Action Sept. 14.
Continued to dates to be set by subsequent
order prehearing conference scheduled for
Sept. 25 and hearing scheduled for Nov. 23
in proceeding on am application of MidAmerica Bcstg. System Inc., Highland Park,
111., et al. Action Sept. 15.
Granted motion by Robert L. Lippert for
continuance of further prehearing conference from Sept 28 to Oct. 28 in proceeding
on his am application and that of Mid- America Bcstrs. Inc. (KOBY) Fresno and San
Francisco, Calif. Action Sept. 16.
By Hearing Examiner Elizabeth C. Smith
Rescheduled for 2 p.m., Sept. 15 GreensN.C.,scheduled
tv ch. 8 for
prehearing
conference boro-High
whichPoint, was
11 a.m.,
that date. Action Sept. 14
BROADCAST ACTIONS
By Broadcast Bureau
Actions of September 18
KCJH San Luis Obispo, Calif.— Granted
assignment of cp to Christina M. Jacobson
and Leslie H. Hacker, d/b as Radio Station
KCJH.
KTWO-TV Casper, Wyo.— Granted mod.
of license to change studio location and
waived Sec. 3.613 of rules.
WPRY Perry, Fla. — Granted 60 days extension authority to sign-on at 6:30 a.m. to
sign-off
6:30 specified
p.m. pending
applicationat for
hours. approval of
Actions of September 17
KLTVment of (TV)
Tex.— Granted
assignlicenseTyler,
to Channel
Seven Inc.
KASK-AM-FM Ontario, Calif . — Granted
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assignment of license and cp to Mrs. Jerene
Appleby Harnish, et al.
KYMEcense to Boise,
Grantedcontrol.
mod. of lioperate Idaho—
by remote
WTTC-FM Towanda, Pa.— Remote control
permitted.
Actions of September 16
WXEX-TV Petersburg, Va.— Granted acquisition of positive control by Lee Bcstg.
Corp.
through purchase of stock from Irvin
G. Abeloff.
WMCP
Columbia,
Granted
fer of control
from B.Tenn.
C. —Eddins
and transJohn
R.
Crowder
to
B.
C.
Eddins,
John
R. Crowder and T. Earl Williford.
KYOS Merced, Calif. — Granted involuntary transfer of negative control for Glenn
E. McCormick, deceased, to Lou C. Mccormick, executrix of estate of Glenn E.
McCormick, deceased.
WAAF Chicago, 111. — Granted involuntary
transfer of control from Ward A. Neff, deceased, to The First National Bank of Chicago and Adah W. Neff, co-executors of
estate of Ward A. Neff, deceased.
KITE Terrell Hills, Tex.— Granted license
covering cp which authorized change of
hours of operation, increase daytime power, install new trans, and DA-N, make
changestation
in ground
system and change studio
and
location.
KNBA Vallejo, Calif.— Granted mod. of
license
Reid. to change name to Mary Elizabeth
WPLO-AM-FM Atlanta, Ga. — Granted
mod. of license to change name to Plough
Bcstg. Inc.
KSEI Pocatello, Idaho— Granted mod. of
license
operate by remote control using
DA-N; to
conditions.
WHOS-FM
Decatur, Ala.— Granted cp to
install
2.35
kw. new trans, and decrease ERP to
WGH new
Newport
Va. — Granted
cp to
install
trans, News,
as alternate
main trans.
KEFM (FM) Oklahoma City, Okla.—
Granted cp to change ant. trans, location
and studio location; ERP 2.9 kw.
KGMI (FM) Bellingham, Wash.— Granted
mod. ofcreasecpERP toto 16.5
change
kw. type trans, and deWYFE New Orleans, La.— Granted mod.
of cp for extension of time to Oct. 30 to
file application for license covering new
trans, to be used as alternate main trans,
at present main trans, location to be operated by remote control.
Following stations were granted extensions of completion dates as shown: WCAS
Gadsden, Ala. to March 21, 1960; WSAR
Fall River, Mass. to Oct. 30; WTTV-FM
Bloomington, Ind. to Dec. 1; KITT (FM)
San Diego, Calif, to Feb. 1, 1960; WDRCFM Hartford, Conn, to Dec. 5; KBAY-FM
San Francisco, Calif, to Dec. 8; KSYX
Santa Rosa, N.M. to March 14, 1960; KRCW
(FM) Santa Barbara, Calif, to Dec. 15;
WSID-FM Baltimore, Md. to Dec. 19;
WKNA (FM) Charleston, W.Va. to April 1,
1960; KGMI (FM) Bellingham, Wash, to
Jan. 1, 1960; KDOL Mojave, Calif, to Jan.
30, 1960; WHEO Stuart, Va. to Jan. 30, 1960;
KSSS Colorado Springs, Colo, to April 4,
1960; WREA East Palatka, Fla. to Dec. 1;
WINQ Tampa, Fla. to Dec. 15.
Actions of September 15
KKTV
(TV) ofColorado
Springs,
Colo-in
Granted mod.
cp to make
changes
ant. system and other equipment (aux.
ant.).
KAPI Pueblo, Colo. — Remote control permitted.
KBUD Athens, Tex. — Remote control permitted.
WBNR Beacon, N.Y. — Granted extension
of completion date to Dec. 31.
KELY Ely, Nev.— Granted authority to
sign-off
at 6 p.m. for period ending Jan. 1,
1960.
Actions of September 14
WKLK
Minn. — Childs,
GrantedWalter
transferF.
of control Cloquet,
from Parker
Stock and Frank Benkoski to Harry Newby.
WSPD-TV
Toledo,at Ohio—
Granted
install,
aux. trans,
new main
transcpsite.to
KALA
Wailuku,fromHawaii
mod.
of cp(TV)
to change
ch. 8— toGranted
ch. 7;
specify studio location; make changes in
ant. system and other equipment; ERP vis.
11.7 kw, aur. 5.89 kw; ant. 5,940 ft.
KSYD-TV Wichita Falls, Tex. — Granted
extension of completion date to Nov. 14.
WJZ-TV Baltimore, Md.— Granted extension of completion date to Nov. 4.

PETITION FOR RULE MAKING FILED
WBEN Inc., Buffalo, N.Y. (9-11-59)— Requests
amendment
of rules
so asIII)to from
prohibit
regional
stations
(Class
operating
with
their
daytime
facilities
prior
to local sunrise. Ann. Sept. 18.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING DENIED
Coastal Bend Television Co. (KVDO
[TV]),nied Corpus
Christi, Tex.
(6-29-56)—
Depetition requesting
amendment
of Sec.
3.606 of rules so as to make following
changes:tional
Redesignate
6 or 10Christi
as educareservation in ch.Corpus
and
make ch. eration.
16 Inavailable
for
commercial
alternative, reassign ch.op-6
and/or ch. 10 as follows: 1. Delete ch. 6
from Corpus Christi and assign it to one of
following cities in Texas: Uvalde, La Pryor,
Carrizo Springs or Crystal City; 2. Delete
ch. 10 from Corpus Christi and assign it to
one of following cities in State of Texas:
Palacios,ington Port
Lavaca,
Matagordo,
Bloom-to
or Placedo
(sometimes
referred
as Placid Junction). Denied by memorandumposed
opinion
and order
and notice
rule making
adopted
Sept. of9, pro1959
and released Sept. 11, 1959. Ann. Sept. 18.
National Association of Broadcasters,
Washington, D.C. (5-20-59)— Denied request
amendment of rules so that so-called
"teaser announcements" be given separate
consideration nouncements
apartwhereinfrom
advertising
product
or servicean-is
actually offered; or in alternative, that
Commission issue administrative interpretation of Sec. 3.119 (e) consonant with sugopinion gested
and proposal.
order Denied
adopted bySept.memorandum
9, 1959 and
released Sept. 14, 1959. Ann. Sept. 18.
PETITIONS FOR RULE MAKING
DISMISSED
Fisher Broadcasting Co., Portland, Ore.
(4-9-59) — Dismissed requested change as
follows: Salem, Ore — 3 plus, 18 minus, 24
plus, 66. Subject to condition that trans, of
any station using the channel be located at
distance no less than that specified by Sec.
3.610 of rules, from any authorized or proposed trans, site for operation on ch. 2 in
Portland, Ore. Dismissed by memorandum
opinion and order adopted Sept. 9, 1959 and
released Sept. 14, 1959.
KTNT-TV Tacoma, Wash. (4-14-59)— Dismissed request that Commission specifically
condition future use of ch. 3 at Salem,
Ore., on specification of trans, site at least
60 miles from trans, site of three existing
stations that serve Portland. Dismissed by
memorandum opinion and order adopted
Sept. 9, 1959 and released Sept. 14, 1959.
Ann. Sept. 18.
License Renewals
Following stations were granted renewal
of license: KABQ Albuquerque, N.M.;
KDEF Albuquerque, N.M.; KELK Elko,
Nev.; KLGN Logan, Utah; KLMX Clayton,
N.M.; KLUB Salt Lake City, Utah; KNOT
Prescott, Ariz.; KOAL Price. Utah; KOB
Albuquerque, N.M.; KRSN Los Alamos,
N.M.; KSL Salt Lake City, Utah; KTAN
Tucson, Ariz.; KWOR Worland, Wyo.;
KYME
Idaho;Salt
KZINLakeCoeur
Idaho; Boise,
KDYL-FM
City,d'Alene,
Utah;
KRSN-FM Los Alamos, N.M.; KSL-FM Salt
Lake City, Utah; *KANW (FM) Albuquerque, N.M.; *KFCA (FM) Phoenix, Ariz.;
*KVSC (FM) Logan, Utah; KBOI-TV Boise,
Idaho; KFBC-TV Cheyenne, Wyo.; KGUNTV Tucson, Ariz.; KID-TV Idaho Falls,
Idaho; KIVA (TV) Yuma, Ariz.; KLEW-TV
Lewiston, Idaho; KLRJ-TV Henderson,
Nev.; KOLD-TV Tucson, Ariz.; KOOL-TV
Phoenix, Ariz.; KPHO-TV Phoenix, Ariz.;
KSL-TV Salt Lake City, Utah: KTVB (TV)
Boise, Idaho; KTVK (TV) Phoenix, Ariz.;
KTVT (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah; KUTV
(TV) Salt Lake City, Utah; KVAR (TV)
Mesa, Ariz.: *KNME-TV Albuquerque, N.
M.; *KUED (TV) Salt Lake City, Utah;
KVII-TV Amarillo, Tex.; KELP-TV El
Paso, Tex.; KRBC-TV Abilene, Tex.;
KCOR-TV San Antonio, Tex.; KFJZ-TV
Fort Worth, Tex.; KPLT Paris, Tex.; KWSC
Pullman, Wash.; KCKN Kansas City. Kan.;
KCRG Cedar Rapids, Iowa; KCRS Midland,
Tex.; KPET La Mesa, Tex.; WOC Davenport, Iowa; K74AK, K78AD, Television Improvement Assn., Ukiah, Calif.; KRIB Mason City, Iowa.
THIRD PROPOSAL IN CLEAR CHANNEL
PROCEEDING
By third notice of further proposed rule
making in docket 6741, Commission invites
comments on proposal to provide for assignment of new class II stations on 23
clear channels, new stations to be located
in selected states. For list and other related
information on proposal see story in "Gov135
ernment" section.

^
v YOU GOT TO BE GOOD IN PEORIA,

> WPEO IS.
^
■■ —

.

RELAX A MINUTE.
FORMULA RADIO HAS BECOME A DIRTY PHRASE.
WE DON'T
USE IT.
OUR PROGRAMMING IS A TECHNIQUE.
IF IT'S A POPULAR SONG WE
PLAY IT.
IF IT WAS A GREAT SONG WE PLAY IT.
WE LIKE HOUSEWIVES.
AND VICE VERSA.
TAKE NEWS.
WE KEEP IT HARD AND EXCITING.
(OUR NEWS
EDITOR IS THE BEST MAN IN THE RADIO FIELD.
HE IS A RUNNING, HUSTLING
JESSE WHO IS ONLY FIRST ALL THE TIME.)
WE USE TAPE AND BEEPER PHONE.
MOST NEWS IS AT :55 AND :25.
(PEOPLE ARE BETTER REACHED AT :25. DROP
IN AND WE'LL PROVE IT.)
WE'RE PROMOTERS.
RADIO IS A BUSINESS OF GOOD IDEAS.
WE THINK WE HAVE
THEM.
METRO PULSE AND AREA PULSE CONFIRM THIS.
(WPEO STATION PROMOTIONS
USUALLY POINT TO A CASH PRIZE --WE THINK THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR
MONEY.)
SECOND LARGEST MARKET IN ILLINOIS, WE'RE 78th NATIONALLY IN POPULATION,
71st IN CONSUMER SPENDABLE INCOME, 71st IN RETAIL SALES PER HOUSEHOLD,
75th IN DRUG SALES, 67th IN AUTOMOTIVE ... IN OTHER WORDS,
THAN AVERAGE.
IT'S NOT AN OVER -RADIOED MARKET.

'WAY BETTER

WE'RE 1,000 WATTS DAYTIME ON 1020 CLEAR CHANNEL.
CLEAN.
JUMPS OUT AT YOU ON THE DIAL.

IS BRIGHT AND

SIGNAL

HATE TO BORE YOU WITH RATINGS AND COVERAGE BUT THIS IS A FULL PAGE. JULY
PEORIA PULSE SHOWS WPEO WITH 31.5% OF 6 A.M. --6 P.M. AUDIENCE AND 35 1stPLACE QUARTER HOURS (NEXT HIGHEST:
27%) . EIGHTEEN -COUNTY AREA PULSE
EQUALLY HEADY -- WPEO 50% BETTER THAN RUNNER-UP 6 A.M. TO NOON, 64%
BETTER NOON TO 6 P.M.
WPEO IS A ONE-RATE-CARD STATION WITH THE LOWEST CP/M IN PEORIA.
AND YOU
CAN'T COVER PEORIA FROM ST. LOUIS OR CHICAGO.
THERE'S NO NEED TO TRY.
WPEO'S AVAILABLE.
CHECK OUR REPS, ADAM YOUNG INC.
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OUR

RESPECTS
Richard

TO

. . .

Lindsay

"Last autumn was the biggest in national spot tv history," says Richard L.
Foote, executive vice president of Blair
Television Assoc., "and this fall will be
more of the same."
Important and good news as this is
for tv businessmen (Broadcasting,
Sept. 21), for Mr. Foote it's a time to
plug up obvious gaps.
For example, there's the critical
situation of many advertisers who "miss
the boat," in his opinion, by failing to
realize they can "sell a lot in 20
seconds." Minute commercials have
crowded many schedules to the extent
that advertisers in some markets have
only fringe time available for 60second spots. But advertisers are becoming aware — "the swing may be coming about," he says.
The job now, he believes, is to "convince the national advertiser that spot
rates actually make up a good advertising deal." Though few in the business will admit it, he propounds that
spot tv is "underpriced" and the oldhat saying that "nothing sells like tv" is
worth repetition.
A Blair Man • Mr. Foote is young,
keen-eyed and enthusiastic about tv, his
job, the Blair organization and especially Blair Television Assoc. (The Blair
organization also includes Blair-Tv,
which represents tv stations mainly in
the top 25 markets and John Blair &
Co., the radio parent).
His enthusiasm springs from a
knowledge that he helped build Blair
Television Assoc. to a point where it's
entrenched in the rep field though it's
only five years old this month.
Perhaps Mr. Foote for all his youth
is old-fashioned since the credo at Blair
Television Assoc. is to sell "all day,
every day." During the three-year
period that the organization made a
major effort to build its client station
list to 26 outlets in "major medium
markets," Mr. Foote was directing —
under President John Blair's guidance
— an expansion of the sales staff.
Emphasis was only partly on
youth. "We sought experienced people;
we wanted key executives," Mr. Foote
explains. Men were drawn from stations, networks, agencies and other
representative firms. Prospective salesmen underwent psychological tests and
were interviewed as to work aptitudes
to determine their "sales temperament"
(a procedure still followed). As a result, Mr. Foote observes with pride,
"our turnover rate is extremely low."
His Own Career • The story of Mr.
Foote's career best illustrates the fetish
for a "sales temperament."
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Foote

Although he learned to pilot a B-29
in wartime, it was the tv business that
kept him up in the air. Over the years
(and
he's of
only
37) Mr. ofFoote
logged
hundreds
thousands
air miles
as
a passenger on commercial flights.
A wall plaque hangs in his office. It
was awarded by an airline and credits
him as a member of the "100,000 Mile
Club." Five stars are on the plaque, each
representing 100,000 miles of air travel,
or a total for him of 500,000.
There were sound business and sales
reasons for this five-star record. Back
in July 1956 when his organization had
an 11 -station list and some people
scratched their heads over whether or
not the fledgling firm would "make it,"
Mr. Foote worked out a master plan of
research and an analysis on every top
medium market in the U.S. and its
stations.
First came nights of poring over
charts and figures, including even a
study of J. Walter Thompson's concept of Interurbia (one market runs into
another because of suburban growth).
Then came action: over 35 months, Mr.
Foote flew by night and gave slide presentations byday to an estimated 233
stations.
No Second Team • The object of
this city-hopping was to convince stations that "we are media sales specialists; we had to get rid of any misconception that we were Blair's 'second
Richard Lindsay Foote was born
May 10, 1922, in Detroit. His family
team'." to New York in 1934. On an
moved
athletic scholarship he attended Kim-

Blair Tv Assoc. 's Foote
His outfit's no longer a stepchild

ball Union Academy (in New Hampshire), which serves as Dartmouth's
preparatory school. At Kimball he
playedtered
football
basketball.
He left
enDartmouthand
in 1942
but soon
to enter the Air Force during World
War II. Upon return to civilian life, he
continued
his studyplayed
at Columbia
U.'s
school of business,
junior varsity
basketball, handled four campus jobs
to help pay his way and in 1948 was
graduated with a bachelor of arts degree and a major in marketing.
His first job was as a page at NBC
for a short period, joining Snow Crop
Foods in sales in New York and in
1951 moving to Forjoe, station representation firm, as a time salesman. In
1953, he was selling time at WFTL-TV
Fort Lauderdale, Fla., a uhf station,
where he learned about a local station's
operation and problems in a market that
is intermixed.
A year later, he joined Hoag-Blair in
New York as its first sales executive. He
was eastern sales manager when HoagBlair became Blair Television Assoc. in
July 1956 and in the reorganization
was elected executive vice president.
Sell the Market • Mr. Foote explains
how Blair Television Assoc. gets sales
results for its stations. Other than the
sheer physical labor of sell, sell, sell, his
firm found
therearewon't
be any lists
results unless that
stations
on media
of agencies. Hence top priority has been
given to salesmen contacting agencies
and first selling the agency on the
market. Unless the market has ranking
at the agency, the station in the market
— no matter how well it pulls — is
handicapped when campaigns are
Once the market is sold, the next
placed.
phase is to "build for availabilities."
And then comes the full selling effort.
Along this line, Mr. Foote and staff
have sought to encourage stations —
whether or not Blair Television Assoc.
represents them — to initially sell the
market through advertising and promotion and by contacting distributors
and brokers as well as other national
representatives of the advertiser. Along
with the market's strength goes the messpotthetv's
ability to sell in the
marketsage offor
advertiser.
The Footes have a home in Greenwich, Conn., a commuter-train ride
from New York City. His wife, the
former Laurine Collins, whom he married in New York 10 years ago, is a
singer, who performs for charity (at
hospitals and old folks homes, etc.).
They also have a summer home at
Candlewood Lake in Connecticut.
Over three years, the Footes built an
18-foot runabout (50 horsepower motor)
on a part-time, weekend basis. Their
top sport: skimming the water on skis
137
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EDITORIALS
The

better

to serve

THERE'S another side to commercial broadcasting seldom
recognized by those who gleefully brand television and
a melange of pistols and pop singers. It's the public
radio as side.
service
Last week more than 150 broadcasters, mostly managers
and program managers, left their offices at the beginning
of the new broadcast season to join a seminar that had one
goal — improvement of public service programming.
Under the leadership of Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,
these broadcasters worked for three days from breakfast
to midnight and later. They were seeking ways to contribute
to their communities, shunning the diversions available
in California to listen to more than 100 speakers and to
take part in discussions. The results of these constructive
sessions will be reflected in the programming of broadcasters
and in their enhanced audience impact.
The

catch

phrase

IT IS too early to measure the effects which the RCA-NBC
antitrust settlement of last week will have on broadcast
operations. There is no doubt, however, that there will be
effects and that other companies in broadcasting will be
unable to ignore them.
One needs no special knowledge of the law to recognize
that a precedent was set last week in Philadelphia. To be
sure, there was no trial, no admission of the government's
charges, no determination of guilt or innocence. But the
mere fact that RCA and NBC entered an agreement that
cost them valuable properties and limited their freedom of
negotiation in other dealings lends weight to the government's position in the case.
The government's position was based on the charge that
RCA-NBC forced Westinghouse to an exchange of stations
by threatening to withdraw NBC television affiliations. To
the degree that the government's position is sustained by
the consent judgment of last week, to the same degree it is
established that a network's power to affiliate or disaffiliate
constitutes an economic weapon which can be used for
coercive purposes.
The "coercive use of the network's power of affiliation"
was a phase that appeared several times in the Justice Dept.'s
own announcement of the consent judgment last week. It is
a phrase that will be used again. The danger is that it will
be used in a forum other than the courts — in the FCC, for
example.
It would be hard to convince RCA and NBC, we are sure,
that there was any virtue whatever in the action that they
settled last week. It will comfort them not a bit to be told
that their experience took place in the appropriate jurisdiction. For the victim, it is no less painful to be deprived of
his substance by due process of law than to be robbed of it
at gunpoint.
Yet there is a profound difference in those methods of
extraction. It is a difference which broadcasters may pray
will continue to be recognized by the many arms of government.
The antitrust laws are complex, their interpretations manifold and frequently subtle. It is the peculiar function of the
U.S. Dept. of Justice to prosecute violations when it feels
it has grounds to do so, and the peculiar (and difficult)
function of the courts to decide whether the defendants are
guilty or innocent. The due process of law was observed in
the RCA-NBC case. This process would be corrupted if
another agency of government sought to use the case as an
excuse for inventing regulations governing broadcasting.
Now under consideration at the FCC are proposed regu138

lations stemming from the FCC's special network study of a
few years ago. The rationale for some of these proposals is
that present network practices, in one respect or another,
violate the antitrust laws. It will be tempting for some of the
more ardent backers of these proposals to cite the RCANBC case as an argument in their behalf.
We suggest that, to the contrary, the RCA-NBC case is
an argument for the adequacy of present laws. The case
was brought to a conclusion which was satisfactory to the
government. It in no way implies an endorsement of the
outcome to say that if a wrong existed, the wrong-doer
received a penalty — and a stiff one at that. If the RCA-NBC
case proves anything, it is that the machinery already exists
for the correction of undesirably monopolistic practices in
network operation. No more machinery is needed.
Yet, as we say, the phrase "coercive use of the network's
power of affiliation" will unquestionably be heard again,
in whatever context it best fits the purpose of critics of the
present system. By implication, if not by court judgment,
the phase has been given a measure of acceptance. It will
be the job of all networks to see that "coercive use" and
"power of affiliation" are not applied in conjunction.
Anticipating

trouble

THE NAB Tv Code Review board has taken a broad approach to the problem of keeping commercials for intimate personal products in good taste and keeping television
broadcasters out of trouble. Its series of do's-and-don'ts,
designed as a guidepost, will be given wide circulation as
the result of a liaison set up with the Assn. of National Advertisers, Advertising Federation of America and American
Assn. of Advertising Agencies.
At the very least, this new procedure provides improved
communications for the code board's long-range effort. The
preventive-medicine action was based on the belief that television was beginning to head in the wrong direction. A
special subcommittee has spotted what it considers a trend
toward harder-sell commercials that unduly dramatize bodily
functions and ailments. The trend is not alarming but it
could be if unchecked.
The code board's new guidepost (Broadcasting, Sept.
21) is a well-considered document deserving serious study.
But each broadcaster must remember that the final decision
is up to him. He must decide what commercials go on the
air, whether network or spot. The decision is easier as a
result of the code board's work.

Drawn for BROADCASTING by Sid Hix
"He'll be well enough to be back on the job Monday,
Mr. Purdy . . . that is, unless the series runs to seven games."
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ALBEMARLE
1-uRT BRAGG
PINEHURST
THE PIEDMONT INDUSTRIAL. CRESCENT

the

FURNITURE

creates

buying

power

in the

industry

Piedmont

Industrial

Crescent!

The South's giant furniture industry is another reason why WFMY-TV
. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant
selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . .
and sells ... in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000
people live, work and buy.

f my-tv
GREENSBORO,
N. C.
'NOW IN OUR 10th YEAR OF SERVICE'
Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.
New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit
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